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OTRODUCTION.
There
people,

is

now but one great question dividing the American

and

that, to

the great danger of the stability of our

government, the concord and harmony of our
perpetuation of our

liberties, divides

Hence estrangement,

alienation,

enmity, have arisen between

and those who, from " the times that

the North and the South,
tried

men's souls," have stood shoulder

their rights against the world

combined

to build

up

and the

citizens,

us by a geographical hne.

;

to shoulder in asserting

who, as a band of brothers, had

this fair fabric of

almost in the act of turning their

human

fratricidal

arms against each

All other parties that have existed in our

other's bosoms.

on questions of policy

country, were segregated

whole nation and each individual composing

it

was softened by the

borhood association.

ties

;

they per-

of each

;

Moreover, these parties were constantly

by the

the Federalist of yesterday becomes the Re-

publican of to-day, and

Whigs and Democrats change

party allegiance with every change of leaders.
licans

political

of blood, friendship, and neigh-

changing, on account of the influence mutually exerted

members

the

affecting

ahke

vaded every section of the Union, and the acerbity of
strife

now

liberty, are

their

If the repub-

mismanaged the government, they suffered the consequen-

ces alike with the

country into
as the whigs.

federalists; if the

difficulties,

democrats plunged our

they had to abide the penalty as well

All parties

ahke had

to suffer the evils, or enjoy

the advantages of bad or good government.

reserved to our own times to witness the

rise,

But

it

has been

growth, and prev-

alence of a party confined exclusively to one section of the

Union, whose fundamental principle

is

opposition to the rights
(iii)

;
;
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and

interests of the other section

;

and

most sacredly guaranteed, and those

rights are

when those

this, too,

interests pro-

tected, by that compact under which we became a united nation.

In a

free

government hke ours, the eclecticism of

which we mean the

affinity

aUke

—by

by which the members of a party

unite on questions of national policy,
the country are

parties

affected

by which

sections of

all

—

has always been considered as

highly conducive to the purity and integrity of the government,

and one of the causes most promotive of
has been the case, not only in our

England, from

whom we
But

government.

den

Such

perpetuity.

also in

have mainly derived our ideas of

and even,

{ind religious liberty,

its

own country, but

to

some

civil

extent, our form of

and down-trod-

there, the case of oppressed

Ireland, bears witness to the baneful effects of geographical

partizan government and legislation.

In our own country
the Missouri contest,
fruits

this

is

same

spirit,

now beginning

which had

to

produce

its

its

origin in

legitimate

witness the growing distrust with which the people of

:

the North and the South begin to regard each other; the dimi-

nution of Southern travel, either for business or pleasure, in the

Northern States

;

the efforts of each section to develop

resources, so as virtually to render

it

own

its

independent of the other

the enactment

of " unfriendly legislation," in

States, towards

other States of the Union, or their citizens

several of the

the contest for the exclusive possession of the territories, the

common
Kansas
attempt

;

property of the States

;

t^e anarchy and bloodshed in

the exasperation of parties throughout the
to

nullify,

by popular clamor, the

Union

decision

;

of

the
the

supreme tribunal of our country; the existence of the "underground

railroad,"

and of a party in the North organized

for the

express purpose of robbing the citizens of the Southern States of
their property; the almost daily occurrence of fugitive slave

mobs;

the total insecurity of slave property in the border States;*

* Strange that

we

should be compelled to

the very midst of our Union.

call

those border States, which

lie

in
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the

attempt

circulate

to

false

among

and

us,

and malicious misrepresentations of

excite, at

and

;

the attempt to produce

;

one portion of our citizens in

to array

deadly hostility to the other

rection,

the

and the flooding of the whole

the state of society in the slave States
division

among

incendiary documents

slaves in the Southern States,

country with the most

y

finally, the

recent attempt to

Harper's Ferry, and throughout the South, an insur-

and a

civil

and

servile war, with all its attendant horrors.

All these facts go to prove that there

is

a great wrong some-

where, and that a part, or the whole, of the American people are

To

demented, and hurrying down to swift destruction.

wrong and

tain where this great

mind of

edy, to disabuse the public
prejudices, to

combat

all

evil lies, to point

erroneous impressions or

all

false doctrines

establish the truth, shall be the

ascer-

out the rem-

on

iJiis

subject,

and

aim of the following pages.

to

In

preparing them we have consulted the works of most of the
writers

on both sides of

and history tending

we would
patriot

to

this question, as well as the statistics

Roman

this

and dispassionate attention of every

To

and philanthropist.

language of the

To

throw Hght upon the subject.

invite the candid

such we would say, in the

all

bard,

" Si quid novisti vectius

Candidus imperti

si

;

istis,

non,

His utere mecum."

In the following pages,

tjie

words slave and slavery are not

used in the sense commonly understood by the abolitionists.

With them these terms
and
a.

servitude.

are contradistinguished from servants

According

"chattel" in a

to their definitioD, a slave is

human form;

and treated worse than a brute
leges, or duties.

Now,

if this

merely

a thing to be bought and sold,
;

is

a being without rights, privia correct definition of the

word, we totally object to the term, and deny that we have any

such institution as slavery among
no

class,

Supreme

which,

as the

us.

abolitionists

We

recognize

among

falsely assert,

Court decided " had no rights which a white

that

us

the

man was
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bound

The words

to respect."

synonymous, and
languages

diller

the one from Sclavonic, the other from the Latin,

;

The Saxon synonym

origin.

in our language, but

and

in

Hebrew by

ence to the

may

will

He

terms.

some of

become obsolete

thrall has

derivations, as thralldom, are

its

In Greek the same idea was expressed by

in use.

still

respectively of Latin and

womanly are

just as feminine and

Saxon

and servant are perfectly

slave

only in being derived from different

The one

ehed.

of another,

is

doiilos,

idea of servitude, or of obedi-

accurately expressed

by

all

these

who wishes to see this topic thoroughly examined,

consult " Fletcher's Studies on Slavery."

The word

slavery

used

is

in the following discussions, to ex-

press the condition of the African race in our Southern States,

as also in other parts of the world, and in other times.

This

word, as defined by most writers, does not truly express the

now bears

relation which the African race in our country,

white race.
tially

to the

In some parts of the world, the relation has essen-

changed, while the word to express

it

has remained the

In most countries of the world, especially in former

same.

times, the 2^ersons of the slaves were the absolute property of

the master, and might be used or abused, as caprice or passion

might

dictate.

to death

by

Under the Jewish

his master,

law, a slave

ished, unless the slave died outright

the

Roman

law, slaves

recognized as

drowned

human
us.

beings;

indeed,

As an example

adduce that of Paley

Under

under his hand.

had no rights whatever, and were scarcely

in fish-ponds, to feed the eels.

system among

might be beaten

and yet the master go entirely unpun-

:

they were sometimes

Such

is

not the labor

of faulty definition,

" Slavery," says he, "

is

we

will

an obligation

to labor for the benefit of the master, without the contract or

consent of the servant."

Waiving,

of this definition, as far as

only half of the definition

it
;

goes,

for the present, the

we would remark

the only idea here conveyed

of compulsor}' and unrequited labor.

system.

Though we

true definition,

prefer the

we must

accuracy
that

term

Such

is

is

it

is

that

not our labor-

slave, yet if this

be

its

protest against its being appHed to our

:
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system of African servitude, and
shall

The true

be used.

yjj

some other term

insist that

definition of the term, as applicable to

the domestic institution in the Southern States,

Slavery

is

is

as follows

the duty and obligation of the slave to labor for the

mutual benefit of both master and

under a warrant

to

the slave of protection, and a comfortable subsistence, under

all

circumstances.

The person

of the slave

matter what the fictions of the law
his labor

is

property, or as the right

apprentice

may

property, and

may

slave,

may

not property, no

is

say

;

but the right to

be transferred like any other

the services of a minor or an

to

Nor

be transferred.

is

the labor of the slave

of the master, but for the benefit of

"solely for the benefit

all

concerned; for himself, to repay the advances made for his
support in childhood, for present subsistence, and for guardianship and protection, and to accumulate a fund for sickness, disability,

and old

The master, as the head of the system,

age.

has a right to the obedience and labor of the slave, but the
slave has also his

mutual rights

protection, the right of counsel

his

and guidance, the right of sub-

the right of care and attention in sickness and old

sistence,

He

age.

in the master; the right of

has also a right in his master as the sole arbiter in

wrongs and

difficulties,

and as a merciful judge and

penser of law to award the penalty of his misdeeds.

American

slaver}-, or as

dis-

Such

Mr. Henry Hughes happily terms

all

is
it,

" Warranteeism."

In order that the subject of American slavery

may

be

thoroughly discussed, we have availed ourselves of the labors
of several of the ablest writers in the Union.

been taken, not
of our

country.

It

the Southern States,

reason

who

true,
for

most of them are

this

there

practically unacquainted with

of the French nation,

African savages of
republic

is

and

is

a good

citizens of

and obvious

no one can correctly discuss this subject, or any other,

;

is

These have

one section only, but fi:om both sections

fi'om

;

St.

it.

This was the error

when they undertook

Domingo

of the English nation

to

legislate

into free citizens of the

when they undertook

the

model

to inter-
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fere in the internal affairs of their colonies

men

always be, when
reference to

any

and thus must

it

whose fundamental truths, they are

subject, of

every part of the

It is true, that in

profoundly ignorant.

;

undertake to think or write, or act, in

civil-

ized world there are noble minds, rising superior to the preju-

and the influence of the society in which

dices of education,

they are placed, and defending the truth
all

own sake;

to

such we render their due homage.
the defenders of American slavery, that

It is objected to

they have changed their ground
it

for its

as an

social

inevitable

and

political

Bible and by

God

evil,

sent slave States had Httle
into

defenders as a

its

good, morally right, and sanctioned by the

This charge

himself

ence to a few historical facts

of Africans

that from being apologists for

;

they have become

this

will

is

by

unjust, as

The

abundantly appear.

or no agency

country;

refer-

pre-

in the first introduction

was achieved by the

this

Wherever

Northern commercial States and by Great Britain.

the cUmate suited the negro constitution, slavery was profitable

and flourished;

-Avhere

was unsuitable,

climate

the

was unprofitable, and died

Most of

out.

the

slavery

slaves in the

Northern States were sent southward to a more congenial clime.

Upon

the

discussions,

introduction

into

Congress

of the

by John Quincy Adams, and Joshua Giddings,

Southern men

altogether refused to engage in the debate, or

They averred

even to receive petitions on the subject.

good could grow out of

The

it,

but only unmitigated

agitation of the abohtion question

France during the horrors of her
auspices of the
until

it

achieved the ruin of her

During

it

abroad.

it

had commenced

revolution,

West India

under the

colonies,

and by

agitation the Southern States

own

business, regardless

They had never

They had

in

had pervaded England

investigated

theoretically, but they were well acquainted with

workings.

that no

evil.

had been introduced into our North-

all this

been quietly minding their
turmoil

first

Red RepubHcans;

anti-slavery missionaries

ern States.

aboHtion

first

received

of

the

all its

all

had
the

subject
practical

from Africa a few hundred
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thousand pagan savages, and had developed them into millions

happy

of civilized Christians,

and useful

in themselves,

to the

They had never made the inquiry whether the system
were fundamentally wrong, but they judged it by its fruits, which

world.

were beneficent to

upholding a moral,
abolition

When

all.

social,

therefore they were charged with

and

and

political evil;

its

immediate

was demanded, as a matter not only of policy, but

also of justice

and

right, their reply was,

Our

gated the subject.

have grown up with

fathers left

it;

it

it

we have never

investi-

us as a legacy, we

to

has grown with our growth, and

strengthened with our strength, until

is

it

now incorporated

What

with every fibre of our social and political existence.

you say concerning
see that your

its evils

may

remedy involves

to the master, to our

be true or

but we clearly

false,

a vastly gi'eater evil, to the slave,

common

We

country, and to the world.

understand the nature of the negro race; and in the relation
in which the providence of

are happy and useful

God has

members

placed

them

to

will

common

We

are instructing

Christianity,

and

them

many

in

ready taught them to read the word of

life.

in the principles

insta,nces

would be a curse to them.

have

al-

But we know that

the time has not yet come; that this liberty which
to MS,

may come

be capable of enjoying the blessings of fireedom

and self-government.
of our

they

of society, and are fast rising in

the scale of inteUigence and civilization, and the time

when they

us,

is

a blessing

Besides, to us and to you,

such a violent disruption would be

most

disastrous,

it

would

topple to its foundations the whole social and political edifice.

God, in

Moreover, we have had warning on this subject.

his

providence, has permitted the emancipation of the Afiican race
in a few of the islands contiguous to our shores,

and

far

from

being elevated thereby to the condition of Christian freemen,

they have rapidly retrograded to the state of pagan savages.

The value of property

in those islands has rapidly depreciated,

commerce and

their production has vastly diminished,

and

their

usefulness to the world

We

wish not to subject

is

destroyed.

either ourselves or our dependents to such a fate.

God has

:
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placed

them

our hands, and he holds us responsible for our

in

course of policy towards them.

This courteous, common-sense, and practical reply, far from

mouths of the

closing the

encouraged them to

agitators, only

redouble their exertions, and to imbitter the epithets which they

They exhausted

hurled at the slave-holders.

of billingsgate in denouncing those guilty of

of

and charged them

all sins,

most henious

in plain terms, with being afraid

Thus goaded

to investigate or to discuss the subject.

many commenced

the vocabulary

this

Then

the investigation.

into

it,

for the first time did

the Southern people take a position on this subject.

It

due

is

to a citizen of this State, the Rev. J. Smylie, to say that he

was the
Bible,

of others,

and

promulgate the truth, as deduced from the

to

first

He

on the subject of slavery.

who discussed

was followed by a host

not only in the light of revelation

it

morals, but as consistent with the Federal Constitution

the Declaration of Independence

commenced

their

;

until

career of abolition

many

and

who had
by reasoning

of those

agitation

from the Bible and the Constitution, were compelled to acknowledge that they both were hopelessly pro-slavery, and to cry
" give us an anti-slavery constitution, an anti-slavery Bible,

To such

an anti-slavery God."
It is here

naticism.

no more of
changed

their

many

charge, that

ground;

it

appeal to

compelled to

of

reduced by

whom commenced

ended in downright

this

men

is

"a

is

the defenders of slavery have

who have been

the abolitionists

higher

law," not

when men undertake

The Apostle,

written."

explicitly laid

down

as Christian

Let us then hear

infidelity.

anly than the

Federal Constitution, but also, than the law of God.
inevitable result

fa-

worthy of remark, that most of the early

abolition propagandists,

ministers, have

straits are

and

to

in the Epistle to

be

*'

This

is

the

wise above what

Timothy, has not only

the law on the subject of slavery, but has,

with prophetic vision, drawn the exact portrait of our modern
abohtionists.

" Let as

many

servants as are under the yoke count their

own masters worthy of all honor, that the name of God and

his

;
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And

doctrine be not blasphemed.

they that have belicvino-

them not despise them, because they are brethren

masters, let

but rather do them service, because they are

faithful

and be-

These things teach and exhort.

loved, partakers of the benefit.

If

^

.

any man teach otherwise, and consent not

to

wholesome

words, even the words of our Lord Jesus Christ, and to the
doctrine which

Cometh

of

envy,
of

disputings,
truth,

is

proud, knowing

strifes

of words, where-

according to godliness, he

is

nothing, but doting about questions and
railings,

strife,

men

supposing that gain

is

surmisings,

evil

minds

of corrupt

perverse

and destitute of the

godliness; from such withdraw

thyself"

Can any words more accurately and

vividly

portray the

more

plainly point

character and conduct of the abolitionists, or

out the results of their efforts

Is

?

it

any wonder that

after

having received such a castigation, they should totally repudiate the authority of God's law,

be done."

and say, " Not thy

will,

but mine

It is here explicitly declared that this doctrine, the

obedience of slaves to their masters, are the words of our Lord

Jesus Christ

;

ized as doting

and the arguments of
sillily

quences are more serious

and

of the evil

;

in our political

opposers are character-

about questions and

therefore unworthy of reply and

root

its

strife,

;

the
;

words, and

But the conse-

look at the catalogue.

see

communities

hoklers robbers, thieves,

strifes of

refutation.

divisions

in

Envy, the

our churches,

railings, their calling

slave-

murderers, outlaws; evil surmisings,

can any good thing come out of Nazareth, or from the Slave

Perverse disputings of

States?

men

of corrupt minds, their

wresting the Scriptures from their plain and obvious meaning to

compel them to teach abolitionism.
Christians

:

Finally

;

the duty of

all

from such withdraw thyself

The monographs embraced

in this

compendium of discussions

on slavery, were written at different periods; some of them
several years ago,
for this

and some of them were prepared expressly

work, and some have been re-written in order to con-

tinue the subject

down

to the present time.

There

is

this fur-

;

Xii
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ther advantage in combining works of different dates, that

comparing them

it is

by

evident that the earher and later writers

both stood on, substantially, the same gi'ound, and take the

same general views of the
sistency must, therefore,

institution.

fall

The charge

To the reading

to the ground.

public, most of the matter contained in these pages

be new

will

though some of them have been before the public

as,

of incon-

for several

years, they have had but a limited circulation, no efforts having

been made by the Southern people to scatter them broadcast
throughout the land, in the form of Sunday school looks, or

Nor

religious tracts.

be expected by the reader, that the

will it

authors of the works on the different topics embraced in this

arguments

discussion, should have been able to confine their

The

strictly within the assigned limits.

inosculate, that

it

subjects themselves so

would be strange indeed

if

the writers should

not occasionally encroach upon each other's province

from the variety of argument, and mode of

this,

;

but even

illustration, will

be found interesting.

The work of Professor

Christy, on the Economical Relations

of Slavery, contains a large

and

able

amount of the most

well arranged statistical

and deductions are remarkable

He

matter, and

accurate, valu-

his combinations

for their philosophical accuracy.

spent several years in the service of the American Coloniz-

ation Society, as agent for Ohio, and

made himself thoroughly

acquainted with the results, both to the blacks and whites, both
of slavery and emancipation.

Governor

man and

Hammond

is

political writer,

too well known, as an eminent statesto require notice here.

His

letters

are addressed to Mr. Clarkson, of England, who, in conjunction

with Wilberforce, after a long struggle, at last secured the pas-

by

sage,

slave

The

the Parliament of Great Britain, of acts to abolish the

trade

and slavery, in the British West India

results of this are vividly portrayed

predictions are

now

by the

author,

colonies.

and

his

history.

Chancellor Harper, with a master hand, draws a parallel be-

tween the

social

condition of communities where slave labor

INTRODUCTION.
exists

and where

it

does not, and vindicates the South from the

upon

aspersions cast

Dr. Bledsoe's

'^

xiii

her.

Liberty and Slavery," or Slavery in the Light

of Moral Science, discusses the right or wrong of slavery, ex-

poses the

fallacies,

and answers the arguments of the

abolition-

His established reputation as an accurate reasoner, and a

ists.

forcible writer, guarantees the excellence of this work.

Dr. Stringfellow's Slavery in the Light of Divine Revelation,

and Dr. Hodge's Bible Argument on Slavery, form a synopsis

The

of the whole theological argument on the subject.

and obvious teachings, of both Old and
given with such

irresistible force as to

New

carry conviction to every
"

Law

mind, except those wedded to the theory of a "Higher

than the

Law

plain

Testament, are

of God.

Dr. Cartwright's " Ethnology of the African Race," are the
results of the observation

an extensive

and experience of a

lifetime,

spent in

practice of medicine in the midst of the race.

He

has had the best of opportunities for becoming intimately ac-

quainted with
well

all

the idiosyncrasies of this race, and he has

That the negro

improved them.

or at least variety of the

human

must, we think, be admitted by

is

now an

established,

race, is well
all.

inferior species,

and

That by himself he has

never emerged from barbarism, and even when partly civilized

under the control of the white man, he speedily returns

same

state, if

emancipated, are now indubitable truths.

to the

Whether

or not, under our system of slavery, he can ever be so elevated
as to be worthy of freedom, time and the providence of

alone

can

determine.

The most encouraging

results

God
have

already been achieved by American slavery, in the elevation of

the negro race in our midst

;

as they are

now

as far superior to

the natives of Africa, as the whites are to them.
point of view, also, there

is

In a religious

great encouragement, as there are

twice as many communicants of Christian churches among our
slaves, as there are

among

stations in the world.

volume.)

What

the heathen at

the missionary

all

(See Prof Christy's

statistics

in this

the negroes might have been, but for the
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interfereuco of the abolitionists,

it is

impossible to conjocture.

been unmitigated

their influence has only

That

we have

evil,

the united testimony, both of themselves and of the slave hold-

(See Dr. Beecher's late sermon on the Harper's Ferry

ers.

trials.)

To show what has been

the uniform course of Christians in

we will quote from the first pasSynod of the Carolinas and Georgia, to the

the South towards the slaves,
toral letter of the

churches under their

care.

After addressing husbands and wives, parents and children,
their relative duties, the

on

heads of families, think

promote

and whose salvation you are bound

—we mean your

for

life,

and

you

slaves

;

poor creatures

also deeply

endeavor to

to

they be

shall

1

their owners never once attempt to deliver

from the bondage of

their souls

sin,

nor point them to eternal

freedom through the blood of the Son of

we beg leave

ject

"But parents and

whose souls you are

ural offspring, in the welfare of
interested,

bound

continues,

has committed others to your care, besides your nat-

God

that

it

Synod

not surprising that we inform

to

God

On

!

this sub-

submit to your consideration the conduct

of Abraham, the father of the laithful, through whose example is

communicated unto you the commandment of God (Gen.

xviii

19)

:

'

;

his children

For

and

I

know

him,' says God, 'that he will

command
keep

his household after him, that they shall

the ways of the Lord, to do justice and judgment.'

" Masters and servants, attend to your duty

language of the
all

Holy Ghost—

to

in the express

servants, obey your masters in

things; not with eye service, as men-pleasers, but in single-

ness of heart, fearing
ily,

'

—

God

;

and whatsoever you do, do

as to the Lord, and not to man.

your servants

their due,

And

it

knowing that your master

in heaven, neither is there respect of persons with Him.'
let

those

heart-

you, masters, render
is

also

And

who govern, and those who are governed, make the

object of living in this world be, to prepare to

judge, ^Yhen

all shall

meet your God and

stand on a level before His bar, and receive

their decisive sentence according to the deeds

done in the body.
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" Servants, be willing to receive instruction, and discourage

Remem-

not your masters by your stubbornness or aversion.
ber, the

interest

is

your own good

for

in teaching your
place to place
if rightly

;

;

your own, and

spend

young

will

you be

wise,

Sabbath in learning

the

it

will

will

give

be

and

to read,

ones, instead of rambling abroad

a few years

improved,

if

from

you many Sabbaths, which,

be sufficient for the purpose.

Attend,

on public worship, when you have opportunity, and behave

also,

there with decency and good order.
"

Were

these relative duties conscientiously practiced,

by hus-

bands and wives, parents and children, masters and servants,

how

pleasing would be the sight

pious Joshua's resolution, as for

;

expressing by your conduct

me and my

house,

we

will

serve

the Lord."

The argument on
we commend
deed,

it is

deduced from the law of nations,

slavery,

to the special attention of the candid reader.

In-

from the recognition of the duty of the various races

and nations composing the human

ftimily, to

contribute their

part for the advancement and good of the whole, not only that
slavery has existed in

all

and are now being made,
and

ages, but also that efforts have been,
to extend the benefits of civihzation

religion to the benighted

done in two

diflerent

the earth.

;

Both have achieved great good, but the
successful.

Though

This has been

one by sending the teacher forth
by bringing the heathen to the teacher.

ways

to the heathen, the other

mces of

latter

has been the more

the principles embraced in this general

law of nations have been acknowledged and acted out in
times,

it

is

due

to J. Q.

Adams,

to state that he first

all

gave a

clear elucidation of those principles, so far as they apply to

commerce.

Commending

these arguments to the candid consideration of

every friend to his country, we
the hope that they

our blood-bought

good of

all

will

may

liberties,

but to the glory of God, and the

men.

Port Gibson,

be permitted to express

redound, not only to the perpetuity of

Miss., Jan. 1,

1860.
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ment.

Its

edition of

TIIE

Cotton

is

TniRD EDITION.
King was

issued as an experi-

favorable reception led to further investigation, and

an enlargement of the work for a second edition.
The present publishers have bought the copyright of the third
edition, with the privilege of printing it in the form and manner
that

may

from

all

This step severs the author

best suit their purposes.

further connection with the work,

and

affords

him an

opportunity of stating a few of the facts which led, originally, to
its

production.

an

editor,

He was

from 1824

tariff controversy,

country.

till

connected with the newspaper press, as
1836.

and the

This included the period of the

rise of the anti-slavery party of this

After resigning the editorial chair, he

associated with public affairs, so as to afford

of observing the progress of events.

him

In 1848

still

remained

opportunities

he accepted an

appointment as Agent of the American Colonization Society, for
Ohio; and was thus brought directly into contact with the ele-

ments of agitation upon the slavery question, in the aspect which
that controversy had then assumed.
Upon visiting Columbus,
the seat of government of the State, in January, 1849, the Legislature, then in session,

was found

in great agitation about the

repeal of the Black Laws, which had originally been enacted to

prevent the immigration of colored

men

into

the State.
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and were uncompromisdemands. To escape from the difficulty, and prevent
all future agitation upon the subject, politicians united in erasing
The colored
this cause of disturbance from the statute book.
people had been in convention at the capitol and felt themselves
abolitionists held the balance of i^ower,

ing in their

;

in a position, as they imagined, to control the legislation of the

They were encouraged

State.

to

in this belief

by the

abolitionists,

an organization by which black men were
of their claims to an equality with
in
advocacy
stump the State

and proceeded

to effect

white men.

At

Colonization cause was brought before

this juncture the

the Legislature, by a memorial asking aid to send emigrants to

An

Liberia.

appointment was also made, by the agent,

for

a

Lecture on Colonization, to be delivered in the hall of the House
of Representatives

;

and respectful notices sent

cliurches, inviting the colored people to attend.

was met by them with

to the

African

This invitation

the publication of a call for an indignation

meeting; which, on assembling, denounced both the agent and
the cause he advocated, in terms unfitted to be copied into this

work.

One

of the resolutions, however, has

some

significance,

as foreshadowing the final action they contemplated,

has shown

itself

so futile, as a

Harper's Feriy Tragedy.
'''•Resolved^

means of

and which

redress, in the recent

That resolution reads as follows

—That we will never leave

our brethren groans in slavish

this country while

one of

United States, but
our rights, and those of

fetters in the

and contend for
our enslaved race upon the rostrum in the pulpit in the
social circle, and upon the field, if necessary, until liberty to the
will

remain on

this soil

—

—

—

captive shall be proclaimed throughout the length and breadth of
this great Republic, or

we

called from time to eternity."

In the winter of 1850, Mr. Stanley's proposition, to Congress,
for the appropriation of the last installment of the Surplus

nue

to Colonization,

was

laid

before the Ohio

Reve-

Legislature for

The colored people again held meetings, denouncing
and the following resolutions, among others,
were adopted the first at Columbus and the second at Cincinnati;
approval.

this proposition also,

'"''

—
—That

Resolved^

it is

our unalterable and eternal determina

remain in the United States at all
the withering flood of prejudice and mis-

tion, as heretofore expressed, to

hazards, and to 'buffet
rule,'

which menaces our destruction until we are exalted, to ride

:
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its

destroying vortex

although inducements

to
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foaming billows, or honorably sink into its
may be held out for us
emigrate, in the shape of odious and oppressive laws, or liberal
:

appropriations,"
'"''Hesolved^

—That we

should labor diligently to secure

—

first,

the abolition of slavery, and, failing in this, the separation of the
States

;

ing in

one or the other event being necessary
its

to

our ever enjoy-

and power, the privilege of an American

fullness

citizen."

Again, some three or four years

later,

on the occasion of the

formation of the Ohio State Colonization Society, another meeting was called, in opposition to Colonization, in the city of Cincinnati, which,
'•^

Resolved^

among

—That

others, passed the following resolution

in our opinion the emancipation

and eleva-

depends in a great measure upon
remaining in the country and we

tion of our enslaved brethren

who

their brethren

will

remain

which

Mr

to

are free,

;

be that 'agitating element

Wise, in a

'»in

late letter, concludes,

American

has done so

politics,

much

for

the slave."

Many

similar resolutions might be quoted, all manifesting a

determination, on the part-of the colored people, to maintain their
foothold in the United States, until

the freedom of the slave

and indicating an expectation, on their part,
that this result would be brought about by an insurrection, in
which they expected to take a prominent part. In this policy
they were encouraged by nearly all the opponents of Colonization,
but especially by the active members of the organizations for
running off slaves to Canada.
To meet this state of things, Cotton is King was written. The
should be

mad

eflfected;

Burns' case, at Boston, in 1854, proved, conclusively, that white men, by the thousand, stood prepared to
folly of the

provoke a collision between the North and the South.

The eight

hundred men who volunteered at "Worcester, and proceeded to
Boston, on that occasion, with banner flying, showed that such a
condition of public sentiment prevailed; while, at the

same time,

the sudden dispersion of that valorous army, by a single officer

of the general government, who, unaided, captured their leader

and bore

off their banner,

philanthropists

undisciplined

are

men

not

proved, as conclusively, that such

soldiers

—that

promiscuous crowds of

are wholly unreliable in the hour of danger.

COTTON
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The author would here

repeat, then, that the

in view, in the preparation of

policy they had adopted

what they wished

West

Cotton

is

main

object

King, was

to

he had

convince

of the utter failure of their plans, and that the

the abolitionists

itionists, in
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to

was productive of results, the opposite of
that British and American abol-

effect;

—

destroying tropical cultivation by emancipation in the

Indies,

and opposing

its

promotion in Africa by Coloniza-

United States its prosperity and
no longer to be controlled by
was
its power;
moral or physical force, but had become wholly subject to the
and that, therefore, labor in tropical
laws of Political Economy
tion,

had given

—

to slavery in the

that the institution

;

—

commerce, and not insurwas the agency to be employed by
those who would successfully oppose the extension of American
countries, to supply tropical products to

rection in the United States,

Slavery

for, just as

:

long as the hands of the free should persist

demands

in refusing to supply the

long

it

would continue

to

for cotton, just so

be seen in the perusal of the present edition, that Great

It will

Britain, in her efforts to

Africa,

commerce

of

be obtained from those of the slave.

now

acts

upon

promote cotton cultivation in India and
and that she thereby ac-

this principle,

knowledges the truth of the views which the author has advanced.
It will be seen also, that to check American slavery and prevent
a renewal of the slave trade by

American

planters, she has

even

determined to employ the slaves of Africa in the production of
cotton: that is to say, the slavery of America is to be opposed by
arraying against

it

the slavery of Africa

—the

petty chiefs there

being required to force their slaves to the cotton patches, that the
masters here

may

find a diminishing

market

for the products of

their plantations.

In

this

many

connection

it

may

be remarked, that the author has had

opportunities of conversing with colored

ject of emigration to

opposed

it

men, on the sub-

Africa, and they have almost uniformly

on the ground that they would be needed here.

Some

of them, in defending their conduct, revealed the grounds of their
hopes.

But

details

on

this point are

unnecessary.

The

subject is

referred to, only as affording an illustration of the extent to

ignorant

men may become

which

the victims of dangerous delusions.

The sum of the matter was about

this

:

the colored people, they

had organizations extending from Canada to Louisiana, by
means of which information could be communicated throuorhout

said,

"
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freedom was to be struck. Phiexpected to take sides against the
oppre33or, while those occupying neutral ground would offer no
the South,

the

resistiince to the

for

men were

lanthiopic white

passage of forces from Canada and Ohio

to

Vir-

Once upon slave territory, they imagined
the work of emancipation would be easily executed, as every
ginia and Kentucky.

slave would rush to the standard of freedom.

These schemes of the colored people were viewed,

at the time,

and ignorant minds, dreaming of
of Egyptian miracles for their deliverance; and

as the vagaries of over excited

the repetition

were subjects of regret, only because they operated as barriers to
But when a friend placed in the author's hand, a
Colonization.
few days since, a copy of the Chatham (Canada West) Weekly
Pilots of October 13, he could see that the seed

in 1849,
at

had yielded

its

Harper's Ferry in 1859.

and

sown

at

Columbus

harvest of bitterness and disappointment

That paper contained the proceedings
men, at Chatham, on the 3d of that

resolutions of the colored

month, in which the annexed resolution was included:
" Resolved^ That in view of the fact that a crisis will soon
occur in the United States to affect our friends and countrymen

—

there,

we

feel

it

the duty of every colored person to

make

the

The temperature and salubrity of the
climate, and the productiveness and fertility of the soil afford
To hail their enslaved
ample field for their encom-agement.
bondmen upon their deliverance, in the glorious kingdom of
Canadas

their

homes.

British Liberty, in

the

Canadas, we cordially invite the free

—

and the bond, the noble and the ignoble we have no 'Dred
Scott Law.'
The occasion which called out this resolution, together with a

number of
October

was the delivery of a lecture, on the 3d of
by an agent from Jamaica, who urged them to emi-

others,

last,

grate to that beautiful island.

when

The import of

this resolution will

remembered, that the organiza
tion of Brown's insurrectionary scheme took place, in this same
city of Chatham, on the 8th of May last.
The "crisis" which
was soon to occur in the United States, and the importance of
every colored man remaining at his post, at that particular juncture, as urged by the resolutions, all indicate, very clearly, that
Brown's movements were known to the leaders of the meeting,
be better understood,

and that they desired

it is

to co-operate in the

movement.

The

spirit

COTTON
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breathed by the whole series of the Chatham resolutions,
fully in accord with those passed

from time

to

is

so

time in the United

no difficulty in perceiving that the views,
and hopes of the colored people of both countries
have been the same. The Chatham meeting was on the night of
the 3d October, and the outbreak of Brown on that of the 16th.
But the failure of the Harper's Ferry movement should now
serve as convincing proof, that nothing can be gained, by such
means, for the African race. No successful organization, for their
deliverance, can be effected in this country and foreign aid is
States, that there is

expectations,

;

out of the question, not only because foreign nations will not

wage war

for a philanthropic object,

without our cotton for a single year.

but because they cannot do

They are very much

in the

condition of our Northern politicians, since the old party land-

marks have been broken down. The slavery question is the only
left, upon which any enthusiasm can be awakened among the
people.
The negro is to American politics what cotton is to
European manufactures and commerce the controlling element.
As the overthrow of American slavery, with the consequent suspension of the motion of the spindles and looms of Europe, would
bring ruin upon millions of its population so the dropping of the
negro question, in American poKtics, would at once destroy the
one

—

;

prospects

thousands of aspirants to

of

office.

In ninety-nine

cases out of a hundred, the clamor against slavery

is

made

only

and there is not now, nor has there been at any
other period, any intention on the part of political agitators to

for

effect;

wage

actual

war against

the slave States themselves.

But while

the author believes that no intention of exciting to insurrection

ever existed

among

leading politicians at the North, he must

express the opinion that evil has

grown out of

the policy they

have pursued, as it has excited the free negro to attempts at insurrection, by leading hira to believe that they were in earnest
in their professions of prosecuting the "irrepressible conflict,"

between freedom and slavery,
South

;

to a termination destructive to the

and, lured by this hope, he has been led to consider

it

his

man, to stand prepared for Mr Jefferson's crisis, in
which Omnipotence would be arrayed upon his side. This stand

duty, as a

from principles of honor, instead of
of enterprise in which to better his condition.

he has been induced
seeking

new

But there

fields
is

to take

another evil to the colored man, which has grown
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The

contro-

one of such a peculiar nature, that any needed modification of it can be made, by politicians, to suit whatever emergency
may arise. The Burns' case convinced them that many men,
versy

is

white and black, were then prepared for treason.

however, that voters at large disapproved

step,

was

unpopular

it

emancipation upon

to advocate the forcing of

the slave States, but

have the North

seemed equally repugnant

it

filled

The

with free negroes.

This was a

and, not only

;

to the

people to

free colored

man

was, therefore, given to understand, that slavery was not to bo
disturbed in the States where

But

was not

this

He had

all.

it

had been already established.

to

have another lesson in the phi-

losophy of dissolving scenes^ as exhibited in the great political
the Western States had denied him an
man, in the adoption or modification of
He looked to Kansas for justice, and lo it
their constitutions.
came. The first constitution, adopted by the free State men of

magic

Nearly

lantern.

all

equality with the white

!

that territory, excluded the free colored

"Why

citizenship!

politician of Cincinnati

we want

it

the nigger out of our

for

from the rights of

German
men excluded
State?" "Oh," he

" why have the free State

:

people from the proposed

the free colored
replied, "

man

said the author, to a leading

is this,"

our sons

way

:

we

—

—

men, and we want
want him there as a slave

for white

neither

or freeman, as in either case his presence tends to degrade labor."

This

not

is

colored

which
then,

all.

men

Nearly every slave State

their people are

is

determined no longer

the result of the

eflforts

agitation has brought

Under

legislating the free

to tolerate.

of the free colored

himself in the midst of the whites
litical

is

out of their bounds, as a "disturbing element"

;

and here

is

man

Here,

to sustain

the evil that po-

upon him.

these circumstances, the author believes he will be per-

forming a useful service, in bringing the question of the economical relations of

American

the public.

is

as

It

slavery, once more, prominently before

time that the true character of the negro race,

compared with the white,

determined.

the white man, as the

work

in productive industry, should be

If the negro, as a voluntary laborer, is the equal of
abolitionists

contend, then, set

him

to

and he can accomplish something
for his race
but if he is incapable of competing with the white
man, except in compulsory labor, as slaveholders most sinin tropical cultivation,
;

—
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race

fully

demonstrates

—

by the world, and all efforts for
accomplishment of the separadirected
to
the
his elevation be
until
the colored men, who are now
Because,
tion of the races.
fi-ee, shall afford the evidence that freedom is best for the race,
those held in slavery cannot escape from their condition of
then

the truth be understood

let

servitude.

Some new and important

facts in relation to the results of "West

India emancipation are presented, which show, beyond question,
that the advancing productiveness, claimed for these islands, is not

due

to

any improvement in the industrial habits of the negroes,

but

is

the result, wholly, of the introduction of immigrant labor

from abroad. No advancement, of any consequence, has been
made where immigrants have not been largely imported and iu
;

Jamaica, which has received but few, there
production from what existed during even

a large decline in

is

the

first

years of

freedom.

The present

edition embraces a considerable

amount of new

matter, having a bearing on the condition of the cotton question,

and a few other points of public

interest.

Several

new

Statistical

Tables have been added to the appendix, that are necessary to the
illustration of the topics discussed;

and some

historical matter

also, in illustration of the early history of slavery in the

United

States.

Cincinnati,

Januaet
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The

favor by the public.
the book was

1,

left to

SECOND EDITION.
much
name having been withheld,
upon its own merits. The first

received, generally, with

author's

stand or

fall

edition has been sold without

publishers.

As

work has been

any special effort on the part of the
they did not risk the cost of stereotyping, the

left

and enlargement. No change
made, except a few
and the addition of some qualifying phrases.
open

in the matter of the

verbal alterations

for revision

first

edition has been
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short paragraphs only have bcon omitted, so as to leave tho

public documents

and

moral condition of the

abolitionists,

only,

free colored people.

to

testify as

to

the

Tho matter added

to

volume equals nearly one-fourth of the work. It
Firsts The condition of the free
relates mainly to two points
colored people; Second^ The economical and political relations
The facts given, it is believed, will completely fortify
of slavery.
all the positions of the author, on these questions, so far as his
the present

:

views have been assailed.

The field of investigation embraced in the book is a broad one,
and the sources of information from which its facts are derived
are accessible to but few.
to these facts,

on

first

It is

not surprising, then, that sti'angers

seeing them arranged in their philosophical

and logical connection, should be startled at their imand misconceive the object and motives of the author.
For example: One reviewer, in noticing the first edition,
asserts that the wi'iter "endeavors to prove that slavery is a great
blessing in its relations to agriculture, manufactures, and commerce." The candid reader will be unable to find any thinii;, in
The author
the pages of the work, to justify such an assertion.

relations
port,

has proved that the products of slave labor are in such universal

demand, through the channels named by the reviewer,

that

it is

impracticable, in the existing condition of the world, to overthrow

and that as the free negro has demonstrated his inaengage successfully in cotton culture, therefore American slavery remains immovable, and presents a standing monument of the folly of those who imagined they could effect its overthe system

;

bility to

This was the author's aim.

throw by the measures they pursued.

Another charges, that the whole work is based on a fallacy,
and that all its arguments, therefore, are unsound. The fallacy
of the book,
indivisible,

it is explained, consists in making cotton and slavery
and teaching that cotton can not be cultivated except

by slave labor whereas, in the opinion of the objector, that staple
can be grown by iree labor.
Here, again, the author is misunderstood. He only teaches what is true beyond all question:
not that free labor is incapable of producing cotton, but that it
does not produce it so as to aflfect the interests of slave labor; and
;

that the

American

planter, therefore,

still

finds himself in the

possession of the monopoly of the market fur cotton, and unable
to

meet the demand made upon him

for that staple, except

by a

;
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American

employment of

cultivation, requiring the

its

an increased amount of labor in its production.
Another says: ''The real object of the work

an apology

is

for

Professing to repudiate extremes, the author

slavery.

pleads the necessity for the present continuance of slavery, founded

on economical,
reader can not

and moral considerations."

political,
fail to

The

dullest

perceive that the work contains not one word

of apology for the institution of slavery, nor the slightest wish for
its

continuance.

The author did not suppose

holders would thank any Northern
for their

man

to

that Southern slave

attempt an apology

maintaining what they consider their rights under the

constitution

;

neither did he imagine that any plea fur the contin-

uance of American slavery was needed, while the world at large
is industriously engaged in supporting it by the consumption of
its

He,

products.

therefore, neither attempted an apology for its

existence nor a plea for

and not recording

his

its

gined the public cared a

how an

continuance.

own

He was

writing history

opinions, about which he never ima-

fig.

He was

merely aiming at showing,

and ill supported in the outset, had bemost potent agents in the advancement of civilization, notwithstanding the opposition it has had to encounter
and that those who had attempted its overthrow, in consequence of
a lack of knowledge of the plainest principles of political economy and of human nature in its barbarous state, had contributed,
more than any other class of persons, to produce this result.
Another charges the author with ignorance of the recent proinstitution, feeble

come one of

the

making

gress

Algeria

;

in the culture of cotton, by free labor, in India

and congratulates

his readers that, "

on

and

this side of the

ocean, the prospects of free soil and free labor, and of free cotton
as one of the products of free soil
fair as

to

now."

This

is

a

and free labor, were never so
example of one's "whistling

pretty fair

keep his courage up," while passing, in the dark, through

woods where he thinks ghosts are lurking on either side.
Algeria has done nothing, yet, to encourage the hope that American slavery will be lessened in value by the cultivation of cotton
The British custom-house reports, as late as Septemin Africa.
ber, 1855, instead of showing any increase of imports of cotton
from India, it will be seen, exhibit a great falling off in its supplies

the

;

and, in the opinion of the best authorities, extinguishes

hope of arresting the progress of American slavery by any
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efforts

made

to render Asiatic free labor

more

that the chances of

As

effective.

prospects on this side of the ocean, a glance at the

map

29
to the

will show,

growing cotton in Kansas are just as good, and

only as good as in Illinois and Missouri, from whence not a pound
is

Texas was careful

ever exported.

appropriate nearly

to

cotton lands acquired from Mexico, which

of the

Rocky Mountains and, oy
;

have been secured
even were

Another

it

ready for the task

alleges that the

This

from a careless reader.
first edition,

nearly, as

the

all

on the eastern side

that act, all such lands, mainly,

"Where, then,

to slavery.

people of color."

lie

is free

labor to operate,

?

book

is

" a weak

effort to slander the

come only
The whole testimony, embraced in the
to the economical failure of West India
is

a charge that could have

Emancipation, and the moral degradation of the free colored
people,

generally,

expressly stated;

show them what
timony of

quoted from abolition authorities, as

is

is

not to slander the people of color, but to
the world

is

to

think of them, on the

particular friends

their

and

self-constituted

tes-

guard-

ians.

Another

objects to

that slavery

and use

its

is

what

malum

products.

iii

On

is

se^

said of those

who

hold the opinion

and who yet continue

this point

is

it

to

purchase

only necessary to say,

by the sophistry

that the logic of the book has not been affected

employed against it and that if those who hold the per se doctrine, and continue to use slave labor products, dislike the charge
of being participes criminis with robbers, they must classify
slavery in some other mode than that in which they have placed
;

in their creeds.

it

then slavery

is

tem of robbery,
they are as

For, if they are not partakers with thieves,

not a system of robbery

;

but

if

slavery be a sys-

as they maintain, then, on their

much

own

principles,

partakers with thieves as any others

who

deal

in stolen property.

comes from one
who charges the author with a "disposition to mislead, or an
ignorance which is inexcusable," in the use of the statistics of
crime, having reference to the free colored people, from 1820 to

The

severest criticism on the book, however,

The object of the author, in using the statistics referred
was only to show the reasons why the scheme of colonization
was then accepted, by the American public, as a means of relief
to the colored population, and not to drag out these sorrowful
1827.

to,
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those

now living. But

the reviewer,

susi>ects the author of

who does not adopt his abolition notions,
improper motives, and asks: "Why go so

far back, if our author

wished

suspicions of every one

to treat the subject fairly?"

the statistics on this dismal topic have been brought
latest date practicable,

and the author now leaves

it

up

"Well,

to tho

to the colored

people themselves to say, whether they have gained any thing by

He

the reviewer's zeal in their behalf.
least,

we hope,

one lesson

at

pen with
his reputation, when he knows something about

fi-om the result

greater safety to

will learn

that a writer can use his

:

the subject he discusses.

But

this reviewer,

warming

in his zeal, undertakes to philoso-

phise, and says, that the evils existing

people, will be found

emancipation

;

respect,

the free colored

proportion to the slowness of

and complains that

standard, in this

"

in exact

among

New

Jersey was taken as the

instead of Massachusetts, where, he

commonwealth, were, by the new
and none of the ill consequences
objected followed, either to the commonwealth or to individuals."
The reviewer is referred to the facts, in the present edition, where
he will find, that the amount of crime, at the date to which he
refers, was six times greater among the colored people of Massaasserts,

all

the negroes in the

constitution, liberated in a day,

chusetts, in proportion to their

New

Jersey.

Cotton,

it

will

numbers, than among those of

The next time he undertakes
be best for him not to rely upon

but to look at the

facts.

He

should be able at

to

review King

his imagination,
least,

when

quot-

ing a writer, to discriminate between evils resulting from insurrections,

and

evils

growing out of common immoralities.

rience has taught, that
of the

it

is

unsafe,

when

means of elevation employed,
men.

Expe-

calculating the results

to reason

from a civilized

to a half civilized race of

The

needs attention, is the charge that the author
governed
and
by mercenary motives. To break
is a slaveholder,
the force of any such objection to the work, and relieve it from
last point that

prejudices thus created, the veil
is

placed upon the

title

is lifted,

and the author's name

page.

The facts and statistics used in the first edition, were brought
down to the close of 1854, mainly, and the arguments founded
upon the then existing state of things. The year 1853 was taken
as best indicating the relations of our planters

and farmers

to the

;
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commerce of the country and
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the world

be-

;

cause the exports and imports of that year were nearer an average
of the commercial operations of the country than the extraordinary

year which followed

and because the author had nearly finished

;

his labors before the results of 1854: had been ascertained.

preparing

the second edition for the press,

many

of a more recent date, have been introduced

:

all

In

additional facts,

of which tend to

prove the general accuracy of the author's conclusions, as expressed in the

Tables

first edition.

IV and V, added

to the present edition,

very curious and instructive

and decrease of the

embrace some

statistics, in relation to

the increase

free colored people, in certain sections,

and

the influence they appear to exert on public sentiment.

PREFACE TO TEE FIRST EDITION.
In the preparation of the following pages, the author has aimed
He
at clearness of statement, rather than elegance of diction.
sets

up no claim

man
and

to literary distinction

;

and even

if

he did, every

of classical taste knows, that a work, abounding in facts
statistics, afibrds little

opportunity for any display of literary

ability.

The
fect

greatest care has been taken,

accuracy in the

statistical

by the author,

to secure per-

information supplied, and in

all

the

facts stated.

The

authorities consulted are Brando's Dictionary of Science,

Literature and Art

Porter's Progress of the British Nation
McCullough's Commercial Dictionary; Encyclopaedia Americana;
London Economist De Bow's Review Patent Office Reports
;

;

;

Commerce and Navigation Abstract
Census Reports, 1850; and Compendium of the Census ReThe extracts from the Debates in Congress, on the Tariff

Congressional Reports on
of the
ports.

;

Question, are copied from the National Intelligencer.

The

tabular statements appended, bring together the principal

;
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belonging to the questions examined, in such a manner that

their relations to each other can

The

first

be seen at a glance.

of these Tables, shows the date of the origin of cotton

manufactories in England, and the amount of cotton annually

consumed, down to 1853 the origin and amount of the exports
of cotton from the United States to Europe the sources of England's suppKes of cotton, from countries other than the United
;

;

States; the dates of the discoveries which have promoted the
the commencement of the
movements made to meliorate the condition of the African race
and the occuiTcnce of events that have increased the value of

production and manufacture of cotton

;

and led to its extension.
The second and third of the tables, relate to the exports and
imports of the United States; and illustrate the relations sustained by slavery, to the other industrial interests and to the com-

slavery,

merce of the country.

—
;
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I.

INTRODUCTORY STATEMENTS.
Character of the Slavery controversy in the United States
Its

— In Great
men

influence in modifying the policy of Anti-Slavery

Churches

the

Course of

—

Political Parties

—Result,

in

Cotton

Necessity of reviewing the policy in relation to the African race

Britain

America

Kinq —
—Topics emis

braced in the discussion.

The controversy on Slavery,

in the United States, has been

one of an exciting and complicated character.
emancipate existing, in

The power

to

the States separately and not in

fact, in

the general government, the efforts to abolish

public opinion, have been fruitless except

when

it,

by appeals

to

confined to single

The power
was vested in ParTo agitate the people of England, and call out a full
liament.
expression of sentiment, was to control Parliament and secure its
The success of the English abolitionists, in the employabolition.
ment of moral force, had a powerful influence in modifying the
policy of American anti-slavery men. Failing to discern the
difference in the condition of the two countries, they attempted to
In Great Britain the question was simple.

States.

to abolish slavery in her

West Indian

colonies

create a public sentiment throughout the United States adverse to
slavery, in the confident expectation of speedily overthrowing the

—

The issue taken, that slavery is malum in se a sin
in itself—was prosecuted with all the zeal and eloquence they
Churches adopting the sin per se doctrine, incould command.
quired of their converts, not whether they supported slavery by
institution.

the use of

its

itself sinful.

products, but whether they believed the institution
Could public sentiment be brought to assume the

proper ground

;

could the slaveholder be convinced that the world

denounced him as equally criminal with the robber and murderer
Political
then, it was believed, he would abandon the system.
parties, subsequently organized, taught, that to vote for a slave-

holder, or a pro-slavery

without violence to conscience

made no scruples of using the
orbitant demand for which was
3

and could not be done
while, at the same time, they

man, was
;

sinful,

products of slave labor

—the

ex-

the great bulwark of the institn-

—
:
;
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tlie

It laid all

who adopted

charge of practical inconsistency, and

left

As

any moral power over the consciences of others.
their products, so long the slaveholders

used

doctrine working

made

for

them no harm

it

open

them without
long as

was

as long as no provision

;

all

found the j^er se

supplying the demand for tropical products by free labor,

so long there

was no

risk in extending the field of operations.

Thus, the very things necessary to the overthrow of American

were left undone, while those essential to its prosperity,
were continued in the most active operation so that, now, after
more tlian a thirty years' war, we may say, emphatically. Cotton
slavery,

;

IS

KiXG, and his enemies are vanquished.

Under

these circumstances,

of humanity
that

—

we should review
;

is

due

—

to the

age

;

—

to the friends

Union

to the safety of the

movements made

the

African race, in our country

abandoned

it

to the cause of liberty

in behalf of the

may be

so that errors of principle

mistakes in policy corrected

;

the free colored people

tauirht their true relations to the industrial interests of the

the rights of the slave as well as the master secured
principles of the constitution established

:

and revered.

world

and the
pro-

It is

posed, therefore, to examine this subject in the light of the social,

and commercial history of the country; and, in doing this,
embrace the facts and arguments under the following heads
1. The early movements on the subject of slavery; the circum-

civil,

to

stances under which the Colonization Society took
relations
its

it

its rise

;

the

sustained to slavery and to the schemes projected for

abolition

;

the origin of the elements

American slavery

its

expansion; and the

which have given

to

commercial value and consequent powers of
of the

futility

means used

to prevent the ex-

tension of the institution.

American slavery to the industrial interests
of our own country; to the demands of commerce; and to the
2.

The

relations of

present political
3.

The

crisis.

industrial, social,

and moral condition of the

free colored

people in the British colonies and in the United States
influence they have exerted on

;

and the

public sentiment in relation to

the perpetuation of slavery.
4.

The moral

relations of persons holding the

on the subject of slavery, to
slave labor products.

per

se doctrine,

the purchase and consumption of

—
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II.

THE EARLY MOVEJIENTS ON THE SUBJECT OF SLAVERY; THE CIRCUMSTANCES UNDER WHICH THE COLONIZATION SOCIETY TOOK ITS
RISE; THE RELATIONS IT SUSTAINED TO SLAVERY AND TO THE SCHEMES
PROJECTED FOR ITS ABOLITION; THE ORIGIN OF THE ELEMENTS WHICH
HAVE GIVEN TO AMERICAN SLAVERY ITS COMMERCIAL VALUE AND CONSEQUENT POWERS OF EXPANSION; AND TILE FUTILITY OF THE MEANS
USED TO PREVENT THE EXTENSION OF THE INSTITUTION.

—First Abolition Society organized
— First Cotton Mill— Exclusion of Slavery from N,
"W. Territory — Elements of Slavery expansion — Cotton Gin invented — Suppression of the Slave Trade — Cotton Manufactures commenced
Boston
Franklin's Appeal— Condition of the Free Colored People — Boston PrisonDiscipline Society — Darkening Prospects of the Colored People.

Emancipation

in the

United States begun

Progress of Emancipation

in

Four years after the Declaration of American Independence,
Pennsylvania and Massachusetts had emancipated their slaves;
and, eight years thereafter, Connecticut and

Rhode

Island followed

their example.

Three years

after the last

named

event, an abolition society

was organized by the citizens of the State of New York, with
John Jay at its head. Two years subsequently, the Pennsylvanians did the same thing, electing Benjamin Franklin to the
presidency of their association. The same year, too, slavery was
forever excluded, by act of Congress, from the Northwest TerriThis year is also memorable as having witnessed the
tory.
erection of the

first

cotton mill in the United States, at Beverley,

Massachusetts.

During the year

that the

New York

Abolition Society was

formed, Watts, of England, had so far perfected the steam engiyie
as to use

it

in propelling

machinery

for

spinning cotton

;

anil the

year the Pennsylvania Society was organized witnessed the invention 0^

i\iQ

power loom.

The carding machine and

jenny having been invented twenty years
completed the machinery necessary

the spinning

before, the

power loom

to the indefinite extension of

the manufacture of cotton.

The work
continued

of emancipation,

to progress,

begun by the four

States

named,

so that in seventeen years from the adop*

;
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New

Hampshire, Yermont,

New

York,

Jersey, had also enacted laws to free themselves from

the burden of slavery.

As

the

work of manumission proceeded, the elements of slavery

When

expansion were multiplied.

the four States

named

first

Europe had
and the year New Ilampshire set hers free, only
138,328 lbs. of that article were shipped from the country. Simultaneously with the action of Vermont, in the year following,
the cotton gin was invented, and an unparalleled impulse given
liberated their slaves, no regular exports of cotton to

yet

commenced

;

At

to the cultivation of cotton.

the

same time, Louisiana, with

her immense territory, was added to the Union, and room for the
extension of slavery vastly increased.

Vermont for six years,
slaves, when she found

New York

before taking her

first

lagged behind

step to free her

the exports of cotton to England had
and New Jersey, still more tardy, fell five
years behind New York; at which time the exports of that
staple
so rapidly had its cultivation progressed
were augmented

reached 9,500,000

lbs.;

—

—

to

38,900,000

lbs.

Four years after the emancipations by States had ceased, the
slave trade was prohibited but, as if each movement for freedom
must have its counter-movement to stimulate slavery, that same
year the manufacture of cotton goods was commenced in Boston.
Two years after that event, the exports of cotton amounted to 93,
;

900,000

lbs.

War

with Great Britain, soon afterward, checked

both our exports and her manufacture of the article
1817, memorable in this connection, from

its

;

but the year

being the date of the

organization of the Colonization Society, found our exports aug-

mented
240,000

95,600,000

to

lbs.

lbs.,

and her consumption enlarged

to 126,

Carding and spinning machinery had now reached

a good degree of perfection, and the power loom was brought into

general use in England, and was also introduced into the United

Steamboats,

States.

and great

too,

were coming into use, in both countries

activity prevailed in

commerce, manufactures, and the

cultivation of cotton.

But how fared
time

To

?

to the

it

with the free colored people during

obtain a true answer to this question

all this

we must

revert

days of the Pennsylvania Abolition Society.

With

freo>lom to the slave,

to the results.

Nine years

came

after

anxieties

among

the whites as

Pennsylvania and Massachusetts

—
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of emancipation, Franklin issued

enable his society to form a plan for the promotion of industry, intelligence, and morality among the free

an appeal for aid

to

and he zealously urged tiie measure on public attention,
as essential to their well-being, and indispensable to the safety of

blacks

;

He

society.

expressed his

belief, that

such

the debasing influ-

is

human nature, that its very
performed with care, may sometimes open a
ence of slavery on

extirpation, if not

source of serious

and that so far as emancipation should be promoted by the
society, it was a duty incumbent on its members to instruct, to

evils

;

advise, to qualify those restored to freedom, for the exercise

enjoyment of

How

and

civil liberty.

promote the humane
had in view, may be inferred from the fact, that forty-

far Franklin's influence failed to

object he

seven years after Pennsylvania passed her act of emancipation,

and

thirty-eight after he issued his appeal, one-third of the con-

victs in her penitentiary

were colored men

;

though the preceding

census showed that her slave population had almost wholly dis-

appeared

—there being but

two hundred and eleven of them

re-

maining, while her free colored people had increased in number
to more than thirty thousand.
Few of the other free States were
more fortunate, and some of them were even in a worse con-

one-half oi the convicts in the penitentiary of

dition

New

Jersey

being colored men.

But

whole of the sad tale that must be recorded.
was the picture of crime among the colored people of
New Jersey, that of Massachusetts was vastly worse. For though
the number of her colored convicts, as compared with the whites,
this is not the

Gloomy

as

vfas as one to six^ yet the proportion of her colored population in

the penitentiary was one out of one
the proportion in

and

thirty-three.

New

hundred and forty., while

Jersey was but one out of eight hundred

Thus, in Massachusetts, where emancipation

had, in 1780, been immediate and unconditional, there was, in

1826,

among her
among

as existed
tion

colored people, about six times as

those of

New

had not been provided

The moral condition of
generally, at the period

much crime

Jersey, where gradual emancipa-

for until 1804.

the colored people in the free States,

we

are considering,

may

be understood

more clearly from the opinions expressed, at the time, by the
Boston Prison Discipline Society. This benevolent association

;
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among its members, Rev. Francis Waylaud, Rev. Justin
Edwards, Rev. Leonard Woods, Rev. William Jeuks, Rev. B.
B. Wisner, Rev. Edward Beecher, Lewis Tappan, Esq., John
Tappan, Esq., Hon. George Bliss, and lion. Samuel M. Hopkins.
In the First Annual Report of the Society, dated June 2, 1826,
included

they enter into an investigation '^of
the causes of it," from which

tlie

we make

progress of crime, with

the following extracts:

"Degraded chabaoteb of the colored population.

—The

first

cause, existing in society, of the frequency and increase of crime
The facts,
population.
is the degraded character of the colored

which are gathered from the penitentiaries, to show how great a
proportion of the convicts are colored, even in those States where
the colored population

small, show, most strikingly, the con-

is

nection between ignorance and vice."
The report proceeds to sustain its assertions by statistics, which

prove, that, in Massachusetts, where the free colored people constituted one seventy-fourth part of the population, they supplied
one-sixth part of the convicts in her penitentiary ; that in New
York, where the free colored people constituted one thirty-fifth

more than one-fourth part
Connecticut and Pennsylvania, where

part of the population, they supplied
of the convicts; that, in

the colored people constituted one thirtyfourth part of the population, they supplied

and

in

that,

New

more than one-third part of the

convicts

Jersey, wliere the colored people constituted

one-thirteenth part of the population, they supplied

more than

one-third part of the convicts.

"It

is

not necessary," continues the report, "to pursue these

illustrations.

It is

sufficiently apparent, that

one great cause of

the frequency and increase of crime, is neglecting to raise the

character of the colored population.

"We

derive an argument in favor of education from

these

It appears from the above statement, that about one-fourth

facts.

part of all the expense incurred by the States above mentioned,
fur the

support of their criminal institutions,

is

for the colored

* *

Could these States have anticipated these surprising results, and appropriated the money to raise the character of
the colored population, how much better would have been their
prospects, and how much less the expense of the States through
convicts.

which they are dispersed
victs

1

* *

If,

for the

support of their colored con-

however, their character can not be raised, where

:

:
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be derived from these

facts,

in favor of colouizatiou, and civilized States ought surely to be as

willing to expend

money on any given

prevent crime, as to punish

if

population, to

its

it,

the hope that the facts disclosed

""We can not but indulge
above,

part of

they do not lead to an efibrt to raise the character of the

colored population, will strengthen the hands and encourage the
hearts of all the friends of colonizing the free people of color in

the United States."

The Second Annual Report of
gives the results of

its

the Society, dated

June

1,

1827,

continued investigations into the condition

of the free colored people, in the following language and figures

—

"Chakacter of the colored population. In
was exhibited at considerable length.

the last report,

From

this subject

conviction of

its

a deep

importance, and an earnest desire to keep

before the public mind,

till

the

remedy

applied,

is

we

ever

it

present the

following table, showing, in regard to several States, the whole
population, the colored population, the whole
the

number of colored

number of convicts,

convicts, proportion of convicts to the

whole population, proportion of colored convicts
'^

"^

«.s

5-0

g-a,

S £

E<
Mass.,

523,000

7,000

314

50

1 to 74

1 to 6

Conn

275,000

8,000

117

39

1 to

34

1 to 3

1,372,000

39,000

637

154

to

35

1 to

4

277,000

20,000

74

24

1 to 13

1 to

3

1,049,000

30,000

474

165

N. York,
N. Jersey.,
Penn.,

1

1 to

34

1 to 3

-Or,
Proporfion of the
Population sent to
Prison.

r-

Proportion of the
Colored Popu'n
sent to Prison.
A

*
s

In Massachusetts,

1 out of

1665

1

In Connecticut,
In
In

New
New

out of 140

205

1 out of

2350

1 out of

York,

1 out of

2153

1

Jersey,

1 out of

3743

1 out of

833

1 out of

2191

1 out of

181

In Pennsylvania,

out of 253
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Expense for the Suitort of Colored Convicts.
In Masaclmsetts,

in

10 years,

In Connecticut,

in

15 years,

37,166

in

27 years,

109,166

In

New

York,

^17,734

$164 066

Total

"Such

is

the abstract of the information presented last year,

concerning the degraded character of the colored population.
The returns from several prisons show, that the white convicts
are remaining nearly the same, or are diminishing, while the

At

colored convicts are increasing.

population

is

the

same

time, the white

much

increasing, in the Northern States,

faster

than

the colored population."

In Massachusetts,

In
In

New York
New Jersey,
Such

men

the testimony of

is

undoubted philanthrophy, as
in the United States.

improved

Had

their privileges

Whole No.

Colored

oJ'Convicts.

Convicts.

Proportion.

313

50

1 to

6

381

101

1 to

4

67

33

1 to

2

of unimpeachable veracity and

to the early results of

emancipation

the freedmen, in the Northern States,

had they established a reputation

;

for

industry, integrity, and virtue, far other consequences would have

followed their emancipation.
acter

would have put

of slavery.

found

to

Their advancement in moral char-

shame

the advocate for the perpetuation

Indeed, there could have been no plausible argument

for its continuance.

No

regular exports of cotton, no cul-

tivation of cane sugar, to give a profitable character to slave labor,

had any existence when Jay and Franklin commenced their
and when Congress took its first step for the suppression

labors,

of the slave trade.

Unfortunately, the free colored people persevered in their evil
habits.

This not only served to

fix their

condition on the level of the slave, but
efiect

upon

their brethren

to listen to ttie

own
it

social

and

political

reacted with fearful

remaining in bondage.

counsel of the philanthropists,

Their refusing

who urged them

to
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forsake their indolence and vice, and their frequent violations of
the laws, more than all things else, pnt a check to the tendencies,
in public sentiment, toward general emancipation.

of Franklin to obtain the

means

The

failure

of establishing institutions for

the education of the blacks, confirmed the popular belief that such

an undertaking was impracticable, and the whole African race,
^freedmen as well as slaves, were viewed as an intolerable burden,
3uch as the imports of foreign paupers are n6w considered. Thus
the free colored people themselves, ruthlessly threw the car of

emancipation from the track, and tore up the
alone,

rails

upon which,

could move.

it

CHAPTER

III,

— Southern views of
— He opposed Emancipa-

State of public opinion in relation to colored population

Emancipation

—Influence of Mr.

Jefferson's opinions

—Negro equality not contemplated
— This proved by the
of
the slave trade —Motives
of the opposition
Slavery on the
—Absurdity of sup-

tion except connected with Colonization

by the Father's of the Revolution
conventions

—The true

objects

resolutions

their

to

of British Statesmen in forcing

colonies

posing negro equality was contemplated.

The opinion
burden had
to

its

that the African race

would become a growing
and led the colonists

origin before the revolution,

oppose the introduction of slaves

;

but failing in

this,

through

the opposition of England, as soon as they threw off the foreign

yoke many of the States
the

of

first acts

slave

the

ti'affic

all

at

once crushed the system

—among

of sovereignty by Yirginia, being the prohibition
trade.

In

the

the States united

determination

— but

to

suppress

this

in emancipation their policy

was found easier to manage the slaves than the free
blacks at least it was claimed to be so and, for this reason, the
slave States, not long after the others had completed their work
differed.

It

—

—

of manumission, proceeded to enact laws prohibiting emancipaon condition that the persons liberated should be

tions, except

The newly organized free States, too, taking alarm at
and dreading the influx of the free colored people, adopted
measures to prevent the ingress of this proscribed and helpless

removed.
this,

race.
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These movements, so distressing
be

it

remembered, were not the

to the reflecting colored

efiect of the action

man,

of coloniza-

but took place, mostly, long before the organization of
the American Colonization Society ; and, at its first annual meeting, the importance and humanity of colonization was strongly
tiouists,

urged, on the very ground that the slave States, as soon as they
Bhould find that the persons liberated could be sent to Africa,

would relax

their laws against emancipation.

The slow progress made by

the great body of the free blacks in

the North, or the absence, rather, of any evidences of improvement in industry, intelligence, and morality, gave rise to the
notion, that before they could be elevated to an equality with the
whites, slavery must be wholly abolished throughout the Union.

The constant

ingress of liberated slaves from the South, to com-

mino-le with the free colored people of the North,

it

was claimed,

low moral standard originally existing
amono- the blacks and universal emancipation was believed to
be indispensable to the elevation of the race. Those who adopted
tended

to perpetuate the
;

this view,

seem

to

have overlooked the

fact, that the

Africans, of

savage origin, could not be elevated at once to an equality with

American people, by the mere force of legal enactments.
More than this was needed, for their elevation, as all are now,

the

reluctantly, compelled to acknowledge.

Emancipation, unaccom-

panied by the means of intellectual and moral culture, is of but
The savage, liberated from bondage, is a savage
little value.
still.

The

slave States adopted opinions, as to the negro character,

opposite to those of the free States, and would not risk the experi-

ment

of emancipation.

They

said, if the free States feel

them-

burdened by the few Africans they have freed, and whom
they find it impracticable to educate and elevate, how much greater
would be the evil the slave States must bring upon themselves by
selves

letting loose a population nearly twelve times as

an

act,

they argued, would be suicidal

gress in civilization

;

or, in

— would

Such

numerous.
crush out

all

pro-

the efibrt to elevate the negro with the

white man, allowing him equal freedom of action, would

make

more energetic Anglo-Saxon the slave of the indolent African.
Such a task, onerous in the highest degree, they could not,
and would not undertake such an experiment, on their social
system, they dared not hazard; and in this determination

the

;

;

:
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.hey were encouraged to persevere, not only by the results of

emancipation, then wrought out at the North, but by the settled
convictious which had long prevailed at the South, in relation to

This opinion was one of

the impropriety of freeing the negroes.

long standing, and had been avowed by some of the ablest

men of the Revolution.
nent. He was inclined

Among
to

states-

these Mr. Jefferson stood promi-

consider the African inferior " in the en-

dowments both of body and mind "

to the

European

;

and, while ex-

pressing his hostility to slavery earnestly, vehemently, he avowed
it was impossible for the two races to live equally
same government that " nature, habit, opinion, had
drawn indelible lines of distinction between them " that, accord-

the opinion that

—

free in the

—

and "deportation" (colonization) should go
and that these processes should be gradual enough

ingly, emancipation

hand

in

hand

—

make proper

to

provisions for the blacks in a

Another point needs examination.

known

opinions of Mr. Jefferson,

claration of Independence
to

new

country, and

their places in this with free white laborers.*

fill

apply

purposed
begun,
selves.

to the
to

it

Notwithstanding the wellhas been urged that the De-

was designed, by those who issued it,
man and that they

negro as well as to the white

;

extend to the negro, at the end of the struggle, then

the privileges which they hoped to secure for themNothing can be further from the truth, and nothing more

all

certain than that the rights of the negro never entered into the

questions then

considered.

That document was written by Mr.

Jefferson himself, and, with the views which he entertained, he

could not have thought, for a moment, of conferring upon the

Hear him

negro the rights of American citizenship.
this subject

further

upon

and then judge

"It will probably be asked,

why

not retain and incorporate the

blacks into the State, and thus save the expense of supplying by

importation of white

settlers,

the

vacancies

they will

Deep-rooted prejudices entertained by the whites

;

leave?

ten thousand

by the blacks, of the injuries they have sustained
the real distinctions which nature has made
and many other circumstances, will divide us into parties, and
produce convulsions, which will probably never end, but in the
extermination of the one or the other race. To these objections,

recollections,

new

provocations

;

* Randall's Life of Jefferson, vol.

i.

page 370.
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be added others, which are physical and

evident, from this language, that Mr. Jefferson

was

not only opposed to allowing the negroes the rights of citizenship,

but that he was opposed to emancipation also, except on the condition that the freed men should be

removed from the country.

have meant nothing more by the phrase, " all
which he employed in the Declaration of
equal,"
created
men are
Independence, than the announcement of a general principle,

He

could, therefore,

which, in

its

application to the colonists,

phatically to assert their equality, before

was intended most em-

God and

the world, with

Englishmen who claimed the divine right of lording it over them. This was undoubtedly the view held by Mr.
Jefferson, and the extent to which he expected the language of the
the imperious

Declaration to be applied, f Nor could the signers of tliat instrument, or the people whom they represented, ever have intended

any barbarous or semi-barbarous people,
them to an equality with themselves in
Had this been their dethe management of a free government.
sign, they must have enfranchised both Indians and Africans, as

to apply its principles to

in the sense of admitting

both were within the territory over which they exercised jurisdiction.

But testimony of a conclusive character

* Randall's Life of Jefferson,

vol.

i.

at

is

hand, to show

page 370, Note.

f That Mr. Jefferson was considered as having no settled plans or views in
relation to the disposal of the blacks, and that he was disinclined to risk the

harmony of the country for the sake of the negro, appears
him and his schemes by John Quincy
Adams. After speaking of the zeal of Mr. Jefferson, and the strong manner in
" But Jefwhich, at times, he had spoken against slavery, Mr. Adams says
ferson had not the spirit of martyrdom.
He would have introduced a flaming
disturbance of the

evident from the opinions entertained of

:

denunciation of slavery into tte Declaration of Independence, but the discretion of his colleagues struck

sioned argument against

it

it

out.

in his

He

did insert a most eloquent and impas-

Notes on Virginia

the book was published almost against his will.

;

He

but,

on that very account,

projected a plan of general

emancipation, in his revision of the Virginia laws, but finally presented a plan
leaving slavery precisely where

mous warning

to

it

was

;

and, in his Memoir, he leaves a posthu-

the planters that they must, at no distant day, emancipate

their slaves, or that worse will follow; but

prophecy
177, 178.

till

he withheld the publication of his

he should himself be in the grave."

—Life

of J. Q. Adams, page

—
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was to be accomplished, than negro
movements of the colonists which preceded the
outbreak of the American Revolution. They passed resolutions
upon the subject of the slave trade, it is true, but it was to oppose
that quite a different object

eqiialitj, in the

because

it,

it

increased the colored population, a result they de-

The checking of this evil,
was not the principal object

precated in the strongest language.
great as the people considered

it,

they had in view, in resolving to crush out the slave trade.

was one of

far greater

moment,

mother country, and designed

It

affecting the prosperity of the

to force

her to deal justly with the

colonies.

This point can only be understood by an examination of the
history of that period, so as to

comprehend the

relations existing

between Great Britain and her several colonies.
proceed to the performance of this task.

The whole commerce of Great
value, to thirty-two

Let us, then,

Britain, in 1704, amounted, in

and a half millions of

In less than

dollars.

three quarters of a century thereafter, or three years preceding the

outbreak of the American Revolution,
millions annually.

More than

it

had increased

thirty millions of this

to eighty

amount, or

over one-third of the whole, consisted of exports to her "West

Indian and North American colonies and to Africa.
trade

with Africa, alone, at this period

and a third millions of dollars: a significant

known

that this African traffic

was

But this statement fails to give a
America and the "West Indies to

— ten

fact,

3'early

over four

when

it

is

in slaves.
true idea of the value of ISTorth

the mother country.

commodities which she imported from them

rum

The

— 1772 — was

—tobacco,

rice,

Of

the

sugar,

millions of dollars worth, annually, were re-exported

to her other dependencies,

and

five millions to foreign countries

making her indebted to these colonies, directly and indirectly,
more than one-half of all her commerce.
K England was greatly dependent upon these colonies for her
increasing prosperity, they were also dependent upon her, and upon
thus
for

each other, for the mutual promotion of their comfort and wealth.
The colonies were prohibited from
is easily understood.

This

manufacturing

for themselves.

This rendered

it

necessary that

they should be supplied with linen and woolen fabrics, hardware
and cutlery, from the looms and shops of Great Britain; and, in
addition to these necessaries, they were dependent upon her ships
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them with slaves from Africa. The North American
colonies were dependent upon the West Indies for coffee, sugar,
rum and the West Indies upon North America, in turn, for their
main supplies of provisions and lumber. The North Americans,
to furnish

;

compelled by necessity, could do without the manufacures of
England, and forego the use of the groceries and rum of the West
Indies but Great Britain could not easily bear the loss of half
if

;

West India

her commerce, nor could the

planters

meet a sud-

cut off their usual supplies of pro-

den emergency that would
visions.

Such were the relations existing between Great Britain and the
and between the colonies themselves, when the Bostonians cast the tea overboard. This act of resistance to law, was
followed by the passage, through Parliament, of the Boston Port

colonics,

Bill,

closing Boston

commerce whatsoever. The
conscious of their power over the com-

Harbor

to all

North American colonies,
merce of Great Britain, at once obeyed the call of the citizens of
Boston, and united in the adoption.of peaceful measures, to force
Meetings of the people were
the repeal of the obnoxious act.
held throughout the country, generally, and resolutions passed,

recommending the non-importation and non-consumption of all
and resolving,
British manufactures and West India products
also, that they would not export any provisions, lumber, or other
products, whatever, to Great Britain or any of her colonies.
These resolutions were accompanied by another, in many of the
counties of Virginia, in some of the State conventions, and,
finally, in those of the Continental Congress, in which the slave
;

and the purchase of additional

trade,

slaves,

were specially

These resoluThat

ferred to as measures to be at once discontinued.
tions, in substance, declare, as the

the African trade

is

sentiment of the people

injurious to the colonies

population of them by freemen

;

that

it

;

that

it

among them

that

;

fare of the population

;

it

that

is

it

balance of trade against them

an entire stop put

to see
traffic

;

that they

:

obstructs the

prevents the immigration

of manufiicturers and other useful emigrants from
settling

re-

dangerous

to virtue

Europe from
and the wel-

occasions an annual increase of the
;

that they

most earnestly wished
and unlawful

to such a wicked, cruel,

would not purchase any slaves hereafter to be
sell their commodities or

imported, nor hire their vessels, nor

manufactures to those

who

are concerned in their importation.

"

!
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From

these facts

the

resolutions

all

Those
once,

hold

it

appears evident, that the primary ohjcct ot

was

to cripple the

commerce of England.

in relation to the slave trade, especially,

when taken
all

47

were expected,

at

in connection with the determination to with-

snpplies of provisions from the

West India

planters

—to

and deprive the British merchants of all furBut it would do more than this, as
ther profits from that traffic.
compel
the
India
planters, in a great degree, to
West
it would
stop the cultivation of sugar and cotton, for export, and force
them to commence the growing of provisions for food thus prostop the slave trade,

—

ducing ruinous consequences to British manufactures and commerce. * But, in the opposition thus made to the slave trade,
there

is

no act warranting the conclusion that the negroes were

be admitted

to

a position of equality with the whites.

The

to

sen-

timents expressed, with a single exception,! are the reverse, and
their increase

viewed as an

evil.

South Carolina and Georgia

did not follow the example of Virginia and North Carolina in
resolving against the slave trade, but acquiesced in the non-inter-

course policy, until the grievances complained of should be rem-

Another reason existed for opposing the slave trade; this
edied.
was the importance of preventing the increase of a population
that might be employed against the liberties of the colonies.
That negroes were thus employed, during the Revolution,
matter of history
tion for their

and that the British hoped

;

own

advantage,

for turning a

deaf ear

is

who

of the Earl of Dartmouth,
to the

clearly indicated

— they will

is

a

use that popula-

by the language

declared, as a sufficient reason

remonstrances of the colonists against

the further importation of slaves, that

Republicans

to

"Negroes cannot become

be a power in our hands

to restrain the

unruly colonists.

And, now,

will

any one

say, that the fathers of the Revolution

ever intended to declare the negro the equal of the white man, in
the sense that he was entitled to an equality of political privileges

under the constitution of the United States
* See a more extended detail of

tlie

proceedings in relation to this subject,

both in England and the colonies, in the Appendix.
f Providence,

Rhode

Island.

—"
;
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IV.
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Dismal condition of Africa Hopes of Wilberforce disappointed Organization
of the American Colonization Society Its necessity, objects, and policy
Public sentiment in its favor Opposition developes itself Wm. Lloyd Gar-

—
—
Smith—

—

— Stimulants
— Exports of Cotton — England sustaining American Slavery— Failure
action —
of the Niger Expedition — Strength of Slavery—

rison,

James G. Birney,

Effects of opposition

Gorrit

to

Slavery

Its failure

Political

Its fruits.

Anotheb
began

question,

"How shall the

slave trade be suppressed ?

The

be agitated near the close of the last century.

to

moral desolation existing in Africa, was without a parallel among
When the last of our Northern States
the nations of the earth.

had freed

its slaves,

not a single Christian Church had been suc-

cessfully established in Africa,

and the slave trade was

ized to the citizens of every Christian nation.

Even

still

legal-

its

subse-

quent prohibition, by the United. States and England, had no ten-

dency

to

Afi'ican.

check the

traffic,

nor ameliorate the condition of the

The other Europeon powers, having now

of the trade, continued to prosecute

The

before.
States,

it

the

with a vigor

it

monopoly
never

institution of slavery, while lessened in the

where

had not yet been made

it

profitable,

felt

United

was rapidly

ac-

quiring an unprecedented enlargement in Cuba and Brazil, where
its profitable

character had been

more

fully realized.

How

shall

the slave trade be annihilated, slavery extension prevented,

Africa receive a Christian civilization
tated the

bosom

of

many

?

were questions that

and
agi-

a philanthropist, long after Wilberforce

had achieved his triumphs.

It

was found,

that the passage of

laws prohibiting the slave trade, and the extermination of that
traffic,

were two distinct things

the other.

The

—the one not necessarily following

success of Wilberforce with the British Parliament,

only increased the necessity for additional philanthropic efibrts

and a quarter of a century afterwards found the evil vastly increased which he imagined was wholly destroyed.
It was at the period in the history of Africa, and of public sentiment on slavery, which we have been considering, that the
American Colonization Society was organized. It began its
labors

when

the eye of the statesman, the philanthropist,

and the
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Christian, could discover no other plan of overcoming the moral
desolation, the universal oppression of the colored race, than
restoring- tlie

number

most enlightened of their

hy

to Africa itself.

Emancipation, by States, had been at an end for a dozen of years.

The improvement of the
was considered

the slave,

so profitable, as to leave
tion,

even though

all

free colored people, in the presence of

Slave labor had become

impracticable.

little

ground

to expect general

emancipa-

other objections had been removed.

The

slave trade had increased twenty-five per cent, during the preced-

Slavery was rapidly extending itself in the tropics,
and could not be arrested but by the suppression of the slave
The foothold of the Christian missionary was yet so pretrade.
carious in Africa, as to leave it doubtful whether he could sustain

ing ten years.

his position.

The colonization of the
teachings of the Christian

them,

it

free colored people in Africa,

men who were

under the

prepared to accompany

was believed, would as fully meet all the conditions of
was possible in the then existing state of the world.

the race, as
It

would separate those who should emigrate from all further conwith slavery, and from its depressing influences it would

tact

;

and lead
would stimulate and
encourage the colored people remaining here, to engage in efforts
for their own elevation
it would establish free republics along
the coast of Africa, and drive away the slave trader; it would
prevent the extension of slavery, by means of the slave trade, in
tropical America it would introduce civilization and Christianity
among the people of Africa, and overturn their barbarism and
bloody superstitions; and, if successful, it would react upon
slavery at home, by pointing out to the States and General Government, a mode by which they might free themselves from the
whole African race.
The Society had thus undertaken as great an amount of work as
it could perform.
The field was broad enough, truly, for an association that hoped to obtain an income of but five to ten thousand
dollars a year, and realized annually an average of only $3,276
relax the laws of the slave States against emancipation,

to the

more frequent

liberation of slaves

;

it

;

;

during the

first six

years of

its

existence.

It

did not include the

American slavery among the objects it labored to
accomplish. That subject had been fully discussed the ablest
men in the nation had labored for its overthrow more than half
4
destruction of

;

;

;
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Union had emancipated

their slaves

man had

been tested

the advantages of freedom to the colored

had not been as favorable as anticipated

the results

the public

;

sentiment of the country was adverse to an increase of the free
colored population
spectability
cert in

and

;

the few of their

affluence,

number who had

were too widely separated

promoting measures

for the general

good

;

risen to re-

to act in con-

and, until better

results should follow the liberation of slaves, further

by the

tions,

States,

were not

to

be expected.

The

emancipa-

friends of the

Colonization Society, therefore, while affording every encourage-

ment

to

emancipation by individuals, refused to agitate the ques-

Nor

tion of the general abolition of slavery.

did they thrust aside

any other scheme of benevolence in behalf of the Afi-ican race.
Forty years had elapsed from the commencement of emancipation in the country, and thirty from the date of Franklin's Ap-

At

peal, before the society sent off its first emigrants.

that date,

no extended plans were in existence, promising relief to the free
A period of lethargy, among the benevolent, had
colored man.
succeeded the State emancipations, as a consequence of the indifference of the free colored people, as a class, to their degraded
condition.

The public sentiment of the country was

fully pre-

pared, therefore, to adopt colonization as the best means,
rather, as the only
for the

means

for

or,

accomplishing any thing for them or

Indeed, so general was the sentiment in

African race.

favor of colonization, somewhere beyond the limits of the United
States, that those

who

disliked Africa,

emigration to Hayti, and prosecuted
colored persons were

removed

it,

commenced a scheme
until eight

to that island

—a

of

thousand free

number nearly

equaling the whole emigration to Liberia up to 1850.

Haytien

emigration, however, proved a most disastrous experiment.

But

the general acquiescence in the objects of the Colonization

The

Society did not long continue.

exports of cotton from the

South were then rapidly on the increase.

and

Slave labor had become

were no longer
Seven years after the first emigrants
reached Liberia, the South exported 294,310,115 lbs. of cotton;
profitable,

slaves, in the cotton-growing States,

considered a burden.

and, the year following, the total cotton crop reached 325,000,000
lbs.

But a great depression

in prices

* See Table

I,

had occurred,* and alarmed
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emanci-

have their slaves rendered valueless, was an
The Report of the Boston
evil they were determined to avert.
which
appeared
at this moment, was
Prison Discipline Society,
pation, and

to

well calculated, by the disclosures

and

in the South,

it

made,

alarm

to increase the

to confirm slaveholders in their belief of the

dangers of emancipation.

At

a warfare against colonization was

this juncture,

and

at the South,

it

was pronounced an

In defending

guise.

the society re-asserted

itself,

of neutrality in relation to slavery, and that

in dis-

principles

its

had only in view

it

In the heat of the

the colonization of the free colored people.
contest, the

commenced

scheme

abolition

South were reminded of their former sentiments in

whole colored population, and that colonization

relation to the

merely proposed removing one division of a people they had pro-

nounced a public burden.

The emancipationists

*

at the

colonization in the hope that
abolition

when

but

;

it

North had only

lent their aid to

would prove an able auxiliary

the society declared

its

to adhere to its original position of neutrality, they

support, and

commenced

hostilities against

to

unalterable purpose

it.

withdrew

their

" The Anti-Slavery

Society," said a distinguished abolitionist, "began with a declaration of

war against the Colonization Society, "f. This feeling
was greatly increased by the action of the abolitionists

of hostility

*

The sentiment of

resolution,

the Colonization Society,

embraced in

^'Resolved,

its

— That the society

sign attributed to

it,

was expressed

annual report of 1826
disclaims, in the

most unqualified terms, the de-

of interfering, on the one hand, with the legal rights and

and, on the other, of perpetuating
obligations of slavery
the limits of the country. "
;

On

in the following

:

its

existence within

another occasion Mr. Clay, on behalf of the society, defined

its

position

thus
" It protested,
it

now

from the commencement, and throughout

protests, that it entertains

means, to attempt emancipation,

Government has no

;

to achieve

and that

and voluntarily,

port, p. 14, 1828.
t Gerrit

power

and the States only, which

work of emancipation

sively, absolutely,

its

partial or general

constitutional

lieves that the States,

plish the

no purpose, on

Smith, 1835.

it

own

that

;

all its progress,

authority, or
it

knows

such an object

by

ought

to be

and

own

the General
;

that

tolerate slavery, can

to decide the question. "

its

left to

Tenth

it

be-

accom-

them excluAnnual Re-

"
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The doctrine of "Immediate, not Gradual Aboliwas announced by them as their creed; and the anti-

of England.
tion,"

slavery

men

action.

Its

of the United States adopted

it

as the basis of their

success in the English Parliament, in procuring the

passage of the Act

West India emancipation,

for

iu 1833, gave a

great impulse to the abolition cause in the United States.

In 1832, "William Lloyd Garrison declared hostilities against
the Colonization Society; in 1834,

example

;

James G. Birney followed

his

and, in 1836 Gerritt Smith also abandoned the cause.

The North everywhere resounded with

"Immediate

the cry of

Abolition;" and, in 1837, the abolitionists numbered 1,015 societies ; had seventy agents under commission, and an income, for

The Colonization

the year, of $36,000.*

hand, was greatly embarrassed.

Its

on the other

Society,

income, in 1838, was re-

$10,000; it was deeply in debt; the parent society did
not send a single emigrant, that year, to Liberia and its enemies

duced

to

;

pronounced

But did
the South,

Did the

it

bankrupt and dead.f

upon

the abolitionists succeed in forcing emancipation

when

they had thus rendered colonization powerless

fetters fall

from the slave

at their

bidding ?

Did

fire

?

from

heaven descend, and consume the slaveholder at their invocation?
No such thing They had not touched the true cause of the ex!

tension of slavery.

They had not discovered

power; and, therefore,
unabated.

The

institution

opposition existed.

The

the secret of its

locks remained unshorn,

its

its

strength

advanced as triumphantly as

if

no

planters were, progressing steadily, in

securing to themselves the monopoly of the cotton markets of

Europe, and in extending the area of slavery at home.

same year

that Gerritt

Smith declared

In the

for abolition, the title of

the Indians to fifty-five millions of acres of land, in the slave

was extinguished, and the tribes removed. The year that
was depressed to the lowest point, the exports of cotton, from the United States, amounted to 595,952,297 lbs., and
the consumption of the article in England, to 477,206,108 lbs.
States,

colonization

* Lundy's Life.
f On the floor of an Ecclesiastical Assembly, one minister pronounced colonization " a dead horse ; " while another claimed that his " old mare was giving

freedom to more
zation Society

slaves,

by

trotting off

with them to Canada, than the Coloni-

was sending of emigrants

to Liberia.

!
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When
new

Mr. Birnoy seceded from colonization, he encouraged his
with the hope, that "West India'free labor would render

allies

our slave labor

less

and emancipation, as a conse-

profitable,

How stood

quence, be more easily effected.
afterward?
the

53

West

this

matter six years

This will be best understood by contrast.
Indies exported

17,000,000

lbs.

the

They were then about equally
West India exports had

United States, 17,789,803

lbs.

productive in that

article.

In 18-10, the

dwindled down

427,529

lbs.,

to

In 1800,

of cottou, and

while those of the United States

had increased to 743,91:1,061 lbs.
And what was England doing all this while? Having lost her
supplies from the West Indies, she was quietly spinning away at
American slave labor cotton and to ease the public conscience
;

of the kingdom,

was

loudly, talking of a free labor supply of the

commodity from the banks of the Niger
But the expedition up
and 1845 found her manufacturing 626,496,000
The
lbs. of cotton, mostly the product of American slaves
strength of American slavery at that moment may be inferred
!

that river failed,

!

from the

fact, that

we exported

that year 872,905,996 lbs.

of

and our production of cane sugar had reached over 200,
while, to make room for slavery extension, we
000,000 lbs.
were busied in the annexation of Texas and in preparations for
cotton,

;

the consequent

war with Mexico
some time before

this, had, mostly,
But
become convinced of the feeble character of their efforts against
slavery, and allowed politicians to enlist them in a political cru-

abolitionists themselves,

sade, as the last hope of arresting the progress of the system.

The cry of "Immediate Abolition" died away; reliance upon
moral means was mainly abandoned and the limitation of the
The
institution, geographically, became the chief object of effort.
results of more than a dozen years of political action are before
We are not now conthe public, and what has it accomplished
cerned in the inquiry of how far the strategy of politicians succeeded in making the votes of abolitionists subservient to slavery
;

!

extension.

That they did

so, in at least

never be denied by any candid man.

one prominent
All we

case, will

intend to say, is,

that the cotton planters, instead of being crippled in their operations,

were

able, in the year

ending the

last of

June, 1853,

to ex-

port 1,111,570,370 lbs. of cotton, beside supplying near 300,000,

000

lbs. for

home consumption and
;

that England, the year ending

!

!
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consumed the unprecedented quantity
The year 1851, instead of
of 817,998,048 lbs. of that staple.*
finding slavery perishing under the blows it had received, has

the last of January, 1853,

witnessed the destruction of

and beholds

it

all

the old barriers to

expanded widely enough

of the slave population, with

ment
hundred years

to

come

unfortunate,

how

a

extension,

all its

employ-

natural increase, for a

1

against slavery has been thus disastrously

If political action

efficiency at this

its

for the profitable

with anti-slavery action, at large, as to its
On this point, hear the testimony of

is it

moment?

correspondent of Frederick Douglass'

Paper,

January

26,

1855:

"How
1833-4

in

gloriously did the anti-slavery cause arise

And now what

!

is it,

in our agency

What

!

is it,

—

through the errors or crimes of its advocates variously probably
quite as much as through the brazen, gross, and licentious wickedness of

its

enemies.

Alasl what

is

it

but a mutilated, feeble,

and half-expiring instrument, at which Satau and his
Of it I despair."
children, legally and illegally, scoff!
Such are the crowning results of both political and anti-slavery
Such are the demonstraaction, for the overthrow of slavery
tions of their utter impotency as a means of relief to the bond and

discordant,

!

free of the colored people

Surely, then, if the negro
th;it

is

capable of elevation,

adopted, for the melioration of the African race
is

it

some other measures should be devised, than those
I

is

time

hitherto

Surely, too,

it

time for the American people to rebuke that class of politicians,

Norih and South, whose only capital consists in keeping up a fruitless warfare upon the subject of slavery
nay abundant in fruits
but to him, "their vine is of the vine of
to the poor colored man

—

!

;

Sodora, and of the fields of Gomorrah
gall, their clusters are bitter;

*

and the cruel venom of asps, "f
The application of this language,
tion, will

be fully justified

;

their grapes are grapes of

their vine is the poison of dragons,

when

to the case

under considera-

the facts, in the remaining pages

of this work, are carefully studied.

* This portion of the work
of slave labor products,

up

to

is left

unchanged, and tho

statistics

1859, introduced elsewhere.

f Deuteronomy, xxxii. 32, 33.
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V.

THE RELATIONS OF AJfERICAN SLAVERY TO THE INDUSTRIAL INTERESTS OF OUR COUNTRY; TO THE DEMANDS OF COMMERCE; AND TO THE
PRESENT POLITICAL CRISIS.
other
system —
—Not an
human comfort —
— To manufactures, commerce,
possesbenevolent aspect— The reverse picture — Immense value of
Great Britain — England's attempted monopoly of Manufactures
moHer dependence on American Planters — Cotton Planters attempt
—Free Trade
nopolize Cotton markets Fusion of these
mechanics— Exports of Cotton, Tosuccess — Influence on
bacco,
—Increased production of Provisions—Their extent—New markets
Its relations to

isolated

Present condition of Slavery

in-

trade,

dustrial intetests

Its

tropical

sions to

to

essential to

parties

agriculture,

their

etc.

needed.

The

moment, gives indications of

institution of slavery, at this

a vitality that was never anticipated by

enemies often supposed

it

its

friends or foes.

Its

about ready to expire, from the vrounds

when

in truth it had taken two steps in adhad
taken
twice the number in an opposite
vance, while they
In each successive conflict, its assailants have been
direction.

they had inflicted,

weakened, while

its

dominion has been extended.

This has arisen fi'om causes too generally overlooked.
is

not an isolated system, but

the world, that

it

is

Slavery

so mingled with the business of

derives facilities from the most innocent transac-

Capital and labor, in Europe and America, are largely

tions.

These goods,

employed in the manufacture of cotton.
extent,

may

to

a great

be seen freighting every vessel, from Christian nations,

and filling the warehouses
and shelves of the merchants over two-thirds of the world. By
the industry, skill, and enterprise employed in the manufacture of
cotton, mankind are better clothed their comfort better promoted

that traverses the seas' of the globe

;

;

;

commerce more widely
more rapidly advanced than in any

general industry more highly stimulated

extended; and civilization

;

preceding age.

To

the superficial observer, all the agencies, based

and manufacture of cotton, seem
promoting human happiness ; and

to

upon the sale

be legitimately engaged in

he, doubtless, feels like invok

"
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ing Heaven's choicest blessings upon them.

he sees the

stockliolders in the cotton corporations receiving their dividends,

the operatives their wages, the merchants their profits, and civilized people everywhere clothed comfortably in cottons, he can not

The

refrain from exclaiming:

pleasant places

;

have

lines

fallen

unto them in

yea, they have a goodly heritage

But turn a moment

whence the raw cotton, the
basis of these operations, is obtained, and observe the aspect of
things in that direction.
When the statistics on the subject are
examined, it appears that nine-tenths of the cotton consumed in
the Christian world is the product of the slave labor of the United
States.*
It is this monopoly that has given to slavery its commercial value; and, while this monopoly is retained, the institution
will continue to extend itself wherever it can find room to spread.
He who looks for any other result, must expect that nations,
which, for centuries, have waged war to extend their commerce,
will now abandon that means of aggrandizement, and bankrupt
themselves to force the abolition of American slavery
This is not all. The economical value of slavery, as an agency
for supplying the means of extending manufactures and commerce, has long been understood by statesmen. f The discovery
* See Appendix, Table
f It

may

to the source

I.

be well bere to illustrate tbis point, by an extract from McQueen, of

England, in 1844, wbeu tbis bigbly intelligent gentleman was urging i;pon bis

government tbe great necessity wbicb existed
as possible, tbe control of tbe labor

for securing to itself, as speedily

and the products of

tropical Africa.

In ref-

West India

colonies,

erence to tbe benefits wbicb bad been derived from ber

before tbe sujipression of tbe slave trade and tbe emancipation of tbe slaves

bad rendered them comparatively unproductive, be
struggle

said

"

:

During the fearful

of a quarter of a century, for ber existence as a nation, against tbe

power and resources of Europe,

directed

military ambition against ber, tbe

by tbe most

command

intelligent but remorseless

of tbe productions of tbe torrid zone,

and the advantageous commerce wbicb that afforded, gave to Great Britain tbe
power and the resources wbicb enabled her to meet, to combat, and to overcome, ber numerous and reckless enemies in every
or land, throughout tbe world.

of antiquity.

battle-field,

whether by sea

In ber tbe world saw realized tbe fabled giant

With her hundred bands she grasped her

under heaven, and crushed them with

foes in every region

resistless energy.

In further presenting the considerations which be considered necessary to secure the adoption of tbe policy he
diflSculties

was

urging,

which were then surrounding Great

rival nations

had surpassed ber

Mr. McQueen referred

Britain,

in tropical cultivation.

and tbe extent

He

continued

to
:

to the

which
"

The

"
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of the power of steam, and the inventions in machinery, for preparing and manufacturing cotton, revealed the important fact, that

a single island, having the monopoly secured to
ply the world with clothing.

monopoly

could supto

gain this

and, to prevent other countries from rivaling her, she

;

long prohibited

dom,

itself,

Great Britain attempted

emigration of skillful mechanics from the king-

all

as well as

all

As

exports of machinery.

country after

country was opened to her commerce, the markets for her manufactures

were extended, and the demand

The

creased.

benefits of this enlarged

raw material incommerce of the world,

for the

were not confined to a single nation, but mutually enjoyed by all.
each had products to sell, peculiar to itself, the advantages

As

by one were no detriment to the others. The principal articles demanded by this increasing commerce have been
coffee, sugar, and cotton, in the production of which slave labor
often gained

has greatly predominated.

Since the enlargement of manufac-

more extensively

into commerce than
and sugar, though the demand for all three has advanced
with the greatest rapidity. England could only become a great
commercial nation, through the agency of her manufactures. She
was the best supplied, of all the nations, with the necessary captures, cotton has entered
coffee

increased cultivation and prosperity of foreign tropical possessions
great,

and

these are embarrassing this country, (England,) in
in her pecuniary resources,

and

all

own wants with

articles, for

her

own

The English

Indies,

capital invested

;

in the latter,

pendent upcn the labor of slaves."

and

interest,

The

East and

reduced from $750,000,

iji

cultivation wholly de-

odds, therefore, in agricultural and

and consequently

in political

ence, arrayed against the British tropical possessions,

one.

$300,000,000 an-

while, since 1808, on the part of foreign nations $4,000,

000,000 of fixed capital had been created in slaves and

capital

"In the mean time
to

in tropical productions in the

had been, by emancipation

000, to $650,000,000

commerial

power and

were very

fearful

—

This will be better understood by giving the figures on the subject.

contrast

is

and

consumption, while her colonies

were mostly supplied with foreign slave produce. "
tropical productions had been increased from $75,000,000,

West

and negotiations.

tropical productions,

Europe, as she formerly did, she had scarcely enough, of some

of the most important

nually.

become so

her commercial relations,

all

in all her political relations

"Instead of supplying her

next nearly

is

advancing so rapidly the power and resources of other nations, that

is

influ-

six to

The

very striking, and reveals the secret of England's untiring zeal about

slavery and the slave trade.

Indeed, Mr. McQueen frankly acknowledges, that
"If the foreign slave trade be not extinguished, and the cultivation of the trop-

ical territories

of other powers opposed and checked by British tropical cultiva-
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extend her commerce by this means.

But, for the raw material, to supply her manufactories, she was

The

dependent upon other countries.

planters of the

United-

States were the most favorably situated for the cultivation of

and while Great Britain was aiming at monopolizing its
manufacture, they attempted to monopolize the markets for that
This led to a fusion of interests between them and the
staple.
cotton

;

British manufacturers;

economy, which,

ical

and
if

to the adoption of principles in polit-

rendered

effective,

would promote the

With the advantages possessed by
English manufacturers, "Free Trade" would render all other

interests of this coalition.

the

nations subservient to their interests
tions should be increased,

American

cotton be extended.

parties to this combination,

tiou,

;

and, so far as their opera-

just so far

The

would the demand

details of the success of the

and the opposition they have had

then the interests and the power of such states will

ance over those of Great Britain

;

for

rise into a

to

preponder-

and the power and the influence of the

latter

feared and respected, amongst the civilized and powerful
nations of the world. "
will cease to be

felt,

But here are the figures upon which
The productions of the tropical

made.

this humiliating

eign countries, respectively, at the period alluded to

given by himself, stood as follows

acknowledgement

is

possessions of Great Britain and for-

by Mr^ McQueen, and

as

:

SUQAB—1842.
British possessions.

West

Foreign countries.

cwta. 2,508,552

Indies,

"

East Indies,
Mauritius, (1841)

Total

Cuba,

cwts. 5,800,000

940,452

Brazil,

"

544,767

Java,

"

1,105,757

Louisiana,

"

1,400,000

3,993,771

Total

2,400,000

10,705,757

Coffee -1842.

West

Indies,

lbs.

"

East Indies,

9,186,555

18,206,448

Total

27,393,003

Java,

lbs.

134,842,715

Brazil,

"

135,000,800

Cuba,

"

33,589,325

Venezuela,

"

Total

34,000,000

337,432,840

Cotton -1840.

West

Indies,

lbs.

East Indies,

To China from

do.

Total

427,529

United

lbs.

790,479,275

"

77,015,917

Java,

"

165,504,800

"

60,000,000

Brazil,

"

25,222^828

Total

981,206,903

137,443,446

States,

;
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left

to

be noticed more fully hereafter.
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To

the

cotton planters, the co-partnership has been eminently advan-

tageous.

How

far the other agricultural interests of the

United States

are promoted, by extending the cultivation of cotton,

may

be

in-

Census returns of 1850, and the Congressional
Reports on Commerce and Navigation, for 1854.* Cotton and
ferred from the

The production of sugar
article, and we import,
chiefly from slave labor countries, 445,445,680 lbs. to make up the
But of cotton and tobacco, we export more than twodeficiency. t
thirds of the amount produced while of other products of the
tobacco, only, are

largely exported.

does not yet equal our consumption of the

;

agriculturists, less than the

Foreign nations,

grow

geiierally,

their tobacco

and

07ie

forty-sixth part

exported.

is

can grow their provisions, but can not

Our

cotton.

surplus provisions, not ex-

ported, go to the villages, towns, and cities, to feed the mechanics,

manufacturers, merchants, professional men, and others
cotton

and sugar

;

or to the

districts of the South, to feed the planters

and

The increase of mechanics and manufjictnrers

their slaves.

at

the North, and the expansion of slavery at the South, therefore,

augment the markets

As

of the farmer.

for provisions,

and promote the prosperity

the mechanical population increases, the im-

plements of industry and

articles of furniture are multiplied,

so

and planter can be supplied with them on easier
foreign nations open their markets to cotton fabrics,

that both farmer

terms.

As

demands

increased

for

the

As new

raw material are made.

grazing and grain-growing States are developed, and teem with
productions, the mechanic

their surplus

planter, relieved

benefited,

is

and the

from food-raising, can employ his slaves more

extensively upon cotton.

It is

thus that our exports are increased

our foreign commerce advanced

;

the

home markets

of the me-

chanic and farmer extended, and the wealth of the nation pro-

moted.

It

is

that the

thus, also,

free

labor of the

finds remunerating markets for its products

pense of serving as an

efficient

—though

country

at the ex-

auxiliary in the extension of

slavery!

But more

:

So speedily are new grain-growing States spring-

* See Appendix, Table
f Table III.

For

IL

Statistics

up

to 1859, see chapter

VI. and Appendix.
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owned by

and so enormous

demanding

the United States, ready

amount of progovernment

will soon be the

profitable markets, that the national

has been seeking

new

to which, alone, they

such outlets,

IS

outlets for

own

them, upon our

when our

vast possessions

Westward

under cultivation, will be an imperious necessity,
every statesman.

continent,

can be advantageously transported.

The farmers of these new

That

are brought

known

is

States,

to

after the

example of those of the older sections of the country, will demand
a market for their products. This can be furnished, only, by the
extension of slavery; by the acquisition of more tropical territory;
by opening the ports of Brazil, and other South American
countries, to the admission of our provisions;

portation into European countries

;

by

their free

im-

or by a vast enlargement of

domestic manufactures, to the exclusion of foreign goods from the

Look

countr3\
of what

it

at this question as

it

now

stands,

must be twenty years hence.

The

and then judge

class of products

under consideration, in the whole country, in 1853, were valued
$1,551,176,490; of which there were exported to foreign

at

countries, to the value of only $33,809,126.*

The planter

will

not assent to any check upon the foreign imports of the country,
for the benefit of the farmer.

This demands the adoption of vig-

orous measures to secure a market for his procfucts by some of
the other

modes

stated.

Hence, the orders of our executive, in

1851, for the exploration of the valley of the

Amazon;

the eflbrts,

in 1851, to obtain a treaty with Brazil, for the free navigation of
that immense river; the negotiatioDS for a military
Domingo and the determination to acquire Cuba.
;

foothold in St,

But we must

not anticipate topics to be considered at a later period in our
discussion.

* See Appordis, Table II.

—
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— Hon. George Thompson's predictions— Their
— England's dependence on Slave labor—Blackwood's Magazine —London
Economist— McCullough —
exports of cotton goods — Neglect
improve
the proper moment
Emancipation — Admission of Gerrit Smith

Foresight of Great Britain

fail-

ure

llcr

to

for

Cotton,

exports, its value, extent of crop,

its

ions,

their value, their export, their

supplies, cost of

How far

amount consumed

Free labor sustains Slave

Antecedent

to all

chapter, Great Britain

the

and

cost of our cotton fabrics

consumption

—Our

Provis-

Qroceries, source of their

total indebtedness to

Slave labor

labor.

movements

noticed in the preceding

had foreseen the coming increased demand
Indeed, her "West Indian policy, of a few

for tropical products.

years previous, had hastened the crisis

;

and, to repair her injuries,

and meet the general outcry for cotton, she made the most vigorous efforts to promote its cultivation in her own tropical possessions.
The motives prompting her to this policy, need not be
referred to here, as they will be noticed hereafter.

George Thompson,

it

will be

The Hon.

remembered, when urging the

in-

crease of cotton cultivation in the East Indies, declared that the

scheme must succeed, and that, soon, all slave labor cotton would
be repudiated by the British manufacturers. Mr Garrison indorsed the measure, and expressed his belief that, with its success,
the American slave system must inevitably perish from starvation

!

But England's

efforts signally failed,

and the golden apple,

fully ripened, dropped into the lap of our cotton planters.*

The

year that heard Thompson's pompous predictions,f witnessed the

consumption of but 445,744,000

lbs.

of cotton,

by England;

while, fourteen years later, she used 817,998,048 lbs., nearly 700,

000,000

lbs.

of which were obtained from America!

That we have not overstated her dependence upon our slave
labor for cotton

is

a

fact of

world-wide notoriety.

Magazine^ January, 1853, in referring
by the United States, says

Blackwood^

to the cultivation of the

article,

* Paganism has, long since, attained

and the introduction of Christian
increase of

t 1839.

its

its

maximum

in agricultural industry,

civilization, into India, can, alone, lead to

productions for export.

an

—

"

:
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increased growth has sprung up that mercantile

its

navy, which

now waves

that foreign influence,

we may
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its stripes and stars over every sea, and
which has placed the internal peace

say the subsistence of millions in every manufactur-

ing country in Europe

— within

power of an oligarchy of

the

planters.

In reference to the

same

subject, the

London Economist

quotes

as follows

" Let any great social or physical convulsion
States,

and England would

John O'Groats.

men

The

feel

may be

a thread.

to

lives of nearly

said, without

any kind of hyperbole,

Should any dire calamity

sand mills must stop their busy looms

mouths would

more

to

hang upon

befall the land of cotton,

thousand of our merchant ships would rot idly

A

End

two millions of our countryare dependent upon the cotton crops of America; their

destiny

is

United

visit the

the shock from Land's

in

a
dock ; ten thou-

two thousand thousand

;

starve, for lack of food to feed them."

definite statement of

given by McCullough;

England's indebtedness to cotton,

who shows

that as far back as 1832, her

exports of cotton fabrics were equal in value to about two-thirds

of all the

woven

state of things,

fabrics exported

The same

from the empire.

when

nearly, existed in 1849,

the cotton fabrics

exported, according to the

London Economist^ were valued

about $140,000,000, while

all

the other

woven

did not quite reach to the value of $68,000,000.
the

same

authority, of

still

later dates,

it

at

fabrics exported

On

consulting

appears, that the last

four years has produced no material change in the relations which
the different classes of British fabrics, exported, bear to each other.

The present condition of

the

demand and

supplies of cotton,

throughout Europe, and the extent to which the increasing con-

sumption of that staple must stimulate the American planters

to its

increased production, will be noticed in the proper place.*

*
is

England and Slavery.

—In the London Times of October

7th, 1858, there

a long and very able and candid article on the subject of cotton.

portions of the article used by different nations are thus stated

The

:

Great Britain,

51.28

France

13.24

Northern Europe,

6.84

Other foreign ports

5.91

Consumption of the U.

S.,

23.58

pro-

—

:

;
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There was a time when

(53

shave labor siistained no such

and commerce of the world as it
and when, by the adoption of proper

relations to the manufactures

now

holds;

firmly

so

measures, on the part of the free colored people and their friends,
the emancipation of the slaves, in all the States, might, possibly,

have been

But that period has passed forever away, and
have come into operation, which are too
be overcome by any agencies that have since been

effected.

causes, unforeseen,

powerful to

What Divine Providence may have in store for the
we know not but, at present, the institution of slavery la
sustained by numberless pillars, too massive for human power
employed.*

future,

;

and wisdom

to overthrow.

Take another view of this subject. To say nothing now of the
tobacco, rice, and sugar, which are the products of our slave
labor, we exported raw cotton to the value of $109,456,404 in
1853.

destination was, to Great Britain, 768,596,498 lbs.

Its

the Continent of Europe, 335,271,434 lbs.

own

;

was manufactured

into

cotton

fabrics

to

$61,869,274 ;J of which there was retained, for
to the value

of

$53,100,290.

from Europe, in 1853,

Thus

it

to

lbs.

lbs., gives,

there

;

on our

to countries

making the total exports, 1,111,
The entire crop of that year being 1,305,152,800
for home consumption, 268,403,600 Ibs.f
Of this,

Continent, 7,702,438 lbs.

570,370

;

for

of

of

markets,

cotton fabrics

consumption, amounted in value to

appears that England uses

of the world.

Our imports

the value

home

more of the raw material than

After giving the great facts

the writer uses

all

the

the rest

following

language

"An advance of one pence per pound on the price of American cotton is
welcomed by the slave-owner of the Southern States as supplying him with
the sinews of war for the straggle now waging with the Northern abolitionists.
This mere advance of one pence on our present annual consumption is equivalent to an annual subscription of sixteen millions of dollars toward the main-

tainance of

American

slavery. "

American Missionary.

* See the speech of the Hon. Gerrit Smith, on the " Kansas-Nebraska Bill,"
in

which he

the country

asserts, that
;

and

that,

the invention of the Cotton Oin fastened slavery upon

but for

its

invention, slavery

would long

since

have

dis-

appeared.
f This

is

only the consumption north of Virginia.

X This estimate

The

is

probably too low, being taken from the census of 1850.

exports of cottons for 1850 were $4,734,424

having nearly doubled in four years.

;

and

for 1353,

$8,768,894

;
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$26,477,950:* thus making our cottons, foreign and domestic,
for that year, cost us $79,578,240.

down

In bringing

the results to 1858,

it

will

be seen that the

imports of foreign cotton goods has fluctuated at higher and lower

amounts than those of 1853; and that an actual decrease of our
exports of cotton manufactures has taken place since that date.f

But in the exports of raw cotton there has been an increase of nearly
a hundred millions of pounds over that of 1853 the total exports
The total crop of 1859, in the
of 1859 being 1,208,561,200 lbs.
United States, was 1,606,800,000 lbs., and the amount taken for
consumption 371,060,800 Ibs.J
Thus, while our consumption of foreign cotton goods is not on
the increase, the foreign demand for our raw cotton is rapidly
augmenting and thus the American planter is becoming more and
more important to the manufactures and commerce of the world.
This, now, is what becomes of our cotton this is the way in
which it so largely constitutes the basis of commerce and trade
and this is the nature of the relations existing between the slavery
of the United States and the economical interests of the world.
But have the United States no other great "leading interests,
except those which are involved in the production of cotton?
Certainly, they have.
Here is a great field for the growth of

—

;

;

In ordinary years, exclusive of tobacco and cotton,

provisions.

our agricultural property,

when added

domestic animals

to the

amounts in value $1,551,176,490. Of this,
which leaves
for home consumption and use, a remainder to the value of $1,
517,367, 364. § The portions of the property represented by this
and

their products,

there

is

exported only to the value of $33,809,126

* These figures were taken from the

They vary

a

little

but not so as to

official

documents

;

for the first edition.

from the revised documents from which Table VII

afi'ect

is

taken,

our argument.

f See Table VII, in Appendix.
J

See Table VI,

in

Appendix

and

;

in this connection

it

may

be explained

August 31st.
Appendix.
Table
II,
in
See
We have of course to limit our statements in
\
relation to some of these amounts to the figures used in the first edition, beWhile it
cause they can only be ascertained from the census tables of 1850.
will be found that the exports of bread-stuffs and provisions have increased
that the crap year ends

considerably,

it

will be seen

from

Ta"ble

than the exports of cotton and tobacco.
stands was a

fair

one

at the time,

it is

VIII that

it is

To show

not in a greater ratio

that the statement as

it

only necessary for the reader to look at
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of money, whicli pass from the luinds of the agri-

culturists, are distributed

throughout the Union,

for tlie support

of the day laborers, sailors, mechanics, manufacturers, traders,

merchants, professional men, planters, and the slave population.

This

is

what becomes of our provisions.

Besides this annual consumption of provisions, most of which
the product of free labor, the people of the United States use a

is

vast

amount of

Boundless as

is

groceries,

which are mainly of slave labor

tension, that of the cultivation of groceries falls but
it

origin.

the influence of cotton, in stimulating slavery exlittle

short of

the chief difference being, that they do not receive such an in-

;

The

creased value under the hand of manufacturers.
of coffee, in Brazil, employs as great a

number

cultivation

of slaves as that

of cotton in the United States.

But, to comprehend fully our indebtedness to slave labor for
groceries,

we must descend

to particulars.

tobacco, sugar, and molasses, for 1853,

479,000; of which the hand

of.

Our imports

amounted

of coffee,

in value to $38,

the slave, in Brazil and Cuba,

This shows the
by the consumpBut this is not our whole indebtedtion of these four products.
Of the domestic grown tobacco,
ness to slavery for groceries.
valued at $19,975,000, of which we retain nearly one-half, the

mainly, supplied to the value of $34,451,000.*
extent to which

we

are sustaining foreign slavery,

Slave States produce to the value of $16,787,000

;

of domestic

we consume to the value of $7,092,
grown sugar and molasses, we take, for
home consumption, to the value of $34,779,000 making ourgrocery
account, with domestic slavery, foot up to the sum of $50,449,000.
Our whole indebtedness, then, to slavery, foreign and domestic,
fcr these four commodities, after deducting two millions of rexports, amounts to $82,607,000.
The exports of tobacco are on the increase, as appears from
Table YIII of Appendix, showing an extension of its cultivation
rice, the

000

;

product of the South,

of domestic slave

;

;

bnt the exports of rice are not on the increase, from which

would appear

By adding
the last

named

that

its

production remains stationary.

the value of the foreign and domestic cotton fabrics,

table to see that the three years preceding

erahly less than that year.

* See Table III, Appendix.

5
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1853 exported consid-
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in the United States, to the yearly cost of the

the

country uses, our total indebtedness, for

found swelling up to the
enormous sum of $162,185,240.*
We have now seen the channels through which our cotton
passes off into the great sea of commerce, to furnish the world its
clothing. We have seen the origin and value of our provisions, and
We have seen the sources whence our
to whom they are sold.
groceries are derived, and the millions of money they cost.
To
articles of slave labor origin, will be

how

ascertain

these several interests are sustained by one

far

how

another, will be to determine

an element of expansion
of

this

nature v;ith precision

not attainable.

It

may

any one of them becomes

far

to the others.
is

To decide a question
The statistics are

impracticable.

be illustrated, however, in various ways,

so as to obtain a conclusion proximately accurate.

Suppose,

for

example, that the supplies of food from the North were cut

off,

the manufactories left in their present condition, and the planters
forced to raise their provisions

and draught animals

:

such

in

circumstances, the export of cotton must cease, as the lands of
these States could not be
their

own

Northern

made

to yield

more than would subsist
demanded by the

population, and supply the cotton

States.

Now,

of the cotton States
of their capacity

if this

—and

it is

be true of the agricultural resources
believed to be nearly the

—then the surplus of

than a hundred millions of dollars,

full

extent

cotton, to the value of

now

more

annually sent abroad,

stands as the representative of the yearly supplies which

the

cotton planters receive from the farmers north of the cotton line.

This, therefore, as will afterward

more

fully appear,

may

be taken

as the probable extent to which the supplies from the North serve
as an element of slavery expansion in the article of cotton alone.

* These estimates have not been recast and adapted to 1859, for the third
bo seen from Tables VII, VIII and X, there has been

edition, because, as will

no

CTcat chan;re in the

amount

of these commodities

consumed

since 1853.
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CHAPTER

Qf

VII.

—System unprofitable
— Antagonism of Farmer and
Planter— "Protection," and, "Free Trade" controversy — Congressional Debates on the subject—Mr. Clay — Position of the South — Free Trade," con-

Economical relations of Slavery further considered

in

grain growing, but profitable in culture of Cotton

"

sidered indispensable to

But

its

prosperity.

American slavery to the
demands a still closer scrutiny,

the subject of the relationa of

economical interests of the world,

in order that the causes of the failure of abolitionism to arrest

its

progress, as well as the present relations of the institution to the
politics of the country,

may

fully appear.

Slave labor has seldom been

made

profitable

where

wholly employed in grazing and grain growing

;

but

it

has been

it

becomes

remunerative in proportion as the planters? can devote their attention to cotton, sugar, rice, or tobacco.

To render Southern slavery
must be
articles, and be sustained by

profitable in the highest degree, therefore, the slaves

employed upon some one of these
a supply of food and draught animals from Northern

agricul-

and before the planter's supplies arc complete, to these
must be added cotton gins, implements of husbandry, furniture,
and tools, from Northern mechanics. This is a point of the
turists

;

utmost moment, and must be considered more
It

holder, to

most

at length.

has long been a vital question to the success of the slave-

know how he

profitable.

could render the labor of his slaves the

The grain growing

States

had

to

their slaves, to rid themselves of a profitless system.

emancipate

The

cotton-

growing States, ever after the invention of the cotton gin, had
found the production of that staple highly remunerative.
logical conclusion,

provisions,

would be

Markets

from these difierent

The

results, was, that the less

and the more cotton grown by the planter, the greater
This must be noted with special care.

his profits.

for the surplus products of the farmer

were equally as important

to

him

of the North,

as the supply of Provisions

was to the planter. But the planter, to be eminently successful,
must purchase his supplies at the lowest possible prices while
;
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the farmer, to secure his prosperity,

must

sell his

products at the

Few, indeed, cau be so ill informed, as
not to know, that these two topics, for many years, were involved
in the "Free Trade" and "Protective Tariff" doctrines, and
afforded the materiel of the political contests between the North
and the South between free labor and slave labor. A very brief
highest possible rates.

—

notice of the history of that controversy, will demonsti'ate the truth

of this assertion.

The attempt of

the agricultural States, thirty years since, to

establish the protective policy,

and promote " Domestic Manufac-

was a struggle

such a division of labor as would

tures,"
afford a

The

abroad.

was

in

to create

"Home Market "

182i

proposed

;

for their products,

no longer in demand

decisive action on the question, by Congress,

first

when

the distress in these States,

for their relief,

and the measures

by national legislation, were discussed on

the passage of the "Tariff Bill" of that year.

The

the nation were engaged in the controversy.

As

ablest

men

in

provisions are

the most important item on the one hand, and cotton on the other,

we

shall use these

two terms as the representatives of the two
and to

classes of products, belonging, respectively, to free labor

slave labor.

Mr. Clay, in the course of the debate, said: "What, again, I

would
which

ask,
I

is

have

the cause of the
fairly depicted?

unhappy condition of our country,
It is to

be found in the fact that,

during almost the whole existence of this government, we have

shaped our industry, our navigation, and our commerce, in

refer-

ence to an extraordinary war in Europe, and to foreign markets

which no longer

much on

exist; in the tact that

we have depended

foreign sources of supply, and excited too

little

too

the

we have cultivated, with assiduous
we have suffered those at home to
wither, in a state of neglect and abandonment.
The consequence
the
of
termination of the war of Europe, has been Ae resumption
native

care,

;

in the fact that, while

our foreign resources,

European commerce, European navigation, and the extension
European agriculture, in all its branches. Europe, therefore,
has no longer occasion for any thing like the same extent as that
which she had during her wars, for American commerce, Ameriof

of

can navigation, the produce of American industry.

Europe in
commotion, and convulsed throughout all her members, is to
America no longer the same Europe as she is now, tranquil, and
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watchiug with the most vigilant attention, all her own peculiar inThe effect of this
terests, without regard to their operation on us.

Europe upon

altered state of

us, has

been

ployment of our marine, and greatly

to circumscribe the

em-

reduce the value of the

to

The greatest want of civilized society is a market for the sale and exchange of the surplus
This market may
of the products of the labor of its members.
exist at iiorae or abroad, or both, but it must exist somewhere, if
produce of our

territorial labor

society prospers

;

and, wherever

it

does exist,

it

should be com-

petent to the absorption of the entire surplus production.

It is

most desirable that there should be both a home and a foreign

But with respect to their relative superiority, I can not
The home market is first in order, and paramount in importance. The object of the bill under consideration,
is to create this home market, and to lay the foundation of a genuine American policy. It is opposed and it is incumbent on the
partisans of the foreign policy (terms which I shall use without
any invidious intent) to demonstrate that the foreign market is an
adequate vent for the surplus produce of our labor. But is it so ?
market.

entertain a doubt.

;

1.

Foreign nations can not,

duce

2.

if

they would, take our surplus pro-

If they could, they

"We have seen,

would not

I think, the causes of the distress

of the country.

We

have

seen that an exclusive dependence upon the foreign market must
lead to a

still

severer distress, to impoverishment, to ruin.

"We

"We must give a new

must, then, change somewhat our course.

some portion of our industry, "We must speedily
adopt a genuine American policy. Still cherishing a foreign

direction to

market,

let

us create also a

home

market, to give further scope to

American industry. Let us
counteract the policy of foreigners, and withdraw the support
which we now give to their industry, and stimulate that of our
own country
The creation of a home market is not only
the consumption of the produce of

necessary to procure for our agriculture
it is

wants.

we can not sell, we can
(and we have seen that

If

population

a just

reward of

not buy.
it

is

That portion of our

not less than four-fifths)

which makes comparatively nothing that foreigners
nothing to
that

we

its

indispensable to obtain a suppl}' of our necessary

labors, but

make purchases with from
amount of our
They may enable

are told of the

planting interest.

foreigners.

will buy, has
It

is

in vain

exports, supplied by the
the

i>lanting

interest

to
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but they bring no ability

;

to the interests

not

planting, unless, which can not be pretended, the planting interest

was an adequate vent
all

as

for the surplus

But

other interests
it is,

own

this

produce of

home market,

all

the labor of

highly desirable

can only be created and cherished by the protection of our

legislation against the inevitable prostration of our industry,

which must ensue from the action of foreign policy and

The

tion

sole object of the tariff is to tax the

foreign industry, with the view of promoting

legisla-

produce of

American

industry.

said by the honorable gentleman from Virginia,
owing to the character of a certain portion of its
population, can not engage in the business of manufacturing. ....
The circumstances of its degradation unfits it for manufacturing
The well-being of the other, and the larger part of our poparts.

.... But

it

is

that the South,

ulation, requires the introduction of those arts.

"What is to be done in this conflict? The gentleman would
have us abstain from adopting a policy called for by the interests
of the greater and freer part of the population. But is that
reasonable ?

Can

part should be

be expected that the interests of the greater

it

made

slaves of slaves

may

to

bend

to the condition of the servile part

That, in

of our population?

I

am

eflect,

would be

to

make

us the

sure that the patriotism of the South

be exclusively relied upon to reject a policy which should be

dictated by considerations altogether connected with that degraded
class, to the prejudice of the residue of

not a perseverance in the foreign policy, as

make

all

But does

our population.
it

now

exists, in fact,

parts of the Union, not planting, tributary to the plant-

ing parts?

What

is

the argument?

It is,

that

we must

continue

freely to receive the produce of foreign industry, without regard
to the protection of

American

industry, that a market

may

be

re-

tained for the sale abroad of the produce of the planting portion

of the country

;

and

that, if

parts of America, those

we

lessen the consumption, in all

which are not planting, as well as the

planting sections, of foreign manufactures,

we diminish

to that

The

existing

extent the foreign market for the planting produce.
state of things, indeed, presents a sort of tacit

compact between

the cotton-grower and the British manufacturer, the stipulations of

which

are,

on the part of the cotton -grower, that the whole of the

United States, the other portions as well as the cotton -growing,
shall

remain open and unrestricted in the consumption of British
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;

and, on the part of the British nuumlUftuiHT,

in consideration thereof, ho will continue to purchase

Thus, then,

of the South.

71

we

tlie

tliut,

cotton

perceive that the proposed measure,

instead of sacrificing the South to the other parts of the Union,

seeks only to preserve them from being actually sacrificed under
the operation of the tacit compact which I have described."

The opposition
from two causes

:

to the Protective

the

by the South, arose

Tariff,

openly avowed at the time, and the

first

second clearly deducible from the policy
secure the foreign market

for its

it

pursued

the one to

:

other to obtain a

cotton, the

Cotton was admit-

bountiful supply of provisions at cheap rates.

ted free of duty into foreign countries, and Southern statesmen

feared

government increased the duties on
The South exported about twice as much of that
was supplied to Europe by all other countries, and there
exclusion, if our

its

foreign fabrics.
staple as

were indications favoring the desire
import food, but

at

entertained of monopoli-

it

The West India

zing the foreign markets.

such high rates as to

planters could

make

it

not

impracticable to

grow cotton at prices low enough to suit the English manufacturer.
To purchase cotton cheaply, was essential to the success
of his scheme of monopolizing its manufacture, and supplying
the world with clothing.
The close proximity of the provision
and cotton-growing

districts in the

advantages over

other portions of the world.

all

United States, gave

its

planters

But they could

not monopolize the markets, unless they could obtain a cheap sup-

ply of food and clothing for their negroes, and raise their cotton
at such reduced prices as to undersell their rivals.

turing population, with

its

A

manufac-

mechanical coadjutors, in the midst of

the provision-growers, on a scale such as the protective policy con-

templated,

it

was conceived, would

their products,

create a

and enhance the price

;

permanent market for
if this manufac-

whereas,

turing could be prevented, and a system of free trade adopted, the

South would constitute the principal provision market of the
country, and the

demanded

fertile

lands of the North supply the cheap food

for its slaves.

As

the

tarilff

policy, in the outset, con-

templated the encouragement of the production of iron, hemp,

whisky, and the establishment of woolen manufactories, principally, the

system

South found

its interests

—the coarser qualities of

in the country, and, even these,

but slightly identified with the

cottons, only, being

on a diminished

manufactured
scale, as

com-
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Cotton, up to the date
commenced, had been worth,

pared with the cotton crops of the South.

when

this

controversy had been

fairly

in the English market, an average price of from 29y\ to 48y\ cents

But

per lb.*

wide spread and ruinous depression

at this period, a

both in the culture and manufacture of the
ton, in 182G,

having

occurred

article,

England, as low as llyo

fallen, in

—

cot-

18 /^

to

The home market, then, was too inconsiderable to
be of much importance, and there existed little hope of its enlargement to the extent demanded by its increasing cultivation. The
cents per

lb.

planters, therefore, looked abroad to the existing markets, rather

than

one at home.

to wait for tardily creating

foreign markets, they relied, mainly,

For success in the
upon preparing themselves

to produce cotton at the reduced prices then prevailing in Europe.

All agricultural products, except cotton, being excluded from

for-

eign markets, the planters found themselves almost the sole exporters of the country
that the

North did

;

and

it

was

to

them a source of chagrin,
them in augment-

not, at once, co-operate with

ing the commerce of the nation.

At
it

this point in the history of the controversy, politicians

an easy matter

to

produce feelings of the deepest

tween the opposing

The

parties.

found

hostility be-

planters were led to believe

that the millions of revenue collected off the goods imported,
so

much deducted from

wa8

the value of the cotton that paid for them,

either in the diminished price they received abroad, or in the in-

creased price which they paid for the imported articles.

hance the duties,

To

en-

our manufacturers, they

for the protection of

were persuaded, would be so much of an additional tax upon
themselves, for the benefit of the North and, beside, to give the
manufacturer such a monopoly of the home market for his fabrics,
;

would enable him
value of his

charge purchasers an excess over the true

to

stuffs, to

the whole

amount of

tective policy, the planters expected to

the duty.

By

the pio-

have the cost of both pio-

visions and clothing increased, and their ability to monopolize

the foreign markets diminished in a corresponding degree.

they could establish free trade,

market

to foreign

manufacturers

their leading staple

;

repress

it
;

If

would insure the American

secure the foreign markets for

home manufactures

;

force a large

* This includes the period from 1806 to 1826, though tho decline began a

few years before the

latter date.

:
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number of the Northern men into agriculture; niultii)ly the
feed and clothe
growth, and diminish the price of provisions
produce their cotton for a third or
their slaves at lower rates
;

;

fourth of former prices
tion

;

rival all other countries in its cultiva-

monopolize the trade in the

;

Europe

throughout the whole of

article

and build up a commerce and a navy that would make

;

us ruler of the seas.

CHAPTER

VIII.

—Mr. Hayne—Mr, Carter—Mr. Govan—Mr. MarFree Trade — The
— Sugar Planters invoked
markets — Henry
want
of
embarrassments
pecuniary
invoked
—
West
— State of the world—Dread
Baldwin — Remarks on the views of the
conseavert
of the Protective policy by the Planters — Their schemes

Tarifif

controversy continued

tindale

—Mr.

Buchapan

also

to aid

for

Its

parties

to

its

quences, and promote Free Trade.

the sentiments of the South, on the Protective

To understand

Policy, as expressed by

its

we must again

statesmen,

quote from

the Congressional Debates of 1824

Mr. Hayne, of South Carolina, said
ously ask,

is it

possible for the

" But how,

:

home market

We

of the foreign market, for our cotton?

to

I

would

seri-

supply the place

supply Great Britain

with the raw material, out of which she furnishes the Continent

Now, supmake every yard of cloth we consume, that would furnish a home market for no more than
20,000,000 lbs. out of the 180,000,000 lbs. of cotton now shipped

of Europe, nay, the whole world, with cotton goods.

pose our manufactories could

to

Great Britain

;

leaving on our hands 160,000,000

two-thirds of our whole produce

Considering

promoting certain employments,
equal, oppressive, and unjust

and the destruction of
policy

—

I

all

at the

commerce

take this occasion to declare, that

justified in

embracing the very

such laws as

may

first

this

equal to

scheme of

expense of others, as un-

—viewing prohibition

foreign

lbs.,

we

as the meajis,

as the

end of

this

shall feel ourselves,

opportunity of repealing

all

be passed for the promotion of these objects."

Mr. Carter, of South Carolina, said: "Another danger
which the present measure would expose this country, and one

to

m
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which the Southern

we

be the risk

by

01^,

have a deep and

States

incur,

KING;
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vital interest,

would

system of exclusion, of di-iving

this

Great Britain to countervailing measures, and inducing all other
countries, with whom the United States have any considerable
trading connections, to resort to measures of retaliation.

There

are countries possessing vast capacities for the production of rice,

of cotton, and

of tobacco, to which England might resort to

She might apply herself to Brazil, Bengal, and
Egypt, for her cotton to South America, as well as to her
and to China and Turkey for her rice."
colonies, for her tobacco
supply

herself.

;

;

Mr. Govan, of South Carolina, said ''The effect of this measure on the cotton, rice, and tobacco-growing States, will be
:

extreme

pernicious in the

:

—

will exclude

it

them from those

markets where they depended almost entirely for a sale of those
articles, and force Great Britain to encourage the cottons, (Brazil,
"Rio Janeiro, and Buenos Ayres,) which, in a short time, can be
brought in competition with us. Nothing but the consumption
of British goods in this country, received in exchange, can support a
It is

and

command

of the cotton

market

to the

one thing very certain, she will not

And

silver to trade with us.

Southern planter.

come here with her gold

should Great Britain, pursuing

the principles of her reciprocal duty act, of last June, lay three
or four cents on our cotton,

of cotton

?

It is

well

known

where would,
that the

be our surplus

and should we, by
enactments, in pursuing to such an

ufacture one-fourth of the cotton that

our imprudent legislative

I ask,

United States can not manis

in

it

;

extent this restrictive system, force Great Britain to shut her
ports against us,

country.

it

will paralyze the

whole trade of the Southern

This export trade, which composes five-sixths of the

export trade of the United States, will be swept entirely from the
ocean, and leave but a melancholy wreck behind."
It is necessary, also, to

add a few additional

extracts,

from the

speeches of Northern statesmen, during this discussion.
Mr. Martindale, of New York, said " Does not the agriculture
:

of the country languish, and the laborer stand

still,

because,

beyond the supply of food for his own family, his produce perishes on his hands, or his fields lie waste and fallow
and this
because his accustomed market is closed against him ? It does,
sir
A twenty years' war in Europe, which drew into its
;

vortex

all its

various nations,

made our merchants

the carriers of
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a large portiou of the world, and our fanners

mense

belligerent armies.

An

in our

commerce followed

— our

unexampled

tlie
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feeders of im-

activity

and increase

agriculture extended

itself,

grew

An

unprecedented demand gave the farmer an
extraordinary price for his produce
Imports kept pace with

and

flourished.

and consumption with both
Peace came into
Europe, and shut out our exports, and found us in war with England, which almost cut off our imports
Now we felt how
exports,

comfortable

Now we

it

was

to

have plenty of food, but no clothing

Now we
saw the imperfect distribution and classification of labor
Here is the explanation of our opposite views. It is employment,
felt

the imperfect organization of our system.

after all, that

we

are all in search

labor and our produce, which

we

of.

all

It is

a market for our

want, and

all

contend

for.

Buy foreign goods, that we may import,' say the merchants it
will make a market for importations, and find employment for
our ships. Buy English manufactures, say the cotton planters
'

:

;

England will take our cotton in exchange. Thus the merchant
and the cotton planter fully appreciate the value of a market
when they find their own encroached upon. The farmer and
manufacturer claim to participate in the benefits of a market for
their labor and produce
and hence this protracted debate and
;

struggle of contending interests.

It

a contest for a market

is

between the cotton-grower and the merchant on the one side, and
the farmer and the manufacturer on the other.
That the manufacturer would furnish this market to the farmer, admits no doubt.

The farmer should reciprocate the favor and government is now
upon to render this market accessible to foreign fabrics for
;

called

the mutual benefit of both

propose,

sir, for

the evils

This, then,

which we

is

the

remedy we

Place the mechanic

suffer.

by the side of the farmer, that the manufacturer who makes our
cloth, should make it from our farmers' wool, flax, hemp, etc.,
and be fed by our farmers' provisions. Draw forth our iron from
our

own mountains, and we

purchase of the foreign

shall not drain our country in the

We

propose,

sir, to

supply our

own

wants from our own resources, by the means which God and
Nature have placed in our hands
But here is a question
of sectional interest, which elicits unfriendly feelings and determined hostility to the bill
The cotton, rice, tobacco, and
indigo-growers of the Southern States, claim

to

be deeply aflected
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and injured by

this

planter does not

Let us inquire

system

demand what,

if

the Southern

in fact, he denies to others.

And

now, what does he request ? That the North and West should
Not their cotton, tobacco, etc., for that we do
buy what?
already, to the utmost of our ability to consume, or pay, or vend

—

and that is to an immense amount, greatly exceeding
vhat they purchase of us. But they insist that we shovdd buy
English wool, wrought into cloth, that they may pay for it with
that we should buy Kussia iron, that they may sell
their cotton
that we should buy Holland gin and linen, that they
their cotton
to others

;

;

;

In fine, that we should not grow wool,
sell their tobacco.
and dig and smelt the iron of the country for, if we did, they
could not sell their cotton." (On another occasion, he said :)
"Gentlemen say they will oppose every part of the bill. They
And, on
will, therefore, move to strike out every part of it.

may

;

every such motion,
already, the

merce
that

;

it

that
will

same

we

and

:

that

enhance the prices of
;

we have done

will ruin trade

it

will destroy the revenue,

it

and thus be taxing the poor
market,

hear repeated, as

shall

objections

and com-

and prostrate the navy

;

articles of the first necessity,

and that

it

will destroy the cotton

stop the future growth of cottony

Mr. Buchanan, of Pennsylvania, said: "No nation can be
which depends upon foreign countries for

perfectly independent

supply of iron.

its

and

in war.

for the

It

is

an

article

equally necessary in peace

"Without a plentiful supply of

common

defense.

Can we

it,

we cannot provide

so soon have forgotten the

lesson which experience taught us during the late

Britain

?

Our

foreign supply

manufacture in

was then cut

ofi",

war with Great

and we could not

suflScient quantities for the increased

domestic

demand. The price of the article became extravagant, and both
the Government and the agriculturist were compelled to pay
double the sum for which they might have purchased it, had its
manufacture, before that period, been encouraged by proper protecting duties."

Sugar cane,

at that period,

Louisiana, and efibrts were

had become an

made

to

article of culture in

persuade her planters into

the adoption of the Free Trade system.

It

was urged

that they

could more effectually resist foreign competition, and extend their

by a cheap supply of food, than by protective duties.
But the Louisianians were too wise not to know, that though they

business,
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would certainly obtain cheap provisions by the destruction of
Northern manufactures, still, this would not enable them to
compete with the cheaper labor supplied by the slave trade to the
Cubans.

The

many

"West, for

years,

gave

undivided support to the

its

heavy duty on
hemp, wool, and foreign distilled spirits thus securing encouragement to its hemp and wool-growers, and the monopoly of the
home market for its whisky. The distiller and the manufacturer,
under this system, were equally ranked as public benefactors, as
each increased the consumption of the surplus products of the
The grain of the West could find no remunerative
farmer.
market, except as fed to domestic animals for droving East and
South, or distilled into whisky wh'ch would bear transportation.
Take a fact in proof of this assertion. Hon. Henry Baldwin, of
Pittsburgh, at a public dinner given him by the friends of
General Jackson, in Cincinnati, May, 1828, ^n referring to the
manufacturing

thereby obtaining a

interests,

:

want of markets,
certain, the

market

for the farmers of the

West,

said,

"He was

aggregate of their agricultural produce, finding a

in Europe,

would not pay

for the pins

and needles they

imported."

The markets
quite limited.

in the Southwest,

As

templated internal improvements,

would inevitably tend
ducts

to

if

so

successfully accomplished,

antagonistic, that

sound the knell of the other.

improvement policy,
the two systems were long

anti- internal

ivould as certainly reduce their value

considered

so important, were then

enhance the price of agricultural pro-

while the free trade and

;

now

the protective system, coupled with the con-

;

the success

of the one must

Indeed, so fully was

Ohio im-

pressed with the necessity of promoting manufactures, that
capital thus employed,

was

for

many

all

years entirely exempt from

taxation.

was

in vain that the friends of protection appealed to the

fact, that

the duties levied on foreign goods did not necessarily

It

enhance their cost

home

greatly reduced

consumer that the competition among
and between them and foreigners, had

to the

manufacturers,

;

the price of nearly every article properly pro-

would
upon
them
advance their prices according to our dependence
that domestic competition was the only safety the countiy had

tected

;

that foreign manufacturers always had, and always

;
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against foreign

imposition

;

that

become our own manufacturers,

it

was necessary we should

in a fair degree, to render our-

selves independent of ether nations in times of war, as well as
to

guard against the vacillations in foreign legislation

;

that the

South woulil be vastly the gainer by having the market
products at

its

the Atlantic

;

own

for its

doors, to avoid the cost of their transit across

that,

in the event of the repression or

want of

proper extension of our manufactures, by the adoption of the

meet the pub-

free trade system, the imports of foreign goods, to

wants, would soon exceed the ability of the people to pay,

lic

and, inevitably, involve the country in bankruptcy.

Southern politicians remained inflexible, and refused

any policy except
ciple

free trade, to the utter

of protection.

Whether they were

jealous of the greater

prosperity of the North, and desirous to cripple

whether they were truly

fearful of

to accept

abandonment of the prinenergies, or

its

bankrupting the South, we

Justice demands, however, that

shall not wait to lUv^uire.

we

should state that the South was sufiering from the stagnation in

The

the cotton trade existing throughout Europe.

been unused

to the

for

many

planters

prices, for that staple, they

They had no prospect

pelled to accept.

market

low

had

were com-

of an adequate

home

years to come, and there were indications that

The West Inand attempting to recover its early
position in the English market.
This it had to do, or be forced
into emancipation.
The powerful Viceroy of Egypt, Mehemet
Ali, was endeavoring to compel his subjects to grow cotton on an
enlarged scale. The newly organized South American republics
were assuming an aspect of commercial consequence, and might
commence its cultivation. The East Indies and Brazil were supthey might lose the one they already possessed.
dies

was

still

slave territory,

plying to Great Britain from one-third to one-half of the cotton
she was annually manufacturing.

The other

half, or two-thirds,

she might obtain from other sources, and repudiate

our planters.

all trafliic

with

Southern men, therefore, could not conceive of

any thing but ruin

to

themselves, by any considerable advance in

duties on foreign imports.

They understood

the protective policy

as contemplating the supply of our country with

home manufac-

tured articles to the exclusion of those of foreign countries.

This

would confine the planters, in the sale of their cotton, to the

American market mainly, and leave them

in the

power of moneyed

;
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which, possessing the ability, might control the

prices of their staple, to the

irreparable

injury of the

South.

slave labor they could not become manufacturers, and must,

With

mercy of the North, both as to food and
European markets should be retained. Out
of this conviction grew the war upon Corporations; the hostility
to the employment of foreign capital in developing the mineral,'
the
agricultural, and manufacturing resources of the country
efforts to destroy the banks and the credit system the attempts to
reduce the currency to gold and silver the system of collecting
therefore,

remain

at the

clothing, unless the

;

;

;

the public revenues in coin

from

all

;

the withdrawal of the public

the banks as a basis of paper circulation

less vigilance of the

South in resisting

all

;

moneys

and the

sleep-

systems of internal

improvements by the General Government. Its statesmen foresaw that a paper currency would keep up the price of Northern
products one or two hundred per cent, above the specie standard

whether engaged in manufac-

that combinations of capitalists,

turing wool, cotton, or iron, would
tivation of the soil,

become consumers

West with

;

draw

oflf

labor from the cul-

and cause large bodies of the producers to
and that roads and canals, connecting the

the East, were effectual

means of bringing

the agri-

cultural and manufacturing classes into closer proximity, to the

serious limitation of the foreign

commerce of

the country, the

checking of the growth of the navy, and the manifest, injury of
the planters.

CHAPTER

IX.

—Peculiar condition of the people—
South — Mr. McDuffie — Mr. Hamil
shut out from
ton—Mr. Rankin —Mr. Garnett—Mr. Cuthbert—the West
Efforts

Character of the Tariff controversy

to enlist the AVest in the interest of the

still

market—Mr. Wickliffe—Mr. Benton—-Tariff of 1828 obnoxious to the South
Georgia Resolutions Mr. Hamilton Argument to Sugar Planters.

—

—

—

The Protective Tariff and Free Trade conti-oversy, at its origin, and during its progress, was very different in its character
from what many now imagine it to have been. People, on both
sides,

were often in great

straits to

know how

to obtain

a

liveli-
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hood,

much

failed, carries

no stronger

amass

less to

meaning phrase

with

it,
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The word 7'uin was no unThe news, now, that a bank has

fortunes.

at that day.

to the depositors

and holders of

its

notes,

feelings of consternation, than did the report of the
tariff laws, then, affect the

passage or repeal of

We

posing parties.

South in

IS

many

In the West, for

this respect.

often received no

minds of the op-

have spoken of the peculiar condition of the

more than twenty-Jive

years, the farmers

cents.,

and rarely over

forty cents^ per bushel for their wheat, after conveying it, on horseback, or in wagons, not unfrequently, a distance of fifty miles, to
Other products were proportionally low in price;

find a market.

and such was the difficulty in obtaining money, that people could
not pay their taxes but with the greatest sacrifices.
So deeply
were the people interested in these questions of national policy,
that they became the basis of political action during several PresiThis led to much vacillation in legislation on
dential elections.
the subject, and gave alternately, to one and then to the other
section of the Union, the benefits of

The vote

its

favorite policy.

of the West, during this struggle,

portance, as

it

scale at will.

was

of the first im-

possessed the balance of power, and could turn the
It

was not

with the South, in

its

left

without inducements

to co-operate

measures for extending slavery, that

it

might create a market among the planters for its products. This
appears from the particular efforts made by the Southern members of Congress, during the debate of 1824, to win over the

West

to the doctrines of free trade.

" I admit that the
deny that they are dis-

Mr. McDuffie, of South Carolina, said

Western people are embarrassed., but
tressed., in any other sense of the word
that the ])crmanent prosperity of the

the improvement of the

means

I

:

I

am

well assured

West depends more upon

of transporting their produce to

market, and of receiving the returns, than upon every other subject

which the legislation of this government can be directed
Gentlemen (from the West) are aware that a very profitable trade
is carried on by their constituents with the Southern country, in
live stock of all descriptions, which they drive over the mountains
to

and

sell for

character,

cash.

more

This extensive trade, which, from

easily

overcomes the

than any that can be substituted in

its

peculiar

difficulties of transportation

its

place, is about to be put in

jeopardy for the conjectural benefits of

this

measure.

When

I
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about to be put in jeopardy, I do not speak un-

say this trade

is

advisedly.

am

I

have the

will
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perfectly convinced that, if this bill passes,

it

of inducing the people of the South, partly

effect

from the feeling and partly from the necessity growing out of
from the West

If

we

it,

which they now purchase

to i*aise within themselves, the live stock

cease to take the manufactures of

Great Britain, she will assuredly cease to take our cotton to the

same

extent.

a settled principle of her policy

It is

not only wise, but essential to her existence

—

— a principle

purchase from

to

those nations that receive her manufactures, in preference to those

who do

We

not.

therefore,

it

have, heretofore, been her best customers, and,

has been her policy to purchase our cotton to the

extent of our

demand

for her manufactures.

full

But, say gentlemen.

Great Britain does not purchase your cotton from affection, but from
interest.

I

grant

it,

sir

;

and that

the very reason of

is

cided hostility to a system which will

make

it

chase from other countries in preference to our own.
interest to purchase cotton,

countries which receive

for her

manufactures.

of Great Britain

is,

the United States.

pushed very nearly

her

It is

more

It will

for cotton,

It is

than to obtain noth-

be remarked that the situation

in this respect, widely different from that of

The powers
to the

of her soil have been already

maximum

of their productiveness.

productiveness of her manufactures on the contrary,
limited as the

de-

even at a higher price, from those

her manufactures in exchange.

better for her to give a little

ing

my

her interest to pur-

demand

of the whole world

policy of Great Britain

is not, as

In

gentlemen seem

The

as un-

is

fact, sir,

the

to suppose, to

secure the home^ but the foreign market for her manufactures.

The former she has without an

It is to attain

effort.

the latter

that all 'her policy and enterprise are brought into requisition.

The manufactures of that country are

the basis

our manufactures, on the contrary are

our commerce

It

to

can not be doubted

of her cominerce;

be the destruction of
that, in pursuance of

the policy of forcing her manufactures into foreign markets, she
will, if

deprived of a large portion of our custom, direct

efforts to

South America.

That country abounds in a

all

soil

her

admi-

rably adapted to the production of cotton, and will, for a century
to

come, import her manufactures from foreign countries."

Mr. Hamilton, of South Carolina, said
section shared in that depression

6

which

:

is

"That the

common

planters in his

in every depart

'
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ment of the industry of the Union, excepting those from loJiich
we have heard the most clamor for relief. This would be understood when it was known that sea-island cotton had fallen from

—a

even greater than that which
had
heard so much as if the
has attended wheat, of which we
grain-growing section was the only agricultural interest which had
50 or 60 cents, to 25 cents

fall

—

While the planters

suflfered

of this region do not dread

competition in the foreign markets on equal terms, from the superiority of their cotton, they entertain a well-founded apprehension, that the restrictions

contemplated will lead

retaliatory

to

duties on the part of Great Britain, which must end

in ruin

In relation to our upland cottons, Great Britain may, without
the course of a very short period, supply her wants

difficulty, in

How

from Brazil

long the exclusive production, even of

the sea-ishind cotton, will remain to our country,

The experiments

and interesting problem.

is

yet a doubtful

that are

Ocean, may

the Delta of the Nile, if pushed to the

making on

result in the

production of this beautiful staple, in an abundance which, in
reference to other productions, has long blest and consecrated

"We are told by the honorable Speaker

Eg}'ptian fertility

(Mr. Clay,) that our manufacturing establishments will, in a very
short

period,

futility, I will

one or two

supply the place of the foreign demand.

our manufactories,
duction

may

not say mockery of this hope,
First, the present

facts.

about equal to

is

How

long

consumption of

could not venture to determine
after the epitaph will

be measured by

consumption of cotton, by
one-sixth of our whole pro-

will take to increase these

it

tories to a scale equal to the

;

The

but that

it

manufac-

this production,

will be

he

some years

have been written on the fortunes of the

South, there can be but

little

doubt." .... [After speaking of the

tendency of increased manufactures in the East, to check emigration to the

West, and thus

to

diminish the value of the public

lands and prevent the growth of the Western States, Mr. 11. pro-

ceeded thus:] "That portion of the Union could participate in no
part of the

bill,

except in

its

burdens, in spite of the fallacious

hopes that were cherished, in reference to cotton bagging
tucky, and the woolen duty for Steubenville, Ohio.
that to the entire region of the West,

who

Ken-

feared

no cordial drops of comfort
'

would come, even in the duty on foreign
tion of our people,

for

He

spirits.

To a

large por-

are in the habit of solacing themselves

"
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have

still

The cup, he feared, would be refused,
though tendered by the hand of patriotism as well as conviviality,
No, the West has but one interest, and that is, that its best cus'a most villainous twang.'

tomer, the South, should be prosperous."

Mr. Rankin, of Mississippi, said: "With the West,

me

to

true,

members against
amount received from

like a rebellion of the

we

export, but the

it

appears

the body.

It is

those exports

only apparently, largely in our favor, inasmuch as

we

is

are the con-

sumers of your produce, dependent on you

for our implements of
and almost every thing
of which draws much from the

husbandry, the means of sustaining
except our lands and negroes

;

all

apparent profits and advantages.

life,

In proportion as you diminish

our exportations, you diminish our means of purchasing from
you, and destroy your

own market.

You

will

those advantages of soil and of climate which

have placed within our reach, and
us to live as to foreign nations

compel us to use
God and Nature

to live, as to you, as

you desire

—dependent on our own resources.

Mr. Garnett, of Virginia, said "The Western States can not
manufacture. The want of capital (of which they, as well as the
Southern States, have been drained by the policy of government,)
and other causes render it impossible. The Southern States are
:

destined to suffer more by this policy than any other

ern next
State.

;

but

it

It is for the benefit

of capitalists only.

will drive the South to ruin

miserable

any

If persisted in,

it

and resistance."

Mr. Cuthbert, of Georgia, said:
the cotton of the South
little

— the West-

will not benefit the aggregate population of

"He

was not about

sphere, (the

spread throughout the world.

home

to

hoped the market

for

be contracted within a

market,)

instead

of being

If they should drive the cotton-

growers from the only source from whence their means were
derived, (the foreign market,) they would be unable any longer to

take their supplies from the
cerns within their
for

their

severe

own

West

own consumption.

pressure

—

if

—they must

contract their con-

spheres, and begin to raise flesh and grain

this

The South was already under a

measure went into

efiect,

its

distress

would be consummated."

West found still very limited means of communication with the East.
The opening of the New York canal, in
1825, created a means of traffic with the seaboard, to the people
In 1828, the

:
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of the remaining territory, west of

gained no advantages over those

hail

had

it

enjoyed in 1824, except so far as steamboat navigation had pro-

on the Western

gressed

passage of the
Bill." allusion

we

is

in

tariff

made

quote as follows

In the debate preceding the

rivers.

to the condition of the

said to be a grain-growing people.

market ?

.

converted into

What

Mississippi.

consumed

principally

They

raise stock,

Where,

spirits.

may

constituents

I

and

ask,

be

their

is

our

.

the South.
the

is

My

"

:

Our market is where our sympathies should be, in
Our course of trade, for all heavy articles, is down

.

.

West, from which

:

Mr. Wickliffe, of Kentucky, said
surplus grain

the "Woolens'

1828, usually termed

breadstuffs

in

we

find

a market

for,

are

the States of Mississippi, Louisiana,

South Alabanui, and Florida.

Indeed, I

may

say, these States

are the consumers, at miserable and ruinous prices to the farmers

of

my

State, of

South

in

tages.

money

our stock.

It

is

spirits, corn, flour, and cured
have had a trade of some value to the
We still continue it under great disadvan-

our exports of

We

provisions

a ready-money trade

trade in which

we

—

may

I

are engaged

acquainted with the extent of that trade

It

?

say

it

is

the only

Are

the gentlemen

may

be fairly stated

annum."
Mr. Benton urged the Western members

at three millions per

to unite with the
South, " for the purpose of enlarging the market, increasing the

demand

in the South,

and

its

ability

to

purchase the horses,

West could

sell nowhere else."
The tarifl' of 1828, created great dissatisfaction at the South.
Examples of the expressions of public sentiment, on the subject,
adopted at conventions, and on other occasions, might be multiTake a case or two, to illustrate the whole.
plied indefinitely.
At a public meeting in Georgia, held subsequently to the
passage of the ''Woolens' Bill," the following resolution was

mules, and provisions, which the

adopted
Besdved, That to retaliate as far as possible upou our oppressors, our Legislature bo

requested to impose taxes, amouuting to prohibition, on the hogs,

horses, mules,
cloth, of the

and cotton-bagging, whisky, pork,

Western, and ou

all

beef, bacon, flax,

and hemp

the productions and manufactures of the

Eastern and Northern States.

Mr. Hamilton, of South Carolina, in a speech

at the

Water

:
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to the passage of the tariff

of 1828, said

"It becomes us to inquire what
this

is

to

be our situation under

unexpected and disastrous conjunction of circumstances,

which, in

its

progress, will deprive us of the benefits of a free

trade with the rest of the world, which formed one of the leading

down

to

Why,

Union.

objects of the

must be our

gentlemen, ruin, unmitigated ruin,

From 1816

portion, if this system continues

the present time, the South has been drugged, by the

slow poison of the miserable empiricism of the prohibitory
system, the fatal effects of which we could not so long have
resisted, but for the

God

stupendously valuable staples with which

has blessed us, and the agricultural

skill

and enterprise of

our people."
In further illustration of the nature of this controversy, and of
the arguments used during the contest,

we must give the subwho was aiming

stance of the remarks of a prominent politician,
at detaching the sugar planters

with the manufacturers.

We

from their

have

to rely

political

connection

on memory, however,

we can not find the record of the language used on
occasion.
It was published at the time, and commented
as

freely,

by the newspapers at the North.

He

said:

"We

the
on,

must

prevent the increase of manufactories, force the surplus labor
into

agriculture,

promote

the

cultivation

of our unimproved

western lands, until provisions are so multiplied and reduced in
price, that the slave can

be fed so cheaply as

our sugar at three cents a pound.
duties,

we can

rival

Cuba

to enable us to

grow

Then, without protective

in the production of that staple, and

drive her from our markets."

—
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X.

—
of 1832 — The
adopted — Debates — Mr. Ilayne — Mr.
— Compromise
Mr. Clay —Adjustment of the

Tariff controversy continued

ed

Tariff

Secession threaten-

crisis

McDuffie

finally

subject.

The openiDg

of the year 1832, found the parties to the Tariff

controversy once more engaged in earnest debate, on the floor
of Congress; and

midsummer witnessed

new

the passage of a

This Act produced

including the principle of protection.

Bill,

a crisis in the controversy, and led to the movements in South

Carolina toward secession;
the Bill

and, to avert the threatened evil,

was modified, in the following year,

ceptable to the South

Government

for the

;

so as to

make

it

ac-

and, so as, also, to settle the policy of the

succeeding nine years.

A

few extracts fi'om

the debates of 1832, will serve to show what were the sentiments
of the

members of Congress,

as to the effects of the protective

policy on the different sections of the Union,

Mr. Hayne, of South Carolina, said

:

up

to that date:

" "When the policy of '24

into operation, the South was supplied from the "West,
through a single avenue, (the Saluda Mountain Gap,) with live
stock, horses, cattle, and hogs, to the amount of considerably up-

went

ward of a million of

dollars a year.

Under

the pressure of the

system, this trade has been regularly diminishing.

It

has already

.... In consequence of the dire cablasting our
lamities which the system has inflicted on the South
the West has been very
comraerc'e, and withering our prosperity
And what was found
nearly deprived of her best customer
Not a
to be the result of four years' experience at the South?
hope fulfilled not one promise performed and our condition infinitely worse than it had been four years before.
Sir, the whole
fallen

more than

one-half.

—

—

;

;

South rose up as one man, and protested against any
experiment with

this

system

Sir, I seize the

dispel forever the delusion that the South can find
tion, in a

tive

home market,

A

any compensa-

for the injurious operation of the protec-

What

system

the world?

fiirthei*

opportunity to

a spectacle do you even

now

exhibit to

large portion of your fellow-citizens, believing

;
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themselves to bo grievously oppressed by an unwise and unconstitutional system, are

clamoring

at

your doors

while

for justice:

another portion, supposing that they are enjoying rich bounties
it, are treating their complaints with scorn and contempt.
.... This system may destroy tlie South, but it will not permaIt may depress us,
nently advance the prosperity of the North.
but can not elevate them. Beside, sir, if persevered in, it must
annihilate that portion of the country from which the resources

under

And

are to be drawn.

whether adhering

who

it

may

to this policy

'killed the goose

which

be well for gentlemen to

would not be acting

laid the golden eggs.'

Christian religion, 1 consider Free Trade^ in

its

reflect

like the

Next

man

to the

largest sense, as

the greatest blessing that can be conferred on any people."

Mr. McDuiSe, of South Carolina, said " At the close of the late
war with Great Britain, every thing in the political and commer:

cial

changes, resulting from the general peace, indicated unparal-

leled prosperity to the Southern States,

and

distress to those of the

had
and

all directed
all

North.

and great embarassment

The nations

of the Continent

their efforts to the business of manufacturing

Europe may be said

to

have converted their swords into

machinery, creating unprecedented demand for cotton, the great
staple of the Southern States.

There

is

nothing in the history of

compared with the increased demand for
this staple, notwithstanding the restrictions by which this Government has limited that demand. As cotton, tobacco, and rice, are

commerce

that can be

produced only on a small portion of the globe, while
agricultural staples are

common

other

all

to every region of the earth, this

circumstance gave the planting States very great advantages.

cap the climax of the commercial advantages opened
planters, England, their great
their cotton

To

to the cotton

and most valued customer, received

under a mere nominal duty.

On

the other hand, the

prospects of the Northern States were as dismal as those of the

They had lost the carrying trade
of the world, which the wars of Europe had thrown into their
hands. They had lost the demand and the high prices wdiich our
own w^ar had created for their grain and other productions and,
Southern States were

brilliant.

;

market
foreign corn laws, but still more

soon afterward, they also

owing, partly,

to

lost the foreign

for their grain,

to other causes.

Such were the prospects, and such the well-founded hope of the
Southern States at the close of the late war, in which they bore so
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But where

glorious a part in vindicating the freedom of trade.
are
sir

now

—

these cheering prospects and animating hopes?

utterl}'

blasted

Blasted,

—by the consuming and withering course of a

system of legislation which wages an exterminating war against
the blessings of

commerce and

the bounties of a merciful Provi-

and which, by an impious perversion of language, is
called 'Protection.' .... I will not add, sir, my deep and delibdence;

and hypocwhich the world abounds on the subject, that any course
of measures which shall hasten the abolition of shivery, by destroying the value of slave labor, will bring upon the Southern
erate conviction, in the face of all the miserable cant
risy with

States the greatest political calamity with which
afflicted

;

for I sincerely believe, that

when

they can be

the people of those

by such means, to emancipate their
slaves, they will be but a few degrees above the condition of slaves
themselves.
Yes, sir, mark what I say when the people of the
South cease to be masters, by the tampering influence of this
Government, direct or indirect, they will assuredly bo slaves. It
States shall be compelled,

:

is

the clear

and

this protective

distinct perception of the irresistible tendency of

system to precipitate us upon this great moral and

political catastrophe, that has
voice", that

my

fellow-citizens

animated

may

me

foresee,

the destiny that would otherwise befall

to raise

and

my

warning

foreseeing, avoid

And

them

here,

sir,

melancholy and distressing, to see how
striking is the analogy between the colonial vassalage to which
the manufacturing States have reduced the planting States, and
it

as curious as

is

it

is

bound the Anglo-American colonies to the
.... England said to her American colonies

that wliich formerly

British Empire.

'You

shall not trade with the rest of the

tures as are produced in the

mother

world for such manufac-

coxuitry.''

ing States say to their Southern colonies,

'

The manufactur-

You

shall not trade

with the rest of the world for such manufactures as

under a penalty of

loe

produce^

upon the value of every cargo
detected in this illicit commerce; which penalty, aforesaid, shall
be levied, collected, and paid out of the products of your industry,
to nourish and sustain ours.'"
Mr. Clay, in referring to the condition of the country at large,
" I have now to perform the more pleasing task of exhibitsaid
forty per cent,

:

ing an imperfect sketch of the existing state of the unparalleled
prosperity of the country.

On

a general survey,

we

behold

culti-

—
;
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improved

;

the arts flourishing

;
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the face of the country

;

our people fully and profitably employed, and the

public countenance exhibiting tranquillity, contentment, and hap-

And,

piness.

if

we descend

into particulars,

able contemplation of a people out of debt

we have

the agree-

laud rising slowly in

;

and salutary degree a ready, though not
an extravagant market for all the surplus productions of our
industry innumerable flocks and herds browsing and gamboling
on ten thousand hills and plains, covered with rich and verdant
grasses; our cities expanded, and whole villages springing up,
as it were, by enchantment
our exports and imports increased
and increasing our tonnage, foreign and coastwise, swelled and
the rivers of our interior animated by the perpetfully occupied
ual thunder and lightning of countless steamboats the currency
sound and abundant
the public debt of two wars nearly redeemed
and, to crown all, the public treasury overflowing,
value, but in a secure

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

embarrassing Congress, not

which

select the objects

to

find subjects of taxation, but to

shall be liberated

from the impost.

If the

term of seven years were to be selected, of the greatest prosperity
which this people have enjoyed since the establishment of their
present Constitution, it would be exactly that period of seven
years which immediately followed the passage of the tariff of
1824.

"This transformation of the condition of the country from
gloom and distress to brightness and prosperity, has been mainly
the work of American legislation, fostering American industry,
instead of allowing

it

to

be controlled by foreign legislation, cher-

The

ishing foreign industry.

foes of the

American system,

1824, with great boldness and confidence, predicted,

first,

in

the

ruin of the public revenue, and the creation of a necessity to

The gentleman from South Carolina,

resort to direct taxation.

(General Hayne,)

I believe,

thought that the

operate a reduction of revenue to the large
lions of dollars

;

tariff of 1824 would
amount of eight mil-

secondly, the destruction of our navigation

thirdly, the desolation of

commercial

augmentation of the price of

cities

articles of

;

decline in that of the articles of our exports.

which they made has

failed

posed to abolish the system
lic

prosperity

Why,

and, fourthly, the

consumption, and further

Every prediction

—

to

utterly failed

It is

now

pro-

which we owe so much of the pub-

sir,

there

is

scarcely

an interest
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The

beneficence of this system

ment,
fails
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not embraced by the

error of the opposite argu-

assuming one thing, which, being denied, the whole
that is, it assumes that the loliole labor of the United States
in

is

Now,

would be profitably employed without manufactures.
truth is, that the system excites and creates labor, and

this labor

new wealth communicates

additional

creates

wealth, and

this

the

consume which acts on all the objects contributing to
human comfort and enjoyment
I could extend and dwell
on the long list of articles the hemp, iron, lead, coal, and other
items for which a demand is created in the home market by the
operation of the American system
but I should exhaust the
patience of the Senate.
Where^ where should we find a market
ability to

;

—

—

;

for all these articles, if

it

did not exist at

home

?

What would be

the condition of the largest portion of our people, and of the ter-

annihilated

?

How

be supplied with objects of prime necessity

?

What would

ritory, if this

home market were

could they

be the certain and inevitable decline in the price of
articles,

but for the

all

not

these

home market?"

But we must not burden our pages with

farther extracts.

What

has been quoted afibrds the principal arguments of the opposing
parties,

on the points in which we are interested, down to 1832.
in 1833, of the subject until 1842, and its subse-

The adjustment,

quent agitation, are too familiar, or of too easy access to the general reader, to require a notice

from us here.

—

—
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XI.

— More or favorable
— Capital invested Cotton
— Markets thus afforded the Farmer— South successand Woolen
securing the monopoly of the Cotton markets— Failure of Cotton
vation
other countries — Diminished
destroyed Household Manufacturing — Increasing demand
Cotton — Strange Providences — First
extend Slavery — Indian lands acquired — No danger of over-production
Abolition movements served
unite the South — Annexation of
thought
security — Increase of Provisions necessary
suc— Temperance cause favorable
— The West ready supply
the Planters —
greatly stimulated
by Southern markets Tripar-

Results of the contest on Protection and Free Trade
all

— Increased

consumption of Cotton

at

less

home

factories

to

in

to

ful in

culti-

prices

in

for

efforts to

to

territory

essential to its

to its

cess

to this result

Alliance of

tite

ers

— The East

Western Farmers, Southern
competing

tension necessary to
grain growing

— The

West

Western progress

needed

—Nebraska

— California

Planters, and English Manufactur-

has a choice of markets

—Increased
for

— Slavery ex—More
food— The

price of Provisions

and Kansas needed to

demand

Planters stimulated by increasing
sion question

to

to effort

It is

Cotton

raise

—Aspect of the

Provi-

gold changed the expected results of legislation

— Extended cultivation of Provisions
— Present aspect of the Cotton question
Economist's
and remarks—Our

Reciprocity Treaty favorable to Planters

Far West

in the

favorable

Planters

essential to Planters

—

to Planters
London
must extend the culture of Cotton

statistics

to prevent its increased

growth

elsewhere.

The
Ttiade,

results of the contest, in relation to Protection

and Free

have been more or

This has

boon an
tion

;

effect,

less favorable to all parties.

in part, of the changeable character of our legisla-

and, in part, of the occurrence of events in Europe, over

which our

legislators

had no

The manufaturing

control.

States,

while protection lasted, succeeded in placing their establishments

upon A comparatively permanent

basis

;

and, by engaging largely

in the manufacture of cottons, as well as woolens,

home manufactures,
Our cotton factories,

practically, very
in 1850,

consumed

of Great Britain did in 1831

;

have rendered

advantageous
as

much

to the South.

cotton as those

thus affording indications, that,

by proper encouragement, they might, possibly, be multiplied so
The cotton and
as to consume the whole crop of the country.
woolen factories, in 1850, employed over 130,000 work hands,
and had $102,619,581 of capital invested in them. They thus
afford an important market to the farmer, and, at the same time,

—
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have become an equally important auxiliary to the planter. They
may yet afford hiui the only market for his cotton.

The

cotton planting States, toward the close

of the

contest,

found themselves rapidly accumulating strength, and approxi-

mating the accomplishment of the grand object at which they
aimed the monopoly of the cotton markets of the world. This
success was due, not so much to any triumph over the North
to any prostration of our manufacturing interests
as to the genAll rivalry to the American planteral policy of other nations.
ers from those of the "West Indies, was removed by emancipation
as, under freedom, the cultivation of cotton was nearly
abandoned. Mehemet All had become imbecile, and the indoThe South Americans, after
lent Egyptians neglected its culture.
achieving their independence, were more readily enlisted in military forays, than in the art of agriculture, and they produced little
cotton for export.
The emancipation of their slaves, instead of

—

—

;

increasing the agricultural products of the Republics, only sup-

ample abundance, the elements of promoting political
revolutions, and keeping their soil drenched with human blood.
Such are the uses to which degraded men may be applied by the
ambitious demagogue. Brazil and India both supplied to Europe
and the
considerably less in 1838 than they had done in 1820
plied, in

;

latter

country

made no

material increase afterward, except

when

her chief customer, China, was at war, or prices were above the

While

average rates in Europe.
stationary

or

retrograding,

the cultivation of cotton

was thus

everywhere outside of the United

England and the Continent were rapidl}' increasing their
article, which they nearly doubled from 1835
1815 so that the demand for the raw material called loudly

States,

consumption of the
to

;

Our

for its increased production.

planters gathered a rich har-

vest of profits by these events.

But

worthy of note, in

this is not all that is

this strange chapter

No

prominent event occurred, but conspired to
advance the prosperity of the cotton ti-ade, and the value of
American slavery. Even the very depression suffered by the
of Providences.

manufacturers and cultivators of cotton, from 1825 to 1829, served
to place the

basis they

manufacturing interests upon the broad and firm

now

occupy.

It

forced the planters into the produc-

and led the manufacturers to
and reduce the price of their fabrics

tion of their cotton at lower rates

improve

their machinery,

;
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to

sweep away

all
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household manufacturing, and

se-

cure to themselves the monopoly of clothing the civilized world.

This was the object at which the British manufacturers had

aimed, and in which they had been eminently successful. The
growing manufactures of the United States, and of the Continent
of Europe, had not yet sensibly affected their operations.

There

is

still

another point requiring a passing notice, as

may

serve to explain

west

;

it

some portions of the history of slavery, not
so well understood.
It was not until events diminishing the foreign growth of cotton, and enlarging the demand for its fabrics,
had been extensively developed, that the older cotton -growing
States became willing to allow slavery extension in the Southand, even then, their assent was reluctantly given

markets

for cotton, doubtless,

for the territory

— the

being considered sufficiently limited

under cultivation.

Up

to 1824, the Indians held

over thirty-two millions of acres of land in Georgia, Mississippi,

and Alabama, and over twenty millions of acres in Florida, Missouri and Arkansas
which was mostly retained by them as late
as 1836.
Although the States interested had repeatedly urged
the matter upon Congress, and some of them even resorted to forcible means to gain possession of these Indian lands, the Government did not fulfill its promise to remove the Indians until
1836 and even then, the measure met with such opposition, that
Mr. Calhoun and six other Southit was saved but by one vote
;

;

—

ern Senators voting against

must be stated
based on the conviction

ever,

it

it.*

In justice to Mr. Calhoun, how-

that his opposition to the measure
that the treaty

was
had been fraudulently ob-

tained.

The

had found, by this time, that the
and home demand for cotton was so rapidly increasing
and that they
that there was little danger of over-production
had, in fact, secured to themselves the monopoly of the foreign
markets. Beside this, the abolition movement at that moment,
had assumed its most threatening aspect, and was demanding the
Here was
destruction of slavery or the dissolution of the Union.
older States, however,

foreign

;

a double motive operating to produce harmony in the ranks of

Southern politicians, and to awaken the fears of many, North

and South,

for the safety of the

Government.

Benton's Thirty Year's View.

Here, also, was
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the origin of the determiuation, in the South, to extend slavery,

by the annexation of

territory, so as to

gain the political prepon-

derance in the National Councils, and
ajjainst the interference of the
It

was not the increased demand

its

interests

for cotton, alone, that served

The extension of

as a protection to the older States.
tion, in the

protect

to

North.

its

cultiva-

degree demanded by the wants of commerce, could

only be etfected by a con-esponding increased supply of provis-

Without

ions.

this, it

could not increase, except by enhancing

their price to the injury of the older States.
fail to

be in readiness, so soon as

it

This food did not

was needed.

Indeed,

much

Its
had long been awaiting an
surplus, too, had been somewhat increased by the Temperance
movement in the North, which had materially checked the distil-

of

outlet to a profitable market.

it

lation of grain.

The West, which had long looked
its

attention

now

to the East for a market,

had

turned to the South, as the most certain and

convenient mart for the sale of

its

products

— the

planters aflbrd-

ing to the farmers the markets they had in vain sought from the
manufacturers.

In the meantime, steamboat navigation was ac-

quiring perfection on the Western rivers

—

—the

great natural out-

Western products and became a means of communication between the Northwest and the Southwest, as well as with
the trade and commerce of the Atlantic cities.
This gave an impulse to industry and enterprise, west of the AUeghanies, unpar-

lets for

alleled in the history of the country.

While, then, the bounds of

slave labor were extending from Virginia, the

Carolinas,

and

Georgia, Westward, over Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi and

Arkansas, the area of free labor was enlarging, with equal
pidity, in the Northwest, throughout Ohio, Indiana, Illinois

Michigan.

were the

ra-

and

Thus, within these provision and cotton regions,

forests cleared

away, or the prairies broken up, simulta-

neously by those old antagonistic forces, opponents no longer, but

harmonized by the fusion of their interests

—the

connecting link

between them being the steamboat. Thus, also, was a tripartite
alliance formed, by which the Western Farmer, the Southern
Planter, and the English Manufacturer, became united in a common bond of interest the whole giving their support to the doc:

trine of

Free Trade.

This active commerce between the West and South, however,
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soon caused a rivalry in the East, that pushed forward improvements, by States or Corporations, to gain a share in the Western

These improvements, as completed, gave

trade.

choice of markets, so that
the slave
in

its

who grows

manufacture.

markets

and

elect

the cotton, or the operatives

for "Western products

more extended

Farmers could

its

to the "West a

whether

who

are

to feed

engaged

But this rivalry did more. The competition
enhanced their price, and stimulated their
This required an enlargement of the

cultivation.

of slavery became essential to
Western prosperity.
We have not reached the end of the alliance between the
Western Farmer and Southern Planter. The emigration which
has been filling Iowa and Minnesota, and is now rolling like a
flood into Kansas and Nebraska, is but a repetition of what has
occurred in the other Western States and Territories.
Agricultural pursuits are highly remunerative, and tens of thousands of
men of moderate means, or of no means, are cheered along to
where none forbids them land to till. For the last few years,
public improvements have called for vastly more than the usual
share of labor, and augmented the consumption of provisions.
The foreign demand added to this, has increased their price
beyond what the planter can afford to pay. For many years free
labor and slave labor maintained an even race in their Western
progress.
Of late the freemen have begun to lag behind, while
slavery has advanced by several degrees of longitude. Free
labor must be made to keep pace with it.
There is an urgent
The demand for cotton is increasing in a
necessity for this.
;

the

extension

ratio gi'eater than can be supplied
less

by the American

by a corresponding increased production.

demand must be

met, or

planters, un-

This increasing

cultivation will be facilitated else-

its

where, and the monopoly of the planter in the European markets

be interrupted.

This can only be effected by concentrating the

number of slaves upon the
Hence they must be supplied with provisions.
greatest possible

This

is

the present aspect of the Provision

regards slavery extension.

imum

cotton plantations.

point,

question, as

it

Prices are approximating the max-

beyond which our provisions can not be fed

slaves, unless there is a corresponding increase in

to

the price of

Such a result was not anticipated by Southern statesmen,
when they had succeeded in overthrowing the protective policy,
cotton.

:
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destroying the United States Bank, and establishing the Sub-

And why

Treasury system.

has this occurred

The mines of

?

California prevented both the Free-Trade Tariff,* and the Sub-

Treasury scheme from exhausting the country of the precious
metals, extinguishing the circulation of

ing the prices of agricultural products

Nebraska

the date of the passage of the

of provisions, by their

measure

left

Bank

more extended

]S"ote8,

and reduc-

to the specie value.

At

Bill, the multiplication

cultivation,

was the only
and meet

that could produce a reduction of prices,

the wants of the planters.

The Canadian Reciprocity Treaty,

since secured, will bring the products of the British North

Amer-

ican colonies, free of duty, into competition with those of the

United

when

States,

diminish their cost

prices, with

us,

high, and

rule

tend to

but in the event of scarcity in Europe, or of

;

may

foreign wars, the opposite results

occur, as our products, in

such times, will pass, free of duty, through these colonies, into
the foreign market.

It is

apparent, then, that nothing short of

extended free labor cultivation, far distant from the seaboard,

none but Southern
markets, can fully secure the cotton interests from the contingencies that so often threaten them with ruinous embarrassments.

where the products

In

will bear transportation to

such a depression of our cotton interests has only been

fact,

averted by the advanced prices which cotton has

commanded,
European

for the last few years, in consequence of the increased

demand, and

On

its

diminished cultivation abroad.

this subject, the

London

Econorriist^ of

June

remarking on the aspects of the cotton question,

9,

1855, in

at that

moment

says:

"Another somewhat remarkable circumstance, considering
we are at war, and considering the predictions of some persons,

the present

is

The crop

in the

high

price

United States

and consumption of cotton.

is short,

being only 1,120,000,000

or 1,160,000,000 lbs., but not so short as to have a very great
eflfect

on the

markets

had consumption not increased.

mercantile readers will be well aware of this

fact,

but

let

Our

ns state

here that the total consumption between January 1st and the last

week

*

in

The

May was
Tariff of 1846,

under which our imports are now made, approximates

the Free Trade principles very closely.

:
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CONSUMPTION OF COTTON.

Pounds,

1853.

1854.

1855.

331,708,000

295,716,000

415,648,000

83,940,000

119,932,000

15,600,000

14,000,000

Less than 1855,

Average consumption of
per week,

lbs.

"Though

the crop in the United States

Great Britain has received 12,400,000
L854 than she received

is

lbs.

same period

to the

19,600.000

up

short

more

to this time,

of the crop of

of the crop of 1853.

Thus, in spite of the war, and in spite of a short crop of cotton,

and

in spite of dear corn

and the

failing trade to Australia

United States, the consumption of cotton has been one-fourth in
excess of the flourishing year of 1853, and more than a third in

These

excess of 1854.

"It

facts are

worth consideration.

reasonably expected that the present high prices will

is

bring cotton forward rapidly

ensued

Thus,

it

will

;

but as yet this

be seen

has not

efiect

notwithstanding the

that,

short crop in the States, (at present, they have sent us

more

in

1855 than in 1854, but not so much as in 1853,) the supply from
other sources, except Egypt, has been smaller in 1855 than in
either of the preceding years, and the supply from Egypt,

greater than in 1854,

is

less than in

1853."

[From

though

India, the

principal hope of increased supplies, the imports for 1855, in the
four months of the year, were less by 47,960,000 lbs. than

first

in 1854,

and

less

by 64,000,000

lbs.

than in 1853.*]

infer, therefore, that the rise in price hitherto,

ficient to

"We may

has not been suf-

bring increased supplies from India and other places

but these will, no doubt, come

when

it

;

seen that the rise will

is

probably be permanent in consequence of the enlarged consumption,

and the comparative deficiency

in the crop of the

United

States."

After noticing the increasing exports of raw cotton from both
England and the United States to France and the other countries
of the Continent, from which it is inferred that the consumption
is

increasing in Europe, generally, as well as in Great Britain,

the

Economist proceeds

to

remark

* These figures are taken from a part of the Economist's article not copied.

between the imports from India,

For the

difference

1850

1855, see Table

to

7

L

•

in the

whole of the years

;
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rapidly increasing consuinptiou of cotton in Europe has

met by an equally rapidly increasing supply, and the

not been

demand seems

present relative condition of the supply to the
justify

price, unless a greatly

an advance of

What

tion can be brought about.

from India, the Brazils, Egypt,
from the imports of the three

may

supplies

we know

etc.,

last years,

to

diminished consumpyet be obtained

not

but,

;

judging

they are not likely to

A

decrease
supply the great deficiency in the stocks just noticed.
accomplished
in consumption, which is recommended, can only be

by the
for if

demand

the

by

state of the

some

market, not by the will of individual spinners

of the market

is

for

others, either here or abroad

the difficulty or

more cloth, it will be supplied
and the only real solution of

means of lowering

This points to

8up]ily.

been

;

the price,

production of fibrous materials to be
Exertions ought rather to be

converted directly into paper.

which

directed to the production of fibrous materials
textile fabrics,

shall

and so much larger supplies of rags

making paper

cheapest and best material for

But

an increased

is

other exertions than those which have

latterly directed to the

used for

j

raw material while

lessen tho4r ccJnsumption of the

and the

theoretical production,

be

— the

will be obtained.

schemers who propose

it,

not

guided by the market demands, are generally erroneous, and
what we now require is more and cheaper material for clothing

means of getting more rags to make paper.
"Another important deduction may be made from

as the

the cotton market.
tion

It

of cotton with the importation into

disturbed by the war, and yet
the consumption.

on

traffic,

From

this

it

seems not

we

Europe has not been
to

have kept pace with

infer that legislative restrictions

permanently afiecting the habits of the people submis-

sive to them,

and of

customers, have a much more perand trade than national outpourings

all their

nicious effect on production
in

the state of

has not been afiected, at least the produc-

war of indignation and anger

efiects, are

of short duration.

—which,

if

terrible in

their

These are in the order of nature,

except as they are slowly corrected and improved by knowledge

while the restrictions
ambition

— are

—the

at all times

The Economist of June
imports for the 5th month
pears, that instead of

offspring of ignorance

opposed

and misplaced

to

her beneficent ordinances."

30, in its

Trade Tables, sums up the

of the year 1855

;

fi-om

which

it

ap-

any increase of the imports of cotton hav-
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ing occurred, they had fallen off to the extent of 43,772,176 lbs.
below the quantity imported in the corresponding month of 1854.

The Koonomist of September

1,

1855, in continuing

of the cotton markets, and stating that there
in

its

supplies, says

"The

is still

its

notices

a falling off

:

decline in the quantity of cotton imported

notoriously

is

the consequence of the smallness of last year's crops in the United
States

has

It

made up

is

remarkable that the additional supply which

partly for the shortness of the

from the Brazils, Egypt, and other
the supply
fails

is

American crop comes

parts.

From

relatively shorter than from the

us more than that of the States, and the fact

vorable to the speculations of those

who wish

pendent of the States, and dependent chiefly

The high

sions.

freights that

for

is

States.

It

rather unfa-

make us indeon our own possesto

have prevailed, and are likely

prevail with a profitable trade, would obviously

dangerous

British India

United

make

it

to

extremely

our manufacturers to increase their dependence on
In 1855, when we have a short

India for a supply of cotton.

supply from other quarters, India has sent us one-third
in 1853."

The Economist of February

23,

less

1856, contains the

than

Annual

ending December 31, from which
it appears that the supplies of cotton from India, for the whole
year, were only 145,218,976 lbs., or 35.212,520 lbs. less than the
Statement of Imports

imports for 1853.
ported
lbs.

;

for 1855,

Of

these imports 66,210,704 lbs. were re-ex-

thus leaving the British manufacturers but 79,008.272

of the free labor cotton of India, upon which to employ their

looms.*
This increasing demand for cotton beyond the present supplies,
if

not met by the cotton growers of the United States, must en-

courage
market.

which now send but little to
To prevent such a result, and to retain in their own

its

cultivation in countries

hands the monopoly of the cotton market,
vigilance en the part of our planters.

will require the

utmost

That vigilance will not be

wanting.
The commercial year

is

five

days shorter for 1855 than

iu

former years.

—
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CHAPTER

XII.

—Facts and
— Consumption of Cotton tending

Consideration of foreign cultivation of Cotton further considered

opinions stated by the

London Economist

exceed the production

to

the United States

—

—India

aflbrds the only field of competition

Its vast inferiority

—Imports

with

from India dependent upon

—

Free Labor and Slave Labor cannot be united on the same field
Supply of the United States therefore limited by natural increase of slaves

price

Limited supply of labor tends
in India the only obstacle

ican Planters

—

renewal of slave trade

— Cotton

to be permanently established

to this object

in

this

of the Cotton question
—Remarks showing the
break
Africa
building up slavery
— Great

in its relations

position

to

in

Britain

to slavery

production

— Parliamentmade subservient
— Successful Cotton culture Africa— Slavery
policy — Opinions of the American Misby

Africa, too, to be

ary proceedings on this subject

sionarij

to

which Great Britain can interpose against Amer-

down

it

in

America.

The remark which

An

1856.
the

closes the preceding chapter

opportunity

is

now

promote cotton culture

to

possessions between that and 1859.

Few

Btartling.

anti-slavery

in

offered for recording the results of

movements of Great Britain

own

was made

men

in the

The

in her

results will

be

United States expected

would so soon be engaged zealously in estabslave labor in Africa, or that Lord Palmerston should
The question is one of so much
publicly commend the measure.
importance as to demand a full examination. The extracts are
taken, mainly, from the London Economist^ a periodical having

that Great Britain
lishiuo;

the highest reputation for candor

and

fair dealing.

On

Feb. 12,

1859, the Economist said

"We

are not surprised that the future supply of cotton should

have engaged the attention of Parliament on an early night of
the Session.

It is

well be overrated,

which

it

a question the importance of which can not
if

we

refer only to the

commercial

interests

involves, or to the social comfort or happiness of the mil-

who

now dependent upon

it for their support.
But it
and even more important. At its root
lies the ultimate success of a policy for which England has made
great struggles and great sacrifices
the maintaining of existing
treaties, and perhaps the peace of the world.
Every year as it
passes, proves more and more that the question of slavery, and

lions

are

has an aspect far

loftier

—
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even of the slave trade,

is

IQl

destined to be materially affected,

if

not ultimately governed, by considerations arising out of the cultivation of this plant.

impossible to observe the tendency

It is

of public opinion throughout America, not even excepting

Free States, with relation
scious that

it

and even

drifting into indifference,

is

the

without feeling con-

to the slave trade,

In

laxity.

every light, then, in which this great subject can be viewed,

it

is

one which well deserves the careful attention equally of the philanthropist and the statesman.
"It has been said, that in the case of cotton

we have found an

exception to the great commercial principle of supply and de-

mand.

we

We

Is this so?

shall not find,

upon

doubt

"We doubt

it.

investigation, that

if,

on the contrary,

presents one of the

it

strongest examples of the struggle of that principle to maintain
its

No

conclusions.

made

doubt the conditions of

that struggle a severe one

its

production have

but, nevertheless,

Eighteen years ago,

been altogether unsuccessful.
total

;

has not

it

(in

1840) the

supply of cotton imported into this country was 592,488,000

with temporary fluctuations, it had steadily grown until it
had reached, in the last three years, upwards of 900,000,000 lbs.,
showing an increase of more than fifty per cent. Nevertheless,
the demand had been constantly pressing upon the supply, the
consumption has always shown a tendency to exceed the production, and the consequent result of a high price has, during a malbs.

:

jority of those years, acted as a powerful stimulant to cultivation.

But, practically speaking,

we

possess but two sources of supply,

and both present such powerful obstacles
that

we

to

extended cultivation,

are not surprised at the habitual uneasiness

of those

whose interests demand a continually increasing quantity. Those
two sources are the United States and British India. It is true
that Brazil, Egypt, the "West Indies, and some other countries,
furnish small quantities of cotton

931,847,000
proportion
lbs.,

lbs.,

furnished

leaving for

61,191,000

lbs.,

;

but

when we state that of
Kingdom in 1858,

imported into the United

all

the
the

by America and India was 870,656,000

other places put together, a supply of only

notwithstanding the

many

laudable

efiorts,

both

on
Government, and of the mercantile community, to
encourage its growth in new countries, it will be admitted that, as
an immediate and practical question, it is confined to those two
the part of

sources.

They are not only

the sources from

whence the

largest
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supplies are received, but they are also those where the chief

increase has taken place.

"In

Since that time, with some considerable fluc-

lbs.

tuations,

has steadily

it

732,403,000

lbs.

—the

appears that

it

increased,

maximum

1858

rose

to

reached

in

it

has not been equal to the increased, demand,

we may judge from

the price, at the two periods.*

8up[»lies of the last three years

sixteen per

in

until

quantity having

Yet, great as this increase has been,

1856, 780,040,000 lbs.

it

if

The large

have commanded prices

at least

than the smaller supplies from 1840 to

cent, higher

Every encouragement,

1842.

from the United States was

IS-iO the supply received

487,850,000

which high and remu-

therefore,

nerative prices could give to increased cultivation has been liberally afforded to the cotton-growing States of

" But whatever the price, there

is

America.

a condition which places an

Land in every way suited for
the purpose, is abundant and cheap.
Means of transport is of the
cheapest and best kind, and is without limit. The limit lies in
absolute limit upon the growth.

had been the produce
demand would
have solved the diflficulty. The surplus of the Old World would
have steadily maintained the balance between the two in the New

the necesary ingredient of labor.

If cotton

of free labor, no doubt the principle of supply and

"World.

Ireland,

Germany, Switzerland,

the Southern parts of

France, and Portugal, would have sent their surplus labor to
the best market.

As

it

is,

the two kinds of labor

freeman and that of the slave
tivation.

The slave

—can not be united

—that

in the

of the

same

cul-

America are, therefore, dependent
of labor only upon themselves.
The consuming
States of

any increase
States can draw supplies only from the breeding
for

States.

It is,

therefore, exactly in proportion as the slave population increases

becomes larger. Taking the average of three
any period of the history of the United States

that the cotton crop

or four years at

for the last forty years,
is

equal to one bale

calculation

two

foi-

well

will be found that the gi'owth of cotton

each person of the slave population.

known.

When

the

slave

millions, the average produce of cotton

bales
is

is

it

:

—as the one rose the other increased.

now

The

population was

was two millions of
The slave population

about three millions and a half; the cotton crop of the

* See Table VIII, in Appendix.
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present year

computed

is

from 3,500,000

at

The high price of cotton, and the great

to
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3,700,000 bales.

profit attached to its culti-

vation, have no doubt furnished the greatest stimulant to an in-

In the competition for more
was enormously increased. Some yeara
ago the price of a slave was about £100 now they are worth
from £200 to £400. But what must be the tendency of this fearcrease of that part of the population.

labor, the price of slaves

;

ful

competition for a limited supply of

Jong as the slave trade
slave trade

is

legalized

is

prohibited

What

?

is

Southern States at this moment?
being secured, according
ever known.

The

last

A

to

human

labor

—limited

—unlimited as soon as

as

the

the actual condition of the

There

is

on the ground and

computation, the largest cotton crop

estimates vary from

3,550,000 bales to

was calculated that
cotton at anything dhovQ four cents the pound for "middling
quality" on the spot was a profitable crop. Now, the price for the
same quality on the spot is fully ten cents the pound; and it has
been about the same or higher for a long time. "What is the consequence? A correspondent writing by the last mail says: 'The
people of this section of the country feel made of gold^ and every
thing here is, of course, going at full cry every planter wantsto
qpe7i. more land and huy more negroes.''
What do these facts
3,700,000 bales.

very few years ago

it

—

suggest?

Do

they furnish no explanation of the strong desire in

the Southern States to possess

Cuba?

Do

they furnish no explana-

up last year in respect to the
demand of the American Govern-

tion of the exaggerated irritation got

West India squadron, and the
ment, we fear too successfully made,
the mitigated form in which

doned ?

that the right of search in

it

existed should be altogether aban-

A people familiarized

not only with slavery, but also with

the slave trade as between one class of States and another, can

hardly be expected to entertain a very strong repugnance to a

beyond the seas. That cargoes of imported
have
slaves
recently been landed in the United States is not
slave trade from

denied

:

—that

vessels fitted out as slavers

have recently been

we know upon official authority. The
same correspondent whom we have already quoted, says there are

seized in

American

ports,

two great questions which occupy the Southern States

moment.

The one

is

the acquisition of Cuba.

The

at this

ho
which
has
been
presented
forcibly
during
aays,
one
to me
my
sojourn in the South, and that is the increase of slave population.
'

is

'

other,

'
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importation of negroes from

has undoubtedly been done, and

Tliid

doubt not also that other negroes have been landed.

course the desire of every honest

government should be used
the oflenders

;

it

arc

now worth

man

down such

a trade, and punish

Negroes
The,
being openly discussed, and

on in the lace of

opposition.

all

is

the propriety of the trade bciug again legaUzed.

is

to listen to

it,

so profitable

it

and what

IIow?

to slavery

with far less abhorrence.'
is

When

feeling with

both in the North and South has undergone a

material change in the last four years.

which

this'

I confess to

The

looking upon this subject with great anxiety.

regard

plain

will be the result?

be obtained.

will

It is

Will not the government

discussion will by and by take shape.

labor

of

here from 1,000 to 2,000 dollars a-piecc.

subject of their being introduced

be obliged

It is

force of the

but I fear the profits of the trade are so enormous

will be carried

that

put

to

that the whole

Is it possible

It

now

is

looked upon

to separate the

danger

here presented so forcibly from the question of the high

We

price of cotton?

know by

experience the influence which the

Southern States can exercise upon the election of a President.

we know that, at whathave their own way and with

If the free States are indiflferent,

ever risk, the slave States will

;

them it is plain that much must depend upon the price of cotton
and the motives which it furnishes to oj>en more land and Jjuy
more negroes^
" But with what an enormous interest does this view of the case
'

invest the cultivation of cotton in India.
stacle that

we can

interpose to the

It is

growing

the only real ob-

feeling in favor of

slavery, to the diminishing abhorrence of the slave trade in the

United States.
for

many

prices are giving to slave labor in America.

regard the

used

])ast

discourage the hope that

may

the facts as

be successfully

—

lbs.
in 1858 it had risen to 138,253,000
having been in the immediately preceding year no less than

250,338,000
to

it

Nor do

In 1840 the supply of cotton from India

for that purpose.

was 77,011,000
lbs.:

which can,

the only field, competition with

It is

years to come, redress the undue stimulant which high

lbs.

;

The average mportation
i

1843 amounted

to 83,300,000 lbs.

for the last four years

more than double

:

for four years

from 1840

—the average importation

has been 178,000,000

that of the former period.

lbs.

or

somewhat

In some important

.

—
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much

respects the conditions of supply from India diifer very

from those which attach to and determine the supply from AmerIn India there is no limit to the quantity of labor. There
ica.

may be

said to be

obstacle

is

little

of another kind

of cheap transit.

Our

The
the want

or none to the quantity of land.
it lies

;

almost exclusively in

supplies of India cotton are

not even

determined by the quantity produced, but by that which, when
produced, can profitably be forwarded to England.
fore,

a question of price whether

we

It is, there-

A

obtain more or less.

rise

in the price of one penny the pound, in 185Y, suddenly increased
the supply from 180,000,000 lbs. in 1856 to 250,000,000 lbs. iu

A

1857.

iu the price in 1858 again suddenly reduced

fall

138,000,000

lbs.

It

was not

in these proportions in those years, but that at given prices
possible to incur

same high

more

which

in India

?

lent to so

pound

demand

But would not the

United States.

the

consequence be produced

if

we

for

same

in the Liverpool

to

the price of cotton.

market

slaves

corrective

could diminish the cost of transit

Every farthing a pound saved in carriage

much added

was
The

at present renders a large sup-

ply possible from India, creates an unusual
in

it

cost in the transit than at others.

price, therefore,

to

it

that the production of cotton varied

for

is

equiva-

Four-pence the

good India cotton, with a

cost

of two-pence from the spot of production, would command just

pound if the interThe whole question resolves

as great a supply as a price of five-pence the

mediate cost were three-pence.
itself into

one of good roads and cheap conveyance.
more abundant than in the United

Labor in

and
good
but the bullock trains on the miserable roads of nindosian cannot
compete with the steamers and other craft on the Mississippi.
No doubt we have new hopes in the district of Scinde, and in the
aid of the Indus.
We have new hopes in the railways which are
India

is infinitely

much

cheaper

;

land

being constructed,

is at least

—not only

as cheap

in

;

the climate

cheapening

transit,

is

States,

as

;

but even more

in improving the condition in which native produce will be
brought to market. Whatever, therefore, be the financial sacrifice which in the first place must be made for the purpose of

opening the interior of India,

it

should be cheerfully made, as

means by which we can hope permanently to improve
the revenues of India, to increase and cheapen the supply of the
most important raw material of our own industry, and to bring
the only
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in the abundant labor of the millions of our fellow-snbjects in
India, to redress the deficiency in the slave States of America,

and

give the best practical check to the growing attrac-

tiius to

and the slave trade."

tions of slavery

On March

5,

1859, the editor resumes the subject, and discusses

the bearing which the

have upon these

movements making

in Africa are likely to

interests.

""We pointed out

in a recent

number

the very close connection

between the traditional policy of England in resisting the slave
trade, and the efforts which are now making to find other sources
of cotton supply besides the United States.

cry

now

is

slave trade

there

—a

We

cotton.
is

We

showed that a

arising in the United States, for the renewal of the

cry stimulated principally by the high price of

showed

that for every slave in the Southern States

on the average a bale of cotton produced annually, and

demand for cotton, and consequently the price of cotton
demand for slaves and the price of slaves rises with it.
In the words of a correspondent whom we then quoted, every
planter wants to open more land and buy more negroes.'
Hence
the demand in the South for the recently successful attempt to
that as the

rises, the

'

smuggle slave-cargoes into Georgia.

If,

then, either in India or

any other quarter of the world, it be possible either to cheapen
the carriage or facilitate the growth of cotton, so as to bring it
into the English markets at a price that can compete successfully
with the American cotton, we are conferring a double benefit on

mankind

—we

are

increasing the supply of one of the most

necessary, and, relatively to the demand, one of the least abundant,

articles

of commerce, on the steady supply of which the

livelihood of millions, and the comfort of almost every civilized

nation on the face of the earth, depends, and by means of the
increased competition

which

is

now

slave trade.

we

are diminishing the force of the motive

threatening the United States with a renewal of the

We

cannot, therefore, well

considerations than those which are

do what

may

be in their power for

conceive of stronger

now urging Englishmen

tlie

to

promotion of an increased

supply from cotton-growing countries other than the States of

America.
" Besides these reasons which apply to the promotion of the
cotton-supply in India, or in our
is

one peculiar

to the case of

own West Indian

islands, there

Africa which makes

it

important

ECONOMICAL EELATIONS OF SLAVERY.
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that no opportunities of encouraging the cotton-groM'th of

continent should be neglected.

The African supply,

become large, will not only check the
and therefore of slaves in America,

—but

has

now

sufiiciently

proved

to us, that

tliat

ever

it

rise in tlie price of cotton,
it

will diminish

on the coast of Africa.

profits of slave exportation

if

the

Experience

no one agency has been so

paralyzing the slave trade as the growth of any
branch of profitable industiy which convinces the native African
effective

chiefs

in

that they can get

a surer and, in the long run, larger

by employing their subjects in peaceful labor, than they
can even get from the large but uncertain gains of the slave
trade
Once let the African chiefs find out, as in many
profit

they have

instances

already found

that

out,

the

sale

laborer can be only a source of profit once^ while his labor

a source of constant and increasing

and we

of

the

may

be

no
more of their killing the hen which may lay so many golden
eggs, for the sake only of a solitary and final prize."
profit,

shall hear

The American Missionary^ of April, 1859, gives a condensed
statement of a discussion in the British Parliament, last summer,
in which the condition of cotton culture in Africa was brought
out, and its encouragement strongly urged as a means of suppressing the slave trade, and of increasing the supplies of that
commodity to the manufacturers of England. S. Fitzgerald,
Under Secretary of State, said
:

"He

did not scruple to say that, looking at the papers which

he had perused,

it

was

to the

West Coast

of Africa that

we must

look for that large increase in our supply of cotton which was

now becoming
others who had

absolutely necessary, and without which he and

studied this subject foresaw grave consequences

most important branch of the manufactures of this country.
Our consul at Lagos reported
" The whole of the Yoruba and other countries south of the
to the

:

Niger, with the Iloussa and the Nufie countries on the north
of that river, have

been, from all time, cotton-growing
and notwithstanding the civil wars, ravages, disorders
and disruptions caused by the slave trade, more than sufficient
cotton to clothe their populations has always been cultivated, and
their fabrics have found markets and a ready sale in those
side

countries

;

countries where the cotton plant

the fabrics of Manchester and

is not cultivated, and into which
Glasgow have not yet penetrated.

"
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cultivation of cotton, therefore, in the iibove-nauied countries

new

them
by
preventing the export of slaves from the seaboard render some
security to life, freedom, property, and labor."
Another of our
consuls, speaking of the trade in the Bight of Benin in 1856, said:
" 'The readiness with which the inhabitants of the large town
of Abbeokuta have extended their cultivation of the cotton plant
is

not

to the inhabitants

a market for the sale of as

;

all

that

much

is

required

is to ofi'er

as they can cultivate, and

merits the favorablo notice of the manufacturer and of the philan-

means of supplanting the slave trade.'
was worthy of notice that while the quantity of cotton obtained from Amei'ica between 1784 and 1791, the first seven years
thropist, as a
'•It

was only 74 bales during
town of Abbeokuta alone exported
nearly twenty times that quantity.
He thought he might fairly

of the importation into this country

;

the years 1855 and 1856 the

say that
lieved

if

we

we succeed in repressing the slave-trade, as he bewe should in a few years receive a very large
this most important article from the West Coast of

should,

supply of
Africa."
" Mr. J.

Gurney

II.

said he

had received from Mr. Thomas

Clegg, of Manchester, a few figures, from which

while in 1852 only 1800

lbs.

Britain from Africa, in the

it

appeared that

of cotton had been brought into Great

first five

months of the present year

it

was 94,400 los.
" Mr. Buxton said: 'There was no question now, that any required amount of cotton, equal to that of New Orleans in quality,
might be obtained. A very short time ago Mr. Clegg, of Man
Chester, aided by the Rev. H. Venn, and a few other gentlemen,
trained and sent out two or three

Abbeokuta.

clean their cotton,
that the natives
their cotton.

young negroes

as agents to

men taught the natives to
and sent it home to England. The

These yofmg

had actually purchased 250 cotton-gins

Mr. Clegg stated that he was

in

collect

and

result was,
for cleaning

correspondence with

them
being chiefs. With one of them Mr. Clegg had a transaction, by
which he (the African) received £3500. And the amount of cotton received at Manchester had risen, hand over hand, till it came
Well might Mr. Clegg say, that
last year to nearly 100,000 lbs.'
this was a rare instance of the rapid development of a particular
trade, and the more so because every ounce of cotton had been
seventy-six natives and other African traders, twenty-two of

'

:

:

:
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collected, all labor performed,

native Africans

The

alone.'

natives were not

aud the responsibility borne by
fact

mere savages.

And

more energy aud quickness.
organization existed.

He
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was, that the
In trade no

West African
could show

men

a considerable degree of social

could give a thousand proofs of this,

but he would only quote a word or two from Lieutenant May's

despatch to Lord Clarendon, dated the

May

Lieutenant

24:th

he says
" A very pleasing and hopeful part of

my report

that certainly three-quarters of the country

Nor was
country

;

this the

;

was under

the fact,

cultivation.

spinning; in every town

is weavand other useful
be witnessed; while from town to town, for

often iron smelting, pottery works,

employments are

many

lies in

only evidence of the industry and peace of the

in every hut is cotton

ing, dyeing

of November, 1857.

crossed overland from the Niger to Lagos, and

to

miles, the entire road presents a continuous

file

of

men,

women, and

children carrying these articles of their production

for sale.

entertain feelings of

I

much

increased respect for the

industry and intellect of these people, and admiration for their

laws and manners."
" Lord Palmerston said
the

West Coast

:

'

I venture to say that

you

will find

on

of Africa a most valuable supply of cotton, so

essential to the manufactures of this country.

The

cotton districts

of Africa are more extensive than those of India.

The access to
more easy than to the Indian cotton district and I venture to say that your commerce with the Western Coast of Africa,
in the article of cotton, will, in a few years, prove to be far more
them

is

;

valuable than that of any other portion of the world, the United
States alone excepted.'"

The London Anti-Slavery Reporter^ as quoted by the American Missionary of March, 1859, says
" A few days ago, Mr. Consul Campbell addressed us, saying
'African cotton is no myth. A vessel has just arrived from
Lagos with 607 bales on board, on native account. Several hundred bales more have been previously shipped this year.'
" In order to afford our readers some idea of the extraordinary

development of
merce,
glance.

this

branch of native African industry and com-

we append a statement which

We

have only

Thomas Clegg,

to

will exhibit

observe that

we

it

at a single

are indebted to

Mr

of Manchester, for these interesting particulars,

:
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and that the quantities ordered have been obtained from Abbeo-

He

kuta alone.

about to extend the

is

field

of his operations.

Four Europeans have gone out, expressly to trade in native cotand several Loudon houses, encouraged by the success which

ton

;

has attended Mr. Clegg's experiment, are about to invest largely

same

in the

The quantity of raw cotton which has already

traffic.

been imported into England, from Abbeokuta, since 1851,
276,235

and the trade has developed

lbs.,

itself as follows

9 Bags or Bales

1851-52

lbs.

1810

4G17
1588

37

ditto

1854

7

ditto

1855

14

ditto

1651

1856

103

ditto

11,492

1857

283

ditto

35,419

1858

1819

ditco

220,099

1853

" The

is

importation includes advices from Lagos up to the
November. Since that time, the presses and other
machinery sent out, have been got into full work, and the quantity of the raw staple in stock has rapidly accumulated, the bulk
shipped being on native account.' Each bag or bale weighs
about 120 lbs. Let it be borne in mind that the whole of this
quantity has been collected, all the labor performed and the
responsibility borne by native Africans
while the cost of prolast

1st of last

'

;

duction, Mr. Clegg informs us, does not exceed one half-penny a

pound

in the end.

a pound, and

It

sells at

can be laid down in England at about

from 7d.

4^<f.

to 9<i."

Tlie great point of interest in this

movement

consists in the fact,

that in promoting the production of cotton in Africa,

are giving direct encouragement to the
It is

an undeniable

fact, that

Englishmen
employment of slave labor.

from eight-tenths to nine-tenths

of

the population of Africa are held as slaves by the petty kings and
chiefs

;

and

that,

more

especially, the

women, under

the prevail-

ing system of polygamy, are doomed to out-doors' labor for the
support of their indolent and sensual husbands.
labor of the

women

Hitherto the

has, in general, been comparatively light, as

the preparation of food and clothing limited the extent of efibrt

required of them

;

but now, the cotton mills of England must be

supplied by them, and the
knell of their days of ease.

hum

of the spindles will sound the

That we are not alone in

this

view

:
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of the question, will appear from the opinions expressed by the

American Mlssioncuy^ when

"An

referring to this subject.

encouraging feature in this movement

engaged in

it all

with a double force.

The

success.

its

arguments in

their

all

men

the suppression of the slave trade is

feel that

absolutely essential to

great burden of

says

It

the

is, tiiat

necessity of this
behalf.

its

It

the

is

thus acts

There can be no question that the develop-

ment

of the resources of Africa will be an efiectual means, in

itself,

of discouraging the exportation of slaves, while at the

time those

who would encourage

overthrow of that infamous

same

development are seeking the
as the necessary removal of an

this

traffic

obstacle to their success.

"There

is,

however, one danger connected with

can not be obviated by any

effort Likely to

all

this that

be put forth under the

stimulus of commerce, or the spirit of trade.

This danger can be

averted only by sending the missionaries of a pure gospel, a
gospel of equal and impartial love, into Africa, in numbers com-

mensurate with the increase of

its

agricultural resources

and

its

spirit of general enterprise.

"The danger

to

ness, such as in a

which we allude

is

not merely that of worldli-

community always accompanies an increase of

wealth, but that the slavery

now

existing there

may

be strength-

ened and increased by the rapid rise in the value of labor, and
thus become so firmly rooted that the toil of ages may be neces-

might have been prevented if the
spirit of Christian enterprise had gone ahead of that of commerce,
and thus prepared the way for putting commerce under the inFor years Africa has been open to the
fluence of Christianity.
sary for

it

removal.

All

this

missionary of the cross, to go everywhere preaching love to

God

and man, with nothing to hinder except the sickliness of the climate. This evil, and the dangers arising from it, business men
are willing to risk, and within the next ten years there will bo

thousands, and tens of thousands, looking to Africa for the means
of increasing their riches."

From

all this it

appears, that the question of slavery

is

becom-

ing more intimately blended with cotton culture than at any

mer

period

;

and that the urgent demand

for-

for its increased pro-

duction must establish the system permanently, under the control
of Great Britain, in Africa
cially at the position of

itself.

Look

Great Britain.

at the facts, and espeThe supply of cotton is
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of the manufacturing nations.

Great

Britain stands far in advance of all others in the quantity con-

The

sumed.

ratio of increased production in the

United States

cannot be advanced except by a renewal of the slave trade, or a
resort to the scheme of immigration on the plan of England and
France.

It is

thought by English writers, that the renewal of the

by the United States

slave trade

is

inevitable, as a consequence

of the present high prices of cotton and slaves, unless the slave

They

traders can be shut out from the slave markets of Africa.

assume

it

as a settled principle, that the

impracticable wherever slavery exists

;

immigration system

planter can only succeed in securing additional labor by

Then, according

of the slave trade.

to this theory, to

increased production of cotton in the United States,

necessary to

make

The supply
be, except

it

impracticable for us to renew that

of cotton from India

when

is

is

and that the American

means

prevent an
it

is

only

ti-affic.

not on the increase, nor can

prices rule high in England, or until rail roads

shall be constructed into the interior, a

work requiring much time

renewal of the slave trade by the United States,

and money. The
on a large scale, would, of course, cheapen cotton in the proper
In this view the writers
tion of the amount of labor supplied.
They are right also in supposing that a
referred to are correct.
reduction below present prices, of a cent or two per pound, would
be ruinous

to

India in the present condition of her inland trans-

They
should be kept up
portation.

desire,

very naturally, therefore, that prices

for the

advantage of India, so that

its

cotton

But while high prices benefit India, they also
enrich the American planter, and afford hira inducements to
renew the slave trade.
Here Great Britain is thrown into a dilemma. The slave trade
to America must be prevented, in her opinion, or it will ruin the
East Indies. To prevent the renewal of this traffic to keep up
can bear export.

—

the price of cotton as long as

may

be necessary, for the benefit of

India, and prevent a supply of African slaves from reaching the

—

American planter is a problem that requires more than an ordinary amount of skill to solve. That skill, if it exists any where,

now employed in
They are convinced that free
labor cannot be found, at this moment, any where in the world,
to meet the growing demands for cotton.
To supply this increasis

possessed by British statesmen, and they are

the execution of this difficult task.
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new element must be brought

ing demanil, a

into requisition

Her

rather okl elements must be employed anew.

must not cease

dles

II3
;

or

cotton spin-

people of Great

to whir, or millions of the

Britain will starve at home, or be forced into emigration, to the

weakening of her
forces
ton.

The

strength.

new

inadequate, a

old sources of supply being

operations must be opened up

field of

—new

must be brought into requisition in the cultivation of cotSlave labor and free labor, both combined, are not now able

to furnish the quantity needed.

department of production.

at present, in this

means

the only

fore, is

plished

— not

Free labor cannot be increased,

left

slave labor to the extent

extent to which

may

it

Slave labor, there-

by which the work can be accom-

now employed,

but

to the

be increased from the ranks of the scores

of millions of the population of Africa.

This

now
Two

is

the

ti'ue state

agitated

is

fields, only,

can be employed

:

of the case

Who

;

and the important question

have the advantages of

shall

this labor

?

present themselves in which this additional labor

—Africa and America.

interested in limiting

to Africa,

it

Great Britain

venting a renewal of the slave trade to America

we

is

deeply

which she can only do by prefor

:

she takes

it

renew the slave trade if we can make money
by the operation. South Africa is unavailable for this purpose, as it
is under British rule, and slavery abolished within its limits by law.
for granted that

will

Nothing can be done
grants

who will

not

it is filling up with English emiunder a burning sun, in the cotton fields

there, as

toil,

;

and they can not be permitted
slavery.

to

reduce the natives again to

"West Africa alone, affords the climate,

attention of

Englishmen

the civil condition of

adapting

it

to the

is

now mainly

directed.

West Africa must be

purposes

to

which

it

is

soil,

To

lation, necessary to success in cotton culture.

and popu-

this point the

One

feature in

specially noticed, as
to

be devoted.

The

been seized by the British crown, as in South
Africa, and British law does not bear rule within its limits. The

territory has not

tribes are treated as

by

independent sovereignties, and are governed

own customs and laws. This
now inaugurating, as the native

their

policy

population at large as slaves.

is

fortunate for the

chiefs

new

and kings hold the

Heretofore they have sold their

slaves at will, as well as their captives taken in war, to the slave
traders.

men

;

Now

they are to be taught a different policy by English-

and the African slaveholders are

to

be convinced that they
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make more money by employing

will

their slaves in growing
them to be carried oif to the American
This done, and the transportation of laborers to the

cotton, than in selling
planters.

United States will be prevented.

This will put

it

out of the

power of our planters to increase their production of cotton so
and this will enable India to complete her
as to reduce prices
rail roads, so as to be able to compete with American cotton at
any price whatever.
But this new policy, if successful, will do more than stop the
slave trade, to the supposed injury of the American planter.
Eugland will thereby have the benefit of the labor of Africa
;

With

secured to herself.

its

scores of millions of population

compete with American slavery

under her direction, she hopes

to

in the production of

and not only

but

surpass

to

it

cotton

;

to

compete with

altogether, and, in time, to render

as to force emancipation

upon

us.

She

it

it,

so profitless

have access to

will there

a population ten fold greater than that of the slave population of
the United States

;

and the only doubt of success

exists in the

question, as to whether the negro master in Africa can
slave

work

done here.
But how

as well there as the white master in

England, in

shall

this

make

the

America has

measure, preserve her "tradi-

which she pledged herself no longer to cherish
This will be very easily done.
She need not

tional policy," in

slave

labor.

authorize slavery in Western Africa; but as

among
their

all

the tribes

"by

it

already exists

local law," she has only to recognize

independence, and bargain with the chiefs for

they can force their slaves to produce.

all

the cotton

This has already been

done, by Englishmen, at several points in Africa, and will doubtless be resorted to in

many

other portions of that country.

The

moral responsibility of establishing slavery permanently in Africa,
will thus be thrown upon the chiefs and kings, as it has heretobeen upon the American planter; and Great Britain can
reap all the advantages of the increased production of slave labor

fore

cotton, while her moralists can easily satisfy the conscience of

the

people at home, by declaiming against the system which

them their bread.
Here now the policy of Britisli statesmen can be comprehended.
They must have cotton. The products of free labor would be
secures to

preferred, but as

it

can not be had, in sufiicient quantities, they

—

!
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must take

that of slave labor.

To allow

the

II5

American planter

to

supply this want, by renewing the slave trade, would ruin India
and benefit America. To save India, and, at the same time, to

demanded by the manufacturers, slavery is to
and this is to be done as a means not

secure the cotton

be encouraged in Africa

;

only of preventing the slave trade, and checking the extension of
slavery in America, but of multiplying the fields of cotton cultivation

—a policy very

Thus, slavery

essential to the

wants of the British nation.

be promoted in Africa as an effectual means
of checking it in America it is to be converted into a blessing
there, and made instrumental in wiping out its curse here
is to

;

And

this,

now,

is

the result of England's philanthropic efibrts

Her economxical errors, in West Indian
emancipation, are to be repaired by the permanent establishment
of slavery in Africa
But what must be the practical moral

for

African freedom.

!

of her policy

effect

the negro race,

What must

?

when Great

be the opinion entertained of

Britain abandons her policy in refer-

ence to them ? This is not hard to divine. It will wipe out the
odium she has managed to cast upon the system and, so far as
her example is concerned, will justify the American planter in
refusing to emancipate his slaves.
Her conduct is a practical
acknowledgment of the Southern theory of the African race
that slavery is their normal condition, otherwise she must have
adopted the same policy in West Africa that she has in South.
;

Africa.

But before closing

this part of

our investigations,

it

may be

well to examine the claims of Great Britain in relation to her

humanity towards the African, or any of the

doomed

to lives of

toil

— such

inferior

as the coolies of India

races

and the

laborers of China.

The

mands

contest for the advantages of supplying the increasing defor cotton, is

between Great Britain operating in India and

American planter operating by an increased
amount of labor furnished by means of the slave trade. The
contest between the parties may be imagined as assuming this
form
A portion of the American planters insist, that they
should be allowed to manage this matter but Great Britain says,
nay: my subjects can do it better than you can. You AmeriAfrica, and the

:

;

we Britons by philanYou Americans have made no sacrifices for

cans are governed by mercenary motives
thropic intentions.

:
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Britons have emancipated our

India shives.

Aye,

American phinter

aye, replies the

;

we understand

all

about the humanity of which you boast. Your special type of
philanthropy is fully displayed in the history of your West Indies.

Look

at

The

it.

your West

from Africa into
was 1,700,000 persons; of whom and
1833, only G60,000 remained for emanci-

total importation of slaves

Indian Islands,

their descendants, in

pation

and

we had

;

than 400,000 imported Africans, of

less

their descendants there existed

among

whom

more than
the number

us, in 1850,

3,(300,000 persons of African descent; that is to say,

of Africans and their descendants in the United States, is nearly
eight or ten to one of those that were imported, whilst in the

West

British
five

sons

Indies there are not two persons remaining for every

And

besides, wo have 500,000 free colored pernumber nearly equal to that which your emanat liberty, and more than the whole number im-

imported.*

among

us, a

cipation act set

Your

ported.

slaughter

slavery seems to have been a system of wholesale

ours the reverse.

:

All true, says Britain

We

are learning to do well.
colonies

down

we have ceased to do evil, and
found "that slavery was bearing our

but then

:

with awful speed

to ruin

;

that

had

it

lasted but

another half century, they must have sunk beyond recovery."f

What

says the planter

!

sunk beyond recovery

;

!

why, we

our slaves rapidly increasing, and ourselves almost
gold."

Be

pleased to explain,

why

find

"made

ol

slavery in the hands of En-

glishmen should be so destructive, while with the American

it

is

not only profitable to the slaveholder himself, but the comfort of

has

the slaves

been so well secured, from the

first,

that their

natural increase has been about equal to that of any other people
in the full

enjoyment of the necessaries of

life.

having done our duty, we are free to
"
confess, that
what gave the death blow to slavery, in the minds
Certainly, says Britain

of English statesmen,
the fact,

'

:

was the population

the appalling

fact,'

returns,

which showed

that although only eleven out of the

eighteen islands had sent them

in, yet in

slaves had decreased in twelve years,

those eleven islands the

by no

less

than 60,219,

* Corapendiiim of United States Census, 1850.
f

Mr.

C.

Buxton,

in

Edinburgh Review, April, 1859.
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namely: from 558,191

to

Had

197,975!*

II7

similar returns been

procured from the other seven colonies (including Mauritius,

An-

and Granada,) the decrease must have been
little, if at all, less than 100,000
Now it was plain to every
one that if this were really so, the system could not last. The
tigua, Barbadoes,

!

driest economist

would allow that

our

West

it

would not pay,

To work

M'orking classes be slaughtered.

to let the

the laboring

men

of

Indies to death, might bring in a good return for a

while, but could not be a profitable enterprise in the long run.

Accordingly, this was the main,

we had almost said

of the debates on slavery in 1831 and 1832.

the only, topic

Is slavery

causing a

general massacre of the working classes in our sugar islands, or
is it not, was a question worth debating, in the pounds, shillings,
and pence view, as well as in the moral one. And debated it was,
long and fiercely. The result was the full establishment of the

The slaves, as Mr. Marryatt said, were dying like
rotten sheep.'
Whatever then may be said for West Indian
slavery, this damning thing must be said of it, that tlie slaves
were dying of it. Then came emancipation."! And in perdreadful

fact.

forming

this act

'

—in

character of slavery
their example,

And

and

demonstrating

—Englishmen

to

to the

world the destructive

expected America to follow

emancipate her slaves

also.

thereby deceived yourselves, says the planter, into the

ruin of your islands, without efiecting any good for the Afrilittle

for those

And,

then,

we cannot

were bestowed.

whom

upon

cans at large, and but

your bounties

see the vastness of your

philanthropy, in allowing such destructive cruelties to prevail so

when

was apparent
they must soon become extinct under the lash, as applied by the
hands of Britons. We know that you claimed that slavery was
the same everywhere, and that humane men in our country were
long, and in only emancipating your slaves

it

deceived into the belief that American slavery was as ruinous to
life

as British

West Indian

Mr. Buxton, in 1831, used
free they increase.

But

slavery.

this

let

We

know

there be a change in only one cir-

Parliamentary Papers, Population Returns for the
the decrease by manumission
f

is

that the elder

language, "where the blacks are

West

Indies, (of course

not included.)

Mr. C. Buxton, in EUnhurgli Beview, April, 1859, from which these ex-

tracts are

made.

:
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let the population be the Bame iu every respect, only
them be slaves iustead of freemen, and the current is inmie-

cumstance,
let

diately stopped

;

" and, in support of this, his biographer adds

was never denied, that at the time of the
abolition of the slave trade, the number of slaves in the West
that is to say, in
Indies was 800,000
iu 1830 it was 700,000
twenty-three years it had diminished by 100,000,''* This assertion, that slavery is always destructive of life, was made by Mr.
'•This appalling fact

;

;

Buxton, iu

tlie liice

of the

ten distiuct sets of our Census

fact, that

tables were then accessible to him, in each one of which he had

the evidence that

American

slavery, instead of reducing the

ber of our slave population, tended to

its

num-

From

rapid increase.

and kindred acts of that gentleman, we came to the concluthough he might be very benevolent, he was not very
truthful aud was, therefore, a very unsafe guide to follow, as you
must now acknowledge unsafe, because your emancipation on a
small scale, before securing a general emancipation by other
countries, has thrown you under the necessity of now attempting
unsafe, because
to establish slavery elsewhere on a large scale
your negro population have not made half the moral progress
under freedom, that ours have done under slavery ; and because,
that, where cultivation has depended upon the emancipated negro
p,lone, with a single exception, the islands have almost gone to
this

sion, that,
;

;

;

ruin.f

You
ruined

misinterpret
;

focts,

no, by no means.

totally ruined

;

says

Britain:

Under

our islands

not

are

slavery they would have been

but emancipation has placed them in a position

favorable to a full development of

all their

be borne in mind that the influx of free labor
those advantages of which a land

part of the curse of slavery that

it

"It

resources.
is

to

exactly one of

debarred by slavery.

is

is

repels the freeman.

It is

a

When we

we must exclude
we reply at once that this
the many blessings that free-

are told that to judge of the effect of emancipation

those colonies that imported coolies,
useful importation has been one of

dom
I

has brought in her train. "J
understand your views now, says the planter

*

NoHh

but for eman-

British Review, August, 1848.

t This point will be
\

:

Mr. C. Buxton,

iu

examiued more

fully in a subsequent cliapter.

Edinburgh Heview, April, 1859.
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cipation, your colonies would have sunk to irretrievable destruction.
That measure has prepared the way for the coolie system and
under its operations the prosperity of your islands is on the in;

But what is the character of this coolie system, that is
working such wonders ? In what does it differ from the slave
And what must be ita
trade, of which you desire to deprive us ?
effects upon the colored population, which have received their
fi-eedom at your hands, and whose moral elevation your Christian
missionaries are laboring to promote ? On this point I M^ould not
multiply testimony. The character of the coolie traffic is but too
well understood, and is now believed by all intelligent men to be
crease.

the slave

A

trade in disguise.

writer, representing the anti-

slavery society of Great Britain, makes these statements.*
" I am prepared to show, that fraud, misrepresentation, and
actual violence are the constituent elements of the immigration sys-

tem, even as

it is

now conducted, and

the abuses incidental to
riously the case,

and

no vigilance on the part

that

of the government which superintends

prosecution can prevent

its

In China, especially, this

it

I refer

you

on Immigration from China,

to Sir

for the fullest r<3velations.

only add, that he designates the Chinese coolie
every essential particular
that he

recommends

during the sea-voyage
sioners declare

graceful to the
to call
for

'

'

as

is

bad as the African slave

particulars

Report

need

I

trade,'

and

Tiie mortality

so great, that the Emigration

Commis-

these results to be shocking to humanity, and dis-

manner

in

which the

of the
for

mortality,

1858.

I

beg

to refer

you

traffic is carried on.'

your special attention to the term

sioners'

noto-

being in

traffic as

entire prohibition

its

is

John Bowring's despatches

to

'

the

They may be

traffic,'

and

Emigration Commis-

briefly

summarised.

Du-

ring the season 1856-57 the deaths at sea amounted to lY.iVo per

—

on 4,094 coolies shipped from Calcutta a rate which, if
computed for the whole year, instead of 90 days, the term of the
voyage, would average upwards of 70 per cent. The rate of mortality on shipments of Chinese bound to British Guiana, varied
cent,

cent, to 50
On shipments of Chinese bound to
Havanna, on board British vessels, the death-rate fluctuated between 20 per cent, and 60. Yet, sir, immigration is said, by its
advocates, to be now conducted on an improved system
We

from 14 per

* London Economist, Feb. ]2, 1859.
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treatmeut of the coolie, as soon as he

There

sliip.

is

no

official

is

dis-

am

evidence, that I

show Avhat abuses of authority he is subjected to,
but the Jamaica Immigration Bill, now awaiting the sanction of
Her Majesty's Government, proves that the imported laborer is,
yet aware

of, to

during his term of service, subject to conditions quite incompatwith a system of free labor, and the same remark applies to

ible

other colonies.
neglect,

may

That the immigrants are

liable to

ill

be gathered from the reports of travelers

seen them in every stage of destitution and misery

;

usage and

who have

and

that they

are peculiarly aflected by the kind of service they contract to

render, and by climate,
tality

sufficiently

is

proved by the awful mor-

during industrial residence, which

Agent General's returns

gration

are assured the

Jamaica show

for

Sir E. B. Lytton admits

50 per cent.

we

—which

it

to

to

be equal to

am

we

to

do without knowing upon what evidence he makes it
even this death-rate establishes the startling

I confess I

tain that

coolie labor in

human

On

life

Jamaica

is

proportionately

But

be 33 per cent.

if

accept his correction

Immi-

more

not prepared

—

I

main-

fact, that

desti'uctive to

than slave labor in Cuba."

the question of the influence that the coolie immigration

upon the emancipated blacks in the "West Indies, the EdiLondon Economist very justly remarks
"Bringing with them depraved heathen habits, and the detestable traditions of the worst forms of idolatry, and always looking forward to their return as the epoch when they will renew
their heathen worship and find themselves again among heathen
exerts

tor of the

standards of action,
fluences

—they are

almost proof against the best

which can be brought

to bear

upon them, and, what

inis

worse, they are not only proof against the good, but missionaries
for evil.

They are

closely associated in their labor with a race

emerging out of barbarism with the fostering care of
Christianity, and we need not say that their social influence on

that

is

just

such a race

is

deteriorating in the extreme.

be indefinitely diminished,

The

difficulty

would

were the new immigrants a perma-

By

nent addition to the populp'ion.

careful regulations for that

purpose, they might, in that case, be subdued by the higher influences of their English teachers
restoration to the country

such attempts as these.

;

but the prospect of speedy

and habits of

How

far this

their birth, entirely foils

great difficulty can be

;
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overcome

and

;

if it

canuot,

how

far

may more

it
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thau balance

the moral and physical advantages of a fuller labor market,

requires the most careful inquiry to determine,''
four distinct points

—

it

Here now are

upon which the testimony shows, conclusively,

that the coolie system

is

worse than ever the slave trade has been

and that as the slave trade is opposed on the
destruction
of human life which attends it, so the
the
ground of
coolie system should be abandoned upon the same grounds. The
1st, the frauds and cruelties incident to the
points are these
procuring of immigrants 2d, the mortality during the middle
represented to be

;

:

;

passage
4:th,

;

3d, the mortality in the islands

the influence of the

emancipated blacks among
points

demand

Americans

serious

where they are employed

heathen coolies in demoralizing the

whom

they are intermingled,

consideration

—by

well as those

'fhese

by Britons, as well as

those who would reopen the slave trade, as
who would substitute for that traffic the immigra-

tion system.

And

now, in conclusion, says the planter,

to Britain's

claiming a monopoly of

all

I

must beg

to

demur

the philanthropy in the

and upon that claim founding
another which, if granted, will secure to her the monopoly of all
the labor of Africa itself; and I would beg, further, that myself
and my fellow planters may be excused, if we cannot see any
world toward the African race

;

all her movements than a determination to have a
supply of cotton, even at the risk of dooming Africa to
become one vast slave plantation.

thing more in
full

"While a faithful view of the plans and expectations of the
British, in relation to the production of cotton in Africa, has

presented,

few

may

it

facts, in

would be doing injustice to the reader not
closing, which indicate that their success,

not equal their anticipations.

The Rev. T.

of African cotton generally, that "the staple

J.
is

to

been

give a

after all,

Bowen,* says
good, but the

more than one-fourth of what it was on similar
lands in the Southern States ;" and of Yoruba, in particular, he
says, that "both upland and sea island cotton are planted; but
neither produces very well, owing to the exti'eme and constant
heat of the climate."
Of this, Mr. Bowen, who is a native of
Georgia, must be regarded as a good judge. He spent six years
yield can not be

* See African Repository, October, 1859.
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as a missionary of the Baptist Cliui-cli in exploring the

and Yoruba country.
evidently incurable.

and

vicinity.

its

season

is

This cause of short crops in
It

does not exist in equal force in Liberia
" The average in the dry

Mr. Bowen says

:

about 80 degrees at Ijaye, and 82 at Ogbonioshaw, and

a few degrees lower during the rains.

mercury

Abbeokuta
Yoruba ia

I

have never known the

higher than 93 degrees in the shade, at Ijaye.

to rise

The highest reading

at

Ogbomoshaw was

97.5."

These places^

are from 100 to 150 miles inland.*

Another remark.
that immigration

is

The confidence with which it is asserted,
means of obtaining labor,

impracticable as a

wherever slavery prevails, will remind the reader of another
theory to which Englishmen long tried to

make

us converts

:

that

and should be abandoned
on economical grounds. Now they are forced to admit that our
Perhaps these same
planters seem to "be made of gold."
planters can use immigrant labor as successfully as slave labor.
slave labor

is

necessarily unprofitable

If necessary, doubtless, they will

make

the attempt, notwithstand-

diug the opinions entertained beyond the

sea.

* £co African Bepositm-y, October, 1859.
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to
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adhesion
party
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Protective
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South triumphant

territorial

policy

world's peace disturbed

to

of

to

policy

at

political

its

Abolition

to

bi'eastworks

side

States Senators'

Peoi^le

its

at large

little

politics

this point,

prostrate

of

to

a

man's hope.

From what
to perceive

fail, now,
Kansas-Nebraska movement.

has been said, the dullest intellect can not

the rationale of the

which these Territories will give to the
South, if secured, will be of the first importance to perfect its
arrangements for future slavery extension whether by divisions

The

political influence

—

of the larger States and Territories,
tion, its

now

secured to the institu-

extension into territory hitherto considered free, or the

acquisition of

new

territory to be

devoted to the system, so as

preserve the balance of power in Congress.

consequence

to

to

this is done,

Kentucky and Missouri, will be of
slaveholders, compared with the cheap and

Kansas and Nebraska,
little

When

like

constant supply of provisions they can yield.
will so exactly coincide

Nothing, therefore,

with Southern interests, as a rapid emi-

gration of freemen into these

new

Territories.

"White free labor,

doubly productive over slave labor iu grain-growing, must be
multiplied within their limits, that the cost of provisions may be

;
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reduced and the extension of slavery and the growth of cotton
The present efforts to plant them with
suffer no interruption.
slavery, are indispensable to produce sufficient excitement to

fill

them speedily with a free population and if this whole movement has been a Southern scheme to cheapen provisions, and
increase the ratio of the production of sugar and cotton, as it
;

most unquestionably will do, it surpasses the statesman-like strategy which forced the people into an acquiescence in the annexation of Texas.

And

should the anti-slavery voters succeed in gaining the

ascendency in these Territories, and bring them as free
States triumphantly into the Union ; what can they do, but turn
in, as all the rest of the Western States have done, and help to
political

feed slaves, or those

who manufacture
Tliere is

the labor of slaves.

them

or

or

who

sell the

no other resource

products of

left,

either to

the older free States, without an entire change in

to

almost every branch of business and of domestic economy. Eeader,
look at your bills of dry goods for the year, and what do they
contain

Look
Coffee,

At

?

your

at

sugar,

Carolina

;

countries.

amount are French, En
woven from slave labor cotton
groceries, and what do they contain'

least three-fourths of the

American cotton

glish, or

for

bills

molasses,

fabrics,

rice

while only a mere

As now

—from

Brazil,

fraction of

Cuba,

Louisiana

them are from

free labor

employed, our dry goods' merchants and

grocers constitute an

immense army

of agents for the sale of

and products coming, directly or indirectly, from the hand
and all the remaining portion of the people, free
of the slave

fabrics

;

colored, as well as white, are exerting themselves, according to

means of purchasing the
greatest possible amount of these commodities. Nor can the country, at present, by any possibility, pay the amount of foreign goods
their various capacities, to gain the

consumed, but by the labor of the slaves of the planting States.
This can not be doubted for a moment. Here is the proof:

Commerce
sumption, to

supplied us, in 1853, with foreign articles, for contlie

value of $250,4:20,187, and accepted, in ex-

change, of our provisions, to the value of but $33,809,126
while the products of our slave labor, manufactured and unmanufactured, paid to the
this foreign debt.

amount

of $133,61:8,603, on the balance of

This, then,

is

the

Farmers and Planters, respectively,

measure of the
to

ability of the

meet the payment of the

:
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necessaries and comforts of

life,

supplied to the couutry by

The farmer pays, or seems only

foreign commerce.
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its

pay,

to

$33,800,000, while the planter has a broad credit, on the account, of $133,600,000.

This was true in 1853

now

Eeference

to

?

The amounts are not

Table VIII, in the Appendix, will show, that while

provisions exported,

the

so in 1859

is it

:

the same, but the proportions have not varied materially.

three years

the

for

preceding 1859,

amounted to a yearly average of $67,512,812, the value of the
cotton and tobacco exported, during the same period, amounted
an annual average of $147,079,647.
is this seeming productiveness of slavery

to

But

imaginary

Has

?

the system

only

real, or is it

such capacities, over the other

industrial interests of the nation, in the creation of wealth, as

these figures indicate

Or, are these results due to

?

its

interme-

diate position between the agriculture of the country

and its forThese are questions worthy of consideration.

eign commerce?

Were

the planters left to

grow

their

own

provisions, they would,

as already intimated, be unable to produce any cotton for export.

That their present

ability to export so extensively, is in conse-

quence of the aid they receive from the North,

is

proved by

facts

such as these
In 1820, the cotton-gin had been a quarter of a century in
operation, and the culture of cotton was then nearly as well

The North, though furnishing the
had scarcely begun to supply it with
provisions, and the planters had to grow the food, and manufac-

understood as at present.

South with some
ture

much

live stock,

of the clothing for their slaves.

In that year the

cot-

ton crop equaled 109 lbs. to each slave in the Union, of which

83

per slave were exported.

lbs.

article
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had risen

to

per slave.

lbs.

In 1830 the exports of the
1840 to 295 lbs., and in 1853 to
cotton crop of 1853 equaled 395 lbs.

143

lbs., in

The

total

per slave

—making both the production and

in 1853,

more than four times

population, as they were in 1820.*

*

The

progressive increase

is

Cotton exported,

Average export

lbs.,

to

each slave,

Had

1830.

1,538,098

2,009,043

127,800,000

83

lbs.,

the planters, in 1853,

indicated by the following figures

1820.
Total slaves in United States,

export of that staple,

as large, in proportion to the slave

1810.

:

1853.

t87,35C

3,296,408

298,459,102

743,941,061

1,111,570,370

143

295

337
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produce no more cotton, per slave, than in 1820,

to

they would have grown but 359,308,472
crop of 1,305,152,800

lbs.

;

lbs.,

instead of the actual

and would not only have

for export, but have barely supplied the

supply any

failed to

home demand,

and been minus the total crop of that year, by 945,844,328 lbs.
In this estimate, some allowance, perhaps, should be made, for
the greater fertility of the new lands, more recently brought under
cultivation

;

but the difference, on this account, can not be equal

to the difference in the crops of the several periods, as the lands,

in the older States, in 1820,

were yet comparatively fresh and

productive.

Again, the dependence of the South upon the North, for its
may be inferred from such additional facts as these

provisions,

The "Abstract of the Census," for 1850, shows, that the production
of wheat, in Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Arkansas,
and Texas, averaged, the year preceding, very little more than a
was tVo of a bushel,) to each person within their limits.
These States must purchase flour largely, but to what amount we
can not determine. The shipments of provisions from Cincinnati
to New Orleans and other down river ports, show that large supbut what proportion of them
plies leave that city for the South
is taken for consumption by the planters, must be left, at present,
peck,

(it

;

These shipments, as to a few of the prominent
the four years ending August 31, 1854, averaged

to conjecture.
articles,

for

annually the following amounts

Wheat

385,204

brls.

flour,

Pork and Bacon,

lbs.

Whisky,

gals.

43,6S9,0CX)

8,115,3GO

Cincinnati also exports eastward, by canal, river and railroad,
The towns and cities westlarge amounts of these productions.

ward send more of

their products to the South, as their distance

increases the cost of transportation to the East.

sence of

full

statistics,

is

it

not necessary to

But, in the ab-

make

additional

statements.

From

this

view of the

subject,

it

appears that slavery

is

not a

self-sustaining system, independently remunerative; but that
attains its importance to the nation

and

to the

it

world, by standing

as an agency, intermediate, between the grain-growing States and

our foreign commerce.

As

the distillers of the "West transformed

—
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the surplus grain iuto wliislcy,

tluit it miglit bear transport
so
slavery takes the products of the North, and motamorphoses them

may

into cotton, that they
It

bear export.

when

seems, indeed,

the

whole of the

American

are considered, that

aided, yet properly sustained,

slavery, though of
is

own

little

to

view

force un-

the great central power, or ener-

gizing influence, not only of nearly

our

brought

facts

all

the industrial interests of

country, but alst of those of Great Britain and

much

of

the Continent; and that, if sti'icken from existence, the whole of
these interests, with the advancing civilization of the age,

receive a shock that

must retard

would

their progress for years to

come.
no exaggerated picture of the present imposing power
of slavery. It is literally true. Southern men, at an early day,
believed that the Protective Tariff would have paralyzed it
This

is

would have destroyed

But the

it.

abolitionists, led

oh by

their

sympathies with England, and influenced by American politicians

and

who advocated

editors,

ments of

overthrow.

its

free

trade,

were made the

facturing, as the Protective system

was expected

now any

Under

theory of

instru-

such extended mining and manu-

ISTo

existence in the Union.

it,

to

create, has

according to the

more than one hundred andrsixty millions
would have been proour own country. But free trade is dominant: the
friends,

its

in value, of the foreign imports for 1853,

duced in

South has triumphed in

power passed

into

its warfare with the North
the political
hands with the defeat of the Father of the

its

:

Protective Tariff, ten years since, in the last effort of his friends to
elevate

him

to the

Presidency

:

the slaveholding and commercial

interests then gained the ascendency,

annexing territory

at will

:

and secured the power of
become rich in com-

the nation has

merce, and unbounded in ambition for territorial aggrandizement
the people acquiesce in the measures of Government,

proud of the influence

it

has gained in the world

:

and are

nay, more, the

peaceful aspect of the nations has been changed, and the policy

of our

may

own

country must be modified to meet the exigencies that

arise.

One word more on

we have been considering. With
came the immediate annexation of Texas,
the war with Mexico.
The results of these

the point

the defeat of Mr. Clay,

and, as he predicted,

events
tion

let

loose from

its

attachments a mighty avalanche of emigra-

and of enterprise, under the rule of the

free trade policy, then

!
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adopted, which, by the golden treasures

system, thus

self-sustaining,

far,

momentum

friends believe, with a

it

which we

permanently

is

It

may

is

many

years since, and

The leading

as its
to

a question about

be remarked, however, that

one of the leading parties in the North gave
trade

on,

any attempt

Wliether the Tariff

settled, or not,

shall not speculate.

renders that

move

to

that forbids

return again to the system of protection.

controversy

3'ields,

and able

its

adhesion to free

continues to vote with the South.

still

abolition paper, too, ever since

its

origin, has advo-

cated the Southern free trade system; and thus, in defending the

cause

it

has espoused, as was said of a certain general in the

Mexican war, its editors have been digging their ditches on the
wrong side of their breastworks. To say the least, their position is a
very strange one, for
of

American

burning

men who

slavery.

edifice, to

It

profess to labor for the subversion

would b3

extinguish the

as rational to

fire,

that system under the rule of free trade.

may

ences of opinion

exist

pour

as to attempt to

oil

upon a

overthrow

For, whatever difler-

on the question of

free trade, as

applied to the nations at large, there can be no question that

it

has been the main element in promoting the value of slave labor
in the United States

;

and, consequently, of extending the system-

of slavery, vastly, beyond the bounds
reached.

But the

editors referred to,

it

would otherwise have

More
acquiring notoriety and

do not stand alone.

than one United States Senator, after

by constant clamors against slavery at home, has not hesiWashington, with as hearty a good
any friend of the extension of slavery in the country

position

tated to vote for free trade at
will as

All these things together have paralyzed the advocates of the
protection of free labor, at present, as fully as the North has

thereby been shorn of

its

power

to control the question of slavery.

Indeed, from what has been said of the present position of
ican slavery, in

its

country, and of the world, there

now

supplies the

urged as essential
of the country

:

Amer-

relation to the other industrial interests of the

complement of

is

no longer any doubt that

to the prosperity of the agricultural

and which,

it

it

that liome marlaet^ so zealously

population

was supposed, could only be created

by the multiplication of domestic manufactures. This desideratum being gained, the great majority of the people have nothing
more to ask, but seem desirous that our foreign commerce shall
be cherished

:

that the cultivation of cotton

and

sus'ar shall be
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extended
gressive

;

that the uation shall
that, as

;

despotism

is

become cumulative
striving to spread

over the earth, freedom must strengthen
of the liberties of the world

;
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as well as pro-

raven wing

its

itself for the protection

that while three millions of Africans,

only, are held to involuntary servitude for a time, to sustain the

system of free trade, the freedom of hundreds of millions

is

volved in the preservation of the American Constitution

;

in-

and

that, as African emancipation, in every experiment made, has
thrown a dead weight upon Anglo-Saxon progress, the colored
people must wait a little, until the general battle for tlie liberties

of the civilized nations

gained, before the universal elevation

is

of the barbarous tribes can be achieved.

This work,

it

true,

is

has been commenced at various outposts in heathendom, by the
missionary, but

is

impeded by numberless hindrances

;

and these

obstacles to the progress of Christian civilization, doubtless will

continue, until the friends of civil and religious liberty shall

umph

in nominally Christian countries

command,

the nations at

tri-

and, with the wealth of

;

instead of applying

it

to

purposes of war,

sweeping away the darkness of superstition and
barbarism from the earth, by extending the knowledge of science
shall devote

it

to

and revelation to all the families of man.
But we must hasten.
There are none who will deny the truth of what is said of the
present strength and influence of slavery, however much they
may have deprecated its acquisition of power. There are none

who

think

it

practicable to

where

action, in the States

assail

it is

it,

struggle against the system, therefore,
elTort to

prevent

is

by

political

narrowed down

who

now

free;

and

an
this

The

settle the territories.

Hence

all

control of slavery both in the States and

it is,

that the

American people are

consider-

ing the propriety of banishing this distracting question
national politics, and
shall

The
to

thus taken out of the hands of the people at large, and

they are cut off from
Territories.

is

extension into territory

its

contest is limited to the people

question

successfully,

already established by law.

demanding of

their statesmen that there

no longer be any delay in the adoption of measures

tain the Constitution

from

to sus-

and laws of our glorious Union, against

all

enemies, whether domestic or foreign.

its

The policy of adopting
but

it

this course,

may

be liable to objection;

does not appear to arise from any disposition to prove
9
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recreant to the cause of philauthropy, that a hirge portion of the

people of the free States are desirous of divorcing the slavery
question from

because they

connection with political movements.

all

now

It

is

lind themselves wholly powerless, as did the

colouizationists, forty years since, in regard to emancipation,

and

are thus forced into a position of neutrality on that subject.

A

word on

The

this point.

friends of colonization, in the out-

up

set of that enterprise, found themselves shut

to the necessity

of creating a Republic on the shores of Africa, as the only hope
for the free colored people

by State

action,

—the further emancipation of the

having become impracticable.

slaves,

After nearly forty

years of experimenting with the free colored people, by others,
colouizationists

still

find themselves circumscribed in their opera-

tions, to their original

design of building up the Republic of Li-

hope of the elevation of the African

beria, as the only rational

—the prospects

race
fold

more gloomy

of general emancipation being a thousand-

in 1859 than they were in 1817.

now admit

Abolitionists, themselves,

controls all national legislation.
that all their schemes for

its

This

is

that slavery completely

equivalent to admitting

overthrow have

Theodore

failed.

Parker, of Boston, in a sermon before his congregation, recently,
is

reported as having

made

the following declaration

:

" I have

and beside the
have addressed a hundred thousand
annually in excursions through the country and in that time the
area of slavery has increased a hundred fold."
Gerrit Smith,

been preaching

to

you

in this city for ten years

multitudes addressed here,

;

I

;

in his late speech in Congress, said, that cotton

is

now

the domi-

nant interest of the country, and sways Church, and State, and

commerce, and compels

all

of

them

to

ner, in his thrice repeated lecture, in

clared, that, "notwithstanding all

go

its

Mr. SumMay, 1855, de-

for slavery.

New York,

in

excess of numbers, wealth,

and intelligence, the North is now the vassal of an oligarchy,
It " now
whose single inspiration comes from slavery."
dominates over the Republic, determines
poses of

its ofiices,

maintaining
for

its

all to its

its

national policy, dis-

absolute will." ....

power, the slave oligarchy has applied a new

"Is he

office"—

gant ostracism,

and sways

it

fliithful to

test

"With arrooffice all who can

slavery?" ....

excludes from every national

not respond to this test."

"In

Hon. L. D. Campbell, in a letter to the
January 5, 1852,

Cincinnati Convention of Colored Freemen,
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said

:

"

I rogcard iha present position

of 3'our race in this cojmtry

was ten years ago.

as infinitely worse than

it

were then preparing

gradual emancipation, are

for

The

territory

which was then

From

dedicated to slavery
[

free is

States

now

ing to extend, perpetuate, and strengthen slavery

amount of

13^

....

!

now

which

endeavor-

A

vast

everlastingly

the lights of the past, I confess,

see nothing to justify a promise of

much

to

yowx future pros-

pects.^''

That these gentlemen

state a great truth, as to the present posi-

slavery question, and

tion of the

emancipation, will be denied by no
Doubtless, a certain class

dor.

the darkening

man

prospects of

of intelligence and can-

of politicians, because

of the

present dearth of political capital, of any other kind, will continue to agitate this subject.

the form

we have

stated,

But, sooner or later, it must take
and become a question of minor impor-

This result

tance in politics.

inevitable, because the people at

is

large are beginning to realize their want of

to arrest its

power over the instiand the futility of any measures hitherto adopted
progress, and elevate the free colored people on terms

of equality

among

tution of slavery,

But, I

am

the whites.

told that the

North has recently achieved a great

victory over the South, in the election of Mr. Banks, as Speaker.*

Time was when such a

result

would have been considered
Mr. Banks is an ultra

otherwise than a Northern triumph.

trade man, and his sentiments will assuredly

commercial

interests

threats of secession.

of the South.

His

work no

ill

far
free

to the

provoked no

election

"What, then, has been gained to the North,

upon the controversy relative
The opponents of slavery are further than

in the wild excitement consequent

Speakership

to the

?

ever from accomplishing any thing practicable in checking the

demand

for the great staple of the South.

Cotton

buked,
tics,

to

if

King still.
Union be re

is

In such a crisis as this, shall the friends of the

they determine to take a position of neutrality, in poli-

on the subject of slavery

;

while, at the

same

time, they oifer

guarantee the free colored people a Republic of their own,

where they may equal other races, and aid in redeeming a Continent from the woes it has suffered for thousands of years!
*

The remarks

in this chapter

remain as they were in the

first

edition.

—
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CHAPTER

XIV.

THE INDUSTRIAL, SOCIAL, AND MORAL CONDITION OF THE FREE PEOPLE OF COLOR IN THE liKITISII COLONIES, HAYTI, AND IN THE UNITED
STATES AND THE INFLUENCE THEY HAVE EXERTED ON PUBLIC SENTIMENT IN RELATION TO SLAVERY, AND TO THEIR OWN PROSPECTS OF
EQUALITY WITH THE WHITES.
;

ECFects of opposition to Colonization

people

—Their

social

—

on Liberia

and moral condition

—

on

Its effects

free

colored

on the sub-

xVbolition testimony

Canada— Degradation
—American Missionary Association—
colored people —American and Foreign Anti-Slavery SoIndia
negroes
— testimony on the dismal condition of West India
London Times on same subject— Mr. Bigolow on same subject— Effect of
West Indies on Emancipation — Opinion of Southern Planters — EcoComof West India Emancipation — Ruinous
nomical
Hayti — Extent of diminution of exports from
merce — Similar
American
from Emancipation —Results favorable
West Indies
reference
the West InPlanter— Moral condition of Hayti — Later
—Necessity of education render freedom
—Negro
promote
value — Franklin's opinion confirmed — Colonization
Its

ject

of

West

ciety

failure in

free

free

Its

re-

sults in

to

failure

British

results in

to

resulting

facts in

to

free labor a failure

dies

to

essential to

oi

Emancipation.

We

have noticed the social and moral condition of the

free

colored people, from the days of Franklin, to the projection of
colonization.

We

have

upon

in paralyzing the enterprise.

This subject

tended notice.

main facts in relaand its success
demands a more ex-

also glanced at the

tion to the abolition warfare

The most

colonization,

serious injury from this hostility, sus-

tained by the cause of colonization, was the prejudice created, in
the minds of the

more intelligent free colored men, against emiThe Colonization Society had expressed its
belief in the natural equality of the blacks and whites
and that
there were a sufficient number of educated, upright, free colored
men, in the United States, to establish and sustain a Kepublic on
the coast of Africa, " whose citizens, rising rapidly in the scale of
existence, under the stimulants to noble effort by which they would
be surrounded, might soon become equal to the people of Europe,
or of European origin
so long their masters and oppressors."
gration to Liberia.

;

—

first Report of the Colonization
and often repeated since. Its appeals were made to the
moral and intelligent of the free colored people and, with their
co-operation, the success of its scheme was considered certain.

These were the sentiments of the

Society,

;

:
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But the very persons needed

to lead the enterprise,

persuaded

to reject the proffered aid,

prosecute

its

quence of

this opposition, it

were, mostly,

and the society was

plans with such materials as offered.

progress in

less

its

133

left

to

In conse-

was greatly embarrassed, and made
work of African redemption, than it must

have done under other circumstances. Had three-fourths of its
emigrants been the enlightened, free colored men of the country,
a dozen Liberias might now gird the coast of Africa, where but
one exists; and the slave trader be entirely excluded from its
shores.
Doubtless, a wise Providence has governed here, as in
other

human

how

speedily even semi-civilized

affairs,

and

may have

permitted this result, to show

men can be

under

elevated

American Protestant free institutions. The great body of emigrants to Liberia, and nearly all the leading men who have
sprung np in the colony, and contributed most to the formation of
the Republic, went out from the very midst of slavery
and yet,
what encouraging results
It has been a sad mistake to oppose,
colonization, and thus to retard Africa's redemption!
But how has it fared with the free colored people elsewhere?
The answer to this question will be the solution of the inquiry,
;

!

What
tion,

has abolitionism accomplished by

and what

interests

it

is

its

hostility to coloniza-

whose

the condition of the free colored people,

volunteered to promote, and whose destinies

it

attempted

to control?

The

answer

abolitionists themselves shall

The

this question.

colored people shall see what kind of commendations their tutors

give them, and what the world

mony

is to

think of them, on the

testi-

of their particular friends.

The concentration of a colored population in Canada, is the
work of American abolitionists. The American Missionary
Association^
it is

its

their organ for the spread of a gospel untainted,

is

claimed, by contact with slavery.

Out of

four stations under

care in Canada, at the opening of 1853, but one school, that

of Miss Lyon, remained at

doned, and

all

its close.

All the others were aban-

the missionaries had asked to be released,* as

are informed by

its

Seventh Annual Eeport, chiefly

stated in the following extract,

* Mr. Wilson, the Missionary at

under the care of the Association.

we

for the reasons

page 49

St. Catliarincs, still

remained

there,

but not

:
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" The number of missiouaries aud teachers iu Canada, witli

which the year commenced, has been greatly reduced. Early in
the year, Mr. Kirkland wrote to the committee, that the opposition to white missionaries, manifested by the colored people of
Canada, had so greatly increased, by the interested misrepresen-

men, pretending to be ministers of the
own and his wife's labors, and the
funds of the association, could be better employed elsewhere."
This Mission seems never to have been in a prosperous contations of ignorant colored

gospel, that he thought his

Passing over to the Eleventh Annual Report, 1857,

dition.

it is

found that the Association had then but one missionary, the Rev,

David Hotchkiss,

in that field.

In relation to his prospects, the

Report says
" It has, however, happened

Paul and

to

him, as

it

frequently did to

his fellow-laborers, that his faithfulness

and

his success

have been the occasion of stirring up certain lewd fellows of the
baser sort, so that at one time it was thought by some lookers-on
that his life was in danger, and that he might be compelled to
leave the scene of his present labors."

lie

had succeeded, how-

ever, in gathering a church of 28 members, but

June, the house in which the
to the

ground.

as there

the 21st of

church worshiped was burned

little

This was undoubtedly the work of an incendiary,

had been no

now were

"on

more than two weeks.

fire in it for

Threats

Mr. Hotchkiss and the church, but
he continued his labors, and procured another house, and had it
On the 24:th of August, this also was
fitted up for worship.
freely used against

burned down. They have since had to meet in private houses,
and much doubt has been felt relative to ultimate duty. At later
dates, however, the opposition was more quiet, aud hopes revived.
This

field

is

emphatically a hard one, and requires

much

faith

and patience from those who labor there."*
On the 30th of August, 1858, Mr. Hotchkiss writes: "My
She has had nearly
wife's school is in a prosperous condition.
forty scholars,

and they learn well.

There are numbers who can

not come to school for want of suitable clothing.

They are nearly

naked."t

On

a late occasion

it

is

remarked, that "

this society

meet with the trouble which accompanies the
* 11th

Annual Report, pages

36, 37.

f

efibrts

seems to
of other

American Missionanj, October, 1858.
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missionary societies in their endeavors

They say they

'

to

seek and to save

which was lost.'
it 'extremely difficult
win the confidence of the colored people of Canada.'"*

that
to

to

I35

But we have a picture of a

find

difierent kind to present,

and one

that proves the capacity of the free colored people for improve-

ment

— not when running
wholesome

jected to

and uncared

at large

This

restraint.

is

for,

but

when

sub-

as essential to the pro-

gress of the blacks as the whites, while they are in the course of
intellectual,

"Some

moral and industrial training:

years ago the Rev. William King, a slave owner in

Louisiana, manumitted his slaves and removed them to Canada.

They now, with

others,

vicinity, called the

occupy a

tract of land at

Buxton and the

Elgin Block, where Mr. King

is

stationed as

a Presbyterian missionary.

"A recent general meeting there was attended by Lord Althorp,
son of Earl Spencer, and J.

"W".

Probyn, Esq., both members of

who made

addresses.
The whole educaand moral machinery is worked by the presiding genius of
the Rev. W. King, to whom the entire settlement are under felt
and acknowledged obligations. lie teaches them agriculture and

the British Parliament,
tional

industry.

Lord's day.
It is

He superintends their education, and preaches on the
He regards the experiment as highly successful. "f

not our purpose to multiply testimony on this subject, but

an index

simpl}^ to afibrd

to the condition of the colored people,

as described by abolition pens, best
turn, therefore,

known

to the public.

from the British colonies in the North,

We

to her

possessions in the Tropics.

West India emancipation, under
abolitionists, has

which was

to

the

guidance of English

always been viewed as the grand experiment,

convince the world of the capacity of the colored

with the white man. We shall let the
and the public documents of the British
Government, testify as to its results, both morally and economiOpening, again, the Seventh Annual Report of the
cally.
American Missioyiary Association^ page 30, where it speaks of

man

to rise, side

by

side,

friends of the system,

their

moral condition, we find

"One

it

written:

of our missionaries, in giving a description of the moral

condition of the people of Jamaica, after speaking of the licen-

* African

Piepository, October,

1859.

f African Bq>ositor)j, January, 1858.
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tiousness wliicli they received as a legacy from those

who denied

them the pure joys of holy wedlock, aud trampled upon and
Bcourged chastity, as

among men

if it

were a fiend

be driven out from

to

— that enduring legacy, which, with

it& foul, pestilen-

mildew of death, every thing
virtuous,
and of good report
lovely,
in society that Bhould be
and alluding to their intemperance, in which they have followed

tial influence, still

blights, like the

the example set by the governor in his palace, the bishop in his

and judges, lawyers and doctors, planters and
and even professedly Christian ministers and the deceit and falsehood which oppression and wrong always engender,
says: 'It must not be forgotten that we are fullowiug in the wake

robes, statesmen

overseers,

;

of the accursed system of slavery

—a

system that unmakes man.,

by warring upon his conscience, and crushing his spirit, leaving
naught but the shattered wrecks of humanity behind it. If we
may but gather up some of these floating fragments, from which
the image of God is well nigh efiaced, and pilot them safely into
But we may
that better land, we shall not have labored in vain.
The chief fruit of our labors is to be sought in
liojpe to do more.
the future., rather than in the present? It should be remembered, too, (continues the Report.) that there

is

but a small part of

the population yet brought within the reach of the influence of

enlightened Christian teachers, while the great mass by
they are surrounded are but

little

whom

removed from actual heathen-

Another missionary, page 33, says, it is the opinion of aU
men, that "nothing save the furnishing of
the people with ample means of education and religious instruction will save them from relapsing into a state of barbarism."
And another, page 36, in speaking of certain cases of discipline,
for the highest form of crime, under the seventh commandment,

ism."

intelligent Christian

says

:

" There

is

nothing in public sentiment to save the youth of

Jamaica in this respect."
The missions of this Association,

in Jamaica, difier scarcely a

shade fi'om those among the actual heathen.
Eeport, near

"For most

its close,

On

point, the

this

says:

of the adult population of Jamaica, the

unhappy

victims of long years of oppression and degradation, our missionaries

have great

fear.

Yet

island that their

for

even these there

may

be hope,

But it is around the youth of the
brightest hopes and anticipations cluster; from

even though with trembling.

:
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them they expect to gather their principal sheaves for the great
Lord of the harvest."
The American Missionary^ a monthly paper, and organ of this
Association, for July, 1855, has the following quotation from the
of the missionaries, recently received.

letters

It

is

given, as

abolition testimony, in further confirmation of the moral condition of the colored people of

"From

the

number

Jamaica ought certainly

may

people

Jamaica
and chapels in the

of churches
to

supply the people

up.
I

And

am

there

is

The

There are chapels

be called a church-going people.

and places of worship enough,
to

island,

be called a Christian land.

at least in this part of the island,

every station of our mission were given

if

As

no lack of ministers and preachers.

far aa

acquainted, almost the entire adult population profess to

and

have a hope of eternal

life,

nected with churches.

In view of such facts some have been led

think the larger part are con-

'The spiritual condition of the population is very satisfacBut there is another class of facts that is perfectly astound-

to say,
tory.'

ing.

I

With

all

this array of the externals of religion,

deep wave of moral death
drunkard, a

liar,

rolls

A

over the land.

man, a

a Sabbath-breaker, a profane

—

one broad,

man may

be a

fornicator,

—

an adulterer, and such like and be known to be such and go to
chapel, and hold up his head there, and feel no disgrace from these

common
He may go to

things, because they are so

ment

in his favor.

cherish a hope of heaven,

might

tell

as to create a public senti-

of persons guilty of some,

communion

the

and not have
if

not

table,

and

hope disturbed.

his
all,

I

these things, min-

istering in holy things."

What

motives can prompt the American Missionary Associ-

upon the missions of the English
and Scotch Churches, in Jamaica, we leave to be determined by
the parties interested.
Few, indeed, will believe that the English
and Scotch Churches would, for a moment, tolerate such a conation to cast such imputations

dition of things, in their mission stations, as
[N'ext

we

turn to the

Annual Report

is

here represented.

of the

American and

Foreign Anti-Slavery Society, 1853, which discourses thus, in
its own language, and in quotations which it indorses:*
" The friends of emancipation in the United States have been

* Page 170.

—
;
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disappointed in some respects at the results in the "West Indies,

A

because they expected too much.

nation of slaves can not at

once be converted into a nation of intelligent, industrious, and
moral freemen." .... "It is not too much, even now, to say of
the people of Jamaica, .... their condition is exceedingly de

But

graded, their morals woefully corrupt.

means, be understood
spect to those

to

who have been brought under

and religious influence,

this

must, by no

With

be of universal application.

it is

But

not true.

re-

a healthful educational
as respects the great

mass, whose humanity has been ground out of them by cruel

— whom

no good Samaritan hand has yet reached
We wish to turn the tables to
supplant oppression by righteousness, insult by compassion and
brotherly kindness, hatred and contempt by love and winning
oppression

how

could

it

be otherwise?

;

till we allure these wretched ones to the hope and en" The means of edujoyment of manhood and virtue."*
cation and religious instruction are better enjoyed, although but
little appreciated and improved by the great mass of the people.

meekness,

.

somewhat enlightened
It is

is

.

.

is

becoming

true,

yet their

moral sense of the people

It is also true, that the

moral condition

.

very far

But while this
from being what it

exceedingly dark and distressing.

is

ouglit to be

Licentiousness prevails

The almost
most alarming extent among the people
universal prevalence of intemperance is another prolific source
The great
of the moral darkness and degradation of the people.

to a

mass,

among

all classes

of the inhabitants, from the governor in

his palace to the peasant in his hut
to the

beggar in his rags

This

is

—from the bishop in his gown

slaves to their cups."f

American abolitionists, going out under
Annual Reports. Lest it may be considered

as too highly colored,
of near the

we add

same

emancipation, in Jamaica,

"The

all

the language of

the sanction of their

Times.,

—are

the following from the

it

London

In speaking of the results of

date.

says

negro has not acquired, with his freedom, any habits of

industry or morality.

His independence

that of an uncaptured brute.
straints of civilization,

he

is

is

but

little

better than

Ilaving accepted few of the re-

amenable

to

few of

its

necessities

* Extract from the report of a missionary, quoted in the Report, page 172.
f Extract from the report of another missionary, page 171, of the Report.
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the wants of his nature are so easily satisfied, that At the
is called upon for nothing but fitful or
The blacks, therefore, instead of becoming
husbandmen, have become vagrants and squatters, and

current rate of wages, he
desultory exertion.
intelligent

now apprehended

it is

island will

come

that with the failure of cultivation in the

the failure of

trolling its population.

its

resources for instructing or con-

So imminent does

this

consummation

appear, that memorials have been signed by classes of colonial
society hitherto standing aloof from politics, and not only the
bench and the bar, but the bishop, clergy, and ministers of all
denominations in the island, without exception, have recorded
their conviction, that, in the absence of timely relief, the religious

and educational institutions of the island must be abandoned, and
the masses of the population retrogade to barbarism."
One of the editors of the New York Evening Post^ Mr.
Bigelow, a few years since, spent a winter in Jamaica, and continues to watch, with anxious solicitude, as an anti-slavery man,
the developments taking place

among

its

colored population.

.reviewing the returns published by the Jamaica

House

of

In

Assem-

bly, in 1853, in reference to the ruinous decline in the agriculture

of the island, and ctating the enormous quantity of lands thrown

out of cultivation, since 1848, the Post says:

" This decline has been going on from year

to year, daily be-

coming more alarming, until at length the island has reached
what would appear to be the last profound of distress and misery,
.... when thousands of people do not know, when they rise in
the morning, whence or in what manner they are to procure bread
for the

day."

"We must examine, more
emancipation, in the

West

closely,

the economical

Indies, before

results

we can judge

of

of the

upon the trade and commerce of the world, wdiich would
result from general emancipation in the United States.
"We do
this, not to afford an argument in behalf of the perpetuation of
slavery, because its abolition might injuriously affect tlie interests
of trade and commerce; but because the whole of these results
have long been well known to the American planter, and serve
efiects,

as conclusive arguments, with him, against emancipation.

believes that, in tropical cultivation, African free labor
less

;

is

He

worth-

that the liberation of the slaves in this country, must, neces-

sarily,

be followed with results similar to what has occurred in the

:
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"West Indies; and, for this reason, as well as on account of tho
profitable character. of slavery, he refuses to give

We

slaves.

repeat,

we do

ically, of free labor in

Not

tion of slavery.

that

not

Jamaica, as an argument
at all.

freedom

cite the fact of the failure,

"We allude

to his

econom-

for the perpetua-

show

to the fact, only to

emancipation has greatly reduced the commerce of the

and that the logic of

colonies,

this result militates against tho

colored man's prospects of advancement in the scale of political

and social equality. But to the facts
The British planters, up to 1S06, had received from the slave
traders an uninterrupted supply of laborers, and had rapidly extended their cultivation as commerce increased its demands for
their products.
Let us take the results in Jamaica as an example
of the whole of the British "West India islands.
Slie had increased her exports of sugar from a yearly average of 123,979,000

1772-3,

lbs. in

to

234,700,000

lbs. in

1805-6.

No

diminution

of exports had occurred, as has been asserted by
writers, before the prohibition of the

some anti-slavery
The increase
slave trade.

was progressive and undisturbed, except so far as affected by
more or less favorable. But no sooner was her supply
of slaves cut oflf, by the act of 1806, which took effect in 1808,
than the exports of Jamaica began to diminish, until her sugar
had fallen off from 1822 to 1832, to an annual average of
131,129,000 lbs., or nearly to what they had been sixty years
before.
It was not until 1833 that the Emancipation Act was
seasons,

passed

so that this decline in the exports of Jamaica, took place

;

West India

under

all

coffee,

and cotton, were diminished in nearly the same

To

the rigors of

arrest this ruinous decline in the

the islands, emancipation

1838.

slavery.

was adopted

The exports of rum,
ratio.

commercial prosperity of
in

1833 and perfected in

This policy was pursued under the plea, that free labor

doubly as productive as slave labor; and, that the negroes,

is

liber-

would labor twice as well as when enslaved. But what was
Ten years after final emancipation was effected, the
exports of sugar from Jamaica were only 67,539,200 lbs. a year,
ated,

the result?

instead of 234,700,000 lbs., as in 1805-6.

during the same year, were reduced
23,625,377

lbs., as in

it

The exports

5,684,921

lbs.,

of coffee,

instead of

1805-6; and the extinction of the cultiva-

had become almost complete, though
had nearly equaled that of the United States. These

tion of cotton, for export,

in 1800,

to

:
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drawn for effect, but sober realities, attested
by the public documents of the British government.*
The
Jamaica negro, ignorant and destitute of forethought, disapare no fancy sketches,

pointed the English philanthropists.
In Hayti, emancipation had been productive of results, fully as
disastrous to

its

commerce, as

it had been to that of Jamaica.
abandonment of the production of
freedom was declared. This took place in

There was an almost
sugar, soon

In 1790 the island exported 163,318,810

1793.

But

after

total

1801

in

6,113,705

export was reduced to 18,531,112

its

lbs.,

and in 1825

export has nearly ceased.

moment

there

is

lbs.

of sugar.

lbs., in

1818, to
2,020 lbs.;t since which time its

to

Indeed,

it

asserted, that,

is

"at

this

not one pound of sugar exported from the island,

and all that is used is imported from the United States. "J
The exports of coffee, from Hayti, in 1790, were 76,835,219 lbs.;
and of cotton, 7,001,274 lbs. But the exports of the former article,
in 1801, were reduced to 43,420,270 lbs., and the latter to 474,118
lbs.§
The exports of coffee have varied, annually, since that
period, from thirty to forty million pounds
and the cotton ex;

ported has rarely much exceeded one million
present, " with the exception of Gonaives, there

pounds.
is

|1

At

not a pound

of cotton produced, and only a very limited quanity there, barely

consumption

sufficient for

formerly, they import

*

The average

all

—

and instead of exporting indigo, as

exports from the Island of Jamaica, omitting cotton, during

the three epochs referred to

freedom

;

they use from the United States."'^

— that of the

for periods of five years,

separately, in the

last, will

first

two, and for the three years

give a full view of this point

Tears of Ex-ports.

Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual

slave trade, of slavery alone, and of

during the

lbs.

Sugar.

P. Bum.lbs.

Offee.

average, 1803 to 1807,*

211,139,200

60,426

23,625,377

average, 1829 to 1833,*

152,564,800

35,505

17,645,602

average, 1839 to 1843,*

67,924,800

14,185

7,412,493

exports,

1846, t

57,956,800

14,395

6,047,150

exports,

1817,t

77,686,400

18,077

6,421,122

Annual exports,

1848.t

67,539,200

20,194

5,634,921

* Blachvood's Magazine 1848, p. 225.
t LitteVs Living Age, 1350, No. 309, p.

London

ed.,

1847.

\

De Bow's

Macgregor, Loudon

ed.,

1847.

||

Ibid.

f Macgregor,
5
'

IT

125.— letter of Mr. Bigelow.

JDe

Bow's Review, 1855.

Revieio,

August, 1855.
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to the authorities before

while sustained by

who

that of slave labor,

West

the slave trade, including the British

Indies and Uayti, stands as follows
to those

cited, the deficit of free

compared with

'abor tropical cultivation, as

:

—a

startling result, truly,

expected emancipation to work well for commerce,

and supersede the necessity of employing slave labor:
and Free Labor Exports from

Contrast of Slave Labor

the

West Indies.

SLAVE LABOR.
Sugar.

lbs. Coffee.

Indies, 1807,.. .636,025,043

31,610,704

17,000,000*

1790,... 163,31 8,810

76,835,219

7,286,126

Years.
British

West

Hayti,

lbs.

809,344,453

Total,

Cotton.

lbs.

108,245,983 24,286,126

FREE LABOR.
Years.
British

West

Indies, 1848,

1848,.

Hayti,

.

.313,306,112

..

very

little.

lbs.

lbs.

Coffee.

6,770,792

Cotton.

34,114,717+

427,529t
1,591,454+

Total,

313,306,112

40,885,509

2,018,983

Free Labor Deficit

496,038,341

67,360,474

22,267,143

the bearing which this decrease of production,

To understand
by

Sugar.

lbs.
.

upon the

free labor, has

interests of the African race,

it

must

be remembered, that the consumption of cotton and sugar has not
diminished, but increased, vastly and that for every bale of cot;

ton, or

hogshead of sugar, that the

ished, an equal

manded

amount

supply

to

tional bale or

its

free labor production is

and sugar

of slave labor cotton

place

;

diminis

de-

and, more than this, for every addi-

hogshead required by their increased consumption,

an additional one must be furnished by slave labor, because the

world will not dispense with

tlieir

use.

As no

material change

has occurred, for several years, in the commercial condition of
the islands,
later date

it

is

not necessary to bring this statement

than 1848.
* 1800.

The causes operating
t

1840,

to

t

down

to

a

encourage the

1847.

—

—
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American

planters, in extending tlieir cultivation of cotton

sugar, can

now be

In relation to the moral condition of Ilayti,
It is

little.

and

understood.

known

we need

say but

that a great majority of the children of the

island are born out of wedlock, and that the Christian Sabbath

The Amet'ican and
the principal market day in the towns.
Foreign Christian Union^ a missionary paper of ISTew York,

is

after

quoting the report of one of the missionaries in Hayti,

represents

his

success

encouraging, thus remarks:

as

who

"This

with some singular incidents not suitable for publicashowing the deplorable state of community there, both
morally and socially. There seems to be a mixture of African
letter closes

tion,

barbarism with the sensuous civilization of France

dark land needs the light which begins

Thus

when

matter's stood

An

to press.

results of

judgment of the

West

is

now

That

thereon."

work went
embracing the
and of forming a better

afforded,

a later date,

to

effects of that policy

in the United States.

dawn

the second edition of this

opportunity

emancipation

to

For,

if

of

on the question of freedom

the negro, with

full

liberty, in the

Indies, has proved himself unreliable in voluntary labor,

the experiment of freeing

him here

will not be attempted

by our

slaveholders.

Much

has been said, recently, about British emancipation, and

The
American Missionary Association* gives currency to the assertion,
that "they yield more produce than they ever did during the

the returning commercial prosperity of her

existence of slavery."
that existing facts "

It is said, also, in

show

ti'opical islands.

the Edirihurgli Review^

was bearing our colonies
down to ruin with awful speed that had it lasted but another
half century, they must have sunk beyond recovery.
On the
other hand, that now, under freedom and free trade, they arc
growing day by day more rich and prosperous with spreading
trade, with improving agriculture, with a more educated, industrious and virtuous people
while the comfort of the quondam
slaves is increased beyond the power of words to portray. "f
that slavery
;

;

;

Now

all this

seems very encouraging; but how such language
its being considered as flatly contradicting

can be used, without

* American Missionary Association's Report, 1857,
f

The

The West

Indies as they were and are

article said to

be by ^Ir. C. Buxton.

p. 32.

Edinhuryh

Eevieio, April, 1859.

f
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known

facts, and what the American Missionary AssociaMr. Bigelow, and others, have heretofore said, will seem
very mysterious to the reader. And yet, the assertions quoted
would seem to be proved, by taking the aggregate production of
the whole British West India islands and Mauritius, as the index

well

tion,

their

to

But

commercial prosperity.

if

the islands be taken

and all the facts considered, a widely different concluwould be formed, by every candid man, than that the improvement is due to the increased industry of the negroes. On this
subject the facts can be drawn from authorities which would scorn
separately,

sion

to conceal the truth with the design of sustaining a theory of the

philanthropist.

This question

is

placed in

its

true light

by the

shown that the
is due to the
importation of immigrants from India, China, and Africa, by the
"coolie traffic," and not to the improved industiy of the eman-

London Economist^ July

which

16, 1859, in

it is

apparent industrial advancement of the islands

cipated negroes.

"

Says the Economist

We find one of the Emigration Commissioners, Mr. Murdock,*

memorandum on this subject, giving us the following comparison between the islands which have been recently
supplied with immigrants, and those which have not
in an interesting

Numbffr of
Immigrants.

Guiana

11,981 ....

91,110,768 .... 150,579,072

little

immigration

:

Sugar, pminds.

Sugar, pounds. The three years
after apprenticeship.

The last

three years.

Jamaica

202,973,568

139,369,776

Antigua

63,824,656

70,302,736

The statement was made

at a

meeting which met

the Chinese and coolie system of immigration into the
tius.

last three

these are contrasted the results in Jamaica au-1 Anti-

gua, where there has been very

*

The

y^ars.

24,946 .... 173,626,208 .... 250,715,584

Trinidad

"With

Sugar, pounds.

209,490 .... 217,200,256 .... 469,812,784

Mauritius
British

Sugar, pounds. The
three years he/ore
ImMigraiion.

It is

to consider the

West

evils of

Indies and Mauri-

not stated whether the amounts given are the whole production or

only the exports.
f The reader will remember that the Emancipation
West India blacks in the relation of apprentices to their

system worked so badly that

total

Act, of 1833, left tha

masters, but that tho

emancipation was declared

in

1838.

—

;
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presented the key to the mystery overhanging

Men, high in station, have
West India emancipation has been an economic

the British "West Indies,

asserted

that

success

while others, equally honorable, have maintained the opposite
view. Both have presented figures, averred to be true, that

seemed
in the

This apparent contradic-

to sustain their declarations.

tion is thus explained.

The

first

take the aggregate production

whole of the islands, which, they say, exceeds that during
the second take the production in

the existence of slavery;*

Jamaica alone, as representing the whole

;

and, thus, the start-

ling fact appears, that the sugar crop of the last three years iu

Jamaica, has fallen 63,603,000
the

three years of freedom.

first

negroes

but

;

lbs.,

below what

must be the legitimate

it

was during

it

This argues badly for the free
fruits of

emancipation, as

no exterior force has been brought into that island
materially, with
ish Guiana,

creased

;

it

its

workings.

to interfere,

In Mauritius, Trinidad, and Brit-

will be seen that the production has greatly in-

but from a very difierent cause than any improvement

in the industry of the blacks

who had

received their freedom

more than double what
had been when the production depended upon them.
The

the increase in Mauritius having been
it

sugar crop, in this island, for the three years preceding the in-

was but 217,200,000 lbs.; while,
by the aid of 210,000 immigrants, it

troduction of immigrant labor,

during the

last three years,

has been run up to 469,812,000

Taking

all

lbs.

these facts into consideration,

it

is

apparent that

West India emancipation has been a failure, economically considThe production in Jamaica, when it has depended upon
ered.
the labor of the free blacks alone, has materially declined in some
of the islands, since the abandonment of slavery, and

now

is

not so

was during the first years of freedom and, so far
is it from being equal to what it was while slavery prevailed, and
especially while the slave trade was continued, that it now falls
short of the production of that period by an immense amount.
great

as

it

In no way, therefore, can
the British

*

West India

They must

slave trade.

;

it

be claimed, that the cultivation of

islands

is

refer to slavery in its later years, after the suppression of the

Previous to that event, the production of Jamaica was more than

seventy-five per cent, greater than at present.

10

on the increase, except by

—
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immiwhich no

resorting to the pious fraud of crediting the products of the

grant labor to

the account of emancipation — a resort

to

conscientious Christian n:ian will have recourse, even to sustain a

philanthropic theory.

But the Island of Barbadoes is an exception. It is said to
have suffered no diminution in its production since emancipation,
and that this result was attained without the aid of immigrant
The London Economist must be permitted to explain
labor.
and must also be allowed to give its views on
this phenomenon
;

the subject of the effects of emancipation, after the lapse of a

quarter of a century from the date of the passage of the Emancipation Act:

"

We

are no believers in Mr. Carlyle's gospel of the

'

benefi-

But

cent whip' as the bearer of salvation to tropical indolence.

we can

not for a

tion was, in

moment doubt

that the first result of emancipa-

most of the islands,

to substitute for the worst

of moral and political evil, one of a less fatal but

kind

still

of a

The negroes had been treated as mere
and cofiee. They were suddenly libersugar
raising
for
machines
ated from that mechanical drudgery; they became free beings
but without the discipline needful to use freedom well, and unfortunately with a larger amount of practical freedom than the
laboring class of any Northern or temperate climate could by any
They suddenly found themselves, in most of
possibility enjoy.
very pernicious kind.

the islands, in a position in

many

respects analagous to that of a

people possessed of a moderate property in England,

who

can

supply their principal wants without any positive labor, and have

no ambition to rise into any higher sphere than that into which
they were born. The only difference was, that the negroes in
most of the West India islands wanted vastly less than such people as these in civilized States,

—wanted

nothing in

ftict,

but the

grow almost without labor, and the huts
which they could build on any waste mountain land without paying rent for it. The consequence naturally was, that when the

plantains they could

spur of physical tyranny was removed, there was no sufficient
substitute for

ships

in

it,

of natural

most of the

exigencies.

islands, in the

The

wholesome hard-

really beneficent

'whip' of

hunger and cold was not substituted for the human cruelty from
which they had escaped.
In Barbadoes alone, perhaps, the
pressure of a dense population, with the absence of any waste

:
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mountain lands on which the negroes could squat, rent

free, was
And, consequently, in Barbadoes alone, has the Emancipation Act produced
unalloyed and conspicuous good. The natural spur of competition for the means of living, took the place there of the artificial

an

substitute for the terrors

efficient

of slavery.

spur of slavery, and the slow, indolent temperament of the Afri-

can race was thus quickened into a voluntaTry industry essential
moral discipline, and most favorable

its

to

to its intellectual culture."

In further commenting on the figures quoted, the Economist

remarks

"These

results,

do not of course, necessarily represent in any

degree the fresh spur to diligence on the part of the old populacaused by the new labor.
amount of unredeemed land

In islands like Trinidad, where

tion,

the

unlimited, the

new

on the old labor

suited for such production

is

almost

labor introduced cannot for a long time press

But wherever the amount of land

at all.

fitted

for this kind of culture is nearly exhausted, the presence of the

new

And,

any case, it is only
through this gradual supply of the labor market that we can hope
to bring the wholesome spur of necessity to act eventually on the
laboring classes.
Englishmen, indeed, may well think that at
times the good influences of this competitive jostling for employment are overrated and its evil underrated. But this is far from
To their slow and unambitious temperatrue of the negro race.
competition will soon be

ment, influences of

this

felt.

in

kind are almost unalloyed good, as the

great superiority in the population of Barbadoes to that of the
other islands sufficiently shows."

The Economist^

in further discussing this question, favors the

introduction of a permanent class of laborers, not only that the
cultivation
all that if

may

be increased, but because there

is

"no doubt

at

a larger supply of labor could be attained in the "West

Indies, without

any very great incidental

rienced even by the planters would be

evils, the benefit

b}'

that of the negro population themselves;"

expe-

no means so great as

and thinks

that ''the

philanthropic party, in their tenderness for the emancipated Africans, are sometimes not a
industrial necessities;"
tion

and

soil

little

and

blind to the advantages of stern

that,

"what

has done for Barbadoes,

stream of immigration,

if

it

the accident of popula-

cannot be doubted that a

properly conducted, might do in some

degree for the other islands."

:
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should be thought that the Economist stands alone in

representations in relation to the failure of negro free labor in

Jamaica, we quote a statement of the Colonial Minister, which

York Tribune, and was thence
American Missionary, February, 1859
"The Colonial Minister says: 'Jamaica is now the only

recently appeared in the Neio

transferred to the

important sugar producing colony which exports a considerable
smaller quantity of sugar than was exported in the time of slavery, while

some such

Emanci-

colonies since the passage of the

pation Act have largely increased their product.'"

Time

is

thus casting light upon the question of the capacity of

the African race for voluntary labor.

Jamaica included 311,692

negroes, at the time of emancipation, out of the 660,000

received their freedom in the whole of the

This was but

little less

fair field to test the

West Indian

than half of the whole number.

who

islands.
It

was a

question of the willingness of the free negro

But what is the result ? "We have it admitted by both
the Economist and the Colonial Minister, that there has been a
vast falling off in the exports, from Jamaica, and that a spur of
some kind must be applied to secure their adopting habits of
The spur of the "whip'' having been thrown away,
industry.
the remedy proposed is to press them into a corner, by immigration from India and China, so that the securing of bread shall
become the great necessity with them, and they be compelled to
to

work.

labor or starve, as has been the case in Barbadoes.

This

the

is

opinion of the Economist, always opposed to slavery, but

now

convinced that the "slow, indolent temperament of the African
race " needs such a " spur " to quicken it " into a voluntai-y industry
essential to

its

moral discipline, and most favorable

to its intel-

lectual culture."

The West India emancipation experiments have demonstrated
the truth of a few principles that the world should fully understand.
It

must now be admitted that mere personal

liberty,

even connected

with the stimulus of wages,

is

of an ignorant population.

It is intelligence, alone, that

insufficient to secure the industry

can be

upon by such motives. Intelligence, then, must precede
And, hereafter, that man, or nation, may find
voluntary industry.

acted

it difficult

who

to

command

respect, or succeed in being esteemed wise,

will not, along with exertions to extend personal

man, intimately blend with

their efforts adequate

freedom

means

to

for intel-
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and moral improvement. The results of West India emancipation, it must be further noticed, fully confirm the opinions of
lectual

Franklin, that freedom, to unenlightened davcs, mast be accom-

panied with the means of intellectual and moral elevation, otherwise it may be productive of serious evils to themselves and to
society.

It also

sustains the views entertained by Southern slave-

unaccompanied by the colonization
of the slaves, could be of little value to the blacks, while it would
entail a ruinous burden upon the whites.
These facts must not
holders, that emancipation,

be overlooked in the projection of plans

for

emancipation, as none

can receive the sanction of Southern men, which does not embrace in
of

With the example
and the results of which

the removal of the colored people.

it

West India emancipation

before them,

have been closely watched by them, it can not be expected that
Southern statesmen will ever risk the liberation of their slaves,
except on these conditions.

CHAPTER XV.
United States— What have they
—Abolition testimony on the subindicated
ject— Gerrit Smith — New York Tribune — Their moral condition
by proportions in Penitentiaries — Census Reports—Native whites, foreign
improvement
Massaborn, and
colored, in Penitentiaries — But
seventy years — Contrasts of Ohio with New England—Antagochusetts

Moral condition of the

free colored people in

gained by refusing to accept Colonization?

as

free

in

little

in

nism of Abolitionism

to free negroes.

own free colored people, who
we approach a most important subject.

In turning to the condition of our
rejected

homes

in Liberia,

They have been under

the guardianship of their abolition friends,

ever since that period, and have cherished feelings of determined
hostility to colonization.

What have

they gained by this hos-

What

has been accomplished for them by their abolition
Those who took
friends, or what have they done for themselves?
refuge in Liberia have built up a Eepublic of their own and with
tility

?

;

the view of encouraging them to laudable effort, have been
recognized as an independent nation, by five of the great govern-

ments of the earth.

But what has been the progress of those who

—
;
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hope of rising

assisting- in

an equality with

to

abolishing American slavery?

no opinion, here, of our own, as

to the present social

and moral condition of the free colored people in the North.
What it was at the time of the founding of Liberia, has already
been shown.

On

this subject

we might quote

largely from the

m-oceedings of the Conventions of the colored people, and the
writings of their editors, so as to produce a dark picture indeed
but this would be cruel, as their voices are but the wailings of
sensitive

and benevolent

weeping over tlie moral
overwhelmed their people. Nor

hearts, while

desolations that, for ages, have

we multiply testimony on the subject; but in this, as in the
case of Canada and the West Indies, allow the abolitionists to
speak of their own schemes. The lion. Gerrit Smith, in his letter
shall

to

Governor Hunt, of

New

inefll'ctual eflbrts, for fifteen

York, in 1852, while speaking of his
years past, to prevail upon the free

colored people to betake themselves to mechanical and agricultural pursuits, says:
••

Suppose, moreover, that during

all

these fifteen years, they

where the mass of them rot^ hoth
2)hysically and morally^ and had gone into the country to become
farmers and mechanics suppose, I say, all this and who would
have the hardihood to afiirm that the Colonization Society lives
had been quitting the

cities,

—

—

upon the malignity of the whites

— but

it is

true that

it

lives

upon

of the blacks. I do not say that the
more debased than the white people would be
if persecuted, oppressed and outraged as are the colored people.
But I do say that they are debased, deeply debased; and that to
recover themselves they must become heroes, self-denying heroes,
the voluntary degradation

colored people are

capable of achieving a great moral victory

—a two-fold victory

a victory over themselves and a victory over their enemies."

The jVew York Tribune, September 22, 1855, in noticing the
movements of the colored people of New York, to secure to themselves equal suflfrage, thus gives utterance to

its

views of their

moral condition:

"Most earnestly desiring the enfranchisement of the AfricAmerican race, we would gladly wean them, at the cost of some
additional ill-will, from the sterile path of political

They can help win
them.

their rights if they will, but not

One negro on a farm which he has

agitation.

by jawing

for

cleared or bought
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hewing out a modest, toilsome independence, is worth
more to the cause of equal sufirage than three in an Ethiopian (or
any other) convention, clamoring against white oppression with
patiently

all

the lire of a Spartacus,

It

not logical conviction of the

is

justice of their claims that is needed, but a prevalent belief that

they would form a wholesome and desirable element of the body
politic.

prejudice
easily

Their color exposes them to
;

but

if their

overcome

Of

it

we contemplate

is

much

unjust and

damaging

degradation were but skin-deep, they might
course,

we understand

complex and retroactive

degradation of the blacks

is

—

that the evil

the

that

political

a cause as well as a consequence of

moral debasement. Had they never been enslaved, they
would not now be so abject in soul had they not been so abject,
they could not have been enslaved. Our aborigines might have
been crushed into slavery by overwhelming force; but they could
never have been made to live in it. The black man who feels
their

;

insulted in that he

is

called a

nigger,' therein attests the degra-

'

whom

dation of his race more forcibly than does the blackguard at

he takes offense

for

;

negro

is

no further a term of oppi'obrium

than the character of the blacks has
of to-day were

all

or mainly such

made
men

If the blacks

so

it

Samuel R. Ward

as

Frederick Douglass, nobody would consider

'

negro

or reproachful designation.
" The blacks of our State ought to enjoy the

man

;

'

or

an invidious

common

rights of

but they stand greatly in need of the spirit in which those

rights have been

won by

other races.

They

will

never win them

as white men's barbers, waiters, ostlers and boot blacks

;

that is

and ungracious concession of the right of suffrage,
which they may ultimately wrench from a reluctant community,
will leave them still the political as well as social inferiors of the

to say, the tardy

whites

— excluded from

all

honorable

office,

and admitted

men's tables only as waiters and plate-washers

to

—unless they

white
shall

meantime have wrought out, through toil, privation and suffering,
an intellectual and essential enfranchisement. At present, white

men

dread to be known as friendly to the black, because of the

never-ending, still-beginning importunities to help this

or that

which such a reputation inevitably subjects them.
Nine-tenths of the free blacks have
no idea of setting themselves to work except as the hirelings and
negro object of charity or philanthrophy

servitors of white

men

;

to

no idea of building a church, or accom-
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plishiug auy other serious enterprise, except through beggary of

As

the whites.
servile

and

a chiss, the bhicks are indolent, improvident,

licentious

;

and their inveterate habit of appealing

to

white benevolence or compassion whenever they realize a want or

encounter a

difficulty, is

eminently baneful and enervating.

If

they could never more obtain a dollar until they shall have earned

many

would sufler, and some perhaps starve but, on
the whole, they would do better and improve faster than may now

it,

of them

;

be reasonably expected."
In tracing the causes which

American Colonization

down

to 1827,

led to the organization of the

Society, the statistics of the penitentiaries

were given, as affording an index

to the

moral con-

The

dition of the free colored people at that period.

facts of

a

similar kind, for 1850, are added here, to indicate their present

The

moral condition.

dium

statistics are

compiled from the Compen-

of the Census of the Qnited States, for 1850,

and published

in 185i.
Tabular Statement of the number of the native and foreign
colored populatioii, the
the convicts to the

number of each

ivhite population, the

class in the Penitentiaries, the propoiiion

whole numher of each

class, (lie

of

propoHion of colored convicts

over the foreign and also over the native whites, in the four States named, for the

year 1850

:

Classes, etc.

Mass.

,

Native Whites,

819,044

If. Yorlc.

2,388,830

Penn.

Ohio.

1,953,276

1,732,698

264

835

205

291

3,102

2,860

9,528

5,954

163,598

655,224

303,105

218,099

125

545

123

71

1,308

1,202

2,464

3,077

Colored Population,

9,064

49,069

53,626

25,279

In the Penitentiary,

47

257

109

44

192

190

492

574

III

the Penitentiary, ...

Being

.

1 out of

Foreign Whites,
In the Penitentiary,

Being lout of

Being lout of
Colored

convicts

over

convicts

over

6.8 times

foreign,

Colored

native whites,
It

6.3 times

16.1 times 15 times

5 times

5.3 times

19.3 times 10.3 times

appears from these figures, that the amount of crime

the colored

people of Massachusetts, in 1850, was

greater than the

amount among

among

6/o times
the foreign born population of

!
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and that the amount, in the four States named, among the

free colored people, averages Jive-and-three-quarters times more,

in proportion to their numbers, than

it

does

among

population, and over fifteen times more than
native whites.

It will

it

does

the foreign

among

the

be instructive, also, to note the moral con-

dition of the free colored people in Massachusetts, the great center
V

of abolitionism, where they have enjoyed equal rights ever since

Strange to say, there

1780.

them, in that State, as exists
this will

be useful to note, as

is

much among
Ohio
More than

nearly three times as

among
it

those of

!

regards the direction of the emi-

gration of the free colored people.

Massachusetts, in 1850, had

but 2,687 colored persons born out of the State, while Ohio had

12,662 born out of her limits.

per

Take another

cent.^ of the colored population, in the

States, was,

fact:

whole

during the ten years, from 1840

the increase,

New

to 1850,

England
but lyVo,

was, during that time, 45tVo
another point worthy of notice.

while in Ohio,

it

There is
Though the New
England abolition States have offered equal political rights to the
colored man, it has afforded him little temptation to emigrate into
their bounds.

On

the contrary, several of these States have been

diminishing their free colored population, for

many

years past,

and none of them can have had accessions of colored immigrants
as is abundantly proved by the fact, that their additions, of this
class of persons, have not exceeded the natural increase of the
Another fact is equally as instrucresident colored population.*
tive.

It will

be noted,

that, in

Ohio, the largest increase of the

free colored population, is in the anti-abolition counties
lition counties, often,

1840 and 1850.

having increased very

But the most curious

little,

—the abo-

indeed, between

fact is, that the largest

majorities for the abolition candidate for governor, in 1855, were
in the counties having the fewest colored people, while the largest
majorities against him, were in those having the largest

of free negroes and mullatoes.f

From

numbers

these facts, both in regard

New

England and Ohio, one of two conclusions may be logically deduced: Either the colored people find so little sympathy
from the abolitionists, that they will not live among them or else
their presence, in any community, in large numbers, tends to cure
to

;

the whites of all tendencies toward practical abolitionism

* See Table IV, Appendix.

f

Sec Tabic V, Appendix.
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CHAPTER

XVI.

Disappointment of English and American Abolitionists
buted to the inherent

evils of

Slavery

differences in the system in the British Colonies

and

among

failure

discrimination

others

all

attri-

— The

United States

in the

Colored people of United States vastly in advance of
the Gospel

— Their

— Their want of

— Success of

Democratic Review on African civilization^

the Slaves

— Their apology not be accepted
the colored man's elevation remov— The
— Chambers, of Edinable only by Colonization — Colored men begin
of New England's treatment
burgh — His testimony on the crushing
with
— Approves Coloof colored people — Charges
nization — Abolition violence rebuked by an English clergyman.
Vexation of Abolitionists
Liberia attests

at their failure

to

'

barrier to

its falsity

to see

it

effects

Abolitionists

The
stood.

was

insincerity

now be under-

condition of the free colored people can

The

results, in their case, are vastly different

anticipated,

when

from what

British philanthropists succeeded in

West

They are very different, also, from what
abolitionists: so different, indeed,
American
was expected by
India emancipation.

that their disappointment

is fully

from their published documents.

manifested, in the extracts

As an

apology for the

made

iailure,

seems to be their aim to create the belief, that the dreadful
moral depravation, existing in the West Indies, is wholly owing
They speak of this
to the demoralizing tendencies of slavery.

it

effect as resulting

from laws inherent in the system, which have

no exceptions, and must be equally as active in the United States
But in their zeal to cast odium on
as in the British colonies.
slavery, they prove too

much

—

for, if this

the slave population of the United States

with that of Jamaica, and as

much

be true,

it

follows, that

must be equally debased

disqualified to discharge the

duties of freemen, as both have been subjected to the operations

This is not all. The logic of the argument
of the same system.
would extend even to our free colored people, and include them,
according to the American Missionary Association, in the dire
effects of "tliat

enduring legacy which, with

influences,

blights, like the

still

its

foul, pestilential

mildew of death, every thing

in

society that should be lovely, virtuous, and of good report."
Now, were it believed, generally, that the colored people of the

United States are equally as degraded as those of Jamaica, upon
what grounds could any one advocate the admission of the blacks

—
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equal social aud political privileges with the whites

tainly,

such

Cer-

?

no Christian family or community would willingly admit

men

repeat,

l^t:,

is

terms of social or political equality

to

This,

!

the logical conclusion from the Reports of the

we

Ameri-

can Missionary Association and the American and Foreign Anti-

—

a conclusion, too, the more certain, as it makes
no exceptions between the condition of the colored people under
the slavery of Jamaica and under that of the United States.
But in this, as in much connected with slavery, abolitionists
have taken too limited a view of the subject. They have not

Slavery Society

properly discriminated between the effects of the original barbarism of the negroes, and those produced by the more or less favorable influences to which they were afterward subjected under sla-

This point deserves special notice.

very.

authorities, the colored people of

According

to the best

Jamaica, for nearly three hun-

dred years, were entirely without the gospel

permanent footing among them, only

at a

and it gained a
few points, at their
;

emancipation, twenty -five years ago; so that, when liberty reached

them, the great mass of the Africans, in the British "West Indies,
wei'e heathen.*
is

Let us understand the reason of

not an element of

human

this.

Slavery

progress, under which the

mind

becomes enlightened but Christianity is the primary
element of progress, and can elevate the savage, whether in bondnecessarily

;

age or in freedom,

if its

principles are taught

him

in his youth.

The slavery of Jamaica began with savage men.
dred years,

barism was

its

For three hunand their barBut in the United States,

slaves were destitute of the gospel,

left

to perpetuate itself.

the Africans were brought under the influence of Christianity, on
their first introduction, over

and have continued

two hundred and

to enjoy its teachings, in

thirty years since,

a greater or

less

The disappearance from among
human mind
and its continued
the incapacity to comprehend religious truths
The
existence among those of Jamaica, can now be understood.
opportunities enjoyed by the former, for *advancement, over the
With these facts before the mind, it
latter, have been six to one.
that
the colored population of Jamaica
perceive
is not difficult to
degree, to the present

moment.

our colored people, of the savage condition of the

—

* Rev. Mr. Phillippo, for twenty years a missionary in Jamaica, in his "Jamaica,

its

Past and Present Condition."

:
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can not but still labor under the disadyantages of hereditary barbarism and involuntary servitude, with the superadded misfortune of being inadequately supplied with Christian instruction,

along with their recent acquisition of freedom.
this

But while

must be admitted, of the colored people of Jamaica,

not true of those of our

own country

;

cast off the heathenism of their fathers,

it

is

long since, they have

for,

and have become enlight-

Hence

ened in a very encouraging degree.

all

people of the United States, both bond and
greater progress', than those of the British

it is,

free,

that the colored

have made vastly

West

Indies, in their

knowledge of moral duties and the requirements of the gospel
and hence, too, it is, that Gerrit Smith is right, in asserting that
the demoralized condition of the great mass of the free colored
people, in our cities, is inexcusable, and deserving of the utmost
reprobation, because it is voluntary they knowing their duty but
abandoning themselves to degrading habits.

—

This brings us to another point of great moment.

denied by but few
of the races

It will

be

—and by none maintaining the natural equality

—that

the free colored people of the United States

are sufficiently enlightened, to be elevated by education, in an

encouraging degree, where proper restraints from vice, and encouragements to- virtue prevail.
large portion, even, of the

A

slave population, are similarly enlightened.
state of the

As

morals of either

We

speak not of the

class.

the public are not well informed, in relation to the extent

which the religious instruction of the slaves

South prevails, the following information will prove interesting, and show
that a good work has long been in progress, and has been proto

at the

ducing its fruits
" The South Carolina Methodist Conference have a missionary
committee devoted entirely to promoting the religious instruction
of the slave population, which has been in existence twenty-six

The Report* of the last year shows a greater degree of
is generally known.
They have twenty-six missionary stations in which thirty-two missionaries are employed. The

years.

activity than

Report affirms that public opinion in South Carolina

is

decidedly

in favor of the religious instruction of slaves, and that

become

far

more general and systematic than formerly.
*

New

York Evangelist, 1858.

it

has

It also
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claims a great degree of success to have attended the hibors of
the missionaries."

The Report

of the Missionary Board, of the Louisiana Confer-

ence, of the Methodist Episcopal Church, 1855, says:*

"It

upon good authority, that the number of colored
Church South, exceeds that of the entire mem-

stated

is

members

in the

bership of
enterprise

the Protestant missions in the world.

all
is

committed

this

the Methodist

to

The

our care!

Church South, have taken

What an

position we, of

for the African, has, to

a great extent, cut us off from the sympathy of the Christian^

and it behooves us to make good
God, of angels, of men, of churches,
our own consciences, by presenting before the throne of

Church throughout the world

;

this position in the sight of

and to
His glory multitudes of the souls of these benighted ones abandoned to our care, as the seals of our ministry. Already Lousiana
promises

to

be one vast plantation.

selves for this

Let us

—we must

gird our-

Heaven-born enterprise of supplying the pure

The great question is. How can the greatest
?
The building roadside chapels is as yet
the best solution of it.
In some cases planters build so as to
accommodate adjoining plantations, and by this means the
preacher addresses three hundred or more slaves, instead of one
gospel to the slave.

number be preached

to

—

hundred or less. Economy of this kind is absolutely essential
where the labor of the missionary is so much needed and

demanded.

"On

the Lafourche and

Bayou Black Missionwork,

several

chapels are in process of erection, upon a plan which enables the

make an offering towards building a house
Timber
the hands subscribe labor.
money,
Instead of

slave, as his master, to

of God.
is

plenty

;

many

of the servants are carpenters.

the plantations are

hindereth that

saw

we should

Here

mills.

is

much

Upon many
material

;

of

what

build a church on every tenth plantation?

Let us maintain our policy steadily.

Time and

diligence are

required to effect substantial good, especially in this department
of labor.

Let us continue to ask for buildings adapted

worship of God, and

set apart

;

to urge,

when

to the

practicable, the

preaching to blacks in the presence of their masters, their overeeers,

and the neighbors generally."
*

New

Yorl:

Observer, ^larch, 185G.

—

:
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of the effects of the great revival

among

colored people

has been the establishment of a regular system of prayer-meetings

Meetings are held every night during the week

for their benefit.

at the tobacco factories, the proprietors of

enough

place

to

those

The owners of

brethren.

which have been kind

edifices at the disposal of

the colored

the several factories preside over these

meetings, and the most absolute good conduct

is

exhibited."*

"In Newborn, N. C, the slaves have a large church of their
own, which is well attended. They pay a salary of $500 per annum to their white minister. They have likewise a negro preacher
in their employ, whom they purchased from his master.
And Newbern in this respect is not isolated. For in nearly
every town of any size in the Southern States, the colored people

have

their churches,

and what

more than is always known at
andjpay their raiiiistersX
instruction of our colored popu-

is

the North, they sustain their churches

" Resolved^ that the religious

lation be affectionately and earnestly

commended

to the

ministry

and eldership of our churches generally, as opening to us a field
of most obligatory and interesting Christian

more

are called to labor
60ci<il interests,

God and

effort,

in which

we

and fully, by our regard for our
by the higher considerations of duty to

faithfully

as well as

the souls of our fellow men.|l

The following

extracts are copied from the

New

T'ork Observer^

of the present year

The Presbytery of Roanoke, Virginia, (O.
Pastoral

letter,

churches under

S.)

has addressed a

on the instruction of the colored people, to the
its

care,

and ordered the same

to

be read in

all

the churches of the Presbyter}', in those that are vacant, as well
as

where there are pastors or stated supplies.

saying:

"Among

It

the important interests of the

commences by
kingdom of our

Lord Jesus Christ, which have claimed our special attention
since the organization of the Presbytery in April last,

—that

the

work of the Lord may be vigorously and efticiently carried forward within our bounds, the religious instruction of the colored
people, is hardly to be placed second to any other." After speak-

* Ltjnchhurgh (Va.) Courier, quoted by Afj-ican Repository, January, 1858.
f So-ithern ]\Inm'for,
I
II

Express

Synod

—

quoted by African Repository, January, 1858.

Ibid.

of Virginia, quoted

by African

Repository, 1858.

:

:
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ing of the obstacles and encouragements

to the

work,

it

259

gives the

following statistics

"lu the Presbytery of Charleston, S. C, 1637 out of 2889
members, or considerably over one-half, are colored. In the
whole Synod of South Carolina, 5,009 out of 13,074:, are colored
members. The Presbyteries of Mississippi and Central Mississippi, of Tuscaloosa and South Alabama, of Georgia, of Concord, and Fayette ville, also show many churches with large proportions of colored communicants,' from one-third to one-seventh
of the whole.

Dur own Presbytery

reports 276 out of 1737

9,076 colored, out of 33,667 communicants.
of these Presbyteries,

we

find twenty with

Among

for

We

find

These

facts

to each.

such large figures as these, 260, 333, 356, 525

speak

the churches

an aggregate colored

membership of 3,600, or an average of 130
also,

mem-

In the whole of the above mentioned bodies, there are

bers.

!

themselves and forbid discouragement."

Speaking of the obligations

to instruct this class,

the letter

says

" But these people are
fields,

and around our

the

command

call

us to the

us, at

our doors, in our

!

own

need instruction, then

If they

of our Lord, and every obligation of benevolence,
work of teaching them, with all industry, the doc-

trines of Christ.

tian

among

firesides

Thejlrst

and kindest outgoings

of our Chris-

They are not only near
de/pendent upon us.
As to all means of

compassion should be toward them.

us, but are also entirely

securing religious privileges for themselves, and as to energy and
self-directing

power, they are but children,

masters for every supply.

From

imperative, and of most solemn and
to

— forced

this arises

to look to their

an obligation,

momentous

at

once

significance to us,

make thorough provision for their religious instruction, to the
extent that we are able to provide it for ourselves.
This obli-

full

gation acquires great additional force wdien

it is

further considered,

and dependence, they are indeed members
of our houseJiolds.'' As the three hundred and eighteen trained
servants' of Abraham were 'born in his own house;' i. e., were
born and bred as members of his household^ so are our servants.
Of course no argument is needed, to show that every man is
bound by high and sacred obligations, for the discharge of which
he must give account, to provide his y(2w^^7y suitably, or to the
extent of his ability, with the means of grace and salvation.
that besides proximity
'

'

:;
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After dwelling on the duties of the ministry, the letter goes on

"But

work of Christianizing our colored population can

the

never be accomplished by the labors of the ministry alone, unaided by the hearty co-operation of families, by carrying on a

We must -begin with

system of liome instruction.

For

if the

children of our servants be

their early years, this neglect

left to

the children.

themselves during

must of necessity beget two enorbe rapidly acquired and strength-

mous

evils.

ened

since if children are not learning good, they will be learn-

;

ing what

is

Evil habits will

And

bad.

vicious, they will

having thus grown up both ignorant and

have no inclination

to

go

house

to the Lord's

if

they should go, their minds will be found so dark, so en-

tirely

unacquainted with the rudimental language and truths of

or

the gospel, that

much

of the preaching must at

courage further attendance.
are

bound

first

prove unin-

and so uninteresting as

telligible, unprofitable at the time,

to dis-

In every regard, therefore, masters

to see that religious instruction is

provided at

homo

young.
" If there be no other to undertake the work, (the mistress, or

for their people, especially for the

is bound to deny himself
and discharge the duty. It is for him to see that the thing is
properly done for the whole responsibility rests on him at last.

the children of the family,) the master

;

It usually, however, devolves upon the mistress, or upon the
younger members of the family, where there are children quali-

fied for

it,

to

perform

Some of our young men, and,
more of our young women, have

this service.

to their praise he it sjpoken^ still

willingly given themselves to this self-denying labor; in aid of
their parents, or as a duty
their

Kedeemer, and

which they themselves owe

to Christ

We

take this

to their fellow

occasion, gladly, to bid all these
love.

Co-workers together with

bid you take courage.

You

You

speed
praise

'

in their

you

work of

for this.

We

are laboring for Christ, and for

are doing a

eternity will fully reveal.

deed even now.

God
we

us,

Let no dullness, indifierence, or neglect,

weary out your patience.
precious souls.

'

creatures.

You

work the importance
will be

blessed,

too,

of which
in

your

This labor will prove to you an important means

.You will have something

to pray for, and will enjoy
you are not idlers in the Lord's
vineyard.
You will be winning stars for your crowns of rejoicing through eternity. Grant that it will cost you much self-

of grace.

the pleasing consciousness, that

;
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denial.

Igl

you, notwithstanding, consent to see these immortal

beings growing up in ignorance and vice, at your very doors ?
" The methods of carrying on the home instruction are various,

and we are abundantly supplied with the needful

We

facilities.

need not name the reading of the Bible and judiciously selected
sermons, to be read to the adults when they cannot attend preach;

means
young children,'
and Jones' Catechism of Scripture doctrine and practice,' will
of course be resorted to together with teaching them Jiymns and
singing with them. The reading to them, for variety, such engaging and instructive stories as are found in the Children's
column of some of our best religious papers and suitable Sabbath school, or other juvenile books, such as The Peep of Day,'
'Line upon Line,' etc., will, in many cases, prove an excellent
aid, in imbuing their minds with religious truth. Masters should
ing, should not be omitted.

of such excellent aids as our

Catechetical insti'uction, by

own Catechism
'

for

'

;

'

'

;

'

not spare expense or
helps to those

who

trouble., to

provide liberally these various

take this work in hand, to aid and encourage

them

to the utmost in their self-denying toil.
" Brethren, the time is propitious to urge your attention

A deep

important duty.

work,

is felt

and constantly increasing

throughout the South.

Just at this time, also, ex-

tensively throughout portions of our territory, an unusual

ing has been showing itself

comes

us,

and

it

is

among

to this

interest in the

awaken-

the colored people.

It be-

of vital importance on every account,

juciicious instruction, both to

guide the movement, and to

by
improve

the opportunity.

" "We commend

this

whole great interest

to the

Divine blessing

and, under God, to your conscientious reflection, to devise the

proper ways

;

and

to

your

faithful Christian zeal, to

wisdom may devise and approve."
The Mobile Daily Tribune., in referring to the

accomplish

v'hatever your

ing of the slaves, says:*
" Few persons are aware of the

efforts

religious train-

that are continually

in progress, in a quiet way, in the various Southern States, for
the moral

number

and religious improvement of the negroes

— of

the

of clergymen of good families, accomplished education,

and often of a high degree of
*

Quoted

in

talent,

African

who

devote their whole time

Iiej>osi(ori/, Aj^ril,

1858.

"

:

;

:
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many hiymen

or of the

variably slaveholders themselves

— who

purses and by their assistance as catechists,

and the

ers,

the

planes

in-

These men do not make platform speeches, or
on the subject of their mission,' or theorize about
on which they stand they are too busy for this, but

like.

talk in public
'

—almost

them by their
Sunday school teach-

sustain

'

'

:

they work on quietly in labor and self-denial, looking for a sort
of reward very different from the applause bestowed

Their work

agitators.

We

a

much

less noisy one,

upon stump

but

its

results

more momentous.

will be far

"

is

have very limited information on

this subject, for the

very

reasons just mentioned, but enough to give some idea of the zeal

with which these labors are prosecuted by the various Christian
denominations.

among the Old School Presbyterians it is
hundred ministers are engaged in the re-

Thus,

stated that about one

In South Carolina

ligious instruction of the negroes exclusively.

alone

there are forty-five

churches or chapels of the Episcopal

Church, appropriated exclusively

to

negroes

thirteen clergymen

;

devote to them their whole time, and twenty-seven a portion of

and one hundred and fifty persons of the same
in imparting to them catechetical instruction.
States

which would furnish similar

faith are

it

engaged

There are other

statistics if

they could be

obtained.

"It

is

in

raries, (the

view of such facts as these, that one of our cotempoPhiladelphia Inquirer^) though not free from a cer-

tain degree of anti-slavery proclivity,

makes

the following candid

admission

'"The

introduction of African slavery into the colonies of

North America, though doubtless brought about by wicked means,
may in the end accomplish great good to Africa a good, perHundreds and thousands
haps, to be effected in no other way.
have already been saved, temporally and spiritually, who otherwise must have perished. Through these and their descendants
it is that civilization and Christianity have been sent back to the
;

perishing millions of Africa.'

The Fourteenth Annual Report of the Missionary Society of

the

Methodist Episcopal Church South, 1859, says

"In our colored missions great good has been accomplished bj
the labors of the self-sacrificing and zealous missionaries.
"This seems to be at home our most appropriate field of labor.

:
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Bv

our position we have direct access to those for

Our duty and

missions arc established.

them are

Increased

evident.

facilities

doors invite our entrance and
these missions
taJcers

and

full

these

obligation in regard to

are afforded us, and open

occupancy.

often overlooked or forgotten

is

whom

IQ^

The real value of
by Church census-

We

statistic-reporters of our benevolent associations.

can but repeat that
consent, to be

left for

and promising

which seems almost, by common
our occupancy, is one of the most important

this field,

in the

At home even

history of missions.

its

very humility obscures, and abroad a mistaken philanthropy repudiates

But

claims.

its

still

the fact exists

;

and when we look

number of faithful, pious, and self-sacrificing missionengaged in the work, the wide field of their labors, and the
happy thousands who have been savingly converted to God
at the large
aries

we can but perceive the propriety
and justice of assigning to these missions the prominence we
through their instrumentality,
have.

Indeed, the subject assumes an importance beyond the

conception

even of those more directly engaged in

work, when

it

is

remembered

that

this great

missions absolutely

these

number more converts to Christianity, according to
all the members of all other missionary

given, than

statistics

societies

combined."

The Tennessee Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church
South, in their Beport for 1859, says

"It

is

gratifying that so

zation of this people.

much

has been done for the evangeli-

In addition to the missions presented in

our report, thousands of this people are served by preachers in

charge of circuits and stations.

be accomplished

among

But

still

a great work remains to

the negroes within your limits.

New

missions are needed, and increased attention to the work in this

Heaven devolves an immense

department generally demanded.

upon us with reference to these sable sons of Ham.
Providence has thrown them in our midst, not merely to be our
household and agricultural servants, but to be served by us with
Let us then, in the name
the blessed gospel of the Son of God.
responsibility

of

Him who made

it

a special sign of his Messiahship that the

poor had the gospel preached unto them
forth,

bearing the bread of

ing to them

all

life to

—

let

these poor

us in his

among

us,

name go
and open-

the sources of consolation and encouragement

afforded by the religion of Jesus."

;

:
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The Texas Cuiilerence of

the

Methodist Episcopal Churcl

South, ill their Report for 1859, say
" At tlio last ConfereDce, Gideou

:

W.

Cottingham and David

"W. Fly were appointed Conference African missionaries, whose
duties were to travel throughout the Conference, visit the planters

in person, and organize naissions in regions unsupplied.

Tliey

report an extensive field open, and truly white unto the harvest,

and have succeeded in organizing several important missions.
All the planters, questioned upon the subject, w^ere willing to give
the luissionary access to their servants, to preach and catechize,
not only on the Sabbath, but during the week.

And

this willing-

ness was not confined to the professors alone, but the deepest

was displayed by many who make no pretensions to
An interest shown not merely by giving the
'uissionary access to their servants, but by their pledging their
prompt support. The servants themselves receive the word with
They are hungering for the bread of life
the utmost eagerness.

interest

religion wliatever.

Shall not these starving souls be fed?

our tables are loaded.

numbers who heard for
wonders it
our doors, heathens growing

Cases of appalling destitution are found
the

time the word of

first

The Greeks are

unfolded.

up

our midst, revival

in

truly at

fire

:

listened eagerly to the

life

flames around them, a polar frost

God help the Church to take care of these
Our anniversaries are usually scenes of uumincmv sheaves in our hands, we come from the

within their hearts.
perishing souls
gled joy.

harvest

!

"With

field,

rejoicing that

and though sad that so

we have

little

has been done, yet

the privilege of laying any pledge of de-

votion upon the altar."

The

Mississippi Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church,

in their Report for 1859, say

" "We are cheered to see a growing interest among our planters
and slave-owners in our domestic 7nissio7is. Still that interest is
not what the importance of the subject demands. "While few are
willing to bar their servants

want

many

in

many

all

gospel privileges, there

is

a great

places of suitable houses for public worship.

Too

masters think that to permit the missionary to come on the

plantation, and preach in the gin, or mill, or elsewhere, as cir-

cumstances

may

dictate, is their

sionary gets his bread.

None

only duty, especially

if

the mis-

of the attendant circumstances of

a neat church, and suitable Sunday apparel,

etc., to

cheer and

!
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grateful

thanksgiving to go up as clouds of incense before Him, are

thought necessary by

many

masters,

"Notwithstanding, we are cheered by a brightening prospect.
Christian masters are building churches for their servants. Own-

many

ers in

places are adopting the wise policy of erecting their

churches so as to bring two, three, or more plantations together
for preaching.

This plan

is

so consonant with the gospel econ-

omy, and so advantageous every way, that
uniform practice of
slaves.

Our

late

all

aging the building of churches

for the
it

among

the

the

for 1859,

the Methodist Episcopal

say:

increasing claims

population must not be ignored.

accommodation of several

can be done."

The South Carolina Conference of
Church, in their Keport

us, the claims of

must become the

Conference wisely adopted a resolution, encour-

plantations together, wherever

"Meanwhile

it

our missionary operations

of the destitute

!N^ew fields are

colored

opening before

which are pressed with an earnestness which

nothing but deeply-felt necessitj^ could dictate.
pressed upon us, "What shall

we do

And

the question

Must not the contributions of the Church be more liberal and more systematic ?
Must
not the friends of the enterprise become more zealous ? Will not
the wealthy patrons of our society, whose people are served, con-

is

?

sum equal in the aggregate to the salary of the missionwho serve their people ? This done, and every claim urged

tribute a

aries

upon your Board shall be honored.
" This is wondrous work
God loves it, honors it, blesses it
He has crowned it with success. The old negro has abandoned
his legendary rites, and has sought and found favor with God
through Jesus Christ. The catechumens have received into their
hearts the gracious instructions given by the missionary, and
scores of them are converted annually, and become worthy members of the Church.
Here lies the most inviting field of labor.
!

To

instruct these children of

Ham

in the plan of salvation, to

preoccupy their minds with "the truth as

it

is

in Jesus," to see

them renounce the superstitious of their forefathers, and embrace
salvation's plan, would make an angel's heart rejoice."
Failing in securing the Reports of the Baptists at the South,

we

are unable to exhibit in detail, their operations

slave population-.

The same

among

the

failure has also occurred in refer-
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ence to the Cumberliiud Prcsbyteriaus, and some of the other
Tlie statistics, takeu from the
at the South.

deuominatious

Southern Baptist Register^
cess.

The

following

will indicate the extent of their suc-

made up from

statement

the

Annual

Reports of the Churches named, or from the Register^ shows the
extent to which the slave population, in the entire South, have
been brought under the influence of the gospel, and led to profess their fiiith in the

Saviour:
188,000

Methodist Episcopal Church South,
Methotlist Episcopal

Church North,*

15,000

Va. and Md.,

in

175,000

Missionary and Anti-Missionary Baptist,

12,000

General Assembly Presbyterian, (0. S.,)

6,000

General Assembly Presbyterian, (N. S.,) estimated

20,000

Cumberland Presbyterians,

7,000

Protestant Episcopal Church, estimated
Christian Church,

10,000

All other denominations,

20,000

453,000

Total

The remark has been made,
number of slaves brought

the

two

in

of the reports

quoted, that

into the Christian Church, as a

consequence of the introduction of the African race into the

United States, exceeds

all

the converts made, throaghout the

heathen world, by the whole missionary force employed by Pro-

Newcomb's Eucyclojjediaof Missions, 1856,
number of converts in the Protestant Christian
missions in Asia, Africa, Pacific islands. West Indies, and North
American Indians at 211,389; but more recent estimates make
the number approximate 250,000 thus showing that the number

testant Christendom.

gives the whole

:

of African converts in the Southern States,

whole number of heathen converts.

It is

is

almost double the

well enough to observe

here, that these facts are not given to prove that slavery should be

adopted as a means of converting the heathen, but
tion to the

mode

in

which Divine Providence

is

to call atten-

working

for the

salvation of the African race.

Our opinion

as to the

advancement of the

fi'ee

colored people

of the United States, in general intelligence, does not stand alone.

*

The

Llethodist Episcopal Church North, in 1358, hud a total of 22,326 of

colored members, iu

all

the States.

:
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authority, not of the abolition school.

The Democratic Review^

of 1852,*

when discussing

the question

of their ability to conquer and civilize Africa, says
,

"The negro

race has,

among

its

freemen in

this countr}-, a

mass of men who are eminently fitted for deeds of daring. They
have generally been engaged in employments which give a good
deal of leisure, and stimulus toward improvement of the mind.
They have associated much more freely with the cultivated and
intelligent white than even with their own color of the same
humble station and on such terms as to enable them to acquire
much of his spirit, and knowledge, and valor. The free blacks
among us are not only confident and well informed, but they have
almost all seen something of the world. They are pre-eminently
locomotive and perambulating. In rail roads, and hotels, and
stages, and steamers, they have been placed incessantly in contact
with the news, the views, the motives, and the ideas of the day.
Compare the free black with ordinary white men without advantages, and he stands well.
Add to this cultivation, that the negro
body is strong and healthy, and the negro mind keen and bright,
though not profound nor philosophical, and you have at once a
formidable warrior, with a little discipline and knowledge of
weapons.
There is no doubt that the picked American free
blacks, would be five times, ten times as efficient in the field of
battle as the same number of native Africans."
;

Why

is it

then, that the efibrts for the moral elevation of the

have been so unsuccessful?

free colored people,

ing

this question, it is

abolitionists

seem

to

necessary

Before answer-

to call attention to the fact, that

be sadly disappointed in their expectations,

as to the progress of the free colored people.

Their vexation at

the stubborness of the negroes, and the consequent failure of their

measures,

is

very clearly manifested in the complaining language,

used by Gerrit Smith, toward the colored people of the eastern
cities, as well as

by the contempt expressed by the American Mis-

sionary Association, for the colored preachers of Canada.

had found an apology,
States, in the presence

such excuse can be
the "West Indies.

for their

want of success

and influence of

They

in the United

colonizationists

;

but no

made for their want of success in Canada and
Having failed in their auticiimtions, now they
*

Pase 102.

;
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shelter themselves iiiuler the pretense, that a people

once subjected to shivery, even
in a single g-eneration

;

when

liberated, can not be elevated

that the case of adults, raised in bondage,

like heathen of shnilar age, is hopeless,

and

their children, only,

can make such progress as will repay^thc missionary for his

toil.

But they will not be allowed to escape the censure due to their
want of discrimination and foresight, by any such plea; as the
success of the Republic of Liberia, conducted from infancy to

independence, almost wholly by liberated

who were born and
falsity of their

But

Why

have the

efforts

those

for the elevation of the

free colored people, not been more successful

may

and

assumption.

to return.

remarks

slaves,

raised in the midst of slavery, attests the

be limited to our

own

?

On

free colored

barrier to their progress here, exists not so

much

this point

The

people.

in their

our

want of

capacity, as in the absence of the incitements to virtuous action,

which are constantly stimulating the white man to press onward
and upward in the formation of character and the acquisition of
knowledge. There is no position in church or state, to which the
There
poorest white boy, in the common school, may not aspire.
is no post of honor, in the gift of his country, that is legally
beyond his reach. But such encouragements to noble effort, do
not and cannot reach the colored man, and he remains with us a
depressed and disheartened being. Persuading him to remain in

this hopeless condition,
ists.

has been the great error of the abolition-

Jefferson's views in relation to emancipation,

They accepted

but rejected his opinions as to the necessity of separating the
races

;

history, that two
amalgamation by
together, in the same community, but as
the inferior remaining subordinate to

and thus overlooked the teachings of

races, differing so widely as to prevent their

marriage, can never live
superiors and inferiors

ple, that this

to

—

The encouraging hopes held out to the colored peolaw would be inoperative upon them, has led only

the superior.

Happily, this delusion

disappointment.

them are beginning

and some
They find themselves so

scattered

another half a million of

men

of

that

the great African

is

nearly at an end

on their own judgments.

and peeled, that there

is

in the world, so enlightened,

not

who

and moral advancement.
they are nothing but branches, wrenched from

are accomplishing so

They perceive

to act

little for

their social

lanyan^ not yet planted in genial

soil,

and
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affording neither shelter nor food to the beasts of the forest or tho

fowls of the air

— their roots unfixed iu the earth, and their tender

hang pendent from their boughs.
no exaggerated picture of the discouragements surrounding our free colored people, is fully confirmed by the tesChambers, of Edinburgh, who
timony of impartial witnesses.
shoots withering as they

That

this is

recently

made

the tour of the United States, investigated this

His opinions on the subject have been published, and are so discriminating and truthful, that we must quote
the main portion of them.
In speaking of the agitation of the
point very carefully.

question of slavery, he says

:

"For a number of years, as is well known, there has been
much angry discussion on the subject between the Northern and
and
mutual

Southern States
as to lead to

A

stranger has no

this

of

;

war of words

at times the contention has

threats of a

little difliculty

is real,

hunkum

dismemberment of the Union.

in understanding

and how much

I repeat, it is

been so great,

difiicult

is

to

how much

understand what

the genuine public feeling on this entangled question
all

of

merely an explosion

;

for

is

with

the demonstrations in favor of freedom in the North, there

does not appear in that quarter to be any practical relaxation of
the usages which

condemn persons

of African descent to an infe-

There seems, in

rior social status.

short, to be a fixed notion

throughout the whole of the States, whether slave or
the colored

is

by nature a subordinate race

;

and

free,

that, in

no

that
cir-

Apart from
commercial views, this opinion lies at the root of American slavery and the question would need to be argued less on political
and philanthropic than on physiological grounds
I was not
a little surprised to find, when speaking a kind word for at least
cumstances, can

it

be considered equal to the white.

;

a very unfortunate,

Northern

if

not brilliant race, that the people of the

though repudiating slavery, did not think more
favorably of the negro character than those further South.
Throughout Massachusetts, and other New England States, likeStates,

wise in the States of

New

York, Pennsylvania,

rigorous separation of the white and black races

etc.,

there

is

a

The people

who see a negro only as a wandering curiosity, are
aware of the repugnance generally entertained toward
persons of color in the United States
it appeared to amount to
of England,

not at

all

:

an absolute Uionomania.

As

for

an alliance with one of the race,

—
;
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would iuevitablj lead
position and family ties as any

shade of color,

fatal to social

OE,

it

that occurs in the Brahmiuical system

" Glad
cheering-

have had an opportunity of calling attention to many
and commendable features in the social system of the

to

Americans,

I consider

it

my

not less

duty

to say, that in their

general conduct toward the colored race, a wrong

is

done which

can not be alluded to except in terms of the deepest sorrow and
reproach.

ished

I

New

can not think without shame of the pious and pol-

Englanders adding

on

to their offenses

this score the

Affecting to weep over the sufferings of

guilt of hypocrisy.

imaginary dark-skinned heroes and heroines

;

denouncing, iu

well-studied platform oratory, the horrid sin of reducing

beings to the abject condition of chattels

Southern planters
fanatical

for

;

bitterlj^

human

scornful of

hard-hearted selfishness and depravity

on the subject of abolition

;

wholly frantic at the spec-

and carried back to their owners
these very persons are daily surrounded by manumitted slaves, or
their educated descendants, yet shrink from them as if the touch
tacle of fugitive slaves seized

were pollution, and look as if they would expire at the bare idea
of inviting one of them to their house or table.
Until all this is
changed, the Northern abolitionists place themselves in a false
position, and do damage to the cause they espouse. If they think

Men, let them give the world an evidence of
by moving the reversal of all those social and

that negroes are
their sincerity,
political

arrangements which now, in the

sons of color, not only from the

free States, exclude per-

common

courtesies of

life,

from the privileges and honors of

citizens.

done, the uproar about abolition

a delusion and a snare

"While lamenting

is

the unsatisfactory condition, present

prospective, of the colored population,

it is

but

I say, until this

is-

and

gratifying to consider

the energetic measures that have been adopted by the African

Colonization Society, to transplant, with their

negroes from America to Liberia.

Viewing

own

means of encouraging emancipation,
slave trade, and, at the same time, of introducing
and civilized usages into Africa, they appear to have
ing of more encouragement than they have had the
at all events, a

to receive.

consent, free

these endeavors as,

checking the
Christianity

been deservgood fortune

Successful only in a moderate degree, the operations

of this society are not likely to

make

a deep impression on the

:
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numbers of the colored population
disposal

still

and the question of

;

I7I
their

remains unsettled."

That the Christian churches of the South are pursuing the true
policy lor the moral welfare of the slave population, will be

The present chapter canmore appropriately closed, than by quoting the language
of Rev. J. Waddiugton, of England, at a meeting in behalf of
the American Missionary Association, held in Boston, July, 1859«
The speakers had been very violent in their denunciations of slavery, and when Mr. Waddington came to speak, he thus rebuked
admitted by every right minded man.
not be

their unchristian spirit

"I have,"

said Mr. "Waddington,

freedom can never come but of
of the intellect,

it

is

"a

strong conviction, that

vital Christianity.

not born

It is

not the product of the conscience

;

it

can

was with extreme horror
that I heard the assertion made last night, that it must be through
Never never
a baptism of blood that freedom must come.
The sword can destroy, it can never create. What do we want
Expansion of the heart. That we should honor
for freedom ?
that we should be concerned for other men.
other men
What
is it that causes slavery and oppression?
Selfishness, intense,
self-destroying selfishness if you will.
Nothing can exorcise
that selfishness but the constraining love of Christ.
The gospel
alone, by the Spirit of God, can waken freedom in men, in faminever be the result of the sword.

It

!

1

;

lies,

in nations."

Mr. Waddington, also remarked, that " every thing in America

was extremely wonderful and surprising to him; and nothing
more surprised him than the burning words with which his ministerial friends pelted each other
yet he had no doubt they were
the kindest men in the world.
He thought it was not intended
that any harm should be done, but only that the cause of truth
;

should be advanced."*

*

American Missionary, July, 1859.
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CHAPTER

XVII.

Failure of free colored people in attaining an equality with the whites
failure

also

— Facts

— Have
view —

in checking Slavery

they not aided

in

— Their

exteusiou?

its

— Colored
— Summary manner which England
removal— Lord Mansfield's decision — Granville Sharp's
and
— Colored immigration Canada—Information supplied by Major Lachlan — Demoralized condition of the blacks
indicated by
the crimes they committed — Elgin Association — Public meeting protesting
against
organization—Negro meeting
Toronto—Memorial of municipal
council — Negro
Catherines —
Prince and the Negroes — Later
of presentation by Grand Jury — Opinion of the Judge— Darkening
prospects of the colored
—Views of Rev. Henry Ward Beecher— Their
accuracy— The lesson they
Yes

Abolitionists bad Philosophers

in proof of this

men's influence destructive of

their

hopes

in

in their

acts

labors

their results

into

as

at

its

Col.

riot at St.

cases

race

teach.

But

little

progress,

it

will be seen, has been

made, by the

free

colored people, toward an approximation of equality with the

Ilave they succeeded better in aiding in the abolition of

whites.

They have

slavery?

triumph of the

not, as is

institution.

abundantly demonstrated by the

This

is

an important point

sideration, as the principal object influencing

them

to

for con-

remain in

the country, was, that they might assist in the liberation of their

brethren from bondage.
to abolish the institution
arises, as to

grate,

An

may

But

their

having

agency in the attempts made

failed,

a more important question

whether the free colored people, by refusing

to

emi-

not have contributed to the advancement of slavery?

affirmative answer

must be given

to this inquiry.

Nor

is

a

protracted discussion necessary to prove the assertion.

One

of the objections urged with the greatest force against colo-

nization,

is,

its

tendency, as

is

alleged, to increase the value of

slaves by diminishing their numbers.

"Jay's Inquiry," 1835,

presents this objection at length; and the Report of the "Anti-

Slavery Society of Canada," 1853, sums

it

up

in a single propo-

sition thus:

"The

first effect

of beginning to reduce the

number

of slaves,

by colonization, would be to increase the market value of those
left behind, and thereby increase the difficulty of setting them
free."

:
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The

practical effect of this doctrine, is to discourage all

cipations

I73
eman-

render eternal the bondage of each individual slave
can be liberated to prevent the benevolence of one

to

;

unless all

;

lest his more selfish neighbor
should be thereby enriched ; and to leave the whole system intact,

master from freeing his slaves,
until its total abolition

can be

Such philanthropy would

effected.

leave every individual, of suffering millions, to groan out a miserable existence, because

it could not at once effect the deliverance
This objection to colonization can be founded only

of the whole.

in prejudice, or is designed to mislead the ignorant.

do not practice
the escape of fugitives to Canada.
cates of this doctrine

But

it,

The advo

or they would not promote

abolitionists object not only to the colonization of liberated

slaves, as tending to perpetuate slavery

they are equally hostile

;

to the colonization of the free colored people, for the

The "American Reform Tract and Book

same

reason.

Society," the organ of

the abolitionists, for the publication of anti-slavery works, has
issued a Tract on " Colonization," in which this objection is stated
as follows

"The

Society perpetuates slavery, by removing the free laborer,

and thereby increasing the demand

for,

and the value

of,

slave

labor."

The

projectors

and advocates of such views may be good phibad philosophers. "We have seen that

lanthropists, but they are

power of American slavery lies in the demand for its proand that the whole country, North of the sugar and cotton
States, is actively employed in the production of provisions for the
support of the planter and his slaves, and in consuming the prothe

ducts

;

ducts of slave labor.

And how

is

it

This

is

the constant vocation of the whites.

with the blacks?

Are they competing with

slaves, in the cultivation of sugar

and

the

cotton, or are they also

supporting the system, by consuming
in which they reside,
will

answer

its products?
The latitudes
and the pursuits in which they are engaged,

this question.

The census of 1850, shows but 40,900 free colored persons in
the nine sugar and cotton States, including Texas, Louisiana,
Arkansas, Tennessee, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida,
and South Carolina, while 393,500 are living in the other States.
North Carolina is omitted, because it is more of a tobacco and
wool-growing, than cotton-producing State.
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number may be in
From these facts it

while, of the remainder, a con-

;

the villages, or in the families of the
is

apparent, that less than 20,000 of

the entire free colored population (omitting those of North Carolina,) are in a position to compete with slave labor, while all the

remainder, numbering over 412,800, are engaged, either directly

Even

or indirectly, in supporting the institution.

the fugitives

escaping to Canada, from having been producers necessarily become consumers of slave-grown products ; and, worse still, under
the Reciprocity Treaty, they
visions for the

planters

must

also

who continue

become growers of prohold their brothers,

to

children, in bondage.

wives and
These are the practical results of the policy of the abolitionists.
Verily, they, also, have dug their ditches on the wrong side of their
breastworks, and afforded the enemy an easy entrance into their
fortress. But, " Let them alone ; they be blind leaders of the blind.

Bisters,

And

if

the blind lead the blind, both shall

But we

fall

into the ditch."*

are not yet prepared to estimate the

extent of the

full

upon public
sentiment. The picture of their degraded moral condition, drawn
by the abolitionists, is a dark one indeed, and calculated to do

influence, for

but

little

ill,

exerted by the free colored people

toward promoting emancipation, or in placing themAccording to

selves in a position of equality with the whites.
their testimony, the condition of the slave,

of Christian masters, must

be vastly

progress, than that of the majority of those
their freedom.

passions

fully

under the

more favorable

who have

While they have all the animal
developed, they seem to remain,

restraints
to

mural

received

appetites

and

intellectually,

child -like, with neither the courage nor the foresight enabling

them to seize upon fields of enterprise that would lead to wealth
and fame. Look at the facts upon this point. They were offered
a home and government of their own in Africa, with the control
of extensive tropical cultivation but they rejected the boon, and
;

refused to leave the land of their birth, in the vain belief that they
could, by remaining here, assist in wrenching the chains from the

slaves of the South.

from the moral

They expected great

effect of

aid, too, in their

West Indian emancipation

* Matthew's Gospel, xv: 14.

;

work,

but that has
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free colored laborer is

to be superseded there by imported coolie labor from
abroad. They expected, also, that the emigrants and fugitives to

about

Canada, rising into respectability under British laws, would do
much honor, and show the value of emancipation but

the race

;

even there the hope has not been realized, and

common

Government

thing should the

most unwelcome

A

visitors.

it

will be

set its face against

few scraps of history

service, in illustrating the feeling of the subjects

North American colonies, in relation
them by the free colored people.

no un-

them

will

as

be of

of the British

made upon

to the inroads

In 1833, an English military officer, thus wrote:
" There is a settlement of negroes a few miles from Halifax,

Nova Scotia,

at

ined that the

Hammond's

who emigrated from

the States during the Revolution
to

Sierra

Again when 600 of

roons of Jamaica

the

incurred by granting protection to those

it

were removed

request.

have imag-

Government would have taken warning from

trouble and expense

whom

Any one would

Plains.

Leone

in 1792

by

the insurgent negroes

—were transported

to

Nova

Scotia in

;

1200 of

their

own

—the

Ma179G, and

received every possible encouragement to become good subjects,

by being granted a settlement at Preston, and being employed
upon the fortifications at Halifax yet they, too, soon became
discontented, and being unwilling to earn a livelihood by labor,
were, in 1800, removed to the same colony, after costing the
;

island of Jamaica

more than $225,000, and a large additional

expense to the Province,

e.

^.

Nova

Scotia.

Notwithstanding

which, when the runaway slaves were received on board the
off the

fleet,

Chesapeake, during the late war, permission was granted

them to form a settlement at Hammond's Plains, where the
same system of discontent arose many of the settlers professing
that they would prefer their former well-fed life of slavery, in a
more congenial climate, and earnestly petitioning to be removed,
to

—

were sent to Trinidad in 1821. Some few of those who remained
are good servants and farmers, disposing of the produce of their
lands in the Halifax market but the majority are idle, roving,
and dirty vagabonds."*
;

*

"A

Sulmltern's Furlough,"

tion of scenes in various

\<?vci'A

by

Lt. Coke,

45th Regiment, being a descrip-

of America, in 1833.

:
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appears, that as late as 1821, the policy of the British

North America, was to remove the fugitive negroes
Tlie 1200 exported from Halifax, in 1792,
from
were fugitive slaves who had joined the English during the
American Revolutionary war, and had been promised lands in
Nova Scotia; but the Government having failed to meet its

colonies of

their territories.

pledge, and the climate proving unfavorable, they sought refuge

These shipments of the colored people, from the Brit-

in Africa.

ish colonies at the

North

to those of the Tropics,

was

in accord-

ance with the plan that England had adopted at home, in reference

to the

who were
This

same

class of persons

— that

a matter of some interest, and

is

of removing a people

a public burden, to where they could be self-supporting.

On

is

deserving of notice in

May, 1772, Lord Mansfield deciand pronounced it unlawful
Somerset
ca^e,
memorable
ded the
The close of that decision reads
to hold a slave in Great Britain.
this connection.

the 22d of

thus

" Immemorial usage preserves a positive law, after the occasion or accident which gave rise to

tracing the subject to

never can be supported.
here, or

has been forgotten

is sufficient

Upon

the whole,

by the law

;

;

and

claim of slavery

The power claimed was never

acknowledged by the law.

say the cause returned

it,

principles, the

natural

in use

we can

therefore the

not

man

must be discharged."
Previous to this date,
English

fiimilies,

many

slaves

had been introduced into

and, on running away, the fugitives had been

delivered up to their masters, by order of the Court of King's

Bench, under Lord Mansfield

;

but

now

the poor African, no

longer hunted as a beast of prey, in the streets of London, slept

under his

roof,

miserable as

it

might

To Granville Sharp belonged

By the

decision, about

resources.

be, in perfect security.*

the honor of this achievement.

400 negroes were thrown upon

They flocked

to

Mr. Sharp as

their patron

sidering their numbers, and his limited means,
for

him

to afford

them adequate

pated, others, discharged from the

it

tress.

much

reflection,

;

own

but con-

was impossible

To those thus emanciarmy and navy, were afterward

relief.

added, who, by their improvidence, were reduced
After

their

to

extreme

Mr. Sharp determined

* Clarkson's History of the Slave Trade.

dis-

to colonize

f
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them

in Africa

;

ted at once, and
lorn, vicious
the}^

^77

but this benevolent scheme could not be executlie

blacks

—became

— indigent, unemployed, despised, for

such nuisances, as to

make

it

necessary

should be sent somewhere, and no longer suffered to infest

the streets of London.*

Private benevolence could not be

suffi-

and fifteen years passed away,
when Government, anxious to remove what it regarded as injurious, at last came to the aid of Mr. Sharp, and supplied the means
ciently enlisted in their behalf,

of their transportation and support.

In April, 1787, these colored

numbering over 400, were put on shipboard for Africa,
month were landed in Sierra Leone.
But to return to Canada. "We have at hand a flood of inform-

people,

and

in the following

ation, to enable us to present a true picture of the colored popu-

lation of that Province,

and

to discern the feelings entertained

toward them by the white inhabitants. On the 27th April,
1841, the Assistant Secretary to Government, addressed Major

Robert Lachlan, Chairman of

the Quarter Sessions for the West-

ern District, requesting information relating to the colored im-

Major Lachlan replied at length to the
made, and kept a record of his Report. This volume
he has had the goodness to place in our hands, from which to
migrants in that quarter.

inquiries

make such

may

extracts as

be necessary to a true understanding

of this question.

The Major entered the public service of the British Government in 1805, and was connected with the army in India for
Having retired from that service, he settled in
twenty years.
Canada in 1835, with the intention of devoting himself to agriculture
but he was again called into public life, as sheriff, magistrate, colonel of militia, Chairman of the Quarter Sessions, and
Associate Judge at the Assizes, In 1857 he removed to CincinA true Briton, he is an enemy of
nati, where he now resides.
;

the system of slavery

workings of

society,

;

but having been a close observer of the

under various circumstances, systems of law,

degrees of intelligence, and moral conditions, he

opposed to
whites,
and
placing two races, so widely diverse as the blacks
upon terms of legal equality not that he is opposed to the eleis

;

vation of the colored man, but because he
his present state of ignorance

* Wadstrom, page 220.
12

is

convinced that, in

and degradation, the two races can-

f

Memoirs of Granville Sharp.
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not dwell together in peace and harmony. This opinion, it will
be seen, was the outgrowth of his experience and observation in

Canada, and not the result of a prejudice against the African

The Western District, the field of his ofiicial labors, is the
main point toward which nearly all the emigration from the
States is directed
and the Major had, thus, the best of opportunirace.

;

studying this question.

ties for

Besides the facts of an

ofiicial

volume from which we quote, it has a large amount
of documentary testimony, from other sources, from which liberal
extracts have also been made.
nature, in the

To
"Sir:

the

—

Honorable

S.

B. Harrison^

Secretarg^

etc.^ etc.

CoLcnESTEK, 2Sth May^ 1841.

I

have

being thus

to apologize for

late in

acknowledg-

ing the receipt of Mr. Assistant Secretary Ilopkirk's letter of the

27th

ult.,

requesting

me

to furnish

Government with such inform

ation as I might be able to afibrd, 'respecting the colored people
settled in the

Western

Disti'ict ;'*

and beg

to assure

you that the

delay has neither arisen from indifierence to the task, nor indis-

comply with the wishes of Government upon the subbeing one upon which I have long and anxiously bent my
ject
most serious reflections, but owing to bad health, and want of
leisure, coupled with the difliculty I have experienced, (without
entering into an extended correspondence,) in arriving at any
position to

—

—

thing like a correct account of the gradual increase of these
people, or even a fair estimate of their present numbers.
therefore, that should the particulars furnished

by

I trust,

me upon

these

heads, be found more meager and defective than might be expected,

it

will cither be assigned to these causes, or to others

which may be given in the course of the following remarks and
if these remarks, themselves, be found to be drawn up with more
of loose unmethodical freedom than ofiicial conciseness, I trust
:

that that feature will rather be regarded in their favor than other-

wise.

"The

exact period at which the colored people began to

their appearance in the

Western

been able

to

*
is

to

ascertain

The testimony

here offered

my
is

the

District, as settlers., I

satisfaction

;

more important,

the center of emifirration from the United States.

but

it

as the

is

make

have not
generally

Western

District
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have been about the time of the "War with the AmeriBefore then, however, there had been a few scattered about, who, generally speaking, had, prior to the passing
of the Emancipation Bill, been slaves to different individuals in
Delievecl to

cans, in IS 12.

the District.
From 1813 to 1821, the increase was very trifling;
and they were generally content to hire themselves out as domestic

or farm servants

;

but about the latter period the desire of

several gentlemen residing near

Sandwich and Amherstburgh

to

place settlers on their lands, induced them, in the absence of
better, to resort to the unfortunate, impolitic

expedient of leasing

out or selling small portions of land to colored people on such

many of those
who had already settled in the country to undertake farming on
their own account,' but encouraged many more to escape from
their American masters, to try their fortunes in this now farinviting conditions as not only speedily allowed

'

famed

The stream having thus
begun to flow, the secret workings of the humane, but not unexceptionable abolitionist societies, existing in the American States,
speedily widened and deepened the channel of approach, until a
'

land of liberty and promise.'

flood of colored immigrants, of the very worst classes, has been

progressively introduced into the District, which had, last year,

reached an aggregate of about 1500 souls, and which threatens to
be doubled in the course of a very short time, unless

it

be within

—

power of the Government to counteract it; but which, if suffered to roll on uncliecked^ will sooner or later lead to the most
serious, if not most lamentable consequences.
"From my making so strong an observation at the very threshthe

old of

my

remarks,

it

will

of these unfortunate people

be readily perceived that
is

unfavorable.

I

am

my

opinion

therefore anxious,

before proceeding further, to shield myself from the imputation

men

of either groundless antipathy or pre-indisposition toward

of color, and to have

judge of

my own

it

thoroughly understood that, as far as

feelings, they are the very reverse,

can
having not
I

only been warmly in favor of the poor enslaved negro, but having
for

near twenty years of

people, and retained

can race,

till

my

some time

my

life

been surrounded by

after

my

character of this ill-fated race,

tlie

arrival in this Province.

fortunately, however, for this pre-disposition, as well

directed by

tree colored

favorable leaning toward even

my

['articular circurastauces

attention

was

Afri-

Un

as for the

shortl}"-

after

to the quiet study of their

:
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and ended

in a thorough conviction that

without a radical change they would ere long, like the snake in

husbandman, prove a curse, instead of a benefit
which fosters and protects them,
" The first time that I had occasion to express myself thus
strongly on the subject, in an official way, was less than two
the

bosom of

the

to the country

my

years after
sheriff,

— when,

arrival in the District, while holding the office of

in

during the troubles
in

which

ters,

I

corresponding with Mr. Secretary Joseph,
in

January, 1838,

I,

in a postscript to a letter

expressed unwillingness to call in aid from other quar-

while our

own

population were allowed to remain inactive,

My vote has
add the following remarkable words
been equally decided against employing the colored people, except
in fact, though a cordial friend to the
on a similar emergency
was led

to

'

:

;

—

emancipation of the poor African,

regard the rapidly increasing

I

population rising round us, as destined to be a bitter curse to the
District

;

and do not think our employing them as our defenders

at all likely to retard the progress of

which

all

my

such an event

;'

—an opinion

subsequent observation and experience, whether as

a private individual, as Sheriff of the District, as a local Magistrate, as

Chairman of the Quarter

friend to pure British immigration,

Sessions, or as an anxious
have only the more strongly

confirmed."
After these preliminary remarks, the Records of Major Lach-

upon which he
was required by Government to report. Much of this, though
In
the whole is interesting, must be omitted in our extracts.
speaking of the several townships to which the colored immigration was directed, he says of Amherstburgh
"That place may now be regarded as the Western rendezvous
being the point to which all the idle and
of the colored race,
lan, proceed to the details of the various points

—

worthless, as well as the well disposed,

first

direct their steps,

before dispersing over other parts of the District,

of which

number
people,
trates,

it

unfortunately bears too evident marks in the great

of petty crimes committed

—

— a distinction

by or brought home

to these

to the great trouble of the investigating local magis-

and the

— arising

still

greater annoyance of the inhabitants gener-

from the constant nightly depredations committed
on their orchards, barns, granaries, sheep-folds, fowl-yards, and
even cellars.". ... "In Gosfield, I am given to understand their
ally,
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general character

rather above par

is

adjoining township of Mersea, so

;

much

.

.

.

.

Igl

while in the next

are they disliked by the

inhabitants, that they are, in a manner, proscribed by general

—a

consent

man

colored

being there scarcely suffered to travel

along the highroads unmolested.

"The

first

thing that forcibly struck me, in these people, was a

total absence of that modest and unpresuming demeanor which I
had been some how led to expect, and the assumption, instead, of
a 'free and easy' independence of manner as well as language
toward all white inhabitants, except their immediate employers,
together with an apparent utter indifference to being hired on

reasonable average wages, though, as already stated, seemingly

without any visible means of a livelihood, and their also, at

all

times, estimating the value of their labor on a par, if not above
that of the white
surprise,

at

magistrate, I

And

man.

my

had scarcely recovered from

I

such conduct, as a private individual, when, as a

was

still

more astonished

at the great

amount of not

only petty offenses, but of crime of the most atrocious

per-

dj^e,

petrated by so small a body of strangers compared with the great

bulk of the white population

unabating case. Session

:

and such

after Session,

length became so appalling to

my

still

continuing to be the

Assize after Assize,

feelings, that

in the chair of the Quarter Sessions, I could not refrain from

than once pointing

Grand

Juries.

to

it

in strong language in

my

more

In July last year, for instance, I was led, in con.

.

.

case itself will, I trust, involve no difficulty so far as the

concerned

is

at

charges to the

nection with a particular case of larceny, to observe

Jury

it

on being placed

;

but

it

The
Grand
.

'

affords the magistrates another oppor-

tunity of lamenting that there should so speedily be furnished no
less

than five additional instances of the rapid increase of crime

in this (hitherto in that respect highly fortunate) District, arising

from the recent great influx of colored people into

solely

the neighboring United States,

—and who

it

from

unfortunately not only

furnish the major part of the crime perpetrated in the District,

but also thereby a very great portion of
debt,
trial,

—from the expense attending
as well as after conviction

"In

!

.

their
.

.

its

rapidly increasing

maintenance in

jail before

.

solemn admonitions, a large proportion of
the criminals tried at the ensuing September Assizes were colored
people and among them were two aggravated cases of rape and
spite of these

;

—
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the former wautonlj perpetrated on a respectable farmer'8

;

wife, in this township, to

whom

the wretch

was a

perfect stranger;

the hitter recklessly cummitted at a merchant's store in the vicinity

of Sandwich, for the mere purpose of opening a hole through

which

And, notwithstanding

convey away his plunder.

to

general

jail

delivery

'

'the

that then took place, the greater part of the

crimes brought before the fulluwing month's Quarter Sessions
(chiefly larceny

and

assaults)

were furnished by the same people

!

a circumstance of so alarming and distressing a character, that I

was again

comment upon

led to

in the following terms.

'

it

in

my

charge to the Grand Jury

Ilaving disposed of the law relating to

these ofienses, I arrive at a very painful part of
in once

more

my

observations,

Grand Jury, aa
remarkable and appalling cir-

calling the particular attention of the

well as the public at large, to the

cumstance that among a population of near 20,000 souls, inhabiting this District, the greater portion of the crime perpetrated
therein should be committed
life

by

less

than 2,000 refugees fi'om a

of abject slavery, to a land of liberty, protection

fort,

—and from whom,

and com-

therefore, if there be such generous feel-

ings as thankfulness and gratitude, a far different line of conduct

might reasonably be expected. I allude to the alarming increase
of crime still perpetrated by the colored settlers, and who, in spite
of the late numerous, harrowing, convicted examples, unhappily
furnish the whole of the offenses

now

Vikely to be brought before

you!''

"But,

sir,

the wide spreading current cf crime

fortunate race

become

was not

to

so persuaded that

be easily arrested;

it

must sooner or

my

I

this

it

my

un-

had long

later force itself

the notice of the Legislature, that on feeling
the attention of

among

— and

duty

to

upon
draw

brother magistrates to the embarrassed state

of the District finances,

and

to the greater portion of its

expenses

was led, in framing the
which I was chairman) ap-

arising from this disreputable source, I

report of a

special committee

(of

pointed to investigate our pecuniary

difiiculties, to

advert once

undue proportion of our expenses arising from
crime committed by so small a number of colored people, compared with the great body of the inhabitants, in the following
strong but indisputable language 'It is with pain and regret
that your committee, in conclusion, feel bound to recur to the great
additional burthen thrown upon the District, as well as the unde-

more

to the great

:
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whether native or immigrant

by the

Britisli,

— a great portion of whom appear
of gaining a livelihood, — and who,

States

to

population,

late great influx of

people of the worst description from

colored
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the neighboring

have no visible means

therefore, not only furnish a

large proportion of the basest crimes perpetrated in the country,

such as murder, rape, arson, burglary, and larceny, besides every
other description of minor offense,

— untraceable

the color of

to

the perpetrators in a miscellaneous published calendar

besides the constant trouble they entail

happen

to reside in their

;

but also,

upon magistrates who

neighborhood, produce a large portion

number comand they would with all

of the debt incurred by the District, from the great

mitted to and subsisted in prison,

etc.

and the

respect for the liberty of the subject,

toward their African brethren

wish

;

generally,

siucerest

—whom

good

will

they would

regard with every kindly feeling, venture to suggest, for

to

the consideration of Government, whether any legislative check

can possibly be placed upon the rapid importation of the most
worthless of this unfortunate race, such, as the good

among them-

selves candidly lament, has of late inundated this devoted section

of the Province, to the great detriment of the claims of the poor
emigrant from the mother country upon our consideration, the
great additional and almost uncontrollable increase of crime, and

the proportionate demoralization of principle

among

the inhabit-

ants of the countiy.'

''Notwithstanding

all

these strenuous endeavors, added to the

most serious and impressive admonitions to various criminals
after conviction and sentence, no apparent change for the better
occurred

;

Quarter Sessions of

for at the

preponderance of negro crime struck

my

draw from me,

in

observations

am

:

'

I

me

last

January, the usual

so forcibly as again to

charge to the Grand Jury, the following

extremely sorry to be unable

to congratulate

you or the country on a light calendar, the matters to be brought
before you embracing no less than three cases of larceny, and one
of enticing soldiers to desert, besides several arising from that

ever prolific source, assaults,

etc.

I cannot, however, pass the

former by altogether without once more emphatically remarking,
that

it

is

as

much

our District, as

it

to the disgrace of the free colored settlers in

is

creditable to the rest of our population, that

the greater part of the culprits to be brought before us are

still

!
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somewhat
more than once

of color: and I lament this the more, as I was

in hopes that
fcit it

my

tlie

earnest admonitions that 1 had

duty to address to that race, would have been attended

with some good effect.'
" In spite of all these

anxious

reiterated,

endeavors,

the

amount of crime exhibited in the Calendar of the following
Quarter Sessions, in April

last,

sizes, held

consisted solely (I think) of five

by negroes

cases of larcen}', perpetrated

on the 20th instant, out of

enticing soldiers to desert,

;

and

and two of

theft,

As-

at the late

five criminal cases,

one of

were, as usual, com-

mitted by men of color
" Having thus completed a painful retrospect of the appalling
!

!

committed by the colored population in the
compared with the general mass of the white
population, I now consider it my duty to advert more particularly
to what has been passing more immediately under my own ob-

amount

of crime

District at large,

servation in the township of Colchester."

The record from which we quote,

has, under this head, the

statement of the township collector, as to the moral and social
condition of the colored people of the township, in which he says,
"that, in addition to the black
ones, and fifteen loMte ones

and

women

—that

there were fourteen yellow

they run together like beasts,

that he did not suppose one third of

would be a curse to
something done to put a stop

them were married

this part of

there

to their settling

is

and

;

Canada, unless

further, that they

among

the

white people,'

In referring

to the enlistment of the blacks as soldiers, to the

prejudice of the legitimate prospects of the deserving European

emigrants, the record says

:

"With

as is

now

the case at

Chatham

—

regard to continuing to em-

some instances

exclusively,

—the duties of regular

soldiers, in

ploy the colored race to discharge

in

such times as these, in a country peopled hy Bkitons,
it

as not only impolitic in the extreme, but

—besides

I

regard

even dangerous

also,

throwing a stigma of degradation on the honorable

profession of which I was

devoted member.

And

I

have been your feelings,

for twenty-four years of

even put
if,

it

to yourself, sir,

amid the great

political

my

life

a

what would
excitement

prevalent during the late Kent election,* there hud been a serious

*

The Hon. Mr. Harrison was one

of the caudidates at the time alluded to.

—

—
;
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disturbance and some unthinking magistrate had called in

'

the military

to quell

it,

!

—

tlie

—

and blood had been shed
the thing was within possibility, and for some time gave
aid of

'

for

me

much uneasiness. Ilad such been the case, what would have
been the appalling, and probable, nay, almost certain result,
if I

may judge from

the well

known

heen instantly turned upon^ hy

sacred on the spot with their

me, therefore,

at

feelings of the white popu-

company vjould have

that that unfortunate

lation generally,

all

men of all parties^
own weapons!''''

and, mas-

"Allow

events briefly to remark, that before any

thing can be accomplished connected with the moral and religious
improvement of the negro settlers, they must be rescued from the
hands of the utterly ignorant and uneducated, yet conceited coxcombs of their own color, who assume to themselves the grave
character and holy office of ministers and preachers of the gospel, and lead their still more ignorant followers into all the extravagancies of 'Love Feasts' and 'Camp Meetings,' without at all
comprehending their import, and at the same time utterly neglect-

ing

all

other essentials

!

—an

object well deserving of the

most

serious and anxious consideration of an enlightened Government,
as far as those

while

it

who are already settled in the

would be a most sound and

lawful step to discourage as

much

country are concerned

politic

measure

as possible, if

to take

we can

every

not alto-

gether prevent the further introduction of so objectionable and
" Perdeleterious a class of settlers into a Bkitish colony.
''"'

.

haps one of the wisest measures that could be devised
friends, the

American

abolitionists, will insist

ada with run-away negro slaves)
possible obstacle in the

way

—

will

by Government

least,

a distinct and separate location to

those

who choose

all

.

.

on peopling Canto
throw every

of the sadly deteriorating

tion of color already in progress,

to

be

.

— (since our

negro

amalgamaallotting, at

settlers,

except

occupy the humble but useful station of farm

and domestic servants

;

and even,

if possible,

purchasing back at

the public expense, on almost any terms, whatever scattered landed

property they

may have

elsewhere acquired in different parts of

the Province."

The Report

many

of

Major Lachlan

is

very extensive, and embraces

topics connected with the question of negro immigration

into Canada.

gation, and to

His response

some

to

Government

legislative action in the

led to further investi-

Canadian Parliament.
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from his pen,

subject,

tlie

and June -ith, 1850, from which it
there had been no abatement of the

9th, 184:9,

appears that up to that date,

toward the blacks, nor any improveand moral condition of the blacks themselves.

hostile feeling of the whites

ment

in the social

In 1849, the Elgin Association went into operation.

Its object

was to concentrate the colored people at one point, and thus have
them in a more favorable position for intellectual and moral culA large body of land was purchased in the Township of
ture.
Raleigh, and offered for sale in small lots to colored settlers. The
measure was strongly opposed, and called out expressions of sentiment adverse to it, from the people at large. A public meeting,
held in Chatham, August 18, 18-49, thus expressed itself:

"The Imperial Parliament

of Great Britain has forever ban-

ished slavery from the Empire.

we

rejoice at the

hope, that

member

all

of the

common

In

consummation of
nations

other

human

may

family

is

this

with

all

good men,

we

immortal act; and

follow the

Every
rights and

example.

entitled to certain

and no where on earth are they better secured, enjoyed,
Nature, however, has
or more highly valued, than in Canada.
divided the same great family into distinct species, for good and
wise purposes, and it is no less our interest, than it is our duty,
Believing this to be a
to follow her dictates and obey her laws.
sound and correct principle, as well as a moral and a Christian
privileges,

duty,

it is

we

with alarm

witness the fast increasing emigration,

and settlement among us of the African race
regret,

do

object of

we view

which

;

and with pain and

the establishment of an association, the

is to

encourage the settlement in

lished communities, of a

race of people which

nature to be distinct and separate from us.

ing of deep resentment that

Townsliip of Raleigh, in
beloved country, which

is

we

look upon

in

is

It is also

destined by

with a

feel-

the selection of the

this District, as the first portion of

to

our

be cursed, with a systematic organi-

zation for setting the laws of nature at defiance.
ties

avowed

old, well-estab-

Do communi-

other portions of Canada, feel that the presence of the

negro among them

is

an annoyance

crease of the colored people

Do

they feel that the in-

among them, and amalgamation

necessary and hideous attendant,

checked?

?

is

an

evil wliich requires to

its

be

"With what a feeling of horror, would the people of

any of the oil

settled

townships of the eastern portion of this
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avowed

object,

Province, look upon a measure which had for

its

the effect of introducing several hundreds of Africans, into the

very heart of their neighborhood, their families interspersing
themselves among them, upon every vacant lot of land, their
children mingling in their schools, and

all

claiming to be admitted

when wo

not only to political, but to social privileges ? and
too, that

many

them must from

of

species of that neglected race

;

the fugitives from justice

How

revolting must the scheme appear?

much more

reflect,

necessity, be the very worst
;

how

then can

you adopt such a measure ? We beseech our fellow subjects to
pause before they embark in such an enterprise, and ask themselves, whether they are doing by us as they would wish us to
'

do unto them.'

....

Surely our natural position

irksome

is

enough without submitting to a measure, which not only holds
out a premium for filling up our district with a race of people,
upon whom we can not look without a feeling of repulsion, and
who, having been brought up in a

state of

bondage and

servility,

are totally ignorant both of their social and political duties; but
at the
all

same time makes

it

the

common

receptable into which

other portions of the Province are to void the devotees of

Look

misery and crime.

and behold the

fearful

at your prisons and your penitentiary,
preponderance of their black over their

white inmates in proportion

to the

Wo

population of each

show hostility toward the colored people, no
them from the Province. On the contrary, we
are willing to assist in any well-devised scheme for their moral
and social advancement. Our only desire is, that they shall bo
separated from the whites, and that no encouragement shall here-

have no desire

to

desire to banish

after

be given to the migration of the colored

man

from the

United States, or any where else. The idea that we have brought
the curse upon ourselves, through the establishment of slavery by
our ancestors,

we ought

to

is false.

As

Canadians,

we have

be made a vicarious atonement

for

yet to learn that

European

sins.

"Canadians: The hour has arrived when we should arouse
from our lethargy; when we should gather ourselves together in
our might, and resist the onward progress of an evil which

upon future generations a thousaiul curses.
A few short years will put it beyond our power.

threatens to entail

Now is

tlie

day.

Thousands and tens of thousands of American negroes, with the
aid of the abolition societies in the States, and with the counto-
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nance given tliem by our philautliropic
to

pour into Canada,

who

either of the

number

from

this

Many of you
have no conception

not offered.

if resistance is

live at a distance

institutions, will continue

frontier,

or the character of these emigrants, or of

upon the moral and social habits of a comwith active sympathy to every thing narrated

their poisonous effect

You

munity.

listen

of the sufferings of the poor African

and your purse

strings unloosed,

cal declamation of

influences

many

some

and

;

your feelings are
this often

enlisted,

by the hypocriti-

self-styled philanthropist.

Under such

of you, in our large cities and towns, form your-

selves into societies, and, without reflection,

you supply funds

for

the support of schemes prejudicial to the best interests of our

Against such proceedings, and especially against any
and every attempt to settle any township in this District with
negroes, we solemnly protest, and we call upon our countrymen,
country.

in all parts of the Province, to assist in our opposition.

"Fellow Christians Let us forever maintain the sacred dogma,
Let us
that all men have equal, natural, and inalienable rights.
do every thing in our power, consistent with international polity
and justice, to abolish the accursed system of slavery in the neighBut let us not, through a mistaken zeal to
boring Eepublic.
land, entail upon ourselves a misery
evil
another
abate the
of
which every enlightened lover of his country must mourn. Let
:

the slaves of the United States be free, but let

it

be in their

own

Let us not countenance their further introduction among
in a word, let the people of the United States bear the burthen

country.

us

;

of their

own

"What
is

sins.

has already been done, can not

now be

avoided

;

but

it

not too late to do justice to ourselves, and retrieve the errors of

Let a suitable place be provided by the Government,
which the colored people may be removed, and separated from
We owe
the whites, and in this scheme we will cordially join.
But
ourselves
it
to
?
do
much
more
we
owe
but
how
them,
it to
your
or
counsel,
either
your
by
we implore you that you will not,
pecuniary aid, assist those who have projected the association
for the settlement of a horde of ignorant slaves in the town of

the past.
to

Raleigh.

It is

one of the oldest and most densely settled townnew and promising District of

ships, in the very center of our

Kent, and we

have the

feel that this

effect of

hanging

scheme,

like a

if carried into operation, will

dead weight upn our rising pros-

:
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be yours

;

join

not only a gen-

an act of unwarrantable injustice

;

and

when the time may come when you shall be similarly situated to
us, we have no doubt that, like us, you will cry out, and your
appeal shall not be in vain."

On

the 3d of September, 1849, the colored people of Toronto,

which they responded at length to the
The spirit of the meeting can be divined

Canada, held a meeting,
foregoing address.

in

from the following resolutions, which were unanimously passed:
"

1st.

Resolved^ That we, as a portion of the inhabitants of

Canada, conceive

to

it

be our imperative duty to give an expres-

sion of sentiment in reference to the proceedings of the late meet-

ing held at Chatham, denying the right of the colored people to
settle

where they

please.

"2d. Resolved^ That we spurn with contempt and burning
indignation, any attempt, on the part of any person, or persons,
to thrust us

from the general bulk of society, and place us in a

separate and distinct classification, such as

is

expressly implied in

an address issued from the late meeting above alluded to.
" 3d. Resolved^ That the principle of selfishness, as exemplified in the originators of the resolutions

as

we do

and address, we

can clearly

detest,

and we
see the workings of a corrupt and depraved heart,

similar ones emanating from a similar source

arranged in hostility

to the

;

heaven-born principle of liberty^ in

its

broadest and most unrestricted sense."

On

the 9 til of October, 1819, the Municipal Council of the

"Western District, adopted a Memorial to His Excellency, the

Governor General, protesting against the proposed Elgin Association, in which the following language occurs
"Clandestine petitions have been got up, principally,

if

not wholly, signed by colored people, in order to mislead Govern-

ment and

the Elgin Association.

the sentiments or feelings of

These petitions do not embody

the

respectable, intelligent, and

yeomanry of the Western District. We can assure
your Excellency that any such statement is false, that there is but
one feeling, and that is of disgust and hatred, that they, the negroes, should be allowed to settle in any township where there is
industrious

a white settlement.
at the expressions

Our language
used at a

late

is

strong

;

but

when we

look

meeting held by the colored
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people of Toronto, openly avowing the propriety of amalgamation,

and

stating that

avoid

it

must, and will, and shall continue,

we cannot

The increased immigration of foreign

so doing

negroes into this part of the Province

is

We

truly alarming.

cannot omit mentioning some facts for the corroboration of what

we have

The negroes, who form

stated.

at least one-third of the

inhabitants of the township of Colchester, attended the township

meeting

for the

election of parish

and township

officers,

and

was denied them by every
The consequence was,
that the Chairman of the meeting was prosecuted and thrown into
heavy costs, which costs were paid by subscription from white
inhabitants.
In the same township of Colchester, as well as in
many others, the inhabitants have not been able to get schools in
many school sections, in consequence of the negroes insisting on
insisted

upon

their right to vote, wliich

man

individual white

at

meeting.

the

their right of sending their children to such schools.

man

will ever act with

them

BO glaring, that no sherifl* in

mons

colored

men

to

No

white

any public capacity this fact is
this Province would dare to sum-

in

;

do jury duty.

That such things have been

we are well
done in other quarters of the
aware of, but we arc convinced that the Canadians will never
British dominions

tolerate such conduct."

A

Toronto paper of December 24, 1847, says

" The white

:

inhabitants are fast leaving the vicinity of the proposed colored
settlement, for the United States."

The
"the
BSijs

St.

Catharines Journal, June, 1853, under the head of

fruits of
:

"

On

having colored companies and colored settlements,"

the occasion

of the

June muster of

the militia, a

We

pretty large turn out took place at St. Catharines.

regret

exceedingly that the day did not pass over without a serious
It

seems that on the parade ground some insult was offered

riot.

to the

colored company, which was very properly restrained by Colonel

Clark, and others.

been fortunate

If the affiiir

had ended here,

but the bad feeling exhibited

;

it

would have

on the parade

ground was renewed, by some evil-minded person, and the colored
population, becoming roused to madness, the}' proceeded to wreak
their vengeance on a company in Stinson's tavern, after which a
general melee took place, in which several men were wounded,

and

it is

likely

ored village

is

some

will die of the injuries received.

a ruin, and

much more

like a place

The

col-

having been

:
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This is the reward
beseiged by an enemy than any thing else.
which the colored men have received for their loyalty, and the
readiness with which they turned out to train, and no doubt would
if the

This

country required their services.

occurrence, and must have been originated by

How

persons.

manity,
so

to

any man possessing the common

say nothing of

many men,

is

loj^alty,

a most painful

some very ignorant
feelings of hu-

could needlessly offer insult to

so cheerfully turning out in obodience to the laws

were not a matter of fact.
Too much credit cannot be given to those worthy citizens who
used their best efforts to restrain the excitement, and prevented
any further blood-shedding."
of the country, exceeds belief, if

it

But here we have testimony of a later date. lion. Colonel
member of the Canadian Parliament in 1857, had resided

Prince,

among the colored people of the "Western District and, like
other humane men, had sympathized with them, at the outset,
and shown them many favors. Time and observation changed
his views, and, in the course of his parliamentary duties, we find
him taking a stand adverse to the further increase of the negro
;

Hear him, as reported at the time
day for the third reading of the emigrants' law amendment bill being called, Hon. Col. Prince said
he was wishful to move a rider to the measure. The black people
population in Canada,

"On

the order of the

who

infested

The

lives of the people of the "West

the land were the greatest curse to the Province.

inundation of these animals, and
the county of

were made wretched by the

many

of the largest farmers in

Kent have been compelled

to leave their beautiful

farms, because of the pestilential swarthy swarms.
these wretches

fit

for?

Nothing.

—What

They cooked our

victuals

were
and

shampooned us; but who would not rather that these duties
should be performed by white men? The blacks were a worthless, useless, thriftless set

and ignorant
if the

to

of beings

work, too proud

to

—they were too indolent, lazy
be taught; and not only

that,

it would
They were

criminal calendars of the country were examined,

be found that they were a majority of the criminals.

some method were adopted of preventing
by the "underground rail road," the
people of the West would be obliged to drive tlieni out by open
violence.
The bill before the House imposed a capitation tax
upon emigrants from Europe, and the object of his motion was to
so detestable that unless

their influx into this country

:
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levy a similar tax upon blacks

He now moved,

who came

hither from the States.

seconded by Mr. Pattou, that a capitation tax of

and 3* 9d

55 for adults,
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above one year and under

for children

fourteen years of age, be levied on persons of color emigrating to

Canada from any foreign country.
" Ought not the Western men to be protected from
ties

and

He

villainies of the black wretches?

the rascali-

found these

men

and food, and lodging when they were in need and he
would be bound to say that the black men of the county of Essex
would speak well of him in this respect. But he could not admit
with

fire

them

;

as being equal to white

observation of

human

men

;

nature, he had

man was born

and, after a long and close

come

to the conclusion that

and that he was
Honorable gentlemen might try
to groan him down, but he was not to be moved by mawkish sentiment, and he was persuaded that they might as well try to change
the spots of the leopard as to make the black a good citizen. He
the black
fit

for

nothing

to

and intended

for slavery,

[Sensation,]

else.

told black men so, and the lazy rascals had shrugged their
shoulders and wished they had never ran away from their " good
If there was any thing unchristian in
old massa " in Kentucky.

had

what he had proposed, he could not see it, and he feared that he
was not born a Christian."
The Whidsor Ilerald^ of July 3d, 1857, contaius^the proceedings of an indignation meeting, held by the colored people of
Toronto, at which they denounced Colonel Prince in unmeasured
terms of reproach. The same paper contains the reply of the
Colonel, copied from the Toronto Colonist^ and it is given entire,
as a specimen of the spicy times they have, in Canada, over the

The

negro question.

Colonel Prince, that

borhood.

"Deak

It is as

Sib:

editor remarks, in relation to the reply of

it

— Your valuable paper of yesterday has afibrded me

a rich treat and not a

meeting of

'

has given general satisfaction in his neigh-

follows

little

fun in the report of an indignation

the colored citizens

of censuring me.

—

Perhaps

I

'

of Toronto, held for the purpose

ought not

to

notice their proceed-

would be more becoming in me to allow them to
the oblivion which awaits them but as it is the
into
pass at once
fashion in this country not unfrequently to assume that to be true

ings

perhaps

it

;

which appears

in

print against an individual, unless he flatly

denies the accusation, I shall, at least, for once, condescend to
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in generalities,

the colored citizens of Toronto I

know

aud

little

or

nothing; no doubt, some are respectable enough in their way, and

perform the inferior duties belonging to their station tolerably
well.

Here they are kept

in order

—in

their proper place

— but

their 'proceedings' are evidence of their natural conceit, their

and in them the cloven foot appears,
and evinces what they would do, if they could. I believe that in
this city, as in some others of our Province, they are looked upon
as necessary evils, and only submitted to because white servants
But I now deal with these fellows as a body, and
are so scarce.
I 'pronounce them to be, as such, the greatest curse ever inflicted
upon the two magnificent western counties which I have the honor
and few
to represent in the Legislative Council of this Province
men have had the experience of them that I have. Among the
vanity, and their ignorance;

!

many
is

estimable qualities they possess, a systematic habit of lying

not the least prominent; and the 'colored citizens' aforesaid

seem

to

partake of that quality in an eminent degree, because in

famous Resolutions they roundly assert that during the
Rebellion I walked arm and arm with colored men
that I
their

election to the votes of colored

'accumulated
clients.'

—
— and that
'

'

owe my

much

All Lies

men'

earthly gains,' as a lawyer,

among

Lies! Lies! from beginning to end.

!

'

I

have

'colored
I

admit

company of blacks did belong to my contingent battalion,
but they made the very worst of soldiers, and were, comparatively
that one

speaking, unsusceptible of drill or discipline, and were conspicu-

ous for one act only

—a

stupid sentry shot the son of one of our

oldest colonels, under a mistaken

doing his duty.

notion that he was

thereby

But I certainly never did myself the honor of

'walking arm in arm' with any of the colored gentlemen of that
Then, as to my election. Few, very few

distinguished corps.

/ never

blacks voted for me.

canvassed

pose, they supported, as a body,

my

tTiem^

opponent.

and hence, I supThey took com-

passion upon '« monuvnent of injured innocence^ and they
sustained the monument for a while, upon the pedestal their influ-

ence erected.

But the monument

and the fall proved that
it sank into insignifihope ever will do; or God

fell,

such influence was merely ephemeral, and
cant nothingness, as

help this noble land.

it

should, and I
Poor Blackies

ceited, or so insolent hereafter, I

13

!

Be not

so bold or so con-

do beseech you.

'
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become among

rich I have

my

'

colored client8

I assert, without the fear of contradiction, that I

friend

—the

steady friend of our western

'

1

have been the

Darkies' for more than

and troubles innumerable,
(for they are a litigious race,) I have been their adviser, and I
The
never made twenty pounds out of them in that long period
fact is that the poor creatures had never the ability to pay a
twenty years

and amidst

;

difficulties

!

lawyer's fee.

and the misfortune of my family, to
live among those blacks, (and they have lived tipon us,) for
twenty-four years, I have employed hundreds of them, and,
with the exception of one, (named Richard Hunter,) not one has
"

It

my misfortune,

has been

ever done for us a week's honest labor.

my

I

have taken them into

service, have fed and clothed them, year after year, on their

from the

arrival

States,

and in return

I

have generally found them

rogues and thieves, and a graceless, worthless,

That

of vagabonds.

is

my

thriftless,

lying set

very plain and very simple descrip-

tion of the darkies as a body,

and

would be indorsed by

it

all

the

western white men
" I have had scores of their George Washiugtons, Thomas Jef-

with very few exceptions.

James Madisons,

fersons,

my

and Lavinias, in

and

I include the

as well as their Dinahs,

service,

and

whole batch

Richard Hunter excepted)
To conclude, you Gentlemen
'

my opinion of your

publish

the

in

of

East and West, and especially you 'colored citizens of

Toronto,' I thank you for having given

ing,

and Gleniras,

understand them thoroughly,

(old

the category above described.
color,'

I

race.

me an

opportunity to

Call another indignation meet-

and there make greater fools of yourselves than you did
and then to supper with what appetite you may.'

at

'

last,

" Believe

me

to

remain,

Mr. Editor,
Yours very faithfully,

John Prince.
Toronto, 26th June, 1857."
It is

impracticable to extract the whole of the important facts

referred to in Maj. Lachlan's Report, as

of

itself.

In

many

it

would make a volume

places he takes occasion to urge the necessity

of education for the colored people, as the only possible

their elevation

;

and

also presses

upon the

means

of

attention of the better
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classes of that race, the duty of co-operating with the magistrates

in their efforts for the suppression of crime, as well as the advan-

tages to be derived from the formation of associations for their

On

May, 1847,
he addressed the Right Honorable, the Earl of Elgin, the Gointellectual

and moral advancement.

the 23d of

vernor of Canada, on the subject of the causes checking the prosperity of the Western District, the fourth one of which he states to

be " the unfortunate influx into
of run-away

American

its

leading townships of swarms

negro slaves, of the worst description, from the
After referring to the facts contained in his

States."

report of 1841, a portion of which are presented in the preceding

pages, he says

" I shall therefore rest content with stating, in

:

connection with these extracts, the simple

fact, that

on the Prov-

ince gradually recovering from the shock given to immigration

by the late
once more

rebellion,

and the

sti*eam of British settlers beginning

toward the Province, a considerable number

to flow

made

of emigrants of the laboring classes

their

way

to

the

"Western District, and for some time wandered about in search of

employment

but with the exception of those

;

and

join relations

friends,

and a few

who had come

to

others, the greater portion,

finding themselves unable to obtain work, from the ground which

they naturally expected to occupy being already monopolized by
negroes, and there being no public works of any kind on which

they could be engaged, became completely disheartened, and were
ultimately forced to disperse themselves elsewhere

;

and, most

generally, found a refuge in the neighboring States of Michigan

and Ohio.
to

And

be the case

;

such,

it

may be

added, has ever since continued

while, on the other hand, the influx of negroes

has been greatly on the increase
to

suppose

it

Far, however, be

possible to abridge for one

stitutional principle

moment

it

for

me

that noble con-

— that slavery and British Rule and British

feeling are incompatihle ; but

still I

consider

it

no

trifling evil

any part of an essentially British colony should be thereby
exposed to be made the receptable of the worst portion of the

that

lowest grade of the

Union,

human

race,

from every part of the American
own inhabitants, and

to the evident serious injury of its

equally serious prejudice to the claims of more congenial settlers."

This statement shows, very clearly,
into

Canada operates

white immisrrants.

injuriously to

its

how

the negro immigration

prosperity by repelling the
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"What was true of the colored population of the "Western District
of Canada, in ISil, while Major Lachlan filled the chair of the
Quarter Sessions, seems

to

Advocate^ contains the following extract
the

Grand Jury,

at the

reference to the jail

:

The Essex
from the Presentment of

be equally true in 1859.

Essex Assizes, November 17, 1859, in
are sorry to state to your Lordship the

"We

great prevalence of the colored race

among

its

occupants, and

accompanying document from the
of the Township of Anderdon,
inhabitants
Municipal Council and
which we recommend to your Lordship's serious consideration.
" To the Grand Jury of the County of Essex^ in Inquest
w&serribled : "We, the undersigned inhabitants of the Township of

beo- to call attention to an

'

Anderdon,

respectfully

wish

to call

the attention of the

Grand

Inquest of the County of Essex to the fearful state of crime in

our township.

who

lazy to work,

of us,

more

That there

exists organized

bands of thieves, too

nightly plunder our property

or less, have suffered losses

;

!

That nearly

and that

all

for the last

two years the stealing of sheep has been most alarming, one
individual having had nine stolen within that period. We like
wise beg to call your attention to the fact, that seven colored persons are committed to stand trial at the present assizes on the
charge of sheep stealing, and that a warrant
eighth, all from the

Town

understood, that although

of Anderdon.

we

We

is

bog

out against the

be

distinctly to

are aware that nine-tenths of the

crimes committed in the County of Essex, according to the popu-

committed by the colored people, yet we willingly
extend the hand of fellowship an<l kindness to the emancipated
slave, whom Great Britain has granted an asylum to in Canada.

lation, are so

We

therefore hope the

Grand Jury of

the County of Essex will

lay the statement of our case before his Lordship, the Judge at
the present assizes, that

some measure may be taken by the

Government

and our property, or persons of capital

to protect us

will be driven fi'om the country.'

We

find

it

"

stated in the Cincinnati

Daily Commercial^

the " Court, in alluding to this presentment, remarked that

was not surprised
negroes)

among

at finding prejudice existing against

them

that
'

he

(the

the respectable portion of the people, for they

were indolent, shiftless and dishonest, and unworthy of the sympathy that some mistaken parties extended to them they would
not work when opportunity was presented, but preferred subsist;

—

"
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ing by thieving from respectable farmers, and begging from those
benevolently inclined.'

In September, 1859, Mr. Stanley, a government agent from the

West

Indies, visited

Canada with

the view of inducing the colored

The Windsor
movement, gives the details of the arguments presented, at the meeting in Windsor, to influence them to
To men of intelligence and foresight, the reasons
accept the offer.
would have been convincing but upon the minds of the colored
people, they seem to have had scarcely any weight whatever
only one man entering his name, as an emigrant, at the close of
the lecture. They were assured that in Jamaica they could obtain
employment at remunerative salaries, and in three years become
people of that Province to emigrate to Jamaica.

Herald, in noticing the

;

owners of property, besides possessing

all

the advantages of British

Only a stipulated number were called for at the present
time, they were told, but if the experiment proved successful, the
subjects.

gates would be thrown open for a general

emigration.

The

Governor of the Island guaranteed them occupations on their
arrival, or a certain stipend until such were found, and also their
passage thither gratis. Four hundred emigrants were wanted to

commence the experiment, and
number required, they designed

if

they succeeded in getting the

starting for

Jamaica in the space

of a month.

The

indisposition of the colored people to accept the liberal

offer of the authorites of

the whites

;

Jamaica, created some surprise

but the mystery was explained

Chatham, and made similar
town.

As

when

among

the agent visited

offers to the colored

people of that

already stated, in the Preface to this work, they not

only rejected the offered boon with contempt, but gave as their
reason, that events would shortly transpire in the United States,

which would demand their aid in behalf of their fellow countrymen there.* This was thirteen days before the Harper's Ferry
outbreak, and Chatham was the town in which John Brown and
their insurrectionary movement.
The
Jamaica emigration scheme was rejected,
must have been the determination of the blacks of Canada to co-

his associates concocted

chief reason

why

operate in the

the

Brown

Here, now, are

all

insurrection.

the results of the

Canada experiment,

* See the resolution copied into the Preface to the present edition.

as
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action of

its civil officers

and public men.

be said, that the prospects of the African race have only

been rendered the more dark and gloomy, by the conduct of the
free colored

men

And when we

of that Province.

results there with those of the "West Indies,

that

all,

what has been attempted

inijiracticable

that in

;

its

for

it

couple the

must be obvious

the colored race

is

to

wholly

present state of advancement from bar-

attainment of civil and social equality, with the

barism, the

enlightened white races,

utterly impossible.

is

would appear, then, that philanthropists have committed a
grave error in their policy, and the sooner they retrace their steps
It

The

the better for the colored people.
this:

error to

which we

refer, is

they found a small portion of colored men, whose

intelli-

gence and moral character equaled that of the average of the
white population

men

and, considering

;

it

a great hardship that such

should be doomed to a degraded condition, they attempted

to raise

would

them up to the civil and social position which their merits
them to occupy. But in attempting to secure equal

entitle

rights to the enlightened negro, the philanthropists claimed the

same

privilege for the

whole of that

In this they failed to

race.

recognize the great truth, that free government

men

taking such broad ground
liberty for a great

have altogether

—by securing

the largest

The

one
is

for

to his skirts.

men who

repugnant

to

a

man, who could have been lifted up
his position, if he had been

And

this

all

enlightened
it

decision, plausible as

it

human

men

when

the wdiole race

mistake was a very natural
Despotic government

think but superficially.

selves, they repudiate

philosophy of

is

his present condi-

and maintained

taken alone, could not be elevated at

were fastened

—they

convincing the world, that freedom

intelligent colored

to a suitable hight,

By

amount of

mass of the most degraded of humanity

failed in

boon worth the bestowal upon the African in
tion.

not adapted to

is

and moral degradation.

in a condition of ignorance

for

them-

as a form of rule for all others.

This

may

:

hence, in rejecting

appear,

nature as

it

is

now

it

not consistent with the
is

;

nor

is it

in accord-

who framed
men of intelli-

ance with the sentiments of the profound statesmen
the

American

Constitution.

They held

that only

gence and moral principle were capable of self-government ; and,
hence, they excluded from citizenship the barbarous and semibarbarous Indians and Africans,
their midst.

who were around them and

in

:
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lu discussing the results of cmancipatiou in the United States,
in a preceding chapter,

it is

stated that one principal cause, opera-

ting to check the further liberation of the slaves, at an early day
in our history, was, that freedom had proved itself of

little

value

man, while the measure had greatly increased the
burdens of the whites and that until he should make such progress as would prove that freedom was the best condition for the
race, while intermingled with the whites, any further movements
to the colored

;

This
toward general emancipation were not to be expected.
view is now indorsed by some of the most prominent abolitionists.

Listen to the Rev.

Henry Ward Beecher on

In his sermon in reference to the Harper's Ferry

"If we would benefit the African

at the South,

this subject.

affair,

he says

we must

hegin

This is to some men the most disagreeable part of the
at Tiome.
It is very easy to labor for the emandoctrine of emancipation.

when

cipation of beings a thousand miles off; but

and humanity

practical application of justice
is

The

not so easy.

truths of

God

it

comes

to those

to the

about us,

it

respecting the rights and dig-

men, are just as important to free colored men, as to enIt may seem strange for me to say that the
slaved colored men.
but
lever with which to lift the load of Georgia is in New York
nities of

;

I

it is.

do not believe the whole free North can tolerate grinding
toward the poor, and inhumanity toward the laboring

injustice

classes, without exerting

an influence unfavorable

humanity in the South.

No

one can

fail to

slaves.

life,

How

and

who

are in the lower

and our professions of sympathy

for the Southern

between our treatment of those among
walks of

to justice

see the inconsistency

us,

are the free colored people treated at the North

?

They are almost without education, with but little sympathy for
their ignorance. They are refused the common rights of citizenship
which the whites enjoy. They can not even ride in the cars of
our city rail roads. They are snuffed at in the house of God, or
tolerated with ill-disguised disgust.

mason

in

New

York?

and every Irish lover of liberty that
would leave at once, or compel him

man

be a carpenter?

New

York

Can

the black

man

be a

Let him be employed as a journeyman,

There

is

carries the

hod or trowel,

to leave

Can

!

the black

scarcely a carpenter's shop in

which a journeyman would continue to work, if a
Can the black man engage in
black man was employed in it.
the common industries of life? There is scarcely one in which
in
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crowded down, down, down throngli the
to the bottom of society.
We tax them

most menial callings,
and then refuse to allo\Y their children to go to our public
schools.
We tax them and then refuse to sit by them in God's
"We heap upon them moral obloquy more atrocious than
house.
that which the master heaps upon the slave.
And notwithstanding

all this,

we

lift

ourselves up to talk to the Southern people

human

about the rights and liberties of the
the African soul

It is

!

and especially
But it is not

soul,

true that slavery is cruel.

more love to the race in the South
"Whenever we are prepared to show
toward the lowest, the poorest, and the most despised, an unaffected kindness, such as led Christ, though the Lord of glory, to
at all certain that there is not

than in the North

lay aside his dignities and take on himself the form of a servant,

and

undergo an ignominious death, that he might rescue men
whenever we are prepared to do

to

from ignorance and bondage
such things as these,

—

we may be

will not be uufelt at the South.

sure that the example at the N"orth

Every

effort that is

made

in

Brook-

lyn to establish churches for the free colored people, and to encour-

age them

to

educate themselves and become independent,

The degradation

toward emancipation in the South.
colored

We

men

think

in the

North

we may

will fortify slavery in the

safely guarantee, that

abolitionists shall carry out

their time

and money

for the

free colored people, the

within her limits

millenium.

;

South

!"

whenever Northern

Mr. Beecher's scheme, of spending

moral and intellectual culture of the

South will

at

once emancipate every slave

because we will then be in the midst of the

Intelligent free colored

men

will agree with us in

opinion, as they have tested them upon this
One point more remains to be noticed:

subject.

—the

the results in

a step

is

of the free

influence which

Canada and Jamaica have exerted upon

pects of the free colored

man

in the United States.

the pros-

We

mean,

of course, his prospects for securing the civil and social equality

which he has been aspiring. Ills own want of progress has
been the main cause of checking the extension of emancipation.
This is now admitted even by Rev. H. W. Beecher, himself.
Then, again, the fact that much less advancement has been made
to

by the negroes in the British Provinces, than by those in the
United States, operates still more powerfully in preventing any
These two causes, combined.
further liberation of the slaves.

—
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the hope of emancipation, in the

to

South, by any moral influence coming from that quarter; and
has, in

negro

may

fiict,

they please

men

put back that cause, so far as the moral power of the

concerned, to a period hopelessly distant.

Loyal Britons
urge upon us the duty of emancipation as strongly as
is

;

but so long as they denounce the influx of colored

as a curse to Canada, just so long they will fail in persuad-

ing Americans that an increase of free negroes will be a blessing
to the United States.
The moral power of the free negro, in pro-

moting emancipation,

an end

is at

;

but

how

is it

with his prospects

employment of force? The Harper's Ferry
movement is pronounced, by anti-slavery men themselves, as the
work of a madman and no other attempt of that kind can be
more successful, as none but the insane and the ignorant will ever
enlist in such an enterprise.
The power of the free colored people in promoting emancipation, say what they will, is now at an
of success in the

;

end.

But these are not all the results of the movements noticed.
They have not only rendered the free colored people powerless in
emancipation, but have acted most injuriously upon themselves,
as a class, in both the free and the slave States.
In the North-

western free States, every new Constitution framed, and every old
one amended, with perhaps one exception, exclude the free negroes

from the privileges of citizenship.
efibrts are

making not only

to drive out the free colored

In the slave States, generally,

prevent farther emancipations, but

to

population from their territories.

Thus, at this moment, stands the question of the capacity of
the free colored people of the United States, to influence public

And where

opinion in favor of emancipation.

pions

who

kindled the flame which

is

now

are their cham-

extinguished

?

Man}'-

them are in their graves and the Harper's Ferry act, but
applied the match that exploded the existing organizations. One
of

;

chieftain
tic

—always

asylum

times

;

—backs

—

truthful, ever in earnest

—whose

another

down from

zeal

the position he

were better than bibles in the

is,

alas, in the luna-

overcomes his judgment,

had taken,

conflict with slavery

coveting not the martyr's crown, yet a

little

—has

;

at

that rifles

another

left his editorial

chair, to put the line dividing English and American territory
between himself and danger another whose life could not well
be spared, as he, doubtless, thought after helping to organize the
;

—

—

a
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conspiracy at Chatham, iu Canada, immediately set out to explore

home for the Virginia slaves, and be
ready to receive them when Brown should set them free. These
As for others, so far as politiforces can never be re-combined.
Africa: perhaps to select a

The

cians are concerned, the colored race have nothing to hope.
battle for free territory, in the sense in

to

a contest to keep the blacks and whites entirely

It is

a determination to carry out the policy of Jeffer-

son, by separating the races

where

it

can be accomplished

policy that will be adhered to in the free States, and which

Canadians would gladly adopt,
mit them

be

is

understood,
separate.

which they design

if

—
tlie

the mother country would per-

to carry out their wishes.

Free colored

men

versity consider."

of the United States! "in the days of ad-

Are not

the signs of the times indicative of

the necessity of a change of policy

?

—

—

—
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XVIII.

THE MORAL RELATIONS OF PERSONS HOLDING THE PER SE DOCTRINE,
ON THE SUBJECT OF SLAVERY, TO THE PURCHASE AND CONSUMPTION
OF SLAVE LAROR PRODUCTS.

—Relations of the consumer of Slave labor products
of
Anti-Slavery
— Law of
doctrine — Inconsistency of those
criminis — Daniel O'Connell
Malum
who hold — English Emancipationists — Their commercial argument — Dif-

Moral

relations of Slavery

system

to the

— Grand

error

particeps

effort

all

in se

it

ferences between the position

of Great Britain and the United

Preaching versus practice by Abolitionists

—Cause of

States

want of influence

their

—Necessity of examining the question—Each man
standard —
of opinions
the United
the morality of Slavery — Three Views — A

over the Slaveholder
be judged by his
States,

tration

Law

ill

regard to

to

own

case in illus-

—Apology of per

se

men

relating to "confusion of

Slaveholders

in

Classification

—Taking Slave

for using Slave

goods"

Per

grown products

men

se

grown products under

insufficient

paiiidpes criminis with

protest absurd

—Amount of Slave labor Cotton
conduct— The Scotchman taking

Christian Evangelical Alliance
at that

moment

—

Pharisaical

—World's

in

England

his wife

under

—Anecdote—American Cotton more acceptable Englishmen than
Republican
— Secret of England's policy toward American Slavery
— The of robbery again
and the English
—A
Causes of the want of moral power of
— Slaveholders no cause
of the adoption of the per
doctrine by
—Other
—
moral
—Inconsisbodies— Slaves thus
tency of per
men denouncing others—What the Bible says of
conprotest

to

principles

case

Satirized

cited,

contrast

Abolitionists

to cringe

results

Effect

se

destitution

left in all their

ecclesiastical

similar

se

duct.

Having
slavery,

moral

it

noticed the political

and economical

may

we

relations.

be expected that
In attempting

this,

shall say

it

something of

we choose

that interminable labyrinth, without a thread,

moral character of the system, as

relations

of
its

not to traverse

which includes the

respects the

relation

be-

which wo
care to consider it, is in the moral relations which the consumers
of slave labor products sustain to slavery and even on this, we
tween the master and the

slave.

The only aspect

in

:

no opinion, our aim being only to promote inquiry.
This view of the question is not an unimportant one. It includes the germ of the grand error in nearly all anti-slavery
effort
and to which, chiefly, is to be attributed its want of moral
shall offer

;

power over the conscience of the slaveholder.

The

abolition
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to create a public

sentiment, in the Uni-

ted States, that should be equally as potent in forcing emancipa-

was the public opinion of Great Britain. But why have
not tiic Americans been as successful as the English? This is an
When the Anti-Slavery Conveninquiry of great importance.
tion, as

which met, December 6, 1833, in Fhiladelphia, declared, as
its creed: '• That there is no difierence in principle, be-

tion,

a part of

tween the African slave

ti*ade,

and American slavery,"

to be understood as teaching, that the person

slaves imported

it

meant

who purchased

from Africa, or who held their oSspring as

—

—

part icej)s criminis partaker in the crime with the
slave trader, on the principle that he who receives stolen propslaves, -was

knowing

erty,

On

it

this point

be such,

is

equally guilty with the

Daniel O'Connell was very

public assembly, he used this language:

thief.

explicit,

"When

when, in a

an American

comes into society, he will be asked, are you one of the thieves,
or are you an honest man? If you are an honest man, then you
have given liberty to your slaves if you are among the thieves,
'

;

"
the sooner you take the outside of the house, the better.'

The

error just referred to

to slavery

—like

itself

was

this

on the principle, that
the slave

same time, continued

it

:

they based their opposition

to

—

was malum in se a
and murder; and,

trade, robbery

sin in
at

the

use the products of the labor of the slave

had been obtained from the labor of freemen. But
was not the only reason why they
inconsistency
seeming
this
failed to create such a public sentiment as would procure the
as though they

emancipation of our slaves.

The English emancipationists began

—

work like philosophers addressing themselves, respectfully
Beside the moral
to the power that could grant their requests.
argument, which declared slavery a crime, the English philanthropists labored to convince Parliament, that emancipation would
be advantageous to the commerce of the nation. The commercial value of the Islands had been reduced one-third, as a result
Emancipation, it was argued,
of the abolition of the slave trade.

their

would more than restore their former prosperity, as the labor of
freemen was twice as productive as that of slaves. But American abolitionists commenced their crusade against slavery, by
charging those who sustained it, and who alone, held the power
to

manumit, with crimes of the blackest dye. This placed the
arguments on human

parties in initant antagonism, causing all the
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and the sinfulness of slavery, to fall without effect upon
men. The error on this point, consisted in failing to discriminate between the sources of the power over emancipation in England and in the United States.
With Great
Britain, the power was in Parliament.
The masters, in the West
Indies, liad no voice in the question.
It was the voters in Engrights,

the ears of angry

land alone

who

controlled the elections, and, consequently, con-

trolled Parliament.

States

is

But the condition of things
what it was in England.

in the

United

With

us, the

the reverse of

power of emancipation

is

members

slaveholders elect the

The

in the States, not in Congress.

the State Legislatures

to

and

;

they choose none but such as agree with them in opinion.
matters not, therefore, what public sentiment
as

it

then,

may be

at the

has no power over the Legislatures of the South.
the difference

is

:

It

North,

Here,

with us the slaveholder controls the ques-

England the consent of the master
was not necessary to the execution of that work.
Our anti-slavery men seem to have fallen into their errors of
tion of emancipation, while in

policy,

a

by following the lead of those of England, who manifested
ignorance of the relations existing between our General

total

Government and

the State Governments.

On

the abolition plat-

form, slaveholders found themselves placed in the same category

They were told that all laws,
power
over
the
slave,
giving them
were void in the sight of
heaven and that their appropriation of the fruits of the labor of
the slave, without giving him compensation, was robbery.
Had
with slave traders and thieves.

;

the preaching of these principles produced conviction,

have promoted emancipation.
doctrines were held

hand of the

up

to the

gaze of slaveholders, in the one

cxhorter, they beheld his other

from beneath his cloak of seeming
of the very robbery he
in proof of this

At

hand stretched

out,

sanctity, to clutch the products

was professing

view of the

muEt

it

But, unfortunately, while these

to

condemn

!

Take a

fact

subject.

the date of the declarations of Daniel O'Connell, on behalf

of the English, and by the Philadelphia Anti-Slavery Convention,

on the part of Americans, the British manufacturers were purchasing, annually, about 300,000,000 lbs. of cotton, from

very

men denounced

thieves

;

as equally criminal with slave traders

the

and

and the people of the United States were almost wholly
for their supplies of cotton and

dependent upon slave labor

:
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wonder, therefore, that slaveholders,

treat, as fiction, the doctrine that slave labor

tlie fruits

products are

of robbery, so long as they are purchased without scru-

men, in Europe and America. The pecuniis more profitable
than slave labor, was also urged here, but was treated as the
greatest absurdity.
The masters had, before their eyes, the eviple,

by

all classes

of

ary argument for emancipation, that free labor

dence of the

of the assertion, that, if emancipated, the

lalsity

would be doubly profitable as free
was admitted, on all hands, to be true in

laborers.

slaves

The reverse

relation to our colored

people.

But

moral relations which the consumers

this question, of the

of slave labor products sustain to slavery,

is

one of too important

a nature to be passed over without a closer examination
beside,

it

;

and,

involved in less obscurity than the morality of the

is

relation existing between the master

and the

slave.

consider-

Its

an opportunity of discriminating between the
difierent opinions entertained on the broad question of the morality of the institution, and enables us to judge of the consistency
ation, too, afibrds

and conscientiousness of every man, by

which he

the standard

himself adopts.

The prevalent

opinions, as to the morality of the institution of

slavery, in the United States,
1.

That

it

is

may be

under three heads

classified

by Scripture example and precept.

justified

it is

a great civil and social

evil, resulting

degradation, like despotic systems of government, and
tolerated until
safe to grant

its

2.

That

from ignorance and

may

subjects are sufliciently enlightened to reniler

them equal

rights.

3.

That

it is

malum

in

be
it

se, like

robbery and murder, and can not be sustained, for a moment,
without sin

;

and, like sin, should be immediately abandoned.

Those who consider slavery sanctioned by the Bible, conceive
that they can, consistently with their creed, not only lioUl slaves,

and use the products of slave
their consciences, but

tem.
evil,

may

labor, without

adopt measures

to

doing violence

to

perpetuate the sys-

Those who consider slavery merely a great civil and social
may engender oppression, or may not, are

a despotism that

of opinion that they

change

their

own

may

purchase and use

its

products, or inter-

for those of the slaveholder, as free

governments

hold commercial and diplomatic intercourse with despotic ones,

without being responsible for the moral evils connected with the
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the slave trade, robbery and murder,

is

a very different

one from either of the other classes, as it regards the purchase
and use of slave labor products. Let us illustrate this by a case
in point.

A

company

of

men

number of

hold a

their fellow

men

in

bondage under the laws of the commonwealth in which they live,
so that they can compel them to work their plantations, and raise
These products of the labor of
horses, cattle, hogs, and cotton.
the oppressed, are appropriated by the oppressors to their own
use, and taken into the markets for sale.
Another company proceed to a community of freemen, on the coast of Africa,

who have

labored voluntarily during the year, seize their persons, bind

them, convey away their horses,

cattle, hogs, and cotton, and take
The first association represents the
slaveholders the second a band of robbers.
The commodities
of both parties, are openly offered for sale, and every one knows
how the property of each was obtained. Those who believe the per
se doctrine, place both these associations in the same moral category, and call them robbers.
Judged by this rule, the first band
are the more criminal, as they have deprived their victims of
personal liberty, forced them into servitude, and then "despoiled
them of the fruits of their labor."* The second band have only
deprived, their victims of liberty, while they robbed them; and
thus have committed but two crimes, while the first have per-

the property to market.
;

These parties attempt

petrated three.

their cotton, say in

London.

cargo without difficulty

The

first

to negotiate the sale of

company dispose of

—no one manifesting

at purchasing the products of slave labor.

pany are not so

As

fortunate.

ascertained, the police drag

sentenced to Bridewell.

its

their

the slightest scruple

But the second com-

soon as their true character

members

to Court,

is

where they are

In vain do these robbers quote the

Philadelphia Anti-Slavery Convention, and Daniel O'Connell, to

prove that their cotton was obtained by means no more criminal
than that of the slaveholders, and that, therefore, judgment ought
* This

is

by Mr. Sumner in his speech on
more to the point, is used in " The

the phrase, nearly verbatim, used

the Fugitive Slave

Bill.

Language, a

little

Friendly Remonstrance of the People of Scotland, on the Subject of Slavery,"
published in the American Missionary, September, 1855.
it

speaks of

it

as a

system " which robs

its

In depicting slavery

victims of the fruits of their toil."
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Now, why

endure the penalty of the law.

they have to

slavery be
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stolen property

is

the Englishman,

malum

And

in se?

if

the receiver of

jpariiceps criminis with the thief,

should receive and

who

sell

and

this dif-

why

is it,

that

the cotton of the

robbers, would run the risk of being sent to prison with them,

while

he acted as agent of the slaveholders, he would be treated

if

man

as an honorable

?

If the

master has no moral right to hold

what respect can the products of their labor differ
from the property acquired by robbery ? And if the property be
the fruits of robbery, how can any one use it, without violating

his slaves, in

conscience

?

"We have met

witli the

following sage exposition of the question,

in justification of the use of slave labor products, by those

believe iheper se doctrine
skill

and intelligence

The

slaves.

:

The master owns the

to direct the labor,

who

lands, gives his

and feeds and clothes the

slaves, therefore, are. entitled only to a part of the

proceeds of their labor, while the master is also justly entitled to

a part of the crop.

know what

can not

what

When

brought into

tlie

market, the purchaser

part belongs, rightfully, to the master, and

to his slaves, as the

whole

is

offered in bulk.

He may^

and throw the sinfulsells what belongs
master,
who
the
upon
transaction
of
the
ness
this
apology for the
doctrine
be
true,
But if i\\Q, per se
to others.
purchaser is not a justification. "Where a "confusion of goods"

therefore, purchase the whole, innocently,

made by one of the owners, so that they can not be
who "confused" them can have no advantage, in
wrong, but the goods are awarded to the innocent
own
his
from
law,
known principle of law, this most equitable
this
well
On
party.

has been

separated, he

rule, the

chaser,

master

knowing

forfeits his right in the

the facts, becomes a party in his guilt.

But

of goods," by the master, can

aside from this, the "confusion

give

property, and the pur-

him no moral right to dispose of the interest of his slaves
own benefit; and the persons purchasing such

therein for his

property, acquire no moral right to
are sound, logical views.
of those

who

that can be
their

own

holders.

It is

possession and use.

The argument

hold that slavery

made.

its

is

malum

These

offered, in justification

in

se^ is

the strongest

apparent, then, from a fair analysis of

principles, that they are participes criminis with slave-
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Again,

if the laws regulating the institution of slavery, be morand void, and not binding on the conscience, then the
slaves have a moral right to the proceeds of their labor.
This
right can not be alienated by any act of the master, but attaches
to the property wherever it may be taken, and to whomsoever it

ally null

may be

This principle, in law,

sold.

is

The

also well established.

recent decision on the " Gardiner fraud, " confirms

it

;

the Court

money paid out of the Treasury of the United
under such circumstances, continued its character as the
money and property of the United States, and may be followed
asserting, that the

States,

hands of those who cashed the orders of Gardiner, and
subsequently drew the money, but who are not the true owners of
and decreeing that the amount of funds, thus obthe said fund
into the

;

tained, be collected off the estate of said Gardiner,

who drew

and

off those

ftmds from the treasury, on his orders.

These principles of law are so well understood, by every
of intelligence, that

per

we can

not conceive

how

man

those advocating the

can continue in the constant use of
slave grown products, without a perpetual violation of conscience
se docti'ines, if sincere,

and of

all

moral law.

Taking them under protest^ against the

slavery which produced them,

is

ridiculous.

Refusing

to fellow-

ship the slaveholder, while eagerly appropriating the products of
the labor of the slave, which he brings in his hand,
ible.

The most noted case of the kind,

is

is

contempt-

that of the British

Committee, who had charge of the preliminary arrangements
the admission of

Alliance.

One

members

to the

of the rules

it

World 's

for

Christian Evangelical

adopted, but which the Alliance

American clergymen, suspected
per se doctrine, from seats in that
Their language, to American clergymen, was virtually,
body.
" Stand aside, I am holier than thou ; " while, at the same moment, their parishioners, the manufacturers, had about completed
afterward modified, excluded

all

of a want of orthodoxy on the

the purchase of 624,000,000 lbs. of cotton, for the consumption

of their mills, during the year

;

the bales of which, piled together,

would have reached mountain-high, displaying, mostly, the brands,
"

New

Orleans, " " Mobile, " " Charleston."

As not a word was said, by the Committee, against the Englishmen who were buying and manufacturing American cotton, the
case may be viewed as one in which the fruits of robbery were
taken under protest against the

14

robbers themselves.

To

all
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men, the conduct of the people of Britain,

in protesting

against slavery, as a system of robbery, while continuing to pur-

chase such enormous quantities of the cotton produced by slaves,

appears as Pharasaical as the conduct of the conscientious Scotch-

man,

who married

in early times, in Eastern Pennsylvania,

his

wife under protest against the constitution and laws of the Gov-

ernment, and especially, against the authority, power, and right
of the magistrate

Such

pliable

who had

just tied the knot.*

But as they relax when

cases of emergency.

be subserved, and

retain their rigidity only

conduct of others, the inference

An

*

convenient in

consciences, doubtless, are very

is,

selfish

ends are to

when judging

the

that the persons possessing

some consciences, of this apdemands it, has often been told

anecdote, illustrative of the pliability of

parently rigid

by the

late

class,

where

interest or inclination

Governor Morrow, of Ohio.

An

old Scotch " Cameronian, " in

Eastern Pennsylvania, became a widower, shortly after the adoption of the Constitution of the

United

He

States.

refused to acknowledge either the National

Goverument, but pronounced them both unlawful, unrighteous, and

or State

ungodly.

Soon he began

to feel the

want of a

wife, to care for his motherless

The consent of a woman in his own Church was
any other would have been like an Israelite marrying

children.

gained, because to

take

a daughter of the

land of Canaan.

On

this point, as

in refusing to

swear allegiance to Govern-

But now a practical difficulty presented
Church in the country and those of other

ment, he was controlled by conscience.
itself.

There was no minister of

—

his

denominations, in his judgment, had no Divine warrant for exercising the functions of the sacred office.

He

married, that w;\s the problem.

But how

repudiated the whole of them.

He

to get

tried to persuade his intended to agree to a

marriage contract, before witnesses, which could be confirmed whenever a proper
minister should arrive from Scotland.

But

his " lady-love "

would not consent

—

She must be married " like other folk, " or not at all because
" people would talk so."
The Scotchman for want of a wife, like Great Britain
and so he
for want of cotton, saw very plainly that his children must suffer

to

the plan.

;

resolved to get married at
to violate conscience.

ceremony

wi\s

all

hazards, as

England buys her

cotton, but so as not

Proceeding with his intended to a magistrate

's office,

soon performed, and they twain pronounced "one flesh."

no sooner had he "kissed the bride," the sealing

act of the

the

But

contract at that

drew a written document from his pocket, which
and in which he entered his
he read aloud before the officer and witnesses
solemn protest against the authority of the Government of the United States,
day, than the good Cameronian

;

against that of the State of Pennsylvania, and especially against the power,
right,

and lawfulness of the

acts of the magistrate

who had

just married him.

This done, he went his way, rejoicing that he had secured a wife without recognizing the lawfulness of ungodly governments, or violating his conscience.
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are either hypocritical, or else, as was acknowledged by
Parson D., in similar circumstances, thej have mistaken their

them

prejudices for their consciences.

So

far as Britain is

willing to receive

concerned, she

American

manifestly,

is,

much more

slave labor cotton for her factories,

And why

than American republican principles for her people.
so

The

?

profits derived

by her, from the purchase and manufac-

ture of slave labor cotton, constitute so large a portion of the

means
itself

of her prosperity, that the

were the supplies of

therefore,

why

Government could not

this article cut off.

the people of

sustain

easy to divine,

It is

England are boundless

in their de-

nunciation of American slavery, while not a single remonstrance

goes up to the throne, against the importation of American cotton.

Should she exclude
interest

it,

the act would render her unable to pay the

and many a declaimer against
would have to go supperless to bed.

on her national debt

slavery, losing his income,

;

Let us contrast the conduct of a pagan government with that
of Great Britain.

"When the Emperor of China became

convinced of his inability to
arms, in the famous "

him

Opium War,"

to legalize the traffic in

fully

prowess of the British

resist the

efforts

were made

induce

to

opium, by levying a duty on

its

him a heavy profit. This he refused
decision in these memorable words:

port, that should yield

im-

to do,

and recorded his
" It is true, I can not prevent the introduction of the flowing
poison.
Gain-seeking and corrupt men will, for profit and sensuality, defeat

my

wishes, but nothing will induce

my

revenue from the vice and misery of
Let us revert a

moment

me

to derive

a

people."*

to the case of robbery, before cited, in

further illustration of this subject.

The prisoners serve out their
visit London

term in Bridewell, and, after a year or two, again
with a cargo of cotton.

The

aud they are
The judge
the soil of Eng-

police recognize them,

a second time arraigned before the court

demands why they should have dared

for trial.

to revisit

land, to offer for sale the products of their robbery.
ers assure his

sentiment of the kingdom, nor violated

your prison,
the

The

prison-

honor that they have neither outraged the public

sir,"

they go on to say,

morals of British economics.

its

laws.

"we became
Anxious

* National InfAligencer, 1854.

to

"While

in

instructed in

atone for our
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to restore ourselves to the confidence

and respect

of the pious subjects of jour most gracious Queen, no sooner

were we released from prison, than we hastened to the African
coast, from whence our former cargo was obtained, and seizing
the self-same men whom we had formerly robbed, we bore them
They resisted sturdily, it is true,
off, bodily, to the soil of Texas.
but we mastered them
We touched none of the fruits of their
previous labors. Their cotton we left in the fields, to be drenched
,

by the rains or drifted by the winds
into your markets

your dungeons.

;

because, to have brought

would have subjected

we brought our

In Texas,

control of the laws,

us,

anew,

it

to a place in

prisoners under the

which there give us power

to hold

them

as

Stimulated to labor, under the lash of the overseer, they

slaves.

have produced a crop of cotton, which
markets as a lawful

article of

commerce.

is

now

We

ofiered in your

are not subjects of

your Government, and, therefore, not indictable under your laws

Your honor, will perceive, then, that our
are changed.
We come now to your shores, not

against slave trading.

moral relations

as dealers in stolen property, but as slaveholders, with the pro-

ducts of slave labor.

We

are

aware that hunkum speakers, at
thief, and

your public assemblies, denounce the slaveholder as a

his appropriation of the fruits of the labor of his slaves, as robbery.

We

comprehend the motives prompting such utterances. We
come not to attend meetings of Ecclesiastical Conventions, representing the republican principles of America, to unsettle the
doctrines upon which the throne of your kingdom is based.
But
we come as cotton planters, to supply your looms with cotton,
that British commerce may not be abridged, and England, the
great civilizer of the world,

may

not be forced to slack her pace

This is our character and
and your honor will at once see that it is your duty, and
the interest of your Government, to treat us as gentlemen and
your most faithful allies." The judge at once admits the justice

in the performance of her mission.
position

;

of their plea, rebukes the police, apologizes to

the prisoners,

have violated no law of the realm and
assures them
that, though the public sentiment of the nation denounces the
that they

;

slaveholder as a thief, yet the public necessity

supply of cotton from the planter.
ate discharge,
his

and

Ke

demands a

full

then orders their immedi-

invites tliem to partake of the hospitalities of

house during their stay in London.

;
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example of British consistency, on the subject of

fair

slavery, so far as the supply of cotton

is

concerned.

The English

manufacturers are under the absolute necessity of procuring
but as free labor

is

incapable of increasing

its

it

production, slave

made to remedy the defect.
The reason can now be clearly comprehended, why abolitionists
have had so little moral power over the conscience of the slavelabor must be

Their practice has been inconsistent with their precepts
at least, their conduct has been liable to this construction.

holder.
or,

Nor do we

how

perceive

they can exert a more potent influence,

in the future, unless their energies are directed to efforts such as

them from a

will relieve

position so inconsistent with their pro-

purchasing products which they,

fessions, as that of constantly

themselves, declare to be the fruits of robbery.

While, therefore,

things remain as they are, with the world so largely dependent

upon slave

labor,

how can

will continue to flourish
classes, of every

?

it

be otherwise, than that the system

And

while

its

products are used by

sentiment, and country, nearly,

how

all

can the

slaveholder be brought to see any thing, in the practice of the

world, to alarm his conscience, and

fellow-men, as a guilty robber

make him

cringe, before his

?

But, has nothing worse occurred from the advocacy of the per

an exhibition of inconsistency on the part of
and the perpetuation of slavery resulting from their

se doctrine, than

abolitionists,

conduct?

This has occurred.

denominations,

now

Three highly respectable religious

limited to the North, had once

On

many

flour-

per se
by their respective Synods, their congregations became
disturbed, were soon after broken up, or the ministers in charge
had to seek other fields of labor.
Their system of religious

ishing congregations in the South.

the adoption of the

doctrine,

instruction, for the family, being quite thorough, the slaves

deriving

when

much advantage from

the influence of these bodies.

were

But

they resolved to withhold the gospel from the master, unless

he would emancipate, they also withdrew the means of grace from
the slave

;

eternally

!

left him to perish
was proper, or whether it would

and, so far as they were concerned,

Whether

have been better

to

this course

have passed by the morality of the legal relawhich the master had no agency, and con-

tion, in the creation of

sidered him, under Providence, as the moral guardian of the
slave,

bound

to discharge a guardian's

duty

to

an immortal being,
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to determine.

show the

to
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is

called to the

practical effects of the action of these

churches upon the slave, and what the per se doctrine has done

him of the gospel.
Another remark, and we have done with this topic. Nothing
is more common, in certain circles, than denunciations of the
Cliristian men and ministers, who refuse to adopt the per se prinWe leave others to judge whether these censures are
ciple.
in depriving

merited.

One

thing

certain

is

a great civil and social

extending the gospel

removing

it

in

those

who

believe that slavery

is

upon the country, and are
both master and slave, with the hope of

to

peacefully, can not be reproached with acting incon-

sistently with their principles

malum

:

evil, entailed

se,

;

while those

who

declare slavery

and refuse to fellowship the Christian slaveholder,

because they consider him a robber, but yet use the products of

may

slave labor,

fairly

be

classified,

the hypocritical people of Israel,

Most High

:

on

their

who were

own

" "What hast thou to do to declare

that thou should st take

my

principles, with

thus reproached by the

covenant in thy mouth

my
?

thou sawest a^thief, then thou consentedst with him."*

* Psalm 1: 16, 18.

statutes, or

When
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CONCLUSION.
In concluding our labors, there

The work

is little

need of extended obser-

was checked,
first, by the neglect of
and the extension of slavery promoted
the fi'ee colored people to improve the advantages aflbrded them
second, by the increasing value imparted to slave labor third,
by the mistaken policy into which the English and American
abolitionists have fallen.
Whatever reasons might now be ofiered
for emancipation, from an improvement of our free colored people,
is far more than counterbalanced by its failure in the "West Indies,
and the constantly increasing value of the labor of the slave. If,
when the planters had only a moiety of the markets for cotton,
the value of slavery was such as to arrest emancipation, how
must the obstacles be increased, now, when they have the monopoly
of the markets of the world ? And, besides all this, a more
deadly blow, than has been given by all other causes combined,
vation.

of emancipation, in our country,
:

—

;

;

now

from a quarter the least sus
Canadian immigrants to improve the
privileges aflforded them under British law, proves, conclusively,
that the true laws of progress for the African race, do not consist
in a mere escape from slavery.
is

levelled at negro freedom

The

pected.

We

failure of the

propose not to speak of remedies for slavery.

That we

Thus far this very perplexing question, has
human wisdom. Either some radical defect must have

leave to others.
baffled all

existed, in the

not yet
is

come

measures devised

removal, or the time has

for its

for successfully assailing the institution.

completed, in the delineation

we have given

lations to our agricultural, commercial,

and

of

its

Our work
varied re-

social interests.

the monopoly of the culture of cotton, imparts to slavery

of

Slave labor products have

maintained.

human

life,

to

articles supplied
is

made

the extent of

this

monopoly
necessities

more than half

to the Christian world.

largely subservient to slavery,

and

As
eco-

now become

nomical value, the system will continue as long as
is

its

Even

the commercial
free labor, itself,

vitally interested in its

perpetuation and extension.

Can

this condition of things

be changed ?

It

may

be reason-

ably doubted, whether any thing efficient can be speedily accom-

;
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is

lack of territory

is

adapted
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Western and

as all
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purpose

under proper incentives,

is

;

not because

less productive

but because freemen, whose constitutions are
will not avail themselves

tropical climates,

of the

opportunity oflered for commencing such an enterprise.

King Cotton

cares not whether he employs slaves or freemen.

the cotton^ not the slaves,

It is

upon which

throne

his

is

based.

Let freemen do his work as well, and he will not object to the

The

change.

promote that

most powerful ally, Great Britain, to
have already cost her people many hundreds

efforts of his

object,

of millions of dollars, with total failure as a reward for her zeal

and she

is

now compelled

the slave labor of

;

xA.frica, to

expedient of employing

meet the necessities of her manufac-

One-sixth of the colored people of the United States are

turers.
free

to resort to the

but they shun the cotton regions, and have been instructed

to detest emigration to Liberia.

such as was anticipated

;

and

Their improvement has not been

their

more rapid advancement can
The free

not be expected, while they remain in the country.
colored people of the British

on

West

Indies, can no longer be relied

to furnish tropical products, for they are resting

contented in

a state of almost savage indolence; and the introduction of coolie
labor has become indispensable as a

means

of saving the Islands

from ruin, as well as of forcing the negro into habits of industry.
Hayti is not in a more promising condition and even if it were,
;

its

population and territory are too limited to enable

it

to

meet

His Majesty, King Cotton, therefore,
and, by their
is forced to continue the employment of his slaves
lie receives no
toil, is riding on, conquering and to conquer
the increasing demand.

;

!

check from the cries of the oppressed, while the citizens of the

world are dragging forward his chariot, and shouting aloud his
praise

I

King Cotton

is

a

profound

and

statesman,

measures will best sustain his throne.

He

is

knows what

an acute mental

philosopher, acquainted with the secret springs of

human

action,

and accurately perceives who can best promote his aims. He has
no evidence that colored men can grow his cotton, except in the
Thus far, all experiments made to increase
capacity of slaves.
the production of cotton, by emancipating the slaves employed in
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It is his

total failure.

schemes of emancipation.

fore, to defeat all
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policy, there-

To do

he

this,

stirs

up such

agitations as lure his enemies into measures that will

him no

injury.

do
and
assumes the form of saint or sinner, as the service may demand.
Nor does he overlook the enthusiast, engaged in Quixotic endeavors for the relief of suffering humanity, but influences him to
advocate measures which tend to tighten, instead of loosing the

The venal

Or,

bauds of slavery.
of such schemes, he

on

call,

he can not be seduced into the support

if

beguiled into efforts that waste his strength

most impracticable

objects the

damage from

is

always at his

politician is

so that slavery receives no

;

the exuberance of his philanthropy.

such a one, perceiving the

futility

But should

of his labors, and the evils of

make an attempt to avert the consequences while he
is doing this, some new recruit, pushed forward into his former
place, charges him with lukewarmness, or pro-slavery sentiments,
his course,

;

destroys his influence with the public, keeps alive the delusions,

and sustains the supremacy of King Cotton in the world.
In speaking of the economical connections of slavery, with the
other material interests of the world,
partite alliance.
structure

It is

includes

Agriculturists

more than

four

parties,

this.

It

is

arranged thus

the Southern Planters

;

we have

;

called

it

a

quadruple.
:

tri-

Its

The "Western

the English Manufactur-

By this arrangement, the
and the American Abolitionists
abolitionists do not stand in direct contact with slavery; they
imagine, therefore, that they have clean hands and pure hearts,
But they, no less
BO far as sustaining the system is concerned.

ers

!

;

than their

allies,

aid in

promoting the

interests of slavery.

Their

sympathies are with England on the slavery question, and they
very naturally incline to agree with her on other points. She
advocates

merce

;

Trade, as essential to her manufactures and com-

J^7'ee

and they do the same, not waiting

bearings upon

American

slavery.

We refer

not to their leaders, whose integrity

The

free trade

we

to inquire into its

now

to the people,

choose not to indorse.

and protective systems, in their bearings upon

slavery, are so well understood, that no
especially an editor, or

member

man

of Congress,

of general reading,

who

professes anti-

same time advocating free trade, will
ever convince men of intelligence, pretend what he may, that he

slavery sentiments, at the

is

not either woefully perverted in his judgment, or emphatically,
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England, we were about

!

in alliance with the cotton planter, to
is

indispensable.

Abolitionism

is

whose prosperity

to say, is

free trade

in alliance with England.

All

three of these parties, then, agree in their support of the free trade

needed but the aid of the Western farmer, therefore,
His adhesion has been
to this principle.

policy.

It

to give

permanency

quadmple

given, the

and

alliatice has

been perfected, and slavery

free trade nationalized /

Slavery, thus intrenched in the midst of sucli powerful allies,

and without competition in tropical cultivation, has become the
King Cotton. Lest the sources of his ajifirrandisement should be assailed, we can well imagine him as being

sole reliance of

engaged constantly, in devising new questions of agitation,

to

divert the public from all attempts to abandon free trade and restore the protective policy.

He now

finds

an ample source of

security, in this respect, in agitating the question of slavery ex-

tension.

This exciting topic, as

we have

said, serves to keep
North in his constant
subject, few of these men

politicians of the abolition school at the

employ. But
would succeed
to

for the agitation

of this

Wedded

in obtaining the suffrages of the people.

England's free trade policy, their votes in Congress, on

questions affecting the

tariff,

are always in perfect

all

harmony with

interests, and work no mischief to the system of slavery.
Kansas comes into the Union as a slave State, he is secure in
the political power it will give him in Congress but if it is re-

Southern
If

;

ceived as a Iree State,

from whence
matter

to

it

will

still

draw provisions

much which way

be tributary to him, as a source

Nor does

to feed his slaves.

the controversy

is

it

decided, so long as all

agree not to disturb slavery in the States where

it

is

already

Could King Cotton be assured that this
not be abandoned, he would care little about slavery

established by law.
position will

Kansas but he knows full well that the public sentiment in
the North is adverse to the system, and that the present race of
politicians may readily be displaced by others who will pledge
themselves to its overthrow in all the States of the Union.
Hence he wills to retain the power over the question in his own
in

;

hands.

The

crisis

now upon

the country, as a consequence of slavery

having become dominant, demands that the highest wisdom
should be brouMit to the manao^ement of national afiiiirs. Sla-

;
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only as a national con-

abolished only with the consent of those

Their assent can be gained only by employing

it.

it now supplies.
It must be
by means that will not injuriously
affect the interests of commerce and agriculture, to which it is
now so important an auxiliary. None other will be accepted, for

other agents to meet the wants

superseded, then, if at

all,

To supply

a moment, by the slaveholder.

the existing

demand

by the present mode, is impossible.
To make the change, is not the work of a day, nor of a generaShould the influx of foreigners continue, such a change
tion.
may, one day, be possible. But to effect the transition from
for tropical products, except

slavery to freedom, on principles that will be acceptable to the
parties

who

tain such

control the question

statesmen of broader views and

found

;

to devise

measures as will produce

among

and

this result

loftier

left to

particular view of this subject, in the light of the

commercial operations of the United States,
as best indicating the relations
their

must be

conceptions than are to be

those at present engaged in this great controversy.

Take a more

and

successfully sus;

for the

year 1859,

of the North and the South,

mutual dependence upon each other.

The

total

value

of the imports of foreign commodities, including specie, was

Of this $20,895,077 were re-exported, leaving
home consumption, $317,873,053 an amount more than

$338,768,130.*
for

—

eleven times greater than the whole foreign commerce of Great
Britain one hundred and fifty-six years ago, and

more than

times greater than her exports eighty-six years ago.f
Let us inquire how this immense foreign commerce

how

is

four

sustained

these $317,873,000 of foreign imports are paid for by the

American people

;

and how

far the

respectively have contributed to

Northern and Southern States

its

payment.

half the amount, or $161,434,923, was paid in

more than

More than oneraw cotton, and

one-third of the remainder, or $57,502,305, in the

precious metals

;

leaving less than $100,000,000 to be paid in

the other productions of the country.

remainder was paid in cotton
products of the

forest,

More than one-third of this

fabrics, tobacco,

and

rice

* See Table XII, in Appendix.
f

;

while the

of the sea, and of various minor manu-

See Speecli of

Edmund

Burke, in Appendix.
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to liquidate the debt,

over $38,000,000.*

Of

this

only amounted to

amount the

and the corn and

$15,262,709,

"King Hay,"

much lauded

so

corn
for his

exports, from

made up only

the Northern States, of wheat and wheat flour,

meal but $2,206,396.
magnitude and money

value, never once ventured on board a merchant vessel, to seek

a foreign land, so as to aid in paying for the commodities which

we

In a word, the products of the forest and of agri-

imported. f

culture, exported

$4:5,300,000

;

by the free

States,

amounted

in value to about

while the same classes of products, supplied for

export by the Slave States, amounted to more than $193,400, OOO.J

The economical

relations of the

North and the South can now

be understood more clearly than they could be from the

statistics

body of this work. The facts, in relation to the
commerce of the United States, for 1859, were not accessible
and they are
until after the stereotyping had been completed
only crowded in here by omitting two or three pages of remarks
of another kind, but of less importance, which closed the volume.
By consulting Table XII, and two or three of the others, which
contain similar facts, covering the commercial operations of the
country since the year 1821, the whole question of the relations
It will
of the North and the South can be fully comprehended.
be seen that the exports of tobacco, which are mainly from the
South, have equaled in value considerably more than one-third
the amount of that of breadstuffs and provisions and that, in the
same period, tlie exports of cotton have exceeded in value those
of breadstuffs and provisions to the amount of $1,421,482,261.
Here, now, a just conception can be formed of the importance
of cotton to the commerce of the country, as compared with our
The amount exported, of that article, in the
other productions.

referred to in the

;

;

|1

last thirty-nine years,

has exceeded in value the exports of bread-

* See Table VIII, in Appendix.
•f

It has

been denied that " Cotton

to that royal appellation

The

;

because

demand

II

is

at

King," and claimed that

Hay

upon the

fact,

that

it

See Table XII, in Appendix, for the
in

Appendix.

entitled

enters so largely

and commerce of the world, while hay

homo.

Sec Table VIII,

is

estimated value exceeds that of Cotton.

imperial character of Cotton rests

into the manufactures, trade,

I

its

statistics

on

this subject.

is

only in
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and provisions

stuffs

the

to

hundred and
Verily, Cotton is King!

extent oi fourteen

twenty-one millions of dollars !
Another point needs consideration.

a

It is

fact,

not to be

questioned, that the productions of the Northern States
to
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amount

an immense sum, above those of the Southern States, wlien

valued in dollars and cents

;

but the proportion of the products

of the former, exported to foreign countries,

indeed,
latter.*

when compared with
And, yet, the North
This fact could not

rapidity.

very insignificant,

the value of the exports from the

acquiring wealth with amazing

is

Northern people

exist, unless the

produce more than they consume

own

is

— unless they have

a surplus to

They must, therefore, find
a permanent and profitable market, somewhere, for the surplus
products that yield them their wealth. As that market is not in
Europe, it must be in the Southern States. But the extent to
which the South receive their supplies from the North, cannot be
determined by any data now in the possession of the public. It
must, however, be very large in amount, and, if withheld, would
greatly embarrass the Southern people, by lessening their ability
supplying their

sell, after

wants.

to export as largely as hitherto.
So, on the other hand, if the
Northern people were deprived of the markets afforded by the
South, they would find so little demand elsewhere for their products, that it would have a ruinous effect upon their prosperity.

All that can be safely said upon

this subject

that the interests

is,

of both sections of the country are so intimately connected, so

Union would be
and
North supplies to

firmly blended together, that a dissolution of the

destructive to all the economical interests of both the North

Cut

the South.

off

from the South

all

that the

the planters, in such articles as agricultural implements, furni-

and mules, and cotton culture
would at once have to be abandoned to a great extent.
But
would the South alone be the sufferer ? Could the Northern agri-

ture, clothing, provisions, horses,

culturist,

continue
ducts

manufacturer, and mechanic, remain prosperous, and
accumulate wealth, without a market for their pro-

to

Could Northern merchants dwell in

?

roll in luxury,

of

its

present extent, and a domestic

reduced

their palaces,

and

with a foreign commerce contracted to one-third

to one-half its present

*

amount?

See Table XII.

demand

for

merchandize

Certainly not.
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mere necessity of self supply, of food and clothing,
snch as existed in 1820, would now be disastrous to the South,
and react destructively upon the North, what would be the effect
of emancipation upon tlic country at large? What would be the
effect of releasing from restraint three and a half millions of

And

if

the

negroes, to bask in idleness, under the genial sunshine of the

South, or to emigrate hither and thither, at will, with none to
It is too late to insist that free labor would
control their actions?

be more profitable than slave labor, when negroes are to be the
It is too late to
operatives: Jamaica has solved that problem.
claim that white labor could be made to take the place of black
labor, while the negroes

remain upon the ground

:

Canada, and

the Northern States, demonstrate that the two races cannot bd

made

to labor together peacefully

Nothing

is

more

certain, therefore,

and upon terms of equality.
than that emancipation would

inevitably place the Southern States in a similar position to that

On

of Jamaica.

this point take a fact or two.

The Colonial Standard*

of the 13th January, 1859, in speak-

ing of the present industrial condition of that Island, says, that

more than twenty thousand laborers who employ
sugar cultivation for wages. This will seem aston-

there are not

themselves in
This paper

published at Kingston, Jamaica, and in confirmation of the

is

views of the London Economist, quoted
extract

copied from

is

" Barbadoes,

we

all

its

columns

know,

is

in the

prosperous because she possesses a native popu-

lation almost as dense as that of China,
ficial soil.

body of the work, the following

:

with a very limited extent of super-

In Barbadoes, therefore, population presses on the means of subsist-

ence, in the

same way,

if

not to the

same

people are industrious from necessity.

extent, as in

other hand, have taken steps to produce this pressure
portations of foreign labor.

thousand

coolies,

England, and the

Trinidad and British Guiana, on the

The former

colon}-,

artificially,

by

large im-

by the importation of eleven

has trebled her crops since 1854, while the latter has doubled

hers by the introduction of twenty-three thousand immigrants.
"

While Jamaica is the single instance of
example of non-immigration.

retrogression, she aifords also the

solitary

"Mauritius, by importing something like one hundred and seventy thousand
laborers,

has increased her exports of sugar from 70,000,000

250,000,000

lbs.

in

1858.

lbs. in

1844, to

Jamaica, by depending wholly on native labor,

has fallen from an export of G9,000 hhds. in 1848, to one of 28,000 hhds.
in 1859.
" It is believed

laborers

that there are not

who employ themselves

at this

moment above twenty thousand

in sugar cultivation for wages."
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who

ishing to those
it is

expected so

much from

emancipation,

stated that the bhick population of Jamaica,

when
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when

liberated

from slavery, numbered three hundred and eleven thousand, six
hundred and ninety two ; and that the exports of sugar from the

was prohibited, amounted

Island, in 1805, before the slave trade

237,751,150 lbs.;* while, in 1859, the exports of that staple
commodity, only amounted to 44,800,000 lbs. f It will thus be
to

seen that the exports of sugar from Jamaica
of what

was

in the prosperous

is

now

less

than one-

days of slavery

and so
must be as to cotton, in the South, were emancipation forced
upon this country. And what would be the condition of our
foreign commerce, and what the effect upon the country, generally,
were the exports of the South diminished to less than one-fifth of
their present amount?
Would the lands of the Northern farmers
still continue to advance in price, if the markets for the surplus
products of the soil no longer existed ?
Would those of the
fifth

it

;

it

Southern planters rise in value, in the event of emancipation, to
an equality with the lands at the Korth, when no laborers could
be found

man

to

— no

till

man

the soil?

No man

of practical

entitled to the

common

sense

name

—could

of states-

imagine that

such a result would follow the liberation of the slaves in the

Southern States.

Under

the philanthropic legislation of Great

Britain, no such result followed the passage of the act for the
abolition of slavery in her colonies

;

but,

on the contrary, the

value of their real estate soon became reduced to a most ruinous
extent; and such

must inevitably be the

result

tion of similar measures in the United States.

viction of the

men

under the adopThis

is

the con-

of the South, and they will act upon their

own

judgment.

There are strong indications that the views presented in the
first edition of this work, and reported in the subsequent issues,
are rapidly becoming the views of intelligent and unprejudiced

men

everywhere. At a late date in the British Parliament, Lord
Brougham made a strong anti-American cotton and anti-American
The London Times, thus " takes the backbone
slavery speech.

* Martin's Britisli Colonies.
full details

f

on

The hhd.

See also Ethiopia, by the author, page 132, for

this question.

of sugar, as in Martin's tables,

See foot note on page 222.

is

here estimated at 1,600

lbs.
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out of his argument, and leaves

to stand on," thus

him nothing but

his sophistries

:

the veterans of the old Anti-Slavery

"Lord Brougham and

Society do not share our delight at this great increase in the

employment of our home population. Their minds are still
seared by tiiose horrible stories which were burnt in upon them
in their youth, when England was not only a slave-owning, but
even a slave-trading State. Their remorse is so great that the
ghost of a black man is always before them. They are benevo-

and excellent people but if a black man happened to have
broken his shin, and a white man were in danger of drowning,
we much fear that a real anti-slavery zealot would bind up the
lent

;

black man's leg before he would draw the white
water.

It

man

out of the

not an inconsistency, therefore, that while

is

we

see

only cause of congratulation in this wonderful increase of trade,
Lord Brougham sees in it the exaggeration of an evil he never
ceases to deplore.

"We, and

such as we,

as Providence allows

it

who
to

are content to look upon society

exist

—

to

mend

it

when we

can, but

not to distress ourselves immoderately for evils which are not

— we

see only the free and intelligent English
upon the wages which these cotton bales proLord Brougham sees only the black laborers who, on the
duce.
Lord
other side of the Atlantic, pick the cotton pods in slavery.
Brougham deplores that in this tremendous exportation of a
thousand millions of pounds of cotton, the lion's share of the
profits goes to the United States, and has been produced by slave

of our creation

who

families

labor.

thrive

Instead of twenty-three millions, the United States

now

send us eight hundred and thirty millions, and this is all cultivated by slaves. It is very sad that this should be so, but we do

way to a remedy.
becoming worse.

not see our
of

its

" If France,

who

is

There seems

already

to

be rather a chance

moving onwards

in a restless,

should open her eyes wide, should give herself

purblind

state,

fair-play,

by accepting our coals, iron, and machinery, and, under

the stimulus of a

wholesome competition, should take

to

manu-

upon

a large scale, even these three millions of slaves will

not be enough,

France will be competing with us in the foreign
still further the produce of Georgia and

facturing

cotton markets, stimulating

South Carolina.

The jump which the consumption of

cotton in
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Eugland has

is but a single leap, which may be
There are a thousand millions of man-

made

just

repeated indefinitely.

kind on the globe,

all

of

Every year new

cotton.

whom

can be most comfortably clad

in

and new nations are added to the
There is every reason to believe that

tribes

category of cotton-wearers.

the supply of this universal necessity will, for

come,
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many

years yet to

keep pace with the demand, and in the interest of

fail to

countrymen to whom cotton is bread, we
hope that the United States will be able to supply us in years to come with twice as much as we bought of them
that large class of our

must continue

to

in years past.

'

Let us raise up another market,' says the anti-

So say we all
"But even Lord Brougham would

slavery people.

not ask us to believe that

any proximate hope that the free cotton raised in Africa
within any reasonable time, drive out of culture the slave-

there

is

will,

grown

make

cotton of America.

If this be so, of

irritating speeches in the

things by which

we

House

what use can

it

be to

of Lords against a state of

Lord Brougham and
minds as to be incapable

are content to profit?

Lord Grey are not men of such

illogical

it is the demand of the English manufacwhich stimulates the produce of slave-grown American cotThey are, neither of them, we apprehend, so reckless or so
ton.
wicked as to close our factories and to throw some two millions of

of understanding that

turers

our manufiicturing population out of bread.

"Why, then, these

inconsequent and these irritating denunciations?

new

fields of

produce of we can

just nor dignified to

and

to revile

them

;

but,

meanwile,

Let us create
it

is

neither

buy the raw material from the Americans,

for

producing

it."

"We have said that the more popular

belief, in reference to the

moral character of slavery, now prevailing throughout the world,
ranks it as identical in principle with despotic forms of government.

Here

arises a question of importance.

Can despotism be

acknowledged by Christians as a lawful form of government?
Those who hold the view of slavery under consideration, answer
in the affirmative.
is

denied by none.

The

necessity of civil government, they say,

Society can not exist in

its

absence.

Eepub-

licanism can be sustained only where the majority are intelligent

and moral. In no other condition can
tained.
Hence, despotism establishes

free

government be mainof necessity, more

itself,

or less absolutely, over an ignorant or depraved people: obtain-

15
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iug the acquiescence of the enlightened, by offering them security
to person and property.
Few nations, indeed, possess moral

Many have

elevation sufficient to maintain republicanism.

have

it,

and relapsed into despotism.

failed,

must forego

therefore,

all

tried

Republican nations,

intercourse with despotic governments,

or acknowledge them to be lawful.

This can be done,

is

it

claimed, without being accountable for moral evils connected
with their administration.
nitions are

on record.

by appealing

Rome, with

its

the lawfulness of despotism,

with such governments,

is

far

thirty millions of slaves.

and yet hold intercourse

as inconsistent as to hold the jper se

doctrine, in regard to slavery,

Uow

admitted the validity of the

to Caesai-'s tribunal,

despotic government of

To deny

examples of such recog-

Elevated

Christ paid tribute to Cassar; and Paul,

and

still

continue to use

the treatment of their slaves, or whether
is

any are

not the point at issue, in this view of slavery.

session of

power over the

held not to be sinful

;

good of the

slave,

And when

American

it

free

from

guilt,

The mere

may

is

slavery, have

pos-

an encouraging

is

be used for the

That Southern masters are laboring

slave, to

the missionary efforts they are sustaining
lation.

products.

under the sanction of law,

but, like despotism,

good of the governed.
the

its

masters in general escape the commission of sin, in

for

extent, is apparent from

among

the slave popu-

considered that the African race, under

made much

greater progress than they

and that the elevating influences are now greatly increased among them it is to
have ever done in any other part of the world

;

;

be expected that dispassionate

men

will be disposed to leave the

present condition of things undisturbed, rather than to rush madly
into the adoption of measures that

of the Union.

may prove

fatal to the existence

—

APPENDIX.
EARLY MOVEMENTS IN THE AMERICAN COLONIES ON THE SLAVERY
QUESTION.
Sentiments have been quoted from the proceedings of the public meetings
held by the fathers of the Revolution, which,

when taken

the language of the Declaration of Independence,
that

it

was

their purpose to

conclusion, that

extend

An

secured by that struggle.

to the colored

seem

people

in connection

to favor
all

with

the opinion

the privileges to be
to the

examination of the historical records, leads

no such intention existed on the part of the statesmen and

The

patriots of that day.

show

opinions expressed, with scarcely an exception,

that they viewed the slave trade and slavery as productive of evils to the colonies,

to retard their prosperity, if not to

and calculated

indeed, in the estimation of the colonists,
w'hich they aimed

any more

;

slaves, or

prevent their acquisition

question of negro slavery was one of

The

of independence.

when compared with

little

moment,

the objects at

and the resolutions adopted, which bound them not

to

purchase any imported by others, was a blow aimed

import
at

the

commerce of the mother country, and designed to compel Parliament to repeal
But the resolutions themselves must be given, as best calits obnoxious laws.
culated to demonstrate what were the designs of those by whom they were
Before doing this, however, it is necessary to ascertain what were the
adopted.
relations

which the North American Colonies bore

ish Empire,

slaves

and

would be

why

to the

commerce of the

Brit-

was, that the refusal any longer to purchase imported

it

so ruinous to Great Britain,

and her other

colonies.

When

this

meaning of the resolutions be determined.
Such were the links connecting these colonies with England with the West Inand with the African slave trade, conducted by British merchants that
dies
more than one-half of the commerce of the mother country was directly or
The facts on this subject are extracted from the
indirectly under their control.

is

done, and not

till

then, can the full

—

—

—

debates in the British Parliament, and especially from the speech of Hon. Ed-

mund BuEKE, on his
America.* He said

resolutions, of

March 22d, 1775,

for conciliation

with

:

" I

have

in

my

hand two accounts

export trade of England to
stood in the year 1772.
to its colonies alone, as

England

its

The
it

;

one, a comparative statement of the

colonies, as

it

stood in the year 1704, and as

it

other, a state of the export trade of this country

stood in 1772, compared with the whole trade of

to all parts of the world, (the colonies included,) in the year 1704.

* See American Archives, vol

i.

folio 1749.
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They

from good vouchers

are

the latter period from the accounts on your

;

who

from an original manuscript of Davenant,

table, the earlier,

own

established

first

the Inspector General's Office, which has been, ever since his time, so abundant
a source of Parliamentary information.
"

The exjMrt

The

trade to the colonies, consists of three great branches.

African, which, terminating almost wholly in the colonies,

account of their commerce

;

tlie

West

Indian,

must be put to the
and the North American. All

these are so interwoven, that the attempt to separate

the contexture of the whole
depreciate the value of
inations to be,

The

"

what

all

and

;

the parts.

in effect

they

tear to pieces

therefore, consider these three

I,

much

denom-

one trade.

are,

trade to the colonies, taken on the export side, at the beginning of this

century, that

in the year 1704, stood thus

is,

" Exports to North America and the

To

them would

not entirely destroy, would very

if

West

:

Indies

$2,416,325

433,325

Africa

$2,849,650

"In the year 1772, which

I take as a

middle year, between the highest and

lowest of those lately laid on your table, the account was as follows

To North America and the West Indies
To Africa
To which, if you add the export trade from

"

:

$23,958,670
4,331,990
Scotland, which

had, in 1704, no existence

1,820,000

$30,110,660

"From

a

little

thirty millions.*

over two millions and three quarters,

has increased no less than twelve

It

of the colony trade, as compared with itself at these

century

and

;

this

second account.

is

matter for meditation.

See

how

But

has grown to over

it

fold.

two

this is

This

is

the state

periods, within this

not

Examine

all.

my

the export trade to the colonies alone, in 1772, stood

in the other point of view, that

is,

compared

as

to the

whole trade of England,

in 1704.

"

The whole
in

trade of England, including that to the colonies,

1704

Export

$32,545,000

to the colonies alone, in

1772

30,120,000

$2,425,000

Difference
"

The

trade with

America

half of being equal to

what

alone,

at the beginning of this century

largest year of those

be

said, is

on your

is

within less than two millions and a

commercial nation, England, carried on

with the whole world

table, it

!

If I

had taken the

would rather have exceeded.

But,

it

will

not this American trade an unnatural protuberance, that has drawn

* His estimates are in pounds sterling.
dollars, the

now

this great

•

pound being estimated

It is here, for

at five dollars.

sake of uniformitj, reduced to

—
;
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the juices from the rest of the body ?
has nourished every other part into

has been greatly augmented
to

which

ever extended

it
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and augmented more or

;

It is the

reverse.

very food that

Our general

present magnitude.

its

less in

trade

almost every part

but with this material difference, that of the thirty-

;

two millions and a half, which, iu the beginning of the century, constituted the
whole mass of our export commerce, the colony trade was but one-twelfth part
[which is $80,000,000.]
it is now considerably more than a third of the whole

—

This

the relative proportion of the importance of the colonies at these two

is

periods

;

and

reasoning concerning our

all

this proportion as its basis

or

;

easy to perceive, from what

It is

mode

must have

of treating them,

a reasoning, weak, rotten, and sophistical."

it is

is

said

by Mr. Burke, the embarrassments

upon the mother country, in the event of a rebellion in the North
colonies.
Take another illustration of this point. More than oneof the exports of Great Britain were made to North America, the West

must
American
that

third

fall

They

and Africa.

Indies,

mas, 1773

Annual average exports

To
To

the

stood thus during the three years ending at Christ-

:

West

to

North America

$17,500,000

Indies

6,500,000

3,500,000

Africa

Total value of exports

But

this

is

not

The

all.

$27,500,000
total value of the exports of Great Britain to

world, at this date, was $80,000,000.

These exports were made up,

colonial products, tobacco, rice, sugar,

etc.,

amount

to the

all

the

in part, of

of $15,000,000

$5,000,000 to foreign countries, and $10,000,000 to Ireland,— which,

;

when

to the $27,500,000, paid for by the colonies, exhibits them as sustaining
more than one-half of the commerce of the mother country.*
The immediate cause of the alarm which led to the examination of this subject by the Hon. Edmund Burke, and others, of the British Parliament, was
the adoption, by the North American colonies, of the policy of non-importa-

added

tion

and non-consumption of

country, or any of her colonies

English products, whether from the mother

all
;

and the non-exportation of any North Amer-

ican products to Great Britain, the

West

Indies, or

liament, for the passage of the Boston Port Bill,

Boston harbor

to all

commerce.

the principal

cities,

May

towns, and counties,

Continental Congress

met

which ordered the closing of

The measure was

of the citizens of Boston, held on

up and

any of the dependencies of

This agreement was adopted as a measure of retaliation upon Par-

the crown.

first

proposed at a meeting

was soon seconded by all
throughout the colonies and when the

13, 1774.

at Philadelphia, the

It

;

terms of the league were drawn

adopted, October 20, 1774, and went into operation.

A few

extracts

from memorials

to Parliament,

praying that

with iJorth America might be adjusted, and the threatened

show how

the slave trade was then interwoven with the

the- difficulties

evils averted, will

commerce and

national

* Investigations before the Committee on the Petition of the West India Planters.

American Archives, vol

i.

folio 1736.

See
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what extent the American league could

prosperity of Great Britain, and to

affect

that prosperity.

In the House of

Commons, January

petition of the Master,

23,

1775

Venturers of the city of Bristol, under their
sotting forth,

That a very

kingdom

Mr. Burke then presented a

common

on from the port of

in general,

seal

and increasing trade

beneficial

in America, has been carried

tage of the

"

:

Wardens, and Commonalty, of the Society of Merchants

and of the said

;

which was

read,

to the British colonies

advan-

Bristol, highly to the

city in particular

and that the

;

exports from the said port to America, consist of almost every species of British

manufactures, besides East India goods, and other articles of commerce

made

the returns are

not only in

many

and

;

valuable and useful commodities from

thence, but also, by a circuitous trade, carried on with Ireland,

and most parts of

Europe, to the great emolument of the merchant, and improvement of his Ma-

revenue

jesty's

;

and that the merchants of the said port are

in the trade to the

with America,

West India

islands,

and other

for provisions, lumber,

also deeply

engaged

which, by the exchange of their produce
stores, are

thereby almost wholly

maintained, and consequently, become dependent upon North America for support

and that the trade

;

very considerable extent,

West

which

to Africa,

India islands, and America

merce give employment not only

is

carried

and that these

;

to a

which means a very

very numerous body of

capital increase is

The

Britain

made

state of the

com-

different branches of

and manu-

artists

many thousand seamen, by

but also to a great number of ships, and

facturers,

on from the said port to a

dependent upon the flourishing

also

is

to the naval strength of Great

and other

passing certain acts of Parliament,

measures lately adopted, caused such a great uneasiness in the minds of the
inhabitants of America, as to

in utter ruin.

which
as

And
in

if

them

not speedily remedied, must involve

the petitioners, as merchants deeply interested in measures

so materially affect the

Englishmen,

the merchants apprehensive of the most

make

alarming consequences, and which,

commerce of

this

kingdom, and not

less

concerned

every thing that relates to the general welfare, cannot look

without emotion on the

many thousands

of miserable objects, who,

by the total
manu-

stop put to the export trade of America, will be discharged from their
factories for

January

want of employment, and must be reduced

26, 1775.

A

petition of the

to great distress."*

merchants and tradesmen of the port

of Liverpool, was presented to the House, and read, setting forth

:

"

extensive and most important trade has been long carried on, from said
the continent and islands of America

;

and that the exports from thence

That an
town to

infinitely

exceed in value the imports from America, from whence an immense debt
,

arises,

and remains due to the British merchant

the laborer, manufacturer, or
ience, or luxury,

American
have

for

become

;

makes a

more ingenious

and that every

article

which

can furnish for use, conven-

part in these exports, for the consumption of the

and that those demands,

many seasons been

;

artist,

as

important iu amount as various in quality,

so constant, regular,

and

diffusive, that

essential to the flourishing state of all their manufactures,

* American Archives,

vol.

i.

folio 1519.
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and that the bread of thousands

;

and immediately depends upon

in Great Britain, principally

this

branch of com-

merce, of which a temporary interruption will reduce the hand of industry to
idleness and want, and a longer cessation of it would sink the now opulent trader

and ruin

in indigence

and that

;

have been accustomed

tioners

at this particular season of the year, the peti-

ladeu with the products of Britain

at a stand

and that the present

;

though

loss,

at present

flow, the trade to these parts

some

if

is

entirely

when compared

great, is nothing,

with the dreadful mischiefs which will certainly ensue,
is

ships wholly

but by the unhappy differences

;

from whatever source they

subsisting,

many

send to North America

to

effectual

remedy

not speedily applied to this spreading malady, which must otherwise involve

the

West India

and the trade

islands,

that the petitioners can

whom

ment, from

to Africa, in the complicated ruin

;

but

with pleasing hopes, look up to the British Parha-

still,

they trust that these unhappy divisions will speedily be

healed, mutual confidence and credit restored, and the trade of Britain again
flourishing with undecaying vigor."*

Marc'a

as follows

a large

To

1775.

i.6',

the question "

From what

for subsistence ?" the answer,

draw fooa

r

'•

myself

I confine

quai/lity

America supplies

the

ah'

the granary of ine

rest,

and

;

North

herrings, but no grain.

North America

both corn and provisions.

Indies

A-v''est

Ireland furnishes

at present to necessary food.

salted beef, pork, butter,

ol-

places do the sugar colonies

given before Parliament, was, in part,

is

truly

from whence they draw the great quantities

of flour and biacuis for the use of one class of people, and of Indian corn for
the support of

the others

nil

;

also furnishes

bread, but with raeaO, with sheep, with poultry,

demand
is

for these

Salted

all

all

inrimteiy short of the

is

fish,

the meat of

the meat of

(

il

may

tne expression

West

'I'ltrks'

bear,

in their Congress, to

How

far that

be retarded or frustrated,
if it is

am

persisted in, I

;

They
all

agreement

Ic

you

is

I repeat, the

;

but the

Leeward

is it

and

also

Islands.

furnishes the sugar

and Anguilla

The

Indies.

It is

disdained by persons

;

although

testimonj^

which

by

official

will find confirmed. Sir,

will fix

may

for the

it

precisely in the middle

who have made

a public agree-

next

their supplies after the tenth of

be precipitated in

wisdom

its

may

execution,

of Parliament to consider

:

but

well founded to say, that nothing will save Barba-

does and the Leeward Islands from the
famine.

Nor

West

in those colonies

withhold

Indies with

live cattle

distinguish the source of the principal, the

great supply of corn and provisions.

North America

Indies with

for the salted beef, pork,

Island, Sal Tortuga,

some experience has enabled me to
accounts.
The same accounts will

West
West

be permitted in contrast with bread,)

Indies.

these islands are themseives a part of the

September.

demand

North American colonies

'I'ne

colonies with salt from

colonies of

and some

the lower ranks in Barbadocs and the

the slaves in the

in better condition.

ment

only, but of every

the

i^orth America not only furnishes the

rice

fish.

man

for the sujoport, not of

North America

animal

dreadful

consequences of absolute

famine will not be prevented.

* American Archives, vol.

i.

folio 1531.
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upon tliem siulJenly
themselves about

tUey will be overwhelmed with

;

look for

to

down

hunger, has broken

What

relief.

leveled the freeman with his slave

The

!

Suppose them

this,

to bo

wisdom of Parliament, they are destitute of the means of
Suppose them possessed of the means a

less confident in the

j^nrchasing an extraordinary stock.

very extraordinary stock

the objects of
six or eight

it

are

there was

it in, if

market,

at

it is,

;

that

months

and

;

all

the North

only for present use."*

fit

the question, what are the advantages of the sugar colonies to Great

Britain ?

here

from laying

the Indian corn decays in three

;

a plain reason

In those climates, the (lour will not keep over

are perishable.

weeks

is

which prevents any extraordinary stock

forbid the planter

American provisions

To

;

There

not to be found at market.

is

in the nature of the thing,

and which would

by

The body

they should do

if

;

wisdom of Parliament.

in the

before they can turn
rapine, stimulated

distress will be sudden.

of the people do not look forward to distant events

they will put their trust

it,

when

!

confounded the rich with the poor, and

screens,

all

a scene

it

it is,

;

was answered
that

it creates,

:

"

The advantage

not that the profits

is

in the course of attaining those profits, a

all

centre

commerce

in which multitudes of your people, and millions of your
employed it is that the support which the sugar colonies received
in one shape, they give in another.
In proportion to their dependence on
North America, and upon Ireland, they enable North America and Ireland to

and navigation

money

are

;

By their

dependence upon Great Britain

hands

to

push the culture of the sugar-cane, they uphold the trade of Great Britain

to

trade with Great Britain.

A

Africa.

trade

which

in the pursuit of negroes, as the principal, if not the

only intention of the adventurer, brings

In proportion

objects.

among

for

home

as the sugar colonies

ivory and gold as secondary

consume, or cause to be consumed,

commodities, they increase the trade of the

their neighbors, Asiatic

In this light I see the India goods which are

English East India Companj'.
carried to the coast of Guinea, f

To

what proportion

the question,

of land

in

the Leeward Islands, being

applied to raising provisions, would supply the negroes with provisions, on

an estate of two hundred hogsheads, for instance
native products of the Islands are very uncertain
therefore,

much more

necessary to raise

must provide
answer

all so,

of wet

against accidents, such as hurricanes, excess

own

:

"

The

but Guinea corn

land would be applied to this purpose than would be

this question precisely

to raise their

;

the supply for the regular constant consumption.

or of dry weather, the climate being very uncertain
to

was answered

? it

but

;

this I

food, that their food then

and sugar only a secondary object

;

it

;

it

is,

can say, that

must be

They

weather,

therefore, impossible
if

they were obliged

would be but the

their principal object,
trifle,

which provisions

are now."}:

The testimony

in reference to Jamaica,

* Testimony of Geo. Walker, Esq.
+
t

was very similar

American Archives,
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land,

time, stand prepared to

But

meet the shock.

much

except that as Jamaica had

;

and greater diversity of

sudden and unexpected,

to be
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and

soil

climate,

must ensue

suffering

might, in

it

emergency was likely

as the

in the outset of the

non-intercourse policy.

oniy necessary to add a few remarks, from the speech of Mr. Glover, in

It is

summing up
hazard

in

power

;

the testimony.

offense

in

He

said

not merely a monied

— the

acts

:

"

From

profit,

ground see what

this

and industry of our Nation.

sands and tens of thousands of families in comfort,

and

and rents of lands yearly

enlarging, the value

Instead of thou-

rising,

wealth abounding,

at

the best, once
treasure,

lost, carries

with

it

put

a navigation extensive

hand for further improvements, see or foresee, that
our whole commerce, that sole basis of our Empire, and this
and

is

but our bulwark of defense, our

of

third

this

third in itself

national faculties, our

a proportion of our

our public revenue, and the value of land, succeeded in

its

fall

by

a multiplication of taxes to reinstate that revenue, an increasing bui'den on

every increasing

estate, decreasing

by the reduced demand of

its

produce for

the support of Manufactures, and menaced with a heavier calamity

still

—the

diminution of our Marine, of our seamen, of our general population, by the
emigration of useful subjects, strengthening that very country

and weakening

ble,

"

To

this in the sight of rival powers,

you wish to humto humble us.

who wish

recapitulate the heads of that material evidence delivered before you,

would be tedious

in

powerful impression,

me, unnecessary in
I

Leaving

itself.

here add only, in a general

it,

mode

of

therefore, to its

my own,

own

that of the

inhabitants of those Islands, above four hundred thousand are blacks, from

immense riches there, so distinctly proved at your bar, are
immense advantage to these kingdoms. How far these multitudes, if their intercourse with North America is stopped, may be exposed to
One-half in Barbadoes and the Leeward Islands, say
famine, you have heard.
whose

labor the

derived, with such

one hundred thousand negroes, in value at
possibly,

it

grieves

me

to say probably,

least

may

twenty millions of

perish.

dollars,

The remainder must

divert to provisions the culture of the produce so valuable to Great Britain.

The same must

be the practice in great part throughout Jamaica and the

They may feel a distress
subsistence so much labor as, in

settled acquisitions.

must

divert for

new

just short of destruction, but

proportion, will shorten their

rich product."*

The North American
to

colonies could not

have devised a measure so alarming

Great Britain, and so well calculated to force Parliament into the repeal

of her obnoxious laws, as this policy of non-intercourse.

the

West

would deprive
them to

It

Indies of their ordinary supplies of provisions, and force

suspend their usual cultivation,

to

own

produce their

food.

It

would cause not

only the cessation of imports from Great Britain into the West Indies, on
account of the inability of its people to pay, but would, at once, check all de-

mand

for slaves, both in the sugar Islands

and

* American ArcLives, vol
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a loss, in the African trade alone, of three

and a half millions of

dollars,

and

putting in peril one-half of the commerce of England.

We

now

are

American

prepared to introduce the resolutions, passed by the North

on the subject of the slave trade and slavery.

colonies,

It

They embraced every item

of the accompanying resolutions.

is

not

with a repetition of the whole

necessary to burden our pages

considered

foreign

of

commodities, excepting in a few instances where medicines, saltpetre, and
In a few counties,

other necessaries, were exempted from the prohibition.

though they condemned the slave

trade,

they excepted negroes, and desired
This was

to retain the privilege of procuring them.

movement.

When

in the early part of the

the Continental Congress came to act upon

no such

it,

exemption was made.

On May

Rhode, Island, met and acqui-

17, 1774, the citizens of Providence,

esced in the Boston resolutions.

Their proceedings closed with this declaration

" Whereas, the inhabitants of America are engaged
rights

and

rights of

liberties

and

;

:

the preservation of their

in

an essential part of the natural

as personal liberty is

mankind, the deputies of the town are directed

to use their

endeavors

to obtain an act of the General Assembly, prohibiting the importation of negro

slaves in this colony

and that

;

negroes born in the colony should be free

all

at a certain age."

June 1774, responded

Prince George county, Virginia,
this resolution

" EesoJved, That the African trade

:

obstructs the population of

it

is

and added

to Boston,

injurious to this colony,

by freemen, prevents manufacturers and other

useful emigrants from Europe from settling

among

us,

and occasions an annual

balance of trade against the colony."*

Culpepper County, Virginia, July
policy,

and added

convict servants,

is

this resolution

:

7,

1774. acquiesced in the non-intercourse

"Hesolved, That the importing slaves and

injurious to this colony, as

obstructs the population of

it

with freemen and useful manufacturers, and that

we

will not

buy such

it

slave or

convict hereafter to be imported."!

The

Provincial Convention, at Charleston, South Carolina, July

1774,

6, 7, 8,

resolved to acquiesce in the Boston non-intercourse measures, and the merchants

agreed not to import goods or slaves, until the grievances were redressed.J

Nansemond County
measures, and also

Virginia,

" liesolved,

July

11, 1774,

gave

full assent to

That the African trade

is

the Boston

injurious to

this

by freemen, prevents manufacturers and
other useful emigrants from Europe from settling among us, and occasions an
colony, obstructs the population of

it

annual increase of the balance of trade against the colony."^
Caroline County, Virginia, July 14, 1774, cordially acceded to the Boston
policy,

and

also "liesolved,

That the African trade

is

injurious to this colony,

by freemen, manufacturers, and others, who would
emigrate from Europe and settle here, and occasions a balance of trade against

obstructs our population

the country that ought to be associated against."
* American Archives,
t
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and

"Resolved, That

also

and useful manufacturers,

and convict

servants,

we

1774, decided to sustain

6,

greatly obstructed

is

Bostonians

tlic

population of this colony, with

the

as
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will not purchase

freemen

by the importation of slaves

any such slaves or servants, here-

be imported."*

after to

Fairfax County, Virginia, July 18, 1774, took ground strongly with Boston,

and further

' Resolved,

That

the opinion of this meeting, that during our

it is

present difficulties and distress, no slaves ought to be imported into any of the
British colonies on the continent

and we take

;

this opportunity of declaring

our most earnest wishes to see an entire stop forever put so such a wicked,

and unnatural trade."f

cruel,

Hanover county,
and

July

Virginia,

dangerous to virtue and the welfare of this country

wish

estly

Boston resolutions,

20, 1774, sustained the

we consider as most
we therefore most earn-

"Resolved, That the African trade for slaves,

also

to see

Ann

Prince

distinctly,

it

;

totally discouraged."}:

County, Virginia, July 27, 1784, adopted the Boston policy, most
also " Resolved,

and

That our Burgesses be instructed

oppose the

to

importation of slaves and convicts as injurious to this colony, by preventing the

population of

The

it

by freemen and useful manufacturers. "5

1774, fully indorsed the

1,

which met

Virginia Convention of Delegates,

in their resolutions declared

:

non-intercourse
"

We

at

Williamsburgh, August

policy, medicines excepted,

and

will neither ourselves import, nor purchase

by any other person, after the first day of NovemWest Indies, or any other place."
The North Carolina Convention of Delegates, which met at Newbern, August
24, 1774, full}' indorsed the non-intercourse policy, and also passed this among
any slave or

slaves imported

ber next, either from Africa, the

their other resolutions

||

"Resolved,

:

That we

will not

import any slave or slaves,

by

or purchase any slave or slaves, imported or brought into this Province

from any part of the world,

And,

finally,

after the first

the Continental Congress, which

1774, in passing

its

"

That we

nor

To

;

after

which time we

and will neither be concerned

sell

non-consumption

in

it

document

any slave imported

after the first

will wholly discontinue the slave

ourselves, nor will

our commodities or manfactures to those

afford a clear

at Philadelphia, Sept. 5

as the second article of that

will neither import nor purchase

day of December next
trade,

met

non-importation, non-exportation, and

Agreement, included the following

who

we

hire our vessels,

are concerned in it."**

view of the reasons which prompted the colonies

such stringent measures to compel Parliament to repeal
only necessary to quote the very brief

others,

day of November next."T

summary

its

oppressive

to

adopt

acts, it is

of grievances of Avhich they

complained, as drawn up by the Pennsylvania Convention, which met in Phila-

July

delphia,
"

The

15,

1774

legislative authority

* American Archives,
f
I)
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of two beads

first,

;

a general

power of regulating our

may

first

internal legislation

and, secondly, a

;

both, she contends, are unlimited.

;

be included,

—

our Creator in
Tis

power of

Under the
among other powers, those of forbidding us to worship
the manner we think most acceptable to him
imposing taxes on
them by their own officers enforcing the collection by Admiralty
trade

—collecting

—

Courts, or Courts Martial

— abolishing

by jury

trials

— establishing

a standing

—

army among us in time of peace, without consent of our Assemblies paying
them with our money seizing our young men for recruits changing constitu-

—
—
tions of government — stojiping the press — declaring any

action,

of the smallest number, to consider of peaceable
grievances, high treason

—taking

modes

even a meeting

to obtain

redress of

— exempt-

colonists to Great Britain to be tried

them to England, to
up our ports prohibiting

ing 'murderers' of colonists from punishment, by carrying

answer indictments found

in the colonies

—shutting

—

us from slitting iron to build our houses, making hats to cover our heads, or
clothing to cover the rest of our bodies, etc."*
It

was

in the

midst of grievances such as these, and of

efforts of redress

such

Agreement was expected

to afford, that

the resolutions against the slave trade and slavery were passed.

What, then,

as the adoption of the Non-Intercourse

import

Avas their true

Did the

?

patriots of the Revolution contemplate the

enfranchisement of the negro, in the event of securing their

Did

own independence

their views of free institutions include the idea that barbarism

zation could coalesce and co-exist in

harmony and

and

?

civili-

Or did they not

safety ?

hold, as a great fundamental truth, that a high degree of intelligence and moral
principle
this

was

essential to the success of free

government

And was

?

it

not on

very principle, that they opposed the further introduction of negroes from

Africa,

and afterwards, by a special clause

in the Constitution,

excluded the In-

dians from citizenship ?

The

resolutions

which have been quoted, have given

By

and have often been misrepresented.

severing

rise to

much

them from

discussion,

their connection

with the circumstances under which they were adopted, and associating them
with the phrase

in the Declaration of

equal," the impression has been

But

the rights therein claimed.
benefits of the Pievolution,

it

made

Independence, that "

they have not been

as

all

men

are created

that the negroes were to be included in

made

participants in the

has been argued that the nation has broken

its

covenant engagements, and must expect that the judgments of Heaven will be

poured out upon

Now, what

her.

are the facts ?

The

colonists

were aiming

at a

high degree of

mental and moral culture, and were desirous of developing the resources of
the countrv, by encouraging the influx of freemen from Europe, and especially
of mechanics and manufacturers.

They were

anxiously looking forward to the

time when they

could cast off the yoke of oppression which the mother country

had forced upon

their necks.

The

multiplication of the negro population

was

considered as a barrier to the success of their measures, and as most dangerous
to virtue

and the welfare of the country.

*

It
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of the citizens to foreign merchants, and augmenting the balance of trade against

But

the colonies.

there

was no

settled policy in reference to the future dispo-

the colored population.

sition of

Feelings of pity were manifested toward
them, and some expressed themselves in favor of emancipation. The Continental
Congress, in addition to

April

6,

action in the Non-Intercourse

its

The Delaware Convention, August

Colonies."*

article of its Constitution, that "

from

Agreement, Besolved,

1776, " That no slaves be imported into any of the thirteen United

Africa,

ought

No

27, 1776, adopted, as the 26th

person hereafter imported into this State

to be held in slavery

on any pretense whatever

;

and no

negro, Indian, or mulatto slave ought to be brought into this State, for sale, from

any part of the world."f
There was more of meaning

would seem

to indicate.

On

in this action, than the resolution, standing alone,

the 11th of July, preceding. Gen. Washington

wrote to the Massachusetts Assembly, that the enemy had excited the slaves

and savages to arms against him ;|: and on November 7th, 1775, Lord Dunmore
had issued a proclamation, declaring the emancipation of all slaves " that were

may

able and willing to bear arms, they joining his Majesty's troops, as soon as

more speedy reducing the

be, for the

colonists to their

duty

his

to

Majesty's

crown and dignity." J
Previous

to the

commencement

of hostilities, the resolutions of the colonists,

adverse to the slave trade and slavery, were designed to operate against British

commerce

;

but, after that event, the

measures adopted had reference, mainly,

to the prevention of the increase of a population that

had been, and might con-

tinue to be, employed against the liberties of the colonies.

formed a part of the policy of Great

Britain,

is

That such

beyond dispute

;

a course

and that she

considered the prosecution of the slave trade as necessary to her purposes, was
clearly indicated

by the Earl of Dartmouth, who

for turning a deaf ear to the

declared, as a sufficient reason

remonstrances of the colonists against the further

importation of slaves, that "Negroes cannot become republicans
a power in our hands to restrain the unruly colonists."

prompted England
fully believed

—they

will be

That such motives

to prosecute the introduction of slaves into the colonies,

by American statesmen

;

was

and their views were expressed, by Mr.

Jefferson, in a clause in the first draft of the Declaration of Independence, but

which was afterward omitted.
That the emancipation of the negroes was not contemplated, by those in
who voted for the resolutions quoted, is evident from the subsequent
action of Virginia, where the greater portion of the meetings were held.
They
could not have intended to enfranchise men, whom they declared to be obstageneral,

way of public prosperity, and as dangerous to the virtues of the
Nor could the signers of the Declaration of Independence have

cles in the

people.

designed to include the
aro

created

equal,

Indians and negroes in the assertion

because

these

same

men, in

* American Archives, 4th series, vol.
"
"
5th "
vol.
t

afterwards

ill.

folio 11.

i.

folio 1178.
folio 192.

X

"

"

5th

"

vol.

i.

i

"

"

4th

"

vol.

iii.

folio 1385.

that

all

adopting

men
the

—
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from

Constitution, deliberately excluded the Indians

and forever

citizenship,

fixed the negro in a condition of servitude, under that Constitution, by in-

cluding him, as a slave, in the article fixing the ratio of Congressional repre-

The phrase

sentation on the basis of five negroes equaling three white men.

men

"all

equal"

are created

— could,

therefore,

have meant nothing more than

the declaration of a general principle, asserting the equality of the colonists,
before God, with those

who

The Indians were men

as well as the negroes.

claimed

it

as a divine right to lord

The

over which the United Colonies claimed jurisdiction.

from citizenship under the Constitution,
to be

embraced

That the
liberties,

in the Declaration of

conclusive that neither were intended

any

at

dissipates the hopes of those

achieve their

sacrifice, to

at the sacrifice of their slave property,

opinion of intelligent Englishmen.

territory

exclusion of both

Independence.

were determined,

colonists

even

is

over them.

it

Both were within the

seems

to

own

have been the

Burke, in his speech already quoted, thus

who expected

to find less resistance at the

South

than at the North.
" There
in

my

liberty

is,

however, a circumstance i^ttending the [Southern] colonies, which,

opinion, fully counterbalances this difference, and
still

in Virginia

more high and haughty than

and the Carolinas, they have a vast multitude of

this is the case, in

any part of the world, those

most proud and jealous of
an enjoyment, but
general as the

that

all
is

air,

freedom.

their

may

be united

more noble and

I

liberal.

spirit,

Where
far the

them not only
as

that

broad and

great misery

among them, like something
mean, sir, to commend the peculiar

days were the Poles
themselves.

man.

much more

The

much

pride as virtue in

fact is so

strongly,

;

;

and such

;

it

;

and these people

and with a higher and more

attached to liberty, than those to the Northward.

the ancient commonwealths

spirit

by

seeing there

a

do not

alter the nature of

of the Southern colonies are

the

of

the exterior of servitude, liberty looks,

but I can not

all

to

common blessing, and
with much abject toil, with

it is

spirit

It is that

slaves.

are free, are

Freedom is
Not

morality of this sentiment, which has at least as

stubborn

who

kind of rank and privilege.

a

freedom, as in countries where

with

makes the

Northward.

in those to the

such were our Gothic ancestors

will be all masters of slaves,

who

;

Such were
such in our

are not slaves

In such a people the haughtiness of domination combines with

of freedom,

fortifies

it,

and renders

it

invincible."
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FREE COLORED POPULATION.
When

the author was carefully collating the facts from the Record of

Lachlan,

Majob

he was not aware that
from other sources, any testimony in

in reference to the fugitive slaves in Canada,

he should be so fortunate

as to obtain,

Canada has

their support.

along been a sealed book to the public of the

all

States, so far as the condition of blacks,

who had

escaped thither, were con-

Since the completion of the stereotyping of the volume, and just as

cerned.

was about ready

for the press, the

New York

Herald, of January

5,

it

reached us.

embraces a detailed report on this important subject, which was prepared by

It

who

a special agent,

he describes.

visited the settlements

It

is

very interesting

and predictions of Major Lachlan, made

to find, that the opinions

1841 to

in

1850, as to the results of colored immigration into Canada, should be so fully
sustained and fulfilled, by a report
It

may

be remarked, here, that

upon the

we

actual facts in 1859.

believe a crisis has arrived in the history

»< the free colored people of the United States, which demands the most calm

and serious consideration and we would remind the more intelligent colored
men, that the honor of conducting their fellow-men in the road to a high civili;

zation, will be as great as are the honors

who have been
cle

heaped upon the few of the white

race,

up their fellow-men to the pinnaof greatness upon which they now stand.
More than one field, for the acthe master spirits in bringing

complishment of

this object,

now

presents itself; and, as the darkest hour

which immediately preceeds the dawn of day
that the lowering clouds now overshadowing their prospects,
said to be that

;

it

will

may

is

be hoped

soon be

dissi-

pated by a brighter sun, that shall reveal the highway of their deliverance.

But

to the extracts

from the Herald.

After giving a detailed account of the

whole subject of negro immigration into Canada, together with the

particulars

of the results of the several attempts at founding settlements for the refugees,

the Herald's reporter sums

up the whole matter thus

:

"THE SOCIAL AJSD MORAL EFFECT OF THE IMPORTATION OF FUGITIVE
SLAVES INTO CANADA.
we have

" While, as

seen, the British abolitionists in

the republican abolitionists of America to entice

away

Canada

are laboring with

the slave property of the

South, and to foment a servile insurrection in the Southern States, and a disruption of the Union, there are
bors over the borders,

who

men

of sense and of honor

among our

affairs

of the republic, and appreciate the terrible catastrophe to which,

vered

in, it

must eventually

Chatham, holding
first

lead.

I conversed

a public position of trust

abolitionists in
to aid

Chatham, and who assured

Brown

in raising

men

with a prominent

and honor, who told

suggestion of the Harper's Ferry attack

money

neigh-

deplore this interference of their countrymen in the

me

if

perse-

abolitionist in

me

that the

was made to Brown by British
that he had himself subscribed

for the service in

Ohio and elsewhere

in the

—
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In reply to some questions I put to him, he stated that he and his

States.

associates

on the other side looked with expectation and hope

far distant,

when

case, the British abolitionists

in

would

such

men

Oh,

would

of the North

would

traitors

we have often

find

place

When

States.

America

reminded him that the

I

brave hearts, through which

raise a barrier of

difScult to reach the Southern States, he replied

it

talked over and calculated upon that

should have the negroes of the South to help us

and the

their oppressors, with the knife

"I conversed on

to the day, not
for that, in that

;

join the republican abolitionists of

open warfare upon the slaveholding

patriotic

'

Union would take

a disruption of the

;

but you forget that

own homes

in their

wo

against

fire-brand.'

who

the other hand with conservative, high-minded men,

expressed the most serious apprehension that the bold and unjustifiable associa-

and

tion of Canadian abolitionists with the negro stealers

America would eventually plunge the two countries
"

We

insurrectionists of

into war.

have seen that the immigration of fugitive slaves into Canada

tended by any

moral good

social or

white citizens of Canada, inasmuch as

unat-

is

It is injurious, also, to the

to the negro.

depresses the value of their property,

it

diminishes their personal comfort and safety, and destroys the peace and good

the criminal

The same proportion holds
more startling when it is remembered
present number more than one-fourth of the whole

committed by colored persons.

Essex county, and the

in

that

of that county prove that nine-tenths of the offenses

statistics

against the laws arc

good

me

Mr. Sheriff Mercer, of Kent county, assured

order of the community.

that the blacks do not at

fact is the

population.
" In the township of Anderdon, Essex county, this

belonging to the white farmers has been stolen.

The

nearly every sheep

fall,

fact

was presented

return of the Grand Jury of the county, and

some twelve negro

women

on the charge of sheep

The

and children, were committed

cases of petit larceny are incredibly

ing negro settlements, and

would be bare of
"

to jail

The

is

numerous

in every

township contain-

a prosecution but for the negro prisoners.

some

wholly confined

horrible crime startles the

to those of a light charac-

community, and

invariably attended by a savage ferocity peculiar to the vicious negro.

der

is

The

committed by a
offense of rape

Nearly every assize

is

is

yer of the Province,

black,

it is

almost

If a

mur-

generally of an aggravated and brutal nature.

unfortunately peculiarly prevalent

marked by a charge of this

who

is

among

A

character.

the negroes.

prominent law-

me

has held the position of public prosecutor, told

that his greatest dread was of this offense, for that experience had taught

that no white

men,

stealing.

a fact that frequently the criminal calendars

offenses of the blacks are not

Occasionally

ter.

it

in the

families,

woman was

safe at all times,

from

assault,

him

and those who were

rearing daughters in that part of Canada, might well tremble at the danger

which they

are threatened.

on the human

face until

with the crime of

rape.

knocked down

told

me

that he never

saw a

by

really brutal look

he beheld the countenances of the negroes charged
the lust comes over them they are worse than

When

the wild beast of the forest.

woman, while walking

He

Last year, in broad daylight, a respectable white

in the public road within the

by a black savage and violated.

town of Chatham, was

This year, near Windsor, the
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wife of a wealthy farmer, while driving alone in a wagon, was stopped by a

negro in broad daylight, dragged out into the road, and criminally assaulted in

inhuman manner.

a most

common
The

"

fugitive slaves go into

mit larceny and lay in

much

Canada

jail until

Nor does

for worse crimes.

doing

was impossible

It

to hear the recital of these

now

crimes without a shudder.
as beggars, and' the

mass of them com-

they become lowered and debased, and ready

there

seem

to better their condition, for

at present a prospect of

they do not

themselves of school privileges as a general

aj:)pear

The worse

rule.

education

anxious to avail
class of blacks

are too poor and too indolent to clothe their children in the winter, and their
services are

wanted

become

as they

at

home

in the

but white schools.

The

summer.

tolerably well to do,

and refuse

better class affect airs as soon

to

send their

ones to any

little

In Windsor there are two public colored schools, but the

negroes of that place choose to refuse to allow their children to attend these
institutions,

and sent them

and two of the black

They were not admitted,
named Jones and Green, tested the question at

to the schools for whites.

residents,

law, to try whether the trustees or teachers had a right to exclude their chil-

dren.

It

was decided that the

were provided
"

That property

negroes settle
sor,

is

is

seriously depreciated in all neighborhoods in

a well

known

and a gentleman of high

amount

had such power, when separate schools

trustees

for colored i}ersons.

Mr.

fact.

social

and

of real estate in that place.

S. S.

which the

Macdonnel, a resident of Wind-

political position, is the

The Bowyer

owner of

a large

farm, a large tract of land

belonging to him, was partitioned into lots some few years since, and sold at

Some of the lots were bid in by negroes of means, among others, by
named De Baptiste, residing in Detroit. As soon as the white purchasers found that negroes were among the buyers, they threw up their lots,
and since then the value of the property has been much depressed. In several
auction.

a mulatto

instances Mr.
chases,

Macdonnel paid premiums

where they had happened

to

buy

negroes to give

to the
in the

midst of white

up

subsequent sale of another property, cut up into very fine building

same gentleman, one of the conditions of
should be received from colored persons.
lot.

When

his bid

was

sale

De

pressed to a

trial.

These

incidents, together

a

lots,

Baptiste attended and bid in a

this,

up the auction

in a

brought an action at law

This Mr. M. prepared to defend, but

against Mr. Macdonnel.

At

by the
announced was, that no bid

refused, he endeavored to break

row, by the aid of other negroes, and failing in

their pur-

citizens.

it

was never

with the attempt of the Windsor

negroes to force their children into the schools for whites, illustrate the impu-

dent assumption of the black, as soon as he becomes independent, and the

deeply seated antipathy of the whites in Canada to their dark skinned neighbors.
is,

At

the

the black

'fugitive,'

"As

same time

who was

it is

observable that the 'free negro' in Canada

free in the States

—endeavors

and has a profound contempt

I desired

to obtain the

for the

to hold his

escaped slave.

views of intelligent Canadians uiwn the import-

ant questions before me, I requested a prominent and wealthy citizen of
sor to favor

me

— that

head above the

with a written statement of his observations on the

Wind-

effect of the

negro immigration and received the following hastily prepared and brief com-

16
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The

munication, in reply.

opinions expressed are from one of the most accom-

plished gentlemen in the Province, and are worthy of serious consideration,
although the public position he occupies renders it proper that I should not

make

public use of his

name

:

"* Windsor, Dec. 23, 1859.

'My Dear

"

fully give

Sir

—In reply

my

you

views

my

interview, did not

your request, I beg

to

at length

to say that I

upon the important

pressing engagements just

would

cheer-

topics discussed at our

now occupy

too

much

of

my

more than hastily sketch down such
thoughts as occur to me in the few moments I can devote to the subject.
"
The constant immigration of fugitives from slavery into the two western
counties of the Province of Canada, Kent and Essex, has become a matter for
time to

make

possible that I should do

it

'

serious consideration to the lauded proprietors in those counties, both as

it

the value and salability of real estate, and as rendering the locaUty an

effects

undesirable place of abode.
"

ever since large numbers of fugitive slaves have, by means

It is certain that

'

here and in the States as " the Underground Rail-

known

of the organization

road," and of such associations as the

Home

fugee

from the old country, from the

tlers

Dawn

and Elgin Institutes and the Re-

Society, been annually introduced into these

have taken up lands

And

there.

States, or

there

is

two

counties,

no

set-

from the eastern part of Canada,

every reason to assign the fact of

there being a large colored population, and that pojmlation constantly on the
increase, as the chief cause

many

of the
"

these counties do not draw a portion at least

Kent and Essex have been justly styled " the Garden of Upper Canada."
most parts of the counties cannot be excelled in richness and fertil-

'

The

soil in

and the climate

ity,

why

seeking Western homes.

There

mild and delightful.

is

are thousands of acres

open

now seldom happens that a lot of wild land
is taken up by a new comer.
The farmer who has achieved the clearing of the
land that years ago was settled upon may wish to extend his possessions for the
sake of his sons who are growing up, by the acquisition of an adjoining or
for sale at a

moderate

price,

but

neighboring piece of wild land

now by

intruded upon
" It
'

may be

;

it

but seldom or never

encampment of emigrant

the

broadly asserted,

first,

is

the uncleared forest

families.

in general, that the existence of a large col-

many white settlers from
home in one of those coun-

ored population in Kent and Essex has prevented
locating there
ties

;

who

otherwise would have

made

and, secondly, that in particular instances

of a lot of land

is

injuriously affected

it

a

constantly occurs that the sale

by reason of the near settlement of

colored people.
"

'

Next, as to the general feeling of the gentry and farmers

midst of
ing

this population

:

All regard

—an uncomfortable anticipation

inpouring of a people with

many

of

whose

commencement

whom

characteristics are

here, in the

it

with

dissatisfaction,

for the future, as

who

live in the

and with a forebod-

they behold the annual

they have few or no sympathies in common,

obnoxious and bad, and who have

development of

possess any, from perhaps the lowest point to

degraded, intellectually and morally.

to

make

their better nature, should

a

they

which the human mind can be
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undoubtedly hardly a well thinking person whose heart

is

touched with a feeling of pity

name

paupers, in the

for the unforfunates

who

is

not

present themselves as

And

of liberty, to become denizens of our country.

it

would, doubtless, be a great moral spectacle to witness these escaped slaves, as
they are sometimes pictured by professional philanthropists, rendering them-

happy

selves

in their freedom, acquiring property, surrounding themselves with

the comforts,

not the elegancies of

if

life,

and advancing themselves

intellect-

human nature
If the negro is
really fitted by the Creator to enjoy freedom as we enjoy it, the habits of mind
and of action, however baneful they may be, that have been long exercised, are
not to be suddenly broken or changed and the slave who was idle, and lying,
and

ually, socially

politically.

But, alas for

!

;

and thievish

ing the line that
"

This

'

are here

is

by

in the South, will not obtain opposite qualities forthwith

makes him

cross-

free.

not said in a spirit of malevolence toward the colored people that

and are brought here, but

as presenting their case as

it

really

is,

and

as

explaining the position in which residents of these counties are placed, or will

be placed,

continuous flow from the slave States

if this

is

poured in by means

of the organizations and societies formed for that purpose in

Northern States of America, and fostered and aided by
our

own

"
'

many

many

indiscreet

in

country.

The main argument

in favor of the free school

system

is,

that

it is

surrounded by an intelligent and moral community, and

to all to be

any need of asking the question,

the sort of population that comes to

'"What

is

if

a benefit

for

benefit every property holder should be glad to contribute his quota.

then,

of the

men

such a

Is there,

the people of these counties desire

them from

the Southern States ?

the condition of the negroes on their arrival here?

What

their

progress in the acquisition of property and knowledge, and their conduct as
citizens ?
" ' There are very

few indeed who

arrive here with suflScient

acquire a farm, or to enter into business of any kind.

may

The

means

at

once to

great mass of

them

be called paupers, claiming aid from the societies through whose agency

they are brought out.

they sub-divide and

Some of these societies hold large tracts of land, which
new comers upon long time, but with conditions as

sell to

to clearing, residence, etc., that are diflBcult of observance.

much

trouble in carrying out this plan, arising in

liarities

of negro character

—a

I believe there

is

some measure from the pecu-

want of constancy or steadiness of purpose,

as

well as from a feeling of distrust as to their having the land secured to them.
If the land

is

not purchased from any of these societies, a parcel of ten or

fifteen colored families get together

and purchase and

settle

upon some other

spot.

"

While there are
great mass of them
'

instances of colored
fail

men

accumulating property here, the

even in securing a living without charity or crime.

They have but little forethought for the future, and care only to live lazily in
The criminal records of the county show that nine-tenths of the
the present.
offenses are

committed by the colored population, and

of every citizen
habits.

who

I think the experience

resides near a settlement will testify to their depredating

;
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"

'

They

are important

enough

to

demand more time and

by a large proportion of the residents of the Province.

these sub-

consideration in

have advanced you

their discussion, but I believe the opinions I
in

my views on

have given you thus hurriedly and disconnectedly

I

jects.

will find shared

my

am,

I

dear

sir,

faithfully yours.'

.

" In addition to the testimony of the writer of the above communication,

my

views upon the subject under examination were confirmed by the valuable
oi)inion of the

Hon. Colonel Prince, the representative of the county

consideration

in the Pro-

much

Colonel Prince has bestowed

term of years.

vincial Parliament for a long

upon the negro question, and he has

practical experience of the

In June, 1858, in the course

condition and conduct of the colored population.

of a debate in the Legislative Council, Col. Prince was reported to have spoken
as follows

"

'

:

In the county of Essex the greatest curse that befell them was the

They were

of blacks that infested that county.

Some

of the finest farmers of the county of

tiful farms, so as

criminal calendars of the country they

people, too

Were

would

They were

among them

they would say,
them.

It

see that the majority of

names

a useless, worthless, thriftless set of

swarm the country and annoy them with

Honorable gentlemen might speak feelingly

Col. Prince.

beau-

left their

If they looked over the

lazy and indolent to work, and. too proud to be taught

the blacks to

lived

Kent had actually

not to be near this terrible nuisance.

Avere those of colored people.

swarm

perfectly inundated with them.

as

if

he had done.

for the negroes,

Notwithstanding

their rascalities ?

but they had never

that he said about them,

all

asked on the subject, that they had no better friend than

But there was no use

thy always expressed

man who

for the black

man

white

in trying to get the

to live

with

There was a great sympa-

was a thing they would, not do.

escaped

from the slave

life

but he had lived with them twenty-five years, and had come to the conclusion that the black man was born for servitude, and was not fit for any
thing

men

else.

He might

in favor of the

listen to the

negro

;

morbid philanthropy of honorable gentle-

but they might as well try to change the spots of

They would

the leopard as to change the character of the blacks.
their idle

" "While Col. Prince claims that

to

holy horror, he yet adheres to the opinion that the colored race

is

in

freedom with the whites.

He

abhor with a
not

fit

to live

deplores deeply the action of such

of his countrymen as improperly interfere in the

demns

retain

he was very inaccurately reported, and that he

never said one word in favor of slavery, which he professes

and mix

still

and thievish propensities.'

affairs

of the States, and con-

the lawless running off of slaves from the South, and the attempts to

raise servile insurrection in the slaveholding States.

As

a constitutional British

gentleman, he reveres the laws, and believes that where they are bad, or where
the constitution of a country

people by legal means.

He

is

unwise, the remedy

flux of fugitive slaves into Canada, and

knows

that the negroes

lies in

the power of the

sees the evil effect, morally and socially, of the in-

would shut them out

form an enormous portion of the

county, and the county of Kent, and he

is

if

he could.

criniinalB

doubly annoyed that

He

of his

men who come

—
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freedom should abuse their privileges

to

admits that every distinct attempt to

make

ing and prosperous, has failed, and he believes that the negro

him

self-government, and requires over

"

The

litionists,

by an examination

—

to the

fit

for

and whole-souled

hale, hearty

into the action of the Canadian abo-

and of the condition and prospects of the fugitive slaves

should be made useful

ince,

not yet

he entertains.

fear to express the sentiments

lessons taught

is

a guiding, if not a master's hand.

gentleman of the old school

Col. Prince is a

and does not

Ho

as the negroes do.

a settlement of negroes self-support-

The

American people.

Prov-

in the

history of the past

proves that Great Britain would gladly destroy the Union of the States, which

makes the American
she sought

to

republic a leading

power among

As

nations.

now

of the foes of the Union, so

can abolition enemies of the confederacy

that in helping to rob the South of

those

;

for

who

traitors

and

she seeks aid in her designs from the republi-

our

in

own

The

States.

the British emissaries in Canada should stay the hand of every

manity

in days past

accomplish this object through the instrumentality of

he

slaves

its

they should teach him that he

is

intrigues of

man who

fancies

performing an act of hu-

is

but helping on the designs of

look eagerly to the slavery agitation and the sectional passions engen-

dered thereby, to accomplish a disruption of the Union, and encompass the

experiment of free government
" Let our merchants and our farmers carefully consider these

failure of our

reflect

end

upon what they

are required

by the

facts,

and thea

abolition agitators to do.

To what

are the systematized negro stealing of the North, the attempts to incite

and

insurrection at the South,

Are we

to lead ?

same deplorable

and the other

evils as afflict the western

Northern farmers willing

free States subject to the

counties of Canada ?

have the value of

to

Union,

their natural results, a dissolution of the

New York

to render

Are our

their lands depreciated,

and to

subject their crops and stock to constant depredations by inviting here the

samo
whole Canadian townships of their
accomplish such results, why, under a mistaken

class of neighbors that at present deplete

sheep

?

Unless we desire to

idea of charity to the negro, do
tent at the

South

do wo consent

him

to plant

we

in

take

him from

a

to help forward, directly or indirectly,

incite a disruption of the

life

freedom and suffering

of usefulness and conat the

North

Why

?

an agitation that can only

Union and bring upon us the very

evils

we deplore?"

IMPORTANT DECISIONS.
Since the volume was in type, the Supreme Court of Ohio has
sion of great importance to

Journal, December, 1859

the free colored people.

We

made

a deci-

copy from the

Law

:

"NEGROES AXD THE CO.M.MON SCHOOLS.

"The Supreme

Court of

Oiiio,

on Tuesday, on a question before them

involving the right of colored children to be admitted into the

Common

Schools

of the State, decided that the law of the State interfered with no right of

—

"
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colored children on the subject, and that they were not, therefore, entitled of

the case
" Euos

The

admission demanded.

right to the

following

is

the reported statement of

:

'

Van Camp

Board of Equalization of incorporated village of
Error to District Court of Hocking County.

va.

Logan, Hocking County, Ohio.
"

"

'

Peck

'

1.

J. held

That the

:

statute of

March

14, 1853,

Common

supervision, and maintenance of

'

to provide for the reorganization,

Schools,

is

a law of classification and

not of exclusion, providing for the education of all youths Avithin the prescribed
ages,

and that the words

in their popular

"
'

who

That children of

2.

'

white

and ordinary

'

and

'

colored,' as

used in said

tlu-ee- eighths

and regarded

dren by the community where they reside, are not, as of

Common

used

African and five-eighths white blood, but

are distinctly colored, and generally treated

admission into the

act^ arc

signification.

as colored chil-

entitled

right,

to

Schools, set apart under said act, for the instructioQ

of white youths.
«

*

Briukherhoff, C. J., and

Sutlifi", J.,

(From

dissented.'

the Cincinnati Gazette.)

MASSACHUSETTS BLACK MILITIA.
Last

Wednesday

a bill

passed by the Massachusetts Legislature authorizing

colored persons to join military organizations,

the ground that be believed the chapter in the

which the word "white" was
opinion he

is

sustained by the

The matter was

was vetoed by Gov. Banks, on
bill relating

to the militia, in

stricken out, to be unconstitutional.

In this

Supreme Court and by the Attorney General.

discussed in the

House

at

some

length,

and the veto sus-

tained by a vote of 146 to 6.

A

new

chapter was then introduced on leave, and

as the other, except that the

word "white" was

it

being precisely the same

restored,

it

passed the House

with but one negative vote.

Under

new bill was then sent
was passed by a vote of 11 to 15.

a suspension of the rules the

•where, after debate,

The Governor

it

signed the

new

bill,

to the Senate,

and the Legislature adjourned

sine die.

SOUTH-SIDE VIEWS,
Eev. Dr.

Fuller, of Baltimore, has written a long letter to

Hon. Edward

Everett, in regard to the present state of things as regards slavery.
join

two or three specimens

:

We sub-

Cincinnati Gazette.

"In June, 1845, there assembled in Charleston a body of men, representing
all the wisdom and wealth of South Carolina.
There were present,

almost

also, delegates

from Georgia, and

I believe

from other States.

It

was a meet-

—

Ar
ing of

The

!•:

i

x.
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moral and religious, of the slave
Having been appointed to

venerable Judge linger presided.

address that large and noble audience,

mind

xd

for the improvt'ineiit,

association

tlie

population.

r

I

my

did not hesitate to speak

whole

appealing to masters to imitate the Autonines and other magnanimous

:

Roman

Emperors, to become the guardians of their slaves,

protecting

them

in their relations as

to

have laws enacted

husbands and wives and parents

to I'ccog-

;

nize the rights which the Gospel asserts for servants as well as masters.

In a
word, I pressed upon them the solemn obligations which their power over

human

these

upon them

beings imposed

—obligations

because their power was so irresponsible.
" That august assembly not only honored

expressed their approval, the presiding

me

only the more sacred,

with their attention, but

concurring most emphatically in

officer

the views submitted.
" I need scarcely tell

prudent

at this time.

mote the moral and

you

It is

that no such address

would be regarded

as wise or

not that masters are less engaged in seeking to pro-

religious well-being of their servants

once could have been adopted most beneficially would

but measures which

;

now

only expose master

and servant to the baneful influence of fanatical intermeddling.
" If any thing is certain, it is that the Gospel does not recognise hatred,
abuse, violence and blood as the means by which good is to be done.
The
Gospel is a system of love. It assails no established social relations, but it
infuses love into the hearts of those

them

who

bound

are

together, and thus unites

in affection."

Again he says
" I think I

:

when I say, that hitherto every sacrifice for the
made by Southern men and many hundred
have been expended in such liberations.
The North has

speak accurately

emancipation of slaves has been

thousand dollars
wasted large sums

—most

women and

excellent and pious

things at the South.

even

and

We

for the purchase of
enlist

to

books and lectures

for abolition

inflame the imaginations of

men

;

now

—but

children,

;

for addresses calculated to

and

to mislead multitudes of

utterly ignorant as to the condition of

find, indeed, that

money

has been contributed

deadly weapons to be employed against the South,

the most ferocious passions in secret crusades, compared with

which an open invasion by foreign enemies would be a
however, that not one cent has yet been given
age when proposed

" I do

now

—any

to set

on

I believe,

blessing.

foot

— or even encour-

plausible enterprise for the benefit of the slave."

believe that the guardianship of a kind master

great blessing to the African.

If emancipation

is

is

at this

ever to take place,

gradually, and under the mild, but resistless influence of the Gospel.

slavery be an evil or not,

we

we

at the

protested against their introduction.

for the race.

New

There must be some

England has no more right

time a
will be

Whether

South did not bring these Africans here

The

true friend of the African

limits to

human

to interfere

is

at

know what

can be done

responsibility,

and a man

the South, and thousands of hearts there are seeking to

in

it

with the institutions of Virginia,

than he has to interfere with those of Entjland or France,

All such interference

—

"
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by the master, but

will be repelled

Channing was regarded

man now

rise up,

where on

immovably

he would stand aghast

subject.

this
true,

will prove injurious to the slave.

it

i:?,

'

that

One

Such was

his language,

living, the delirious spirit of the

Beecher

is

every true

as

patriot.

has not

Were he now

slavery.

day would denounce him,

it

as

self-

it

denounced Mr.

Nay, even Mr.

abused as not truculent enough.

"Jesus saw slavery

power

said 'All

when opposing

now denounces you and

Webster, and

every-

rife

is

which we should lay down

good work cannot be carried on by the calm,

a

if

madness which

at the

great principle,

controlled, benevolent spirit of Christianity, then the time for doing

yet come.'

Dr.

as a leading abolitionist in his day, but could that noble

Did he seek

around him.

all

heaven and earth

in

is

to

employ

He

force ?

given unto me, therefore, go teach, go

preach the Gospel.'

COLORED PEOPLE EMIGRATING FROM LOUISIANA TO HAYTL
The New

Orleans Picayune notices that a vessel cleared from that port on

the previous day, having on board eighty-one free colored persons, emigrating

The Picayune

to Hayti.

" These people are

versed in

farming,

Among them
of

them

all

says

:

from the Opelousas

and

in

parishes,

and

all

who have

long been employed making the stuff

known

in the market.

along with them the necessary machinery for that trade, and

—compose

related,

all

They

take

sorts of agri-

and mechanical implements.

"These eighty-one persons
youths

Some

are brickmakers, blacksmiths, wheelwrights, carpenters, etc.

are proficient weavers,

called Attakapas cottonade, so favorably

cultural

— well

cultivators

the mechanical arts connected with a farm.

all

fourteen

— twenty-four adults and

families,

and the eighty-one

may

or rather

fifty-seven children

and

households, for they are

all

They are all in easy
worth as much as $50,000.

be called one family.

circumstances,

some even

They were

land owners in this State, and have sold out their property with

all

rich,

one family being

the intention of investing their capital in Hayti."
Cincinnati Commercial, January, 1860.

THE COOLIE TRAFFIC.
It may be well to put upon record one of those extreme cases of hardship
and cruelty which necessarily accompany the transportation of laborers to the

West Indies, whether under the name of the slave trade, or coolie immigration.
The China correspondent of the New Yorh Journal of Commerce, of a recent
date, says The Flora Temple, an English vessel, had made all arrangements to
secure a full cargo of coolies. They were cheated, inveigled, or stolen, and either
:

taken directly to the ship or else confined in the barracoons in Macao

till

tho

APPENDIX.
Ebip was ready to

—

Havanna the crew num'boring fifty, and tlic
The vessel sailed October 8, 1859, when the

for

sail

hundred and

eight

249

fifty.

Boon learned their destiny, and resolved to avert

morning of the 11th, without weapons of any kind,
and

The

killed him.

armed with

rapid firing and resolutely pressing forward, drove
;

where, without light and

like felons, in a space too limited to

grown men, pressed
sea,

they were locked

fifty

human

beings

into this contracted, rayless, airless dungeon, in

they were to bo deported from China to Havana,

China

air,

permit their living during the

Think of eight hundred and

long voyage before them.
full

the

rushed upon the guard

thej^

noise brought the captain and his brother on deck, fully

who by

revolvers,

the miserable wretches below

and barred

On

at all hazards.

it

coolies

coolies

the Indian ocean, and the Atlantic

the long

all

way

all

which

over the

!

On the llth, the vessel struck upon an unknown reef, a gale of wind in the
meantime blowing, and the sea running high. Every effort was made to save
the ship by the ofBcers and crew the poor coolies, battened down beneath the
;

decks, being allowed no chance to aid in saving the ship or themselves.

Al-

though the yards were "braced around " and the ship "hove aback," she struck
first slightly, and then soon after several times with a tremendous crash, the
breakers running alongside very high.
floated

up on her

port side, and after

apparently immovable.

The water

Pieces of her timbers and planking
some more heavy thumps she remained

rapidly increased in the hold

the "between-decks," where the eight hundred and

fifty coolies

till it

reached

were confined.

"While this was going on, indeed, almost immediately after the ship
struck, the oflScers

and crew very naturally became

first

afraid of the coolies for the

treatment they had received, and the captain ordered the boats to be lowered,

not to save the coolies in whole or in

These

boats,

for the officers

coolies

in

part,

and crew, showing that no provision had been made

The

case of disaster.

boats

leaving the ship almost without motion,

and the sea making a

When

but to preserve himself and crew.

even under favorable circumstances, were not more than

the boats

passed safely through the breakers,

all

her masts standing, her back broken,

clear break over her starboard

left

sufficient

for the poor

and

quarter.

making an effort to
them to do any thing

the ship, and steered away, without

save the eight hundred and

fifty coolies,

or allowing

themselves, with their last look toward the ship they saw that the coolies had

escaped from their prison through doors which the concussion had

made

for

them, and stood clustering together, helpless and despairing, upon the decks,

and gazing upon the abyss which was opening its jaws to receive them. My
me that he knows these poor creatures were completely im-

friend assures

prisoned

all

the night these terrible occurences were going on, the hatches

being " battened down," and

The

made

as secure as a jail

ship was three hundred miles from land

teen days of

Towron,

toil

and

struggle,

The

in Cochin-China.

the French fleet was lying

;

door under lock and

when

it

struck,

and

one of the boats only succeeded

in reaching

three other boats were never heard

and the admiral

at

single coolie

!

Every one of the

eight

Here

of.

once sent one of his vessels to

the fatal scene of the disaster, where some of the wreck was to be seen

not a

bars.

after four-

hundred and

fiftij

;

had perished.

but
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TABLE

&

II,

III.

II

TABULAR STATEMENT OF AGRIOULTURAL PRODUCTS, DOMESTIC ANIMALS, ETC.,
EXPORTED FROM THK UNITED STATES: THE TOTAL VALUE OP PRODUCTS AND
ANIMALS RAISED IN THE COUNTRY AND THE VALUE OF THE PORTION THEREOF
LEFT FOR HOME CONSUMPTION AND USE, FOR THE YEAR 1853. See Patent Offic* Re;

port; Abstract of Oensns

Rep. Com. NaT.,

;

eto.

-

and tlieir products,
Horses and Mules,
Sheep and Wool,
Ilotis and tlieir products,
Indian Corn and Meal,
Wheat Flour and Biscuit,
Cattle,

Rye Meal,

-

-

-

-

.

-

-

-

Other Grains, and Peas and Beans,
Potatoes,

-

-

-

Apples,

-

.

-

Hay, averaged at $10 per

Hemp,

.

.

-

-

-

.

-

Cane and maple,

Totals,

Cotton,

-

Tobacco, and

its

Totals,

Note.

etc.,

for

left

home

consumption.

$400,000,000
300,000,000

$396,923,103

Sheep,
46,000,000
Hogs,
160,000,000
Corn,
240,000,000

4,272,500
36,900,000
8,750,000

45,955,625
153,797,676
237,915,949
80,408,183
12,565,814
53,979,050
42,247,431
7,616,043
138,385,790
4,254,305
36,472,784
7,092,342

Catt.

299,75.3,269

Wheat, 100,000,000
Rye,

12,600,000
64,144,874
42.400,000

7,723,.326
(1850)
(1850)138,385,790

18,195
427,216 (1850)
1,657,658

—
------

Sugar
Rice,

-

-

ton,

Total ^ alue of Produots and Animals.

$3,076,897
246,731
44,875
0,202,324
2,084,051
19,591,817
34,185
165,824
152,509
107,283

-

-

Value of portion

_

Valuo of
Exports.

.

-

-

-

$33,809,126

$1,551,176,490

.?1,517,367..364

-

-

-

-

$109,456,404
11,319,319

$128,000,000
19,900,000

$18,543,596
8,580,681

$120,775,723

$147,900,000

$27,124,277

products, -

....

— This table

is left

portion of its materials, a

as

new

it

was

As

in the first edition.

statement cannot be

TABLE

made

the census tables supply a

until after 1860.

III.

TOTAL IMPORTS OF THE MORE PROMINENT ARTICLES OF GROCERIES. FOR THE YEAR
ENDING JUNE 3C. 1853; SPECIFYING ALSO. THE RE-EXPORTS, AND THE PROPORTIONS FROM SLAVE-LABOR COUNTRIES. See Report on Commerce and Navigation.
Coffee, Imported, -

"

-

-

Re-Exported,
Slave-Labor production,

"

-

Value,

-

-

Sugar, Imported, "
Re-Exported,
"
Slave-Labor production,

...

Molasses, Imported,
"
Re-Exported,
"
Slave-Labor production.

Tobacco,
"

etc.,

"

Note.— A
ferred from

-

Imported,
Re-Exported, production,
Slave-Labor

1,163,875
12,059,476

"

99,04^,823
13,349,319
156,108,569

$15,093,003
819,439
14,810,091

«
"
"

464,427,281
18,981,601
459,743,322

$15,525,954

$3,684,888
97,880
3,607,160

-

$4,175,238
312,733

-

3,674,402

.

part of the modifications necessary in this table to adopt

some of the tables which

follow.

lbs.

gals.

it to

"
"

1

31,886,100
488,666
51,325,735

1859, can be in-
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INFLUENCE OF THE COLORED POPULATION ON PUBLIC SENTIMENT.
TABLE SHOWING THE PROPORTION OF THE FREE COLORED POPULATION IN THE
NORTHERN AND SOUTHERN PORTIONS OF THE STATE OF OHIO. BY COUNTIES, A3
PRESENTED BY THE CENSUS OF 1840 AND ISM. TOGETHER WITH THE POPULAR
VOTE FOR AND AGAINST THE ABOLITION CANDIDATE. HON. S. P. CHASE. AT THH
ELECTION FOR GOVERNOR. OCTOBER, tS55,
SOUTHERN COUNTIFS.
COUNTIES.

Hamilton,
Clemiont,

1840.

-

*-

2,576
122

Brown,
Adams,

-

-

614

-

-

6:5

Scioto

-

-

206
148
799
28
315

Lawrence,

-

Gallia,

-

-

Mei^s, Jackson,
Pike,- -

-

.329

-

786
377
341
254
88
376
344
239

Hi§:hland,
Clinton, -

-

-

Warren,
Butler,
Preble,

-

-

-

-

Montgomery,
-

-

Fayette, Ross,
Viuton, Hockinfr,

-

Pickaway,

-

Greene,

-

1,195

4fi

1850.

3,600

412
863
55
211
326
1,198
52
391

MR. CHASE.

NORTHERN COUNTIFS.

FOR

COUNTIES.

Ashtabula,
Lake,

-

1,571
1.139
1.042
1.092

Geauga, Cuyahoga,
Trumbull,

-

Portage,

-

j

344
714

77

1,567
2.746
1.953

-

-

-

Summit,

1.515

618
896
698
602
367

291
1,906
107
117

1840.

4,516
2.434

641
1,209
1.610
2.306

249
654

AGAINST

Medina,

-

Lorain,

-

-

Huron,

-

-

Erie,

-

-

-

-

-

Seneca,

1,96(1

-

MR. CHASE.
FOR

1850.

17
21
3
121
70
39
42
13
62
106
97
65

Sandusky,

-

Ottawa,
Lucas,

-

-

41
5

-

-

54

Fulton,

-

-

43
38
7

359
65

58
121
35

264
39
202
151
47
1

139
1

I

[Williams,

909

-

19

Defiance,
[

2,160

Ilenrv,

-

Wood,

-

-

-

I

722
927

!

18

Paulding,

-

1

Putnam, Hancock,
Vanwert,

-

Allen,

-

11
26
47
27
49
10
67
3

I

Fairfield,

Perry,
Athens,

-

-

-

-

Washington,
llorgan,

-

-

Noble,

-

-

-

Monroe,
Belmont,
Guernsey, MuskinfTum,
-

333
342
47
65
269
68
13

Delaware,

-

Licking,Harrison,

-

Jefferson,

-

-

-

Total, South,

14,924

Madison,
Clarke,

-

-

Miami, - Darke, - Champaigne,
Union,

Shelby,

-

-

29
106
390
90
+

742
190
562
805
97
20
211
200
328
78
76
140
163
497
262

Franklin,

412
280

69
778
168
631
1,607
78

323
602
248
494
128
135
128
287
665
407

1,521
j

2,474
1,772
1,634
2,212
1,776

j

i

1,361
1,451

1,755
1,893
2,551
2,487

-

-

5

-

65

Wayne,

-

41

-

204
*

-

*

-

Columbiana,
Carroll,

1,866
1,787
1,685
1,353
1,222
1,602
2,021
1,712
2,156

-

-

90
182
52
89
44

Tuscarawas,

71

Coshocton,

-

38

-

-

3

5

-

-

63

-

-

62
18
21
14
536
399
87

-

52

-

4

-

407
204

-

95,941 Total, North,
i

417
49

28
159

Holmes,
Knox,
Morrow,

Marion, Hardin, Logan, Mercer, Auglaise,

955

23
*

-

Crawford,
Richland,
Ashland,
Starke, -Mahoning,

562

21,745 72,915

-

Wyandott,

2,450

(
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IX.

STATEMENT EXniBITINO THE VALUE OF FOREIGN GOODS IMPORTED AND TAKEN
FOR CONSl'MI'TION. IN' THE UNITICD STATES THE VALUE OF DOMESTIC PRODUCE
OF THE UNITED STATES EXPORTED. EXCLUSIVE OF SPECIE; THE VALUE OF SPECIE AND BULLION IMPORTED. AND THE VALUE OF SPECIE AND BULLION EXPORTED. FRO.\r 1821 TO 1S59 INCLUSIVE: THE YEAR FROM 1821 TO 1842 ENDING SEPTEMBER 30. AND FROM 1844 TO 1859 ENDING JUNE 30.— THE YEAR 1843 INCLUDING
ONLY NINE MONTHS.
;

-
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STATEMENT SHOWING THE AMOUNT OF CANE BUQAR CONSUMED IN THE UNITED
STATES. ANNUALLY. WITH THE PROPOKTIONS THAT ARE DOMESTIC OR FOREIGN,
DURING THE YEARS STATED— THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31.
Years.
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TABLE XII
SUMMARY STATEMENT OF IDE VALUE OF EXPORTS OF THE GROWTH, PRODUCE, AND
1859;
MANUFACTURE OV THE UNITED STATES. FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE
THE PRODUCTIONS OF THE NORTH AND OF THE SOUTH, RESPECTIVELY. BEING
3!1.

PLACED IN OPPOSITE COLUMNS AND THE ARTICLES OF A MIXED ORIGIN UEINO
STATED SEPARATELY.— iJ^-port on Com, and Jfav., 1859.
;

EXPORTS OF THE SOUTH.

EXPORTS OF THE NORTH.

PRODUCT OF THE FOREST.

PRODUCT OF THE FOREST.

Wood and

its

products,

-

Ashes, pot and pearl,
3inseng,

-

-

Skins and

-

-

-

fiirs,

-

W^od

$7,820,666
643,861
54,204
1,361,352

and its products,
Tar and pitch
Rosin and turpentine, -

-

Spirits of turpentine,

-

Animals and

287,048
Animals and their products,
Wheat and wheat flour, - 2,169,328
Indian corn and meal, - 110,976

their products, 15,262,769
-

15,113,455

Indian corn and meal, Other grains, biscuit, and

2,206,396

vegetables,

.

ITcmp, and Clover
Flax seed,
Hops,

tlour,

-

-

12,864
2,J07,148
161,434,923
21,074,038

-

-

iyil.)o5

Biscuit or ship bread,

-

.

2,226,585

seed,

-

546,060

Cotton,

8,177
53,016

Brown

-

-

-

$2,210,884
141,058
2,248,381
1,306,035

PRODUCT OF AGRICULTURE.

PRODUCT OF AGRICUT.TU'RE.

Wheat and wheat

-

-

-

Rice,

Tobacco, in

leal^ -

sugar,

-

$193,399,618

$45,305,541

ARTICLES OF MIXED ORIGIN.
Refined sugar, wax, chocolate, molasses,
Spirituous

.

liquoi-s, ale, porter, beer, cider,

Household

_

vinegar, linseed

oil.

furniture, carriages, rail-road cars, etc.

Hats, fur, silk, palm leaf^ saddlery, trunks, valises,
.
Tobacco, manufactured and snuff,
Gunpowder, leather, boots, shoes, cables, cordage,
Salt, lead, iron and its manufiictures,

Copper and brass, and manufactures of,
Drugs and medicines, candles and soap,

-

-

-

-

-

.

-

_

-

.

-

-

-

-

-

-

......
--------------

Cotton fiibrics of all kinds,
Other products of manufactures and mechanics,
Coal and ice,
Products not enumerated,

Gold and

silver, in

Products of the

coin and bullion, being oil, fish, whalebone, etc.

sea,

Add Northern
Add Southern

$ 550,937
1,370,787
1,722,797
317,727
3,402,491
2,011,931
5,744,952
1,048,246
1,933,073
8,316,222
3,852,910
818,117
4,132,857
57,502,305
4,462,974

$97,189,226
45,305,541
193,399,618

exports,.

exports.

$335,894,385

Total exports,

Explanatory Note.

.

—

The whole of the exports from the ports of Delaware, Baltimore,
Orleans, are placed in the column of Northern exports, because there is no means
of determining- what proportion of them were from free or slave States, and it has been
thought best to give this advantage to the North. Taking into the account only the heavier
amounts, the exports from these ports foot up ?ll,2S7,8i}8 of which near one-half consisted of provisions and lumber.
The total imports for the year were $333,768,130. Of
this §20,895,077 were re-c.xported, whicli, added to the domestic export.s, makes the total
exports $356,789,462, thus leaving a balance in our favor of $18,021,332.
and

New

;

-<•

1^

-c^f)

J^a^^:^

LIBERTY AND SLAVERY:
OR,

SLAVERY

IN

THE LIGHT OF

MOIUL AND POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY.

ALBERT TAYLOR BLEDSOE,

LL.

D.,

PEOFKSSOa OF MATHEMATICS IN THE UNIVERSITY OF VIBGINIA.

;

LIBERTY AND SLAVERY:
OB,

SLAVERY IN THE LIGHT OF

"

MOKAL AXD POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY,

INTRODUCTION,
This work has, for the most part, been thought out for several

and various portions of it reduced to writing. Though we
have long cherished the design of preparing it for the press, yet
other engagements, conspiring with a spirit of procrastination,
years,

have hitherto induced us to defer the execution of this design.
Nor should we have prosecuted it, as we have done, during
last summer vacation, and the leisure
two months of the present session of the

a large portion of our

moments

of the

first

University, but for the solicitation of two intelligent and highly-

esteemed friends.

In submitting

the work, as

it

now

is,

to

judgment of the tmth-loving and impartial reader, we beg
leave to oiFer one or two preliminary remarks.
We have deemed it wise and proper to notice only the more
decent, respectable, and celebrated among the abolitionists of
the North. Those scurrilous writers, who deal in wholesale abuse
of Southern character, we have deemed unworthy of notice.
the

Their writings are,

no, doubt,

adapted to the taste of their readers

no educated gentleman will tolerate them,
BO we would not raise a finger to promote their downfall, nor to
arrest their course toward the oblivion which so inevitably awaits
but as

it is

certain that

them.
(271)

—
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In replying

to tlie others,

used strong language

We

;

for

we

tljat we have often
wo have no apology

are conscious

which, however,

arguments and positions rather
If, in pursuing this
than with their motives and charactei's.
course, we have often spoken strongly, we merely beg the reader
to offer.

to consider

have dealt with

justly.
We have
For even these men
and ornaments of abolitionism have seldom con

whether we have not also spoken

certainly not

spoken without provocation.

the very lights

descended

—

argue the great question of Liberty and Slavery

to

On

w^ith us as witli equals.

us as

their

the contrary, they liabitually address

nothing but a purblind ignorance of the very

if

first ele-

ments of moral science could shield our minds against the force
of their irresistible arguments.
In the overflowing exuberance
of their philanthropy, they take pity of our most lamentable moral
darkness, and graciously condescend to teach us the very

ABO

philosophy

of ethical

to lay bare their
cles,

and

Ilence, if

!

pompous

we

trust that

it

a duty

showing them to be no orasophisms of the guise of a profound

inanities,

to strip their pitiful

philosophy,

we have deemed

no impartial reader

will take offense at

such vindication of the South against her accusers and despisers.
In this vindication,

we have been

careful throughout to distin-

guish between the abolitionists, our accusers, and the great body

Against these we have said nothing,
and we could say nothing since for these we entertain the most
profound respect. We have only assailed those by whom we have
been assailed and we have held each and every man responsible
of the people of the North.

;

;

only for what he himself has said and done.
despise ourselves

if

we

We

should, indeed,

could be guilty of the monstrous injustice

of denouncing a whole people on account of the sayings

doings of a portion of them.
injustice

— as

we have

We

so long

had

done

and

infinitely rather sufier such

—than

practice

it

toward

others.

We
is

cannot

flatter ourselves,

without errors.

But

these,

whatever

else

may

be thought of

For

them, are not the errors of haste and inconsideration.

have

felt

deeply on the subject here discussed,

thought long, and patiently endeavored
fallacy.

IIow

iar this efibrt

work

of course, that the following

to

if

we have

we

also

guard our minds against

has proved successful,

it is

the prov-

ince of the camlid and impartial reader alone to decide.

arguments and views are unsound, we hope he will

reject

If our

them.

—
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the contrary, if they are correct and well-grounded,
will

we hope

concur with us in the conclusion, that the institution of

slavery, as
justice, is

it

exists

among

in accordance with the will of

and
mankind.

his providence,
terests of

us at the South,

is

founded in

God and

political

the designs of

conducive to the highest, purest, best in-

is

CHAPTER

I.

THE NATUEE OF CIVIL LIBERTY.
The commonly-received

—Examination of the com— No good law ever
Liberty of Mankind. — The
between Rights
definition of Civil Liberty.

monly-received definition of Civil Liberty.
abridges the Natural

and Liberty.

limits or

distinction

— The Relation between the State of Nature and
—Conclusion of the
Chapter.

Civil Society.

Inherent and Inalienable Rights.

Few

more forcibly demand our attention, by
grandeur and importance, than the great doctrine

subjects, if any,

their intrinsic

of

First

human

liberty.

Correct views concerning this are, indeed, so

intimately connected with the most profound interests, as well a3

human

with the most exalted aspirations, of the

race, that

any

material departure therefrom must be fraught with evil to the
living, as well as to millions yet unborn.

interwoven with

all that is

They are

so inseparably

great and good and glorious in the

destiny of man, that whosoever aims to form or to propagate such

views should proceed with the utmost care, and, laying aside

all

prejudice and passion, be guided by the voice of reason alone.

Hence

it is

to be regretted

—deeply regretted —

of liberty has so often been discussed with so

with so

little

moral earnestness, with so

searching and longing after truth.

Though

portance demands the best exertion of
been, for the most part, a theme

all

that the doctrine

little
little

its

apparent care,
real

energetic

transcendent im-

our powers, yet has

it

for passionate declamation,

rather than of severe analysis or of protracted and patient inves-

In the

tigation.

warm

praises of the philosopher, no less than in

the glowing inspirations of the poet,

18

it

often stands before us as a

!
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vague and

something wliich

ill-defined

seem, indeed, as

if it

man

men

all

are required ta

bound to understand. It would
were a mighty something not to be clearly

worship, but which no

seen, but only to be deeply

is

felt.

And

felt it

has been, too, by the

ignorant as well as by the learned, by the simple as well as by
the wise:

felt

as a fire in the blood, as a fever in the brain,

and

phantom in the imagination, rather than as a form of light
and beauty in the intelligence. How often have the powers of
darkness surrounded its throne, and desolation marked its path
as a

How often from the altars of this unknown idol has the blood of
Even here, in this glorious land of
human victims sti'eamed
ours, how often do the too-religious Americans seem to become
!

deaf to the most appalling lessons of the past, while engaged in
the frantic worship of this their tutelary deity

!

At

this

very

moment, the highly favored laud in which we live is convulsed
from its centre to its circumference, by the agitations of these
pious devotees of freedom and how long ere scenes like those
which called forth the celebrated exclamation of Madame Roland
" O Liberty, what crimes are perpetrated in thy name " may
;

—

!

be enacted among us,

it

is

not possible for

human

sagacity or

foresight to determine.

K no one would talk about liberty except
the pains to understand

it,

those

who had

taken

then would a perfect calm be restored,

and peace once more bless a happy people. But there are so many
who imagine they understand liberty as Falstaff knew the true

by instinct, that all hope of such a consummation
must be deferred until it may be shown that their instinct is a
blind guide, and its oracles are false.
Hence the necessity of a
close study and of a clear analysis of the nature and conditions

prince, namely,

of civil liberty, in order to a distinct delineation of the great idol,

which

all

men

are so ready to worship, but which so few are

willing to take the pains to understand.

such an inquiry,
terests of the

we

In the prosecution of

intend to consult neither the pecuniary in-

South nor the prejudices of the North

;

but calmly

and immovably proceed to discuss, upon purely scientific principles, this great problem of our social existence and national
prosperity,

mankind

upon the

in

solution of which the hopes and destinies of
no inconsiderable measure depend. "We intend no

appeal to passion or

to sordid interest,

the wise and good.

And

if justice,

but only to the reason of

or mercy, or truth, be found

NATURE OF
war with

at

the institution of shivery, then, in the

But however

slavery perish.

let

CIVIL LIBERTY.

guilty,
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name

still let it

be

of God,

tried, con-

demned, and executed according to law, and not extinguished by
a despotic and lawless power more terrific than itself.

The commonly-received

§ I.

definition of civil liberty.

"Civil liberty," says Blackstone, "is no other than natural

and expedient for the
This definition seems to have been borrowed

liberty so far restrained as is necessary

general advantage."

from Locke, who says

"he

is to

when a man enters into
much of his natural liherty^

that,

part with so

for himself, as the

civil society,

in providing

good, prosperity, and safety of the society shall

So, likewise, say Paley, Berlamaqui, Rutherforth,

require."

a host of others.

Indeed,

among jurists and

seems

to

be the commonly-received definition of

seems

to

have become a

political

maxim

and

philosophers, such
civil liberty.

It

that civil liberty is no

other than a certain portion of our natural liberty, which has been

carved therefrom, and secured to us by the protection of the laws.

But

is this

maxim ? Has

a sound

ture of things, or

is it

it been deduced from the namerely a plausible show of words ? Is it

—

—

solid and imperishable truth
or merely one of those fair
semblances of truth, which, through the too hasty sanction of
ti'uth

among men ? The queswhat Blackstone, or Locke, or Paley may have thought,
but what is truth ? Let us examine this point, then, 11 jrder that
our decision may be founded, not upon the authorit" <>f man, but,
if possible, in the wisdom of God.
great names, have obtained a currency
tion is not

Examination of

§ II.

the

commonly-received definition of

civil liberty.

we can determine whether such be the origin of civil
we must first ascertain the character of that natural lib-

Before
liberty,

erty out of

which

our

civil liberty is

ical sculptor?

it

is

What

natural liberty ?

supposed
is

supposed

It is

to

be reserved.

What,

then, is

the nature of the material out of which
to

be fashioned by the art of the polit-

thus defined by Locke:

"To

understand po-

power right, and derive it from its original, we must consider what state all men are naturally in
and that is a state of
perfect freedom to order their actions and dispose of their possessions and persons as they think fit, within the hounds of the law
litical

;
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of nature, without asking leave or depending upon the will of
any other man."* In perfect accordance with this definition,
Blackstone says " Tliis natural liberty consists in a power of acting as one thinks fit, without any restraint or control, unless by
the laws of nature, being a right inherent in us by birth, and one
of the gifts of God to man at his creation, when he endowed him
with the faculty of free-will." Such, according to Locke and
Blackstone, is that natural liberty, which is limited and abridged,
:

as they suppose,

Now mark
tion
is

;

its

when we
features

:

enter into the bonds of civil society.
it is

the gift of

God

the very top and flower of his existence

to
;

man

at his crea-

that by

which he

distinguished from the lower animals and raised to the rank of

moral and accountable beings.

Shall

we

sacrifice this divine gift,

order to secure the blessings of civil society

tlien, in

?

Shall

we

abridge or mutilate the image of God, stamped upon the soul at

by which we are capable of knowing and obeying his
law, in order to secure the aid and protection of man ? Shall we
barter away any portion of this our glorious birthright for any
poor boon of man's devising? Yes, we are told and why ? Because, says Blackstone, " Legal obedience and conformity is infinitely more valuable than the wild and savage liberty which is

its

creation,

—

sacrificed to obtain ity

But how is this ? Now this natural liberty is a thing of light,
and now it is a power of darkness. Now it is the gift of God,
that moves within a sphere of light, and breathes an atmosphere
and anon, it is a wild and savage thing that carries terof love
It would be an angel of light, if it were not a
ror in its train.
power of darkness and it would be a power of darkness, if it
were not an angel of light. But as it is, it is both by turns, and
;

;

neither long, but runs through

its

Protean changes, according to

the exigencies of the flowing discourse of the learned author.

Surely such inconsistency, so glaring and so portentous, and
exhibited on one and the

same page,

is

no

all

evidence that the

genius of the great commentator was as steady and profound
it was elegant and classical.
The source of this vacillation is obvious. With Locke, he detines natural liberty to be a power of acting as one thinks fit,
within the limits prescribed by the law of nature ; but he soon

as

* Locke on Civil Government, chap.

ii.
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loses sight of this all-important limitation,

form and beauty.

liberty derives its

mind a power

to act as

Hence
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from which natural
it becomes in his

one pleases, without the restraint or con-

any law whatever, either human or divine. The sovereign
will and pleasure of the individual becomes the only rule of conduct, and lawless anarchy the condition which it legitimates.
Thus, having loosed the bonds and marred the beauty of natural
liberty, he was prepared to see it, now become so " wild and savage," offered up as a sacrifice on the altar of civil liberty.
This, too, was the great fundamental error of Hobbes.
What
trol

of

Blackstone thus did through inadvertency, was knowingly and
designedly done by the philosopher of Malmesbury. In a state
of nature, says he,

all

men have

a right

to

do as they please.

Each individual may set up a right to all things, and consequently
to the same things.
In other words, in such a state there is no
law, exept that of force. The strong arm of power is the supreme
arbiter of all things.
Eobbery and outrage and murder are as
That is to say, there is no such thing
and consequently all things are, in a state of
nature, equally allowable.
Thus it was that Hobbes deliglited to
lawful as their opposites.
as a law of nature

;

legitimate the horrors of a state of nature, as
that

mankind might, without a

it is

called, in order

feeling of indignation or regret,

see the wild and ferocious liberty of such a state sacrificed to despotic power.

Thus

it

was

that he endeavoured to

"Leviathan," by contrasting

it

recommend

the

with the huger monster called

Natural Liberty.
This view of the state of nature, by which

all law and the
law are shut out of the world, was perfectly
agreeable to the atheistical philosophy of Hobbes. From one
who had extinguished the light of nature, and given dominion to
the powers of darkness, no better could have been expected
but

great Fountain of

all

;

is it

not deplorable that a Christian jurist should, even for a mo-

ment, have forgotten the great central light of his own system,
and drawn his arguments from such an abyss of darkness ?
Blackstone has thus lost sight of truth, not only in regard to
his general propositions, but also in regard to particular instances.

"The

law," says he, "wliich restrains a

to his fellow-citizens diminishes

Now,

tlie

man from doing

mischief

natural liberty of mankind."

is this true?
The doing of mischief is contrary to the law
of nature, and hence, according to the definition of Blackstone

;
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the perpetration of

liiinselt',

right.

As no man

it

is

not an exercise of any natural

possesses a natural right to do mischief, so the

law which forbids it does not diminish the natural liberty of mankind. The law which forbids mischief is a restraint not upon the
natural liberty^ but upon" the natural tyranny^ of man.
Blackstoue

is

By one

alluded.

by no means alone in the error

of the present age,*
restraint, it is

to

which we have

of the clearest thinkers and most beautiful writers
it

evident

argued, "that as government implies

is

we

give up a certain portion of our liberty

by entering into it." This argument would be valid, no doubt, if
there were nothing in the world beside liberty to be restrained
but the evil passions of men, from which proceed so many frightful tyrannies and wrongs, are not to be identified with their rights
or liberties.
As government implies restraint, it is evident that
something is restrained when we enter into it but it does not
;

follow that this something must be our natural liberty.

ment

in question proceeds

strain nothing, unless

we have

it

The argu-

on the notion that government can

restrain the natural liberty of

re-

mankind

;

law which forbids the perpetration of
mischief, or any other wrong, is a restriction, not upon the liberty^ but upon the tyranny^ of the human will.
It sets a bound
and limit, not to any right conferred on us by the Author of nawhereas,

seen, the

upon the evil thoughts and deeds of which we are the
and exclusive originators. Such a law, indeed, so far from
restraining the natural liberty of man, recognizes his natural
rights, and secures his freedom, by protecting the weak against

ture, but

sole

and oppression of the strong.
The way in which these authors show that natural liberty is,
and of right ought to be, abridged by the laws of society, is, by
identifying this natural freedom, not with a power to act as God
wills, but with a power in conformity with our own sovereign will
and pleasure. The same thing is expressly done by Paley.f "To
do what we will," says he, " is natural liberty." Starting from
this definition, it is no wonder that he should have supposed that
natural liberty is restrained by civil government. In like manner, Burke first says, "That the efiect of liberty to individuals is,
and then concludes, that io
that they may do what they jpl ease
"
order to secure some liberty," we make " a surrender in trust ol

the injustice

f

* Robert Hall.

\

Polilical PbilosopLy, chap. v.
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mankind

are

first

and then sacrificed.
If there be no God, if there be no difierence between right and
wrong, if there be no moral law in the universe, then indeed
would men possess a natural right to do mischief or to act as they
Then indeed should we be fettered by no law in a state
please.
caricatured,

of nature, and liberty therein would be coextensive with power,
Right would give place to might, and the least restraint, even
from the best laws, would impair our natural freedom. But we

subscribe to no such philosophy.

That learned authors, that

dis-

tinguished jurists, that celebrated philosophers, that pious divines,

should thus deliberately include the enjoyment of our natural

and the indulgence of our evil passions in one and the
is, it seems to us, matter of the most
profound astonishment and regret. It is to confound the source
rights

same

of

all

definition of liberty,

tyranny with the fountain of

darkness
the

for light,

and

all

light for darkness.

minds of men with the idea

freedom.

And

it

It

is

is to

may

put

and con-

that they are struggling

tending for liberty, when, in reality, they

to

inflame

be only struggling

and contending for the gratification of their malignant passions.
Such an ofibnse against all clear thinking, such an outrage
against all sound political ethics, becomes the more amazing
when we reflect on the greatness of the authors by whom it is
committed, and the stupendous magnitude of the interests involved in their discussions.

Should we, then, exhibit the fundamental law of

society,

and

the natural liberty of mankind, as antagonistic principles?

Is

way

not this the

to

prepare the

human mind,

at all times so pas-

sionately, not to say so madly, fond of fi-eedom, for a repetition of

those tremendous conflicts and struggles beneath which the foun-

dations of society have so often trembled, and
institutions

been laid in the dust?

time to raise the inquiry, "Whether there be, in
opposition as

is

some of

In one word,

its

best

is it

not high

reality,

any such

usually supposed to exist between the law of the

land and the natural rights of mankind
tion be real or imaginary

?

"Whether

?

it

Whether such opposiexists in the nature of

things, or only in the imagination of political theorists

Reflections on the Revolution in France.

?

:;
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No good law

§ III,

ever limits or abridges the natural liberty

of maiiMnd

By
it is

the two great leaders of opposite schools, Locke and Burke,

contended that when we enter into society the natural rights

of self-defense
right, then,

is

surrendered to the government.

suppose the right of self-defense to be so; for

which

always selected

is

any natural

a sort of maxim, that

when we put on

we may

this is the instance

and confirm the

to illustrate

such a surrender of our natural liberty.

we

If

be limited or abridged by the laws of society,

It has,

reality of

indeed, become

the bonds of civi' society,

give up the natural right of self-defense.

But what does

this

maxim mean ? Does

fer the right to repel force

true

;

by force?

for this right is as fully possessed

he has entered into society as
nature.

If

he

is

it

it

mean

that

we

trans-

If so, the proposition is not

by every individual

after

could have been in a state of

assailed, or threatened with

immediate personal

him to wait upon
arm of government for protection. On the
permits him to protect himself, to repel force by force,

danger, the law of the land does not require
the strong but slow
contrary,

it

may be necessary to guard against injury to himand the law of nature allows no more. Indeed, if there be
any difference, the law of the land allows a man to go further in
in so far as this
self;

the defense of self than he

Hence, in

this sense, the

is

permitted to go by the law of God.

maxim under

consideration

is

not true

and no man's natural liberty is abridged by the State.
Does this maxim mean, then, that in a state of nature every
man has a right to redress his own wrongs by the subsequent
punishment of the ofiender, which right the citizen has transIt is clear that this must be the
ferred to the government?
meaning, if it have any correct meaning at all. But neither in

maxim

or proposition true.
The right to punish
upon the one or the other of two grounds
either upon the ground that the oflfender deserves punishment, or
that his punishment is necessary to prevent similar ofienses.
Now, upon neither of these grounds has any man, even in a state
this sense is the

an ofiender must

rest

of nature, the right to punish an ofiense committed against himself.

First,

that

it

he has no right

to

punish such an ofiense on the ground

deserves punishment.

No man

has, or ever had, the right
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much pain

so

for so

God

the prerogative of

known, and

all

much

To

alone.

his

His law extends over the
of civil society, and calls

is

due

to

is,

This

eye, all secrets arc

degrees of guilt perfectly apparent

alone belongs the vengeance which

tliat

;

moral turpitude.

guilt or

;

and

moral

for

him

to

ill-desert.

state of nature as well as over the state

men

all

account for their evil deeds.

to

evident that, in so far as the intrinsic demerit of actions

It is

concerned,

it

makes no

And

or hereafter.

had possessed such a

beside, if the individual

right in a state of nature, he has not transferred

any such

society neither has nor claims
utters

when he

the voice of the law

cause of

human punishment

tion, for that

must be

is

difference whether they be punished here

left to

is

not by

says

way

it

right.
:

to society

;

for

Blackstone but

" The end or final

of atonement or expia-

the just determination of the

supreme

Being, but a precaution against future offenses of the same kind."

The

exercise of retributive justice belongs exclusively to the infalli-

ble E-uler of the world,

and not

to frail, erring

60 greatly stands in need of mercy.

man, who himself

Ilence, the right to punish

a transgressor on the ground that such punishment
has not been transferred from the individual to

is

deserved,

civil

society:

because he had no such natural right to transfer

first,

and,

;

secondly, because society possesses no such right.

In the second place,

ment,

it

belonged

will

if

we

to the individual,

transferred by

consider the other ground of punish-

likewise appear that the right to punish never

him

and consequently could not have been
For, by the law of nature, the inpunish an oflense against himself in

to society.

dividual has no right to

order to prevent further offences of the same kind. If the object
human punishment be, as indeed it is, to prevent the commis-

of

sion of crime, by holding
then,

it is

to redress

evidently no

up examples of

more the natural

the wrong, than

it

terror to evil-doers,

right of the party injured

all

men
men

endowed by

their

the right of others.

is

are interested in the prevention of wrongs, and hence

should unite to redress them.

men

All

are

All

Creator with a sense of justice, in order to impel them to secure
its

claims, and throw the shield of

its

and oppressed.
The prevention of wrong, then,

is

consequently the natural right, of

all

protection around the

weak

clearly the natural duty,

men.

and
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This duty should be discharged by others, rather than by the

For

party aggrieved.

it is

contrary to the law of nature

both Locke and Burke agree, that any

man

itself,

as

should be "judge in

own case ;" that any man should, by an ex post facto decision,
determine the amount of punishment due to his enemy, and prohis

ceed to

inflict it

upon him.

Such a course, indeed, so

preventing offenses, would inevitably promote them
redressing injuries, would only add

wrong

of introducing order, would only

make

to

wrong

;

;

confusion

far

from

instead of

and instead
worse con-

founded, and turn the moral world quite upside down.

On no

ground, then, upon which the right

conceived to

does

rest,

it

appear that

it

to

punish

And

could ever have been possessed, by the individual.
individual never possessed such a right,

never transferred

it

to society.

government, however plausible

Hence,

may be

was ever possessed, or
it

this

is

if

the

clear that he has

view of the origin of
however generally

at first sight, or

received, has no real foundation in the nature of things.

purely a creature of the imagination of theorists

;

It is

one of the

phantoms of that manifold, monstrous, phantom deity called
Liberty, which has been so often invoked by the pseudo philanthropists and reckless reformers of the present day to subvert not
only the law of capital punishment, but also other institutions
and laws which have received the sanction of both God and man.
The simple truth is, that we are all bound by the law of nature
and the law of God to love our neighbor as ourselves. ELence it
is the duty of every man, in a state of nature, to do all in his
power to protect the rights and promote the interests of his fellowmen. It is the duty of all men to consult together, and concert
measures for the general good. Right here it is, then, that the
law of man, the constitution of civil society, comes into contact
with the law of God and rests upon it. Thus, civil society arises,
not from a surrender of individual rights, but from a right origi-

by all nay, from a solemn duty originally imposed upon all by God himself a duty which must be performed,
whether the individual gives his consent or not. The very law
of nature itself requires, as we have seen, not only the punish-

nally possessed

;

—

ment

of the offender, but also that he be punished acccording to

a pre-established law, and by the decision of an impartial tribu
nal.

And

in

the

enactment of such law, as well as in the

administration, the collective

wisdom of

society, or its

agents,

NATURE
moves

in obedience to the
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law of God, and not in pursuance of

rights derived from the individual.

§

The

IV.

In

distinction hetween rights

we have,

foregoing discussion

the

and

liheriy.

conformity to the

in

custom of others, used the terms rights and liberty as words of
precisely the same import.
But, instead of being convertible
terms, there seems to be a very clear difference in their signification.

K

a

man

be taken, for example, and without cause thrown

him of his liberty^ but not of his rights
The right still exists and his not being
allowed to enjoy this right, is precisely what constitutes the
oppression in the case supposed. If there were no right still
subsisting, then there would be no oppression.
Hence, as the

into prison, this deprives
to

go where he

pleases.

;

right exists, while the liberty

is

extinguished,

it is

evident they

The liberty of a man in such a
would consist in an opportunity to enjoy his
in which it might be enjoyed if he so pleased.
between rights and liberty is all-important to

are distinct from each other.
case, as in all others,
right, or in a state

This distinction

a clear and satisfactory discussion of the doctrine of

dom.

The great champions of

that freedom, from a

human

free-

Locke down

and passionately grasping the natural rights of
man, and confounding these with his liberty, have looked upon
society as the restrainer, and not as the author, of that liberty.
to a Hall, firmly

On

the other hand, the great advocates of despotic power, from

a Hobbes
liberty

—

down

that

is,

to a

Whewell, seeing that there can be no genuine

no secure enjoyment of one's rights

—in a

state

of nature, have ascribed, not only our liberty, but all our existing
rights also, to the State.

But the error of Locke is a noble and generous sentiment when
compared with the odious dogma of Hobbes and "Whewell. These
learned authors contend that

from society.

Do

we

derive

we, then, live and

all

our existing rights

move and

breathe and think

and worship God only by rights derived from the State ? No,
certainly. "W"e have these rights from a higher source. God gave
them, and all the powers of earth combined cannot take them
away. But as for our liberty, this we freely own is, for the most
part, due to the sacred bonds of civil society.
Let us render unto
Caesar the things that are Caesar's, and unto
are God's.

God

the things that
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§

The relation hetween

V.

and of

the state of nature

civil

society.

Herein, then, consists the true relation between the natural
and the social states. Civil society does not abridge our natbut secures and protects them. She does not assume
our right of self-defense, she simply discharges the duty imural

ri<>-hts,

—

God

posed by

compose the body
civil society

The original right is in those who
and not in any individual. Hence,

defend us.

to

politic,

does not impair our natural liberty, as actually exist-

ing in a state of nature, or as

such a

state, there

would be no

it

might therein

real liberty,

no

exist

;

for,

in

enjoyment of

real

natural rights.

Mr. Locke, as we have seen, defines the state of nature to be
one of " perfect fi'eedom." Why, then, should we leave it ? " If
man, in the state of nature, be so free," says he, " why will he
To which it is obvious to answer," he
part with his freedom \
that though, in the state of nature, he hath such a

'^

continues,

right, yet the

enjoyment of

it is

very uncertain.^ and constantly

exposed to the invasion of others; for

man

he, every

his equal,

all

being kings as

and the greater part not

strict

much

as

observers

of equity and justice, the enjoyment of the property he has in this
state is

very unsafe, very insecure.

This makes him willing to

quit a condition which, however free., is full of fears

tinual dangers / and

and

their lives,

mind

is

to unite,

for

the

!

subject to fears

and perpetual dangers

can a reign of terror be the reign of liberty?
think, that
conliision

rights

con-

mutual preservation of

and estates, which I call
What can that be a state of

and

The

periect freedom

?

It

In one word,
is

ovideat,

we

Locke has been betrayed into no little inaccumcy and
of thought from not having distinguished betv^^n
liberty.

truth

seems

we

sess rights, but

withstanding
liberty.

b) the general

liberties,

property. ^^*

which

and

he seeks out,

f.hat

willing to join in society with, others kIio are already

is

united, or have a

name

not without reason

it is

all

to

be

that, in a state of nature,

could not enjoy them.

our rights,

That

we would
is

pos-

to say, not-

we should be destitute of freedom or
arm of the law to protect

Society interposes the strong

* Locke on Civil Government, chap.

ix.
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She delivers

us fl'om the alarms, the dangers, and the violence of the natura.

Hence, under God, she is the mother of our peace and
by whose sovereign rule anarchy is abolished and liberty

state.

joy,

established.

Liberty and social law can never be dissevered.

Liberty, robed in law, and radiant with love,
gifts of

God

to

man.

But

is

one of the best

liberty, despoiled of law, is

a wild,

dark, fierce spirit of licentiousness, which tends "to uproar the

universal peace."

Hence it is a frightful error to regard the civil state or government as antagonistic to the natural liberty of mankind for this
;

is,

indeed, the author of the very liberty

we

enjoy.

Good govern-

ment it is that restrains the elements of tyranny and oppression,
and introduces liberty into the world. Good government it is
that shuts out the reign of anarchy, and secures the dominion of
equity and goodness.
He who would spurn the resti-aiuts of law,
then, by which pride, and envy, and hatred, and malice, ambition,
and revenge are kept within the sacred bounds of eternal justice,

—

he,

we

say, is not the friend of

human

harmony and extinguish

He would open
he would mar the

liberty.

the flood-gates of tyranny and oppression

;

the light of the world.

Let no such

man

be trusted.

remarks be just, it would follow that the state
called, would be one of the most unnatural

If the foregoing

of nature, as

it

is

states in the world.

We may

conceive

argument but if
with
war
the law of nature

it

to exist, for the

sake of

should actually exist,

it would
For this requires, as we
have seen, that men should unite together, and frame such laws
as the general good demands.

illustration or

be at

Not only

;

it

itself.

the law, but the very necessities of nature, enjoin the

institution of civil

government.

God

himself has thus laid the

foundations of civil society deep in the nature of man.

It is

an ordinance of Heaven, which no human decree can reverse
It is not a thing of compacts, bound together by proor annul.
mises and paper, but is itself a law of nature as irreversible as
any other. Compacts may give it one form or another, but in
one form or another it must exist. It is no accidental or artificial
thing, which may be made or iinmade, which may be set up or
pulled down, at the mere will and pleasure of man.
It is a
decree of

God

;

the spontaneous

and

irresistible

working of that
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nature, which, in all climates, through all ages,

and under

all

circumstances, manifests itself in social organizations.

§

Inherent

VI.

Much
which

"The

is

inalienable rights.

either unintelligible or rests

inalienable rights of

certain reformers,

may

men

who aim

"

is

to bring

upon no

solid foundation.

a phrase often brandished by
about " the immediate aboli-

Yet, in the light of the foregoing discussion,

tion of slavery."
it

and

been said about inherent and inalienable rights,

has

be clearly shown that the doctrine of inalienable rights,

if

properly handled, will not touch the institution of slavery.

An

inalienable right is either one which the possessor of

himself cannot alienate or
not the

power

terms, the
right
life

;

to take

would seem

first

ti*ansfer,

but in this sense

to

it is

it is

one which society has

be what

is

to the

import of the

meant by an inalienable

not pretended that the right to either

or liberty has been transferred to society or alienated by the

individual.

And

if,

as

we have endeavored

or power, or authority of society

individual rights, then

it is

ferred,

is

That

Be

it

is, if

still

it

is

no rights are trans-

unti*ansferred, and, if

conceded, then, that the indi-

vidual has never transferred his right to

But

show, the right,

not derived from a transfer of

than these particular rights are

please, untransferable.

to

clear that neither the right to life nor

liberty is transferred to society.

you

or

According

from him.

it

or liberty to society.

life

not in the above sense that the abolitionist uses the

expression, inalienahle rights.

According

to his

view, an in-

one of which society itself cannot, without
doing wrong, deprive the individual, or deny the enjoyment of it
This is evidently his meaning; for he complains of the
to him.
injustice of society, or civil government, in depriving a certain
portion of its subjects of civil freedom, and consigning them to a
" Such an act," says he, " is wrong, because
state of servitude.
alienable

it is

right

is

a violation of the inalienable rights of all

men."

But

let

us

see if his complaint be just or well founded.
It is

pretended by no one that society has the right to deprive

any sulject of either
cause or reason.
it is

On

life

or liberty, without

the contrary,

it is

on

good and sufficient
hands agreed that

all

only for good and sufficient reasons that society can deprive

any portion of

its

subjects of either

denied, on the other side, that a

life

or liberty.

man may

Nor can

it

be

be deprived of either.
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murder, the law of the land deprives the criminal of
^zoW, might

it

a penalty, the law seeks, as

much

life
U JbrIn the infliction of such

deprive him of liberty.

much

pain for so

guilt,

:

we have

seen, not to deal out so

nor even

to deal out

pain for guilt

simply to protect the members of society, and secure
The general good is the sole and sufficient
the general good.
at all, but

consideration which justifies the State in taking either the
or the liberty of

Hence,

its

life

subjects.

we would determine

any case whether society
civil freedom
by law, we must first ascertain whether the general good demands the enactment of such a law. If it does, then such a
law is just and good as perfectly just and good as any other
law which, for the same reason or on the same ground, takes
is

if

depriving any of

justified in

in

members of

its

—

away

the

life

or liberty of

inalienable rights of
if

its

men may have

one will only be at the pains

when searched

evident that,
at all to

All

subjects.

about the

this talk

a very admirable meaning,

to search it out

to the bottom,

it

;

but

is

it

not

has just nothing

do with the great question of slavery?

But more

of

this hereafter.*

This great problem, as

an appeal

we have

seen, is to be decided, not

men, but simpl}' and

to the inalienable rights of

by a reference

by

solely

It is to be decided, not by the
good sense and ^practical saga-

to the general good.

aid of abstractions alone

;

a

little

city should be allowed to assist in

inalienable rights,

we admit

its

determination.

—inalienable

There are

both because the indi-

vidual cannot transfer them, and because society can never rightfully deprive

are not

any

"among

man

But

of their enjoyment.

these."

life

and liberty

There are inalienable rights, we admit,

but then such abstractions are the edge-tools of political science,

with which

They may

it is

inflict

dangerous

for either

men

or children to play.

deep wounds on the cause of humanity

;

they

can throw no light on the great problem of slavery.

One thing seems

be clear and fixed

is,

that the

rights of the individual are subordinate to those of the

commu-

nity.

An

to

inalienable right

is

* Chap,

;

and that

a right coupled with a duty / a

ii,

5

X.
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duty loith wldcli no other ohligaiion can interfere. But, as wo
have seen, it is the duty., and consequently, the rights of society
This inaliento make such laws as the general good demands.
able right

is

conferred, and

its

and Governor of the universe.

exercise enjoined, by the Creator

All individual rights are subor-

dinate to this inherent, universal, and inalienable right.

supreme authority, no society

right, this

should

this

In other words,

contravene the principles of justice.

It

paramount
possesses the power to

be observed, however, that in the exercise of

should be

it

observed that no unjust law can ever promote the public good.

Every law, then, which is not unjust, and which the public good
demands, should be enacted by society.
But we have already seen and shall still more fully see, that
the law which ordains slavery is not unjust in itself, or, in .other
words, that it interferes with none of the inalienable rights of
man. Hence, if it be shown that the public good, and especially
the good of the slave, demands such a law, then the question of
We purpose to show this before we have
slavery will be settled.
done with the present discussion.
this inquiry,

we

And

in the prosecution of

if,

should be so fortunate as to throw only one

steady ray of light on the great question of slavery, by which the

very depths of society have been so fearfully convulsed,
be more than rewarded for
itude,

we have

felt

all

the labor which, with no

we

shall

little solic-

constrained to bestow upon an attempt at

its

solution,
§

YII. Conclusion of the first chapter.

In conclusion,

marks be
losophy

shall

merely add that

just, it follows that the great

is

men and

we

not precisely such as

historians.

it is

if

the foregoing re-

problem of

political phi-

often taken to be

by

states-

This problem, according to Mackintosh and

Macauhiy, consists in finding such an adjustment of the antagonistic principles of public

order and private liberty, that neither

shall overthrow or subvert the other, but each be confined within
its

own

appropriate limits.

"Whereas,

if

we

are not mistaken,

these are not antagonistic^ but co-ordiJiate, principles.

law which

The very

which introduces private
liberty, since no secure enjoyment of one's rights can exist where
And, on tlie other hand, unless
public order is not maintained.
institutes public order is that

private liberty be introduced, public order cannot be maintained,
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or at least such public order as should be established

;

for, if

there be not private liberty, if there be no secure enjoyment of
one's rights, then the highest

would have

to

and purest elements of our nature

be extinguished, or else exist in perpetual conflict

with the surrounding despotism.

As

license is not liberty, so

not order, nor even friendly to that enlightened,

despotism

is

wholesome

order,

by which the good of the public and

tlie

vidual are at the same time introduced and secured.

words, what

is

taken from the one of these principles

is

indi-

In other

not given

on the contrary, every additional element of sti-ength
and beauty which is imparted to the one is an accession of
Private liberty, indeed, lives
stre'igth and beauty to the other.
to the other

;

and moves and has

On

its

very being in the bosom of public order.

the other hand, that public order alone which cherishes the

true liberty of the individual

is

strong in the approbation of

God

and in the moral sentiments of mankind. All else is weakness,
and death, and decay.
The true problem, then, is, not how the conflicting claims of
these two principles may be adjusted, (for there is no conflict between them,) but how a real public order, whose claims are identical

with those of private liberty,

The

tained.

may be

introduced and main-

practical solution of this problem, for the heteroge-

neous population of the South imperatively demands, as

endeavor

to

show, the institution of slavery

;

we

shall

and that without

it would be impossible to maintain either a
sound public order or a decent private liberty. We shall endeavor

such an institution

to

show, that the very laws or institution which

by

fanatical declaimers to shut out liberty

among
from

us,

is

supposed

from the Negro race
really shuts out the most frightful license and disorder

society.

abolitionist is

we shall endeavor to show that in
and for the slaves of the South, the

In one word,

preaching up liberty

to

"casting pearls before swine," that can neither

comprehend the nature, nor enjoy the blessings, of the freedom
which is so ofiiciously thrust upon them. And if the Negro race
should be moved by their fiery appeals, it would only be to rend
and tear in pieces the fair fabric of American liberty, which, with
all its shortcomings and defects, is by far the most beautiful ever
yet conceived or constructed by the genius of man.
19
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CHAPTER

II.

THE ARGUMENTS AND POSITIONS OF ABOLITIONISTS.

—

The first fallacy of the Abolitionist. The second fallacy of the Abolitionist.
The third fallacy of the Abolitionist. The fourth fallacy of the Abolitionist.
The fifth fallacy of the Abolitionist. The sixth fallacy of the Abolitionist.
The seventh fallacy of the Abolitionist. The eighth fallacy of the AboliThe tenth, eleventh,
tionist.
The ninth fallacy of the Abolitionist.

—
—

—
—

twelfth, thirteenth, fourteenth, fifteenth,
tionist

—

—

;

—

and sixteenth

or his seven arguments against the right of a

in his fellow-man.

—The seventeenth

fallacies

man

of the Aboli-

to hold property

fallacy of the Abolitionist

or,

;

the Ar-

gument from the Declaration of Independence.

Having

and defined the nadown some of the political

in the preceding chapter discussed

ture of civil liberty, as well as laid

conditions on which
to

its

existence depends,

examine the question of slavery.

inquiry,

we

shall, in the first place,

we

now

shall

proceed

In the prosecution of this
consider the arguments and

positions of the advocates of immediate abolition

;

and, in the

second, point out the reasons and grounds on which the instituThe first
tion of slavery is based and its justice vindicated.
branch of the investigation, or that relating to the arguments and
positions of the abolitionist, will occupy the remainder of the

present chapter.
It is insisted

by

abolitionists that the institution of slavery is,

and under all circumstances, morally wrong, or a vioSuch is precisely the ground assumed
lation of the law of God.
by the one side and denied by the other.
Thus says Dr. Wayland " I have wished to make it clear that
slavery, or the holding of men in bondage, and 'obliging them to
in all cases

:

labor for our benefit, without their contract or consent,'

is

always

and everywhere, or, as you well express it, semper et ubiqiie, a
moral wrong, a violation of the obligations under which we are
created to our fellow-men, and a transgression of the law of our
Creator."

Dr. Fuller likewise:
necessarily^

and amid

"The simple

question

all circumstances^

is,

"Whether

a crime

to

hold

it

^A

men

in a condition where they labor for another without their con-

—
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settling this matter all impertinences

must be retrenched."
In one word, Dr. Wayland insists that slavery is condemned
by the law of God, by the moral law of the universe. We purpose to examine the arguments which he has advanced in favor

We

of this position.

select his

cause, as a writer on moral

arguments

and

for examination, be-

political science, he stands so

His work on these

high in the northern portion of the Union.

subjects has indeed long since passed the fiftieth thousand

gree of success which, in his

own

issue his letters on slavery over the

THE Moral Science."

and that he

great,

But the very

is tJie

;

a de-

him to
signature of "The author of

estimation, authorizes

fact that his popularity is so

author of the Moral Science,

a reason

is

why

his

that,

under the sanction of so imposing a name, no error

arguments on a question of such magnitude should be
subjected to a severe analysis and searching scrutiny, in order

may

be

propagated and no mischief done.

Hence we

Wayland amenable to
we require him to adhere

shall hold Dr.

Especially shall

of logic.

he has undertaken

to discuss,

and

the laws

all

to the point

to retrench all irrelevancies.

K, after having subjected his arguments to such a process,

it

shall

is assumed on the subject is
by himself, we shall not make haste to intro-

be found that every position which
directly contradicted

duce anarchy into the Southern States, in order
anarchy in his views of

to the

whether
shall

this

be the case or not,

civil
it

is

and
not

to

political
foi

make

it

answer

But

freedom.

us to determine

;

to decide for himself.

TJie first

The

abolitionists

This

'

fallacy of the abolitionist.

§ I.

reason.
is

we

simply proceed to examine, and permit the impartial reader

do not hold

their passions in subjection to

not merely the judgment of a Southern

is

the opinion of the

more decent and respectable

man:

it

abolitionists

Thus says Dr. Chanuing, censuring the conduct of
"They have done wrong, I believe; nor is their
wrong to be winked at because done fanatically or with good intentions
for liow much mischief may be wrought with good designs
They have fallen into the common error of enthusiasts

themselves.

the abolitionists

:

;

!

that of exaggerating their object, of feeling as if no evil existed

but that which they opposed, and as

if

no guilt could be compared
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In like manner,

of countenauciiig or upholding' it."*

Dr. Wayliuul says:

"I nnite with you and

the lamented

Dr

(^hanning in the opinion that the tone of the abolitionists at the

North has been frequently, I fear I must say generally, 'fierce,
The abolitionist press has, I believe, from
bitter, and abusive.'
the beginning, too

commonly indulged

in violent denunciation,

At

in exaggerated statement^

and in coarse and lacerating invective.

I heard many
men who claim to be the exclusive friends of the
slave, which pained me more than I can express.
It seemed to
me that the spirit which many of them manifested was very dif-

our late Missionary Convention in Philadelphia,

things from

ferent

from the

spirit of Christ.

I also cheerfully

to the general courtesy, the Christian urbanity,

bear testimony

and the calmness

under provocation which, in a remarkable degree, characterized
the conduct of the members from the South."
In tlie flood of sophisms which the abolitionists usually pour
out in their explosions of passion, none is more common than

what

is

technically termed by logicians the ignoratio elencM^ or

Nor

a mistaking of the point in dispute.

is this fallacy

peculiar

more vulgar sort of abolitionists. It glares from the pages
of Dr. Wayland, no less than from the writings of the most fierce,
bitter, and vindictive of his associates in the cause of abolitionism.
to the

Thus, in one of his

and mine were neighbors.

human

Dr. Fuller, he says:

letters to

simple light.

this subject in a

"To

present

Let us suppose that your family

We, our wives and

children, are all

have described, and, in consequence of that common nature, and b}'^ the will of our common
beings in the sense that

Creator, are subject to the law.

I

Thou

shall love thy neighhor as

Suppose that I shoula set fire to your house, shoot you
as you came out of it, and seizing your wife and children, 'oblige
thyself.

them

to labor for

my

benefit without their contract or consent.'

Suppose, moreover, aware that

I

could not thus oblige them,

unless they were inferior in intellect to myself, I should forbid
\

them

to read,

imbecility.

of

God on

and thus consign them

Suppose
the

same

I

to intellectual

and moral

should measure out to them the knowledge

principle.

Suppose

I

should exercise this

dominion over them and their children as long as I lived, and
then do

all in

my power

to

render

it

* Channing's Works, vol.

certain that

ii.

p.

12G.

my

children

"
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/,

hefore us

God ?

my

shalt love thy neighbor as thyself? or that other.

?

to this

creature must

question.

affirm that

of expression, that

any greater
It

Whatsoever ye

men should do unto you, do ye even so unto them
see how any intelligent creature can give more tlian one

do not

it is

Then
do

that every intelligent

1 think

this is

wrong,

or, in the other

form

Can we conceive

a great moral evil.

of

?

was surely very kind

much

Would I,
Thou

Creator,

that

answer

to

^

in other words, violate the supreme law of

I

I suppose

in so doing act at variance with the

relations existing hetween us as creatiives of

would
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in Dr.

Wayland

undertake, with so

to

pains, to inctract us poor, benighted sons of the South in

regard

to the difference

give him

between right and wrong.
kindly feeling he so

full credit for all the

We would

fain

freely professes

"Southern brethren;" but if he really thinks that the
question, whether arson, and murder, and cruelty are offenses
against the " supreme law of the Creator," is still open for discussion among us, then we beg leave to inform him that he labors
under a slight hallucination. If he had never written a word, we
for his

should have known, perhaps, that
fire to

his neighbor's house,

it

is

wrong

and shoot him

for a

as

man

he came

to set

out,

and

reduce his wife and children to a state of ignorance, degradation,

and slavery.

Nay,

if

himself already shot,

we sliould find his house already burnt, and
we should hardly feel justified in treating

and children in so cruel a manner. Not even if they
were "guilty of a skin," or ever so degraded, should we deem
This
ourselves justified in reducing them to a state of servitude.
his wife

NOT "the question before us." We are quite satisfied on all
such points. The precept, too, Thou shalt love thy neighbor as
thyself, was not altogether unknown in the Southern States before
his letters were written.
A committee of very amiable philanis

thropists

came

all

the

abolition society there,

way from England,
and

us to love our neighbor as ourselves.

enlightenment they were,

advance of Dr. Wayland.

on such points.

Being

as the agents of

told us all that the

if

In this benevolent work of

we mistake

We

some

law of God requires

not, several

no longer need

sufficiently instructed,

to

mouths iu

be enlightened

we admit

that

we

should love our neighbor as ourselves, and also that arson, murder,

and so forth are violations of

this law.

But we want

to

know
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whether, semper

wrong.

et

uhique, the iustitutiou of slavery

271 is is the question^

and

we

to this

morally

is

intend to hold the

author.

second fallacy of the abolitionist.

T?ie

§ II.

we should be suspected

Lest

state the position of

:

If I have a

not sanction the whole system of the slave-trade.

right to a thing after

as

I

have gotten

means necessary for getting

much

them or subjecting them

Now mark
it,

I

to the

making

so, I

should be

murdering a part

slaves of the rest, as

yoke."

which this most wonderful argu" If I have a right to a thing after I have gotten

:

have a natural right

may

be

If this

it.

the principle on

based

say. If I
I

have a natural right

hunting a herd of wild animals, and either slaying

I should be in

is

I

it,

justified in sending a vessel to Africa,

of the inhabitants of a village, and

ment

shall

Dr. "Wayland in his own words. In regard
he says " I do not see that it does

to the institution of slavery,

to the

we

of misrepresentation,

have the right

to the

means

may

now

to a slave,

rightfully use all necessary

for getting it."

means

to

That

is to

have got him, then

that I

reduce other

men

to

means I can
Was any consequence ever more wildly drawn ?
only get slaves
Was any non sequitur ever more glaring ?
Let us see how this argument would apply to other things. If
slavery

I

!

by

shoot, burn, or

murder,

a watch after

have gotten

if

this

!

I

have a right

to

I

no matter how,

it,

then I have a right to use the means necessary to get watches

may

them from

steal

my

neighbors

wife, provided I can get one, then

marry

his

widow

the
enliffhten
^&'
§ III.

!

Such

is

Or,

may

if I

I

have a right

shoot

my

the argument of one

South and reform

The third fallacy of

Nearly

!

its

institutions

;

I

to

a

friend and

who

seeks to

I

the abolitionist.

allied to the foregoing

argument

is

that of the

same

author, in which he deduces from the right of slavery, supposing
it

to exist,

another retinue of monstrous rights.

" This right also,"

says Dr. Wayland, referring to the right to hold slaves, " as I

have shown, involves the right to use all the means necessary
its establishment and perpetuity, and, of course, the right
crush his intellectual
science, in so far as

and

to
to

social nature, and to stupefy his con-

may be

necessary to enable

me

to enjoy this
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a compound fallacy,

will consider only

two phases of

its

absurdity.

In the

first

place, if the slaveholder should reason in this

way,

no one would be more ready than the author himself to condemn
If any slaveholder should say, That because I have a
his logic.

my slaves, therefore I have the right to crush the inteland moral nature of men, in order to estahlisli and perhe would be among the first to cry out
petuate their bondage,
This is evident from the fact that he
against such reasoning.
right to
lectual

—

everywhere commends those slaveholders who deem it their duty,
as a return for the service of their slaves, to promote both their
temporal and eternal good.
the duty of slaveholders

;

He

and

if

everywhere

insists that

such

is

such be their duty, they surely

by crushing the intellectual and moral
nature of those whom they are bound to elevate in the scale of
being. If the slaveholder, then, should adopt such an argument,
his logic would be very justly chargeable by Dr. "Wayland with
evidencing not bo much the existence of a clear head as of a bad
have no right

to violate

it,

heart.

In the second place, the above argument overlooks the fact that
the Southern statesman vindicates the institution of slavery on

the ground that
unfit

it

it

finds the

Negro race already

He

for a state of freedom.

so degraded as to

does not argue that

it is

right

who, by the possession of cultivated intellects and
fit for freedom, and debase them in order to prepare them for social bondage. He does not imagine that it is ever
right to shoot, burn, or corrupt, in order to reduce any portion of

to seize those

pure morals, are

the enlightened universe to a state of servitude.
sists

that those only

state than
state.

who

He

merely

in-

are already unfit for a higher and nobler

one of slavery, should be held by society in such a

This position, although

it is

so prominently set forth by

every advocate of slavery at the South,

looked by the Northern abolitionists.
declaim, indeed, just as

if

is

almost invariably over-

They

talk,

and reason, and

we had caught a bevy of black angels
way to some island of purity and bliss

were winging their
here upon earth, and reduced them from their heavenly state, by
the most diabolical cruelties and oppressions, to one of degradaas they

tion, misery,

and servitude.

They

forget that Africa

paradise, and that Southern servitude

is

is

not yet a

not quite a hell.

They

:
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forget

—in the heat auJ haste

the institutiou of slavery

enlightened and

the free, but only

They need

debased.

to

argument they

of their

forget

—that

designed by the South not for the

is

for

ignorant and the

the

be constantly reminded that the institu-

tion of slavery is not the mother, but the daughter, of ignorance

and degradation.

It

is,

indeed, the legitimate offspring of that

years, has been accumulating
.

And

the

if

for so many thousand
and growing upon the African race,
the North will only invent some

and moral debasement which,

intellectual

abolitionists

method by which

at

mass of degradation may be
we most cheerfully consent to " the

frightful

all this

blotted out at once, then will

immediate abolition of slavery."

On

when we come

to consider the

however,

this point,

need not dwell, as we shall have occasion

to recur to

it

we

again

grounds and reasons on which the

institution of slavery is vindicated.

Having argued
right to shoot
to

that the right of slavery, if

it exist,

implies the

and murder an enlightened neighbor, with a view

reduce his wife and children to a state of servitude, as well as

and moral nature in order

to crush their intellectual

in such a state, the author adds, "If I err in
inferences, I e7T innocently.''''

and

perfect

We

keep them

But we would

remind him that innocence, however perfect or cliildlike,
the only quality which a great reformer should possess.
lY.

§

He

is

The fourth fallacy of

"

K

is

the very point in dispute.

shall a

immediately
time
to

man

man

is

it

for

an injury to the slave,
Thus says Dr. Wayland

begin to cease doing wrong

If a

?

not

is

be asked when, [slavery must be abandoned,]

it

when

is

the abolitionist.

often guilty of a petitio principii, in taking

granted that the institution of slavery

which

these

have no doubt of the most

innocence of the author.

entire

to

making

injuring us, do

?

I

ask again,

Is not the

we doubt

answer

as to the

when he ought to cease? There is, then, no doubt in respect
time when we ought to cease inflicting injury upon

the

others."*
slave

:

Here

but this

it

is

is

assumed

that slavery

the very point which

should have discussed.

is

If a state of slavery

to the slave than a state of

an injury

is

to the

denied, and which he

be a greater injury

freedom would be, then are we willing

* Elements of Moral Science, Part

ii.

chap.

i.

sec. 11.

;
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be worse than the

shown

could be

it

evil.

If,

to the slave,

we
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But even in that case, not
remedy would not

should be abolished.

tliat it

be a curse
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that the

on the whole, the institution of slavery
say

let it

be abolished

;

not suddenly,

by a whirlwind, but by the counsels of wise,
cautious, and far-seeing statesmen, who, capable of looking both
before and after, can comprehend in their plans of reform all the
diversified and highly-complicated interests of society.
"But it may be said," continues the author, "immediate
abolition would be the greatest possible injury to the slaves themThey are not competent to self-government." True:
selves.
this is the very thing which may be, and which is, said by every
however, as

if

Southern statesman in his advocacy of the institution of slavery.

"This

Let us see the author's reply.

It

which

is

a question of fact," says

not in the province of moral philosophy to decide.
very likely may be so. So far as I know, the facts are not

he,

'''•

sufficiently

is

known

will, therefore,

warrant a

to

suppose

it

We

opinion on the subject.

full

be the case, and ask.

to

duty of masters under these circumstances f "

What

is

the

In the discussion

of this question, the author comes to the conclusion that a master

may

hold his slaves in bondage, provided his intentions be good,

and with a view

to set

them

soon as they shall be

at liberty as

qualified for such a state.

Moral philosophy, then,
facts,

tut

it

when

seems,

it

closes its eyes

upon

pronounces that slavery should be immediately abolished
consider facts, which, instead of being denied, are ad-

if it

mitted to be "very likely" true,
abolition

slavery

it

decides against

its

immediate

Or, rather, moral philosophy looks at the fact that

!

an injury^ in order

is

but closes

should be forthwith

to see that it

eyes upon the fact that

may

abolished

;

be a

greater injury, lest this foregone conclusion should be

still

called in question

the facts which

Has moral philosophy,

!

lie

its

one side of the question

its

abolition

then, an eye only for
it

proposes to decide

?

an injury^ says Dr. Wayland, and therefore it
should be immediately abolished. But its abolition would be a
Slavery

still

is

greater injury, replies the objector.

Dr. Wayland
injury

is

:

it

one of

is

highly probable

handed

which

fact,

philosophy to decide

!

it

is

So much

justice of the author.

;

This

may

be

true, says

but then this question of

not in the province of moral
for the consistency

and even

!
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The

assumed by him,

position

that questious of fact are not

within the province of moral philosophy,

importance

that

deserves

it

Thou^di sehlom openly avowed, yet

be more

A

" Suppose that
to his

sally

— that

;

A's

is,

trol

and hence,

A

it

sliall

A

has the control over the body of B, and

is,

Now

out of pasteboard,

all

be true,

if this

C

true univer-

it is

of D, &c., and

Z

B

again over

every separate will has the right of con-

own body

its

according

will.

that

:

B

has a right to use the body of

—

over some other body besides

control over

abolitionists, that

the abolitionist.

has control over the body of 0,
the body of

notice.

assumed

considered in the following section.

fully

The fifth fallacy of

V.

§

distinct

so often tacitly

is it

and declamations of

in the ari^uments

one of so great

is

a separate and

its

own, and has no right of

Now,

or intellect."*

if

men were

cut

exactly alike, and distinguished from each

other only by the letters of the alphabet, then the reasoning of

happens that men are not
They are distinguished by diflerences of

the author would be excellent.
cut out of pasteboard.
character,

But

it

by diverse habits and propensities, which render the

reasonings of the political philosopher rather more
if

difficult

than

he had merely to deal with or arrange the letters of the
In one, for example, the intellectual and moral part

alphabet.

almost wholly eclipsed by the brute

;

is

while, in another, reason

and religion have gained the ascendency, so as to maintain a
steady empire over the whole man. The first, as the author himself

admits,

incompetent

is

therefore, be held

But does

it

to

self-government,

by the law of society in a

follow that "if this be true,

is

it

and should,

state of servitude.

true universally?'''^

man who can not govern himself may be governed
by another, does it follow that every man should be governed by
others ?
Does it follow that the one who has acquired and maintained the most perfect self-government, should be subjected to
Because one

the control of

him who

Yes, certainly,

if

is

wholly incompetent

the reasoning of Dr.

to control

Wayland be

himself?

true

;

but,

according to every sound principle of political ethics, the answer
is,

emphatically,

No
* Moral Science, Part

ii,

chap.

i.

sec. 2.

!
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a difference between a Ilottentot and a Newton.

The

first

should no more be condemned to astronomical calculations

and

discoveries, than the last should be

Such

plough.

differences,

however, are overlooked by

the reasoning of the abolitionist.
fact,

whether a

man

profoundly versed.

is

a

man

among men, such
civil

is really

a

mnch

of

In regard to the question of

man and

not a mere thing, he is
most eloquently upon this

lie can discourse

he can prove, by most irrefragable arguments, that a

subject:
Ilottentot

It is

required to follow a

true that one

as well as a

may be sunk

freedom would be a curse

not, is a question of fact

He

decide.

Newton. But

as to the differences

nice distinctions are beneath his philosophy
so
to

which

low
him

in the scale of being that
;

yet,

whether

merely wishes to know what rights

have, either by the law of

this

be so or

his philosophy does not stoop to

God

or

A

caii

possibly

man, which do not equally

belong to B? And if A would feel it an injury to be placed
under the control of B, then, "there is no doubt" that it is
In plain
to place B under the control of A ?
would be injurious and wrong to subject a Newton
to the will of a Hottentot, then it would be equally injurious
and wrong to subject a Hottentot to the will of a Newton
Such

equally

English,

wrong
if it

!

is

the inevitable consequence of his very profound political prin-

ciples

!

Nay, such

is

the identical consequence which he draws

from his own principles

!

If questions of fact are not within the province of the

moral

philosopher, then the moral philosopher has no business with the
science of political ethics.

tect,

is

not a pure,

it

is

a mixed

than magnitude can be disregarded by the mathematician.

The man,

may

This

Facts can no more be overlooked by the political archi-

science.

be

the political dreamer,

fit,

for

aught

we know,

who pays no
to

attention to them,

frame a government out of

but, if we might choose
own teachers in political wisdom, we should decidedly prefer
those who have an eye for facts as well as abstractions.
If we
may borrow a figure from Mr. Macaulay, the legislator who sees
no difference among men, but proposes the same kind of government for all, acts about as wisely as a tailor who should measure

moonshine

for the inhabitants of

Utopia

;

our

the Apollo Belvidere to cut clothes for all his customers

pigmies as well as

for the giants.

—

for the
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§

VI.

It is

The sixth fallacy of

by Dr. Wayhuid that the

asserted

condemned

the abolitionist.

"a

as

institution of slavery is

violation of the plainest dictates of natural

by " the natural conscience of man, from at least as far
back as the time of Aristotle." If any one should infer that
justice,"

condemned

Aristotle himself

be grossly deceived

;

for

it

is

the institution of slavery, he

known

the Politics of Aristotle that he

is,

to

every one

would

who has

read

under certain circumstances,

a strenuous advocate of the natural justice, as well as of the
political

wisdom, of slavery.

Waylaud does
tion,

not

but only those

Uence we

shall suppose that Dr.

mean to include Aristotle in
who came after him. Even

his broad asser-

in this sense, or

to this extent, his positive assertion is so diametrically

the plainest facts of history, that

it is difficult

could have persuaded himself of

its

opposed

It is certain

truth.

to

how he

conceive

to

that,

on

other occasions, he was perfectly aware of the fact that the natural

conscience of man, from the time of Aristotle

down

to that of the

Christian era, was in favor of the institution of slavery
often as

it

has served his purpose to assert this

fiict,

;

for as

he has not

Thus, "the universal existence of slavery at

hesitated to do so.

the time of Christ," says he, " took

its

origin from

tiie

moral

The immortality of the soul was unknown.
Out of the Ilebrew nation not a man on earth had any true con-

darkness of the age.

ception of the character of the Deity or of our relations and obli-

gations to him.

been heard of."*

The law of universal love to man had never
No wonder ho here argues that slave^i^y

received the universal sanction of the heathen worlds since so
great was the moral darkness in which they were involved.

This

we may

men

darkness was so great,

if

believe the author, that the

of one nation esteemed those of another "as by nature foes, whom
they had a right" not only " to subdue or enslave," but also to

murder "whenever and
The sweeping assertion,
heathen world,

is

in

what manner soever they were able."f
was the moral darkness of the

that such

wide of the truth

;

for, at

the time of Christ,

no civilized nation "esteemed it right to murder or enslave,
whenever and in what manner soever they were able," the people
of other nations.
There were some ideas of natural justice, even
* Letters on Slavery, p. 89.

f Ibid, p. 92.
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among men

then,

appeal

if

If

does Dr. "Wayland
one argument against

"esteemed

the heathen world

how can

be said

it

Is it not evident that

the one thing or

its

Dr.

tliat its

Wayland

it

may happen
Whether

the province of moral philosophy or not,

naught has no right

"Thou

it

who may be

?

to serve the

facts lie

within

we

think,

certain,

is

pleased to set facts at

to substitute fictions in their stead.

The seventh fallacy of

YII.

make

right" to

capable of asserting either

is

opposite, just as

that the moral philosopher

it

conscience condemned slavery

purpose of his anti-slavery argument?

§

why

there were not,

to their ideas of natm'al justice as

slavery?
slaves,

and

;
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the abolitionist.

shalt love thy neighbor as thyself," is the rule of action

which, in the estimation of abolitionists, should at once and

ever decide every good

man

for-

against the institution of slavery.

But when we consider the stupendous interests involved in the
question, and especially those of an intellectual and moral nature,
we dare not permit ourselves to be carried away by any form of
The fact that
mere words. We must pause and investigate.
the dexterous brandishing of the beautiful precept in question has

made, and

will

no doubt continue

verts or victims,

is

a reason

to

why

make,

its

real

thousands of con-

its

import should be the

more closely examined and the more clearly defined. The havoc
it makes among those whose philanthropy is stronger than their
judgment or, if you please, whose judgment is weaker than

—

their philanthropy

only from

human

—flows

not from the divine precept

interpretations thereof.

borne in mind that he

is

the real

And

enemy of

it

itself,

but

should ever be

the great cause of

philanthropy who, by absurd or overstrained applications of this

sublime precept, lessens that profound respect
justly entitled
It is

to

which

it

is

so

from every portion of the rational universe.

repeatedly affirmed by Dr.

Wayland

that every slaveholder

and open violation of the precept which
neighbor as ourselves. "The moral preour
us
to
love
requires
cepts of the Bible," says he, "are diametrically opposed to slaThese are, Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself,' and
very.
lives in the habitual

'

'All things whatsoever ye would that

do ye even so unto them.'
continues, "

it is

single instant.

Now, were

men

should do unto you,

this precept

manifest that slavery could not in

The

principle of the precept

is

obeyed," he

fiict

exist for a

absolutely subver-

!
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If strong assertion

Bive of the principle of slavery."

were argu-

ment, we should no doubt be overwhelmed by the irresistible

Way land.

no man can be
accepted as sound argument. We want to know the very meaning of the words of the great Teacher, and to be guided by ihat^
What,
rather than by the fallible authority of an earthly oracle.
then, is the meaning, the real meaning, of his inspired words ?
Do they mean that whatsoever we might, in any relation of
logic of Dr.

life,

desire for ourselves,

But

we

the assertion of

should be willing to grant to others

in the like relation or condition

"This interpretation,

?

we

are

aware, has been put upon the words by a very celebrated divine.
If

we may

by, unless,

believe that divine,

when we

we cannot do

as

we would be done
we forthwith

desire the estate of another,

If a poor man, for example, should
transfer our estate to him
happen to covet the estate of his rich neighbor, then he is bound
by this golden rule of benevolence to give his little all to him,
without regard to the necessities or wants of his own family
But this interpretation, though seriously propounded by a man of
undoubted genius and piety, has not, so far as we know, made
the slightest possible impression on the plain good sense of mankind. Even among his most enthusiastic admirers, it has merely
excited a good-natured smile at what they could not but regard as
I

the strange hallucination of a benevolent heart.

A

xorong desire in one relation of life is not a reason for a
man may desire the
act in another relation thereof

A

wrong
estate,

he

may

desire the man-servant, or the maid-servant, or the

wife of his neighbor, but this
his

own

is

no reason why he should aban Ion

man-servant, or his maid-servant, or his wife to the will

of another.

The criminal who trembles at the bar of justice may
and jury to acquit him, but this is no reason

desire both judge

why,

if

acting in the capacity of either judge or juror, he should

bring in a verdict of acquittal in favor of one justly accused of
crime.

we would apply the rule in question aright, we should
we might wish or desire if placed in the situaanother, but what we o^ight to wish or desire.
If

consider, not what
tion of
If a

man were

wholesome

a child, ho might wish to be exempt from the

but this, as every one will
no reason why he should abandon his own children to
themselves.
In like manner, if he were a slave, he might most
admit,

restraint of his parents

;

is

vehemently desire freedom

;

but this

is

no reason wdiy he should

ARGUMENTS

The whole question of

set his slaves at liberty.

what he ought

to
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wish or desire

if

he were

tit

for freedom,

right turus

upon

placed in such a condition.

man,

If he were an intelligent, cultivated, civilized
if

303

— then his desire

—

in

for liberty

one word,

would be a

would be such a feeling as he ougJit to cherish;
and hence, he should be willing to extend the same blessing to all
other intelligent, cultivated, civilized men, to all such as are prepared for its enjoyment. Such is the sentiment which he should
rational desire,

and such is precisely the sentiment entertained at the
South. No one here proposes to reduce any one to slavery, much
and hence the inquiry
less those who are qualified for freedom
so often propounded by Dr. "Wayland and other abolitionists, how
we would like to be subjected to bondage, is a grand impertinence.
We should like it as little as themselves and in this
respect we shall do as we would be done by.
But suppose we were veritable slaves slaves in character and
in disposition as well as in fact and as unfit for freedom as the
Africans of the South what ought we then to wish or desire ?
Ought we to desire freedom ? We answer, no because on that
supposition freedom would be a curse and not a blessing.
Dr.
entertain,

;

;

—

—

—

;

Wayland himself admits

that "it is very likely"

freedom would

be "the greatest possible injury" to the slaves of the South.

Hence, we cannot perceive that

if

we were such

"the greatest possible injury"

as ignorant and blind slaves,

by

especially if instigated

as enlightened citizens,

life, is not]

to

It

;

cherish so foolish a desire,

no reason why,

abolitionists, yet this is

we

should be willing to

A foolish desire,

great evil upon others.
tion of

we might

we

would indeed be
ourselves and though,

ought to desire so great an evil to ourselves.
to desire

as they,

we

inflict the

same

repeat, in one rela-

a good reason for a foolish or injurious act

in another relation thereof.

The precept which requires us to do as we would be done by,
was intended to enlighten the conscience. It is used by abolitionists to hoodwink and deceive the conscience. This precept directs
us to conceive ourselves placed in the condition of others, in order
that

we may

abolitionist

the

more

employs

clearly perceive

it

to

what

is

due

to

convince us that, because

them.

we

The
desire

men, even to
those who are not qualified for its enjoyment, and to whom it
would prove " the greatest possible injury." He employs it not
liberty for ourselves,

we should extend

it

to all
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show us what is clue to others, but to persuade us to injure
lie may deceive himself; but so loug as we believe what
them
to

!

—

even he admits as highly probable namely, that the "abolition
of slavery would be the greatest possible injury to the slaves
themselves" we shall never use the divine precept as an instru-

—

ment

What

delusion and of wrong.

of

!

inflict

the greatest

injury on our neighbor, and that, too, out of pure Christian
charity

?

But we need not argue with the

abolitionist

upon

own

his

We

have infinitely stronger ground to stand on. The
admissions.
precept, " Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself," is to be found
in the Old Testament as well as in the

teenth chapter of Leviticus,

it

is

New. Thus, in
"Thou shalt

said,

neighbor as thyself;" and no greater love than
inculcated in the
of the

this is

the nine-

love thy

any where

New

same book,

it

Testament. Yet in the twenty-fifth chapter
is written, " Of the children of the strangers

do sojourn among you, of them shall ye buy, and of
families that are with you, which they begat in your land

their

that

they shall

And

be your possession.

:

and

ye shall take them as an

inheritance for your children after you, to inherit them for a possession
is

;

bondmen

they shall be your

which the Hebrews are commanded

to enter

session of the land of the Canaanites, Dr.

constrained

to

admit

This language

forever."

In regard to this very passage, in

too plain for controversy.

— "The

upon and take pos-

Wayland himself
them

authority to take

is

as slaves

and I may perhaps
Now, if the principle of slavery, and
the principle of the precept, Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself, be as Dr. Wayland boldly asserts, always and everywhere at
war with each other, how has it happened that both principles
seems
say,

to

be a part of

this original, peculiar,

anomalous grant."*

are so clearly and so unequivocally embodied in one and the

same code by

the

Supreme Ruler of

the world

?

Has

this dis-

crepancy escaped the eye of Omniscience, and remained in the

code of laws from heaven, to be detected and exposed by "the
author of the Moral Science"

We
among

do not mean

?

that Dr.

Wayland

sees

the principles of the divine legislation.

there the precept,

"Thou

any discrepancy
It is true

he sees

shalt love thy neighbor as thyself,"

* Letters, p. 50.

and
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"Thou

also this injunction,

shalt

buy them

3Q5

for a possession,"

and

your bondmen forever;" but although this looks
very "anomalous" to him, he dare not pronounce it absurd or

"They

shall be

he declares, that slavery is coneverywhere by " the plainest dictates of

It is true,

self-contradictory.

demned always and

own admis-

natural justice ;" but yet, although, according to his

by Heaven, he has found out a method to
save the character of the Almighty fi-om the disgrace of such a
law. He says, "I know the word ^sliaW is used when speaking
of this subject, but it is clearly used as projplietic^ and not as
sion,*

it

was

raandatory P

instituted

Ay,

the

words "thou shalt" are used

in regard to

the buying and holding of slaves, just as they are used in the

commands which precede and

There

follow. this injunction.

is

no change in the form of the expression. There is not, in any
way, the slightest intimation that the Lawgiver is about to prophesy all seems to be a series of commands, and is clothed in
the same language of authority
" thou shalt.'''' Yet in one particular instance, and in one instance only, this language seems
" clearly " J9rq2?A<sz;^c to Dr. Wayland, and not mandatory. Now,

—

;

I submit

to

the candid

and impartial reader,

if

this

be not

egregious trifling with the word of God.

Dr. "Wayland forgets that he had himself admitted that the
very passage in question clothed the Hebrews with "the authority
to take slaves. "f

He

now, in the face of

own

his

admission,

and tells what
would or what might be, and not what should or what must be."
The poor Hebrews, however, when they took slaves by the
authority of a '•''thou shaW'' from the Lord, never imagined that
they were merely fulfilling a prophecj, and committing an abom-

declares that this language "is clearly prophetic,"

inable sin.

This

is

clear to Dr.

sion of his opinion.

Wayland,
But it is

if

we may

to

trust the last expres-

be regretted, that either the

clearness of his perceptions, or the confidence of his assertions,
is

so often disproportioned to the evidence before him.

says with the most admirable modesty, "It seems to
soul

is

the most important part of a

human being

;

me

Thus, he
that the

"J and yet he

peremptorily and positively declares that the very strongest lan-

guage of authority ever found in Scriptnre "is clearly used as
* Letters, p. 50.

20

f Letters, p.

50

\

Letters, p. 113.

"
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prophetic and not mandatory !"

He

may, however, well reserve

the tone of dogmatic authority for such propositions, since, if

may

they

not be carried by assertion, they must be

left

wholly

But one would suppose
such cases required for its unembar-

without the least shadow of support.
that strength of assertion in

rassed utterance no

little

strength of countenance.

"If any one doubts," says Dr. Wayland, "respecting the
bearing of the Scripture precept upon this case, a few plain

may throw additional light upon the subject."* Now,
we mistake not, the few plain questions which he deems so
unanswerable may be answered with the most perfect ease.
"Would the master be willing," he asks, "that another person
questions
if

should subject him to slavery, for the same reasons and on the

same grounds

We

bondage ? "

that he holds his slave in

answer,

any man should underiake to subject Southern masters
to slaveiy, on the ground that they are intellectually and morally
sunk so low as to be unfit for freedom or self-control, we should
No.

If

certainly not like the compliment.

may

It

argue a very great

degree of self complacency in us, but yet the plain fact

we
and

we

is,

that

really do believe ourselves competent to govern ourselves,
to

manage our

without the aid of masters.

afiairs,

made

are not willing to be

humiliating grounds, so
or race of

men,

we

slaves

especially on

of,

And

as

any such

are not willing to see any other nation

whom we may deem

qualified for the glorious

condition of freedom, subjected to servitude.

"

Would

the gospel allow us," he also asks, "if

power, to reduce our fellow-citizens of our

Nor

Certainly not.

white or black,

what an

to

do.

we propose

a state of slavery.

air of confidence

Channing, no

home

less

to

own

it

were in our

color to slavery

?

reduce any one, either

It is

amazing

to see

such questions are propounded.

with
Dr.

than Dr. Wayland, seems to think they must

and conscience of
every man who is not irremediably blinded by the detestable
institution of slavery.
"Now, let every reader," says he, "ask
liimself this plain question: Could I, can I, be rightfully seized
and made an article of property ? " And we, too, say, Let every
reader ask himself this plain question, and then, if he please,

carry

irresistible conviction to the heart

* Moral Science, Part

ii.

chap.

i.

sec. 2.
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Why,
make

then, should follow?

to seize

any other man or

to

He should be opposed to the crime
from such an answer, he should conclude
that the institution of slavery is " everywhere and always wrong,"
him an

article of property.

But

of kidnapping.

if,

then surely, after what has been said, not another word
to expose the ineffable

weakness and

futility

needed

is

of the conclusion.

This golden rule, this divine precept, requires us to conceive
ourselves placed in the condition of our slaves, and then to ask

How

ourselves.

we be

should

treated

by the master ? in order

obtain a clear and impartial view of our duty to them.
requires of us

;

and

can conceive that

this

we

wo

to

This

it

We

can most cheerfully perform.

are poor, helpless, dependent beings, pos-

men and

sessing the passions of

We

the intellects of children.

can conceive that we are by nature

idle,

improvident, and, with-

out a protector and friend to guide and control us, utterly unable

And, having conceived

to take care of ourselves.

How

ask ourselves.

should

the law has placed over us,

should turn us loose to

abandon us

we

only to

is

the response

that they should set us free,

they

Is it that they should

?

a prey to indolence, and to

fall

and expose

to the merciless impositions of the

we

whom

Is it that

?

the legion of vices and crimes which ever follow in
it

this, if

be treated by the masters

what

shift for ourselves

to ourselves,

all

us,

its

train

?

Is

without protection,

worst portions of a stronger

and more sagacious race? Is it, in one word, that we should be
fi'ee from the dominion of men, who, as a general thing, are
humane and wise in their management of us, only to become the
victims the most debased and helpless victims
of every evil

—

way

—

We

?

has, in the

would, in
sure

it

No

Even the spirit of abolitionism itself
person of Dr. Wayland, declared that such treatment
answer,

all

!

probability, be the greatest of calamities.

would be an

infinite

we were

believe that, if

and remediless curse.

a feeling of love, proceed to

On

the contrary,

done

hj^ if

Is it not

And

as

feel

we

in the condition of slaves, such treatment

would be so great and so withering a

he

We

curse, so

we

cannot, out of

upon our slaves.
we would do as we so clearly see we ougJit to
inflict

this curse

our conditions were changed.

amazing, as well as melancholy, that learned divines,

who undertake

to instruct the

benighted South in the great prin-
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and erroneous
and
all-comprehending
precept of the
views of the first, great,
gospel ? If their interpretation of this precept were correct, then
the child might be set free from the authority of the father, and
ciples of duty, sliould

entertain such superficial

the criminal from the sentence of the judge.

be extinguished,

All justice would

order overthrown, and boundless confusion

all

introduced into the

afiairs of

men.

Yet, with unspeakable

self-

complacency, they come with such miserable interpretations of
the ])hviuest truths to instruct those

whom

they conceive to be

blinded by custom and the institution of slavery to the clearest

They

light of heaven.

"Thou

tell us,

shouldst love thy neighbor

as thyself;" and they reiterate these words in our ears, just as if

we had never heard them before.
why then we would remind them
the precept.

is

If this

that the

not a mere sounds

It is

glorious words are intended to convey.

repeat the words for us,

why

they have to say,

is all

meaning
it

is

of the precept

sense^

And

if

which these

they can only

then they might just as well send a

host of free negroes with good, strong lungs to be our instructors
in moral science.

§

VIII.

An

The eighth fallacy of

argument

is

drawn from

institution of slavery.
ft'om

God

himself

to his attributes

;

is

but

his

perfections.

aside the

little

that

a declaration

evidence as to what

is

agreeable

seems that moral philosophers have, now-

a-days, found out a better

by

the divine attributes against thb

One would suppose

some
it

the abolitionist.

method of arriving

Dr. "Wayland

word of God, appeal

is

at

what

is

implied

one of those who, setting

to his attributes in favoi

of the

immediate and universal abolition of slavery. If slavery were
abolished, says he, " the laborer would then work in conformity
with the conditions which God has appointed, whereas he now
works at variance with them in the one case, we should bo
attempting to accumulate property under the blessing of God,
;

\

whereas now we are attempting

to do it under his sjyecial and
IIow can we expect to prosper, when there
is not, as Mr. Jefferson remarks, 'an attribute of the Almighty
that can be appealed to in our favor'?"*
If we may rely upon

peculiar malediction.

* Letters, p. 119, 120.
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upon the coufiJent assertions of Dr.
God upon the slaveholder.
The readiness with which Dr. "Wayland points the thunders of the
his

words, rather

"Wayland,

we need

tliau

not fear the curse of

divine wrath at our heads,
his

own

is

better evidence of the passions of

heart than of the perfections of the Almighty.

Again he says " If Jefferson trembled for his country when
he remembered that God is just, and declared that, 'in case of
insurrection, the Almighty has no attribute that can take part
:

with us in the contest,' surely

all this

it

becomes a disciple of Jesus

Now

Christ to pause and reflect."

be borne in mind that

let it

proceeds from a man, from a professed disciple of Jesus

who, in various places, has truly, as well as emphatically,
"
said,
The duty of slaves is also explicitly made known in the
Christ,

Bible.

They

bound

are

submission^ and

to ohedience^ fidelity^

respect to their masters,"*'

etc., etc.

Such, then, according to Dr. "Wayland himself,

unequivocal teaching of revelation.

And

is

the clear and

such being the case, shall

made

the real "disciple of Jesus Christ" be

on the

to believe,

man, that the Almighty
which could induce him to take sides with his

authority of Mr. Jefferson or of any other

has no attribute

own law?
rebellion,

shall

and

we

K, instead of submission to that law, there should be

—and

not only rebellion, but bloodshed and murder,

believe that the Almighty, the supreme Ruler of heaven

earth,

would look on well pleased?

declaration of

becomes a

God

disciple of Christ to pause

follow his voice or the voice of

TVe owe

at least

Since such

is

the express

himself respecting the duty of slaves,

one benefit

the subject of slavery

was

loose, floating notions

among

and

it

surely

whether he will

reflect

man.
to the

agitated

Northern

abolitionists.

Ere

by them, there were many

us, as well as

among

themselves,

respecting the nature of liberty, which were at variance with the
institution of slavery.

But

since this agitation began,

we have

looked more narrowly into the grounds of slavery, as well as into
the character of the arguments by which

have found the

first

as moonshine.

If

as solid as

it

adamant, the

Mr. Jefferson had lived

there can be no doubt,

we

think, that he

* Moral Science Part

ii.

chap,

is

assailed,

last as
till

and we

unsubstantial

the present day,

would have been on the

i.

sec. 2.
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same

side of this great questiou with the Calhonns, the Clays,

and the Websters of the country. We have known many who, at
one time, fully concurred with Mr. Jeflerson on this subject, but
are now firm believers in the perfect justice and humanity of negro slavery.
§

The ninth fallacy of

IX.

the dbolitioniat.

"We have already seen that the abolitionist argues the question
if Southerners were proposing to catch freemen

of slavery as

and reduce them

to

He

bondage.

habitually overlooks the lact,

that slavery results, not from the action of the individual, but

He

from an ordinance of the State.
tution,

and proceeds

And

wrong.

to

argue as

forgets that

if it

even when he riees

it is

a

civil insti-

were founded in individual

—aa he

sometimes does

—

to

a

contemplation of the real question in dispute, he generally takes

For he genwhich ordains the

a most narrow and one-sided view of the subject.
erally takes

it

for granted that the legislation

institution of slavery is

intended solely and exclusively

for the

benefit of the master, without the least regard to the interests of

the slave.

Thus says Dr. "Wayland

"Domestic slavery proceeds upon

:

the principle that the master has a right to control the actions

physical and intellectual

— of the

slave for his

And

master's) individual benefit,"* etc.
that the Creator intended one

human

own

(that

the

is,

again: "It supposes

being to govern the phys-

and moral actions of as many other human
by purchase, he can bring within his physical power
and that one human being may thus acquire a right to sacrifice
ical,

intellectual,

beings

as,

;

of any number of other human heings^ for the
puipose of promoting his ownr\ Now, surely, if this repthe happiness

resentation

be

just,

then the institution of slavery should be

held in infinite abhorrence by every

man

But we can assure Dr. Wayland

in Christendom.

that,

however ignorant or

may be pleased to consider the people of
States, we are not so utterly lost to all reverence for

heathenish he

the

Southern

the

Creator as to suppose, even for a moment, that he intended

human

any

being to possess the right of sacrificing the happican assure him that we
ness of his fellow-men to his own.

one

We

Moral Science, Part

ii.

chap. L sec. 2.
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are not cpite so dead to every sentiment of political justice, as to

imagine that any

legislation

the expense of the

many

in the extreme.

There

us yet

is
is

which intends

to benefit

the one at

otherwise than unequal and iniquitous

some

little

sense of justice

left

among

and hence we approve of no institution or law which

;

proceeds on the monstrous principle that any one man has, or
can have, the " right to sacrifice the hajpjpiness of any number

of other human beings for the purpose of promoting his own.''''
We recognize no such right. It is as vehemently abhorred and
condemned by us as it can be abhorred and condemned by the
author himself.

In thus taking

it

for granted, as

that the institution in

question

is

Dr. Wayland so coolly does,
" intended " to sacrifice the

happiness of the slaves to the selfish interest of the master, he
Let him establish this

incontinently begs the whole question.

and the whole controversy will be at an end. But let him
not hope to establish any thing, or to satisfy any one, by assuming the very point in dispute, and then proceed to demolish what
every man at the South condemns no less than himself. Surely,
no one who has looked at both sides of this great question can be

point,

ignorant that the legislation of the South proceeds on the principle
that slavery

is

beneficial, not to

Surely, no one

especially to the slave.

an ear

for facts

the master only, but also and

who

has either an eye or

can be ignorant that the institution of slavery

based on the ground, or principle, that

the parts, but also to the whole, of the society in which

This ground, or principle,

is set

;

it is

who runs may
Wayland ? Why is he

unequivocally set forth, that he

overlooked by Dr.

that he

is

it

exists.

forth in every defense of slavery

by the writers and speakers of the South
is it

is

beneficial, not only to

it is

so clearly

read.

and so

Why,

then,

pleased to imagine

combating Southern principles, when, in

reality,

he

is

merely combating the monsti'ous figment, the distorted conception of his own brain,
namely, the right of one man to sacrifice

—

own

and pleasure ? Is it
because facts do not lie within the province of the moral philosopher ? Is it because fiction alone is worthy of his attention ?
the happiness of multitudes to his

Or

is it

will

because a blind, partisan zeal has so far taken possession

of his very understanding, that he finds

it

impossible to speak of

the institution of slavery, except in the language of the grossest

misrepresentation

?
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§

X.

teenth^

The tenths eleventJi^ ixcelfih^ tMrteenth^ fourteentJi^ fifand sixteenth fallacies of the aholitionist I or his seven

man

arguments against the right of a

to

hold property in his

felloxo-man.

" This claim of property in a
ning,

man

can

human

A human

exist.

being," says Dr. Chan-

No

altogether false, groundless.

''is

such right of

man

iu

The

being cannot be justly owned."

only difficulty in maintaining this position is, according to Dr.
Channing, " on account of its exceeding obviousness. It is too

To defend

plain for proof.

it

like trying to confirm

is

a

self-

Yet he advances no less than seven
evident truth," etc., etc.
" arguments," as he calls them, in order to establish this self"We shall examine these seven arguments, and
see if his great confidence be not built on a mere abuse of words.
"The consciousness of our humanity," says he, "involves the
evident position.

persuasion that

the abolitionist.

He

of slavery, because

it

as a

mere thing or a

that

it

A

is

owned

This,

one of the hackneyed commonplaces of

never ceases to declaim about the injustice
regards, as he

We

is

Now, once

brute.

freely

pleased to assert, a
for all,

we

man

freely

admit

man

other-

to regard or treat a

were monstrously unjust

wise than as a man.
not be

be owned as a tree or a brute."

we cannot

body knows,

as every

admit that a human being "can

as a tree or a brute."

may be absolutely owned. That is to say, the owner of
a tree may do what he pleases with his own, provided he do no
harm or injury with it. He may cut it down and, if he please,
he may beat it as long as he has the power to raise an arm. He
may work it into a house or into a piece of furniture, or he may
He may, we repeat, do
lay it on the fire, and reduce it to ashes.
just exactly what he pleases with his own, if his own be such a
tree

;

thing as a tree, for a tree has no rights.
It is far

otherwise with a brute.

example,

may

property

is

not absolute;

it is

He may

limited.

horse without mercy, "for a good

He may

The owner of a

not do what he pleases wath his own.

man

is

horse, for

Here

his

not beat his

merciful to his beast."

him on the fire. For
owner himself is bound to respect.
The horse has a right to food and kind treatment, and the owner
who refuses these is a tyrant. Nay, the very worm that crawls
not cut his horse to pieces, or burn

the horse has rights, which the

ARGUMENTS
beneath our
throue

man

aud

;

has his rights as well as the monarch on his

feet

Hence even

the brute

may

lie can be

The

nof be regarded or treated as a mere

owned and

or he

may

no otherwise than

treated

may

horse, for example,

without food aud care; but he
;

by a

a tyrant.

thing or a tree.
as a brute.

horse
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not be

left,

like a tree,

may be

saddled aud rode as a
be hitched to the plough, and compelled to do

his master's work.

man

In like manner, a

cannot be owned or treated as a horse.

He

cannot be saddled or rode, nor hitched to the plough and be
made to do the work of a horse. On the contrary, he should be

man, aud required to perform only the work of a
work is all the ownership which any one
man can rightfully have in another and this is all which any
treated as a

The

man.

right to such

;

slaveholder of the South needs to claim.

The

real question

is.

Can one man have a

right to the j)ersonal

service or ohedience of another without his consent f

We

do not

intend to let the abolitionist throw dust in our eyes, and shout

amid a clamor of words. "We intend to hold him to the
Whether he be a learned divine, or a distinguished senator, we intend he shall speak to the point, or else his argument
shall be judged, not according to the eloq^uent noise it makes
victory

point.

or

excitement

the

it

produces, but according to the sense

it

contains.

Can a man^

a right to the labor or obedience of
Give us this right, and it is all we

then^ have

another without his consent?
ask.

We

even more freely than he can

of the slave

is

his own.''

belongs exclusively to the

him not

We

lay no claim to the soul of the slave.

abolitionist,

Or, rather,

God who gave

grant to the

assert, that the

"soul

we

grant that his soul

it.

The master may use

as a tree or a brute, but only as a rational, accountable,

and immortal being may be used.
do au}^ thing which is wrong and
;

He may
if

self as to require such service of his slave,

K

not

command him

he should so

far forget

to

him-

he would himself be

any
law of the land, he would be held not as a particcj>s criminis
merely, but as a criminal in the first degree. In like manner, if
he should require him to violate the law of God, he would be

guilty of the act.

guilty

—

far

more

he should require his slave

guilty than the slave himself

— in

to violate

the sight of

;
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These arc truths which arc just as well understood at

heaven.

the South as they are at the North.

The master, we repeat, lays no claim to the soul of the slave.
He demands no spiritual service of him, he exacts no divine
With his own soul he is fully permitted to serve his
honors.
own Gud. With this soid he may follow the solemn injunction
of the Most Iligh, " Servants, obey your masters " or he may
;

listen to the voice of the tempter, " Servants, fly

from your mas-

Those only who instigate him to violate the law of God,
whether at the North or at the South, are the men who seek to
deprive him of his rights and to exercise an infamous dominion
ters."

over his soul.

and

Since, then, the master claims only a right to the labor

lawful obedience of the slave, and no right whatever to his soul,
it

follows

tliat

Channing regards

the argument, which Dr.

as the

Since the master

strongest of his seven, has no real foundation.

claims to have no property in the "rational, moral, and immortal" part of his being, so

the arguments, or rather all the

all

empty declamation, based on the false supposition of such claim,
falls to the ground.
So the passionate appeals, proceeding on the
supposition of such a monstrous claim, and addressed to the
multitude, are only calculated to

religious sensibilities of the

deceive and mislead their judgment.

words

"The

;

It

human

a mere thing of

is

and, though "full of sound and fury,"

it

signifies nothing.

which figures so largely in the
speeches of the divines and demagogues, and which so fiercely
stirs up the most unhallowed passions of their hearers, is merely
traffic in

souls,"

transfer of a right to labor.
Does any one doubt whether such a

tJie

master certainly has a right
specified period of time,
for a

moment.

The

and obedience of

right

may

The

exist?

to the labor of his apprentice for

though he has no

father, too,

a

even

right to his soul

has a right to the personal service

his child until he reach the age of twenty-one

but no one ever supposed that he owned the soul of his child, or

might

sell it, if

he pleased,

the soul of his child,

good and

it is

to another.

Why,

then, should

sible that such a right to service

one period,

why

may

it

sell

he may, for

sufficient reasons, transfer his right to the labor

obedience of his child.

exist for

Though he may not

universallj' admitted that

and

be thought impos-

exist for life

?

not for a longer, and even for

If

it

life

?

may
If
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the good of both parties and the good of the whole

3x5

community

require such a relation and such a right to exist,

why should

deemed

This whole con-

so unjust, so iniquitous, so monstrous?

we

it

be

upon any consideration of abstract
good of all upon the highest
good of the slave as well as upon that of the community.
"It is plain," says Dr. Channing, in his first argument, "that
if any one may be held as property, then any other man may be
so held." This sophism has been already sufficiently refuted.
It proceeds on the supposition that if one man, however incapable
of self-government, may be placed under the control of another,
then all men may be placed under the control of others
It proceeds on the idea that all men should be placed in precisely the
same condition, subjected to precisely the same authority, and
troversy turns,

rights, but solely

repeat, not

upon

—

the highest

!

required to perform precisely the same kind of labor.

In one
no difference and makes no distinction between a
Negro and a Newton. But as an overstrained and false idea of
equality lies at the foundation of this argument, so it will pass
under review again, when we come to consider the great demonstration which the abolitionist is accustomed to deduce from the

word,

axiom
The
on the

it

sees

that "all

men

are created equal."

argument of Dr. Channing is, like the first, " founded
essential equality of men."
Hence, like the first, it may
be postponed until we come to consider the true meaning and the
real political significancy of the natural equality of all men.
We shall barely remark, in passing, that two arguments cannot
be made out of one by merely changing the mode of expression.
third

The second argument of the author

is

as follows

"

:

A

cannot be seized and held as property, because he has rights.

man
.

.

.

A

being having rights cannot justly be made property, for this
claim over him virtually annuls all Ma rights.''^ This argu-

ment,

it

is

obvious,

is

based on the arbitrary idea which the

author has been pleased to attach to the term jprojperty.

proves any thing,

it

would prove

as property, for a horse certainly has rights.

But, as

seen, a limited property, or a right to the labor of a

not deny or annul

all his rights,

If

it

that a horse could not be held

we have

man, does

nor necessarily any one of them.

This argument needs no further refutation.

For we acknowledge

and the limited or qualified property
merely to his personal

that the slave has rights

;

which the master claims

in him, extending
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human

labor and his hiwfiil obedience, touches not one of these

rights.

The

"That a human being,"

second.

is

possessor.

says he, "cannot be justly held

is

What

one

man owns

''''nature
it

of property"
is

is

is

all rights

!

"

at the

with only a very slight difference in the

mode

both are equally unsound.

cannot belong

to

another."

one the

and

in the

Both are based on the
same conclusion,

same idea of property, and both arrive

And

this: in

said "to annul all rights ;"

said " to exclude

The

cannot belong to another."

only difference between the two arguments
other

identical with the

is

apparent from the very nature of property. Proan exclusive right. It shuts out all claim but that of the

as property,

perty

argument of Dr. Channing

fourth

of expression

True; "what one

!

man owns

But may not one man have a right

to the labor of another, as a father to the labor of his son, or a

master
to food

to the labor of his

and raiment,

have a right
cluding

all

apprentice

;

and yet that other a right

as well as to other things?

to the service of another,

the rights of that other ?

May

not one

without annulling or ex-

This argument proceeds,

it

any being be held as
rights
supposition
has
no
a
which, if true, would
property, then he
exclude and annul the right of property in every living creature.
Dr. Channing's fifth argument is deduced from " the universal

is evident,

on the

false supposition that if
;

indignation excited toward a man who makes another his slave,"
" Our laws," says he, " know no higher crime than that of reduc-

man

To

buy an African on his own
"To steal a man," we reply, is one thing;
shores is piracy."
and, by the authority of the law of the land, to require him to do
The first may
certain labor, is, one would think, quite another.
be as high a crime as any known to our laws the last is recognized by our laws themselves.
Is it not wonderful that Dr. Channot
see
plain
ning could
so
a distinction, so broad and so glaring
a difference ? The father of his country held slaves Tie did not
commit the crime of man-stealing.
The sixth argument of Dr. Channing, " against the right of
property in man," is " drawn from a very obvious principle of

ing a

to slavery.

steal or to

;

;

moral science.

It is

a plain truth, universally received, that every

right supposes or involves a corresponding obligation.

a

man

If,

then,

has a right to another's person or powers, the latter

\9-

"
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under obligation to give himself np as a chattel to the former."
Most assuredly, if one man has a right to the service or obedience
of another, then that other is under obligation to render that service or obedience to him. But is such an obligation absurd ? Is it
inconsistent with the inherent, the inalienable, the universal rights
of man that the " servant should obey his master ? " If so, then we
fear the rights of

man were

understood by Dr. Channinf

far better

than by the Creator of the world and the Autlior of revelation.

Such are the seven arguments adduced by Dr. Chanuing to show
that no man can rightfully hold property in his fellow-man.
But
before we quit this branch of the subject, we shall advert to a
passage in the address of the Hon. Charles Sumner, before the
people of

New

York,

Metropolitan Theatre,

at the

May

9,

1855.

"I

desire to present this argument," says he, " on grounds

all

controversy, impeachment, or suspicion, even from slave-mas-

Not on triumphant

ters themselves.

table facts,

do

I

now accuse

story, not

slavery, but on

its

above

even on indispu-

character, as revealed

its own simple definition of itself.
Out of its own mouth do I
condemn it." Well, and why does he condemn it? Because,
"by the law of slavery, man, created in the image of God, is

in

divested of Ms human character and declared to be a mere chattel.
That the statement may not seem to be put forward without precise
authority, I- quote the law of two different slave States."
That
is

the accusation.

It is to

It is to

be proved beyond "

be proved by the law of slavery
all

itself.

controversy," by an appeal- to " in-

Now let us have the facts here they are.
" The law of another polished slave State, says Mr. Sumner,
" gives this definition
Slaves shall be delivered, sold, taken,

disputable facts."

:

'

:

reputed, and adjudged in law to bo chattels personal, in the hands

of their owners and possessoi"S, and their executors, administrators,

and assignees,

to all

intents, constructions,

and purposes

whatsoever.'

Now, mark;

the learned Senator undertook to prove,

beyond

doubt and controversy, that slavery divests the slave of his
human character^ and declares him to be a mere chattel. But he

all

it declares him to be a "chattel personal."
merely proves that the law of a Southern State regards the

merely proves that

He

slave, not as real estate or landed property, but as a " chattel per-

sonal."

Does

this divest

him

of his

human

character ?

Does

this

"
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make him a mere chattel ? May the slave, in consequence of such
law, be treated as a brute or a tree ? May he be cut in pieces or
worked to death at the will and pleasure of the master ?

We think that a learned Senator, especially

when he undertakes

to demonstrate, should distinguish between declaring a

man

to

be

" a chattel personal," and a mere chattel. No one doubts that a
man is a thing but is he therefore a mere thing, or nothing more
;

than a thing

animal; does

man is an
mere animal, or

In like manner, no one doubts that a

%

follow, therefore, that he is a

it

nothing but an animal

?

It is clear,

be held as a "chattel personal,"
declaring that he

is

that to declare a

man may

a very different thing from

is

a mere chattel.

So much

for his honor's

"precise authority."

In what part of the law, then,

human

character ? "

is

the slave "divested of his

In no part whatever.

mere

If it

had declared him
it would

a mere animal,

mere
have denied his human character, we admit but the law in quesNor is any such declaration contion has done no such thing.
tained in the other law quoted by the learned Senator from the code
It is merely by the interpolation of this little word
of Louisiana.
mere^ that the Senator of Massachusetts has made the law of
thing, or a

to bo a

chattel, or

;

South Carolina divest an immortal being of his " human charHe is welcome to all the applause which this may have
acter."
gained for him in the " Metropolitan Theatre."

The learned Senator adduces another authority. " A careful
writer," says he, "Judge Stroud, in a work of juridical as well as
*The cardinal prinphilanthropic merit, thus sums up the laws:
among sentient*
is
not
be
ranked
the
slave
to
that
ciple of slavery

—

things — as an
—obtains as undoubted law

beings, but

personal

among

article of property

—a

chattel

in all these (the slave) States.'

"We thus learn from this very "careful writer" that slaves among
us are " not ranked among sentient beings," and that this is " the
No, they are not fed, nor clothed,
cardinal principle of slavery."
They are left without food and
nor treated as sentient beings
!

raiment, just as
talked

to,

if

They are not

they were stocks and stones!

nor reasoned with, as

only driven about, like

if

they were rational animals, but

dumb brutes

the lash, for that would

beneath the lash

!

No, no, not

recognize them as "sentient beings!"

The

Italics ara

oar own.
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up like chattels;
men, over the lower animals, required to do
the precise work which, of all others, in the
the work of men
grand and diversified economy of human industry', they are the
So far, indeed, is this from being " the
best qualified to perform
cardinal principle of slavery," that it is no principle of slavery
It bears not the most distant likeness or approximation to
at all.
any principle of slavery, with which we of the South have any
the most remote acquaintance.
That man may, in certain cases, be held as property, is a truth
recognized by a higher authority than that of senators and
divines.
It is, as we have seen, recognized by the word of God

They

are oul}' thrown about like stones, or boxed

they are not

set, like
;

!

In that word, the slave

himself.

called the " possession "* of

is

Now,

the master, and even "his money."f

is

not this language

as strong, if not stronger, than that adduced from the code of

South Carolina? It certainly calls the "bondman" his master's
" money." Why, then, did not the Senator from Massachusetts

denounce

this

"a man

language, as divesting

him

character," and declaring

to

be mere money

human

of his
?

Why

did he

not proceed to condemn the legislation of Heaven, as well as of

own mouth ?

Most assuredly, if his j^rinpronounce the law of God
manifestly unjust and iniquitous.
For that law as clearly

the South, out of

its

ciples be correct, then is
itself

he bound

recognizes the right of property in

recognized in words.

cism of supposing that

But

it

man

as

it

could possibly be

nowhere commits the flagrant

this right of the

the rights of the slave.

all

to

On

sole-

master annuls or excludes

the contrary, the rights of the

slave are recognized, as well as those of the master.

For, accord-

ing to the law of God, though "a possession," and an "inheritance," and " a bondman forever," yet is the slave, nevertheless,
a

man

;

and, as a man,

rights, not as defined

by

is

he protected in his rights

abolitionists, but as recognized

;

in his

by the

word of God.

The seventeenth fallacy of the abolitionist i or
argument from, the Declaration of Independence.
§

XI.

This argument
great strongholds

is
;

the

regarded by the abolitionists as one of their

and no doubt

* Lev. chap. xxv.

it

is

so in

f

efiect, for

Exod.

who can

chai). xxi.
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bear a superior?

who

Lucifer himself,

from heaven because

fell

he could not acknowledge a superior, seduced our first parents by
the suggestion that in throwing off the yoke of subjection, they
should become " as gods." "We need not wonder, then, if it
should be fo\uid, that an appeal to the absolute equality of

men

is

the most ready

way

Wo

to effect the ruin of States.

surely conceive of none better adapted to subvert all order

all

can

among

us of the South, involving the two races in a servile war, and

Hence we shall examine
argument from the equality of all men, or rather this appeal
This appeal is usually
to all men's abhorrence of inferiority.
"We hold these
based on the Declaration of Independence

the one or the other in utter extinction.
this

:

be self-evident

trutlis to

that all

:

men

are created equal

;

that

they are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights
that

among

We do

these are

mean

not

life,

liberty,

upon these words

to play

we

;

intend to take

As

them exactly as they are understood by our opponents.

they

are not found in a metaphysical document or discussion, so

would be unfair
culcate

to

the wild

suppose

—as

is

sometimes done

dream of Helvetius,

that all

with equal natural capacities of mind.
tion of independence

;

and as the subject

we suppose

rights, so

mean

they

;

and the pursuit of happiness."

—that

men

They occur
is

it

they in-

are created

in a declara-

human
men are

the doctrine of

to declare

that all

created equal with respect to natural rights.

Nor do we assert
maxim

position or

that there is
;

for

we

no truth

in this celebrated

contains most important and precious truth.
account, however, the less dangerous as a

Nay, falsehood

philosophy.

when

it

is

it

is

not on this

maxim

of political

It

only then the more dangerous,

so blended with ti'uth that

is

pro-

believe that, if rightly understood,

its

existence

is

not sus-

Hence the unspeakable importance of
dissecting this pretended maxim, and separating the precious
truth it contains from the pernicious falsehood by which its

pected by

its

victims.

followers are deceived.

Its truth is certainly

very far from being

self-evident, or rather its truth is self-evident to some, while its

falsehood

is

from which
both upon
line

equally self-evident to others, according to the side
it is

its

viewed.

ti'uth

and

We
its

shall

endeavor to throw some light

falsehood, and, if possible,

draw the

which divides them from each other.
maxim does not mean, then, that all men have, by nature,

This
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No

to posts of honor.

doubt

the words are often understood in this sense by those who, with-

out reflection, merely echo the Declaration of Independence
in this sense, they are utterly untenable.

men

If all

;

nature, an equal right to any of the offices of goyernnicnt,

How

could such rights be adjusted?
reconciled

and

the United States

;

that office, no one

man

if all

equal chance to

men could not
men had an equal

could be elevated to

In such case,

all the rest.

men

all

occupy the

as

candidates for the

it

office

;

be President of
natural right to

without a wrung to
least, an
Such equal

should have, at

presidential

chance could not result from the right of
selves

chair.

all

men

to ofier

The only way

resorting to the

many

lot.

to

We

efiect

them-

bar of public

at the

for,

opinion, vast multitudes would not have the least

chance.

how

could such a conflict be

that all

It is clear

?

but,

had, by

shadow of a

such an object would be by

might thus determine who, among so

equally just claimants, should actually possess the power

of the supreme magistrate.

This,

must be confessed, would be

it

to recognize in deed, as well as in word, the equal rights of

men.
It is

But what more absurd than such an
not without example in history

;

but

it

all

equality of rights
is

to

?

be hoped that

The democracy of Athens,
away by the
idea of equal rights, that her generals and orators and poets were
This was an equality, not in theory merely,
elected by the lot.
but in practice. Though the lives and fortunes of mankind were
thus intrusted to the most ignorant and depraved, or to the most
wise and virtuous, as the lot might determine, yet this policy was
based on an equality of rights. It is scarcely necessary to add
such example will never be copied.

it

is

well known, was, at one time, so far carried

that this idea of equality prevailed, not in the better days of the

Athenian democracy, but only during

its

imbecility

and

cor-

ruption.
If all

men, then, have not a natural right

government, who has

this right

example, to occupy the
Certainly

Who

?

office of

fill

an

office

of

President of the United States

some men have no such

who has no

to

has the natural right, for

right.

The man,

for

?

example,

capacity to govern himself, but needs a guardian, has

no right to superintend the afiairs of a great nation. Though a
citizen, he has no more right to exercise such power or authority
than if he were a Hottentot, or an African, or an ape. Hence, in
21

;
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bidding such a one to stand aside and keep aloof from such high

no right

office,

is

infringed and no injury done.

Nay,

right is

secured, and injury prevented.

Who

has such a right, then?

— such

according to the law of nature or reason

who,

things considered,

all

is

natural right, or right

The man,

?

\vc

answer,

the best qualified to discharge the

The man who, by

wisdom, and
and statesmanship, would use the power of such office
more effectually for the good of the whole people than would any
other man.
If there be one such man, and only one, he of natuduties of the office.

his superior

virtue,

ral right should be our President.

And

all

the laws framed to

many

regulate the election of President are, or should be, only so

means designed

to secure the services of that

thereby secure the rights of

all

man,

if possible,

and

against the possession of power

by the unworthy or the less worthy. This object, it is true, is not
always attained, these means are not always successful but this
is only one of the manifold imperfections which necessarily attach
to all human institutions
one of the melancholy instances in
which natural and legal right run in different channels. All that
;

;

can be hoped, indeed, either in the construction or in the administration of

human

laws,

is

an approximation, more or

less close,

to the great principles of natural justice.

What
is

is

thus so clearly true in regard to the office of President,

equally true in regard to

all

the other offices of government.

contrary to reason, to natural right, to justice, that either

It is

knaves, or demagogues should occupy seats in Congress

fools, or

yet all of these classes are sometimes seen there, and by the law of

the land are entitled to their seats. Here, again, that which

and

fit

in itself is different from that

The same remarks,

it

is

of an

office,

who

exists

right

under the law.

evident, are applicable to governors,

to judges, to sheriffs, to constables,

In every instance, he

which

is

is

and

to justices of the peace.

best qualified to discharge the duties

and who would do so with greatest advantage

concerned, has the natural right thereto.

to all

And no man who

would fill any office, or exercise any power so as to injure the
community, has any right to such office or power.
There is precisely the same limitation to the exercise of the
Those only should be permitted to exercise
elective franchise.
this power who are qualified to do so with advantage to the com-

munity

;

and

all

laws which regulate or limit the possession of
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power should have in view, not the equal rights of all men,
but solely and exclusively the public good. It is on this principle
that foreigners are not allowed to vote as soon as they land upon
our shores, and that native Americans can do so only after they
have reached a certain age. And if the public good required
this

men, such as

that any class of

free blacks or slaves, for

example,

shculd be excluded from the privilege altogether, then no doubt

can remain the law excluding them would be

just.

It

might not

Indeed, in the high and holy sense

be equal, but would be just.

for, if it excluded some from a
it would be equal
power which it conferred upon others, this is because
they were not included within the condition on which alone it
should be extended to any. Such is not an equality of riglits and
power, it is true but it is an equality of justice, like that which
In the light of that jusreigns in the divine government itself.
tice, it is clear that no man, and no class of men, can have a
natural right to exercise a power which, if intrusted to them,
would be wielded for harm, and not for good.

of the word,

;

privilege or

;

This great truth,
of a false logic,
failed

Thus, after
able,

is

secure

to

all

and equal

when

stripped of the manifold sophistications

so clear

the

and unquestionable,

approbation of

tliat

abolitionists

it

has not

themselves.

his wild extravagancies about inherent, inalienrights, Dr.

moods, recognized
says he, "cannot

Channing

this great

lias,

in one of his calmer

fundamental truth.

"The

slave,"

owned by the
individual.
But, like every citizen, he is subject to the community., AND THE COMMUNITY HAS A RIGHT AND IS BOUND TO CONTINUE
ALL SUCH RESTKAINTS AS ITS OWN SAFETY AND THE WELL-BEING OF
THE SLAVE DEMANDS." Now this is all WO ask in regard to the
All we ask is, that each and every
question of equal rights.
individual
lic

may

rightfully,

first

not, be

be in such wise and so far restrained as the pub-

good demands and no

from the

and should

further.

All

we ask

is,

as

may

be seen

chapter of this Essay, that the right of the individ-

ual, whether real or imaginary, may be held in subjection to the
undoubted right of the community to protect itself and to secure
its own highest good.
This solemn right, so inseparably linked
to

a sacred

individual.

paramount

to the rights

and powers of the

Nay, as we have already seen,*

the intlividual can

dut}^, is

* In the

first chaiiter.
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have no

rig-lit

that conflicts with this

because

;

it is

can have no right which

is

adverse to

then both

life,

true, inherent

liberty

nor

sacrificed

;

may

down

rights, but

the

if for

both liberty and

We

be rightfully taken from him.

and inalienable

to

Surely he

Indeed,

dut}'.

general good, he would not cheerfully lay

duty

his

co-operate in the establishment of the general good.

among

have,

these

it is

neither

is

upon our country's altar, may be
but conscience, truth, honor may not be touched

life.

For

these,

by man.

Has

the

community, then, after all, the right to compel "a
immortal being," to work ?
Let Dr.

man," a " rational and

Channing answer: "If he
by
the

rational

same

jprinciple on

is confined

which

and compelled

the

earn his

to

be "confined, and compelled"

becomes of

must be a

be induced

to

work

slight mistake

somewhere.

Nay,

itself.

men have an

to

to lahor,

Now,

hread.''"'

if

a

in his confinement,

We

his "inalienable right to liberty?"

ration of Independence
that if all

work
on
vagrant in other commimities

(the slave) cannot

and natural motives, he should he obliged

Perhaps
is

it

it is

man
what

think there

in the Decla-

not evident, indeed,

inalienable right to liberty," then

is this

sacred right trampled in the dust by every government on earth
Is it not as really disregarded

?

by the enlightened Commonwealth

of Massachusetts, which "confines and

earn their bread, as

it

is

compels" vagrants to
by the Legislature of Virginia, which

swarm of
The plain

has taken the wise precaution to prevent the rise of a
vagrants more destructive than the locusts of Egypt
truth

is,

?

that although this notioii of the "inalienable right" of

may sound very well in a declaration of independmaybe most admirably adapted to stir up the passions

all to liberty

ence, and

men and produce fatal commotions in a commonwealth, yet
no wise nation ever has been or ever will be guided by it in the
It may be a brand of discord in the
construction of her laws.
hands of the abolitionist and the demagogue. It will never be
an element of light, or power, or wisdom, in the bosom of the
of

\

statesman.
" The gift of liberty," continues Dr. Channing, " would be a

mere name, and worse than nominal, were he
let

(the slave)

loose on society under circumstances driving

crimes, for which he would be
tlian

he had escaped."

condemned

to

him

to

to

be

commit

severer bondage

If then, after all, liberty

may

be worse

ARGUMENTS
than a mere name,

not a pity that

is it

"inalienable right" to it?
that all

men

should be

ready to die for

"no man,"

"no

If

it

may

all

men
it,

invaluable blessing
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should have an

be a curse,

embrace

required to

as an

it,
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not a pity

is it

and

to

We

?

be even

trust that

and immortal being," will ever be
who have withheld from
him that which is "worse than nominal," and a curse. For if
such, and such only, be his inalienable birthright, were it not
most wisely exchanged for a mess of pottage ? The vagrant, then,
that

rational

60 ungrateful as to complain of those

should not be consulted whether he will work or not.

be "confined and compelled"

to

should the idle and the vicious, those

work by

He

should

work, says Dr. Channing.

who cannot

Nor

be induced to

rational motives, be asked whether they will remain pests

to society, or

whether they will eat their bread in the sweat of

their brow.

"For

compelled

to

they, too," says Dr. Channing, "should be

But how? "The slave should not have an

work."

owner," says Dr. Channing, "but he should have a guardian.

He

needs authority,

an

supply the lack of that discretion which

to

he has not yet attained
official authority,

;

but

it

should be the authority of a friend,

conferred by the State, and for which there

should be responsibility to the State."
is

Now,

if all this

be true,

not the doctrine of equal rights, as held by Dr. Channing, a

K

mere dream?

one

man may have "a

guardian,"

"an

official

compel him to work, why
may not another be placed under the same authority, and subjected to the same servitude?
Are not all equal? Have not all
men an equal right to liberty and to a choice of the pursuits of
happiness ? Let these questions be answered by the admirers of
Dr. Channing and it will be found that they have overthrown
all the plausible logic, and blown away all the splendid rhetoric,
which has been reared, on the ground of equal rights, against the
authority," appointed

by the

State, to

;

institution of slavery at the South.

"We are agreed, then, that men may be compelled to work.
"We are also agreed that, for this purpose, the slaves of the South
should be placed under guardians and friends by the authority of
the State.
Dr. Channing thinks, however, that the owner is not
the best guardian or the best friend

over the slave.

On

whom

the State could place

the contrary-, he thinks his best friend

guardian would be an

official

overseer,

bound

to

him by no

of interest, and by no peculiar feelings of affection.

In

and
ties

all this.
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we

and mistaken because
by the
But, be this as it may, since such
relation of master and slave.
are the concessions made by Dr. Clianning, it is no longer neceshe

think Dr. Channing greatly mistaken

an utter stranger

is

;

to the feelings usually called forth

Baiy to debate the question of slavery with him, on the high

ground of abstract inalienable

rights.

It is

brought down to one

of practical utility, of public expediency.

And

such being the nature of the question, we, as free citizens

of the South, claim the right to settle the matter for ourselves.

We

claim the right to appoint such guardians and friends for this

class of our population as

we

believe will be

to

them, as well as to the whole community.

to

impose such

own

to

The North may claim the
question of expediency.

may

We

claim the right

and such only, as the well-being of our
us to dem&nd. This claim may be denied.

resti'aints,

seems

society

most advantageous

be a curse, then no

right to think for us in regard to this

But

man

it

cannot be denied that

can, in such case,

if liberty

have a right

to

it

as a blessing.
If-liberty

admit,

would be an equal blessing

men would have an

all

men, then, we freely
But ta
were a curse to some men
to all

equal right to liberty.

concede, as Dr. Channing does, that

it

and yet contend that all men have an equal right to its enjoy
ment, is sheer absurdity and nonsense. But Dr. Channing, as

we have

seen, sometimes speaks a better sense.

Thus, he has

even said, "It would be cruelty, not kindness, to the latter (to the
slave) to give him a freedom which he is unprepared to under-

would be cruelty to strike the fetters from a
would infallibly lead him to a precipice."
So far, then, according to the author himself, are all men from
having an " inalienable right " to liberty, that some men have no
stand or enjoy.

man whose

right to

it

first

It

steps

at all.

In like manner, Dr. Wayland, by his

thrown
rights.

adds,

own

admission, has over-

most confident deductions from the notion of equal
He, too, quotes the Declaration of Independence, and

all his

"That

the equality here speken of

is

not of the means of

happiness, but in the right to use them as one wills,
to need illustration."
is

If this be the

not so evidently true.

On

is

too evident

meaning, then the meaning

the contrary, the vaunted

maxim

in

Wayland, appears to be pure and
example, is one means of happiness

question, as understood by Dr.

unmixed

error.

Power,

for

;
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and so great a means, too, that v.-itliout it all other meaus would
be of no avail. But has any man a right to use this means of
happiness as he wills ? Most assuredly not. He has no right to
use the power ho may possess, nor any other means of happiness,
as he will, but only as lawful authority has willed.

power conferred by man,

for

If

it

be a

example, such as that of a chief

may

magistrate, or of a senator, or of a judge, he

use

it

no other-

wise than as the law of the land permits, or in pursuance of the
objects for

which

was conferred.

it

from the Almighty,
law.

So

far,

then,

it

may

is it

In like manner,

if it

proceed

be used only in conformity with

from being true that

all

men

.his

possess an

equal right to use the means of happiness as they please, that no

man
if

ever has, or ever will, possess any such right at

all.

And

such be the meaning of the Declaration of Independence, then

the Declaration of Independence

need any further refutation.

is

too evidently erroneous to

Unless, indeed,

man may

put forth

a declaration of independence which shall annul and destroy the

immutable obligations of the moral law, and erect one's will as
But is an equal exemption from the restraints
of that law liberty, or is it universal anarchy and confusion ?
It were much nearer the truth to say that all men have an

the rule of right.

equal right, not to act as "one wills," but to have their wills

No

restrained by law.

want

known

man, indeed,
men have
an equal right to these, but not to the same restraints, to the same
laws and governments. All have an equal right to that government which is the liest for them. But the same government is
not the best for all. A despotism is best for some a limited
monarchy is best for others while, for a third people, a representative republic is the best form of government.
greater

is

than the restraints of law and government.

to

Hence,

all

;

;

This proposition
the sanction of
Aristotle
to a

all

down

Burke.

to a

It

political ethics

is

;

too plain for controversy.

It

has received

the great teachers of political wisdom, from an

Montesquieu, and from a Montesquieu down

has become, indeed, one of the commonplaces of
and, however strange the conjunction,

it

is

often

found in the very works which are loudest in proclaiming the

human rights. Thus, for example, says
" The best form of government for any people

universal equality of

Dr.

Wayland

:

is tlie Vest that its

present moral condition renders practicahle.

A people may he so entirely surrendered to

tlie

injluence of pas-
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sion,

and

ment

xcldcli relied

so feebly influenced hy

upon moral

moral

a govern-

restraints^ that

restraint could not exist

for a

In this case, a siiburclinate and inferior principle remains

day.

—

tJie principle of fear and the only resort is to a government
And such do we see to be the
or a military despotism.
force
of
What, then, becomes of the equal and inalienable right
fact."

of

.^

men

all

gave

birth

it

But

freedom

to

Has

?

it

vanished with the occasion which

?

"Anarchy," continues Wayland, "always

this is not all.

ends in this form of government. [A military despotism.] After
this

has been established, and habits of subordination have been

formed, while the moral restraints are too feeble for self-govern-

ment, an hereditary government, which addresses

itself to

the

imagination, and strengthens itself by the influence of domestic
connections,

may

be as good a form as a people can sustain.

they advance in intellectual and moral cultivation,

it

may

As

advan-

tageously become more and more elective, and, in a suitable

moral condition, it may be wholly so. For beings who are
willing to govern themselves by moral principles, there can be no
doubt that a. government relying upon moral principle is the true
There

form of government.

is

no reason why a man should be

oppressed by taxation and subjected to fear

who

is

willing to

govern himself by the law of reciprocity. It is surely better for
an intelligent and moral being to do right from his own will,
force him to do right. And yet, as it is
do right than wrong, even though he be
forced to do it, it is well that he should pay others to force him,
God has
if there be no other way of insuring his good conduct.
rendered the blessing of freedom inseparable from moral restraint
than

pay

to

another

to

better that he should

to the individual

be

;

and hence

it is

vain for a people to expect to

free unless they are first willing

to

be virtuous."

Again,

no self-sustaining power in any form of social organiThe only self-sustaining power is in individual virtue.
zation.
" And the form of a government will always adjust itself to

"There

is

the moral condition of a people.
their

own moral power, frown

A

virtuous people will, by

awa}' oppression, and, under any

form of constitution, become essentially
rendered up
jection
tect

by

to their

force

him from

;

own

free.

licentious passions

A

people sur-

must be held

in sub-

for every one will find that force alone can pro-

his neighbors

;

and he will submit

to

be oppressed,

;
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made themselves

slaves of

themselves from the incessant op-

to shield

pression of twenty."

Now

One might almost imagine

excellent sense.

all this is

had been reading Aristotle, or Montesquieu, or
Burke. It is certain he was not thinking of equal rights. It is
equally certain that his eyes were turned away from the South
that the author

for

he could see

make

rightfully

how even "independent landholders" might
After such concessions,

slaves of themselves.

one would think that

all this

clamor about inherent and inalien-

able rights ought to cease.

In a certain sense, or to a certain extent,

men have

All

rights.

heaven

to the

;

men have an

same

air

all

men have

equal

an equal right to the air and light of

and the same

light.

In like manner,

all

equal right to food and raiment, though not to the

same food and raiment.

That

is, all

men have an

food and raiment, provided they will earn them.
will not earn them, choosing to

remain

idle,

equal right to

And

if

they

improvident, or

nuisances to society, then they should be placed under a govern-

ment of

and compelled

force,

Again,

to

earn them.

men have an equal right to serve God according to
of their own consciences. The poorest slave on earth

all

the dictates

possesses this right

—

this inherent

and inalienable right and he
monarch on his throne.
;

as completely as the proudest

possesses

it

He may

choose his

according to his

own

own

religion,

and worship his own God

conscience, provided always he seek not in

But neither
any right to murder, or instigate
murder, the master, even though he should be ever so

such service

to interfere

with the rights of others.

the slave nor the freeman has
others to

firmly persuaded that such

is

a part of his religious duty.

He

most absolute and perfect right to worship the
men in all ways not inconsistent with the moral

has, however, the

Creator of

all

And wo

man by whom such right is denied or
Such a one we have never known but whosoever he may be, or wheresoever he may be found, let all the
abolitionists, we say, hunt him down.
He is not fit to be a man,
law.

set at

naught

much

less

But,

it

be to the

!

;

a Christian master.
will

be said, the slave has also a right to religious in-

struction, as well as to food

and raiment.

So plain a proposition

;;
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Bnt

no one doubts.
more, we

many

Onr

world.

Christian

regarded at the South

this right

is

than in

fear,

No

?

other portious of the so-called

children,

and our poor, destitute

too,

same wrong at our remiss
hands and from our cold hearts. Though we have done much
and would fain do more, yet, the truth must be confessed, this
sacred and imperious claim has not been fully met by us.

we

neighbors, often suffer,

It

may

fear, the

be otherwise at the North.

may

neighbors, too,

all

This godlike work

the moral law.

There, children and poor

be trained and taught

may

They

Christian brethren of the North.

certainly have a large

But

surplus of benevolence to bestow on us.

work has not been
out sin cast the

many

and

a

rail at us, at least

the difference

lies

What

with such malignant

—here

our peculiar sin and

lies
is,

with us, denied by law.

floods of

Oh

that he

!

might be

sympathy, what thunderings and

nings of philanthropy, would then be spared the world

why, we

ask, should the slave be taught to read

and the reply

Ah

!

if

is

would only read

and drink its very
he would then be
would then know his duty, and

He

;

for

He

the high ground on which his duty rests.

words of Dr. Wayland,

plicitly

the reply

life, is

his Bible,

should rejoice at the change

a better and a happier man.
in the

But

good.

the slave

we

light-

!

That he might

?

read the Bible, and feed on the food of eternal

spirit in,

with-

is

This simple thought, perhaps, might save

gall.

This great, primordial right

!

him who

let

This simple thought, perhaps, might

slave shall not be taught to read.

taught

glorious

if this

pitiless pelting of philanthropy.

But here
shame.

The

done by them, then

stone.

doubt their right to

call in

bitterness

us

fully

first

extent of

to the full

be fully done by our

made known in

''''That

the Bible.

dience, fidelity, submission,

would then

see,

the duty of slaves is ex-

They

and respect

are

bound

to obe-

to their masters

—not

only to the good and kind, but also to the unkind and froward
not,

however, on the ground of duty to man, but on the ground

of duty

to

OodP

But, with

our dangers, as well as some

The tempter

not asleep.

is

on the forbidden

tree

;

all,

little

we have some

little

glimpse of

sense of our duties.

His eye

and thither he

is still,

as ever of old, fixed

will point his hapless victims.

Like certain senators, and demagogues, and doctors of divinity,
he will preach from the Declaration of Independence rather than

AEGUMENTS
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a duty.

inflammatory and
Stung by these appeals
be feared, would have no

evil passion his

murder-instigating appeals will be

made.

and maddened, the poor African, it is to
and freedom, and no

better notions of equality
to

God

or

being the

own

man, than

may

Such, then,

ask us not to prepare the slave for his

Ask

utter undoing.
!

better views of duty

his teachers themselves have.

state of things,

Christian teacher
that yoii
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from the Bible.
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us not

— ask us

—O

most kind and benevolent

not to lay the train beneath our

no longer hold the blazing torch in vain

Let that torch be extinguished.

Let

all

feet,

!

incendiary publications

Let no conspiracies, no insurrections, and no mur-

be destroyed.

Let the pure precepts of the gospel and

ders be instigated.

its

sublime lessons of peace be everywhere set forth and inculcated.
In one word,

let it

be seen that in reality the eternal good of the

is aimed at, and, by the co-operation of all, may be secured,
and then may we be asked to teach him to read. But until then
we shall refuse to head a conspiracy against the good order, the
security, the morals, and against the very lives, of both the white

slave

and the black men of the South,
"We might point out other respects in which men are essentially
equal, or have equal rights.
But our object is not to write a
treatise on the philosophy of politics.
It is merely to expose the
errors of those who push the idea of equality to an extreme, and
thereby unwisely deny the great differences that exist

For

if the

scheme or the

among men.

political principles of the abolitionists

be

no difference among men, not even among
of
races
men, that is worthy the attention of the

correct, then there is

the different

statesman.

There is one difference, we admit, which the
have discovered between the master and the slave

Whether

this discovery

they received hints of
fully in possession .of

be entirely original with them, or whether

it

from others,

it.

not been able to exclude
this idea, they

abolitionists
at the South.

it is

clear that they are

The dazzling idea of
it

from their visions.

now

equality itself has

For, in spite of

have discovered that between the Southern master

and slave there

is

a difference of color!

Hence, as

if this

were

the only difference, in their political harangues, whether from the

stump or from the pulpit, they seldom fail to rebuke the Southern
statesman in the words of the poet: "He finds his fellow guilty
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of a skin not colored like his own;" and "for such worthy cause
dooms and devotes him as his lawful prey." Shame and confusion
seize the man, we say, who thus dooms and devotes his fellow-man,
because he finds him "guilty of a skin!" If his sensibilities

were only as
cry, "

Down

tolerate

soft as his

philosophy

is

shallow, he would certainly

with the institution of slavery !"

For how could he

an institution which has no other foundation than a difierIndeed, if such were the only difference between

ence of color?
the two races
of

among us, we should

New York,

and most "

ourselves unite with Mr.

men

affectionately advise all

Seward
be born

to

For thus, the only difference having been abolished, all
men would be equal in fact, and consequently entitled to become
equal in political rights, and power, and position. But if such
be not the only difference between the white and the black man
of the South, then neither philosophy nor paint can establish an
white."

equality between them.

But this profound aphorism
Every man, we admit, is a man.
is not the only one to which the political architect should give heed.
An equality of conditions, of political powers and privileges, which
has no solid basis in an equality of capacity, or fitness, is one of
If in
the wildest and most impracticable of all Utopian dreams.
the divine government such an equality should prevail,

it is

evident

that all order w^ould be overthrown, all justice extinguished, and
utter confusion

In like manner,

would reign.

if in

human govern

ment such equality should exist, it would be only for a moment
Indeed, to aim at an equality of conditions, or of rights and powerSj
except by first aming at an equality of intelligence and virtue, ia
not to reform
is,

—

it is

to

demolish

—the governments of

society.

It

indeed, to war against the eternal order of divine Providence

which an immutable justice ever regins. " It is this aiming after an equality," says Aristotle, " which is the cause of sedi-

itself in

tions."

But though seditions

passions kindled, yet has

it

it

may have

never led

its

stirred up,

and

fierce

poor deluded victims to

the boon after which they have so fondly panted.

Equality

is

" The French," said Napoleon,

not liberty.

equality: they care

little for

easily understood.

Liberty

of comprehension.

grasp the idea of equality
without

much

care

is

;

love

is plain,

simple,

complex, and exceedingly

difficult

liberty,"

The most

Equality

'.'

illiterate

peasant may, at a glance,

the most profound statesman

may

not,

and thought, comprehend the nature of liberty.
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Hence it is that equality, and not liberty, so readily seizes the
mind of the multitude, and so mightily inflames its passions.
The French are not the only people who care but little for liberty,
while they are crazy for equality. The same blind passion, it is to
be feared,

Even

is

possible even in this enlightened portion of the globe.

while, really, he

but

man may rant and rave about equality,
may know but little more, and consequently care

here, perhaps, a

more, about that complicated and beautiful

little

called civil liberty, than a horse does about the

sti'ucture

mechanism

of the

heavens.

Thus, for example, a Senator* of the United States declares that
is " Equality of natural rights, guaranteed

the democratic principle

and secured

by the laws of a

to all

just,

popular government.

For

one, I desire to see that principle applied to every subject of legislation,

—

may be to the great question
now before the Senate, and to every other

no matter what that subject

involved in the resolution
question."

Again,

" the element and guarantee

this principle is

of liberty."

Apply

this principle, then, to every subject, to

every question,

and see what kind of government would be the result. All men
to freedom from restraint, and consequently
All have an equal right to the elective
all are made equally free.
franchise, and to every political power and privilege. But suppose
the government is designed for a Slate in which a large majority
have an equal right

of the population

is

without the character, or disposition, or habits,

or experience of freemen?

natural

;

No

matter: the equal rights of

and hence they should be applied in

all cases,

and

all

are

to every

possible " subject of legislation."

The principle of equality should
mold every institution. Surely, after what
has been said, no comment is necessary on a scheme so wild, on a
dream so visionary. " As distant as heaven is from earth," says

reign everywhere, and

Montesquieu, " so
equality."
all his

And

is

the true spirit of equality from that of extreme

just so distant

is

the Senator in question, with

adherents, from the true idea of civil and political freedom.

The Senator thinks

the conduct of Virginia "singular enough,"

because, in presenting a bill of rights to Congress, she omitted
the provision of " her own bill of rights," " that all men are

bornf equally free and independent."

* Mr. Chase, of Ohio.

f

"By

We

think she acted wisely.

nature," in the Original Bill of Rights.
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For, in truth and in deed,

and

all

utterly devoid of freedom.

Has he

born infant?

no power

go

to

than he has to

at all

fly.

power of thought
right to worship

men are born absolutely dependent
What right, we ask, has the new

the right to go where he pleases?
;

lias he the right
is

lie has

and hence he has no more a right
to

own

to his

go

The

lias he the

as yet wholly undeveloped.

God according

to

think for himself?

conscience

lie has

?

no idea of God, nor of the duties due to him. The plain truth
is, that no human being possesses a right until the power or capacity on which the enjoyment of that right depends

The

developed or acquired.

child, for instance, has

think for himself, or to worship

God

is

suitably

no right to

according to the dictates of

conscience, until his intellectual and moral powers are suitably

developed.

He

he any right

to

has learned

to

laws of

to the

is

certainly not born with such rights.

all civilized nations,

he

is

subject to the control of

the parent until he reaches the lawful age of freedom.
is,

that all

men

are born equal," says Montesquieu

"are born equally
true

:

the last

The

truth

are born not equally free and independent, but

equally without freedom and without independence.

is

Nor has

go where he pleases, or attempt to do so, until he
walk. Nor has he the right then, for, according

is

free

"All men

but he does not say they

;

The

and independent."

first

proposition

diametrically opposed to the truth.

Another Senator* seems
principle of equality.

to entertain the

same passion

for the

In his speech on the Compromise Bill of

1850, he says that " a statesman or a founder of States " should

adopt as an axiom the declaration, "That
equal,

and have inalienable rights of

pursuits

of happiness."

life,

all

men

liberty,

are created

and choice of

Let us suppose, then, that this dis-

cinffuished statesman is himself about to establish a constitution
ior the people of Mississippi or Louisiana, in

more

blacks than whites.

As

alienable right" to liberty,

which there are

have a natural and "inof course he would make them all
they

all

But would he confer upon all, upon black as well as upon
power of the elective franchise ? Most certainly. For
he has said, " We of New York are guilty of slavery still by
withholding the riglit of suffrage from the race we have emanSurely, if he had to found a State himself, he would
cipated."

free.

white, the

* Mr. Seward, of

New

York.
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— of the one odions thing wliich

his

All would then be invested with the right of

suf-

not thus be giiilty of slavery
Boul abhors.

A

frage.

black legislature would be the consequence.

passed by such a body would,

we

provided by the Senator

stitution
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fear,

The laws

be no better than the con-

—by the statesman —from

New

York.

"All

men

are born equal," says Montesquieu

;

but in the hands

of such a thinker no danger need be apprehended from such an

axiom.

For having drank deeply of the true

spirit of law,

he

was, in matters of government, ever ready to sacrifice abstract
perfection to concrete utility.

Neither the principle of equality,

nor any other, would he apply in

He was

He was

no dreamer.

statesman.

"Though
it is

exactness in

respect is not

Again, he says

:

cases or to every subject.

real equality," says

of a democracy,
tJiis

all

a profound thinker and a real
he,

"be

the very soul

so dijjicult to establish^ that

an extreme

always convenient. ^^

" All inequalities in democracies ought to be

derived from the nature of the government, and even from the

For example, it may be apprehended that
people who are obliged to live by labor would be too much impoverished by public employment, or neglect the duties of atprinciple of equality.

it
that artisans would grow insolent
and that too
number of freemen would overpower the a^icient citIn this case, the equality in a demockacy may be sup-

tending to
great a
izens.

;

;

pressed FOR the good of THE StATE."

Thus

to

give

all

men

equal power where the majority

is

ignorant and depraved, would be indeed to establish equality,

On the contrary, it would be to establish the
most odious despotism on earth, the reign of ignorance, passion, prejudice, and brutality.
It would be to establish a mere
nominal equality, and a real inequality. For, as Montesquieu
says, by introducing "too great a number of freemen," the "ancient citizens" would be oppressed.
In such case, the principle
but not liberty.

—

of equality, even in a democracy, should be " suppressed for the

good of
out a
lator,

.the State."

still

It

then,

should be suppressed, in order

more tremendous

greater and

who aims

to

inequality.

to shut

The

legis-

introduce an extreme equality, or to

apply the principle of equality to every question, would really
bring about the most frightful of

commonwealth where

all

inequalities, especially in a

the majority are ignorant and depraved.
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Hence the principle of equality is merely a standard toward
which an approximation may be made an approximation always
This principle should
limited and controlled by the public good.

—

be applied, not

to every question, but only to

such as the general

For this good it "may be suppressed." Nay, it
must be suppressed, if, without such suppression, the public
for, as we have abundantly seen, it
order may not be sustained
good permits.

;

is

only in the bosom of an enlightened public order that liberty

can

or move, or have

live,

we deduce an

advises,

equality itself;

its

being.

inequality from

Montesquieu

Thus, as

the very principle

of

such inequality be not deduced and

since, if

established by law, a still more terrific inequality would be forced
upon us. Blind passion would dictate the laws, and brute force
would reign, while innocence and virtue would be trampled in
the dust.
Such is the inequality to which the honorable senators
would invite us and that, too, by an appeal to our love of
;

equality

we

If

!

decline the invitation, this

are the enemies, but because

dom.
The

It is

not because

we

we

is

not because

are the friends, of

human

we

free-

love equality less, but liberty more.

North may,

if they please, choose the
"
principle of equality as the very
element and guarantee " of

legislators of the

their liberty

;

and, to

make

that liberty perfect, they

to every possible " subject of legislation,"

tion "

under the sun.

ourselves,

we

equality.

We

But,

if

we may

and

to

may apply it
" every ques-

be permitted to choose for

should beg to be delivered from such an extreme
should reject it as the very worst " element," and

the very surest "guarantee" of an

an intolerable oppression.
freedom for ourselves, and

As
for

unbounded

licentiousness

and

the " element and guarantee " of

our posterity,

we should

prefer the principle of an enlightened public order.

decidedly

:
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III.

THE ARGUMENT FROM THE SCRIPTURES.
The Argument from

the

Old Testament.

— The

Argument from

the

New

Testament.

In discussing the arguments of the abolitionists,

it

was scarcely

possible to avoid intimating, to a certain extent, the grounds on

which we intend

among

to vindicate

the institution of slavery, as

it

But these grounds are entitled to
a more distinct enunciation and to a more ample illustration. In
the prosecution of this object we shall first advert to the argument
exists

us at the South.

from revelation

and,

;

if

the foregoing discussion

we mistake not, it will be found that in
we have been vindicating against asper-

sion not only the peculiar institution of the Southern States, but

Heaven

also the very legislation of

§ I.

The argument from

The ground
that slavery

is

the

itself.

Old Testament.

taken by Dr. "Wayland and other abolitionists,

is

always and everywhere, semper

et uhiqiLe.,

morally

wrong, and should, thereibre, be instantly and universally swept

We point

among

the Hebrews, and say. There
was not wrong, because there it
Dr. Wayland chooses to
received the sanction of the Almighty.
overlook or evade the bearing of that case upon his fundamental
position
and the means by which he seeks to evade its force is
one of the grossest fallacies ever invented by the brain of man.
Let the reader examine and judge for himself. Here it is
"Let us reduce this argument to a syllogism, and it will stand
thus Whatever God sanctioned among the Hebrews he sanctions
God sanctioned slavery among the
for all men and at all times.
Hebrews therefore God sanctions slavery for all men and at all

away.

is

an instance

to slavery

in

which

it

;

:

;

times."

Now

I venture to affirm that

forth so absurd an

argument

no man

at the

South has ever put

in favor of slavery,

— not

favor of slavery for the negro race so long as they
unfit for freedom, but in favor of slavery for all

22

only in

may remain

men and

for ali
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an argument proved any thing, it would, indeed,
prove that the white man of the South, no less than the black,
might be subjected to bondage. But no one here argues in favor
If such

times.

of the subjection of the white man, either South or North, to a

^o

state of servitude,

one here contends

for the subjection to

We

slavery of any portion of the civilized world.
for slavery in certain cases
abolitionist,

we

that

assert

For the truth of

wrong.

authority of

God

ordained by him,

it

not always and everywhere

is

it

this assertion

We

himself.

only contend

in opposition to the thesis of tho

;

we

rely

upon the express

affirm that since slavery has been

cannot be always and everywhere wrong.

And how

does the abolitionist attempt to meet this reply?

by a

legerdemain, he converts

little

against his position,

that slavery

is

Why,

from an argument

this reply

always and everywhere

wrong, into an argument in favor of the monstrous dogma that it
If we should contend that, in
is always and everywhere right
!

some

cases,

it is

fairly insist that

put

to

death

!

man, he might

right to take the life of a

we

are

in-

Was any fallacy

representation ever

more

man

favor of having every

ever more glaring

?

just as

on earth

was any mis-

flagrant?

Indeed we should have supposed that Dr. Wayland might have
seen that his representation

assured us of the contrary.

is

We

not a fair one,

if

he had not

should have supposed that he

might have distinguished between an argument in favor of
slavery for the lowest grade of the ignorant and debased, and an
argument in favor of slavery for all men and all times, if he had
not assured us that he possesses no capacity to make it. For after
having twisted the plea of the most enlightened statesmen of the
South into an argument in favor of the universal subjection of

mankind
words

I

to

slavery, he coolly adds,

express the argument correctly.

"I

believe that in these

If I

do not,

it

is

solely

know how to state it more correctly." Is it possible Dr. Wayland could not distinguish between the principle of
slavery fur some men and the principle of slavery for all men?
because

I

do not

idle, and the deand the idea that all men,
may be reduced to bondage ?

between the proposition that the ignorant, the
based n^ay be subjected

to servitude,

even the most enlightened and
If

free,

he had not positively declared that he possessed no such ca-

pacity,

opinion.

we should most

certainly

have entertained a

different
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that the very best

men,
Old Testament, were the owners
''I grant at once," says Dr. Wajland,
" that the Hebrews held slaves from the time of the conquest of
Canaan, and that Abraham and the patriarchs held them many
It

will

whose lives are recorded
and holders of slaves.

centuries before.

I

in the

grant also that Moses enacted laws with

special reference to that relation

have had

tiie

hardihood

I

wonder

that

deny so plain a matter of record.

to

should almost as soon deny the delivery of the ten

ments

to

Now,

any should
I

command-

Moses."
not wonderful that directly in the face of "so plain

is it

a matter of record," a pious Presbyterian pastor should have been

arraigned by abolitionists, not for holding slaves, but for daring
to be so far a

freeman as

Most

to express his convictions

on the subject

embarrassed in

must have found themselves a
such a proceeding. For there was the fact,

ing them in the

face, that

of slavery

?

abolitionists

Abraham

himself, " the friend of

little

star-

God "

and the "father of the faithful," was the owner and holder of
more than a thousand slaves. How, then, could these professing
Christians proceed to condemn and excommunicate a poor brother
for having merely approved what Abraham had practiced ?
Of
all the good men of old, Abraham was the most eminent.
The
sublimity of his faith and the fervor of his piety has, by the unerring voice of inspiration
imitation of

common

all

saints

itself,

future ages.

been held up as a model for the
then, could a parcel of poor

How,

presume, without blushing,

to cry

and condemn

one of their number because he was no better than "Father
Abrahatn?" This was the difficulty and, but for a very happy
;

must have been an exceedingly perplexing one. But
"Necessity is the mother of invention." On this trying occasion
she conceived the happy thought that the plain matter of record
"was all a mistake;" that Abraham never owned a slave; that,
on the contrary, he was "a prince," and- the "men whom he
bought with his money" were "his subjects" merely
If, then,
discovery,

it

!

we poor

sinners of the South should be driven to the utmost

extremity,

—

all

honest arguments and pleas failing us,

— may we

not escape the unutterable horrors of civil war, by calling our

masters princes, and our slaves subjects

We

?

shall conclude this topic with the pointed

words of Dr. Fuller, in

his reply to Dr.

and powerful

Wayland: "Abraham,"
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and walked with God in the
nor can any thing be
more exquisitely touching than those words, 'Shall I hide from
Abraham that thing which I do ?' It is the language of a friend
•who feels that concealment would wrong the confidential intimacy
says he,
closest

"was

'the fricml of God,'

and most endearing intercourse

The love of

existing.

promptness

to

and preachers
believe

are

immolate
ages

for

God

in his

been the theme of apostles

and such was Lis

faith, that

all

children of faithful Abraham.'

Who

held slaves.

who
This

surprised that White-

is

with this single fact before him, could not believe slavery to

Yet

be a sin?

Abraham

your definition of slavery be correct, holy

if

lived all his

life in

aggravated crimes against

His

venerable servant of

his son has
;

'the

called

Abraham, you admit,
field,

this

;

life

was spent

the commission of one of the most

God and man which can be

in outraging the rights of

conceived.

hundreds of human

beings, as moral, intellectual, immortal, fallen creatures, and in

and children, and husbands

violating their relations as parents

and wives.

And God

not only connived at this appalling ini-

quity, but, in the covenant of circumcision

expressly mentions

it,

made with Abraham,

and confirms the patriarch in

of those 'bought with his money,' and requiring
cise

them.

Why,

at the

very

yield your position

;

and

first

To

out against this statement.

speaking

to circum-

blush, every Christian will cry

this,

this is

it,

him

however, you must come, or

only the

first utterly

incredible

and monstrous corollary involved in the assertion that slavery is
essentially and always 'a sin of appalling magnitude.'"
Slavery among the Hebrews, however, was not left merely to a
tacit or

implied sanction.

It

Most High

legislation of the

:

was thus sanctioned by the express
"Both thy bondmen and thy bond-

maids, which thou shalt have, shall be of the heathen that are

round about you

;

of

them

shall ye

buy bondmen and bondmaids.

Moreover, of the children of the strangers that do sojourn

among

you, of them shall ye buy, and of their families that are with you,

which they begat in your land

And

ye

shall take

them

as

;

and they

you, to inherit them for a possession
forever."*
is

Now

shall be

an inheritance
;

for

your possession.

your children

they shall be

after

your bondmen

these words are so perfectly explicit, that there

no getting around them.

Even Dr. Wayland,

Lev. XXV. 44, 45, 56.

as

we have

seen,

;
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admits that the authority to take slaves seems to be a part of
"this origiual, peculiar," and perhaps " anomalous grant."
No

wonder

it

appeared pecxdiar and anomalous.
did not appear impious and absurd.

is,

that

to

some of

The only wonder
So

it has appeared
who, because they could not agree
with Moses, have denied his mission as an inspired teacher, and.
joined the ranks of infidelity.
it

his co-agitators,

Dr. Channlng makes very light of this and other passages of
Scripture.

He

sets aside

whole argument from revelation

this

with a few bold strokes of the pen.
"In this age of the world,"
says he, " and amid the light which has been thrown on the true
interpretation of the Scriptures, such reasoning hardh' deserves
notice."
Now, even if not for our benefit, we think there are
two reasons why such passages as the above were worthy of Dr.
Channing's notice. In the first place, if he had condescended to

throw the

light in his possession on such passages, he might have
saved Dr. Wayland, as well as other of his admirers, from the

necessity of

making

the very

awkward admission

that the Al-

mighty had authorized his chosen people to buy slaves, and hold
them as "bondmen forever." He might have enabled them to

God

see through the great difficulty, that

ple to

commit "a

sin of apalling

"great a crime as can be conceived
be the case,

if their

might have enabled

has authorized his peo-

magnitude,"

to perpetrate as

;"

which seems so clearly to
views of slavery be correct. Secondly, he

his followers to espouse the cause of abolition

many

of them have openly done, the
For these two reasons, if for no other,
we think Dr. Channing owed it to the honor of his cause to notice
the passages of Scripture bearing on the subject of slavery.
The Mosaic Institutes not only recognize slavery as lawful

without deserting, as so

armies of the living God.

they contain a multitude of minute directions for

"We need not
pose

if

characteristics of slavery
1.

regulation.

;

among

the people of ijrod.

Slaves were regarded as property.

seen, called a "possession"

even called the

man

its

them it will be sufficient for our purwe only notice those which establish some of the leading
refer to all of

"money"

They were, as we have
and an "inheritance."* Tliey were

of the master.

Thus,

it

is

said,

"if a

smite his servant or his maid with a rod, and he die under

* Lev. XXV. 44, 45, 46.
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Notwithstanding,

his hand, he shall surely be juinished.

continue a day or two, he shall not be punished, for he

is

recognized

:

thou shalt not covet thy neighbor's wife, nor

liis

maid-servant, nor his ox, nor his ass, nor

Ills

his

In one of the ten command nieuts this right of pro" Thou shalt not covet thy neighbor's house,

money."*
perty

he

if
is

man-servant, nor

any thing that

is

thy neighbor's."
2.

They might be

sold.

This

is

taken for granted in

all

those

passages in which, for particular reasons, the master is forbidden
Thus it is declared " Thou shalt not make
to sell his slaves.
:

merchandise of her, because thou hast humbled her." And still
more explicitly " K a man sell his daughter to be a maid-serv:

ant, she shall not

not her master
let

If she please

go out as the men-servants do.

who

her be redeemed

hath betrothed her to himself, then shall he
her to a strange nation, he shall have

to sell

:

no power, seeing he hath dealt deceitfully with her.f

The slavery thus expressly sanctioned was hereditary and
perpetual "Ye shall take them as an inheritance for your children after you, to inherit them for a possession they shall be
your bondmen forever." Even the Hebrew servant might, by his
3.

:

;

own

consent,

become

in certain cases a slave for life

:

"

K

thou

buy a Hebrew servant, six years shall he serve ; and in the sevIf he came in by himself,
enth shall he go out free for nothing.
married, then his wife
if
he
were
himself:
by
he shall go out
have
given him a wife, and
master
shall go out with him. If his
she have borne him sons or daughters, the wife and the children
And if
shall be her master's, and he shall go out by himself.
the servant shall plainly say, I love my master, my wife, and my
children

;

I will not

unto the judges

:

go out

free

:

then his master shall bring

him

he shall also bring him to the door or unto the

door-post, and his master shall bore his ear through with an awl,

and he shall serve him forevery

Now
was

it is

evident,

we

think, that the legislator of the

Hebrews
The

not inspired .with the sentiments of an abolitionist.

principles of his legislation are, indeed, so diametrically opposed
to the political notions of the abolitionist, that the latter is sadly

perplexed to dispose of them.

"While

some deny

the authority of

these principles altogether, and of the very book which contains

Exod.

xxi. 20, 21.

f

Exod.

xxi. 7, 8.

:
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the

evade their force by certain ingenious

to

We

devices of their own.

shall

now proceed

examine some of

to

more remarkable of these cunningly-devised

fables.

God

admitted by the inventors of these devices, that

It is
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ex-

buy and hold slaves. Yet
admission is made, has endeavored to

pressly permitted his chosen people to

Dr. "VVayland, by

whom this

by alleging that God has been pleased to
If, he argues, the institution of
slavery among His people appears so very " peculiar and anomalous," this is because he did not choose to make known his whole
mind on the subject. He withheld a portion of it from his people,

weaken the

force of

it

enlighten our race progressively.

and allowed them, by express grant,

to hold slaves until the fuller

upon the world. Such is, perhaps, the most plausible defense which an abolitionist could possibly set up against the light of revelation.
But to what does it amount? If the views of Dr. Wayland and
his followers, respecting slavery, be correct, it amounts to this
The Almighty has said to his people, you may commit "• a sin
of appalling magnitude;" you may perpetrate "as great an evil
as can be conceived ;" you may persist in a practice which consists
in "outraging the rights" of your fellow-men, and in "crushing
their intellectual and moral" nature. They have a natural, inherent, and inalienable right to liberty as well as yourselves, but yet
you may make slaves of them, and they may be your bondmen
revelation of his will should blaze

if

we may

believe Dr. "Wayland,

divine enlightenment of the

known

human

its

favor

!

the

is

first

stage in the

It consists in

!

" ra-

" rank of brutes."

It is the utterance,

but of a monstrous falsehood

will, not against sin,

conceived."

duced

race

may degrade

to the

making

a part of God's mind, not against the monstrous iniquity

of slavery, but in
truth,

chosen people,

and immortal beings "

tional, accountable,

Such,

my

In one word, you^

forever.

!

It is

not of a partial

the revelation of hia

but in favor of as great a sin " as can be

Now, we may

fearlessly ask if the cause

to the necessity of resorting to such a defense

which

may

is re-

not be

pronounced desperate indeed, and unspeakably forlorn?
It is

alleged that

polygamy and divorce,

as well as slavery, are

permitted and regulated in the Old Testament.

This,

proves, in regard to polygamy and divorce, exactly what
in regard to slaveiy,

neither

is

— namely, that neither

always and everywhere

sinful.

is

we
it

reply,

proves

in itself sinful, that

In other words,

it

proves
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that neither

tament,

is

"

polygamy nor divorce,

malum

in

5<?,"

as permitted in the Old Tes-

inconsistent with the eternal

is

They are forbidden

principles of right.

in the

and

New

unchangeable
Testament, not because they are in themselves absolutely and immutably wrong, but because they are inconsistent with the best
interests of society

;

and Christian commu-

especially in civilized

had been wrong in themselves, they never could
have been permitted by a holy God, who is of purer eyes than to
nities.

If they

behold iniquity, except with

Again,

it is

inifinite

contended by Dr.

to abolish slavery," because

fugitive slave."

abhorrence.

Way hind

"Moses intended

that

he forbade the Jews "

The words are

these:

"Thou

to deliver

up a

shalt not deliver

unto his master the servant that is escaped from his master unto
"He shall dwell with thee, even among you, in that place

thee:

which he

shall choose in one of the gates

where

it

liketh

him

best:

" This precept, I think," says Dr.

thou shalt not oppress him."*
"Wayland, " clearly shows that Moses intended

How

to abolish slavery.

could slavery long continue in a country where every one

was forbidden to deliver up a fugitive slave 1 How different
would be the condition of slaves, and how soon would slavery it!"
self cease, were this the law of compulsory bondage among us
The above passage of Scripture is a precious morsel with those

who

are opposed to a fugitive slave law.

A

petition from

Albany,

New

York, from the enlightened seat of empire of the Empire
State itself, signed, if we recollect right, by one hundred and fifty
persons, was presented to the United States Senate by Mr. Seward,
praying that no

bill in relation to fugitive

slaves might be passed,

"Whether Mr. Seward
which should not contain that passage.
was enlightened by his constituents, or whether he made the discovery for himself, it is certain that he holds an act for the
reclamation of fugitive slaves to be " contrary to the divine law."
It is certain that

tion reierred

to,

he agrees with his constituents, who, in the petipronounced every such act " immoral," and con-

trary to the law of God,

and

But

let

us look at this passage a

little,

who

thus plant themselves so confidently upon " a higher law," even upon " the divine law " itself,
see if these abolitionists,

be not as hasty and rash in their interpretation of

Deut.

xxlii. 15, 16.

this

law as they

—
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are accustomed to be iu their

and long-established

versal

In the

judgment respecting

institutions of

human

the most uni-

society.

place, if their interpretation be correct,

first

once met by a very serious

difficulty.
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we

are at

For we are required

to

believe that one passage of Scripture grants an " authority to

take slaves," while another passage

We

thority.

designed

is

to

annul

this au-

are required to believe that, in one portion of the

divine law, the right of the master to hold his slaves as "bondmen " is recognized, while another part of the same law denies the
existence of such right.

In fine,

we

are required to believe that

Jews intended, in one and the same code,
and
to abolish slavery; that with one hand he
both to establish
struck down the very right and institution which he had set up
with the other. How Dr. Channing and Mr. Sumner would have
the legislator of the

disposed of this difficulty

own bosoms

their

how

we know

full well, for

Dr. Waylaud, as an enlightened

orthodox Baptist Church, with
in truth the inspired

are at

some

We

they carry within

a higher law than this higher law

whom

member

But

itself.

of the good old

the Scripture

is really

word of God, would have disposed of

it,

and

we

loss to conceive.

The words in question do
owned by Hebrew masters. They relate to

labor under no such difficulty.

not relate to slaves

who should escape from heathen masters, and
among
the people of God.
asylum
"The first inquiry of
seek an
course is," says a learned divine,* "in regard to those very
those slaves only

words,

'

Where

does his master live ?

'

Among

the Hebrews, or

The language of the passage fully develops
'He has escaped from his master
this and answers the question.
unto the Hebrews (the text says ihee.^ i. e. Israel ;) he shall
in one of thy gates.'' Of
dwell with thee^ even among you
course, then he is an immigraiit^ and did not dwell among them
If he had been a Hebrew servant, belonging to
before his flight.
a Hebrew, the whole face of the thing would be changed. Res-

among

foreigners

?

;

.

.

.

,

toration, or restitution, if

property-laws
joined.

*

among

we may judge by

the Hebrews,

But, be that as

it

the tenor of other

would have surely been en-

may, the language of the

text puts it

Moses Stewart, a divine of Massachusetts, who had devoted a long and
life to the interpretation of Scripture, and who was by no means a

laborious

friend to the institution of slavery.
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beyond a doubt that the servant

a foreigner^ and has

is

The Hebrews were God's chosen

case.

fled

from

This entirely changes the complexion of the

a heathen master.

people, and were the only

nation on earth which worshiped the only living and true

God

lu case a slave escaped from them (the heathen) and

came

Hebrews, two things were to be taken into consideration,
according to the views of the Jewish legislator. The lirst was
to the

among

that the treatment of slaves

severe and rigorous than

The heathen master possessed the power of

law.

was

the heathen

tar

more

could lawfully be under the Mosaic

it

and death,

life

of scourging or imprisoning, or putting to excessive

toil,

even to

Human-

any extent that he pleased. Not so among the Hebrews.

The second
and most important consideration was, that only among the Hebrews could the fugitive slave come to the knowledge and worship
of the only living and true God."
ity pleaded there for the protection of the fugitive.

Now

view of the passage in question harmonizes one por-

this

and removes every

tion of Scripture with another,

shows, too,

how greatly

and blind appeal
" The reason of the law," says

in their rash

is

difficulty.

It

the abolitionists have deceived themselves
to

" the divine law" in question.
Lord Coke, " is the law." It

my

applicable to those cases, and to those cases only, which

come

Hence, if it be a fact, and if our
Northern brethren really believe that we are sunk in the dark-

within the reason of the law.

ness of heathen idolatry, while the light of the true religion

with them alone, why, then,
ciple of the divine

law

we admit

that the reason

in question is in their favor.

admit that the return of our fugitive slaves

But

divine law."
the

Hebrews be

Northern

States

if

we

"contrary to the

are not heathen idolaters, if the

the

also

is

God

of Southern

§

do not violate the precept in question

The

New

','not to

but for

—in

—they

delivering

the

New

Testament.

Testament, as Dr. "Wayland remarks, was given,

one people, but
all

of

labor,"

The argument from

H.

God

masters, then the

only discharge a solemn constitutional obligation

up our "fugitives from

is

and prinThen we

time."

Its

perpetual obligation.
enlighten the

human

to the

whole race; not

for

one period,

lessons are, therefore, of universal
If,

then, the

and

Almighty had undertaken

to

race by degrees, with respect to the great

:
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in the very last revelation

of his will, he has uttered not a single sjdlablo in disapprobation
thereof?

Is

it

not wonderful, that he should have completed the

—

that he should have set his seal to the
word he will ever say to man respecting his duties, and yet
not one word about the great obligation of the master to emancipate his slaves, nor about the " appalling sin " of slavery ? Such
silence must, indeed, appear exceedingly peculiar and anomalous
It would have been otherwise had he written
to the abolitionist.
the New Testament.
He would, no doubt, have inserted at least
one little precept against the sin of slavery.
As it is, however, the most profound silence reigns through
the whole word of God with respect to the sinfulness of slavery.
"It must be granted," says Dr. Wayland, "that the New Testament contains no precept prohibitory of slavery." Marvellous as
such silence must needs be to the abolitionist, it cannot be more

revelation of his will,

last

so to

him than

his attempts to account for

it

are to others.

us briefly examine these attempts
" You may give your child," says Dr. "Wayland, "

approaching

to

if

years of discretion, permission to do an

Let

he were

act,

while

you inculcate upon him principles which forbid it,
teaching him to be governed by principles, rather than by any
direct enactment.
In such case you would expect him to obey
Now
the principle, and not avail himself of the permission."
we fearlessly ask every reader whose moral sense has not been
perverted by false logic, if such a proceeding would not be
According to Dr.
infinitely unworthy of the Father of mercies ?
"Wayland's view, he beholds his children living and dying in the
practice of an abominable sin, and looks on without the slightest
note of admonition or warning.
Nay, he gives them permission
to continue in the practice of this frightful enormity, to which
they are already bound by the triple tie of habit, interest, and
feeling
Though he gives them line upon line, and precept upon
for the sa"ke of

!

them from other sins, he yet gives
them permission to live and die in this awful sin! And why?
To teach them, forsooth, not to follow his permission, but to be
guided by his principles
Even the guilty Eli remonstrated with
his eons.
Yet if, instead of doing this, he had given them perprecept, in order to detach

!

mission to practice the very sins they were bent upon, he might

have been,

for all that, as

pure and faithful as the Father of

!
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mercies himself

is

represented to be in the writings of Dr. "Way-

Such are the miserable straits, and such the impious
sophisms, to which even divines are reduced, when, on the supland.

that slavery

position

a sin, they undertake to vindicate or

is

defend the word which they themselves are ordaiiied to preach
Another reason, scarcely less remarkable than the one already
noticed,

assigned

is

omission of

for the

precepts against

all

"It was no part of the scheme of the gospel revelation,"

slavery.

by Dr. Wayland, (who quotes from Archbishop
down any thing approaching to a complete
precepts
to enumerate every thing that is ensystem of moral
joined ovforhidden by our religion." If this method of teaching
had been adopted, "the New Testament would," says Dr. Wayland, " have formed a library in itself, more voluminous than the

we

are

told

Whately,) "to lay

—

laws of the realm of Great Britain."

and hence the necessity of leaving

Now, all this is very true
many points of duty to the
;

enlightened conscience, and to the application of the more general

But how has

precepts of the gospel.

Because,

passed over in silence?
could not be noticed.
it

it

we

happened

that slavery is

are told, "every thing"

indeed, slavery be so great a sin, would

If,

not have been easier for the divine teacher to say, Let

abolished, than to lay

regulation

Would

?

down

this

so

many minute

have tended

vast library, or to abridge

its

it

precepts for

be
its

to swell the gospel into a

teachings

Way-

Surely, Mdien Dr.

?

up such a plea, he must have forgotten that the New
Testament, though it cannot notice "every thing," contains a
multitude of rules to regulate the conduct of the master and the
Otherwise he could scarcely have imagined that it was
slave.
land

sets

from an aversion

to minuteness, or

from an impossibility

bid every evil, that the sin of slavery

He

must

also

we may

It is,

had painted the

upon

rely

and crushing the
lions of

Now,

these, then slavery is

on the contrary, a stupendous

human

if this

be

faculties

—both

beings beneath
so,

then would

sin,

it

no

He must

have

evils of slavery.
trifling offense.

overspreading the earth,

intellectual
its

to for-

passed over in silence.

have forgotten another thing.

forgotten the colors in which he
If

is

and moral

odious and

— of mil-

terrific influence.

have been too much

to expect

word might have been directed against so
that at least one
The method of the gospel may be
great, so tremendous an evil ?
comprehensive, if you please it may teach by great principles
little

;

—
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by minute precepts.

could give directions about his cloak

words

certain that St.

Still, it is
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"

Pan!

and he could spend many

;

In regard to the great social evil

in private salutations.

of the age, however, and beneath which a large majority of even
the civilized world were crushed to the earth, he said nothing,
lest

he should become too minute,

into too large a

volume

of the gospel.

We shall

!

—

should swell

lest his epistles

Such is one of Dr. Wayland's defences
offer no remark
we shall let it speak
;

for itself

A

third reason for the silence in question is the alleged ease

may

with which precepts

"A

be evaded.

Wayland,
Lord Eldon used to

simple precept or pro-

hibition," says Dr.

"is, of all things, the easiest to be

evaded.

say, that

'

no

man

England could

in

construct an act of Parliament through which he could not drive

We

a coach-and-four.'

Jews in

case of the

who

find this to

have been

on their

])rided themselves

strict

Now,

In the

to offer.

letter^ vio-

Mosaic code."

most extraordinary passage, we have sev-

in reply to this

remarks

by the

The Pharisees,

obedience to the

lated the spirit of every precept of the

eral

illustrated

the time of our Saviour.

first

so good a driver as Lord Eldon.

place, perhaps every one

is

not

certain, that acts of Par-

It is

liament have been passed, through which the most slippery of

make

rogues have not been able to
caught, tried, and
their ingenuity

condemned

and evasion.

Secondly, a "principle"

most

cept ;" and, in

of the

New

cases,

just as easily

is

far

it is

Now,

if this

so.

The great

is this

:

"Thou

shalt love thy neighbor as

we

confess

it

has been most com-

it

We

evaded by every slave State in the Union.

indeed, so entirely deceived ourselves in regard to
that

seems

such a subject.

to us to

If

its

have,

true import,

have not the most remote application to

any one

will give our

"principle" a candid examination,

we have

principle

be the great principle intended to enlighten

us respecting the sin of slavery,
pletely

more

evaded as a "pre-

Testament, which our author deems so applicable to

the subject of slavery,
thyself."

They have been

their escape.

for their offenses, in spite of all

we

remarks on

this great

think he will admit that

deceived ourselves on very plausible,

if

not on unan-

always and everywhere
a monstrous iniquity, then we should have been far more thoroughly enlightened with respect to its true nature, and found eva-

swerable, grounds.

If slavery be a sin,

—

—
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sion

far

declared

more
to

it

difficult,

if

be such, and

commanded

We

emancipate their slaves.

New

the

Testament had explicitly
all

masters everywhere to

could have driven a coacli-and-four

neither through, nor around, any such express prohibition.

It is

iudeed only in consequence of the default, or omission, of such
precept or

command,

that the abolitionist appeals to

the principles of the gospel.
if

If

what he

calls

he had only one such precept,

he had only one such precise and pointed prohibition, he might

He would

then, and he would, most triumphantly defy evasion.
say,

There

is tJie

word ; and none but

or unbelievers, would dare reply.

But

the obstinate gainsayers,
as

it -S,

Le

compelled

is

to lose himself in vague generalities, and pretend to a certainty
which nowhere exists, except in his own heated mind. This pretense, indeed, that an express precept, prohibitory of slavery, is

way to reveal its true
much more easily evaded than

not the most direct
cept

is

so

nature, because a pre-

a principle,

is

merely

one of the desperate expedients of a forlorn and hopeless cause
If the

would maintain that cause, or vindicate lift
be found that he must retire, and hide himself

abolitionist

principles,

it

will

from the light of revelation.
Thirdly, the above passage seems to present a very strange
According to that view, it
view of the Divine proceedings.
appears that the Almighty tried the method of teaching by preFor precept in the Old Testament, and the experiment failed.
the
Mosaic
code
cepts may be so easily evaded, that every one in

Hence, the method of teaching
violated by the Pharisees.
by precept was laid aside in the New Testament, and the bettei
method of teaching by principle was adopted. Such is the con
elusion to which we must come, if we adopt the reasoning of Dr,
"Wayland. But we cannot adopt his reasoning; since we should

was

then have to believe that the experiment

ment proved a

and that

failure,

its

made

in the

Old Testa

Divine Author, having grown

wiser by experience, improved upon his former method.

The

truth

is,

that the

as that of the other.
is

adopted

;

by precepts of greater and of

"Wayland's principle

is

cept; and his precept

The

method of the one Testament

distinction he

is

the

same

In both, the method of teaching by precept
lesser generality.

Dr.

merely a general or comprehensive pre
is

merely a specific or limited principle

makes between them, and

the use he

makes

of
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tlie wisdom and conAuthor of revelation.
A third account which Dr. Wayland gives of tiie silence of the
New Testament respecting the sin of slavery, is as follows "If
this form of wrong had been singled out from all the others, and
had alone been treated preceptively, the whole system would have
been vitiated. We should have been authorized to inquire why
were not similar precepts in other cases delivered ? and if they
were not delivered, we should have been at liberty to conclude
that they were intentionally omitted, and that the acts which they
would have forbidden are innocent." Yery well. But idolatry,
polygamy, divorce, is each and every one singled out, and forbidden by precept, in the New Testament. Slavery alone is passed

only reflect discredit upon

this distinction,

sistency of the Divine

:

Hence, according

over in silence.
land himself,

we

Way-

to the principle of Dr.

are at liberty to conclude that a precept forbid-

ding slavery was "intentionally omitted," and that slavery

itself

"is innocent."

Each one of
itself,

but

it is

these reasons

is

not only exceedingly

For

inconsistent with the others.

if

bidding slavery were purposely omitted, in order

kind

to

weak

in

a precept for-

man-

to teach

be governed by principle and to disregard permissions,

then the omission could not have arisen from a love of brevity.

Were

it

not, indeed, just as easy to give a precept forbidding, as

to give one permitting, the existence of slavery?

Again,

if

a

great and world-devouring sin, such as the abolitionists hold sla-

very

to be,

has been

left

unnoticed, lest

impliedly sanction other sins, then

is it

its

condemnation should

not worse than puerile to

suppose that the omission was made for the sake of brevity, or
teach

mankind

that the permissions of the

tain cases be treated with contempt,

may

Most High may

to

in cer-

be set at naught, and

despised as utterly inconsistent, as diametrically opposed to the
principles

and purity of

his

law?

If the abolitionist is so completely lost in his attempts to

the argument fi-om the silence of Scripture, he finds
difficult to

tions.

cope with that from

its

New

Testament.

is

one of the most explicit

This precept just as certainly

exists therein as does the great principle of love itself.

obedience thus enjoined

is

mee
more

express precepts and injunc-

Servcmts^ oley your masters^

precepts of the

it still

"The

placed," says Dr. Wayland, " not on
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the ground of duty to man, but on the ground of duty to God."
"We accept the interpretation. It cannot for one moment disturb
It is merely the shadow of an attempt
the line of our argument.

New

All the obligations of the

an evasion.

at

Testament

are,

same high ground. The obligation of the
upon no higher, no more

indeed, placed on the

slave to obey his master could be placed

no more impregnable, ground.

sacred,

That

Rights and obligations are correlative.

every right

is,

implies a corresponding obligation, and every obligation implies

a corresponding right.
tion to obey

tlie

Nor

ence.

Ilence, as the slave

this obligation

is

is

under an obliga-

master, so the master has a right to his obedi-

weakened, or

this right disturbed,

by the foct that the first is imposed by the word of God, and rests
on the immutable ground of duty to him. If, by the divine law,
the obedience of the slave is due to the master, then, by the same
law, the master has a right to his obedience.

'Most assuredly, the master

is

"a

neither

robber," nor

"a mur-

derer," nor " a manstealer," merely because he claims of the slave
that

which God himself commands the slave to render. All these
may be, as they have been, hurled at us by the abolition-

epithets

His anathemas may thunder.

ist.

But

it is

some consolation

to

he was not consulted in the construction of the

reflect, that, as

moral code of the universe,

so, it is to

be hoped, he will not be

upon to take part in its execution.
The most enlightened abolitionists are sadly puzzled by the
and, from the manner in which they someprecept in question
times speak of it, we have reason to fear it holds no very high
Thus, says the Hon. Charles Sumner,
place in their respect.
called

;

"Seeking

to

be

brief, I shall

not undertake to reconcile texts of

the Old Testament, which, whatever

absorbed in the

New

;

may

be their import, are

interpretation of the oft-quoted phrase. Servants^ obey
ters ^

your mas-

nor seek to weigh any such imperfect injunction in the

scales against those grand

commandments on which hang

law and the prophets."*

Now

The

all

nor shall I stop to consider the precise

orator,

its

this is a

all

the

very significant passage.

learned author, will not stop to consider the texts

of the Old Testament bearing on the subject of slavery, because

they are

all

merged

in the

New

!

Nor

will

he stop

* Speech in the Metropolitan Theatre, 1855.

to consider

!
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imjperfeot inpinctioii''' as those contained in the

because they are

all

swallowed up and

New,

grand com-

lost in the

"

mandment, "Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself!
If he had bestowed a little more attention on this grand com-

mandment

itself,

he might have seen, as

in no wise conflicts with the precept

He

obey their masters.
necessary

to

"weigh"

we have shown,

that

which enjoins servants

might have seen that

it

it

to

not at all

is

the one of those precepts "in the scales

against " the other, or to brand either of them as imperfect.

For

he might have seen a perfect harmony between them. It is no
matter of surprise, however, that an abolitionist should find
imperfections in the moral code of the ISTew Testament.
It is certainly

no wonder that Mr. Sumner should have seen

imperfections therein.

For he has, in direct opposition

plainest terms of the gospel, discovered that

tions, a verse

from Sarah

slave to fly from bondage.

the

first

to the

duty of

In his speech delivered in the

the slave to fly from his master.

Senate of the United States,

it is

we

find

among

various other quota-

Morton, in which she exhorts the
Having produced this quotation " as

"W".

part of the testimony of the times," and pronounced it "a truthful homage to the inalienable rights " of the slave, Mr. Sumner

no mood

"Servants, obey
your masters." Having declared fugitive slaves to be " the heroes
of the age," he had not, as we may suppose, any very decided

was

in

to appreciate the divine precept,

commonplace Scriptural duties of submission and
Nay, he spurns at and rejects such duties as utterly
He appeals
inconsistent with the "inalienable rights of man."

taste for the

obedience.

from the oracles of eternal truth to " the testimony of the times."
He appeals from Christ and his apostles to Sarah "W. Morton,

And

yet,

although he thus takes ground directly against the

plainest precepts of the gospel,

of

them

who

and even ventures

to

brand some

as " imperfect," he has the hardihood to rebuke those

find therein, not

what

it

really contains, but only a reflection

of themselves

The precept

New

in question is not an isolated injunction of the

Testament.

It

does not stand alone.

It is

surrounded by

other injunctions, equally authoritative, equally explicit, equally

Thus, in Eph. vi. 5: "Servants, be obedient to
them that are your masters according to the flesh." Precisely
(iii. 22 :)
the same doctrine was preached to the Colossians
23
unequivocal.

:
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" Servants, obey in

all

things your masters according to the flesh;

not with eye-service, as men-pleasers, but in singleness of heart,
Again, in St. Paul's Epistle to Timothy, he
fearing God."
" Let as many servants as are under the yoke count their
writes
:

own

masters worthy of

all

honor, that the

doctrine be not blasphemed."

name

of

Likewise, in Tit.

God and

his

9, 10,

we

ii.

"Exhort servants to be obedient to their own masters, and
to please them well in all things
not answering again not purloining, but showing all good fidelity, that they may adorn the
read

:

;

doctrine of

God our Saviour

;

And

in all things."

in 1 Pet.

written: "Servants, be subject to your masters with

it is

ii.

all

not only to the good and gentle, but also to the froward."
in the face of these passages, Mr.

Sumner

declares that

it

18,

fear;

Yet,
is

the

duty of slaves to fly from bondage, and thereby place themselves
among " the heroes of the age." He does not attempt to inter-

them

aside, or

passes them by with silent contempt, as "imperfect."

Indeed,

pret or explain these precepts

if his

docti'ines

;

he merely

sets

be true, they are not only imperfect

— they

are

wrong and infamously vicious. Thus, the issue which
Mr. Sumner has made up is not with the slaveholders of the
South it is with the word of God itself. The contradiction is
direct, plain, palpable, and without even the decency of a pretended disguise. We shall leave Mr. Sumner to settle this issue
and controversy with the Divine Author of revelation.
In the mean time, we shall barely remind the reader of what
that Divine Author has said in regard to those who counsel and
radically

;

advise slaves to disobey their masters, or fly from bondage.
" They that have believing masters," says the great Apostle to
the Gentiles, "let

ren

;

them not despise them because they are

breth-

but rather do them service, because they are faithful and

These things teach and exteach
otherwise,
and
consent not to wholesome
any
man
hort.
words, even the words of our Lord Jesus Christ, and to the
doctrine which is according to godliness, lie is proud^ knoioing
beloved, partakers of the benefit.

K

notldng r Mr. Sumner congratulates himself that he has stripped

"from slavery
their

own

the apology of Christianity."

masters worthy of

all

honor," and

Let servants "count

"do them

service,"

"Let servants disobey their masters," says Mr.
"
Sumner, and cease to do them service." " These things teach
and exhort," says St. Paul. "These things denounce and ab-

says St. Paul.
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"If any

hor," says Mr. Sumuer.

Paul,

"he

is

man

teach otherwise," says St.

proud, knowing nothing."

says Mr. Sumner.

And
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"I teach otherwise,"

by such conflict that he strips from

is it

slavery the sanction of Christianity

?

If the sheer ipse dixit of

Mr. Sumner be sufficient to annihilate the authority of the New
Testament, which he professes to revere as divine, then, indeed,
has he stripped the sanction of Christianity from the relation of
master and slave.

own

Otherwise, he has not even stripped from his

doctrines the burning words of her condemnation.

Dr. Wayland avoids a direct conflict with the teachings of the

He is less bold, and more circumspect, than the Senator
from Massachusetts. He has honestly and fairly quoted most of
He shows them no
the texts bearing on the subject of slavery.
disrespect.
He pronounces none of them imperfect. But with
" Now, I do
this array of texts before him he proceeds to say
gospel.

:

not see that the scope of these passages can be misunderstood."

Nor can
of

man

self,

we.
to

It

would seem, indeed, impossible

for the ingenuity

misunderstand the words, quoted by Dr. "Wayland him-

" Servants, ohey in

all

things your masters according to the

Dr. "Wayland does not misunderstand them.

flesh."

For he has

Moral Science: "The duty of slaves is explicitly
made known in the Bible. They are bound to obedience, fidelity,
submission, and respect to their masters, not only to the good and
kind, but also to the unkind and froward." But when he comes
to reason about these words, which he finds it so impossible for
said, in his

any one to misunderstand, he is not without a very ingenious
method to evade their plain import and to escape from their inLet the reader hear, and determine for himself.
fluence.

"I do

not see," says Dr. "Wayland, "that the scope of these

passages can be misunderstood.

—

They teach

patience, meekness,

and charity duties which are obligatory on Christians
toward all men, and, of course, toward masters. These duties
are obligatory on us toward enemies, because an enemy, like
every other man, is a moral creature of God." True. But is
fidelity,

this all

men

?

Patience, meekness, fidelity, charity

—duties due

to all

But what has become of the word obedience ? This occupies a prominent nay, the most prominent place in the
!

—

teachings of St. Paul.
ings of Dr. "Wayland.

—

It

occupies no place at

It is

all in

the reason-

simply dropped out by him, or over-

looked j and this was well done, for this word obedience

is

an

!
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If Dr.

exceedingly inconvenient one for the abolitionist.
in his arguinent,

it

men, and, of
Christians are not bound to obey all

course, toward masters."

men.

Wayland

he could not have added, "duties

had
which are obligatory on Christians toward
retained

all

But slaves are bound to obey "their own masters." It 13
upon this injunction to obedience that the whole argu-

precisely

ment
which

And

turns.
])r.

it

and he cannot, misunderstand the word.
it

to

obedience

He

does not,

But he can

just drop

precisely this injunction

is

"Wayland leaves out in his argninent.

out, and, in consequence, proceed to

were required of slaves than

is

argue as

required of

all

of Scripture which Mr.

The only portion

to notice is the Epistle of St.

Paul

to

nothing more

if

Christian

men

Sumner condescends

He

Philemon.

introduces

the discussion of this epistle with the remark that, " In the support of slavery,

Christian

the habit to pervert texts and to invent

is

it

Even

authority.

Paul

St.

is

vouched

Now we

rebukes."*

life

that really perverts texts of Scripture,

We

for a

wrong which

intend to examine

who

Sumner and

of the slaveholder, which

is

is

and invents authority.

intend to show, as in the clear light of noonday, that

the conduct of Mr.

his
it

other abolitionists,

rebuked by the

life

it is

and not that

and writings of

the great apostle.

The
of

was written to a
Sumner be true, lived in

epistle in question

the doctrine of Mr.

"a wrong

slaveholder, who, if

the habitual practice

so ti'anscendent, so loathsome, so direful," that

it

" must be encountered wherever

it can he reached^ and the battle
must be continued, without truce or compromise, until the field
Is there any thing like this in the Epistle to
is entirely won."
Philemon? Is there any thing like it in any of the epistles of
Is there anywhere in his writings the slightest hint
St. Paul?

that slavery

is

a sin at

all,

or that the act of holding slaves

is

in

the least degree inconsistent with the most exalted Christian
purity of
negative.

life

?

"We

The very

may

safely

answer these questions in the

epistle before us is

from "Paul, a prisoner

of Jesus Christ, and Timothy our brother, unto Philemon, our

dearly -heloved^

and

The inspired writer then
"I thank my God, making mention of
prayers. Hearing of thy love and faith, which
fellow-laborer.''''

proceeds in these words
thee always in

my

:

* Speech at the Metropolitan Theatre, 1855.
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that tho

communication of thy faith may become effectual by the acknowledging of every good thing which is in you in Christ Jesus.

For we have great joy and consolation in thy love, because the
bowels of the saints are refreshed by thee, brother."
ISTow

instead of leaving out this portion of the epistle, Mr.

if,

Sumner had pronounced

it

in the hearing of his audience, the

suspicion might have arisen in

slaveholder

may

some of

their

minds that the
It might even

Hot, after all, be so vile a wretch.

have occurred to some, perhaps, that the Christian character of
Philemon, the slaveholder, might possibly have been as good as

by

that of those

whom

all

consigned to perdition.
Christian

man may

slaveholders are excommunicated and
It

might have been supposed

that a

possibly hold slaves without being as bad as

robbers, or cut-throats, or murderers.

Sumner shrunk from

We

do not say that Mr.

the reading of this portion of the epistle in

the hearing of his audience, lest

it

should seem to rebuke the

violence and the uncharitableness of his

own

sentiments, as well

as those of his brother abolitionists at the North. "We do say,

however, that Mr. Sumner had no sort of use for
It

way

could in no

make.

to

Christian

favor the impression his oration

this passage.

was designed

breathes, indeed, a spirit of good-will toward the

It

master as different

fi-om

which

that

pervades the

speeches of the honorable Senator, as the pure charity of
is

Heaven

from the dire malignity of earth.
"It might be shown," says Mr. Sumner, "that the present

epistle,

voice

when

for

truly interpreted, is a protest against slaver}^,

freedom."

If,

and a

instead of merely asserting that this

" might be done," the accomplished orator had actually done

it,

he would have achieved far more for the cause of abolitionism
than has been effected by

He

has, indeed, as

show

showy rhetoric
made some attempt to
an emancipation document

the splendors of his

Philemon is
examine this most extraordinary attempt, we
perceive that Mr. Sumner's power " to pervert texts and to
that the Epistle to

When we come
shall

we

all

shall presently see,

i

to

invent authority," has not been wholly held in reserve for what
" might be done." If his view of this portion of Scripture be
not very profound,

it

lacks in depth.

it

the reader.

If

It shall

certaiuly

should

makes up

in originality

what

fail to instruct, it will at least

be noticed in due time.

it

amuse
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The next point that claims our attention is the intimation that
"real judgment of slavery" maybe inferred "from his

St. Paul's

condemnation, on another occasion, of 'maustealers,'
ing to the original

text, slave-traders,

Were we

of fathers and murderers of mothers."

enter into the exegesis of the passage thus referred

show that Mr. Sumner is
might show that something

or,

accord-

company with murderers

in

disposed to
to,

we might

easily

grossly at fault in his Greek.

We

far

more enormous than even

is aimed at by the condemnation of the apostle.
But we have not undertaken to defend "manstealers," nor "slavetraders," in any form or shape.
Hence, we shall dismiss this

trading in slaves

who thinks the persons
company with murderers of fathers and
" they who make war for the inhuman purpose of

point with the opinion of Macknight,

thus

condemned

mothers, are

in

selling the vanquished as slaves, as is the practice of the African

princes."
force,

and

for such a

To take any free man, whether white or black, by
him into bondage, is manstealing. To make war
purpose, were, we admit, wholesale murder and mansell

This view of the passage in question agrees

stealing combined.

with that of the great abolitionist, Mr. Barnes,

who

holds that

"the essential idea of the term "in question, "is tJiat of conman into a slave'''' .... the " changing of a free-

verting a free

man into a slave,
we of the South,

especially by traffic, subjection, etc."

veigh, propose to

make no such changes

much

less to

whom

against

wage war

for

Mr. Sumner

to

us now,

He may

it

if it

will not,

apply the con-

so please the benignity

we

assure him, enter into

become " slave-traders,"
the gain of such odious traffic, make war

we

but also, with a view to

as

any such purpose, we may dismiss his

of his Christian charity, but

our consciences, until

Now,

pleased to in-

of freemen into slaves,

gross perversion of the text in question.

demnation of the apostle

is

shall not only

upon freemen.
\

We have undertaken to defend, as we have said, neither
" slave-traders," nor " manstealers." We leave them both to the
tender mercies of Mr. Sumner.

defend slavery, that

is, tJie

But we have undertaken

to

slavery of the South, and to vindicate

the character of Southern masters against the aspersions of their

calumniators.

And

in this vindication

Paul's "real judgment of slavery,"

we

shrink not from St.

Nay, we

desire,

above

all
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judgment, we mean, not

Ilis

of manstealers or of murderers, but of slavery and slaveholders.

We

have just seen "his real judgment" respecting the character
We have seen it in the very epistle Mr.
Sumner is discussing. Why, then, does he fly from St. Paul's
of one slaveholder.

opinion of the slaveholder to wliat he has said of the manstealer

and the murderer? We would gather an author's opinion of
slavery from what he has said of slavery itself, or of the slaveBut thi^' does not seem to suit Mr. Sumner's purpose
holder.
Entirely disregarding the apostle's opinion of the

quite so well.

slaveholder contained in the passage right before him, as well as

Sumner

elsewhere, Mr,

infers his "real

judgment of slavery"

He might
from what he has said of manstealers and murderers
just as well have inferred St. Paul's opinion of Philemon from
what he has, " on another occasion," said of Judas Iscariot.
!

Mr. Sumner contents himself with "calling attention to two
and which, i]i

things, apparent on the face" of the epistle itself;
his opinion, are
first

"in themselves an

of these things

mus had been

is,

says he

:

The

all-sufficient response."

"While

it

appears that Onesi-

some way the servant of Philemon, it does not
appear that be had ever been held as a slave, much less as a
chattel."
It does not appear that Onesimus was the slave of
Philemon,

We

is

in

the position of the celebrated senatorial abolitionist.

cannot argue this position with him, however, since he has

not deigned to give any reasons for

upon

his assertion merely.

We

it,

but chosen to

shall, therefore,

let it rest

have

to

argue

the point with Mr. Albert Barnes, and other abolitionists,

who

have been pleased to attempt to bolster up so novel, so original,
and so bold an interpretation of Scripture with exegetical reasons
and arguments.

—

In looking into these reasons and arguments, if reasons and
arguments they may be called, we are at a loss to conceive on
what principle their authors have proceeded. The most plausible
conjecture we can make is, that it was deemed sufficient to show

—

that

it

is

possible,

by a bold stroke of interpretation,

to call in

question the fact that Onesimus was the slave of Philemon
since, if this

may

;

only be questioned by the learned, then the

unlearned need not trouble themselves with the Scripture, but

simply proceed with the work of abolitionism.

Then may they

:
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"Who

wheu

and give all
Buch disputing-s to the wind. Such seems to us to have been the
principle on which the assertion of Mr. Sumner and Mr. Barnes
has proceeded evincing, as it does, an utter, total, and reckless
cry,

shall decide

doctors disagree?"*

;

But

disregard of the plainest teachings of inspiration.

the

let

candid reader hear, and then determine for himself.

The Greek word
to

Mr. Barnes, either a

It is

applied to Oneslmus, means, according

o«y/«?,

not denied that

slave, or a hired servant, or

means a

it

were only a

little less

meaning belongs

says Mr.

commonly applied to a slave."
Greek word bdbXoz does not mean slave.,

Barnes himself, "is that which
Indeed, to assert that the

an apprentice.

"The word,"

slave.

is

glaringly absurd than to affirm that no such

English term slave

to the

If

itself.

it

were

necessary, this point might be most fully, clearly, and conclusively
established

gation

But

but since

;

not denied, no such work of superero-

is is

required at our hands.

is

insisted, that the

it is

word

in question has a

more extensive

signification than the English term slave. " Thus," says

"

so extensive in

it is

Mr. Barnes,

signification as to be applicable to

its

any

Again
some way,

species of servitude, whether voluntary or involuntary."

"All that

is

necessairly implied

the servant of

Philemon

by

it is,

— whether

that he was, in

Idred or hougJit cannot he

" The word denotes servant of
Once more, he says
any kind, and it should never be assumed that those to whom it
was applied were slaves." Thus, according to Mr. Barnes, the
word in question denotes a slave, or a hired servant, or, as he

sliown.''''

:

has elsewhere said, an apprentice. It denotes " servant of any
kind," whether " voluntary or involuntary."

Such

is

the positive assertion of Mr. Barnes.

Where

the proof?
if

this

word

is

is

the authority on which

it

But where

Surely,

rests?

applied to hired servants, either in the Greek

classics or in the

New

some other learned
where it is soused.
or

Testament, Mr. Barnes, or Mr. Sumner,

abolitionist, should refer us to the

We

not the

;

* Fools

any truth

may hope
in

shadow of an authority

to escape responsibility

moral science, then every

forbear to act.

passage

have Mr. Barnes' assertion, again and

again repeated, in his very elaborate Notes on the Epistle

emon but

is

man

for

by such

to Phil-

any such use of the

a cry.

But

if

there bo

should examine and decide, or else

!
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But stop: in making this assertion, he refers ns to his
"Notes on Eph..vi 5, and 1 Tim. vi." Perhaps we may find

word.

his authority

by the help of one of these references.

We turn, then,

01
5; and we find the following note: "Servants.
dodXoc.
The word here used denotes one who is bound to render
service to another, whether that service be free or voluntary, and
may denote, therefore, either a slave, or one who binds himself
to

Eph.

vi.

Tt is often used in these senses in

to render service to another.

New

the
it is

Testament^ just as

it is

elsewhere^*

New

a voluntary servant of any kind, in the
least

Why,

then, if

so often used to denote a hired servant, or an apprentice, or

one such instance of

Testament,

is

not at

use produced by Mr. Barnes?

its

He

must have been aware that one such authority from the New
Testament was worth more than his bare assertion, though it
were a hundred times repeated. Yet no such authority is adduced
or referred to

by

;

he merely supports his assertion in the one place

his assertion in the other?

Let us look, in the next place, to his other reference, which
1

to

Tim.

vi. 1.

authority that the

Here, again,

word

He

refers

We

it is

from assertion

find not the

is

shadow of an

in question is applicable to "hired ser-

vants," or "apprentices."
tion of the author, that

we

simply meet the oft-repeated asser-

applicable to

to assertion,

authority to the point in question.

any

species of servitude.

and nowhere gives a single

If

we may

authorities are abundant, even in the

New

believe him, such

Testament

upon his own naked
he would have us to believe

leaves the whole matter to rest

;

yet he

assertion

that dodXo^
Yea, as Greek scholars,
"
may mean a hired servant," just as well as a slave and he
;

would have us to believe this, too, not upon the usage of Greek
We look for other eviwriters, but upon his mere assertion
dence and we intend to pin him down to proof, ere we follow
him in questions of such momentous import as the one we have
!

;

in hand.

Why
tion

then, we ask the candid reader, if the term in ques" a hired servant," as well as a slave, that no such

is it,

mean

application of the

word

is

given

?

abundant as our author asserts they

If

single instance, that our utter ignorance

*

The

such applications be as
why not refer us to a

are,

may

Italics are oura.

be at least relieved
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by one

little

ray of light

tion, if authorities

may

?

Why

refer

lis

from assertion

to asser-

had ? "We cannot conunwary, or those who

be so plentifully

ceive, unless the object be to deceive the

may

An

be willingly deceived.

assertion merely, bolstered

may

with a "See note," here or there,
after all, there

if,

shall not let

war with

at

it

be enough

such

for

;

be nothing but assertion on assertion piled,

pass for proof.

truth,

efface his footprints

we

up
but

we

Especially, if such assertion be

shall track its author,

and,

if possible,

from the immaculate word of God.

If the term douXo<; signifies

"a

hired servant," or

"an appren-

most extraordinary circumstance that the

tice," it is certainly a

Greek language have not made the
if,
as Mr, Barnes
asserts, the word "is often used in these senses" by Greek writers.
We have several Greek lexicons before us, and in not one
of them is there any such meaning given to the word. Thus, in
Donnegan, for example, we find " douXo<;, a slave, a servant, as
opposed to deanorrj';, a master." But we do not find from him
best lexicographers of the

This were the more wonderful,

discovery.

:

that

it

is

ever applied to hired servants or apprentices.

manner, Liddell and Scott have "
one born

"a

so,

opposed to

K

a slave, hondman, strictly
But they do not lay down

dodXog,

av8pa7to8ov.^^

"an

hired servant," or

tions.

In like

apprentice," as one of

such, indeed, be found

among

its

significa-

the meanings of the

word, these celebrated lexicographers were as ignorant of the fact
as ourselves.
his

Stephens

any one

also, as

"Thesaurus, Ling. Greec,

Tom

I.

may

see

by referring

art. JoD>lo?,"

ignorant of any such use of the term in question.
pity, then, that, since

and

to

was equally
Is it not

a

such knowledge rested with Mr. Barnes,

since, according to his

own

statement, proofs of

its

accuracy

were so abundant, he should have withheld all the evidence in his
possession, and left so important a point to stand or fall with his
bare assertion ? Even if the rights of mankind had not been in
question, the interests of
suflScient to

Greek

have induced him

literature were,

to enlighten

one would think,

our best lexicographers

with respect to the use of the word under consideration.

Such

an achievement would, we can assure him, have detracted nothing
from his reputation for scholarship.

But how stands the word in the New Testament ? It is
however "often it may be applied" to hired servants

certain

that,

in the

New

Testament, Mr. Barnes has not condescended to adduce a
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This is not all. Those who have
examined every text of the New Testament in which the word
dou?.o^ occurs, and compiled lexicons especially for the elucidation
of the sacred volume, have found no such instance of its applisingle application of the kind.

cation.

Thus, Schleusner, in his Lexicon of the
us that

means slave

it

own words

are

proprie

:

Testament,

freeman.

His

homo

noil liher nee sui juris., et opponitur r^ eXeudspoq.

27, 28

xiii.

Tit.

ii.

;

1 Cor. vii. 21, 22

;

xii.

13

;

tells

servus, minister.,

as opposed to, eXeoOepoq^

AouX.oq, ou, 6, (1)

:

New

ehs

Matt.

viii.

9

;

she ihudspoi.

douXot,

9."

We next appeal to Robinson's Lexicon of the New Testament.
We there find these words: '''Soukoq, oo, 6, a hoiidman., slave^
servant.,

pr. hy hlrth;

comp. Xen. An.,
the

word

New

diff.

from

12,"

iv. 1,

etc.

avdpanodov,

Now

if,

'one enslaved in war,'
as

Mr. Barnes

asserts,

in question is so often applied to hired servants in the

Testament,

not passing strange that neither Schleusner

is it

nor Robinson should have discovered any such application of

it ?

So
is Dr. Robinson from having made any such discovery, that he expressly declares that the douXo^ " was never a
HIRED SERVANT the latter being called [iiadioq, fii<r0(OToi;.^^ "In a
far,

indeed,

;

family," continues the

hound

to serve.,

a

slave,

same high authority, "the douXo<; was
and was the property of his master, a
'

living possession,' as Aristotle calls him."

"The Greek

5oD>io?,"

says Dr. Smith, in his Dictionary of

tiquities, "like the Latin servus, corresponds to the usual

ing of our word slave

complete household
(or/.i'a

is

that

Aristotle (Polit.

3.)

mean-

says that a

which consists of slaves and freemen,
and he defines a slave to be

de riXetoi; ex douXuiv xai eXeudeptuv,)

a living working-tool and possession.
Ethic. Nicim.
totle

i.

An-

viii.

13

;

6 douXoq xrqiia ti

{'0 douXo(; k'/npoxov, opyavov,

£ij.(pux«v,

Pol.

i.

4.)

Thus Aris-

himself defines the 8ovXoq to be, not a "servant of any kind,"

and we presume that he understood the force of thia
Greek word at least as well as Mr. Barnes or Mr. Sumner. And
Dr. Robinson, as we have just seen, declares that it never means

but a slave

;

a hired servant.
Indeed,

all this is

so well understood

Dr. Macknight does not hesitate
to

Onesimus

slave.

He

in the Epistle to

to

by Greek

render the term

scholars, that
douXoq,

applied

Philemon, by the English word

has not even added a footnote, as

is

customary with
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him

he deems any other translation of a word than that

M'licu

given by himself at

worthy of notice. In like manner, Moses
Onesimus " the slave of Philemon,"

all

Stuart just proceeds to call

as if there could be no ground for doubt on so plain a poini.

Such

who

the testimony of these two great Biblical critics,

is

devoted their lives in great measure

to the study of the language,

and interpretation of the Epistles of the

literature,

New

Tes-

tament.

Now,

should be observed, that not one of the authorities

it

quoted by us had any motive "to pervert texts," or "to invent

"in support of slavery." Neither Donnegan, nor
Liddell and Scott, nor Stephens, nor Schleusner, nor Robinson,
nor Smith, nor Macknight, nor Stuart, could possibly have had
authorities,"

any such motive.

If they

were not

all perfectly

unbiassed wit-

had no bias in favor of slavery. It is,
indeed, the abolitionist, and not the slaveholder, who, in this
case, "has perverted texts " and if he has not "invented authornesses,

certain they

it is

;

ities," it is

because his attempts to do so have proved abortive.

Beside the clear and unequivocal import of the word applied
to

Onesimus,

it is

fear,

was

evident, from other considerations, that he

the slave of Philemon.

To dwell upon

be more tedious than profitable

all

of these would,

we

Hence we

to the reader.

which will,
any candid or impartial inquirer after
Among the arguments used by St. Paul to induce Phile" For perreceive his fugitive slave kindly, we find this

shall confine our attention to a single circumstance,

we

think, be suflicient for

ti'uth.

mon

to

:

haps he therefore departed for a season^ that thou shouldest
This verse is thus paraphrased by Macreceive him forever.''''

"To

knight:

mitigate thy resentment, consider,

was separated from

for

this reason he

r.poq

wpav signified, 1 Thess.

ii.

have him thy slave for lifeP
footnote

:

"By

telling

Philemon

thee

\\\^i jperhaps

for a

17, note 2,)

little

also

while^ (so

that thou mightest

Dr. Macknight also adds, in a
that he

would now have Onesi-

forever, the apostle intimates to him his firm persuasion that
Onesimus would never any more run away from him." Such

mus

seems

No

to

one,

be the plain, obvious import of the apostle's argument.
it is

believed,

who had no

set

purpose

to subserve, or

no

foregone conclusion to support, would view this argument in any
other light.
that

Perhaps he was separated

for a

"thou mishtest have him forever," or

while as a slave,

for life.

How

have

—
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him

;

for

for a while.

the opposition of the words, and the force of the passage,

imperatively require
the

same capacity
The argument requires

Surely, one woulcl think, as a slave, or in the

?

from which he was separated
this

365

But

it.

meaning of St. Paul
a while as a servant^

is,

yet, if

we may

believe Mr. Barnes,

Onesimus was separated
Philemon might never receive him

that perhaps

that

again as a servant, but forever as a Christian brother
should be suspected of misrepresentation,

we

we
own

Lest

!

shall give his

"The meaning is," says he, "that it was possible that
was permitted in the providence of God, in order that Onesimus might be brought under the influence of the gospel, and be
far more serviceable to Philemon as a Christian than he could
have been in his former relation to him."
words.

this

In the twelfth verse of the epistle,

St.

Paul says

:

Whom

"

I

Macknight more accurately renders the
words, "Him I have sent back," {ov avensfupa.) Here we see the
great apostle actually sending hack a fugitive slave to his
master.
That act of St. Paul is not, and cannot be, denied.
The words are too plain for denial. Onesimus "/ have sent
hachP Surely it cannot be otherwise than a most unpleasant
have sent again,"

or, as

spectacle to abolitionist eyes thus to see Paul, the aged

the most venerable and glorious hero

whose

—perhaps

upon record

life is

assume such an attitude toward the institution of slaveiy. Had
he dealt with slavery as he always dealt with every thing which
he regarded as sin had he assumed toward it an attitude of stern
and uncompromising hostility, and had his words been thunderbolts of denunciation, then indeed would he have been a hero
;

after the very hearts of the abolitionists.
to

But, as

it is,

they have

apologize for the great apostle, and try, as best they may, to

deliver

him from

his very equivocal

true apostles, and not false, then,
his conduct

is

that

But

position!

we

fear, the best

if

they are

apology for

he had never read the Declaration of Independ-

ence, nor breathed the air of Boston.

This point, however,
their apologies,

Paul,

it

and

let

we

"We

shall not decide.

not denied, sent back Onesimus.

is

Barnes, he did not compel or urge him to go.

him back
return,

Now,

and

against his will.
St.

in the

But,

He

St.

says Mr.

did not send

Onesimus, no doubt, desired to

Paul was moved

first

examine

shall

the candid reader decide for himself.

to

send him by his

place, this apology is built

own

request.

on sheer assumption.
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There

Paul

not the slightest evidence that Onesimus requested St.

is

send him back

to

many

"There may
"why Onesimus

to his master.

reasons," says Mr. Barnes,

have been
desired to

return to Colosse, and no one can prove that he did not express

and that his sending him was not in
consequence of such request." True even if Onesimus had felt
no such desire, and had expressed no such desire to St. Paul, it
that desire to St. Paul,

'

'

;

would have been impossible, in the very nature of things, for
any one to prove such negatives, unless he had been expressly
informed on the subject by the writer of the epistle. But is it
not truly wonderful, that any one should, without the least
particle or shadow of evidence, be pleased to imagine a series of
propositions, and then call

No

disprove

to

Is not such proceeding the very stuff that dreams are

them?

made

upon the opposite party

of?

doubt there

may have been

desire to return to his master.

reasons of tremendous force, too,

such thing.

The

fact that

reasons

why Onesimus should

There were certainly reasons, and

why he

Philemon,

should have desired no

whom

he had offended by

running away, had, according to law, the power of
over him,
return.

is

life

and death

one of the reasons why he should have dreaded to
to return, he may

Hence, unless required by the apostle

have desired no such thing, and no one can prove that an expression of such desire on his part was the ground of the
apostle's action.

In the second

who

affirms should prove.

Paul were an

abolitionist at heart,

It is certain, that

place, if St.

he

he should have avoided the appearance of so great an

evil.

lie

should not, for a moment, have permitted himself to stand before
the world in the simple and unexplained attitude of one

sent back a fugitive slave to his master.

would permit himself
scorn to occupy such a

to

No

appear in such a

position.

who had

honest abolitionist
light.

Hence, we repeat,

He would
if St.

Paul

at heart, he should have let it be known that,
Onesimus back, he was moved, not originally by the
principles of his own heart, but by the desire and request of the
By such a course, he would have delivered
fugitive himself.
himself from a false position, and spared his friends among the
abolitionists the necessity of making awkward apologies for his

were an abolitionist
in sending

conduct.
Thirdly, the positions of Mr. Barnes are not merely sheer
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assumptions

;

they are perfectly gratuitous.

For

is

it

3(J7

easy to

explain the determination of St. Paul to send Onesimus back,

without having recourse to the supposition that Onesimus desired

him

to

do

so.

Such determination was, indeed, the natural and

necessary result of

well

the

known

of

principles

the

great

He

had repeatedly, and most emphatically, inculcated
the principle, that it is the duty of slaves to "obey their masters,"
and to * count them worthy of all honor." This duty Onesimus
apostle.

had

running away from his master.

clearly violated in

If St.

Paul, then, had not taught Onesimus a different doctrine from

which he had taught the churches, he must have

that he
had done wrong in absconding from Philemon, and desired to
repair the wrong by returning to him. " It is," says Mr. Barnes,
" by no means necessary to suppose that Paul felt that Onesimus
that

felt

But we must suppose this.,
Onesimus was under no
the
which
he
himself had delivered
obligation to obey
precepts
for the guidance and direction of all Christian servants.
We shall now briefly notice a few other of Mr. Barnes' arguments, and then dismiss this branch of the subject. "If St.
Paul sent back Onesimus," says he, " this was, doubtless, at his

was under obligation
unless

own

we suppose

request

;

to return."

that

Paul

felt

that

evidence that he com"We might just as well
required Onesimus to return, because

for there is not the slightest

pelled him, or even urged him, to go."
conclude that St. Paul
there

is

first

not the slightest evidence that Onesimus

made any such

request.

" Paul," says Mr. Barnes, " had no power to send Onesimus

back

to his

master unless he chose to go."

This

is

very true.

Onesimus may have chosen to go, just because St. Paul,
his greatest benefactor and friend, had told him it was his duty to
do so. He may have chosen to go, just because the apostle had
told him it is the duty of servants not to run away from their

But

still

masters, but to obey them, and count them worthy of
It is also true, that

"there

is

compelled him, or even urged him, to go."
hand, equally true, that there

all

honor.

not the slightest evidence that he

is

It is,

on the other

not the slightest evidence that

any thing more than a bare expression of the

apostle's opinion,

or a reiteration of his well-known sentiments, was necessary to

induce him to return.

"The language

is

just as

would have been used," says our

^
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on the supposition, either that he requested him to go
and bear a letter to Colosse, or that Onesimus desired to go, and
Compare Phil, ii,
that Paul sent him agreeably to his request.
necessary
to
send
Epaphroditus,
suppose
it
my broYet
I
25
''

author,

:

'

ther,

and companion in

shall

Tychicus declare unto you,

labor,' etc.; Col. iv. 7, 8

who

All

'

:

my

estate

a beloved brother, and a

is

and fellow-servant in the Lord whom I have
you for the same purpose, that he might kiiow your
But Epaphroditus and Tychicus were not sent against
estate.'
nor is there any more reason to think that Onestheir own will,
faithful minister

:

sent unto

—

imus was."

Now

there

is

the least evidence that either

not

Epaphroditus or Tychicus requested the apostle

he did

;

send them as

to

and, so far as appears from his statements, the whole

It is simply said that he sent
thing originated with himself.
"
not
sent against their own will,"
true,
they
were
is
them. It

were ready and willing to (?bey his directions. "We have
good reason, as we have seen, to believe that precisely the same
thing was true in regard to the sending of Onesimus.
But there is another case of sending which Mr. Barnes has
for they

overlooked.

which
it,

for

him,

It is

recorded in the same chapter of the same epistle

We

speaks of the sending of Epaphroditus.
it is
{i. e.

"But ye know

a case directly in point.

of Timothy,) that, as a son with the

served with

me

Him,

in the gospel.

presently, so soon as I shall see

how

it

will

the proof of

ftither,

therefore, I

adduce

shall

he hath

hope

go with me."

to

send

Now,

here the apostle proposes to send Timothy, not so soon as Timothy

should request to be sent, but so soon as he should see

would go with himself

as a prisoner at

Rome.

"As

how

it

a sou with

the father," so Timothy, after his conversion, served with the

great apostle, and, not against his

And

own

will,

but most cheerfully,

the same ineifably
Onesimus stand to the apostle. As a
a sincere and humble Christian, he naturally

obeyed his directions.

in

precisely

endearing relation did
recent convert,

—as

—

looked to his great inspired teacher

with more than

Hence, we

filial aflection,

insist that

for advice,

and was, no doubt,

ready to obey.

Paul was responsible

for the return

of

Onesimus to his master. He might have prevented his return,
But
for he tells us so himself, (ver. 13.)
had he so desired
he chose to send him back. And why? Because Onesimus
" I would have retained
requested ? The apostle says not so.
;

"
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him with me,"

says he to Philemon, "that in thy stead he might

have ministered unto
out THY MIND WOULD
been his

own

3(39

desires,

me

in the

bonds of the gospel.

But with-

Nay, whatever may have
I DO NOTHING."
or those of Onesimus, he would do nothing

without the mind of Philemon.
apostle assigns for his

own

Such

is

the reason which the

conduct, for his

own determination

not to retain the fugitive slave.

"What

the apostle wrote to

Philemon on

this

occasion is,"

says Dr. Macknight, "highly worthy of notice;

namely, that

although he had great need of an affectionate, honest servant to

him

Onesimus was, who had
and although, if
Onesimus had remained with him, he would only have discharged
the duty which Philemon himself owed to his spiritual father, yet
the apostle would by no means detain Onesimus without Philemon's leave, because it belonged to him to dispose of his own
slave in the way he thought proper.
Such was the apostle's
regard to justice, and to the rights of mankind
According to Mr. Barnes, however, the apostle was governed
in this transaction, not by a regard to principle or the rights of
mankind, but by a regard for the feelings of the master
Just
" It is probalisten, for one moment, to his marvellous discourse
ble," says he, " that if Onesimus had proposed to return, it would
have been easy for Paul to have retained him with him. He
might have represented his own want of a friend. He might
have appealed to his gratitude on account of his efforts for his
conversion.
He might have shown him that he was under no
moral obligation to go back. He might have refused to give him
this letter, and might have so represented to him the dangers of
the way, and the probability of a harsh reception, as effectually
But, in that case,
to have dissuaded him from such a purpose.
it is clear that this might have caused hard feeling in the bosom
of Philemon, and rather than do that, he preferred to let him
return to his master, and to plead for him that he might have a
kind reception. It is, therefore, by no means necessary to suppose that Paul felt that Onesimus was under obligation to return,
or that he was disposed to compel him, or that Onesimus was not
minister to

in his bonds, such as

expressed a great inclination to stay with him

;

!

!

:

inclined to return voluntarily

;

but

all

the circumstances of the

met by the supposition that, if Paul had retained him,
Philemon might conceive that he had injured him"

case are

24
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Alas

much

that so

!

have been suppressed

truth should

and

;

by the most glorious champion of truth the world has
ever seen. He tells not his ''son Onesimus" that he is under no
moral obligation to return to his master. On the contrary, he
that, too,

him ignorant

leaves

He

eternal rights.

of his rights

— of

his inherent, sacred,

sees lijm blindly put off

and

"the hero," and put

And why? Because, forsooth, if he
on "the brute" again.
should only speak, he might cause hard feeling in the hosom of
Should he retain Onesimus, his son, he would not
his master!
But then Philemon "might conceive''''
injure Philemon at all.
that he

had injured him.

Ah

when

!

will abolitionist again sup-

some fancied right, or
mind suppress
he consume some petty despot's

press such mighty truth, lest he disturb

absurd feeling

and keep

its

ruffle

;

or else, at least, touch his tender sensibilities

momentary pain?

maxim

ite

the volcano of his

furious fires in, lest

despicable sway
•with

When

?

''''Fiat

justitia^

But

with other abolitionists.

He

not assume quite so lofty a tone.

"Let

justice be

ccelum^'' is a favor-

it seems, could
could not say, " Let justice

be done, though the heavens should
Bay,

mat
St.

fall."

Paul,

He

could not even

done," though the feelings of Philemon

should be hurt.
It

is

evident,

we

think, that St. Paul

needs

to

be defended

against Mr. Barnes' defenses of him, and vindicated against his
apologies.

If,

indeed, he were so pitiful a pleader of "the inno-

cent cause" as Mr. Barnes would have us to believe he

we

ask

if

those abolitionists are not in the right

No

the apostle and his doctrine?

other abolitionist,

will ever imitate his example, as that

Mr. Barnes.
truths
fire,

—as

No

who

example

is

is,

then,

despise both
it is

certain,

represented by

other abolitionist will ever suppress the great

he conceives them

and which, in his view,

piness, lest he should

to

be

lie at

—with which

his soul is

the foundation of

on

human hap-

"cause hard feelings" in the bosom of a

slaveholder.
It

may

be said, perhaps, that the remarks and apology of Mr.

Barnes do not proceed on the supposition that Onesimus was a
slave.

answer is at hand. For surely Mr. Barnes canwould have been dishonorable in the apostle to

If so, the

not think

it

advise, or even to urge,
to return

and

fulfill

"a

hired servant," or

his contract.

Barnes would have the reader

It is

to

"an

apprentice,"

evident that, although Mr.

believe that

Onesimus was
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merely a hired servant or an apprentice, he soon forgets his own

and proceeds

interpretation,

regarded him as a slave.

more evident.
The apostle did

to

reason just as

he himself

if

This, if possible, will soon appear

still

He made them known

wended

his pocket, as he

was and

we

is

believe,

his

way back from Kome

an emancipation document

due

to Colosse,

This great discovery

!

to the abolitionists of the present day.

made by Mr. Barnes,

first

to Philemon.
Onesimus carried in

are gravely told, the letter which

we

Yes,

Mr. Barnes, wholly conceal

not, according to

his abolition sentiments.

or Dr. Channing, or

some

is

it

Indeed, the

appears from the face of the epistle

an emancipation document,

is

itself that it

two "conclu-

the second of the

sive things" which, in Mr. Sumner's opinion, constitute
sufficient

Now

response"

supposing

is,

was

other learned

emancipationist, and after them by Mr. Sumner.

discovery that

It

"an

all-

to anti-abolitionists.

St.

Paul

to

have been an

abolitionist,

such a

we admit, afibrd some little relief
would show that, although he did not pro-

disclosure of his views would,
to

our minds.

For

it

voke opposition by proclaiming the truth to the churches and to
the world, he could at least run the risk of hurting the feelings

But

of a slaveholder.
see

if

let

us look into this great discovery, and

the apostle has, in reality, whispered any such words of

emancipation in the ear of Philemon.
In his note to the sixteenth verse of the epistle, Mr. Barnes

"Not now

says:

(ouxirc,)

as a servant.

The adverb rendered 'not now,'

means no more, no further, no

"We doubt not that such

is

its

examine Mr. Barnes' numerous

abundantly established his point that
then

this is

He

obxiTi

let it be.

Hence, we need not

authorities, to

the force of the adverb in question.

So

longer.^''

meaning.

show

has,

that such is

we

means no

admit, most
longer.

But

a point which no anti-abolitionist has the least occa-

sion to deny.

We

find precisely the

same rendition

in

Macknight,

and we are perfectly willing to abide by his translation. If Mr.
Barnes had spared himself the trouble of producing these authorities, and adduced only one to show that douXo:; means a hired
servant, or aii apprentice, his labor would have been bestowed

where

As

it is

needed.

the passage stands, then, St, Paul exhorts Philemon to

receive Onesimus,

"no longer

as a servant."

Now

this,

we

a
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is perfectly correct as far as it goes.
"It (^. e. this
adverb) implies," says Mr. Barnes, " that he had been in this

admit,

was not to he now." He was no longer to be a
Over this view of the passage, Mr, Sumner goes into
quite a paroxysm of triumphant joy.
"Secondly," says he, "in
charging Onesimus with this epistle to Philemon, the apostle
announces him as not now a servant, but above a servant,
brother beloved
and he enjoins upon his correspondent the hospitality due only to a freeman, saying expressly, K thou count
me, therefore, as a partner, receive Aim as myself; ay, sir, not
condition, hut

servant

!

—

'

; '

'

'

as slave, not even as servant, but as a brother beloved, even as

Thus with apostolic pen wrote Paul to his
Beyond all doubt, in these words of gentle-

the apostle himself.
disciple Philemon.

benediction, and emancipation,* dropping with celestial,

ness,

soul-awakening power, there can be no justification for a conspiracy, which, beginning with the treachery of Iscariot,

and the

temptation of pieces of silver, seeks by fraud, brutality, and violence, through officers of the

law armed

who degrade

and amid

soldiers

man back

into the lash-resounding

if

any one can thus pervert

eay that he gives too

to the teeth like pirates,

their uniform, to hurl a fellow-

den of American slavery

this beneficent

much

example, allow

;

and

me

to

occasion to doubt his intelligence or

his sincerity."

Now

in regard to the spirit of this passage

nothing

to say.

The sudden

we have

at present

transition from the apostle's "

words

of blessing and benediction," to Mr. Sumner's words of railing

and vituperation, we
reader

may make

his

by unnoticed.

shall pass

own comments.

It is

Upon

these the

our object simply to

comment on the words of the great apostle. And, in the first
we venture to suggest that there are several very serious
difficulties in the way of Mr. Barnes' and Mr. Sumner's interpreplace,

tation of the passage in question.

Let us,
that

for the

sake of argument, concede to these gentlemen

Onesimus was merely

Philemon.

What

the hired servant, or apprentice, of

then follows

?

If they are not

in error,

it

clearly and unequivocally follows that St. Paul's "words of
emancipation " were intended, not for slaves merely, but for hired

servants and apprentices

*

1

For servants of any and every desrcip-

The emphasis

is ours..
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Mr. Sumner expressly

!

tells

^^^

us that he was to return, "not

as a slave, not even as a servant, but as a brother beloved."

Now

it seems to us,
would those of Richmond.

such a scheme of emancipation would,

the people of Boston as

little

as

it

suit
It

would abolish every kind of "servitude, whether voluntary or
involuntary," and release all hired servants, as well as apprenSuch is one of the
tices, from the obligation of their contracts.
difficulties in their way. It may not detract from the "sincerity,"
it

certainly reflects no credit

ner, to be guilty of such

There

is

tlemen.

on the "intelligence," of Mr. Sum-

an oversight.

another very grave difficulty in the

St.

way

of these gen-

Paul writes that the servant Onesimus, who had

been unprofitable to Philemon in times past, would now be

profit-

But how profitable ? As a servant ? No he was
no longer to serve him at all. His "emancipation" was announced
He was to be received, not as a slave, not even as a
servant, but only as a brother beloved
Philemon was, indeed,
to extend to him the hospitalities due to a freeman, even such as
were due to the apostle himself? Now, for aught we know, it
able to him.

!

!

!

may have been very agreeable to the feelings of Philemon, to
have his former servant thus unceremoniously "emancipated,"
and quartered upon him as " a gentleman of elegant leisure;"
but how this could have been so profitable to him is more than
we can

conceive.

must be admitted, we think, that in a wordly point of view,
" But,"
all the profits would have been on the side of Onesimus.
says Mr. Barnes, " he would now be more profitable as a ChrisIt is true, Onesimus had not been very profitable
tian brother."
as a Christian brother before he ran away, for he had not been a
Christian brother at all. But if he were sent back by the apostle,
It

because he would be profitable merely as a Christian brother,

cannot see

why any

other

Christian brother would

we

not have

answered the purpose just as well as Onesimus. If such, indeed,
were the apostle's object, he might have conferred a still greater

upon Philemon by sending several Christian brethren to
live with him, and to feast upon his good things.
Thirdly, the supposition that St. Paul thus announced the
benefit

emancipation of Onesimus,

is

as inconsistent with the whole

scope and design of the passage, as
the apostle.

If

it

is

with the character of

he would do nothing without the consent of
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Philemon, not even retain his servant to minister to himself
while in prison, much less would he declare him emancipated, and
introduce him to his former master as a freeman.
the candid reader,

we submit

to

every one

who

"We submit

to

has the least per-

ception of the character and spirit of the apostle, if such an
interpretation of his words be not simply ridiculous.
It is

certain that such an interpretation is peculiar to aboli-

'"Men," says Mr. Sumner, "are prone to find in un-

tionists.

certain, disconnected texts, a confirmation of their

no divine, but only a simple

whosoever finds
merely a

in the gospel

simple layman indeed,

if

words might have been

I,"

to

any sanction of slavery, finds there

himself."

reflection of

own personal

—he continues, " who am
layman — make bold
say, that
And

prejudices or prepossessions.

He must

have been a very

he did not perceive how very easily his

retorted.

We

venture to aflSrm that no

one, except an abolitionist, has ever found the slightest tincture
of abolitionism

the

in

writings

of the

great apostle to the

Gentiles.

The plain truth is, that Philemon is exhorted to receive Onesimus " no longer as a slave only, but above a slave, a brother
beloved." Such is the translation of Macknight, and such, too,
is the concurrent voice of every commentator to whom we have

—

Pool, Clarke, Scott, Benson, Doddridge

access.

the interpretation that

Onesimus was,

—

all

unite

soul-subduing words of the loving apostle,

commended

in

and

in the heaven-inspired

to his

master, not as a slave merely^ but also as a Christian brother.
The great fact the " words of emancipation," which Mr. Sum-

—

ner sees so clearly on "the face of the epistle,"

—they cannot

see

at all.

Neither sign nor shadow of any such thing can they per-

ceive.

It is

a sheer reflection of the abolitionist himself.

the Old Testament
itself is

We

merged

in

shall notice

is

not only merged in the

New, but

concerning the things whereof ye wrote unto

slave.

among

The seventh

me ;"

:

and

This passage was designed to correct the disorders

false

teacher,

"

Now

it

pro-

other things, the relation of master and

the Christian slaves at Corinth,
the

New

Mr. Charles Sumner, of Massachusetts.
one passage more of Scripture.

chapter of the Epistle to the Corinthians begins thus

ceeds to notice,

Thus,

the

who, agreeably

claimed their

brethren in Christy they were on

among

to the doctrine of

liberty^ on pretense that^ as
an equality with their Christian

!
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Paul met abolitionism face to face. And
Did he favor the false teacher ? Did he
recognize the claim of the discontented Christian slaves ? Did

masters^ Here, then,
did he proceed ?

St.

how

he even once hint that they were entitled to their freedom, on the
ground that all men are equal, or on any other ground whatever ?
Ilis own words will furnish the best answer to these questions.

"Let every man," says he, " abide in the same calling wherein
he was called. Art thou called, being a servant? care not for
Thus, were Christian slaves exhorted to continue in that

ity

condition of

It is

in

life

which they were when converted

This will not be denied.

tianity.

It is

Chris-

to

too plain for controversy.

In the devout con-

even admitted by Mr. Barnes himself.

templation of this passage Chrysostom exclaims: "Hast thou

been

being a slave? Care not for

called,

Hast thou been

slave.

called,

it.

Continue

be a

to

being in uncircumcision

Re-

?

Being circumcised, didst thou become a
Continue circumcised. For these are no hindrances
Thou are called, being a slave; another, with an

main uncircumcised.
believer?
piety.

to

unbelieving wife

Where

another, being

;

has he put slavery?]

As

circumcised.

[Astonishing

circumcision profits not, and

uncircumcision does no harm, so neither doth slavery nor yet
liberty."

"The great argument" against slavery is, according to Dr.
Channing and other abolitionists, drawn from the immortality of
the soul. " Into every

an immortal

No

tion.

worth of a

spirit,

being," says he, "

more precious than
nor celestial

earthly

human

human

being."

he concludes, "reduce

God has breathed

the whole outward crea-

language can exaggerate the

The powers of

to insignificance all

this

immortal

spirit,

outward distinctions."

Yea, according to St. Paul himself, they reduce to utter insignificance all outward distinctions, and especially the distinction

"Art thou called," says he, "being
Art thou, indeed, the Lord's freeman
Oh,
reign on a throne of glory forever ?

between liberty and slavery.
a slave

?

care not for it."

and as such destined

to

then, care not for the paltry distinctions of the passing world

Now, whom

—

St.

shall the Christian teacher take for his

Paul, or Dr. Channing?

Shall he seek to

tented with the condition in which

he

stir

God

up discontent, and inflame the

model?

make men

con-

has placed them, or shall
restless passions of

men?

Shall he himself, like the great apostle, be content to preach the

:
;
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doctrines of eternal
politics his calling,

society

of

life

life to

Shall he exhort

?

a perishing world

men

make

relations of

not to continue in the condition

which God has placed them, but

in

or shall he

;

and inveigh against the domestic
to take his

Ms

out of his hands, and, in direct opposition to

providence

word,, assert

In one word, shall he preach the gospel of Christ

their rights?

his apostles, or shall he preach the gospel of the abolitionist?

and

"Art thou called, being a servant? care not for it but if thou
mayest be made free, use it rather." The Greek runs thus
;

aX)^

even

dwaaat iXeuOepoq

xai

ei

if

thou canst become

yeviaOai,

fidXXov ^prjffat,

free, rather

make

—

" but

literally,

Make

use of."

use

The Greek verb is left without a case. How, then,
To what does the ambiguous it of our
shall this be applied?
" One and all of the native Greek commentatranslation refer?
of what

?

in the early ages," says Stuart, "

tors

modern

in statu

is

douXda,

for

is,

it

i.

e.

that

only construction which can support the proposition

this is the

the apostle

and many expositors in

be supplied

to

The reason which they give

slavery,^ 'bondage.

notions,

word

times, say that the

is

laboring to establish, viz.

Even De

quo.''

"Wette,

'

:

Let every

man

abide

(who, for his high liberty

was banished from Germany,)

in his

commentary on

this

passage, seems plainly to accede to the force of this reasoning

and with him many others have agreed.

No man

can look at

the simple continuity of logic in the passage without feeling that
there

is

Yet the fact should not be con"not satisfied with this exegesis of

force in the appeal."

cealed, that Stuart himself

is

the passage ;" which, according to his

own

statement, was the

universal interpretation from "the early ages" down to the sixteenth century.
This change, says he, " seems to have been the

spontaneous prompting of the spirit of liberty, that beat high" in
the

bosom

Now

of

its

author.

have we not some reason

an interpretation

to distrust

which comes not exactly from Heaven, but from a
high in the
spirit.

We

But whether
it

human

That
have already seen what
it

breast?

beating

spirit

is

certainly not an unerring

it

can do with the Scriptures.

has erred in this instance, or not,

it is

certain that

human
make him

should never be permitted to beat so very high in any

breast as to

annul the teachings of the apostle, or

contradict himself.

frequently hear those

to

This has been too often done.

who admit

that St.

"We too

Paul exhorts " slaves to
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continue in slavery,"

still

maybe made

contend that "if they

move heaven and

free," they should
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earth to attain so desirable

They " should continue in that state," and yet exert
power to escape therefrom
Conybeare and Howson, who are acknowledged to be among
the best commentators of the Epistles of St. Paul, have restored
"the continuity of his logic." They translate his words thus:

an

object.

all their

!

"Nay, though thou have power
to

advantage that

makes

it

gain thy freedom, seek rather

to

This translation certainly possesses the

remain content."

the doctrine of St. Paul perfectly con-

sistent with itself.

But

let

us return to the point in regard to which there

controversy.

It is

on

all sides

three times exhorts every

agreed, that St.

man

?

—the very quintessence

less

no

is

than

to continue in the condition in

which Providence has placed him.
" ordain I in all the churches." Yet
possible

Paul no

"And

this rule," says he,

— would any man

believe

it

of abolitionism itself has been

extracted from this passage of his writings

Let us consider for

!

a moment the wonderful alchemy by which this has been effected.
We find in this passage the words " Be not ye the servants
of men." These words arc taken from the connection in which
:

they stand, dissevered from the words which precede and follow

them, and then made to teach that slaves should not submit to
the authority

who

should not continue in their

of their masters,

present condition.

It is

certain that

no one but an

abolitionist,

when it happens
make the apostle

has lost all respect for revelation except

square with his

and so

directly

own

notions, could thus

;

so

contradict himself and all his teaching.

flatly

Different interpretations

quoted

to

have been

but until abolitionism set

such violence had not been done

its

given to the words

just

cloven foot upon the Bible,

to its sacred pages.

Conybeare and Howson suppose that the words

in question are

intended to caution the Corinthians against "their servile adher-

ence to party leaders."

Bloomfield, in like manner, says

:

"The

best commentators are agreed," that they are "to be taken figuratively, in the sense,

forming

'do not be blindly followers of men, con-

to their opinions,' etc."

Grotius, and

It is certain that

we know not how many more, have

this interpretation.

an exhortation

But be the meaning what

to slaves to burst their

all

it

Rosenmuller,
concurred in

may,

it is

not

bonds in sunder, unless the

:
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same

apostle has, iu one and the

breath, taught diametrically

opposite doctrines.

Yet, iu direct opposition to the plain words of the apostle, and

coucurrent voice of commentators and

to the

to

teach

slaves

that

lie

made

should throw off the authority of their

we

Lest such a thing should be deemed impossible,

masters!

quote the words of the author by
-'The

perpetrated.

command

not ye the servants of men,'

commands
l)arent

critics, is

and

is

whom

of the 23d verse," says he,

"'be

There are no such

equally plain.

uttered in regard to the relations of husband and wife,
child, as are here

given in regard to slavery.

urged

mands

are given to relieve children
etc.*

to dissolve the

Nor

is

No

marriage relation.

is thus

parents.,''''

outrage has been

this

from

No

one

such com-

ohedlence

to their

any such command, we repeat, given

to

relieve slaves from obedience to their masters, or to dissolve the
relation

between them.

If such

violence to Scripture had been done by an obscure

by an infidel quoting the word of God merely for a
would not have been matter of such profound astonishment. But is it not unspeakably shocking that a Christian
man, nay, that a Christian minister and doctor of divinity,
should thus set at naught the clearest, the most unequivocal, and
If he had
the most universally received teachings of the gospel ?
scribbler, or

purpose,

it

merely accused the Christian

man

of the South, as he has so

two stupid volumes on slavery, of the crimes
of "swindling," of "theft," of "robbing," and of " manstealing," we could have borne with him well; and, as we have
often

done

in his

by his labors with silent conBut we have deemed it important to show in what manner, and to what extent, the spirit of abolitionism can wrest the
pure word of God to its antichristian purpose.
We shall conclude the argument from Scripture with the following just and impressive testimony of the Princeton Review
"The mass of the pious and thinking people in this country are
They stand
neither abolitionists nor the advocates of slavery.

hitherto done, continued to pass

tempt.

where they ever have stood

—on the broad Scriptural foundation

maintaining the obligation of

and

relations, to act

all

men, in

on the law of love, and

Elliott

on Slavery,

vol.

i.

p.

;

their several places

205.

to

promote the
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spiritual

power.
reasons.

and temporal welfare of others by every means

They stand
In the

aloof from

first place,

the

abolitionists

for

379
in their

various

they disapprove of their principles.

The leading

characteristic doctrine of this sect is that slavehold-

ing

cases a sin, and should, therefore, under all circum-

is in all

stances, be immediately abandoned.

As nothing can

than that slaveholders were admitted

to the

he

plainer

Christian church hy

the inspired apostles^ the advocates

of this doctrine are hrought
This leads to one of
the most dangerous evils connected with the whole system^ vis.,
into direct collision with the Scriptures.

a disregard of the authority of the word of
a different and higher standard of truth ayid

and
The

God.,

a setting up

duty.,

and a proud

confident wresting of Scripture to suit their

own

purposes.

history of intekpretation furnishes no examples of more

willful and violent perversions of the sacred text than are
to be found in the writings of the abolitionists. tuey seem

and when they
put themselves above the law of god, it is not wonderful
THAT THEY SHOULD DISREGARD THE LAWS OF MEN. Significant
to consider themselves above the scriptures

;

manifestations of the result of this disposition to consider their

own
the

light a surer

guide than the word of God, are visible in

anarchical opinions

ecclesiastical,

about

and on the

human governments,

appropriate advocates in the abolition publications.
principles be carried out,

and there

dination, to all security for

to the

and

is

an end

and property,

Let these

to all social suborto all

guarantee for

women are to be emancipated
law which God has imposed upon them, if

public or domestic virtue.

from subjection

life

civil

women, which have found

rights of

If

our

life, where they preside
and destiny of society if they are
to come forth in the liberty of men, to be our agents, our public
lecturers, our committee-men, our rulers
if, in studied insult to
the authority of God, we are to renounce in the marriage contract

they are to quit the retirement of domestic
in stillness over the character

;

;

all

we shall soon have a country over which
Mary Wolstonecraft would delight to preside, but

claim to obedience,

the genius of

from which

There

is

all order and all virtue would speedily be banished.
no form of human excellence before which we bow with

profounder deference than that which appears in

woman, adorned with

the inward

peculiar duties of her sex

;

and there

is

a

delicate

and devoted

to the

no deformity of

human

graces

—
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character from which

woman
and

we

turn with deeper loathing than from a

and clamorous

forgetful of her nature,

men.

rights of

for the vocation

It would not be fair to object to the aboli-

tionists the disgusting

and disorganizing opinions of even some

of their leading advocates and publications, did they not continue
to patronize those publications,

and were not these opinions the

legitimate consequences of their

own

principles.

women

Their

do but apply their own method of dealing with Scripture

to

This no inconsiderable portion of the party have

another case.

candor enough to acknowledge, and are therefore prepared

to

abide the result."

CHAPTER

IV.

THE ARGUMENT FROM THE PUBLIC GOOD.
The Question

—Emancipation

by American

Abolitionists, to result to the freed

Act of Emancipation
tion of the Blacks

Negroes from the British
to the

South

abstractions of the abolitionist.

and endeavored

all his

show

to

this analysis of his errors,

that they either rest on false

While engaged

we have more than once had

determined at

all,

governed, that

is to

be

not by an appeal to abstractions,

but simply by a consideration of the public good.
this point of view, or

in

occasion

remind him that the great practical problem of slavery
if

We

arguments^ even the most

assumptions, or consist in false deductions.

determined,

Eleva-

by Southern Slavery.

We have not shunned the

to

in

benefit

— The Consequences of Abolition

have, on the contrary, examined
abstract,

—The manner which
— The great
supposed,

in the British Colonies

Emancipation has ruined the British Colonies

It

is

under

with reference to the highest good of the

we now proceed

to consider the

institution of

slavery.

The way is open and clear for this view of the subject. For
we have seen, we trust, that slavery is condemned neither by any
principle of natural justice, nor by any precept of divine revelation.

On

clearly

shown

the other hand, if

we mistake

that the doctrines

not, it has

been most

and practices of the

abolitionist
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war with the most explicit words of God, as well as
most unquestionable principles of political ethics.

are at

with the

Hence, without the

least

disrespect

we may now proceed

of right,

the

to

eternal

to subject his

principles

doctrines to the

only remaining test of political truth, namely,

to

the test

Having examined the internal qualities of
and found them bad, we may now proceed to inquire
experience.

fruits "

And

be not poison.

if the

of

the tree
if

sober lessons of history,

"its

if the

be found in perfect harmony with

infallible records of experience,

we not be
pronouncing abolitionism a social and a moral

the conclusions of reason and of revelation, then shall
triply justified in

curse

?

The QuestioTu

§ I.

Here, at the outset,

we may throw

biage, with which our inquiry
eternally told that

is

Kentucky has

aside a

mass of

useless ver-

usually encumbered.

fallen

"We are

behind Ohio, and Virginia

behind Pennsylvania, because their energies have been crippled,

and

their prosperity over-clouded,

Now,

it

is

deny the

either

by the

institution of slavery.

of no importance to our argument that

abolitionists.

fact,

or the explanation which

If the question were,

among

is

we should

given of

it

by

whether slavery should be

any non-slaveholding State, then
such facts and explanations would be worthy of our notice. Then
such an appeal to experience would be relevant to the point in
dispute.
But such is not the question. "We are not called upon
to decide whether slavery shall be established in our midst or not.
introduced

us, or into

This question has been decided for us.

knows

— was

forced

upon the

potic rule of Great Britain,

Slavery

—as every body

colonies by the arbitrary

and

remonstrances of our ancestors.

that, too, against

and des-

the earnest

The thing has been done.

The

beyond our control. It is fixed and unalterable. The
only inquiry which remains for us now is, whether the slavery
which was thus forced upon our ancestors shall be continued, or
whether it shall be abolished ? The question is not what Virginia,
past

is

or Kentucky, or any other slave State,

might have been, but
what they would be in case slavery were abolished. If abolitionists would speak to the point, then let them show us some country
in which slavery has been abolished, and we will abide by the
experiment.

Fortunately for us,

we need

not look far for such an

—
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experiment

;

—an

experiment which has been made, not upon
upon the social and moral well-being

chattels or brutes, but

mere
of more than a million of human beings.

We

refer, of course,

This
to the emancipation of the slaves in the British colonies.
achievement
of
work, as every one knows, was the great vaunted

Here, then,

British abolitionists.
if

philosophy

we may
to

see

it

and

may

be called

see their philosophy

Emancipation in

Here

by example."

taste the fruits of abolitionism, ere

grow them upon our own
§ II.

we may

— "teaching

we conclude

soil.

the British Colonies.

power of human language to describe the
which the abolitionists, both in England
inspired
by the spectacle of "West India
were
America,
in
and
easily
adduce a hundred illustrations
Emancipation. We might
of the almost frantic joy with which it intoxicated their brains.
It is scarcely in

the

enthusiastic delight with

We

shall,

however, for the sake of brevity, confine our attention

to a single example,

not only

how

—which

will, at the

same time, serve

to

show,

wild the abolitionist himself was, but also

indignant he became

that others

part with their sober senses.

how

were not equally disposed

"The

to

prevalent state of feeling,"

Channing in 1840, "in the free States in regard to slavery is indifference an indifference strengthened by the notion
of great difficulties attending the subject. The fact is painful, but
The majority of the people, even
the truth should be spoken.

said Dr.

—

yet, care little

about the matter.

A

painful proof of this insensi-

was furnished about a year and a half ago, when the

bility

English West Indies were emancipated. An event surpassing
In one day,
this in moral grandeur is not recorded in history.
probably seven hundred thousand of

from bondage

to full,

human

unqualified freedom.

beings were rescued

The consciousness of

many breasts, was exchanged into rapturous, grateWhat shouts of .thanksgiving broke forth from those
ful joy.
Whaf new sanctity and strength were added
liberated crowds
What new hopes opened on future generato the domestic ties
wrongs,

in so

!

!

The crowning glory of this day was the fact that the work
tions
of emancipation was wholly due to the principles of Christianity.
The West Indies were freed, not by force, or human policy, but
by the reverence of a great people for justice and humanity. The
!

men who began and

carried on this cause were Christian philan-

"
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own

spirit

In this respect, the emancipation of the "West

through a nation.

work than the redemption of the Israeliteb
This was accomplished by force, by outward
from bondage.
miracles, by the violence of the elements. Tliat was achieved by
love, by moral power, by God, working, not in the stormy seas,
but in the depths of the human heart. And how was this day of
Indies was a grander

—one of the most
earth —received in

blessed days that ever

emancipation

upon the
England a

this

thrill of

While

country?

dawned

in distant

and

gratitude and joy pervaded thousands

and who boast of

millions, we, the neighbors of the "West Indies,

our love of liberty, saw the sun of that day rise and set with
hardly a thought of the scenes on which

event.

was the testimony we gave
is

it

it

was pouring

its

The greater part of our newspapers did not refer
The great majority of the people had forgotten it.

light.

our concern for

to

joyful
to the

Such
the poor slave; and

from discussions of slavery among such a people that the

country

is to

be overturned

?

Such were the glowing expectations of the abolitionists. It
now remains to be seen whether they were true prophets, or
merely "blind leaders of the blind." Be that as it may, for the
present we cannot agree with Dr. Channing, that the good people
of the free States were* insincere in boasting of their "love of liberty," because they did not

go

an
would

into raptures over so fearful

experiment before they had some

little

time to see

how

it

erty.

They did, no doubt, most truly and profoundly love
But then they had some reason to suspect, perhaps,

that

liberty

may be one

Lib-

work.

erty, they

tionism,

it

thing, and abolitionism quite another.

and love but as for abolithey knew, a demon of destruction. Hence

knew, was a thing of
was, for

all

they would wait, and see.

Dr. Channing.

If

lib-

We

light

do well

a man-child

is

;

to rejoice at

once exclaims

born into the world, says he,

do we wait to read his future life ere we rejoice at his birth?
Ah, no
But then, perhaps, this offspring of abolitionism is
no man-child at all. It may, for aught we know, be an abortion
Hence, we shall wait, and mark
of night and darkness merely.
1

bis future course, ere

we rend

the air with shouts that he

is

born

at last.

This man-child, or this monster,
four months old.

His character

is

is

now

seventeen years and

developed, and fixed for

life.
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We

may now

read his history, written by impartial men, and

determine for ourselves, whether
less

the bright and bound-

it justifies

hopes of the abolitionists, or the "cold indifierence," nay,

the suspicious and

good people of the

the fears, of the

free

States.

We

shall begin with Jamaica,

which

is

by

most valuable of the British West Indies.

far the largest

The very

and
year

first

complete emaucipation of the slaves of this island, its
As long as it
prosperity began to manifest symptoms' of decay.
after the

an explanation of these
remained absolutely blind to the
In 1839, the first year of complete emanreal course of events.
cipation, it appeared that the crop of sngar exported from the
island had fallen ofi" no less than eight thousand four hundred

was

possible, however, to find or invent

fearful signs, the abolitionists

and

But, then,

sixty-six hogsheads.

it

was discovered

that the

It is
hogsheads had been larger this year than the preceding
had
hogsheads
larger
that
true, there was not exactly any proof
been used all over the island, but it was rumored and the rumor
!

;

was, of course, eagerly swallowed by the abolitionists.

And
eaten

besides, it was quite certiiin that the free negroes had
more sugar than while they were slaves, which helped

mightily to account for the great diminution in the exports of the
article.

No

one could deny

this.

It is certain, that if

the free

negroes only devoured sugar as eagerly as such floating conjectures were gulped down by the abolitionists, the whole phenome-

non needed no other cause
once occured, however,

for its perfect explanation.

to these reasoners to

rum

decrease in the amount of

might be owing

to

It

never

imagine that the

exported from another island

the circumstance that the free blacks

had

more of that article as well as of sugar. On
the contrary, this fact was held up as a most conclusive and triumphant proof that the free negroes had not only become temswallowed a

little

perate themselves, but also so virtuous that they scorned to pro-

duce such an
abolitionists

article to

who

The English
it must be
For if such an

poison their fellow-men.

rejoiced at such a reflection were,

confessed, standing on rather delicate ground.

inference proved any thing,

it

proved that the blacks of the island

in question had, at one single bound, passed from the depths of

degradation to an exaltation of virtue far above their emancipators, the English people themselves ; s'nce these, as every reader

—
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opium

in India,

but also absolutely compelled the poor Chinese to receive

mouth

of the preceding year.

is

at the

about one third of the whole amount

fallen off SSjSoicwt., or

*'The coffee

is

a very uncertain crop,"

said a noted English emancipationist, in
fact,

it

!

appears that, for 1839, the amount of coffee exported

It also

had

cannon

of the
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"and

view of

this startling

the deficiency, on the comparison of these two years,

not greater,

I believe,

than has often occurred before."

This

is

drought or a hurricane had before created quite as
great a deficiency.
But while the fact is true, it only proves that
true, for a

the

first

year of emancipation was no worse on the coffee crop

than a drought or a hurricane.

"We

should also remember," says this zealous abolitionist,

may

be

increased by the saving of expense, even where the produce

is

"that, both in sugar and coffee, the profit to the planter

Such a thing, we admit, is possible it may be
true.
But in point of fact^ as we shall soon see, the expense
was increased, while the crop was diminished.
But after every possible explanation, even Dr. Channing and
Mr. Gurney were bound to admit "that some decrease has taken
diminished."

;

place in both the articles, in connection with the change of sys-

tem."

They

"so far as this decrease of produce is connected with the change of system, it is olviously to he
traced to a corresponding decrease in the quantity of labor. ^^

May we
at

also admitted that

ance?

man

not suppose, then, that here the ingenuity of

an end, and the truth begins

By no means.

to

be allowed to

For here " comes the

?

I

its

is

appear-

critical question,"

To what

says Mr. Gurney, "the real turning point.

decrease in the quantity of labor owing

make

is

this

answer deliberately

but without reserve, ^Mainly to causes which class under slavery

and not under freedom.'

It is, for

the most part, the result of

those impolitic attempts to force the labor of freemen which have

disgusted the peasantry, and have led to the desertion of

many

of

the estates."

Kow

suppose

this

were the

case, is

it

not the business,

is it

not

the duty, of the legislator to consider the passions, the prejudices,

and the habits of those
overlook these,

wise statesman
25

for

whom

he legislates

?

Indeed,

if

he

is

he not a reckless experimenter rather than a

?

If

he

legislates, not for

man

as he

is^

but for
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mau as he ought to
Bound philosopher?
The

he^ is

he not a political dreamer rather than a

abolitionist not only closed his eyes

West

of decline in the prosperity of the

on every appearance
Indies, he also seized

with avidity every indication of the successful operation of his

scheme, and magnified

made

it

both to himself and to the world.

haste, in particular, to paint in the

His narrative was hailed with

rising prosperity of Jamaica.*

eager delight by abolitionists in
It is

a pity,

we

present, should

the

parts of the civilized world.

all

admit, to spoil so fine a story, or to put a

on so much enthusiasm.

But

He

most glowing colors the

damper

the truth, especially in a case like

While, then,

be told.

to

the

enchanted

imagination of the abolitionist, the wonderful industry of the
freed negroes and the exuberant bounty of nature were concur-

ring to bring about a paradise in the island of Jamaica, the dark

stream of emancipation was, in
ity

and glory.

We

shall

reality,

now proceed

undermining
to

its

prosper-

adduce the evidence of

melancholy fact, which has in a few short years become so
abundant and so overwhelming, that even the most blind and
obstinate must feel its force.
this

immense

After describing the

sources of wealth to be found in

Jamaica, an intelligent eye-witness says: "Such are some of the
natural resources of this dilapidated and poverty-stricken country.

Capable as it is of producing almost every thing, and actually
producing nothing which might not become a staple with a
proper application of capital and

inhabitants are miser-

skill, its

ably poor, and daily sinking deeper into the utter helplessness of
abject want.
"
'

Magnas

inter opes inops.'

"Shipping has deserted her ports her magnificent plantations
coflfee are running to weeds
her private dwellings
are falling to decay; the comforts and luxuries which belong to
industrial iirosperity have been cut ofi*, one by one, from her inhabitants
and the day, I think, is at hand when there will be
;

of sugar and

;

;

none

left

to

represent the wealth, intelligence, and hospitality for

which the Jamaica planter was once distinguished."!
* Life of Joseph

John Qurney,

f Bigelow's Notes

on Jamaica

Foreisn and Domestic."

vol.

ii.

p.

in 1850, as

214.

quoted in Carey's " Slave Trade,
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*'It is impossible," says Mr, Carey, "to read Mr. Bigelow's
volume, witliout arriving at the conclusion that the freedom
granted to the negro has had little effect except that of enabling
him to live at the expense of the planter so long as any thing

Sixteen years of freedom did not appear to

remained.

its

author

to have 'advanced the dignity of labor or of the laboring classes

one

particle,' vrhile it

thus great

had ruined the proprietors of the land, and
to the one class without benefit

damage had been done

of any kind to the other.

From

a statistical table, published in August, 1853,

it

appears,

says one of our northern journals, that, since 1846, "the
of sugar estates on the island that have been totally

amounts

to

number

abandoned

one hundred and sixty-eight, and the number partially

the value of which two hundred and
was assessed, in 1841, at £1,655,140, or nearly
Within the same period
eight millions and a half of dollars.
two hundred and twenty-three cofiee-plantations have been totally,
and twenty partially, abandoned, the assessed value of which
was, in 1841, £500,000, or two millions and a half of dollars;
and of cattle-pens, (grazing farms,) one hundred and twenty-two
have been totally, and ten partially, abandoned, the value of
which was a million and a half of dollars. The aijsjreo-ate value
of these six hundred and six estates, which have been thus ruined
and abandoned in the island of Jamaica, within the last seven
or eight years, amounted by the regular assessments, ten years
since, to the sum of nearly two and a half millions of pounds

abandoned

to sixty-three

;

thirty-one estates

sterling, or twelve

and a half millions of dollars."*

In relation to Jamaica, another witness says:

Neglected

fields,

fences, noiseless

machinery

— these are

become

familiar to observation.

"The marks

of

crumbling houses, fragmentary

decay abound.

I

common

sights,

sometimes rode

and soon

for miles in

succession over fertile ground, which used to be cultivated, and

which

is

now

lying waste.

So rapidly has cultivation

retro-

graded, and the wild luxuriance of nature replaced the conveniences of art, that parties

still

inhabiting these desolated

have sometimes, in the strong language of a speaker
to seek about the bush to find the entrance into
" The towns present a spectacle no less gloomy.

ton,

'

* Quoted by Mr. Carey.

at

disti-icts

Kings-

their houses.'

A

great

[)art

—
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of Kingston
flagration:

was destroyed, some years ago, by an extensive conyet multitudes of the houses which escaped that

visitation are standing empty,

though the population

The explanation

at all, diminished.

is

obvious.

is

little, if

who

Persons

have nothing, and can no longer keep up their domestic establishments, take refuge in the abodes of others, where some means of
subsistence are

still

left

;

and in the absence of any discernible

trade or occupation, the lives of crowded thousands appear to be

The most

preserved from day to day by a species of miracle.

busy thoroughfares of former times have

now almost

the quietude

of a Sabbath.

'"The
had

at

land in the world,' says Mr. Bigelow,

finest

any

price,

and almost

for the asking.'

'may be

Labor receives no
'

compensation, and the product of labor does not seem to
how to find the way to market.' "*

From

the report

aries, the

made

moral and

gloomy than

its

in 1849,

and signed by various mission-

religious state of the island appears

scenes of poverty and distress.

extract from that report

know

we copy from Mr,

no

less

The following

Carey's "Slave Trade,

Domestic and Foreign:"
" Missionary
with

many

efforts in

Jamaica are beset

and great discouragements.

time

at the present

Societies at

home have

withdrawn or diminished the amount of assistance afforded by
them to chapels and schools throughout this island. The prostrate condition of its agriculture and commerce disables its own
population from doing as much as formerly for maintaining the
worship of God and the tuition of the young, and induces numbers of negro laborers to retire from estates which have been
thrown up, to seek the- means of subsistence in the mountains,
where they are removed in general from moral training and
superintendence.
The consequences of this state of matters are
very disastrous. Not a few missionaries and teachers often
struggling with difficulties which they could not overcome have
returned to Europe, and others are preparing to follow them.
Chapels and schools are abandoned, or they have passed into the

—
—

hands of very incompetent instructors."
We cannot dwell upon each of the West India Islands.
of these have not suffered so

much

as others

* Carev's Slave Trade.

;

Some

but while some,
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to a fearful extent.

This,

most amply established by English

authorities.

Mr. Bigelow, whose " Notes on Jamaica in 1850 " we have
a Northern man and, it is said,
noticed, is an American writer
;

by no means a

;

friend to the institution of slavery.

whom we

that Mr. Robert Baird, from

now

shall

It is

certain

quote,

is

not

only a subject of Great Britain, but also a most enthusiastic

advocate of "the glorious Act of British Emancipation."

although he admires that
his health,

he could not

act, yet,

fail to

of distress there exhibited.
to reflect

on

But

visiting the "West Indies for

be struck with the appalling scenes

In describing these, 'his object

shame on the misguided philanthropy

is

not

of Great Britain

;

but only to urge the adoption of other measures, in order to res-

cue the West Indies from the utter ruin and desolation which

must otherwise soon overtake them. "We might easily adduce
many impressive extracts from his work but, for the sake of
brevity, we shall confine our attention to one or two passages.
"Hope," says Mr. Baird, "delights to brighten the prospects
of the future and thus it is that the British West Indian planter
;

;

goes on from year to year, struggling against his
gress,

and

still

hoping that something

may

downward proup to retrieve

yet turn

But all do not struggle on. Many have
and many more can and will confirm the statement of
a venerable friend of my own a gentleman high in ofiice in one
who, when showing me his own
of the islands above-mentioned
his ruined fortunes.

given

in,

—

—

estate

and sugar-works, assured me, that

century they had yielded him nearly

now, despite

all his efforts

for

and that
and improvements, (which were many,)

he could scarcely manage

to

make

the cultivation

Instances of this kind might be multiplied
tired,

above a quarter of a

£2000 per annum

and even heart-sick, of such

Has

details.

till

;

pay

itself.

the reader

was

But what need of

not been proved by the
numerous failures that have taken place of late years among our
most extensive West Indian merchants ? Are not the reports of

such

?

almost

not notorious

Is

it

all

the governors of our colonial possessions

?

it

statements to the effect that great depreciation of

filled

])ro;)erty

with
has

and each of our West Indian colonies, and tliat
great has been the distress consequent thereupon ? These govern

taken place in

all
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ors are, of course, all of

ministerial policy

At

are so.

all

—

them imbued,

at least

it is

to

some

extent, with tho

reasonable to assume that they

events, whether they are so or not, their position

almost necessitates their doing their utmost to carry out, with

and general

success, the ministerial views

To embody

policy,

the substance of the answer given by a talented lieutenant-governor, in ray

own

hearing, to an address which set forth, somewhat

strongly, the ruined prospects

under

government

his

:

'It

and wasted fortunes of the colonists

must, or

it

ought

to be, the object

and

the desire of every governor or lieutenant-governor in the British

West Indian

Islands, to disappoint

and

he can, the

stultify, if

coming ruin with which the addresses he
?
Yet what
say these governors ? Do not the reports of one and all of them
prognostications of

receives from time to time are continually charged

'

confirm the above statement as to the deplorable state of distress

which the "West Indian planters in the British colonies are
reduced ?"*
to

Again, he says

"That the

:

British

West Indian

been loudly complaining that they are mined,
ally acknowledgeck, that the

complaint has been
ing the grounds of
ling

made

have

very loudness and frequency of the

That the West Indians are always grumb-

it.

But

that they are so.

colonists

a fact so gener-

a reason for disregarding or undervalu-

and, no doubt, it is very true
any one who thinks that the extent and

an observation often heard

is

is

let

;

clamor of the complaint exceeds the magnitude of the distress

which has called

doned

it

forth,

estates,

dismantled
deserted

to the
life

to the

own

—the uncultivated

state of nature, with all

and

silent

West

Indies and judge for

eyes the neglected and aban-

fields, fast

hurrying back into a

the speed of tropical luxuriance

colonies.

Let him, then, transport himself

Spanish islands of Porto Rico and Cuba, and witness the

and

activity

which in these slave colonies prevail.

observe for himself the activity of the slavers
daily

making

carried

on

in the cultivation of the fields

at the

aerihable air

* "

— the

machinery, the crumbling walls, and

mansions, which are familiar sights in most of the

West Indian

British

go

Let him see with his

himself.

The West

Ingenios or sugar-mills

Let him

—the improvements

and in the processes

—and

the general inde-

of thriving and prosperity which surrounds the
Indies and North America,"

by Robt.

Baird, A. M., p. 143.

—
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him come back to England and say, if he
West Indian planters and proprie-

let

honestly can, that the British
tors are grumblers,

who complain without adequate

Great Britain has shown no
real state of things in her

little

West India

cause."*

solicitude to ascertain the

For

colonies.

this

purpose,

she appointed, in 1842, a select committee, consisting of some of
the most prominent
at their head.

members

of Parliament, with Lord Stanley

In 1848, another committee was appointed by her,

with Lord George Bentinck as

chairman,

its

condition of her Majesty's East and

to inquire into the

West India

possessions and

the Mauritius, and to consider whether any measures could be

adopted

beyond

for their relief.
all

The report of both committees show,

doubt, that unexampled distress existed in the colonies.

The report of 1848 declares: "That many estates in the British
West India colonies have been already abandoned, that many
more are in the course of abandonment, and that from this cause
a very serious diminution

amount
will be

of production.

is

to be

That the

apprehended

first

in

efiect of this

the total

diminution

an increase in the price of sugar, and the ultimate

efiect

a

greater extension to the growth of sugar in slave countries, and a

greater impetus to slavery and the slave-trade."
report,

we

From

the

same

also learn that the prosperity of the Mauritius, no less

than that of the West India Islands, had sufiered a fearful blight,
in consequence of the "glorious act of emancipation."

A

third

commission was appointed, in 1850, to inquire into the
Lord Stanley, in his

condition and prospects of British Guiana.

second

letter to

Mr. Gladstone, the Secretary of the British colo-

nies, has furnished us

with the following extracts from the report

of this committee
" Of Guiana generally they say
:

—

It would be but a melancholy
upon the misery and ruin which so alarming a
change must have occasioned to the proprietary body but your
commissioners feel themselves called upon to notice the efiects
which this wholsale abandonment of property has produced upon
the colony at large.
Where whole districts are fast relapsing
into bush, and occasional patches of provisions around the huts
'

task to dwell

;

of village settlers are all that remain to
estates,

*

it is

tell

of once flourishing

not to be wondered at that the most ordinary marks

"The West

Iiulieri

and North America," by Robt. Bainl, A. M.,

p.

113.

—
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many

of civilization are rapidly disappearing, and that in

districts

of the colony all travelling communication by land will soon

become
"

Of

utterly impracticable.'

Abary

the

of road

district

:

—

'

Your commission

find that the line

nearly impassable, and that a long succession of

is

for-

merly cultivated estates presents now a series of pestilent
swamps, overrun with bush, and productive of malignant fevers.'
"Nor are matters," says Lord Stanley, "much better further
south.

"'Proceeding

lower down, your commissioners find that

still

the public roads and bridges are in such a condition that the few
estates still

remaining on the upper west bank of Mahaica Creek

completely cut

are
•with,

ofi",

save in the very dry season

regard to the whole

by land will
cannot be wondered

shortly, travelling

of things

it

midable enemy

entirely cease.
at that the

In such a state

herdsman has a

for-

encounter in the jaguar and other beasts of

to

prey, and that the keeping of cattle
loss

and that

;

unless something bo done very

district,

is

attended with considerable

from the depredations committed by these animals.'

"It

may

this district

be worth noticing," continues Lord Stanley, "that

— now

overrun with wuld beasts of the

The

formerly the very garden of the colony.

forest

— was

estates touched

one

another along the whole line of the road, leaving no interval of
uncleared land.

"The

which

east coast,

ers, is better

ofi".

is

next mentioned by the commission-

Properties, once of

immense

value,

had there

been bought at nominal prices and the one railroad of Guiana
passing through that tract, a comparatively industrious popula;

tion

— composed

planters

still

to

former laborers on the line

of

work these

to

some

spot, however, they report that

it

'

profit.

feels

Even

— enabled

the

of this favored

most severely the want

of continuous labor.'

"The commissioners next
Kiver, thus described

visit the east

bank of

the

Demerara

:

"'Proceeding up the east bank of the river Demerara, the
generally prevailing features of ruin and distress are everywhere

Roads and bridges almost impassable

perceptible.

are fearfully

significant exponents of the condition of the plantations

they traverse

;

cofiee, presents

and Canal No.

now

3,

which

once covered with plantains and

a scene of almost total desolation.'

—

"
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somewhat

prospects

'keeping up a cultivation

still

this prosperous ueighborliood is

not extensive, and the next picture presented to our notice
agreeable
" Ascending the river

is less

:

still

'

that the district between

higher, your commissioners learn

Hobaboe Creek and " Stricken Heuvel

1829, eight sugar and five cofiee and plantain
and now there remain but three in sugar, and four

contained, in
estates,

by petty

partially cultivated with plantains,

settlers

while the

;

roads, with one or two exceptions, are in a state of utter aban-

donment.

Here, as on the opposite bank of the river, hordes of

who avoid all communication
and
have
seemingly
given themselves up altowith Europeans,

squatters have located themselves,

gether to the rude pleasures of a completely savage

''The west coast of Demerara

which

still

remains unvisited

diminution of

fifty

—

—the

is

per cent, upon

described as showing only a
its

produce of sugar

this fact the evidence concludes as to

into which the colony

in

misfortunes

its

"Again hear

is

the report:

—

;

and with

one of the three sections

Does Demerara stand alone

divided.

?

life.'

only part of the country

'If the present state of the

county

of Demerara aflbrds cause for deep apprehension, your commissioners find that Essequibo has retrograded to a

ing extent.

In

fact,

be obtained to cultivate the deserted
ing

district, there is

total

fields

of this once flourish-

great reason to fear that

"Describing another portion of the colony
'

it

will relapse into

—they say of one

dis-

Unless a fresh supply of labor be very soon obtained, there

every reason to fear that

Of

more alarm-

abandonment.'

trict,
is

still

unless a large and speedy supply of labor

it

will

become completely abandoned.'

a second, 'speedy inmiigration alone can save this island

from

total ruin.'

'The prostrate condition of

this

once beautiful

part of the coast,' are the words which begin another paragraph,

describing another tract of country.
prietors on this coast

seem

to

Of

a fourth,

'the

pro-

be keeping up a hopeless struggle

Again, 'the once famous Arabian
so long the boast of the colony, presents now but a mournful

against approaching ruin.'
coast,

picture of departed prosperity.

Here were formerly

situated

some

of the finest estates in the country, and a large resident body of

—

!
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proprietors lived in the district,

and

freely

on the spot whence they derived them,'

expended their incomes
Once more, 'the lower

part of the coast, after passing Devonshire Castle, to the river

Pomeroon, presents a scene of almost

population amounts to 18,000.

Of

Such

total desolation.'

Essequibo
" Berbice," says Lord Stanley, " has fared no

better.

is

Its rural

have withdrawn

these, 12,000

and mostly from the neighborhood of the white
man, to enjoy a savage freedom of ignorance and idleness, beyond
But on the
the reach of example and sometimes of control.
from the

estates,

more

condition of the negro I shall dwell

present

it is

at length hereafter

are the districts which together form the county of Berbice

;

at

What

the state of property with which I have to do.
?

The

—the Canje Creek— and west banks of the
where, however, cotton was
Berbice River — and the west
Corentyne coast

east

coast,

To each of these

formerly the chief article produced.

the following passages, quoted in order, apply

" The abandoned plantations on

this coast,* which, if capital

'

and labor could be procured, might
tive, are either

of squatters,

easily be

made

very produc-

wholly deserted, or else appropriated by hordes

who

of course are unable to keep up at their

expense the public roads and bridges

;

and consequently

munication by land between the Corentyne and
is

respectively

:

nearly at an end.

The roads

all

own
com-

New Amsterdam

are impassable for horses or

carriages, while for foot passengers they are extremely dangerous.

The number

of villages in this deserted region

must be upward

of 2500, and as the country abounds with fish and game, they

have no

difficulty in

tyne coast

is

making

a subsistence.

In

fact, the

Coren-

fast relapsing into a state of nature.'

"'Canje Creek was formerly considered a flourishing district
of the county, and numbered on its east bank seven sugar and
three coliee estates, and on its west bank eight estates, of
which two were in sugar and six in coffee, making a total of
eighteen plantations.
entirely

The

coffee cultivation has

long since been

abandoned, and of the sugar estates but eight

remain.

They are

suffering severely for

still

supported principally by African and Coolie immigrants,

much

to

be feared that

if

*

now

want of labor, and being
it

is

the latter leave and claim their return

The Corentyne.
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beconio

will

abandoued.'

"Under

present circumstances, so

afiairs here,* that the

gloomy

whom

two gentlemen

is

the condition of

your commissioners

have examined with respect to this district, both concur in predicting " its slow but sure approximation to the condition in

which
"

'

civilized

man

first

A districtf that in

found

it."

'

1829 gave employment

moment

to

3635 registered

more than 600
work on the few estates still in cultivation, although
it is estimated there are upward of 2000 people idling in villages
of their own.
The roads are in many parts several feet under
water and perfect swamps, while in some places the bridges are
wanting altogether. In fact the whole district is fast becoming a
total wilderness, with the exception of the one or two estates
which yet continue to struggle on, and which are hardly accessslaves, but at the present

there are not

laborers at

now but by water.'
" Except in some of the best villages, J they care not

ible

for

'

dams

or front

to

keep

off the

water

;

regarded, and consequently the drainage
instances the public road

have

many

gone, while in

is

so completely flooded that canoes

is

be used as a means of transit.

to

back

their side-lines are dis-

The Africans are undistrict, and

happily following the example of the Creoles in this

buying laud on which they settle in contented idleness and your
commissioners cannot view instances like these without the
;

deepest alarm, for
to

extend to

colony.'

We
might

the

if this

pernicious habit of squatting

immigrants

there

also,

is

is

allowed

no hope

for the

"II

a volume with extracts to the same

might

fill

in like

manner point

effect.

to other regions, especially to

We

Guate-

mala, to the British colony on the southern coast of Africa, and
to

the island of Hayti, in

all

of which emancipation has been

followed by precisely similar results.

consider

how

it

and desolation.

is

But we must hasten to
wrought all this ruin

that emancipation has

In the

mean

time,

wo

shall conclude this section

in the ever-memorable words of Alison, the historian:

"The

negroes," says he, "who, in a state of slavery, were comfortable

* East bank of the Berbico River.
t

West

coast of Berbice River.

f
||

West bank
Quoted

of the Berbice River.

in Carey's Slave Trade.
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and prosperous beyoud any peasantry in the world, and rapidly
ot" the most opulent serfs of Europe,

approaching the condition
liave heen

hy the act of emancljpation irretrievably consigned

a

hai-harism.''''

state

§

of

III.

The manner in which emancipation has ruined

to

the

British Colonies.

By

the act of emancipation. Great Britain paralyzed the right

arm

of her

colonial

The laborer would not work
The morals of
planter was ruined.

industry.

except occasionally, and the

the negro disappeared with his industry, and he speedily retraced
his

steps

toward his original barbarism.

"was

on the ground that the slave,

resisted

rights,

All this had been

"Emancipation," says Dr. Channing

clearly foretold,

would fall into

idleness

if

in 1840,

restored to his

and vagrancy^ and

even relapse

into harharismy

This was predicted by the "West Indian planters, who certainly
had a good opportunity to know something of the character of
the negro, whether bond or free.
But who could suppose for a
moment that an enlightened abolitionist would listen to slaveholders?

His response was, that "their unhappy position as

slaveholders had robbed them of their reason and blunted their

moral sense."

same thing had been foretold by
But they, too, were

Precisely the

the Calhouns and the Clays of this country.

unfortunately slaveholders,

and,

" sunk in moral darkness," that
to credit.

The calmest,

consequently,

their testimony

so

completely

was not

entitled

the profoundest, the wisest statesman of

Great Britain likewise forewarned

tiie

agitators of the desolation

and the woes they were about to bring upon the West Indies.
But the madness of the day would confide in no wisdom except
its own, and listen to no testimony except to the clamor of fan-

Hence

atics.

the frightful experiment

have seen, the prediction of the
to the

very

been

as

we

fulfilled

letter.

The cause of

now

was made, and,

anti-abolitionist has

this

downward tendency in the
who have eyes

perfectly apparent to all

British colonies is
to

see.

On

this

two committees above referred to both concur in the
same conclusion. The committee of 1842 declare, "that the
principal causes of this diminished production, and consequent
distress, a^e the great difficulty which has been experienced by the
point, the

!
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—even

At

first

—

was more than a year old he insisted that
the industry of the freed black was working wonders in the
before the experiment

In the

British colonies.

us

the

that

West

Indies, in particular, he assured

negro would do "an infinity of work for

freed

Though he had been on

wages."*

the islands, and had

had an

opportunity to see for himself, he boasted that "the old notion
that the negro

work

He

is,

who will do no
now forever explodedP^

by constitution, a lazy creature,

by compulsion,

at all except

is

even declared, that the free negro "understands his interest
as

as well

These confident statements, made by

a Yankee. "J

an eye-witness, were hailed by the abolitionists as conclusive
proof that the experiment was working admirably.
truth

has come

realized

—

if

not surpassed

negro become

and

—by

indeed

idle,

enchanted doctor, " to
into the filth

Channing,

Dr.

says

"that

"The

great

the

hopes

sanguine advocates of emancipation have been

most

of the

out,"

fall

!

He

more

is

But

A

!

says

likely,"

the

the

man's cupidity than

into the civilized

sloth of the savage."

boasts were quite premature.

What

the "West Indies."

"

all

these magnificent

few short years have sufliced

to

demonstrate that the deluded authors of them, who had so lamentably failed

to

predict

the future, could

not even read the

Their

former hopes are

present.

Their boasts are
blasted

;

now

and their cry

is

exploded.

The song now

changed.

is,

— " Well,

They can
Ah, yes
they can now, at their own sweet will, stretch themselves "under
their gracefully-waving groves," and be lulled to sleep amid the

suppose the negroes will not work

:

now do

man

as they

list,

and there

is

no

they are free

!

to hinder."

sound of waterfalls and the song of birds.
Such, precisely,

is

the

paradise for which the negro sighs,

and the birds. But
it should be remarked, that when sinful man was driven from the
only Paradise that earth has ever seen, he was doomed to eat his
except that he does not care for the waterfalls

bread in the sweat of his brow.

* Gurney's Letters on the

West

This

Indies.

doom he cannot

f

Ibid.

\

reverse.

Ibid.

f

—

— "ooe

long

;
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—

Let him nicake of

life

Haytien negroes do

as the

day of unprofitable ease,"* and he may dream of Paradise, or
But while he dreams, the
the abolitionists may dream for him.
laws of nature are sternly at their work. Indolence benumbs his
Poverty and want are
feeble intellect, and inflames his passions.
and vice,
creeping on him. Temptation is surrounding him
fast
her deadly coils around
with all her motley train, is winding
his very suul, and making him the devil's slave, to do his work
;

upon the earth. Thus, the blossoms of
words^ and its fruits are death.

his paradise are fine

"If but two hours' labor per day," says Theodore Parker, "are

know not why
why the colored

necessary for the support of each colored man, I

he should

man

You know

longer."

toil

not, then,

should work more than two hours a day

man

colored

You know

himself.

higher or nobler aim in

animal wants

life

Neither does the

?

he should have any

than to supply his few, pressing,

You know not why he should

Neither does he.

?

why

not

think of the future, or provide for the necessities of old age

You know

Neither does he.

not

why he

?

should take thought for

and hence his child often
want of medical attendance.
You know not that the colored man, who begins with working
only two hours a day, will soon end with ceasing fi-om all regular
employment, and live, in the midst of filth, by stealing or other
In one word, you know not why the colored
nefarious means ?
man should not live like the brute, in and for the present merely
Neither does he

seasons of sickness?
dies under his

—blotting out

own

all

;

eyes, for the

the future from his plans of

life

?

If,

indeed,

of these things, then we beg you will
do not know why you should assume to teach
if we do not know why the cobbler should
our senators wisdom
not stick to his last, and all such preachers to their pulpits.

you

really

excuse us,

know none

if loe

;

—

* Dr. Channing.
f

We

among

—

moot a higher question Is he fit for the pulpit, for that great conpower by which religion, and morals, and freedom, must be maintained
:

servative

us ?

" I

do not believe," he declares, in one of his sermons, " the

miraculous origin of the Hebrew church, or the Buddhist church, or of the
I take not the Bible

Christiau church, nor the miraculous character of Jesus.
for

my master— nor yet
He

is

the church

—nor even Jesus of Nazareth

ray best historic ideal of

not without the stain of his times, and

human
I

greatnes

;

for

my master.

not without errors

presume, of course, not without sins

—
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The time was when
men should work, and that, if they

decidedly progressive.

is

Dr. Chauuing thought that
would jiot hibor from rational motives, they should be compelled
to labor.*
The time was, when even abolitionists looked upon
labor with respect, and regarded it as merely an obedience to the

law of nature, or merely a compliance with the very
all economic, social, and moral well-being.

very

first

first

condition of

But the times are changed.

manual

require that

lahor^

The exigencies of abolitionism now

and

the gross material loealth

pro-

it

and great swelling eulogies
pronounced on the infinite value of the negro's freedom. For
and for this, all else has been sacrificed. Thus,
this is all he has
duces, should be sneeringly spoken

of,

;

since abolitionists themselves have been
freed negro

—

the pet and

made

idol of their hearts

—

work from
economy, and

rational motives, then the principles of political

the afiairs of the world, all

must be adjusted

see that the

to

will not

may

to the course lie

be pleased to take.

we

In this connection

shall notice a passage

from Montesquieu,

which is exactly in point. He is often quoted by the abolitionists,
but seldom fairly. It is ti"ue, he is exceedingly hostile to slavery
in general^ and very justly pours ridicule and contempt on some
But yet, with
of the arguments used in favor of the institution.
love of liberty,

all his enthusiastic

for equality,

Laws "
on

—he

saw

—nay, with

his ardent passion

deeply into the true "Spirit of

far too

not to perceive that slavery

is,

in certain cases, founded

the great principles of political justice.

It

those cases in which a race or a people will not

being compelled to do

so, that

he

for

Hence, he could say: "But as

men without

acles

is

deniitd

;

sins exist in the

and the

character of Jesus,

Yet he

is

set

down by

this

we

ask, is

he

fit

thing ?
* See extract, p. 156.

girls."

he

to abstractions or
all

men

are born

Thus, the truth of

all

very modest divine as the dream of

men

from slaves into freemen

the miracles of the gospel

Hence,

dreams of

to slavery, yet

mir

faith of the Christian world, in regard to the sinless

believes that half a million of

pation, turned

work without

justifies the institution in ques-

Though warmly and zealously opposed
tion.
was not bent on sacrificing the good of society
to prejudice.

precisely in

is

;

!

girls

!

were, by the British act of emanci-

That

is

to say,

he does not believe

in

he only believes in the miracles of abolitionism.

for the pulpit,

—

for the sacred desk,

for

any holy
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must be accounted unnatural, though in somb
and a wide diflference ought to be made betwixt such countries, and those in which
natural reason rejects it, as in Europe, where it has been happily
abolished."* Now, if we inquire in what countries, or under
what circumstances, he considered slavery founded on natural
reason, we may find his answer in a preceding portion of the
equal, slavery

COUNTRIES

IT

same page.

BE FOUNDED ON NATURAL REASON

It

is

;

"where the
and

those "countries," says he,

in

excess of heat enervates the body, and renders

men

so slothful

dispirited, that nothing but the fear of chastisement can

them
seen,

to
is

perform any laborious duty,"

Such, as

etc.

precisely the case with the African race in

oblige

we have

its

present

condition.

"Natural slavery, then," he continues, "is

be limited to

to

And again: "Bad laws
particular parts of the world. "f
have made lazy men they have been reduced to slavery because
some

—

of their laziness."

The

portion of this remark

first

—

—that bad

made lazy men is not applicable to the African race.
For they were made lazy, not by bad laws, but by the depravity
of human nature, in connection and co-operation with long, long
laws have

centuries of brutal ignorance and the most savage

But, be the cause of this laziness what

it

may,

modes of

it

according to the principles of this great advocate of

dom and equality, to justify- the
of God has placed the African.

No

doubt

it is

pelled to work.

is

which he evidently means that
If he

work.

whom

men

that they should be

to

it is

is

free-

com-

it is

be found

among men

;

"

by

the most cruel, though neces-

imposed are

least inclined to

had only had greater experience of negro slavery,

the hardship would have seemed far less to him.

negro

human

reason that Montesquieu calls such

slavery " the most cruel that

sary, because those on

life.

sufficient,

servitude in which the providence

very hard on lazy
It is for this

is

naturally lazy, and too improvident to

For though the

work

he will often labor for a master with a right good

He

a loyal devotion to his interests.

and made ready

for labor,

is,

and with

indeed, often prepared,

because he feels that, in his master, he

has a protector and a friend.

* Spirit of Laws, vol.
f Spirit of

for himself,

will,

Laws,

vol.

i.

book xv. chap.

vii.

i.

book xv. chap.

viii.
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But whether labor be a heavy burden or a light, it must be
The good of the lazy race, and the good of the society
into which they have been thrown, both require them to bear this
burden, which is, after all and at the worst, far lighter than that
of a vagabond life.
"Nature cries aloud," says the abolitioniat,
"for freedom." Nature, we reply, demands that man shall work,
and her decree must be fulfilled. For ruin, as we have seen, is
borne.

the bitter fruit of disobedience to her will.
It is

now high

time that

we

should notice some of the exalted

upon freedom and also the
on which these high praises have been so elo-

eulogies bestowed by abolitionists

Mnd of freedom
quently lavished.

;

This, accordingly,

we

shall proceed to

do in

the following section.
§

The great

IV.

to result to the

benefit supposed hy American aholitionists
freed negroes from the British act of emanci-

pation.

We

have, in tne preceding sections, abundantly seen that the

freed colored subjects of the British

crown are

fast relapsing into

the most irretrievable barbarism, while the once flourishing colonies themselves present the most appalling scenes of desolation

and

distress.

Surely

it

no wonder that the hurrahing of the

is

English people has ceased.

"At

London Times

1st,

for

December

the present

moment," says the

1852, "if there

is

one thing in

the world that the British public do not like to talk about, or even
to

think ahout.,

it is

the condition of the race for

whom

this great

was made." Not so with the abolitionists of this country.
keep up the annual celebration of that great event, the
act of emancipation, by which, in the language of one of their
number, more than half a million of human beings were "turned
effort

They

still

from brutes into freemen
It is

"
!

the freedom of the negro which they celebrate.

Let us

moments, into the mysteries of this celebraand see, if we may, the nature of the praises they pour
in honor of freedom, and the Mnd of freedom on which

look, then, for a few
tion,

forth

they are so passionately bestowed.

"We

shall not quote

from the more insane of the fraternity of
raving nonsense would, indeed, be

abolitionists, for their wild,

unworthy of serious refutation. "We shall simply notice the language of Dr. Channing. the scholar-like and the eloquent, though
26
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Even

visionary, advocate of British emancipation.

as early as

1842, in an address delivered on the anniversary of that event,

he burst into the following strain of impassioned eulogy " Emancipation works well, far better than could have been anticipated.
:

To me

it

could hardly have loorTced otherwise than

ished slavery^ that

wrong and curse not

to

freedom^ the dear birthright of humanity
nothing more, I should have found in it cause

and had

;

simple freedom,

I do

is

*

my

in

ivell.

be borne.

It
It
it

ban-

gave
done

Freedom,
prized above all

for joy.

estimation just, far

ask if the emancipated are letter fed
and that one
They are free
clothed than forincrly.

price.'

not stop

to

and
WORD CONTAINS A WORLD OF GOOD,* unkuowu

most pam"Nature cries aloud for freeour proper good, our birthright and our end, and resents

pered slave."

dom

as

;

nothing so

And

much

as

to the

again, he says,

its loss."

In these high-sounding praises, which hold up personal freeas "our proper good," as "our end," it is assumed that man
was made for liberty, and not liberty for man. It is, indeed, one

dom

of the fundamental errors of the abolitionist to regard freedom as

a great substantive good, or as in

may

itself

a blessing, and not merely

and indeed often is, an unspeakmeans to an end. The
end of our existence, the proper good^ is the improvement of our
intellectual and moral powers, the perfecting of our rational and
immortal natures.
When freedom subserves this end, it is a
good when it defeats this end, it is an evil. Hence there may
be a world of evil as well as a world of good in " this one word."
The wise man adapts the means to the end. It were the very
hight of folly to sacrifice the end to the means. No man gives
personal freedom to his child because he deems it always and in
His heart teaches him a better doctrine when
all cases a good.
Should we not be
the highest good of his child is concerned.
then,
to
have
something
of
same
feeling in regard
the
permitted,
to those whom Providence has placed under our care, especially
since, having the passions of men, with only the intellects of
children, they stand in utmost need of guidance and direction?
As it is their duty to labor, so the law which compels them to
do so is not oppressive. It deprives them of the enjoyment of no
as a relative good.

It

able benefit, but then

it

is

be,

so only as a

;

*

The emphasis

is

ours.
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riglit

to

Hence, in compelling the colored population

violate their duty.

of the South to work, the law does not deprive them of liberty, in
the true sense of the

word

that

;

enjoyment of any natural
perform a natural duty.
the

This cannot be denied.
ted both

is, it

does not deprive them of
It

riglit.

has been, as

It

merely requires them

to

we have shown, admit-

by Dr. Wayland and Dr. Channing.*

But while the

Few

of the abolition-

approved, the means are not liked.

end

is

ists

are disposed to offer any substitute for our method.

are satisfied merely to pull

down and

They

destroy, without the least

Dr. Channing has,

thought or care in regard

to

however, been pleased

propose another method, for securing

to

consequences.

the industry of the black and the prosperity of the State.

Let

us then, for a moment, look at this scheme.

The black man,

says he, should not be owned.

He

should

His overseer should

work, but not under the control of a master.

be appointed by the State, and be amenable to the State for the
proper exercise of his authority. Now, if this learned and eloquent orator had only looked one inch beneath the surface of his

own scheme, he would have
insuperable

difficulties,

seen that

and that

its

it is

fraught with the most

execution

must needs be

attended with the most ruinous consequences.

Emancipate the blacks, then, and let the State undertake to
work them. In the first place, we must ignore every principle of
political economy, and consent to the wildest and most reckless
of experiments, ere

we can agree

and carry on the agricultural

that the State should superintend

interests of the country.

But sup-

pose this difficulty out of the way, on what land would the State
cause

its slaves to

be worked

?

It

would scarcely take possession

of the plantations now under improvements

;

and, setting aside

But it must either do
become worthless for the

the owners, proceed to cultivate the land.
this, or else

want of

leave these plantations to

laborers,

and open new ones

for the benefit of the State

!

In no point of view could a more utterly chimerical or foolish

scheme be well conceived. If we may not be allowed to adhere
to our own plan, we beg that some substitute may be proposed
which is not fraught with such inevitable destruction to the whole
* See pages 155, and 159, 160.

—
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South,

Otherwise, Ave shall fear that these self-styled friends of

humanity are more bent on carrying out their own designs than
they are on promoting onr good.
But what is meant by the freedom of the emancipated slaves,
on which so many exalted eulogies have been pronounced ? Its
freedom from
first element, it is plain, is a freedom from labor*
In one M'ord, its sum and substance
the very first law of nature.

—

power on the part of the freed black to act pretty much as he
pleases.
Now, before we expend oceans of enthusiasm on such
a freedom, would it not be well to see Tioiii he would be pleased
is

a

to act?

we

Dr. Channing has told us,

are aware, of the " indomitable

love of liberty," which had been infused into the breast of " fierce
barbarians " by their native wildernesses. f But we are no great

admirers of a liberty which knows no law except

its

own

will,

and seeks no end except the gratification of passion. J Hence,
we have no very great respect for the liberty of fierce barbarians.
"My maxim," exclaims Dr.
It would make a hell on earth.
Clianniug, "is anything but slavery!" Even slavery, we cry,
before a freedom such as his

!

should be remembered, was born in

This kind of freedom,
France and cradled in the revolution. May it never be forgotten
that the " Friends of the Blacks " at Boston had their exact proit

totypes in "?^5

Amis

des ]Vbi7's" of Paris.

Robespierre was the ruling

spirit,

the dark machinations of the

one,]]

other, the French people

Of

this last society

and Brissot the orator. By
and the fiery eloquence of the

la grande nation

—were

induced, in

1791, to proclaim the principle of equality to and for the free
This beautiful island, then the brightest
blacks of St. Domingo.

and most precious jewel in the crown of France, thus became the
of the West Indies in which the dreadful experiment of a

first

was tried. The authors of that experiment were
warned
of the horrors into which it would inevitably
Bolemnly
plunge both the whites and the blacks of the island. Yet, firm
and immovable as death, Robespierre sternly replied, then

forced equality

* See chap.
II

We

have

i.

J

2.

in the

f

Works,

vol. v. p. 63.

above remark done Boston some

York has furnished the
" les Amis des Noirs"

Robespierre,
in

America.

\

See chap.

injustice.

and Massachusetts only the

i.

For

{

2.

New

Brissot, of
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"Perish the colonies rather than sacrifice one iota of our prin"* The magnificent colony of St. Domingo did not quite

ciples

!

perish,

"

it is

Ami

true

;

but yet, as every one, except the philanthropic

des Noirs " of the present day,

remembers with a

still

of horror, the entire white population soon melted, like

thrill

successive flakes of snow, in the furnace of that freedom which

a Robespierre had kindled.

The

atrocities of this

awful massacre have had, as the historian

human

has said,f no parallel in the annals of
negroes," says Alison,

"marched with spiked

spears instead of colors

;

crime.

infants

"The

on their

they sawed asunder the male prisoners,

and violated the females on the dead bodies of their husbands."
The work of death, thus completed with such outbursts of unutterable brutality, constituted and closed the first act in the grand
drama of Haytien freedom.
But equality was not yet established. The colored men, or
mulattoes, beheld, with an eye burning with jealousy, the supe-

power and ascendency of the

rior

horrors

of a civil war.

anarchy produced.

Hence arose

blacks.

In this frightful chaos, the ambitious mulat-

whose insatiable desire of equality had

toes,

the

Equality had been proclaimed, and

first

disturbed the

peace of the island, perished miserably beneath the vengeance of
the very slaves

whom

they had themselves roused from subjec-

and elevated into irresistible power.
act of the horrible drama.

tion

Thus ended the second

This bloody discord, this wild chaos of disgusting brutalities,
of course terminated not in freedom, but in a military despotism.

With

the subsequent wars and fearful desh-uction of

our present inquiry has nothing

to

We

do.

human

life

must confine our

attention to the point before us, namely, the kind of freedom

Domingo. We have witnessed the
two great manifestations of that freedom we shall now look at
achieved by the blacks of

St.

;

closing scene.

its

This

we

shall, for

obvious reasons, present in

the language of an English author.

"An

independent negro state," says he, "was thus established

* This reply
80t;

it is

compeers
f

is

sometimas attributed

probable that in substance

to Robespierre
it

in the cause of abolitionism.

See Alison's History of Europe,

vol.

and sometimes

to Bris-

was made by both of these bloody

ii.

p. 241.
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;

but the jieople have not derived

the benefits which

all

Released from their compulsory

they sanguinely expected.

toil,

they have not yet learned to subject themselves to the restraints
of regular industry.

The

first

absolute rulers

made

the most

extraordinary efforts to overcome the indolence which soon began
dis]»lay

to

should

ward

fix

The Code Rural directed

itself.

to quit

without a passport from the government.

of labor and rest were fixed by statute.
mitted,

was

that the laborer

himself on a certain estate, which he was never after-

was ultimately prohibited

;

The whip,

Ilis

hours

at first per-

but as every military

oflScer

allowed to chastise with a thick cane, and almost every pro-

was not much relieved.
moans Mr, Mackenzie supposes that the produce of
1806 was raised to about a third of that of 1789. But such violent regulations could not continue to be enforced amid the succeeding agitations, and under a republican regime. Almost all

prietor held a commission, the laborer

By

these

were soon obliterated

traces of laborious culture

;

large tracts,

which had been one entire sugar garden, presented now only a
few scattered plantations."*

Thus the lands were divided out among
army, while the privates were compelled

the officers of the

to

cultivate the soil

under their former military commanders, clothed with more than
" a little brief authority," No better could have been expected
except by fools or fanatics.
is true,

The blacks might preach

equality,

it

but yet, like the more enlightened ruffians of Paris, they

would of course take good care not to practice what they had
preached. Hence, by all the horrors of their bloody revolution,
they only effected a change of masters. The white man had disappeared, and the black man, one of their own race and color, had
assumed his place and his authority. And of all mastere, it is
"The
well known, the naturally servile are the most cruel.
earth," says Solomon, " cannot bear a servant when he reigneth,"f
"

The

sensual and the dark rebel in vain

Slaves by their

They

own

compulsion, in

:

mad game

burst their manacles, to wear the

namt

Of Freedom, graven on a heavier chain."

Coleridge.

Thus "the world of good" they sought was found, most liter"the word ;" for the word, the name of freedom, was all

ally, in

Encyclopaedia of Geo. vol.

iii.

pp. 302, 303.

f Prov. xxx. 22.
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Poverty, want, disease,

aud crime, were the substantial fruits of their boasted freedom.
In 178!), the sugar exported was 672,000,000 pounds
in 1806,
in 1825, it was 2020 pounds in 1832,
it was 47,516,531 pounds
it was
pounds. If history had not spoken, we might have
safely inferred, from this astounding decline of industry, that the
morals of the people had suffered a fearful deterioration. But
we are not left to inference. We are informed, by the best authorities,* that their "morals are exceedingly bad;" and that under
;

;

the reign of liberty, as
respects,

is

it

called, their condition

has, in all

was before. "There appears
apprehend," says James Franklin, "that it will

become

every reason to

;

far

worse than

it

recede into irrecoverable insignificance, poverty, and. disorder."!

Mr. T. Babingtou Macaulay has, we are aware, put forth
notions on the subject of liberty, which are exactly in

certain

accordance with the views and the spirit of the abolitionists, as
well as with the cut-throat philosophy of the Parisian philan-

As

thropists of the revolution.

these notions are found in one

of his juvenile productions, and illustrated by
out of Ariosto,
if

we

should not

deem

it

"a

worth while

pretty story"

to notice

them,

they had not been retained in the latest edition of his Miscel-

But

lanies.

ductions,

is

we should pass them by as the
young man who, in his most mOjJure pro-

for this circumstance,

rhetorical flourish of a

often

more

brillant than profound.

fairy, who, by
was condemned to appear at
certain seasons in the form of a foul and poisonous snake.
Those who injured her during the period of her disguise were
forever excluded from participation in the blessings which she
bestowed. But to those who, in spite of her loatlisome aspect,
pitied and protected her, she afterward revealed herself in the
beautiful and celestial form which was natural to her, accom-

"Ariosto," says he, "tells a pretty story of a

some mysterious law of her

nature,

panied their steps, granted

all

with wealth,

Such a

spirit

ful reptile.

their wishes, filled their houses

made them happy in love, and
At times she takes
is Liberty.

She grovels, she

Encyc. of Geo.,

vol.

iii.

p.

the form of a hate-

hisses, she stings.

303.

Mackenzie's

2G0, 321.
f Franklin's Present State of

victorious in war.

Hayti,

etc., p.

265.

St.

But wo

Domingo,

to those

vol.

ii.

pp-

—
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who

iu disgust shall veuturc to crush her

who, having dared

And happy

are those

degraded and

frightful

!

to receive her in her

shape, shall at length be rewarded by her in the time of her

beauty and her glory."

For aught we know,

all this

deserve the place which

it

may

be very fine poetry, and

may

has found in some of our books on

—

rhetoric.
But yet this beautiful ])assage will like the fairy
whose charms it celebrates be so surely transformed into a
hateful snake or venomous toad, that it should not be swallowed

—

without an antidote.

Robespierre, Danton, Marat, Barriere, and

mad-

the black Dessalines, took this hateful, hissing, stinging,

dening reptile
rewards.

formed

;

it

their

to

bosoms, and they are welcome

But they mistook the thing
was tyranny unbound, the

it

:

was not

verj-

to its

liberty trans-

scourge of

hell,

Satan's chief instrument of torture to a guilty world.

It

and
was

more nor less than Sin, despising God, and warring
against his image on the earth.
neither

We

do not doubt

—nay, we firmly believe—that

history of the universe,

in the veritable

analogous changes have taken place.

mere fairy tales. They
word of God. "When Lucifer, the great
bearer of light, himself was free^ he sought equality with God,
and thence became a hateful, hissing serpent iu the dust. But
he was not fully cursed, until "by devilish art" he reached '"the
organs of man's fancy," and with them forged the grand illusion

But then

these awful changes were not

are recorded in the

that equality alone is freedom.
sinless, happy Eve was made to feel herself oppressed,
with keen desire of equality with gods, " forth reaching to

For even
until,

the fruit, she plucked, she ate:"

"Earth

felt

the wound, and Nature from her seat,

Sighing through

That

How much
man, by

all

was

all

her works, gave signs of wo,

lost."

easier, then, to

stirring

up

effect

this fierce desire

the

ruin of poor, fallen

of equality with discon-

tented thoughts and vain hopes of unattainable good

!

It is this

dark desire, and not liberty, which, in its rage, becomes the
" poisonous snake ;" and, though decked in fine, allegoric, glowing garb,

it

is

still

the loathsome thing, the "false

turned God's Paradise
If

itself into

worm,"

that

liberty

and

a blighted world.

Mr. Macaulay had only distinguished between
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which no two things in the universe are more

diametrically opposed to each other, his passion for fine rhetoric

would not have

betra^'ed

him

into so absurd a conceit respecting

the diverse forms of freedom.

Liberty

is— as we have

bright emanation of reason in the form of law

triumph of blind passion over

;

seen

license

—the

is

the

law and order. Hence, if we
would have liberty, the great deep of human passion must be
restrained.
For this purpose, as Mr. Burke has said, there must
be power somewhere and if there be not moral power within,
there must be physical power without.
Otherwise, the restraints
all

;

will be too

weak

the passions of

of

will burst into anarchy, the

the forms of tyranny.

all

we

the safeguards of liberty will give way,

;

men

seek the

light of

terror

it

As

?

of the sacred

either to the butcheries

tion, or to the

more

such were freedom,

call this liberty

it

and

rights

and

frightful

Shall

?

a wild

in

might we seek the pure

well

heaven in the bottomless

horrible desecration

we

enjoyment of natural

secure

reign of lawless

Shall

most

pit.

It

name

is,

indeed, a most

of liberty, to

brutalities of the

apply

French Ee volu-

diabolical massacres of St.

Domingo.

would, in sober truth, be more

fitly

If

sym-

bolized by ten thousand hissing serpents than by a single poison-

and by all on earth, as in heaven, it should be abHence, those pretended friends and advocates of freedom, who would thus fain ti*ansmute her form divine into such
ous snake

;

horred.

horribly distorted shapes, are with her enemies confederate in

dark, misguided league.
§

V. The consequences of abolition

to the

South.

" "We have had experience enough in our own colonies," says
the Prospective Review^ for

November, 1853, "not

to

see the experiment tried elsewhere on a larger scale,"

wish to

Now

this,

comes to us from across the Atlantic, really sounds like
the voice of genuine philanthropy.
Nor do we wish to see the
experiment, which has brought down such wide-spread ruin on
though

all

it

Domingo and the British colonies,
and now beautiful land of ours. It
foresee the awful consequences of such an

the great interests of St.

tried in this prosperous

requires no prophet to

experiment on the

lives,

the

liberties,

the

fortunes,

morals, of the people of the Southern States.
notice

some

of these consequences.

and the

Let us briefly

—
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Consicler, in the first place, the vast ainoiint of property wliicU

would be destroyed by the maduess of such an experiment. According to the estimate of Mr. Clay, "the total value of the slave
property in the United States is twelve hundred millions of dollars," all of M'hich tlie people of the South are expected to sacrifice

on the

altar of abolitionism.

only moves the indii^nation

It

for one moment hesitate.
"I
immenseness of the value of the slaves,
the enormous amount of the robbery committed on them.
I see
twelve hundred millions of dollars seized, extorted by unright-

of the abolitionist that

we should

see," he exclaims, " in the

'

'

But, unfortunately, his passions are so furious,

eous force."*
that his

mind no sooner comes

into contact with

the subject of slavery, than instantly, as
his opinion
if

is

by a

if

any branch of

flash of lightning,

formed, and he begins to declaim and denounce as

reason should have nothing to do with the question.

lie does

not even allow himself time for a single moment's serious

reflec-

Nay, resenting the opinion of the most sagacious of our
statesmen as an insult to his understanding, he deems it beneath

tion.

his dignity even to

make an attempt

to look

beneath the surface

of the great ploblem on which he condescends to pour the illumi-

nations of his genius.

Ere we accept

his oracles as inspired,

we

beg leave to think a little, and consider their intrinsic value.
Twelve hundred millions of dollars extorted by unrighteous
What enormous robbery
Now, let it be borne in mind,
force
that this is the language of a man who, as we have seen, has
in
!

!

one of his lucid intervals

— admitted that

—

it is

right to

a])])l]) force

compel those to work who will not labor from rational motives.
Such is precisely the application of the force which now moves

to

his righteous indignation

!

This force, so justly applied, has created this enormous value
of twelve hundred millions of dollars.
extorted this vast

amount from others

has neither seized, nor

It
it

;

has simply created

it

out of that which, but for such force, would have been utterly
valueless.

And

if

experience teaches any thing, then, no sooner

shall this force be withdrawn, than the great value in question

wiU
The

disappear.
slaves

It will

— now worth

would become worthless

not be restored
so

;

it

many hundred

to themselves,

will

be annihilated.

millions of dollars

and nuisances

Dr. Channing's Works, vol.

v. p. 47.

to society.
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them

— or

Tiioy would

everywhere expelled from

the empires of freemen.

Our

lands, like those of the British

West

Indies,

would become

Tho

almost valueless for the want of laborers to cultivate them.

most beautiful garden-spots of the sunny South would, iu the
course of a few years, be turned into a jungle, with only here
and there a forlorn plantation. Poverty and distress, bankru})tcy
and ruin, would everywhere be seen. In one word, the condition
of the Southern States would, in all material respects, be like that
of the once flourishing British colonies in

ment

which the

fatal experi-

of emancipation has been tried.

some of the fearful consequences of emancipation.
But these are not all. The ties that would be severed, and the
Sucli are

sympathies crushed, by emancipation, are not at

by

They

abolitionists.

power which these
the inferior race.

understood

all

are, indeed, utter strangers to

the moral

and sympathies now exert for the good of
"Our patriarchal scheme of domestic servi-

ties

tude," sa3"S Governor

Ilammond, "is indeed

well calculated to

awaken

the higher and finer feelings of our nature.

wanting

in its

enthusiasm and

its

poetry.

The

It

is

not

relations of the

most beloved and honored chiefs, and the most faithful and admiring subjects, which, from the time of Homer, have been tho
theme of song, are frigid and unfelt, compared with those cxistJng between the master and his slaves who served his father,
and I'ocked his cradle, or have been born in his household, and
;

who have been through life
and the objects of his care who have

look forward to serve his children
the props of his fortune,

partaken of his

griefs,

;

;

and looked

to

him

for

comfort in their

whose sickness he has so frequently watched over and
relieved
whose holidays he has so often made joyous by hia
bounties and his presence for whose welfare, when absent, his
anxious solicitude never ceases, and whose hearty and affectionate

own

;

;

;

welcome him home.

greetings never

fail to

ting, ambitious

world of ours, there are few

In this cold, calculaties

more

heart-felt,

or of more benignant influence, than those which mutually bind

the master and the slave, under our ancient system, handed

down

from the father of Israel."
Let tho slaves be emancipated then, and, in one or two genera
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white people of the South wonhl care as

tions, the

among

freed blacks

us, as

the

same

for the

little

now

class of persons are

The prejudice of
with unmitigated violence. The blacks

cared for by the white people of the North.
race would be restored

are contented in servitude, so long as they find themselves
excluded from none of the privileges of the condition to which

they belong

but

;

their masters,

them be delivered from the authority of

let

and they

society of the whites

will feel their rigid exclusion

and

all

from the

participation in their government.

They would become clamorous for "their inalienable rights."
Three millions of freed blacks, thus circumstanced, would furnish
the elements of the most horrible civil

war the world has ever

witnessed.

These elements would soon burst

was no

emancipated

was over
be

war

civil
;

mote

—

—

Jamaica,

it

in fury

on the land.

There

were

true, after the slaves

is

but this was because the power of Great Britain

and held them in subjection. It would
For here there would be no power to
while there would be infernal agencies at work to prothe

two

far otherwise

check

in

parties,

here.

civil discord

and

As

strife.

proclaimed to the free blacks of

Kobespierre caused
St.

Domingo

it

be
were

to

that they

naturally entitled to all the rights and privileges of citizens
as
Mr. Seward proclaimed the same doctrine to the free blacks of
New York so there would be kind benefactors enough to propaThey
gate the same sentiments among our colored population.
;

;

would be

instigated, in every possible

equalit}' with the whites

;

way,

to

claim their natural

and, by every diabolical

passions would be inflamed.

art, their

If the object of such agitators

bad

were

up scenes of strife and blood, it might be easily
were to force the blacks into a social and politequality
ical
with the whites, it would most certainly and forever
fail.
For tlie government of these Southern States was, by our
fathers, founded on the virtue and the intelligence of the people,
and there we intend it shall stand. The African has neither part
merely

to

attained

nor

;

stir

but

lot in the

if it

matter.

moment, that abolitionists would be
degree moved by the awful consequences of

"We cannot suppose,
in

the

slightest

emancipation.
tnese

for a

Poverty, ruin, death, are very small items with

sublime philanthropists.

calculations.

The dangers

They scarcely enter into
war though the most

of a civil

—

their
fear-
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beneath the range of their

humanity.

we

Indeed,

should expect our argument from the consequences

of emancipation to be met by a thorough-going abolitionist with
the words,
"Perish the Southern States rather than sacrifice

—

one iota of our principles "

"We ask them not

!

principles to us

;

For

their principles.
to

our

we must,

it

shall be as a sacrifice

—

has not fallen within the scope of our design to consider the

It

and not

to theirs.

and of the consequent destruction of so large an

enoancipation,

of property, on the condition and prosperity of the world.

might

would

intend that they shall sacrifice us to

perish

principles,

Note.

it

if

to sacrifice their

own

effects of

amount

we

nor do

have been shown that every

easily

by Governor Hammond,

Nor has

it

Otherwise

portion of the globe

This point has been very happily, though

the shock.

feel

illustrated

civilized

in his " Letters

briefly,

on Slavery."

formed any part of our purpose, in the following

section, to

American slavery on the future destiny and

civilization

discuss the influence of

This subject has been ably discussed by various writers

of Africa.

by an accomplished

especially

divine, the

;

and

Rev. William N. Pendleton, in a

discourse published in the " Virginian Colonizationist," for September, 1854.

§

VI. Elevation of the Blacks hy Southern slavery.

The

with the most singular unanimity, persever-

abolitionists,

ingly assert that Southern slavery degrades

This

brutes."

assertion

fills

subjects

its

us with amazement.

we would suppose, in a judgment
knew nothing of the history of Africa

If

"into

it

were

possible,

of charity, that

authors

or of the condition

But such ignorance

of our slaves.

hand,

and

we

find

women — the
tlie

not possible.

On the other
many men

equally impossible to believe that so

it

very lights of abolitionism

utter so palpable a falsehood.

clusion, that

is

its

— could

Thus we are forced

knowingly
to the con-

authors of this charge are so completely carried

away by a
their

seems

blind hatred of slavery, that they do not care to keep
words within the sacred bounds of eternal truth. This
to

be the simple, melancholy

them seems

to be, not

most speedily

effect

what

is

fact.

true or

the destruction of Southern slavery.

thing that seems to answer this purpose

wielded by them.

The great question with
is false, but what will

what

Th"e

is

Any

blindly and furiously

Edinburgh Review, in a high-wrought

eulogy on an American authoress, says that she assails slavery

with arrows "poisoned by truth."

Iler words,

it

is

true,

are
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flaming poison

dipped

in

ti'uth is

never poison.

but that poison

;

is

not truth.

The

Of

fifty

The native African could not be degraded.
millions of inhabitants of the continent of Africa,

it is

tlic

estimated

were slaves. The master had the power of
and death over the slave and, in fact, his slaves were often
fed, and killed, and eaten, just as we do with oxen and sheep in
Nay, the hind and fore-quarters of men, women,
this country.
and children, might there be seen hung on the shambles and
Their women were beasts of burden and,
exposed for sale
that forty millions
life

;

;

I

when young,
of their
score of

they were regarded as a great delicacy by the palate

pampered masters. A warrior would sometimes take a
young females along with him, in order to enrich his

and regale his appetite. He delighted in such delicacies.
or rather,
it was even worse than his morals
his religion was a mass of the most disgusting immoralities.
His notion of a God, and the obscene acts by which that notion
was worshiped, are too shocking to be mentioned. The vilest
feasts

As to

his religion,

;

slave that ever breathed the air of a Christian land could not

begin

conceive the horrid iniquities of such a

to

in the face of all this,
eternally told

we
!

Indeed,

and not degraded,

own

better.

if

all, is

to it

The very persons who make

know

yet,

—yea, we are perse veringly and

are told

level of simple brutality at

Their

And

—that "the African has been degraded into a brute"'

by American slavery
elevated,

life.

such creatures ever reach the
it

not evident they must be

?

the above charge

know

better.

writings furnish the most incontestable proof that they

A

writer in the

Edinburgh Review,*

has not only asserted that " slavery degrades

its

for

example,

subjects into

brutes," but he has the audacity to declare, in regard to slavery
in the United States, that "

sion

is

to

we do

not believe that such oppres-

be found in any other part of the world, civilized or

Wo do not believe that such oppression ever existed
Yet even this unprincipled writer has, in the very
article containing this declaration, shown that he knows better.
He has shown that he knows that the African has been elevated
and improved by his servitude in the United States. We shall
uncivilized.

before."

proceed to convict him out of his

own mouth.

* April No., 1855.
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he; "but its
were savages, accustomed to suffering and misery, and to
endure them with patience almost amounting to apathy. The
victims of the American slave-trade have been bred in a highlyslave-trade

frightful," says

pre}''

by

and their

sharpened,

intellects

society,

Their dispositions have been softened,

comraunit)^

cultivated
their

Christianity,

and by

all

sensibilities

The savage submits

ing influences of civilization.

by

excited,

the ameliorating but enervatto

be enslaved

himself, or have his wife or his child carried off by his enemies,

His misery is not embittered by indignawhat if he could he would inflict. He
cannot imagine a state of society in which there shall not be
masters and slaves, kidnapping and man-selling, coffles and
slave-traders, or in which any class shall be exempt from misfortunes which appear to him to be incidental to humanity."
as merely a calamity.

He

tion.

suffers only

Thus, according

to

—

—

veiy sagacious, honest, consistent

this

what you do with the native African he
has no moral sense he feels no wrong he suffers only what he
would inflict. But when you come to deal with the American
writer,

matters

it

little

:

;

;

slave, or, as

this writer calls

him, "the civilized Virginian,"

it

His dispositions have been softened, his
intellect sharpened, and his sensibilities roused to a new life, by
And yet, according to this very
society and by Christianity
writer, this highly civilized Virginian is the man who, by American slavery, has been degraded from the native African into a
"We dismiss his lawless savage, and his equally lawless
brute
is

quite another thing!

!

!

pen, from our further consideration.

We

condemn Dr. Channing out of
among
brutes.
Now hear him on the other

proceed, in like manner, to

He

own mouth.

his

us degrades

its

has repeatedly asserted that slavery

subjects into

side of this question.

"The European

race," says he, " have manifested

enterprise, invention

particularly honors,
I cast

my

;

more courage,

but in the dispositions which Christianity

how inferior

are they to the African

eyes over our Southern region,

—the

?

"When

land of bowie-

knives, lynch-law, and duels, of 'chivalry,' 'honor,' and revenge;

and when
charity,

I consider that Christianity is declared to

'which seeketh not

thinketh no evil, and endureth

be

'

the

wisdom from

its

own,

all things,'

above,' which

is

'

and

first

be a spirit of

easily provoked,

not

is

is

also declared to

pure, then peaceable,
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mercy and good

gentle, easy to be entreated, full of

fruits

;'

can

which of the races in that land Chrismost adapted, and in which its noblest disciples are

I hesitate in deciding to
tianity is

most

likely to

be reared?"*

was by casting his eyes over " our Southern region " that
Channing
concluded "that we are holding in bondage one of
Dr.
If he had cast them over
the best races of the human family."
the appallingly dark region of Africa, he would have been comIt

wonder-working power of his imagination,
one of the very worst and most degraded races

pelled, in spite of the
to

pronounce

upon

earth.

to the

assert

them

it

as he imagines, this race

If,

kingdom

— as

of heaven than

he so often has done

into brutes?"

If,

we

among

us

now nearer
how dare he

is

ourselves are,

—that our slavery has "degraded
—both

indeed, they had not been elevated

—

by their servitude in America, it would
have been beyond the power of even Dr. Channing to pronounce
Buch a eulogy upon them. We say, then, that he knew better
when he asserted that we have degraded them into brutes. He
spoke, not from his better knowledge and his conscience, but
from blind, unreflecting passion. For he knew if he knew any
physically and morally

—

thing

—

that the blacks have been elevated and improved by their

contact with the whites of this enlightened portion of the globe.

The

ti'uth is,

Baint, just as

it

the abolitionist can

may happen

If slavery degrades

its

make

the slave a brute or a

argument.
would sup-

to suit the exigency of his

subjects into brutes, then one

But the moment you speak of selling
brute,
he is a civilized man, with all
no
longer
a
a
the most tender affections, with all the most generous emotions.
pose that slaves are brutes.
slave,

he

—

is

If the object be to excite indignation against slavery, then

always transforms

its

subjects into brutes

;

but

if it

it

be to excite

indignation against the slaveholder, then he holds, not brutes, but

—

—

—

a George Harris or an Eliza or an Uncle Tom in bondage.
Any thing, and every thing, except fair and impartial statement,
are the materials with which he works.

No

fact is plainer

improved by

than that the blacks have been elevated and

their servitude in this counti'v.

conceive, indeed,

how Divine Providence

in a better school of correction.

We

cannot possibly

could have placed them

If the abolitionists can conceive

* Dr. Chi\nning's Worlds, vol.

vi. p.

GO, 51.
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a better method for their enlightenment and religions improve-

ment, we should rejoice

to see

Thej need not seek

tion.

to

them carry

their plan into execu-

rend asunder our Union, on account

among

of the three millions of blacks

us, while there

are

fitly

same race on the continent of Africa, calling aloud
for their sympathy, and appealing to their Christian benevolence.
Let them look to that continent. Let them rouse the real, active,
millions of the

self-sacrificing

benevolence of the whole Christian world in behalf

of that most degraded portion of the
all, if

human

family; and, after

they will show us on the continent of Africa, or elsewhere,

three millions of blacks in as good a condition

morally
all

—

as our slaves, then will

we most

—physically and

cheerfully admit that

other Christian nations, combined, have accomplished as

for the

much

African race, as has been done by the Southern States of

the Union.

CHAPTER

V.

THE FUGITIVE SLAVE LAW.

— The Attack of Mr.
— The Eight of Trial by Jury not

Mr. Seward's Attack on the Constitution of his Country

Sumner on

the Constitution of his Country

impaired by the Fugitive Slave Lav?

—The Duty of the Citizen

in regard to

the Constitution of the United States.

"We have, under our present Union, advanced in prosperity and
all former example in the history of nations.
We no sooner begin to reason from the past to the future, than
we are lost in amazement at the prospect before us. We behold
the United States, and that too at no very distant period, the first
power among the nations of the earth. But such reasoning is
Whether, in the present instance, it
not always to be relied on.
points to a reality, or to a magnificent dream merely, will of
course depend on the wisdom, the integrity, and the moderation,
greatness beyond

of our rulers.
It

cannot be disguised that the Union, with

advantages and blessings,

Law

is

in danger.

It is

all its

unspeakable

the Fugitive Slave

against which the waves of abolitionism have dashed with

27

—
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their

utmost force and raged with an ahnost boundless fury.

the other hand,

it is

precisely the Fugitive Slave

constitutional guarantee of our rights

South

are, as

tain.

We

show

—which

Law

—

the people of the

one man, the most inflexibly determined

we

are prepared, and

On

that great

shall accordingly

to

main-

proceed, to

that, in this fearful conflict, the great leaders of abolitionism

—the

Chases, the Sewards, and the Sumners, of the day

waging a

fierce, bitter,

and

—are

relentless warfare against the Consti-

tution of their country.

Mr. SewarcTs attach on

§ I.

There

is

the Constitution of his country.

one thing which Mr. Seward's reasoning overlooks,

namely, that he has taken an oath to support the Constitution of

"We shall not lose sight of

the United States.

mit him
since

it

to

obscure

serves to

it

this fact,

nor per-

by his special pleadings and mystifications;

show

name of a "higher

that while, in the

he denounces the Constitution of his country, he

at the

law,"

same time

commits a most flagrant outrage against that higher law itself.
The clause of the Constitution which Mr, Seward denounces
as follows:

"No

under the laws

is

person held to service or labor in one State,
thereof, escaping into

another, shall, in conse-

quence of any law or regulation therein, be discharged from
such service or labor, but shall be delivered up on claim of the
party to
as Mr.

whom

may

such service or labor

Seward contemptuously

be due."

This clause,

"from the Constitution of
the United States in 1787."
lie knows of only one other compact like this " in diplomatic history " and that was made
between despotic powers "in the year of grace 902, in the period
called the Dark Ages."
But whether this compact made by the
fathers of the Republic, or the sayings and doings of Mr. Seward
in regard to it, are the more worthy of the Dark Ages, it is not
for him alone to determine.
"The law of nature," says he, "disavows such compacts; the
law of nature, written on the hearts and consciences of freemen,
says,

is

;

repudiates them."

If this be so, then

it

certainly follows that in

founding States no such compacts should be formed. For, as Mr.
Seward says, " when we are founding States, all these laws must
be brought to the standard of the laws of God, and must bo
tried b}' that standard,

true,

we

repeat

;

and must stand or

but the Senator

who

fall

by

it."

uttered this truth

This

is

was not
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He was

founding States or forming a constitution.

living and

acting under a constitution already formed, and one which he

had taken an oath

support.

to

in the construction of this

If,

"as precedents the abuses
and robbers," then the course of the Senator in
question was plain: he should have suffered martyrdom rather
insti'ument, our fathers really followed

of tyrants

than take an oath

For the law of nature, it is
man first to take an oath to support such comand then repudiate them. If they are at war With his
support

to

it.

clear, permits no

pacts,

conscience, then, in

name

the

repudiate them, but, by

of all

that

is

him

sacred, let

means, without having

all

first

placed

himself under the necessity of repudiating, at the same time, the
obligation of his oath.

There

is

a question

by force can bind a

But

among

man

whether an oath extorted

casuists,

to act in opposition to his conscience.

was not Mr. Seward's case. His oath was not extoited.
he had refused- to take it, he would have lost nothing except

If

an

this

office.

"There was deep philosophy," says

When

an eminent English judge.

woman

to death,

under the

late

he,

sanguinary code of his country,

down dead

for her first theft, she fell

"in the confession of

he had condemned a young
at his

feet.

'I

seem

to

myself,' said he, 'to have been pronouncing sentence, not against

the prisoner, but against the law itself "

thing better than "deep
there

and

was

stern integrit}-

cruel, yet,

;

to

is this

Fonie-

though he
to

felt

the law to be hard

support

it,

he hardly

felt

dispense with the obligation of his oath.

"We commend his example

But who

for,

having taken an oath

himself at liberty

Ay, there was

philosophy" in that English judge;

to the

Senator from

New

York.

Senator, or any other politician of the present

day, that he should presume to pass so sweeping and so pevemptory a sentence of condemnation
fathers of the Republic

For our

States?

we

and

science.

We

whom

whom

had

"Your

by the people of the United

we wished to find "the higher law,"
into the Dark Ages nor into his con-

infinitely rather look into the great souls of

the Constitution was framed, and by every oue of

the very compact

mous was

on a compact made by the

part, if

should look neither

those by

ratified

which Mr. Seward pronounces so

infa-

cordially sanctioned.

Constitution and laws," exclaims Mr. Seward, "convert
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hospitality to the refugee tVoui the

pitality a virtue."

stitution

most degrading oppression on

maukind except you esteem

earth into a crime, but all

that hos-

the " Con-

Not content with thus denouncing

and laws," he has elsewhere exhorted the people

open resistance

"

to their execution.

It is,"

an

to

says be, in a speech

mass-meeting in Ohio, " written in the Constitution of the

at a

the United States," and

"in violation

who

shall surrender the fugitive slave

He

from his relentless pursuer."
people

to divine

then and there exhorts the

to resist the execution of this clear, this

acknowledged^ mandate of the Constitution!
he, a "cordial

welcome

to the

we

law,* that

takes refuge at our fireside

fugitive

unequivocal, this

"Extend," says

who lays his weary limhs
would youe household

at yoiir door^ and defend him as you

GODS."

We

In

shall not trust ourselves to characterize such conduct.

the calm, judicial language of the Chancellor of his

such proceeding of Mr. Seward will find

its

most

own

on

of any
hy the itidividual States or hy

this subject either

Cojigi'ess, if the

rebuke.

fitting

"Independent, however," says Chancellor Walworth,
legislation

State

person "whose services are claimed

''^

in fact a

is

fugitive from servitude under the laws of another State, the con-

stitutional provision is imjperative that he sJiall he delivered
to his

master upon claim

any

Thus

made.''"'

with the chancellor in opinion

;

far,

state ofiicer or private citizen,

stitution thereof, cannot,

Mr. Seward concurs

but the latter continues

who owes

United States, and has taken the usual oath

wrrnoux

in\:;urring

up

to

— " and

allegiance to the

support the Con-

the moral guilt of

PERJURY, do any act to deprive the master of his right of recaption,

when

there

are claimed

is

is

no real doubt that the person whose services

in fact the slave of the claimant."^

less of the question

whether the fugitive

and labors of Mr. Seward

is

are, in a great

Yet, regard-

a slave or not, the

measure, dedicated

life

to

a

subversion of the constitutional clause and right nnder consideration.

He

to protect

counsels open resistance
Yea, he exhorts the people
and defend fugitive slaves as such, and though they
!

had confessed themselves to have fled from servitude
But we
doubt not that " the law of nature, written on the hearts and
consciences of freemen," will reverse this advice of his, and
!

*

On

this

I'oiiit,

sec page 176.

+

XIV.

WoiMlell, Jark

v.

Marlhi,

p.

528

—
;
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Nay,

wherever there exists a freeman with a real heart and conscience,
there that decision already stands affirmed.

As Mr. Seward's arguments are more fully elaborated by Mr.
Sumner, of Massachusetts, so they will pass under review when
we come to examine the speech of that Senator. In the mean
time, we beg leave to lay before the reader a few living examples
of the manner in which the law of nature, as written on the
hearts and consciences of freemen, has expressed itself in regard
to the points

above considered.

recognize,

''I

Boston,

indeed," says the Hon. R. C. Winthrop, of

"a power above

all earthly constitutions
flict

I

all

human law-makers and

And whenever

I

a code above

perceive a clear con-

and authority between the Constitution of my
my God, my course is clear. I shall
whatever it may be, and renounce all connection

of jurisdiction

country and
resign

my

the laws of

office,

with public service of any

Never, never,

sort.

sir,

will I put

myself under the necessity of calling upon God to witness my
promise to support a constitution, any part of which I consider to
be inconsistent with his commands.
" But it is a libel upon the Constitution of the United States
and, what

who

is

worse,

sir, it is

a libel upon the great and good

framed, adopted, and ratified

it

;

it is

men

a libel upon Washing-

ton and Franklin, and Hamilton and Madison, upon John

Adams,

and John Jay, and Rufus King it is a libel upon them all, and
upon the whole American people of 1789, who sustained them in
their noble work, and upon all who, from that time to this, gennational, municipal, or
eration after generation, in any capacity,
have lifted their hands to heaven in attestation of their
state,
it is a gross libel
allegiance to the government of their country
upon every one of them, to assert or insinuate that there is any
Let us not do such dishonor to the fathers
such inconsistency
of the Republic and the framers of the Constitution."
Mr. Ashman, of Massachusetts, after reciting the clause in the
Constitution which demands the restoration of fugitive slaves,
proceeds as follows: "This reads very plainly, and admits of no
;

—

—

;

—

!

doubt but

that, so far as fugitive slaves are

concerned, the Consti-

tution fully recognizes the right to reclaim tliem from within the
limits of the free States.
all

sworn

to support,

It is

and which

the Constitution which
I

hope we

all

mean

to

wc have
support
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and I have no mental reservation excluding any of its cla^i«e8
from the sanction of that oath. It is too late now to complain
that such a provision

there.

is

entire instrument, placed

there,

it

Our

fathers,

and

left

it

who formed

to us as

that

an inherit-

and nothing but an amendment of the Constitution, or a
And, however much we
it out.
may abhor slavery, there is no way for honorable, honest nay,
ance

;

violation of our oaths, can tear

conscientious

—

— men, who desire

Constitution, but to abide by

it

to live

in

under our laws and our

its spirit."

In like manner, the lion. S. A. Douglas, of

"All

have

I

to say

on that subject

Illinois, declares:

this, that the

is

Constitution

provides that a fugitive from service in one State, escaping into
another,
that no

'

shall be a Senator unless

Then,

the Constitution.

on

The Constitution

shall be delivered up.'

man

how

I asic,

this floor to speak, except

also provides

he takes an oath

does a

man

by taking an oath

sustain the Constitution of the United States

to

support

acquire a right

and
he
have a

to support

?

And when

takes that oath, I do not understand that he has a right to

mental reservation, or entertain any secret equivocation that he
excepts that clause which relates to the surrender of fugitives

from

service.

I

know

not

how

man

a

reconciles

it

to his con-

science to take that oath to support the Constitution,

when he

believes that Constitution is in violation of the law of God.

man thus
his God in
a

seat

upon

If

and takes the oath, he commits perfidy to
order that he may enjoy the» temporary honors of a

believes,

this floor.

In this point of view,

it is

simply a ques-

tion of whether Senators will be true to their oaths and true to

the Constitution under which

we

live."

The attack of Mr. Sumner on the Constitution of his

§ II.

country.
If
it is

we have not

noticed the arguments of Mr. Chase, of Ohio,

because they are reproduced in the celebrated speech of Mr.

Sumner, and because he has so

make
Senators, we

logic of this speech as to
to the

one of these

ftilly
it

his

at the

indorsed the histoiy and

own.

Hence, in replying

same time

virtually reply

to the other.

We
is

select the

speech of Mr. Sumner for examination, because

generally considered the

more powerful of the two.

the most elaborate speech ever

made

It is,

it

indeed,

in the Senate of the United

THE FUGITIVE SLAVE LAW.
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on the subject of the Fugitive Slave Law.
it " so haudsomely embellished with poetry,
both Latin and English, so full of classical allusions and rhetorical
flourishes," as to make it more palatable than he supposed an
As to the abolitionists
abolition speech could possibly be made.
themselves, they seem to know no bounds in their enthusiastic
admiration of this sublime effort of their champion. We should
not wonder, indeed, if many a female reformer had gone into
States, or elsewhere,

Even Mr. Weller fouud

an oration which has received such violent bursts

hysterics over

"By

of applause from grave and dignified Senators.

this effort,"

says Mr. Hale, he has placed " himself side by side with the

first

and as far ahead of any living American
I believe that he has
orator as freedom is ahead of slavery.
formed to-day a new era in the history of the politics and of the
and that in future generations the
eloquence of the country
orators of antiquity,

;

young men of this nation will be stimulated to effort by the
record of what an American Senator has this day done," etc.
We have no doubt that young men may attempt to imitate the
Bpeech in question but, as they grow older, it is to be hoped that
The speech in question will make a
their taste will improve.
;

"new era"

in the tactics of abolitionism,

shall see this

when we come

examine

to

and that

this

is

We

all.

wonderful oration,

which so completely ravished three Senators, and called
such wild shouts of applause from the whole empire of

forth
aboli-

tionism.

Mr. Chase seems almost equally delighted with this marvellous
" I avow my conviction, now and here," says he, " that,

effort.

logically

and

historically, his

"In

impregnable."
speech of

my

American

argument

my

in

— entirely

judgment," he continues, "the

make a new era in
Sumner himself does not seem
effort, if we may judge from the

friend from Massachusetts will

history."

Indeed, Mr.

altogether dissatisfied with this

manner

impregnable

is

which

not blame him

it is

for this.

referred to in his other speeches.

We

can see no reason

the only abolitionist in the universe

who

is

why

We

do

he should be

not enraptured with

But when he so "fearlessly asserts" that his speech
" has never been answered," we beg leave to assure him that it

his oration.

may

be refuted with the most perfect ease.

tory

is

just

enough of truth

half fiction, and

its

For, indeed,

logic wholly false: the

to deceive,

and the

last just

first

its

his-

containing

enough of plan-
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Bibility to

convince those

who

are waiting,

and watching, and

longing to be convinced.

The

first

thing which strikes the mind, on reading the speech

of Mr. Sumner,
Its parts

the strange logical incoherency of

is

are so loosely

hung

together,

its structure.

and appear so distressingly

disjointed, that one is frequently at a loss to perceive the design

of the oration.

Its

avowed

Fugitive Slave

Law

of 1850

object is to procure a repeal of the
;

but no one would ever imagine or

title of the speech, which is as folSlavery,
sectional."
It is difficult,
national;
"Freedom,
lows
this
title, or proat first view, to perceive what logical connection
But if
position, has with the repeal of the Fugitive Slave Law.

suspect such a thing from the
:

there be

little

shall soon see

and topic of discourse
make a most powerful appeal

the choice of such a

opens the way for the rhetorician

to

title

We

to the passions and to the prejudices of his readers.

his readers, because

it

evident that the speech

is

is

say, of

was made

Buncombe, and not for the Senate of the United States.
Mr. Sumner deems it necessary to refute the position
very

we

or no logical connection between these things,

how

for

that sla-

a national institution, in order to set the world right with

Government to slavery.
Government of the United States," says
National Government to slavery, though

respect to the relations of the Federal

"The
he,

relations of the

— "I

speak of the

—

Indeed,
plain and obvious, are constantly misunderstood.''''
nothing in history seems more remarkable than the amount of
ignorance and stupidity which prevailed in the world before the

appearance of the

abolitionists, except the

which accompanied

"A

their advent.

moment," continues Mr. Sumner,

wonderful illuminations

popular belief at

"makes

slavery a

this

national

institution, and, of course, renders its support a national duty.

The extravagance
truth,

it is

exists.

of this error can hardly be surpassed."

so exceedingly extravagant, that

It is certain,

ically or personally,

that

we doubt

In

if it really

we have no acquaintance, either historwho have fallen into so wild an

with those

absurdity.
It is true, there is

"a popular

rooted national conviction
States is
this

may

—

belief"

that the

—nay, there

Government

is

a deep-

of the United

bound to protect the institution of slavery, in so
be done by the passage of a Fugitive Slave Law.

far as

This

national conviction has spoken out in the laws of Congress

;

it
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and confirmed by the judicial opinion of the
Supreme Court of the United States, as well as by the decisions
has been

ratified

of the Supreme Courts of the three great non-slaveholding States

New

of Massachusetts,

we know, has

far as

ery, iu this respect,

No

institution."

But no one, so

York, and Pennsylvania.

ever deduced this obligation to protect slav-

from the absurd notion that "it is a national
is to be found in any of the

such deduction

arguments of counsel before the courts above-mentioned, nor in
the opinions of the courts themselves.
We shrewdly suspect that
be found nowhere except in the

it is to

fertile

imagination of Mr.

Sumner.

We

concede that slavery

combating

We

know

"a

that slavery is not national

national institution."

In

merely beating the

air.

is

being confined

is local,

it

;

and exclusively established by

to certain States,

laws.

not

is

Mr. Sumner

this position,

Hence, Mr. Sumner

men

as he pleases at his

may

much

fire ofifas

"Slavery national!" he

of straw.

indignantly exclaims: "Sir, this

is

or State

local

splendid rhetoric

all

a mistake and absurdity,

some new collection of 'Vulgar Errors' by
Thomas Browne, with the ancient but exploded

to take a place in

fit

some other

Sir

These may be very

digest iron."
tainly

head and that ostriches

that the toad has a stone in its

stories

have nothing

question

not whether slavery

is

fine

embellishments

they cer-

;

The

do with the point iu controversy.

to

is

a national

but

institution,

whether the National Government does not recognize slavery as
a local institution, and
to reclaim the fugitive

and by its relevancy
must be tried.

We

do not say

the air,

is

it

declamation
but, if

not pledged to protect the master's right

from his service.

to this

This

is

the question,

question the rhetoric of Mr.

has no such relevancy.

Sumner

Mr. Sumner beats

but he does not beat the air iu vain.

true,

may have no

you watch

skillfully

it

is

it

logical bearing

closely,

you

will

His

on the point in dispute,

always find that

it

is

most

adapted to bring the prejudices and passions of the

reader to bear on that point.
logician, yet,

it

Though be may not be much

must be admitted, he

is

of a

" skillful of fence."

We

should do him great injustice as an antagonist, at least before the
tribunal of
for

human

passion, if

we should suppose
up a man of

the abstract glory of setting

knocking

it

down, that he has mustered

all

that

it is

straw,

merely

and then

the powers of

liia
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and unfurled all the splendors of his rhetoric. He has a
design in all this, which we shall now proceed to expose.
logic

Here are two
institution

tive Slave

First, Is slavery a national

distinct questions.

Has Congress

Secondly,

?

Law ?

power

the

These two questions

are,

we

to pass a

distinct
and hcTice, if Mr. Sumner wished to discuss them
and honestly, he should have argued each one by itself.
;

agree with him

him

in regard to the

first

;

we

Fugi-

repeat, perfectly
fairly

We

dissent ioto cmlo from

But he has not chosen to keep them
by itself. On the contrary, he
has, as we have seen, connected them together as premiss and
conclusion, and he keeps them together through the first portion
of his speech. Most assuredly Mr. Sumner knows that one of the
very best ways in the world to cause a truth or proposition to be
Yet
rejected is to bind it up with a manifest error or absurdity.
that Congress has the
the proposition for which we contend
power to support slavery by the passage of a Fugitive Slave Law
is bound up b}' him with the monstrous absurdity that "slavery
is a national institution " and both are denounced together as if
both were equally absurd. One instance, out of many, of this
in regard to the last.

separate, or to discuss each one

—

—

;

mode of proceeding, we shall now lay before our readers.
"The Constitution contains no power," says he, "to make a
king or to support kingly rule. With similar reason it may be
said that it contains no power to make a slave, or to support a
unfair

system of slavery.

The absence of all such power

clear in one case than in the other.

power,

all

stitutional

Thus
gress to
the

But,

if

is

hardly more

there be no such

national legislation upholding slavery

must be uncon-

and void."

covertly,

make

and

in

company with

the supposed

slaves or to institute slavery, Mr.

power of Congress

only denounces

it,

absurd, indeed, as

to enact a Fugitive

but treats
it

it

would be

power of Con-

Sumner denounces

Slave

Law

as absurd in the extreme
to assert that

He

!

;

not

just as

Congress had power

"to support kingly rule " We can listen to the arguments of
Mr. Sumner but we cannot accept his mere opinion as authority
that the power of Congress to enact such a law is so glaringly
!

;

unconstitutional, is so monstrously absurd

may
Law was

;

we

for,

however passion-

ately that opinion

be declaimed,

Fugitive Slave

passed by the Congress of 1793, received

cannot forget that a

the signature of George Washington, and, finally, the judicial

—
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Mr, Sum-

of the United States,

but a man.

is

This advantage of mixing up with a glaring falsehood the idea

he wishes to be rejected

man

derives from his

"the popular
institution,"

he

belief," as

He

calls

By combating

calls it

he lays open a wide

declamation.

up

all

He

patriots, against slavery.
ftirious

the position

— that "slavery

a national

is

field for his peculiar

the fathers

bear witness against slavery, in order to
national institution.

Sumner

not the only one which Mr.

is

of straw.

powers of

— North and South—
show

that

it

is

to

not a

and churches, and

quotes colleges,

Not content with

this,

he pours

down

invectives of his own, with a view to render slavery as

odious as possible.
the Constitution

But, since the simple question

—why

is,

Wliat saith
In

this fierce crusade against slavery?

deciding this very question, namely, the constitutionality of the

Fugitive Slave Law of 1793, a high judicial authority has said
that " the abstract proposition of the justice or injustice of slavery
is

wholly irrelevant here, and,

I

apprehend, ought not

to

have the

upon any member of this court."*
It ought not to have
and it did not have the slightest influence on the highest judicial tribunal of New York, in which the
above opinion was delivered. Much as the author of that opinion
slightest influence

—

—

(Mr. Senator Bishop) abhorred slaver}-, he did not permit such

an influence

to reach his

his judicial integrity.

judgment.

It

would have contaminated

But although before a

judicial tribunal,

about to decide on the constitutionality of a Fugitive Slave Law,
the abstract proposition of the justice or injustice of slavery

out of place, yet at the bar of passion and prejudice

Mr. Sumner must know,

calculated, as

influence.

Hence,

if

to

it

is

is

well

exert a tremendous

he can only get up the horror of his readers

against slavery before he comes to the real question, namely, the

Law, he knows that his
more than half gained. But we admonish him
passion and prejudice can only give a temporary eclat to his

constitutionality of the Fugitive Slave

victory will be
that

argument.

So much
notice

all

the unfairness of Mr.

for

such

instances of artful

should have no space for

*

XIV. Wendell's

his

Sumner.

design

logic.

To

Reports, Jack

v.

in
this

we should
his speech, we
we would now

Martin.

If
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invite the attention of the reader, in order to see if

it

be really

"impregnable."

As we have already intimated, Mr. Sumner does not, like Mr.
Seward, openly denounce the Constitution of his country. On the
contrary, he professes the most profound respect for every part of
that instrument, not even excepting the clause which demands
the restoration of the fugitive from labor.

But an examination

of his argument, both historical and logical^ will enable us,
trust, to estimate this profession at its real intrinsic

We

we

worth.

argument from history. In the examargument, we beg to excuse ourselves from any

shall begin with his

ination of this

show
and slavery sectional,"* "We shall
consider those proofs alone which relate to the real point in confurther notice of all that vast array of historical proofs to

"freedom

that

is

troversy, namely.

Slave

national

Has Congresy

the power to pass a Fugitive

Law ?

Mr. Sumner argues, from the well-known sentiments of the
framers of the Constitution with respect to slavery, that they

intended to confer no such power on Congress.

Thus, after

quoting the sentiments of Gouverneur Morris, of Elbridge Gerry,
of Roger Sherman, and

James Madison, he adds: "In

of these unequivocal statements,

the face

absurd to suppose that they

it is

consented unanimously to any provision by which the National

Government, the work of their own hands, could be made the
most offensive instrument of slavery."
Such is the historical
argument of Mr, Sumner. Let us see what it is worth.
Elbridge Gerry had said "We ought to be careful not to give
:

is national, Mr. Sumuer may perhaps mean that
Government to exclude slavery from all its terriadmit no new State in which there are slaves. If this be hia

In asserting that freedom
it is

the duty of the National

tories,

and

to

meaning, we should reply, that

it is

as foreign

Slave Law, which he proposed to discuss, as

Government
very

;

has, indeed,

for slavery or

no more power

no slavery

is

from the merits of the Fugitive

it is

from the

to exclude,

a question

than

truth.
it

The National

has to ordain,

sively to the sovereign people of each and every State or territory.

whole hearts we respond

to

sla-

which belongs wholly and exclu-

With our

the inspiring words of the President's Message

" If the friends of the Constitution are to

have another

struggle,

its

:

enemies

could not present a more acceptable issue than that of a State, whose Constitution clearly

embraces a republican form of government, being excluded from the

Union because

its

the ideas of what

domestic institutions
is

may

not, in all respects,

comport with

wise and expedient entertained in some other State."

!
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repeatedly quoted, and

It is

absurd, he concludes,

man who

could use such language had the least
power on Congress to support slavery by the
passage of a Fugitive Slave Law. This is one branch of his hisIt may appear perfectly conclusive to Mr.
torical argument.
Sumner, and " entirely impregnable " to Mr. Chase but, after
to

suppose that a

intention to confer a

;

all, it is

not quite so invulnerable as they imagine.

Mr. Sumner

stopped his historical researches at a most convenient point for
his argument.

If

he had only read a

little further,

he would have

discovered that this same identical Elbridge Gerry was in the

Congress of 1793, and voted for the Fugitive Slave
passed

It fares

then

no better with the historical argument

opinion or intention of Roger Sherman.
true,

Law

!

he was opposed

that

to

He

any clause

to prove the
had declared, it is

in

the Constitution

"acknowledging men to be property." But we should not, with
infer from this that he never intended that Congress
should possess a power to legislate in reference to slavery. For,
Mr. Sumner,

unfortunately for such a conclusion, however confidently

it

may

be drawn, or however dogmatically asserted, Eoger Sherman himself was in the Senate of 1T93, and was actually on the committee
which reported the Fugitive Slave Law of that session
Thus,
although the premiss of Mr. Sumner's argument is a historical
!

fact,

yet

its

conclusion comes directly into conflict with another

historical fact

"We cannot, in the same way, refute the argument from the language of Gouverneur Morris, who said " that he never would concur in upholding domestic slavery," because he was not in the
Congress of 1793. But Robert Morris was there, and, although
he helped

to

frame the Constitution in 1787, he uttered not a

lable against the constitutionality of the Fugitive Slave

Law.

syl-

In-

deed, this law passed the Senate by resolution simply, the yeas

and nays

not having been called for !
of Mr. Madison, who " thouo;ht

The words

it

wronoj to admit in

the Constitution the idea that there could be property in

man,"

are four or five times quoted in Mr. Sumner's speech.

As we

have already seen,* there cannot be,

Chap.

ii.

}

X.

in

the strict sense of the
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terms, " property in

except God, can

we

man

own

;" for the soul is the

the soul.

man, and no one,

Hence Mr. Madison

acted wisely,

think, in wishing to exclude such an expression from the Con-

stitution, inasmuch as it would have been misunderstood by
Northern men, and only shocked their feelings without answering
any good purpose.

When we
their masters

say

tliat

slaves are property,

have a right

we merely mean

We

recognized in the Constitution, and this right is secured.

no more.

As

that

This idea

to their service or labor.

is

ask

Mr. Madison, and the whole South, had the thing^
to wrangle about the name.
We are told, again

he did not care

and again, that the word slave does not appear in the Constitu-

Be

tion.

it so.

We

care nol, since our slaves are there recog-

nized as "persons held to service" by those to
vice

is

due."

It is

whom

"such

ser-

repeated without end that the " Constitution

on slaves as persons, and not as property." Granted and if
will, according to the mandate of the Constitution,
deliver
only
up our fugitive servants, we care not whether they reIf we may only reclaim
store them as persons or as property.
them as persons, and regain their service, we are perfectly satisacts

;

Northern men

fied.

We

utterly despise all

Mr. Madison was above

such verbal quibbling.

it.

Ue

mind of any

we

acted wisely,

repeat, in re-

by insisting upon a mere
which
might
not have conveyed a
word, and upon a word, too,
But that Mr. Madison could, as
correct idea of his own views.
fusing to shock the

one,

he undersood the terms, regard slaves as property,

most incontestable evidence.

For

in the

we have

the

Convention of Virginia,

called to ratify the Constitution of the United States, he said,

" Another clause secures us that property which

At

present, if

any slave elopes

to

we now

possess.

any of those States where slaves

are free, he becomes emancipated

by

their laws, for the laws of

the States are uncharitable to one another in this respect."

He

then quotes the provision from the Constitution relative to fugitives

from labor, and adds: "This clause was expressly inserted

to enable

owners of slaves

to reclaim

them."

So much

for

Mr.

Sumner's main argument from the language of the members of the
Convention of 1787.

Arguing from the sentiments of

that convention with respect to

slavery, he concludes that nothing could have been further from
their intentions than to confer

upon Congress the power

to pass a
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lie boldly asserts, that if a propo-

power upon Congress had "been distinctly
would have been distinctly denied." " But no person in

sition to confer such a

made

it

the convention," he says, " not one of the recldess partisans

of
was so audacious as to make the proposition.'''' Now we
shall show that the above statement of his is diametrically opposed to the truth. We shall show that the members of the conalavery^

vention in question were perfectly willing to confer such a power

upon Congress.

The reason why they were
real

so is obvious to any one who has a
knowledge of the times about whose history Mr. Sumner so

confidently declaims.
of the Chancellor of

"The

This reason

is

well stated in the language

New York whom we

have already quoted.

provision," says he, "as to persons escaping from servitude

in one State into another, *appears by their journal to have been

adopted by a unanimous vote of the convention.

At

that time the

existence of involuntary servitude, or the relation of master and

was known to and recognized by the laws of every State
Union except Massachusetts, and the legal right of recaption hy the master existed in all., as a part of the customary or
COMMON LAW OF THE WHOLE CONFEDERACY." IlenCC, instead of
servant,

in the

shocking the convention, a clause recognizing such right would

have been merely declaratory of the "customary or

common

law,"

which then universally prevailed. The "history of the times"
confirms this view, and furnishes no evidence against it.
Mr. Sumner

tries

to

make a

great stress on the fact that

it

difierent impression.

was not

He

lays

until late in the convention

that the first clause relative to the surrender of fugitive slaves

But

introduced.

than

this fact agrees

more

perfectly with our

was
view

There was no haste about the introduction of such

witli his.

it was well known that, whenever it should
would pass in the affirmative without difficulty.

a provision, because

be introduced,

And,

in

fact,

ADOPTED."
Let us
proofs.

Papers:
with

it.

it

when

it

was introduced,

now

attend, for a

moment,

to

"was unanimously

Mr. Sumner's historical

He

quotes

the following passage

He

seemed

to

from the Madison

— "Gen. (Charles Cotesworth) Pinckney was not
adds,

satisfied

wish some provision should be included

in favor of property in slaves."

Sumner

it

This single fact speaks volumes.

"he made no

"But," by way of comment, Mr.
Unwilling to shock the

proposition.
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convention, and uncertain in

ognize property in

men

return of fugitive slaves

is

is

have been rejected

own mind, he

liis

Now,

wish such a provision."

only seemed to

a bare abstract proposition to rec-

one thing, and a clause

The

quite another.

by the convention

to secure the

first, it is

the last

probable,

was actually

would
and unanimously adopted by it.
Mr. Sumner's next proof is decidedly against him. Here it is
"Mr. Butler and Mr. Charles Pinckney, both from South Carolina,
now moved openly to require fugitive slaves and servants to be
Mr. "Wilson, of Pennsyldelivered up like criminals.'
;

'

vania, at once objected
State to do
ticut,

:

'

This would oblige the executive of the
in the public seizing

objections the ofieusive

that

it

!

the character of these objections.

wrong

is

and surrender-

Under the pressure of these
proposition was quietly withdrawn."

ing a slave or servant than a horse

Now mark

Mr. Sherman, of Connec-

at the public expense.'

it

saw no more propriety

to deliver

up

It is objected,

not

fugitive slaves, but only that they

should not be " delivered up like criminals ;" that is, by a demand
on the executive of the State to which they may have fled. And this
objection

is

based on the ground that such a requisition would oblige

them up at its own expense. Mr. Sherman
wrong to surrender fugitive slaves or fugitive

the public to deliver
insists, not that it is

horses, but only that the executive, or public, should not be called

upon

to

surrender them.

Surely,

if

these gentlemen

had been so
was a fair

violently opposed to the restoration of fugitive slaves, here

occasion for them to speak out

;

and as honest, outspoken men they
But there is,

would, no doubt, have made their sentiments known.
in fact, not a syllable of such a sentiment uttered.
the slightest

minds.

If

symptom
any such

has discovered

it

by

of the existence of
existed,

instinct,

we must

There

is

not

any such feeling in their
insist that Mr. Sumner

and not by his researches in

history.

"under the pressure of these objections
It
the offensive propositon was quietly withdrawn'''' \q not true.
withdrawn
was not quietly withdrawn on the contrary, it was
with the assurance that it would be again introduced. "Mr.

The statement

that

;

Butler withdrew his proposition," says Mr. Madison, " in order
that

some particular provision might

article."*

he

made^ apart from

this

Accordingly, the very next day he introduced a pro-

*

Madison Papers,

p.

1448.
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Mr. Madison declares, "was expressly inserted
to reclaim them."

owners of slaves

These glosses of Mr. Sumner on the history of the times will
appear important, if we view them in connection with his design.
This design

is

doubt the idea that slaves are em-

to briuo; into

braced in the clause of the Constitution which requires fugitives
fi-om service or labor to be delivered up.
this design

from the hints here thrown

We should
out, if it

not suspect

were not

after-

ward more fully disclosed. "On the next day," says Mr. Sumner, "August 29th, profiting by the suggestions already made,
Mr. Butler moved a proposition, substantially like that now found
in

the Constitution, not directly

labor,'

for the surrender of fugitive

as originally proposed, but as

slaves^''

'

from service or

fugitives

which, without debate or opposition of any kind, was

"Was

unanimously adopted."

it

then unanimously adopted be-

was a clause for the surrender of "fugitives from service
and not for the surrender of fugitive slaves ?
Such appears to be the insinuation of Mr. Sumner. Be this as
it may, it is certain that he has afterward said that it may be questioned whether "the language employed" in this clause "can be
judicially regarded as justly applicable to fugitive slaves, which is
cause

it

or labor " only,

and

"

Still further.^' he says, in
of each State must helong the determination of the question^ to vjhich class of jpersons^ according to just
rules of interpretation,, the phrase ''persons held to service or

often

italics,

earnestly

'-''to

denied.''''

.

.

.

.

the courts

labor'' is strictly applicable.''''

Mr. Sumner doubts, then, whether
to "fugitive slaves."

this provision, after all, refers

Now, although he has

said

much

in regard

"the eflronteiy of the Southern members of the convention"
that formed the Constitution, we may safely defy him, or any other
to

man,

to point to

to such audacity.

any thing in

What!

embrace fugitive slaves ?
the clause, declared, as

their conduct

which approximates

the clause in question not designed to

Mr. Butler, even before he introduced

we have

seen, that such

would be

its

de-

was so understood by every member of the convention
for there was not ?. man there who possessed the capacity to misunderstand so plain a matter and it has been so understood by
every man, of all parties and all factions, from that day down to the
Not one of the hired advocates who have been employed,
present.
sign.

It

•

;

in different States, to argue against the constitutionality of the

28
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Fugitive Slave Law, has ever had the unblushing effrontery to
contend that the clause in question is not applicable to fugitive

Nay, more, until Mr. Sumner appeared, the frantic zeal
of no abolitionist had ever so completely besotted his intellect as

slaves.

permit him to take such ground. By Dr. Channing, by
Mr. Sewai'd, and by Mr. Chase, such application of the words in
question is unhesitatingly admitted and hence we dismiss Mr.
Sumner's discovery with the contempt it deserves.
to

;

But to return. "The provision," says Mr. Sumner, "which
showed itself thus tardily, and was so slightly noticed in the National Convention, was neglected in most of the contemporaneous
discussions before the people."
No wonder for it was merely
;

declaratory of the " customary or

common law "

" In

of that day.

the Conventions of South Carolina, North Carolina, and Virginia,"

he admits, "it was commended as securing important rights,
though on this point there was a difference of opinion. In the
Virginia Convention, an eminent character, Mr. George Mason,
with others, expressly declared that there was no security of
property coming within this section.' "

—

—

'

Now, we

shall not stickle about the fact that

Mr. Sumner has

not given the very words of Mr. Mason, since he has given them,
in substance.

But yet he has given them

such a connection, as to

Mr. Mason, taken in
have

make a

and in
The words of

in such a way,

false impression.

their proper connection, are as follows:

no security for the property of that kind (slaves)

"We

which we

There is no clause in this Constitution to secure
for iltey may lay stick a tax as will amou?it to mamwiission.^^
This shows his position, not as it is misrepresented by Mr. Sumalready have.
it,

ner, but as

it

stands in his

own

words.

K slave property

rendered worthless by the taxation of Congress,

how

secured by a clause which enables the owner to reclaim

would not be worth reclaiming.
position of Mr. George Mason.

with unconcern."

the clause

was intended

it ?

be
be
It

Sumner, " while exhibiting
for slavery, seemed to

any responsibility

peculiar sensitiveness at
it

it

Such was the argument and true

" Massachusetts, " continues Mr.

view

may

could

If Massachusetts

to confer

had only believed that

on Congress the power

to pass a

Fugitive Slave Law, into what flames of indignation would her sensitiveness have burst

But

let

!

us listen, for a

So Mr. Sumner would have us

moment,

to believe.

to the sober voice of history.

!
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government went into
power in question,
Where was Massachusetts

after the

operation that Congress actually exercised the

and passed a Fugitive Slave Law.
Did she burst into flames of indignation ? Her only voice,
in reply, was as distinctly and as emphatically pronounced in favor of that law as was the voice of Virginia itself. With a single
then

!

exception, her whole delegation in Congress,* with Fisher
at their head, voted for the Fugitive Slave

Law

of 1793

Ames
Not a

!

As

whisper of disapprobation was heard from their constituents.

Mr, Sumner himself says, the passage of that act "drew little atHence he would have us to believe that Massachusetts
would have been stirred from her depths if the convention had
tention."

conferred such a power upon Congress, and yet that she was not

moved

when Congress proceeded,

at all

and exercise
This

is

that

not

exception of

all.

five,

the Senate, as

as he maintains, to usuip

power
Every member from the

free States, with the

recorded his vote in favor of the same law.f

we have

and not by a recorded

already said,

it

No one,

vote.

was passed by

In

resolution,

in either branch of Congress,

littered a syllable against the constitutionality of the law, though

of the most distinguished members of the very convention
which framed the Constitution itself were there. Not to mention
others, there were James Madison, and Roger Sherman, and
Elbridge Gerry, and Rufus King, and Caleb Strong, and Robert
Morris, and Oliver Elsworth and yet from not one of these illus-

many

;

trious framers of the Constitution

was a

syllable uttered against

Nay, the law was

the constitutionality of the law in question.

supported and enacted by themselves.

What,

then, in the face of

these indubitable facts, becomes of all Mr. Sumner's far-fetched

arguments from "the

literature of the

dinous voices against slavery?

men

suppose that such

Congress
that

as

to pass a

members

It is

age" and from

intended to confer any power upon

Fugitive Slave Law.

of Congress

a

It is

fact.,

of the fathers," says Mr.

Sumner,

to

memter seems

f Annals of Congre.^ri

to
;

hesita-

suppose they

How,

have been absent from the House.

2d Congress, 1791-1793,

reply,

"dishonors the

It

tended that Congress should possess such a power.

* One

we

they proceeded, without

tion or doubt, to exercise that very power.

memory

his multitu-

absurd, says Mr. Sumner, to

p.

861.

in-

then,
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will he vindicate the

own

of his

memory

of the fathers against the imputation

members of Congress, must have
power which, as members of the conven-

doctrine that they, as

knowingly usurped the
tion, they had intended not to confer?
One more of Mr, Sumner's historical arguments, and we are
done with this branch of the subject. He deems it the most conclusive of

all.

It is

founded on the arrangement of certain clauses

of the Constitution, and

must

we

is,

refer the reader to the speech itself if

we cannot

very curious argument, since
a

full

and

Nor

We

believe, perfectly original.

he desire

to see this

spare the room to give

it

fair statement.

necessary to our purpose, inasmuch as

is this at all

we

in-

tend to notice only one thing about this argument, namely, the

wonderful

effect it

produces on the mind of

its

inventor.

"The

framcrs of the Constitution," says he, "were wise and careful

men, who had a reason for what they did, and who understood
the language which they employed.'"
We can readily believe all
this.

Nor can we doubt

that they

"had a design

in the peculiar

arrangement" of the clauses adopted by them. That design,
however, we feel quite sure, is different from the one attributed to
them by Mr. Sumner. But let us suppose he is right, and then
see what would follow.
The design attributed to them by Mr. Sumner was to make
every one see, beyond the possibility of a mistake, that the Constitution confers no power on Congress to pass a Fugitive Slave
Law. " They not only decline all addition of any such power to the
compact," says he, "but, to vender misapprehension impossihle^

—

to

make assurance douNy

sure^

—

to

exclude any contrary con-

clusion^ they punctiliously arrange," etc.
case, then

we ask

if

Now,

if

such were the

design of so easy accomplishment were ever

followed by failure so wonderful?

They

failed, in

the

first

place, " to exclude a contrary conclu-

sion" from the Supreme Courts of Massachusetts, of

New

York,

and of Pennsylvania, all of which tribunals have decided that they
did confer such a power upon Congress. In the second place, although those wise men labored to make "misapprehension impossible," yet, according to Mr. Sumner, the Supreme Court of the
United States has entirely misapprehended them. So far from
seeing that the power in question

high tribunal decides that

it is

is

not granted to Congress, this

clearly

and unquestionably granted.
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not

all.

The most marvellous

after all their paius to

these wise

men

make

did not see

faihire is yet to
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come.

For,

the whole world see their meaning,

themselves, but went away,

it

many

of them, and, in the Congress of 1793, helped to pass a Fugitive

Law!

Slave

It is to

be feared, indeed, that the failure would have been abso-

lutely total but for the wonderful sagacity of a few abolitionists.

For the design imputed to the framers of the Constitution, and
which they took so much pains to disclose, had remained profoundly concealed from nearly all men, not excepting themselves,
until it was detected by Messrs. Sumner, Chase, and company.
But these have, at last, discovered it, and now see it as in a flood
of light.

Indeed, they see

it

with such transcendent clearness,

with such marvellous perspicacity of vision, as to atone

for the stu-

pidity and blindness of the rest of mankind.

So much for Mr. Sumner's historical argument. His logical
argument is, if possible, still more illogical than his historical.
In regard to

this,

however,

are sick of his sophisms,
suit of

He

we

be exceedingly

shall

and long

to

brief,

as

we

be delivered from the pur-

them.
encounters, at the outset,

"a

diflSculty" in the legislation

Supreme Court
But "on examination," says he, "this

of the Congress of 1793 and in the decision of the
of the United States."
difficulty will disappear."

Perhaps

difficulty so great

never van-

ished so suddenly from before any other man.

The authority

many

of the Congress of 1793, though

it

contained so

of the most distinguished framers of the Constitution,

is

an-

by a few bold strokes of Mr. Sumner's pen. One short
paragraph, containing two ineffably weak arguments, does the
nihilated

business.

The

first

of these arguments

is

as follows:

"The

act of

1793

proceeded from a Congress that had already recognized the United
States

Bank, chartered by a previous Congress, which, though

sanctioned by the Supreme Court, has been since in high quarters

pronounced unconstitutional. K it erred as to the bank, it may
have erred also as to fugitives from labor." We cannot conceive
why such an argument should have been propounded, unless it

were to excite a prejudice against the Congress of 1793 in the
minds of those who may be opposed to a National Bank. For if
we look at its conclusion we shall see that it merely aims to estab-

:
!
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a point -which no one would deny.

that, as the

We

may have erred!"

it

It

merely aims

Congress of 1793 was composcil of

I'allible

to

prove

men, "so

admit the conclusion, and therefore

pass by the inherent weaknesses in the structure of the argument.

His second argument
ital

is this:

"J3ut the very act contains a cap-

iu pretending to vest a portion of the judicial

from

This error takes

in state officers.
a)i

Supreme Court,
power of the nation

error * on this very subject, so declared by the

interpretation of the Constitution.

sage, considered

many
much

an argument,

as

is

of the best laws ever enacted by
that

Should

is

all,

the act all authority as
I dismiss it."

This pas-

IIow

simply ridiculous,

man

have, in the midst of

as clear as noonday, been found to contain an error

therefore,

have been blindly rejected

As

?

soon as the

error has been detected, has any enlightened tribunal on earth

ever said,

"I dismiss" the whole?
we might have made

as short work with Mr.
Sumner's speech. If, after pointing out one error therein, we had
dismissed the whole speech as worthless, we should have imitated
his reasoning, and iu our conclusion have come much nearer to
If we should say, indeed, that because the sun has a
the trutli.

By

such a process

spot on

its

surface

is

it

therefore a great ball of darkness, our

argument would be exactly like that of Mr. Sumner. But that
great luminary would not refuse to shine in obedience to our
In like manner, the authority of the illuscontemptible logic.
trious Congress of 1793, in which there were so many profound
statesmen and pure patriots, will not be the less resplendent

because Mr. Charles Sumner has, with Titanic audacity and
putian weakness, assailed
pitiful

it

with one of the most

Lilli-

pitiful of all the

sophisms that ever were invented by man.

Supreme Court he says
"Whatever may be the influence of this judgment as a rule to
In regard

to

the judiciary,
I

it

the

decision

of the

can not arrest our duty as legislators.

And

here

adopt, with entire assent, the language of President Jackson,

in

his

States."

memorable

following sentence:
sxip>port

veto,

in 1832, of the

lie then quotes this language, in
''''

Each pull io

the Constitution^ swears

understands

it,

and

not as

it

is

officer^

Bank

of the United

which he

who

italicizes the

takes

an oath

that he will support

understood

hij

it

others^

This error was by no means a capital one.

to

as he

With

!

.

.
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these authoritative wonls of Ainlrt'W Jackson,"' savs ho, "

I

dia-

The early lei>'islatio)i of Congress and the decisions of the Supreme Court can not stand in our way.
I
advance to the argument." We shall let him advance.
But we must say a few words in conclusion. Afr. Sumner
raiss this topic.

swears

to

support the Constitution as he understands

supported by him

supported by him at

it

but

;

how

any
The clause respecting " persons held to service or labor," says he, imposes an obligation, not upon " the
National Government, but upon the States." Is he then in favor
is it

way?

Let

lis

Is it

?

all

or in

see.

of the States passing any law, or doing any act, by which fugitive
slaves
setts

maybe

delivered up?

will never

"Never," he

do any such thing

replies.

Massachu-

advice or consent.

his

b}'

Surely, then, he will speak a kind word to the good people of

Massachusetts, and advise them to do nothing in violation of this

solemn compact of the Constitution.

If

he will do nothing

support the compact, surely he will do nothing to break

He

it

to

down.

any such charitable hope. For
by speech-making and by agitation, to

will not permit us to indulge

it is

his avotaed object,

create such a " public opinion " as

indignation, and abhorrence,

whatever name^ undertake

all

to

Yea, upon the very

" shall blast

-with

contempt,

who, in xoliaUver form^ or under

be agents"* in reclaiming fugitive

of the law themselves, who,
under and by authority of the supreme laws
of the land, he ])our8 down scorn and derision.
Even these,
though in the discharge of an official duty, arc if it be in the
slaves.

officers

for this purpose, act

—

—

power of Mr. Sumner to be blasted with abhorrence, indignation,
and contempt
The Constitution declares that the fugitive slave "shall be delivered up."
lie shall not " be delivered up," says Mr. Sumner
and, in order to make his words good, he means to create a
"public opinion," which no Southern master dare encounlc,
Nay, he rejoices to believe that such public opinion is, in some
localities, already created and prepared for open resistance to the
;

Constitution of the United States.

" There are many," says he,

" who will never shrink

and, notwithstanding

at

atrocious penalties of this

fellow-man from bondage.

Speech

any

cost,

bill,

from

They

efforts to

will offer

in the Senate, in

1855.

all

the

save a wandering

him the

shelter of
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bouses,

their

aud, if need

Horrible words

FOKCE."*

will rROTEcr his liberty by

be,

Words tending

!

iu which the brightest hopes of

directly to a conflict

humanity must

and the

perish,

glory of the Republic be extinguished in oceans of blood.

In the face of such things,

doubt Mr. Sumner's regard

we

for

are imperiously constrained to

the obligation of the oath

binds him to support the Constitution of his country.

by

tain that he can rejoice in the breach of this obligation

A

certain judge in

had taken an oath

Yermont, who,

to

which

It is cer-

others.

like every other State officer,

support the Constitution of the United States,

just set Constitution, laws, evidence, all at defiance,

declared that the fugitive should

7iot

and boldly

be delivered up, " imless the

of sale from the Almighty.^'' This
deed, which, in the language of Chancellor Walworth, is stamped
with " the moral guilt of perjury," appears heroic to Mr. Sumner,
master could

whom

it

indeed, as

if

by

is all

drawn

a

sTiovj

is

hill

related with

evident delight.

to a single point of his conscience, so that

absolutely nothing except slavery.
tion of

would seem,

It

the moral sensibility of an abolitionist of his stamp

an oath,

to the

It

seems dead

moral guilt of perjury.

it

can feel

to the obliga-

Nay,

it

seems

to

rejoice in the very bravery of its perpetration, provided it only

enables a fugitive slave to

eflfect

his escape.

Perhaps Mr. Sumner would seek
that the ]augnixge fugitive from

to justify himself

by declaring

services does not include fugitive

Vermont judge, whose infamous
It is Mr. Sumdecision he approves, had no such fine pretext.
ner, as we have seen, who first suggested this most excellent
slaves.

If so,

we

reply that the

method of reconciling conscience with treachery to the ConstituThough he professes the most profound respect for that
tion.
instrument, he deliberately sets to work to undermine one of its
most clear and unequivocal mandates. He does not, like Mr.
Seward, openly smite the Constitution with his hand, or contemptuously kick it with his foot. lie betrays it with a kiss.

Mr. Sumner admires the conduct of the Yermont judge
he can heap the most frantic abuse on the acts of the best

America has produced.
acts of a Clay, or a

Though they be

;

but

men

the deliberate public

Calhoun, or a Webster, or a George Wash-

ington, his language

is

not the less violent, nor his raving vitu-

* Speech in Boston, October 3d, 1850.

"

;
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peration the less malignant.

of 1850, he says

should

'

:

"

And

^^^

make heaven weep,

do a deed which
earth amazed,' this same Con-

further, as if to

still

all

gress, in disregard of all the cherished safeguards of freedom, has

passed a most cruel, unchristian, devilish act."

Sumner

The great

diffi-

and which all the energy
is
to find language violent
surmount,
to
struggles
his
soul
of
"foul
enactment," this "dethis
denounce
enough in which to
testable and heaven-defying bill," this "monster act," which
" sets at naught the best principles of the Constitution and the
culty under which Mr.

labors,

God !"
Now, this bill, let it be remembered, is liable to no objection
which may not be urged against the Fugitive Slave Law of 1793.

very laws of

It will

not be denied, indeed, that

if

the one of these laws be

and that both must stand or
Let it also be borne in mind that, as the one refall together.
ceived the support of a Clay, and a Calhoun, and a Webster, so
the other received the sanction and the signature of George
"Washington. Yet, in the face of these facts, Mr. Sumner does
unconstitutional so also

is

They only seem

not moderate his rage.

and the fury of

the other,

his wrath.

"The

to increase the intensity

the contemplation of this legalized outrage.

of the past there are

many

acts of

"in

soul sickens," he cries,

shame

In the dreary annals

— there

are

many

ordi-

nances of monarchs, and laws which have become a byword and
a hissing to the nations. But when we consider the country and

what act of shame, what ordinance of
monarch, what law, can compare in atrocity with this enactment
of an American Congress ?
IsTot content with pouring floods of abuse on the law itself, Mr.
the age, I ask fearlessly,

Sumner proceeds

to consign to

infamy

its

authors .and

all

who

For, after furnishing examples of

have given it their support.
what he deems among the most atrocious transactions of the past,
he adds " I would not exaggerate. I wish to keep within bounds
but / think no person can doubt that the condemnation affixed
:

to all these transactions

and

to their authors

must be the

lot

here-

and of every one, according to
Into the
the measure of his influence, who gave it his support.
immortal catalogue of national crimes this law has now passed,
drawing with it, by an inexorable necessity, its authors also, and
after of the Fugitive Slave Bill,

chiefly

him who,

as President of the

United States,

set his

name
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to the bill,

and breathed into

would have no

name

that final breath without

it

Other Presidents

lite.

may

be

which

forg-otten,

signed to the Fugitive Slave Bill can never be forgotten.

There are depths of infamy, as there are bights of fame.
Better far
regret to say what I must, but truth compels me.

him had he never been born

name

it

but the

;

better for his

memory, and

of his children, had he never been President

If neither

I
for

for the

!"

Mr. Fillmore nor George Washington swore

to sup-

Sumner understands it, we beg him
opinion was not known when they took the

port the Constitution as Mr.
to consider that his

oath of

office.

Mr. Fillmore had,

at that time,

no better guide

to

go by than the decisions of the most enlightened judicial tribunals
of his country, with the Supreme Court of the United States at
their head.

He was

not so far raised above other men, nor pos-

sessed of so wonderful an insight into the Constitution, as Mr.

Sumner for he could understand it no better than its framers.
Hence he was, no doubt, so conscious of his own fallibility that
;

he could hardly look upon modesty as a crime, or upon a deference

We

the judicial tribunals of his country as infamous.

to

trust, therefore, that

his

children will not blush to

people will

good name

own

will survive,

and that his
-American

It is certain that the

it.

never believe, on the bare authority of Mr. Sumner,

that, in his course

regarding the Fugitive Slave Law, he planted

his feet in the very " depths of infamy,"

when

they can so clearly

see that he merely trod in the footsteps of George Washington.

K

what a man lacks in reason he could only make up in rage,
all, it would have to be concluded that Mr. Sumner

then, after
is

a very respectable Senator

denunciations
logic.

is

for,

surely, the violence of his

almost as remarkable as the weakness of his

Fortimately, however,

whom

;

it

can hurt no one except him^self

names in
American statesmen are not to be swept away by
The Clays, the Calhouns, the
the filthy torrent of his invectives.
Websters, and the Washingtons of America, are, indeed, as far
or those

he represents.

Certainly, the brightest

the galaxy of

above the impotent rage of

heaven are beyond

his

* Mr. Sumner has a great deal
the fathers."
to

do

so,

"When

this

Senator as the very

of

stai-s

arm.*

to say, in his speech,

their sentiments agree with his

then they are "the demi-gods of history."

about "the

memory

own, or only seem

But only

let

to

of

him

these demi-
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The right of Trial hy Jury not impaired hy
Fugitive Slave Law.
§ III.

It is

the

powev to enact such a law does not reside
no such power has been " expressly deleis not "necessary and proper" to carry any

alleged that the

in Congress, because

gated," and because

it

expressly delegated authority into

effect.

We

should have replied

argument but it has been urged before every tribunal in
which the great question under consideration has been tried, and
everywhere refuted. By Mr. Justice Nelson, in the Supreme
to this

;

New

Court of

York,* by Mr. Senator Bishop, in the Court of

gods cross his path or como into contact with his fanatical notions, and instantly
Constitution of the United

The framers of the
made "a compromise, which cannot

they sink into sordid knaves.
States, says he,
It

was that

he

mentioned without shame.

by which Congress was restrained until 1808 from

hateful bargain

the prohibition of the foreign slave trade, thus securing,
toleration for crime."

.

.

.

.

"

The

down

effrontery of slaveholders was

sordidness of the Eastern members."

.

.

.

.

"

The

bargain

was

struck,

Southern States gained the detestable indulgence.

price the

to that period,

matched by

At

and

the

at this

a subsequent

day, Congress branded the slave trade as piracy, and thus, by solemn legislative
act,

adjudged

But

this

for this

compromise

compromise,

as

to be felonious

every one

who

and wicked."
has read the history of the times

perfectly well knows, no union conld have been formed,

might have been

carried

on

to the present day.

By

this

Convention did not tolerate crime nor the slave trade

Union, and,

The

years.

in

forming

it,

gained the power

considered by

them

slave trade in twenty

humanity.

as a great gain to the cause of

of a union, and at the

same time put the slave

trade

would have imitated the wisdom of the

any one

If the Eastern

had blasted

frantic hatred of slavery,

promote the cause they seek
If

they merely formed the

to abolish the

gain of this power, which Congress had not before possessed, was

members, from a blind and
ever, they

;

and the slave trade

compromise, then, the

beyond

all

their

abolitionists,

prospects

power

who

for-

always

to demolish.

will read the history of the times,

will see that " the fathers,"

he

the framers of the Constitution, were, in making this very compromise, governed

most patriotic, and the most humane, of motives. He who
them of corruption shows himself corrupt especially if, like Mr. Sumner, he can laud them on one page as demi-gods, and on the very next denounce them as sordid knaves, who, for the sake of filthy lucre, could enter
into a "felonious and wicked" bargain.
Yet the very man who accuses them

by the

purest, the

accuses

of having

;

made

so infamous

and corrupt a bargain

in regard to the slave trade

can and does most eloquently declaim against the monstrous injustice of suppoaing

them

capable of the least act in favor of slavery

* XII. Wendell,

p.

314.

!
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Errors in the same State,* and by Mr. Justice Story, in the

Supreme Court

of the United States,

has been so clearly, so

it

powerfully, and so triumphantly demolished as to leave nothing

more

to

And

be desired on the subject.

object not so

much

to refute

besides,

it

has been our

arguments against the law

in ques-

which has been so long established,-}- as
grounds, and yet with what unbounded
what
slender
on
to show
confidence, the greatest champions of abolitionism are accustomed
tion, or to establish that

to

oppose the Constitution, the laws, the judicial decisions, and
government under which we

the uniform practice, of the whole
live.

In pursuance of this design, there

is

another sophism of theirs,

which it now devolves upon us to examine. We allude to the
argument that the Fugitive Slave Law is unconstitutional, because
it denies the right of trial by jury.
Is this still an open question ? In the biography of Mr. Justice
Story, published by his son,

Act
a

of 1793

trial

it is

said

" The argument that the

:

was unconstitutional, because

by jury according

it

did not provide for

to the requisitions of the sixth article in

having been suggested to my
Washington, he replied that this question was not argued by counsel nor considered by the court, and
Mr. Sumner adthat he should still consider it an open one."
duces this "distinct statement that the necessity of trial by jury
the

amendment

to the Constitution,

father on his return from

was not before the court;" and adds, "So that, in the estimation
of the judge himself, it was still an open question,"
In the case here referred to Prigg v. The Commonwealth of

—

Pennsylvania, reported in

XYI.

Peters

—

it is

true that the ques-

by jury was not argued by counsel nor considered by
But if the greater includes the less, then this question
was embraced in the decision for, in that case, Prigg had seized
the fugitive slave without process, and carried her away without

tion of trial

the court.

;

from magistrate or judge in the State of PennsylThe court declared that he had a right to do so under
vania.
and by virtue of the Constitution of the United States. Most

any

*

certificate

XIV. Wendell, p. 530 XVI. Peters, p. 608.
if we bad produced all the arguments
;

f Indeed,
ality of the

and swelled

Fugitive Slave Law,
this single

it

would have

chapter into a volume.

in favor of the constitution-

carried us far

beyond our

limits,

;
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such proceeding,

then, in such cases, the Constitution dispenses with the necessity

of trial by jury.

was urged by counsel that such summary method of reclaimwas unconstitutional but the court decided
It was insisted by Mr. Hambly, just as it is now inotherwise.
sisted by Mr. Sumner and others, that such arrest was unconstitutional, because it was made by the mere will of the party, and
not, as the Constitution requires, " by due process of law." Thus
the point was presented by the record, argued by the counsel, and
It

ing fugitive slaves

;

overruled by the court.

In overruling this argument the court says
therefore,

have the right

the local laws of his

we

all

know

own

to seize

" The owner must,

and repossess the slave which
upon him as property and

State confer

that this right of seizure

acknowledged

:

;

and recaption

in all the slaveholding States.

is

universally

Indeed, this

is

no

more than a mere affirmance of the principles of the common
law applicable to this very subject." Then, after a quotation from
Blackstone, the court adds

"Upon

:

this

slightest hesitation in holding that,

ground,

we have

not the

under and in virtue of the

owner of a slave is clothed with entire authority
the Union to seize and recapture his slave
it without any breach of the peace or any
he
can
do
whenever

Constitution, the
in every State

in

illegal violence."

In accordance with this opinion of the court
Justice Story

—Mr. Chief Justice Taney says:

right, peaceably, to take possession of

—delivered by Mr.
the master

"has a

him, and carry him away,

without any certificate or warrant from a judge of the District or
Circuit Court of the United States, or from

any magistrate of the

and whosoever resists or obstructs him is a wrong-doer;
and every State law which proposes, directly or indirectly, to
authorize such resistance or obsti'uction, is null and void, and

State;

affords

who

no

acts

justification to the individual or the officer of the State

under

it.

This right of the master being given by the

Constitution of the United States, neither Congress nor a State
Legislature can by any law or regulation impair

* This decision of the

Supreme

Court,

2, p.

1587,)

is

or restrict it.*

which authorizes the master

his fugitive slave without process, (see his speech,

Globe, vol. xxii., part

it

Appendix

to seize

to Congressional

exceedingly offensive to Mr. Chase of Ohio
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Hence it would have been well
Judge Story had looked into this

Mr. Sumner and the son of

if

decision again before they pro-

trial by jury is, in such
Mr. Justice Story himself must,

claimed the opinion that the right of
cases,

on

an open question.

still

have seen that the off-hand expression attributed to
him was erroneous. His more deliberate opinion is recorded, not
reflection,

only in the case of Prigg, but also in his "Commentaries on the
Constitution of the United States."

" that these provisions

for the arrest

summary

both classes contemplate

"It

obvious," says he,

is

and removal of

fugitives of

ministerial proceedings,

and

not the ordinary courts of judicial investigations to ascertain

whether the complaint be well-founded or the claim of ownership
be established beyond

all

is to

made

be

out at his

and not upon the preliminary inquiry whether he

trial,

All that would seem in such cases

delivered up.

that there should

\>q

authority to satisfy

its

is

In cases of suspected

legal controversy.

crimes the guilt or innocence of the party

judgment

to

be

be necessary

before the executive

that there is probable cause to

party guilty, such as, upon an ordinary warrant,

believe the

would

prima facie evidence

shall

justify his

commitment for
would seem

trial.

fugitive slaves there

to

And

in the cases of

be the same necessity of

requiring ovAj primd facie proofs of ownership, without putting
the party to a formal assertion of his rights by a suit at the com-

mon

law."*

his own State has passed a \a\\', making;
who should thus prosecute his constitu-

and no wonder, since the Legislature of
it

a penitentiary offense in the

master

by this decision. But, in regard to this point, the Supreme Court of the United States does not stand alone. The Supreme Court
"Whether
of New York, in the case of Jack v. Martin, had previously said
the owner or agent might have made the arrest in the first instance without any
authorities of deserved respectability and
process, we will not stop to examine

tional right as declared

:

;

weight have held the affirmative.
case of
to

Glen

v.

Hodges, in

2 Pick. 11, 5 Serg.

this court,

before referred

countenance the same conclusion.

It

&

Rawle, 62, and the

to, (in

9 Johnson,)

would indeed appear

necessary consequence, from the undouhted position, that under
Constitution tJx
perfect within

rigJit

tJie

and

title

of

the

owner

jurisdiction of the State

to the service
to

this clause

of the slave

which he has fled as

it

seem

to follow as a

is

of the

as entire and

lous in the one

and if a
;
from ivhich he escaped.
FREEMAN WAS TAKEN, HE WOULD BE ANSWERABLE LIKE ANY OTHER TRESPASSER
Such seizure

would

he at the peril of the

OR KIDNAPPER."
* Story

on Constitution,

vol.

iii.

book

iii.,

chap. xl.

party
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But, since the abolitionists will discuss this point, then
considered an open question, and

ments.

The

first

we

let it

shall notice is

"At

reasons from the sentiments of the fathers.

the close of the

National Convention," says he, "Elbridge Gerry refused
the Constitution, because,
tribunal without juries^ a

bo

them produce their argufrom Mr. Sumner, who again

let

among other
Star Chamber

things,

it

to

sign

established 'a

Many

as to civil cases.'

united in his opposition, and, on the recommendation of the First

Congress, this additional safeguard was adopted as an amend-

ment."

Thus, according to Mr. Sumner, Elbridge Gerry was the

which guarantees the right
Yet Elbridge Gerry never dreamed of applying
the case of fugitive slaves
for, as we have already

father of the clause in the Constitution

of

trial

by jury.

this clause to

;

seen, he voted for the Fugitive Slave

application of

it

is

Nor

denied.

Congress propose the right of
if

Law

of 1Y93, in which such

did any other

member

of that

by jury in such cases.
No doubt there would have been opposition to the act of 1793
any member of Congress had supposed, for a moment, that it

denied the right of

such thing.

It

trial

trial

by jury

to the fugitive slave.

leaves that right unimpaired

;

and

if

It does no
any slave in

the Union, whether fugitive or otherwise, desire such

him by

trial, it

is

and laws of the country. But
he cannot have such trial where or in what State he chooses. If
he lives in Richmond, he may have a trial by jury there but he
cannot escape to Boston, and there demand this as a right. The
secured to

the Constitution

;

fugitive
trial

from labor, like the fugitive from

justice, has a right to

have

of the world he pleases.

The

vicinage" where the offense

is

to

this trial in

latter

He

because there the witnesses are to be found.
flee

from these and require them

As he

mony.

to follow

has no right to

him with

their testi-

has a constitutional right to be tried in the vicin-

age of the alleged offense, so has the commonwealth a right
insist

on his

trial there.

if the colored

may

a

any part
must be tried in "the
alleged to have been committed,

by jury, but neither can claim

man

to

In like manner, and for a similar reason,

wishes to assert his freedom under the law, he

appeal to a jury of the country; but this must be done in

the State under whose laws he

witnesses reside.

demand

He

cannot

is

claimed as a slave and where the

fly

to

a distant State, and there

a kind of trial which neither the Constitution, nor the

laws, nor public expediency, secures to him.

If he assert this
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right at

all,

be must assert

it

in conformity with the

undoubted

right of the other party^ which is to be sned in this, as in
other personal actions, in the place where he resides.

In the face of these considerations,

no wonder that the

is

it

all

Congress of 1793 were so unanimous in regard

to the Fugitive

Slave Law.

Though this law did not provide for a jnry trial, yet
its authors all knew that such trial was not denied to the fugitive
slave, if he had a mind to claim it.
Hence the law was passed
by that Congress, without even an allusion to this modern abolition objection to its constitutionality.
Among all the members of
that body

who had

taken part in framing the Constitution of the

United States,* not one was found
This objection

more recent

of

is

an objection.

to hint at such

origin, if not of less respectable

parentage.

An amendment to the law in question, allowing a trial

by jury

to

the fugitive slave in a distant State, would indeed be a virtual de-

Either because the

nial of the constitutional right of the master.

jury could not agree, or because distant testimony might be de-

manded, the

would probably be continued, and put

trial

off,

until

the expense, the loss of time, and the worriment of vexatious proceedings, would be

more than

the slave

The language
damages
such a trial by jury.

worth.

is

of Mr. Chief Justice Taney, in relation to an action for

by the master, is peculiarly applicable to
The master " luould he compelled^'''' says

he, " to encounter the

and expenses of a suit, prosecuted at a distance from his
own home, and to sacrifice perhaps the value of his property in
costs

* The framers of the Constitution in that Congress were

and Nicholas Gilmer, of
of Massachusetts

Hampshire

Caleb Strong and Elbridge Gerry,

;

;

Robert Morris and

Thomas

George Reid and Richard Basset, of Delaware

;

Jersey
lina

New

;

;

Pierce Butler, of South Carolina

William

Few and Abraham

James Madison,
stitution

—

;

Hugh

Rufus

;

Jonathan Dayton, of

New

Williamson, of North Caro-

Baldwin, of Georgia

;

and

last,

but not

least,

Yet from not one of these framers of the Confrom not one of these illustrious guardians of freedom was a syllable

—

Law

then passed.

trial

The more

by jury
pity

it

in
is,

connection with the Fugitive

no doubt, the

abolitionist will

think, that neither Mr. Chase, nor Mr. Sumner, nor Mr. Seward,

enlighten

;

Fitzsiramons, of Pennsylva-

of Virginia."

heard in regard to the right of
Slave

— "John Langdon

Roger Sherman and Oliver Elsworth, of Connecticut

New York

King, of
nia

;

:

them on the

subject of

infamy of such an Act.

Alas

!

trial

by jury and

to save the

for the poor, blind fathers

!

was there

to

country from the
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not the kind of

The deprompt and immediate delivery
Such
is jplainly required^ and was intended to he secured.''''
prompt and immediate delivery was a part of " the customary or
common law " at the time the Constitution was adopted, and its

—

livery of the property itself

—

to give.

its

framers, no doubt, intended that this practice should be enforced

by the clause in question, as appears from the fact that so mauy
of them concurred in the Act of 1793.
But if such right to a prompt and immediate delivery be guaranteed by the Constitution itself, then, with all due submission,
we would ask, what power has Congress to limit or abridge this
If under and by virtue of the Constitution this right to
right ?
a prompt and immediate delivery be secured, then what power
has Congress to say there shall not be a prompt or immediate
delivery?

"This right of the master," says Mr. Chief Justice

Taney, "being given by the Constitution of the United States,
neither Congress nor a State Legislature can by any law

OR regulation impair it or restrict it." If this be sound doctrine,
and such we hold it to be, then Congress has no constitutional power to impair or restrict the right in question, by giving
the fugitive slave a trial by jury in the State to which he may
have fled. This would not be to give a "prompt and immediate
delivery," such as the Supreme Court declares the master is entitled to by the Constitution itself; it would be either to give no

—

—

delivery at

and

or else one attended with such delays, vexations,

all,

costs, as

would materially impair,

if

not wholly annihilate,

the right in question.

we think, that questions arising excluown laws should be tried in our own States and
by our own tribunals.
Hence we shall never consent, unless
It is

right and proper,

sively under our

constrained by the judicial decision of the Supreme Court of the

Union,

whose

to

have such questions

juries

raa^'-,

tried in States

whose people and

perhaps, be hostile to our interests and to our

For we are sovereign as well as they.
Only conceive such a trial by jury in a ISTorthern State, with

domestic institutions.

for the fugitive slave as Mr. Chase, or Mr. Sumsome other flaming abolitionist
There sits the fugitive
slave,
"one of the heroes of the age," as Mr. Sumner calls him,
and the very embodiment of persecuted innocence. On the other

such an advocate
ner, or

!

—

2^
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hand

the master,

is

—the

"

vile.

The advocate appeals

He

of the jury.

he

if possible,

is

Sumner

The trial
and the passions
about which neither he nor

to the prejudices

denounces slavery

—

—

know any thing as the epitome of all earthly wrongs,
sum and substance of all human woes. Now, suppose that

the jury
as the

on the jury there
requires

"a

up a

is

only one man, who, like the Vermont judge,

from the Almighty " before he will de-

bill of sale

fugitive slave

;

or who, like Mr. Seward, sets his

private opinion above the Constitution of his country

Mr. Sumner, has merely sworn

like

he understands
ity to

de-

determined

contempt, indignation, and abhorrence,"

to blast with

begins.

liver

" slave-hunter," as Mr.

and whom,

lights to represent him,

it

;

understand

and who,

it

to

;

own

or who,

support the supreme law as

same time, possesses his capacas he pleases
then what chance

at the

just exactly

:

would the master have for a verdict? Just none at all. For that
one man, however clear the master's evidence, would hang the
jury, and the cause would have to be tried over again.
But suppose the whole twelve jurors should decide according to
the law and the evidence, and give a verdict in favor of the claimwould his rights then be secured ? Yery far from it. For
ant
there is the eager crowd, which never fails to flock to such trials, and
which the inflammatory eloquence of the advocate has now wrought
;

Cannot such crowd, think yon, furnish a mob to efwhat every member of the jury had refused to accom-

into a frenzy.
fect

by

force

plish by falsehood

—

sliould escape

?

If the

—

master

if

"
the abhorred " slave-hunter

from such a crowd with a sound body only, and

without his property, he ought,

we

think, to

deem himself

ex-

ceedingly fortunate.

Mr. Winthrop, of Massachusetts, has advocated a
in such cases.

He

trial

by jury

was, no doubt, perfectly sincere in the belief

expressed by him, that under such a provision more fugitive slaves

would be reclaimed than under the law as it now stands. But it
is equally certain that neither Mr. Seward nor Mr. Chase was of
this opinion when the one proposed, and the other voted for, a
trial

by jury

we may

in such cases.

Neither of these Senators,

confidently affirm, intended to aid the master in reclaim-

ing his fiigitive slaves.
" At any rate, sir," says Mr. Winthrop, "

amendment
just in

we think

oftered by the Senator

itself,

whatever

may

be

from

New

its effects."

I shall

vote for the

Jersey, as right and

That

is to

say, what-

;
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may

ever

vote for

be the

eifect of a

as right

it

jury

such cases, he means to

trial in

and just in

45^

Whether

itself!

were a

this

burst of passion merely, or the deliberate conviction of the author

of

we

it,

For surely such an opinion,

former.
is

if

shall trust

all, it is

trial, is

only so as a means to an end.

declares that,

'-'

whatever

may

he the

only right

It is

and

;

then worse than worthless.

it is

Neither

this,

nor

"right in itself;" and when right at

subserves the great end of justice

end

was the

it

deliberately entertained,

creditable neither to a Senator nor to a jurist.

any other mode of

of

we

are not able to determine, but

if it fail to

when

answer

it

this

Hence the statesman who
effects'''' of a particular mode

he will nevertheless support it " as right and just in itthereby announces that he is prepared to sacrifice the end

trial,

self,"

—

means, a sentiment which, we venture to affirm, is more
worthy of a fanatical declaimer than of the high-minded and acto the

complished Senator by

The great
that under

whom

it

was

uttered.

Law

objection urged against the Fugitive Slave

it

a freeman

may

be seized and

is

reduced to slavery.

This law, as well as every other, may, no doubt, be grossly abused,

and made a cover
evil deeds.

But

for evil deeds.

Is there

no protection

there

is

no remedy

for

for the free blacks of the

such

Xorth,

except by a denial of the clear and unquestionable constitutional
rights of the South ?

mit

;

but there

a

is

If not, then

we

should be willing to sub-

remedy against such

foul abuse of the

law of

Congress in question, and, as we conceive, a most ample remedy.

The master may recapture

New
ed

his fugitive slave.

But, in the language of the

stitutional right.

This

is

his con-

Supreme Court of

if a villain, under cover of a pretendproceeds to carry off a freeman, he does so " at his

York, already quoted,

right,

peril^

and would

he anstoerahle lihe

amj

other trespasser or Idd-

must be caught, however, before he can be ])unLet him be caught, let tlie crime be proved upon him, and
ished.
we would most heartily concur in the law by which lie should
napper.''''

lie

himself be doomed

to slavery for life in the penitentiary.

The Fugitive Slave Law is not the only one liable to abugior
The innocent may be, and often have been, arrested for crime
.

but this

is

no reason wh}- the law of arrest should be abolished, or

even imjjaired in

its

Nay, innocent persons

operation.

been maliciously prosecuted

dreamed of throwing

;

liave often

yet no one, on this account, ever

obstacles

in

the

way

of prosecution for
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The innocent

crime.

who

been made the victims of perjury

liave

iniau::ines that all

;

but

swearing in courts of justice should there-

Such evils and such crimes are sought to be
remedied by separate legislation, and not by undermining the
laws of which they are the abuses. In like manner, though we
fore be abolished ?

to see the free blacks of the North protected, and would
most cheerfully lend a helping hand for that purpose, yet, at the
same time, we would maintain our own constitutional rights inviolate.
The villain who, under cover of the law made for the

wish

protection of our rights, should seek to invade the rights of

Northern freemen,
ists

on earth.

much abhorred by

as

is

us as by any abolition-

Nor, on the other hand, have we any sympathy

with those who, under cover of a law

to he

made

for the protec-

tion of the free blacks of the North, seek to invade the rights of

We have no sympathy with either class of kidnappers.

the South.
Is it

create

not wonderful that, while the abolitionists of the North

and keep up so great a clamor about the danger their free
little, and ask so little, either by legisla-

blacks are in, they do so

tion or otherwise, in order to protect them, except in such

or by such legislation, as shall

and

interests of the

free blacks,

pose,

we

eflScient

and

South

if the

aim a deadly blow

If they really

?

manner,

at the rights

wish to protect their

laws are not already sufficient for that pur-

more than willing to assist in the passage of more
But we are not willing to abandon the great right
ones.
are

which the Constitution spreads,

like

an impenetrable shield, over

Southern property to the amount of sixteen hundred millions of
dollars.

The complaint

in regard to the

blacks of the North

Jack

V.

is

want of protection

without just foundation.

Martin, decided in the Court of Errors of

find the following language,

which

is

for the free

In the case of

New

York,

here exactly in point:

we

— "It

argument of tliis cause, with great zeal and
law of the United States, a freeman
might be dragged from his family and home into captivity. This
is supposing an extreme case, as I believe it is not pretended any

was contended on

the

earnestness, that, under the

such ever has occurred, or that any complaint of that character
has ever been made at all events, I cannot regard it as a very
;

potent argument.

The same

position

the case of a fugitive from justice.

was an innocent man, and

It

might as well be taken in
might be assumed that he

entitled to be tried

by a jury of the
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State where he

was

whether he had violated

arrested, to ascertain

the laws of the State from which he fled
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whereas the

;

fact is, the

executive of this State would feel bound to deliver up the most
exalted individual ia this State, (however well satisfied he might

be of his innocence,)

if

made upon him by

a requisition was

the

executive of another State."

when before the Supreme Court of New York,
"In the case under review, the proceedings are
before a magistrate of our own State, presumed to possess a sympathy with his fellow-citizens, and where^ u^on the supposition
In the same case,

the court said

:

that a freeman is arrested^ he may readily procure the evidence
of his freedom. If the magistrate should finally err in granting
the certificate, the party can still resort to the protection of the

The proceedings hy which

national judiciary.

his rights have

heen invaded being under a law of Congress.^ the remedy for
error or injustice belongs peculiarly to that high tribunal.

Under

their ample shield, the apprehension of captivity and

oppression can not be alarming."
It is evident that when this opinion was pronounced by the
Supreme Court of New York, it had not fathomed the depths of
some men's capacity of being alarmed by apprehensions of capThe abolitionists will, whether or no, be
tivity and oppression.
most dreadfully alarmed. But the danger consists, not in the
want of laws and courts to punish the kidnapper, but in the want
If he does all the mischief ascribed
of somebody to catch him.
to him by the abolitionists, is it not wonderful that he is not
caught by them? Rumor, with her thousand tongues, is clamorous about his evil deeds; and fanatical credulity, with her ten
thousand ears, gives heed to the reports of rumor.
But yet,
somehow or other, the abolitionists, with all their fiery, restless

never succeed in laying their hands on the ofiender himself.

zeal,

He

must, indeed, be a most adroit, a most cunning, a most

wonderful rogue.

many

He

boldly goes into a

community

in

which so

are all eye, all ear, and all tongue, in regard to the black

man's rights he there steals a free negro, who himself has the
power to tell when, where, and how, he became free and yet, in
open day, and amid ten thousand flaming guardians of freedom,*
;

;

* This crime of kidnapping, says Mr. Chase, of Ohio,
in his section of country

;

that

is,

about Cincinnati.

is

"not uufrequent"

;
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he escapes vdth perfect impunity!

hands on him

Is

be not a most marvelous

But perhaps the reason the

proper rogue?

is

abolitionists

do not lay

that he is an imaginary being, who, though in-

and invisible, will yet serve just as well to create an
alarm and keep up a great excitement as if he were a real
tangible

personage.
§ lY. The duty of the Citizen in regard
of the United States.

The

Constitution,

of the land,"

it is

agreed on

—of every State

all sides, is

in the Union.

the citizen in regard to the Constitution

obey each and every one of
sets at

happen

naught
to

the Constitution

"the supreme law
The first duty of

then, to respect
If

own views
The

does not

it

or feelings, he does not

ho makes his own

Constitution at all;

pleasure the supreme law.

and

he repudiates or

this or that provision thereof, because

agree with his

respect the

is,

provisions.

its

to

will

and

true principle of loyalty resides

not in his bosom. We may apply to him, and to the supreme
law of the land, the language of an inspired apostle, that " whosoever shall keep the whole law, and yet offend in one point, he is
He is guilty of all, because, by his willful disobeguilty of all."
dience in the one instance, he sets at naught the authority by

which the whole was ordained and established.
In opposing the Fugitive Slave Law, it is forgotten by the abolitionists that, if no such law existed, the master would have, un-

same right to reclaim his fugitive
in the same summary manner
him
from labor, and to reclaim
for, as we have seen, the Supreme Court of the United States has
der the Constitution

itself,

the

decided that by virtue of the Constitution alone the master has a
right to pursue

and reclaim his fugitive slave, without even a
Hence, in opposing the Fugitive Slave

writ or legal process.

Law

because

it

summary proceeding in such cases, the
make war on the Constitution. The battery

allows a

abolitionists really

which they open against the Constitution is merely masked behind
Law and thus the nature of their attack is

the Fugitive Slave

;

concealed from the eyes of their non-legal followers.
But, says Mr. Chase, of Ohio, I do not agree with the Supreme

Court of the United
the decision of the

States.

Supreme

I

oppose not the Constitution, but

Court.

"A

decision of the

Court," says he, " cannot alter the Constitution."

Supremo

This

is

very
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but then, on the other hund.

true;

can his opinion

which

arises,

—

tlie

is
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equally true that neither

it is

alter the Constitution.

I3ut here the question

the rule of conduct for the true and loyal citizen,

decision of the Suprenie Court of the United States, or tho

We

opinion of Governor Chase ?
decidedly prefer the former.
"Sir," says Mr. Chase, " wiien gentlemen from the slave States

ask us to support the Constitution,

mean

they

I fear

We

constrxLction of the Constitution."

mean

only their

We mean

not so.

neither our nor his construction of the Constitution, but that construction only

which has been given

tribunal in the land, by the

to

it

supreme and

by the highest judicial
such

final arbiter in all

conflicts of opinion.

But Mr. Chase opposes argument as well as opinion to the deSupreme Court in regard to slavery. "What more

cision of the

natural," says he, " than that gentlemen from the slave States, in

view of the questions

likely to

should desire that a majority of

come before the Supreme Court,
its members might have interests

which they would desire to maintain
Certain it is
some care has heen taJcen to secure such a G07istitntion of the
courts and not without success.'''' If Mr. Chase, or any other aboli-

like those

!

that

should insinuate that the decision in question

tionist,

is

owing

an unfair constitution of the Supreme Court, the answer
as easy and triumphant as the accusation would be infamous

to such
is

and

vile; for, as is well

known, the very decision which

so ob-

is

noxious to his sentiments was delivered by the great jurist of
Massachusetts, Mr. Justice Story, and was concurred in by the

members of

other Northern

did

it

happen

Were

same

New

dered by the Supreme Courts of

Pennsylvania?

This

the Court.

that substantially the

is

not

How

all.

decision has been ren-

York, Massachusetts, and

these high tribunals also constituted with

reference to the peculiar interests of the South?

The question

is

not whether the decision of the

or the opinion of Mr. Chase, the
stitution.

Even

if

he were

more

infallible, as the

tainly is not, we, the people of the

difficult,

Con-

Supreme Court

cer-

United States, have not agreed

that he shall decide such questions for us.

be

Supreme Court,

perfectly reflects the

And

besides,

perhaps, to persuade the people that he

is,

it

would

for the de-

termination of such questions, any more happily constituted than
the
its

Supreme Court itself, with all the manifold imperfections of
Southern members. But, however this may be, it is certain
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that until the people shall be so persuaded,

abide by his opinions,

is

it

and

shall agree to

the duty of the good citizen to follow

the decisions of the great judicial tribunal provided by the Constitution of his country.
citizen of the Nm'th,

good

If you,

have a right

up your
same

to set

opinion in opposition to such decisions, then I have the
right,

and so has every other member of the commonwealth.
many constructions of the Constitution would necessarily
Law and oras there are individual opinions in the land.

Thus, as
result

der would be at an end

;

a chaos of conflicting elements would

and every man would do that which seemed right in his
own eyes. The only escape from such anarchy is a just and loyal
prevail,

confidence in the judicial tribunals of the laud

—

is

a subjection

of the intense egotism of the individual to the will of the nation,
as expressed in the Constitution and

Hence, we mean

tional authorities.

not as we understand

it

expounded by the

constitu-

to support the Constitution,

nor as you understand

it,

but as

understood by the Supreme Court of the United States.
it

seems

tive duty
ize the

to

the only wise course

us, is

—of

every citizen

who does

—nay,

is

impera-

the

is

it

Such,

not intend to disorgan-

fundamental law and revolutionize the government of his

country.
It

may

be supposed, perhaps, by those

who have

reflected little

on the

subject, that the controversy respecting the Fugitive Slave

Law is

merely about the value of a few slaves.

ion, far otherwise

;

it

is

It is, in

hence the deep interest which
appears

to us,

It is

The Fugitive Slave Law

is,

as

surrounded by the strongest possible evidences of
;

a question, as

whether the Constitution or the abolitionists shall

rule the country.

ality

and

;

has excited throughout the nation,

it

as well as in the Senate of the United States.
it

our opin-

a great constitutional question

and hence,

we have

seen,

constitution-

its

may be swept away as unconstitutional
mad faction, then may every other legal

if this

by the passions of a

defence be leveled before like storms, and

all security

annihilated.

Hence, as the friends of law and order, we intend to take our
stand right here, and defend this Act, which, althougli despised

and abhorred by a faction, has received the sanction of the

fathers,

as well as of the great judicial tribunals, of the land.

"We are asked
tator of the

to repeal this

law

Xorth we are asked

—

ay,

by the most violent

agi-

—

sake

to repeal this

law

for ^^the

—
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of tranquilliti/ and peace!'''' But how can this bring peace?
Suppose this law were repealed; would tranquillity be restored?

We

have not forgotten

—nor can we be so easily made

to forget

that this very agitator himself has declared, that slavery is " a

wrong
as

it

so transcendent " that no truce is to be allowed to

it

so long

occupies a single foot of ground in the United States.

not, then, a delusive prospect of peace

exchange

for the

Nor can we

which

is

Is it

offered to us in

law in question ?

forget

what other

agitators

have uttered respecting

the abolition of slavery in the Southern States.

"-Slavery," said

Mr. Seward, at a mass-meeting in Ohio, "can be limited to its
and it must
present bounds it can be ameliorated.
It can be
be ABOLISHED, and you and I can and must do it." Does this
look like peace, if the Fugitive Slave Law were only out of the
way ? Mr. Seward, from his place in the Senate of the United

—

;

—

States, tells us
if,

how we must

act

among the people of the North,
we would not disturb their

in reclaiming our fugitive slaves,

But he had already exhorted the people of the North to
" extend a cordial welcome " to our fugitive slaves, and to " defend
them as they would their household gods." What, then, does he
peace.

mean by peace?
This outcry, indeed, that the peace of the country

is

disturbed

by the Fugitive Slave Law, is as great a delusion as ever was
attempted to be palmed off on any people. K this law were repealed to-morrow, would agitation cease? Would the abolitionists of the North cease to proclaim that their doors are open, and
their hospitality is ready, to receive

(the blacks of the South,

we mean

;

the poor benighted blacks
for

we have never

?

heard of

open doors, or cordial hospitality, for the poor free blacks of
own neighborhood.) But we have heard from Dr. Chanof " a convention at the North, of highly respected
ning himself
men, preparing and publishing an address to the slaves, in which

their

—

their

—

they are exhorted

to fly

from bondage, and

to feel

no scruple in

seizing and using horse or boat which may facilitate their
escaped Now, if the Fugitive Slave Law were repealed, would
Or if, under the Constitution as exall such proceedings cease?

pounded by the Supreme Courts of the Union and of New York,
and without any such law to back him, the master should seek to
reclaim his property, would he be welcomed, or hooted and resisted,

by the defenders of the fugitive from service?

Let these
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things be considered, and

it

will be evident,

we

think, that the re-

peal of the law in question would only invite further aggressions,

and from this prostrate outpost the real enemies of the peace of the
country would march, if possible, over every other defense of the
Constitution,

Hence, although we most ardently desire harmony and concord
Union, we shall never seek it by a surrender

for the States of the

of the Constitution or the decisions of the

cannot be found under these,

it

difficulties,

and serious

down by

the

Prigg prevails, we must "encounter

in the case of

If the question be

it.

it

Mr. Chase

all.

assures us, indeed, that just so long as the rule laid

Supreme Court

K

Supreme Court.

cannot be found at

difficulties." *

If

it

must be

so,

then so be

whether the decisions of the Supreme Court,

or the dictation of demagogues, shall rule our destinies, then

is

our

stand taken and our purpose immovably fixed.

We

have a right

tribunal.

to

peace under the decisions of that august

neither right nor proper

It is

principle of natural justice

versy should decide for

submit

—that

Hence,

itself.

to the decisions of the

—

it is

contrary to every

either party to this great controif

the abolitionists will not

Supreme Court, we

shall

suredly refuse submission to their arrogant dictation.

most as"We can,

from our inmost hearts, respect the feelings of those of our Northern brethren

and leave us

own

who may

—by such

fugitives

choose to remain passive in this matter,

from labor.

ness and feelings of fraternal love.
cially for those in

and

—

law may affi)rd to reclaim our
For such we have only words of kind-

aid as the

But

as for those

— and espe-

—who counsel resistance

high places.

to the Constitution of the Republic,

high misdemeanor, and we shall ever

we hold them

treat

them

to the

laws

guilty of a

as disturbers of

the public peace, nay, as enemies of the independence, the perpetuity, the greatness,

the blessing of

and the glory of the Union under which, by

Almighty God, we have hitherto so wond'-rfully

prospered.

Appendix
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THE

BIBLE ARGUMENT:
OB,

SIAVERY IS THE LIGHT OF DIVIXE REVELATION.
BY

THORNTON STRINGFELLOW,
OF BICHMOND, VIBQINIA.

D. D.,

THE BIBLE AEGUIEIT:
OR,

m

SUYERY

THE LIGHT OF DIVmE REYELATION.

CiKcuMSTANCEs Gxist amoDg the inhabitants of these United
States,

which make

it

proper that the Scriptures should be care-

examined by Christians in reference to the institution of
slavery, which exists in several of the States, with the approbation
ftilly

who

of those

profess unlimited subjection to God's revealed will.

branded by one portion of people, who take their rule of

It is

moral rectitude from the Scriptures, as a great sin

And

greatest of sins that exist in the nation.

gation to exterminate

it,

to

be paramount

If slavery be thus sinful,

it

behooves

nay, the

;

they hold the obli-

to all others.
all

Christians

who

are

involved in the sin, to repent in dust and ashes, and wash their

hands of

without consulting with flesh and blood.

it,

of

God

God

Sin in the

word makes known
to be wrong, either by preceptive prohibition, by principles of
moral fitness, or examples of inspired men, dontained in the
sacred volume. When these furnish no law to condemn human
siocht

somethiuo' which

is

conduct, there

is

no transgression.

"thus saith the Lord," both
for

what they approve

It is to

this to the

Christians should produce a

what they condemn

as sinful,

and

as lawful, in the sight of heaven.

be hoped, that on a question of such vital importance as

peace and safety of our

the welfare of the church,

and taking
pages.

for

in his

all

"With

we

common

country, as well as to

shall be seen cleaving to the Bible,

our decisions about this matter, from

men from

its

inspired

the North, I have observed for

many

years a palpable ignorance of the Divine will, in reference to the
I have seen but a few who made the Bible
had obtained a knowledge of what it did revea

institution of slavery.
their study, that

(401)
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on

Of

this subject.

*

late their denunciation of slavery as a sin, is

loud and long.
I

propose, therefore, to examine the sacred volume briefly, and

am

if I

not greatly mistaken,

I

shall be able to

make

that the institution of slavery has received, in the
1st.

first

it

appear

place,

The sanction of the Almighty in the Patriarchal age.
it was incorporated into the only National Constitution

2d. That

which ever emanated from God.
its legality was recognized, and its
by Jesus Christ in his kingdom and
That it is full of mercy.

That

3d.

regulated,
4th.

relative duties

;

Before I proceed further,

it

is

necessary that the terms used to

designate the thing, be defined.
that is denounced as sinful

It is

not a name, but a thing,

supposed to be contrary
and prohibited by the Scriptures.
Our translators have used the term servant, to designate a state
because

;

it is

to,

in

which persons were serving, leaving us

to gather the relation

between the party served, and the party rendering the service,

The term

from other terms.

state, condition, or relation,

slave, signifies with us, a definite

which

state, condition, or relation, is

precisely that one which is denounced as sinful.
dition, or relation, is that in

This

which one human being

is

state,

con-

held with-

out his consent, by another, as property;* to be bought, sold, and
transferred, together with increase, as property forever.

Now,

precise thing, is denounced by a portion of the people of

this

these United States, as the greatest individual and national sin
that is

*

among

The property

us,

and

is

thought to be so hateful in the sight of

in slaves in the

United States

Constitution guarantees this property to

And

slaves.

the
ally

means

the

and proper "

to secure this property,

is

the

American apprentice or

slave,

The

chattel,

presiding, that all

may be

in the absence of all statute law.

the slave of that law, to be, not & personal

only, as

their service or labor.

Supreme Court has decided, Judge Baldwin

" necessary

used by the master,

made

is

owner, both in apprentices and

its

constitution-

The lioman law

held to service or labor

but to be a mere thing

;

and guar-

anteed to the master the right to do with that mere thimj, just as he pleased.

To

cut

it

up, for instance, as the master sometimes did, to feed fishes.

wicliedness of holding up this
model of American slavery; although they know

Abolitionists are guilty of the inexcusable

ancient

Roman

slavery, as a

that the personal rights of apprentices and slaves, are as well defined and secured,

by

judicial decisions

parent and child.

and statute laws,

as the rights of

husband and wife,
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be not

if it

propose to show from the Scriptures, that this

I

did exist in

state, condition, or rehition,

i\\Q

patriarchal age^ and

that the persons most extensively involved in the sin, if

who have been

are the very persons

as the objects of his special regard

it

be a sin,

singled out by the Almighty,

— whose character and conduct

ho has caused to be held up as models for future generations.

we conclude

Before

slavery to be a thing hateful to God, and a

great sin in his sight,

is

it

proper that

we

should

search the

records he has given us, with care, to see in what light he has

looked upon

it,

honor him by

and find the warrant

efforts to abolish it

may involve

quences,

;

for concluding, that

which

we

shall

conse-

efforts, in their

the indiscriminate slaughter of the innocent

We all believe him
same yesterday, to-day, and forever.
The first recorded language which was ever uttered in relation
to slavery, is the inspired language of Noah,
In God's stead he
says, " Cursed be Canaan ;" " a servant of servants shall he be
" Blessed be the Lord God of Shem and Cato his brethren."
and the

to be a

guilty, the

Being who

master and the servant.

is

the

;

naan

"

God shall enlarge Japheth, and he
Shem and Canaan shall be his serv-

shall be his servant."

shall dwell in the tents of

— Gen.

;

Here, language

is used, showing
which God would exercise to the posterity of Shem and
Japheth, while they were holding the posterity of Ham in a state

ant."

ix:

25, 26, 27.

i\\Q favor

of ahject bondage.

May

this institution before

it

it

not be said in truth, that

God

decreed

existed; and has he not connected

existence with prophetic tokens of special favor, to those

its

who

He is the same God now,
was when he gave these views of his moral character to
and unless the posterity of Shem and Japheth, from
the world
whom have sprung the Jews, and all the nations of Europe and
America, and a great part of Asia, (the African race that is in

should be slave owners or masters?
that he

;

them

excepted,)

—

I say,

unless they are

all

dead, as well as the

who descended from Ham, then it
quite possible that his favor may now be found with one class
men who are holding another class in bondage. Be this as
may, God decreed slavery and shows in that decree, tokens
Canaanites or Africans,

—

good-will to the master.

The sacred records occupy but a

is

of
it

of

short

space from this inspired ray on this subject, until they bring to

our notice, a

man

that

is

held up as a model, in

all that

adorns
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human nature, and as one that God delighted to honor. This
man is Abraham, honored in the sacred records, with the appellaAbraham was a native of Ur,
tion, "Father" of the "faithful."
of the Chaldees. From thence the Lord called him to go to a
country which he would show him

;

and he obeyed, not knowing

He

whither he went.
father died.

From

brother's son,

and

stopped for a time at Haran, where his
thence he " took Sarai his wife, and Lot his

all their

substance that they had gathered, and

the souls they had gotten in Haran, and they went forth to go
into the land of Canaan."

—Gen.

xii:

5.

All the ancient Jewish writers of note, and Christian commen-

by the "souls they had gotten in Haran," as

tators agree, that

our translators render

it,

are

they had bought with their

meant

money

their slaves, or those persons

Haran.

in

Canaan, Lot with

after their arrival in

all

In a few years

he had was taken cap-

tive.
So soon as Abraham heard it, he armed three liundred
and eighteen slaves that were born in his house, and retook him.
How great must have been the entire slave family, to produce at
this period of Abraham's life, such a number of young slaves

able to bear arms.

Abraham

is

—Gen. xiv:

constantly held

ject of great distinction

14.

up

among

in the sacred story, as the sub-

the princes and sovereigns of the

countries in which he sojourned.

This distinction was on account

"When he proposed

of his great wealth.

to

buy a burying-ground

at Sarah's death, of the children of Heth, he stood up and spoke

with great humility of himself as " a stranger and sojourner

them," (Gen. xxiii

:

4,)

among

desirous to obtain a burying-ground.

in what light do they look

upon him

?

"Hear

us,

my

But

Lord, thou

—

mighty prince among us." Gen. xxiii: 6. Such is the
What gave a man such dislight in which they viewed him.
Not moral qualities, but great
tinction among such a people?
art a

wealth, and

ine drove

its

inseparable concomitant, power.

Abraham

to

the reigning sovereign.

"When the fam-

Egypt, he received the highest honors of
This honor at Pharaoh's court, was called

by the visible tokens of immense wealth. In Genesis xii:
15, 16, we have the honor that was shown to him, mentioned,
with a list of his property^ which is given in these words, in the

forth

16th verse:

"He

had sheep, and oxen, and he-asses, and men-

servants, and maid-servants,

amount

of his flocks

may

and she-asses, and camels."

be infeiTed from

tlie

The

nuraber of slaves
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They were those he brought from

whom

the three hundred and eighteen

those gotten in Haran, where he dwelt for a short

;

time, and those which he inherited from his father,

who

died in

"When Abraham went up from Egypt, it is stated in
Genesis xiii: 2, that he was ^'very rich^^ not only in fiocks and
slaves^ but in '''silver and gold'''' also.
After the destruction of Sodom, we see him sojourning in the
kingdom of Gerar. Here he received from the sovereign of the
country, the honors of equality and Abimelech, the king, (as
Pharoah had done before him,) seeks Sarah for a wife, under the
Haran.

;

was Abraham's sister.
made Abraham a large

When

was disReason will tell us,
that in selecting the items of this present, Abimelech was governed by the visible indications of Abraham's preference in the
articles of wealth
and that above all, he would present him with
nothing which Abraham's sense of moral obligation would not
allow him to own, Abimelech's present is thug described in
Genesis xx: 14, 16, "And Abimelech took sheep,' and oxen,
and men-servants, and women-servants, and a thousand pieces of
silver, and gave them unto Abraham."
This present discloses to
us what constituted the most highly prized items of wealth,
among these eastern sovereigns in Abraham's day.
God had promised Abraham's seed the land of Canaan, and
idea that she
covered, he

his mistake

present.

—

that in his seed all the nations of the earth should be blessed.

He

reached the age of eighty-five, and his wife the age of seventy-

five,

while as yet, they had no child.

At

this period, Sarah's anxi-

ety for the promised seed, in connection with her age, induced her
to

propose a female slave of the Egyptian stock, as a secondary

wife,

from which

to obtain

the promised

seed.

This alliance

soon puffed the slave with pride, and she became insolent
her mistress

Abraham

—the

mistress complained to

Abraham,

ordered Sarah to exercise her authority.

and pushed

it

to severity,

and the slave absconded.

oracles inform us, that the angel of

bond-woman

in the wilderness

this angel to

improve

much he abhorred

;

and

this opportunity

slavery, he took a

to

the master.

Sarah did

so,

The divine

God found this run-away
God had commissioned
of teaching the world how

if

bad plan

to

acomplish

it.

For, instead of repeating a homily upon doing to others as we
" would they should do unto us," and heaping reproach upon

30
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Sarah, as a hypocrite, and

Hagar

Abraham

and giving

as a tyrant,

how

she might get into Egypt, from whence (acabolitionism)
cording to
she had been unrigliteously sold into
bondage, the angel addressed her as " Ilagar, Sarah's maid,"
direction

Gen. xvi: 1, 9; (thereby recognizing the relation of master and
slave,) and asks her, "whither wilt thou go?" and she said "I
flee from the face of my mistress."
Quite a wonder she honored
Sarah so much as

to call her mistress

knew

but she

:

uothins: of

and God by his angel did not become her teacher.
We have now arrived at what may be called an abuse of the
institution, in which one person is the property of another, and
abolition,

under their control, and subject to their authority without their
consent and if the Bible be the book, which proposes to furnish
;

God abhors

the case which leaves -it without doubt that

we

the insti-

What, therefore, is the doctrine
in relation to slavery, in a case in which a rigid exercise of its
arbitrary authority is called forth upon a helpless female
who
might use a strong plea for protection, upon the ground of being
In the face of this case, which is hedged
the master's wife.
around with aggravations as if God designed by it to awaken all
the sympathy and all the abhorrence of that portion of mankind,
who claim to have more mercy than God himself but I say, in
view of this strong case, what is the doctrine taught ? Is it that
tution, here

are to look for

it.

;

—

God

abhors the institution of slavery

;

that

is

it

a reproach to

good men that the evils of the institution can no longer be
winked at among saints that Abraham's character must not be
transmitted to posterity, with this stain upon it that Sarah must
;

;

;

no longer be allowed
for

such conduct as she has been guilty of

female
it

to live a stranger to the

?

I say,

what

is

the doctrine taught

can be easily understood

bond-woman

or slave,

?

— that

reader,

by

?

is to

:

"

God

has

poor helpless

Is it so plain

that

that she is a

recognize Sarah as her

she must return and submit

herself unreservedly to Sarah's authority?

the angel's answer

to this

and does God teach

and that she

mistress, and not her equal

abhorrence

And

Judge

for yourself,

the angel of the Lord said

unto her. Return unto thy mistress, and submit thyself under her

hands."

— Gen. xvi:

9.

But, says the spirit of abolition, with which the Bible has to
contend, you are building your house upon the sand, for these

were nothin^c but hired servants

:

and

their servitude designates
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state, conditiou, or rel.ition, as that, in

To

forever.

this,

we have two answers

giving the

ject, 'before

in reference to the subplace, the term servant,

In the

first

among

the patriarchs, does designate

laxo.

in the schedules of property

which one person

the state, condition, or relation in

who had been

sent

by

the legal

is

Here Abraham's

property of another, as in Gen. xxiv: 35, 36.
servant,

which one person

the property of another, to be bought, sokl, or transferred

his master to get a wife for his son

woman and

Isaac, in order to prevail with the

her family, states,

man for whom he sought a bride, was the son of a man
had greatly blessed with riches which he goes on to
God
whom
that the

;

enumerate thus, in the 35th verse

"

:

He

him

hath given

flocks,

and gold, and men-servants, and maidservants, and camels, and asses ;" then in verse 36th, he states
"My master's
the disposition his master had made of his estate
wife bare a son to my master when she was old, and unto him he
and herds, and

silver,

:

hath given

that he

all

hath."

Here, servants are enumerated

And,

with silver and gold as part of the patrimony.
bear

it

in

mind

reader,

as if to rebuke the doctrine of abolition, servants

;

God
we have

are not only inventoried as property, but as property which

had given

to

Abraham.

After the death of Abraham,

a view of Isaac at Gerar,
of this estate

;

and

man waxed
came very great

the

for

of herds, and great

into the possession

given of him

:

"

And

and went forward, and grew until he beflocks, and possession

great,
;

when he had come

this is the description

he had possession of
store

of

servants.'''*

— Gen.

xxvi

:

13, 14.

This state in which servants are made chattels, he received as an
inheritance from his father, and passed to his son Jacob.

Again, in Genesis
entered into with
to

him and

the land of

we

xvii,

Abraham

;

are informed of a covenant

in

which he stipulates
and to give

his seed., (not his servants,)

Canaan

stipulates, that

for

an everlasting possession.

Abraham

upon every servant born

shall put the token
in

his house,

to

be a

God
God

to his seed

He

expressly

of this covenant

and upon every servant

—

bought with his money of any stranger.
Gen. xvii 12, 13.
Here again servants are property. Again, more than four hundred years afterward,

Egypt, directed

memorial of
the

same

we

find the seed of

to celebrate

the

their deliverance, viz

institution

rite,
:

:

Abraham, on leaving
was ordained as a

that

the Passover, at which time

which makes property of me?i and women^
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is

recognized, and the servant hougJit

privilege of partaking,

toitJi

upon the ground of

hijhis master^ while the hired servant, over

no such

control, is excluded until

money^

given the

is

his being circumcised

whom

tlie

master had

he voluntarily submits

to cir-

showing clearly that the institution of involuntary
slavery then carried with it a right, on the part of the master,
to choose a religion for the servant who was his money, as
Abraham did, by God's direction, when he imposed circumcision
on those he had bought with his money, when he was circumcised himself, with Ishmael his son, who was the only individual
beside himself, on wiiom he had a right to impose it, except the
bond-servants bought of the stranger with his money, and their
cumcision

;

—

The next

children born in his house.
as property,

from God

is

himself,

when he proclaimed his law
"Thou shalt not covet

when

we have

of servants

clothed with

all

the

and glory, on the top of Sinai,

visible tokens of his presence

base:

notice

to the millions that surrounded its

thy neighbor's house, thou shalt not

covet thy neighbor's wife, nor his man-servant, nor his maidservant, nor his ox, nor his ass, nor
bor's."

—Ex. xx:

perty, having

17.

God

Here

is

any thing that

thy neigh-

a patriarchal catalogue of pro-

author, the wife

for its

is

among

the rest,

who

was then purchased, as Jacob purchased his two, by fourteen
Here the term servant, as used by the Almighty,
years' service.
under the circumstances of the case could not be understood by
these millions, as meaning any thing but property, because the
night they left Egypt, a few weeks before, Moses, by Divine
authority, recognized their servants as property, which they had
bought with their money.
2d. In addition to the evidence from the context of these, and
various other places, to prove the term servant to be identical in
the import of

its

essential particulars with the

us, there is unquestionable evidence, that in

term slave among

tlie

jpatriarcJial age^

there are two distinct states of servitude alluded
are indicated by two distinct terms, or by the

to,

and which

same term, and an

adjective to explain.

These two terms are
hireling or hired servant

tude

;

first,
;

the

servant or bond-servant
first

;

second,

indicating involuntary servi-

the second, voluntary servitude for stipulated wages, and a

specified time.

law, yet

it

Although this admits of the clearest proof under the

admits of proof before the law was given.

On

the night

;
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Egypt, which was before the law was given, Moses, in designating the qualifications necessary for the Passover,
uses this language, Exod. xii 44,45 " Every man's servant that
the Israelites

left

—

is

he eat

:

:

money, when thou hast circumcised him, then shall
A foreigner and an hired servant shall not eat
thereof.

bought

thereof."

for

This language carries to the

human mind,

ible force, the idea of two distinct states

—one a

with

the other a state oihondage: in one of which, a person

with his consent for wages

;

irresist-

state oi freedom^
is

serving

in the other of which a person

is

serving without his consent^ according to his master's pleasure.

Again, in Job

iii.

Job expresses the strong desire he had been

made b}^ his afflictions to feel, that he had died in his infancy.
"For now," says he, "should I have lain still and been quiet, I
should have slept

There (meaning the

then had I been at rest.

:

grave) the wicked cease from troubling, and there the weary be

There the prisoners

at rest.

rest together

;

they hear not the

The small and the great are there, and
Job iii: 11, 13, 17, 18, 19.
the servant is free from his master."
Now, I ask any common-sense man to account for the expression

voice of the oppressor.

—

in this connection, "there the servant is free from his master."
Afflictions are referred to, arising out of states or conditions^

from which ordinarily nothing but death brings relief. Death
puts an end to afflictions of body that are incurable, as he took
his

own

The

to be,

world, last for

—death ends
grow.

and therefore he desired

troubles brought on good
life

;

it.

men by

a wicked persecutijg

but in death the wicked cease from troublii g,
out of which such troub.es

that relation or state

The prisoners

of the oppressors, in that age, stood

relation to their oppressor^ which led the oppressed to expect

i

i

a

hey

would hear the voice of the oppressor until death. But <i lath
broke the relation^ and was desired, because in the grave they
would hear his voice no more.
All the distresses growing out of inequalities in human condition
as wealth and power on one side, and poverty am^ weakness on the other, were terminated by death
the grave wrought
both to a level the small and the great are there, and tlif .-e, (that
is, in the grave,) he adds, the servant is free from his master
made so, evidently, by death. The relation., or state ou< of which
;

;

:

his oppression

had arisen, being destroyed by death., he would be
by deat\ be freea from his

freed from them, because he would,
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master

who

This view of

them.

inflicted

will account for the use of such language.

among men

tion that a state or relation

is

case, and this only,
But upon a supposi-

tlie

referred to, that

is

vol-

untary^ such as that between a liired servant and his employer^
that can he dissolved at the pleasure of the servant^ the language
is

without meaning, and perfectly unwarranted

while such a

;

relation as that of involuntary and hereditary servitude, where
the master had ^mlimited jpower over his servant, and in an ago

when cruelty was common, there is the greatest propriety in
making the servant or slave, a comj^anion with himself^ in affiletion^ as well as the oppressed and afflicted, in every class where
death alone dissolved the state or condition^ out of which their

grew.

afflictions

Beyond

all

state of hereditary hondage^

doubt, this language refers to a

from the

afflictions of

which, ordi-

narily^ nothing in that day brought relief but death.

Again, in chapter Tth, he goes on

defend himself in his

to

He

eager desire for death, in an address to God.

says,

it

is

natural for a servant to desire the shadow, and a hireling his

wages

:

-'As the servant earnestly desireth the shadow, and as

the hireling looketh for the reward of his work," so

should be supplied.

— Job

vii:

2.

Now,

it is

with me,

with the previous light

shed upon the use and meaning of these terms in the patriarchal

can any

Scrljpturcs^

two

man

of candor bring himself to believe that

states or conditions are not here referred to, in

the highest reward after

was wages

the reward

?

toil is

mere

And how

rest

;

one of which,

in the other of which,

appropriate

is

the language in

reference to these two states.

The slave

is

represented as earnestly desiring the shadow^

because his condition allowed him no prospect of any thing more
desirable

;

but the hireling as looking for the reward of his work,

because that will be an equivalent for his fatigue.

So Job looked

at death, as

shade, therefore he desired

it

;

being to his hody as the servant's

and

like the hireling's wages, be-

cause heyond the grave, he hoped to reap the

fruit of his doings.

Again, Job (xxxi:) finding himself the subject of suspicion (see
from verse 1

to 30)

as to the rectitude of his past

life,

clears

himself of various sins, in the most solemn manner, as uuchastity, injustice

unkindness

And

in his dealings, adultery, contempt of his servants,

to the poor, covetousness, the pride of wealth,

in the 13th, 14th,

etc.

and 15th verses he thus expresses him-
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my

my

man-servant, or

when they contended with me, what then shall I do
when God rises up ? And when he visiteth, what shall I answer
him ? Did not he that made me in the womb, make him ? And
maid-servant,

did not one fashion us in the

womb?"

Taking

language in

this

connection with the language employed by Moses, in reference to
the institution of involuntary servitude in that age^ and especially
in connection with the language which

law was glven^ and what

Moses employs after

to a class of duties that slave

owners

felt

themselves above stoop-

ing to notice or perform, but which, nevertheless,
of the righteous

men might

wicked
tate,

to

discharge:

for injuries

which

I

if I

only can be appealed

when

I carry

whom

master, and to

risiteth

me

desj>ising

yet, says Job,

to suffer,

to,

was the duty

he that

made me,

my

to

for the redress of

causes of complaint to

only I can go for relief?

He means

and would be forced

and

how

then what-shall I do, and

him who

is

When

he

what shall I answer him for
would feel self-condemned,

for despising their cause,

mine?

it

whatever proud and

despise their reasonable causes of complaint,

which they are made

shall I fare,

for

think of a poor servant that stood in his es-

on an equality with brutes,

made them, and

my

man

the

than a reference

else can be understood,

that he

admit the justice of the

But

retaliation.

on the supposition that allusion is had to hired servants, who
were voluntarily working for wages agreed upon, and who were
the subjects of rights for the protectioyi of which, their appeal

would be

to

"the judges in the gate," as much as any other

of men, then there

class

For doing that
which can be demanded as a legal right, gives us no claim to the
Job himself was a great slavecharacter of mere fid benefactors.
holder, and, like Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, won no small portion of his claims to character with God and men from the manner in which he discharged his duty to his slaves. Once more the
conduct of Joseph in Egypt, as Pharaoh''s counsellor, under all
is

no point in the statement.

:

the circumstances, proves

him

a friend to absolute slavery, as a

form of government better adapted

to the state of the

that time, than the one which existed in Egypt;

world at

for certain

it is,

that he peaceably effected a change in the fundamental law,

which a

state,

Egyptians was established, which answers

nounced as

by

condition, or relation, between Pharaoh and the

sinful in the sight of

God.

to the

one

now

de-

Being warned of God, ho

;;
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gathered up
it

the surplus graiu in the years of plenty,

all

out in the years of famine, until he gathered up

all

and sold

the

money

and when money failed, the Egyptians came and said, "Give us
bread ;" and Joseph said, " Give your cattle, and I will give for
your

money

cattle, if

came unto him
left

my

in sight of

and our lands

When

was ended, they
"There is not aught
Lord, but our bodies and our lands. Buy us
fail."

that year

the second year, and said,

for bread."

And

Joseph bought

all

the land of

Egypt for Pharoah.
So the land became Pharoah's, and as for the people, he removed them to cities, from one end of the borders of Egypt, even
to the other end thereof.
Then Joseph said unto the people,
"Behold I have bought you this day, and your land for Pharoah
and they said, " we will be Pharoah's servants." See Gen. xlvii:
!

—

Having thus changed

14, 16, 19, 20, 21, 23, 25.

the fundamental

law, and created a state of entire dependence and hereditary hondage^ he enacted in his sovereign pleasure, that they should give

Pharoah one

and

part,

take- the other four parts of the productions

of the earth to themselves.

overthrow of

How

far the

liberty, I will not decide

;

hand of God was

in this

but from the fact that he

Las singled out the greatest slaveholders of that age, as the objects of his special favor, it would seem that the institution was
one furnishing great opportunities to exercise grace and glorify
God, as it still does, where its duties are faithfully discharged.

I

have been tedious on

this first proposition,

but

portance of the subject to Christians as well as

be

my

apology.

I

have written

it,

to

And

archal age.

this state before

it is

it

men and women

up God's

in bondage^ in

clear, in the first place, that

existed.

hope the im-

not for victory over an adver-

sary, or to support error or folsehood, but to gather

in reference to holding

I

statesmen will

Second.

It is

tJie

will

patri-

God decreed

clear that the highest

manifestations of good-will which he ever gave to mortal man,

was given to Abraham, in that covenant in which he required
him to circumcise all his male servants.^ which he had hought
with his money., and that were hoi'n of them in his house. Third.
that he

It is certain

Fourth.

It is

gave

tJiese

servants as property to Isaac.

certain that, as the

owner of

received similar tokens of God's favor.

Jacob,

who

these slaves.,

Isaac

Fifth. It is certain that

inherited from Isaac his father, received like tokens

of divine favor

Sixth. It

is certain,

from a

fair construction of

—
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who is held up by God himself as a model
human perfection, was a great slaveholder. Seventh. It is
certain, when God showed honor, and came down to bless Jacob's
language, that Job,
of

posterity, in taking

them by the hand

to lead

them out of Egypt,

they were the owners of slaves that were bought with money,
treated as pro^yerty /

which

slaves were allowed of

God

and

to unite

in celebrating the divine goodness to their masters, while hired

servants were excluded.

Eighth.

God

certain that

It is

inter-

posed to give Joseph the power in Egypt, which he used, to

among

the Egyptians, which substanand modern slavery. Ninth. It is
certain, that in reference to this institution in Abraham's family,
and the surrounding nations, for five hundred years, it is never
censured in any communication made from God to men. Tenth.
create a state, or condition,

tially agrees w\\h patriarchal

It is certain,

when God put

a period to that dispensation, he

recognized slaves as property on
has become sinful since,

Mount

Sinai.

therefore,

If,

it

cannot be from the nature of the
thing, but from the sovereign pleasure of God in its prohibition.

We

it

will therefore proceed to our second proposition,

Second.

—That

it

which is
was incorporated in the only national consti-

tution emanating from the Almighty.

By common

consent, that

portion of time stretching from Noah, until the law was given to

Abraham's

posterity, at

Mount

Sinai, is called the patriarchal age

;

period we have reviewed, in relation to this subject.
From the giving of the law until the coming of Christ, is called
the Mosaic or legal dispensation.
From the coming of Christ to
the end of time, is called the Gospel dispensation.
The legal disthis is the

pensation is the period of time,

we propose now

reference to the institution of involuntary

to

examine, in

and hereditary slavery

;

in order to ascertain, whether, during this period, it existed at all,

and if

it

did

exist,

whether with the divine sanction, or in vio-

lation of the divine will.

This dispensation

is

called the legal

was the pleasure of God to take Abraham's posterity by miraculous power, then numbering near three
millions of souls, and give them a written constitution of government, a country to dwell in, and a covenant of special protection
and favor, for their obedience to his law until the coming of
Christ.
The laws which he gave them emanated from his soverdispensation, because

it

eign pleasure, and were designed, in the
self

known

first place, to

in his essential perfections;

make him-

second, in his moral
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character;

known

third,

man; and

in his relation to

fourth, to

those principles of action by the exercise of which

attains his highest moral elevation, viz

and love

:

supreme love

to

make

man
God,

to others as to ourselves.

All the law

two principles

is

nothing but a preceptive exemplification of these

;

consequently, the existence of a precept in the

law, utterly irreconcilable with these principles, would destroy all

claims upon us for an acknowledgment of

divine original.

its

Jesus Christ himself has put his finger upon these two principles
of

human

conduct, (Deut. vi

:

5

—Levit.

the law of Moses, and decided, that on

xix

18,)

:

them hang

all

revealed in
the

law and

the prophets.

The Apostle Paul decides in reference to the relative duties of
men, that Avh ether written out in preceptive form in the law or
not, they are all

comprehended

love thy neighbor as thyself."

in this saying, viz

With

:

" thou shalt

these views to guide us, as

acknowledged design of the law, viz: that of revealing the
eternal principles of moral rectitude, by which human conduct is
to be measured, so that sin may abound, or be made apparent,
to the

and righteousness be ascertained

or

clude, that the institution of slavery,

known, we may safely conwhich legalizes the holding

one person in bondage as property forever by another, if it be
morally wrong, or at war with the principle which requires us to
love

God

supremel}'',

at all in the law,

as sinful.

we may

And

and our neighbor as

ourself, will, if noticed

be noticed, for the purpose of being condemned
if the

modern views of abilitionists be correct,
marked with such tokens of

expect to find the institution

divine displeasure, as will throw

all

other sins into the shade, as

comparatively small, when laid by the side of this monster.
"What, then,

is

true?

Has God

ingrafted hereditary slavery

upon

the constitution of government he condescended to give to his

chosen people

and
and

—that people, among whom

that ho required to be holy?
explicit.

He

enacts,

first,

he promised to dwell,

I answer,

he has.

that his chosen people

It is clear

may

take

money, go into the slave markets of the surrounding nations,
(the seven devoted nations excepted,) and purchase men-servants
and women-servants, and give them, and their increase, to their
children and their children's children, forever
and worse still
for the refined humanity of our age
he guarantees to the foreign
their

;

—

slaveholder perfect protection, while he comes in

among

the Is-

:
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be acclimated and accustomed to the habits and

And worse still for the sublimated
humanity of the present age, God passes with the right to buy and
possess, the right to govern, by a severity which knows no bounda
institutions of the country.

but the master's discretion. And if worse can be, for the morbid
humanity we censure, he enacts that his own people may sell
themselves and their families for limited periods, with the privilege of extending the time at the end of the sixth year to the

year or jubilee,

fiftieth
is

they prefer bondage

if

Such

to fi'eedom.

the precise character of two institutions, found in the constitu-

Jewish commonwealth, emanating directly from Almighty God. For tiie fifteen hundred years, during wliich these
tion of the

laws were in force,

God

raised

up a succession

of prophets to

reprove that people for the various sins into which they
there

is

fell

yet

;

not a reproof uttered against the institution of involun-

tary slavery^ for any species of abuse that ever grew out of

A severe

judgment

is

see from the 8th to the

22d

verse,) for

an abuse or violation of

the law, concerning the voluntary servitude of

prophet pens

it

it.

pronounced by Jeremiah, (chapter xxxiv

with caution, as

if to

show

Hebrews

that

it

;

but the

had no

refer-

ence to any abuse that had taken place under the system of in-

voluntary slavery^ which existed by law

among

that people

;

the

making hereditary bond-men and bond- women of
Hebrews, which was positively forbidden by the law, and not for
sin consisted in

buying and holding one of another nation in hereditary bondage,

And

which was

as positively allowed

of what

passing in our country, and elsewhere,

is

profess to reverence the Bible,

dreams of a distempered

brain,

by the law.

really, in

view

among men who

would seem that these must be
and not the solemn truths of that

it

sacred book.
"Well, I will

Levit.

XXV

:

which thou

now

make them good
"Thy bond-men and

proceed to

44, 45, 46;

to the letter, see

thy bond-maids

round
buy bond-men and bond-maids.
Moreover, of the children of the strangers that do sojourn among
you, of them shall ye buy, and of their families that are with you,
which they begat in your land. And they shall be your possesAnd ye shall take them as an inheritance for your children
sion.
about you

;

after you, to

shalt have, shall be of the heathen that are

of

them

inherit

shall ye

them

for a possession

they shall be your

—
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bond-men

forever."

ask any candid man,

I

more

institution could be

authorizes that people, to

explicit?

whom

men and women

their posterity in

bondage

it

and
is

to connect

Mng and

as property

;

to

it

law-

hold them and

and to will them to their children as
and more, it allows foreign slaveholders
among them; to lyreed slaves and sell them.

a possession forever
to settle

the words of this

he had become

giver^ to purchase

Now,

if

from God himself;

It is

live

;

;

important

to a correct

understanding of

this subject,

with the right to huy and possess, as property, the

amount of authority to govern, which is granted by the laio-giver /
this amount of authority is implied, in the first place, in the law
which prohibits the exercise of rigid authority upon the Hebrews,

who

" If thy

are allowed to sell themselves for limited times.

brother be

pel him

waxen

poor, and be sold unto thee, thou shalt not com-

hond servant, but as a hired servant, and
as a sojourner he shall be with thee, and shall serve thee until
they shall not he sold as lond-men; thou
the year of jubilee
Levit. xxv
shalt not rule over them with rigors
39, 40, 41, 42,
to serve as a

—

tude
is

be evident

It will

43.
;

:

here are two states of servi-

to all, that

in reference to one of which, rigid or comjpulsory authority,

prohibited, and that

Second.

—In

its

exercise is authorized in the other.

the criminal code, that conduct

when done

is

punished with

freeman, which is not punishable at all,
when done hy a master to a slave, for the express reason, that the
''He that smiteth a man so that he
slave is the masters money.
death,

die, shall surely

man

to a

be put to death."

—Exod.

smite his servant or his maid, with a rod,

his hand, he shall be surely punished

;

"If a
and he die under

xxi: 20, 21.

notwithstanding,

tinue a day or two, he shall not be punished, for he

—Exod.
man

xxi

Here

20.

:

so tliat he die

death, whether the
after

;

but

if it

;

if

his

same crime

:

he con-

money."
smiting a

be a freeman, he shall surely be put to

if it

man

precisely the

is

is

die under his hand, or live ada;^ or two

be a servant, and the master continued the lod until

the servant died under his hand, then

it

must be evideni

rhat such

a chastisement could not be necessary for any purpose of whole-

some or reasonable

authority,

and therefore he may bt punished,
day

but not with death.

But

or two, then

be presumed, that the master onlj aimed to

it is

to

if

the death did not take placo for a

use the rod, so far as was necessary to produce suburdinurtion, and
for this, the

law which allowed him

to lay out his

money in

the
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would protect him against all punishment. This is the
common-sense principle which has been adopted substantially in
civilized countries, where involuntary slavery has been instituted,
slave,

Now, here are laws that authorize the
holding of men and women in bondage, and chastising them with
the rod, with a severity that terminates in death.
And he who befrom that day until

this,

lieves the Bible to be of divine authority, believes these laws

given by the Holy Ghost to Moses.

marked hatred against such

tion sentiments to be sentiments of

laws

;

be sentiments which would hold

to

God

himself in abhor-

rence, if he were to give such laws his sanction

given them his sanction
his

moral character.

;

which

and. children.

must be

therefore, they

in

but he has

;

harmony with

Again, the divine Law-giver, in guarding

the property right in slaves
principles

were

understand modern aboli-

I

may work

Surely,

among

his chosen people, sanctions

the separation of

my

man and

reader will conclude,

wife, father

if I

make

this

good, I shall force a part of the saints of the present day to blas-

pheme
I

hope

the
it

God

All

of Israel.

I

can say

is,

truth is mighty,

and

God be true, in settling the
humanity, and every man a liar who says slav-

will bring us all to say, let

true principles of

it, in the days of the Mosaic law.
Now
"If thou buy a Hebrew servant, six years shall he
serve thee, and in the seventh he shall go out free for nothing if
he came in by himself, he shall go out by himself; if he were married, then his wife shall go out with him
if his master have given
him a wife (one of his bond-maids) and she have borne him sons
and daughters, the wife and her children shall be her master's and
he shall go out by himself." Exod. xxi 2, 3, 4. Now, the God

ery was inconsistent with

for the proof:

;

;

—

of Israel gives this

man

by the masfrom his wife and children, or becoming himself a servant

ter,

forever, with a

mark

of the

be seen wherever he goes
plainly say, I love

go out
open

for

it is

our

cattle, in the ear, that

enacted,

my master, my wife,

and

"If the servant

my children,

can

shall

I will

not

court,)

he shall also bring him unto the door, or unto the

(so that all in the court-house,

and those in the yard

witnesses, and his master shall bore his ear through with an

and

lie

shall serve

him

time in gathering up what
ject,

fact, like

then his master shall bring him unto the judges, (in

may be
;

;

free,

door post,

awl

:

the option of being separated

is

forever."

It is useless to

spend more

written in the Scriptures on this sub-

from the giving of the law until the coming of Christ.

—

:
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Here is the authority, from God himself, to hold meu and
women, and their increase, in slavery, and to transmit them as
property forever

;

here

is

ever measure of severity

plenary power to govern them, what-

may

it

require

;

provided only, that to

power given to the
master, to separate man and wife, parent and child, by denying
ingress to his premises, sooner than compel him to free or sell
The
the mother, that the marriage relation might be honored.
govern^ be the object in exercising

Here

it.

is

God to enslaving the father
freeing the mother and children.
Under every view we are allowed to take of the
preference

conviction
until the

is

given of

is

forced

coming of

upon the mind,

are found resting

upon

it.

It

two thousand years,)

No marks

God.

subject, the

Abraham's day,

that from

Christ, (a period of

institution found favor with

rather than

this

of his displeasure

must, therefore, in

its

moral nature,

be in harmony with those moral principles which he requires to
be exercised by the law of Moses, and which are the principles
that secure harmony and happiness to the universe, viz supreme
:

love to God, and the love of our neighbor as ourself.
5.

—Levit. xix

18.

:

To suppose

that

God

has laid

— Deut. vi
down

these

fundamental principles of moral rectitude in his law, as the soul
that

must inhabit every preceptive requirement

yet to suppose he created relations

among

of that law,

and

the Israelites, and pre-

scribed relative duties growing out of these relations, that are
hostile to the spirit of the law, is to suppose

great honor or glory to our Maker.
spirit

We

understand that

is

ordained slavery, and yet slavery

was the

will never bring

if I

now warring against slavery, this is the position
spirit of God forces it to occupy, viz: that God has

which

which the

what

But

state of the case

is

when Jesus

the greatest of sins.

Christ

made

Such

his appearance.

propose

To show that Jesus Christ recognized this institution
one that was lawful among men, and regulated its relative

Third.
as

duties.

Having shown from

Abraham and

the Scriptures, that slavery existed with

the patriarchs, with divine approbation, and hav-

ing shown from the same source, that the Almighty incorporated
it

in the law, as

coming of

an

institution

Christ, our precise

Jesxis Ohrist has aholished

it,

among Abraham's seed, until the
object now is, to ascertain whether
or recognized

it

as a lawful rela-
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tion^ existing
it,

araong>men, and prescribed duties

as he has other relative duties

and

wife, parent

And

first, I

and

may

not abolished

it

by the way,

This,
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;

it

subject.

without proof, that he has

for granted,

by commandment,
is

and

child, magistrate

take

belong to

wliicli

such as those between husband

none pretend

for

to

this.

a singular circumstance, that Jesus Christ

should put a system of measures into operation, which have for
their object the subjugation of all

men

him

to

as a law-giver

kings, legislators, and private citizens in all nations

when

too,

hereditary slavery existed in

all

;

and

after

at a time,

;

it

had been

incorporated for fifteen hundred years into the Jewish constitution,

immediately given by God himself.

I

say,

it

is

passing

strange, that under such circumstances, Jesus should fail to proit was his intention to abolish it.
Such an omission or oversight cannot be charged upon any other
legislator the world has ever seen.
But, says the abolitionist, he
new
has introduced
moral principles, which will extinguish it as
an unavoidable consequence, without a direct prohibitory command. What are they ? "Do to others as you would they should
do to you." Taking 'these words of Christ to be a body, inclosing
a moral soul in them, what soul, I ask, is it?
The same embodied in these words of Moses, Levit. xix 18
"thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself;" or is it another? It
cannot be another, but it must be the very same, because Jesus

hibit its further existence, if

:

says, there are but

two principles in being in God's moral govern-

ment, one including

due

to

;

all that is

due

to

God^ the

otJier all that is

men.

to others as we would they should do to us,
what loving our neighbor as ourself means, then
Jesus has added no new moral principle above those in the law
of Moses, to prohibit slavery, for in his law is found this principle, and slavery also.
The very God that said to them, they should love him supremely, and their neighbors as themselves, said to them also, "of
the heathen that are round about you, thou shalt buy bond-men
and bond-women, and they shall be your possession, and ye
shall take them as an inheritance for your children after you, to
inherit them as a possession
they shall be your bond-men for
If,

therefore,

means

doing

precisely

;

ever."

]^ow, to suppose that Jesus Christ

find out, without a revelation, that slavery

left

his disciples to

must be abolished, as
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a natural consequence from the

fact, that

when God

established

the relation of master and servant under the law, he said to the

master and servant, each of you must love the other as yourself,
to say the least, making Jesus to presume largely upon the

is,

intensity of their intellect, that they

would be able

discrepancy in the law of Moses, which

Again:

"do

if

ties

human

in

it

same reason,

will for the

condition.

It

Jesus Christ introduced any
necessity, abolish slavery.

to

to

you,"

is

level all inequali-

not to be admitted, then, that

is

new moral

The

spy out a

himself never saw.

ye would they should do

to others as

to abolish slavery,

God

principle that must, of

principle relied on to prove

it,

stands boldly out to view in the code of Moses, as the soul^ that

must regulate^ and control^ the relation of master and servant^
and therefore cannot abolish it.
"Why a master cannot do to f. servant, or a servant to a master,
as he would have them do to him, as soon as a wife to a husband
The wife
or a husband to a wife, I am utterly at a loss to know.
He
is "subject to her husband in all things" by divine precept.
is

her "head," and

why

God

"suffers her not to usurp authority over

we can do to others
any sooner than in a relation,
securing to us what is just and equal as servants, and due respect
and faithful service rendered with good will to us as masters, I
am at a loss to conceive. I affirm then, first, (and no man
him."
as

ISTow,

in such a relation as thi^,

we would they should do

to us,

by a prohibiand second, I affirm, he has introduced no new
moral principle which can work its destruction, under the gospel
and that the principle relied on for this purpose, is
dispensation
a fundamental principle of the Mosaic law, under which slavery
denies,) that Jesus Christ has not abolished slavery

tory

command

:

;

was

instituted

by Jehovah himself: and

third,

with this absence

of positive prohibition, and this absence of principle, to

Roman

ruin, I affirm, that in all the

work

its

provinces, where churches

were planted by the apostles, hereditary slavery existed, as it did
among the Jews, and as it does now among us, (which admits of
proof from history that no man will dispute who knows any thing
of the matter,) and that in instructing such churches, the

Ghost by the

apostles, has

legally existing

and

that

its

Now for

recognized

among them,

to

Holy

the institution, as one

be perpetuated in the church,

duties are prescribed.

the proof:

To

the church planted at

Ephesus the

capi-

—

;
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Paul ordains by letter, suLordination in
second, child
wife aud husband
between
the fear of God,
first
all^
as states^ or condiand parent third, servant and master ;
tal

of

lesser Asia,

tlie

—

;

;

tions^ existing

The

among

the menibers.

relative duties of each state are pointed out

tween the servant and master in these words

;

those be-

"Servants be obe-

:

who are your masters, according to the flesh, with
and trembling, in singleness of your heart as unto Christ

dient to them
fear

men pleasers, but as
God from the heart,

not with eye service as
Christ, doing the will of

doing service, as

man

master

him."

is

to

doeth, the

bond or

the Lord, whether he be

same things

Asia,

with good-will,

shall he receive of

And

ye masters do the

them, forbearing threatening, knowing that your

also in heaven, neither is there respect of persons with

Here, by the

Roman

law, the servant was property, aud

the church at Colosse, a

—Paul

in his letter to

ters, as relations existing

among

law was the same ;) and
writes: "Servants obey
to the flesh

shall presently prove.

Phrygia, in the lesser
tliree relations

and children, servants and masthe

members

;

(here the

Roman

and masters he thus
things your masters, according

to the servants

in all

not with eye service, as

:

gleness of heart, fearing

we

city of

them, recognizes the

of wives and husbands, parents

tily, as to

same

free.

the control of the master unlimited, as

To

of

Lord, and not to men, knowing that what-

to the

soever good thing any

the servants

God

:

men

pleasers, but in sin-

and whatsoever you do, do

the Lord and not unto

men

;

knowing

ye shall receive the reward of the inheritance,

it

hear-

that of the

Lord

ye serve the

for

But he that doeth wrong shall receive for the wrong
Masthere is no respect of persons with God.
done
aud
he has
that
which
is
and
equal,
know
just
ters give unto your servants
ing that you also have a master in heaven."
Lord

Christ.

;

The same Apostle

writes a letter to the church at Corinth

;

a very important city, formerly called the eye of Greece, either
from its location, or intelligence, or both, and consequently, an
important point, for radiating light in

all directions, in

to subjects connected with the cause of Jesus Christ

;

reference

and particu-

and
the political structure of nations. Under the direction of the Holy
Ghost, he instructs the church, that, on this particular subject,
one general jprinciple was ordained of God, applicable alike in

larly, in the

31

bearing of

its

practical precepts

on

civil society,

;

:
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all

couutrlcs and at all stages of the clmrcb's future liistoiy,

that

was

it

"«5

this:

" Let every
"
Let every
called."

walk.''''

—

God."

1

es;'''' v\i'.

"

Is

Lord has

the

man
man

called every one^ so

abide in the same calling wherein he

is

:

any man called being circumcised?

cumcised."
" Art thou called, being a servant?

mayest be made

Roman

and

7dm

wherein lie is called, therein abide with
" And so ordain Tin all churchCor. vii 17, 20, 24.
The Apostle thus explains his meaning
17.

uncircumcised."
" Is any man called in nncircumcision

all

let

use

free,

it

Let him not become

Let him not be

?

Care not

for

rather;" vii: 18, 21.

law, slaves were property,

it,

but

—yet Paul ordains, in

other churches, that Christianity gave them no

if

Ilere,

title to

cir-

thou

by the

this,

and

freedom,

but on the contrary, required them not to care for being slaves,
or in other words, to be contented with their state^ or relation^

unless they could be

made free.,

Again, we have a
circumcision

by Peter, who

letter

— addressed

in a lawful way.
is

the Apostle of the

especially to the Jews,

tered through various provinces of the

Roman

who were

empire

;

scat-

compris-

ing those provinces especially, wdiich were the theater of their
Here, for the
dispersion, under the Assyrians and Babylonians.

had resided, during
which time those revolutions were in progress which terminated
the Babylonian, Medo-Persian, and Macedonian empires, and
These revolutionary scenes
transferred imperial power to Rome.
space of seven hundred and

of violence

left

one half the

their influence.) in abject

fifty

years, they

human

bondage

race (within the range of

to the other half.

the state of things in these provinces

This was

addressed by Peter,

when

he wrote. The chances of war, wo may reasonably conclude,
had assigned a full share of bondage to this people, who were
despised of all nations. In view of their enslaved condition to
the Gentiles knowing, as Peter did, their seditious character
;

foreseeing, from the prediction of the Saviour, the destined bond-

age of those
place, as

it

who were

did, in the

seventeen, were sent to

then free in Israel, which was soon to take
fall

when all the males of
mines of Egypt, as slaves to

of Jerusalem,

work

in the

the State, and all the males under,

amounting

to

upwards of

ninety-seven thousand, were sold into domestic bondage
in

;

— I say,

view of these things, Peter was moved by the Holy Ghost

to
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them

write to them, and his solicltado for such of
slavery,
1 Peter,

is

very conspicuous in

letter

liis

2d chapter, from the 13th verse

not the solicitude- of an abolitionist.

;

to the

He
He

as were

in

(read carefullj' from

end

;)

but

it

is

thus addresses them:

"Dearly beloved, I beseech you."
thus instructs them:
" Submit yourselves to every ordinance of man for the Lord's
sake."
"For so is the will of God." "Servants, be subject to
your masters with all fear, not only to the good and gentle, but
also to the froward."— 1 Peter ii: 11, 13, 15, 18.
What an
important document is this enjoining political subjection to governments of every form^ and Christian subjection on the part of
servants to their masters, whether good or bad for the purpose
of showing forth to advantage, the glory of the gospel^ and putting to silence the ignorance of foolish men, who might think it
!

;

seditious.

By "every ordinance of man," as the context will show, is
meant govermental regulations or laws, as was that of the Romans
for enslaving their prisoners taken in war, instead of destroying

their lives.

"When such enslaved persons came into the church of Christ let
them (says Peter) "be subject to their masters with all fear,"
whether such masters be good or bad.
that

he says

much

It is

worthy of remark,

to secure civil subordination to the State,

and

hearty and cheerful obedience to the masters, on the part of servants;

nothing

yet he says

would seem from

this, that

to

masters in the whole

danger

letter.

to the cause of Christ

It

was on

among the servants^ and a ivant of
humility vnth inferiors^ rather than haughtiness among superi-

the side of insiihordinaUon

ors in the church.

Gibbon, in his Pome, vol.
ard authorities, that

Rome

1,

pages 25, 26, 27, shows, fi'om stand-

swayed

at this time

one hundred and twenty millions of souls

;

scepter over

its

that in every province,

was

and

in every family, absolute slavery existed', that

fifty

years later than the date of Peter's letters, before the absolute

it

at least

power of life and death over the slave was taken from the master^
and committed to the magistrate ; that about sixty millions of
souls were held as property in this abject condition

of a slave was four times that of an ox

were very sanguinary

;

;

;

that the price

that their punishments

that in the second century,

condition began to improve a

little,

when

their

emancipation was prohibited.
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except for great personal merit, or some public service rendered
to the State

;

was not

until the third or fourth genera-

was obtained,

that the descendants of a slave

and that

tion after freedom

it

could share in the honors of the State.
dition^ or relation

among

the

This

memhers of

is

the state^ con-

the apostolic churches^

whether among Gentiles or Jews', which the Holy Ghost, by
Paul for the Gentiles, and Peter for the Jews, recognizes as lawful
the mutual duties of which he prescribes in the language
above. Now, I ask, can any man in his proper senses, from these
;

premises, bring himself to conclude that slavery

is

abolished hy

Jesus Christy or that obligations are imposed by him upon his

Knowing

disciples that are subversive of the institution?

as

we

do from cotemporary historians, that the institution of slavery exwhat sort
isted at the time and to the extent stated by Gibbon
with
have,
who,
him, will
must
these
facts
before
man
of a soul a
conceal the truth on this subject, and hold Jesus Christ responsible for a scheme of treason that would, if carried out, have brought
the life of every human being on earth at the time, into the most
imminent peril, and that must have worked the destruction of

—

human race ?
At Rome, the authoritative

half the

which

the glories

planted.
full

of the cross were to

Paul wrote a long

upon
be won, a church was

centre of that vast theater

letter to

them.

On

this subject it is

of instruction.

Abolition sentiments had not dared to show themselves so near
the imperial sword.

To warn

the church against their treasonable

tendency, was therefore unnecessary.

Instead, therefore, of spe-

cial precepts upon the subject of relative duties between master

and servant, he lays down a system of practical morality, in the
letter, which must commend itself equally to

12th chapter of his

the king on his throne, and the slave in his hovel; for while

its

government to
exercise of sentiments and

practical operation leaves the subject of earthly

the discretion of man,

it

secures the

must exterminate every thing inconsistent with doing
others
to
as we would they should do unto us
a system of principles that will give moral strength to governments ; peace, secu
rity, and good-will to individuals
and glory to God in the
highest.
And in the 13th chapter, from the Ist to the end of the
Yth verso, he recognizes human government as an ordinance of
God, which the followers of Christ are to obey, honor, and supfeelings that

:

;

;
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port; not only from dread of punishment, but

for conscience
which I believe abolitionism refuses most positively to do,
such governments as from tlie force of circumstances even

salce /

to

jpermit slavery.

But we are furnished with additional

Again.

light,

and

if

we

are not greatly mistaken, with light wliich arose out of circumstances analogous to those

moment

which are threatening

at the present

overthrow the peace of society, and deluge

to

To Titus whom Paul

with blood.

left

this nation

in Crete, to set in order

the things that were wanting, he wi'ites a letter, in which ho

warns him of

were to be dreaded on account
While they professed " to know God," that is,
to know his will under the gospel dispensation, "in works they
denied him ;" that is, they did, and required others to do, what
was contrary to his will under the gospel dispensation. " They
were abominable," that is, to the Church and State, " and disobedient," that is, to the authoritj^ of the apostles, and the civil
false teachers, that

of their doctrine.

authority of the land.

Titus,

he then exhorts, "

to

speak the

become sound doctrine ;" that is, that the members
of the church observe the law of the land, and obey the civil
magistrate that " servants be obedient to their own masters, and
please them well in all things," not " answering again, not purloining, but showing all good fidelity, that they may adorn the
doctrine of God our Saviour in all things," in that which siibthings that

;

jects

the

ecclesiastical

to

the

civil authority in particular.

" These things speak, and exhort and rebuke with all authority
let no man despise thee.
Put them in mind to be subject to
Titus i
principalities and powers, to obey magistrates."
16,
and ii: from 1 to 10, and iii: 1. The context shows that a doctrine was taught by these wicked men, which tended in its influence

—

on servants,

to

:

bring the gospel of Christ into contempt in Church

and State, because of its seditions and insubordinate character.
But at Ephesus, the capital of the lesser Asia, where Paul had
labored with great success for three years
a point of great im-

—
—the Apostle

Timothy for the
and particularly
against the abolitionists.
In addition to a letter which he had
addressed to this church previously, in which the mutual duty of
master and servant is taught, and which has already been referred
to, he further instructs Timothy by letter on the same subject:
portance to the gospel cause

purpose of watching against the

left

false teachers,
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" Let as
not

servants as are under the yoke count their masters

many

worthy of

name

honor, that the

all

—

Uasphemed."

Tim.

1

vi

God and

of

his doctrine

These were

1.

:

be

unbelieving

In this church at Ephesus,

masters, as the next verse will show.

the circumstances existed, which are brought to light by Paul's

Timothy, that must silence every

letter to

cavil,

which men, who

do not know God's will on this subject, may start until time ends.
In an age filled with literary men, who are employed in trans
mitting historically, to future generations, the structure of society

Roman Empire that would put it in our power at this
know the state or condition of a slave in the
Empire,
as well as if we had lived at the time, and to
Eoman
know beyond question, that his condition was precisely that one,

in the

;

distant day, to

which

is

now denounced

as sinful

:

in such an age,

and in such

circumstances, Jesus Christ causes his will to be published to the

world

;

and

it is

this, that if

a Christian slave have an unbeliev-

who acknowledges no

ing master,

allegiance

to

Christ, this

must count his master worthy of aU honor,
believing
according to what the Apostle teaches the Romans, "Render,
therefore, to all their dues, tribute to whom tribute is due, custom
slave

to

whom

—Rom.
tures,

custom
xiii

due, fear to

is

Now, honor

7.

:

Christian slaves to

is

fear,

honor

enjoined of

to

God

whom

honor."

in the Scrip-

—

—from

husbands to wives from
and here by Jesus Christ, from
unbelieving masters, who held them as prop-

from children

to parents

subjects to magistrates

erty

whom

and

rulers,

by law, with power over their very

lives.

And

the

command

remarkable. While we are commanded to honor father and
mother, without adding to the precept " all honor," here a Chris-

is

tian servant

honor."
the

is

Why

bound
is

this?

direction of the

to

render to his unbelieving master "all

Because in the one case nature moves in

command

;

but in the other, against

it.

Nature being subjected to the law of grace, might be disposed to
obey reluctantly; hence the amplitude of the command. But
what purpose was to be answered by this devotion of the slave ?
The Apostle answers, " that the name of God and his doctrine (of
subordination to the law-making power) be not blasphemed," as

they certainly would by a contrary course on the part of the
while the
servant, for the most obvious reason in the world
sword would have been drawn against the gospel, and a war of
;

extermination waged against

its

propagators, in every provincG

:
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of the

for

there

was slavery
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in

all

;

and so

it

would be now.
But, says the caviler, these directions are -given to Christian

whose masters did not acknowledge the authority of Christ
and are therefore defective as proof, that he ap-

slaves
to

govern them

;

proves of one Christian

we

well,

"and

will see.

man

holding another in bondage.

In the next verse, (1 Timothy vi

:

2,)

Yery

he says,

them not despise them,
because they are brethren, but rather do them service, because
they are faithful and beloved, partakers of the benefit." Here is
a great change instead of a command to a believing slave to
render to a believing master all honor, and thereby making that
believing master in honor equal to an unbelieving master, here is
they that have believing masters,

let

;

rather an exhortation to the slave not to despise him, because he

a heliever. Now, I ask, why the circumstance of a master
becoming a believer in Christ, should become the cause of his
believing slave despising him while that slave was supposed to
acquiesce in the duty of rendering all honor to that master before
he became a believer? I answer, precisely, and 07ihj, hecause
is

there were abolition teachers among them, who taught otJierwise,
and consented not to wholesome words, even the words of our
Lord Jesus Christ. 1 Timothy vii: 3; and "to the doctrine
which is according to godliness," taught in the 8th verse, viz
having food and raiment, servants should therewith be content;
for the pronoun us, in the 8th verse of this connection, means

—

especially the servants he
in general.
that

a

it

man

was

instructing, as well as Christians

These men taught, that godliness abolished slavery,

gave the

title

of freedom to the slave, and that so soon as

professed to be subject to Christ, and refused to liberate

was a hypocrite, and deserved not the countenance
the Christian name.
Such men, the Apostle
says, are "proud, (just as they are now,) knowing nothing,"
(that is, on this subject,) but " doating about questions, and strifes
of words, whereof cometh envy, strife, railings, evil surmisings,
perverse disputings of men of corrupt minds, and destitute of the
truth, supposing that gain is godliness: from such withdraw thyhis slaves, he

of any

who bore

self."— 1 Tim. vi:

4, 5.

Such were the bitter fruits which abolition sentiments produced in the Apostolic day, and such precisely are the fruits they
produce now.
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Now,

I say, here is the case

call forth the

command from

made

out,

which certainly would

Christ, to abolish slavery, if he ever

Both the servant and t)ie master were
one in Christ Jesus. Both were members of the same church,
both were under unlimited and voluntary obedience to the same
intended to abolish"

it.

Jivine law-giver.

No

political objection existed

him on

dience to

the time against their obe-

at

the subject of slavery

;

and what

the will, not

is

of Paul, but of the Lord Jesus Christ, immediately in person,

upon the case thus made out? Does he say to the master, having put yourself under my government, you must no longer hold
your brother in bondage? Does he say to the slave, if your
master does not release you, you must go and talk to him privately, about this trespass upon your rights under the law of my
kingdom and if he does not hear you, you must take two or
three with you and if he does not hear them then you must tell
it to the church, and have him expelled from m}-^ flock, as a wolf
I say, what does the Lord Jesus say to this
in sheep's clothing?
;

;

poor believing slave, concerning a master

who

held unlimited

power over his person and life, under the Roman law ? He tells
him that the very circumstance of his master's being a brother,
constitutes the reason why he should be more ready to do him
service

;

for in addition to the

circumstance of his being a brother

who would be benefited by his service, he would as a brother
give him M'hat was just and equal in return, and "forbear threatening," much less abusing his authority over him, for that he (the
master) also had a master in heaven, who was no respecter of
persons.

It is

taken for granted, on

that Jesus Christ has at least

been

all

sonally spoken on the subject of slavery.
it.

hands pretty generally,

silent, or that

Once

he has not perfor all, I

deny

Paul, after stating that a slave was to honor an unbelieving

master, in the 1st verse of the 6th chapter, says, in the 2d verse,
that to a believing master, he is the rather to do service, because

he who partakes of the benefit

any

man

do,)

and consent not

teach otherwise, (as
to

our Lord Jesus Christ."

such worJs,
silent,

how

how

dare

is

his brother.

all abolitionists

He

then says,

then did, and

if

now

wholesome words, " even the words of
Now, if our Lord Jesus Christ uttered

we say he has been

silent?

If

he has been

dare the Apostle say these are the words of our Lord

Jesus Christ,

if the

Lord Jesus Christ never spoke them

?

Where,

;
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or when, or on what occasion he spoke them,

but certain

Paul has borne

that

it is,

we

are not informed

false witness, or that

Jesus

Christ has uttered the words that impose an obligation on servants,

who

are abject slaves, to render service with good-will from the

heart,

to

believing masters, and to account their unbelieving

masters as worthy of

honor, that the

all

name

God and

of

his

Jesus Christ revealed to Paul the

doctrine be not blasphemed.

doctrine which Paul has settled throughout the Gentile world,

(and by consequence, the Jewish world
slavery, so far as
clear

and

From

it

affects his

kingdom.

also,)

on the subject of

As we have

seen,

it is

full.

the great importance of the subject, involving the person-

al liberty of half the

of them at

all

human

times since,

would carry the question

race at that time, and a large portion
it is

Paul

not to be wondered

at,

that

and plead

for

a decisive

to the Saviour,

away

expression of his will, that would forever do

the necessity

of inferring any thing by reasoning from the premises laid

and

down

EpheBus, if not at Crete, the issue is fairly made, between Paul on the
one side, and certain abolition teachers on the other, when, in addition to the official intelligence ordinarily given to the apostles by
in the former dispensation

the

Holy Ghost,

to

;

or in the patriarchal ago

guide them into

all truth,

;

at

he affirms, that the

doctrine of perfect civil subordination, on the part of hereditary

was one
which he, Paul, taught in the words of the Lord Jesus Christ him-

slaves to their masters, whether believers or unbelievers,

self.

New

The Scriptures we have adduced from the

Testament, to

prove the recognition of hereditary slavery by the Saviour, as a
much of their force from

lawful relation in the sight of God, lose
the use of a
of

its

word by the
meaning

original

;

in his Dictionary, says:

translators,

that

is,

the

"Servant

is

which by time, has lost much
word servant. Dr. Johnson^
one of the few words, which
its original, knave,

by time has acquired a softer signification than
degenerated into cheat.
ally, a

While

servant, which signified origin-

person preserved from death by the conqueror, and re-

served for slavery, signifies only an obedient attendant."
all

history will prove that the servants of the

New

Now,

Testament ad-

dressed by the apostles, in their letters to the several churches

throughout the

Roman

Empire, were such as were perserved from

death by the conqueror, and taken into slavery.

This was their

!
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and

condition,

Uad

history.

it is

the

translation, lost

known

a fact well

to all

word which designates

none of

its

men

acquainted with

their condition, in our

original meaning, a

common man

could not have fallen into a mistake as to the condition indicated.

But

waive

to

we

this fact

can be desired.

are furnished with all the evidence that

The Saviour appeared

Roman

in

an age of learning

Empire,

— the

a
embodied with all the historical records the constitution
God gave the Jews, was in harmony with the Roman regulations
on the subject of slavery. In this state of things, Jesus ordered
his gospel to be preached in all the world, and to every creature.
and masters and servants, and perIt was done as he directed
enslaved condition of half the

at the time,

is

—

fact

;

sons in

conditions, were brought by the gospel to obey the

all

result

We

Churches were constituted.

Saviour.

letters written to the churches,
is,

that each

member

duties of his civil station

We will

—

is

have examined the

composd of these

The

materials.

furnished with a law to regulate the

^from the highest to the lowest.

remark, in closing under

this head, that

from the text of the sacred volume, that

when God

we have shown

entered into cov-

was with him as a slaveholder; that when
he took his posterity by the hand in Egypt, five hundred years afterward to confirm the promise made to Abraham, it was done
with them as slaveholders that when he gave them a constitution
of government, he gave them the right to perpetuate hereditary
slavery and that he did not for the fifteen hundred years of their
enant with Abraham,

it

;

;

national existence, express disapprobation toward the institution.

We

have also shown from authentic history that the institution

of slavery existed in every family, and in every province of the

Roman

We

Empire,

at the

time the gospel was published

have also shown from the

New

to

them.

Testament, that

all

the

churches are recognized as composed of masters and servants

and that they are instructed by Christ how
and finally that in reference
tive duties
;

was then

started,

;

to discharge their rela
to the question

whether Christianity did not abolish the

which

institu-

one Christian to hold another Christian in
shown,
that " the words of our Lord Jesus
have
bondage, we
Christ " are, that so far from this being the case, it adds to the
tion, or the right of

obligation of the servant to render service with good- will to his

master, and that gospel fellowship

persons

who

will not consent to

it

is

not to be entertained with

;
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I propose, in the fourth place, to

slavery

of mercy.

is full

that the institution of

for a

long

alone which furnished a
The chances of war, when
earth was filled with small tribes of men, who had a passion
it, brought to decision, almost daily, conflicts, where nothing

period of time,

motive
the

show

say but a few words on this sub-

I shall

Authentic history warrants this conclusion, that

ject.

for
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it

was

this institution

sparing the prisoner's

for

life.

but this institution interposed an inducement to save the van-

The same was

quished.

true in the enlarged schemes of conquest,

which brought the four great universal empires of the Scriptures
to the zenith of their

The same
trace

is

It is

it.

power.

true in the history of Africa, as far

more

slavery has saved from the sword
crease, than all the souls

The
not

who now

souls thus conquered

God

back as we can

only sober truth to say, that the institution of

including their in-

lives,

inhabit this globe.

and subjected

nor regarded men, in the days of

to masters,

who

feared

Abraham, Job, and

the

were surely brought under great obligations to the
mercy of God, in allowing such men as these to purchase them,
and keep them in their families.
The institution when engrafted on the Jewish constitution, was
designed principally, not to enlarge the number, but to ameliorate
patriarchs,

the condition of the slaves in the neighboring nations.

Under

the gospel,

fluence, millions of

it

has brought within the range of gospel in-

Ham's descendant's among ourselves, who
down to eternal ruin

but for this institution, would have sunk

knowing not God, and strangers

In their bondage

to the gospel.

much better provided for, and great
them have been made the freemen of the Lord Jesus

here on earth, they have been
multitudes of
Christ,

and

left this

The elements

world rejoicing in hope of the glory of God.

which I hope will lead Etliiopia very
soon to stretch out her hands to God, is tne fruit of the institution
An officious meddling with the institution, from feeling
here.
of an empire,

and sentiments nnknown
nation of the slave race

to the Bible,

among

us,

utterly unprepared for a higher civil state
not.

Their condition, as a

class.) is

may
;

now

but benefit them,

it

can-

better than that of

any

other equal number of laborers on earth, and
If the Bible

is

lead to the extermi-

who, taken as a whole, are

allowed to awaken the

is

daily improving.

spirit,

philanthropy which- works their good, the day

and control the

is

not far distant
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when

the highest wishes of saints will be gratified, in having con-

them all that the spirit of good-will can bestow. This
which was kindling into life, has received a great check
among us of late, by that trait which the Apostle Peter reproves
and shames in his officious countrymen, when he says: "But
let none of j^ou sufler as a murderer, or as a thief, or as an evil
ferred on

spirit

doer, or as a busy-body in other men's matters,"

have been murdered
ceiver is as bad as the

—our

Our

property has been stolen,

have been put
—our
traduced — and attempts made

characters

slavery

no

— our

lives

thief,)

(if

citizens

the re-

in jeopardy

to force political

upon
meddle with our matters.

us in the place of domestic, by strangers

right, to

who have

Instead of meditating gen-

erous things to our slaves, as a return for gospel subordination,

we have

put on our armor to suppress a rebellious

to

gendered by "false doctrine," propagated by

spirit,

men "of

en-

corrupt

minds, and destitute of the truth," who teach them that the gain
of freedom to the slave,

From

is

the only proof of godliness in the

we must withdraw ourselves and
and to rebuke them with all the authority which
'•the words of our Lord Jesus Christ " confer, we shall be wanting in duty to them, to ourselves, and to the world.
TnoKNTON Stringfellow.
master.
if

we fail

to

do

such, Paul says

;

it,

AN EXAMINATION
OF ELDER GALUSHA'S REPLY TO DR. RICHARD FULLER OF SOUTH
CAROLINA.

After my

essay on slavery was published in the Herald^* 1

sent a copy of

it

to

a prominent abolition gentleman in

New

York, accompanied by a friendly letter.
This gentleman I selected as a correspondent, because of his
high standing, intellectual attainments, and unquestioned piety.
I frankly

* These

avowed
letters

to

were

him
first

my readiness

to

abandon slavery, so soon

published in the BeligioHS Jlcrald, Richmond.
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as I was convinced by the Bible that

him, "

if
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was

it

sinful,

conduct, in direct opposition to those portions of
relied, as furnishing the

To

it

upon which I

mind of the Almighty upon the

me

of slavery, that he would furnish
fact."

and requested

the Bible contained precepts, and settled principles of

subject

with the knowledge of the

accompanied by

this letter I received a friendly reply,

a printed communication containing the result of a prayerful effort

which he had previously made, for the purpose of furnishing the
very information to a friend at the South, which I sought to obtain
at his hands.

may

It

fers, to

my

be owing to

all

prejudices, or a

prove that slavery

object,

and as I wish

toward God in
of

my

want of

intellect, that I

be convinced, by those portions of the Bible to which he re-

to

fail

into

as the support of truth

is

have the answer of a good conscience

this matter,

I herewith publish, for the information

whose hands

my

age in the Bible to which

" precepts and

But

is sinful.

to

essay

first

may have

fallen,

every pass-

this distinguished brother refers

me

for

settled principles of conduct, in direct opposition to

those portions of

it

upon which I

relied, as furnishing the

mind of

the Almighty upon the subject of slavery."
1st.

His reference

of one blood
I believe

;

all

yet

God decreed

vants to his brother

God

volume is

to the sacred

nations of men."

effected eight

—that

that

is,

This

is

this

:

"

God hath made

a Scripture truth which

Canaan should be a servant of

an abject slave in his posterity.

ser-

This

hundred years afterward, in the days of Joshua,

when the Gibeonites were subjected to prepetual bondage, and
made hewers of wood and drawers of water. Joshua ix 23.
Again, God ordained, as law-giver to Israel, that their captives

—

taken in war should be enslaved.

—Deut. xx

:

10

:

to 15.

Again, God enacted that the Israelites should buy slaves of the
heathen nations around them, and will them and their increase as
property to their children forever.
these nations were

made of one

—

Levit.

blood.

xxv

:

All

44, 45, 46.

Yet God ordained

that

some

should be "chattel" slaves to others, and gave his special aid to
fect

it.

In view of

this incontrovertible fact,

how can I

believe this

passage disproves the lawfulness of slavery in the sight of

How
2d.

can any sane

man

believe

it,

who

ef-

believes the Bible

God

?

?

His second Scripture reference to disprove the lawfulness

1
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of slavery in the sight of God,
better than a sheep."

—and

This

is this

" God has said a

:

man

a Scripture truth which

is

is

fully

I

have no doubt, if we could ascertain what the Ispay for those slaves they bought with their money
according to God's law, in Levit. xxv 44, that we should find
they had to pay more for them than they paid for sheep, for the
believe

raelites

had

I

to

:

reason assigned by the Saviour
better than a sheep

;

for

;

that

when he

is

is,

that a servant

man

is

done plowing, or feeding

and comes in from the field, he will, at his master's bidding, prepare him his meal, and wait upon him till he eats it,
while the master feels under no obligation even to thank him for
cattle,

it

because he has done no more than his duty.

—Luke

xvii

7, 8,

:

This, and other important duties, which the people of God
9.
bought their slaves to perform for them, by the permission of

Maker, were duties which sheep could not perform. But I
is in it to blot out from the Bible a relation

their

cannot see what there

which God created, in which he made one

man

to

be a slave to

another.

His third Scripture reference to prove the unlawfulness of
" God commands children to
slavery in the sight of God, is this
obey their parents, and wives to obey their husbands." This, I
believe to be the will of Christ to Christian children and Cliris3d.

:

tian wives

—whether they are bond or

free.

But

it is

eqiuilly true

that Christ ordains that Christianity shall not abolish slavery,

—

17, 21, and that he commands servants to obey their
masters and to count them worthy of all honor. 1 Tim. vi 1, 2.
It is also true, that God allowed Jewish masters to use the rod to
make them do it and to use it with the severity requisite to
accomplish the object. Exod, xxi 20, 21. It is equally true, that

Cor. vii

:

—

:

—

—
done. — Col.

:

Jesus Christ ordains that a Christian servant shall receive for the
wi'ong he hath

without qualification, that

if

iii

:

25.

My

correspondent admits,

they are property,

the Bible says, they were property.

—Levit. xxv

is

it
:

But

right.

44, 45, 46.

The above reference, reader, enjoins the duty of two relations^
which God ordained, but does not aJjolish a third relation which
God has ordained ; as the Scripture will prove, to which I have
referred you, under the

first

reference

4th. His fourth Scripture reference

ham

made by my
is,

to give his estate to a servant, in order to

was not a

slave.

"What," he

correspondent.

to the intention of

Abra-

prove that servant

says, "property inherit property?"

"
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I answer, yes.

brongh gave

years ago, in

to his slaves his estate,
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my

county, "William Ilans-

worth forty or

fifty

tliousaud

In the last five or six years, over two hundred slaves,

dollars.

within a few miles of me, belonging to various masters, have
inherited portions of their masters' estates.

To render

Romans

slaves valuable, the

learned professions, and

all

So with

doctors, authors, mechanics, etc.

kind are

to

be found

them for the
They were teachers,

qualified

the various arts.

among our

us,

Some

slaves.

tradesmen of every
of

them are under-

—some farmers — some overseers, or stewards — some housekeepers — some merchants — some teamsters, and some moneytakers

who

lenders,

give their masters a portion of their income, and

keep the balance.

own

— and

was

it

Nearly

of them have an income of their

all

would educate our slaves generally, and so fit them earlier
more improved condition, and higher moral elevation.

But will all
No. Neither

this,

we

not for the seditious spirit of the North,

when duly

certified,

for

a

prove they are not slaves?

Abraham's intention to give one of his servWho had higher
ants his estate, prove that he was not a slave.
claims upon Abraham, before he had a child, than this faithful
slave, born in his house, reared by his hand, devoted to his interest, and faithful in every trust ?
6th. His fifth reference, my correspondent says, "forever sets
" Thou shalt not deliver unto
It is this
the question at rest."
his master, the servant which is escaped from his master unto
thee
he shall dwell with thee, even in that place which he shall
thou shalt
choose, in one of thy gates, where it liketh him best
will

:

—

;

not oppress him."

my

This
quest:'

distinguished correspondent says, "forever puts the

jn at rest."

question

brought

it

to

My

reader, I hope, will ask himself

He

puts to rest.

put

this

will please to

God?" the Bible being judge
man to hold property in another ?
asks,

it

— or "did

God

"What

is

And
man as
He says,

thus answers: "It

slavery?"

"is the point at issue."
property,
all

it is

is

ever allow one

correspondent admits this to be the question at issue.

ciple involved in holding

ing

what

question to rest, "Is slavery sinful in the sight

of

My

remember, that

right to treat

him

property."

"if

it

be right to hold

demanded

He

the prin-

"This," he says:

as property," etc.

in the argument, that can be

is

Now,

for this

man

as

conced-

law about

—
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run-away

slaves, yet

man

erty in

it

is sinful

does not prove that slaveiy or holding prop-

—because

a part and parcel of the Mo-

it is

by the same God, who
same wilderness enacted "that of the heathen that were
round about them, they should buy bond-men and bond-women
also of the strangers that dwelt among them should they buy, and
saic law, given to Israel in the wilderness

in the

they should pass as an inheritance to their children after them, to
possess

How
Blave,

—

them

as

can

admit that a prohibition

I

bond-men

forever."

under the law of Moses,

xxv

Levit.

44.

:

up a run-away

to deliver

proof that there was no slavery

is

?
Here is the law from God himself,
authorizing
the Israelites to buy slaves and transxxv
Levit.
44,
mit them and their increase as a possession to their posterity for-

allowed under that law
:

ever

XX

:

— and
10 —

to

make

prohibited

tlie

Would

wheu he

fled

not remain legally a

that prove that he did

The passage proves

own

recognized by

is

My

as a slave, until he fled to the Israelites.

had held fellowship with slavery

who had

brought
himself

correspondent's

upon

the idea that God,

who

his j^ople for five

hun-

just given

legalize the purchase of slaves

is

God

it

among

exposition of this law seems based

dred years, and

law, until he fled?

the very reverse of that which

proves that the slave

It

—Dent.

admit that God

—would that prove that he was not a slave before

slave in the sight of God, according to his

to prove.

I

delivery back of one of these slaves^

from his master

he fled?

slaves of their captives taken in war.

Suppose, for argument's sake,

15.

them

ti

formal statute to

from the heathen, and

to

enslave

their captives taken in war, was, nevertheless, desirous to abolish

the institution.
object,

But, as

he was disposed

to march directly up to his
undermine what he was unwilling to

if afraid

to

attempt to overthrow.

Upon

man is prone to think God is altogether
we may account for such an interpretatime, by men north of Mason & Dixon's line.

the principle that

such an one as himself,
tion at the present

Our brethren

there have held fellowship with this institution, by

the constitutional oath they have taken to protect us in this property.

Unable, constitutionally, to overthrow the institution, they

see, or

think they see, a sanction in the law of

it,

by opening

their gates

among them where
at

any thing

it

and

liketh

letting

them

in this controversy,

undermine
our run-away slaves "dwell

best."

it

God

KI

would be

to

could be astonished

to see sensible

men

—

—

—
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engaged in the study of that part of the Bible which relates to
the rights of property, as established by the Almighty himself,
giving in to the idea that the Judge of the world, acting in the
character of a national law-giver, would legalize a property right

—give

in slaves, as he did

power

full

to the

master

to

govern

secure the increase as an inheritance to posterity for all time to

come

—and then add a clause

to legalize

For what

pecting purchaser.

better is

a fraud upon the unsus-

under

it,

this interpreta-

tion?

With

respect to slaves purchased of the heathen, or enslaved

by war, the law passed a clear
forever.

With

law secured

title to

them and

their increase

respect to the hired servants of the Hebrews, the

to the

master a right to their service until the Sab-

batic year or Jubilee

—unless

they were bought back by a near

money when owned by

kinsman

at a stated price in

master.

But these

King, by

this interpretation, are all canceled

legal rights, under these laws

no redress

— and

—

a heathen

of heaven's

for the

pecuniary

no remedy, whenever
a " liketh him best" man can induce the slave to run away.
And worse still, the community of masters thus insulted and
swindled, according to this interpretation, are bound to show respect and afford protection to the villains who practice it.
Who
can believe all this ? I judge our Northern brethren will say, the
Lord deliver us from such legislation as this. So say we. What,
then, does this run-away law mean ?
It means that the God of
Israel ordained his people to be an asylum for the slave who fled
it is the law of
from heathen cruelty to them for protection
the
Constitution
by these States,
nations
but surrendered under
who agreed to deliver them up. See, says God, ye oppress not
loss, there is

for the insult

;

—

the stranger.

Thou

—Exod. xxii:

21.

shalt neither vex a stranger, nor ojppress him.

His 6th reference to the Bible is this " Do to others as ye
would they should do to you." Fhave shown in the essay, that
these words of our Saviour, embody the same moral principle,
which is embodied by Moses in Levit. xix 18, in these words,
" Love thy neighbor as thyself." In this we can not be mista:

:

ken, because Jesus says there are but two such principles in

God's moral government

one of supreme love of God

of love to our neighbor as ourself.
of the

To

argument from moral precepts,
32

another

the everlasting confusion
to

overthrow the positive
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institution of slavery, this

moral precept was

giveit to regulate

the mutual duties of this very relation, which

God by law

or-

dained for the Jewish commonwealth.

How

can that which regulates the duty^ overthrow the relation

itself?

His 7th reference

is,

"They which

are accounted to rule over

the Gentiles, exercise lordship over them, but so

it

shall not be

among you."
Turn

to the passage, reader, in

genuity at expounding, and see
that has been created

Mark x

if

42 and try your inyou can destroy one relation

among men, because

another relation was abused.

who

authority in his kingdom, not to abuse
it

with humility.

But how

the authority given in

The Saviour

State authority^ as a warning to those

of

;

:

official

Christ, is to rob States of the right to

it,

refers to the ahuse of

should be clothed with

but to connect the use

humility in the kingdom of

make

their

own

laws, dis-

solve the relation of slavery recognized by the Saviour as a law-

and overthrow the right of property in slaves as setPaul, in drawing the charactled by God himself, I know not.
ter of those who oppose slavery, in his letter to Timothy, says,
;" he means, that
(vi
4,) they are " proud, knowing nothing

ful relation,

:

they were puffed with a conceit of their superior sanctity, while
they were deplorably ignorant of the will of Christ on this subnot great pride that leads a

Is it

ject.

than the Saviour?

—but

he

which sanctioned slavery in

abolitionists refuse fellowship for

have mitigated

God

to think

is

better

Jesus held fellowship with, and enjoined sub-

jection to governments,

form

man

its

worst

governments which

all its rigors.

established the relation by law,

and bestowed the highest
and has caused it
the Scriptures.
Yet such

manifestations of his favor upon slaveholders
to be written as with a

sunbeam

in

;

would be refused the ordinary tokens of Christian fellowabolitionists.
If Abraham were on earth, they could
not let him, consistently, occupy their pulpits, to tell of the things'"
God has prepared for them that love him. Job himself would be
unfit fur their communion.
Joseph would be placed on a level
saints

ship

among

Not a single church planted by the apostles would
home for our abolition brethren, (for they all had masand slaves.) The apostles and their ministerial associates

with pirates.

make
ters

a

fit

could not occupy their pulpits, for they fraternized with slavery,
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and upheld State authority upon the subject. Now, I ask, with
due respect for all parties, can sentiments which lead to sucli results as these be held by any man, in the absence of pride of no
ordinary character, whether he be sensible of it or not?
Again, whatever of intellect we may have can that something

—

which prompts

to results like these

Reference the 8th

favorable in

is

be Bible hnoioledge f

sound

not in sense.

if

in these words, " Neither be ye called masters., for one

even Christ."

master.,

I

am

free to confess,

your

difficult to re-

is

it

It is

is

felt when he witnessed the zeal
Mount Carmel. I think a sensi-

press the spirit which the prophet

of his deluded countrymen, at
ble

man

ought to know

However,

man.

I will

is

my

yet

;

me

to

such a passage,

correspondent

a sensible

is

by an equal authority, for dis"Call no vaoji father upon earth, for

balance

solving another relation.

one

than to refer

better,

to prove slavery unlawful

it

your father in heaven."

When

the

the

child.,

the relation

between parent and

will abolish the relation

between master and

abolishes

last

first

servant.

The 9th
God,

is

reference to prove slavery unlawful in the sight of

this:

He

that stealeth a

man, and

selleth

him, or

derful

if

he

Won-

be found in his hand, he shall surely be put to death."
!

I suppose that no State has ever established domestic slavery,
which did not find such a law necessary. It is this institution
which makes such a law needful. Unless slavery exists, there
would be no motive to steal a man. And, the danger is greater

in a slave State than a free one.

Virginia has such a law, and

so have ail the States of North America.

Will these laws prove four thousand years hence that slavery

—

No but why not Because
which authorizes us to buy bond -men
and bond-women with our money, and give them and their increase as an inheritance to our children, forever.
So the Mosaic

did not exist in the United States ?
the statute will

statute

still

exists,

thing, and God

which authorized the Jews

is its

Reference the 10th

do the same

to

author.
is

"

:

Let the oppressed go free
spoiled out of the

!

exist,

still

;

Rob

not the poor because he

break every yoke

hand of the oppressor.

;

deliver

What

him

is

poor.

that is

doth the Lord

require of thee but to do justly, love mercy, walk

humbly with
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He

thy God.

that oppresseth the poor reproacheth his

This soimds very well, reader, yet

who

reads me, confess^ that these Scriptures

slavery.

Answer me

Maker."

make every man
will not condemn

propose to

I

Are these, and such like
whence they are all taken,

this question:

passages, in the Old Testament, from

intended to reprove and condemn that people, for doing what

God, in his law gave them a right

to

do?

know you must

I

answer, they were not; consequently, you confess they do not

condemn

slavery

;

because

God gave them

the right, by law, to

—Levit. xxv: 44,
captives taken in war. — Deut. xx

purchase slaves of the heathen.
slaves of their

precepts of the Old or

New

which God ordained

be his

The 11th

to

reference of

my
is

your servants that which

is

correspondent

is this, that

based upon justice cannot
I answer,

bread (that

He
(as

God
is,

to

make

14.

he has slavery.

will, as

distinguished correspondent to the

sacred volume, to prove that slavery

Jesus Christ and sinful,

And

The moral
Testament cannot make that wrong
:

just

is

contrary to the will of

words

in these

and equal."

slavery

is

:

" Masters, give unto

The argument of my

a relation, in which rights

exist.

ordained, after

sinned, that he, " should eat

man

have food and raiment) in the sweat of his face."

has since ordained, that some should be slaves to others,

we have proved under

the

first

food and raiment are withheld from

God has ordained
the face.

reference.)

him

Therefore^

in slavery,

it is

when

unjust.

food and raiment, as wages for the sweat of

Christ has ordained that with these, whether in slavery

or freedom, his disciples shall be content.

The

relation of master

province and

and slave, says Gibbon, existed in eveiy
Roman Empire. Jesus or-

in every family of the

dains in the 13th chapter of Romans, from the 1st to the end of
the 7th verse, and in 1 Peter, 2d chapter, 13th, 14th, and 15th
verses, that the legislative authority^

which created the

relation,

should be obeyed and honored by his disciples.

But while he
thus legalizes the relation of master and slave as established by
the civil law, he j)roceeds to prescribe the mutual duties which
the parties, when they come into his kingdom, must perform to
each other.

The reference of

my

correspondent to disprove the relation^

is

a part of what Jesus has prescribed on this subject to regulate
the duties of the relation,

and

is itself

proof that the relation
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was recognized aud its duties prescribed by the Son of God through the Holy Ghost given to the
existed

its

legality

apostles.

The 12th

reference

is,

" Let as

many

yoke, count their masters worthy of

servants as are under the

honor.

all

And

they that

them not despise them because they
service, because they are faithful
them
rather
do
but
brethren,
are
If my reader will turn
benefit."
and beloved, partakers of the
to my remarks, in my first essay upon this Scripture, he will cease
I
to wonder that it fails to convince me that slavery is sinful.
should think the wonder would be, that any man ever quoted it
have believing masters,

for

let

such a purpose.

And

My

lastly.

word " doulos,"

me that the Greek
means hired servant and not

correspondent informs

translated servant,

slave.

primary meaning of

I reply, that the

this

God, as

a singular state of preservation.

if

Greek word,

is

viding for this controversy, has caused, in his providence, that

meaning

in

Greek

in

foreseeing and pro-

dictionaries shall be thus given,

its

"the opposite

Now, readers, what is the opposite a^ free? Is it a
somewhere between freedom and slavery ? If freedom as a
condition, has an opposite, that opposite state is indicated bv this
very word "doulos." So says every Greek lexicographer. I ask,
if this is not wonderful, that the Holy Ghost has used a term, so
of free."

state

,

incapable of deceiving, and yet that that term should be brought

Another remarkable fact
word servant, originally meant precisely the
same thing as the Greek word "doulos ;" that is, says Dr. Johnsou in his Dictionary, it meant formerly a captive taken in war,
and reserved for slavery. These are two remarkable facts in the
providence of God. But, reader, I will give you a Bible key, by
which to decide for yourself, without foreign aid, whether servant^
forward for the purpose of deception.
is this

when

:

it

relation

that

is

the English

denotes a relation in society, where the other side of that
is

"Every man's servant

master^ means hired servant.

bought

for

money

shall not eat thereof."

of servants alluded to

night Israel

left

in these two classes

xii

:

44, 45.

— one was allowed

Egypt
?

shall eat thereof

—Exod.
;

the other not.

;

but a hired servant

Here are two

to eat the

What was

the difference

"Were they both hired servants

should read, "Every hired servant that

is

bought

classes

Passover the

for

?

If so,

money

it

shall
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eat thereof; but a hired servant that

not eat thereof."

My

reader,

why

bought

is

money,

for

shall

has the Holy Ghost, in presi-

ding over the inspired pen, been thus particular

Is

?

it

too

much

was to provide against the delusion of the nineteenth
century, which learned men would be practicing upon unlearned
men, as well as themselves, on the subject of slavery ? Who,
with the Bible and their learning, would not be able to discover,
that a servant bought with money was a slave ; and that a hired
servant was a free man? Again, Levit, xxv: 44, 45, and 46;
" Thy bond-servants shall be of the heathen that are round about
you, and of the children of the strangers that do sojourn among
you, of them shall ye buy. And they shall be your possession,
and ye shall take them as an inheritance, for your children after
you, to inherit them for a possession, they shall be your bond-men
to say,

it

forever."

Reader, were these hired servants
Belves for a long time.

And what

their posterity for all time to

gular, the

owner
selves

wages were paid, not
And what is

and

their posterity to

his posterity forever

correspondent,

that

in

the

still

more

sin-

but to a former

stranger, they hired them-

still

be an inheritance

servant

is

to the servant,

Yet, reader, I

1

them-

very singular, they hired

And what

come.

or master.

If so, they hired

?

is

am

told

to their

by

Scriptures,

designate a relation, means only hired servant.

were the enslaved captives in Deut. xx: 10,

master and

my distinguished
when used
Again,

to

I ask,

11, 12, 13, 14, 16,

hired servants?

One of the greatest and best of men ever raised at the North,
mean Luther Rice,) once told me when I quoted the law of
God for the purchase of slaves from the heathen, (in order to
(I

argument about " doulos," and hired servant.) I say
he told me positively, there was no such law. "When I opened
the Bible and showed it to him, his shame was very visible.
(And I hope he is not the only great and good man, that God will
put to shame for being ignorant of his word.) But he never
opened his mouth to me about slavery again while he lived.
silence his

If

my

reader does no tetter than he did, at least

fight against

God

for

let

hira not

establishing the institution of "chattel"

slavery in his kingdom, nor against

me

for believing

he did do

it.

But, reader, if you have the hardihood to insist that these were
hired servants, and not slaves after

all,

then, I answer, that ours
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and so the dispute ends

;

lawful for us, according to aboli-

them to servitude. For ours, we paid
money to a former owner so did the Jews for theirs. The
increase of ours passes as an inheritance to our children, so did
the increase of the Jewish servants pass as an inheritance to their
And all this took place
children, to be an inheritance forever.
tion admissions, to hold

;

by the direction of God

My

to his

chosen people.

correspondent thinks with Mr. Jefferson, that Jehovah has

and that all men
him throw away his
Bible as Mr. Jefferson did his, and then they will be fit companBut never disgrace the Bible by making Mr. Jefferson its
ions.

no

attributes that will

harmonize with slavery

are born free and equal.

Now,

I

say

;

let

expounder, nor Mr. Jefferson by deriving his sentiments from it.
Mr. Jefferson did not bow to the authority of the Bible, and on
this subject I do not bow to him.
How can any man, who

moment

believes the Bible, admit for a

teach

mankind by the

Men who engage
Bible,

and see what

account for such

that

God intended

Bible, that all are born free and equal

to

?

in this controversy ought to look into the
is

men

in

it

about slavery.

my

saying, as

I

do not know how

to

correspondent does, that the

slave of the Mosaic law, purchased of the heathen, was a hired

and that both he and the Hebrew hired servant of the
to run away from their masters
with impunity, to prove which is the object of one of his quotations.
Again, New Testament servants and masters are not the servants
servant

;

same law, had a passport from God

and masters of the Mosaic law, but the servants and masters of
the Roman Empire.
To go to the law of Moses to find out the
statutes of the Roman Empire, is folly.
Yet on this subject the
difference is not great, and so far as humanity (in the abolition
sense of

it) is

concerned,

The laws of each made
to

be bought and

sold.

is

in favor of the

Roman

law.

and allowed them
See Gibbon's Rome, vol. i pp. 25, 26, and
The laws of each allowed prisoners taken
slaves to be property,

:

XXV 44, 45, 46.
in war to be enslaved.
See Gibbon as above, and Deut. xx 10
The difference was this the Roman law allowed men
15.
taken in battle to be enslaved the Jewish law required the men
taken in battle to be put to death, and to enslave their wives and
children.
In the case of the Midianites, the mercy of enslaving
some of the women was denied them because they had enticed
Levit.

:

:

—

:

—
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the Israelites into sin, and subjected tliem to a heavy

under Balaam's counsel, and

judgment

reason not assigned, the mercy

for a

of slavery was denied to the male children in this special case.
See Numbers xxxi: 15, IG, 17.

The

first letter to Timotliy, while at Ephesus, if rightly under
would do much to stay the hands of men, who have more
zeal than knowledge on this subject.
See again what I have
written in my first essay on this letter.
In addition to what I
have there said, I would state, that the '•''other doctrine^'''' 1 Tim.
i: 3, which Paul says, umst not be taught, I take to be a principle
tantamount to this, that Jesus Christ proposed to subordinate the

stood,

civil to ecclesiastical authority.

The doctrine which was according to godliness^'' 1 Tim, vi: 3,
take to be a principle which subordinated the church, or Christ
'"''

I

in his

members,

to civil

governments, or "the powers that be."

One principle was seditious, and when consummated must end in
The other principle was practically a quiet subthe man of sin.
mission to government, as an ordinance of God in the hands of
men.
The

abolitionists, at

Ephesus, in attempting

to interfere

with

the relations of slavery, and to unsettle the rights of property, act-

ed upon a principle, which statesmen must
subject the whole frame-work of

the church,

and terminate

in the

see,

government

man

would in the end,

to the supervision of

of sin, or a pretended suc-

cessor of Christ, sitting in the temple of God, and claiming a right
to reign over,

The Apostle,

and control the
therefore, chapter

governments of the world.

civil
ii

:

to

1,

render the doctrine of

subordination to the State a very prominent doctrine, and to cause
the

knowledge of

it

to

spread

among

ship, orders that the very first thing
be, that of

giving

making

God thanks

all

supplication, prayers,

men

for all

and

intercessions,

and

that

we may

the reason for this injunction, "that

My

attended their wor-

were placed in authority, by
the administration of civil government.
He assigns

the State, for

peaceable

who

done by the church should

life

in all godliness

lead a quiet and

and honesty."

correspondent complains, that abolitionists at the North

are not safe

when they come among

us.

They are much

safer

than the saints of Ephesus would have been in the Apostolic day,
if

Paul would have allowed the seditious doctrine

ted which our Northern brethren think

it

to

be propaga-

such a merit to preach,

when

it
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How

can they expect, in the

subjects tlicin to

of things, to lead

nature

no

risk.

a quiet and peaceable

when they

life

come among us? They are organized to overthrow our sovereignty to put our lives iu peril, and to trample upon Bible prin-

—

by which the

ciples,

rights of property are to be settled.

of words characterized the disputes of the
Ephesus about slavery. It is amusing and painsee the questions and strifes of words in the piece of my

Questions and

strifes

abolitionists at
ful to

Many

correspondent.
right in slaves.

of these questions are about our property

The substance of them

is this

:

that the present

not good, because the original title grew out of violence
and injustice. But, reader, our original title was obtained in the
same way which God in his law authorized his people to obtain
They obtained their slaves by purchase of those who
theirs.
them
captives in the hazards of war, or by conquest with
made
title is

their

own sword.

My correspondent

speaks at one time as

if

ours

were stolen in the first instance but, as if forgetting that, in another place he says, that so great is the hazard attending the wars
of Africa, that one life is lost for every two that are taken
;

captive and sold into slavery.
the

among

A
to

K

this is stealing,

has at least

it

merit of being more manly than some that

is

practiced

us.

case seems to have been preserved by the

rebuke

this abolition doctrine

Holy Ghost,

about property rights.

as if

It is

the

King of Ammon, a heathen, on the one side, and
Jephtha, who " obtained a good report by faith," on the other.
and
It is consoling to us that we occupy the ground Jephtha did
we may well suspect the correctness of the other side, because it
A heathen
is the ground occupied by Ammon. The case is this

case of the

—

:

by his countrymen
to conduct the controversy. He sends a message to his menacing
neighbor, to know why he had come out against him. He
returned for answer, that it was because Israel held property to
which they had no right. Jephtha answered, they had had it in
possession for three hundred years.
Ammon replied, they had
no right to it, because it was obtained in the first instance by
Jephtha replied, that it was held by the same sort of
violence.

is

seen menacing Israel.

a

title

as that by

say, whatever

which

Jephtha

Ammon

selected

is

held his possessions

Ammon's god Chcmosh

war, he considered to be his of right

;

enabled

and

him

— that
to

that Israel's

is

to

take in

God had
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them

assisted
to

Ammon

Ammon

had been violated in the

it

made
12—32.

reader, in the appeal

title.— Judges xi
if at

:

to the

the present time,

we

sword,

to do,

nor

who

pondent's domicil

first

God

and
But,

instance.

vindicated Israel's

take ground with

the rights of property, I will not say

have

title

stickled for the eternal principle of righteousness,

contended that

And

and they considered the
was bound to acknowledge.

to take this property,

be such an one as

Ammon

about

how much work we may

will prove the rightful

owner of

my

corres-

but certain I am, that by his Amraonitish

;

principle of settling the rights of property, he will be ousted.

Reader, in looking over the printed reply of
to his

my

correspondent

Southern friend, which occupies ten columns of a large

newspaper,

to see if I

had overlooked any Scripture,

I find I

have

omitted to notice one reference to the sacred volume, which was

made by him,

showing that the Scriptures abound with moral principles, and call into exercise moral
" luasniuch as you
It is this
feelings inconsistent with slavery.
have done it unto one of the least of these my brethren, you have
done it unto me." The design of the Saviour, in the parable
from which these words are taken, in Matt, xxv, is, to impress
strongly upon the human mind, that character^ deficient in correct
moral feeling^ will prove fatal to human hopes in a coming day.
But, reader, will you stop and ask yourself, "What is correct
moral feeling?" Is it abhorrence and hatred to the will and
Then it is not abhorrence and
pleasure of God ? Certainly not.
for the general purpose of

:

hatred of slavery, which seems to be a cardinal virtue at the

North.

It

has been the will and pleasure of

slavery by a law of his own, in that

mediately presided

;

and

by the laws of men.

to give

it

God

to institute

kingdom over which he imwhen instituted

his sanction

The most elevated morality

is

enjoined

under both Testaments, upon the parties in this relation.
is nothing in the relation inconsistent with its exercise.

My reader will

remember

that the subject in dispute

is,

There
whether

involuntary and hereditary slavery was ever lawful in the sight

of God, the Bible being judge.
1. I have shown by the Bible, that God decreed this relation
between the posterity of Canaan, and the posterity of Shem and

Japheth.
2. I

have shown that God executed

this decree

by aiding the
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when " tliey were holiness to the
Lord,") to enslave the posterity of Canaan in the days of Joshua.
3. I have shown that when God ratified the covenant of promise
with Abraham, he recognized Abraham as the owner of slaves
he had bought with his money of the stranger, and recorded his
approbation of the relation, by commanding Abraham to circumposterity of

Shem,

a time

(at

them.

cise

4. I

hand

have shown that when he took Abraham's posterity by the
hundred years afterward, he publicly appro-

in Egypt, five

bated the same relation, by permitting every slave they had bought

with their

money

to eat the

Passover, while he refused the same

privilege to their hired servants.
5.

I

have shown that God, as their national law-giver, ordained

by express statute, that they should buy slaves of the nations
around them, (the seven devoted nations excepted,) and that these
slaves and their increase should be a perpetual inheritance to
their children.
6.

I

have shown that God ordained slavery by law

for their

captives taken in war, while he guaranteed a successful issue to
their wars, so long as they
7. I

obeyed him.

have shown that when Jesus ordered his gospel

to

be pub-

and slave existed
by law in every province and lamily of the Roman Empire, as it
had done in the Jewish commonwealth for fifteen hundred years.
lished through the world, the relation of master

8. I

have shown that Jesus ordained, that the legislative

authority,

which created

this relation in that

empire, should be

obeyed and honored as an ordinance of God, as
is

all

government

declared to be.
9. I

have shown that Jesus has prescribed the mutual duties

of this relation in his kingdom.
10.

And

professed

lastly,

followers

have shown, that in an attempt by his

I

disturb

to

this

relation

in

the

Apostolic

churches, Jesus orders that fellowship shall be disclaimed with
all

such disciples, as seditious persons

—whose

conduct was not

only dangerous to the State, but destructive to the true character
of the gospel dispensation.

This being the case, as will appear by the recorded language
of the Bible, to which
is it to

argue against

They regulate

we have

it

referred you, reader, of

what use

from moral requirements?

the duties of this

and

all

other lawful relations
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among men

—but

they cannot abolish any relation, ordained or

sanctioned of God, as

slavery,

is

would be understood

I

When

I first

blinded their eyes.

I

efiect of this

I will

not venture to predict,

see, that it is not against

Bible, or declared by

to the

had

"VVliat will

But men who are capa-

as well as I do.

must

that prejudice

of a difierent opinion.

discussion,

ble of exercising candor

unknown

and

in the opposition,

am now

knowing human nature
tution

summary,

present essay.

wrote, I did suppose the Scriptures had been ex-

amined by leading men
be the

as referring for proof of this

my

to ray first as well as

an

insti-

author to be

its

North

is waging war.
must be transferred from us to God, who established slavery by law in that kingdom over which he condescended
to preside
and to Jesus, who recognized it as a relation established in Israel by his Father, and in the Roman government by
men, which he bound his followers to obey and honor.

sinful, that the

Their

hostilit}'

;

In defending the institution as one which has the sanction of

our Maker,

have done what

I

common

circumstances of our

have

set

down naught

have brought

I considered,

under the peculiar

country, to be a Christian duty.

I

have used no sophistry.

I

in malice.

I

common

to the investigation of the subject,

sense.

I have not relied on

powers of argument, learning, or ingenuity.
These would neither put the subject into the Bible nor take it out.
a Bible question.

It is

have met

I

it fairly,

to the

acknowledged principles of the

before

my

reader what

the sanction of God,

what

I

I

to

not sinful.

disprove

have made a few plain

my

reader.

What

I

fully,

I

according

have placed

in the Bible, to prove that slavery has
ie

I

suppose to be the quintessence of

from the Bible
of

is

and

and

abolitionists.

have placed before him
all that

can be gleaned

it.

reflections to aid the

have written was designed

reverence the Bible as their counsellor

—who take

understanding
for those
it

who

for rules of

conduct, and devotional sentiments.
I

now commit

it

to

God

for his blessing,

that if I have mistaken his will in

my

error to mislead another.

with a fervent desire,

any thing, he

will not suffer

TnoENTON STRmGFELLOW.
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letter, in

substance,
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was written

to a brother in

who solicited a copy of my slavery pamphlet, as well as my
movement in that State, on the subject of emancipation,]

Dear Brother:
I received

me

quested

When

—

your

to

letter,

and the slavery pamphlet which you

I

re-

send you, I herewith inclose.

I published the first essay in that pamphlet, I intended

to invite a discussion with Elder Galusha, of

when

Kentucky,

opinion on the

New York

received Mr. Galusha's letter to Dr. Fuller, I

But

a discussion.

after manifesting,

;

and

expected

on his part, great pleasure

in the outset, for the opportunity tendered
to discuss this subject,

still

him by a Southern man,

he ultimately declined

it.

This being the

view of the subject as
have since thought of supplying this

case, I did not at that time present as full a

the Scriptures furnish.

I

and the condition of things in Kentucky furnishes a
fit opportunity for saying to you, what I said to a brother in Pennsylvania, who, like yourself, requested me to send him a copy of
deficiency

my

pamphlet.

I
to

;

do not

know

that I could

add any thing, beyond what

him, that would be useful

among

other things, that Dr.

to you.

To

Wayland

I said

this brother I said,

(in his

discussion with

Dr. Fuller,) relied principally upon two arguments^ used by

all

the intelligent abolitionists, to overthrow the weight of Scriptural

authority in support of slavery.

The

first

of these arguments is

designed to neutralize the sanction given to slavery by the law of

Moses

and the second

;

given to slavery by the

The

designed to neutralize the sanction

is

New

Testament.

Dr. frankly admits, that the law of Moses did establish

commonwealth and he admits with equal
was incorporated as an element in the gospel

slavery in the Jewish

frankness, that

church.

it

;

For the purpose, however, of destroying the sanction

thus given to the legality of the relation under the law of Moses
he assumes two things in relation to it, which are expressly contradicted

by the law.

He

assumes, in the

first

place, that the

Almighty, under the law, gave a special permission to the Israelites to enslave the seven devoted nations, as a punishment for
their sins.

He

then assumes^ in the second place, that this

:
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fecial permission

to enslave the seven nations, prohibited,

by
The conclusion

imjplication^ the enslaving of all other nations.

which the Dr. draws from the above assumptions

is this

—that a

special permission under the law, to enslave a particular people,
as a punishment for their sins,
the gospel, to enslave

or

all,

is not a general permission under
any other people. The premises

here assumed, and from which this conclusion
cisely the reverse of

what

The Bible statement

is

is

drawn, are pre-

recorded in the Bible.

is this

:

that the Israelites

under the law,

so far from being permitted or required to enslave the seven
nations, as

a punishment for their sins, were expressly com-

—

manded to destroy them utterly. Here is the proof Deut. vii
1 and 2 " When the Lord thy God shall bring thee into the land
:

it, and hath cast out many nations
and tue Girgashites, and the Amorites,
and the Canaanites, and the Perizzites, and the Hivites, and the
Jebusites, seven nations greater and mightier than thou; and

whither thou goest to possess
before thee, the Hittities,

when

the Lord thy

smite them,

and

God

shall deliver

them before

utterly destroy them., thou shalt

thee, thou shalt

make no

cove-

nant with then, nor show mercy unto them." And again, in
Deut. XX 16 and 17 " But the cities of these people, which the
:

:

Lord thy God doth give thee for an inheritance, thou shalt save
But thou shalt utterly destroy
alive nothing that hreatheth.
them,., namely, the Hittities, and the Amorites, the Canaanites,
and the Perizzites, the Hivites, and the Jebusites, as the Lord

Ood hath commanded

thy

This law was delivered by

thee.''''

Moses, and was executed by Joshua some years afterward, to the
letter.

Here
all

the proof of

is

the spoil of these

it.

Josh, xi

cities,

and the

took for a prey unto themselves
the edge of the sioord until they

they

any

:

14

to

cattle, the

hut every

;

20 inclusive

:

"

And

children of Israel

man

they smote with

had destroyed them^

neither left

to breathe.'^''

Lord commanded Moses his servant; so did Moses
command Joshua, and so did Joshua / he left nothing undone of
all that the Lord commanded Moses.
So Joshua took all that
'''As the

land, the hills and all the south country, and all the land of

Goshen, and the valley and the plain, and the mountain of

Israel,

and the valley of the same. Even from the mount Halak that
goeth up to Sier, even unto Baalgad, in the valley of Lebanon,

—
;
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under mount Hermon, and uU their kings he took, and smote
Joshua made war a long time with all

them, and slew them.

There was not a city that made peace with the

these kings.

children of Israel, save the Hivites, the inhabitants of Giheon^ all

For

others they took in battle.

it

was of

Lord

the

to

harden their

hearts, that they should come
might destroy them utterly^ and that they might have no favor,
but that he might destroy them, as the Lord commanded Moses?''

against Israel in the battle, tJiat he

In this account of their destruction^ the Gibeonites,

Joshua, are excepted, and the reason given

mouth

their case, failed to ask counsel at the

the proof; "

is

And

the

men

who

deceived

Joshua in

that

is,

Here

of the Lord.

took of them victuals, and asked not

counsel of the mouth of the Lord."

— Josh,

ix:

This coun-

14.

Joshua was expressly commanded to ask, when he was ordained some time before, to be the executor of God's legislative
sel

by Moses.

will^

"

And

Ilere

is

the proof

—Numb,

xxvii:

—23:

18

Lord said unto Moses, Take thee Joshua, the son of
Nun, a man in whom is the spirit, and lay thy hand upon him
and set him before Eleazar the priest, and before all the congregation
and give him a charge in their sight. And thou shalt
put some of thine honor upon him, that all the congregation of
the

;

may be obedient. And he shall stand
Eleazar the priest^ who shall ask counsel for him, after

the children of Israel
hefore

the

judgment of TJrim

hefore the

Lord:

at his

word shall they
and all the

go out, and at his word shall they come in, hoth he

children of Israel with him, even all the congregation. And
Moses did as the Lord commanded him and he took Joshua and
;

set

him

And

before Eleazar the priest, and before all the congregation.

and gave him a charge, as the
hand of Moses?'' These scriptures

he laid his hands upon him,

Lord commanded hy

the

furnish a palpable contradiction of the

assumption, that

first

is

Lord gave a special permission to enslave the seven
nations.
The Lord ordered that they should be destroyed utterly.
that the

As

to the

second assumption, so far from the Israelites being

prohibited hy implication, from enslaving the subjects of other
nations, they were expressly authorized

by the law

of any other nation.

the proof

hy

v>ar,

to

17 inclusive:

against

make

it,

"When

Here

is

to

make

thou comest nigh unto a city

then proclaim peace unto

thee answer of peace,

it.

And

and open unto

slaves

—Deut. xx

it

shall

thee, then

it

:

10

to fight

be

if it

shall be,
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that all the people that
thee,

and they

found therein, shall be tributaries unto

make war

with thee, but will

And when

it.

is

And

shall serve thee.

God

the Lord thy

make no peace

if it will

against thee, then thou shalt besiege

hath delivered

it

into thy hands,

then shalt thou smite every male thereof with the edge of the

But

Bword.

the

women and

the little ones^

and

the cattle^

and

all that is in the city, even all the spoils thereof, shalt thou take

unto thyself; and thou shalt eat the spoil of thine enemies, which
the Lord thy

God

Thus

hath given thee.

the cities lohich are very

far

shalt thou do unto all

off from thee

which are not of

the

of these nations. But of the cities of these people, which
the Lord thy God doth give thee for an inheritance, thou shalt

cities

But

save alive nothing that hreatheth.
stroy them, namehj, the Ilittltes,

and

thou shalt utterly de-

Canaan-

the Amorites, the

and the Perizzites, the Hivites, and the Jebusites, as the
Lord thy God hath commanded theeP They were authorized also
by the law, to purchase slaves with money of any nation except
ites,

Here

the seven.

is

the proof

—Levit. xxv

44, 45,

:

and 46

:

" Both

thy bond-men and thy bond-maids, which thou shalt have, shall

be of the heathen that are round about you

(that

;

is,

round

about the country given them of God, which was the country of
the seven nations they were soon to occupy

buy bond-men and bond-maids.

among

strangers that do sojourn

;)

of them shall ye

Moreover, of the children of the
you, (that

is,

the

mixed multitude

come up with them from Egypt, mentioned in
shall ye buy, and of their families that
them
of

of strangers which

Exod.

xii

:

38,)

are with you, which they begat in your land

your possession.
your children
shall be

Now,

And

;

and they

shall

be

ye shall take them as an inheritance for

after you, to

inherit

them

for a possession, they

your bond-men forever."
let it

ferred to,

be noted that this

first

which authorized them to

law, of Deut, xx

make

slaves

:

above

re-

by war of any

other nation, was executed for the first time, under the direction

of Moses himself,

when

thirty-two thousand of the Midianites

were enslaved. These slaves were not of the seven nations.
And it is worthy of further remark, that of each half, into
which the Lord had these slaves divided, he claimed for his portion, one slave of every five hundred for the priests, and one slave
of every fifty for the Levites.
These slaves he gave to the priests
and Levites, who were his representatives to be their property

—

—
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These scriptures palpably contradict the

Dr.'s second assumption

—

that is, that they M'ere prohihited hy
impHication from enslaving the subjects of any other nation.

The

Dr.'s assumptions being the antipodes of truth, they cannot

furnish a conclusion that

is

warranted by the truth.

The conclusion authorized by

the truth,

is

this

:

that the

mak-

ing of slaves by war, and the purchase of slaves with money, was
legalized

by the Almighty in the Jewish commonwealth, as re

gards the subject of all nations except

The second argument of the
to neutralize the sanction

given

The Dr. frankly admits

seven.

tlie

Dr.'s, as I

remarked,

to slavery in the

is

designed

Testament.

was sanctioned by the

that slavery

But

Apostles in the Apostolic churches.

New

to neutralize this sanc-

two more assumptions, not only without proof,
New Testament text.
The first assumption is this that polygamy and divorce were
hoth sins under the law of 3foses, although sanctio7ied hy the
law.
And the second assumption is, that polygamy and divorce
are known to l)e sins under the gospel., not by any gospel teaching or prohibition, but by the general principles of morality.
From these premises the conclusion is drawn, that although
slavery was sanctioned in the Apostolic church, yet it was a sin,
because, like polygamy and divorce, it was contrary to the principles of the moral law.
The premises from which this conclusion is drawn, are at issue with the word of God, and therefore
he resorts

tion,

to

but palpably contradicted by the Old and

the conclusion must be false.

The

first

thing here assumed

is,

by the law of
so
far from this
law.
Now,
Moses, were both sins under that
being true, as to polygamy., it is a fact that polygamy was not
only sanctioned, when men chose to practice it, but it was expressly enjoined by the law in certain cases, and a most humiliDeut.
ating penalty annexed to the breach of the command.
XXV 5 9. As sin is defined by the Holy Ghost to be a trans-

polygamy and

that

divorce, although sanctioned

—

:

—

gression of the law,

been a sin

it

is

impossible that

under the law, unless

it

was

an

act of righteousness to transgress

sin

under the law,

As

could have

it.

and

That polygamy was a

therefore, is palpably false.

Almighty gave it the full and explicit sanclaw of Moses, for various causes.
For those causes, therefore, divorce could not

to divorce^ the

tion of his authority, in the

Deut. xxiv: 1.
33

polygamy

a sin to obey the law,

—
;
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have beeu a sin under the law, unless human conduct, in exact
accordance with the law of God, was sinful. The first thing assumed by the Dr., therefore, that polygamy and divorce were both
under the law,

is

proved

therefore, could not

be

sinful.

sins,

The

to

be

false.

They were

Dr.'s second assumption (with respect to

divorce,) is this, that they are

known under

lawfid,

and

polygamy and

the gospel to be sins,

not by the prohibitory precepts of the gospel, but by the general

This assumption

principles of morality.
astonishinsc one

guage as

—

for

is

certainly a very

Jesus Christ in one breath has uttered Ian-

polygamy and
subversive of darkness. The

perfectly subversive of all authority for

divorce in his kingdom, as light

is

him

Pharisees, ever desirous of exposing

passions of the people, " asked

him

and

to the prejudices

mul-

in the presence of great

titudes, who came with him from Galilee into the coasts of Judea
beyond Jordan," whether he admitted, with Moses, the legality
Their object was to provoke him to
of divorce for every cause.
the exercise of legislative authority to whom he promptly re;

God made man

male and female,
and ordained that the male and female by marriage, should be
one flesh. And for satisfactory reasons, had sanctioned divorce
among Abraham's seed and then adds, as a law-giver, " But I
say unto you, that whosoever shall put away his wife, (except for
and
fornication,) and shall marry another, committeth adultery
if a woman put away her husband, and marry again, she committeth adultery." Ilere polygamy and divorce die together. The
law of Christ is, that neither party shall put the other away
that either party, taking another companion, while the first companion lives, is guilty of adultery consequently, polygamy and
divorce are prohibited forever, unless this law is violated and
that violation is declared to be adultery, which excludes from his
kingdom. 1 Cor. vi: 9. After the church was organized, the
Holy Ghost, by Paul, commands^ let not the wife depart from her
husband, but, and if she depart let her remain unmarried and
let not the husband put away his wife.
Here
1 Cor. vii 10.
divorce is prohibited by hoth parties / a second marriage according to Christ, would be adultery, while the first companion lives

plied, that

at the beginning,

;

;

—

—

—

—

consequently,

polygamy

is

—

:

prohibited also.

This second assumption, therefore, that polygamy and divorce
are

known

to

be sins by mortal principles and not hy prohihitory
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swept away bj the words of Christ, and the teaching
These unauthorized and dangerous assump-

is

of the Holy Ghost.

upon which the abolition structure is
by the distinguished Dr. "Wayland.
The facts with respect to polygamy and divorce, warrant prethat is, that if slavery under the
cisel}" the opposite conclusion
gospel is sinful, then its sinfulness would have been made known
by the gospel, as has been done with respect to polygamy and
All three, polygamy, divorce and slavery, were sancdivorce.
tioned by the law of Moses. But under the gospel, slavery has
been sanctioned in the church, while polygamy and divorce have
been excluded from the church. It is manifest, therefore, that
under the gospel, polygamy and divorce have been made sins, hy
prohibition^ while slavery remains lawful because sanctioned
and continued. The lawfulness of slavery under the gospel,
rests upon the sovereign pleasure of Christ, in permitting it /
and the sinfulness of polygamy and divorce, upon his sovereign
pleasure in proMhiting their continuance.
The law of Christ
gives to the relation of slavery its full sanction.
That law is to
tions are the foundation,

made

to rest

;

be found,

and

first,

in the

admission^ hy the

their slaves into the gospel church

{nJu7iction

apostles., of
;

slaveholders

second, in the positive

by the Holy Ghost, of obedience on the part of Chris-

tian slaves in this relation, to their believing masters

the ahsence of any injunction

;

third, in

upon the believing master, under

any circumstances, to dissolve this relation fourth, in the ahsence
of any instruction from Christ or the apostles, that the relation is
;

sinful

;

and

by Paul,
sinful.

to

lastly, in the

injunction of the Holy Ghost, delivered

withdraw from

Human

all

such as teach that this relation

is

conduct in exact accordance with the law of

Christ thus proclaimed, and thus expounded by the

Holy Ghost,

in the conduct and teaching of the apostles, cannot be

sinftil.

There are other portions of God's word, in the light of which
we may add to our stock of knowledge on this subject. For
instance, the

Almighty by Moses legalized marriage between
But under this

female slaves and Abraham's male descendants.

law the wife remained a slave still.
band, then this law gave freedom
belonged
ful

to

;

but

if

she

another man, then her children, though born in law-

wedlock, were hereditary slaves.

man

If she belonged to the husto her children

marries his

own

slave, then

he

—Esod. xxi:

4.

Again,

lost the right to sell her

if

a

—

if

i

—
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10 to
he divorced her, then she gaiued her freedom. Dent, xxi
Agaiu, there was a law from God which granted
14, inchisive.
rights to Abraham's sous under a matrimonial contract; for a
violation of the rights conferred

by

this law, a

:

free woman^ and

her seducer^ forfeited their lives, Deut. xxii: 23 and 24; also 13

But for the same offense, a slave only exposed
herself to stripes, and her seducer to the penalty of a sheep.
Again, there was a law which
Levit. xix: 20 to 22, inclusive.
guarded his people, whether free or bond, from personal violence.
If in vindictiveness, a man with an unlawful weapon, maimed
his own slave by knocking out his eye, or his tooth, the slave was
to be free for this wanton act of personal violence, as a penalty
upon the master. Exod. xxi: 26 to 27, inclusive. But for the
same offense, committed against a free person, the offender had to
pay an eye for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth, as the penalty.
Levit. xxiv; 19, 20, and Exod. xxi: 24 and 25, inchisive.
Again, there was a law to guard the personal safety of the community against dangerous stock. If an ox, known to be dangerous, was suffered to run at large and kill a person, if the person
so killed loasfree^ then the owner forfeited his life for his neglect,
Exod. xxi: 29. But if the person so killed was a slave^ then
Exod. xxi: 32.
the offender was fined thirty shekels of silver.
In some things, slaves among the Israelites, as among us, were
invested with privileges above hired servants they were privileged to eat the Passover, but hired servants were not, Exod.
and such as were owned by the priests and Levites
xii
44, 45
were privileged to eat of the holy things of their masters, but
to 21, inclusive.

—

—

—

—

:

;

hired servants dare not taste them.

—Levit. xxii:

are statutes from the Creator of man.

They are

cated upon a view of things, in the Divine mind,

what

which makes an

different from, that

Bay the

least,

ehip the
nation.

God

of the Bible,

and not the God of

clearly, that

far

from the Scriptures teaching, as

have ever had a divine right
in so

many

ful, in

to

is

some-

men who wortheir own imagi-

all

our Creator

of social, moral, and political inequality

tha,t

abolitionist; and, to

they deserve consideration with

They show very

These

10, 11.

certainly predi-

is

the author

among men.

That so

abolitionists do, that all

men

freedom and equality, they show,

loords, that marriages

were sanctioned of God as law-

which he enacted^ that the children of free men should be
They show also, that he guarded the

born hereditary slaves.
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by the price of life, aud the chastity of the
They
show, that in the judgment of God, the
slave by
life of a free man in the days of Moses, was too sacred for commutation, while a fine of thirty shekels of silver was sufficient to
chastity of the free

the rod.

expiate for the death of a slave.
I

say now, this

Maker.

As

I said in

my

first

essay, so

a controversy between abolitionists and their

is

I see not

how, with their present views and in their

present temper, they can stop short of blasphemy against that

Being who enacted these laws.
Of late years, some obscure passages (which have no allusion
whatever to the subject) have been brought forward to show, that
God Tiated slavery^ although the work of his own hands. Once
for all, I challenge proof, that in the Old Testament or the New^

any

re;proof

was

ever uttered against involuntary slavery^ or

against any ahuse of its authority. Upon abolition principles,
this is perfectly unaccountable, and of itself, is an unanswerable

argument that the relation is not sinful.
The opinion has been announced also of late, that slavery
among the Jews was felt to be an evil, and, by degrees, that they
abolished

it.

To

ascertain the correctness of this opinion, let the

following consideration be weighed

:

After centuries of cruel

national hondage practiced upon Abraham's seed in Egypt, they

were brought

in godly contrition to

pour out " the

efiectual fer-

vent prayer" of a righteous people, to the Almighty for mercy,

and were answered by a covenant God, who sent Moses to deliver
them from their bondage but let it be remembered, that when
this deliverance from bondage to the nation of Egypt was vouchGod
safed to them, they were extensive domestic slave owners.
had not by his providential dealings, nor in any other way, shown

—

—

them the sin of domestic slavery for they held on to their slaves,
and brought them out as their property into the wilderness. Aud
it is worthy of further remark, that the Lord, hefore tliey left Egypt^
recognized these slaves as property., which they had bought with
their money, and that he secured to these slaves privileges above
Exod. xii 44,
hired servants, simply 'because they were slaves.
And let it be noticed further, that the first law passed by
45.
the Almighty after proclaiming the ten commandments or moral

—

was a law to regulate property rights
and to regulate property rights in Jewish
Exod. xxi
1 to 6, inclusive.
a term of years.

constitution of the nation,
in hereditary slaves,

hired servants for

:

—

:
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And

let it

when the Israelites were
more than eight hund-

be considered further, that

subjected to a cruel captivity in Babylon,

red years after

they were

this,

when humbled and brought

to

extensive slave owners

still

repentance for their

sins,

;

that

and the

Lord restored them to their own land again, that he brought them
back to their old homes as slave owners. Although greatly impoverished by a seventy years' captivity in a foreign land, yet the
slaves which they brought

up from Babylon bore a proportion

of nearly one slave for every five free persons that returned, or

about one slave for every family.

—Ezra

ii

:

64, 65.

Now, can we,
when

in the face of these facts, believe they were tired of slavery

came out of Egypt ? It had then existed five hundred years.
Or can we believe they were tired of it when they came up from
Babylon? It had then existed among them fourteen hundred
years.
Or can we believe that God put them into these schools
they

of affliction in Egypt and Babylon to teach them, (and

all

others

through them,) the sinfulness of slavery, and yet, that he brought

them out without giving them the first hint that involuntaiy slavery was a sin? And let it be further considered, that it was the
business of the prophets which the Lord raised up, to make known
to tJiem the sins for which his judgments were sent xijpon them.
The sins which he charged upon them in all his visitation are
upon record. Let any man find involuntary slavery in any of
God's indictments against them, and I will retract all I have ever
written.

In

my

original essay, I said nothing of Paul's letter to Phile-

mon, concerning Onesimus, a run-away slave, converted by Paul's
preaching at Rome and who was returned by the Apostle, with
;

a most affectionate
receive

him

letter to his master, entreating the

again, and to forgive him.

difierent Paul's conduct to this slave

conduct of our abolition brethren

guided by the Spirit of God ?

guided by that

Spirit, unless

!

It is

master to

how immeasurably

O,

and his master, from the
"Which are

we

to think

is

impossible that both can be

sweet water and bitter can come

from the same fountain. This letter, itself, is sufiicient to teach
any man, capable of being taught in the ordinary way, that
slavery

in the sight of God^ what

is not,

it

is

in the sight of

the aholitionists.
1

had prepared the argument furnished by

original essay

;

I

afterward struck

it

this letter for

my

out, because at that time, so

—
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at the

North in reference to

slavery, that the abolitionists very generally thought that this

was

the only scripture which Southern slaveholders could find, giving

any countenance

to their

To test Ihe
make no

views of slavery.

ness of this opinion, therefore, I determined to
to

it at

correct-

allusion

that time.

Now, my dear

sir, if

from the evidence contained in the Bible

prove slavery a lawful relation among God's people under

to

every dispensation, the assertion

made, in the

is still

vei;y liice

this evidence, that slavery has ever heen the greatest sin

where^

man

and under

all circumstances

—can

bring himself to believe, that the

decision, is not capable of trampling the

upon any
If

it

subject

you, or can any sane

mind capable of such a
word of God under foot

?

were not known

Bible-reading

of

every-

man

to

fact,

we

could not admit that a

could bring himself to believe, with Dr. "Way-

made

land, that a thing

be the

lawful by the

— and

God

of heaven, was, not-

Moses under the law,
and Jesus Christ under the gospel, had sanctioned and regulated
and that Jesus had
in practice, the greatest known sin on earth
withstanding, the greatest sin

that

—

left his

church

God which

to find out as best

they might, that the law of

and the
Holy Ghost which regulate the mutual duty of
master and slave under the New Testament, were laws and preestablished slavery under the Old Testament,

precepts of the

and regulate among the people of God the
which was ever perpetrated.
It is by no means strange that it should have taken seventeen
centuries to make such discoveries as the above, and it is worthy
cepts, to sanction

greatest sin

made at last by men who did
made them, what was in the
and who now appear unwilling

of note, that these discoveries were

not appear to know, at the time they
Bible on the subject of slavery,

that the teachings of the Bible should be spread before the peo-

ple

—

this last I take to

be the case, because I have been unable to

get the Northern press to give

Many
fall,

anti-slavery

men

into

have frankly confessed

to

it

publicity.

whose hands
me, that

in

my

essays chanced to

their Bible reading,

they had overlooked the plain teaching of the Holy Ghost, by

taking what they read in the Bible about masters and servants,
to

have reference

You ask me

to hired servants

for

my

and

their employers.

opinion about the emancipation

movement
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iu the State of Kentucky.

reditary slaves by a

hold that the emancipation of he-

is not commanded, or iu any way
The Old Testament and the New, sanction

State

required by the Bible.

no circumstances enjoin its abolition, even
if religion, or the duty we owe our Creator,

slavery, but under

among

I

Now,

saints.

was inconsistent with

slavery, then this could not be so.

religion, therefore, did not require

Moses, nor in the church of Christ
political,

its

abolition

—we may

If

pure

under the law of

safely infer, that our

moral. and social relations do not require

it

in a State;

unless a State requires higher moral, social, and religious qualities
in

subjects, than a gospel church.

its

Masters have been

left

by the Almighty, both under the

and gospel dispensations,

archal, legal,

pati-i-

to their individual dis

cretion on the subject of emancipation.

The

by the Bible, refuses to
me, such an outrage upon the rights of men,
as would be perpetrated by any sovereign State, which, to-day,
makes a thing to be property, and to-morrow, takes it from the
principle of justice inculcated

sanction,

it

seems

to

lawful owners, witJiout political necessity or pecuniary com-

Now,

pensation.

if

it

be morally right for a majority of the

people (and that majority possibly a meagre one,

own

who may

not

a slave) to take, without necessity or compensation, the

property in slaves held by a minority, (and that minority a large

would be morally right for a majority, without
property, to take any thing else that may be lawfully owned by
the prudent and care-taking portion of the citizens.
one,) then

As

it

tion

shudders at the infliction of

for intelligent philanthropy, it

certain ruin

by law

upon a whole race of helpless beings.
is

philanthropic in Kentucky,

it

is,

reasons, philanthropic in every State in the Union.
in the future

is

more

certain, than

If

emancipa-

for the

same

But nothing
would

that such emancipation

begin to work the degradation and final ruin of the slave race,

from the day of

its consummation.
Break the master's sympathy, which is inseparably connected
with his property right in his slave, and that moment the slave
race is placed upon a common level with all other competitors

for the

rewards of merit

;

but as the slaves are inferior iu the

which give success among competitors in our country,
extreme poverty would be their lot and for the want of means
to rear fiimilies, they would multiply slowly, and die out by

qualities

;
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by vice and crime, iinpitied by honest and
by sufferings without a parallel.
So long as States let masters alone on this subject, good men
among them, both in the church and out of it, will struggle on,
as experience may dictate and justify, for the benefit of the slave
And should the time ever come, when emancipation in its
race.
consequences, will comport with the moral, social, and political
inches, degraded

virtuons men, and heart-broken

obligations of Christianity, then Christian masters will invest

and then

will the good-will of those

Ham, who,

without any agency of their

their slaves with freedom,

follow the descendants of

own, have been made in

this land of liberty, their providential

guardians.

Yours, with affection,

TnoKNTON Stkingfellow.
[It

is

or ought to bo

States originated in,

that

its

continuance

known

and
is

is

to all

men, that African slavery

demanded equally by

up

to the highest authorities

among

the aboli-

on national law, admit the necessity and

propriety of slavery in a social body, whenever

own
The

United

the highest interests of both races.

All writers on public law, from Drs. Channing and Wayland,
tionists,

in the

perpetuated by a social and political necessity, and

men

will not provide

for their

wants, and yield obedience to the law which guards the rights of others.

guardianship and control of the black race, by the white, in this Union,

an indispensable Christian duty,

to

secure the well-being of both races.]

which we must

aa yet look, if

is

we would
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To

satisfy the conscientiousness of Christians, I published in

the Herald^

some years past, Bible evidence, to prove slavery a
among men. In a late communication you* refer

lawful relation
to tills cssay^

and express a wish that

it

should be republished.

Many have expressed a similar wish.
Some who admit the legality of slavery
question the expediency of its expansion.
to be

and

an element that

is

from

it

all

nereafter be organized

While

the

the

God,

believed by

them

hostile to the best interests of society,

therefore, great efforts

to exclude

in the sight of

It is

have been, and are now being made,
States and Territories which may

new

upon our

expediency of

its

soil.

expansion or continuance., are

questions with which 1 have not heretofore meddled, yet I hold
their investigation to be within the legitimate range of Christian

duty.

and experience warrant the conclusion^
lawful, yet its continuance or expansion

If unquestionable facts

that while slavery

among

us

is

is

inexpedient., then let us act accordingly.

Being prompted by your request, I propose to examine facts.,
which are admitted the world over, as evidence of prosperity and
happiness in a community, and to compare the evidence thus furnished in different sections of our country, where the experiment
of freedom, and the experiment of slavery have been fully and
fairly upon trial since the commencement of our colonial existence, that we may see, if possible, what is true on this subject.
This seems to be the unerring method of coming at the truth.
And if it shall appear, by such a comparison fairly made between States of equal age, where slavery and freedom have had

—

a

fair

—

opportunity to produce their legitimate results, that in

all

the elements of prosperity, slaveholding States suffer nothing in

the comparison

This

—

^but that, in

letter

almost every particular, are decid-

was addressed

to

Elder James Fife.
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edly in advance of the non-slaveholding States,

why

then

we

are

bound to let the testimony of these facts control our judgment.
Every man and woman in the United States should not only be
willing, but desirous to know, what is the matter-of-fact evidence
on this all-absorbing question. It is but lately that any method
existed, of coming at undisputed facts, which would throw light
upon this subject. The Congress of the United States seeing this,
thought proper to order that such

facts as

tend to demonstrate the

relative prosperity of the different States of the

Union, in religion

—in morals —in the acquisition of wealth— in the increase of napopulation —in the prolongation of
—in the diminution of

tive

life

crime,

etc., etc.,

should be ascertained, nnder oath, by competent

and responsible agents, and that these
at the national

expense

facts

should be published

for the benefit of the

people

:

so that the

people could, understandingly, apply the corrective for evils that

might be found

to exist in

one

locality,

and

profit

by a knowledge

of the greater prosperity that might be found to exist in another
locality.

Up

to that time, the

non-slaveholding States afiirmed, and the

slaveholding States tacitly admitted, that by this

the slave-

test,

holding States must suffer in the comparison, in some important

The

items.

fiicts

which belong

to the subject, are

now

before the

world, in the census of 1850.
It is

my

purpose to compare some of the most important of

these facts, which have a bearing on this subject.
the most part, the six
five

New

England

old slave States, (extending from,

and Georgia,) on the other
I select tJiese States^ not

are not,) but because they

—because

side, for the

I shall take for

side, and the
and including Maryland

States,

on one

comparison.

because they are the richest,
all lie

it

they

on the Atlantic side of the Union

they were settled at or near the

—because
—and be-

same time

they have (within a fraction) an equal free population

cause

(for

has been constantly affirmed, and almost universally ad-

and the disadvantages of
have been more perfectly developed in these two sections,
than they have been anywhere else in the United States. There
have been no controlling circumstances at any time, since their
first settlement, to neutralize the advantages of freedom on the
mitted, that the advantages of freedom,
slavery,

one

side,

or to modify the evils of slavery on the other.

mutual tendencies, without

let or

Their

hindrance, have been in

full

—
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and

more than two

free operation for

This

centuries.

surely a

is

now

length of time quite sufficient to test the question

in contro-

versy between the North and the South, as to the evils of slavery.

The

first facts I

the progress
all

made

examine are those which throw light on
two localities in religion. Of

shall

in each of these

the evils ascribed to slavery by the free

equals, in their estimation,

and morals.

many

at the

its

Indeed, such

North,

who

is

call

men of

none
upon religion

the North,

deleterious tendency

the

moral cAarac^er, ascribed by

themselves Christians,

Southern

to a

slaveholder, that no degree of personal piety, of which he can be

the subject, will bring

them

to

admit that he

God-abhorred miscreant, utterly
orable men,

much

less Christian

men.

In the outset of this examination,

and proper,

in a

any thing but a

is

unfit for the association of hon-

let

me

remark, that

it is

just

comparative estimate of the tendency of freedom

and slavery upon religion and morals, in these two sections of our
country, that due allowance be made for the moral and religious
character of the materials by which these two sections were originNew England was settled by Puritans, who were
ally settled.
remarkable

for

orthodox sentiments in religion

religious conscientiousness,

—

high-toned

for

and a rigid personal piety

while

;

these five slave States were either settled, or received character

from Cavaliers, who rather scoffed

at

pure religion, aud were

highly tinged with infidelity.

The stream does

not, in its flow

onward, carry with more

cer-

tainty the characteristics of the fountain, than does progressive
society, generaliy., the moral, social,

of

its

origin.

The

in a people of loose morals
subjected, also, in their
(if an}'

At

and religious characteristics

five slave States, in this

comparison originated

— strongly tinged with

onward progress,

infidelity

— and

to all the evil tendencies

there be) that are ascribed to slavery.

the

end of more than two centuries, we are comparing the

progress which these five slave States have
the progress

made by

made

in religion, with

six non-slaveholding States,

whose

subjects,

were in advance, in
personal piety and religious conscientiousness, of any communities that had then been fojinded since the days of the apostles

when

originally organized into communities,

and that have been,
until this, free from
delity

in their
all

onward progress, from

that time

the supposed evils of slavery.

and slavery be antagonistic elements, almost,

if

If infi-

not alto-
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gether, too strong for moral control in a community,

ought not

certainly

it

strange, that with this original odds against

seem

to

them, these five old slave States should be found very far behind
their

more highly favoured Northern neighbors

in religious attain-

ments.
Religion being, at present, the subject of comparison,

may be

it

appropriate to remark further, that the Christian religion

pro-

is

pagated by God's blessing upon the observance of his laws.
The fundamental law of God, for its propagation requires the
gospel to be preached to every creature
plan, faith in the gospel

pel was to be

one that

made

the

therefore, in a

because, in the divine

The gosto make men Christians.
power of God unto salvation, to every

was

This fait7i was to be originated by hearing
comes by hearing," All those efibrts,

helieveth.

the gospel, for

;

"faith

community, which manifests the greatest solicitude

on the part of the people, that the gospel should be heard,
ble evidence that the people

who make

these

efforts,

is credi-

are the

and well-wishers to his cause. Now, all those
means which are most likely to secure the ear of the people, are
They may use the
left by Christ to the discretion of his friends.
market-place the highways the forests or aiiy other place^
which in their judgment is most likely to get the ear of the people
friends of Christ,

—

when

the gospel

—

is

proclaimed.

—

By common

within the limits of Christian civilization, they
suitable houses, in

consent, however,

have agreed that

which the people can meet to hear the gospel,
means for securing the audience

are the most suitable and proper

of the people, and as a consequence, the transforming
the gospel upon the hearts and lives of those

who

power of

hear.

"With these views to guide us in estimating the value of the
facts to

be examined,

census of 1850.

We

we proceed

to

disclosures

made by

there learn that the free population of

the

New

England is two million seven hundred and twenty-eight thousand
and sixteen and that the free population of these five slave States
is two million seven hundred and thirty thousand two hundred
and fourteen an excess of only two thousand one hundred and
This fraction we will drop out, and speak of them
ninety-eight.
New England, then, with an equal population, has
as equals.
erected four thousand six hundred and seven churches these five
slave States have erected eight thousand and eighty- one churches.
These New England churches will accommodate one million eight
;

;

;

;
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hundred and ninety-three thousand four hundred and

fifty

hearera

accommodate two million
eight hundred and ninety-six thousand four hundred and seventytwo hearers. Thus we see that these slave States, with an equal
free population, have erected nearly double the number of churches,
and furnished accommodation for upwards of a million more persons, to hear the gospel, than can be accommodated in New England.
In New England, nine hundred and thirty -four thousand,
the churches of the five slave States will

hundred and sixty-six of its population (which is nearly onefrom a seat in houses built for the purpose of

five

third) are excluded

enabling people to hear the gospel
States, there

room enough

is

for

;

while in these five Southern
every hearer that could be

crowded into the churches of New England, and then enough
left to accommodate more than a million of slaves.
Including slaves, these five Southern States have a population
of seven hundred and twenty thousand four hundred and ten
more than New England yet while there are seven hundred and
twenty thousand four hundred and ten persons less in New Eng;

land to provide

New

for,

there are two hundred thousand more persons

God

to

hear the gospel, than there are in these five slave States.
The next fiict set forth in the census, which I will examine,

is

in

England who can't

find a seat in the house of

These four thousand six hundred and seven
churches in New England are valued at nineteen million three
hundred and sixty-two thousand six hundred and thirty-four dolequally suggestive.

These eight thousand and eighty-one churches in the five
slave States are valued at eleven million one hundred and fortynine thousand one hundred and eighteen dollars. Here is an

lars.

yet
in New England to erect churches
England churches, when erected, will seat
one million three thousand and twenty-two persons less than those
erected by the slave States, at a cost of eight million one hundred
and thirteen thousand five hundred and sixteen dollars less money.

immense expenditure

we

see that those

What prompted

;

New

to

such an expenditure as this

?

Was

it

worldly

was it godly humility ? Does it exhibit the evidence of
humility, and a desire to glorify God, by a provision that shall

pride

1

or

enable all the people to hear the gospel

evidence of pride, that seeks

who occupy
poor?

We

?

or does

to glorify the

it

exhibit the

wealthy contributors,

these costly temples to the exclusion of the

must

all

draw our own conclusions.

A

humble

mite, given
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was declared by

the Saviour to be

more

the costly gifts of wealthy pride, which were cast into the

all

The Saviour informed the messenger of John

offerings of, God.

the Baptist, that one of the signs by which to decide the presence

of the Messiah, was to be found in the fact that the poor had the

gospel preached to them.
safely conclude

we

When we

exclude the poor,

we may

exclude Christ.

It is legitimate to

conclude, therefore, that

all

the arrangements

found among a people, which palpably defeat the preaching of
the gospel to the poor, are arrangements which throw a shade of

deep suspicion upon the character of those who make them.
Cosily palaces were never built for the poor; they are neither
suitable nor proper to secure the preaching of the gospel to every
creature.

There

is still

another fact revealed in the census, that furnishes

when

material for reflection
are being tried.
settled

The

six

by orthodox Christians

high regard

for

upon religion
England States were originally

the effects of slavery

New

—by men who

manifested a very

the interests of pure religion

;

the

five

slave

States, by men who scoffed at religion, and who were subjected,
yet, at the end of over two
also, to the so-called curse of slavery
;

hundred years, we have to deduct from the four thousand six
hundred and seven churches built up by New England orthodoxy
and freedom, the astonishing number of two hundred and two
Unitarian, and two hundred and eighty-five Universalist churches

—while from the

five slave States,

we have

to

deduct from the eight

thousand and eighty-one churches which they have

built,

only

one Unitarian, and seven Universalist churches. New England
regards these four hundred and eighty-seven churches, which she
has

built, to

the hlind.

be the product of hlind guides^ that are leaders of
being judge) that New

Is it not strange (she herself

England orthodoxy and personal freedom should beget this vast
amount of infidelity while slaveholders and slavery have
begotten so little of it in the same length of time ? Is there
nothing in all this to render the correctnes of Northern views
questionable, as to the deleterious tendency of slavery ? The facts,
;

however, are given to the world in the census of 1S50.

All are

draw from these facts their own conclusions. One of these
conclusions must be, that there is something else in the world to
corrupt religion and morals, besides slaveholders and slavery.

left to
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not improper to refer to some historical facts in this connection, which are not in the census, but which, nevertheless, we
It is

know

all

to exist.

There are isms at

According

Legion.

North whose name

tlie

to the universal

standard of ortJiodoxy^

is

we

are compelled to exclude the subjects of these isms from the pale

What the relative proportion is, North and
of Christianity.
South, of such of these isms as have J)een nurtured into organmeans

knowing

— and

ized existence,

we have no

not wish to do

injustice, or to be ofiensive, in statements

certain

are not susceptible of proof

by

that in the five slave States, a

facts

of

and

figures

—

man might wear

yet, I

I do
which

suppose

himself out in

and never find one of these isms witli an organized existTo find a single individual, would be doing more than
have done, with whom I am acquainted. But how is
men
most
The soil seems to suit them they grow up
it in New England ?
Some are warring with great zeal against
like Jonah's gourd.
travel,

ence.

—

and some against the religious institutions of society.
?
The institution of slavery has not produced, at the
North, the moral obliquity, out of which they grow a reverence
How is their existence, then,
for the Bible has not produced it.
institutions, whose tendunder
North,
for
at
the
to be accounted
ency is supposed to be so favorable to moral and religious
the social,

Why

is this

—

prosperity

And how

?

is

where the

at the South,

their utter absence to be accounted for

institution of slavery is

60 fatal to morality, religion and virtue

explain this

to

fact.

It

is

?

supposed

to

be

I will leave it for others

a mysterious

fact,

according to the

assumed by the North,
moral,
and religious evils.
social,
that slavery tends to produce
This assumption is flatly contradicted by the facts of the census.
These facts can never be explained by the New England theory.
There was an ancient theory^ held by men who were righteous

modes of reasoning at the North.

own

in their

By

eyes, that no

It is

good thing could come out of Nazareth.

that theory Christ himself

was condemned.

It is

not wonder-

same fate.
The next disclosure of the census, which we will compare, are
those which relate to the social prosperity of a people. Are they
ful, therefore, that his friends should share the

wealthy

?

are they

healthy

?

are

they in

conditions

to

raise

families, etc.?

These questions indicate the elements which belong

now

to

be examined.

States are

made up

to the

of families.

item

Wealth
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it

so distributed, as to

give the greatest number of homes to the families which compose

them.

"Wealth, so distributed in States, as to diminish the

ber of homes,

Home

is

is

num-

a curse to the families which compose them.

the nursery and shield of virtue.

No

right-minded

man

woman, who had the means, could ever consent to have a
family without a home and no State should make wealth her
or

;

whose families are extensively without homes.
New England has five hundred and eighteen thousand five
hundred and thirty-two families, and four hundred and forty-seven
thousand seven hundred and eighty-nine dwellings. The five
slave States have five hundred and six thousand nine hundred
and sixty-eight flirailies, and four hundred and ninety-six thousand three hundred and sixty-nine dwellings. Here we see the
astonishing fact, that with an equal population, New England has
eleven thousand five hundred and sixty-four more families than
these five slave States, and that these five slave States have fortyeight thousand five hundred and eighty more dwellings than New
England so that New England actually has seventy thousand
seven hundred and forty-three families without a home. In New
England one family in every seveji is without a home, while in
these five old slave States only one family in every fifty-two is
without a home.
According to the average number of persons composing a family, New England has three hundred and seventy-three thousand
seven hundred of her people thrown upon the world without a
place to call home.
It is truly painful to think of the efiects upon morals and virand it is a pleastue, which must flow from this state of things
boast,

—

;

ure to a philanthropic heart to think of the superior condition of
the slaveholding people,

who

so generally have homos, where

parents can throw the shield of protection around their offspring,

and guard them against the dangers and demoralizing tendencies
of an unprotected condition.
There is another class of facts, equally astonishing, disclosed

by the census, and which belong to the comparison we are now
making, between States which were organized originally by Puritan orthodoxy and New England freedom on one side, and by
infidel slaveholders and slavery on the other.
They are facts
which relate to natural increase in a State. One of the boasts of
3i
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Northern freemen

New

a climate as

would increase

is

With such
be expected that the people
and live longer, than in the climate of

the increase of their population.

England,

faster,

these iive slave States.

was

it

It is

well

to

known

that a large portion of

the population of these five Southern States have a fatal climate
to

contend with, and that everywhere else on the globe, under

similar circumstances, a diminished increase of births, and an

amount

increased
as

experience of
cent,

all

more of

But the census,

of deaths has been the result.

disregarding

if

and

climate,

ages, testifies that there

births,

and

slavery,

and thirty-three per

tho five old slave States, than there

is

cent, less of deaths in

in the six

is

universal

the

twenty-seven per

New

England

States.

New

England, with an equal population, and eleven thousand
hundred and sixty-four more families, has sixteen thousand
five hundred and thirty-four less annual births, and ten thousand
one hundred and fifty-two more annual deaths, than these five
sickly old Southern slave States. The annual births in New Engfive

land are sixty-one thousand one hundred and forty-eight

and in

;

the five slave States seventy-seven thousand six hundred and

In

eighty-three.

New

England the annual deaths are

thousand three hundred and sixty-eight

;

fort}'-two

in the five slave States

thirty-two thousand two hundred and sixteen.

In

New

England the

ratio of births is

the five slave States one to thirty-five.

of deaths

is

one

to sixty-four

In

one

to forty-four

New England

in the five slave States

;

;

in

the ratio

it is

one to

eighty-five.

The

slaves are not in this estimate of births

and deaths

;

they

are in the census, however, and that shows that they multiply

considerably faster, and are less liable to die than the freemen of

New

England.

Ilere are facts

which contradict

In a sickly Southern climate,

all

among

history

and

all

experience.

slaveholders, people actually

and die slower, than they do among freemen
without slavery, in one of the purest and healthiest Northern climates in the world. How is this to be accounted for ? Why do
multiply

faster,

people multiply rapidly

mate ?

Why

sickly climate?

then, does

tlie

Is

?

it

because they live in a healthy

do they die rapidly

Our census
cause

lie?

?

Is it

cli-

because they live in a

contradicts both suppositions.

Where,

Will excluding slavery from a commu-

!
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nity cause

to multiply

more rapidly and

die slower

The census

testifies

The

that the proportion of births is twenty-

seven per cent, greater, and
less,

among

proportion of deaths thirty-three

tlie

slaveholders, in a

community where slavery

has existed for more than two hundred years, under
vantages of a sickly climate, than

among

New England. A man, in

climate of

?

No

census says,

per cent,

53^

astonishing

an explanation of these

The census

explained.

his right

all

men

free

the disad-

in the

mind,

will

They are

facts.

easily

discloses a degree of poverty in

England, which scatters seventy thousand families

pure

demand

New

to the four

winds of heaven, and feeds (as we shall presently see) the poorhouse^ with one hundred and thirty-five per cent, more of paupers
than

found in these slave States.

is

This

is

no condition of

things to increase births, or diminish deaths, unless brothels give
increase^

and squalid poverty the requisite sympathy and

aid, to

recover the sick and dying, ti'om the period of infancy to that of
old age.

We

proceed to compare other

facts,

which have a bearing upon

the relative merits of different institutions

in

securing

social

prosperity.

In every country there

of want.

is

a class to be found in such utter des-

they must either be supported by charity, or perish

titution, that

This destitution arises, generally, from oppressive exac-

institutions,

and is evidence of the tendency of social
and the superiority of one over another, in securing

the greatest

amount

tions or excessive vice,

With

of iiidividual prosperity and comfort.

compare some facts belongEngland and these five old slave States. With an
equal population, New England lias thirty-three thousand four
hundred and thirty-one paupers these five slave States have four
teen thousand two hundred and twenty-one.
Here is an excess of
ing to

these views to aid us, tve will

New

;

paupers in

New England, notwithstanding

her boasted prosperity,

of one hundred and thirty-five per cent, over these five slave
States.

And

number

(as

New

if to

these continual

pawpers we were

England, the addition would be awful.

England

to

add the

given in State returns) that are partially aided in

will strive to

wipe

ofi"

this

stain

But

I

suppose

New

of regular pauperism,

by throwing the blame of it upon {\\q foreigners among them. It
should be remembered, however, as an ofiset to this, that these
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From

foreigners are all from non-slaveliolJing countries.

their

infancy they have shared the blessings of freedom and free institutions

homogeneous ma-

therefore they ought to be admitted, as

;

terials, in the social

now comparing
But

New

organizations of

England, which we are

with Southern slaveholding communities.

as foreign paupers are distinguished in the census

from

we will now (in the comparison) exclude
both sections. The number of paupers will then be, for

native born citizens,

them

New

in

England, eighteen thousand nine hundred and sixty-six

;

for

the five slave States, eleven thousand seven hundred and twentyeight

—leaving

to

New

England, which

section of the world in all that

is

considered the model

and

lovely in religious

is

prosperity, seven thousand two hundred and thirty-eight

social

more of

her native sons in the poor-house, (or nearly seventy per cent.,)

than are to be found in this condition in an equal population in
these five Southern States.

The
one
to

ratio of

New

England's native sons in the poor-house

one hundred and forty-three

to

two hundred and

The

thirty-four.

tire populatio7i in the

poor-house

is

is

of these five slave States one

;

ratio of

one

New

England's ew-

to eighty-one; the ratio

is one to one
hundred and seventy-one.
The Saviour asks if a good tree can bring forth evil fruit, or an
evil tree good fruit.
Here is an exhibition of t\\e fruit borne by
Neio England freedom and Southern slavery. The Saviour
gives every man a right to judge the tree by the fruit, and declares

of the entire population of these five slave States

such to be righteous judgment.
Tliere

is

another item in the census which throws

on the comparative comfort and happiness of

two

localities.

It is

;

but

flow from one, or the other, or
therefore

;

amount

it

much

light

people in these

neither physical destitution, criminal degra-

dation, nor mental sufiering

causes

tlie

is

it is

all

an

efiect

which

is

known

to

three of these conditions as

an important item in determining the

of destitution, degradation, and sufiering, which exist in

a community.

When we
causes
exist

— the

by the

see eficcts

causes
effects

which are known

may be
we see.

concealed

With

and as

from certuin

we know

that they

these remarks I proceed to

state a fact disclosed in the census, as
it

—

to flow

yet

it

exists in

exists in these five old slave States.

New

England,

:
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England, with an equal population, we find that throe

thousand eight hundred and twenty-nine of her white children

have been crushed by suiferings of some

sort^ to the condition of

insanity, while in these five old slave States there are only

two

thousand three hundred and twenty-six of her white children

who

have been called

to suffer, in their earthly pilgrimage, a

of anguish beyond mental endurance.

more than

Here

is

sixty per cent, in favor of these five States, as to

conditions of suffering that are beyond endurance

Very poor evidence
of

New

degree

a difference of

this,

among men.

of the superior happiness and comfort

England.

But while her white children are called to suffer over sixty per
more of these crushing sorrows than those of these five

cent,

States,

how

is

with her black children in freedom, compared

it

with the family here in slavery, from which the most of them

have
is

fled,

that they

might enjoy the blessings of liberty?

It

exceedingly interesting to see the benefits and blessings which

New

England freedom and Puritan sympathy have conferred
upon them.
Here are the facts of the census upon this subject

Among

the free negroes of

for every three

thousand and

these States there

is

New
five

England, one
;

while

is

among

deaf or

dumb

the slaves of

only one for every six thousand five hundred

In New England one free negro is blind for every
and seventy while in these States there is only
one blind slave for every two thousand six hundred and forty -five.
In New England there is one ft-ee negro insane or an idiot for
every nine hundred and eighty while in these States there is but

and

fifty-two.

eight hundred

;

;

one slave

for

every three thousand and eighty.

•

Can any man bring himself to believe, with these facts before
New England has proved a blessing to this
race of people, or that slavery is to them a curse in the Southern
States? In non-slaveholding States, money will be the master of
poverty. These facts enumerated show the fruits of such a relation the world over. ' The slave of money, while nominally free,
has none to care for him at those periods, and in those conditions
of his life, when he is not able to render service or labor.
Childhood, old age, and sickness, are conditions which make sympathy indispensable. Nominal freedom, combined with poverty,
him, that freedom in

can not secure

it

in those conditions, because

it

can not render

—
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heart-felt tlow of

and smooth

South enjoys

Tlie slave of the

service or labor.

in all conditiuus from birtii
it,

till

There

death.

sorrows, to supply his wants,

to soothe his

Interest, honor,

his passage to the *^rave.

public opinion, and the law, all coiiibine to

promote

Many
in State

which

its

sympathy

this

a spontaneous

is

humanity,

awaken

it,

and

to

activity.

here examined have been disclosed

facts of the character
statistics,

and others

the Federal census;

in

I shall hereafter notice, that

show with

the

some of

most unques-

tionable certainty, that freedom to this race, in our country,

is

a

curse.

The

which we have now examined,

facts

thing, prove that religion has prospered
at

the South, than

Slaveholders have

it

among free men in New England.
much more extensive and suitable

has

made

a

provisioe for the people of

all classes to

New

been made by the freemen of
almost entirely frowned

if they prove any
more among slaveholders

down

hear the gospel, than has

England.

Slaveholders have

the attempts of blind-guides to cor-

Among

rupt the gospel, or mislead the people.

them organized

bodies to overthrow the moral, social, and religious institutions

unknown.
K the facts already examined prove any thing, they prove that
wealth, among slaveholders, is much more equally distributed
so that very few, compared with New England, are without

of society, are

homes.

The

examined prove

facts

beyond question, that the un-

also,

bearable miseries which have their source in the heartless exactions of excessive wealth, or extreme poverty, are
sixty per cent, greater in

hundred and
millions have

New

England

more than
and

than in these States,

more of New England's

that one

thirty-five per cent,

toiling

to bear the degradation of the poor-house,

or die of want, than are to be found in this condition in these five

slave States.

The

facts

we have examined, prove

also, that

under

all

the dis-

advantages of climate, the natural increase of the slave States is
sixty per cent, greater than

cent, of it

it is

in

New

England

—twenty-seven

by increased annual births, and thirty-three per
by diminished annual deaths. These are the most

per cent, of

it

astonishing facts ever presented to the world.

They speak a

language that ought to be read and studied by

men.

all

In the
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present state of onr country, they ought to be prayerfully pon-

dered and not disregarded.

But notwithstanding all this, the aggregate wealth of New
England is a source of exultation and pride among her sons.
They believe, with a blind and stubborn tenacity, that slavery
tends to poverty, and freedom to wealth.
cannot be denied that the aggregate earnings of the toiling

It

millions

—when

hoarded by a few

And

equal to their reasonable wants.

New

—may grow

these millions are allowed to take from

when

it

faster than
it

it

will

a daily supply,

cannot be denied that

England has great aggregate wealth.

The facts

of the census show, however, that

it is

very unequally

among her people. The question now to be tried is,
whether the few in New England have hoarded this wealth, and
can now show it, or whether they have squandered it upon their

divided

and are unable to show it.
This last and prominent boast of increased aggregage wealth
in New England, over that accumulated by slaveholders, we will
lusts,

now

test

by the census of 1850.

our National Legislature for

its

This

the standard adopted

is

by

decision.

Before we examine the facts, however, let a few reflections
which belong to the subject be weighed.
The people of these five slave States are now, and ever have
The people of the New England
been, an agricultural people.
States are a commercial and manufacturing people.
New England has, in proportion to numbers, the richest and most extenIn manufacturing skill and entersive commerce in the world.

have no superiors on the globe. They have ever reproached the South for investing their income in slavelabor, in
preference to commerce and manufactures. It has been the settled
prise, they

conviction

among

nations, that investments in

commerce and

manufactures give the greatest, and those in agriculture the
smallest profits.

It is

the settled conviction of the non-slavehold-

ing States that investments in slave labor, for agricultural purposes,

is

the worst of all investments,

and tends greatly

to lessen

its profits.
This has been proclaimed to the South so long by our
Northern neighbors, that many here have been brought to believe
it, and to regret the existence of slavery among us on that account,

if

on no other.

The census

With

of 1850

these observations
tells

us that

New

we

turn to the census.

England, with a popula-
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tion

now numbering two

million seven hundred and twenty-eight

thousand and sixteen, with

all the advantages of a commercial
and manufacturing investment, and with the most energetic and

enterprising free

men on

earth, to give that investment its greatest

productiveness, has accimmlated wealth, in something over two

hundred years,

hundred and
lars;

to the

amount

of one billion tiiree million four

thousand one hundred and eighty-one dol-

sixty-six

while these five slave States, with an equal population,

have, in the same time, accumulated wealth to the amount of one
billion four

hundred and twenty million nine hundred and eighty-

nine thousand five hundred and seventy-three dollars.

Here we

see the indisputable fact that these five agricultural

States, with slavery,

have accumulated an excess of aggregate

New England

wealth over the amount accumulated in

in the

same

time, of four hundred and seventeen million five hundred and

twenty-three thousand three hundred and two dollars

property belonging to
give to each
lars,

citizen

New

England,

if

— so that the

equally divided, would

but three hundred and

sixty-seven

while that belonging to the five slave States,

divided, would give to each citizen the

twenty dollars

—a diSerence

sum

of five

if

dol-

equally

hundred and

in favor of each citizen in these five

slave States of one hundred and fifty-three dollars.
I

am

aware, liowever, of an opinion that some other non-slave-

holdiug States, have been

much more

tion of wealth, than the six

New

successful in the accumula-

England

States,

and that

New

York, Pennsylvania, and Ohio, are of this favored number.
Lest a design to deceive, by concealing this supposed fact, should
to the writer,

be attributed

more favored

these three
that

New

we

will see

States.

By

York, instead of being able

and sixty-seven dollars with her
with hers,

is

what the census says

as to

we

learn

the census of 1850
to

divide three huudred

citizens, as

New

only able to divide two hundred

England could
and thirty-one

Pennsylvania two hundred and fourteen, and Ohio two
and nineteen. These several averages among freemen
at the North, and in New England, stand against the average of
five hundred and twenty dollars, which these five old impoverdollars

;

liundroil

ished Southern slave States could divide with their citizens.

must astonish our Northern neighbors, so long
that slavery was the fruitful source of
poverty, with all its imagined evils
and these facts will astonish
These

facts

accustomed

to believe

;

;
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hear

to

it

affirmed that

slavery had produced these evils, and while they were without
the

means

of knowing, of course they feared that

That every

which

may

tiling

ditional liglit on

it

was

so.

appear, however, which will thi-ow ad-

the subject,

I

will state that

Massachusetts,

with

the richest non-slaveholding State, could divide

is

But on
the other hand. South Carolina could divide one thousand and
one dollars, Louisiana eight hundred and six dollars, Mississippi
seven hundred and two dollars, and Georgia six hundred and
each of her citizens

five

hundred and forty-eight

dollars.

thirty-eight dollars, with their citizens.

Rhode

which

Island,

the next richest non-slaveholding State

is

Massachusetts, could divide

to that of

hundred and twenty-six dollars

;

with her citizens five

one other non-slaveholding State

(Connecticut) could divide with her citizens three hundred and

twenty-one dollars.

After

this, the

next highest non-slaveholding

hundred and eighty the next highest two
hundred and thirty-one
the next highest two hundred and
twenty-eight the next highest two hundred and nineteen
the
next highest two hundred and fourteen dollars. After this, the
State could divide two

;

;

;

;

among the non-slaveholding States, from one
hundred and sixty-six down to one hundred and thirty-four dolwhich last sum is the amount that the so-called rich and
lars
division ranges,

—

prosperous Illinois could divide with her population.
In the slaveholding States that are

less

wealthy than South

Carolina, Louisiana, Mississippi, and Georgia, already noticed

Alabama

could divide with her citizens five hundred and eleven
Maryland four hundred and twenty-three Virginia four
hundred and three Kentucky three hundred and seventy-seven
and North Carolina three hundred and sixty-seven. All these

dollars

;

;

;

much

States are

;

richer than the third richest non-slaveholdins:

State of the Union,

viz:

Connecticut.

After this, Tennessee

could divide two hundred and forty-eight dollars, and Missouri,

which

is

the poorest of all the slave States, one hundred and

sixty-six dollars.

We

will

now

give the general average of the non-slaveholding

States, (California excepted,

which in 1850 had not had time

to

exhibit any fixed character,) and then the ge7ieral average of the

slaveholding States of the whole Union.

The population of

all

the free States

is

thirteen million

two

—
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hundred and fourteen thousand three hundred and eighty; the

hundred
These
thirteen million two hundred and fourteen thousand three hundred
and eighty of freemen have accumulated an aggregate of property estimated at three billion one hundred and eighty-six million
six hundred and eighty-three thousand eight hundred and twenty
free population of all the slave States is six million three

and twelve thousand eight hundred and ninety-nine.

four dollars

while these six million three hundred and twelve

;

thousand eight hundred and ninety-nine of slaveholders have

accumulated an aggregate of two billion seven huu'lred and
seventy-five million one hundred and twenty-one thousand, six
hundred and forty-four dollars' worth of property.
Here we see that a population of Northern freemen, one hun
dred and nine per cent, greater than the number of Southern
freemen in the slave States, have accumulated but sixteen jper
cent,

more of property.

In a division of the property accumulated by

holding States,
three dollars

;

it

will give to each citizen

while

all

the non-slavethirty-

accumulated by the various slave States,

will give to each citizen four

nearly double.

all

two hundred and

Were we

hundred and thirty-nine

to give the slaves

dollars

an equal share with

the whites, in an average division of aggregate wealth, the slave-

holding States, wnth their slaves included, would then be able

to

give each person two hundred and ninety-one dollars instead of

two hundred and thirty-three dollars, which
have to divide with their people.
Is

it

is all

the free States

possible, with these facts before us, to believe that slavery

tends to poverty.

Such

relative wealth of these

is

the testimony of the census on the

two sections of our country.

that slavery, as an agricultural investment,

is

more

than an investment in commerce and manufactures.

It

proves

profitable

The

facts

which have been reviewed prove with equal clearness, that where
slavery exists, the white race, and the black, have prospered more
in their religious, social and moral condition, than either race

has prospered, where slavery has been excluded.

We

see that an

amount of poverty and wretchedness has to be borne
Ecclesiastical statistics will
in New England by both races.
show an increased amount of prosperity in religion that is overincreased

whelming.

Such

is

the prostration of moral restraint at the North, that, in
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their cities, standing armies are necessary to

and property of unoffending
reckless offenders.

citizens,

and

This state of things

guard the persons

to execute the

unknown

is

laws upon

in the slave

States.

shows that slavery has been a blessing to the white
They have prospered more in religion,
they have more homes, are wealthier, multiply faster, and live
longer than in New England, and they are exempt from the curse
Tlie census

race in these slave States.

of organized infidelity and lawless violence.

A

comparison of the slave's condition at the South, with that

of his

own

race in freedom at the South, shows with equal clear-

ness, that slavery, in these States, has been,

and now

to this race of people in all the essentials of

human

Our

comfort.

is,

a blessing

happiness and

slaves all have homes, are bountifully provided for

in health, cared for

and kindly nursed in childhood, sickness, and

old age

;

ing

of poverty and anxious care, labor moderately, enjoy the

ills

multiply faster, live longer, are free fi'om

and

blessings of the gospel,

let

all

the corrod-

alone by wicked men, are con-

tented and happy.

Ex-Governor Smith, a few years
Legislature of this State, showed,

if I

remember

more of crime was chargeable

seven-tenths

and

to the whites

By

slaves.

message

past, in his

to the

correctly, that

negroes than

to free

the census of 1850, the ratio of

whites in the Penitentiary of Virginia, for ten years, was one to
twenty-three thousand and three, while the ratio for the free negroes was one to three thousand and one.

For the same length of

time, in the Penitentiary of Massachusetts, the average of whites

was one

to

seven thousand five hundred and eighty-seven, instead

of one to twenty-three thousand and three, as in Yirginia

;

and

in Massachusetts the average of free negroes in the Penitentiary,

was one

for this length of time,

two hundred and

to

fifty,

that for an average of ten years,
at the North,

two hundred and

commit annually

as

much crime

thousand and three white persons at the South

hundred and

fifty free

mit annually as

fifty free

see

negroes

as twenty-three
;

and that two

negroes, in a non-slaveholding State, com-

much crime

in a slaveholding State.

as three thousand

"We

see, also, that

hundred and eighty-seven white persons
annually as

instead

Here we

of one to three thousand and one, as in "Virginia.

much crime

and one

free

negroes

seven thousand five

at the

as twenty-three thousand

North, commit
and three white

—
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persons commit at the South,

Xorth

at the

is

from three

lu the cities, crimliuil degradation
to five times greater with the whites

than at the South, and from ten to ninety-three times greater with
the free negroes at the North, tlian with the wliitcs at the South,

and about twelve times greater than with the

free negroes at the

South.

The Federal census, and
from

the State records,

race of people

Can we, with

far

when

invested with the

In Africa,

England.

tlie

them?

condition of the aborigines in freedom

and ever has been, as much below
becoming,

is

now,

that of their enslaved sons in

these States, as the condition of a brute,
is

New

freedom of

these facts before us, think that freedom to this race,

in our country, is a blessing to

Slavery

show not very

proportion of criminal degradation, chargeable to this

this

beneath that of a man.

is

to this people, so manifestly

a blessing in

our country, that fugitives from labor are constantly returning to
their masters again, after tasting the blessings, or rather the awful

curse to them, of freedom in non-slaveholding States

who

I write, those

and while

;

are lawfully free in this State, are praying our

Legislature for a law that will allow them to become slaves.

But before

I dismiss the subject of

mark, that while the census

wealth entirely,

testifies that

let

rae re-

an agricultural people,

with African slave labor, increases wealth faster than free labor,

employed

demands

known

it,

then,

of wealth

freemen

The

with them than

it is

we must

is

in violation of

great

in country

amount

will

mention

(this is as-

live in villages,

towns and

that the cost of living in cities (as

about double what

it

is

in the country

imprudent indulgences oi pride
we must add., for a thousand indulgen-

add., for the

and fashion ; and to this

known

is,

I

North

that half the people at the

first is,

The second reason

to this cost

with Southern slaveholders?

reasons that might be assigned,

has been ascertained)

ces.,

well

be accounted for that the aggregate increase

certained to be about the amount)
cities.

It is

at the

than laborers at the South.
is it to

is less

Among many
three.

for.

North are more skillful, work
a day, labor harder while at it, live on cheaper food,

less of

How,

and commerce, yet reason

should be satisfactorily accounted

it

that laboring

longer in

and

in agriculture, manufactures

that

moral propriety, all of which are almost unThe third reason is to be found in the

life.

of pauperism and crime produced by city

life.

lu

—
'

,

OF

.

the city of

New

York,
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houses of the

city,

according to the American

for instance,

Abnanac, there were received

541

in 1847. at

the principal alms-

twenty-eight thousand six hundred and ninety-

two persons, and out-door relief y^hq given from the puhlio funds
to thirty -four thousand five hundred and seventy -two more
making in all seventy-three thousand two hundred and sixty-four

—

New York, deon public charity. The total cost of this,
was three hundred and nineteen thousand two hundred

persons, or one out of every five, in the city of

pendent, more or
to the city,

less,

and ninety-three dollars and eighty-eight
Mayor's message, the estimate
thousand dollars.

for the

In 1849, in the

cents.

same thing

four hundred

is

In Massachusetts, according to the report of

number of constant and occawas one to every twenty of the
whole population. The proportion in the cities, I suppose, would
equal New York, which, as we have seen, is one to five. To this
jpxihlic hurden in cities, we must add an immense iinhnoion
amount oi private charity., which is not needed in country life.
Crhnem Northern cities keeps pace with, pauper is7n. In Bosthe Secretary of State in 1848, the

sional paupers, in the ivhole State.,

ton, according to oflicial State reports a

few years

past,

one per-

son out of every fourteu males, and one out of every twenty-eight
females,

was arraigned

for criminal ofieuses.

According

to the

census of 1850, there were in the State of Massachusetts, in a
population of nine hundred and ninety-four thousand five hund-

number

red and fourteen, the

convictions for crime.

fifty

of seven thousand two hundred and

In Virginia, the same year, in a

population of one million four hundred and twenty-one thousand
six

hundred and sixty-one, there were one hundred and seven

convictions for crime.

In the State of

same

New York

as in Massachusetts.

the proportion of crime

In the city of

New

is

about the

York, in 1848 or

1849, there were sentenced to the State Prison one hundred and

men and seventeen women to the Pe7iite7itiary seven
hundred men and one hundred and seventy women to the City
Prison one hundred and sixty-two men and sixty-seven women
nineteen

;

;

making a
criminals.

equals

New

total

Here

all in

of one thousand two
is

hundred and

an amount of crime in a single

the fifteen slave States together.

York, according

lation of three million

thirty-five
city,

that

In the State of

census of 1850, there was, in a popuand ninety-seven thousand three hundred

to the
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and

number

four, tlie

of ten thonsand two hundred and seventy-

while in South Carolina, in a population of six hundred and sixty-eight thousand five hundred and
nine couvictions for crime

seven, (which

is

;

considerably over one-fifth) there were only forty-

six convictions for crime.

To

live in

cities

filled

with such an amount of poverty and

criminal degradation, as the census discloses, at the North, stand-

ing armies of policemen, firemen,
to secure the

are absolutely necessary

etc.,

people against lawless violence.

the products of labor the cost of city

life

Now subtract

— the

cost of vain

from

and

criminal indulgences, the support ol paupers^ and the machinery

—

and the wonder ceases
wonder is that it accumu"Wliat is accumulated, must be principally from comlates at all.
merce and manufactures. The system of abandoning the country
and congregating in cities, tends directly to concenti-ate wealth
into the hands of a few, and to difiuse poverty and crime among
to

guard innocence and punish crime

that wealth accumulates slowly

—the

the masses of the people.

These facts of poverty and crime at the North, which are exby the census, will help to explain the seeming mystery
that the South multiplies by natural increase faster than the
hibited

In 1845, according to her statistical report, Massachuhad seven-eighths of her marriageable young women working in factories under male overseers. The census of 1840 shows
that, with fewer adults, Virginia had one hundred thousand more

North.
setts

children than Massachusetts.
tion in favor of Virginia is

In the census of 1850 the propor-

still

greater.

Pauperism, in Massachusetts and

New

York, according to

the State census, increased between 1836 and 1848 ten times
faster than

wealth or population.

In the slaveholding States there
ple in cities

farms

—the

—

pauperism

is

almost

is less

style of living is less costly

—

than a tenth of the peo-

unknown
by

—the

half,

people are on

but greatly supe-

and comfort according to the census, there is but
all have homes
the amount of agricultural
labor does not fluctuate the farms are not cultivated by the spade
and hoe, but are large enough to justify a system of enlarged
rior in quality
little

crime

—almost

agricultural operations
that

more

is

—

—

The

by the aid of horse power.

saved, and the proceeds

more equally

tween capital and labor, or the rich and the poor.

result is

distributed be'

;
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SoTith did not seek or desire the responsibility,

and the

onerous burden, of civilizing and christianizing these degraded
savages

He

;

but God, in his mysterious providence, brought

it

about.

allowed England, and her Puritan sons at the North, from the

love of gain, to become the willing instruments, to force African

upon the Cavaliers of the South. These Cavaliers were a
They remonstrated against this outrage to
the last.
They preferred indented labor from the mother country,
which they were securing as they needed it. A descendant of
slaves

noble race of men.

theirs, in drafting the Declaration of

Independence, made

rage one of the prominent causes for dissolving

But God intended

nection with the mother country.

this out-

all political

(as v/e

con-

now

by forcing us against our wills, to bemasters and guardians and he has abundantly blessed

see) to bless these savages,

come

their

;

us, also, (as

we now

see) for allowing his

in this relation.

We

tion to be lawful,

and he enabled us

sponsibility devolved

word

upon us

to

be our counselor

to

were forced by his word

to

admit and

admit the

rela-

feel the great re-

as their divinely appointed protectors.

The North, after pocketing the price of these savages, refused
any part of the burden of training and elevating them
and finally, with France and England, turned them loose by emancipation, and ignored the word of God in justification of the deed,
by declaring that to hold them in slavery was sinful. The reto bear

sult

is,

that

immersed

portion

they held

of this degraded race, is
and crime, without a paralcommunities, and are less in number now, than

the

in poverty, wretchedness

lel in civilized

the original importations from Africa, (so says the Superintendent of the census
fort,

;)

more rapidly than
from the

is

in high

com-

and that

the white race at the North.

It

does seem,

facts of the census, that this (so-called)

philanthropy has

and in

the West Indies^

been a curse

its

while the portion held by us

regularly improving in morals and intellect, and multiplying

it is

to hoth races ^ at the ISfortli^

The census exhib

displeasing in the sight of God,

unmistakable evidence

that,

without a change, the emancipated

portion of the race, in these localities^ will ultimately perish, and
that this catastrophe is to be hastened

radation.
this

The census shows

by poverty and criminal deg-

that those

who

are responsible for

deed are subjected in our country,, by annual births and

deatJis, to a decrease of sixty

cent, than this,

per cent., and

ofpoverty and crime.

to

a

much

heavier per
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But

wliile those are the results to both races at the

North, pros-

perity, unequaled in the annals of the world, has attended us (as

the census shows) in almost every thing
to,

both for this

life

and that which

is to

we have
come.

put our hands

The satisfaction

ours, also, of 'knowing that these degraded outcasts, which were
thrown upon our hands, have not only been cared for^ but elevated in tJie scale ofheing^ and brought to share largely in the bless-

is

ings of intellectual, social, and religious culture.

But for their enslaved condition here, they would have remained until this hour in their original degradation.
In view of all tlxe facts compared., I would ask all who feel interested in the great question

now

agitating our country, to let

these facts be their guide and counselor in deciding the issue.

Are

North warranted from these facts, in believing they would honor God and benefit men by overthrowing the
the people of the

institution of slavery, if they could.

These
isted in

and religious
it

where African slavery has exmore than two hundred years, the social
condition of men has improved more rapidly than

facts testify plainly, that

our country

for

has under the best arrangements of exclusive freedom.

These facts show that, with the advantages of the best location
and climate upon the globe, and a high degree of moral, religious,
and social intelligence to commence with, those communities at
the North who excluded this element from their organizations, are
actually behind slaveholding communities, in religion, in wealth,

and

in the increase of their race,
tion.

in the comforts of their condi-

If this be so, (and the census testifies that

justify the

in civil

of it?

North

war and disunion, because slavery

And

it

is.)

what

in efibrts to involve both sections of our

if the institution

exists in

will

country

one section

of African slavery has cei'tainly im-

proved the condition of both races in our country, (and the census
that it has,) why should they hazard all the blessings

testifies

vouchsafed

to the

pansion over

new

The expansion

North and the South sooner than suSer

its

ex-

of African slavery (ftccording to the test

by

territory?

which we are now trying
Union.

it)

has never yet done injury in this

In Texas slaveholders were called to organize a State,

Union

which in 1850 had a population
of two hundred and twelve thousand five hundred and ninety-two.
The individuals composing it originally, were the most lawless
(not in this

at the time,)
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set of adventurers that ever lived.
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Did slavery

disqualify slave-

holders from organizing a social body, even out of these materials,
that could secure the highest results in

now

is

human

progress

?

What

the social, moral, and religious complexion of Texas?

the essentials of prosperity

In

ahead, under equal circumstances,

it is

of any portion of the Union.
Slaveholders, in the providence of
God, had to organize States on the Gulf of Mexico, and on the
banks of the Mississippi, after the acquisition of Louisiana from
France, and Florida from Spain. The original materials (numbering upwards of seventy thousand) of which these States were composed, had been trained under the most pernicious system of

among

The

result in

this case, also, will testify that slavery does not paralyze

commu-

morals that ever existed
nities in the
social,

accumulation of wealth, or in the correction of moral,

and religious

items these

a civilized people.

new

evils.

The census shows

that in

all

these

slave States which have been added to our Union,

have greatly outstripped their non-slaveholding equals in age.
The temples of the Lord are now seen studding these slaveholding
localities over, and are vocal with his praise
the moral majesty

—

of the law

is

criminals, in

a paramount power.

some

of them,

is

less

The amount of paupers and
than one-seventieth part that

chargeable to some of their twin sisters of equal age, (who are

is

free*) nurseries of literature and science are multiplying rapidly,
and promising the highest results prosperity, in these slaveholding communities, in crowning the efforts of good men to arrest

—

vice, to

promote

virtue, to diminish want, to create plenty,

and

to

arrange the elements of progress for the highest social, moral, and
religious results.

There

is

another historical fact which deserves to be weighed,

Within
the present century, the colonies of Mexico and South America,
in imitation of our example, threw off the colonial yoke, and
in

making up a judgment on the expansion of

established independent governments.

slavery.

All of these States, ex-

cept one, preferred the non-slaveholding model, and excluded the

element of slavery: that one, which

model adopted by the Southern

is

Brazil,

preferred the

States of this Union,

and retained

African slavery.

*

Texas and Michigan

consin.

35

;

see also, Arkansas

and Indiana, Florida and Wis-
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All of those States, which excluded slavery^ have been visited,
in rapid succession, with insurrection^ revolution^

and fearful

anarchy; while Brazil has enjoyed tranquillity, from the commencement of her independent political existence until the present
This remarkable fact has occurred, too, in a State where
hour.
The slaves in the
the slaves are two to one of the other race.
United States are one to two of the other race. Is not this fact,
like all those

examined, God''s providential voice? and does

not, in these facts, speak a

He

language that we can read and under-

stand?

Now,

shall we, in

view of these

ings of Ilis providence, as

it

is

census, and claim for ourselves

facts, rebel

against the teach-

now made known

to us in the

more wisdom than he has

dis-

played, in allowing such results to be the product of davehold-

ing communities ?
We cannot put an end to African slavery, if we would and
we ought not, if we could until God opens a door to mahe its

—

—

termiiiation a Messing,

slavery in this

Union

and not a

curse.

When

lie docs that,

will end.

"With Christian affection, yours,

Thoenton Stringfellow.
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zation

a

of

of Civili-

of

greatest

greatest

in

to

of

Civilization

Civilization

retards

evils of Civilization

Social

slave

ties,

of

Intellectual

relation

licentiousness

pations

Civilization

contrasted

inferior variety

influence of

slave,

race

character

history

in tropical cli-

Insurrections

States

increase

slaves

to

to

re-

sults of Fanaticisni.

The

institution of domestic slavery exists over far the greater

portion of the inhabited earth.

Until within a very few centuries,
have existed over the whole earth at least in all
those portions of it which had made any advances toward civilizait

may be

tion.

—

said to

We

might

in the nature of

safely conclude then, that

man and

the exigencies of

in the few countries in which

it

it

is

deeply founded

human

society.

has been abolished

Yet,

—claiming,

perhaps justly, to be furthest advanced in civilization and

intelli-

gence, but which have had the smallest opportunity of observing
(
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its

true character

and

effects

—

denounced as the most intolerIts existence, and every hour

it is

able of social and political evils.

of

its

in

which

who
who

continuance,

regard

is

regarded as the crime of the communities

Even by those

found.

it is

in the countries alluded to,

with the most indulgence or the least abhorrence

it

—

no criminality to the present generation who found
and have not yet been able to devise the means of
abolishing it,
it is pronounced a misfortune and a curse injuriand
dangerons
always, and which must be finally fatal to the
ous
This is no longer regarded as a subject
societies which admit it.
it

attribute

in existence,

—

of argument and investigation.

sumed
voice

The opinions referred to
them as self-evident.

as settled, or the truth of

is

raised

among

is

made

We

up.

it

is

more important

it is

can have no hearing

before the tribunal of the civilized world.
account,

any

If

ourselves to extenuate or to vindicate,

The judgment

unheard.

are as-

Yet, on this very

that we, the inhabitants of the

we are, by this insome degree, from the communion and
world by which we are surrounded, or with

slaveholding States of America, insulated as
stitution,

and cut

in

off,

sympathies of the

which we have intercourse, and exposed continually to their animadversions and attacks, should thoroughly understand this subIf it be
ject, and our strength and weakness in relation to it.
thus criminal, dangerous, and fatal
vise

means of

and

;

freeing ourselves from

it,

if it

be possible to de-

we ought

at once to set

would be the most
shut our eyes to the impending

about the employing of those means.

It

wretched and imbecile fatuity, to
dangers and horrors, and " drive darkling down the current of
our fate,"

we

till

and repent

are

overwhelmed

in the final destruction.

we enabled

to stand erect as

humanity with our fellow-men.
But if we are nothing of all this

or cruelty

;

if

;

if

having

may be
common claims

we commit no

injustice

the maintenance of our institutions be essential to

our prosperity, our character, our safety, and the safety of
that

is

If

humble ourselves

in the sight of heaven, that the foul stain

cleansed, and
to

we

are tyrants, cruel, unjust, oppressive, let us

dear

to us, let

all

us enlighten our minds and fortify our

hearts to defend them.
It is

a somewhat singular evidence of the indisposition of the

rest of the

world

to

hear any thing more on this subject, that per-

haps the most profound, original, and truly philosophical

treatise,

ON SOCIAL LIFE.
wliicli

has appeared within the time of

my

gr-.

recollection,*

secmB

not to have attracted the slightest attention out of the limits of
the slaveholding States themselves.

If truth, reason,

and conclu-

propounded with admirable temper and perfect
candor, might be supposed to have an effect on the minds of men,
we should think this work would have put an end to agitation on
sive argument,

The author has rendered inappreciable service to
them on the subject of their own institutions, and turning back that monstrous tide of folly and madness which, if it had rolled on, would have involved his own
the subject.

the South in enlightening

great State along with the rest of the slaveholding States in a

common

But beyond these, he seems to have produced no
The denouncers of slavery, with whose production the press groans, seems to be unaware of his existence
unaware that there is a reason to be encountered or argument to be
answered. They assume that the truth is known and settled, and
only requires to be enforced by denunciation.
Another vindicator of the South has appeared in an individual
effect

ruin.

whatever.

—

who

is

among

those that have done honor to

American

literature.f

"With conclusive argument, and great force of expression, he has

defended slavery from the charge of injustice or immorality, and

shown

clearly the unspeakable cruelty

result from any scheme of abolition.

and mischief which must
lie does not live

among

and it can not be said of him, as of others, that his
mind is warped by interest, or his moral sense blunted by habit
and familiarity with abuse. These circumstances, it might be
slaveholders,

supposed, would have secured him hearing and consideration.

He

seems

to

be ecpially unheeded, and the work of denunciation,

disdaining argument,

President

Dew

still

goes on.

has shown that the institution of slavery

principal cause of civilization.

evident than that

it is

the sole cause.

If

dicated as universally true of uncultivated

not labor beyond what
existence.

and

Labor

is

the nature of

training, the helps,

is

is

a

any thing can be preman, it is that he will

absolutely necessary to maintain his

pain to those

man

is

Perhaps nothing can be more

who

are unaccustomed to

averse to pain.

and motives of

Even with

civilization,

we

all

it,

the

find that this

* President Dew's Review of the Virginia Debates on the sul>joct of Slavery.
f Paulding on Slavery.
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aversion can not be overcome in

man

form

many

individuals of the most

The coercion of slavery alone

cultivated societies.

"Without

to habits of labor.

adequate to

is

there can be no accu-

it,

mulation of property, no providence for the future, no tastes for
comfort or elegancies, which are the characteristics and essentials
of civilization.

lie

labor, first begins to

who

has obtained the

the foundations of civilization are laid.

experience that which

man upon

command

accumulate and provide

is

We

so evident in theory.

of another's

for the future,

find confirmed

and
by

Since the existence

no exception whatever, either of
ancient or modern times, every society which has attained civili
zatiou, has advanced to it through this process.
"Will those who regard slavery as immoral, or crime in itself,
of

us that

tell

the earth, with

man was

not intended for civilization, but to

earth as a biped brute

?

Maker ?
done wrong
be obtained

Or
in

in his nobler faculties to the

most benevolent

the action.

Creator can

It is true that the

?

in such cases,

it is

The

results

man

to praise

were intended.

who denounce

from the most atrocious actions.

act itself is good, if

Do

tliey

it

effect

who

on those

if

that result only

God

and outrage, that which is rendered
purposes in the government of the world ?

as wickedness

what stage of the progress of

and crime ?

But

which condemns
promotes the good pur-

not blaspheme the providence of

slavery ceases to be necessary, and
sin

the wicked-

the motive of the actor alone

indispensable to his
at

make

him, and bring forth

poses of God, and would be approved by him,

Or

roam the

raise his eyes to

to

will they say that the

ness as well as the wrath of
the

he was not

image of
Judge of all the earth has
ordaining the means by which alone that end can

Heaven, or be conformed
his

Thai;

society will they say that

its

very existence becomes

am aware that such argument would
with whom it would be degrading to
I

pervert the inspired writings

have

little

contend

—which in some parts expressly

sanction slavery, and throughout indicate most clearly that

a civil institution, with which religion has no concern

it

— with

is

a

shallowness and presumption not less flagrant and shameless than
his, who would justify murder from the text, " and Phiueas arose

and executed judgment."
There seems to be something in

this subject which blunts the
and darkens and confuses the understandings and
moral feelings of men. Tell them that, of necessity, in every

preceptions,
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must be an infinite variety of conditions
and employments, from the most eminent and intellectual, to the
most servile and laborious that the negro race, from their temperament and capacity, are peculiarly suited to the situation which
they occupy, and not less happy in it than any corresponding class
prove incontestably that no scheme of
to be found in the world
emancipation could be carried into effect without the most intolercivilized society, there

;

;

able mischiefs

and calamities

to both

probably throwing a large and

master and slave, or without

fertile

face out of the pale of civilization

portion of the earth's sur-

— and

you have done nothing.

They reply, that whatever may be the consequence, you are bound
to do right ; that man has a right to himself, and man cannot
have property in
in

mind and

humanity

;

man

;

that if the negro race be naturally inferior

character, they are not less entitled to the rights of

happy

that if they are

in their condition,

it

affords but

the stronger evidence of their degradation, and renders

more

They

objects of commiseration.

maxim

of our civil policy, that

all

them

still

repeat, as the fundamental

men

are born free and equal,

men are
rigJds^ among

and quote from our Declaration of Independence, "that

endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable
which are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness."
It is not the first time that I have had occasion to observe that
men may repeat with the utmost confidence, some maxim or sentimental phrase, as self-evident or admitted truth, which is either
palpably

false, or

to which,

upon examination,

that they attach no definite idea.

it

will

be found

Notwithstanding our respect

important document which declared our independence, yet
any thing be found in it, and especially in what may be

for the
if

—

false, sophist
its ornament than its substance
unmeaning, that respect should not screen it from the

regarded rather as
ical

or

freest examination.

All

men

are lorn free

the truth to say that no

men were

and

man

ever born equal

?

equal.

Is

it

was ever born

Man

is

born

not palpably nearer

free,

and that no two
most

in a state of the

on others. He continues subject to the absolute control of others, and remains without many of the civil and
all of the political privileges of his society, until the period which
the laws have fixed as that at which he is supposed to have
helpless dependence

attained the maturity of his faculties.

developed, and becomes

Then inequality

infinite in every society,

is

further

and under what-
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"Wealth and poverty, fame or obscur-

ever form of goverumcnt.
ity,

strength or weakness, knowledge or ignorance, ease or labor,

power or subjection, mai-k
of men.
But we have not arrived
inequality

is,

the endless diversity in the condition

at the profundity of the

maxim.

This

in a great measure, the result of abuses in the in-

They do not speak of what exists, but of
Every one should be left at liberty to obtain
all the advantages of society which he can compass, by the free
exertion of his faculties, unimpeded by civil restraints.
It may
stitutions of society.

what ought

to exist.

be said that this would not remedy the evils of society which are

The

which I have referred, with
would exist in fact under the
freest and most popular form of government that man could devise.
But what is the foundation of the bold dogma so confidently
They
announced ? Females are human and rational beings.
may be found of better faculties, and better qualified to exercise
complained

of.

inequalities to

the misery resulting from them,

political privileges,

many men

;

yet

and

to attain the distinctions of society,

who complains

than

of the order of society by which

do not speak of the few who
which their Credrag them from the position which
ator has impressed upon them
they necessarily occupy for the existence of civilized society, and in
which they constitute its blessing and ornament the only position
which tliey have ever occupied in any human society to place them
in a situation in which they would be alike miserable and degraded.
they are excluded from them

would desecrate them

;

For

?

do violence

I

to the nature

;

—

Low

we descend

as

matists,

it

in

—

combating the theories of presumptuous dog-

cannot be necessary to stoop to

this.

A youth of eighteen

may have powers which cast into the shade those of any of his more
advanced cotcniporaries. He may be capable of serving or saving
his country, and if not permitted to do so now, the occasion may
have been

lost forever.

But he can exercise no

or aspire to any political distinction.
society

who

must exclude from some

civil

It is

and

political privilege,

said that, of necessity,

political privileges those

are unfitted to exercise them, by infirmity, unsuitableness of

character, or defect of discretion

some general

;

rule on the subject,

that of necessity there

must be

and that any rule which can be

devised will operate with hardship and injustice on individuals.

This

is all

that can be said,

and

all that

need be said.

ing, in other words, that the privileges in question are

It is say-

no matter
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of natural right, but to be settled by convention, as the good and
may require. If society should disfranchise in-

safety of society

dividuals convicted of infamous crimes, would this be an invasion
of natural right
their

moral

Yet

?

would not be

justified

on the score of

but that the good of society required or would

guilt,

be promoted by

this

"We admit the existence of a moral law, bindSociety must act in good

it.

ing on societies as on individuals.

No man,

faith.

or body of men, has a right to inflict pain or

privation on others, unless with a view, after full and impartial
deliberation, to prevent a greater evil.

had, and the decision
tation of moral guilt.

be

If this deliberation

made in good
Has any politician contended
faith, there

can be no imputhat the very

existence of governments in which there are orders privileged

law, constitutes a violation of morality

a crime, which

men

sideration of the

bound

are

good or

to put

evil to result

men

of

as applied

an end

to,

without any con-

from the change

?

Yet

this

of the natural equality

our institution of slavery

to

by

that their continuance is

dogma

the natural inference from the

is

;

—an

equality

not to be invaded without injustice and wrong, and requiring to

be restored

instantly,

unqualifiedly, and without

reference to

consequences.

This
to

is

sufficiently

common-place.

common-place, but we are sometimes driven
no less a false and shallow, than a pre-

It is

sumptuous philosophy, which theorizes on the affairs of men as
a problem to be solved by some unerring rule of human reason,
without reference to the designs of a superior intelligence, so far
as he has been placed to indicate them, in their creation and destiny.

Man

is

born

Not only during infancy

to subjection.

dependent, and under the control of others

;

at all ages,

it

is
is

he
the

very bias of his nature, that the strong and the wise should control the

weak and the ignorant. So it has been since the days of
The existence of some form of slavery in all ages and

Nimrod.

countries,

he

is

is

proof enough of

this.

born in sin and ignorance.

lie

is

born to subjection as

To make any considerable

pro-

gress in knowledge, the continued efforts of successive generations,

and the

and unwearied exertions of the individin moral virtue, not less
time and effort, aided by superior help, are necessary; and it is
only by the matured exercise of his knowledge and his virtue,
Of all things, the existence
that he can attain to civil freedom.
diligent training

ual, are requisite.

To make progress
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of civil liberty

is

most the

proclivity of the natural

A

The

result of artificial institution.

man

is

to

domineer or

to be subservient.

noble result, indeed, but in the attaining of which, as in the

instances of knowledge and virtue, the Creator, for his

own

pur-

beyond which we cannot go.
most advanced in knowledge, is most sensible
of his own ignorance, and how much must forever be unknown
As I have heard it expressed,
to man in his present condition.
poses, has set a limit

But he who

the further

is

you extend the

He who

of darkness.

circle of light, the

has

made

wider

is

the horizon

the greatest progi-ess in moral

most sensible of the depravity, not only of the world
around him, but of his own heart, and the imperfection of his
and this he knows that men must feel and lament
best motives
purity,

is

;

So when the greatest progress in

so long as they continue men.

has been made, the enlightened lover of liberty will

civil liberty

must remain much inequality, much injustice,
slavery^ which no human wisdom or virtue will ever be able
wholly to prevent or redress. As I have before had the honor to
say to this Society, the condition of our whole existence is but to
struggle with evils
to compare them
to choose between them,

know
much

that there

—

and, so far as
in

any

we

institution, is

And
process,

—

can, to mitigate them.

only to say that

it is

To say that there
human.

is evil

we doubt but that this long discipline and laborious
by which men are required to work out the elevation and

can

improvement of their individual nature and their social condition,
Our faculties are not
is imposed for a great and benevolent end ?
adequate to the solution of the mystery,
the truth is clear, that the world

why

it

should be so

;

but

was not intended for the seat

of universal knowledge, or goodness, or happiness, or freedom.

Man

has heen endowed hy his Creator with certain inalien-

among which are life^ liberty^ and the pur^suit of
What is meant by the inalienable right of liberty?
Has any one who has used the words ever asked himself this
question? Does it mean that a man has no right to alienate his
own liberty to sell himself and his posterity for slaves? This
able rights^

happiness.

—

would seem
right

is

to

used,

it

be the more obvious meaning.

would be violated by

its

Wiien the word
it, and

some law which sanctions
invasion.
It must refer either

has reference

to

general law of morality, or the law of the country

God

or the law of

man.

If the

—the

to the

law of

law of any country permitted

it,

—
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would of course be absurd to say that the law of that countrywas violated by such alienation. If it have any meaning in this
respect, it must mean that though the law of the country permitted it, the man would be guilty of an immoral act who should
thus alienate his liberty. A fit question for schoolmen to discuss,
and the consequences resulting from its decision as important as
it

man pressed by
would be criminal for such an
act?
Self-preservation, as is truly said, is the first law of nature.
High and peculiar characters, by elaborate cultivation, may be
taught to prefer death to slavery, but it would be folly to prescribe
this as a duty to the mass of mankind.
If any rational meaning can be attributed to the sentence I
have quoted, it is this: That the society, or the individuals who
exercise the powers of government, are guilty of a violation of
the law of God or of morality, when, by any law or public act,
they deprive men of life or liberty, or restrain them in the pursuit
of happiness.
Yet every government does, and of necessity must,
deprive men of life and liberty for offenses against society.
Eestrain them in the pursuit of happiness
Why all the laws of
society are intended for nothing else but to restrain men from the
from any of

Yet who

theirs.

will say that the

famine, and in prospect of death,

—

!

own

pursuit of happiness, according to their
or advantage

—which the phrase must mean

And by what
liberty

right does society punish

Not on account of the moral

?

ideas of happiness

means any thing.
by the loss of life or
if it

guilt of the criminal

not by impiously and arrogantly assuming the prerogative of the

Almighty,
desert.

to dispense justice

It is for its

own

or sufiering, according to moral

protection

If there existed the blackest

—

it is

the right of self-defense.

moral turpitude, which by

its

example

or consequences, could be of no evil to society, government would

have nothing

to

do with

K

that.

an action, the most harmless in

moral character, could be dangerous to the security of society,
If the possessociety would have the perfect right to punish it.

its

sion of a black skin would be otherwise dangerous to society,
Bociety has the

same right

to protect itself

by disfranchising the

possessor of civil privileges, and to continue the disability to his
posterity, if the

same danger would be incurred by

its

removal.

Society inflicts these forfeitures for the security of the lives of

members

;

it

inflicts

them

its

for the security of their property, the

great essential of civilization

;

it inflicts

them

also for the protec-

;
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tion of

political institutions, the forcible

its

attempt to overturn

which, has always been justly regarded as the greatest crime
and who has questioned its right so to inflict ? " Man can not

—

have property in man" a phrase as full of meaning as, "who
Certainly he may, if the
slays lilt oxen should himself be fat."
on
sufficient
grounds, neither
and
if
it
be
laws of society allow it,
he nur society do wrong.

And

by

is it

this

— as wo must

our higher feelings by

its

call

it,

associations

however recommended

—well-sounding,

meaning verbiage of natural equality and inalienable

to

but un-

rights, that

our lives are to be put in jeopardy, our property destroyed, and
our political institutions overturned or endangered? If a people

had on

borders a tribe of barbarians,

its

whom

no

treaties or faith

could bind, and by whose attacks they were constantly endangered,
against whom they could devise no security, but that they should

be exterminated or enslaved ; would they not have the right to
enslave them, and keep them in slavery so long as the same

danger would be incurred by their manumission ? If a civilized
man and a savage were by chance placed together on a desolate
island, and the former, by the superior power of civilization,

would reduce the

now

latter to subjection,

"Would this not be the

riffht?
CD

consider,

how

far

we can make

our enslaving of the negroes.

would he not have the same
I do not

strictest self-defense?

I

out a similar case to justify

speak to those who contend for

inalienable rights, and that the existence of slavery always, and

under

As
It is

all

1

circumstances, involves injustice and crime.

have

said,

we acknowledge

the existence of a moral law.

not necessary for us to resort to the theory which resolves all

right into force.

hearts of all

edged, the

The

human

mind

of

existence of such a law

beings.

man

But though

its

is

imprinted on the

existence be acknowl-

has hitherto been tasked in vain to

dis-

It is a common and
undoubted maxim of morality, that you shall not do evil that
good may come. You shall not do injustice or commit an in-

cover an unerring standard of morality.

vasion of the rights of others, for the sake of a greater ulterior
good. But what is injustice, and what are the rights of others?

And why
is

because

cuts

them

are
it
ofi*

we

not to

commit

the one or invade the other

i

It

inflicts pain or sufiering, present or prospective, or

from enjoyment which they might otherwise

The Creator has

attain.

sufficiently revealed to us that /iaj>piness is the
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this

we thwart

all

his benevolent purposes

or impede that happiness.

This

when we destroy
man.

the only natural right of

is

All other rights result from the conventions of society, and these,
to

be sure, we are not

greater good?

whatever good

in

no instance

madman

Is the

child,

when

appear

inflict

not to be restrained

bring destruction on himself or others

on the

may
to

to

the only

it is

?

Is pain not to

who would
be inflicted

means by which he can be

ually instructed to provide for his

own

future happiness?

effect-

Is the

surgeon guilty of wrong who amputates a limb to preserve
Is not the object of all

penal legislation, to

By what

right
;

is it

that

man

subdues them

exercises

life?

inflict suflering for

sake of greater good to be secured to society

of the field

us

pain or

enjoyment, for the sake of producing a

or disturb

suffering,

to invade,

Yet are we

likely to follow.

the

?

dominion over the beasts
them of

to painful labor, or deprives

sustenance or enjoyment ?
They are not rational
No, but they are the creatures of God, sentient beings,
capable of suffering and enjoyment, and entitled to enjoy according to the measure of their capacities. Does not the voice of
nature inform every one, that he is guilty of wrong when he
inflicts on them pain without necessity or object ?
If their existlife

for his

beings.

life, it affords the stronger argument
them the brief enjoyment of which it is capable. It
not only to man but to the
is because the greater good is effected
The care of man gives the boon of
inferior animals themselves.
existence to myriads who would never otherwise have enjoyed it,
and the enjoyment of their existence is better provided for while

ence be limited to the present
for affording

;

it lasts.

It

belongs to the being of superior faculties to judge of

the relations which shall subsist between himself and inferior

animals, and the use he shall
consider himself,
the

first

who

make

Yet he must do

instance.

of them

;

and he

may

justly

has the greater capacity of enjoyment, in

and no

this conscientiously,

doubt, moral guilt has been incurred by the infliction of pain on
these animals, with no adequate benefit to be expected.

disparagement
blest form,

to the dignity of

when

I

nature, even in

do no

hum-

say that on the very same foundation, with the

and degree, rests the right of the
and cultivated man, over the savage and ignorant. It

difference only of circumstance
civilized

human

I
its
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is

the order of nature and of God, that the being of superior fac-

and knowledge, and therefore of superior power, should
It is as much in
control and dispose of those who are inferior.

ulties

the order of nature, that

men

should enslave each other, as that

other animals should prey upon each other.
this

I

admit that he does
is most guilty if

under the highest moral responsibility, and

he wantonly

inflicts

misery or privation on beings more capable

of enjoyment or suflering than brutes, without necessity or any

view

to the greater

good which

is

we

If

to result.

society existing without government,

conceive of

and that one man by

his

superior strength, courage or w'isdom, could obtain the mastery of
his fellows, he

would have a perfect right

to

do

so.

lie would be

morally responsible for the use of his power, and guilty

if

he

promote their happiness as well as
them
his own. Moralists have denounced the injustice and cruelty which
have been practiced towards our aboriginal Indians, by which
they have been driven from their native seats and exterminated,
so as to

failed to direct

and no doubt with much justice. No doubt, much fraud and
been practiced in the circumstances and the manner

injustice has

of their removal.

no moral right

bound

Yet who has contended that

to possess

to leave this

civilized

himself of the country

wide and

fertile continent,

?

which

man had

That he was
is

capable of

sustaining uncounted myriads of a civilized race, to a few roving

and ignorant barbarians ? Yet if any thing is certain, it is cerwere no means by which he could possess the
country, without exterminating or enslaving them.
Savage and
civilized man cannot live together, and the savage can be tamed
only by being enslaved or by having slaves. By enslaving alone
could he have preserved them.* And who shall take upon himself to decide that the more benevolent course, and more pleasing
to God, was pursued towards them, or that it would not have been
better that they had been enslaved generally, as they were in particular instances ?
It is a refined philosophy, and utterly false in
its application to general nature, or the mass of human kind,
which teaches that existence is not the greatest of all boons, and
worthy of being preserved even under the most adverse circumstances. The strongest instinct of all animated beings sufficiently
proclaims this. "When the last red man shall have vanished from
tain that there

* I refer to President

Dew

on

this subject.

—
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our forests, the sole remaining traces of his blood will be found

among our

The African slave trade has

enslaved population.*

given, and will give, the boon of existence to millions and millions in our coujitry,

who would otherwise never have enjoyed

and the enjoyment of their existence
it

Or

lasts.

if,

for the rights of

is

man

we

of the air,"

refer to the

we

over inferior animals,

are referred to revelation, which pronounces

dominion over the beasts of the

it,

better provided for while

field,

— "ye

and

have

shall

over the

fowls

same, which declares not the

less

explicitly

"Both

bond-men and bond-maids which thou shalt have,
Of them shall you
shall be of the heathen that are among you.
buy bond-men and bond-maids."
"Moreover of the children of strangers that do sojourn among
you, of them shall ye buy, and of their families that are with you,
which they begot in your land, and they shall be your possession.
And ye shall take them as an inheritance for your children after
you, to inherit them by possession. They shall be your bond-men
the

forever."

In moral investigations, ambiguity is often occasioned by confounding the intrinsic nature of an action, as determined by its
consequence, with the motives of the actor, involving moral guilt

K poison be given

or innocence.

and

it

cures

him

beneficent in
heal,

and

it

but the act

its

of disease, the poisoner
results.

happens

is

with a view to destroy another,
is guilty,

but the act

is

view

to

If medicine be given with a

to kill,

a noxious one.

he who administered

it

is

innocent,

who begun and prosecuted
much
though these have been much

If they

the slave trade, practiced horrible cruelties and inflicted

—as no
exaggerated —

sufiering

for

doubt they did,

merely

selfish

purposes, and with no view to

future good, they were morally most guilty.

So

far as unneces-

sary cruelty was practiced, the motive and the act were alike
But if we could be sure that the entire effect of the

bad.

trade has been

to

wise have existed,

happened
*

produce more happiness than would otherit good, and that it has

we must pronounce

in the ordering of God's

It is not

uncommon,

providence,

to

whom

especially in Charleston, to see slaves, after

evil

many

descents and having mingled their blood with the Africans, possessing Indian
hair

and

features.

36
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cannot be imputed. Moral guilt has not been imputed to Las
Casas, and if the importation of African slaves into America,
effect of preventing more suffering than
was good, both in the motive and the result.

had the
that,

it

it

hardly possible to justify morally, those

is

and carried on the slave

trade.

No

inflicted, it

I freely

admit

who begun

speculation of future good to

be brought about, could compensate the enormous amount of evil
it

occasioned.

we should

If

refer to the

common moral

determined by their conduct in

all

sense of mankind, as

ages and countries, for a stand-

The
it would seem to be in favor of slavery.
God, as determined by utility, would be an infallible
standard, if we had an unerring measure of utility.
The utilitaard of morality,

will of

rian philosophy, as

it is

commonly understood,

referring only to

the animal wants and employments, and physical condition of

man,

is

utterly false

and degrading.

If a sufficiently

extended

definition be given to utility, so as to include every thing that

may

be a source of enjoyment or suffering,

useless.

How

for the

it is

most part

can you compare the pleasures resulting from the

exercise of the understanding, the taste and the imagination, with

the animal enjoyments of the senses

from a

poem with

fine

—the

gratification derived

that from a rich banquet

?

How

are

we

to

man highly cultivated and
of many men of blunter capaAnd if we could determine

weigh the pains and enjoyments of one
of great sensibility, against those
city for

enjoyment or suffering?

with certainty in what
with respect

utility consists,

consequences

to

we

—the remote

are so short-sighted

results of our best con-

sidered actions are so often wide of our anticipations, or contrary
to

them, that

we should

though we cannot arrive
utility of actions, it is

still

be very

much

in the dark.

But

at absolute certainty with respect to the

always fairly matter of argument.

Though

the best we have, and perhaps the
we should arrive at perfect certainty
with regard to the morality of many actions. If, after the most
careful examination of consequences that we are able to make,
with due distrust of ourselves, we impartially, and in good faith,

an imperfect standard,

it

is

Creator did not intend that

decide for that which appears likely to produce the greatest good,

we

estly,

And

would impress most earnthat with our imperfect and limited faculties, and short-

are free from moral guilt.

sighted as

we

are to the future,

I

we can

rarely, very rarely indeed,
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be justified in producing considerable present evil or suffering, in
if indeed this can ever be

the expectation of remote future good

—

justified.

In considering this subject,

not regard

I shall

it

in the first

instance in reference to the present position of the slaveholding
States, or the diflSculties

which

lie

in the

way

of their emancipat-

ing their slaves, but as a naked, abstract question

—whether

it is

and domestic slavery should,
And though some of
society.

better that the institution of praedial

or should not, exist in civilized

my

remarks

may seem

to

have such a tendency,

that

it

should

God

exist.

me

let

understood as taking upon myself to determine that

it

not be
better

is

forbid that the responsibility of de-

me

ciding such a question should ever be thrown on

my

or

But this I will say, and not without confidence,
in the power of no human intellect to establish the

countrymen.
that

it

is

contrary proposition
is

probably

—that

known but

to

is

it

better

it

should not

This

exist.

human

one being, and concealed from

sagacity.

There have existed in various ages, and we now see existing in
the world, people in every stage of civilization, from the most

Man,

barbarous to the most refined.
to civilization.

He

is

as I

have

born rude and ignorant.

suppose, admitted that

it

:

But

it

born

will be, I

the design of his Creator that he

is

should attain to civilization

said, is not

that religion should be

known, that

should be enjoyed, that letters

the comforts and elegancies of

life

and

in short, that there should be the

arts

should be cultivated

greatest possible
It

;

development of moral and

intellectual excellence.

can hardly be necessary to say any thing of those

extolled the superior virtues

and enjoyments of savage

who have
life

—a

life

of physical wants and sufferings, of continual insecurity, of furl

who have praised savage
who have known nothing of it, or who have become

ous passions and depraved vices. Those
life,

are those

savages themselves.

But

as I

have

said, so far as reason or uni-

is an
emerging from savage life. It must then
produce good, and promote the designs of the Creator.
I add further, that slavery anticipates the henefits of civiliza-

versal

experience instruct us, the institution of slavery

essential process in

The former part of
retards the evils of civilization.
a writer of great
by
this proposition has been so fully established
tion^

and

power of thought

—though

I fear his practical conclusions will

be

—
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found of
Property
is

the

little

value

—that

first

capital to

hardly necessary to urge

is

it

—the accumulation of

capital, as

But

element of civilization.

it is

commonly

it.*

called

to accumulate, or to

use

any considerable extent, the combination of labor

necessary.

when people

In early stages of society,

is

are thinly

scattered over an extensive territory, the labor necessary to exten-

commanded. Men are independent of each
Having the command of abundance of land, no one will
submit to be employed in the service of his neighbor. No one,
therefore, can employ more capital than he can use with his own
sive works cannot be
other.

hands, or those of his family, nor have an income
the necessaries of
intellectual

pursuits,

elegancies of
if

a

man

much beyond

little

leisure for

or

means

is

hardly necessary to say, however, that

It

life.

has the

There can, therefore, be

life.

command

of

acquiring the comforts or

may combine

of slaves, he

labor,

and

use capital to any required extent, and therefore accumulate
wealth.

He shows that

without some

no colonies have been successfully planted

So we

sort of slavery.

find the fact to be.

It is

only in the slaveholding States of our Confederacy, that wealth

can be acquired by agriculture
of our whole country.

—which

Among

us,

is

the general

we know

employment
is no one,

that there

however humble his beginning, who, with persevering industry,
and orderly and virtuous habits, may not attain to

intelligence,

considerable opulence.

So

far as

wealth has been accumulated

in the States which do not possess slaves,

has been in

it

the pursuits of commerce, or lately, by manufactures.

by
B«t the

cities

products of slave labor ftirnish more than two-thirds of the mate-

our foreign commerce, which the industry of those States
employed in transporting and exchanging
and among the

rials of
is

;

slaveholding States

is to

be found the great market for

all

the pro-

The prosperity of

ductions of their industry, of whatever kind.

those States, therefore, and the civilization of their

cities, have
most part created by the existence of slavery. Even
in the cities, but for a class of population, which our institutions
have marked as servile, it would be scarcely possible to preserve

been

for the

* The author of " England and America."
nantly repudiate his conclusion, that
tection, as

we

are

Wo

bound

do,
to

however, most indig-

submit

to atarili of pro-

an expedient for retaining our slaves, " the force of the whole Uiiion

being required to preserve slavery, to keep

down

the slaves."
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by commanding the

life,

necessary menial and domestic service.

Every stage of human society, from the most barbarous to the
most refined, has its own peculiar evils to mark it as the condition of mortality
and perhaps there is none but omnipotence
who can say in which the scale of good or evil most preponder;

"We need say nothing of the

ates.

evils of

savage

somewhat above

There

life.

which

a
found in some of the more thinly peopled portions of our
state of society elevated

—

it,

is

to

is

be

own

—

country the rudest agricultural state which is thus characterized
" The American of the
by the author to whom I have referred
back woods has often been described to the English as grossly
:

ignorant, dirty, unsocial, delighting in

nothing but his

to

rum and

tobacco, attached

adventurous, restless, more than half

rifle,

Deprived of social enjoyments or excitements, he has
recourse to those of savage life, and becomes (for in this respect
savage.

the

Americans degenerate)

The

without likeness.

This

unfit for society."

inviting picture, which, though exaggerated,
evils of

such a

state,

I

no very

is

we know

not to be

suppose, will

hardly be thought compensated by unbounded freedom, perfect
equality,

But
will

and ample means of subsistence.
us take another stage in the progress

let

appear

— which

to ofier all that is desirable in existence,

to

many

and realize
in which all

Let us suppose a state of society
have property, and there shall be no great inequality of
property in which society shall be so much condensed as to
another Utopia.
shall

—

means of

afibrd the

social intercourse, without being

as to create difficulty in obtaining the

crowded, so

means of subsistence

—in

which every family that chooses may have as much land as will
employ its own hands, while others may employ their industry in
forming such products as it may be desirable to exchange with
them.

Schools are generally established, and the rudiments of

education universally diffused.
village has

heaven.

Here

happiness.

misery

is

its

I

Keligion

is

is

spire to

its

a situation apparently the most favorable to

human
men themselves

say apparently, for the greatest source of

not in external circumstances, but in

in their depraved inclinations, their

Here is room for all
hatred, malice and dissimulation
verse wills.

taught, and every

church, neat, though humble, lifting

wayward

i)assions

and per-

the petty competition, the envy,
that torture the heart in

what

;
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may

be supposed the most sophisticated states of society; and

though

marked and

less

may

oflensive, there

be

much

of the

licentiousness.

But apart from
little suflering,
life

such a condition of society,

this, in

there

is

forbids the high excitement which is necessary for

is little vice,

there

employ themselves

in controlling the disorders

war and

the evils of society, which, like

and remedying

revolution, call forth the

highest powers of man, whether for good or for evil.
little

misery, there

institutions

is

room

little

we may suppose

merely ornamental.
there are no

means

to

If there is

Useful public

for benevolence.

be created, but not such as are

Elegant arts can be
to

If there

it.

place for the eminent virtues, which

little

is

there is

if

The even flow of

high enjoyment.

little

reward the

artists

;

little

cultivated, for

nor the higher

litera-

no one will have leisure or means to cultivate it for its
Those who acquire what may be called liberal
education, will do so in order to employ it as the means of their
own subsistence or advancement in a profession, and literature

ture, for

own

sake.

itself will

partake of the sordidness of trade.

that in such a state of society, the moral

In short,

and

it is

plain

intellectual faculties

cannot be cultivated to their highest perfection.

But whether

that

state of society

which

or no,

Mutation and progress

I

it

is

have described be the most desirable
certain that

is

the condition of

it

can not continue.

human

Though

affairs.

retarded for a time by extraneous or accidental circumstances, the

wheel must

roll on.

The tendency of population

crowded, increasing the

difficulty of

is

become

to

obtaining subsistence.

There

some without any property except the capacity for labor.
This they must sell to those who have the means of employing
them, thereby swelling the amount of their capital, and increasing
inequality. The process still goes on. The number of laborers increases until there is a difficulty in obtaining employment. Then
competition is established. The remuneration of the laborer becomes gradually less and less a larger and larger proportion of the

will be

;

product of his labor goes to swell the fortune of the capitalist
inequality becomes

still

greater and

more invidious,

until the

process ends in the establishment of just such a state of things,
as the

same author

describes as

now

existing in England.

a most imposing picture of her greatness and resources

superabounding

capital,

and

all

After
;

of her

pervading industry and enter

:;
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of her public institutions for purposes of art, learning

benevolence

and

her public improvements, by which intercourse

;

is

and the convenience of man subserved the convenand luxuries of life enjoyed by those who are in possession
of fortune, or have profitable employments of all, in short, that
places her at the head of modern civilization, he proceeds to give
And here I shall use his own words
the reverse of the picture.

facilitated,

;

iences

;

"The laboring class compose the bulk of the people; the great
body of the people the vast majority of the people these are
the terms by which English writers and speakers usually describe
those whose only property is their labor."
"Of comprehensive words, the two most frequently used in
English politics, are distress and pauperism. After these, of ex
pressions applied to the state of the poor, the most common are

—

;

and misery, wretchedness,

vice

sufferings, ignorance, degradation,

discontent, depravity, drunkenness, and the increase of crime

with

many more

of the like nature."

lie goes on to give the details of this inequality

picture

is

but there

new.
is

That he has painted strongly we

ample corroborating testimony,

that the representation is

misery exista, there

if

whom

the

may suppose

;

such were needed,

substantially just.

Where

so

much

must of course be much discontent, and many

have been disposed

to trace the sources of the

legislation, or the structure of

the various

and wretched-

sicken and appal one to

ness, in terms calculated to

government

;

former in vicious

and the author gives

schemes, sometimes contradictory, sometimes ludi-

which projectors have devised as a remedy for all this evil
That ill-judged legislation may have
which flesh is heir.

crous,
to

sometimes aggravated the general suffering, or that its extremity
may be mitigated by the well-directed efforts of the wise and
One purpose for which it has
virtuous, there can be no doubt.
been permitted to exist is, that it may call forth such efforts, and

awaken powers and virtues which would otherwise have slumbered for want of object. But remedy there is none, unless it be
This inequality, this vice, this
to abandon their civilization.
They
this
misery,
slavery^ is the price of England's civilization.
suffer the lot of

humbly

to

humanity.

hope, that great,

misery undoubtedly
appearance.

is

But perhaps we may be permitted
intense and widely spread as this

in reality,

it

may

yet be less so than in

"We can estimate but very, very imperfectly the
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good and
society.

condition, as of different states of

evil of individual

Some unexpected

solace arises to alleviate the severest

power of custom, in making the
most generally wretched life has
hardest condition tolerable
circumstances of mitigation, and moments of vivid enjoyment, of
which the more seemingly happy can scarcely conceive though
calamity.

Wonderful

is

the

the

;

;

the lives of individuals be shortened, the aggregate of existence
is

increased

;

even the various forms of death accelerated by

want, familiarized to the contemplation, like death

on the

may become

field of battle,

what we are accustomed
existence.

If

we

sufierings of the

to

scarcely

to the soldier

more formidable than

regard as nature's ordinary outlets of

could perfectly analyze the enjoyments and

most happy, and the most miserable man, we

should perliaps be startled to find the difference so

much

less

than

But it is not
for us to assume the province of omniscience.
The particular
theory of the author quoted, seems to be founded on an assumpour previous impressions had led us to conceive.

tion of this sort

when

—that

and the supply of

when

there

a certain stage in the progress,

is

demand

there is a certain balance between the

the territory

it,

which

is

land and cultivate the

compelled

more

is

so thickly peopled that
soil for

for labor,

desirable than any other
all

can not

own

themselves, but a portion will be

to sell their labor to others

;

still

leaving, however, the

wages of labor high, and the laborer independent. It is plain,
however, that this would in like manner partake of the good and
the evil of other states of society.
There would be less of equality and less rudeness, than in the early stages
less civilization,
and less suffering, than in the latter.
It is the competition for employment, which is the source of
this misery of society, that gives rise to all excellence in art and
knowledge. "When the demand for labor exceeds the supply, the
services of the most ordinarily qualified laborer will be eagerly
;

retained.

When

the supply begins to exceed, and competition is

established, higher

and higher

until at length

when

consummately

skillful

necessity can drive

it

will be required,

becomes very intense, none but the most
Nothing but
to be employed.

can be sure

men

to qualify themselves.

qualifications

to the exertions

But

it is

which are necessary so

not in arts, merely meclianical

alone, that this superior excellence will be required.

It will

extended to every intellectual employment; and though

this

be

may
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not be the effect in the instance of every individual, yet
fix the habits

and character of the

society,

it

will

and prescribe every-

where, and in every department, the highest possible standard of
attainment.

But how

is

it

existence of slavery, as with us, will

that the

retard the evils of civilization

competition of civilized

Very

?

life,

obviously.

that gives rise

It is the

to

the

intense

excessive

cheapness of labor, and the excessive cheapness of labor
cause of the evils in question.
as

what

is

Political economists

called free labor.

as the natural standard of

wages

value of the laborer's existence.

Where competition

have established

in a fully peopled country, the
I shall

the precise truth of this proposition.

the truth.

the

is

Slave labor can never be so cheap

is

It

not stop to inquire into
certainly approximates

intense,

men

will labor for a

bare subsistence, and less than a competent subsistence.

The em-

ployer of free laborers obtains their services during the time of

and vigor, without the charge of rearing them from
them in sickness or old age. This charge
is imposed on the employer of slave labor, who, therefore, pays
higher wages, and cuts off the principal source of misery the
wants and sufferings of infancy, sickness, and old age. Laborers
enhancing the
too will be less skillful, and perform less work
The poor laws of England are an
price of that sort of labor.
attempt but an awkward and empirical attempt to supply the
their health

infancy, or supporting

—

—
—

—

we should suppose the feelings of every
human heart would declare to be a natural obligation that he
who has received the benefit of the laborer's services during his
health and vigor, should maintain him when he becomes unable
to provide for his own support. They answer their purpose, howplace of that which

—

ever, very imperfectly,

There

is

no attempt

benefit received

— and

and are unjustly and unequally imposed.
the burden according to the

to apportion

perhaps there could be none.

is

one

like

the

This

of the evils of their condition.

In

periods

of

commercial revulsion and

distress,

present, the distress, in countries of free labor, falls principally

on the laborers. In those of slave labor,

on the employer.

it falls

almost exclusively

In the former, when a business becomes un-

employer dismisses his laborers or lowers their
But
with
wages.
us, it is the very period at which we are least
able to dismiss our laborers and if we would not suffer a further
profitable, the

:
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we cau

loss,

not reduce their wages.

To receive the benefit of
we must provide for mainpoint of fact, we know that

the services of which they are capable,

taining their health and vigor.
this is

among

accounted

In

the necessary expenses of

management.

If the income of every planter of the Southern States were permanently reduced one-half, or even much more than that, it would
not take one jot from the support and comforts of the slaves.

And

this

cau never be materially altered, until they shall become

so unprofitable that slavery
is

must be of necessity abandoned.

It

probable that the accumulation of individual wealth will never

be carried

to quite so great

as in one of free labor
less inequality

be

and

an extent in a slaveholding country,

but a consequence will be, that there will

;

less sufiering.

It was decreed, when
"be fruitful, and multiply and replenish
the earth, and subdue it," and when it was added, "in the sweat
And what human being shall
of thy face shalt thou eat bread."

Servitude

the

the condition of civilization.

is

command was

given,

arrogate to himself the authority to pronounce that our form of
is

worse in

ists

tries

or

itself,

elsewhere?

more displeasing

Shall

it

is

not responsible for

progress of things

dom and

it is

foresight, to

to

God, than that which ex-

be said that the servitude of other coun-

grows out of the exigency of

fore society

to

it

their circumstances,
it?

come, would

make

But
it

if

we know

and

there-

that in the

not seem the part of wis-

provision for

it,

and thereby,

if

we

But the fact is not so.
Let any one who doubts, read the book to which I have several
times referred, and he may be satisfied that it was forced upon us
can, mitigate the severity of

evils?

its

by the extremest exigency of circumstances, in a struggle for very
Without it, it is doubtful whether a white man would
existence.
be now existing on this continent certain, that if there were, they
would be in a state of the utmost destitution, weakness, and misIt was forced on us by necessity, and further fastened upon
ery.

—

us by the superior authority of the mother country.
neither deprecate nor resent the

gift.

Nor

did

we

I,

for one,

institute sl?v-

had been, speaking in the general, slaves in their own country, and only underwent a change of
masters.
In the countries of Europe, and the States of our Confederacy, in which slavery has ceased to exist, it was abolished
by positive legislation. If the order of nature has been departed
ery.

The Africans brought

to us

from, and a forced and artificial state of things introduced,

it

has
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them and not

been, as the experience of all the world declares, by

by

us.

where slavery exists, and
have already said.
To say otherwise, would be to say that they were not human.
But the whole of human life is a system of evils and compensations.
We have no reason to believe that the compensations with us are
That there are great

evils in a society

that the institution is liable to great abuse, I

fewer, or smaller in proportion to the evils, than those of any
other condition of society.

Tell

me

of an evil or abuse

of an in-

;

stance of cruelty, oppression, licentiousness, crime or suffering,

and

I will point out,

evil or

and

an equivalent

often in five fold degree,

abuse in countries where slavery does not

exist.

Let us examine without blenching, the actual and alleged evils

many suppose

of slavery, and the array of horrors which

universal concomitants.

law

tection of the

and limb,

it is

;

It is said that

that if the

the slave

law purports

but imperfectly executed

is

to protect

that he is

;

be

to

its

out of the pro-

him

still

in life

subject to

excessive labor, degrading blows, or any other sort of torture,

which a master pampered and brutalized by the exercise of arbipower, may think proper to inflict he is cut off from the op-

ti-ary

;

portunity of intellectual, moral, or religious improvement, and

even positive enactments are directed against his acquiring the

rudiments of knowledge

;

he

is

cut off forever from the hope of

raising his condition in society, whatever
ents, or virtues,

to useful

may

and praiseworthy exertion

and addicted

principle,

falsehood

;

if

;

his physical degradation beis

without moral

to the lowest vices, particularly theft

marriage be not disallowed,

it

is little

—

and the want of chastity among females this indeed
tected by law, but is subject to the outrages of brutal
sexes are liable to have their dearest affections violated
ents

;

—

;

and

better than a

from which results general licentiousness,

state of concubinage,

like brutes

tal-

and therefore deprived of the strongest incentive

a corresponding moral degradation: he

gets

be his merit,

husbands

to be torn

this is the picture

is

not pro-

lust
;

to

;

both

be sold

from wives, children from par^
the denouncers

commonly presented by

of slavery.
It is

a

somewhat singular

fact that

State no law for punishing the

when

murder of a

there existed in our
slave, other than a

pecuniar}^ fine, there were, I will venture to say, at least ten

murders of freemen,

for

one murder of a slave.

Yet

it

is

sup-
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posed they are

all less

protected, or less secure than their masters.

Why they are protected

by their very situation in society, and there"With any other person than

fore less need the protection of law.
their master,

hardly possible for them to come into such sort

it is

of collision as usually gives rise to furious and revengeful passions

;

they offer no temptation to the murderer for gain

and by

his superintendence

against

;

own

the master himself, they have the security of his

interest,

and authority, they are protected from
I am by no means sure

the revengeful passions of each other.
that the cause of

humanity has been served by the change

in

jurisprudence, which has placed their murder on the same foot-

ing with that of a freeman.

The change was made

who were

viency to the opinions and clamor of others

incompetent

to

form an opinion on the subject

seldom the result of legislation in

which

have

I

stated,

it

is

this

utterly

and a wise

;

From

spirit.

act is

the fact

plain that they less need protection.

Juries are, therefore, less willing to convict, and

times happen that the guilty will escape
is

in subser

all

it

may some-

punishment.

Security

We

one of the compensations of their humble position.

chal-

lenge the comparison, that with us there have been fewer murders
of slaves, than of parents, children, apprentices, and other mur-

and unnatural, in society where slavery does not exist.
But short of life or limb, various cruelties may be practiced as
To this the same reply
the passions of the master may dictate.

ders, cruel

has been often given

them

for their

tented,

they are secured by the master's in-

If the state of slavey is to exist at all, the

terest.

have, and ought
pel

—that

to

to

And

perform the duties of their station.

advantage as well as his

who does

master must

have, such power of punishment as will com-

No human

?

is

not perform the duties of his station.

master any temptation

to

go beyond

this

?

not this

being can be con-

If he inflicts

Has

the

on him

such punishment as will permanently impair his strength, he
inflicts

labor.

a loss on himself, and so

Compare

if

he requires of him excessive

the labor required of the slave, with those of

the free agricultural or manufacturing laborer in Europe, or even
in

the

more thickly peopled portions of

—though these
—they enjoying, as have

States of our Confederacy

of comparison

I

the non-slaveholding

last are

no

fair subjects

said, in a great degree,

the advantages of slavery along with those of an early and simple
state of society.

Read

the English Parliamentary reports, on the

—
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manufacturing operatives, and

the

the

children

employed in factories. And such is the impotence of man to
remedy the evils which the condition of his existence has imposed
on him, that it is much to be doubted whether the attempts by
legislation to improve their situation, will not aggravate its evils.
They resort to this excessive labor as a choice of evils. If so, the

amount

of their

diminished labor;

compensation will be lessened also with the
for this is a matter which legislation can not
to cut them off even
Yet would these evils
the laborers were the property of the

benevolence then

regulate.

Is it the part of

from

miserable liberty of choice

this

exist in the

master

same degree,

— having a

if

?

direct interest in preserving their lives, their

health and strength

?

Who

but a driveling fanatic has thought

of the necessity of protecting domestic animals from the cruelty

of their owners

And

?

yet are not great and wanton cruelties

Compare

practiced on these animals?

the whole of the cruelties

on slaves throughout our Southern country, with those

inflicted

elsewhere, inflicted by ignorant and depraved portions of the

community, on those

whom

the relations of society put into their

—

power of brutal husbands on their wives of brutal parents
subdued against the strongest instincts of nature to that brutality
by the extremity of their misery on their children of brutal
;

—

masters on apprentices.

And

if

it

;

should

be asked, are not

similar cruelties inflicted, and miseries endured, in your society?
I answer, in

no comparable degree.

placed under the control of others,
their excesses of cruelty or rage.

The

who

class in

question are

are interested to restrain

Wives are protected from

And

husbands, and children from their parents.

this is

their

no

in-

considerable compensation of the evils of our system; and would
so appear, if

amount

we

could form

of misery which

class of society,

is

any conception of the immense
The other

elsewhere thus inflicted.

more elevated

in their position, are also (speak-

ing of course in the general) more elevated in character, and more
responsible to public opinion.

But besides the
against cruelty.

interest of their master, there is another security

The

relation of master

and

slave,

when

there

is

no mischievous interference between them, is, as the experience
As to the
of all the world declares, naturally one of kindness.
fact,

we should be

universal nature.

held interested witnesses, but
Is it not natural that a

man

we

appeal to

should be attached

—
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to that

which

is

his own^

and which has contributed

venience, his enjoyment, or his vanity

This

?

How much

animals and inanimate objects.

of superior intelligence and usefulness,

is

felt

to his con-

even toward

more toward a being

who can

appreciate our

and return them? Is it not natural that we
should be interested in that which is dependent on us for protecDo not men everywhere contract kind feelings
tion and support?
feelings towards him,

toward

their

dependents

more attached

to

Is it

?

whom

those

men

not natural that

should be

they have long known,

—whom,

perhaps, they have reared or been associated with from infancy

whom their
What is .there in

than to one with

connection has been casual and

temporary

our atmosphere or institutions, to

?

produce a perversion of the general feelings of nature

?

To be

sure, in this as in all other relations, there is frequent cause of

—on one

some omission of duty, on
But
this is common to the relation of parent and child
and I will
venture to say, that if punishment be justly inflicted and there
offense or excitement

side, for

the other, on account of reproof or punishment inflicted.
;

is

no temptation

to inflict

it

unjustly

—

—

it

is

as

little

likely to

occasion permanent estrangement or resentment as in that case.

Slaves are perpetual children.

man, unless

it

nessing pain.
ful beings,

It is

be depraved by his
It is

more

not the

own

common

grateful to behold contented

than sullen and wretched ones.

times wayward, depraved and brutal,

nature of

misery, to delight in wit-

and cheer-

That men are some-

we know.

That atrocious

and brutal cruelties have been perpetrated on slaves, and on those
who were not slaves, by such wretches, we also know. But that
the institution of slavery has a natural tendency to form such a
character, that such crimes are

more common,

than in other states of society, or produce

or

more aggravated

among

us less surprise

Inand horror, we
could
evidence
deed, 1 have little hesitation in saying, that if full
be obtained, the comparison would result in our favor, and that
utterly deny,

the tendency of slavery

The accounts

is

and challenge the comparison.

rather to

humanize than

to brutalize.

of travelers in oriental countries, give a very fav-

orable representation of the kindly relations which exist between
the master and slave

;

the latter being often the friend, and some-

times the heir of the former.
they be English travelers
to give

—

if

Generally, however, especially

they say any thing which

a favorable complexion to slavery, they think

it

if

may seem
necessary
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to enter their protest, that they shall not be taken to give

tion to slavery as

same

America.

exists in

it

any sancYet human nature is the

There are very obvious reasons

in all countries.

why

in

those countries there should be a nearer approach to equality in

The master and slave are often of cognate races,
and therefore tend more to assimilate. There is, in fact, less inequality in mind and character, where the master is but imperfectly
manners.

their

civilized.

Less labor

motives

accumulate.

to

exacted, because the master has fewer

is

But

is

it

an injury

to a

human

being,

that regular, if not excessive labor, should be required of

The primeval

him

?

curse, with the usual benignity of providential con-

trivance, has

been turned into the solace of an existence that
would be much more intolerable without it. If they labor less,
they are
If

it

much more

were put

to the

subject to the outrages of capricious passions.

barian?

But

countries

is to

man,

guinity,

And

it

it

being, would he prefer

or of a barbarian or semi-bar-

the general tendency of the institution in those

if

create kindly relations, can

should operate differently in this

President

human

choice of any

to be the slave of a civilized

Dew— with

?

it

be imagined

It is true,

why

as suggested

it

by

the exception of the ties of close consan-

forms one of the most intimate relations of society.

more and more

will be

The harshest

so, the

longer

it

continues to exist.

features of slavery were created by those

strangers to slavery

—who

supposed that

it

who were

consisted in keeping

savages in subjection by violence and terror.

The

severest laws

to be found on our statute book, were enacted by such, and such
are still found to be the severest masters.
As society becomes
settled,

and the wandering habits of our countrymen altered, there
and larger proportion of those who were reared

will be a larger

by the owner, or derived to him from his ancestors, and who therefore will be more and more intimately regarded, as forming a
portion of his family.
It is true that

the slave

is

driven to labor by stripes

;

and

if

the object of punishment be to produce obedience or reformation,

with the least permanent injury,

ment.
of his

it is the best method of punishBut is it not intolerable, that a being formed in the image
Maker, should be degraded by hlows ? This is one of the

perversions of

again to

mind and

refer.

man, who had

feeling, to which 1 shall have occasion
Such punishment would be degrading to a free-

the thoughts

and aspirations of a freeman.

In
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general,

it is

not degrading to a slave, nor

degrading

is it felt to

be

so.

Or

if

The

any
would be so felt, it is sure not to be inflicted
unless in those rare cases which constitute the startling and eccentric evils, from which no society is exempt, and against which
evil is the bodily pain.

particular instance

Is

it

to a child

?

in

it

—

no

institution of society can provide.

The slave

is cut off from the

and

religious improvement^

hccomes depraved^

and

means of intellectual^ morale and

in consequence

he addicted

to

receives such instruction as qualifies
of his particular station.

Ms moral

degrading

him

character

The

vices.

slave

to discharge the duties

The Creator did not intend

that every

human being should be highly cultivated, morally and
intellectually, for, as we have seen, he has imposed conditions on
individual

which would render

society

this impossible.

eral mediocrity, or the highest cultivation

ignorance, vice, and degradation.

But

is

There must be gen-

must

exist along

with

there in the aggregate

of society, less opportunity for intellectual and moral cultivation,

on account of the existence of slavery ?
tutions from their aggregate of good or

"We must estimate

insti-

I refer to the

views

evil.

have before expressed to this society. It is by the existence of slavery, exempting so large a portion of our citizens from
the necessity of bodily labor, that we have a greater proportion

which

I

who have

than any other people,

and the means of attaining a

we

this opportunity,

But

If

we throw away

shall be morally responsible for the neglect

or abuse of our advantages,
the penalty.

leisure for intellectual pursuits,

liberal education.

the

blame

and

shall

most unquestionably pay
and not on the

will rest on ourselves,

character of our institutions.
I

add

further, notwithstanding that equality

passion of the day,

if,

as

seems

to

be the

Providence has evidently decreed, there

can be but a certain portion of intellectual excellence in any
munity,

it is

better that

ter that a part

it

should be unequally divided.

com

It is bet-

should be fully and highly cultivated, and the rest

utterly ignorant.

To

constitute a society, a variety of ofiices

must

be discharged, from those requiring but the lowest degree of intellectual

power,

to those requiring the

seem that the endowments ought
the exigencies of the situation.

to

very highest, and

it

should

be apportioned according

In the course of

human

to

afiairs,

there arise difficulties which can only be comprehended or sur-

mounted by the strongest native power of

intellect,

strengthened
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by the most assiduous exercise, and enriched with the most extended knowledge and even these are sometimes found inadequate to the exigency. The first want of society is leaders. Who

—

—

shall estimate the value to
tocles,

Cymon,

or Pericles

?

Athens, of Solon, Aristidcs, ThemisIf society

their loss

Men

and ruin.

have not leaders qualified,

who

them blindly to
power of intellect,
knowledge, are the most mis-

as I have said, they will have those

will lead

of no great native

and of imperfect and superficial
chievous of all none are so busy, meddling, confident, presumpThe whole of society receives the benefit
tuous, and intolerant.
Of all
of the exertions of a mind of extraordinary endowments.
communities, one of the least desirable, would be that in which

—

imperfect, superficial, half-education should be universal.

care of a State which regards

first

honor, should be, that
to

when minds

its

own

of extraordinary

whatever department of knowledge,

tions

may be

directed, the

consummate

cultivation.

safety, prosperity,

The
and

power appear,

art or science, their exer-

means should be provided for their most
Next to this, that education should be

as widely extended as possible.

Odium

has been cast upon our legislation, on account of

forbidding the elements of education to be communicated
slaves.

But, in truth, what injury

who works during

is

done

to

them by

vals of leisure for his

amusement, or the improvement of

— or the exceptions are so very rare, as scarcely
for.

of reading, I

to

his

the

mind

need the being

many slaves whom I have known
have never known one to read any thing
Of

to

He

the day with his hands, does not read in inter-

•

provided

this?

its

capable
but the

and this task they impose on themselves as matter of duty.
methods of religious instruction, however, this, of reading
Of
their comprehension
for themselves, would be the most inefficient
is defective, and the employment is to them an unusual and laboThere are but very few who do not enjoy other means
rious one.
more effectual for religious instruction. There is no place of
Bible,

all

—

worship opened
cluded.

for the

1 believe it

white population, from which they are ex-

a mistake, to say that the instructions there

given are not adapted

to their

comprehension, or calculated to

—

improve them. If they are given as they ought to be practically, and without pretension, and are such as are generally intelligible to the free part of the audience, comprehending all grades
of intellectual capacity,

37

—they

will not be unintelligible to slaves.
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I

doubt whether

be not better than instruction, addressed

this

specially to themselves

of the master's, to
himself.

Tiieir

—which they might look upon as

make them more

a devise

obedient and profitable to

minds, generally, show a strong religious tend-

ency, and they are fond of assuming the ofBce of religious instructors to each other;

not

and perhaps

much more extravagant than

free population of our country.

their religious notions are

those of a large portion of the
I

am

not sure that there

is

a

much smaller proportion of them, than of the free population,
who make some sort of religious profession. It is certainly the
master's interest that they should have proper religious senti-

ments, and

if

he

fails in his

duty toward them,

that the consequences will be visited not

we may be

sure

upon them, but upon

him.
If there

were any chance of their elevating their rank and con
it might be matter of hardship, that they should

dition in society,

be debarred those rudiments of knowledge which open the way
But this they know can not be, and that
to further attainments.
fiirther

Of

attainments would be useless to them.

the evil of

A

knowledge of reading, writing,
and the elements of arithmetic, is convenient and important to
the free laborer, who is the transactor of his own affairs, and the
guardian of his own interests but of what use would they be to
the slave ?
These alone do not elevate the mind or character, if
this, I shall

speak hereafter.

—

such elevation were desirable.
If

we

estimate their morals according to that which should be

the standard of a free man's morality, then I grant they are de-

graded in morals

who

—though by no means to the extent wdiich those

arc unacquainted with the institution

seem

justly su}>})oso, that the Creator will require of

to

suppose.

man

"We

the perform-

ance of the duties of the station in which his providence has
placed him, and the cultivation of the virtues which are adapted

make allowance

to their

performance; that he will

fection

of knowledge, and the absence of the usual helps and

motives which lead

to self-correction

for all

and improvement.

imper-

The

degradation of morals relate principally to loose notions of hon
to falsehood and to licentious interThough with respect even to these, I
opinion which seems to be elsewhere enter-

esty, leading to petty thefts

;

course between the sexes.
protest against the

tained, that they are universal, or that slaves, in respect to them,
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might not well bear a compaiison with the lowest laborious
But certainly there is much dishonesty
of other countries.
ing to petty

leads,

It

thefts.

however,

nothing

to

class

lead-

They

else.

have no contracts or dealings which might be a temptation to
fraud, nor do I know that their characters have any tendency that
wav. They are restrained by the constant, vigilant, and interested superintendence which is exercised over them, from the commission of offenses of greater magnitude even if they were disposed

to

them

—which

—

I

am

Nothing

satisfied they are not.

is

so

an atrocious crime committed by a slave;
especially since they have worn off the savage character which
Their offenses
their progenitors brought with them from Africa.
rarely heard

of,

as

are confined to petty depredations, principally for the gratification

of their appetites, and these for reasons already given, are chiefly

confined to the property of their owner, which

They could make no use

them.

should obtain
its

It is

it.

plain that this

consequences and example, than

who

is

master of his

own time and

is

if

it is

less in the sight of

to

actions.

A

God ?

a less evil to society in

committed by a freeman,

With

reference to

—

and may we not hope
slave has no hope that by

society then, the offense is less in itself

that

most exposed

is

of a considerable booty, if they

a course of integrity, he can materially elevate his condition in
society, nor can

his

offense materially depress

or affect his

it,

means of support, or that of his family. Compared to the freeman, he has no character to establish or to lose. He has not been
exercised to self-government, and being without intellectual reTheft in a

sources, can less resist the solicitations of appetite.

freeman
heard

it

is

a crime

;

said, in reference to

which was agitated
to do with a slave's
ter for the

slave

is

in a slave,

it

is

a vice,

some question

of a slave's theft

in a Court, " Courts of Justice
stealing, than with his lying

domestic forum."

no offense against

Bulting from this, with the

It

was

society.

—

truly said

Compare

enormous amount of

have no more
that

— the

is

life

a mat-

theft of a

the evils

re-

vice, crime,

and

all

depravity, which in an European, or one of our Northern
disgusts the moral feelings, and render

have

I recollect to

cititis,

and property insecure.

So with respect to his falsehood. I have never heard or observed,
that slaves have any peculiar proclivity to falsehood, unless it be
in denying or concealing their own offenses, or those of their fellows.
I have never heard of falsehood told by a slave for a mah-
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cioiis

among

Lies of vanity are sometimes told, as

purpose.

weak aud ignorant

Falseliood

other conditions.

ot"

the

not attribu-

is

ted to an individual charged with an offense before a Court of

who

Justice,

pleads not guilty

— aud certainly the strong tempta-

punishment, in the highest degree extenuates,

tion to escape

does not excuse, lalsehood told by a slave.

some semblance of

screen a a fellow slave, the act bears

and perhaps truth could not be
I

know
It

not

huw

fidelity,

told without breach of confidence.

to characterize the falsehood of

a slave.

has often been said by the denouncers of slavery, that mar-

among

riage does not exist
this,

if it

If the object be to

slaves.

riages are contracted

forms usual among

;

adhered

to

during

may

be,

aud often

otlier classes
life.

understand

It is difficult to

We know that

unless willful falseliood were intended.
are,

mar-

solemnized with the

of society, and often faithfully

The law has not provided

those marriages indissoluble, nor could

it

do

for

making

man

If a

so.

aban-

dons his wife, being without property, and being both property
themselves, he cannot be required to maintain her.

dons his

wife,

and

the law cannot punish

him

that the chastity of wives

rages of violence.

I

for
is

If he aban-

concubinage with another,

lives in a state of

bigamy.

may perhaps

It

be meant

not protected by law from the out-

answer, as with respect to their

they are protected by manners, and their position.

At

heard of such outrages being offered?

least as

lives, that

"Who ever

seldom, I will

venture to say, as in other communities of different forms of
polity.

One

reason doubtless

position to resist.

may

Another reason

be, that often there is

also

temptation to such violence, as there
class of females

who

is

set little value

gratification to the hot passions of

may be,

that there

no

dis-

is little

so large a proportion of this

on

and afford easy
might be supposed,

chastity,

men.

It

from the representations of some writers, that a slaveholding
country was one wide stew for the indulgence of unbridled

lust.

Particular instances of intemperate aud shameless debauchery are
related,

which

may

perhaps be true, and

it

that this is the universal state of manners.
less

debauchees there are

in

every country;

is

left to

be inferred

Brutes and shame-

we know

that

if

such

things are related as general or characteristic, the representation

Who

would argue from the existence of a Col. Cliartres
in England, or of some in<lividuals who might, perhaps, be named
is false.

in other portions of this country, of the horrid dissoluteness of
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manners occasioned by the want of the institution of slavery?
Yet the argument might be urged quite as fairly, and really it
seems to me with a little more justice for there such depravity
Yet let us
is attended with much more pernicious consequences.

—

not deny or extenuate the truth.

morals of
so as

is

this class are

often supposed,)

true that in this respect the

It is

very loose, (by no means so universally

and

that the passions of

This

But

out the introduction of greater evil.

condition of society, and as I have said,

which

of the supe-

tempt and find gratification in the easy chastity of the
is evil, and to be remedied, if we can do so, with-

rior caste,

females.

in

men

institution

it

evil is incident to every

we have only

Compare these prostitutes of our country, (if it
to call them so,) and their condition with those of

—the seventy thousand
ten thousand of

New

prostitutes of

consider

first

not injustice

is

other countries

London, or of Paris, or the

York, or our other Northern

the picture given of the

quoted.

to

most predominates.

from the author

whom

Take

cities.

have before

I

"The laws and customs of England conspire to sink
English women into a state of vice and misery below

this class of

that

which necessarily belongs

exti-eme

degradation,

their desperate recklessness,

Ileuce their

to their condition.

troopers'

their

oaths, their love of gin,

and the shortness of

their miserable

lives.

"English women of
live to be

women,

there would be none

equal to the

this class, or rather girls, for

die like sheep with the rot

number

if

left,

few of them

so fast that soon

a fresh supply were not obtained

But a

of deaths.

tained without the least trouble

;

fresh supply

is

always ob-

seduction easily keeps pace with

Those that die

prostitution or mortality.

;

dren that die, instantly succeeded by

new

are, like factory chil-

competitors for misery

and death." There is no hour of a summer's or a winter's night,
in which there may not be found in the streets a ghastly wretch,
expiring under the double tortures of disease and famine.
less

aggravated in

York

it's

Though

features, the picture of prostitution in

New

would be of like character.
In such communities, the unmarried woman who becomes a
mother, is an outcast from society and though sentimentalists
lament the hardship of the case, it is justly and necessarily so.
She is cut oflf from the hope of useful and profitable employment,
or Philadelphia

—

and driven by necessity

to

ftirther vice.

Her

misery, and the
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hopelessness of retrieving, render

and
a human being, who, if
that can contaminate

miserable infancy,

is

lier

and

into every depth of depravity,

desperate, until she sinlcs
pre])ared for every crime

is

She has given

infest society.
it

birth to

be so unfortunate as to survive

commonly educated

its

to a like course of vice,

depravity, and crime.

Compare with
She

is

this the

not a less useful

female slave under similar circumstances.

member

be attached to her conduct,

it

of society than before.

is

If

shame

such shame as would be

else-

She has not impaired

lier
where felt for a venial impropriety.
means of support, nor materially impaired her character, or lowered her station in society; she has done no great injury to herIler offspring is not a burden
self, or any other human being.

but an acquisition to her owner; his support

and he
witli

a

is

brought up

freeman,

his

to usefulness;

condition

is,

Under

above that of his mother.

provided

is

perhaps,
these

—unrestrained by

the motives

somewhat

raised

circumstances, with

imperfect knowledge, tempted by the strongest of
sions

for,

the fruit of intercourse

if

which operate

human

pas-

to restrain,

but

are so often found insufficient to restrain the conduct of females

elsewhere, can

it

be matter of surprise that she should so often

yield to the temptation?

Is

not the evil less in

itself,

— much
—the want of

and in

God and man ? As
chastity, which among females of
was said of theft
other countries is sometimes vice, sometimes crime
among the
free of our own, much more aggravated
among slaves, hardly
less in the sight of

reference to society

—

;

deserves a harsher term than that of weakness.

I

have heard of

complaint made by a free prostitute, of the greater countenance
and indulgence shown by society toward colored persons of her
profession, (always regarded as of an inferior

though individually

free,)

than to those of her

and

servile class,

own complexion.

The former readily obtain employment; are even admitted into
families, and treated with some degree of kindness and familiarity,

while any approach to intercourse with the latter

as contamination.

The

distinction

is

is

shunned

habitually made, and

founded on the unerring instinct of nature.

The colored

it

is

prostitute

Still many,
do preserve a perfectly virtuous conduct, and
I imagine it hardly ever entered into the mind of one of these,
that she was likely to be forced from it by authority or violence.
is,

in fact, a far less

contaminated and depraved being.

in spite of temptation,

—
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be asked,

we have no

if

of society aiuung ourselves.

With general

tion.

truth,

I

553

prostitutes

from the

free class

answer, in no assignable propor-

might be

it

•

said, that there are none.

When sucli a case occurs, it is among the
And apart from other and better reasons,

rare evils of society.

which we believe

to

from the comparative absence
Our brothels, comparatively very few and these
of temptation.
should not be permitted to exist at all are filled, for the most
exist, it is plain that

must be

it

so,

—

—

part, by importations

from the

where slavery does not

cities of

our confederate States,

In return for the benefits which

exist.

they receive from our slavery, along with

tariffs, libels,

opinions,

moral, religious, or political

—they furnish

of thieves and prostitutes.

Never, but in a single instance, have

an imputation on the general purity of manners,

I heard of

among

us also with a supply

Such an imputation, however, and made in coarse terms, we have never
heard here here where divorce was never known where no
court was ever polluted by an action for criminal conversation
with a wife where it is related rather as matter of tradition, not
the free females of the slaveholdiug States.

—

—

unmingled with wonder, that a Carolinian woman of education
and family, proved false to her conjugal faith an imputation deserving only of such reply as self-respect would forbid us to give, if

—

respect for the author of
this purity is

it

did not.

caused by, and

is

And

can

it

be doubted, that

a compensation for the evils result-

ing from the existence of an enslaved class of more relaxed morals?
It is

mostly the

warm

passions of youth, which give rise to

But

licentious intercourse.

I

do not hesitate

to say, that the in-

tercourse which takes place with enslaved females,

ing in

own

its effects,

than

In the

caste.

unlike repels

;

when

first

is

is

is less

place, as like

still

deprav-

on with females of their
attracts like, that which is

carried

and though the strength of passion be

overcome the repulsion,
he

it

the attraction is less.

sufiicicnt to

lie feels

tliat

connecting himself with one of an inferior and servile caste,

and that there
course

is

associate,

is

something of degradation in the

generally casual; he does not

and

is

less likely to receive

act.

make her

any

taint

The

inter-

habitually an

from her habits

and manners. He is less liable to those extraordinary fascinations, with which worthless women sometimes entangle their
victims, to the utter destruction of all principle, worth and vigor of
character.

The female

of his

own

race ofiers greater allurements.

•
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The haunts
luxury

show of elegance, and various
They are made an habitual resort, and

of vice ofteu present a

teuii^ts

the senses.

their inmates associates,

till

the general character receives a taiut

from the corrupted atmosphere. Not only the practice is licentious, but the understanding is sophisticated
the moral feelings
are bewildered, and the boundaries of virtue and vice are con;

Where such

fused.

society

But

licentiousness

very

extensively

prevails,

rotten to the heart.

is

a small compensation for the evils attending the re-

is it

lation of the sexes

among

the enslaved class, that they have uni-

versally the oj)portunity of indulging in the

instinct of nature,

first

—

by forming matrimonial connections? What painful restraint
what constant effort to struggle against the strongest innpulses are
habitually practiced elsewhere, and by other classes?
And they
must be practiced, unless greater evils would be encountered.

On
it

the one side, all the evils of vice, with the miseries to

leads

want

— on

— the

the other, a marriage cursed and

suiferings of children,

concerning their future

Is it

fate.

knows

from

and

that his children will be iu as

To a

refined

and

lie

which

by
and agonizing apprehensions
a small good that the slave is

free

all this?

made

that his

own

hateful

subsistauce

is

secure,

good a condition as himself.

intellectual nature,

it

may

not be difiicult to

But the reasoning
most fallacious. To

practice the restraint of which I have spoken.

mass of mankind, is
and physical wants, and the indulgence of the natural domestic aftections, must, for the most
part, aflbrd the greatest good of which they are capable.
To the
evils which sometimes attend their matrimonial connections,

from such

to the great

these, the supply of their natural

arising from their looser morality, slaves, for obvious reasons, are

comparatively insensible.

I

am

no apologist of

vice, nor

extenuate the conduct of the profligate and unfeeling,
violate the sanctity of even these engagements,

pain which such violations no doubt do often

would

I

who would

and occasion the

Yet such is
and
can
not
the truth,
we
make it otherwise. We know that a
woman's having been before a mother, is very seldom indeed an
objection to her being
this will

made

a wife.

I

inflict.

know

perfectly well ho^v

be regarded by a class of reasonersordeclaimers, as im-

posing a character of deeper horror on the whole system
still,

I will say, that if they are

mercy

that the sensibility to

it

to

be exposed to the

should be blunted.

Is

;

but

evil, it ia
it

no com
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pensaiCion also for the vices incident to slavciy, that tliey are, to

a great degree, secured against the temptation to greater crimes,

and more atrocious

and the miseries which attend them
to indolence, and the profligacy

vices,

;

own disposition
common result ?

against their

which

is its

But

they are subject to the vices, they have also the virtues

if

of slaves.

death

Fidelity

— an

—often

proof against

temptation

all

eminently cheerful and social tempei-

itself

— even

—what the

Bible imposes as a duty, but which might seem an efjuivoeal
virtue in the code of
authority,

modern morality

and a disposition

whom

— submission

be attached

to

to,

to constituted

as well as to respect

They may
knowledge which will make them useful in the
station in which God has been pleased to place them, and may
cultivate the virtues which will render them acceptable to him.
But what has the slave of any country to do with heroic virtues,
those,

have

they are taught to regard as superiors.

the

all

knowledge, or elegant accomplishments

liberal

It is

?

for

the

— imposed on him as duty
neglected —
compensate

master; arising out of his situation

dangerous and disgraceful

by

his

virtues,
It

own more
and

if

for this,

to

assidious cultivation, of the

more generous

liberal attainments.

has been supposed one of the great evils of slavery, that

ajSbrds the slave

rank in

society,

it

no opportunity of raising himself to a higher
and that he has, therefore, no inducement to

meritorious exertion, or the

cultivation of his faculties.

Tlie

indolence and carelessnes of the slave, and the less productive
quality of his neighbor, are traced to the

The

first

he can

compensation
rise

for this

no higher, he

is

disadvantage,
just in the

against the chances of falling lower.

made

a question whether

it

want of such excitement.

It

were better

for

is

his security.

If

same degree secured
has been sometimes

man

to be freed

from

the perturbations of hope and fear, or to be exposed to their vicis-

But

situdes.
to

I

suppose there could be

little

question with respect

a situation, in which the fears must greatly predominate over

the hopes.

And

such, I apprehend, to bo the condition of the

laboring poor in countries where slavery does not exist.

exposed

to present sufiering, there is continual

the future

want,

if

—

for

themselves

—

for their children

not of actual starvation.

circumstances!

— of

They expect

Would any person

If not

apprehension for

to

sickness and

improve

their

of ordinary candor, say that
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there

is

with

all

ally to

one

in

a liuntlrcd of them,

who

does not well know, that

make,

it is

out of his power materi-

the exertion he can

improve

who

servants,

his circumstances?

and manufacturing

laborers.

the instinctive struggle to

is

I

speak not so

much

They labor with no such view. It
preserve existence, and when the

superior efficiency of their labor over that of our slaves

being animated by a free man's hopes, might

out, as

be replied

—

it is

— but

as to the great mass, they

that they never will be able to raise

very important in

whether

effect,

it

it

—and

But does

the

many who

his success

One

compensate

the

thousand

Even where

apparently attained, he sometimes gains
capacity to enjoy
If

in a

is

for the sufferings of

it

exhausted

it

—worn

it

but to die

intel-

success is

— or with

all

out in the struggle with

be true that the African

race,

be conscious of

If the individual

to attain a like result?

human

know

should seem not

are tantalized, baffled, and tortured in vain attempts

lectual power, the suffering is greater.

fortune.

it

be the interdict of law, or im-

posed by the circumstances of the society.
successful.

not well

obstacles to their raising their condition in

a great boon

'Tis

pointed

is
it

because they labor under a sterner com})ulsion.

The laws interpose no
society.

of menial

are generally of a superior class, as of agricultural

is

an inferior variety of

of less elevated character, and

more limited

not desirable that the inferior laboring class should

intellect, is it

be made up of such,

who

will

conform

to their condition

without

painful aspirations and vain struggles?

The

slave

is

certainly liable to be sold.

be questioned, whether

this is

But, perhaps,

it

may

a greater evil than the liability of

the laborer, in fully peopled countries, to be dismissed by his

employer, with the uncertainty of being able to obtain employ-

ment, or the means of subsistence elsewhere.

"With us, the

him with
means of subsistence are secure, and
this is a compensation for much.
He is also liable to be sepathough not more frequently, that I am
rated from wife and child
employer can not dismiss

another employer.

his laborer without providing

Ilis

—

aware

of,

than the exigency of their condition compels the sepa-

ration of families

among

the labering poor elsewhere

native character and temperament, the separation
severely

felt.

And

it

is

—but from
much

one of the compensations, that he

sustain these relations, without suffering a
for the iudulsence.

is

still

less

may

severer penalty

—
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of liberty

is

it is

one in which

we know

can never be gratified.

—

to have the free, nuconwords and actions. But alas!

a noble passion

trolled disposition of ourselves, onr
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that a large portion of the

mockery,

say that

hunum

race

laborer any
where has such disposition of himself though there may be an
approach to it in some peculiar, and those, perhaps, not the most
It is

to

tlie

—

But unless he be properly disciplined
it is the most fatal boon that

desirable, states of society.

and prepared

could be conferred
less

enjoyment,

for its

—

fatal

to

himself and others.

If slaves

freedom of action than other laborers, which

have

by no means

I

admit, they are saved in a great degree from the responsibility of
self-government, and the evils springing from their

Those who have looked most closely into

wills.
liow^

human misery

great a portion of

sources

— the

derived from

undecided and wavering purpose

fectual exertion, or indolence with its

the

is

wayward conduct

appreciate this benefit.

—

or

profligacy

lumself, and then of

him
If

in

pursuing

first

—

lino of a slave's duty is

with precision, and he has no choice but to follow
the double difficulty,

these

producing

inef-

thousand attendant evils

—intemperance
The

own perverse
and know

life,

it.

will

most

marked out
lie is saved

of determining the proper course for

summoning up

the energy which will sustain

it.

some superior power should impose on the laborious poor of
this as their unalterable condition
you shall

any other country

—

—

be saved from the torturing anxiety concerning your own future

and that of your children, which now pursues you
and haunts you in death ^}'ou shall be under the
necessity of regular and healthful, though not excessive labor
in
return, you shall have the ample supply of your natural wants
you may follow the instinct of nature in becoming parents, without apprehending that this supply will fail yourselves or your
children
you shall be supported and relieved in sickness, and in
old age, wear out the remains of existence among familiar scenes
and accustomed associates, without being driven to beg, or to
you
resort to the hard and miserable charit}' of a work-house
shall of necessity be temperate, and shall have neither the temptation nor opportunity to commit great crimes, or practice the
more destructive vices how inappreciable would the boon be
support,

through

—

life,

—

—

—

—

thought

!

And

of our slaves

?

is

not this a very near approach to the condition

The

evils of their situation they but lightly feel,

—
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and would hardly

feel at all, if

Certain

into sensibility.

it is,

they were not sedaously instructed
that if their fate were at the abso-

lute disposal of a council of the

most enlightened philanthropists
them

in Christendom, with unlimited resources, they could place

in no situation so favorable to themselves, as that which they at

But whatever good there may

present occupy.

mitigation of evil,

it

be, or

worse than valueless, because

is

whatever
is

it

the

result of slavery.
I

am

aware, that however often answered,

repeated again and again

—how can

it

is

likely to be

that institution be tolerable,

by which a large class of society is cut off from the hope of
improvement in knowledge to whom blows are not degrading
falsehood and the want of chastity
theft no more than a fault
almost venial, and in wliich a husband or parent looks with comparative indifference, on that which, to a freeman, would be the
;

;

;

dishonor of a wife or child

But why

not, if

it

?

produces the greatest aggregate of good

Sin and ignorance are only
is

evils,

because they lead to misery.

?

It

not our institution, but the institution of nature, that in the

it should be exposed to want, and
and therefore involved in ignorance,
In anticipating some of the good, we also
vice, and depravity.
But we have it in
anticipate a portion of the evil of civilization.
the
a mitigated form. The want and the misery are unknown

progress of society a portion of

which

the misery

it

brings,.

;

ignorance

is less

a misfortune, because the being

is

not

tlie

guard-

ian of himself, and partly on account of that involuntary ignorance, the vice

is less

—

vice

less hurtful to

man, and

less displeas-

ing to God.

There

is

something in

this

word slavery which seems

to

partake

of the qualities of the insane root, and distempers the minds of

That which would be true in relation

men.

they misapply to another, to which

Some
is

to

one predicament,

has no application at

all.

of the virtues of a freeman would be the vices of slaves.

To submit
he

it

to a

blow, would be degrading to a freeman, because

the protector of himself.

neither

is it to

a priest or

It is

woman.

not degrading to a slave

And

is it

a misfortune that

it

The freeman of other countries is compelled to
submit to indignities hardly more endurable than blows indignities to make the sensitive feelings shrink, and the proiid heart
and this very name of freeman gives them double rancor.
swell

should be so

?

—

;
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were certainly foreseen that

to a life of painful labor

—

—

to obscurity,

contempt,

and privation would it not be mercy that he should be reared in
ignorance and apathy, and trained to the endurance of the evils
he must encounter ? It is not certainly foreseen as to any individual, but it is foreseen as to the great mass of those born of the
laboring poor

;

and

is for

it

the mass, not for the exception, that

the institutions of society are to provide.

Is

it

not better that the

character and intellect of the individual should be suited to the
station

which he

is to

occupy

Would you do

?

a benefit to the

horse or the ox, by giving him a cultivated understanding or fine
feelings

?

So

mere laborer has the

far as the

or the aspirations of a freeman, he

is

pride, the knowledge,

unfitted for his situation,

and must doubly feel its infelicity. If there are sordid, servile,
and laborious ofiices to be performed, is it not better that there
should be sordid, servile, and laborious beings to perform them ?
If there were infallible marks by which individuals of inferior
intellect, and inferior character, could be selected at their birth
would not the interests of society be served, and would not some
sort of fitness seem to require, that they should be selected for
the inferior and servile offices ?
And if this race be generally
marked by such inferiority, is it not fit that they should fill them ?
I am well aware that those whose aspirations are after a state
of society from which evil shall be banished, and who look in life
for that which life will never afford, contemplate that all the
offices of life

—all

may

be performed without contempt or degradation

But
and bend her to their views, and
the inequality of which I have before spoken is deeply founded
The ofilces which employ knowledge and intellect,
in nature.
will always be regarded as more liberal than those which require
be regarded as equally

liberal, or equally respected.*

theorists cannot conti'ol nature

the labor of the hands.

ment, he

who

gives

it

When

there

is

competition for employ-

bestows a favor, and

it

will be so received.

lie will assume superiority from the power of dismissing his

and from
amounting to

laborers,

fear of this, the latter will practice deference,

often

servility.

Such

become the estaband the employed, the rich
want be accompanied with sordidness and
in time will

lished relation between the employer

and the poor.

If

* Fourierites, Socialists.
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squalor, though

it

be pitied, the pity will bo mixed with some

degree of coutempt.

If

it

lead to misery, and misery to vice,

there will be disgust and aversion.

What
differ

the essential character of slavery^

is

from the servitude of other countries

on a definition,

?

should say that where a

I

labor at the will of another, and to give

and in what does

K
man

is

him much

compelled to
the greater

portion of the product of his labor, there slavery exists
is

immaterial by what

sort of

it

I should venture

;

and

it

compulsion the will of the laborer

what no human being would do without some
He can not be compelled to labor by blows.*
No but what difference does it make, if you can inflict any other
sort of torture which will be equally effectual in subduing the
will ? if you can starve him, or alarm him for the subsistence of
himself or his family?! And is it not under this compulsion that
the freeman labors ? I do not mean in every particular case, but
Will any one be hardy enough to say that he is
in the general.
at his own disposal, or has the government of himself? True, he
may change his employer if he is dissatisfied with his conduct
toward him but this is a privilege he would in the majority of
cases gladly abandon, and render the connection between them
There is far less of the interest and attachment in
indissoluble.
his relation to his employer, which so often exists between the
master and the slave, and mitigates the condition of the latter.
An intelligent English traveler has characterized as the most
is

subdued.

It is

sort of compulsion.

—

;

miserable and degraded of
is

all

beings,

"a

masterless slave."

And

not the condition of the laboring poor of other countries too

often that of masterless slaves

!

Take the following description

free laborer, no doubt highly colored, quoted by the author
to whom I have before referred.
" What is that defective being, with calfless legs and stooping

of

2,

weak

body and mind, inert, pusillanimous and
stupid, whose premature wrinkles and furtive glance, tell of misThat is an English peasant or pauper, for
ery and degradation ?
Ilis sire was a pauper, and his
the words are synonymous.
mother's milk wanted nourishment. From infancy his food has
shoulders,

in

been bad, as well as insufficient; and he now

*

The

Irish Icvce

and rail-road laborers

\ English papers propose

this for

the

feels the

are driven

West

pains of

by blows.

India negroes.
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hunger nearly whenever he is awake.
But half
and never supplied with more warmth than suffices to
cook his scanty meals, cold and wet come to him, and stay by
unsatlsficfl

clothed,

him with

He

the weather.

is

married, of course

would have been driven by the poor laws, even

;

for to this

he

he had been,
and prudent to dread the
But though instinct and the overseer have
if

as he never was, sufficiently comfortable

burden of a family.
given him a wife, he has not tasted the highest joys of husband

and

father,

and his little ones being like himself,
warm, sometimes sick without aid, and

Ilis partner

often hungry, seldom

always sorrowful without hope, are greedy,
so, to use

his

own

selfish,

and vexing

;

expression, he hates the sight of them, and

hedge affords less shelter from
Compelled by parish law to support his
family, which means to join them in consuming an allowance
from the parish, he frequently conspires with his wife to get that
resorts to his hovel, only because a

the wind and rain.

allowance increased, or prevent

its

being diminished.

This

brings beggary, trickery, and quarrelling, and ends in settled
craft.

Though he have

the inclination, he wants the courage to

become, like more energetic

men

smuggler on a large

but he pilfers occasionally,

of his

class,

a poacher or

and
His subdued and slavish
manner toward his great neighbors, shows that they treat him
with suspicion and harshness. Consequently, he at once dreads
and hates them but he will never harm them by violent means.
scale,

teaches his children to lie and steal.

;

Too degraded to be desperate, he is only thoroughly depraved.
His miserable career will be short rheumatism and asthma are
conducting him to the work-house where he will breathe his last
without one pleasant recollection, and so make room for another
wretch, who may live and die in the same way." And this
description, or some other not much less revolting, is applied to
" the bulk of the people, the great body of the people." Take the
;

;

following description of the condition of childhood, which has
justly been called eloquent.*

"The

children of the very poor have no

young times

;

it

makes

the very heart bleed, to overhear the casual street talk between a

poor

woman and

her

little

girl,

a

woman

of the better sort of

poor, in a condition rather above the squalid beings

* Essays of Elia.

we have been
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contemplating.

It is

not of toys, of nursery books, of

summer

holidays, (fitting that age,) of the promised sight or play

praised sufficiency at school.

ing

It is

of price of coals, or of potatoes.

;

of

;

of mangling and clear starch-

The questions of

the

should be the very outpourings of curiosity in idleness,

child, that

are marked with forecast and melancholy providence.
It has
come to be a woman, before it was a child. It has learnt to go
to market
it chaffers, it haggles, it envies, it murmurs
it is
;

;

knowing, acute, sharpened
description

vacant of

And
who

applied

human

to

fill

it

whose

whom

Imagine such a
negro slaves, the most

never prattles."

children of

the

beings,

this people, to

;

life is

a holiday.

these horrors are familiar, are those

the world with clamor, concerning the injustice

cruelty of slavery.

I

speak in no invidious

laws nor the government of England are

spirit.

and

Neither the

be reproached with

to

the evils which are inseparable from the state of their society
as

little,

undoubtedly, are

of our slavery.

we

to

be reproached with the existence

Including the whole of the United States

we have

slavery,

less

we

not say
slavery,

than any other country in the civilized world

That they are called

free,

exists,

and

feel their

?

undoubtedly aggravates the sufferings

of the slaves of other regions.

which

—may

and more mitigated

receiving in no unequal degree the benefit
justly that

—and

already given, the whole ought to be included, as

for reasons

own

They

see the

enormous inequality

misery, and can hardly conceive

some injustice in the institutions of
They regard the apparently more fortunate class as oppressors, and it adds bitterness that they should
be of the same name and race. They feel indignity more acutely,
and more of discontent and evil passion is excited they feel that
it is mockery that calls them free.
Men do not so much hate and
envy those who are separated from them by a wide distance, and
some apparently impassable barrier, as those who approach
nearer to their own condition, and with whom they habitually
bring themselves into comparison. The slave with us is not
tantalized with the name of freedom, to which his whole condition
gives the lie, and would do so if he were emancipated tomorrow. The African slave sees that nature herself has marked
him as a separate and if left to himself, I liave no doubt he
would feel it to be an inferior race, and interposed a barrier
otherwise, than that there

is

society to occasion these.

;

—

—

—
:
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almost insnperable to his becoming a member of the same
society, standing on the same footing of right and privilege with
his master.

That the African negro
I think,

is,

now

acteristics are

an inferior variety of the human race,

is

generally admitted, and his distinguishing char-

such as peculiarly

which he^.occupies among

And

us.

erty.

The most remarkable

out for the situation

these are no less

we have

their original country, than as

them.

mark him

their indifference to personal lib-

is

In this they have followed their instincts since

knowledge of

their continent,

marked in

daily occasion to observe

we have any

by enslaving each other

but con-

;

trary to the experience of every race, the possession of slaves has no

material effect in raising the character, and promoting the
zation of the master.
tions,

and

Another

trait is

the

civili-

want of domestic

insensibility to the ties of kindred.

affec-

In the travels of the

Landers, after speaking of a single exception, in the person of a

woman who

betrayed some transient emotion in passing by the
from
country
which she had been torn as a slave, the authors add
" that Africans, generally speaking, betray the most perfect in-

difference on losing their liberty,

and being deprived of

their

relatives, while love of country is equally a stranger to their

breasts, as social tenderness or domestic affection."
is

" Marriage

celebrated by the natives as unconcernedly as possible

thinks as

affection is altogether out of the question."

very submissive

to authority,

and seem

a

man

be offered an individual, than

to

They

are,

however,

to entertain great rever-

No

ence for chiefs, priests, and masters.

On

;

of taking a wife, as of cutting an ear of corn

little

greater indignity can

throw opprobrium on his parents.

this point of their character I think I

have remarked,

that,

contrary to the instinct of nature in other races, they entertain
less

regard for children than for parents, to whose authority they

have been accustomed

up by

Their character is thus summed
" The few opportunities we have had

to submit.

the travellers quoted

:

of studying their characters, induce us to believe that they are a
simple, honest, inoffensive, but weak, timid, and cowardly race.

have no social tenderness, very few of those amiable
private virtues which could win our affections, and none of those

They seem

to

public qualities that claim respect or
love of country

is

to defend it against a despicable foe

38

command

admiration.

The

not strong enough in their bosoms to incite them
;

and of the active energy,
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noble sentiments, and contempt of danger which distinguishea
the North

found

American

among

tribes

and other savages, no

traces are to

Regardless of

this slothful people.

tiie

he

past, as

reckless of the future, the present alone influences their actions.

In this respect, they approach nearer to the nature of the brute
creation, than perhaps

Let

me

ask

if this

any other people on the

which slaves ought

be made, and whether

to

ing of their condition to
ters?

There

is

face of the globe."

people do not furnish the very material out of

make them

it

be not an improv-

the slaves of civilized mas-

a vai'iety in the character of the tribes.

are brutally and savagely ferocious and bloody,

From

be mercy to enslave.

the

not unlikely that the negro race

whom

travelers' account,
is

it
it

Some
would
seems

tending to extermination,

being daily encroached on and overrun by the superior Arab
It may be, that when they shall have been lost from
race.
their

native seats, they

may

be found numerous, and in

unhappy condition, on the continent

to

no
which they have been

transplanted,

which connects form and features with character
and intellectual power, is one so deeply impressed on the human
mind, that perhaps there is scarcely any man who does not almost
Yet in
daily act upon it, and in some measure verify its truth.
Tlie opinion

spite of this intimation of nature',

physiologist

may

tell

them

and though the anatomist and
bone and

that the races differ in ever}'

muscle, and in the proportion of brain and nerves, yet there are

some who, with a most bigoted and fanatical determination to free
themselves from what they have prejudged to be prejudice, will
still

maintain that this physiognomy, evidently tending

to that of

when compared to that of the Caucasian race, may be
enlightened by as much thought, and animated by as lofty sentiWe who have the best opportunity of judging, are proment.

the bn;te,

to be incompetent to do so, and to be blinded by our
and prejudices often by those who have no opportunity
at all— ami we are to be taught to distrust or disbelieve that which
we daily observe, and familiarly know, on such authority. Oir
But the truth is, that, until very lately,
preju'lices are spoken of.

nounced

—

interest

since circumstances have compelled us to think for ourselves,

we

took our opinions on this subject, as on every other, ready formed

from the country of our origin.
that

we adhered

to

And

them, as most

so deeply rooted

men

will

do

to

were they,

deeply rooted
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it

is

observation, and
attributed to the

Though of

apathy and degradation produced by slavery.

the

hundreds of thousand scattered over other countries, where the
laws impose no disability upon them, none has given evidence of
an approach

even mediocrity of intellectual excellence

to

this,

;

They
caste, and degraded by opinion, and
is repressed.
Yet though this should

too, is attributed to the slavery of a portion of their race.

are regarded as a servile

thus every generous effort

be the general

effect, this

very estimation

is

the contrary effect in particular instances.

calculated to produce
It is

observed by Ba-

con, with respect to deformed persons and eunuchs, that though in

general there

is

something of perversity in the character, the

dis-

advantage often leads to extraordinary displays of virtue and ex" Whoever hath any thing fixed in his person that doth
cellence.
induce contempt, hath also a perpetual spur in himself, to rescue

and deliver himself from scorn." So it would be with them, if
they were capable of European aspirations genius, if they possessed it, would be doubly fired with noble rage to rescue itself
from this scorn. Of course, I do not mean to say that there may
not be found among them some of superior capacity to many white

—

persons

found

;

but that great intellectual powers are, perhaps, never

among them, and

limited,

and

that in general their capacity

animal and coarse

their feelings

culiarly to discharge the lower,

—

fitting

and merely mechanical

is

very

them peoffices

of

society.

And why
mals
ity,

should

it

We

have among domestic ani-

by various degrees of sagac-

And

courage, strength, swiflness, and other qualities.

be observed, that

common

origin,

this is

first

instance,

it

may

no objection to their being derived from a

which we suppose them

accidental qualities, as
the

not be so?

infinite varieties, distinguished

the}'^

we know

may

to

have had.

Yet these

be termed, however acquired in

that they transmit unimpaired to their

posterity for an indefinite succession of generations.

It is

most

important that these varieties should be preserved, and that each
should be applied to the purposes for which

No

philo-zoost, I believe, has suggested

varieties should be melted

down

it

it

is

best adapted.

as desirable that these

into one equal, undistinguished

race of curs or road horses.
Slavery, as

it

is

said in an eloquent article published in a

—
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Southern periodical work,* to which

I

am

indebted for other

"has done more to elevate a degraded race in the scale of
humanity to tame the savage to civilize the barbarous to soften
the ferocious to enlighten the ignorant, and to spread the blessideas,

;

;

;

;

among

ings of Christianity

the heathen, than all the missionaries

and religion have ever sent forth. "f Yet unquestionable as this is, and though human ingenuity and thought
may be tasked in vain to devise any other means by which these
that philanthropy

blessings could have been conferred, yet a sort of sensibility which

would be only mawkish and contemptible, if it were not mischievous, affects still to weep over the wrongs of "injured Africa."
Can there be a doubt of the immense benefit which has
been conferred on the race, by transplanting them from their
native, dark, and barbarous regions, to the American continent
and islands? There, three-fourths of the race are in a state of
the most deplorable personal slavery.

And

those

who

are not,

are in a scarcely less deplorable condition of political slavery, to

barbarous chiefs

—who value

right, or enthralled

superstitions.

by

neither

priests to the

life nor any other human
most abject and atrocious

Take the following testimony of one of the few

disinterested observers,

who has had an opportunity of observing
"The wild savage is the child of pas-

them

in both situations.!

sion,

unaided by one ray of religion or morality

course, in consequence of

which

human

every crime that can debase
brute creation.

Who

Are they

such?

for

to direct his

stained with

nature to a level with the

by comparison with

brethren, enlightened beings

—

is

can say that the slaves in our colonies are

not,

Is not the

?

therefore, greatly indebted to his
is

his existence

master for

having raised him from the

state of

their

savage

still

West Indian negro,
making him what he

debasement in which

he was born, and placed him in a scale of civilized society?
can he repay him

?

He

is

possessed of nothing

How

—the only return

power is his servitude. The man who has seen the wild
African, roaming in his native woods, and the well fed, happy

in his

* Southern Literary Messenger, for January, 1835.

Note

to BlacTcstone's

Com-

mentaries.
f

See Missionary reports,

I

Journal of an

officer

statistics

employed

;

in

also, Prof. Christy's

Ethiopia.

the expedition, under the

Captain Owen, on the Western coast of Africa, 1822.

Editor.

command

of

—

—
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looking negro of the "West Indies, may, perhaps, be able to judge
of their comparative happiness the former, I strongly suspect,
;

would be glad to change his state of boasted freedom, starvation,
and disease, to become the slave of sinners, and the commiseration of saints."*
It was a useful and beneficent work, approaching the heroic, to tame the wild horse, and subdue him to the use
of man how much more to tame the nobler animal that is capa;

him

ble of reason, and subdue

We

to usefulness?

believe that the tendency of slavery

ter of the master.

No

doubt the character

is to

—

elevate the charac-

especially of youth

has sometimes received a taint and premature knowledge of vice,

and association with ignorant and servile being8
Yet still we believe that the entire
tendency is to inspire disgust and aversion toward their peculiar
It was not without a knowledge of nature, that the Sparvices.
jfrom the contact

of gross manners and morals.

tans exhibited the vices of slaves by
their children.

We

dation, mitigated as

it is,

way

of negative example to

ourselves that the view of this desrra-

flatter

has the effect of making probity more

more high, the sense of honor more
commonly found where this institution does not
exist.
Whatever may be the prevailing faults or vices of the
masters of slaves, they have not commonly been understood to be
strict,

the pride of character

strong, than is

those of dishonesty, cowardice, meanness, or falsehood.

And

so

most unquestionably it ought to be. Our institutions would indeed be intolerable in the sight of God and man, if, condemning
one portion of society to hopeless ignorance and comparative
degradation, they should make no atonement by elevating the
other class by higher virtues, and

more

liberal attainments

—

if,

besides degraded slaves, there should be ignorant, ignoble, and

degraded freemen.

yond which no

There

—that

a broad and well marked

line, be-

slavish vice should be regarded with the least tol-

eration or allowance.
State

is

One

class is cut off

from

all interest in

the

abstraction so potent to the feelings of a generous

The other must make compensation by increased assiits honor and welfare.
The love of wealth
so laudable when kept within proper limits, so base and mischievous when it exceeds them so infectious in its example an
nature.

duity and devotion to

—

*

—

The

wills.

slaves of the

Editor.

"Wanderer" wero returned

—

to

Africa against their

—

—

— —

—
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infection to

which

I fear

we have been

too

much exposed

should

be pursued by no arts in any degree equivocal, or at any risk of
So surely as there is a just and wise governor
injustice to others.
of the universe,

who punishes

ment,

if

we

are iudiHerent to that moral

tion of which the
called

would

I

means are furnished

and incited by our

necessary

to

heaven

I

and communi-

the sins of nations

we

ties, as well as of individuals, so surely shall

and

to us,

suffer punish-

intellectual cultiva-

and

to

which we are

situation.

could express, as I

this cultivation is, not

sideration, but to our safety

feel,

the conviction

how

only to our prosperity and con-

We,
our own

and very existence.

the slave-

confedera-

holding States, are in a hopeless minority in
to say nothing of the great confederacy of civilized
ted Republic
It is admitted, I believe, not only by slaveholders, but
States.

—

by

we have

others, that

common

sent to our

councils

more than
Yet in

our due share of talent, high character and eloquence.*

most strenuously exerted, measures have been
sometimes adopted which we believed to be dangerous and inju"What would be our siturious to us, and threatening to be fatal.
spite of all these

if, instead of these, we were only represented by ignorant
and groveling men, incapable of raising their views beyond a
job or petty office, and incapable of commanding bearing or conMay I be permitted to advert by no means invidisideration ?
ously to the late contest carried on by South Carolina against
Federal authority, and so happily terminated by the moderation

ation,

—

—

which prevailed in our public counsels.
* In relation to the Missouri Controversy, J. Q.
"

There

is

now

have often

Adams

said

:

stitutions are to be

For

judged by their results

the Union, the slaveholders are

Editor.

this

much

is

certain, that if in-

in the composition of the councils of

much more

ably represented than the simple

Adams, by Josiah Quincy, p. 98."
human sentiment and human conduct were influenced by

Life of J. Q.

"Never, since

human speech, was there a theme for eloquence like the free side of
By what fatality does
tion, now before the Congress of the Union.
that

all

reflected,

every appearance that the slave question will be carried by

the superior ability of the slavery party.

freemen."

I

the most eloquent orators are on

its

slavish side?"

this quesit

happen

lUd.p. 103.

" In the progress of this affair the distinctive character of the inhabitants of

the several great divisions of this

Union has been shpwn more

in relief than

perhaps in any national transaction since the establishment of the Constitution.
It

is,

perhaps, accidental that the combination of talent and influence has been

the greatest on the slave side."

Ihid. p. 118.
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other, contributed to the

successful issue of a contest, apparently so hopeless, in which one

weak and divided

was arrayed against the whole force of
unsustained, and uncountenanced, even by those
the confederacy
who had a common interest with her. It seemed to me to be,
State

—

we had

that

for leaders

an unusual number of

lectual power, co-operating cordially

manding

respect

and confidence

and

in

home and

at

men

good

of great intel-

and com-

faith,

abroad, by elevated

—

and honorable character. It was from these that we the followers at home
caught hope and confidence in the gloomiest aspect
of our afiairs.
These, by their eloquence and the largeness of
their views, at least shook the faith of the dominant majority in
the wisdom and justice of their measures
or the practicability of
carrying them into successful eflTect and by their bearing and

—

—

;

known

well

do

all that

character, satisfied

them

that South Carolina

she had pledged herself to do.

Without

would

these,

how

might have been the result ? And who shall say what
day would have been the aspect of the now flourishing

difierent
at this
fields
is

and

cities

of South Carolina

Or

?

rather, without these,

probable the contest would never have been begun

without even the animation of a struggle,

;

it

but that,

we should have sunk

silently into a hopeless and degrading subjection.

"While I have

—in the extremity of age—in sickness —under the
— shall have one source of pride and
consolation —that of having been associated — according
my
who stood prepared
humbler position —with the noble
Liberty — the Constitution — the Union.
devote themselves
memory

re-

all

verses and calamities of life

I

to

spirits

to

for

May

such character and such talent never be wanting to South

Carolina.
I

am

sure that

it is

unnecessary to say to an assembly like

this,

that the conduct of the master to his slave should be distinguished

by the utmost humanity. That we should indeed regard them a8
wards and dependents on our kindness, for whose well-being in
every way we are deeply responsible. This is no less the dictate
of wisdom and just policy, than of right feeling.
It is wise with
I have never
respect to the services to be expected from them.
heard of an owner whose conduct in their management was distinguished by undue severity, whose slaves were not in a great

degree worthless to him.

A

cheerful

and kindly demeanor, with

the expression of interest in themselves and their afiairs,

is,
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perhaps, calculated to have a better effect on them, than what might

be esteemed more substantial favors and indulgences. Throughout nature, attachment is the reward of atttachment. It is wise,
too, in relation to the civilized world around us, to avoid
giving occasion to the odium which
cited against ourselves

public opinion

should,

and our
if

so

is

industriously

ex-

For this reason,
possible, bear even more strongly

and indignantly than it does
any wanton cruelty on

institutions.

at present,

on masters who prac-

The miscreant who
God and of
humanity, but as far as in him lies, by bringing odium upon,
endangers the institutions of his country, and the safety of
his countrymen.
He casts a shade upon the character of every
individual of his fellow-citizens, and does every one of them
a personal injury. So of him who indulges in any odious excess
tice

guilty

is

of this,

their

slaves.

not only violates the law of

of intemperate or licentious passion.

It

of this sort, of which the existence

among

is

detached instances

perhaps, hardly

is,

lent industry, affords the

chievous zealots,

who

known

and malevo-

ourselves, that, collected with pertinacious

most formidable weapons

to the

mis-

array them as being characteristic of our

general manners and state of society.
I

would by no means be understood

to intimate, that

a vigorous,

as well as just government, should not be exercised over slaves.

This

is

part of our duty toward them, no less obligatory than any

other duty, and no less necessary toward their well-being than to
ours.

I believe that at least as

suffering inflicted by

weak and

much

injury has been done

and

injudicious indulgence, as by inor-

He whose business is to labor, should be made
and that with due diligence, and should be vigorously

dinate severity.
to labor,

restrained from excess or vice.

This

happiness than to his usefulness.

is

no

less necessary to his

The master who

neglects this,

not only makes his slaves unprofitable to himself, but discontented

—

and wretched a nuisance to his neighbors and to society.
I have said that the tendency of our institution is to elevate the
female character, as well as that of the other sex, and for similar
reasons.

In other states of society, there

to separate virtue

and

vice.

most flagrant and odious,
sure of society.
tion

•

Many

is

no well-defined limit
vice, from the

There are degrees of
to that

which scarcely incurs the cen-

individuals occupy an unequivocal posi-

and as society becomes accustomed

to this, there will

be a
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peremptory requirement of purity in female manners and con-

and often the whole of the society will be in a tainted and

duct,

uncertain condition with respect to female virtue.

Here, there

is

and marked line, above which there is no toleration
or allowance for any approach to license of manners or conduct,
and she who falls below it, will fall far below even the slave.
that certain

How many
And
ter is

will incur this penalty?

me

permit

no

less

to say, that this elevation of the female charac-

important and essential to us, than the moral and

intellectual cultivation of the other sex.

tolerable,

if,

when one

in this respect,
tion

It

would indeed be indegraded

class of the society is necessarily

no compensation were made by the superior eleva-

and purity of the other.

Not only

but the utmost purity of manners, and

essential purity of conduct,
I will

add, though

incur the formidable charge of affectation or prudery,

—a

it

may

greater

decorum than is required elsewhere, is necessary among
Always should be strenuously resisted the attempts which
us.
have been sometimes made to introduce among us the freedom of
foreign European, and especially of continental manners.
This
freedom, the remotest in the world from that which sometimes
springs from simplicity of manners, is calculated and commonly
intended to confound the outward distinctions of virtue and vice.

severity of

It is to

—

prepare the

that if those

who

may be
may hope

way

for licentiousness

—

to

produce

this effect

are clothed with the outward color and garb

of vice,

well received by society, those

guilty

to

be so too.

It

may

who

are actually

be said, that there

is

often

where there is very great freedom of manners. And,
no doubt, this may be true in particular instances, but it is
never true of any society in which this is the general state of manners.
What guards can there be to purity, when every thing that

perfect purity
I have

may

possibly be done innocently,

is

habitually practiced

there can be no impropriety which

is

not vice.

;

when

And what must

when there is a departure from that
which they admit as principle. Besides, things which may perhaps be practiced innocently where they are familiar, produce a
moral dilaceration in the course of their being introduced where
they are new. Let us say, we will not have the manners of South
be the depth of the depravity

Carolina changed.
I

have before said that free labor is cheaper than the labor of
and so far as it is so the condition of the free laborer is

slaves,

;
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But

worse.

think President

I

remark

Dew

warm

that the tendency of

It is

climates

The

constitution and indispose to labor.

—

has suflSciently shown that

Northern countries.

this is only true of

matter of familiar
relax the

is to

human

earth yields abundantly

—

some regions almost spontaneously under the influence of
means of supporting life are obtained with but

^in

the sun, and the
slight exertion

;

and men

will use

no greater exertion than

is

This very luxuriance of vegetation,

necessary to the purpose.

where no other cause concurs, renders the air less salubrious, and
even when positive malady does not exist, the health is habitually
impaired. Indolence renders the constitution more liable to these
effects of the atmosphere, and these again aggravate the indoNothing but the coercion of slavery can overcome the
lence.
repugnance to labor under these circumstances, and by subduing
the soil, improve and render wholesome the climate.
It is worthy of remark, that there does not now exist on the
face of the earth, a people in a tropical climate, or one approach-

ing to

it,

where slavery does not

toward

on

Mexico and the South American Republics,* starting
new career of independence, and having gone through a

The author

*

which mark the progress

it.

their

public

a state of high

exist, that is in

civilization, or exhibits the energies

of England and America thus speaks of the Colombian Re-

:

"During some

years, this colony has

been an independent state

;

but the peo-

ple dispersed over this vast and fertile plain, have almost ceased to cultivate

the good land at their disposal

on the

flesh of wild cattle

;

;

they subsist principally,

not a few of them are in a state of deplorable misery
tinue, as

it

seems probable they

pampas of Buenos Ayres
Slaves, black or yellow,
together,

many

they have lost most of the

will, to

will soon be

fit

them

entirely,

if

they should con-

retrograde as at present, the beautiful
for another

experiment

would have cultivated those

would have been made

and

;

of

arts of civilized life

plains,

to assist each other

;

in colonization.

would have kept

would, by keeping to-

gether and assisting each other, have raised a surplus produce exchangeable in
distant markets

kets
arts

;

;

would have kept

their masters together for the sake of

mar-

would, by combination of labor, have preserved among their masters the

and habits of

civilized life."

•whose work, whatever he
lute necessity, and

Yet

may have

immense

this writer, the

whole

thought or intended,

benefits of slavery, finds

it

practical effect of

is

to

show the

abso-

necessary to add, T sup-

pose in deference to the general sentiment of his countrymen, "that slavery

might have done

all this,

seems not more

have been bought too dear,
that the

if its price

word makes men mad.

plain,

than that so

had been slavery."

much good would
Well may we say

;
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farce of abolishing slavery, are rapidly degenerating, even from

semi-barbarism.

The only*portion of

American

the South

conti-

nent which seems to be making any favorable progress, in spite
of a weak and arbitrary civil government, is Brazil, in which slav-

Cuba, of the same race with the contidaily and rapidly advancing in industry and

ery has been retained.
nental republics,
civilization

and

;

is

this

is

owing exclusively

her slaves.

to

St.

Domingo is struck out of the map of civilized existence, and the
British West Indies will shortly be so.
On the other continent,
Spain and Portugal are degenerate, and their rapid progress is
Their southern coast is infested by disease, arising
from causes which industry might readily overcome, but that

downward.

Greece is still barbarous, and
The work of an English physician, distinguished by strong sense and power of observation,* gives a most
industry they will never exert.

scantily peopled.

affecting picture of the condition of Italy,

With

the Appenines.

— especially

degenerated toward the condition from which

by the labor of

south of

the decay of industry, the climate has

There

slaves.

affecting the very springs of

it

was

first

rescued

is

poison in every man's veins,

life,

dulling or extinguishing, with

the energies of the body, all energy of mind, and often exhibiting

From year

most appalling forms of disease.

itself in the

to

year

the pestilential atmosphere creeps forward, narrowing the circles

within which

it is

possible to sustain

human

life.

With

disease

and misery, industry still more rapidly decays, and if the process
it seems that Italy too will soon be ready for another

goes on,

experiment in colonization.

was not so, when Italy was possessed by the maswhen Rome contained her millions, and Italy was
a garden when their iron energies of body corresponded with
the energies of mind which made them conquerors in every climate and on every soil rolled the tide of conquest, not as in
later times, from the South to the North extended their laws and
their civilization, and created them lords of the earth.
Yet once

it

ters of slaves

;

;

;

;

"

What

conflux issuing forth or entering in

Prastor?, pro-consuls to their provinces,

Hasting, or on return in robes of state.
Lictors and rods, the ensigns of their power,

Johnson on Change of

Air.

—

;

!
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Legions and .cohorts, turras of horse and wings

:

Or embassies from regions far remote,
In various habits, on the Appian road,
Or on

th'

Emilian

some from

;

furthest South,

Syene, and where the shadow both

Meroe, Nilotic

isle,

and more

to

way

falls,

West,

The realms of Bocchus to the Blackmoor sea;
From th' Asian kings, and Parthian among these
From India and the golden Chersonese,
And utmost India's isle, Taprobona,
Dusk faces, with white silken turbans wreathed
From Gallia, Gades, and the British West

;

;

Germans, and Scythians, and Sarmatians, North

Beyond Danubius

now

All nations

Such was, and such

Rome

Pool

obedience pay."

the picture of Italy.

is,

"What

contrast not less striking.

Many

to the Tauric

to

is

causes, no doubt, have occurred

;

but though

" War, famine, pestilence, and flood and

Have

dealt

upon the seven-hilled

I will venture to say that

had slaves, with an energetic

Home

herself?

A

reclaimed?

late

civil

it

more heavily

Is not this evident?

If they

government, would the deadly

to overspread the

Would

fire,

city's pride,"

nothing has dealt upon

than the loss of domestic slavery.

miasma be permitted

Greece presents a

the cause of the great change?

Campagna, and invade

not the soil be cultivated, and the wastes

traveller* mentions a canal, cut for miles

through rock and mountain,

for the

purpose of carrying

waters of the lake of Celano, on which thirty thousand

ofi'

the

Roman

and which remains almost
government of Naples was
ten years in repairing with an hundred workmen. The imperishable works of Rome which remain to the present day were, for
How different would be the
the most part, executed by slaves.
condition of Naples, if for her wretched lazzaroni were substituted
negro slaves, employed in rendering productive the plains whose
slaves were

employed

for eleven years,

perfect to the present day.

fertility

now

To

on

us,

shake

it

off,

This, the

serves only to infect the air

whom
even

!

this institution is fastened,
if

we

and who could not

desired to do so, the great republics of

They teach us that
compatible with the freedom, stability, and long dura-

antiquity offer instruction of inestimable value.

slavery

is

Eight days in the Abruzzi.

Blackwood's Magazine, November, 1835.
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government, with denseness of population, great

tion of civil

And

power, and the highest civilization.
this
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modern Europe, which claims

so far excel them

to

— notwithstanding

what respect does

in

give opinions to the world,

immense advantages of

the

the Christian religion and the discovery of the art of printing?

They are not more

nor have performed more glorious actions,

free,

nor displayed mor'e exalted virtue.
intellect

—in

all

and imagination

Where

hardly venture to claim equality.

them

In the higher departments of

that relates to taste

—they will

they have gone beyond

in the results of mechanical philosophy, or discoveries

contribute to the wants and enjoyments of physical

life,

which

they have

done so by the help of means with which they were furnished by
the Grecian mind
the mother of civilization
and only pursued

—

a

little

—

which that had always pointed

further the tract

In

out.

the development of intellectual power, they will hardly bear comparison.

Those noble republics in the pride of their strength and

may have

—

as some of their
and predominance.
But they could not have anticipated, that when they had fallen
under barbarous arms, that when arts and civilization were lost,
and the whole earth in darkness the first light should break from
their tombs
that in a renewed world, unconnected with them by

greatness,

them

poets did for

anticipated for themselves

— an

everlasting duration

—

—

ties

of locality, language or descent, they should

models of

all

or all that

is

and

be held the

And

great in character, or elevated in imagination.

perhaps when England

we

still

that is profound in science, or elegant in literature,

who now leads

herself,

the

war with which

are on all sides threatened, shall have fulfilled her mission,
like the other glorious things of the earth, shall

away

;

when she

shall

have passed

have difiused her noble race and noble

language, her laws, her literature, and her civilization, over

Northern horde

—sunk

into an ignoble and anarchical democracy,*

or subdued to the dominion of
despot,

—then,

in

some

* I do not use the

government
affairs.

in

Csesar,

Southern regions, there

republics, triumphing in Grecian arts

of British descent and

all

some

quarters of the earth, and shall perhaps be overrun by

Roman

may

be found

civilization,

and

many

and worthy

institutions.

word democracy

which the slave and

and

—demagogue

in the

Athenian sense, but to describe the

his master

have an equal voice

in public

—
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If,

wheu

after a time,

republic were

lost,

the

Romans

mind and almost

memory

the

of the

degenerated, they furnish conclusive

evidence that this was owing not to their domestic, but to their

The same thing

political slavery.

is

observed over

all

the East-

and so it must bo, wherever property is insecure,
it
is
and
dangerous for a man to rise himself to such eminence by
intellectual or moral excellence, as would give him influence over
his society.
So it is in Egypt and the other regions bordering
ern monarchies

;

;

the Mediterranean, which once

comprehended the

civilization of

the world, where Carthage, Tyre, and Phoenicia flourished.
short, the uncontradicted experience of the

world

is,

In

that in the

Southern States where good government and predial and domestic

slavery are found, there are prosperity and greatness
is

The former, however,

is

equally essential in

under

And

institutions.

all

where

;

wanting, degeneracy and barbarism.

either of these conditions

can we suppose

all

climates and

to

be the design

it

of the Creator, that these regions, constituting half of the earth's

and the more

surface,
life,

fertile half,

and more capable of sustaining

should be abandoned forever to depopulation and barbarism?

Certain

that they will never be reclaimed

is

it

own

In our

freemen.

Mississippi, which

In our

own

is

by the labor of

country, look at the lower valley of the

capable of being

State, there

made

a far greater Egypt.

are extensive tracts of the

most

fertile

which are capable of being made to swarm with life. These
are at present pestilential swamps, and valueless, becaase there is
abundance of other fertile soil in more favorable situations, which

soil,

demand

all

and more than

Are

all

the labor which our country can

abandoned at once
and forever to the alligator and tortoise with here and there perhaps a miserable, shivering, crouching free black savage ? Does
supply.

these regions of fertility to be

—

not the finger of heaven

itself

seem

to point to a race of

not to be enslaved by us, but already enslaved, and
in every

climate

way
is

benefited by the change of masters

—

to

who

men
will

whom

be

such

not uncongenial, who, though disposed to indolence,

are yet patient and capable of labor, on whose whole features,

mind and

character, nature has indelibly written

first

great

—slave —and
;

we should avail ourselves of these in fulfilling
command to subdue and replenish the earth.

indicate that

It is true that this

countries, where,

the

labor will be dearer than that of Northern

under the name of freedom, they obtain cheaper
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and perhaps better
this too has its

Yet

slaves.

compensation.

it

We

is

C)07

the best

see

we can have, and

compensated

it

at present

by the superior value of our agricultural products. And this
The Southern
superior value they must probably always have.
climate admits of a greater variety of productions.
Whatever is
same
thing,
the
or
something
climates,
produced in Northern
But the Northern
equivalent, may be produced in the Southern.
have no equivalent for the products of Southern climates. The
consequence will be, that the products of Southern regions will be

demanded

all

The

over the civilized world.

agricultural products

Northern regions are chiefly for their own consumption.
They must therefore apply themselves to the manufacturing of arwhich reticles of luxury, elegance, convenience, or necessity,
of

quires cheap labor

—

Southern neighbors.

—

purpose of exchanging them with their

for the

Thus nature herself indicates that agriculemployment in Southern coun-

ture should be the predominating
tries,

both

and manufactures

—but

less

in Northern.

Commerce

is

necessary to

indispensable to the Southern, which

produce

within themselves a greater variety of things desirable to

life.

They will therefore have somewhat less of the commercial spirit.
must avail ourselves of such labor as we can command. The
slave must labor, and is inured to it while the necessity of
energy in his government, of watchfulness, and of preparation
and power to suppress insurrection, added to the moral force

We

;

derived from the habit of

command, may help

to prevent the

degeneracy of the master.

The

task of keeping

down

by those who are strangers
dable one.
to

Even among

to

insurrection

is

commonly supposed

our institutions, to be a very formi-

ourselves, accustomed as

we have been

take our opinions on this as on every other subject, ready

formed from those
of our

own

whom we

regarded as instructors, in the teeth

observation and experience, fears have been enter-

We

tained which are absolutely ludicrous.
to be nightly reposing over a mine,

explode to our destruction.
sojourning in one of our
alarm,

is

The

cities,

first

who

have been supposed

which may
is

at

any instant

thought of a foreigner

awaked by any nightly

of servile insurrection and massacre.

Yet

if

any thing

is certain in human affairs, it is certain and from the most obvious
considerations, that we are more secure in this respect than any

civilived

and

fully

peopled society upon the face of the earth.

In

—
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every such society, there

is

a

much

who have more

ns, of persons

to

larger proportion than with

gain than to lose by the over-

throw of government, and the embroiling of social order. It is
in such a state of things that those who were before at the bottom

From

of society, rise to the surface.

they

causes already considered,

are peculiarly apt to consider their sufferings the

result of

injustice and misgovernment, and to be rancorous and embittered

They have every excitement, therefore, of resentful
passion, and every temptation which the hope of increased opulence, or power or consideration can hold out, to urge them to
innovation and revolt. Supposing the same disposition to exist
in equal degree among our slaves, what are their comparative
means or prospect of gratifying it? The poor of other countries
They have, at least, no one interested to exercise
are called free.
a daily and nightly superintendence and control over their conduct
accordingly.

and

Emissaries of their class

actions.

may

traverse, unchecked,

every portion of the country, for the purpose of organizing insur-

From

rection.

their greater intelligence, they

They may procure and sewho are com-

of communicating with each other.
crete arms.

monly
will

men

It is

not alone the ignorant, or those

tempted

called the poor, that will be

many

be

men

disappointed men, and

perhaps of talent and daring

Even

their energies.

have greater means

—

to

to revolution.

combine them and

their hardships

With

us,

it

is

and

direct

who

those in the higher ranks of society

contemplate no such result, will contribute to

on

There

of desperate fortune

it,

by declaiming

rights.

almost physically impossible that there should

be any very extensive combination among the slaves. It is absolutely impossible that they should procure and conceal efficient
arms.

Their emissaries traversing the country, would carry their

commissions on their foreheads.

II*

we suppose among them an

individual of sufficient talent and energy to qualify

revolutionary leader, he could not be so extensively

command

the confidence,

which would be necessary

him

known

for

a

as to

to enable

him

combine and direct them. Of the class of freemen, there
would be no individual so poor or degraded (with the exception
perhaps of here and there a reckless and desperate outlaw and
felon) who would not have much to lose by the success of such
an attempt every one, therefore, would be vigilant and active to

to

;

detect

and suppress

it.

Of

all

impossible things, one of the most
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be a successful insurrecction of our slaves,

originatiug with themselves.

—

excited, as
at insurrection have indeed been made
bj the agitation of the abolitionists and declaimers
on slavery but these have been in every instance promptly suppressed.
"We fear not to compare the riots, disorder, revolt and
bloodshed, which have been committed in our own, with those
of any other civilized communities, during the same lapse of

Attempts

we

believe,

;

And

time.

be observed under what extraordinary circum-

let it

stances our peace has been preserved.

For the

last half century,

one half of our population has been admonished in terms the

most calculated

to

madden and

excite, that they are the victims

We

of the most grinding and cruel injustice and oppression.

know

that these exhortations continually reach them, through a

thousand channels which we cannot detect, as
birds of the air

— and what

human

if

orably distinguished by outward circumstances,

give credit

oppression

when
In

?

he is told that he

is

by the

carried

being, especially

when unfavnot ready to

is

the victim of injustice and

not in terms, they have been continually

effect, if

The master has been painted

exhorted to insurrection.

as a

criminal, tyrant and robber, justly obnoxious to the vengeance

God and man, and they have been assured of the countenanco
and sympathy, if not of the active assistance, of all the rest of
the world. "We ourselves have in some measure pleaded guilty
of

to the

impeachment.

It is

free population, servile

not long since a great majority of our

to the opinions of those

whose opinions

they had been accustomed to follow, would have admitted slavery
to be a great evil, unjust
to

and indefensible in principle, and only

be vindicated by the stern necessity which was imposed upon

Thus stimulated by every motive and passion which

us.

ordi-

—not as a criminal enterprise, but
as
something generous and heroic — what has been the result
A few imbecile and uncombined plots —in every instance detected
narily actuate

human

beings

to

to

?

before they broke out into action, and which perhaps if undetected

would never have broken

into action.

One

or two sudden, un-

not prompted

premeditated attempts, frantic in their character,

if

by actual

As

insanity,

and these instantly crushed.

it is,

we

are

not less assured of safety, order, and internal peace, than any
other people

;

and but

for the pertinacious

of the subject, would be

3d

much more

so.

and fanatical agitations
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This experience of security, however, should admonish us of
the folly and wickedness of those who have sometimes taken

upon themselves

to

supersede the regular course of law. and by

rash and violent acts to punish supposed disturbers of the peace
of society. This can admit of no justification or palliation what-

Burke,

ever.

I

somewhere remarked something

think,

—that when society

effect,

all parties

in the last stage of depravity

is

to this

—when

are alike corrupt, and alike wicked and unjustifiable in

and

their measures

objects,

a good

man may

content himself with

standing neuter, a sad and disheartened spectator of the conflict

But are we in this wretched condition?
see with what avidity the worst and most danger-

between the rival
It is fearful to

vices.

ous characters of society seize on the occasion of obtaining the

countenance of better men, for the purpose of throwing off the
restraints of law.

who

always these

It is

are most zealous and

forward in constituting themselves the protectors of the public

—men without reputation, or principle, or
—disorder the natural element. In
despe-

To such men

peace.

stake in society

that,

is

and the want of

rate fortunes

all

moral principle and moral

They are eager to avenge themselves
Anarchy is not so much the absence of governgovernment of the worst not aristocracy, but kak-

feeling constitute power.

upon

society.

ment, as the
istocracy

—a

—

state of things,

fully exemplified

when

tion,

which

to the

that horrid hell burnt with its

protect the innocent
effect,

even

only

during the worst times of the French Revolu-

such a state of things, to be accused

worst

honor of our nature,

among men, and which perhaps was

has seldom obtained

is

men

to be guilty

;

is

most lurid flame.
to be condemned

and what perhaps

of better nature, to

whom

their

is

In

—

to

the

own deeds

are abhorrent, are goaded by ten'or to be forward and emulous
in deeds of guilt

and violence.

The scenes of lawless violence

which have been acted in some portions of our country, rare and
restricted as they have been, have done more to tarnish its reputation than a thousand libels.
They have done more to discredit,
and

if

any thing could,

to

endanger, not only our domestic, but

our republican institutions, than the abolitionists themselves.

Men

can never be permanently and effectually disgraced but by

themselves, and rarely endangered but by their
conduct, giving advantage to the enemy.
it

be to encounter the dangers with which

own

injudicious

Better, far better,

we

would

are supposed to be
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employ such means

threatened, than to
the truth

is,

them.

But

when alarm

is

once excited, danger

absolutely at

is

Society can then employ legitimate and more effectual

an end.
measures
is

for averting

that in relation to this matter, so far as respects actual

insurrection,

deeds

Gil

for its

own

The very commission of such

protection.

proof that they are unnecessary.

Let those

who attempt

them, then, or make any demonstration toward them, understand
that they will meet only the discountenance and abhorrence of all

good men, and the just punishment of the laws they have dared
to outrage.
It

has

commonly been supposed,

a source of weakness
foreign country.

I will

that this institution will prove

relation to military defense against a

in

venture to say that in a slaveholding

community, a larger military force may be maintained permanently in the field, than in any State where there are not slaves.
It is

plain that almost the whole of the able bodied free male popu-

lation,

making

half of the entire" able bodied

male population, may

and this without taking in any material degree fi'om the labor and resources of the country.
In general, the labor of our country is performed by slaves.
In other
countries, it is their laborers that form the material of their
be maintained in the

armies.

field,

"What proportion of these can be taken away without

fatally crippling their industry and resources?

In the war of the

Revolution, though the strength of our State was wasted and paralyzed by the unfortunate divisions which existed
selves, yet

was

in

it

the

may be
field,

among

our-

said with general truth, that every citizen

and acquired much of the

qualities of the

soldier.
its compenwhich we must learn to submit, if we are determined on the maintenance of our institutions.
"We are, as yet, hardly at all aware how little the maxims and
practices of modern civilized governments will apply to us.
Standing armies, as they are elsewhere constituted, we cannot
have; for we have not, and for generations cannot have, the

It is true that this

advantage will be attended with

sating evils and disadvantages

;

to

materials out of which they are to be formed.

involved in serious wars,

I

If

we

should be

have no doubt but that some

sort of

conscription, requiring the service of all citizens for a consider-

able term, will be necessary.

Like the people of Athens,

it

will

be necessary that every citizen should be a soldier, and qualified
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to discharge efficiently the duties of a soldier.

It

may seem

a

melancholy consideration, that an army so made up should be opposed to the disciplined mercenaries of foreign nations. But we

must learn
that

know

to

made up

But may we not hope,

our true situation.

men having home and

of superior materials, of

inspired by higher pride of character, of

country to defend;

greater intelligence, and trained by an effective, though honor-

army

more than a match for merdetermined by the qualities
of its officers, and may we not expect to have a greater proportion
of men better qualified for officers, and possessing the true spirit
able discipliiiC, such an

The

cenaries.

efficiency of

And

command.

of military

will be

an army

were otherwise reason

let

to

on foot within the country.
would be most instantly and
vide, that

and

may

skill as

mand

be

when

Then

it

itself

The school of the

collision,

Flanders of the United States.
the storm will

fall

the largest force

any such attempt

such military knowledge

academy

we

if

upon

was apprehension of

From

the

our country should at any

shall be selected for the point

us.

Come from what quarter it may,
known that lately, when there

It is

hostility with France, the

stantly devised of invading the Southern States

In a popular English periodical

insurrection.

and com-

or school of dis-

us, according to Mr. Adam's anticipation, the

making

;

is

that

militia will not do for this.

general opinion of our weakness,

of attack

there
is

sufficient to organize, discipline,

time come into hostile

there

effectually crushed.

armies, by establishing a military

cipline.

if

foresight should induce our State to pro-

should have within

it

be recollected that

it

apprehend danger from insurrection,

there will be the greatest security

And, perhaps, a wise

is

the plan suggested

by an

officer of

high rank

scheme was inand organizing

worl-'^ I

have seen

ai»d reputation in

the British army, of invading the Southern States at various

same means. He is said to be a galand certainly had no conception that he was devising

points and operating by the
lant officer,

atrocious crime, as alien to the true spirit of civilized warfare, as

the poisoning of streams and fountains.

schemes

is

no

less

But the

evident than their wickedness.

folly of

such

Apart from

the consideration of that which experience has most fully proved
to be true

masters

—that in

is

general their attachment and fidelity to their

not to be shaken, and that from sympathy with the

feelings of those

by

whom

they are surrounded, and from

whom
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they derive their impressions, they contract no less terror and

enemy

aversion tovrard an invading

;

it

is

manifest that

tliis

re-

course would be an hundred fold more available to us than to

They are already in our possession, and wo
might at will arm and organize them in any number that we
might think proper. The Helots were a regular constituent part
Thoroughly acquainted with their charof the Spartan armies.
such an enemy.

and accustomed to command them, we might use any
sti'ictness of discipline which would be necessary to render them
effective, and from their habits of subordination already formed,
acters,

would be a task of less difficulty. Though morally most
means wanting in physical strength of nerve.
They are excitable by praise and directed by those in whom they
this

timid, they are by no

;

would rush

and unquestioning upon
any sort of danger. "With white officers and accompanied by a
strong white cavalry, there are no troops in the world from whom

have confidence,

there

would be so

little

fearlessly

reason to apprehend insubordination or

mutiny.

might be a dangerous resource, and one not to
be resorted to but in great extremity. But I am supposing the
It might be dangerous to
case of our being driven to extremity.
disband such an army, and reduce them with the habits of
It might be found
soldiers, to their former condition of laborers.
necessary, when once embodied, to keep them so, and subject to
a permanent standing army. This in time
military discipline
This, I admit,

—

of peace would be expensive, if not dangerous.

Or

if at

any time

we

should be engaged in hostilities with our neighbors, and it
were thought advisable to send such an army abroad to conquer
settlements for themselves, the invaded regions might have occasion to think that the scourge of

God was again

let

loose to afflict

the earth.

President

Dew

fears of those,

how utterly vain are the
may be no danger for the present,

has very fully shown

who, though there

yet apprehend great danger for the future,
slaves shall be greatly increased.

He

when

the

number of

has shown that the larger

and more condensed society becomes, the easier

it

will

be to

maintain subordination, supposing the relative number of the
ferent classes to remain the

same

—

dif-

or even if there should be a

Of

all

man most shows

his

very disproportionate increase of the enslaved class.
vain things, the vainest and that in which

—
;
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impotence and

folly, is

very distant future

—

the taking

upon himself

to provide for

by any material

at all events

a

sacrifice of the

Though experience has shown that revolutions and
movements unless when they have been conducted with
have generally terthe most guarded caution and moderation
of
what
was expected from
minated in results just the opposite
l^resent.

—

political

—

them, the angry ape will

still

play his fantastic tricks, and put in

motion machinery, the action of which he no more comprehends
or foresees than he
insect that

comprehends the mysteries of

infinity.

The

borne upon the current will fancy that he directs

is

Besides the fear of insurrection and servile war, there

course.

when

also alarm lest,
their labor will

numbers

their

become

its

is

shall be greatly increased,

that

utterly unprofitable, so

it

will be

equally difficult for the master to retain and support them, or to

But

get rid of them.

At

happen ?

present,

at
it

what age of the world

may

is

this likely to

be said that almost the whole of the

Southern portion of this continent

be subdued

is to

to cultivation

and in the order of Providence, this is the task allotted to them.
For this purpose, more labor will be required for generations to come
than they will be able to supply. "When that task is accomplished,
there will be

At

many

which their labor may be directed.
employed in accumulating individual

objects to

present they

are

wealth, and this in one way, to wit, as agricultural laborers

and

this is, perhaps, the

The

can be applied.

most useful purpose

effect of slavery

to

which

the tendency to dispersion, which seems epidemical

countrymen, invited by the
hausted

soil,

though

it

unbounded extent of

counteracts

their labor

has not been to counteract

many

among our

fertile

and unex-

of the evils of dispersion.

All the customary trades, professions and employments, except
the agricultural, require a condensed population for their profitable
exercise.

The

own

of his

tively poor

agriculturist

who can command no

labor but that

hands, or that of his family, must remain compara-

and rude.

He who

acquires wealth by the labor of

means of improvement for himself and his chilhave a more extended intercourse, and consequently means of information and refinement, and may seek
education for his children where it may be found. I say, what is
obviously true, that he has the means of obtaining those advantages
but I say nothing to palliate or excuse the conduct of him

slaves, has the

He may

dren.

;

who, having such means, neglects

to avail

himself of them.
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to

it

be true, that in coDsequcnce of our dispersion,

though individual wealth
less

qj^

acquired, the face of the country

is

is

adorned and improved by useful and ornamental public works,

than in other societies of more condensed population, where there
is less

But

wealth.

this is

an

effect

of that which constitutes per-

Where

haps our most conspicuous advantage.

population

is

con-

densed, they must have the evils of condensed population, and

among

these

often

is

the difficulty of finding profitable

employment

for

who has accumulated even an inconsiderable sum, is
puzzled to know what use to make of it.
Ingenuity is therelie

capital.

fore tasked to cast

undertaken and accomplished, and though

to the country, are thus

may

afford a

"Works useful and ornamental

chance of profitable investment.
the proprietors

may

about for every enterprise which

fail

community no

of profit, the

less receives

A safe and
method of investment is offered to every one who has
capital to dispose of, which is further recommended to his feelings
by the sense of independence and the comparative leisure which
the employment affords to the proprietor engaged in it.
It is for
this reason that few of our citizens engage in the pursuits of comAmong

the benefit.

us, there is

no such

difficulty.

profitable

Though

merce.

these

may

be more profitable,

thej^ are also

more

hazardous and more laborious.

When

demand

the

for agricultural labor shall

be fully supplied,

then of course the labor of slaves will be directed to other employ-

ment and

enterprises.

instances

it

ment.

As

may

Already

it

begins to be found, that in some

be used as profitably in works of public improve-

becomes cheaper and cheaper,

it

it

will be applied to

more various purposes and combined in larger masses. It may
be commanded and combined with more facility than any other
sort of labor

be

less

and the laborer, kept in

;

dangerous

country, which

is

to

stricter subordination, will

the security of society than in any other

crowded and overstocked with a

are called free laborers.

Let

it

be remembered that

class of
all

what

the great

—

and enduring monuments of human art and industry the wonders of Egypt the everlasting works of Rome
were created by

—

—

There will come a stage in our progress when
we shall have facilities for executing works as great as any of

the labor of slaves.

these

— more useful

the sea of Moeris.
lie

hid in the

than the pyramids

What

womb

—not

the end of all

less

is to

of the distant future

;

be
to

magnificent than
;

what mutations

what convulsions
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—whether the master, finding

possible to live with his slaves,

the country to

OF

it

im-

may

all this it

not be compelled to abandon
were presumptuous and vain to

speculate.
I

have

hitherto, as I proposed, considered

it

as a naked, abstract

question of the comparative good and evil of the institution of
slavery.

sented to

Very far different indeed is the practical question preus, when it is proposed to get rid of an institution which

has interwoven

itself

with every fibre of the body politic

has formed the habits of our society, and

usage of generations.

God

the laws of

be respected by

is

;

If this be not a vicious prescription,

forbid to ripen into right,
all tribunals

of

man.

it

which

consecrated by the

which

has a just claim to

If the negroes

were now

and it were proposed to enslave them, then it would be incumbent on those who proposed the measure to show clearly that
their liberty was incompatible with the public security. When it is

free,

proposed
is

innovate on the established state of things, the burden

to

on those who propose the innovation,

to

show

that advantage

There is no reform, however necessary,
which will not be accompanied with some
degree of inconvenience, risk or suffering. Those who acquiesce
in the state of things which they found existing, can hardly be
will be gained from

wholesome

it.

or moderate,

But most deeply criminal are they who give
the enormous evil with which great revolutions in society

thought criminal.
rise to

are always attended, without the fullest assurance of the greater

good to be ultimately obtained. But if it can be made to appear,
even probably, that no good will be obtained, but that the results
will be evil and calamitous as the process, what can justify such

No human

innovations?

being can be so mischievous

—

if

acting

consciously, none can be so wicked as those who, finding evil in

upon change, unforeseeing and
and leaving it to ch.ince or fate to determine whether the end shall be improvement, or greater and more
Certainly the instincts of nature prompt to resist
intolerable evil.
existing institutions, run blindly

reckless of consequences,

intolerable oppression.
scribed, but

it

must be

For
left to

this resistance

no rule can be pre-

the instincts of nature.

To

justify

however, the insurrectionists should at least have a reasonable
probability of success, and be assured that their condition will be

it,

improved by success. But most extraordinary is it, when those
who complain and clamor are not those who are supposed to feel
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the oppression, but persons at a distance from them, and

hardly at

who can

appreciate the good or the evil of their situation.

all

the unalterable condition of humanity, that
liberty for themselves.

The

men must

It is

achieve civil

assistance of allies has sometimes

enabled nations to repel the attacks of foreign power, never to
conquer liberty against their own internal government.
In one thing
tion

is to

and

total.

I

concur with the abolitionsts

be brought about,

But

let

it is

us suppose

better that
to

it

it

;

that if emancipa-

should be immediate

be brought about in any man-

and then inquire what would be the effects.
The first and most obvious effect, would be to put an end to
And this would be
the cultivation of our great Southern staple.
ner,

we suppose

the emancipated negroes to be in

no way distinguished from the

free laborers of other countries,

equally the result,

if

and that their labor would be equally effective. In that case, they
would soon cease to be laborers for hire, but would scatter themselves over our unbounded territory, to become independent land
owners themselves. The cultivation of the soil on an extensive
scale, can only be carried on where there are slaves, or in countries

superabounding with free labor.

No

such operations are

carried on in any portions of our own country where there are
Such are carried on in England, where there is an
not slaves.

overflowing population and intense competition for employment.

And

our institutions seem suited to the exigencies of our respectThere, a

ive situations.

much

greater

number

of laborers

is

required at one season of the year than at another, and the farmer

may

enlarge or diminish the quantity of labor he employs, as

cumstances
is

may

require.

cir-

Here, about the same quantity of labor

required at every season, and the planter suffers no inconven-

ience from retaining his laborers throughout the year.

Imagine an

extensive rice or cotton plantation cultivated by free laborers,

who

might perhaps strike for an increase of wages, at a season when
the neglect of a few days would insure the destruction of the whole
Even if it were possible to procure laborers at all, what
crop.
planter would venture to carry on his operations under such circumstances

?

I

need hardly say that these staples can not be pro-

any extent where the proprietor of the soil cultivates it
with his own hands. He can do little more than produce the
necessary food for himself and his family.
And what would be the effect of putting an end to the cultiva-

duced

to
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tion of these staples,

and thus annihilating,

commerce

or three-fourths of our foreign

at

a blow, two-thirds

Can any sane mind

?

contemplate such a result without terror?

I

speak not of the

and misery to which we ourselves would be reduced,
and the desolation which would overspread our own portion of
utter poverty

Our

the country.

slavery has not only given existence to ujillions

of slaves within our
subsistence,

own

and therefore

confederate States

;

territories, it

has given the means of

existence, to millions of freemen in our

enabling them to send forth their swarms to

overspread the plains and forests of the West, and appear as the

The products of the industry of those
States are in general similar to those of the civilized world, and
By exchanging them for
are little demanded in their markets.
harbingers of civilization.

ours,

which are everywhere sought

for,

the people of these States

are enabled to acquire all the products of art and industry, all
that contributes to convenience or luxury, or gratifies the taste or

Not only

the intellect, which the rest of the world can supply.

on our own continent, but on the

other,

it

has given existence to

hundreds of thousands, and the means of comfortable subsistence

A distinguished

to millions.

none can be better qualified

citizen of our

own

State, than

form an opinion, has

to

that our great staple, cotton, has contributed

more than any thing

By

else of later times to the progress of civilization.

the poor to obtain cheap and becoming clothing,

it

that

which

defense.

is

demand

Does not

removed from

us,

sioned.

this is

from the intensest
It is

It is

beings,

suflfering, if

the defense of

more than

who

self-

are far

not from being

human

civilization.

but a small part of the evil which would be occa-

After Bresident

word on the

much good ?
human

defend millions of

struck out of existence.

But

self-

of us steadily to resist the abrogation of

productive of so

It is to

enabling

has inspired a

taste for comfort, the first stimulus to civilization.

defense^ then,

whom

lately stated

Dew,

it is

unnecessary

to

say a single

practicability of colonizing our slaves.

The two

races, so widely separated

nature,

from each other by the impress of
must remain together in the same country. Whether it

be accounted the result of prejudice or reason,

it

is

certain that

the two races will not be blended together so as to form a

genous population.
of

man and human

this state of things

To one who knows any thing of
society,

it

would be unnecessary

can not continue

;

to

homo-

the nature

argue that

but that one race must be
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driven out by the other, or exterminated, or again enslaved.

I

have argued on the supposition that the emancipated negroes
would be as efficient as other free laborers. But whatever theorists,

we

who know nothing of the matter, may
know that this would not be so.

well

but the coercion of slavery can overcome

think proper to assume,

We

know

that nothing

their propensity to indo-

and that not one in ten would be an efficient laborer.
this disposition were not grounded in their nature, it
would be a result of their position. 1 have somewhere seen it
observed, that to be degraded by opinion, is a thousand fold
lence,

Even

if

worse, so far as the feelings of the individuals are concerned,

than

and

to

be degraded by the laws.

this feeling is

incompatible with habits of order and industry.

Half our population would
ant of

New- York

TTiey would be thus degraded,

once be paupers.

at

Let an inhabit-

or Philadelphia conceive of the situation of

their respective States, if one-half of their population consisted

The tie which now connects them, being broken,
the different races would be estranged from each other, and hostility would grow up between them.
Having the command of
their own time and actions, they could more effectually combine
insurrection, and provide the means of rendering it formidable.
of free negroes.

Released from the vigilant superintendence which

now

restrains

them, they would infallibly be led from petty to greater crimes,

and property would be rendered insecure. Aggreswar and that a war of
extermination were established. From the still remaining supe-

until all life

—

sion would beget retaliation, until open

—

riority of the
victors,

and

white race,

if

—when

the others to slavery

either slaves or freemen.

we

slaves themselves, that
If

we suppose them
to

expected.*

they could be no longer

It is

of our country and of all that

admitted

probable that they would be the

is

it

they did not exterminate, they must again reduce

to

is

have

It is

be

dear to us, but in defense of the

political privileges,
still

and

worse results

to

be

may

be

hardly necessary to add any thing to what has

been said by Mr. Paulding on
fully.

to

refuse to emancipate them.

the elective franchise,
It is

fit

not only in self-defense, in defense

this subject,

who has

treated

it

already known, that if there be a class unfavorably

distinguished by any peculiarity from the rest of society, this

*

Example

of St.

Domingo.
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distinction forms a tie wliich binds

they exercise more
influence

— and

than their

to

work

and
power and
character and

to act in concert,
political

more, as they are of inferior

still

Such a class form the very material for
Other parties court them, and con-

looser moral priucii)le.

demogogues

them

due share of

with.

So it would be with the free blacks in the case
would be used by unprincipled politicians, of
They
supposed.
irregular ambition, for the advancement of their schemes, until
they should give them political power and importance beyond
even their own intentions. They would be courted by excited
At some time, they
parties in their contests with each other.
and
this is more probpolitical
ascendancy,
attain
perhaps
may
cede to them.

able, as

we

nuiy suppose that there will have been a great emi-

Imagine the government of

gration of whites from the country.

Imagine then the

such legislators.

sort of

laws that will be

passed, to confound the invidious distinction which has been so

long assumed over them, and,

very

if possible, to obliterate the

The blacks will
memory of
tempted to avenge themselves by oppression and proscription
Thus matters will
the white race, for their long superiority.
on, until universal anarchy, or kakistocracy, the government
These will be resisted.

it.

the worst,

is

fully established.

I

am

persuaded that

if

be
of

go
of

the spirit

of evil should devise to send abroad upon the earth all possible

misery, discord, horror, and atrocity, he could contrive no scheme
so

effectual

the emancipation

as

of negro

our

within

slaves

country.

scheme of emancipation, and that which I
would involve the least danger and sacrifice, would
be that the entire white population should emigrate, and abandon
the country to their slaves. Here would be triumph to philan-

The most

feasible

verily believe

thropy.

This wide and

ancient barbarism

—

to

fertile

region would be again restored to

worst of

the

all

barbarism

—barbarism

corrupted and depraved by intercourse with civilization.
this is

in

the

some

consummation

to

distant fature age, they

improved, as

to

to defend their

the lives

and

may become

so enlightened

be capable of sustaining a position

civilized races of the earth.

homes and

And

be wished, upon a speculation^ that

But

among

I believe moralists allow

their country,

even

at the

and
the

men

expense of

liberties of others.

Will any philanthropist say that the

evils,

of which I have

—
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spoken, would be brought about only by the obduracy, prejudices,

and overweening self-estiraation of the whites in refusing to blend
the races by marriage, and so create a homogenous population?*
But what, if ii; be not prejudice, but truth, and nature, and right
As I have before said, throughreason, and just moral feeling ?
out the whole of nature, like attracts like, and that which

What

like repels.

is

it

makes

that

un-

is

so unspeakably loathsome,

crimes not to be named, and hardly alluded

to

?

Even among

the nations of Europe, so nearly homogenous, there are some
peculiarities of

form and feature, mind and character, which

may

be generally distinguished by those accustomed to observe them.
Though the exceptions are numerous, I will venture to say that
is the man of sound and unand propensities so likely to be attracted by
the female of a foreign stock, as by one of his own, who is more
nearly conformed to himself. Shakspeare spoke the language of
nature, when he made the senate and people of Yenice attribute
to the effect of witchcraft, Desdemona's passion for Othello
though, as Coleridge has said, we are to conceive of him not as
a negro, but as a high bred Moorish chief.

not in one instance in a hundred,

sophisticated tastes

have contended, be inferior to our own
mind and character, marked by inferiority of form and features,
then ours would suffer deterioration from such intermixture.
What would be thought of the moral conduct of the parent who
If the negro race, as I

in

should voluntarily transmit disease, or fatuity, or deformity to
his offspring

?

If

man

be the most perfect work of the Creator,

European man the most perfect variety of the
who would desecrate and deface
God's fairest work estranging it further from the image of himself, and conforming it more nearly to that of the brute?
I have
and the

human

civilized

race, is

he not criminal
;

heard

it

said, as if

it

afibrded an argument, that the African

well satisfied of the superiority of his
features, as

we can be

of ours.

would any one be so recreant

own complexion,

If this

to his

were

own

true, as

—

as

form, and
it

is

civilization, as to

that his opinion ought to

is

not,

say

weigh against ours that there is no
universal standard of truth, and grace, and beauty tliat the Hottentot

Yenus may perchance

* Effects in Mexico and South American republics

See Prof. Christy's Ethiopia.

—

possess as great perfection of form

among

the mongrel races.
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Medicean ?

as the

It is ti-ue,

come

intercourse with females of the other race.

But

Him who

panion of the bosom and the hearth.

plate such an alliance for himself, or regard

when proposed

for a son, or daughter, or sister,

a degraded wretch

among

ourselves

—with

—and

justice,

it

very

the com-

life,

would contemwith patience,

we should esteem

certainly, if he

were found

would not be very

the estimate

he were found in Europe.

selves, of our country,
to

over-

this is a

from making her the associate of

difiereut thing

if

men

the licentious passions of

the natural repugnance, and find transient gratification in

different

not only in defense of our-

It is

and of our own generation, that we refuse

emancipate our slaves, but

to

defend our posterity and race

from degeneracy and degradation.

Are we
agitators

not justified then in regarding as criminals, the fanatical

whose

have described

and

efibrts

?

It is

are intended to bring about the evils I

sometimes said that their zeal

generous

is

and that their motives may be praised, though
conduct be condemned. But I have little faith in the good

disinterested,

their

who pursue bad ends. It is not for us to scrutiwe can only judge of them by the
tendency of their actions. There is much truth in what was said
by Coleridge. "I have never known a trader in philanthropy
who was not wrong in heart somehow or other. Individuals so
distinguished, are usually unhappy in their family relations
men
motives of those

nize the hearts of men, and

—

not benevolent or beneficent to individuals, but almost hostile to

them, yet lavishing money and labor and time on the race

The prurient love

abstract notion."

There

is

much luxury

in

sentiment,

especially

indulged at the expense of others, and

if

if

nal,

who

But

certainly they

may

can be

it

there be added

share of envy or malignity, the temptation to indulgence
irresistible.

— the

of notoriety actuates some.

some

almost

is

be justly regarded as crimi-

obstinately shut their eyes

and

close their ears to all

instruction with respect to the true nature of their actions.

must be manifest to every man of sane mind tliat
possible for them to achieve ultimate success
even
It

is

;

it

if

im-

every

individual in our country, out of the limits of the slaveholding
States,

were united

They can not have even
Domingo of advancing through

in their purposes.

the miserable triumph of St.

—

scenes of atrocity, blood and massacre, to the restoration

barism.

They may

agitate and perplex the world

for

of. bar-

a time.

—
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They may excite to desperate attempts and particular acts of
cruelty and horror, but these will always be suppressed or avenged
at the expense of the objects of their truculent philanthropy. But
short of this, they can hardly be aware of the extent of the misAs I have said, their opinions, by means
chief they perpetrate.
do very generally reach our slave population.
What human being, if unfavorably distinguished by outward
circumstances, is not ready to believe when he is told that he is
to us inscrutable,

Is it not cruelty to

the victim of injustice?

when no

dissatisfied in their condition,

The

it?

make men

restless

efibrt of theirs

and

can alter

greatest injury

is

done

Even

if

no such feelings or designs should be

their happiness.

to their characters, as well as to

entertained or conceived by the slave, they will be attributed to

him by

and all his conduct scanned with a severe and
Thus distrust and aversion are established,
mischievous interference, there would be confidence

the master,

jealous scrutiny.

where, but

for

and good-will, and a sterner control

who

exercised over the slave

is

thus becomes the victim of his cruel advocates.*

An efiect is sometimes produced on the minds of slaveholders,
by the publications of the self-styled philanthropists, and their
judgments staggered and consciences alarmed. It is natural that
the oppressed should hate the oppressor.
It is still more natural
Convince the master

that the oppressor should hate his victim.
that he

is

doing injustice

to his slave,

and he

regard him with distrust and malignity.
stitution of the

It is

once begins

at

to

a part of the con-

human mind, that when circumstances of necessity
men to continue in the practice of what they

or temptation induce

become desperate and reckless of the
have formerly heard of a master who ac-

believe to be wrong, they

degree of wrong.

I

counted for his practicing

much

severity

upon

his slaves,

and ex-

acting from them an unusual degree of labor, by saying that the

thing (slavery) was altogether wrong, and therefore

*

On

the abolition of slavery, Mr.

European democracy which

will find

Adams

observed

no favor

in the

:

"It

is

United

it

was well

tbe onh' part of
States.

It

may

aggravate the condition of slaves in the South, but the result of the Missouri
question, and the attitude of parties, have silenced most of the declaimers on

the subject.

This state of things

is

not to continue forever.

the danger of the abolition doctrines,

when brought home

men, may teach them the value of the Union,
maintain their systsm of slavery."

—Life of

J. Q.

It is possible

to

Southern

that

states-

the only means which can
Adams, page 177, Editor.

as
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make

to

the greatest possible advantage out of

hang more

occasions some slaveholders to

Regarding the

by

institution as of questionable character,

the general opinion of the world,

come

to

condemned
and one which must shortly

an end, they hold themselves in readiness

escape from the evil which they anticipate.
to

This agitation

it.

loosely on their country.

new masters

Some

to

make

sell their

their

slaves

(always a misfortune to the slave) and remove

themselves to other societies, of manners and habits uncongenial
to their

own.

And though we may

suppose that

it is

only the

weak

and the timid who are liable to be thus affected, still it is no less
an injury and public misfortune. Society is kept in an unquiet
and restless state, and every sort of improvement is retarded.

Some

projectors suggest the education of slaves, with a view to

prepare them for freedom

—as

if

there were

being educated to freedom, but by himself.

any method of a man's
The truth is, however,
and that

that supposing that they are shortly to be emancipated,

they have the capacities of any other race, thoy are undergoing the

very best education which

They are

possible to give.

it is

in the

course of being taught habits of regular and patient industry, and

which is required. I suppose that their most
zealous advocates would not desire that they should be placed in the
high places of society immediately upon their emancipation, but
that they should begin their course of freedom as laborers, and raise
themselves afterward as their capacities and characters might enable
this is the first lesson

them.

But how

little

ments of education, add

would what are commonly

called the rudi-

to their qualifications as laborers

?

But

for

the agitation which exists, however, their education would be car-

There

ried further than this.
to

is

a constant tendency in our society

extend the sphere of their employments, and consequently to give

them the information which

And

employments.

this,

is

necessary to the discharge of those

for the

most obvious reason,

it

pro-

motes the master's interest. How much would it add to the value
of a slave, that he should be capable of being employed as a clerk,
or be able to

make

calculations as a mechanic?

however, of the fanatical

been thought necessary
to prevent their

make

spirit

In consequence,

which has been

to repress this

excited,

it

has

tendency by legislation, and

acquiring the knowledge of which they might

a dangerous use.

If this spirit were put

down, and we

re-

stored to the consciousness of security, this would bo no longer

necessary, and the process of which I have spoken would be ac-
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"Wheuever indications of superior capacity appeared
it would be cultivated
gradual improvement would

cclorated.

in a slave,

;

take place, until they might be engaged in as various employ-

ments

as they

ones.

Thus,

in a

were among the ancients

if in

— perhaps

even liberal

the adorable providence of God, at a time

manner which we can

and

neither foresee nor conjecture, they are

be rendered capable of freedom and

to enjoy it, they would be
and most effectual, because in the most
natural and gradual manner.
But fanaticism hurries to its effect
at once.
I have heard it said, God does good, but it is by imper-

to

prepared for

it

in the best

ceptible degrees

the devil

is

You cannot

to the senses.

pand.

;

permitted to do

evil,

The beneficent processes of nature

in a hurry.

The volcano,

and he does

it

are not apparent

see the plant grow, or the flower ex-

and the hurricane, do their
in a moment.
Such would be the desolation,
if the schemes of fanatics were permitted to have effect.
They
do all that in them lies to thwart the beneficent purposes of providence. The whole tendency of their efforts is to aggravate present
Buffering, and to cut off the chance of future improvement, and in
all their bearings and results, have produced, and are likely to
produce, nothing but " pure, unmixed, dephlegmated, defecated
the earthquake,

work of desolation

evil."

If Wilberforce or Clarkson

were

living,

and

it

were inquired

of them "can you be sure that you have promoted the happiness
of a single

human being ? "

conscientiously, they

would

I

imagine

that, if

they considered

answer in the affirmative.
If it were asked " can you be sure that you have not been
the cause of suffering, misery and death to thousands,"
when
find

it

diSicult to

—

we

recollect that they probably stimulated the

amis des noirs
horrors of St.

in France,

and that through the

Domingo were

—

exertions of the

efforts of these the

must hesimight seem cruel, if
we could, to convince a man who has devoted his life to what he
esteemed a good and generous purpose, that he has been doing
only evil that he has been worshiping a horrid fiend, in the
place of the true God.
But fanaticism is in no danger of being
convinced.* It is one of the mysteries of our nature, and of the
divine government, how utterly disproportioned to each other are
tate long to return

perpeti-ated

a decided negative.

—

Invariably true.

40
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the powers of doing evil and of doing good.

most abject instrument, that

is

The poorest and

utterly imbecile for

any purpose of

good, seems sometimes endowed with almost the powers of omnipotence for mischief.

from a forge
friends

do

—a

may

A mole may inundate

—a

conflagrate a city

—a

a province

whisper

rumor may convulse an empire

—but

benefit to our race or country, the purest

may

spark

separate

when we would

and most chastened

motives, the most patient thought and labor, with the humblest
self-distrust, are

hardly sufficient to assure us that the results

not disappoint our expectations, and that

we may not do

may

evil in-

But are we therefore to refrain from efforts to
and country ? By no means but these motives,
this labor and self-distrust are the only conditions upon which we
are permitted to hope for success.
Very different indeed is the
course of those whose precipitate and ignorant zeal would overturn the fundamental institutions of society, uproar its peace and
endanger its security, in pursuit of a distant and shadowy good,
of which they themselves have formed no definite conception
whose atrocious philosophy would sacrifice a generation and
stead of good.

benefit our race

more than one generation

:

—

—

for

any hypothesis.
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Statement of the Question
press

it

—

to

efforts

Title to Slaves, to

?

Is

Political

is

Curtail-

soldiers
in

in

litionists

in

SiLVfiR Bluff, (So. Ca.,)

Jandaky

28, 1845.

Sir: I received, a short time ago, a letter from the Rev. Wil-

longhby M. Dickinson, dated

at

your residence, "Playford Hall,

near Ipswich, 2Gth November, 1844," in which was inclosed a

copy of yonr Circular Letter, addressed to professing Christians
in onr Northern States, having no concern with slavery, and to

presume that Mr, Dickinson's letter was written
with yonr knowledge, and the document inclosed with your conI therefore feel that ^Loio is no improprisent and approbation.

others there.

my

ety in

there

is

I

addressing

my

reply directly to yourself, especially as

nothing in Mr. Dickinson's communication requiring

serious notice.

Having abundant

leisure,

it

will be a recreation

an examination and free discussion of
question
of
the
slavery as it exists in our Southern States and
since you have thrown down the gauntlet to me, I do not hesitate
to

devote a portion of

it

to

:

to take

it

up.
(G29)

:
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Familiar as you have been with the discussions of this subject
in all

its

aspects,

and under

for sixty years past, I

be new

may

all

Nor ought

to you.

the excitements

it

not be able to present
I to

has occasioned

much

that will

indulge the hope of materially

you have so long cherished, and so zealtime and experience have developed
facts, constantly furnishing fresh tests to opinions formed sixty
years since, and continually placing this great question in points
of view, which could scarcely occur to the most consummate inteland which may not have
lect even a quarter of a century ago
occurred yet to those whose previous convictions, prejudices, and
habits of thought, have thoroughly and permanently biased them
affecting the opinions

ously promulgated.

Still,

:

to

one fixed way of looking

liarities in the

matter

at the

:

while there are pecu-

operation of every social system, and special local

as well as moral causes materially affecting

it,

which no one,

placed at the distance you are from us, can fully comprehend or
Besides,

properly appreciate.

you

encounter one

to

who

may

it

be possibly, a novelty to

conscientiously believes the domestic

slavery of these States to be not only an inexorable necessity for
the present, but a moral and

humane

institution, productive of

the greatest political and social advantages, and
as I am, to defend

who

is

disposed,

on these grounds,

it

I do not propose, however, to defend the African slave trade.

That

is

as

has been, and

it

Doubtless great evils arise from

no longer a question.
is

now conducted

:

it

unnecessary wars and cruel

kidnapping in Africa: the most shocking barbarities in the middle passage

:

and perhaps a

less

humane system

of slavery in

countries continually supplied with fresh laborers at a cheap rate.

The

evils of

exaggerated.

it,

however,

And

if I

it

may

be fairly presumed, are greatly

might judge of the truth of transactions
by that of those reported as

stated as occurring in this trade,

transpiring

among

us, I should not hesitate to

say, that a large

proportion of the b.vr'es in circulation are unfounded, and most
of the remainder highly colored.

On

Act of Parliament prohibiting this trade
to British subjects rests, what you esteem, the glory of your life.
It required twenty years of arduous agitation, and the intervening
extraordinary political events, to convince your countrymen, and
the passage of the

among
and

the rest your pious king, of the expediency of the measure

it is

but just to say, that no one individual rendered more es-
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yon did. In reflecting on the
you can not but often ask yourself: What, after all, has
been accomplished how much human suifering has been averted ;
how many human beings have been rescued from transatlantic
And on the answers you can give these questions, must
slavery?
in a great measure, I presume, depend the happiness of your life.
essential service to the cause than

subject,

;

In framing them,

mark
ject,

how frequently must you

be reminded of the

which

I

upon the subbelieve you have yourself recorded, "that he had

twenty objections to the abolition of the slave trade
that

re-

of Mr. Grosvenor, in one of the early debates

it icas

impossible

—the

rest

the

:

It

was estimated

at the

was,

Can you say

he need not give."

to yourself, or to the world, that this first objection of

nor has been yet confuted ?

first

Mr. Grosve-

commencement

of your agitation in 1787, that forty-five thousand Africans were

And

annually transported to America and the "West Indies.
mortality of the middle passage, computed by

now admitted

some

not to have exceeded nine per cent.

the

at five, is

Notwithstand-

ing your Act of Parliament, the previous abolition by the United

and that

States,

all

piracy,

vent
in

it

the powers in the world have subsequently

—some of the

greatest of them declaring it
and covering the African seas with armed vessels to preSir Thomas Fowel Buxton, a coadjutor of yours, declared

prohibited this trade

—

number

1840, that the

of Africans

now

annually sold into

slavery beyond the sea, amounts, at the very least, to one hundred

and

fifty

thousand souls

;

while the mortality of the middle pass-

age has increased, in consequence of the measures taken to suppress the

ti*ade,

one hundred and

to twenty-five or thirty per cent.
fifty

thousand slaves

And

who have been

of the

captured

and liberated by British men-of-war, since the passage of your
Act, Judge Jay, an American abolitionist, asserts that one hundred thousand, or two-thirds, have perished between their capture
and liberation. Does it not really seem that Mr. Grosvenor was
a prophet? That though nearly all the "impossibilities" of 1787
have vanished, and become as familiar facts as our household
customs, under the magic influence of steam, cotton, and universal peace, yet this

wonderful prophecy

still

stands, defying time

and the energy and genius of mankind. Thousands of valuable
and fifty millions of pounds sterling, liave been thrown
away by your government in fruitless attempts to overturn it. I
hope you have not lived too long for your own happiness, though
lives,
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to see that in spite

of all your toils and

those of your fellow laborers, and the accomplishment of

human agency

all

that

could do, the African slave trade has increased

—

under your own eyes more rapidly, perhaps, than
any other ancient branch of commerce and that your efforts to
suppress it, have affected nothing more than a three-fold increase
three-fold

of

its

ful

—far-seeing

There

horrors.

signs.

It is

:

He

a

is

God who

—

rules this world

—all-power-

does not permit his creatures to

he who,

for his all- wise,

de-

foil his

though to us often inscruta-

ble purposes, throws " impossibilities" in the

hopes and most strenuous exertions.

way of our fondest
Can you doubt this ?

Experience having settled the point, that

this trade

can not he

abolished hy the use of force^ and that blockading squadrons
serve only to make it more profitable and more cruel, I am surprised that the attempt

is

persisted in, unless

it

serves as a cloak

would be far better than it now is, for the
was free from all restrictions, and left to the
mitigation and decay which time and competition would surely
bring about. If kidnapping, both secretly, and by war made for
the purpose, could be by any means prevented in Africa, the next
greatest blessing you could bestow upon that country would be to
to other purposes.

It

Afi'ican, if the trade

transport

its

actual slaves in comfortable vessels across the Atlan-

Though they might be perpetual bondsmen, still they would
emerge from darkness into light from barbarism into civiliza-

tic.

tion

—from

But

let

—
—in

idolatry to Christianity

short from death to

life.

us leave the African slave trade, which has so signally

American
your attention, and

defeated the philanthropij of the world, and turn to
slavery, to which you

have now directed

against which a crusade has been preached as enthusiastic and
ferocious as that of Peter the

about as successful.

And

ence between the two, though

wisdom

Hermit

—destined,

I believe, to

be

me say, there is a vast differyou may not acknowledge it. The

here

let

of ages has concurred in the justice and expediency of

establishing rights by prescriptive use,

origin they

may have

been.

however tortuous

in their

man

insane,

You would deem

a

whose keen sense of equity would lead him to denounce your
right to the lands you hold, and which perhaps you inherited
from a long line of ancestry, because your title was derived from
a Saxon or Norman conqueror, and your lands were originally
wrested by violence from the vanquished Britons. And so would
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farm

that he should restore his

tered red
life

men,

to

and freedom

any one who would

abolitionists regard

England

to the

whom God had

as clearly given

a fallacy which

is

insist

descendants of the slaughit

as he gave

That time does not

kidnapped African.

to the

consecrate wi'ong,

033

.

history exposes

all

;

and

which the best and wisest men of all ages and professions of reThe means, therefore,
ligious faith have practically denied.
whatever they may have been, by which the African race now in
this country have been reduced to slavery, cannot affect us, since
they are our property, as your land is yours, by inheritance or
purchase and prescriptive right. You will say that man cannot
hold property in man. The answer is, that he can and actually
does hold property in his fellow

all

forms, and has always done so.
thority for doing
If

you were

the world over, in a variety of
I will

show presently

to ask

me

whether

I

am

an advocate of slavery in

the abstract, I should probably answer, that I

my

his au-

it.

am

not, according

I do not like to deal in
any useful ends. There are few
universal truths.
I do not now remember any single moral truth
universally acknowledged.
We have no assurance that it is
given to our finite understanding to comprehend abstract moral
truth.
Apart from revelation and the inspired writings, what

to

understanding of the question.

abstractions.

seldom leads

It

ideas should

we have even

Let the heathen answer.

of God, salvation, and immortality

Justice itself

and abstract

straction,

to

liberty the

is

merest phantasy that ever

amused the imagination.

This world was

man

We

for the

world as

another and with
I

am no more

all

it is.

?

impalpable as an ab-

made

for

man, and

ourselves, our relations with one

matter, are real, not ideal.

I

might say that

in favor of slavery in the abstract, than I

am

of

poverty, disease, deformity, idiocy, or any other inequality in the
condition of the

human

family

;

what would

it

amount

to

?

A

and think
But
would join you to set

that I love perfection,

I should enjoy a millennium such as

God

pledge that I

has promised.

about eradicating those apparently inevitable evils of our nature,

mankind, consummating the
and introducing the millennium? By no

in equalizing the condition of all

perfection of our race,

means.

To

power.

And

perfect his

effect these

things, belongs exclusively to a higher

would be well for us to leave the Almighty to
own works and fulfill his own covenants. Especially,
it

—
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as the history of the past shows

have proved, when made

how

entirely futile all

human

purpose of aiding him in
carrying out even his revealed designs, and how invariably he
efforts

for the

has accomplished them by unconscious instruments, and in the

human expectation. Nay more, that every attempt which
been made by fallible man to extort from the world obedience

face of

has

to his "abstract" notions of right

and wrong, has been invariably

attended with calamities dire, and extended just in proportion to

movement. On slavery in the abwould not be amiss to have as little as possible to

the breadth and vigor of the
stract, then, it

Let us contemplate

say.

the

first

we have

question

then slavery

bound

is

to

And

it,

is,

to us in his

whether

it

If

at once that every

and

to

is

it,

con-

Holy Scriptures

to ascertain his will.

admit

I

against

to set his face

thus contemplating

ask ourselves

means given us
a sin.

And

it is.

God, as revealed

trary to the will of

the only certain

as

it

it

man

is,

is

emancipate his slaves,

should he hold any.

Let us open these Holy Scriptures.

In the twentieth chapter

of Exodus, seventeenth verse, I find the following words:

"Thou

shalt not covet thy neighbor's house, thou shalt not covet thy

neighbor's wife, nor his man-servant, nor his maid-servant, nor
his ox, nor his ass, nor
is

the tenth of those

any thing that

is

commandments

thy neighbor's "

— which

that declare the essential

Moses by God himand verbal quibbling as

principles of the great moral law delivered to
ISTow,

self.

discarding

wholly unworthy

what

is

be used in interpreting the word of God,

to

the plain meaning, undoubted intent,

commandment?

this

technical

all

Does

it

and

true spirit of

not emphatically and explicitly

you to disturb your neighbor in the enjoyment of his propand more especially of that which is here specifically mentioned as being lawfully, and by this commandment made sacredly
forbid
erty

his?
liis

;

Prominent in the catalogue stands
maid-servant,"

who

are

his

"man-servant and

thus distinctly consecrated as his

property^ and guaranteed to him for his exclusive benefit, in the

most solemn manner.

You

attempt to avert the otherwise

irre-

was thus ordained by God, by
the word "slave" is not used here, and is not to be

sistible conclusion, that slavery

declaring that

found in the Bible.

on

this point

And

I

have Seen many learned dissertations

from abolition pens.

Hebrew and Greek words

It is

well

known

that both the

translated "servant" in the Scriptures,
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The use of the one
aud most usually, " slave."
word, instead of the other, was a mere matter of taste with the
translators of the Bible, as it has been with all the commentators

means

also,

and religious

writers, the latter of

whom

have, I believe, for the

adopted the term "slave," or used both terms indisIf, then, these Hebrew and Greek words include
criminately.

most

part,

the idea of both systems of servitude, the conditional aud unconditional, they should, as the major includes the minor proposition,
be always translated " slaves," unless the sense of the whole text
forbids it.
The real question, then is, what idea is intended to be

conveyed by the words used in the commandment quoted
it is

my

clear to

mind, that as no limitation

is

?

And

affixed to them,

mankind the peaceful
enjoyment of every species of property, that the terms " menservants and maid-servants " include all classes of servants, and
and the express intention was

establish a lawfid, exclusive,

the "

to secure to

and indefeasible

interest equally in

go out in the seventh year," and
"the yearly hired servant," and "those purchased from the
heathen round about," who were to be "bond-men forever," as

Hebrew

the property

brother

who

shall

of their felloio-man.

You cannot deny that there were among the Hebrews " bondmen forever." You cannot deny that God especially authorized
his

chosen people to purchase "bond-men forever" from the

heathen, as recorded in the twenty-fifth chapter of Leviticus, and

by the very Hebrew word used in
Nor
can you deny that a " bond-man
commandment.
the tenth
forever" is a "slave;" yet you endeavor to hang an argument
that they are there designated

of immortal consequence upon the wretched subterfuge, that the
precise word " slave " is not to be found in the translation of the
Bible.

Holy

As

translators were canonical expounders of the
and their words^ not Oocfs meaning^ must be

if the

Scriptures,

regarded as his revelation.
It is vain to look to Christ or any of his apostles to justify such
blasphemous perversions of the word of God. Although slavery
in its most revolting form was everywhere visible around them,
110 visionary notions of piety or philanthropy ever tempted thorn to

gainsay the law, even
ing system.

On

to mitigate the cruel severity of the exist-

the contrary, regarding

lished^ as well as inevitahle condition

never hinted at such a tiling as

its

of

slavery as an

human

estab-

society, they

termination on earth, any more

;
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than that " the poor

may cease out of the land," which God afMoses shall never be: and they exhort "all servants
under the yoke " to " count their masters as worthy of all honor:"
"to obey them in all things according to the flesh not with eyefirms to

;

"
eervice as men-pleasers, but in singleness of heart, fearing God ;
" not only the good and gentle, but also the froward " " for what
:

glory

when ye arc buffeted for your faults ye shall take it
but if when ye do well and suffer for it ye take it pa-

is it if

paticntl}"?

tiently, this is acceptable to

God."

Paul actually apprehended

St.

a run-away slave, and sent him to his master

Instead of deriv-

1

ing from the gospel any sanction for the work you have undertaken,

more

it

would be

to

difficult

imagine sentiments and conduct

and the

strikingly in contrast, than those of the apostles

abolitionists.
It is

impossible, therefore, to suppose that slavery

the will of God.
differs in

It is

contrary to

equally absurd to say that American slavery

We

form or principle from that of the chosen people.

of our slavery^ and

cept the Bible terms as the definition

We

of our conduct.

cepts as the guide

Even

is

the right to "buffet," which

express license in the gospel.

is

its

ac-

pre-

desire nothing more.

esteemed so shocking, finds

1 Peter

ii.

Nay, what

20.

is

its

more,

Hebrews to " bore holes in the ears of their brothers" to marh them, when under certain circumstances they become perpetual slaves. Exodus xxi. 6.

God

directs the

I think, then, I

American slavery
ed by

is

safely conclude,

and

I firmly believe, that

And

here I might close

and Christ

command-

not only not a sin, but especially

God through Moses, and approved by

apostles.

dains,

may

should surely

sanctifies,

Christ through his

defense

its

;

for

what God

command

or-

the respect

and toleration of man. But I fear there has grown up in our time
a transcendental religion, which is throwing even transcendental
philosophy into the shade a religion too pure and elevated for

—

the Bible; which seeks to erect

among men

a higher standard of

morals than the Almighty has revealed, or our Saviour preached

and which

probably destined to do more to impede the exten-

is

sion of God's

ever lived.
right

hand

kingdom on

Error

is error.

as to the

left.

earth than
It is as

all

the infidels

dangerous

And when men,

who have

to deviate to the

professing to be holy

men, and who are by numbers so regarded, declare those things

to

be sinful which our Creator has expressly authorized and instituted,

,
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they do more to destroy his authority among mankind than the
most wicked can effect, by proclaiming that to be innocent which
he has forbidden. To this self-righteous and self-exalted class belong all the abolitionists whose writings I have read. "With them
it is no end of the argument to prove your propositions by the text
of the Bible, interpreted according to its plain and palpable meanall mankind for three thousand years
They are more ingenious at construing and
interpolating to accommodate it to their new-fangled and ethereal
code of morals, than ever were Voltaire and Hume in picking it
to pieces, to free the world from what they considered a delusion.
When the abolitionists proclaim "man-stealing" to be a sin, and
show me that it is so written down by God, I admit them to be
But when I
right, and shudder at the idea of such a crime.
show them that to hold "bond-men forever" is ordained by
God, they deny the Bible^ and set up in its place a law of
their own making.
I must then cease to reason with them on
Our religion differs as widely as our
this branch of the question.
manners. The great Judge in our day of final account must

ing,

and as understood by

before their time.

decide between us.

Turning from the consideration of slaveholding in its relations
man as an accountable being, let us examine it in its influence
OD his political and social state. Though, being foreigners to us,
to

you are in no wise

entitled to interfere with the civil institutions

of this country,

has become quite

men

to

it

common

for

your country-

decry slavery as an enormous political evil to us, and even

to declare that

our Northern States ought to withdraw from the

it.
The
American abolitionists appear to concur fully in these sentiments,
and a portion, at least, of them are incessantly threatening to

Confedracy rather than continue to be contaminated by

dissolve the Union.

Nor should

I

be at

all

surprised

if

they

would not be difficult, in my opinion, to conjecture
which region, the North or South, would suffer most by such an
event.
For one, I should not object, by any means, to cast my
lot in a confederacy of States whose citizens might all be slave-

succeed.

It

holders.
I indorse without reserve the

ernor M'Duffie, that "slavery

can edifice

;"

much lauded

is

much abused

sentiment of Gov-

the corner-stone of our republi-

while I repudiate, as ridiculously absurd,
but nowhere accredited

dogma

that

of Mr. Jefferson, that

;
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No

are born equal."*

society has ever yet existed,

and I have already incidentally quoted the highest authority to
show that none ever will exist, without a natural variety of classes.
The most marked of these must, in a country like ours, be the
rich and the poor, the educated and the ignorant.
It will scarcely
be disputed that the very poor have less leisure to prepare themselves for the proper discharge of public duties than the rich

and that the ignorant are wholly unfit for them at all. In all
countries save ours, these two classes, or the poor rather, who are
presumed to be necessarily ignorant, are by law expressly excluded from

all

participation in the

management

of public afiairs.

In a Republican Government this can not be done.
sufirage,

though not essential in theory, seems

it is

obvious that the government

of a numerical majority

;

and

is

it

be in fact a

Where

necessary appendage to a republican system.
sufirage obtains,

to

Universal

is in

universal
the hands

hardly necessary to say that

more than half the people are ignorant
and poor. Though no one can look upon poverty as a crime,
and we do not here generally regard it as any objection to a man
in his individual capacity, still it must be admitted that it is a
in every part of the world

wretched and insecure government which is administered by its
most ignorant citizens, and those who have the least at stake
under it. Though intelligence and wealth have great influence
here, as everywhere, in keeping in check reckless and unenlightened numbers, yet it. is evident to close observers, if not to all,
that these are rapidly usurping all power in the non-slaveholding
States, and threaten a fearful crisis in republican institutions there
at

no remote period.

In the slaveholding States, however, nearly

one-half of the whole population, and those the poorest and most
ignorant, have no political influence whatever, because they are

Of the other

slaves.

half,

a large proportion are both educated and

independent in their circumstances, while those
are not so, being
'

who

unfortunately

elevated far above the mass, are higher

still

toned and more deeply interested in preserving a stable and well*

On

this

Adams,

subject, J. Q.

Maine, July 4tb, 1843, said

:

"It

is

in

his

can in any sense be said to be born equal

pendence affirms
cisely the

same

mortal souls."

letter

;

J. Q.

the citizens of Bangorj
all

mankind

and wben the Declaration of Inde-

men

as a self-evident truth that all

as if the affirmation

—Life of

to

only as immortal beings tbat

had been that

Adams, page 395.

—

all

are born equal,

men

Editor.

it is

pre-

are born with im-
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ordered governmeut, than the same class in any other country.
Hence, slavery is truly the "corner-stone" and foundation of
every well-designed and durable "republican edifice."

With
and

us every citizen is concerned in the maintenance of order,
promoting honesty and industry among those of the lowest
who are our slaves and our habitual vigilance renders

in

class

;

standing armies, whether of soldiers or policemen, entirely un-

Small guards in our

necessary.

cities,

and occasional patrols in
known no where

the country, insure us a repose and security

You can

else.

there

not be ignorant that, excepting the United States,

no country in the world whose existing government would

is

not be overturned in a month, but for

standing armies, main-

its

whom

tained at an enormous and destructive cost to those
are destined to overawe

—so rampant

and combative

is

of discontent wherever nominal free labor prevails, with
sive privileges

before the

and

its

'•''free States'*''

Nor

dismal servitude.
of this

Union

will

will

it

they

the spirit
its

exten-

be long

be compelled to intro-

duce the same expensive machinery, to preserve order among
their " free

and equal " citizens.
permanent battalion for

ized a

Already has Philadelphia organpurpose New York, Boston

this

;

and Cincinnati will soon follow her example and then the
smaller towns and densely populated counties. The intervention
of their militia to repress violations of the peace is becoming a
A strong government, after some of the old fashions
daily afiair.
;

—though

probably with a

armed mercenaries,

is

new name

—sustained

by the force of

the ultimate destiny of the non-slavehold-

ing section of this confederacy, and one which

may

not be very

distant.
It is

a great mistake to suppose, as

is

generally done abroad,

war slavery would be a source of weakness. It
did not weaken Rome, nor Athens, nor Sparta, though their
slaves were comparatively far more numerous than ours, of the
same color for the most part with themselves, and large numbers
that in case of

of them familiar with the use of arms.
that our slaves

would

seize such

have no apprehension

among

to revolt.

The

would never think
to it by others.
instigated
any time, unless

present generation of them, born
of such a thing at

I

an opportunity
us,

Against such instigations we are always on our guard. In time
of war we should be more watchful and better prepared to put

down

insurrections than at

any other periods.

Should any foreign
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nation be so lost to every sentimcut of civilized luimanitj, as to
to erect among us the standard of revolt, or to invade us
with black troops, for the base and barbarous purpose of stirring

attempt

up

would be signally rebuked. Our
seduced, nor would any thing delight

servile war, their eflbrts

slaves could not be easily

them more than

to assist in stripping Cuffee of his regimentals to

put him in the cotton-field, which would be the fate of most black
If,
invaders, without any very prolix form of " apprenticeship,"

am

would be the case, our slaves remained peaceful
on our plantations, and cultivated them in time of war under the
as I

satisfied

superintendence of a limited number of our citizens,
that

we

less sacrifice,

thus

it is

obvious

could put forth more strength in such an emergency, at

than any other people of the same numbers. And
in every point of view, " out of this nettle danger,

we should

pluck the flower safety."

How

far slavery

may be an advantage

or disadvantage to those

not owning slaves, yet united with us in political association,

a question

for their sole consideration.

sentation in Congress

is

increased by

and the non-slaveholding

It is

it.

is

true that our repre-

But so are our taxes

States, being the majority, divide

;

among

themselves far the greater portion of the amount levied by the

Federal Government.

And

I

doubt not

that,

when

it

comes

to

a

close calculation, they will not be slow in finding out that the

balance of profit arising from the connection

is

vastly in their

favor.

In a social point of view the abolitionists pronounce slavery to

would be our own peculiar
them to lament over it.
Seeing their bitter hostility to us, they might leave us to cope
But they make war upon us out of
with, our own calamities.
attempt
and
to purify by covering us with
charity,
of
excess
You have read and assisted to circulate a great
calumny.
deal about affrays, duels and murders, occurring here, and all
be a monstrous

evil.

If

it

was

so, it

concern, and superfluous benevolence in

attributed to the terrible demoralization of slavery.

event of this sort takes place

among

us, but

it

is

Kot a

single

caught up by

and paraded over the world, with endless comments, variations and exaggerations. You should not take what
reaches you as a mere sample, and infer that there is a vast deal
more you never hear. You hear all, and more than all, the truth.
the abolitionists,

It is true that the

point of honoi

is

recognized throughout the

—
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and that disputes of

be appropriate for

me

classes are frequently

certain

referred for adjustment, to the " trial

641

by combat."

It

would not

to enter, in this letter, into a defense of the

practice of duelling, nor to maintain at length, that

does not

it

tarnish the character of a people to acknowledge a standard of

honor.

Whatever

may

evils

arise

from

however, they can not

it,

be attributed to slavery, since the same custom prevails both in

Few

France and England.

of your

Prime

Ministers, of the last

half century even, have escaped the contagion,

which so much

affrays, of

is

said,

and

in

I

which

The

believe.
rifles,

bowie-

knives and pistols are so prominent, occur mostly in the frontier
States of the South-West.

condition Of society, as
settled countries,

and

it

They are naturally

exists in

many

incidental to the

sections of these recently

will as naturally cease in

due time.

Ad-

venturers from the older States, and from Europe, as desperate in
character as they are in fortune, congregate in these wild regions,
jostling one another

and often forcing the peaceable and honest
Slavery has nothing to do with

into rencontres in self-defense.

these things.

Stability

and peace are the

first

desires of every

slaveholder, and the true tendency of the system.

It

could not

amid the eternal anarchy and civil broils of the
ancient Spanish dominions in America. And for this very reason,
domestic slavery has ceased there. So far from encouraging strife,
such scenes of riot and bloodshed, as have within the last few
years disgraced our Northern cities, and as you have lately witpossibly exist

nessed in Birmingham and Bristol and Wales, not only never

have occurred, but

I will

slaveholdiug States.

you might

venture to say, never will occur in our

The only thing

call it) here, is the

that can create a

appearance of an

the people assemble to chastise.

And

this

is

mob

abolitionist,

(as

whom

no more of a mob,

than a rally of shepherds to chase a wolf out of their pastures

would be one.
But we are swindlers and repudiators? Pennsylvania is not a
A majority of the States which have failed to meet
slave State.
their obligations punctually are non-slaveholding and two-thirds
Many
of the debt said to be repudiated is owed by these States.
of the States of this Union are heavily encumbered with debt
none so hopelessly as England. Pennsylvania owes $22 for each
Nor has
inhabitant England $222, counting her paupers in.
there been any repudiation definite and final, of a lawful debt,
;

—
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that I

am aware

ments of

of.

interest.

A

few States have

The extraordinary

failed to

pay some

install-

which

financial difficulties

occurred a few years ago will account for

it'>

Time

will set all

Every dollar of Loth principal and interest,
North or South, wnll be ultimately paid, unless the abolition of slavery overwhelms us oil in one common
But have no other nations failed to pay ? "When were the
ruin.
French Assignats redeemed ? IIow much interest did your National Ijank pay on its immense circulation, from 1797 to 1821,
during which period that circulation was inconvertible, and for
the time rpjjudlated? IIow much of your national debt has been
incurred for money borrowed to meet the interest on it, thus
things right again.

owed by any

State,

by insuring inevitable bankruptcy
and repudiation in the end? And what sort of operation was
that by which your present Ministry recently expunged a handavoiding delinquency in

some amount of

detail,

that debt,

by

substituting, through a process just

not compulsory, one species of security for another

am

I

?

well

aware that the faults of others do not excuse our own, but when
failings are charged to slavery, which are shown to occur to equal
extent where

does not exist, surely slavery must be acquitted

it

of the accusation.

roundly asserted, that

It is

we

religious here as elsewhere.

are not so well educated nor so

I will not

Nor have
what are commonly

statements on these subjects.
confidence in the details of

As

tistics.

to education,

go into tedious

you

I,

will probably

to tell

statistical

the truth,

set forth

much

as sta-

admit that slaveholders

should have more leisure for mental culture than most people.

And

I believe

i-t

is

charged against them, that they are peculiarly

fond of power, and ambitious of honors.

power

'c\\)a\

If this

be

won mainly

honors of this country are

so, as all

b}'

the

intellectual

fairly

presumed, that slaveholders would

not be neglect i'ul of education.

In proof of the accuracy of this

superiority,

ii"

presumption,

might be
I

point you to the facts, that our Presidential chair

has been occupied for forty-four out of
holders

;

fifty-six years,

that another has been recently elected to

more, over an opponent

who was

fill it

a slaveholder also

;

by slavefor four

and that in

the Federal Olllces and both

Houses of Congress, considerably
more than a due proportion of those acknowledged to stand in
the

first

rank are from the South.

In this arena, the intellects

of the free and slave States meet in

full

and

fair

competition.
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Nature must have been unusually bountiful
been at least reasonably assiduous
as she has bestowed

moral

The
little,

;

I

am

wo have

us, or

to

in the cultivation of

— unless indeed

which

qualities,

are not

^54;:^

you

such

More wealthy we

sure you will not.

nor would mere wealth avail in such rivalry.

piety of the South

though

is

"We think

inobtrnsive.

a confident thing for a

it is

man

ner than his neighbor.

If vociferation

is

proves but

it

to claim that he

stands higiier in the estimation of his Creator, and

less

is

to carr}'' the

of religion, the North, and probably the Scotch, have
sects are few,

harmonious, pretty

their

much

united

among

a sin-

question

Our

it.

themselves,

humble peace. In fact, our proseem to think whether correctly or not that
duty " to do good in secret," and to carr}^ their holy

and pursue

their avocations in

—

fessors of religion
it is

gifts

refer our superiority to

—

comforts to the heart of each individual, without reference to

view to
numbers are con-

class or coloi\ for his special enjoyment,' a'nd not with a

So

exhibit their zeal before the world.

cerned, I believe our clergymen,
ing,

have never had occasion

between the

and slave

free

when

far as

called on to

to blush, if

States.

make

a show-

comparisons were drawn

And

although our presses

do not teem with controversial pamphlets, nor our pulpits shake
with excommunicating thunders, the daily walk of our rcl'gious

communicants furnishes, apparently, as little food for gossip as
be found in most other regions. It may be regarded as a
mark of our want of excitability though that is a quality acthat few of the remarkable
credited to us in an eminent degree
day
have
taken root among us. We
the
present
religious Isvis of
have been so irreverent as to laugh at Mormonism and Millerism,
which have created such commotions further North and modern
is to

—
—

;

prophets have

no honor in our country.

Dunkers,

Socialists, Fourrierists,

afar

Even Puseyisra has not

off.

and the

tribute this to our domestic slavery if

would do so
to operate

justly.

There

tween the sexes,
it

you choose.

it.

You may
I believe

a

•

you

no material here for such characters

is

is,

that licentiousness in intercourse be-

a prominent

ti-ait

necessarily arises from slavery.

with the abolitionists, male and female.

on

keep themselv(}3

us.

upon.

But your grand charge
that

is

like,

moved

yet

Shakers, Happists,

It is

a

common

of our social system,

This

is

and

a favorite theme

Folios have been M'ritten

observation, that there

is

no

subjcict

on
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/

J^^r-t^
%Ht/i tfi»^^
.

I"

J

^ with

tt^tAj/if/
/i/l^Y>'

'^*^*

which ladieB of eminent virtue so much delight to dwell, and ou
wl"c^^ ^" especial learned old maids, like Miss Martineau, linger

They expose it in the slave
most minute observance and endless iteration.

such an insatiable

^j^j^ ^j^^

relish.

States

Miss

Martineau, with peculiar gusto, relates a series of scandalous

which would have made Boccacio jealous of her pen, but
which
are
so ridiculously false as to leave no doubt, that some
y
wicked
knowing she would write a be ok, has furnished her
wag,
/^^/,
'^- materials a game too often played on tourists in this country.

UeH.' Jt^^./^/etories,

^
l/X
J

t

r/iiiy-c'if

—

'

C0

•

*\f/t,\

"^^^ constant recurrence of the female abolitionists to this topic,

and

their bitterness in regard to

it,

cannot

fail to

suggest to even

the most charitable mind, that

"Such

Nor

rage without betrays the

fires

within."

are their immaculate coadjutors of the other sex, though per-

haps

less specific in their charges, less violent in their

But recently

tions.

denuncia-

in your island, a clergyman has, at a public

meeting, stigmatized the whole slave region as a " brothel."
these people

thus cast stones,

being "without sin?"

Do

Or do

they only
" ComiDOund for sins they are inclined to

By damning

those they have no

mind

to."

Alas that David and Solomon should be allowed to repose in
that Leo should be almost canonized, and Luther more
than sainted that in our own day courtezans should be formally
licensed in Baris,«and tenements in London rented for years to
women of the town for the benefit of the church, with the knowlpeace

—

—

—

edge of the bishop and the poor slave States of America alone
pounced upon, and ofiered up as a holocaust ou the altar of immaculateness, to atone for the abuse of natural instinct by

mankind

;

and

if

all

not actually consumed, at least exposed, anath-

ematized and held up to scorn, by those

who
" Write,

Or with a

rival's or

an eunuch's spite."

But I do not intend to admit that this charge
Without meaning to profess uncommon modesty,
wish the topic could be avoided.
not every right-minded

man

this vice,

even

harm than good

and

if it

;

am

just or true.

of opinion, and I doubt

will concur, that the public exposure

and discussion of

that

I

is

I will say that I

to rebuke, invariably

does more

cannot be checked by instilling
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pure and virtuous sentiments,
attempt to do
ever, pass

it

bj exhibiting

it,

it

its

for

is

(j^c

worse than useless

deformities.

may

I

to

howexamining

over; nor ought I to feel any delicacy in

not,

a question, to which the slaveholder

clergymen and virgins.

So

far

tiousness pervades this region, I

is invited and challenged by
from allowing, then, that licenbroadly assert, and I refer to the

records of our courts, to the public press, and to the knowledge

of

all

who have

ever lived here, that

among our

white population

there are fewer cases of divorce, separation, crim. con., seduction,

among any

rape and bastardy, than

on the

civilized earth.

by the

abolitionists

willing to refer

would not

it

other five millions of people

of this country themselves.

it to

them and submit

hesitate to

do

be conceded

this fact I believe will

so, if I

am

I

to their decision

I

in question.

is

One

heavy charges against us has been, that we regard and
people as brutes

;

our bosoms.

accusations.

it.

that the licentiousness consists in the constant in-

is said,

tercourse between white males and colored females.

to

almost

on

thought them capable of an im-

judgment on any matter where slavery

partial

But

And

of your

treat those

you now charge us with habitually taking them

comment on

I will not

the inconsistency of these

not deny that some intercourse of the sort

I will

Its character and extent, however, are grossly
and atrociously exaggerated. No authority, divine or human,
has yet been found sufficient to arrest all such irregularities
among men. But it is a known fact, that they are perpetrated

does take place.

here, for the

most

part, in the cities.

reared on our plantations.
inhabitants do not

own

In the
slaves.

natives of the North, or foreigners.
too,

an equal part

A

Yery few mulattoes

If the truth

it

are

a large proportion of the

still

larger proportion are

They should

share,

in this sin with the slaveholders.

be ascertained, or I doubt not,
chief ofienders.

cities,

would appear

and

justly,

Facts cannot

that they are the

be otherwise, then persons from

abroad have stronger prejudices against the African race than

Be

have.
is

this as it

may,

it

is

regarded in our society as highly disreputable.

;

on

it

extraordinary exceptions

one exception should
criminal

If carried

seriously afi*ect8 a man's standing, so far as it is
and he who takes a colored mistress with rare and

habitually,

known

we

well known, that this intercourse

is it

to

—

—

loses caste at once.

damn

our whole country.

take a white mistress

?

You

will say that

How much

In your eyes

it

less

should be
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Yet look around

at least

au equal

cottaii:e

to the throne, and count

oftenso.

GUT

LI

yoii at

how many

home, from the

mistresses are kept in.

Such cases are
unbhishing notoriety, without loss of caste.
the
lowest
walks of life,
nearly unknown here, and down even to
it is almost invariably fatal to a man's position and prospects to
keep a mistress openly, whether white or black. What Miss
Martineau relates of a young man's purchasing a colored concubine from a lady, and avowing his designs, is too absurd even for
contradiction.
No person would dare to allude to such a subject,

manner, to any decent female in this country.
After all, however, the number of the mixed breed, in proportion to that of the black, is infinitely small, and out of the towns
in such a

next to nothing.
race has been
the

And

among

wdien

considered that the African

it is

us for two hundred years, and that those of

mixed breed continually intermarry

families

—

it

is

comparatively are to be found.

From

—

often

Our misfortunes

the prolific propagation of these mongrels

selves,

we

rearing large

a decided proof of our continence, that so few
are two-fold.

among them-

are liable to be charged by tourists with delinquencies

where none have been committed, while, where one has been, it
cannot be concealed. Color marks indelibly the offense, and reConceive that, even in your virtuous and
veals it to every eye.
polished country, if every bastard, through

all

the circles of your

was thus branded by nature and known to all, what
shocking developments might there not be
How little indigna-

social system,

!

might your saints have to spare
But I have done with
slave region.

tion

I

think I

may

for the licentiousness of the
this disgusting topic.

And

justly conclude, after all the scandalous charges

which tea-table gossip, and long-gowned hypocrisy have brought
against the slaveholders, that a people whose men are proverbially brave, intellectual

and hospitable, and whose women are
life, and happy in it,

unaffectedly chaste, devoted to domestic

can neither be degraded nor demoralized, whatever their institu
tions

may

be.

My

decided opinion

is,

that our system of slavery

contributes largely to the development and culture of those high

and noble qualities.
In an economical point of view which I will not omit slavery
presents some difficulties.
As a general rule, I agree it must be

—

—

admitted, that free labor

is

lacy to suppose that ours

cheaper than slave labor.
is

unpaid

labor.

The

It is

a

fal-

slave himself
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must bo paid for, and thus his hibor is all purchased at once, and
no tritlini>' sum. His price was, in the first place, paid mostly
to your countrymen, and assisted in building up some of those
for

colossal English fortunes, since illustrated

and splendid

by patents of

nobility,

and cemented, if you
like the expression, with the blood of kidnapped innocents
but
loaded with no heavier curses than abolition and its begotten fanaticisms have brought upon your land some of them fulfilled,
some yet to be. But besides the first cost of the slave, he must
be fed and clothed, well fed and well clothed, if not for humanity's
Bake, that he may do good work, retain health and life, and
piles of architecture, stained

;

—

When

rear a family to supply his place.

expense, and so

is

old or sick, he is a clear

No

the helpless portion of his fiimily.

poor

law provides for him when unable to work, or brings up his children for our service when we need them. These are all heavy
charges on slave labor.
Hence, in all countries where the denseness of the population has reduced
tainty, that labor

it

to a

matter of perfect cer-

can be obtained, whenever wanted, and the

laborer be forced, by sheer necessity, to hire for the smallest pit-

tance that will keep soul and body together, and rags upon his

—

back while in actual employment dependent
on alms or poor rates in all such countries it

—

pay

this pittance,

at

all

than to clothe, feed, nurse, support through

childhood, and pension in old age, a race of slaves.

advantage

is

could cultivate

word, resign

And

my

my

I

have no hesitation

lands on these terms,

whether

is,

free or slave labor is cheap-

est to us in this country, at this time, situated as
is

in saying, that

would, without a

I

slaves, provided they could be properly disposed

But the question

of.

Indeed, the

so great as speedily to compensate for the loss of

the value of the slave.
if I

other times

found cheaper to

is

decided at once by the fact that

any other than slave

labor.

we can

we

And

are.

it

not avail ourselves of

"We neither have, nor can we pro-

any extent, or on any thing like the terms
"We must, therefore, content ourselves with our dear

cure, other labor to

mentioned.

under the consoling reflection that what

labor,

gained

to

humanity

more than your

You

will

have
five

free

;

and

men

that,

is

lost

inasmuch as our slave

costs you,

by so much

is

to

us, is

costs us

he better

off.

promptly say, emancipate your slaves, and then you will
on suitable terms. That might be if there were

free labor

hundred where there now

is

one, and the continent, from the
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Atlantic to the Pacific, was as densely populated as your Island.

But until tluit comes to pass, no labor can be procured in America
on the terms you have it.
While I thus freely admit that to the individual proprietor slave
labor
that
is

is

dearer than free,

do not mean

I

admit as equally clear

to

certain that the slave

it

a far greater consumer than your la-

is

borer, the year round, yet your pauper system

Supported by your community

ful.

Though

dearer to the community and to the State,

it is

at large,

is

and waste-

costly

not administered

it is

by your hired agents with that interested care and economy
which mark the management of ours,
not to speak of humanity

—

by each

who

expensive to those
ceive

its

own

proprietor, for his

Besides

bounties.

non-effectives

both more

antl is

;

who

pay, and less beneficial to those
slavery

this,

is

re-

up our

rapidly filliug

country with a hardy and healthy race, peculiarly adapted

to

our

climate and productions, and conferring signal political and social

advantages on us as a people,

have yet

I

which

to

I

have already referred.

main ground on which you and your

to reply to the

coadjutors rely for the overthrow of our system of slavery.

ing in

all

immoral

your attempts
in its effects,

who maintain

it,

prove that

to

a political

you appeal

to the

it

evil,

is

sinful in

and

profitless

Fail-

nature,

its

those

to

sympathies of mankind, and

attempt to arouse the world against us by the most shocking

You begin by a vehement decharges of tyranny and cruelty.
nunciation of " the irresponsible power of one man over his felThe question of

low men."
one.

It is

nations

the responsibility of

power

modern

times.

the great political question of

divide

upon

off

systems of government.

it

and establish

different

a vast

is

Whole

fundamental

That " responsibility," which

to

one

set

amply suflicient to check the government, to
the support of which they devote their lives and fortunes, appears
And acto another set of millions a mere mockery of restraint.
cordingly as the opinions of these millions differ, they honor each
of millions seems

other with the epithets of "serfs" or "anarchists."

It is ridicu-

lous to introduce such an idea as this into the discussion of a

domestic institution
that the

He

is

power of

the slaveholder in

responsible to God.

sponsibility

evade

;

but since you have introduced

which

He

abolitionists

is

America

it,

do not intend

mere
deny

"irresponsible."

is

responsible to the world

— and in acknowledgment of which,

I

to

I write

—a

re-

allow him to

you

this letter.
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is

responsible to the comraunitj in which

laws under which he
permit him

(j^g

lie lives,

and

to tho

Those laws do not
beyond certain limits,

enjoys his civil rights.

to kill, to

maim,

or to punish

or to overtask, or to refuse to feed and clothe his slave.

In short,

any of these laws
have grown obsolete, it is because they are so seldom violated,
You have disinterred one of them, from
that they are forgotten.
a compilation by some Judge Stroud of Philadelphia, to stigmatize its inadequate penalties for killing, maiming, etc. Your

him

they forbid

to

be tyrannical or cruel.

If

—

—

you can have no other to produce the immust be often violated on account of its insufficiency.
You say as much, and that it marks our estimate of the
You forget to state that this law was enacted by Englishslave.
men^ and only indicates their opinion of the reparation due for
Ours is proved by the fact, though perhaps unthese offenses.
known to Judge Stroud or yourself, that we have essentially alobject appears to be

pression, that

it

tered this law

;

and the murder of a slave has

been punishable with death in
in

most or

all

And

this State.

of the slave States.

You seem

ever, that laws have been recently passed in

making

many

it is,

years

I believe,

well aware, howall

these States,

Do you know what

penal to teach slaves to read.

it

for

so

occasioned their passage, and renders their stringent enforcement
necessary?
the slave

I

abolitionists
to

it,

can

tell

you.

It

was the

abolition agitation.

If

not allowed to read his Bible, the sin rests upon the

is

;

for they stand

which would make

prepared to furnish him with a key
not a book of hope, and love, and

it,

which would convert the
To preserve him from
reader, not into a Christian, but a demon.
such a horrid destiny, it is a sacred duty which we owe to our
slaves, not less than to ourselves, to interpose the most decisive
peace, but of despair, hatred and blood

means.

If the Catholics

deem

it

;

wrong

to trust the

Bible to the

hands of ignorance, shall we be excommunicated because we will
not give it, and with it the corrupt and fatal commentaries of the
Allow our slaves to read your wriabolitionists, to our slaves ?
tings, stimulating

to be such
I

them

unspeakable

do not know that

I

to cut

fools

our throats

!

Can you

believe us

?

can subscribe in

full

to the

sentiment so

by the abolitionists, and by Mr. Dickinson in his
" Ilomo sum humani nihil a me alienum puto^'' as
letter to me
Such a doctrine
translated and practically illustrated by them.
often quoted
:
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would give wido authority

every one for the most dangerous

to

the affairs of others.

intermeddling with

perhaps in some sorts of philosophy

household maxim, and introduce
has caused

many

continue to do

my

edge

''

homo

Still,

the fellow-creatures
I feel, therefore,

;

and that

whom God

somewhat

make

lu

into the daily w alks of

" a broken crown

man

do in poetry

—but the attempt

it

;

I freely

am bound

I

it

a

life,

and probably will

though a slaveholder,

obligations as a

humanely
charge.

a

it.

It will

acknowlto

has intrusted

treat

to

my

sensitive uuJer the accusation

of cruelty, and disposed to defend myself and fellow-slaveholders
against
that

It is

it.

is

it

certainly the interest of

with proper kindness.
est

amount of

})rolit

It is

all,

one of us,

also the desire of every

and

I aiu

to treat

convinced
oui'

slaves

necessary to our deriving the great-

Of

from them.

this

we

are all satisfied.

And

you snatch from us the only consolation we Americans could
derive from the opprobrious imputation of being wlioUj devoted
to making nK)ney, which your disinterested and gold-dospising
countrymen delight to cast upon us, when you nevertheless declare
that we are ready to sacrifice it for the pleasure of being iuhuman.

You remember

that Mr. Pitt could not get over the idea that selfwould insure kind treatment to slaves, until you tokl him
your woful stories of the middle passage. Mr. Pitt was right in
the first instance, and erred, under your tuition, in not perceiving
the difference between a temporary and permanent ownership of
them. Slaveholders are no more perfect than other men. They
have passions. Some of them, as you may suppose, do not at all
times restrain them. Neither do husbands, parents and friends.
interest

And
arises

and

in each of these relations, as serious sufl'ering as frequently

from uncontrolled passions, as ever does in that of master

slave,

and with as

little

chance of indemnity.

not on that account break them up.

I

ing that our slaveholders are kind masters, as

kind husbands,

i)arents

—

and friends

Yet you would

have no hesitation in say-

—as a general

men

usually are

rule, kinder.

A

bad master he who overworks his slaves, provides ill for them, or
loses the esteem and respect of
treats them with undue severity
his fellow-citizens to as great an extent as he would for the violation of any of his social and most of his moral obligations. What

—

management would be, is a problem hard
commencement of slavery in this country,
has occupied the minds of all slaveholders, as much

the most perfect plan of
to solve.

From

this subject

the
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as the

improvemeut of the general

of the most ardent philanthropists

of mankind has those
and the greatest progressive

conditi<.»n
;

amelioration of the system has been

knowledge

(35]^

effecte'l.

that in the early part of your career

You

yourself ac-

you were exceed-

ingly anxious for the iininediaU abolition of the shive trade, lest

those engaged in

it

should so mitigate

arguments and

force of your

evils as to destroy the

its

The improvement you then
here, and would doubtless have

facts.

dreaded has gone on steadily

taken place in the slave trade, but for the measures adopted to
suppress

Of

it.

late years

we have not only been annoyed, but

barrassed in this matter, by the

compelled
granting

ening

some

to curtail

new

all ties

abolitionists.

privileges;

greatly em-

We

have been

we have been debarred from

In the face of discussions which aim at loos-

ones.

between master and slave, we have in some meas-

ure to abandon our efforts to attach them to us, and control them

We

through their affections and pride.

more on

the

power

We

of fear.

them, assert and maintain
that they are slaves.

is

all

painful to us,

But

to rely

it

is

more and

our intercourse with

mastery, and impress

strict

This

ent advantage to them.

have

must, in

it

on them

and certainly no

pres-

the direct consequence of the

We are determined to continue masters, and
do so we have to draw the rein tighter and tighter day by day
IIow far this
to be assured that we hold them in complete check.
the
abolitionists.
and
solely
on
process will go on, depends wholly
When they desist, we can relax. We may not before. I do not
abolition agitation.

to

mean by

all this to

fear of our slaves

;

we

say that

are in a state of actual alarm and

but under existing circumstances

ineffably stupid not to increase our vigilance

You

we should be

and strengthen our

your labors. I speak freely
who, though a slaveholder, has
a master
but as a free white man, holding, under God, and resolved to hold, my fate in my own hands
and I assure you that

hands.

and candidly

see

—

some of the

fruits of

not as a colonist,

;

;

my sentiments, and

feelings,

and determinations, are those of every

slaveholder in this country.

The research and ingenuity
invention of run-away slaves

of the abolitionists, aided

—in wdiich

vizing falsehood goes, the African race

faculty, so far as
is

without a rival

by the
impro-

—have

succeeded in shocking the world with a small number of pretended
The only wonder is, that considering
instances of our barbarity.
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the exteut of our country, the variety of our population,

fluc-

its

tuating character, and the publicity of all our transactions, the

number

many

of cases

is

so small.

It

speaks well for us.

are false, all highly colored,

some occurring

Yet of

these,

half a century,

most of them many years ago and no doubt a large proportion of
them perpetrated by foreigners. "With a few rare exceptions, the
emigrant Scotch and English are the worst masters among us, and
next to them our Northern fellow-citizens. Slaveholders born and
bred here are always more humane to slaves, and those who have
grown up to a large inheritance of them, the most so of anyshowing clearly that the effect of the system is to foster kindly
feelings.
I do not mean so much to impute innate inhumanity to
foreigners, as to show that they come here with false notions of
the treatment usual and necessary for slaves, and that newly acquired power here, as everywhere else, is apt to be abused. I
cannot enter into a detailed examination of the cases stated by
the abolitionists.
It would be disgusting, and of little avail.
I
know nothing of them. I have seen nothing like them, though
born and bred here, and have rarely heard of any thing at all to be
compared to them. Permit me to say that I think most of your
facts must have been drawn from the West Indies, where undoubtedly slaves were treated much more harshly than with us.
This
was owing to a variety of causes, which might, if necessary, be
stated.
One was, that they had at first to deal more extensively
with barbarians fresh from the wilds of Africa
another, and a
leading one, the absenteeism of proprietors. Agents are always
more unfeeling than owners, whether placed over West Indian or
American slaves, or Irish tenantry. We feel this evil greatly even
here.
You describe the use of thumh screws^ as one mode of
punishment among us. I doubt if a thumb screw can be found
in America. I never saw or heard of one in this country. Stocks
are rarely used by private individuals, and confinement still more
seldom, though both are common punishments for whites, all the
world over. I think they should be more frequently resorted to
with slaves, as substitutes for flogging, which I consider the most
injurious and least efficacious mode of punishing them for serious
It is not degrading, and unless excessive, occasions
offenses.
;

;

little

pain.

You may be a little astonished,
made about " cart whips,"

that have been

ging

is

after all the flourishes
etc.,

when

I

not the most degrading punishment in the world.

say flogIt

may

—
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white man in most countries, but how is it to the white
That
necessary coadjutor of the Schoohnaster, the "birch,"
boy?
is never thought to have rendered infamous the unfortunate victim

be so

to a

nor did Solomon in his wisdom dream that he
was counseling parents to debase their offspring, when he exhorted them not to spoil the child by sparing the rod. Pardon
of pedagogue ire

me

;

for recurring to the

now exploded

ethics of the Bible.

Cus-

tom, which, you will perhaps agree, makes most things in this

world good or

has removed

evil,

Your blood

of the lash to the slave.

man

infamy from the punishment

all

boils at the recital of stripes

and you think you should be frenzied to see
your own child flogged. Yet see how completely this is ideal,
arising from the fashions of society.
You doubtless submitted to
on a

inflicted

;

when the smart was perhaps as
and you have never been guilty of
of revenging yourself on the Preceptor, who, in the

the rod yourself, in other years,

severe as
the folly

it

would be now

;

plenitude of his "irresponsible power,"' thought proper to chastise

your son.

As

to

So

it is

with the negro, and the negro father.

chains and irons, they are rarely used

except in cases of running away.

tend to

own

ever they see

slaves, they
fit;

means must be

will

;

if

to.

never, I believe,

admit that

must not be permitted

and that

resorted

You

to

if

we

nothing else will prevent

it,

these

See the inhumanity necessarily

Are such
giving no more

pre-

abscond when-

aris-

ing from slavery, you will exclaim.

restraints

imposed

on no other class of people,

ofiense?

Look

your army and navy.

to

your seamen, impressed from their
peaceful occupations, and your soldiers, recruited at the gin-shops

—

^both of

them

as

If

much kidnapped
and doomed

tim of the slave trade,
if these

men

as the

most unsuspecting

vic-

to a far more wretched fate

manifest a propensity to desert, the heaviest man-

It is most commonly death,
But armies and navies, you say, are indispensable, and must be kept up at every sacrifice.
I answer, that
they are no more indispensable than slavery is to us and to youj
for you have enough of it in your country, though the form and

acles are their mildest punishment.
after

summary

trial.

—

name difier from ours.
Depend upon it that many

things, and in regard to our slaves,
most things which appear revolting at a distance, and to slight
reflection, would, on a nearer view and impartial comparison with
the customs and conduct of the rest of mnukin 1, s'rike yon in a
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very different light.

THE LIGHT

IN

Remember

on our estates we dispense

that

with the whole machinery of public police and public courts of
Thus wc try, decide, and execute the sentences, in thoujustice.
sands of cases, which in other countries would go into the courts.

Hence, most of the acts of our alleged cruelty, which have any
Whether our patriarchal mode of adminisfoundation in truth.
tering justice

is less

humane than

the Assizes, can only be deter-

mined by careful inquiry and comparison. But this is never
done by the abolitionists. All our punishments are the outrages
of "irresponsible power."
is

transported

—torn from

If a

man

steals a

pig in England, he

wife, children, parents,

and sent

to the

antipodes, infamous, and an outcast forever, though probably he

took from the superabundance of his neighbor to save the lives of
his famishing little ones.

If

one of our well fed negroes, merely

for the sake of fresh meat, steals a pig, he gets perhaps forty

If

stripes.
is

or

hung
it

for

one of your cottagers breaks into another's house, he
If a slave does the same here, a few lashes,
burglary.

Are

ma}- be, a few hours in the stocks, settles the matter.

our courts or yours the most humane ? If slavery were not in
Perquestion, you would doubtless say ours is mistaken lenity.

haps

it

and slaves too lightly dealt with sometimes grow
Occasionally, though rarely, and almost always in con-

often

daring.

is

;

This

sequence of excessive indulgence, an individual rebels.
the highest crime he can commit.
the root of our whole system.
it

is

It

is

treason.

It

Ilis life is justly forfeited,

never intentionally taken, unless after

trial

is

strikes at

though

in our public

Sometimes, however, in capturing, or in self-defense, he
legal investigation always follows.
unfortunately killed.

courts.
is

A

But, terminate as it may, the abolitionists raise a hue and cry,
and another " shocking case " is held up to the indignation of the

world by tender-hearted male and female philanthropists,

who

would have thought all right had the master's throat been cut,
and would have triumphed in it.
I cannot go into a detailed comparison between the penalties
inflicted on a slave in our patriarchal courts, and those of the
Courts of Sessions, to which freemen are sentenced in all civilized
nations
code,

;

but

it is

I

know

well that

if

there

is

any

fault in our criminal

that of excessive mildness.

I*erha{>s a

few general

facts will best illustrate the

this race receives at our hands.

It

is

treatment

acknowledged that

it

in-
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I believe

creases at least as rapidly as the white.

But when

is

an estab-

its

comibrts.

it

lished law, that population thrives in proportion to

considered that these people are not recruited by

it is

immigration from abroad, as the whites

are,

and that

tliey

are

usually settled vn our richest and least healthy lands, the fact of
their ecpial comparative increase

and greater longevity, outweighs

a thousand abolition falsehoods, in favor of the leniency and providence of our

management

of them.

It

is

also admitted that

there are incomparably fewer cases of insanity and suicide

them than

among

The

the whites.

fact is, that

among

among

the slaves

of the African race these things are almost wliolly unknown.

However

frequent suicide

from Africa,

known

I

may have

can say that in

been

my time

among

those brought

cannot remember to have

I

or heard of a single instance of deliberate self-destruction,

and but of one of suicide at all. As to insanity, I have seen but
one permanent case of it, and that twenty years ago. It cannot
be doubted that among three millions of people there must be

some insane and some suicides but I will venture to say that
more cases of both occur annually among every hundred thousand
;

of the population of Great Britain, than

Can

it

ery,

goaded by constant

worn down with

many

among

our slaves.

all

be possible, then, that they exist in that state of abject misinjuries, outi-aged in their afiections,

ignorant and tiioughtless persons religiously believe

With regard

and

hardships, which the abolitionists depict, aud so

to the separation of

?

husbands and wives, parents

and children, nothing can be more untrue than the inferences
is so constantly harped on by abolitionists.
Some painful instances perhaps may occur. Very few that can
be prevented. It is, aud it always has been, an object of prime

drawn from what

consideration with our slaveholders, to keep families together.
Negroes are themselves both perverse and comparatively indifferent about this matter.

It

is

a singular

trait, tliat

tiiey

almost

invariably prefer forming connections with slaves belonging to
other masters, and at

some

to prevent separations

his death, or failure,

distance.

It is, therefore,

aud dispersion of

his property.

cases, however, every reasonable effort is

together, if they desire

it.

And

made

to

In

all

such

keep the parties

the negroes forming these con-

knowing the chances of their premature dissolution,
ccri'nlain more than we all do of the inevitable strokes of

nections,
rarelv

impossible

sometimes, by the removal of one owner,
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Sometimes

fete.

happens that a negro prefers to give up his
I have known such

it

family rather than separate from his master.

As

instances.

to willfully selling off a

husband, or wife, or child,

when some offense
has been committed demanding "transportation." At sales of

I believe

estates,

it is

rarely, very rarely done, except

and even

at sheriff's sales, they are always, if possible,

On

sold in ftimilies.

the whole, notwithstanding the migratory

more

character of our population, I believe there are

families

who have lived and died together without
from their circle, except by the process of
member
losing a single
nature, and in the enjoyment of constant, uninterrupted communion, than have flourished in the same space of time, and among
among our

the

same number

sum up
pain
is

slaves,

all, if

— which, so

undoubtedly

times.

And

to

correctly defined to be the absence of

body of mankind

true definition

millions

of

Eden

Into their

shines.

is

far as the great

its

happiest three

modern

of civilized people in

pleasure

is

—

beings on

coming Satan

concerned,

our slaves are the

I believe

human

is

whom

the

sun

in the guise of an

abolitionist.

As

regards their religious condition,

majority

of the

communicants

of

it

is

well

known

that a

Methodist and Baptist

the

Almost everywhere they have
same opportunities of attending worship that the

churches of the South are colored.
precisely the

whites have, and, beside special occasions for themselves exclu-

which they prefer. In many places not so accessible to
clergymen in ordinary, missionaries are sent, and mainly supsively,

ported by their masters, for the particular benefit of the slaves.

There are none
gospel preached

I

imagine who

may

not, if they like, hear the

month

—

most of them twice a
month, and very many every week. In our thinly settled country
But in addition to this, on plantations
the whites fare no better.
at least once a

who have joined the church are formed
head of which is placed one of their number,

of any size, the slaves
into a

class, at the

acting as deacon or leader,

semi-weekly, or oftener,
also,

Sunday schools

are orally
will

you

who

is

sometimes a licensed

also

This class assembles for religious exercises weekly,

preacher.

if

the

members choose.

In some parts,

and Bible classes
instructed by discreet and pious persons.
I^ow where
for blacks are established,

find a laboring population possessed of greater religious

advantages than these?

Not

in

London,

I

am

sure,

where

it is
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that

all sorts,

I

your churches, chapels, and religions meeting-houses,
can not contain one-half of the inhabitants.

have admitted, without hesitation, what

and
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it

would be untrue

profitless to deny, that slaveholders are responsible to the

world

for the

humane treatment

has placed in their hands.
to admit,

what

is

I

of the fellow-beings

think

it

would be only

equally undeniable, that every

dent circumstances,

all

man

whom God
fair for

you

in indepen-

the world over, and every government,

is

same extent responsible to the whole human family, for the
condition of the poor and laboring classes in their own country,
and around them, wherever they may be placed, to whom God
to the

has denied the advantages he has given themselves.

If so,

it

would naturally seem the duty of true humanity and rational
philanthropy to devote their time and labor, their thoughts, writings and charity,

own immediate

first to

charge.

the objects placed as

And

it

it

were under

must be regarded as a

their

clear eva-

sion and skillful neglect of this cardinal duty, to pass from those

whose destitute situation they can plainly see, minutely examine,
and efficiently relieve, to inquire after the condition of others in
no way intrusted to their care, to exaggerate evils of which they
can not be cognizant, to expend all their sympathies and exhaust
all their energies on these remote objects of their unnatural, not
and finally, to calumniate, deto say dangerous, benevolence
nounce, and endeavor to excite the indignation of the world
against their unoffending fellow-creatures for not hastening, under
their dictation, to redress wrongs which are stoutly and truthfully
;

denied, while they themselves go but
those chargeable on

further in alleviating

little

them than openly and unblushingly

to ac-

knowledge them. There may be indeed a sort of merit in doing
so much as to make such an acknowledgment, but it must be very
modest

if it

expects appreciation.

ISTow I affirm, that in Great Britain the poor
classes of your

but

own

your fellow- citizens^ are more

miserable and degraded,

morally and physically, than our slaves
actual condition of
setis,

and laboring

race and color, not only your fellow-beings,

whom, would be

;

to

be elevated to the

to these,

a most glorious act of emancipation.

your felloio-citi-

And

I also affirm,

that the poor and laboring classes of our older free States

much more enviable
their own Senators has

not be in a

One

of

42

would

condition, but for our slavery.

declared in the United States
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Senate, " that the repeal of the Tariff •would reduce

land

to

neither

a howling wilderness."

more

And

the

New

American

Eng-

Tariff is

or less than a system by which the slave States

are plundered for the benefit of those States which do not tolerate
slavery.

To prove what

I say of

Great Britain to be

true, I

make

the

following extracts from the Reports of Commissioners appointed

by Parliament, and published by order of the House of Commons.
can make but few and short ones. But similar quotations might
be made to any extent, and I defy you to deny that these specimens exhibit the real condition of your operatives in every branch
of your industry. There is of course a variety in their sufferings.
But the same incredible amount of toil, frightful destitution, and
utter want of morals, characterize the lot of every class of them.
Collieries
"I wish to call the attention of the Board to the
pits about Brampton.
The seams are so thin that several of
them have only two feet headway to all the working. They are
worked altogether by boys from eight to twelve years of age, on
I

—

all-fours,

The passages being neither
an inch or two thick with mud. In

with a dog belt and chain.

ironed nor wooded, and often

Mr. Barnes' pit these poor boys have to drag the barrows with
one hundred weight of coal or slack sixty times a day sixty yards,
and the empty barrows back, without once straightening their
backs, unless they chose to stand under the shaft, and run the
risk of having their heads broken by a falling coal."
Report on

—

"In Shropshire

Mines, 1842, p. 71.

eighteen or twenty inches."

—

more than
" At the Booth pit,"

the seams are no

Ibid, p. 67.

says Mr. Scriven, " I walked, rode, and crept eighteen hundred

yards

to

one of the nearest faces."

damp, wild

fire,

—

^Ibid.

sulphur and water, at

all

" Chokedamp,

fire-

times menace instant

"Robert North, aged 16:
Went into the pit at seven years of age, to fill up skips. I drew
about twelve months. "When I drew by the girdle and chain my
I durst not say any
skin was broken, and the blood ran down.
thing.
If we said any thing, the butty, and the reeve, who works
under him, would take a stick and beat us." Ibid. "The usual
punishment for theft is to place the culprit's head between the
legs of one of the biggest boys, and each boy in the pit
sometimes there are twenty inflicts twelve lashes on the back and
rump with a cat." Ibid. "Instances occur in which children
death to the laborers in these mines."

—

—

—

—
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are taken into these mines to

sometimes

commence."
fifty

according

is

—

" The wages paid at

Ibid.

cents to seven dollars
to

and seven, while from
employments
these mines is from two

the ordinary age at which these

age and

ability,

fifty

cents per

and out of

month

this they

for laborers,

must support

—

They work twelve hours a day." Ibid.
In Calico Printing. " It is by no means uncommon

themselves.
.

as early as four years of age,

at five, not unfreqneutly at six

eight to nine

dollar

work

059

—

in all

the districts for children five or six years old to be kept at

fourteen to sixteen hours consecutively."

—Report

work

on Children,

1842, p. 59.
I

could furnish extracts similar to these in regard to every

branch of your manufactures, but

I

will

not multiply them.

Every body knows that your operatives habitually labor from
twelve to sixteen hours, men, women, and children, and the men
occasionally twenty hours per day.

In lace-making, says the last

quoted report, children sometimes commence work

at

two years

of age.

—

by your Commissioners that forty
fifteen thousand in Manchester, live in cellars
while twenty-two thousand in England pass
the night in barns, tents, or the open air.
"There have been
found such occurrences as seven, eight, and ten persons in one
cottage, I cannot say for one day, but for whole days, without a
morsel of food. They have remained on their beds of straw for
two successive days, under the impression that in a recumbent
posture the pangs of hunger were less felt." Lord Brougham's
A volume of frightful scenes might
Speech, 11th July, 1842.
be quoted to corroborate the inferences to be necessarily drawn
from the facts here stated. I will not add more, but pass on to
Destitution.

It

is

stated

thousand persons in Liverpool, and
;

—

the important inquiry as to

—

Morals and Education. "Elizabeth Barrett, aged 14: I
always work without stockings, shoes, or trowsers. I wear nothing but a shift. I have to go up to the headings with the men.
They are all naJced there. I am got used to that." Report on

—

Mines.

"

As

to illicit sexual intercourse

it

seems

to prevail uni-

versally, and from an early period of life." "The evidence might
have been doubled, which attest the early commencement of sex-

ual and promiscuous intercourse

lower condition of morals, in the

girls,"

"A

fullest sense of the term,

could

among boys and

—
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I do not mean by this that there are
among them, but that moral feelings
prominent
vices
more
many
and sentiments do not exist. TJiey have no morals.'''' "Their
appearance, manners, and moral natm-es so far as tlie word
moral can be applied to them are in accordance with their half-

not, I think, be found.

—

—

—

Report on Children. "'More than half a
civilized condition.'"
dozen instances occurred in Manchester, where a man, his wife,

and

his

bed."

wife's

grown-up-sister,

—Report on

16: I don't
don't
land.

habitually occupied

"Robert Crucilow, aged

Sanitary Condition.

know any

thing of Moses

same

the

—never heard of France.

know what America is. Never heard of
Can't tell how many weeks there are in a

I

Scotland or Ire-

There are

year.

twelve pence in a shilling, and twenty shillings in a pound.

—

There are eight pints in a gallon of ale." Report on Mines.
" Ann Eggly, aged 18 I walk about and get fresh air on Sundays.
I never go to church or chapel. I never heard of Christ at all."
:

"The Lord sent Adam and Eve on earth to save
"I don't know who made the world I never heard
about God." "I don't know Jesus Christ I never saw him
but I have seen Foster who prays about him." "Employer: You
have expressed surprise at Thomas Mitchel's not hearing of God.
Ibid.

Others

:

sinners."

;

—

I

judge there are few

will quote

no more.

colliers here
It is

about that have."

—

shocking beyond endurance

Ibid.

I

to turn

over your records, in which the condition of your laboring classes
is

but too faithfully depicted.

Could our slaves but see

it,

they

would join us in lynching the abolitionists, which, by the by, they
would not now be loth to do. We never think of imposing on
them such labor, either in amount or kind. We never put them
to any icorl\ under ten, more generally at twelve years of age,
and then the very

lightest.

never did a slave starve in

and

Destitution

America

;

feelings, in religious information,

ligence,

they are

infinitely the

is

absolutely

unknown

while in moral sentiments

and even in general

superiors

of

intel-

your operatives.

When

you look around you, how dare you talk to us before the
For the condition of your wretched laborers,
you, and every Briton who is not one of them, are responsible
before God and man.
If you are really humane, philanthropic,
and charitable, here are objects for you. Relieve them. Emancipate them.
Raise them from the condition of brutes, to the
world of slavery?

level of

human

beings

—

of

American

slaves, at least.

Do

not

a
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an instant suppose that the

for

name

QQl

of being freemen

the

is

bom-

slightest comfort to them, situated as they are, or that the

bastic boast that "

whoever touches British soil stands redeemed,
regenerated, and disenthralled," can meet with any thing but the
ridicule and contempt of mankind, while that soil swarms, both
on and under its surface, with the most abject and degraded
wretches that ever bowed beneath the oppressor's yoke.
is an established and inevitable condido not speak of the name^ but \\\q fact.
The Marquis of Normanby has lately declared your operatives to
Can it be denied? Probably, for such
be
effect slaves^
They
philanthropists as your abolitionists care nothing for facts.

have said that slavery

I

human

tion to

society.

I

"m

deal in terms and fictions.

It

shocks their tender sensibilities
it

;

word "slavery" which

the

is

and

their imaginations associate

The thing

with "hydras and chimeras dire."

itself,

in

most hideous reality, passes daily under their view unheeded

sympathy or indigna-

familiar face, touching no chord of shame,
tion.

Yet so brutalizing is your iron bondage
is a by-word through the world.

that the English

"When favoring

operative

him

fortune enables

and America he

is

to escape his

prison-house, both in Europe

With

shunned.

its

—

the skill which fourteen

all

hours of daily labor from the tenderest age has ground into him,

made second nature, and his derunning riot when freed from his wonted

his discontent, whicli habit has

praved propensities,
fetters,

prevent his employment whenever

necessity.

in

the

we

If

Southern States than that

from coming

it

is

not a matter of

derived no other benefit from African slavery

hither,

it

I should regard

your freedmen

deterred
it

an inestimable bless-

ing.

And how

unaccountable

is

which

that philanthropy,

closes its

eyes upon such a state of things as you have at home, and turns
its

blurred vision to our affairs beyond the Atlantic, meddling

way concern them

—

presiding, as you have
denounce the "iniquity of our laws"
and "the atrocity of our practices," and to sympathize with infamous wretches imprisoned here for violating decrees promul-

with matters which no
lately done, at

gated both by

Father which

meetings

God and man?
is in

heaven," or

have glory of man ? "
Saviour, "

to

Woe

Is this
is it

doing the work of "your

seeking only "that you

Do you remember

may

the denunciation of our

unto you. Scribes and Pharisees

;

hypocrites

!

for
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ye make clean the outside of the cup and
are

full

of extortion

phitter, but within

they

and excess."

But after all, supposing that every thing you say of slavery be
and its abolition a matter of the last necessity, how do you
expect to effect emancipation, and what do you calculate will be
As to the means to be used,
the result of its accomplishment?
ti'Ue,

the abolitionists, I believe, affect to differ, a large proportion of

them pretending

that their sole purpose

As

sion" to the slaveholders themselves.
I should like to

know what

Their discoui-ses

—

yours

is

is

to

a matter of curiosity,

their idea of this

no exception

apply "moral sua-

—are

"moral suasion"
all tirades,

is.

the exor-

dium, argument and peroration, turning on the epithets " tyrants,"

They

"thieves," "murderers," addressed to us.

revile us as

"atrocious monsters," "violators of the laws of nature,

man," our homes
"brothel."
sins."

What
if

We

the

i-etort,

abode of every iniquity, our land a

that they are "incendiaries"

Delightful argument!
slave has

freed

it

God and

—what

and "assas-

Sweet, potent "moral suasion!"

make?

But

distilled nectar

from

proselyte can

your course was wholly different

—

if

you

it

ever

and discoursed sweetest music, could you reasonably
indulge the hope of accomplishing your object by such means ?

your

lips,

we were

all convinced, and thought of slavery
what era of "moral suasion" do you ima-glne you could prevail on us to give up a thousand millions of
dollars in the value of our slaves, and a thousand millions of dollars more in the depreciation of our lands, in consequence of the
want of laborers to cultivate them ? Consider were ever any
people, civilized or savage, persuaded by any argument, human

l^ay, supposing that

precisely as

you do,

at

:

or divine, to surrender voluntarily
lars

?

Would you

two thousand millions of

dol-

think of asking five millions of Englishmen^

to contribute, either at once or gradually, four

hundred and

fifty

millions of pounds sterling to the cause of philanthropy, even if

was not of doubtful goodness ? If
you arc prepared to undertake such a scheme, try it at home.
Collect your fund
return us the money for our slaves, and do
with them as you like. Be all the glory yours, fairly and honestly
won. But you see the absurdity of such an idea. Away, then,
with your pretended " moral suasion." You know it is mere
nonsense.
The abolitionists have no faith in it themselves.
Those who expect to accomplish any thing count on means altothe purpose to be accomplished

—
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They aim, first, to alarm us that failing, to
compel us by force to emancipate our slaves, at our own risk and
cost.
To these purposes they obviously direct all their energies.
Our Northern liberty-men endeavored to disseminate their destructive doctrine among our slaves, and excite them to insurrection.
But we have put an end to that, and stricken terror into
them. They dare not show their faces here. Then they declared
they would dissolve the Union. Let them do it. The North
would repent it far more than the South. "We are not alarmed at
the idea.
Wo are well content to give up the Union sooner than
sacrifice two thousand millions of dollars, and with them all the
getlicr difieront.

rights
to

we

prize.

:

You may

take

it

for

granted that

it is

impossible

persuade or alarm us into emancipation, or to making the

step toward

it.

Nothing, then,

is left

to try, but sheer force.

the abolitionists are prepared to expend their

own

first

If

treasure and

let them
"We do not court the conflict but we will not and we canthey are not ready to go so far if, as I
not shrink from it.
expect, their philanthropy recoils from it if they are looking only
for cheap glory, let them turn their thoughts elsewhere, and leave
Be the sin, the danger and the evils of slavery all
us in peace.
our own. "We compel, we ask none to share them with us.
I am well aware that a notable<scheme has been set on foot to

shed their own blood as freely as they ask us

come.

to

do ours,

;

K

;

;

''

by courtesy called " free
labor so much cheaper than slave labor as to force the abandonment of the latter. Though we are beginning to manufacture
with slaves^ I do not think you will attempt to pinch your operaachieve abolition by making what

tives closer in

Great Britain.

You

is

cannot curtail the rags with

which they vainly attempt to cover their nakedness, nor reduce
the porridge which barely, and not always, keeps those who have
employment from perishing of famine. "When you can do this,
we will consider whether our slaves may not dispense with a
pound or two of bacon per week, or a few garments annually.
Your aim, however, is to cheapen labor in the tropics. The idea
of doing this by exporting your "bold yeomanry" is, I presume,
given up.

Cromwell

of Charles into West
graves.

Dutch

tried

it

when he sold

the captured followers

Indian slavery^ where they speedily found

Nor have your

recent experiments on British and even

constitutions succeeded better.

Have you

rying thither your coolies from Ilindostan

?

still iiiitli

in car-

Doubtless that once

—
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wild robber race, whose highest eulogium was that they did not

murder merely lor the love of blood, have becu tamed down, and
are perhaps "keen for immigration," for since your civilization
has reached it, plunder has grown scarce in Guzerat. But what
is

the result of the experiment thus far

ing

Have

?

the coolies, ceas-

handle arms, learned to handle spades, and proved hardy

to

and profitable laborers

On

?

the contrary, broken in spirit and

whom you
have hitherto kidnapped for a bounty, confined in depots, put
under hatches and carried across the ocean forced into " voluntary immigration," have done little but lie down and die on the
stricken with disease at home, the wretched victims

—

pseudo

some

soil of

At

freedom.

the end of five years two-thirds, in

colonies a larger proportion, are no

pious contrivance

To

!

accursed posterity of

sacrifice

Ilumane and

!

sufferings of the

alleviate the fancied

Ham, you

by a cruel death two-

— and
— the blessing of heaven

thirds of the children of the blessed

applause of Christians

more

Shem

!

demand

the

If this " experi-

is to go on, in God's name try your hand upon the Thugs.
That other species of " immigration " to which you are resorting

ment"

I will consider presently.

But what do you

calculate will be the result of emancipation,

by whatever means accomplished

by way of answer,

to the

West

You

?

Indies

will probably point

—doubtless

to

me,

Antigua, the

Admitting that it has succeeded there
which I will do for the sake of the argument do you know the
reason of it ? The true and only causes of whatever success has
attended it in Antigua are, that the population was before

great boast of abolition.

crowded, and

all

—

or nearly all the arable land in cultivation.

The emancipated negroes could not, many of them, get away if
and knew not where to go, in case they did. They
they desired
;

had, practically, no alternative but to remain on the spot

;

and

remaining, they must work on the terms of the proprietors, or
perish

—the strong arm of the mother country forbidding
The

of seizing the land for themselves.

ing that they could thus
of

life,

command

hope
know-

all

proprietors, well

labor for the merest necessities

which was much cheaper than maintaining the non-effect-

ive as well as effective slaves in a style which decency and interest, if

and

at

not humanity, required, willingly accepted half their value,

once realized far more than the interest on the other half
and the reduced comforts of

in the diminution of their expenses,
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of your most illustrious judges,

who was

also

a profound and philosophical historian, has said "that villeinage

was not abolished, but went
the process.

England."

into decay in

This has been the process wherever (the

This was

name

villeinage or slavery has been successfully abandoned.

in

fact,

"went

into decay " in Antigua.

I

of)

Slavery,

have admitted

that,

—

might profitably cease here that
is, profitably to the individual proprietors.
Give me half the
value of my slaves, and compel them to remain and labor on my
plantation, at ten to eleven cents a day, as they do in Antigua,
supporting themselves and families, and you shall have them tounder similar circumstances,

it

morrow, and if you like dub them "free." Not to stickle, I
would surrender them without price. No I recall my words
My humanity revolts at the idea. I am attached to my slaves,
and would not have act or part in reducing them to such a condition.
I deny, however, that Antigua, as a community, is, or ever
will be, as prosperous under present circumstances, as she was

—

before abolition, though fully ripe for

it.

The

:

fact is well

known.

The reason is that the African, if not a distinct, is an inferior race,
and never will efiect, as it never has efiected, as much in any
other condition as in that of slavery.
1

know

of no slaveholder

who

has visited the

West

Indies

was abolished, and published his views of it. All
our facts and opinions come through the friends of the experiment,
Taking these, even without
or at least those not opposed to it.
allowance, to be true as stated, I do not see where the abolitionists
find cause for exultation.
The tables of exports, which are the
since slavery

best evidences of the condition of a people, exhibit a woful falling

—excused,

by unprecedented droughts and hurricanes,
seems unaccountably more subject than
slave labor used to be.
I will not go into detail.
It is well
known that a large proportion of British legislation and expenditure, and that proportion still constantly increasing, is most anxioff

to

which

it is ti'ue,

their free labor

ously devoted to repairing the monstrous error of emancipation.

You

pithily stated

The truth,
by the London

"None

of the benefits

are actually galvanizing your expiring colonies.

deduced from

all the facts,

was thus

Quarterly Review^ as long ago as 1840:

anticipated by mistaken good intentions have been realized, while

every evil wished for by knaves and foreesen by the wise has been
painfully verified.

The wild rashness

of fanaticism has

made

the

!
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emancipation of the slaves equivalent to the
the

West

tion."

—

loss

of one-half of

and yet put back the chance of negro civilizaArt. Ld. Dudley's Letters.
Such are the real fruits of
Indies,

your never-to-bc-too-much-glorified abolition, and the valuable
dividend of your twenty millions of pounds sterling invested
therein.

any further proof was wanted of the utter and well-known,
though not yet openly avowed, failure of West Indian emancipation, it would be furnished by the startling fact, that the African
If

Slave Trade has been actually revived under the auspices and
PROTECTION OF THE BRITISH GOVERNMENT. Under the spccious
guise of " immigration," they are replenishing those Islands with

Your colony

slaves from the coast of Africa.

founded on that coast
the bye, in the

first

of Sierra Leone,

prevert the slave trade, and peopled, by

to

instance,

by negroes stolen from these States
is the depot to which captives

during the Revolutionary War,

taken from slavers by your armed vessels are transported.

I

might say returned, since nearly half the Africans carried across
The
the Atlantic are understood to be embarked in this vicinity.

who

wretched survivors,
seduced

to

are there set at liberty, are immediately

"immigrate"

to the

West

Indies.

The business

is

by black "delegates," sent expressly
from the West Indies, where, on arrival, the " immigi'ants " are
sold into slavery for twenty-one years, under conditions ridiculously trivial and wickedly void, since few or none will ever be
The whole prime of
able to derive any advantage from them.
life thus passed in bondage, it is contemplated, and doubtless it
systematically carried on

•will

be carried into

effect, to

for themselves,

shift

and

vigorous "immigrants."

ours?

Even your own
it

turn them out in their old age to

supply their places with fresh and

Was

ever a system of slavery so bar-

Can you

barous devised before?

denounce

to

religious

think of comparing

with

it

missionaries at Sierra Leone

" as worse than the slave state in Africa."

And

your

black delegates, fearful of the influence of these missionaries, as
well as on account of the inadequate supply of captives, are

now

preparing to procure the able-bodied and comparatively industrious

Kroomen

men

the privilege of inveigling

of the interior, by purchasing

So ends the magnificent

West India

abolition

1

farce

them

to the

—perhaps

I will not

I

from

their

head-

West India market

should say tragedy, of

harrow your feelings by asking
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you

review the labors of your

to

life caud

tell

qqj

me what you and
" injured Africa,"

your brother enthusiasts have accomplished
but while agreeing with Lord Stowell, that " villeinage decayed,"
for

and admitting that slavery might do so also, I think I am fully
justified by passed and passing events in saying, as Mr. Grosvenor
said of the slave trade, that

You

its

abolition

is

are greatly mistaken, however, if

" impossible."

you think

that the con-

sequences of emancipation here would be similar and no more
iujm'ious than those which followed from

West India
of slavery

is

Islands,

where nearly

not in

"decay" with

all

us.

it

in

your

little

sea-girt

The system
flourishes in full and

were blacks.
It

growing vigor.
Our country is boundless in extent. Dotted
here and theje with villages and fields, it is, for the most part,
covered with immense forests and swamps of almost unknown
size.
In such a country, with a people so restless as ours, communicating of course some of that spirit to their domestics, can
you conceive that any thing short of the power of the master
over the slave, could confine the African race, notoriously idle

and improvident,

to labor

on our plantations?

Break

but for a day, and these plantations will be solitudes.
loves change, novelty, and sensual excitements of

awake.

all

this

bond,

The negro
kinds, when

" Reason and order," of which Mr. "Wilberforce said

was the

child," do not characterize him.

Released from
would be to go somewhere. And here no natural boundaries would restrain him.
At first they would all seek the towns, and rapidly accumulate in
squalid groups upon their outskirts.
Driven thence by the
"armed police," which would immediately spring into existence,
they would scatter in all directions. Some bodies of them might
wander toward the "free" States, or to the Western wilderness,
marking their tracks by their depredations and their corpses.
Many would roam wild in our " big woods." Many more would
"liberty

his present obligations, his first impulse

seek the recesses of our

swamps

for secure covert.

Few, very

do a stroke of work, none
to labor continuously, while a head of cattle, sheep or swine
could be found in our ranges, or an ear of corn nodded in our
abandoned fields. These exhausted, our folds and poultry yards,

few of them, could be prevailed on

to

barns and store-houses, would become their prey.
scattered dwellings
'«nmates murdered.

Finally, our

would be plundered, perhaps fired, and the
How long do yon suppose that we could bear
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these things?
rifles

How

would

long-

be before we sliould sleep with
move without one in our hands ?

it

at our bedsides, and never

This work once begun,

let

the story of our British ancestors and

the aborigines of this country

Far more rapid,

the sequel.

tell

" Ere

however, would be the catastrophe.

many moons went

by," the African race would be exterminated, or reduced again
their ranks recruited, after

to slavery,

" emigrants " from

your example, by fresh

their fatherland.

Is timely preparation

and gradual emancipation suggested to
?
I thought your experience in

avert these horrible consequences

the

West
If

idea.

two

much
much more would it

Indies had, at least, done so
it

races,

failed there,

approximating

to

as to explode that
fail

here,

where the

equality in numbers, are daily and

Give room

hourly in the closest contact.

for

but a single spark

of real jealousy to be kindled between them, and the explosion

would be instantaneous and universal. It is the most fatal of all
suppose that these two races can exist together, after
any length of time, or any process of preparation, on terms at all
fallacies, to

approaching

Of

to equality.

They

fixedly convinced.

this,

both of them are finally and

difier essentially,

in

the leading-

all

which characterize the varieties of the human species, and
draws an indelible and insuperable line of separation between them. Every scheme founded upon the idea that they can
traits

color

remain together on the same

any other
them,

soil,

beyond the briefest period, in
which now subsists between

relation than precisely that

not only preposterous, but fraught with deepest danger.
If there was no alternative but to try the " experiment " here,
is

reason and humility dictate that the sufferings of "gradualism"

should be saved, and the catastrophe of "immediate abolition"

Are you impatient

enacted as rapidly as possible.

formance

to

commence ?

Do you

long

to gloat

for the per

over the scenes I

have suggested, but could not hold the pen to portray? In your
long life many such have passed under your review. You know
that tliey are not

you believe that

'''•

are doing the will of

The

work of Satan.
way into their

his

and

Can

imjp088ibleP

in laboring to bring

God ?

No

arch-fiend,

souls,

!

they be to your taste?

them about, the

God

is

Do

abolitionists

not there.

It

is

the

under specious guises, has found

and with

false

appeals to philanthropy,

foul insinuations .to ambition, instigates

them

to

long to the accomplishment of his diabolical designs.

rush head-
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The events of the

age.

appear to have revolutionized
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last three

.the

quar-

human mind.

Enterprise and ambition are only limited in their purposes by the
horizon of the imagination.

transcendental era.

It is the

In

philosophy, religion, government, science, arts, commerce, noth-

ing that has been
form,

is scoffed at.

this

all

end

If

?

is

to

be allowed to be.

Conservatism, in any

The slightest taint of it is fatal. Where will
you can tolerate one ancient maxim, let it be

that the best criterion of the future is the past.

Tliat, if

any thing,

And, looking back only through your time,
what was the earliest feat of tliis same transcendentalism? The
rays of the new moral Drummond Light were first concentrated
will give a clue.

to a focus at Paris, to illuminate the universe.

consumed the
It

political, religious

and

In a twinkling

it

social systems of France.

could not be extinguished there until literally drowned in blood.

And

then, fi-om its ashes arose that supernatural

man, who,

twenty years, kept affrighted Europe in convulsions.

for

Since that

beams, refracted by broader surfaces, have,
nevertheless, continued to scathe wherever they have fallen. What
time,

its

scattered

political structure,

what

now

shock, and even

religious creed, but has felt the galvanic

trembles to

its

foundations?

Mankind,

still

horror-stricken by the catastrophe of France, have shrunk from

rash experiments upon social systems.

But they have been pracand through the
And growing confident, a portion of them

ticing in the East, around

West India

Islands.

the Mediterranean,

seem desperately bent on kindling the all-devouring flame in the
bosom of our land. Let it once again blaze up to heaven, and
another cycle of blood and devastation will dawn upon the world.
For our own sake, and for the sake of those infatuated men who
for the sake of human
are madly driving on the conflagration
nature, wo are called on to strain every nerve to aiTest it.
And
assured
be
our efforts will be bounded only with our being. Nor
;

do

I

doubt that

and prepared

five millions of people, brave, intelligent, united,

to

hazard every thing,

will, in

the blessing of God, sustain themselves.

what may,

We

it is

ours to meet

such a cause, with

At

all

events,

come

it.

are well aware of the light estimation in which the aboli-

and those who are taught by them, profess to hold us.
have seen the attempt of a portion of the Free Church of
Scotland to reject our alms on the ground that we are " slavetionists,

We
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And we

drivers," after sending missionaries to solicit them.

have seen Mr. O'Connell, the " irresponsible master " of millions
of ragged serfs, from whom, poverty stricken as they are, he contrives to wring a splendid privy purse, throw back with contumely,
the " tribute " of his own countrymen from this land of " miscreants."
These people may exhaust their slang, and make blackguards of themselves, but they cannot

defile us.

And

as for the

London clubs, wo
London, and we have seen

suggestion to exclude slaveholders from your
scout

it.

Many

of us, indeed, do go to

your breed of gawky

there and here, but

lords, both

tered into our conceptions to look on

The American
favors of any

them as

it

never en-

better than ourselves.

slaveholders, collectively or individually, ask no

man

or race

who

tread the earth.

In none of the

men, mental or physical, do they acknowledge or
They stand in the broadest light of
the knowledge, civilization and improvement of the age, as much
Exacting nothfavored of heaven as any of the sons of Adam.
ing undue, they yield nothing but justice and courtesy, even to
They cannot be flattered, duped, nor bullied out of
royal blood.
They smile with contempt at
their rights or their propriety.
scurrility and vaporing beyond the seas, and they turn their backs
upon it where it is " irresponsible " but insolence that ventures
to look them in the face, will never fail to be chastised.
I think I may trust you will not regard this letter as intrusive.
should
never have entertained an idea of writing it, had you
I
not opened the correspondence.
If you think any thing in it
harsh, review your own
which I regret that I lost soon after it
was received and you will probably find that you have taken
your revenge beforehand. If you have not, transfer an equitable
share of what you deem severe, to the account of the abolitionists
at large.
They have accumulated against the slaveholders a balattributes of

fear superiority elsewhere.

;

—

—

ance of invective, which, with

much
paid.
At

to liquidate

will be

all

our

efforts,

all events, I

shall not be able

have no desire

sonally, and, with the best wishes for

have the honor

we

short of the era in which your national debt
to ofiend you peryour continued health, I

to be,

Your obedient

servant,
J.

Tnos. Olakkson, Esq.

n.

IIAMMOKD.

;
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II.

refuted — Abolitionism
—Arguments of
— Law of Force a law of Love—Wages of Slaves and of
the world— Falsehoods of Abolitionhired labor — Results of emancipation
—British interference the
— English estimate of our Northern
of our country— Sensitiveness of the Southern People —Rise and

Ignorance of Abolitionists

.

Abolitionists

leads to Infidelity

to

in

citizens

ists

politics

progress of Fanaticism.

Silver Bluff, S.
Sir

—In

my

cular letter soon after

24, 1845.

—

you of the 28th January which I trust
I mentioned that I had lost your cirhad come to hand. It was, I am glad to

letter to

you have received ere

C, March

this
it

—

say, only mislaid, and has within a few days been recovered.

A

me to resume my pen. Unwilling
from a single reading, I did not, in my
last communication, attempt to follow the course of your argument, and meet directly the points made and the terms used. I
thought it better to take a general view of the subject, which could

second perusal of

my

to trust

not

fail to

it

induces

recollections

traverse your

however, that

for fear of

am

most material charges.

I

being tedious, I omitted

many

well aware,
interesting

and abstained from a complete discussion of some
I do not propose now to exhaust the subject
which it would require volumes to do; but without waiting to
which I may never do your opinion of what I have allearn
topics altogether,

of those introduced.

—

—

ready said, I
letter of

down

sit

to

supply some of the deficiencies of

January, and, with your circular before me,

such parts of

it

as

have not been

my

to reply to

answered.

fully

among

others, to "such as have
never visited the Southern States " of this confederacy, and professes to enlighten their ignorance of the actual " condition of the
It is, I perceive,

addressed,

own country." I can not help thinking you
would have displayed prudence in confining the circulation of
your letter altogether to such persons. You might then have indulged with impunity in giving, as you have done, a picture of
slavery, drawn from your own excited imagination, or from those
impure fountains, the Martineaus, Marryatts, Trollopes, and Dick-

poor slave in their

enses,

who have

profited

by catering,

at

our expense, to the jeal-

ous sensibilities and debauched tastes of your countrymen.

_

Ad-

mitting that you are familiar with the history of slavery, and the
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as I did, I

now

my

think rather broadly, in

what can you Tcnow of the true condition of the
former
" poor slave" here? I am not aware that you have ever visited
letter,

this country, or

even the West Indies.

because you have devoted your
subject

life

to

Can you suppose,

—commencing

melancholy

at first,

it under the influence of an enthusiasm, so
and so volcanic afterwards, as to be nothing

short of hallucination

— pursuing

it

as

men

of one idea do every

thing, with the single purpose of establishing your
it

that

the investigation of the

—gathering

own view

of

your information from discharged seamen, disap-

pointed speculators, factious politicians, visionary reformers and

— opening

your ears to every species of comand falsehood, that interested ingenuity could
invent, and never for a moment questioning the truth of any thing
scurrilous tourists

plaint, exaggeration

that could

make

for

your cause

— can you suppose that

all this

has

qualified you, living the while in England, to form or approxi-

mate toward the formation of a
of slaves

among

us

?

I

know

correct opinion of the condition

the power of self-delusion.

I

have

not the least doubt, that you think yourself the very best informed

man

and that many think so likewise. So
far as facts go, even after deducting from your list a great deal
that is not fact, I will not deny that, probably, your collection is
the

alive

on

this subject,

most extensive in existence.

slavery, there

than you do.

is

Truth and fact

synonymous terms.
hood

:

But as

to the truth in

regard to

knows more of it
aware, by no means

not an adult in this region but
are,

Ninety-nine

you are
facts

may

constitute

the hundredth, added or alone, gives the truth,

your knowledge of

facts, I

a falseWitli

all

undertake to say that you are entirely

and grossly ignorant of the real condition of our slaves. And
all that I can see, you are equally ignorant of the essential

from

principles of

human

association revealed in history, both sacred

and profane, on which slavery rests, and which will perpetuate it
forever in some form or other.
However you may declaim against
however powerfully you may array atrocious incidents whatit
ever appeals you may make to the heated imaginations and tender sensibilities of mankind, believe me, your total blindness to
the whole truth^ which alone constitutes the truth^ incapacitates
you from ever making an impression on the sober reason and
Bound common sense of the world. You may seduce thousands
"Whenever and wherever you or the
^you can convince no one.
;

—

;

—
;
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advocates of your cause can arouse the passions of the weak-

minded and

and bringing to bear with them the
interests of the vicious and unprincipled, overwhelm common
sense and reason as God sometimes permits to be done you
may triumph. Such a triumph we have witnessed in Great Britain.
But I trust it is far distant here nor can it, from its nature,
the ignorant,

—

—

;

be extensive or enduring.

Other classes of reformers, animated

by the same spirit as the abolitionists, attack the institution of
marriage, and even the established relations of parent and child.

And

they collect instances of barbarous cruelty and shocking deg-

radation, which rival, if they do not throw into the shade, your

But

slavery statistics.
thority rests

upon

coming home

the rights of marriage and parental au-

truths as obvious as they are unchangeable

to every

human

being,

—self-impressed

forever on

the individual mind, and can not be shaken until the whole
is

corrupted, nor subverted until civilized society becomes a putrid

Domestic slavery

mass.
it

man

make such a

is

not so universally understood, nor can

direct appeal to individuals or society

beyond

its

Here, prejudice and passion have room to sport at the ex-

pale.

They may be excited and urged

pense of others.
action, remote

from the victims they mark out.

to

dangerous

They may,

as

they have done, effect great mischief, but they can not be

made

maintain, in the long run, dominion over reason and

common

down what God has

sense, nor ultimately put

You

deny, however, that slavery

ordained.

sanctioned by God, and

when he gave to Adam dominion
and the animal creation, he stopped
never gave him any further right over his fellow-

your chief argument
over the

is

that

is,

fruits of the earth

there.

"He

men,"

You

restrict the

descendants of

Adam

to a very short list

of rights and powers, duties and responsibities, if
solely to those conferred
sis.

to

It is

and enjoined in the

very obvious that in

this

first

you

limit

them

chapter of Gene-

narrative of the Creation,

Moses did not have it in view to record any part of the law intended for the government of man in his social or political state.
Eve was not yet created the expulsion had not yet taken place
Cain was unborn and no allusion whatever is made to the maniThe only sefold decrees of God to which these events gave rise.
rious answer this argument deserves, is to say, what is so mani;

;

God's not expressly giving to Adam "any right
over his fellow-men " by no means excluded him from conferring
4y
festly true, that

:
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which he

it

"We know
and held prop-

erty in his fellow-man, even anterior to the period

when property

that right on his dcsceiuhiiits

Abraham,

that

;

iu

fact did,

the chosen one of God, exercised

was acknowledged. We might infer that God had authorized it.
But we are not reduced to inference or conjecture.
At the hazard of fatiguing you by repetition, I will again refer
you to the ordinances of the Scriptures. Innumerable instances
might be quoted where God has given and commanded men to
in land

But one will suffice.
In the twenty-fifth chapter of Leviticus, you will find domestic
slavery —precisely such as is maintained at this day hi these
States
ordai?ied and established hy God, in language which I
defy you to pervert so as to leave a doubt on any honest mind
that this institution was founded hy him, and decreed to be perassume dominion over

their fellow-men.

—

petual.

I

quote the words

"Both thy bond-men and thy bond-maids
which thou shalt have, shall be of the heathen [Africans] that are
round about you: of them ye shall buy bond-men and bond-maids.
"Moreover, of the children of the strangers that do sojourn
Leviticus xxv. 4:4:-46

:

and of their families that are
in
your land [descendants of Afriwith you which they begat

among

you, of them shall ye buy,

cans?] and they shall be your possession.

"

And ye

shall take them as

after you, to inherit

an inheritance for your children
They shall be your

them for a possession.

BOND-MEN FOREVER."

What human
plicit

than this

title to

legislature could
?

What

court of

make

a decree more

full

and ex-

law or chancery could defeat a

a slave couched in terms so clear and complete as these

?

law of Ood, whom you pretend to worship, while
you denounce and traduce us for respecting it.
It seems scarcely credible, but the fact is so, that you deny this
law so plainly written, and in the face of it have the hardihood to
declare tliat "though slavery is not specifically, yet it is virtually, forbidden in the Scriptures, because all the crimes which
necessarily arises out of slavery, and which can arise from no
other source, are reprobated there and threatened with divine vengeance." Such an unworthy subterfuge is scarcely entitled to
consideration.
But its gross absurdity may be exposed in few
words. I do not know what crimes you particularly allude to as
arising from slavery.
But you will perhaps admit not because

And

this is the

—
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they are denounced in the decalogue, which the abolitionists respect only so far as they choose, but because
infei'est oi'

and

tery,

arise

most

men

to

stealing, are crimes.

from"

Then, according

other sources."

forbidden"

property!

the

is

immediate

to parents, adul-

Yet these crimes " necessarily

the relations of parent and child, marriage, and the

possession of private property; at least they

ally

it

—that disobedience

admit

to

Nay,

to

"can

marry, to beget children, and

it is

arise

your argument,
to

it is

from no
"virtu-

hold private

forbidden to live, since murder can only be
You add that " in the same way

perpetrated on living subjects.

the gladiatorial shows of old, and other barbarous customs, were

forbidden in the New Testament, and yet Christiwas the sole means of their suppression." This is very true.
But these shows and barbarous customs thus suppressed were not
authorized by God. They were not ordained and commanded by
God for the benefit of his chosen people and mankind, as the parchase and holding of bond-men and bond-maids were. Had they
been they would never have been " suppressed by Christianity "
any more than slavery can be by your party. Although Christ
came "not to destroy but fulfill the law," he nevertheless did formally abrogate some of the ordinances promulgated by Moses, and
all such as were at war with his mission of " peace and good-will
on earth." He " specifically " annuls, for instance, one " barbarous
custom " sanctioned by those ordinances, where he says, "3'e have
heard that it hath been said, an eye for an eye, and a tooth for a
tooth but I say unto you that ye resist not evil, but whosoever
shall smite thee on the right cheek, turn to him the other also."
Now, in the time of Christ, it was usual for masters to put their
slaves to death on the slightest provocation.
They even killed
and cut them up to feed their fishes. He was undoubtedly aware
of these things, as well as of the law and commandment I have
n'ot specifically

anit}^

;

He could only have been restrained from denouncing
them, as he did the " lex talionis" because he knew that in desquoted.

pite of these barbarities the institution of slavery

was

at the bot-

tom a sound and wholesome, as well as lawful one. Certain it is,
that in his wisdom and purity he did not see proper to interfere
with it. In your wisdom, however, you make the sacrilegious attempt to overthrow it.
You quote the denunciation of Tyre and Sidon, and say that
" the chief reason given by the prophet Joel for their destruction,

;
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was, that they were notorious beyond
the slave trade."

I

am

the slave States, or that

afraid

we

your own

is

others for carrying on

are unable to read them.

making

otherwise account lor your

reading

all

you think we have no Bibles

in

can not

I

this reference, unless

indeed

confined to an expurgated edition, prepared

for the use of abolitionists,

which every thing relating

in

slavery that militates against their view of

it

is

to

The

left out.

prophet Joel denounces the Tyrians and Sidoniaus, because "the
children also of

Judah and

this

the children of Jerusalem have ye

And what

sold unto the Grecians."

"notorious slave trading?"

is

Ilear

the divine vengeance for

"And

it.

I will sell

your

sons and daughters into the hands of the children of Judah, and
sell them to the Sabeans, to a people far off; for the
Lord hath spoken it." Do you call this a condemnation of slave

they shall

The prophet makes God himself a participator in the
be one. " The Lord hath spoken it," he says, that
Tyrians
and
Sidonians shall be sold into slavery to strangers.
the
Their real offense was, in enslaving the chosen people; and their
sentence was a repetition of the old command, to make slaves of

trading?
crime,

if that

the heathen round about.
I
fess

have dwelt upon your scriptural argument, because you proto

believe

Bible

the

abolitionists profess to

because your circular
tians ;"
to

and because

because a large proportion of the

;

do the same, and

is

to act

it is

from that

class

It

to

sanction

for

may

say, infidel doc-

answer you, to any
himself, and construes them

would be wholly unnecessary

one who reads the Scriptures
according

its

mainly that you expect

seduce converts to your anti-christian, I

trines.

under

addressed in part to "professing Chris-

to

any other formula than that which the

are wickedly endeavoring to impose upon the world.
tural sanction of slavery is in fact so palpable,

that both wings of your party are beginning to

abolitionists

The

scrip-

and so strong,
acknowledge it.

The more sensible and moderate admit, as the organ of the Free
Church of Scotland, the North Britisli Review^ has lately done,
that they " are

Apostles
ful^''''

up

precluded by

tlie

from regarding mere

statements

and conduct of

while the desperate and reckless,

who

are bent on keeping

the agitation at every hazard, declare, as has been

Anti-Slavery Record^ "
slavery, it

is

If

the

slaveholding as essentially sin-

done in the

our inquiry turns out in favor of

the Bible that must fall, and not the rights of
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much

Satisfied,

longer

inaiutaiu before the world the Christian platform from which to

wage Avar upon our institutions. Driven from it, you must
abandon the contest, or, repudiating revelation, rush into the
horrors of natural religion.

You
"law

next complain that our slaves are kept in bondage by the

In what country or condition of

of force."

you see human

am

mankind do

regulated merely by the law of love?

affairs

if you look over the
and permanent rights, civil, social,
and I may even add religious, resting on and ultimately secured
by the " law of force." The power of majorities of aristocraof kings
cies
nay of priests, for the most part, and of property,

Unless

I

greatly mistaken, you will,

world, find nearly

—

all certain

—

—

resolves itself at last into " force," and could not otherwise be

Thus, in every turn of your argument against

long maintained.

our system of slavery, you advance, whether conscious of

it

or

and revolutionary doctrines calculated to change the
to overthrow all government, disorganize

not, radical

whole face of the world,
society,

and reduce man

to a state of

nature

— red with blood, and

But you greatly err,
you suppose, because we rely on force in the last resort to
maintain our supremacy over our slaves, that ours is a stern and
unfeeling domination, at all to be compared in hard-hearted
severity to that exercised, not over the mere laborer only, but by
shrouded once more

in barbaric ignorance.

if

sway is
you address were "to

the higher over each lower order, wherever the British

You

acknowledged.

say, that if those

spend one day in the South, they would return home with im-

But the fact is
have known numerous instances, and
never knew a single one, where there was no other cause of

pressions against slavery never to be erased."

universally the reverse.
I

ofiense,

and no object

to

I

promote by falsehood, that individuals

from the non-slaveholding States did
long enough

to

OUT slavery.

not, after residing

understand the subject, "return

It is

home"

among
to

us

defend

matter of regret that you have never tried the

do not doubt you would have been converted, for I give you credit for an honest though perverted mind.
You would have seen how weak and futile is all abstract reason-

experiment yourself.

ing about

this

elegant in

its

ous in

its

I

matter, and that, as a building

proportions, or tasteful in

uses, for

its

may

not be less

ornaments, or virtu-

being based upon granite, so a system of

—
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human

guveniiacnt, though ibuudod on force,

may

cultivate the teuderest luid purest sentiments of the

And

our patriarchal scheme of domestic servitude

calculated to

awaken

not wanting in

the higher

and

dcvelope and

human

is

finer feelings of

enthusiasm and

he^rt.

indeed well
our nature.

The relations
of the most beloved and honored chief, and the most faithful and
admiring subjects, which, from the time of Homer, have been the
theme of song, are frigid and unl'elt compared with those existing
between the master and his slaves who served his father, and
It is

its

its

poetry.

—

rocked his cradle, or have been born in his household, and look
forward to serve his children who have been through life the

—

— who have par-

props of his fortune, and the objects of his care
taken of his

griefs,

and looked

to

him

for comfort in their

own

whose sickness he has so frequently watched over and relieved
whose holidays he has so often made joyous by his bounties and
his presence
for whose welfare, when absent, his anxious solicitude never ceases, and whose hearty and affectionate greetings
never fail to welcome him home. In this cold, calculating, ambitious world of ours, there are few ties more heartfelt, or of more
benignant influence, than those which mutually bind the master
and the slave, under our ancient system, handed down from the
father of Israel.
The unholy purpose of the abolitionists is, to
destroy by defiling it ; to infuse into it the gall and bitterness
which rankle in their own envenomed bosoms to poison the
minds of the master and the servant ; turn love to hatred, array
^^
force " against force^ and hurl all
;

;

"With hideous ruin and combiistion, down
To bottomless perdition."

You

think

it

a great "crime" that

we do

not pay our slaves

"wages," and on this account pronounce us "robbers." In my
former letter, I showed that the labor of our slaves was not with-

more
For what pur-

out great cost to us, and that in fact they themselves receive
in return for

pose do

men

it

than your hirelings do for theirs.

and their families
The efforts of mere physical
provide more than a livelihood. And it

labor, but to support themselves

in what comfort they are able

labor seldom suffice to
is

a well

known and shocking

?

fact, that

while few operatives in

Great Britain succeed in securing a comfortable living, the greater
part drag out a miserable existence, and sink at last under ab-

a^
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you go througli the form
when you
do not, in return for their services, allow them what alone they
ask and have a just right to demand enough to feed, clothe
and lodge them, in iiealth and sickness, with reasonable comfort.
Though we do not give " wages " in monexj^ we do this for our
solute want.

'
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avail

is

that

it

of paying them a pittance of what you call "wages,"

—

—

slaves^

and they are therefore better rewarded than yours.

It is

the prevailing vice and error of the age, and one from which the

with

abolitionists,
free, to

all their saintly

pretensions, are far from being

bring every thing to the standard of money.

gold and silver the great

services in cash.

It is

a shilling a day, and

wants abundantly, and
is

among "

The American

happiness.

test of

must be wretched indeed, because he

is

You make
slave

not compensated for his

altogether praiseworthy to pay the laborer
let

him

starve

on

To supply all his
from him money
The fact can not be

it.

at all times, yet withhold

the most reprobated crimes."

denied, that the mere laborer

is now, and always has been, everywhere that barbarism has ceased, enslaved. Among the innova-

modern times, following "the decay of

villeinage," has

been the creation of a new system of slavery.

The primitive

tions of

which may also be called the sacred and natural
system, in which the laborer is under the personal control of a
fellow-being endowed with the sentiments and sympathies of
humanity, exists among us. It has been almost everywhere else
superseded by the modern artificial money power system., in
which man his thews and sinews, his hopes and affections, his

and

patriarchal,

—

very being, are

all

subjected

—

monster without a heart
the bond
life

—

to

His name of old was
from heaven." And

it

"Mammon,
it is

to

to

to

—working up human

out by weight and measure.

the least erected spirit that

fell

extend his empire that you and your

deluded coadjutors dedicate your

mankind

arithmetical

taking ever " the pound of flesh "

with engines, and retailing

—
— sticking

dominion of capital

the

cold, stern,

lives.

You

are stirring

up

overthrow our heaven-ordained system of servitude,

surrounded by innumerable checks, designed and planted deep in
the

human

heart by

God and

rule of this "spirit reprobate,"

You charge

whose proper place was

hell.

us with looking on our slaves "as chattels or

"human

somewhat elaborate argument

to

prove

forms," " talk," and even " think."

Now

brutes," and enter into a
that they have

nature, to substitute the absolute
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however you may indulge in this strain for effect,
it is the abolitionists, and not the slaveholders, who, practically,
and in the most important point of view, regard our slaves as
the fact

is,

that

"chattels or brutes."

In your calculations of the consequences

of emancipation, you pass over entirely those which must prove
most serious, and which arise from the fact of their being persons.

You appear
them
that

to think that

as readily as if they

we might

were machines

abstain from the use of
to

be laid aside, or cattle

to find pasturage for themselves.

might be turned out

I

have heretofore glanced at some of the results that would follow
from breaking the bonds of so many liuinan beings^ now peaceand happily linked into our social system. The tragic
horrors, the decay and ruin that would for years, perhaps for

fully

ages, brood over our land,

could be accomplished,

if it

I will

not

But do you fancy the blight would, in such
an event, come to us alone? The diminution of the sugar crop
of the West Indies affected Great Britain only, and there chiefly
attempt to portray.

the poor.

It

was a matter of no moment

should have one comfort

less.

British duty on sugar.

Who

must follow the
ing States?

I

Yet

it

to capital, that labor

has forced a reduction of the

can estimate the consequences that

annihiliation of the cotton crop of the slavehold-

do not undervalue the importance of other

of commerce, but no calamity could befall the world at

articles
all

com-

parable to the sudden loss of two millions of bales of cotton annually.

From

Greenland

the deserts of Africa to the Siberian wilds

to the

Chinese wall,

—there

is

—from

not a spot of earth but

The factories of Europe would fall with
feel the sensation.
a concussion that would shake down castles, palaces, and even
thrones; while the "purse-proud, elbowing insolence" of oui
would

Northern monopolist would soon disappear forever under the

smooth speech of the pedlar, scourging our frontiers for a livelihood, or the bluff vulgarity of the South Sea whaler, following the
harpoon amid storms and shoals. Doubtless the abolitionists think
we could grow cotton without slaves, or that at worst the reduction
of the crop would be moderate and temporary. Such gross delusions

show how profoundly ignorant they are of our condition

You

long been that of Tiardened infidels^

no reganl
former

here.

declare that " the character of the people of the South has

for religion."

letter

on

this point.

I will
I

who

fear not

God, and have

not repeat what I said in

only notice

it

to

ask you

my

how you
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conld possibly reconcile
to

make such

it

to

your profession of a Christian

a malicious charge

—

to defile

calumny against an unoffending people
**

May God
Akin

You

spirit,

your soul with such a

?

are old

;

you stands on the very verge

Nature

in

Of her

confine.

By some

GSl

You

should be ruled and led

discretion."

forgive you.

wanton and furious assault made on us by
late speech on the sugar duties, in the
House of Commons, which has just reached me. His denunciato this, is the

Mr, Macaulay, in his

tions are wholly without measure, and,
asserts " that slavery in the

among

other things, he

United States wears

its

worst form

;

boasting of our civilization and freedom, and frequenting

that,

Christian churches,

and

slaves,

sell

we

them

breed up slaves, nay, beget children for

at so

much

a-head."

viewer, and he knows that he

is

practice of his trade has given

him

"nothing
the

Mr. Macaulay
if

is

not critical."

command

a re-

The

of all the slash-

ing and vituperative phrases of our language, and the turn of his

mind

him to the habitual use of them. lie is an author,
no copy-right law secures for him from this country a consideration for his writings, he is not only independent of us, but
naturally hates every thing American.
He is the representative
of Edinburgh it is his cue to decry our slavery, and in doing so
and

leads

as

;

he

may

safely indulge the malignity of his temper, his indigna-

tion against us,

and his capacity

for railing.

He

has sufiered

once, for being in advance of his time in favor of abolition, and

he does not intend that
over, to

shall be forgotton, or his claim passed

any crumb which may now be thrown

in the cause.

made

it

If

to the vociferators

he does not know that the statements he has

respecting the slaveholders of this country are vile and

atrocious falsehoods,

it

is

because he does not think

it

worth his

while to be sure he speaks the truth, so that he speaks to his

own

purpose.
" Hie niger

est,

hunc

tu,

Romane

caveto."

Such exhibitions as he has made, may draw the applause of a
House of Commons, but among the sound and highminded thinkers of the world they can only excite contempt and

British

disgust.

;
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But you are not content with depriving us of

You

ings.

all religious feel-

assert that our slavery has also "demoralized the

Northern States," and charge upon
"Philadelphia

riots,"

the Indians."

I

common

not only every

it

violation of good order there, but the "

Mormon

murders," the

and all "the exterminating wars against
wonder that you did not increase the list by add-

it had caused the recent inundation of the Mississippi,
and the hurricane in the West Indies perhaps the insurrection
of Rebecca, and the war in Scinde.
You refer to the law prohib-

ing that

—

iting the transmission of abolition publications through the mail,

as proof of general corruption

You

!

could not do so, however,

without noticing the late detected espionage over the British post
office by a minister of state.
It is true, as you say, it " occasioned

a general outburst of national feeling"

—from the
—

and a "Parliamentary inquiry was instituted"

At

but treated quite cavalierly.
admitted. Sir

For one,

I

James Graham

do not undertake

all

moved,
was

is,

events, though the fact

yet retains the
to

opposition

that

Home

condemn him.

Department.

Sucli things are

do not know
may have influenced him and justified

not against the laws and usages of your country.

what reasons of state
But I do know

fully

his conduct.

that there

is

I

a vast difierence in

point of "national morality" between the discretionary power
residing in your government to open any letter in the public post
office,

and a well-defined and limited law

to

prevent the circula-

tion of certain specified incendiary writings

by means of the

United States mail.

Having now

referred to every thing like

ject of slavery, that is

argument on the sub-

worthy of notice in your

letter,

permit

me

remark on its tone and style, and very extraordinary bearing
upon other institutions of this country. You commence by adto

dressing certain classes of our people, as belonging to " a nation

whose character

is

7iow so low in the estimation of the civilized

world ; " and throughout you maintain
icans

who were "under your

roof last

Buch language would be gratifying

no

this tone.

summer"

the

to their fellow-citizens

practical concern with slaveholding

libels

Did

?

"

Amer-

inform you that

Or do

"having

the infamous

on America, which you read in our abolition papers, induce

you

to believe that all that class of

ists

themselves, totally destitute of pah'iotism or pride of country?

Let

me

tell

people are, like the abolition-

you that you are grossly deceived.

And

although
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your stock-brokers and other speculators, who have been bitten in
American ventures, may have raised a stunning " cry " against
us in

Enghmd, there
who justly

is

a vast body of people here besides slave-

holders,

"

Deem

their

own

land of every land the prido,

Beloved by heaven

o'er all the

world beside,"

and who hiow that at this moment we rank among the first
powers of the world a position which we not only claim, but
are always ready and able to maintain.
The style you assume in addressing your Northern friends,
is in perfect keeping with your apparent estimation of them.
Thought I should be the last, perhaps, tQ criticise mere style, I
could not but be struck with the extremely simple manner of your

—

You seem

letter.

to

have thought you were writing a

tract for

benighted heathen, and telling wonders never before suggested to

and so

their imagination,

far

above their untutored comprehension

as to require to be related in the primitive language of " the

own book."

amusing

and would be
continually
you
more
apply to the poor slaveholders epithets which appear to be
stereotyped for the use of abolitionists, and which form a large

child's

This

is

so, but for the coarse

sufficiently

and

;

bitter epithets

—

and material part of

all their

arguments.

But, perhaps, the most extraordinary part of your letter is your
bold denunciation of " the shameful compromises'''' of our Constitution,

and your earnest recommendation

overthrow or revolutionize
*'2/0M

must

it.

to those

you address

In so many words you say

to

to

them,

either separate yourselves from all political connection

with the South, and

make your own laws

;

or if

you do not choose

such a separation, you must break up the political ascendency
which the Southern have had for so long a time over the North-

ern States.

your own.

The
It is

italics

in this, as in all other quotations, are

well for those

who

circulate your letter here, that

the Constitution you denounce requires an overt act to constitute
treason.

It

may

be tolerated for an American by birth,

to

use on

freedom of speaking and writing which is guaranteed him, and abuse our Constitution, our Union, and our
But that a foreigner should use such seditious language,
people.

his

own

soil the

in a circular letter addressed to a portion of the

American people,

is a presumption well calculated to excite the indignation of

all.
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The party known in this country as the abolition party has long
since avowed the sentiments you express, and adopted the policy
you enjoin. At the recent presidential election, they gave over
62,000 votes for their own candidate, and held the balance of
power in two of the largest States wanting but little of doing it

—

In the last four years their vote has quadrupled.

in several others.

Should the infatuation continue, and their vote increase

same

ratio for the next four years,

it

the

in

will be as large as the vote

of the actual slavcJiolders of the Union.

Such a prospect

doubtless, extremely gratifying to you.

gives hope of a con-

test

on such terms as

Constitution.

pared

to stand

may

The
by

forever, such as it

it

integrity.

But the South

to risk

came from

the

under no such delusion as

is

it is

well

known we

irxoxw

is

also fast fading

away

it

in

its

On

the

peculiar danger^ and that we

bear far more than our porportion of the burdens.
hension

pre-

to believe

derives any peculiar protection from the Union.

it

contrary,

is

hands of

every thing to defend and maintain

;

is,

insure the downfall of slavery or our

South venerates the Constitution, and

our fathers
that

It

that

The appre-

any of the dreadful conse-

quences commonly predicted will necessarily result from a separa-

And come what may^ we are firmly resolved
OUR SYSTEM OF DOMESTIC SLAVERY SHALL STAND. The fate of
but, thank God, not of republican government
the Union, then
tion of the States.

that

—

—

rests

mainly in the hands of the people

addressed

—

to

whom

your

letter is

the " professing Christians of the Northern States

having no concern with slaveholding," and whom with incendiary
without which fanazeal you are endeavoring to stir up to strife
ticism can neither live, move, nor have any being.

—

"We have often been taunted
the discussion of slavery.

Do

for

our sensitiveness in regard to

not suppose

it

is

because

we have

any doubts of our rights, or scruples about asserting them. There
was a time when such doubts and scruples were entertained. Our
ancestors opposed the introduction of slaves into this country, and
a feeling adverse to

it

was handed down from them. The enthusiby our Revolution strengthened this

astic love of liberty fostered

And before the commencement of the abolition agitation
was the common sentiment that it was desirable to get
Many thought it our duty to do so. "When that
of slavery.

feeling.

here,
rid

it

agitation arose,
subject in all

its

we were

driven to a close examination of the

bearings, and the result has been an universal

—
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conviction that iu hokling slaves

we

G8o

no law of God,

violate

—

no injustice on any of his creatures while the terrible
consequences of emancipation to all parties and the world at
large, clearly revealed to us, make us shudder at the bare thought
inflict

of

it.

ists

The slaveholders

are, therefore,

indebted to the abolition-

for perfect ease of conscience, and the satisfaction of a settled

and unanimous determination in reference to
could their agitation cease now, I believe, after
preponderate over the evil of

however,

it is

it

in this country.

this matter.

And

the good

would

all,

On

the contrary,

urged on with frantic violence, and the abolitionists,
if it were a mere moral or meta-

reasoning in the abstract, as

physical speculation, or a minor question in politics, profess to

In their ignorance and reck-

be surprised at our exasperation.

seem to be unable to comprehend our feelings or
The subversion of our rights, the destruction of our
position.
property, the disturbance of our peace and the peace of the world,
are matters which do not appear to arrest their consideration.
When revolutionary France proclaimed " hatred to kings and
unity to the republic," and inscribed on her banners " France
lessness, they

risen

against

tyrants,"

And

" abstract rights."

she
if

professed

to

be only worshiping

there can be such things, perhaps she

Yet all Europe rose to put her sublime theories down.
was.
They declared her an enemy to the common peace that her
;

doctrines alone violated the

Burke

said, justly entitled

dum factum"

'^

law of neighborhood," and, as Mr.

them

to anticipate the "

were apparently astonished that
between them and the

parallel

damnum

non-

Danton, Barrere, and the

of the civil law.

umbrage should be taken.
abolitionists

rest

The

holds good iu

all

respects.

The rise and progress of this fenaticism is one of the phenomena of tlie age in which we live. I do not intend to repeat
what I have already said, or to trace its career more minutely at
But the legislation of Great Britain will make it hispresent.
torical, and doubtless you must feel some curiosity to know how
it

will figure on the

Though

I

I think I can tell you.

page of the annalist.

have accorded and do accord

to

you and your party,

great influence in bringing about the parliamentary action of

your country, you must not expect
only cause of

it.

Though you

to

go down

to posterity as the

trace the progenitors of abolition

from 1516, through a long stream with divers branches, down

to
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its triumph in your country, it has not escaped conand will not escape posterity, that England, without
sustained the storm of its scoffs and threats, until

the period of
tcmj^oriiries,

much effort,
the moment

when she thought her

arrived

colonies fully supplied

with Africans

;

she deemed

unnecessary to her, and when her colonies,

slaves,

it

when

and declared against the slave trade, only

full

of

would have great advantages over others not so well pro-

Nor did she agree

vided.

to "West India emancipation, until,

discovering the error of her previous calculation,

have slaves

object to

free

the ruins of the sugar and cotton -growers of

up her great slave empire

Islands, to build

indefatigable exertions,

it

became an

throughout the Western world, and, on

America and the

in the East

;

while her

continued, to engraft the right of

still

search upon the law of nations, on the plea of putting an end

understood to have
view the complete establishment of her supremacy at

to the forever increasing slave trade, are well

chiefly in

Nor must you

sea.*

flatter

yourself that your party will derive

historic dignity

from the names of the illustrious British

men who have

acted with

it.

states-

Their country's ends were theirs.

They have stooped

to use you, as the

sometimes use the

vilest instruments, to

most

illustrious

men

accomplish their

will

own

A few philanthropic common places and rhetorical
"in the abstract," have secured them your "sweet
voices," and your influence over the tribe of mawkish sentimentalists. Wilberforce may have been yours, but what was he besides,
purposes.

flourishes,

member ? You must, therefore, expect to
own merits alone before posterity, or rather that
portion of it that may be curious to trace the history of the delusions wiiich, from time to time, pass over the surface of human
affairs, and who may troiible themselves to look through the
but a wealthy county
stand on your

ramifications of transcendentalism, in this era of extravagances.

And how

do you expect

to

appear in their eyes?

As

Christians,

piously endeavoring to entbrce the will of God, and carry out the

*

On

these points, let

me recommend

yoii to consult a very able

Essay on the

Slave Trade and Right of Search, by M. JoUivet, recently published

you

say, since writing

another
to

little

answer

tJiropie

Essay,

your Circular Letter, that you "burn

if

this question,

to try

;

and as

your hand on

a subject could be found," I propose to j'ou to " try "

put by M. JoUivet to England

Ji'apas daigne,jusqu^ a present, doubler

U

:

" Pourqiioi sa philan-

cap de Bonne- Esperance ?"
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,

Certainly not, since you deny or

pervert the Scriptures in the doctrines you advance

;

and in your

conduct, furnish a glaring contrast to the exaui[)les of Christ and

As

the apostles.

devoting yourselves to the

philanthropists,

cause of humanity, relieving the needy, comforting the

afflicted,

creating peace and gladness and plenty round about you

Cer-

?

you turn from the needy, the afflicted from
close your eyes
strife, sorrow and starvation which surround you
and hands upon them shut out from your thoughts and feelings
the human misery which is real, tangible, and within your reach,
to indulge your morbid imagination in conjuring up woes and
tainly not, since

;

;

;

wants among a strange people in distant lands, and offering them
succor in the shape of costless denunciations of their best friends,

among them "firebrands, arrows and death."
and madness, such wild mockery and base imposture,
can never win for you, in the sober judgment of future times, the
name of philanthropists. Will 3'^ou even be regarded as worthy

or by scattering

Such

folly

citizens

Scarcely,

?

when

the purposes

you have

in view,

can only

be achieved by revolutionizing governments and overturning
social systems, and when you do not hesitate, zealously and
earnestly, to

Be

recommend such measures.

assured, then, that

posterity will not regard the abolitionists as Christians, philan-

or virtuous citizens.

thropists,

upon

the

mass

It

will,

have no doubt, look
away by de-

I

of the party as silly enthusiasts, led

signing characters, as

is

the case with all parties that break from

the great, acknowledged ties which bind civilized

man

in fellow-

leaders themselves will be regarded as mere amhitioiis

ship.

The

men ;

not taking rank with those whose ambition

" eagle-

is

winged and sky-aspiring," but belonging to that mean and selfish
class, who are instigated by "rival-hating envy," and whose base
thirst is for notoriety;

who

cloak their designs under vile and

impious hypocrisies, and, unable
themselves

to fiinaticism, as

to shine in

a trade.

higher splicrcs, devote

And

it

will be

perceived

Religious
shunned the highest walk.
that,
something
which
in
vocation,
established
fanaticism was an old
They could not be
brilliant was required to attract attention.
George Foxes, nor Joanna Southcotes, nor even Joe Smiths. But

even in

that, they

the dullest pretender could discourse a jumble of pious bigotry,

natural rights, an-l

himself

to

aged

folly

driveling philanthropy.

and youthful vanity,

to

And, addressing
women, to

ancient
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ill-gotteu wealth, to the reckless of all classes, M^ho love excite-

ment and change,
the

market.

offer

each the cheapest and the safest glory in

Hence, their numbers

clamor, what impression they have

Such,

I

am

persuaded,

and, from

;

made on

which the

the light in

ih

number and

the world.
abolitionists

viewed by the posterity their history may reach. Unless,
indeed which God forbid— «*jrcumstauces should so favor as to
will be

—

enable them to produce a convulsion which may elevate them
higher on the " bad eminence " where they have placed themselves.
I

have the honor

Your

to

be

obedient servant,

HAMMOND.

n.

J.

Thomas Clarkson, Esq.
Note.

— The foregoing

Letters were not originally intended for publication.

The alterations and
Had the writer felt at

In prei)aring them for the press, they have been revised.
corrections made, however,
liberty to

condense the two

have been mostly verbal.
letters into one,

tion to the period of publication,

perfect argument, and illustrated his views

For example,

recently developed.

and bring up the history of

aboli-

he might have presented a more concise and

more

forcibly,

since writing the

by reference

first,

to facts

the letter of Mr.

Clarkson, as President of the British Anti-Slavery Society, to Sir Robert Peel,

denouncing the whole scheme of
he had forwarded the
the

first

efforts to

last,

"

he saw

Immigration," has reached him

part of April, addressed the Earl of Aberdeen,

and

;

Mr. Clarkson had,

stated, that

it

as

after

late

as

and declared, that

all

suppress the African slave trade had fully failed.

It

may

be confi-

announced from the same quarter, that
the "experiment" of West India emancipation has also proved a complete abordently expected, that

it

will be ere long

tion.

Should the terms which have been applied
as

unduly severe,

let

it

to the abolitionists

destroy us by the most shocking of

all

processes

;

and

that,

tion of the civilized world for their audience, they daily

upon us the
their Bibles,

vilest

to

and females unsex themselves,

to

any
is

to

having a large por-

and systematically heap

calumnies and most unmitigated abuse.

against slave holders.

appear

be remembered, that the direct aim of these people

Clergymen lay aside

carry on this horrid warfare

j^f-

^

u
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PHILOSOPHY OF THE NEGRO CONSTITUTION, ELICITED BY QUESTIONS
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JACKSON, OF MASSACHUSETTS MEDICAL COLLEGE, BOSTON, TO SAML.
A. CARTWRIGHT, M. D.,NEW ORLEANS.
[Reprinted from the

New

Orleans Medical and Surgical Journal.]

To Prof. Jackson, Boston
Dear Sir: The paper of mine, alluded to by your London
correspondent, Dr. Hall, which he saw in the medical work you
mention, is not, as he supposes, " The TtejpoH on the diseases
and physical peculiarities of the Negro race^'' the physicians of
Louisiana, in convention assembled, appointed me to make; but
only some additional observations intended for students and those
persons whose want of knowledge of Comparative Anatomy prevented them from understanding the Report. The Appendix, intended for students, was published in the Charleston (South
Carolina) Medical Journal^ and also in the work you mention,
:

—

under the caption of the original Report to the Medical Convention, and the Report itself was omitted by the editors of those

works under the erroneous impression, that the Appendix for
students contained the substance of that paper; whereas it does
so only in the sense that the four
of the arithmetic.

No wonder

first

rules contain the substance

your intelligent correspondent

should not find, in the Appendix of the Report, the information he

was seeking, and hence the questions he asks you to refer to me
I herewith beg leave to send you a copy of the
for solution.
Report on the diseases and physical peculiarities of the Negro
race^'' which the Louisiana physicians appointed me to make to
'-'-

the State Medical Society.
find
I

In that paper your correspondent will

most of the questions he asks already answered.
thank you

for the

opportunity thus afibrded

me

of supplying
r691)
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an omission in the Southern works above alluded
very imperfect and defective,

it is

true, yet

to,

of a paper,

embodying in a small

space the results of the experience and observation of a Southern
practitioner, extending through a period of active service of a

third of a century's duration,

and which had the honor

to

meet

with the approbation of the physicians generally of the South.

To

and
same time to extend my remarks on that branch of the
more directly connected with the particular object of your

the few question^ not answered therein I propose to reply,

at the

subject

correspondent's investigations.

To

common among
unknown among the native

the question, " Is not Phthisis very

of the slave States and

the slaves

Africans

home?" I reply in the negative, that Phthisis, so far from
being common among the slaves of the slave States, is very seldom met with. As to the native Africans at home, little or nothing is known of their diseases. They have no science or literaThe word Consumption, is
ture among them, and never had.
The
applied to two very different diseases among negroes.
at

Cachexia Africana, Dirt-eating of the English, and Mai d'Estomac
of the French, commonly called Negro Consumption, is a very

malady from Phthisis Pulmonalis, properly

different

The Cachexia Africana,

may

so called.

like other spanoemic states of the system,

run into Phthisis, or become complicated with

it.

Dr. Hall

Negro Consuuiption consist?
Not
It consists in being an anoematosis and not a tuberculosis.
having seen my Report, he may have inferred that it was a tuber
whereas it is an erythism of mind connected with
cular disease
asks, in

what does the

peculiarity of

—

spanoemia.
afflicted

Negroes, however, are sometimes, though rarely,

with tubercula pulmonum, or Phthisis, properly so called,

which has some

peculiarities.

secondary disease than

it

"With them

appears to be

it

is

more palpably a

among white

people.

European physicians are just beginning to see and acknowledge
the truth taught by our Hush in the last century, that what is
called Plithisis Pulmonalis

is

not a primary, but a secondary

disease; the tubercles of the lungs not being a cause, but an
effect of the

called

it,

primary or original vice of blood origin, or as he

general debility.

For half a century the attention of the
to the special and ultimate

medical profession has been directed
results of Phthisis, instead of the

primary condition of the system

causing the formation of tubercles.

The new knowledge, derived
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from the stethoscope, by detecting those abnormal deposits of
abortive nutrition, called tubercles, has been received for moro
than

its

worth, and has greatly served to keep up

tlie

The tubercular

treating effects instead of causes.

delusion of

deposits, re-

vealed by auscultation, are not only the effects of abortive nutrition, but the latter is itself the effect of

some derangement

in the

digestive and respiratory functions, vitiating the nutritive fluids,

and producing what Rush

The

called general debility.

defect in

the respiratory organs arises from the fact, long overlooked, that
in a

great

many

persons, particularly the Anglo-Saxons, the

lungs are inadequate to the task of depurating the superabundant
blood, which

is

thrown upon them

at the

age of maturity, unless

aided by an occasional blood-letting, active and abundant exerof the muscles in the open air, and a nutritious diet, as

cise

advised by the American Hippocrates, Benjamin Eush.

White

children sometimes have Phthisis, but here, as everywhere,

it

is

a rare complaint before maturity (twenty-one in the male and

The lymphatic and nervous temperathem against this fell
master race of men. Phthisis is, par excellence,

eighteen in the female.)

ment predominating
desti'oyer of the

until then, secures

a disease of the sanguineous temperament,

fair

or flaxen hair, blue eyes, large blood vessels,

ment

too small to admit the full

and

free

and a bony encase-

expansion of the lungs,

enlarged by the superabundant blood, which
those organs during that

first

complexion, red

is

determined to

immediately sucno impediment to

half-score of years

Well-formed chests offer
volume of blood be out of proportion to the
expansibility and capacity of the pulmonary organs.
Hence it
is most apt to occur precisely at, and immediately following, that
ceeding puberty.

its

inroads, if the

period of

becomes

life

fully

known

as matureness,

when

the sanguineous system

developed and gains the mastery, so

the lymphatic and nervous systems.

With

to speak,

over

negroes, the sanguin-

eous never gains the mastery over the lymphatic and nervous
systems.

Their digestive powers, like children, are strong, and

their secretions
is

rather scant.

and excretions copious, excepting the urine, which
At the age of maturity they do not become dys-

peptic and feeble with softening and attenuation of the muscles,
as

among

those white people suffering the

system of i)hysical education, and a want of
tious diet.

ills

a

of a defective

wholesome, nutri-
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Do

the slaves

consume much sugar^

"
in intoxicatiiig quantities ?

rum

They do not consume much sugar, but are occasionally supplied
Their diet consists principally of pickled pork

with molasses.

and corn bread, rice, hominy, beans, peas, potatoes, yams, pumpkins and turnips. Soups, tea, coffee and slops, are seldom used
by those in health, and they object to all such articles of diet, as
making them weak. They prefer the fattest pork to the lean. Li
the Atlantic States salted fish

pork

is

substituted for or alternated -with

—the shad, mackerel and herring, principally

Cuba pickled beef

is

used, but they prefer pork.

the most nutritious kind, and they will not labor with

on any other than a strong, rich

rum

they do not take

diet.

In

tiie latter.

Their diet

With very few

much

is

of

effect

exceptions,

or other intoxicating drinks, except as a

Something equivalent to the
Maine Liquo7' Law (\\\\\q\\ you can explain to your correspondent,) has long been in practical operation on all well regulated Southern plantations.
The experience of two centuries tesmedicine, or in holiday times.
^''''

''^

tifies

advantages of resti'aining the black population, hy

to the

arbitrary power from the free use of intoxicating poisons.
^

Man

has no better natural right to poison himself or his neighbor, than
to

maim, wound

or kill himself or his neighbor.

In regard to

intoxicating drinks, the negroes of the South are under wiser laws

than any other people in the Union

—

those of Maine excepted.
But these wise unwritten laws do not so well protect those negroes
who reside in or near towns and villages, and are not under
proper discipline. The Melanic race have a much stronger ]>ro-

pensity to indulge in the intemperate use of ardent spirits than

They appear to have a natural fondness
and tobacco. They need no schooling, as the

white people.

for alco-

holic drinks

fair skin

races do, to acquire a fondness for either.

Nearly

all

chew

to-

bacco or smoke, and are not sickened and disgusted with the taste
of that

use

it.

weed

as white

As an

men always

are

when

they

first

begin to

instance of their natural love for ardent spirits,

was called to a number of negro children, who found a bottle of
whisky under a bed, and drank it all without dilution, although
It contained arsenic, and
it was the first they had ever tasted.
had been placed where they found it by the father of some of the
But with
children, with a view of poisoning a supposed enemy.
that want of forethought, so characteristic of the negro race, he
I
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did not think of the greater probability of his

own

children find-

ing and drinking the poison than the enemy he intended

am

I

asked,

^'-Jf

I have determined

hj

my

it for.

oion ohservation

tlie

darher color of the secretions^ the fleshy
the membranes and the hlood of the negro than the white man

facts in regard

to the

—

made on the authority of others ? "
The statement is made on the authority of some of

or

is the

statement

tlie

most

distinguished anatomists and physiologists of the last century,

confirmed by

which

my own

professional

life,

authorities to

Malpighi, Stubner, Meckel, Pechlin,

Albinus, Soemmering, Yirey and Ebel.

my

The

repeated observations.

I particularly refer are

Almost every year of

when abroad, I have made
negroes, who have died of various

except a few years

mortem examinations of
and I have invariably found the darker color pervading
flesh and the membranes to be very evident in all those who

post

diseases,

the

died of acute diseases.

Chronic ailments have a tendency

to

destroy the coloring matter, and generally cause the mucous sur-

and whiter than in the white race.
main and important question the last of
and the most important of all, viz '-'•How is it ascer-

faces to be paler
I

now come

the series,

—

to the

:

tained that negroes consume
I

answer, by the spirometer,

some
result

oxygen than white people ? "
I have delayed my reply to make

less

further experiments on this branch of the subject.
is,

that the expansibility of the lungs

is

in the black than the white race of similar size, age

A

The

considerably less

and

habit.

white boy expelled from his lungs a larger volume of air than

a negro half a head taller and three inches larger around the
chest.

The deficiency

in the negro

may

be safely estimated at 20

per cent, according to a number of observations I have
difierent times.

Thus, 174 being the

mean bulk

made

at

of air receivable

by the lungs of a white person of five feet in height, 140 cubic
inches are given out by a negro of the same stature. It must be
remembered, however, that great variations occur in the bulk of
air which can be expelled from the chest, depending much upon
But, as a
the age, size, health and habits of each individual.
man,
of the
rule,
white
general
it may be safely stated, that a
same age and size, who has been bred to labor, is, in comparison
to the negro, extra capacious.
To judge the negro by spirometrical observations made on the white man, would indicate, in the
former a morbid condition when none existed. But I am free to

;
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confess that this

estimate

a subject open to further observations.

is

may be under

My

or over the exact difference of the capacity

of the two races for the consumption of oxygen.

The question

also

is

answered anatomically^ by the comparaand the smaller size of the lungs

tively larger size of the liver,

and

by the roule the liver performs in the
economy
negro's
being greater, and that of the lungs and kidneys less, than in the white man. But I have not the honor to
be the first to call attention to the difference in the pulmonary
apparatus of the negro and the white man, and to the fact of the
The honor is due to Thomas
deficiency in the renal secretion.
jpTiysiologically^

Jefferson, the third President of the United States.

In his Notes

on Virginia, Mr. Jefferson suggested that there was a difference
in the pulmonary apparatus of negroes, and that they do not extricate as

much

caloric

from the

sequently consume less oxygen.
fact of the

by respiration, and conse-

also called attention to the

He

defective action of the kidneys.

our reproach be

it

said, that although the

Tinder our eye for a century
as

air

He

and a

half, it

a subject of natural history."

remarks,

"To

negro race has been

has not been considered

Another half century has

passed away, and nothing has yet been done to acquire a knowl-

edge of the diseases and physical peculiarities of a people, constituting nearly a

moiety of the population of

American confederacy, and whose
plant,

fifteen States of the

labor, in cultivating a single

which no other operatives but themselves can cultivate

without sacrificing ease, comfort, health and

life,

affords a cheap

material, in sufficient abundance, to clothe the naked of the whole

Even

knowledge heretofore acquired
I enumerated a few of their anatomical and physical peculiarities, well
known to the medical men of the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries, I was supposed by some of my cotemporaries in the
South to be broaching novelties and advancing speculations wild
and crude. But I would not be understood as underrating the
editors of the Charleston Medical Journal and some otiier
world.

the

little scientific

concerning them, has been so far forgotten, that when

Southern writers,
lations,

for

mistaking anatomical

facts for

and condemning them as such in their

cians, divines,

editorial apologies

The fault lies not with them, but
of education which seems intended to keep physiand all other classes of men in Egyptian darkness

for not publishing the

in that s^'stem

wild specu-

same.
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of every thing pertaining to the philosophy of the negro constitution.

It

is

only the country and village practitioners of the

Southern States (among professional men,)

any thing

at

who appear

to

about the peculiar nature of negroes

all

know

—having

derived their knowledge, not from books or schools, but in the
field

of experience.

It is

men, by

the latter class of medical

far

who have with great unanimity
make the negro's peculiar nature

the most numerous in the South,

my

sustained

feeble efforts to

known, and the important fact that he consumes less oxygen than
the white man.
Until his defective hogmatosis be made an element in calculating the best means for improving the negro's
condition, our Northern people ought not to wonder at finding
their colored population, born to freedom by the side of the
church and school-house door, in a lower species of degradation,
after trying for half a century or more to elevate them, than an
equal number of slaves any where to be found in the South.
"Will not a lover of natural history," says Mr. Jefierson, "one

who

views the gradations in

all

the races of animals with the eye

of philosophy, excuse an efibrt to keep those of the department
of

man

formed them?"

as distinct as nature

since been

made

draw the

to

distinctions

But no

efibrt

has

1

/

between the black and

the white races by the knife of the anatomist, but

much

false

J^

logic has been introduced into our books

and schools, to argue
down the distinctions which nature has made. It is to anatomy
and physiology we should look, when vindicating the liberty of

human

nature, to see that

"Among

served.

tion required but

unknown
history

the

;

the

its

dignity and best interest be pre-

Romans," says Mr.

one

to history."

efibrt,

Jefierson,

but with us a second

"emancipais

necessary,

This second belongs properly to natural

the difierence in the last not being artificial, as

Romans,

legislation or a revolution to efiace forever, but natural,

human laws

among

or the present Britons, requiring only an act of

which no

or governmental changes can ever obliterate.

The

facts, and built
upon the basis of natural distinctions or physical difierences in the two races composing the American populalation.
A very important difierence between the two will be
found in the fact of the greater amount of oxygen consumed by

framers of our Constitution were aware of these

the Constitution

the one than the other.

If the Constitution be

worth defending,

surely the great truths of natural history, on which

it

rests

j

;
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made known and regarded by our
That negroes consume less oxygen than the white
race, is proved by their motions being proverbially much slower,
and their want of muscular and mental activity. But to comas a basis, aro worth being

statesmen.

prehend

fully the

weight of

this

proof of their defective hsema-

mind one of the great leading
by comparative anatomy. Cuvier was the first
to demonstrate beyond a doubt that muscular energy and activity
are in direct proportion to the development and activity of the
pulmonary organs. lu his 29th lesson, vol. vii, p. 17, D'Anatomie
tosis, it is

necessary to bear in

truths disclosed

Comparee, he says, '''Dans

les

anhnaux

vertebres cette quantite

de respiration fait cojinaitre jpresque par un calcul mathemaIn the preceding
tique la nature 'particulih'e de chaque classP

page he says,

— " That

the

relations

observed in the different

animals, between the quantity of their respiration and the energy
of their motive force,

one of the

is

demonstrations that

finest

comparative anatomy can furnish to physiology, and at the same

time one of the best applications of comparative anatomy to
natural history."

The slower motions of the owl prove

natural historian that

By

the

is the

consumes

it

same physiological

most active among

merely seeing the

gills of

less

principle he can

tell

eagle.

that the herring

and the flounder the slowest, by

fish,

each

to the

oxygen than the

:

those of the herring being very

consumes much oxygen and is very active
while the flounder, with its small gills, consumes but little, and

large,

is

prove that

very slow in

its

it

positive proof that he

the negro

is

Hence

motions as a necessary consequence.

the habitual slower motions of the negro than the white

consumes

less

an important element

in studying his nature.

I

to

man,

The slow

oxygen.

is

a

gait of

be taken into consideration

have the authority of one of the very

best observers of mankind, that this element in the negro's econ-

omy

is

particularly worthy of being studied.

authority than the fiither of his country, the

United States, the illustrious "Washington.
better, perhaps,

than any other

man what

It is

first

no

less

an

President of the

Washington knew

the white

man

could

power of endurance and strength of wind under a given
speed of motion. Yet he found that all his observations on the
white race were inapplicable to negroes. To know what they
could do, and to ascertain their power of endurance and strength
of wind, new observations had to be made, and he made them
do

;

his

\
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accordingly.

made them on

did not

move

mand.

Their motions were

his

more

much

to

they

com-

slower, and they performed

manner

dilatory

He saw

negroes.

had been accustomed

like the soldiers he

their tasks in a

own

G99

;

the

amount of labor they

could perform in a given time, with ease and comfort to themselves, could not be told

He

could do.

negroes, and

made

men

movements natural

observations himself of

how much

to

they could

a given time, under the slow motions or gait natural to

effect in

He

them.

by his knowledge of what white

therefore noted the gait or

did this to enable

him

judge of what would be a

to

reasonable service to expect from them, and to
loitered

and when they performed

their duty.

know when

they

Those persons

unacquainted with the important truth that negroes are naturally
Blower in their motions than white people, judging the former by
to drive them
But a day's experience ought

the latter, often attempt

motions.

them

into
to

same brisk

the

be enough

to teach

that every attempt to drive negroes to the performance of

tasks equal to what the white laborer would voluntarily impose
upon himself, is an actual loss to the master who, instead of
getting more service out of them, actually gets less, and soon
none, if such a course be persisted in because they become disabled in body and indisposed in mind to perform any service at
;

;

all.

Every master or overseer, although he may know nothing
may soon

of the law above mentioned, discovered by Cuvier,
learn from experience the important fact, that there
alternative

than

to

let

their

instincts^ the natural gait or

is

no other

assume, hy their

negroes

movement

own

peculiar to them,

and

then, like Washington, observe what can be effected in a given

time by that given gait or movement, and to ask for nor expect
more. In vol. ii, pages 511 to 512, (Washington's Writings,
published by Jared Sparks) are recorded a few of the observations

made by

the father of his country on his

illustration of the preceding remarks.

Mr. Sparks, out of deference

to a

own

slaves, as

an

It is to be regretted that

modern

species of idolatry (all

which has taken deep root in Great
Britain and despotic Europe, and has from thence been transplanted into our republic, particularly in the Northern portion
of it, should have suppressed so much of the valuable observations of Washington on the negro race, as only to publish a
email fragment of the extensive knowledge his comprehensive
fanaticism

is

idolatry,)
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mind had

up on

stored

important subject, well

this

known

to

The fragment informs us, that on a certain day
his neighbors.
he visited his plantations, and found that certain negro slaves
there mentioned, by the names of George, Tom and Mike, had

—whereupon Washington

only hewed a certain number of feet

sat

down and observed their motions, letting them proceed their
own way," and ascertained how many feet each hewed in one
hour and a quarter. He also made observations on his sawyers
From the data
at the same time and in the same manner.
he ascertained, in the short space of an hour

thus acquired

and a quarter, how many

how many

hewing, and
gait or

be a

day's

work

for

sawing, under their usual slow

This hewing and sawing M'ere of poplar.

movement.

"What may

would

feet

for

be the difference, therefore," says Washington,

"between the working of this wood and other, some future
make known."
But Mr. Sparks, out of

observations must
deference to the

new

school of idolatry, having

head quarters

its

in Exeter Ilall, omitted, almost entirely, the publication of

more observations on the

subject.

an anti-scriptural dogma and

make

to

no

It is
it

any

less idolatry to set

up

a rule of action, than to

worship a block or a graven image in the place of the true God.

The

true

God has

said in the Pentateuch, the

most authentic

books of the Bible, ^'And of the JieatTien shall ye huy hond-men
and 'bond-maids [slaves] and your children shall inherit them

your hondmen [slaves] forever^
But the Dogma or Negro
Leviticus, chap, xxv, verses 44, 45, 46.
god of Exeter Hall says that " negro slavery is sin^'' and that it
Medicine was
is contrary to the moral sense or conscience.
after you^ arid they shall he

anciently called the divine art

ought

lation,

it

not to lend

its

to

;

the progress of idolatry, which

And

cism?
science
at the

will

Or

England?

bow

is

only another

to the policy of his

tubercular disease,

if

?

is

for fanati-

to arrest it in

Todd, and others, make

—

government ? To build up India
The subject of his investigations,

properly studied, leads directly to that spe-

cies of knowledge, enabling

which

name

your learned correspondent help

will he, like Prichard,

expense of our Union

principles,

be entitled to hold that appel-

aid to arrest in this happy republic

him

to

determine on physiological

the best system of ethics, that taught in the

Bible, to enslave the Canaanite, or that taught in Exeter Hall, to
set

him free f

It will

lead

him

to the discovery, that the negro,

OF
or Canaanitish race,
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oxygen than the white, and that

as a necessary consequence of the deficient aeration of the blood

mind and body is the inevitable phyit a mercy and
making
a blessing to
thus

in the lungs, a hebetude of
siological effect

;

negroes to have persons in authority set over them, to provide for

and take care of them.
to free the

and

Under the dogma

or

Canaanite, practically exercised in

at the

new commandment

Yan Dieman's Laud

Cape of Good Hope, the poor negro race have become
Whereas under that system of ethics taught

nearly annihilated.
in the Bible

and made a rule of action in the Southern

States, the

descendants of Canaan are more rapidly increasing in numbers,

and have more of the comforts and pleasures of life, and more
morality and Christianity among them than any others of the

same race on any other portion of
bought and

sold,

the globe.

and inherited as property,

They

are daily

as the Scriptures said

those countries and places in
which they are set free, in obedience to the dogma that " slavery

they should be.

is sin,"

"Whereas in

all

they rapidly degenerate into barbarism, as they are doing

Indies, or become extinct as in Van Dieman's Land.
The physiological fact that negroes consume less oxygen indicates
the superior wisdom of the precepts taught in the Bible regarding
in the

West

those people, to any promulgated from Exeter Hall.
also proves the former to be the best.

You

Experience

hear of the pooi

negroes, or colored people, as you call them, being beaten with

many

stripes

fact that

by

their masters

and overseers.

But owing

to the

they consume less ox^'^gen than white people, and the

other physical differences founded on difference of structure, they

beat one another,

when

free

from the white man's authority, with

where they would get one from him. They are as
much in slavery in Boston as in New Orleans, They suffer more
from corporeal or other punishments in the cellars and dark lanes
and alleys of Boston, New York and Philadelphia, by the cruel

ten

stripes

tyranny practiced by the strong over the weak and helpless, than

an equal number in Southern slavery. In slavery the stripes fall
upon the evil disposed, vicious, buck negro fellows. But when
removed from the white man's authority, the latter make them
fall on helpless women and children, the weak and the infirm.

Good

conduct, so far from being a protection, invites aggression.

But what connection

iiave these observations, 3'ou

may

say,

with the subject of Dr. IlalTs iuquivics, and what light dc they

a
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throw on tubercular disease

They show

?

that there exists an inti-

mate connection between the amount of oxygen consumed in the
They point to a
hings and the phenomena of body and mind.
people whose respiratory apparatus is so defective, that they have
not sufficient industry and mental energy to provide for themselves,
or resolution sufficiently strong to prevent them,

from being subjected to the arbitrary, capricious

and vicious of

their

physical strength and

own

color,

when

in

freedom,

will of the

drunken

who may happen

more cuuning

they

;

show

to

have greater

that Phthisis

disease of the master race, and not of the slave race

—

that

a

is

it is

the

bane of that master race of men, known by an active hsematosis
by the brain receiving a larger quantity of aerated blood thau
entitled to

;

by the strong development of the circulating system ;
intellect
by the strength and activity of the mus-

by the energy of
cular system

;

it is

;

;

the vivid imagination

;

the irritable, mobile, ardent

and iullammatory temperament, and the indomitable will and love
Whereas the negro constitution, being the opposite
of freedom.
of

all this, is

not subject to Phthisis, although

partakes of what

it

is

In the negro constitution, as the
" Varhre arteriel cede sa prominance H

called the scrofulous diathesis.

Frenchman would

say,

Varby^e veineuse,^'' spreading coldness, languor

over the entire system.

The white

fluids, or

and want of energy

lymphatic tempera-

ment, predominating, they are not so liable as the

fair race, to in-

flammatory diseases of the lungs, or any other organ
the superabundant viscidities
faces, they are

more

liable to

tons than any other race of
refer

your correspondent

and mucosities of

their

;

but from

mucous

sur-

engorgements and pulmonary conges-

men.

to a

In proof of which I beg leave to
standard work entitled " Observations

M. Dazille. Paris, 1776."
Pneumonia, without subjective symptoms, is very common

sur les Maladies des Negres, par

among them.

Diphtheretic afiections, so

among negroes.
more common among them than any

children, are very rare
is

common among

Intercurrent

white

Pneumonia

other class of people.

It

met with in Typhoid fevers, Rheumatism and hepatic derangements, to which they are very liable in the cold season. The local
malady requires a difierent treatment, to correspond with the
is

Bad, vicious, ungovernable negroes are subwhat might properly be termed. Scorbutic Pneumonia

general disorder.
ject, to

—

blood disease, requiring anti-scorbutics.

always vicious or worthless.

A

Scorbutic negroes are

course of anti-scorbutics will re-
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form their morals, and make good negroes out of worthless ones.
They are liable to suffocative orthopnoea after measles, and die

But purgatives are

unless bled and purged.
all their

injurious in almost

other affections involving the respiratory organs, except

such as act especially on the

liver.

They check

expectoration,

savs Dazille, and lay the foundations of those effusions and depots
of matter so often mistaken for genuine Phthisis.

cannot well be

made

eye and touch

to

tion the ear.

Auscultation

The nose pleads

available with them.

to the

form the diagnosis, without calling into requisi-

A

single examination

by auscultation, in persons

abounding with so much phlegm, is not sufficient to arrive at a
Repeated examinations in various postures
correct diagnosis.
are too tedious in execution, and too offensive to the auscultator,
to come into general use in diagnosing the diseases of the Melanic
This valuable

race.

as practiced

mode

those

some
each

it

practice

to a ridicu-

it is

unnecessary, except in

Their diseases, like their passions, have

They
They cannot disguise
intelligent and observ-

peculiar expression stamped in the countenance.

young children

in this respect.

countenance like white people.

ant observer can

tell

or dissatisfied

troubled or disturbed in
of the truth.

An

An

from their countenance when they are

ting mischief, or have committed
satisfied

been carried

to deceive

"With negroes

it.

rare instances.
its

are like
their

than

who

late years

and delude more pracenlightens, from the haste and inexperience of

made

lous extreme, in being
titioners

many cases,

of exploration, so useful in

by experts, has of

some crime

;

when in pleasure or
mind or when telling a falsehood
;

plot-

when they are
in pain
when

;

;

instead

observant physician has only to bring the old

much used by Ilippocrates in forming
upon negroes, to be able, by a little experiascertain the most of them at a glance by the expression

science of prosoposcopia, so
his diagnosis, to bear

ence, to

of their countenance.

They

are very subject to fevers, attended with an obstructed cir-

culation of air and blood in the

pulmonary organs.

Their abund-

ant mucosities often prevent the ingress of air into the air

cells,

bloating their lips and cheeks, which are coated with a tenacious
saliva.

A

cessation of digestion from too full a meal, or

hepatic or other derangement,

is

ous exudation of mucosities,

filling the air

some

soon attended with such a copicells

passages, as to cause apoplexy, which with them

is

and tracheal
only another
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name

The head has

for asphyxia.

uothiiig to do with

So

it.

abundant are the mucosities in negroes, that those in the best
health have a whitish, pasty mucus, of considerable thickness on
the tongue, leading a physician not acquainted with

them

to sup-

pose that they were dyspeptic, or otherwise indisposed.

man

The

main

outlets for the elimination

of carbonic acid formed in the tissues.

Negroes, however, by an

lunsrs of the

white

are the

instinctive habit of covering their mouth, nose,

with a blanket, or some

upon the

liver

an additional duty

Any

carbonic acid.

other covering,

head and face

when they

sleep,

throw

to perform, in the excretion of

cause, obstructing the action of the liver,

quickly produces with them a grave malady, the retention of car-

bonic acid in the blood soon poisoning them.

Hence with white people a moderate degree of hepatic obstruction,
by a residence in swampy districts, is often found beneficial in
diminishing the exalted sensibility and
patients,

than

all

irritability of phthisical

Yiscous engorgements of the lungs destroy more negroes

They are distinguished from inby the pyrexial symptoms not being strongly

other diseases combined.

flammatory

affections

marked, or marked

at all

—by

the puffy or bloated appearance

—by the slavering mouth—the highly charged
— and by the torpor of mind and body. In a word, the

of the face and lips

tongue

all

symptoms point to a
of half way asphyxia.
and

deficient aeration of the blood, or a kind

A

torpid state of the system, listlcssness

inactivity almost approaching to asphyxia

from the dimin-

ished quantity of oxygen consumed by the lungs of the negro,

form a striking contrast with the energetic, active, restless, persevering Anglo-Saxon, with a tendency to phlogosis and phthisis
pulmonalis, from the surplus quantity of oxygen consumed by
Blistering the nape of the neck, so irritating in nearly

his lungs.
all

of the diseases of the Saxon race,

is

almost a sovereign remedy

or specific for a large proportion of the complaints that negroes

are subject to
tory action.

;

because most of them arise from defective respira-

Hence whipping

the lungs to increased action by the

application of blisters over the origin of the respiratory nerves,

and so often contra-indicated in most of
man, has a magic charm about it in the
treatment of those of the negro. The magic effect of a blister to
a

remedy

so inexpedient

the maladies of the white

that part of the Ethiopian's body, in a large class of his ailments,

although well

known

to

most of the planters and overseers of the

—
;;
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at all to the

medical profession

beyond those boundaries. Even here, where that portion of the
profession who have had much experience in the treatment of
their diseases, and are aware of the simple fact itself, do not profit

by

many

in

it

cases

where

is

it

indicated

because they do

;

no';

perceive the indication clearly, so long as the rationale of the

remedy remains unexplained.
Your asking for the proofs of my assertion, " that the negro
consumes less oxygen than the white man," has led me into a
new, extensive and unexplored field of science, where the rationale of that

and many other important

We

ing up spontaneously.

facts

may

be found spring-

have medical schools in abundance

teaching the art of curing the ailments, and even the most insignificant sores, incident to the half-starved, oppressed
lation of

Europe

— a population we

never can have, so long as

have not

we have negro

got,

pauper popu-

never had and

slaves to

work

in the

cane, cotton and rice fields, where the white man, from the physiological laws governing his economy, can not labor and live : but
where the negro thrives, luxuriates and enjoys existence more than

any laboring peasantry to be found on the continent of Europe
we have no schools or any chair in our numerous institutions of medical learning to teach the art of curing and pre-

yet

venting the diseases peculiar to our immense population of negro
slaves, or to

make them more

eflicient

and valuable, docile and

manageable; comfortable, happy and contented by still further
improving their condition, which can only be done by studying
their nature, and not by the North and South bandying epithets
not by the quackery which prescribes the same remedy, the liberty
elixir, for all constitutions.

The two

the negro, have antipodal

constitutions.

Anglo-Saxon and
The former abounds

races, the

with red blood, even penetrating the capillaries and the veins,
flushing the face and

white

;

lips thin

beard thick and heavy
able

;

illuminating the countenance;

nose high

;

;

;

eyes brilliant

mind and muscles

fiill

the skin

hair auburn, flaxen, red or black
;

and unconquer-

will strong

of energy and activity.

The

latter,

with molasses blood sluggishly circulating and scarcely penetrating the capillaries

;

skin ebony, and the

mucous membranes and

muscles partaking of the darker hue pervading the blood and the
cutis; lips thick

and protuberant; nose broad and

covered with a coarse, crispy wool in thick naps
45

;

flat;

scalp

beard wanting
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or consisting of a few scattering woolly naps, in the ^^hucks,^^

mind and body dull and slothful will
subdued. The study of such opposite organiza-

provincially so culled

weak, wanting or
tions, the one prone

;

;

to Phthisis

and the other

not, can not fail to

throw some light on tubercular disease, the subject of your correspondent, Dr. Hall's present investigation.

In

contrasting the

man, having an excess of red blood and a liability
inflammatory and tuberculous complaints and disorders of the

typical white
to

digestive system, with the typical negro, deficient aerated blood,

and abounding in mucosites, having an active liver and a strong
digestion, and a proclivity strongly marked to fell into congestions, or cold humid engorgements approaching asphyxia, I hope
he will be able to find in this unpolished communication something useful.
I

have the honor

to be, with great respect,

SAML. A. CARTWRIGnT, M.

New

Orleans^ July

19^7i,

IS 52.
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APPENDIX.
NATURAL HISTORY OF
THE PROGNATHOUS SPECIES OF MANKIND.
It is

not intended by the use of the term Prognathous to call in

question the black man's humanity or the unity of the

human
homo

races as a genus, but to prove that the species of the genus

are not a unity, but a plurality, each essentially diiferent from the
others

—one

of

them being

so unlike the other

two

—the oval— as be

headed Caucasian and the pyramidal-headed Mongolian

to

actually prognathous, like the brute creation; not that the negro
is

a brute, or half

man and

half brute, but a genuine

human

being,

anatomically constructed, about the head and face, more like the

monkey

and the lower order of animals than any other
man. Prognathous is a technical term derived from pro, before, and gnathos, the jaws, indicating that the
tribes

species of the genus

muzzle or mouth

The lower

anterior to the brain.

is

animals,-

according to Cavier, are distinguished from the European and

Mongol man by

the

mouth and

He

the profile than the brain.
terior,

when

tried

by

man

this rule, are

expresses the rule thus

The

cranium, posterior.

from the

face projecting further forward in

typical negroes of

proved

to

:

face an-

adult age,

belong to a different species

of Europe or Asia, because the head and face are

anatomically constructed moi*e after the fashion of the simiadise

and the brute creation than the Caucasian and Mongolian species
of mankind, their mouth and jaws projecting beyond the forehead
containing the anterior lobes of the brain.

Moreover, their faces

are proportionally larger than their crania, instead of smaller, as

two species of the genus man. Young monkeys and
young negroes, however, are not prognathous like their parents,
but become so as they grow older. The head of the infant ourang
in the other

outang
jection

is like

that of a well

formed Caucasian child in the pro-

and hight of the forehead and the convexity of the vertea.

The brain appears

to

be larger than

it

really

is,

Caucasian infant

is

a

little

under

its

because the face,

The

face of the

proportional size

when com-

at birth, has not attained its proportional size.
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lu the infant negro and ourang outang

pared with the cranium.
it

is

Although so

greatly so.

ixinch smaller in infancy

than the

cranium, the face of the young monkey ultimately outgrows the

cranium

;

does the face of the young negro, whereas in

so, also,

the Caucasian, the face always continues to be smaller than the

cranium.

The

superfices of the face at puberty exceeds that of

the hairy scalp both in the negro and the

ways

are superior to

The white

other intellectual faculties.

with
pital

its

monkey, while

is al-

it

Young monkeys and young negroes
white children of the same age in memory and

white man.

less in the

infant

comes into the world

brain inclosed by fifteen disunited bony plates

—the

occi-

bone being divided into four parts, the sphenoid into three,

the frontal into two, each of the two temporals into two, which,

with the two parietals,

ethmoid not being

make

fifteen plates in all

—the vomer and

The bones of

ossified at birth.

the head are

not oidy disunited, but are more or less overlapped at birth, in

consequence of the largeness of the Caucasian child's head and
the smalluess of

mother's pelvis, giving the head an elongated

its

The negro

form, and an irregular, knotty feel to the touch.
fant,

however,

like a gourd.

is

in-

born with a small, hard, smooth, round head

Instead of the frontal and temporal bones being

divided into six plates, as in the wdiite child, they form but one

bone in the negro

The head

infant.

is

not only smaller than that

of the white child, but the pelvis of the negress
of the white

woman — its

is

wider than that

greater obliquity also favors parturition

and prevents miscarriage.

y

Negro children and white children are
markable

particular

—they

alike at birth in one re-

are both born

toTiite^

alike, as far as color is concerned, as scarcely to

from each other.

and so much

be distinguished

In a very short time, however, the skin of the

negro infant begins

darken and continues

to

to

grow darker

until

becomes of a shining black color, provided the child be healthy.
The skin will become black whether exposed to the air and light or
it

not.

of

The blackness

life,

as afterward.

not of as deep a shade during the

is

The black

color

is

first

years

not so deep in the female

as in the male, nor in the feeble, sickly negro as in the robust

healthy.

Blackness

is

of the genus homo, but

all

the varieties of

species are not equally black.

same family or

and

a characteristic of the prognathous species

Nor

variety eqnally so.

all

the prognathous

are the individuals of the

The

lighter shades cf color,

—
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not derived from admixture with Mongolian or Caucasian

blood, indicate degeneration in the prognathous species.

Hottentots,

Bushmen and

The

aborigines of Australia are inferior in

mind and body to the tj'^pical African of Guinea and the Niger.
The typical negroes themselves are more or less superior or inferior to one another precisely as they approximate to or recede
from the typical standard in color and form, due allowance being
made for age and sex. Tlie standard is an oily, shining black, and

as far as the conformation of the head

and face

is

concerned and

the relative proportion of nervous matter outside of the cranium to

the quantity of cerebral matter within
iadise*

and the Caucasian.

dicular line, let
face,

fall

from

tlie

it, is

found between the sim-

Thus, in the typical negro, a perpenforehead, cuts

throwing the mouth, the thick

lips,

a large portion of the

ofi"

and the projecting

teeth

anterior to the cranium, but not the entire face, as in the lower

animals and monkey
face

is

When

tribes.

thrown anterior

to

all,

or a greater part of the

the line, the negro approximates the

monkey anatomically more than he does the
when little or none of the face is anterior to
mates that mythical being of Dr.

Van

true Caucasian

;

and

the line, he approxi-

Evrie, a hlack white rnan^

The black man occasionally seen
in Africa, called the Bature Dutu^ with high nose, thin lips, and.
long straight hair, is not a negro at all, but a Moor tanned by the
climate because his children, not exposed to the sun, do not become black like himself. The typical negro's nervous system is
modeled a little different from the Caucasian and somewhat like
the ourang outang. The medullary spinal cord is larger and more
developed than in the white man, but less so than in the monkey
The occipital foramen, giving exit to the spinal cord, is a
tribes.
and almost ceases

to

be a negro.

—

third longer, says Cuvier, in proportion to its breadth, than in the

Caucasian, and

is

so oblique as to form an angle of 30° witii the

horizon, yet not so oblique as in the simiadse, but sufficiently so

throw the head somewhat backward and the face upward in
Hence, from the obliquity of the head and the
the erect position.
to

pelvis, the negro

walks steadier with a weight on his head, as a
whereas, the white
it

pail of water for instance, than without

man, with a weight on

;

his head, has great difficulty in maintain-

ing his centre of gravity, owing to the occipital foramen forming

*

Monkey

tribes.

Editor.

—
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an<^lc witli the crauiuin, the pelvis, the spine, or the thighs

all forraino;

a straio;ht line from the crown of the head to the sole

of the foot without any of the obliquities seen in the negro's

knees, thighs, pelvis and

ourang

head

—and

still

naore evident in the

oirtang.

The nerves of organic life are larger in the prognathous species
of mankind than in the Caucasian species, but not bo well developed as in the simiadice. The brain is about a tenth smaller inl
the prognathous man than in the Frenchman, as proved by actual
measurement of skulls by the French savans, Palisot and Yirey.
Hence, from the small brain and the larger nerves, the digestion
of the prognathous species is better than that of the Caucasian, and
r

'

its

animal appetites stronger, approaching the simiadise but stop-

ping short of their

beastiality.

The

nostrils of the

^

prognathous

mankind open higher ap tlian they do in the white or
In the
olive species, but not so high up as in the monkey tribes.
gibbon, for instance, they open between the orbits. Although the
typical negro's nostrils open high up, yet owing to the nasal bones
being short and flat, there is no projection or prominence formed
between his orbits by the bones of the nose, as in the Caucasian
The nostrils, however, are much wider, about as wide
species.
from wing to wing, as the white man's mouth from corner to corspecies of

ner,

and the internal bones, called the turbinated, on which the
and project nearer to the

olfactory nerves are spread, are larger

opening of the

nostrils than in the

white man.

Hence

the negro

approximates the lower animals in his sense of smell, and can detect

snakes by that sense alone.

less delicate

All the senses are more acute, but

and discriminating, than the white man's.

He

has

a good ear for melody but not for harmony, a keen taste and relish
for food

but

less

discriminating between the different kinds of es-

culent substances than the Caucasian.

His

lips are

immensely

thicker than any of the white race, his nose broader and flatter,
his chin smaller

and more retreating,

his foot flatter, broader,

and the heel longer, while he has scarcely any calves at
legs when compared to an equally health}' and muscular
white man. He does not walk flat on his feet but on the outer
sides, in consequence of the sole of the foot having a direction
inwards, from the legs and thighs being arched outwards and

larger,

all to his

the knees bent.
derived, points

The

verb, from

which

his

Hebrew name

is

out this flexed position of the knees, and also

i

—
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clearly expresses the servile type of his mind.

of Canaan,

black

when

man was

into

translated

Ham,

the father

plain English, reads that a

the father of the slave or knee-bending species of

mankind.

The blackness of

the prognathous race,

known in the world's
men or negroes,

history as Canaanites, Cushites, Ethiopians, black
is

not confined to the skin, but pervades, in a greater or less de-

gree, the whole inward

man down

the flesh and the blood, the

to the

bones themselves, giving

membranes and every organ and part

of the body, except the bones, a darker hue than in the white

"Who knows but what Canaan's mother may have been a
genuine Cushite, as black inside as out, and that Cush, which
means blackness, was the mark put upon Cain ? Whatever may
have been the mark set upon Cain, the negro, in all ages of the
world, has carried with him a mark equally efficient in preventing
him from being slain the mark of blackness. The wild Arabs
and hostile American Indians invariably catch the black wanderer
race.

—

and make a slave of him instead of killing him, as they do the
white man.
Nich. Pcchlin, in a work written last century entitled " De cute

Athiopum," Albinus,
coloris

in another

Ebel, and Soemmering,
blood,

work, entitled "

Athiop," as also the great

membranes, and

all

German

De sede

et

causa

anatomists, Meiners,

bear witness to the fact that the muscles,

all

the internal organs of the body, (the

bones alone excepted,) are of a darker hue in the negro than in
the white

They estimate

man.

the difference in color to be equal

between the hare and the rabbit. "Who ever
doubts the fact, or has none of those old and impartial authorities
impartial because they were written before England
at hand
to that

which

exists

—

adopted the policy of pressing religion and science in her service
to place white American republican freemen and Guinea negroes

upon the same platform
first

—has only

to

look into the mouth of the

healthy typical negro he meets to be convinced of the truth,

that the entire

membraneous

lining of the inside of the cheeks,

color than in the white man.
The negro, however, must be healthy and in good condition
sickness, hard usage and chronic ailments, particularly that
lips

and gums

is

of a

much darker

cachexia, improperly called consumption, speedily extracts the

mucous membranes, leaving them paler
and whiter than in the Caucasian. The bleaching process of bad
coloring matter out of the
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health

or

degeneration begins in the blood,

muscles, and finally extracts so
out of

tlie

THE LIGHT

IN

skin, as to give

extracting the whole of

it,

it

much

membranes and

of the coloring

pigment

a dull ashy appearance, sometimes

converting the negro into the albino.

Albinoism or cucosis does not necessarily imply hybridism. It
occurs among the pure Africans from any cause producing a degeneration of the species. Hybridism, however, is the most
prolific source of that degeneration. Sometimes the degeneration

shows

by white

itself

spots, like the petals of flowers, covering

The Mexicans are subject to a similar
degeneration, only that the spots and stripes are black instead of
Even the pigment of
It is called the pinto with them.
white.
the iris and the coloring matter of the albino's hair is absorbed,
giving it a silvery white appearance, and converting him into a
According to Professors Brown, Seidy and
clairvoyant at night.
difierent parts of the skin.

Gibbs, the negro's hair
it

is

not tubular, like the white man's, bat

eccentrically elliptical,

is

with

flattened

edges, the coloring

matter residing in the epidermis, and not in tubes.
place of a tube, the shaft of each hair

is

scaly covering like sheep's wool, and, like wool,

being

felted.

In the

surrounded with a
is

capable of

True hair does not possess that property.

The

degeneration called albinoism has a remarkable influence upon
the

hair, destroying its coarse,

converting
the

it

nappy, wooly appearance, and

into fine, long, soft, silky, curly threads.

Often,

whole external skin, so remarkably void of hair in the

healthy negro, becomes covered with a very fine, silky down,
scarcely perceptible to the naked eye,

when transformed

into the

albino.

Mr. Bowen, the celebrated Baptist missionary, [see his work
entitled Central Afi-ica and Missionary Labors from 1849 to
1856, by T. J. Bowen, Charleston, Southern Baptist Publication
Society, 1857,] met with a great many cases of leucosis in Soudan
or Negroland, back of Liberia, and erroneously concluded that
little, if any negro blood in them, and
would be better subjects for missionary labors than the blacks of
They are, however, nothing but white black
the same country.

these people had very

men, a degeneration of the negro proper, and are even

less ca-

pable of perpetuating themselves than the hybrids or mulattoes.

Mr. Bowen

is at

verifies has

been going on in Soudan the

a loss to account for the depopulation, which he
last fifty years, threaten-
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ing to leave the country, at no distant time, bare of inhabitants,
unless roads be constructed by
States for

tlie

Christians of

tlie

Southern

commercial intercourse, and double exertions made

to

civilize and Christianize the waning population of Central Africa

before

entirely disappears.

it

The good missionary, though

sent

out from Georgia, was evidently taught in that British school

which assumes that there is only a single species in the genus
homo, in opposition to the Bible, that clearly designates three.
That school quotes the references in the sacred volume, implying
unity in the genus
a unity which no one denies to dis|)rove the
existence of distinct species, and upon this fallacy builds the
theory that negro, Indian and white men are beings exactly alike,

—

—

because they are

human

beings.

Ergo^ the liberty so beneficial

the white man, would be equally so to the negro

—disregarding

a fable those words of the Bible expressly declaring that ihe
shall he servant of servants to the former

not have been there

was not

the normal condition of the race of Ilam.

is

to expect

latter

—words which would

that kind of subordination called slavery

if

civilize or Christianize

slavery

to

as

the negro without the

To expect

to

intervention of

an impossibility.

Mr. Bowen's experience and natural good sense occasionally
got the better of his theoretical views. Thus, at page 90, we
find him confessing that " the native African negroes ought to

have masters in obedience to the demands of natural justice."
At page 149 he lets us into the secret of the depopulating process
which has been going on in Central Africa the last fifty years.

While standing among some negroes

in Ikata, a

Africa, a capricious mulatto chief sent

some

town

oflicers

in Central

among

the

company, who singled out a poor fellow who had ofiended the
chief by saying that as he let a white man into town, he might
let in a Dahomey man also, and presented him with an empty
bag with the message " J%6 hing says you must send me your
heady The Rev. missionary, who was present at the beheading,
:

made no comment

further than to state the fact.
But he might
have added that the blood of that negro, and millions of others,
will be required at the hands of Victoria Regina and the United
States for having officiously destroyed the value of negro property
in Africa

by breaking up the only trade that ever protected the

native Africans against the butcheries, cruelties and oppressions

of their mulatto, Moorish and

Mahommedan

tyrants.

It is

these
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aud

butcheries

mau

cruelties,

Africa, the last

in

throu<;h British aud

aud the
fifty

care taken of the black

he became valueless

years, since

American philanthropy,

of the depopulating process which

Empty bags

of the Niger.

little

are

is

now

that lie at the root

going on in the dark land
filled

with heads instead of

Mr. Boweu was surprised to see so few black men in
Soudan, where, half a century ago, he says they were so numercowries.

But he rather regards

ous.

it

as a fortunate circumstance, as

he

has no hope of Christianizing the typical negro, except through
slavery to Christian masters

— and that

school in which he was taught

mixed

races,

and

these,

tianized until civilized.
race,

among them,

their

civilizing the mulattoes.
fact, as

many

;

idea

is

abhorrent to the

but he has more hope from the

he confesses, can not be efiectually Chris-

He

deplores the bad example of the black

polygamy,

etc., as

greatly in the

But he has overlooked

do, that the existence of the hybrids themselves

depends upon the existence of the typical Africans,
tion of the latter must, of necessity, be soon followed
tinction of the former, as they

propagate

way of

the important

among

can not,

for

The
by

extinc-

the ex-

any length of time,

themselves.

Mr. Bowen inferred that the negroes of Central Africa, although
diminishing in numbers, are rising higher in the scale of humanity, fi'om

the very small circumstance that they do not emit from

their bodies so strong

and so ofiensive an odor

as the negro slaves

of Georgia and the Carolinas do, nor are their skins of so deep

a black.
all

This

is

a good illustration of the important truth, that

the danger of the slavery question lies in the ignorance of

Scripture and the natural history of the negro.

A

little

acquaint-

ance with the negro's natural history would prove to Mr.

Bowen

that the strong odor emitted by the negro, like the deep

of the skin,

pigment
an indication of high health, happiness, and good

is

treatment, while
ease,

its

deficiency

is

a sure sign of unhappiuess, dis-

The skin of a happy,
more oily than an unhappy,
strongest odor when the body is

bad treatment, or degeneration.

healthy negro

is

not only blacker and

unhealthy one, but emits the

warmed by

exercise

able emotions.

and the soul

is

filled

with the most pleasur-

In the dance called patting jiiher^ the odor

emitted from the men, intoxicated with pleasure,
sciousness, vulgo hysterics.

is

often so

women into paroxysms of unconOn another point of much import-

powerful as to throw the negro
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ance there is no practical difference between the Rev. missionary
and that clear-headed, bold, and eccentric old Methodist, Dr.
McFarlane. Both believe that the Bible can do ignorant, sensual
savages no good both believe that nothing but compulsatory
power can restrain uncivilized barbarians from polygamy, ine;

and other sinful practices.
The good missionary, however, believes

briety,

in the possibility of

by the money and means of the
Christian nations lavishly bestowed, after which he thinks it will
be no difficult matter to convert them to Christianity. Whereas
civilizing

the

inferior races

the venerable Methodist believes in the impossibility of civilizing

them, and therefore concludes that the Written
intended for those inferior races

who can

Word was

not

When

the

not read

it.

philosophy of the prognathous species of mankind
derstood,

it

will be seen

species, can be

and

blessings

made

how

is

better un-

the lowest of the

they,

human

partakers, equally with the highest, in the

benefits of the

Word

Written

The plantaand other besetare gradually and

of God.

tion laws against polygamy, intoxicating drinks,
ting sins of the negro race in the savage state,

silently converting the African barbarian into a moral, rational,

and

civilized being, thereby rendering the heart a

for the reception of

fit

The prejudices

Gospel truths.

tabernacle
of

many,

perhaps the majority of the Southern people, against educating
the negroes they hold in subjection, arise from

some vague and

indefinite fears of its consequences, suggested

by the abolition

and British theories
is

a white

man

built

on the

false

with a black skin.

the smallest degree of truth in

it,

the

assumption that the negro

If such

an assumption had

more profound

the ignorance

and the deeper sunk in barbarism the slaves were kept, the better
But experience proves
it would be for them and their masters.
that masters and overseers have nothing at all to fear from civilized and intelligent negroes, and no trouble whatever in managing
them that all the trouble, insubordination and danger arise from

—

the uncivilized, immoral, rude, and grossly ignorant portion of
the servile race.

It is

not the ignorant serai-barbarian that the

master or overseer intrusts with his keys, his money, his horse
one whose
or his gun, but the most intelligent of the plantation

—

and morals have undergone the best training.

An

educated negro, one whose intellect and morals have been

culti-

intellect

vated,

is

worth double the price of the wild, uncultivated, black
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barbarian of

and with

Cuba and

will

IN

THE LIGHT

do twice as much work, do

it

better

less trouble.

The prejudice against educating the negroes may also be traced
to the neglect of American divines in making themselves acquainted with Hebrew literature. What little the most of them
know of the meaning of the untranslated terms occurring in the
Bible, and the signification of the verbs from which they are

derived,

is

mostly gathered from British commentators and glos-

sary-makers,

who have

blinked the facts that disprove the Exeter

Hall dogma, that negro shivery is sin against God. Hence, even
in the South, the important Biblical truth, that the white man
derives his authority to govern the negro from the Great Jehovah,

seldom proclaimed from the pnlpit. If it were proclaimed, the
master race would see deeper into their responsibilities, and look

is

closer into the duties they

them

owe

to the

people

whom God

has given

as an inheritance,

and

their children after them, so long

That

man

has no faith in the Scriptures

as time shall last.

who

believes that education could defeat God's purposes, in subjecting

the black

man

to the

On

government of the white.

the contrary,

Aside and
apart from Scripture authority, natural history reveals most of
It
the same facts, in regard to the negro that the Bible does.
proves the existence of at least three distinct species of the genus
man, diflfering in their instincts, form, habits and color. The

experience proves

its

advantages, to both parties.

white species having qualities denied
free

and the other with a

servile

to the

mind

black

—one

— one with a

a thinking and

reflective being, the other a creature of feeling

and imitation,

almost void of reflective faculties, and consequently unable to

The relation of master and
would naturally spring up between two such difierent
species of men, even if there was no Scripture authority to supThe relation thus established, being natural, would be
port it.
provide for and take care of himself.
slave

drawn

closer together, instead of severed,

ing the superior in
education.

all

by the

inferior imitat-

his ways, or in other words, acquiring

an
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ON THE CAUCASIANS AND THE AFRICANS.
Several

years ago

we

New

Cartwright, of

published some original and ingenious views of Dr.

Orleans,

The matter is more
De Bows Review.

istics.

—

The

upon the subject of negroes and

elaborately treated by

monuments

Nilotic

furnish

him

numerous

their character-

in the following paper

:

portraits of the negro

represented as shives, sixteen hundred years before the

races,

Although repeatedly drawn from

Christian era.

barbarism and carried

among

what they learn and relapse

their native

civilized nations, they soon forget

into barbarism.

If the inherent

potency of the prognathous type of mankind had been greater
than

it

actually

is,

sufficiently great to give

it

the independence

American Indian possesses, the world would
a great measure deprived of cotton and sugar.
The

of character that the

have been
red

man

in

is

unavailable as a laborer in the cane or cotton

field,

or

any where else, owing to the unalterable ethnical laws of his character.
The white man can not endure toil under the burning sun
of the cane and cotton field, and live to enjoy the fruits of his
The African will starve rather than engage in a regular
labor.
system of agricultural labor, unless impelled by the stronger will
of the white man.

When

thus impelled, experience proves that

much happier, during the hours of labor in the sunny fields,
than when dozing in his native woods and jungles. lie is also
eminently qualified for a number of employments, which the
he

is

instincts of the white

man

man

regard as degrading.

If the white

be forced by necessity into employments abhorrent to his

instincts,

it

tends to weaken or destroy that sentiment or principle

of honor or duty, which

is

the mainspring of heroic actions, from

the beginning of historical times to the present, and
of every thing great and noble in

The importance of having

all

is

the basis

grades of white society.

these particular employments, re-

garded as servile and degrading by the white man, attended to by
the black race, whose instincts are not repugnant to them, will be
at once apparent to all those

duty as worth cultivating in

known

to the

who deem the sentiment of lionor or
It is utterly unthe human breast.

prognathous race of mankind, and has no place in
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their language.

When

not comprehend

its

meant by

THE LIGHT

IN

the language is given to them they can
meaning, or form a conception of what is
Every white man, who has not been degraded, had

it.

rather be engaged in the most laborious employments, than to

serve as a lacquey or body servant to another white

man

or being

Whereas, there is no office which the negro or
mulatto covets more than that of being a body servant to a real
gentleman. There is no office which gives him such a high
himself.

like

opinion of himself, and

white

man

utterly impossible for

is

it

the idea of degradation to

Those identical

it.

instinctively abhors, are the

him

offices

to attach

which the

most greedily sought

for

by negroes and mulattoes, whether slave or free, in preference to
all other employments.
North or South, free or slave, they are
ever at the elbow, behind the table, in hotels and steamboats;
ever ready, with brush in hand, to brush the coat or black the
slioes, or to

and

act as

open palm

for the

body servant or lacquey

negro race
ers

perform any menial service which

to hold out the

to

be concealed.

It

and house servants, as

dime.

may

be required,

The innate love

to

too strongly developed in the

is

admirably qualifies them

their strong muscles,

and the positive pleasure that labor

in a hot

for wait-

hardy frames,

sun confers on them,

abundantly qualify them for agricultural employment in a hot
climate.
Ileuce, the primordial cell

potency than what

power,

when

its

is

germ

sufficient

of the Nigritians has no more

form a being with physical

to

dynamism becomes exhausted, dropping

the

creature in the wilderness with the mental organization too imperfect to enable

him

to extricate

himself from barbarism.

If

Nature had intended the prognathous race for barbarism as the
end and object of their creation, they would have been like lions

and

tigers, fierce

beasts, they are

and untamable.
endowed with a

So

far fi'om

will so

being like ferocious

weak, passions so easily

subdued, and dispositions so gentle and afiectionate, as readily to
fall

under subjection

Hence

to the wild

Arab, or any other race of men.

they are led about in gangs of an hundred or

single individual, even by an old man, or a cripple,

the white race and possessed of a strong will.

has such

little

command

he be of

The Nigritian

own muscles, from the weakstarve, when a little exertion and

over his

ness of his will, as almost to

forethought would procure

more by a
if

him an abundance.

Although he has

—
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exaggerated appetites and exaggerated senses, calling loudly for
their gratification, his will

is

too

weak

command

to

engage in such kinds of labor as would

to

fruits to gratify

Like an animal in a

them.

waiting for the external aid of spring to

power, so does the negro continue

—

his

own

muscular exertion.
ration

is

imperfect,

his muscles

procure the

state of hibernation,

warm

to

it

doze

animal existence in the wilderness, unable
therefrom

readil}^

into

out

to extricate himself

will being too feeble to call forth the requisite

His muscles not being exercised, the
and the blood is imperfectly vitalized.

pidity of body and hebetude of

mind

happiness

and wakes him up

unknown

Nothing but

state.

to

him

will is

respi-

Tor-

are the effects thereof, which

disappear under bodily labor, because that expands
yitalizes the blood,

and

life

a vegeto-

the lungs,

to a sense of pleasure

and

in the vegeto-animal or hibernating

wanting

to transform the torpid, un-

happy tenant of the wilderness into a rational and happy thing
the happiest being on earth, as far as sensual pleasures are con-

cerned.

The white man has an exaggerated
for

because

;

it

frequent!}' drives his

physical capacity of endurance.

will,

more than he has use

own muscles beyond

The

their

will is not a faculty con-

fined within the periphery of the body.

It

can not, like the

imagination, travel to immeasurable distances from

the body,

and in an instant of time go and return from Aldabran, or beyond the boundaries of the solar system. Its flight is confined to
the world and to limits more or less restricted
the less restricted
in some than in others.
The will has two powers direct and

—

indirect.

It indirectly

when
power.

—

power of the muscular system.
exerts a dynamic force upon surrounding objects
the direct motive

It is

associated with

knowledge.

Every thing that

is

It

gives

to

made was made by

knowledge

its

the Infinite Will

The will of man io but a
power is only circumscribed by

associated with infinite knowledge.

spark of the Infinite Will, and
his knowledge.

A

man

its

possessing a knowledge of the negro

character can govern an hundred, a thousand, or ten thousand of

the prognathous race by his will alone, easier than one ignorant
of that character can govern a single individual of that race

the

whip or a

may
and

clnb.

Uowever

be, they can not help themselves
to exercise their

by

disinclined to labor the negroes
;

they are obliged to

move

muscles when the white man, acquainted with
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do

their character, wills that they should

that will, su far as labor of
is

body

is

They can not

so.

concerned.

resist

If they resist,

it

from some other cause than that connected with their daily
Tiioy have an

labor.

instinctive

feeling of obedience to the

stronger will of the white man, requiring nothing

So

moderate labor.

far, their instincts

Beyond

as one of his rights.

be refractory,

if

more than

compel obedience

to will

that, they will resist his will

and

he encroaches on what they regard as tneir rights,

him

viz: the right to hold property in

disburse that property to them
vegetables, clothing, fuel

as he does in them,

and

in the shape of meat, bread

and house-room, and

to

and

attention to their

when sick, old, infirm, and unable to labor; to hold
property in him as a conservator of the peace among themselves,
comforts

and a protector against trespassers from abroad, whether black or
white to hold property in him as impartial judge and an honest
;

jury to try them for offenses, and a merciful executioner

them

for violations of the

to

punish

usages of the plantation or locality.

With those rights acceded to them, no other compulsion is
make them perform their daily tasks than Ms will

necessary to
he done.

It is

not the whip, as

many

suppose, which calls forth

those muscular exertions, the result of which

and tobacco.

breadstuffs, rice,

is

sugar, cotton,

These are products of the white

man's will, acting through the muscles of the prognathous race in
our Southern States. K that will were withdrawn, and the plantations

handed over

as a gracious gift to the laborers, agricultural

labor would cease for the want of that spiritual power called the
will, to

to

move

move

those machines

here, as they

have

—the

muscles.

in Ilayti.

They would cease

If the prognathous race

were expelled the land, and their place supplied with double their
number of white men, agricultural labor in the South would also
cease, as far as sugar and cotton are concerned, for the want of
muscles that could endure exercise in the smothering heat of a cane
or cotton

field.

Half the white laborers of

with fevers from a few days' work
ern corn

field,

owing

to the

proximity of the plants.
foliage than corn

breath, and

is

— a thick

\l.

Illinois are prostrated

stripping blades in a North-

confinement of the air by the close

Cane and

cotton plants form a denser

jungle, where the white

overpowered by the heat of the sun

man
at

pants for

one time of

day, and chilled by the dews and moisture of the plants at another.

Negroes glory in a

close, hot

atmosphere

;

they instinctively cover
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at night,

and prefer laying

instead of their feet.

fire,

harmony with

This ethnical

their efficiency as laborers in hot,

—

damp, close, sufibcating atmosphere where instead of sufiering
and dying, as the white man would, they are healthier, happier,
and more prolific than in their native Africa producing, under
the white man's will, a great variety of agricultural products,
besides upward of three millions of bales of cotton, and three
hundred thousand hogsheads of sugar. Thus proving that subjection to his will is normal to them, because, under the influence
of his will, they enjoy life more than in any other condition,
rapidly increase in numbers, and steadily rise in the scale of

—

humanity.

The power

to act

on and influence another,

nance of nature, which has

much

as to

is

an ordi-

kingdom,
space, influence one

parallel in the inorganic

its

where ponderous bodies, widely separated in
another so

power of

of a stronger will over a weaker, or the

one living creature

keep up a constant interplay of action

and reaction throughout nature's vast realms. The same
nance which keeps the spheres in their orbits and holds the
subordination to the planets,

lites in

is

the ordinance that subjects

the negro race to the empire of the white man's will.

ordinance the snake derives

magician his power

and

to

to

its

amuse

power

ordisatel-

to

charm the

From

bird,

that

and the

the curious, to astonish the vulgar,

confound the wisdom of the wise.

Under

that ordinance,

our four millions of negroes are as unalterably bound to obey the
white man's will, as the four satellites of Jupiter the superior
magnetism of that planet. K individual masters, by releasing
individual negroes frofli the power of their will, can not make
them free or release them from subordination to the instinctive
public sentiment or will of the aggregate white population, which
as rigidly excludes them, in the so-called free States, from the

drawing room and parlor
kinds of kitchen furniture.
or force

is

as

it does pots and kettles and other
The subjugation of equals by artifice

tyrrany or slavery

;

but there

is

no such thing in the

on a perfect equality here. The
of
subordination
the Nigritian to the Caucasian would never

United

States, because equals are

have been imagined to be a condition similar to European slavery,
if any regard had been paid to ethnology.
Subordination of the
inferior race to the superior is a normal,

46

and not a forced con
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Chains and standini^ armies are the implements used to
of one white man to
force the obedience of equals to equals
dition.

—

Whereas, the obedience of the Nigritian to the Cauit is normal for the weaker will to

another.

casian

spontaneous because

is

The ordinance which subjects
was plainly
It was
written on the heavens during our Revolutionary war.
will
united
of
the
American people
then that the power of the

yield obedience to the stronger.

the negro to the empire of the white man's will,

rose to

highest degree of intensity.

its

Every colony was a slaveholding colony excepting one
people, particularly that portion of them residing in
where the black population was

greatest, hastened to

;

yet the
districts

meet in the

battle-field the powerful British armies in front of them, and the

interminable hosts of Indian warriors in the wilderness behind

them, leaving their wives and children, their old
ples, for

seven long years, to their negroes

the slaves,

many

of

whom

to

men and

take care

crip-

of.

Did

were savages recently imported from

Africa, butcher them, as white or Indian slaves surely would have

done, and

fly to

the enemy's standard for the liberty, land,

money,

rum, savage luxuries and ample protection so abundantly promised and secured to all who would desert their master's families?
History answers that not one in a thousand joined their masters'

on the contrary, they continued quietly their daily
labors, even in those districts where they outnumbered the
white population ten to one. They not only produced sufficient
enemies

;

but,

breadstufis to supply the families of their masters, but a surplus

of flour, pork, and beef was sent up fi'om the slaveholding districts

of Virginia to Washington's starving
[See Botta's History.]

vania.

army

in

Pennsyl-

These agricultural products were

created by savages, naturally so indolent in their native Africa,
as to prefer to live on ant eggs

and

caterpillars rather than labor

for a subsistence; but for years in succession

labor in the midst of their masters' enemies

when

they saw the red coats, running to

they continued to

—dropping

tell their

their hoes

mistress,

and

to conduct her and the children through by-paths to avoid the
Britiyli troopers,
to their
is

due

to the spiritual influence of the

The empire of
is

and when the enemy were out of sight returning
The sole cause of their industry and fidelity

work again.

white race over the black.

the white man's will over the prognathous race

not absolute, however.

It

can not force exercise beyond a
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neither

;

number of days

negroes, for a

moderate daily labor
voluntarily

the will

—about
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nor physical force can drive
in succession,

beyond a very

man

one-third less than the white

imposes on himself.

If

force

make

be used to

less and less, until they fall
which they are more plague than
worthless as laborers, insensible and indifferent to punish-

them do more, they invariably do
into a state of impassivity, in
profit

—

ment, or even to

which

I

life

or, in

;

other words, they

fall

into the disease

have named Dysesthsesia Ethiopica, characterized by heb-

etude of mind and insensibility of body, caused by over working
and bad treatment. Some knowledge of the ethnology of the

prognathous race

is

absolutely necessary for the prevention

cure of this malady in

all

its

various forms and stages.

and
Dirt

eating, or Cachexia Africana, is another disease, like Dysesthesia

Ethiopica, growing out of ethnical elements peculiar to the prog-

The

nathous race.

ethnical elements assimilating the negro to

the mule, although giving rise to the

last

named

disease, are

of vast importance to the prognathous race, because the}' guar-

antee to that race an ample protection against the abuses of arbi-

A

trary power.

Not

to death.

white man, like a blooded horse, can be wurj^ed

so the negro,

whose ethnical elements,

like the

mule, restricts the limits of arbitrary power over him.

Among
States,

it

the four millions of the prognathous race in the United

will be difficult, if not impossible, to find a single indi-

vidual negro,

whom

has ever been able to
the

man, armed with arbitrary power,
make hurt himself at work. It is beyond

the white

power of the white man

to drive the

negro into

this

long con-

tinued and excessive muscular exertions such as the white laborers
of Europe often impose upon themselves to satisfy a greedy boss,

under fear of losing their places, and thereby starving themselves
and families. Throughout England, nothing is more common
than decrepitude, premature old age, and a frightful
eases, caused

Whereas,

all

list

of dis-

by long continued and excessive muscular exertion.
America can scarcely furnish an example of the

the prognathous race.
The white men of America
have performed many prodigies, but they have never yet been
able to make a negro overwork himself.
There are other elements peculiar to the Nigritian, on which

kind

among

the disease, called negro consumption, or Cachexia Africana,

depends.

But

these belong to that class which subject the negro
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spiritual

empire

is

not maintained in

words, when the negro

is

that

entirety, or in other

all its

badly governed, he

apt to

is

fall

and designing of

the spiritual iutlueuce of the artful
color,

When

white man's spiritual empire over him.

and Cachexia Africaua, or consumption,

Better throw medicine to the dogs, than give

is

it

under

his

own

the consequence.

to

a negro patient

impressed with the belief that he has walked over poison specially
laid for him, or

been in some other way tricked or conjured.

He

will surely die, unless treated in accordance with his ethnological
peculiarities,

and the hallucination expelled.

There never has been an insurrection of the prognathous race
against their masters

;

and from the nature of the ethnical eleHayti is no exception, it

ments of that race, there never can be.

when

will be seen,

of that island

is

the true history of the so-called insurrection

There have been neighborhood

written.

dis-

turbances and bloodshed, caused by fanaticism, and by mischiev-

ous white

men

getting

among them and

them, or mesmerizing them.
logical

infusing their will into

But, fortunately, there

law of their nature which estops the

an ethno-

is

evil influence of

such

characters by limiting their influence strictly to personal acquaintances.

The prognathous

jealous and suspicious of

tribes in every place
all

and country are
and have

strangers, black or white,

ever been so.

Prior to the emancipation act in the British "West Indies, the

famous Exeter Hall Junto sent out a number of emissaries of the
East India Company to Jamaica, in the garb of missionaries.
After remaining a year or two in the assumed character of Christian ministers, they

began

and caused a number of

to

preach insurrectionary doctrines,

so-called

insurrections

simultaneously in diflerent parts of the island.
in every neighborhood

were confined

ances of the Exeter Hall miscreants,
their will only into those

harangues.
aries,

who had

to

break out

The insurgents

to the personal acquaint-

who succeeded

in infusing

listened to their incendiary

This was proved upon them by the genuine mission-

who had long been on

their various churches a vast

the island, and had gathered into

number of

instance, did a single convert, or

converts.

For, in no

any other negro, join in the

numerous insurrectionary movements who had not been personThe Christian
ally addressed by the wolves in sheep's clothing.
and
Moravians,
Methodists,
Baptist,
the
missionaries, particularly
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Catholics, were very exact in collecting the evidence of this most

important ethnological truth, in consequence of some of the
planters, at the first outbreak,

having confounded them with the

Exeter Hall incendiaries.

The planters

and

finally left the Christian missionaries

their

flocks undisturbed, but proceeded to expel the false missionaries,
to

hang

and

their converts,

to

burn down their chapels.

incendiaries

crusade

because they went

;

—traveling

home

to

England, preached a

Kingdom

over the United

all

The

hanging the white

event proved that they were wi'ong in not

—proclaiming,

as they went, that they had left God's houses in flames throughout

Jamaica, and God's people hanging like dogs from the trees in
This so inflamed public sentiment in Great

that sinful island.

Britain against the planters, as to unite
for the

all parties in

immediate passage of the emancipation

loud calls

There

act.

is

good reason to believe that the English ministry, in view of the
probable

measure on the United

efiect of that

encouragement

it

would

tropical products in the East Indies

determined
policy, well

to

and the
and other

States,

afibrd to the culture of sugar

and Mauritius, had previously

make negro freedom a leading measure in British

knowing

that

its

efiect

would be

to Afi-icanize the

sugar and cotton growing regions of America.

The ethnology

of the prognathous race does not stop at proving that subordination to the white race

and proves that

social

whether educated

how

to

is its

and

or not.

use power

normal condition.

political

equality

is

It

goes further,

abnormal

Neither negroes nor mulattoes

when given

capriciously and tyrannically.

to

them.

to

it,

know

They always use

it

Tschudi, a Swiss naturalist, [see

Tschudi's Travels in Peru, London, 1848,] says, "that in

Lima

and Peru generally, the free negroes are a plague to society.
Dishonesty seems to be a part of their very nature. Free born
negroes, admitted into the houses of wealthy families, and have
received, in early life, a good education, and treated with kindness
and liberality, do not difier from their uneducated brother."
Tschudi is mistaken in supposing that dishonesty is too deeply
They are dishonest
rooted in the negro character to be removed.

when

in the

dishonest

abnormal condition without a master.

when

They are

in a state of subordination, called slavery,

also

badly

provided for and not properly disciplined and governed.

But

and governed, and

their

when properly

disciplined, instructed,
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for, it

would be

difficult

to fiud a

honest, faithful, and trustworthy people than they are.

made

more

When

contented and liappy, as they always should be, they reflect

their master in their

tiiouiz;iits,

morals, and religion, or at least

They imitate him in every
thing, as far as their imitative faculties, which are very strong,
will carry them.
They take a pride in his wealth, or in any thing
which distinguishes him, as if they formed a part of himself, as
they are desirous of being like him.

they really do, being under the influence of his will, and in

measure assimilated,
with

all

the

warm and

to their parents.

the world

all

happy

aflfectiou

which children manifest

and friendship, although
create and maintain thia

devoted

forsake him.

But

to

he must govern them with

He must

ethnological peculiarities.

treat

strict reference to their

them

as inferiors, not

as equals, as they are not satisfied with equality,

a master

who

some

—loving him

lie is sure of their love

may

relation,

him

in their spiritual nature, to

and

will despise

attempts to raise any one or more of them to an

because they become jealous and sus-

equality with himself;

picious that their master's favorites will exercise a sinister influ-

ence over him against them.
Impartiality of treatment in every particular,
pair of shoes,

is

what they

all

down

to a hat or

regard as one of their dearest

Hence, any special favors or
the rest.
They also regard as a

rights.

gifts to one, is

to all

right,

an ofiense

when punished,

not

They will
overseer,
armed
with a
enraged
master
or
from
an
angry
or
run
gun or a pistol. They regard all overseers who come into the
field armed with deadly weapons as cowards, and all cowards
to

be punished in anger, but with cool deliberation.

have great

It is

not physical force

in subjection, but the spiritual force of the white

One unarmed brave man can manage a thousand by
moral force of his will alone, much better than an hundred

man's
the

governing them.

difficulty in

which keeps them
will.

cowards with guns in their hands. They also require as a right
when punished, to be punished with a switch or a whip, and not
with a stick or the

fist.

In this particular the ethnical law of

all other races of men.
It is exactly
American Indian. The Indian will
murder any man who strikes him with a switch, a cowhide, or a

their nature is difierent

from

the reverse of that of the

whip, twenty years afterward,
readily forgets blows,

if

he gets an opportunity; but

however severe,

inflicted

on him with the
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A

remarkable ethnological peculi-

is,

that

any deserved punishment,

on them with a switch, cowhide, or whip, puts them into
good humor with themselves and the executioner of the punishment, provided he manifest satisfaction by regarding the offense
inflicted

as atoned for.

The negro requires government in every thing, the most minute.
The Indian, on the contrary, submits to government in nothing
whatever. Mr. Jefferson was the first to notice this ethnical law
of the red man.
[See his letter to Gilmer, June 7, 1816, vol. iv,
page 279, Jefferson's Correspondence.] " Every man with them,"
(the Indians,) says Mr. Jefferson, "is perfectly free to follow his

own

inclinations

another, he

if,

in doing this, he violates the rights of

Their leaders conduct them by the influence of their

hawked.

characters only

whose

but

;

punished by the disesteem of society or toma-

is

and they follow or

;

character, for

wisdom

not, as they please,

him of

or war, they have the highest opinion,

but, of all things, they least think of subjecting themselves to the

will of one

Whereas

man."

the black

man

requires government

even in his meat and drink, his clothing, and hours of repose.
Unless under the government of one
conduct

to

guide him, he will eat too

of bread and vegetables

man

to prescribe rules of

much meat and

not enough

he will not dress to suit the season, or
engaged in, nor retire to rest in due time to
get sufiicient sleep, but sit up and doze by the fire nearly all night.
Nor will the women undress the children and put them regularly
Nature is no law unto them. They let their children
to bed.

kind of labor he

suffer

or

and

woman

Whenever

die, or

;

is

unmercifully abuse them, unless the white

prescribe rules
the white

in

woman

the nursery for

them

to

man

go by.

superintends the nursery, whether

the climate be cold or hot, they increase faster than any other

people on the globe

;

but on large plantations, remote from her

influence, the negro population invariably diminishes, unless the

overseer take upon himself those

duties

in

the

lying-in

and

nursery department, which on small estates are attended to by
the mistress.

She

up at night with sick children and
when their own mothers are nodding

often sits

administers to their wants,

by them, and would be sound asleep
sence.

The care

one of the principal causes

if it

were not

for

her pre-

women bestow on the nursery, is
why three hundred thousand Africans,

that white
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origiually imported into the territory of the United States

have

increased to four millions, while in the British "West Indies the

number imported, exceeded, by
lation.

also the cause

It is

several millions, the actual popu-

why

the small proprietors of negro

property in Maryland, Virginia, Kentucky, and Missouri are able
to supply the loss

on the large Southern plantations, which are

happy influence of the presiding genius over
the white woman.
civilization, morality, and population
The prognathous race require government also in their religcut off from the

—

ious exercises, or they degenerate into fanatical saturnalia.
discreet white

man

or

woman

A

should always be present to regu-

late their religious meetings.

Here

the investigation into the ethnology of the prognathous

race must close, at least, for the present, leaving the most interest-

ing part, Fetichism, the indigenous religion of the African

tribes,

the key to the negro character, which is difficult
mere experience. Those who are not accustomed
to them have great trouble and difficulty in managing negroes
and in consequence thereof treat them badly. If their ethnology
was better and more generally understood, their value would be
greatly increased, and their condition, as a laboring class, would
be more enviable, compared to the European peasants, than it

untouched.

It is

to learn from

;

already

is.
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Thebe are some who deny the unity of the human ra&e with
such we have no controversy, but it is a part of our religious
;

belief, that

"God made

face of the earth ;"

ments

of one blood all nations that dwell on the
and on this we would base one of our argu-

for the subordination of a part of the

human

family.

It is

not necessary to the vindication of our cause, or of truth, to deny
the authority, or to fritter
of the word of God, as

the evident

inferior variety of the

meaning

done by most of the

we have shown
human race that he

our purpose that

is sufficient for

an

away

is

;

of any part

abolitionists.

It

that the negro is
is

inferior in his

physical structure, and in his mental and moral organization.

This orgnization incapacitates him for emerging, by his

and power,
ment.

own

will

and achieving civilization and refineteaches the same lesson.
We find Africa to-day,

fi'om barbarism,

Ilistory

was three thousand years ago. "When God created
"Be fruitful and multiply and replenish the
earth, and subdue it, and have dominion over the fish of the sea,
and over the fowl of the air, and over every living thing that
moveth on the face of the earth." And again, upon the re-crejust as

it

man he

said to him,

ation after the flood, he repeated the

same words,

to

Noah and

his sous.

command,

This

in

almost the

command shows

that

God had a purpose with regard to the physical world, in placing
man upon it, and that man has a mission to fulfill in subduing it,
and acquiring a control, not only over animate but also over inanimate nature. Indeed, the one is essential to the other. Man can
not control and subdue the inferior animals, until he has acquired
some control over the powers of nature. Place him in the forest
naked and unarmed, and many of the animals are his superiors
but endow his mind with a knowledge of nature's laws, and thus
enable

him

to

make them

subservient to his purposes, and he
(731)
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on earth.

irresistible; a g-ud

commaud,

In fulfilling this

elevates his nature as he increases his knowledge, and there-

by extends

human

his

God

powers.

family shall

fulfill

requires that every part of the

this

great

their part in rendering subservient to

command, and

human

contribute

use, all the faculties

Nay, even where the one talent is misimproved, he
away and gives it to him wdio has ten talents. It is on

of nature.
takes

it

this principle that

of

God,

etc.,

it is

right and in accordance with the ordinance

to dispossess of their lands,

mines, waterpowers, harbors,

a savage nation, possessing, but not improving them, and

convert them to the uses of the world of mankind.

warrant

for the conflict of civilization

go back

to

former times,

it

is

with barbarisn).

the

is

Not

to

which has converted
Western World, into an

this precept

the former howling wilderness of this
earthly paradise, afibrding an

This

ample subsistence

of the most enlightened of the

human

to

family.

happy millions
It

is

this that

causes efiete dynasties and nations to disappear from the face of
the world, and their places to be supplied by those full of

life

and energy. It is this that is rolling back and blotting out the
mongrel races of the New World, to makt room for the onward
march of a higher civilization.
The manifest destiny men are not so far wrong after all but
instead of destiny, it is the purpose and ordinance of God.
Upon
this principle has England acted in reference to India, Austi-alia,
China, and in almost every region of the globe. It is upon this
principle that Europe is now controlling the destinies of the Old
World, as the United States, if they are true to themselves, will
;

control the destinies of the

New.

This has governed us in re-

quiring that Japan should open her ports to the commerce, and

her coal mines to the navies of the world; that she should enrol
herself in the brotherhood of nations, and perform her part in the

great

drama of

It

life.

is

upon

this

principle

that England,

France, and the United States, are requiring the same thing of

China

;

and

it is

in your streets

upon

and

this principle that the

vagrant

is

arrested

sent to the work-house.

These principles are clearly enunciated, and ably defended by
J. Q. Adams in his celebrated speech on the Chinese question,
delivered in 1841.

of commerce only;

It is true, that

he applies them to the rights

but by legitimate deduction, they are as

applicable to the rights of labor, as to the rights of commerce.
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and races have always acted ou these principles,

yet at the time of the delivery of this speech, so startling were

assumed by Mr, Adams,

the positions

who were prepared

to

defend them, yet none were able

to contro-

Their general adoption at the present day only shows

vert them.

that master

what history has so long taught,
in

that but few could be found

minds are generally

advance of their age.
In the " Memoir of J. Q. Adams," by Josiah Quincy,

we have

a report of this speech. Speaking of the Chinese war, Mr. Adams says, " that by the law of nations is to be understood, not one
code of laws, binding alike on

tem of

There

the nations concerned.
tian communities,

which

is

the

nations of the earth, but a sys-

all

varying according

rules,

to the condition

is

and character of

a law of nations

among

Chris-

law recognized by the Constitution

them in their intercourse
But we have a different law
of nations regulating our intercourse with the Indian tribes on
this continent another between us and the woolly-headed nations
of Africa another with the Barbary powers
another with the
of the United States, as obligatory upon

with European States and colonies.

;

;

;

Then, reasoning ou the rights

flowery laud, or Celestial empire."

of property, established by labor, by occupation, by compact, he

maintains "that the right of exchange, barter
of

commerce

men

a state of peace

is

right

— necessarily follows

that

;

;

the duty of

is

their power, to

way by which

;

—in

other words,

that a state of nature

among

the pursuit of happiness, man's natural
all

men

to contribute, as

much

one another's happiness, and that there

is

as

is

in

no other

they can so well contribute to the comfort and well-

being of one another, as by commerce, or the mutual exchange

These views and principles he thus

of equivalents."
''

The duty of commercial

down

intercourse between nations,

in terms sufficiently positive

qualifies
it

it

by a

altogether.

illustrates

mercial intercourse

laid

by Yattel, but he afterwards

restriction, which, unless itself restricted,

He

is

:

annuls

says that, although the general duty of comis

incumbent upon nations, yet every nation

may exclude any particular branch or article of trade, which it
may deem injurious to its interests. This can not be denied.
But then a nation may multiply these particular exclusions, until
they

become

merce

;

and

general, and equivalent to a total interdict of
this,

com-

time out of mind, has been the inflexible policy

of the Chinese empire.

So says Yattel, without

affixing

any

;
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Yet it is manifestly incompatible with
it.
previously laid down, that commercial
had
which
he
the position
intercourse between nations is a moral obligation upon them all."
note of censure upon

The same doctrine, with regard to the duties of individuals
a community, that is here advanced by Mr. Adams with regard
races and nations^

book

iv,

certain

is

in
to

thus set forth in Blackstone's Commentaries,

chap, xxxiii

:

" There

is

not a more necessary^ or more

maxim^ in the frame and

that every individual

constitution of society^ than

must contrihute his share, in order

to the

well-heing of the community.'^''

The

principle laid

first

down by Mr. Adams

is,

that the

same

code of international law does not apply to all nations alike, but
that it varies with the condition and character of the people
that one code of laws applies to the enlightened

and Christian

nations of Europe, but an entirely diiferent one to the pagan,

woolly-headed, barbarians of Africa.

What would

be just and

with regard to the African, would be eminently unjust
towards the European. Though it would be a great wrong to

rio-ht

reduce the European to a condition of servitude, it does not
low that it would be equally wrong to enslave the African.
all

the

human

fol-

If

races were alike, one code of international laws

to the whole, but so long as the African continues
race, they must be treated as such.
inferior
an
be

would apply
to

down the principle that no
way, to isolate itself from
any
nation or race can be permitted, in
the community of nations, but is morally bound to contribute all
But again, Mr. Adams

in

its

that

power
it

to the

secures

its

clearly lays

well-being of the whole race, at the same time

own.

If

pies, but does not improve,

If

ilization.

ally

bound

it

to

mines, or other

it

it

possesses territory which

must yield

exchange them.
facilities for

If

it

it

is right that civilization

its

occu-

is

mor-

has ports, harbors, coal

commerce and manufactures,

superabundant supply of labor,
it

it

it

the claims of civi-

has productions valuable to the world,

allow other nations to participate in

K, then,

it to

advantages.

must be rendered

If

it
it

must
has a

available.

and progress should appropri-

grounds of the Indian race if it is right that China
and Japan should be required to open their ports to the commerce
of the world, it must be equally right that the great store house of
labor in Africa should be opened for the benefit of the human race.

ate the hunting

;

In the Western World, a vast continent of

fertile

land and propi-
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was possessed, not improved, by a sparse hunter
God and of nations required that the earth
and
replenished, and now God has enlarged
should be subdued
Japheth, and he dwells in these tents of Shem. China, Jatious climate,

race

but the hiw of

;

pan, and other regions of Asia, are inhabited by teeming millions, rich in the productions of art, yet scarcely able to obtain

meagre sustenance, and

a

rigidly excluding all intercourse with

demands of commerce the barriers are
and
they,
in
common with other nations, are benedown,
broken
Africa has long possessed a superabundant
fited by the change.
population of indolent, degraded, pagan savages, useless to the
world and to themselves. Numberless efforts have been made to
elevate them in the scale of existence, in their own country, but
the outer world, but at the

Even when

all in vain.

partially civilized,

under the control of

the white man, they soon relapse into barbarism,

from

this

if

emancipated

But a colony of them, some two hundred

control.

years since, were imported into the "Western World, and placed

subordinate to the white race
abolitionists, they

equal,

if

;

and now,

if

we

are to believe the

have improved so rapidly as

not superior, to the white race.

to

have become

Certainly they are far su-

At

perior to their ancestors, or their brethren in Africa.

the

same time, they have conferred an equal benefit on the world.
They supply a demand for labor which can not otherwise be met,
and their products not only clothe the civilized world, but also are
the life-blood of
It is

commerce.

its

not necessary to the discussion of this topic, that

show what

we should

are the laws of nations, applicable to the different

Adams though it is manifest to the
most casual observer, that the laws applicable to them are radically different.
"What would be thought of a minister at the
court of St. James, who should propose to carry out with Great
races enumerated by Mr.

Britain, the
tribes

;

;

same course of policy we pursue towards

or of the English minister at our capital,

the Indian

who would

ex-

act from us the concessions required of the rajahs of India, or the
chiefs of Australia

The

?

radical difference

is this

:

among

civil-

and Christian nations, the law recognizes a perfect equality,
and requires an entire reciprocity but between an elevated and a
degraded or inferior race, this inequality is recognized, and an
ized

;

influence and a superiority
to the other.

This

is

is

accorded to the one, which

is

denied

well illustrated by our present intercourse
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with Mexico,

aiul

happy country,

we

should

THE LIGUT
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establish a protectorate over that un-

good aud our own,

for their

accordance with these principles.

it

would be

With some

nations

in strict

we have

diplomatic intercourse, on terms of perfect equality and reciprocity

others

;

we

treat as inferiors,

gree of control, while

we

and assume over them some de-

nevertheless recognize them as legiti-

But there are other nations or races, with
whom we form no diplomatic relations, and whose governments
we do not recognize. In this latter class are included most of
or in other words, the
the inhabitants of Africa, and of Ilayti
mate governments.

;

negro race.

The reason

duties to the

human

that those nations performing their

is,

race, according to the ordinance of

God, are

to be recognized as not needing our assistance, or requiring our

guardianship

those fulfilling only in part, should be considered

;

in a state of tutelage, but those

these duties, require to be

may

in order that they

made

fulfill

that

the great ends of their existence.

This subordination has existed in

and with

all

races.

oped as no longer

and in

this alone,

But

none, or but few of

fulfill

subservient to the superior races,

all

times,

among

as soon as any race

to require

— except

it, it

all

nations,

became so devel-

ceased to exist.

In this way,

by the deportation of the slaves

—has

community nor can it be
Emancipation in name, is not always
otherwise in the future.
freedom in reality. The free blacks of our Northern States and
the West Indies, are, as a mass, more abject slaves than any on
our Southern plantations. Nor is it possible for them to acquire
slavery ever ceased to exist, in any

;

a more elevated position, until they shall have acquired the requisite qualifications for that position.

At
and

the present time, with the exception of serfdom, peonage,

political slavery, this

race.

Why

is

this

so?

subordination

is

confined to the negro

Manifestly because they have

themselves incapable, in their

own

land, of

shown

emerging from bar-

barism, achieving civilization and refinement, performing their

human race, aud becoming entitled to a position as
Until such improvement
equals among the nations of the earth.
takes place as shall entitle them to this exalted position, their own
happiness and well-being, their duties to the human race, the
duties to the

claims of civilization, the progress of society, the law of nations,

and the ordinance of God, require that they should be placed in
a subordinate position to a superior race. Experience also shows
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land they

is

still

their

normal auJ natural position.
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In their native

are what they have always been, a pagau, savage,

God,

servile race, fulfilling their duties neither to themselves, to

nor

to the

human

race; but under the tutelage of a superior race,

they are elevated in the scale of existence, improved mentally,
morally, and

and are thus enabled

physicallj'^,

contributing to the well-being of the

human

our experience goes, this development
liable to reti'ogression as soon as

race
the

is

it is

But

so far as

not permanent, but

is

the influence of the superior
is

lost

insulated from the vivifying power of electricity,

so the servile race loses
trol of

do their part in

Like the electro-magnet, whose power

removed.

moment

is

to

race.

those emancipated in the
Liberia, are conclusive

power when removed from the conThe example of our own free blacks,
"West Indies, Sierra Leone, and even

its

a superior intellect.

on

this point.

It becomes us not to speculate too curiously concerning God's
plan in governing the world, much less to strive to thwart his
purposes with our puny arms he will work out his purposes of
good to the human race, in his own good time and way, whether
But from the revelation of his purit meets our views or not.
;

pose concerning the descendants of the three progenitors of the

human
were

to be a servile race

spoken
exist

race after the flood,

of, it is

till

forth her

it is

to

God

;

It is

true that Ethiopia shall stretch

is being fulfilled on a grander
been witnessed, even in our midst,

in this "Western "World, where

God

has enlarged Japheth, where

he dwells in the tents of Shem, and where Cainan

47

nowhere

but this

scale than ever before has

Fort Gibson,

is

exceedingly improbable that slavery will cease to

the end of time.

hands

manifest that the children of Ilaui

as their final disinthrallment

;

Mississippi,

February 22, 1860.

is his

servant.
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DEED SCOTT DECISION
SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES,
DECEMBER TEEM,

1850.

DEED SCOTT
versus

JOHN
Dred

SANDFORD.

A.

F.

Scott, Plaintiff in

Error,

v.

John F. A. Sam)ford.

This case was brought up, by writ of error, from the Circuit

Court of the United States
It

for the district of Missouri.

was an action of trespass vi

et

armis instituted in the Circuit

Court by Scott against Sandford.
*

Prior to the institution of the present

suit,

an action was

brought by Scott for his freedom in the Circuit Court of

St.

Louis

county, (State court.) where there

was a verdict and judgment in
On a writ of error to the Supreme Court of the State,
his ilivor.
the judgment below was reversed, and the case remanded to the
Circuit Court, where it was continued to await the decision of the
case

now

The

in question.

declaration of Scott contained

three counts:

one, that

Sandford had assaulted the plaintiff; one, that he had assaulted
Harriet Scott, his wife

and Lizzie

;

and one, that he had assaulted Eliza Scott

Scott, his children.
(
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Sandford appeared, and

Dred Scott

\

V.

John

following plea

filed the

>

F. A. Sandford.

Plea

to the

Jurisdiction of the Court,

)

April Term, 1854.

And

John F. A. Sandford,

the said

comes and says

in his

own proper

person,

that this court ought not to

have or take further
cognizance of the action aforesaid, because he says that said cause

of action, and each and every of them,
to the said

Dred

(if

any such have accrued

Scott,) accrued to the said

jurisdiction of this court,

Dred

Scott out of the

and exclusively within the jurisdiction

of the courts of the State of Missouri, for that, to wit: the said
plaintiff,

Dred

Scott, is not a citizen of the State of Missouri, as

alleged in his declaration, because he

is

a negro of African des-

into this

were of pure African blood, and were brought
country and sold as negro slaves, and this the said

Sandford

is

cent

;

his ancestors

Wherefore, he prays judgment

ready to verify.

whether this court can or will take further cognizance of the
action aforesaid.

John F. A. Sandford.

To

this plea there

was a demurrer

in the usual form,

which was

argued in April, 1854, when the court gave judgment that the

demurrer should be sustained.
In May, 1854, the defendant, in pursuance of an agreement

between counsel, and with the leave of the

court, pleaded in bar

of the action
1.

Not

2.

That the

guilty.
plaintiff

was a negro

slave, the lawful property of

the defendant, and, as such, the defendant gently laid his hands

upon him, and thereby had only restrained him,
had a right to do.
3.

That with respect

in the second

and

to the wife

as the defendant

and daughters of the

plaintiff,

third counts of the declaration mentioned, the

defendant had, as to them, only acted in the same manner, and in
virtue of the

In the

first

same

second and third,
his

legal right.

of these pleas, the plaintiff joined issue
filed replications alleging that the

own wrong and without

;

the cause in his second

pleas alleged, committed the trespasses, etc.

and

to the

defendant, of

and

third
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following agreed statement of facts,

filed the

viz:

was a negro slave belonging to
army of the United
year, 1834, said Dr. Emerson took the plaintiff

In the year 1834, the

Dr. Emerson,

who was

In that

States.

plaintifi"

a surgeon in the

from the State of Missouri

to the military post at

the State of Illinois, and held

of April or May, 1836.

Emerson removed

him

At

Rock

Island, in

there as a slave until the

month

the time last mentioned, said Dr.

the plaintiff from said military post at

Rock

Island to the military post at Fort Snelling, situate on the west

bank of the

Mississippi river, in the Territory

known

as

Upper

Louisiana, acquired by the United States of France, and situate

north of the latitude of thirty-six degrees thirty minutes north,

Said Dr. Emerson held the

and north of the State of Missouri.

plaintiff in slavery at said Fort Snelling,

from said last-mentioned

date until the year 1838.

In the year 1835, Harriet,

who

is

named

in the second count of

the plaintiff's declaration, was the negro slave of Major Taliaferro,

who belonged

to the

army

of the United States.

In that year,

1835, said Major Taliaferro took said Harriet to said Fort Snelling,

a military

post, situated as hereinbefore stated,

and kept her there

as a slave until the year 1836, and then sold and delivered her as

a slave
fore

at said Fort Snelling

named.

unto the said Dr. Emerson hereinbe-

Said Dr. Emerson held said Harriet in slavery at

said Fort Snelling until the year 1838.

In the year 1836, the plaintiff and said Harriet at said Fort

who then claimed
be their master and owner, intermarried, and took each other

Snelling, with the consent of said Dr. Emerson,
to

for

husband and

wife.

Eliza and Lizzie,

count of the plaintiff's declaration, are the

named

fruit

in the third

of that marriage.

about fourteen years old, and was born on board the
steamboat Gipsey, north of the north line of the State of Missouri,
Eliza

is

and upon the river Mississippi. Lizzie is about seven years old,
and was born in the State of Missouri, at the military post called
Jefferson Barracks.

In the year 1838, said Dr. Emerson removed the plaintiff and
said Harriet and their said daughter Eliza, from said Fort Snel-

ling to the State of Missouri, where they have ever since resided.

Before the commencement of this

and conveyed the

suit, said

plaintiff, said Harriet, Eliza,

Dr. Emerson sold

and

Lizzie, to the

:
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defendant, as slaves, and the defendant has ever since claimed to

hold them and each of them as slaves.

At

the times mentioned in the plaintiff's declaration, the de-

fendant, claiming to be owner as aforesaid, laid his hands

npon

and Lizzie, and imprisoned them,
however, no more than what he might law-

plaintiff, Harriet, Eliza,

said

doing in

do

fully

this respect,

they were of right his slaves at such times.

if

Further proof
It is

may

be given on the

trial for either party.

agreed that Dred Scott brought suit for his freedom in the

was a verdict and
judgment in his favor that on a writ of error to the Supreme
Court, the judgment below was reversed, and the same remanded
Circuit Court of St. Louis county; that there
;

where

to the Circuit Court,

has been continued

it

await the

to

decision of this case.

In May, 1854, the cause went before a jury,

lowing verdict, viz

"As

:

to the

first

who found

the fol-

issue joined in this case,

of the jury find the defendant not guilty

;

and as

we

to the issue sec-

ondly above joined, we of the jury find that before and at the
time when,

etc.,

in the first count mentioned, the said

Dred Scott
and aa

slave, the lawful property of the defendant

was a negro

;

to the issue thirdly above joined, we, the jury, find that before

and

menDred Scott, and Eliza and
daughters of the said Dred Scott, were negro slaves,

at the time

when,

etc.,

in the second and third counts

tioned, the said Harriet, wife of said
Lizzie, the

the lawful property of the defendant."

Whereupon, the court gave judgment
After an ineffectual motion for a
following

On

bill

for the defendant.

new trial,

the plaintifi" filed the

of exceptions.

the trial of this cause

by the

jury, the plaintiff, to maintain

the issues on his part, read to the jury the following agreed state-

ment

of facts, (see agreement above.)
the jury

by

No

further testimony

Thereupon the

was

given

to

moved

the court to give to the jury the following instruction, viz:

"That, upon the

either

party.

plaintiff

agreed to by the parties, they ought to
The court refused to give such instruction
and the plaintiff, to such refusal, then and there duly
facts

find for the plaintiff.
to the jury,

excepted."

The

court then gave the following instruction to the jury, on

motion of the defendant

"The jury

are instructed, that

upon the

facts in this case, the

:
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plaintiff excepted to this

in-

came up to this court.
December term, 1855, and ordered to be

re-

Btruction.

Upon
It

argued
It

these exceptions, the case

was argued

at

at the present term.

was now argued by Mr. Blair and Mr. G. F. Curtis
Johnson

the plaintiff in error, and by Mr. Geyer and Mr.

for

for

the defendant in error.

Mr. Chief Justice Taney delivered the opinion of the court.
This case has been twice argued.

After the argument of the

opinion were found to exist among the
and as the questions in controversy are of
the highest importance, and the court was at that time much
pressed by the ordinary business of the term, it was deemed adlast term, differences of

members

of the court

;

visable to continue the case, and direct a reargument on

the points, in order that

we might have an

whole subject a more deliberate consideration.

to the

some of

opportunity of giving
It

has ac-

cordingly been again argued by counsel, and considered by the
court

;

and

I

now

proceed to deliver

its

opinion.

There are two leading questions presented by the record
1.

Had

the Circuit Court of the United States jurisdiction to

hear and determine the case between these parties
2. If it

had

judgment

jurisdiction, is the

it

?

And

has given errone-

ous or not?

The

plaintiff in error,

who was

also the plaintiff in the court

below, was, with his wife and children, held as slaves by the defendant, in the State of Missouri

and he brought

;

this action in

the Circuit Court of the United States for that district, to assert

the

title

of himself and his family to freedom.

The declaration

is

in the form usually adopted in that State to

and contains the averment necesthat he and the defendant are
citizens of different States
that is, that he is a citizen of Missouri, and the defendant a citizen of New York.
The defendant pleaded in abatement to the jurisdiction of the

try questions of this description,

sary to give the court jurisdiction

;

;

court, that the plaintiff

was not a

citizen of the State of Missouri,

as alleged in his declaration, being a negro of African descent,

whose ancestors were of pure African blood, and who were
this country and sold as slaves.

brought into
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To

demurred, and the defendant joined

this plea the plaintiff

in demurrer.

The

court overruled

that the defendant should

tlie

plea,

And

answer over.

and gave judgment
he therefore put in

sundry pleas in bar, upon which issues were joined
trial the verdict

plaintiff

and judgment were in

and

;

at the

Whereupon

his favor.

the

brought this writ of error.

we speak

Before

of the pleas in bar,

it

will be proper to dispose

of the questions which have arisen on the plea in abatement.

That plea denies the right of the

plaintiff to sue in a court

of the United States, for the reasons therein stated.
If the question raised

by

legally before us,

it is

should be of opinion that the facts stated in

from becoming a

tiff

and the court

disqualify the plain-

it

which that word

citizen, in the sense in

is

used in the Constitution of the United States, then the judgment
of the Circuit Court
It is

is

erroneous and must be reversed.

suggested, however, that this plea

that as the

judgment

in the court

of the plaintiff, he does not seek to reverse

this plea
it,

was

or bring

;

and

in favor

before

it

and also that the dedefense by pleading over, and thereby admit-

the court for revision by his writ of error

fendant waived this

not before us

is

below on

;

ted the jurisdiction of the court.

But

making

in

this objection,

we

think the peculiar and limited

jurisdiction of courts of the United States has not been adverted

This peculiar and limited jurisdiction, has

to.

made

neces-

it

and principles of
pleading, so far as jurisdiction is concerned, from those which
regulate courts of common law in England, and in the different
States of the Union which have adopted the common-law rules.

sary, in these courts, to adopt different rules

In these last-mentioned courts, where their character and rank
are analagous to that of a Circuit Court of the United States

;

in

other words, where they are what the law terms courts of general
jurisdiction

;

they are presumed to have jurisdiction, unless the

No

contrary appears.
is

averment in the pleadings of the

necessary, in order

objects to

which he
true

it,

he must plead

relies is

by the

to

give jurisdiction.
it

specially,

If

the

plaintiff

defendant

and unless the

fact

found to be true by a jury, or admitted

plaintiff,

to

on
be

the jurisdiction can not be disputed in an

appellate court.

Now,

it is

not necessary to inquire whether in courts of that

description a party

who

pleads over in bar,

when a

plea to the
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jurisdiction has been ruled against him, does or does not waive
his pica;

nor whether upon a judgment in his favor on the

pleas in bar, and a writ of error brought by the plaintiff, the

question upon the plea in abatement would be open for revision
in the appellate court.

such courts, or rules that

Cases that may have been decided in
may have been laid down by common-

law pleaders, can have no influence in the decision in this court.
Because, under the Constitution and laws of the United States,
the rules which govern the pleadings in its courts, in questions
of jurisdiction, stand on different principles and are regulated by
different laws.

This difference arises, as

we have

said,

from the peculiar char-

Government of the United States. For although it is
sovereign and supreme in its appropriate sphere of action, yet it
does not possess all the powers which usually belong to the sovacter of the

ereignty of a nation.

Certain specified powers, enumerated in

the Constitution, have been conferred
legislative, executive,

upon

it;

and neither the

nor judicial departments of the Govern-

ment can lawfully exercise any authority beyond the limits marked
And in regulating the judicial departout by the Constitution.
ment, the cases in which the courts of the United States shall
have jurisdiction are particularly and specifically enumerated and
defined and they are not authorized to take cognizance of any
case which does not come within the description therein speci;

fied.

States,

Hence, when a plaintiff sues in a court of the United
it is necessary that he should show, in his pleadings, that

the suit he brings

he

is

is

within the jurisdiction of the court, and that

entitled to sue there.

And

if

he omits to do

this,

and

should, by any oversight of the Circuit Court, obtain a judgment
in his favor, the

judgment would be reversed

in the appellate

court for want of jurisdiction in the court below.

The juriscommon-law
English or State court, unless the contrary appeared. But the
record, when it comes before the appellate court, must show, afiirmatively, that the inferior court had authority, under the Constitution, to hear and determine the case.
And if the plaintiff
diction

would not be presumed,

as in the case of a

claims a right to sue in a Circuit Court of the United States,
under that provision of the Constitution which gives jurisdiction
in controversies between citizens of different States, he

must

dis-

tinctly aver in his pleadings that they are citizens of different

;
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States

and be can not maintain his

;

suit

without showing that

fact in the pleadings.

This point was decided in the case of

Bingham

v.

Cabot, (in 3

and ever since adhered to by the court. And in
Ashton (8 Pet., 148,) it was held that the objection to
was open could not be waived by the opposite party,

Dall., 3S2,)

Jackson

which

v.

it

because consent of parties could not give jurisdiction.
It is

ready referred

to,

and the cases of Capron

2 Cr. 126.,) and Montalet
to

show

V.

Van Noorden

the rule of which

common-law
If,

Those

al-

Yau Noorden,

(in

needless to accumulate cases on this subject.

Murray,

v.

we have

(4

v.

Cr., 46,) are sufficient

The case

spoken.

of

Capron

strikingly illustrates the dijfference between a

court and a court of the United States.

however, the

fact of citizenship is

and the defendant does not deny

it,

avered in the declaration,

and put

it

abatement, he can not offer evidence at the

by plea in

in issue

disprove

trial to

it,

and consequently can not avail himself of the objection in the

some other

appellate court, unless the defect should be apparent in

no plea in abatement, and the
jurisdiction
not
appear
in any other part of the
want of
does

part of the record.

transcript brought

ment
to

For

if

there

is

up by the writ of

of citizenship in the declaration

be true.

undisputed aver-

error, the

must be taken

In this case, the citizenship

is

in this court

averred, but

it

is

denied by the defendant in the manner required by the rules of
pleading, and the fact upon which the denial

by the demurrer. And,
of the court below upon
question to be decided
sufficient to

show

is

based

is,

it,-

are before us

whether the

upon

admitted

is

if the plea and demurrer, and

judgment

this record, the

facts stated in the plea are

that the plaintiff is not entitled to sue as a

citi-

zen in a court of the United States.

We

The plea

think they are before us.

judgment of the court upon

it,

in abatement

and the

are a part of the judicial pro-

ceedings in the Circuit Court, and are there recorded as such

and a writ of error always brings up to the superior court the
whole record of the proceedings in the court below. And in the
case of the United States v. Smith, (11 Wheat., 172,) this court

brought up by writ of error, the whole

said, that the case being

record was under the consideration of this court.

And

the case in the present instance, the plea in abatement
rily

under consideration

;

and

it

this
is

being

necessa-

becomes, therefore, our duty to
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decide whether the facts stated in the plea arc or are not suflBcient
show that the phaintiff is not entitled to sue as a citizen in a

to

court of the United States.

This
the
it is

certainly a very serious question,

is

first

time has been brought

and one that now

brought here by those who have a right

our duty to meet

The question

it

is

and decide

simply

this

:

to

bring

it,

for

But

for decision before this court.

and

it is

it.

Can a negro whose

ancestors were

and sold as slaves, become a member
and brought into existence by
formed
community
the
political
of
and as such become entitled
States,
United
the
the Constitution of

imported into

this country,

and privileges and immunities guaranteed to the
One of which rights is the privilege of suing in a court
citizen ?
of the United States in the cases specified in the Constitution.

to all the rights

It will

be observed, that the plea applies to that class of persons

only whose ancestors were negroes of the African race, and imported into this country, and sold and held as slaves.

matter in issue before the court, therefore,

is,

The only

whether the descend-

when they shall be emancipated, or who are
born of parents who had become free before their birth, are citizens
of a State, in the sense in which the word citizen is used in the
ants of such slaves,

And

Constitution of the United States.

this

being the only matter

in dispute on the pleadings, the court must be understood as speak-

ing in this opinion of that class only, that
are the descendants of Africans

is,

of those persons

who were imported

who

into this

country, and sold as slaves.

was altogether unlike that of
The latter, it is true, formed no part of the colonial communities, and never amalgamated with them in social
connections or in government. But although they were uncivil-

The

situation of this population

the Indian race.

ized, they

were yet a

free

and independent people, associated

gether in nations or tribes, and governed by their

own

to-

laws.

Many

of these political communities were situated in territories
which the white race claimed the ultimate right of dominion.
But that claim was acknowledged to be subject to the right of the
Indians to occupy it as long as they thought proper, and neither
to

the English nor colonial Governments claimed or exercised any

dominion over the

tribe or nation

by

whom

it

was occupied, nor

claimed the right to the possession of the territory, until the tribe
or nation consented to cede

it.

These Indian Governments were

;
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regarded and treated as foreign Governments, as
ocean had separated the red

dom

man from

the white

much
;

and

so as if

has constantly been acknowledged, from the time of the

emigration

an

their freefirst

English
present day, by the difGovernments which succeeded each other. Treaties have
been negotiated with them, and their alliance sought for in war
and the people who compose these Indian political communities
have always been treated as foreigners not living under our Govto the

colonies to the

ferent

;

ernment.

It is

true that the course of events has brought the

Indian tribes within the limits of the United States under subjection to the white race

;

and

it

has been found necessary, for their

sake as well as our own, to regard them as in a state of pupilage,

and

to legislate to

a certain extent over them and the territory

But they may, without doubt, like the subjects of
any other foreign Government, be naturalized by the authority of
Congress, and become citizens of a State, and of the United States
and if an individual should leave his nation or tribe, and take up
his abode among the white population, he would be entitled to all
the rights and privileges which would belong to an emigrant from
any other foreign people.
We proceed to examine the case as presented by the pleadings.
The words " people of the United States " and " citizens " are
synonymous terms, and mean the same thing. They both describe
the political body who, according to our republican institutions,
form the sovereignty, and who hold the power and conduct the
Government through their representatives. They are what we
familiarly call the " sovereign people," and every citizen is one
of this people, and a constituent member of this sovereignty.
The question before us is, whether the class of persons described in
the plea in abatement compose a portion of this people, and are con
stituent members of this sovereignty ? "We think they are not, and
that they are not included, and were not intended to be included,
under the word " citizens " in the Constitution, and can therefore
claim none of the rights and privileges which that instrument provides for and secures to citizens of the United States. On the contrary, they were at that time considered as a subordinate and inferior class of beings, who had been subjugated by the dominant race,
and, whether emancipated or not, yet remained subject to their
authority, and had no rights or privileges but such as those who
held the power and the government might choose to grant them.
they occupy.
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not the province of the court to decide upon the justice or

The decision of

injustice, the policy or impolicy, of these laws.

that question belonged to the political or law-making power

those

who formed

The duty

is,

framed, with the best lights
administer

ing when

as

it

it

we

find

it,

have

interpret the instrument they

to

to

and framed the Constitution.

the sovereignty

of the court

;

we can

obtain on the subject, and to

according to

its

true intent

and mean-

was adopted.

we must not confound the rights of
may confer within its own limits, and
as a member of the Union.
It does not

In discussing this question,
citizenship which a State

the rights of citizenship

by any means

follow, because he has all the rights

and privileges

of a citizen of a State, that he must be a citizen of the United
States.

lie

may have

all

the rights and privileges of the citizen

of a State, and yet not be entitled
citizen in

any other

to the rights

and privileges of a

For, previous to the adoption of the

State.

Constitution of the United States, every State had the undoubted

whomsoever it pleased the character of citizen,
and to endow him with all its rights. But this character of course
was confined to the boundaries of the State, and gave him no
rights or privileges in other States beyond those secured to him
by the laws of nations and the comity of States. Nor have the
several States surrendered the power of conferring these rights
and privileges by adopting the Constitution of the United States.
Each State may still confer them upon an alien, or any one it
thinks proper, or upon any class or description of persons
yet
he would not be a citizen in the sense in which that word is used
right to confer on

;

in the Constitution of the United States, nor entitled to sue as

such in one of

its

courts, nor to the privileges

would be

restricted to

The

and immunities of

which he would acquire
the State which gave theni.
The Constitu-

a citizen in the other States.

rights

tion has conferred on Congress the right to establish an uniform

rule of naturalization, and this right is evidently exclusive, and

has always been held by this court to be

so.

Consequently, no

State, since the adoption of the Constitution, can

an

alien invest

him with

citizen of a State

by naturalizing

the rights and privileges secured to a

under the Federal Government, although, so far
was concerned, he would undoubtedly be en-

as the State alone

titled to the rights of

a citizen, and clothed with

all

the rights

and

immunities which the Constitntion and laws of the State attached
to that character.
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very clear, therefore, that no State can, by any act or law

It is

of

own, passed since the adoption of the Constitution,

its

duce a new member into the

political

Constitution of the United States.

It

intro-

community created by the
cannot make him a member

community by making him a member of its own. And
same reason it cannot introduce any person or description

of this
for the

who were

of persons,

not intended to be embraced in this

new

which the Constitution brouglit into existence,
but were intended to be excluded from it.
The question then arises, whether the provisions of the Constipolitical family,

tution, in relation to the personal rights

and privileges

to

which

the citizen of a State should be entitled, embraced the negro Afri-

who might afterward be
made free in any
and to put it in the power of a single State to make him a
of the United States, and endue him with the full rights of

can race,

at that

State

;

citizen

time in this country, or

who had

imported,

then or should afterward be

Does the
Constitution of' the United States act upon him whenever he shall
be made free under the laws of a State, and raised there to the rank
of a citizen, and immediately clothe him with all the privileges of
a citizen in every other State, and in its own courts ?
The court think the aflfirmative of these propositions cannot be
citizenship in every other State without their consent?

And

maintained.

if it

cannot, the plaintiff in error could not be

a citizen of the State of Missouri, within the meaning of the Constitution of the
to

sue in

its

It is true,

sons,

United States, and, consequently, was not entitled

courts.

every person, and every class and description of per-

who were

at the

time of the adoption of the Constitution

recognized as citizens in the several States, became also citizens

new

body but none other it was formed by
them and their posterity, but for no one else. And
the personal rights and privileges guaranteed to citizens of this new
sovereignty were intended to embrace those only who were then
members of the several State communities, or who should afterward by birthright or otherwise become members, according to the
provisions of the Constitution and the principles on which it was

of this

them, and

political

;

;

for

was the union of those who were at that time mem
and separate political communities into one poli
tical family, whose power, for certain specified purposes, was t(,
extend over the whole territory of the United States. And it gave

founded.

It

bers of distinct
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and privileges outside of

did not before possess, and placed
perfect equality with

rights of property

;

it

him
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his State

which he
upon a

in every other State

own citizens as
made him a citizen

to rights of

its

person and

of the United States.

therefore, to determine who were citizens
when the Constitution was adopted. And
in order to do this, we must recur to the governments and institutions of the thirteen colonies, when they separated from Great
Britain and formed new sovereignities, and took their places in

becomes necessary,

It

of the several States

We

the family of independent nations.

must inquire who,

at

that time, were recognized as the people or citizens of a State,

whose rights and liberties had been outraged by the English
Government and who declared their independence, and assumed
the powers of Government to defend their rights by force of
;

arms.
In the opinion of the court, the legislation and histories of the
times, and the language used in the Declaration of Independence,

show, that neither the

class of persons

slaves, nor their descendants,
not,
to

who had been imported

whether they had become

as

free or

were then acknowledged as a part of the people, nor intended

be included in the general words used in that memorable

instrument.
It is diflBcult at this

day

to realize the state of public opinion

which prevailed in the civiland enlightened portions of the world at the time of the

in relation to that unfortunate race,

ized

Declaration of Independence, and

when

the Constitution of the

United States was framed and adopted. But the public history
of every European nation displays it in a manner too plain to be
mistaken.

They had

for

more than a century before been regarded

as

beings of an inferior order, and altogether unfit to associate with the
white race, either in social or political relations and so far inferior,
;

which the white man was bound to reand that the negro might justly and lawfully be reduced

that they had no rights

spect

;

to slavery for his benefit.

He was

bought and

as an ordinary article of merchandise and
profit could

be

and universal

made by

it.

sold,

trafiic,

and treated
whenever a

This opinion was at that time fixed

was
politics, which no
be open to dispute and

in the civilized portion of the white race.

It

regarded as an axiom in morals as well as in

one thought of disputing, or supposed
48

to

;
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meu

in every

acted upon

it

grade and position in society daily and habitually
in their private pursuits, as well as in matters of

public concern, without doubting for a

moment

the correctness of

this opinion.

And

in

no nation was

this

opinion more firmly fixed or more

uniformly acted upon than by the English Government and En-

They not only seized them on the^coast of Africa,
and sold them or held them in slavery for their own use but
they took them as ordinary articles of merchandise to every
country where they could make a profit on them, and were far
more extensively engaged in this commerce, than any other nation
glish people.

;

in the world.

The opinion thus entertained and acted upon in England was
naturally impressed upon the colonies they founded on this side
of the Atlantic.
And, accordingly, a negro of the African race
was regarded by them as an article of property, and held, and
bought and sold as such, in every one of the thirteen colonies
which united in the Declaration of Independence, and afterward
formed the Constitution of the United States. The slaves were
more or less numerous in the difierent colonies, as slave labor was
found more or less profitable. But no one seems to have doubted
the correctness of the prevailing opinion of the time.

The

legislation of the difierent colonies furnishes positive

indisputable proof of this

and

fact.

would be tedious, in this opinion, to enumerate the various
laws they passed upon this subject. It will be suftlcient, as a
sample of the legislation which then generally prevailed throughout the British colonies, to give the laws of two of them one
It

;

being

still

a large slaveholding State, and the other the

first

State

in which slavery ceased to exist.

The province of Maryland,
law declaring "that

any

if

any white woman, or

if

in 1717, (chap, xiii,

free

s. 5,)

passed a

negro or mulatto intermarry with

any white man shall intermarry with any

negro or mulatto woman, such negro or mulatto shall become a
slave during
for

life,

excepting mulattoes born of white

women, who,

such intermarriage, shall only become servants for seven

years, to be disposed of as the justices of the county court,

such marriage so happens, shall think

fit

;

to be applied

where

by tliem

toward the support of a public school within the said county.

And

any white

man

or white

woman who

shall intermarry as
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any negro or mulatto, such white man or white
become servants during the term of seven years,
be disposed of by the justices as aforesaid, and be

aforesaid, with

woman
and

shall

shall

applied to the uses aforesaid."

The other

colonial law to

which we

chusetts in 1705, (chap, vi.)

was passed by Massa-

refer

It is entitled

"An

preventing of a spurious and mixed issue,"

presume

that "if any negro or mulatto shall

act for the better

and

etc.;

to

it

provides,

smite or strike

any person of the English or other Christian nation, such negro
or mulatto shall be severely whipped, at the discretion of the justices before

whom

the offender shall be convicted."

And "that none of her Majesty's English or Scottish subjects,
nor of any other Christian nation, within this province, shall connor shall any pertract matrimony with any negro or mulatto
;

son, duly authorized to solemnize marriage,

presume

such in marriage, on pain of forfeiting the

sum

one moiety thereof
the
or

to

this province,

that shall inform

and sue

;

and the other moiety to him
same in any of her Ma-

for the

courts of record within the province,

jesty's

any
pounds

to join

fifty

her Majesty, for and toward the support of

Government within

them

of

by

bill, plaint,

or

information."

We

give both of these laws in the words used by the respective

legislative bodies, because the

language in which they are framed,

as well as the provisions contained in them, show, too plainly to

be misunderstood, the degraded condition of

They were
faithful

of

still

index

whom

in force

when

to the state

this

unhappy

race.

the Revolution began, and are a

of feeling toward the class of persons

they speak, and of the position they occupied through-

out the thirteen colonies, in the eyes and thoughts of the

men who

framed the Declaration of Independence and established the State
Constitutions and Governments. They show that a perpetual and
impassable barrier was intended

to

be erected between the wliite

race and the one which they had reduced to slavery, and governed
as subjects with absolute

and despotic power, and which they then

looked upon as so far below them in the scale of created beings,

and negroes or mulatunnatural and immoral, and punished

that intermarriages between white persons
toes

were regarded as

who joined

as crimes, not only in the parties, but in the person

them

in

marriage.

made between

And no

distinction

the free negro or mulatto

in

this

respect

and the

slave,

was
but

:
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was

stigma, of the deepest degradation,

this

whole

We

fixed

upon the

race.
refer to these historical facts for the

purpose of showing the

upon which
necessary to do

fixed opinions concerning that race,

the statesmen of

this, in order to
day spoke and acted. It is
determine whether the general terms used in the Constitution of
the United States, as to the rights of man and the rights of the
people, was intended to include them, or to give to them or their

that

posterity the benefit of

The language of

any of

provisions.

its

the Declaration of Independence is equally

conclusive

begins by declaring " that

It

events

becomes necessary

it

for

when

in the course of

one people

human

to dissolve the political

bands which have connected them with another, and to assume
among the powers of the earth the separate and equal station to

which the laws of nature and. nature's God
respect for the opinions of

entitle

them, a decent

mankind requires that they should
them to the separation."

declare the causes which impel
It

dent

then proceeds to say
:

that all

men

:

"

We

hold these truths to be self-evi-

are created equal

;

that they are

their Creator with certain unalienable rights

that

endowed by

among them

and the pursuit of happiness that to secure these
Governments are instituted, deriving their just powers

is life, liberty,

rights.

;

;

from the consent of the governed."

The general words above quoted would seem to embrace the
whole human family, and if they were used in a similar instrument at this day would be so understood. But it is too clear for
dispute, that the enslaved African race

were not intended

included, and formed no part of the people

adopted

this declaration

;

for if the

to

be

who framed and

language, as understood in

would embrace them, the conduct of the distinguished
men who framed the Declaration of Independence would have
been utterly and flagrantly inconsistent with the principles they
asserted
and instead of the sympathy of mankind, to which they

that day,

;

BO confidently appealed, they

would have deserved and received

universal rebuke and reprobation.
declaration were great men —high
—
high
in
their sense of honor, and incain literary acquirements

Yet the men who framed

this

pable of asserting principles inconsistent with those on which they

were acting.

They

perfectly understood the

meaning

of the Ian*
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guage they used, and how it would be understood by others and
they knew that it would not in any part of the civilized world be
supposed to embrace the negro race, which by common consent,
had been excluded from civilized Governments and the family of
nations, and doomed to slavery. They spoke and acted according
;

and

to the then established doctrines

principles,

and

in the ordi-

nary language of the day, and no one misunderstood them. The
unhappy black race were separated from the white by indelible
marks, and laws long before established, and were never thought

when

of or spoken of except as property, and

owner or the

the claims of the

trader were supposed to need pro-

profit of the

tection.

This state of public opinion had undergone no change when the
Constitution was adopted, as

is

equally evident from

provi-

its

sions and language.

The

brief preamble sets forth

by

whom

it

was formed,

purposes, and for whose benefit and protection.
it is

formed by the people of the United States

those

who were members

the several States
the

;

and

;

It

that

for

what

declares that
is to

say,

by

of the difierent political communities in

its

great object

is

blessings of liberty to themselves

declared to be to secure

and

their

posterity.

It

speaks in general terms of the people of the United States, and of

when

citizens of the several States,

it is

providing for the exercise

of the powers granted or the privileges secured to the citizen.

It

does not define what description of persons are intended to be in-

who

cluded under these terms, or

and one of the people.

shall

them

It uses

be regarded as a citizen

as terms so well understood,

was necessary.
But there are two clauses in the Constitution which point directly and specifically to the negro race as a separate class of persons, and show clearly that they were not regarded as a portion
of the people or citizens of the Government then formed.
that no further description or definition

One

of these clauses reserves to each of the thirteen States the

right to import slaves until the year 1S08, if

And

the importation

which

it

of persons of the race of which
slaves in the United States

And

it

thinks proper.

thus sanctions was unquestionably

we

are speaking, as the

had always been confined

traffic in

to

by the other provision the States pledge themselves

them.

to

each

other to maintain the right of property of the master, by deliver-

ing up to him any slave

who may have

escaped from his service,
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touiul within

and be

directly sanctioned

this property is

by the people who

vears

By

respective territories.

their

above-mentioned clause, therefore, the right

to

the

first

purchase and hold

and authorized

framed the Constitution.

for

twenty

And

by the

second, they pledge themselves to maintain and uphold the right
of the master in the

they then

manner

specified, as long as the

formed should endure.

And

these

Government

two provisions

show, conclusively, that neither the description of persons therein
referred to, nor their descendants,

of the

provisions

other

were embraced in any of the

Constitution;

clauses were not intended to confer on

certainly

for

them or

these

two

their posterity

the blessings of liberty, or any of the personal rights so carefully

provided for the

No

citizen.

one of that race had ever migrated to the United States vol-

of them had been brought here as articles of merThe number that had been emancipated at that time
were but few in comparison with those held in slavery and they
wx're identified in the public mind with the race to which they be-

untarily

;

all

chandise.

;

longed, and regarded as a part of the slave population rather than
the free.

It is

obvious that they were not even in the minds of

when they were

the framers of the Constitution
rights

and privileges upon the

conferring special

citizens of a State in every other

part of the Union.

Indeed,

when we

look to the condition of this race in the sev-

eral States at the time,

it is

impossible to believe that these rights

and privileges were intended
It is

to

be extended

to

them.

very true, that in that portion of the Union where the labor

of the negro race

was found

to

be unsuited to the climate and un-

few slaves were held at the time of
the Declaration of Independence; and when the Constitution was
adopted, it had entirely worn out in one of them, and measures

profitable to the master, but

had been taken for its gradual abolition in several others. But
this change had not been produced by any change of opinion in
relation to this race but because it was discovered, from experience, that slave labor was unsuited to the climate and productions
;

of these States

:

for

some

nearly ceased to exist,

of the States, where it had ceased or
were actively engaged in the slave trade,

procuring cargoes on the coast of Africa, and transporting them
for sale to those parts of the
to

Union where

their labor

was found

be profitable, and suited to the climate and productions.

And

;
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was openly carried on, and fortunes accumulated
without reproach from the people of the States where

traffic
it,

And

they resided.

it

can hardly be supposed that, in the States

—

was then countenanced in its worst form that is,
the people could have regarded
the seizure and transportation

where
in
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it

—

those

who were emancipated

as entitled

to

equal rights with

themselves.

And we may

here

again refer, in support of this proposi-

and unequivocal language of the laws of the sevsome passed after the Declaration of Independence

tion, to the plain

eral States,

and before the Constitution was adopted, and some since the Government went into operation.
We need not refer, on this point, particularly to the laws of the
present slaveholding States.

Their statute books are

full

of pro-

same spirit with the Maryland law which we have before quoted. They have continued to
treat them as an inferior class, and to subject them to strict police
regulations, drawing a broad line of distinction between the citizen and the slave races, and legislating in relation to them upon
the same principle which prevailed at the time of the Declaration
visions in relation to this class, in the

of Independence.

As

relates to these States,

it is

too plain for ar-

gument, that they have never been regarded as a part of the people or citizens of the State, nor supposed to possess any political
rights

which the dominant race might not withhold or grant at
And as long ago as 1822, the Court of Appeals

their pleasure.

Kentucky decided that free negroes and mulattoes were not citizens within the meaning of the Constitution of the United States
and the correctness of this decision is recognized, and the same
of

doctrine affirmed, in 1 Meig's Tenn. Reports, 331.

And

if

had worn
find the

we

turn to the legislation of the States where slavery

out, or

measures taken

same opinions and

for its

speedy abolition, we shall

principles equally fixed

and equally

acted upon.

Thus, Massachusetts, in 1786, passed a law similar to the coloone of which we have spoken. The law of 1786, like the law

nial

of 1705, forbids the marriage of any white person with any negro,
Indian, or mulatto, and inflicts a penalty of

one who shall join them in marriage

;

fifty

pounds upon any

and declares

all

such mar-

riages absolutely null and void, and degrades thus the
issue of the marriage by fixing

upon

it

unhappy

the stain of bastardy.

:
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And

mark

was renewed and again impressed
and deliberate preparation of their
This code forbids any person
revised code, published in 1836.
from joining in marriage any white person with any Indian,
this

upon the

of degradation

race, in the careful

negro, or mulatto, and subjects the party

shall offend in this

imprisonment, not exceeding six months in the com-

respect, to

mon jail,

who

or to hard labor, and to a fine of not less tlian

nor

fifty

and like the law of 1786, it deIt will be
clares the marriage to be absolutely null and void.
seen that the punishment is increased by the code upon the per

more than two hundred

son

who

shall

dollars

;

marry them, by adding imprisonment

to a pecuni-

ary penalty.

We

more particularly to the legwas not only among the first to
put an end to slavery within its own territory, but was the first to
The law
fix a mark of reprobation upon the African slave trade.
nine
months
about
last mentioned was passed in October, 1788,
So, too, in Connecticut,

islation of this State, because

after the State

had

ratified

of the Unitied States

;

refer

it

and adopted the present Constitution

and by that law

it

prohibited

its

own

citi-

zens, under severe penalties, from engaging in the trade, and de-

clared

all policies

of insurance on the vessel or cargo

State to be null and void.

the Constitution, there

is

But up

made

in the

to the time of the adoption of

nothing in the legislation of the State in-

dicating any change of opinion as to the relative rights and position of the white

that

it

meant

citizens.

And

holding States

and black races in

to place the latter,

this country, or indicating

when

free,

upon a

level with its

certainly nothing which would have led the slaveto

suppose that Connecticut designed to claim

for

them, under the new Constitution, the equal rights and privileges

and rank of citizens in every other State.
The first step taken by Connecticut upon this subject was as
cufly as 1774, when it passed an act forbidding the further importation of slaves into the State.

prohibition

"

And

is

But the section containing the

introduced by the following preamble

whereas the increase of slaves in this State

to the poor,

is

injurious

and inconvenient."

This recital would appear to have been carefully introduced, in
order to prevent any misunderstanding of the motive which in-

duced the Legislature

to pass the law,

and places

it

distinctly

the interest and convenience of the white population

upon

—excluding

:
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might have been intended in any degree

for

the benefit of the other.

And

by which the issue of

in the act of 1784,

after the

slaves,

born

time therein mentioned, were to be free at a certain age,

the section

is

again introduced by a preamble assigning a similar

motive for the

act.

these words

It is in

" Whereas sound policy requires that the abolition of slavery

should be effected as soon as
individuals,

and the public

may

be consistent with the rights of

and welfare "

—

showing that the
was to be protected, and that the
and to prevent the injury and incon-

safety

right of property in the master

measure was one of policy,

venience, to the whites, of a slave population in the State.

And
same

still

further pursuing

legislation,

its

we

find that in the

which prohibited the further importhe State, there is also a provision by which

statute passed in 1774,

tation of slaves into

any negro, Indian, or mulatto servant, who was found wandering
out of the town or place to which he belonged, without a written

was made

by
any one, and taken before the next authority to be examined and
delivered up to his master who was required to pay the charge
which had accrued thereby. And a subsequent section of the
same law provides, that if any free negro shall travel without
such pass, and shall be stopped, seized, or taken up, he shall pay
pass such as

is

therein described,

liable to be seized

—

all

charges arising thereby.

when

And

law was in

this

full

operation

was adopted, and was
and
mulattoes were associated with servants and slaves in the police
the Constitution of the United States

not repealed

till

1797.

So

that

up

to that time free negroes

regulations established by the laws of the State.

And
made

it

again, in 1833, Connecticut passed another law, which

penal to set up or establish any school in that State for

the instruction of persons of the African race not inhabitants of
the State, or to instruct or teach in any such school or institution,
or board or harbor for that purpose, any such person, without the

previous consent in writing of the civil authority of the town in

which such school or institution might be.
And it appears by the case of Crandall v. the State, reported in
10 Conn. Rep., 340, that upon an information filed against Prudence Crandall for a violation of

this

raised in the defense was, that the law

Constitution of the United States

;

and

law, one

was a

of the points

violation of the

that the persons instructed,
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although of the African race, were citizens of other States, and
therefore entitled to the rights and privileges of citizens in the

But Chief Justice Dagget, before whom
the case was tried, held, that persons of that description were not
citizens of a State, within the meaning of the word citizen in the
Constitution of the United States, and were not therefore entiState of Connecticut.

tled to the privileges

and immunities of

citizens in other States.

Supreme Court of Errors of the
the
question
fully
argued
there.
But the case went
State, and
off upon another point, and no opinion was expressed on this
The case was

up

carried

to the

question.

We
and

have made

this particular

tility it

may

from the early hos-

displayed to the slave trade on the coast of Africa,

we

expect to find the laws of that State as lenient and favorable

to the subject race as those of
if

examination into the legislative

judicial action of Connecticut, because,

we

any other State in the Union and
was adopted, they
;

find that at the time the Constitution

were not even there raised to the rank of citizens, but were still
held and treated as property, and the laws relating to them passed
with reference altogether to the interest and convenience of the
white race,

we

any where

else.

A

shall hardly find

them elevated

brief notice of the laws of

two other

to

a higher rank

States,

and we shall

pass on to other considerations.

By

the laws of

New

Hampshire, collected and

finally passed in

1815, no one was permitted to be enrolled in the militia of the
State but free white citizens

;

and the same provision

a subsequent collection of the laws,
could more strongly
race.

The

alien

is

mark

in

is

1855.

found in

Nothing

the entire repudiation of the African

excluded, because, being born in a foreign

country, he can not be a
naturalized.

made

member

of the

But why are the African

community
race,

until he is

born in the State,

not permitted to share in one of the highest duties of a citizen

?

The answer is obvious he is not, by the institutions and laws of
He forms no part of the
the State, numbered among its people.
sovereignty of the State, and is not therefore called on to uphold
and defend it.
Again, in 182S, Rhode Island, in its revised code, passed a
;

law forbidding persons who were authorized to join persons in
marriage, from joining in marriasfe any white person with any
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negro, Indiau, or mulatto, under the penalty of two hundred dol-

and declaring all such marriages absolutely null and void
and the same law was again re-enacted in its revised code of 1844.

lars,

So

;

that,

down

last-mentioned period, the strongest

to the

mark

of

and degradation was fastened upon the Atrican race in

inferiority

that State.
It

would be impossible

enumerate and compress in the space

to

usually allotted to an opinion of a court, the various laws, mark-

which were passed from time to
the Revolution, and before and since the adoption of

ing the condition of
time after

this race,

In addition to those

the Constitution of the United States.

ready referred

to, it is

sufficient to

al-

say, that Chancellor Kent,

whose accuracy and research no one will question, states in the
Commentaries (published in 1846, 2 vols.,

sixth edition of his

258, note

5,)

that in

no part of the country except Maine, did the

African race, in point of

fact,

participate equally with the whites

in the exercise of civil and political rights.

manner not
and subject condition of that race at
the time the Constitution was adopted, and long afterward,
throughout the thirteen States by which that instrument was
framed and it is hardly consistent with the respect due to these
The

legislation of the States therefore shows, in a

to be mistaken, the inferior

;

States, to

suppose that they regarded at that time, as fellow

zens and

members

of the sovereignty, a class of beings

they had thus stigmatized

;

whom,

as

we

citi-

whom

are bound, out of respect

assume they had deemed it just and
stigmatize, and upon whom they had impressed

to the State sovereignties, to

necessary thus to

such deep and enduring marks of inferiority and degradation
that

when they met

in convention to

;

or

form the Constitution, they

looked upon them as a portion of their constituents, or designed
to include

them

in the provisions so carefully inserted for the se-

curity and protection of the liberties and rights of their citizens.
It

cannot be supposed that they intended

and privileges, and rank, in the new

them rights,
body throughout

to secure to

political

the Union, wliich every one of tlicm denied witliin the limits of
its

own dominion.

More

especially,

it

can not be believed that

them as included in the
to a Constitution which
have
consented
would
word
might compel them to receive them in that character from anFor if they were so received, and entitled to the
other State.
the large slaveholding States regarded
citizens, or

;
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privileges

and immunities

to citizens, it

would exempt them from

the operation of the special laws and from the police regulations

which they considered

would give
citizens in

to

to

own

be necessary for their

persons of the negro race,

who were

any one State of the Union, the right

safety.

It

recognized as
to enter

every

other State whenever they pleased, singly or in companies, with-

out pass or passport, and without obstruction, to sojourn there as

long as they pleased,

to

go where they pleased

every hour of

at

some

the day or night without molestation, unless they committed
violation of law for which a white
it

would give them the

full liberty

man would

be punished

;

and

of speech in public and in pri-

own

might speak
and to keep and
And all of this would be done
carry arms wherever they went.
in the face of the subject race of the same color, both free and
slaves, and inevitably producing discontent and insubordination
among them, and endangering the peace and safety of the State.
vate upon

all subjects

to hold public

It is

upon which

its

meetings upon political

impossible,

it

would seem,

the slaveholding States,

who

citizens

affairs,

to believe that the great

men

of

took so large a share in framing the

Constitution of the United States, and exercised so

much

iufluenco

adoption, could have been so forgetful or regard-

in procuring

its

less of their

own

safety

and the

safety of those

who

trusted

and

confided in them.
Besides, this want of foresight and care would have been utterly
inconsistent with the caution displayed in providing for the ad-

mission of

new members

into this political family.

For,

they gave to the citizens of each State the privileges and
nities of citizens in the several States, they at the

when
immu-

same time took

from the several States the power of naturalization, and confined
that

power exclusively to the Federal Government.

willing to permit another State to determine

not be admitted as one of

its

citizens,

equal rights and privileges with their

own

territories.

The

who

and

own

right of naturalization

No

State

was

should or should

entitled to

demand

people, within their

was

therefore, with

one accord, surrendered by the States, and confided to the Fed-

Government. And this power granted to Congress to estaban uniform rule of naturalization is, by the well understood
meaning of the word, confined to persons born in a foreign
eral

lish

country, under a foreign Government.
to the

It is

not a power to raise

rank of a citizen any one born in the United States, who,
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by the laws of the country, belongs to an
and subordinate class. And when we find the States
guarding themselves from the indiscreet or improper admission
by other States of emigrants from other countries, by giving the

from

birth or parentage,

inferior

power exclusively

to

could never have

power

—that

is,

the

class of persons,

gerous

to the

Congress,

we can not fail to see that they
much more important

with the States a

left

power of transforming into citizens a numerous
in that character would be much more dan-

who

peace and safety of a large portion of the Union, than

the few foreigners one of the States might improperly naturalize

The Constitution upon its adoption obviously took from the
power by any subsequent legislation to introduce as a

States all

citizen into the political family of the

United States any one, no

matter where he was born, or what might be his character or
condition

;

and

it

gave

character upon those only

since the Constitution

A

its

Congress the power

who were born

And

of the United States.

ship outside of

to

no law of a

to

confer

outside of the dominions
State, therefore, passed

was adopted, can give any right of

own

this

citizen-

territory.

clause similar to the one in the Constitution, in relation to

the rights and immunities of citizens of one State in the other
States,
is

was contained

in the articles of Confederation.

a diflerence of language, which

is

vision in the Articles of Confederation

worthy of note.
was " that the free inhab-

itants of each of the States, paupers, vagabonds,

from

justice, excepted, should

But there
The pro-

be entitled to

all

and fugitives

the privileges

and

immunities of free citizens in the several States."
It will

be observed, that under this Confederation, each State

had the right to decide for itself, and in its own tribunals, whom it
would acknowledge as a free inhabitant of another State. The
term free inhabitant^ in the generality of its terms, would certainly include

one of the African race who had been manumitted.

But no example, we

think, can be found of his admission to all

the privileges of citizenship in
articles

any State of the Union

were formed, and while they continued in

after these

force.

And,

notwithstanding the generality of the words " free inhabitants,"
it is

very clear that, according to their accepted meaning in that

day, they did not include the African race, whether free or not:
for the fifth

section of the ninth article provides that Congress

should have the power "to agree upon the number of land forces

be

to
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raised,

and

to

make

requisitions from each

State

for

quota in proportion to the number of white inhabitants in
such State, which requisition should be binding."

its

AVords could hardly have been used which more strongly mark
the line of distinction between the citizen and the subject; the
free

its

moment

numbers

were not even counted
embodied in propor-

And

for the general defense.

it

can not for

be supposed, that a class of persons thus separated and

rejected from those

were yet intended

to

who formed

the sovereignty of the States,

be included under the words "free inhabi-

tants," in the preceding article, to
ties

latter

the inhabitants of a State were to be

tion to

a

The

and the subjugated races.

when

were so carefully secured

whom

privileges

and immuni-

in every State.

But although this clause of the articles of Confederation is the
same in principle with that inserted in the Constitution, yet the
comprehensive word inhabitant^ which might be construed to
include an emancipated slave,

is

confined to citi2ens of the State.

omitted

And

would hardly have been made, unless a
intended to

;

and the privilege

this alteration in

diflerent

is

words

meaning was
The just

be conveyed, or a possible doubt removed.

and fair inference is, that as this privilege was about to be placed
under the protection of the General Government, and the words
expounded by its tribunals, and all power in relation to it taken
from the State and its courts, it was deemed prudent to describe
with precision and caution the persons to whom this high priviand the word citizeii was on that account sublege was given
Btituted for the words free inhabitant. The word citizen excluded,
and no doubt intended to exclude, foreigners who had not become
citizens of some one of the States when the Constitution was
adopted and also every description of persons who were not
This, upon
fully recognized as citizens in the several States.
any ftiir construction of the instruments to which wo have
referred, was evidently the object and purpose of this change of

—

;

words.

mass of proof we have still to add, that Congress
has repeatedly legislated upon the same construction of the ConThree laws, two of which were
stitution that we have given.
passed almost immediately after the Government went into operaThe two first
tion, will be abundantly sufiBcient to show this.

To

all this

are particularly worthy of notice, because

many

of the

men who
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adoption, were then in the halls of legislation, and

certainly understood

what they meant when they used the words

"people of the United States" and "citizen" in that well-considered instrument.

The

first

of these acts

is

the naturalization law, which

passed at the second session of the

first

and confines the right of becoming
white

was

Congress, March 26, 1790,

"^0 aliens heing free

citizens

persons.''''

Now,

power of Congress in
this respect to white persons. And they may, if they think proper,
authorize the naturalization of any one of any color, who was
born under allegiance to another Government. But the language
of the law above quoted, shows that citizenship at that time was
perfectly understood to be confined to the white race
and that
they alone constituted the sovereignty in the Government.
Congress might, as we before said, have authorized the naturalization of Indians, because they were aliens and foreigners. But, in
their then untutored and savage state, no one would have thought
of admitting them as citizens in a civilized community.
And,
moreover, the atrocities they had but recently committed, when
they were the allies of Great Britain in the Revolutionary war,
the Constitution does not limit the

;

were yet fresh
States,

in the recollection of the people of the United
and they were even then guarding themselves against the

threatened renewal of Indian hostilities.

No

one supposed then

any Indian would ask for, or was capable of enjoying the
privileges of an American citizen, and the word white was not
used with any particular reference to them.
Neither was it used with any reference to the African race imported into or born in this country
because Congress had no
power to naturalize them, and therefore there was no necessity for
using particular words to exclude them.
It would seem to have been used merely because it followed ou
the line of division which the Constitution has drawn between the
citizen race, who formed and held the Government, and the African race, which they held in subjection and slavery, and governed
that

;

at their

own

pleasure.

Another of the early laws of which we have spoken, is the first
militia law, which was passed in 1792, at the first session of the
second Congress. The language of this law is equally plain and
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significant with the one just mentioned.

" free able-bodied white male

It directs

that every

citizen " shall be enrollod in the

The word w?iite is evidently used to exclude the African
and the word " citizen " to exclude unnaturalized foreigners
the latter forming no part of the sovereignty, owing it no allegiance, and therefore under no obligation to defend it. The African
militia.

race,

;

race, however, born in the country, did

owe

ernment, whether they were slaves or free

allegiance to the Gov;

but

it

is

repudiated,

and rejected from the duties and obligations of citizenship in
marked language.
The third act to which we have alluded is even still more decisive
it was passed as late as 1813, (2 Stat., 809,) and it pro" that from and after the termination of the war in which
vides
the United States are now engaged with Great Britain, it shall
not be lawful to employ, on board of any public or private vessels
of the United States, any person or persons except citizens of the
United States, or persons of color, natives of the United States."
Here the line of distinction is drawn in express words. Per;

:

sons of color, in the judgment of Congress, were not included in
the

word

and they are described as another and difierent
to be employed, if born in the

citizens,

and authorized

class of persons,

United States.

And

even as

late as 1820, (chap, civ, sec, 8,) in the charter to

the city of "Washington, the corporation

is

authorized " to restrain

and prohibit the nightly and other disorderly meetings of slaves,
and mulattoes," thus associating them together in
and after prescribing the punishment that may be
its legislation
" And to
inflicted on the slaves, proceeds in the following words

free negroes,

;

:

punish such

free

twenty dollars

negroes and mulattoes by penalties not exceeding

for

any one offense

;

and in case of the

inability

of any such free negro or mulatto to pay any such penalty and
cost thereon, to cause

him

or her to be confined to labor for any

time not exceeding six calendar months."
part of the

same

prescribe the terms and conditions

mulattoes

may

And

in a subsequent

section, the act authorizes the corporation " to

upon which

free negroes

and

reside in the city."

This law, like the laws of the States, shows that this class of
persons were governed by special legislation directed expressly to

them, and always connected with provisions for the government
of slaves, and not with those for the government of free white citi-
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such au imiform course of legislation as

after

we

by the colonics, by the States, and by Congress, running through a period of more than a century, it would seem that
to call persons thus marked and stigmatized, "citizens" of the
United States, " fellow-citizens," a constituent part of the sover-

would be an abuse of terms, and not calculated to exalt
American citizen in the eyes of other nations.
The conduct of the Executive Department of the Government

eignty,

the character of an

has been in perfect harmony upon this subject with this course of

The question was brought officially before the late
William Wirt, when he was Attorney General of the United
States, in 1821, and he decided that the words " citizens of the
United States " were used in the acts of Congress in the same
legislation.

sense as in the Constitution

;

and that

were

free persons of color

not citizens, within the meaning of the Constitution and laws
this opinion has

been confirmed by that of the

late

;

and

Attorney

General, Caleb Gushing, in a recent case, and acted upon by the
Secretary of State,

who

refused to grant passports to them as

" citizens of the United States."

But

it is

said that a person

may

be a citizen, and entitled to

character, although he does not possess all the rights

belong

to other citizens

hold particular

offices

;

;

as, for

which

lliat

may

example, the right to vote, or to

and that

yet,

when he goes

into another

entitled to be recognized there as a citizen, although

State, he

is

the State

may measure

his rights

by the rights which

it

allows to

persons of a like character or class resident in the State, and refuse
to

him

the

full

rights of citizenship.

This argument overlooks the language of the provision in the
Constitution of which

we

Undoubtedly, a person

are speaking.

may

be a

citizen, that is,

a

member of

community who form the sovereignty, although he exercises
no share of the political power, and is incapacitated from holding
particular office.
Women and minors, who form a part of the
political family, can not vote; and when a property qualification
the

is

required to vote or hold a particular

office,

those

the necessary qualification can not vote or hold the

who have not
office,

yet they

are citizens.
So, too, a person
State,

who

is

may

be entitled to vote by the law of the

not a citizen even of the State

of the States of the
49

itself.

And

in

some

Union foreigners not naturalized are allowed
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And

to vote.

may give the right to
make them citizens

the State

mulattoes, but that does not

of the United States.

still less

And

free negroes

of the State,

and
and

the provision in the Consti-

tution giving privileges and immunities in other States, does not

apply to them.
Neither does

apply to a person who, being the citizen of a

it

For then he becomes subject
which he lives, and he is no longer a
And the State in
citizen of the State from which he removed.
determine
his status
unquestionably,
then,
may
he
resides
which
persons
who are
or condition, and place him among the class of
not recognized as citizens, but belong to an inferior and subject
State, migrates to

another State.

to the laws of the State in

race

by

;

its

and may deny him the privileges and immunities enjoyed
citizens.

But so

far as

mere

vision in question

is

rights of persons are concerned, the pro-

confined to citizens of a State

porarily in another State without taking

them no

It gives

up

who

are tem-

their residence there.

political rights in the State, as to voting or hold-

For a citizen of one State has
government of another. But if he
ranks as a citizen in the State to which he belongs, within the
meaning of the Constitution of the United States, then, whenever
he goes into another State, the Constitution clothes him, as to the
rights of person, with all the privileges and immunities which
ing

office,

no right

belong

or in any other respect.
the

to participate in

to citizens of the State.

And

if

persons of the African

race are citizens of a State, and of the United States, they would

and immunities in every State,
them
for they would hold these
and the State could not restrict
privileges and immunities under the paramount authority of the
Federal Government, and its courts would be bound to maintain
and enforce them, the Constitution and laws of the State to the

be entitled

to all these

privileges

;

And

contrary notwithstanding.
strict

if

the States could limit or re-

them, or place the party in an inferior grade,

this clause of

the Constitution would be unmeaning, and could have no operation

;

State.

and would give no rights to the citizen when in another
He would have none but what the State itself chose to

allow him.

This

is

evidently not the construction or

the chuise in question.

It

the State can not withhold them.
acter

and would lead

to

meaning of

guaranties rights, to the citizen, and

And

these rights are of a char-

consequences which

make

it

absolutely
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were not included under the name
and were not in the contemplation of the
framers of the Constitution when these privileges and immunities
were provided for the protection of the citizen in other States.
The case of Legrand v. Darnall (2 Peters, QQt^) has been referred to for the purpose of showing that this court has decided
certain that the African race

of citizens of a State,

that the descendant of a slave

the United States

;

may

but the case

sue as a citizen in a court of

itself

shows that the question did

not arise and could not have arisen in the case.
It appears from the report, that Darnell was born in Maryland,

and was the son of a white man by one of
father executed certain instruments to
to

him some landed property

his slaves,

and

his

manumit him, and devised
This property Darnall

in the State.

afterward sold to Legrand, the appellant,

who gave

his notes for

But becoming afterward apprehensive that

the purchase-money.

the appellee had not been emancipated according to the laws of

Maryland, he refused
satisfied as to

to

pay the notes

DarnelFs right

time, had taken

up

until he could be better

to convey.

Darnall, in the

mean

and brought
the Circuit Court

his residence in Pennsylvania,

and recovered judgment in
for the district of Maryland.
The whole proceeding, as appears by the report, was an amicable
one; Legrand being perfectly willing to pay the money, if he
could obtain a title, and Darnall not wishing him to pay unless
he could make him a good one. In point of fact, the whole pro-

suit

on the

notes,

ceeding was under the direction of the counsel
case for the appellee,

who was

who argued

the

the mutual friend of the parties,

by both of them, and whose only object was to
have the rights of both parties established by judicial decision in
the most speedy and least expensive manner.
Legrand, therefore, raised no objection to the jurisdiction of the
court in the suit at law, because he was himself anxious to obtain
and confided

the

in

judgment of the court upon

his

title.

Consequently, there

was nothing in the record before the court to show that Darnall
was of African descent, and the usual judgment and award of
And Legrand thereupon filed his bill on
execution was entered.
the equity side of the Circuit Court, stating that Darnall was born
a slave, and had not been legally emancipated, and could not
therefore take the land devised to him, nor make Legrand a good
title

;

and praying an injunction

to restrain

Darnall from proceed-
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wliicli was granted.
Darnall
answer that he was a free man, and
capable of conveying a good title. Testimony was taken on
this point, and at the hearing the Circuit Court was of opinion
that Darnall was a free man and his title good, and dissolved the
injunction and dismissed the bill and that decree was affirmed

ing

to

execution on the judgment,

answered, averring

in

his

;

upon the appeal of Legrand.
Now, it is difficult to imagine how any question about the

here,

citizenship of Darnall, or his right to sue in that character, can

be supposed

to

have risen or been decided in that

that he was of African descent

was

first

case.

The

fact

brought before the court

upon the bill in equity. The suit at law had then passed into
judgment and award of execution, and the Circuit Court, as a
It was a valid
court of law, had no longer any authority over it.
and legal judgment, which tlie court that rendered it had not the
power to reverse or set aside. And unless it had jurisdiction as
a court of equit}'^ to restrain him from using its process as a court
of law, Darnall, if he thought proper, would have been at liberty
to proceed on his judgment, and compel the payment of the
money, although the allegations in the bill were true, and he was
incapable of making a title. No other court could have enjoined
him,

for certainly

no State equity court could interfere

in that

way

with the judgment of a Circuit Court of the United States.

But the Circuit Court as a court of equity certainly had equity
its own judgment as a court of law, without
regard to the character of the parties and had not only the right,
but it was its duty no matter who were the parties in the judgment to prevent them from proceeding to enforce it by execution, if the court was satisfied that the money was not justly and
The ability of Darnall to convey did not depend
equitably due.
upon his citizenship, but upon his title to freedon. And if he
was free, he could hold and convey property, by the laws of Maryland, although he was not a citizen.
But if he was by law still
a slave, he could not. It was therefore the duty of the court,
sitting as a court of equity in the latter case, to prevent him from
using its process, as a court of common law, to compel the payment of the purchase-money, when it was evident that the purBut if he was free and could make a
chaser must lose the land.
title, it was equally the duty of the court not to suffer Legrand to
keep the land, and refuse the payment of the money, upon the
jurisdiction over

;

—

—
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ground that Darnall was incapable of suing or being sued as a
The character or citizencitizen in a court of the United States.
ship of the parties had no connection with the question of jurisdiction, and the matter in dispute had no relation to the citizenship of Darnall.

Nor

is

such a question alluded to in the opinion

of the Court.

Beside,

many

not

we

means prepared

are by no

cases, civil

Court of the United States

one of the African race
before the court.
is,

to say that there are

as well as criminal, in

may

a party

is

which a Circuit

exercise jurisdiction, although
;

that broad question

The question with which we

are

now

is

not

dealing

whether a person of the African race can be a citizen of the

United

States,

and become thereby

entitled

to a special privi-

by virtue of his title to that character, and which, under the
It is manifest that
Constitution, no one but a citizen can claim.
the case of Legrand and Darnall has no bearing on that question,

lege,

and can have no application

to the case

now

before the court.

This case, however, strikingly illustrates the consequences that

would follow the construction of the Constitution which would
give the power contended for to a State.
It would in effect give
For if the father of young Darnall had
it also to an individual.
manumitted him in his lifetime, and sent him to reside in a State
which recognized him as a citizen, he might have visited and
sojourned in Maryland

when he

and as long as he

pleased,

pleased, as a citizen of the United States; and the State officers

and tribunals would be compelled, by the paramount authorit}^ of
the Constitution, to receive him and treat him as one of its citizens,

exempt from the laws and

police of the State in relation to

a person of that description, and allow

him

to enjoy all the rights

and privileges of citizenship without respect
land, although such laws were
to its

own

deemed by

it

to the

laws of Mary-

absolutely essential

safety.

The only two provisions which point to them and inchide them,
them as property, and make it the duty of the Goverimient

treat

to protoct

it

;

no other power, in relation

found in the Constitution

;

and as

it is

to

this

race, is to

be

a Government of special,

delegated, powers, no authority beyond these two provisions can

be constitutionally exercised.

The Government

of the United

States liad no right to interfere for any other i)urpose but that of

protecting the rights of the owner, leaving

it

altogether with the

'i'lIE
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several States to deal with this race, whether emancipated or not,
as each State

may

thiuk justice, humanity, and the interests and

safety of society, require.

The

States evidently intended to re-

serve this power exchisivoly to themselves.

No

we presume, supposes

one,

opinion or feeling, in
civilized nations of

that

any change in public

relation to this unfortunate race, in the

Europe or

in this country, should induce the

court to give to the words of the Constitution

a more liberal

when

construction in their favor than they were intended to bear

Such an argument
was framed and adopted.
would be altogether inadmissible in any tribunal called on to inIf any of its provisions are deemed unjust, there is
ter] >rct it.
a mode prescribed in the instrument itself, by which it may be
amended but while it remains unaltered, it must be construed
the instrument

;

now

was understood at the time of its adoption. It is
same in words, but the same in meaning, and
delegates the same powers to the Government, and reserves
and secures the same rights and privileges to citizens ; and
as

it

not only the

as long as

continues to exist in

it

its

present form,

it

speaks

same words, but with the same meaning and
intent with which it spoke when it came from the hands of
its framers, and was voted on and adopted by the people of the
not only in the

Any other

United States.

rule of construction

judicial character of this court,

and make

it

This court was not

the popular opinion or passion of the day.
created by the

Constitution for

would abrogate the
the mere reflex ot

Higher and
must not falter in

such purposes.

graver trusts have been confided to

it,

and

it

the path of duty.

What

was at that time, we think can hardly
have the language of the Declaration of

the construction

admit of doubt.

We

Independence and of the Articles of Confederation, in addition to
the plain words of the Constitution itself; we have the legislation
of the different States, before, about the time, and since, the Constitution

was adopted

;

we have

the legislation of Congress, from

and we have the conBtant and uniform action of the Executive Department, all conAnd if any
curring together, and leading to the same result.
the time of

its

adoption to a recent period

thine: in relation to the construction

;

of the Constitution can be

which we now give
"people."
word
"citizen" and the

regarded as

settled, it is that

to the

word
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and
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careful consideration of the subject, the

of opinion, that, upon the facts stated in the plea in

is

abatement, Dred Scott was not a citizen of Missouri within the

meaning of

the Constitution of the United States,

tled as such to sue in its courts

cuit

;

and not

enti-

and, consequently, that the Cir-

Court had no jurisdiction of the case, and that the judgment

on the plea in abatement

We

is

erroneous.

are aware that doubts are entertained by

some of

bers of the court, whether the plea in abatement

the court upon this writ of error

:

but

is

plea

if that

mem-

the

legally before
is

regarded as

waived, or out of the case upon any other ground, yet the question as to the jurisdiction of the Circuit Court

face of the bill of exception
trial

;

for

itself,

is

presented on the

taken by the plaintiff at tho

he admits that he and his wife were born slaves, but

to make out his title to freedom and citizenship by
showing that they were taken by their owner to certain places,
hereinafter mentioned, where slavery could not by law exist, and
that they thereby became free, and upon their return to Missouri

endeavors

became

citizens of that State.

Now,

if

the removal, of which he speaks, did not give

their freedom, then

by

his

own admission he

and whatever opinions may be entertained

is

still

them

a slave,

in favor of the citi-

zenship of a free person of the African race, no one supposes
that a slave

is

a citizen of the State or of the United States.

therefore, the acts done by his

sons, he is

still

owner did not make them

If,

free per-

a slave, and certainly incapable of suing in the

character of a citizen.

The

law is too well settled to be disputed, that a
judgment for either party, where it has no jurisand if, upon the showing of Scott himself, it appeared
diction
that he was still a slave, the case ought to have been dismissed,
and the judgment against him and in favor of the defendant for
costs, is, like that on the plea in abatement, erroneous, and the
suit ought to have been dismissed by the Circuit Court for want
principle of

court can give no
;

of jurisdiction in that court.

But, before

be proper

we proceed

to

examine

this part of the case,

it

may

to notice an objection taken to the judicial authority of

this court to decide

it

;

and

it

has been said, that as this court has

decided against the jurisdiction of the Circuit Court on the plea
in abatement,

it

has no right to examine any question presented
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by the exception

and that any thing that

;

part of the ease will be extrajudicial, and

This

is

it

may

mere

say upon that

orbita dicta.

a manifest mistake; there can be no doubt as to the

jurisdiction of this court to revise the

judgment of a Circuit

any error apparent on the record,
Court, and to reverse it
whether it be the error of giving judgment in a case over which
and this, too,
it had no jurisdiction, or any other material error
for

;

whether there

The

is

a plea in abatement or not.

objection appears to have arisen from confounding writs of

error to a State court, with writs of error to a Circuit Court of

Undoubtedly, upon a writ of error

the United States.

court, unless the record

shows a case that gives

to

a State

jurisdiction, the

case must be dismissed for want of jurisdiction in this court.

And

we have no right to examany
question
presented
by the bill of excepupon
ine and decide
But writs of error to a
tions, or any other part of the record.
State Court, and to a Circuit Court of the United States, are
regulated by different laws, and stand upon entirely different prindismissed on that ground,

if it is

And

ciples.

in a writ of error to a Circuit

whole record

States, the

and decision

and

;

give jurisdiction,

if

it

the

is

before

is

sum

this

Court of the United

court for

examination

in controversy is large

not only the right, but

it

is

enough

to

the judicial

duty of the court, to examine the whole case as presented by the
record

;

and

if it

appears upon

its

face that

any material error or

committed by the court below, it is the duty of
And
reverse the judgment, and remand the case.

errors have been
this court to

certainly an error in passing a

judgment upon the merits in favor
it was not authorized to try, and

of either party, in a case which

over which

it

had no jurisdiction,

is

as grave

an error as a court

can commit.

The plea

in

abatement

is

not a plea to the jurisdiction of this

court, but to the jurisdiction of the Circuit Court.

And

it

ap-

pears by the record before us, that the Circuit Court committed

an

error, in deciding that

case, admitted

it

had jurisdiction, upon the

by the pleadings.

It is

facts in the

the duty of the appellate

but that could not be done by disof
jurisdiction here
want
for that would
missing the case for
leave the erroneous judgment in full force, and the injured party
tribunal to correct this error

without remedy.

power

for

And

;

—

the appellate court therefore exercises the

which alone appellate courts are constituted, by revers-
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for this error.

exercises

It

proper and appropriate jurisdiction over the judgment and

proceedings of the Circuit Court, as thej appear upon the record

brought up by the writ of error.

The

correction of one error in the court

below does not deprive

the appellate court of the power of examining further into the

may have

record, and correcting any other material errors which

been committed by the inferior court.
of law

—nor

There

certainly no rule

is

—

—

any practice nor any decision of a court which
even questions this power in the appellate tribunal. On the contrary, it is the daily practice of this court, and of all appellate
courts where they reverse the judgment of an inferior court for
error, to correct by its opinions whatever errors may appear on
the record material to the case

and they have always held

;

it

to

be their duty to do so where the silence of the court might lead

and the point has been
and argued before the court.

to misconstruction or future controversy,

relied

on by either

side,

In the case before us,

Court erred

we have already decided

in deciding that

mitted by the pleadings.
progress of the case,

it

it

And

acted

that the Circuit

had jurisdiction upon the
it

facts ad-

appears that, in the further

upon the erroneous

decided on the pleadings, and gave judgment

principle

for the

where, upon the facts admitted in the exception,

it

it

had

defendant,

had no

juris-

diction.

We

are at a loss to understand

plicable to appellate jurisdiction,

upon what principle of law, apit

can be supposed that

this court

has not judicial authority to correct the last-mentioned error, be-

cause they had before corrected the former
of reasoning
in actually

in

which

it

it

can be

made

;

or by what process

out, that the error of

pronouncing judgment

for

one of the

an inferior court
parties, in a case

had no jurisdiction, cannot be looked into or corrected
we have decided a similar question presented

by this court, because
in the pleadings.
facts

The

last point is distinctly

contained in the plaintiff's

own

bill

himself brings here by this writ of error.

presented by the

of exceptions, which he
It

was the point which

chiefly occupied the attention of the counsel

on both sides in the

argument

— and the judgment which

both errors

is

precisely the same.

It

this court

must render upon

must, in each of them, exer-

judgment, and reverse it
committed by the court below and issue a mandate
cise jurisdiction over the

;

for the errors
to the Circuit
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conform

judgment

Court

to

court,

by dismissing the case

pronounced by this
want of jurisdiction in the Circuit
Court.
This is the constant and invariable practice of this
court, where it reverses a judgment for want of jurisdiction in the
its

to the opinion

for

Circuit Court.

can scarcely be necessary to pursue such a question further.

It

The want

of jurisdiction in the court beluw

record without any plea in abatement.

may appear on

This

is

the

familiarly the

case where a court of chancery has exercised jurisdiction in a case
where the plaintifi' had a plain and adequate remedy at law, and
it

so appears by the transcript

also

where

it

diction in

law.

same

So

here by appeal.

a case belonging exclusively to a court of

In these cases there
reason, and

jurisdiction

when brought

appears that a court of admiralty has exercised juris-

is

is

no plea

upon the same

where the
court is bound

principles,

patent on the record, this

common

And

in abatement.

fur the

defect of
to reverse

the judgment, although the defendant has not pleaded in abate-

ment to the jurisdiction of the inferior court.
The cases of Jackson v. Ashton and of Capron
den, to which

we have

are directly in point.

v.

Van Noor-

referred in a previous part of this opinion,

Id the last-mentioned case, Capron brought

Van Noordeu

in a Circuit Court of the United
by the usual averments of citizenship,
that the court had jurisdiction.
There was no plea in abatement
put in, and the parties went to trial upon the meri*^s. The court

an action against

States, without showing,

gave judgment in favor of the defendant with costs. The plaintiff thereupon brought his writ of error, and this court reversed
the judgment given in favor of the defendant, and
case with directions to dismiss

it,

because

it

remanded the

did not appear by the

transcript that the Circuit Court had jurisdiction.

The

case before us

still

more strongly imposes upon

this court

the duty of examining whether the court below has not committed

and giving a judgment for costs in
Capron v. Van Noorden the judgment was reversed, because it did not appear that the parties were
They might or might not be. But
citizens of different States.
and
that
the plaintiff was born a slave
appear
this
case
it
does
in

an

error, in taking jurisdiction

favor of the defendant

;

for in

;

if

the facts upon which he relies have not

made him

appears affirmatively on the record that he

is

free,

then

it

not a citizen, and

consequently his suit against Sandford was not a suit between

citi-

:
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zens of different States, auJ the court had uo authority to pass
any judgment between the parties. The suit ought, in this view
of

to

it,

ment

have been dismissed by the Circuit Court, and its judgis erroneous, and must be reversed.

in favor of Sandford

way, by dismissal or by a judglittle, if any, difference in a

It is true that the result either

ment fur the defendant, makes very

pecuniary or personal point of view to either party.

But the

fact

would be very nearly the same to the parties in
would not justify this court in sanctioning
an error in the judgment which is patent on the record, and which,
if sanctioned, might be drawn into precedent, and lead to serious
that the result

either form of judgment,

mischief and injustice in some future

We

proceed, therefore, to inquire whether the facts relied on by

the plaintiff entitled

The

suit.

him

freedom.

to his

case, as he himself states

it,

on the record brought here by

his writ of error, is this

The plaintiff was a negro slave, belonging to Dr. Emerson, who
was a surgeon in the army of the United States. In the year
1834, he took the plaintiff from the State of Missouri to the military post at Rock Island, in the State of Illinois, and held him
there as a slave until the

month

of April or

May, 1836.

At

the

time last-mentioned, said Dr. Emerson removed the plaintiff from
said miliary post at Rock Island to the military post at Fort Snel-

on the west bank of the Mississippi river, in the
territory known as Upper Louisiana, acquired by the United

ling, situate

States of France,

and

situate north of the latitude of thirty-six

degrees thirty minutes north, and north of the State of Missouri.
Said Dr. Emerson held the plaintiff in slavery at said Fort Sneling,

from said last-mentioned date until the year 1838.

In the year 1835, Harriet,

who

is

named

in the second count of

the plaintiff's declaration, was the negro slave of Major Taliaferro,

who belonged

to the

army of

the United States.

In that year,

1835, said Major Taliaferro took said Harriet to said Fort Snelling, a military post, situated as hereinbefore stated, and kept her
there as a slave until the year 1S3G, and then sold and delivered

her as a slave, at said Fort Snelling, unto the said Dr. Emerson
hereinbefore named.
Said Dr. Eincrson held said Harriet in
slavery at said Fort Snelling until the year 1S3S.

In the year 183G, the plaintiff and Harriet intermarried, at Fori
who then claimed to

Snelling, with the consent of Dr. Emerson,
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count of the plaintiff's declaration, are the
Eliza

is

about fourteen

named

Eliza and Lizzie,

be their master and owner.

old,

3'ears

in the third

fruit of that

marriage.

and was born on board the

steamboat Gipsey, north of the north line of the State of Missouri,

and upon the river Mississippi. Lizzie is about seven years old,
and was l)orn in the State of Missouri, at the military post called
Jeflerson Barracks.

In the year 1838, said Dr.
said Harriet,

and

Emerson removed

ling to the State of Missouri,

plaintiff,

and

where they have ever since resided.

Before the commencement of this

and conveyed the

the plaintiff

daughter Eliza, from said Fort Snel-

their said

suit, said

and Harriet,

Eliza,

Dr. Emerson sold

and

Lizzie, to the

defendant, as slaves, and the defendant has ever since claimed to

hold them, and each of them, as slaves.
In considering this part of the controversy, two questions arise:
1.

"Was he, together with his family, free in Missouri by reason

of the stay in the territory of the United States hereinbefore

tioned

And,

?

2.

of his removal to

If they

Rock

first

question.

upon which the

act of Congress,

that slavery

men-

by reason

?

proceed to examine the

The

not, is Scott himself free

Island, in the State of Illinois, as stated

in the above admissions

We

were

plaintiff relies, declares

and involuntary servitude, except

as a

punishment

for crime, shall be forever prohibited in all that part of the terri-

tory ceded

by France, under the name of Louisiana, which

lies

north of thirty-six degrees thirty minutes north latitude, and not

included within the limits of Missouri.

meets us

And

Congress was authorized
granted to

it

to

which
whether

the difficulty

at the threshold of this part of the inquiry is,

pass this law under any of the powers

by the Constitution

;

for if the authority is not

given

by that instrument, it is the duty of this court to declare it void
and inoperative, and incapable of conferring freedom upon any
one who is held as a slave under the laws of any one of the States.
The counsel for the plaintiff has laid much stress upon that article in the Constitution which confers on Congress the power "to
dispose of and make all needful rules and regulations respecting
the territory or other property belonging to the United States;"

judgment of the court, that provision has no bearing
on the present controversy, and the power there given, whatever

but, in the

it

may

be, is confined,

and was intended

to

be confined, to the
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territory which at that time belonged to, or was chiimed by, the
United States, and was within their boundaries as settled by the
treaty with Great Britain, and can have no influence upon a ter-

ritory afterward acquired

special provision for a

from a foreign Government.

known and

It

and

particular territory,

was a
meet

to

a present emergency, and nothing more.

A

brief

carefnl

show

summary

of the history of the times, as well as the

and measured terms in which the

article is

framed, will

the correctness of this proposition.

from the commencement of the
Revolutionary war, serious difliculties existed between the States,
It will

be remembered

that,

in relation to the disposition of large and unsettled territories

which were included

And some

in the chartered limits of

more

of the other States, and

some of the

States.

especially Maryland,

which had no unsettled lands, insisted that as the unoccupied
would owe their preservation to the common purse and the common sword, the money
arising from them ought to be applied in just proportion among

lands, if wrested from Great Britain,

the several States to pay the expenses of the war, and ought not
to be appropriated to the use of the State in
limits they

might happen

whose chartered

to lie, to the exclusion

of the other

by whose combined eiforts and common expense the territory was defended and preserved against the claim of the British
Government.
These difficulties caused much uneasiness during the war, while
States,

the issue

was

in

some degree

doubtful, and the future bonndariea

of the United States yet to be defined by treaty, if

we achieved

our independence.

The majority of

the Congress of the Confederation obviously

concurred in opinion with the State of Maryland, and desired to
obtain from the States which claimed
in

order that Congress might raise

carr}'

on the war.

it

a cession of this territory,

money on

this

security to

This appears by the resolution passed on the

6th of September, 1780, strongly urging the States to cede these

lands to the United States, both for the sake of peace and union

among

themselves, and to maintain the public credit; and thia
was followed by the resolution of October 10th, 1780, by which
Congress pledged itself, that if the lands were ceded, as recommended by the resolution above mentioned, they should be disposed of for the common benefit of the United States, and be
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settled and formed into distinct republican States, which should
become members of the Federal Union, and have the same rights

of sovereignty, and freedom, an»l independence, as other States.

But these

difficulties

became much more serious

after

peace

took place, and the boundaries of the United States were estab-

Every
war debt but

lished.

State, at that time, felt severely the pressure of its

;

in Virginia,

and some other States, there were

large territories of unsettled lands, the sale of which would enable

them

discharge their obligations without

to

much inconvenience

while other States, which had no such resource, saw before them

many

years of heav}- and burdensome taxation

;

and the

latter

insisted, for tlie reasons before stated, that these unsettled lands

should be treated as the

proceeds applied to their

The

letters

common
common

property of the States, and the
benefit.

from the statesmen of that day will show

how much

occupied their thoughts, and the dangers that

this controversy

were apprehended from it. It was the disturbing element of the
time, and fears were entertained that it might dissolve the Confederation by which the States were then united.

These

fears

and dangers were, however,

at

once removed, when

the State of Virginia, in 1784, voluntarily ceded to the United
States the

immense

tract of

country lying northwest of the river

Ohio, and which was within the acknowledged limits of the State.

The only

making this cession, was to put an
and exciting controversy, and to enable the
Congress of that time to dispose of the lands, and appropriate

end

object of the State, in

to the threatening

the proceeds as a
States.

to hold

It

common

fund for the

was not ceded because

and govern

it,

it

common

benefit of the

was inconvenient

nor from any expectation that

to the State
it

could be

more convenientlj' governed by the United States.
The example of Virginia was soon afterward followed by other

better or

States, and, at the time of the adoption of the Constitution, all of

the States similarly situated, had

ceded their unappropriated

The main object for
which the cessions were desired and made, was on account of
their money value, and to put an end to a dangerous controversy,
as to who was justly entitled to the proceeds when the land should
lands, except North Carolina and Georgia.

be sold.

It

is

necessary to bring this part of the history of

these cessions thus distinctly into view, because

it

will enable

us the better to comprehend the phraseology of the article in the
Constitution, so often referred to in the argument.

;
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Undoubtedly the powers of sovereignty and the eminent domain were ceded with the land. This was essential, in order to
make it effectQal, and to accomplish its objects. But it must be

remembered

that, at that time, there

United States

in existence witli

was no Govennnent of the

enumerated and limited powers

what was then called the United

States,

were thirteen separate,

sovereign, independent States, which had entered into a league
or confederation for their mutual protection and advantage, and
the Congress of the United States

was composed

of the repre-

sentatives of these separate sovereignties, meeting together, as

equals, to discuss and

decide on

their decision.

But

this

measures which the

certain

States, by the Articles of Confederation,

had agreed

to

submit to

Confederation had none of the attributes

of sovereignty in legislative, executive, or judicial power.
little

It

wa8

more than a congress of ambassadors, authorized to repre-

sent separate nations, in matters in which they had a

common

concern.
It was this congress that accepted the cession from Virginia.
They had no power to accept it under the Articles of Confederation.
But they had an undoubted right, as independent
sovereignties, to accept any cession of territory for their common
and it is equally clear,
benefit, which all of them assented to
that as their common property, and having no superior to control
them, they had the right to exercise absolute dominion over it,
;

which Virginia had imposed in
we have said, no Government
existence with special enumerated

subject only to the restrictions

her act of cession.

There was,

of the United States then in

at

The territory belonged to sovereignties,
and limited powers.
who, subject to the limitations above mentioned, had a right to
establish any form of Government they pleased, by compact or
treaty among themselves, and to regulate rights of person and
rights of property in the territory, as they might deem proper.
was by a Congress, representing the authority' of these several
and separate sovereignties, and acting under their authority and
command (but not from any authority derived from tiie Articles

It

of Confederation,) that the instrument usually called the

nance of 1787 was adopted
ciples

;

and the laws by which

and among

regulating in

much

this territory

other provisions, slavery

do not question the power of the

is

should be governed

prohibited

States,

ordi-

detail the prin-

in

it.

;

We

by agreement among
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themselves, to pass

tliis

ordinance, nor

its

obligatory force in the

league of the States in their

territory, while the confederation or

separate sovereign character continued to exist.

was the state of things when the Constitution of the United
States was formed.
The territory ceded by Virginia, belonged to
the several confederated States as common property, and they
had united in establishing in it a system of government and juTliis

risprudence, in order to prepare

ing to the terras of cession.
ative

Union, and

to

it

for

admission as States, accord-

They were about

surrender a portion

to dissolve this feder-

of their independent

new Government, which, for certain purposes,
would make the people of the several States one people, and
which was to be supreme and controlling within its sphere of
but this Government was to
action throughout the United States
bo carefully limited in its powers, and to exercise no authority
beyond those expressly granted by the Constitution, or necessarily to be implied from the language of the instrument, and the
sovereignty to a

;

was intended to accomplish and as this league of
upon the adoption of the new Government, cease to
have any power over the territory, and the ordinance they had
agreed upon be incapable of execution and a mere nullity, it was
obvious that some provision was necessary to give the new Government sufficient power to enable it to carry into eflfect the objects for which it was ceded, and the compacts and agreements
which the States had made with each other in the exercise of
their powers of sovereignty.
It was necessary that the lands
should be sold to pay the war debt that a Government and system of jurisprudence should be maintained in it, to protect the
objects

it

;

States would,

;

citizens of the

United States

who should migrate

to the territory,

and of property. It was also necessary
that the new Government, about to be adopted, should be authorin their rights of person

ized to maintain the claim of the United States to the unappro-

North Carolina and Georgia, which had not then
been ceded, but the cession of which was confidently anticipated
upon some terms that would be arranged between the General
priated lands of

Government and

many

articles

these two States.

And, moreover,

there were

of value besides this property in land, such

as

arms, military stores, munitions, and ships of war, which were
the

common

property of the States,

when

acting in their independ-

ent characters as confederates, which neither the

new Govern-
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would have a right to take possession of,
them and it was to place
these things under the guardianship and protection of the new
Government, and to clothe it with the necessary powers, that the
clause was inserted in the Constitution which gives Congress the
power " to dispose of and make all needful rules and regulations

ment nor any one

else

or control, without authority from

;

respecting the territory or other property belonging to the United
States."

It

was intended

for a specific purpose, to provide for the

It was to transfer to the new Government the property then held in common by the States, and to
give to that Government power to apply it to the objects for
which it had been destined by mutual agreement among the
It applied only to the
States before their league was dissolved.
property which the States held in common at that time, and has
no reference whatever to any territory or other property which the
new sovereignty might afterward itself acquire.

things

we have mentioned.

The language used

arrangement and combination of the powers, and the somewhat unusual phraseology it
uses,

when

in the clause, the

speaks of the political power to be exercised in the

it

government of the

territory, all indicate the

of the clause to be such as
oi

any

territory,

cording

States

is

—that

It

does not speak

nor of Territories^ but uses language which, ac-

to its legitimate

The power

design and meaning

we have mentioned.
meaning, points

to a particular thing.

given in relation only to the territory of the United

is,

to a territory then in existence,

claimed as the territory of the United States.

and then known or
It

begins

enu-

its

meration of powers by that of disposing, in other words, making
sale of the lands, or raising

money from them, which,

as

we have

already said, was the main object of the cession, and which
cordingly the

first

thing provided for in the article.

It

is

ac-

then gives

power which was necessarily associated with the disposition
and sale of the lands that is, the power of making needful rules
the

—

and regulations respecting the

territory.

And

whatever construc-

be given to these words, every one, we tliink, must
admit that they are not the words usually employed by statesmen
They are certainly very
in giving supreme power of legislation.

tion

may now

unlike the words used in the power granted to legislate over
tory which the

new Government might

cession from a State, either for

its

terri-

afterwards itself obtain by

seat of

Government, or for

forts,

magazines, arsenals, dock yards, and other needful buildings.
50
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And

same power of making needful rules respecting the terrisame language, applied to the otlier propassociating the power over
erty belonging to the United States
over movable or perthe
power
with
this
respect
in
territory
the
munitions of war,
arms,
and
ships,
sonal property that is, the
tory

the

is,

in precisely the

—

—

which then belonged in common
it

And

to the State sovereignties.

will hardly be said, that this power, in relation to the last-men-

tioned objects,

was deemed necessary

new Government,

the

to be thus specially given to

in order to authorize

rules and regulations respecting the ships

arms and munitions of war

it

might

itself

it

it

make

to

might

needful

itself build, or

manufacture or provide

for the public service.

No

one,

power

it is

believed,

of Congress to

would think a moment of deriving the
needful rules and regulations in rela-

make

tion to property of this kind

Nor can

from

this clause of the Constitution.

upon any fair construction, be applied
which the new Government was about

it,

but that

And

the confederated States.

if this

be true as

to

any property,
from

to receive

to this property,

must be equally true and limited as to the territory, which is so
and precisely coupled with it and like it referred to as
property in the power granted. The concluding words of the

it

—

carefully

clause appear to render this construction irresistible

provisions
in

we have mentioned,

the Constitution

shall

it

;

for, after

the

proceeds to say, "that nothing

be so construed as

to prejudice

any

claims of the United States, or of any particular State."

Now,

we have

as

before said,

Carolina and Georgia, had

made

all

of the States, except North

the cession before the Constitu-

was adopted, according to the resolution of Congress of October 10, 17S0. The claims of other States, that the unappropriated
lands in these two States should be applied to the common benefit, in like manner, was still insisted on, but refused by the States.
tion

And

this

member

of the clause in question evidently applies to

them, and can apply to nothing else. It was to exclude the conclusion that either party, by adopting the Constitution, would surrender what they

deem

their rights.

And when

the latter provi-

sion relates so obviously to the unappropriated lands not yet ceded

by the

States,

and the

then actually ceded
to

make

the

first

,

it is

first

clause

makes provision

for

those

impossible, by any just rule of construction,

provision general, and extend to

all

territories,

which the Federal Goverenment might in any way afterwards

ac-
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plainly and unequivocally confined to a

which was a part of the same controversy,
and involved in the same dispute, and depended upon the same
principles.
The union of the two provisions in the same clause
shows that they were kindred subjects and that the whole clause
particular territory

;

;

and relates only to lands, within the limits of the United
which had been or then were claimed by a State and that

is local,

States,

;

no other

territory

was

mind

in the

of the framers of the Constitu-

intended to be embraced in it.
would be impossible to account

Upon any

tion, or

tion

it

other construc-

for the insertion of the last

provision in the place where

it is found, or to comprehend why,
was associated with the previous provision.
This view of the subject is confirmed by the manner in which
the present Government of the United States dealt with the subject as soon as it came into existence.
It must be borne in mind
that the same States that formed the Confederation also formed
and adopted the new Government, to which so large a portion of
their former sovereign powers were surrendered.
It must also be
borne in mind that all of these same States which had then ratified the new Constitution were represented in the Congress which
passed the first law for the government of this territory and many
of the members of that legislative body had been deputies from the
States under the confederation
had united in adopting the ordinance of 1787, and assisted in forming the new Government under
which they were then acting, and whose powers they were then
exercising.
And it is obvious from the law they passed to carry

or for what object,

it

;

—

into effect the principles

regarded

it

and provisions of the ordinance, that they

as the act of the States

done in the exercise of

their

The new Government took the
territory as it found it, and in the condition in which it was transferred, and did not attempt to undo any thing that that had been
done. And, among the earliest laws passed under the new Govlegitimate powers at the time.

ernment,

is

one reviving the ordinance of 1787, which had be-

come inoperative and a
tion.

ernment, but

recites, in the

that this ordinance
to

make

adapt
fallen.

nullity

This law introduces no

it

may

upon the adoption of the Constitu-

new form

or principles for

preamble, that

continue to have

it

is

its

gov-

passed in order

full effect,

and proceeds

only those rules and regulations which were needful to
to the

It

new Government,

into

whose hands the power had

appears, therefore, that this Congress regarded the pur-
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poses to

Avbicli the

land in this Territory was to be applied, and

the form of government and principles of jurisprudence which

were

to prevail there, while it

remained in the

as already determined on by the States

when

territorial state,

they had

full power
and right to make the decision and that the new Government,
having received it in this condition, ought to carry substantially
into effect the plans and principles which had been previously
;

adopted by the States, and which, no doubt, the States anticipated

when they surrendered their power to the new Government. And
if we regard this clause of the Coustitiition as pointing to this
Territory, with a Territorial
it,

which had been ceded

fore

mentioned

—every

Government already

to the States

word

in

it

is

for the

established in

purposes hereinbe-

perfectly appropriate

and

and the provisions it contains are in perfect
harmony with the objects for which it was ceded, and with the
easily understood,

condition of

its

government

then, easily account for the
legislated on the subject

We

as a Territory at the time.

manner

— and can

in

which the

also understand

first

why

can,

Congress

this

power

over the Territory was associated in the same clause with the
other property of the United States, and subjected to the like
power of making needful rules and regulations. But if the clause
is construed in the expanded sense contended for, so as to embrace any territory acquired from a foreign nation by the present
Government, and to give it in such territory a despotic and unlimited power over persons and property, such as the confederated
States might exercise in their common property, it would be difficult to account for the phraseology used, when compared with
other grants of power and also for its association with the other
provisions in the same clause.
The Constitution has always been remarkable for the felicity of
its arrangement of different subjects, and the perspicuity and ap
propriateness of the language it uses.
But if this clause is con
strued to extend to territory acquired by the present Government
from a foreign nation, outside of the limits of any charter from the
British Government to a colony, it would be difficult to say, why
it was deemed necessary to give the Government the power to sell
any vacant lands belonging to the sovereignity which might be
found within it and if this was necessary, why the grant of this
power should precede the power to legislate over it and establish
a Government there ; and still more difficult to say, why it was

—

;
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make

to

so specially

and particularly

it

might acquire

known

property^ necessarily, by every

And
ing

grant the power

needful rules and regulations in relation to any personal

or movable property

mean

to

7g9

For the words, other
of interpretation, must

there.

rule

property of a difierent description from territory or land.
the difficulty would perhaps be insurmountable in endeavor-

account for the

to

last

member of the

sentence, which provides

that " nothing in this Constitution shall be so construed as to pre-

judice any claims of the United States or any particular State," or

how any

to say

particular State could have claims in or to a terri-

tory ceded by a foreign
this provision

which

it

Government, or

to

account for associating

with the preceding provisions of the clause, with

would appear

The words "needful

to

have no connection.
and regulations" would seem,

rules

also,

some definite object. They are
not the words usually employed by statesmen, when they mean to

to

have been cautiously used

for

give the powers of sovereignty, or to establish a Government, or
to authorize its establishment.

Thus, in the law

keep alive the ordinance of 1787, and
ment, the title of the law is: "An act

ment of the

to

to

when granting

the

power

Govern-

provide for the govern-

And

territory northwest of the river Ohio."

Constitution,

renew and

to re-establish the

to legislate

in the

over the

terri-

may

be selected for the seat of Government independently of a State, it does not say Congress shall have power " to

tory that

make
but

needful rules and regulations respecting the territory "
declares that " Congress shall have power to exercise

all

it

;

exclusive legislation in all cases whatsoever over such District

may, by cession of particular
States and the acceptance of Congress, become the seat of the
Government of the United States.
The words " rules and regulations " are usually employed in
(not exceeding ten miles square) as

some particular specified power
means to confer on the Government, and not, as we have
As, for exseen, when granting general powers of legislation.
"
ample, in the peculiar power to Congress
to make rules for the
government and regulation of the land and naval forces, or the
particular and specific power to regulate commerce " "to establish an uniform rule of naturalization " " to coin money and
regulate the value thereof."
And to construe the words of which
the Constitution in speaking of

which

it

;

;

we

are speaking as a general and unlimited grant of sovereignty
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over territories which the Government might afterward acquire,
to

is

use them in a sense and for a purpose for which they were

But if confined to
which a Government and laws had
already been established, but which would require some alterations to adapt it to the new Government, the words are peculiarly
not used in any other part of the instrument.
a particular

Territory, in

and appropriate for that purpose.
The necessity of this special provision in

aj)p]icable

States, is illustrated

by the

clause provides that "

all

first

relation to property

common by

and the rights or property held in

the confederated

clause of the sixth article.

debts, contracts,

This

and engagements en-

tered into before the adoption of this Constitution, shall be as valid

Government

against the United States under this

as

under the

This provision, like the one under consideration,

Confederation."

was indispensable if the new Constitution was adopted. The new
Government was not a mere change in a dynasty, or in a form of
government, leaving the nation or sovereignty the same, and

and bound by all the obligations of
But when the present United States came
into existence under the new Government, it was a new political
body, and a new nation, then for the first time taking its place in
clothed with all the rights,

the preceding one.

tiie

family of nations.

Confederation.

It

took nothing by succession from the

It

had no

or rights of property which
for

any of

its

obligations.

any property
had acquired, and was not liable
was evidently viewed in this light

right, as its successor, to
it

It

by the framers of the Constitution,

wuuld cease

to exist in their

And

as the several States

former confederated character upon

and could

the adoption of the Constitution,

not, in that character,

again assemble together, special provisions were indispensable to
transfer to the

new Government the property and rights which at
common and at the same time to authortaxes and appropriate money to pay the common

that time they held in
ize

it

to lay

;

debt which they had contracted;
^

given

to it

and

this

power could only be
The clause in

by special provisions in the Constitution.

relation to the territory

vided fur the

first,

and other property of the United States pro-

and the clause

last

quoted provides

for the other.

They have no connection with the general powers and rights of
sovereignty delegated to the new Government, and can neither enlarge nor diminish them.
They were inserted to meet a present
emergency, and not to regulate its powers as a Government.
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Indeed, a similar provision Avas deemed necessary, in relation

made by

to treaties

the Confederation

;

and when

in the clause

next succeeding the one of which we have last spoken, it is declared
that treaties shall be the supreme law of the land, care is taken
to include,

by express words, the

The language

"and

treaties

made by

the confederated

made, or which shall
be made, under the authority of the United States, shall be the
supreme law of the land."
States.

"Whether, therefore,

by

itself,

tution,

is

:

we

all treaties

take the particular clause in question,

or in connection with the other provisions of the Consti-

we

think

it

clear, that it applies

only to the particular

ter-

which we have spoken, and cannot, by any just rule of
interpretation, be extended to territory which the new Government
might afterward obtain from a foreign nation. Consequently, the
ritory of

power which Congress may have lawfully exercised in this Territory, while it remained under a Territorial Government, and
which may have been sanctioned by judicial decision, can furnish
no justification and no argument to support a similar exercise of
power over territory afterward acquired by the Federal Government. We put aside, therefore, any argument, drawn from precedents, showing the extent of the power which the General Govei'nment exercised over slavery in this Territory, as altogether
inapplicable to the case before us.

But the case of the American and Ocean Insurance Companies
V.

Canter

(1 Pet.,

511) has been quoted as establishing a difterent

how-

construction of this clause of the Constitution.

There

ever, not the slightest conflict between the opinion

now given and

the one referred to

;

and

only by taking a single sentence out

it is

of the latter and separating

it

from the context, that even an ap-

pearance of conflict can be shown.
sucii

We

need not comment on

a mode of expounding an opinion of the court.

Indeed

most commonly misrepresents instead of expounding
this is fully exemplified in the case referred to,

tence

is

taken

b^' itself,

conflict with that

where,

it.

it

And

one sen-

if

would appear to be in direct
but the words which immediately

the opinion

now given

follow that sentence

is,

show

;

that the court did not

mean

to

decide

the point, but merely aflSrmed the power of Congress to establish

a Government in the

Territory, leaving

whether that power was derived from
tion, or

was

to

it

an open question,

this clause in the Constitu-

be necessarily inferred from a power

to

acquire

:
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territory

Lv cession from a foreign (jroverument. The opinion on
and we give the whole of it to show

this part of the case is short,

how

well the selection of a single sentence

The

passage referred to

is

in

speaking of the power of Congress
crnuiont in Florida until

it

is

page 542,

calculated to mislead.

in

which the court, in

to establish

a Territorial Gov-

should become a State, uses the follow-

ing language

"In the mean time Florida continues to be a Territory of the
United States, governed by that clause of the Constitution which
empowers Congress to make all needful rules and regulations
respecting the territory or other property of the United States.
Perhaps the power of governing a Territory belonging to the

United States, which has not, by becoming a State, acquired the
means of self-government, may result, necessarily, from the facts
that

is

it

not within the jurisdiction of any particular State, and

The
within the power and jurisdiction of the United States.
right to govern may be the inevitable consequence of the right to

is

acquire territory.

Whichever

may

he the source

from which

the

possession of it is unquestionable!'''
the whole opinion on this point, that the
from
clear,
thus
is
It
court did not mean to decide whether the power was derived from

power

is derived^ the

was the necessary consequence
They do decide that the power in Con-

the clause in the Constitution, or

of the right to acquire.
gress

is

unquestionable, and in this

we

entirely concur,

ing will be found in this opinion to the contrary.
stands firmly on the latter alternative put by the court

and noth-

The power

— that

is,

as

" the inevitable consequence of the right to acquire territory.''''
And what still more clearly demonstrates that the court did not

mean

to decide the question,

tion, is the fact that the case

it open for future considerawas decided in the Circuit Court by
decision was afiirmed by the Supreme

but leave

Mr. Justice Johnson, and his
His opinion at the circuit is given in full in a note to the
Court.
case, and in that opinion he states, in explicit terms, that the
clause of the Constitution applies only to the territory then within

the limits of the United States, and not to Florida, which had

been acquired by cession from Spain, This part of his opinion
But he does
will be found in the note in page 517 of the report.
showthereby
Supreme
Court
the
not dissent from the opinion of
;

ing that, in his judgment, as well as that of the court, the case
before them did not call for a decision on that particular point,
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in a part of its

opinion subsequent to the passage we have quoted, where the
court speak of the legislative power of Congress in Florida, they

speak with the same reserve. And in page 546, speaking of
power of Congress to authorize the Territorial Legislature to
" They are legislative courts,
establish courts there, the court say
created in virtue of the general right of sovereignty which exists
in the Government, or in virtue of that clause which enables
Congress to make all needful rules and regulations respecting the
Btill

the

:

United States."

territory belonging to the
It

has been said that the construction given to this clause

is

The case of
which we are speaking, and which has been so much discussed,
shows that the fact is otherwise. It shows that precisely the same
question came before Mr. Justice Johnson, at his circuit, thirty
was fully considered by him, and the same construcyears ago
tion given to the clause in the Constitution which is now given by
And that upon an appeal from his decision the same
this court.
question was brought before this court, but was not decided because a decision upon it was not required by the case before the
new, and now

for the first

time brought forward.

—

court.

There is another sentence in the opinion which has been commented on, which even in a still more striking manner shows how
one may mislead or be misled by taking out a single sentence
from the opinion of a court, and leaving out of view what pre-

page 546, near the close of the
opinion, in which the court say: "In legislating for them," (the
territories of th% United States,) " Congress exercises the com-

cedes and follows.

It

in

is

bined powers of the General and of a State Government."
it

is

said, that as

within

may do

its

a State

territory, this

the

same

may

sentence decides in

in a territory of the

we come

Congress

States, exercising

power of the General

passage in the case referred

this

be more appropriate when
of this opinion what

efiect that

United

there the powers of a State, as well as the

Government.
The examination of

And

unquestionably prohibit slavery

to consider in

power Congress can

to,

would

another part

constitutionally exer-

cise in a Territory, over the rights of person or rights of property

of a citizen.

But, as

it is

in the

same case with

have before commented on, we dispose of

it

the passage

now, as

it

we

will save
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the court from the necessity of referring again to the case.
it

And

upon reading the page in which this sentence ia
has no reference whatever to the power of Congress

will be seen

found, that

it

over

of person or rights of property

rigiits

to the

power of establishing

—but

relates altogether

judicial tribunals to administer the

laws constitutionally passed, and defining the jurisdiction they

may

exercise.

The law

of Congress establishing a Territorial

Florida, provided

Government

in

that the Legislature of the Territory should

have legislative powers over "all rightful objects of legislation;
but no law should be valid which was inconsistent with the laws
and Constitution of the United States."

Under

power thus conferred, the Legislature of Florida
erecting a tribunal at Key West to decide cases of
salvage. And in the case of which we are speaking, the question
arose wii ether the Territorial Legislature could be authorized by
Congress to establish such a tribunal, with such powers and one
passed an

the

act,

;

of the parties

among

other objections, insisted that Congress

could not under the Constitution authorize the Legislature of the
Territory to establish such a tribunal with such powers, but that

must be established by Congress itself; and that a sale of
made under its order, to pay salvors, was void, as made
without legal authority, and passed no property to the purchaser.
it

cargo

disposing of this objection that the sentence relied on
and the court begin that part of the opinion by stating
with great precision the point which they are about to decide.
They say: "It has been contended that by the Constitution of
the United States, the judicial power of the Unite(i States extends
It is in

occurs,

to all cases of admiralty

and maritime jurisdiction

;

and that the

whole of the judicial power must be vested 'in one Supreme
Court, and in such inferior courts as Congress shall from time to

time ordain and establish.'

Hence

it

has been argued that Con-

gress can not vest admiralty jurisdiction in courts created by the
Territorial Legislature."

And

after thus clearly stating the point before

them, and which

show

that these Terri-

they were about

to decide, they proceed to

were not constitutional courts, but merely legisand that Congress might, therefore, delegate the power to

torial tribunals
lative,

the Territorial

Government

to establish the court in question

;

and they conclude that part of the opinion in the following
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" Although

:

acliiiiralty jurisdiction

States in those courts only

extend

to the Territories.

can be exercised in the

which are established

the third article of the Constitution, the

79-

same

in

pursuance of

limitation does not

In legislating for them, Congress ex-

combined powers of the General and State Govern-

ercises the

ments."

Thus

it

by these quotations from the opinion, that
it was about to decide in a
be misunderstood, proceeded to decide it, and

will be seen

the court, after stating the question

manner

too plain to

announced, as the opinion of the tribunal, that in organizing the

department of the Government in a Territory of the

judicial

United States, Congress does not act under, and

is

not restricted

and is not bound, in a
ordain and establish courts in which the judges hold

by, the third article in the Constitution,
Territory, to

during good behaviour, but may exercise the discrepower which a State exercises in establishing its judicial
department, and regulating the jurisdiction of its courts, and may
authorize the Territorial Government to establish, or may itself
establish, courts in which the judges hold their oflSces for a term
and may vest in them judicial power upon subof years only

their offices

tionary

;

confided to the judiciary of the United States.

jects

doing
of

this.

General and a State

the

And

in

Congress undoubtedly exercises the combined power

Government.

discretionary power of a State

It

Government

exercises

the

in authorizing the

establishment of a court in which the judges hold their ap-

pointments
behaviour

for

and

;

a term
it

of

only, and not during good
power of the General Govern

years

exercises the

ment in investing that court with admiralty
which the General Government had exclusive

jurisdiction, over

jurisdiction in the

Territory.

No

one,

opinion

now

;

we presume,

nor

given.

to the

will

question

is there any thing in
The point decided in

question

now

the

conflict

correctness

with

it

of that

in the opinion

no relation
That depended on the con-

the case cited has

before the court.

struction of the third article of the Constitution, in relation to the

judiciary of

the United States,

might exercise

and the power which Congress

in a Territory in organizing the judicial depart-

ment of the Government. The case before us depends upon other
and different provisions of the Constitution, altogether separate
and apart from the one above mentioned. The question as to
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what courts Congress may ordaiu or

establish in a Territory to

administer hiws which the Constitution authorizes

what hiws

it is

widely

are

or

ditiereiit

— are

in

are satisfied that no one

Peters'

Reports

to

upon

who

separate

different principles.

reads attentively the page

which we have referred, can suppose that

the attention of the court

now

and

to pass,

regulated by diflerent and

articles of the Constitution, and stand

And we

it

not autliorized by the Constitution to pass,

is

was drawn for a moment to the question
it meant in that case to say that

before this court, or that

Congress had a right

to prohibit a citizen of the

United States

from taking any property which he lawfully held into a Territory
of the United States.

This brings us
tion

to

examine by what provision of the Constituits delegated and

the present Federal Government, under

restricted powers,

is

aitthorized to acquire territory outside of the

original limits of the United States,
ercise therein

and what powers

may

it

ex-

over the person or property of a citizen of the

United States, while

it

remains a Territory, and until

shall bo

it

admitted as one of the States of the Union.

There

is

certainly no

power given by the Constitution

to the

Federal Government to establish or maintain colonies bordering

on the United States or at a distance,
its

own

pleasure

;

nor

except by the admission of

given

;

and

if

a

new

be ruled and governed at

to

to enlarge its territorial limits in

State

new

is

That power

States.

admitted,

it

any
is

M'ay,

plainly

needs no further legis-

lation from Congress, because the Constitution itself defines the

and powers, and duties of the State, and the
citizens of the State, and the Federal Government. But no power
is given to acquire a Territory to be held and governed permarights

relative

nently in that character.

And
tory

indeed the power exercised by Congress to acquire

and

terri-

Government there, according to its own un
was viewed with great jealousy by the leading

establish a

limited discretion,

statesmen of the day.

And

in the Federalist, (No. 38,) written

by Mr. Madison, he speaks of the acquisition of the Northwestern
Territory by the confederated States, by the cession from Virginia,

and the establishment of a Government

there, as

an exercise of

power not warranted by the Articles of Confederation, and dangerous to the liberties of the people.
of the Constitution as a security

exercise of power.

And

he urges the adoption

and safeguard against such an
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We

do not mean, however,

in this respect.

The power

expand the

new

States by the admission of

the construction of this

question the power of Congress

to

to

it

has been held

tory, not

fit

for

territory of the

States is plainly given

power by

ernment,

797

all

United

and in

;

the departments of the

to authorize the acquisition

admission at the time, but

to

population and situation would entitle

Gov-

of terri-

be admitted as soon

as

its

is

acquired to become a State, and not to be held as a colony and

governed by Congress with absolute authority
priety of admitting a

new

tion of Congress, the

power

State
to

is

committed

to

it

admission.

It

and. as the pro-

;

to the

sound

discre-

acquire territory for that purpose,

by the United States until it is in a suitable condition
become a State upon an equal footing with the other States,

to be held
to

must
ical

rest

upon the same

discretion.

It is

a question for the polit-

department of the Government, and not the judicial

;

and

whatever the political department of the Government shall recognize

as within

department

is

the
also

of the

limits

bound

United States, the judicial

to recognize,

and

to

administer in

it

and to mainand rights of the Government,

the laws of the United States, so far as they apply,
tain in the Territory the authority

and

also the personal rights

citizens, as secured

and rights of property of individual

by the Constitution.

this point is, that, as there is

stitution defining the

All

we mean

to

say on

no express regulation in the Con-

power which the General Government may

exercise over the person or property of a citizen in a Territory

thus acquired, the court must necessarily look to the provisions

and principles of the Constitution, and its distribution of powers,
and principles by which its decision must be governed.

for the rules

Taking

this rule to

it may be
who migrate to

guide us,

zens of the United States

safely

assumed

that citi-

a Territory belonging to

mere colonists,
dependent upon the will of the General Government, and to be
governed by any laws it may think proper to impose. The principle upon which our Government rests, and upon which alone
they continue to exist, is the union of States, sovereign and independent within their own limits in their internal and domestic
concerns, and bound together as one people by a General Government, possessing certain enumerated and restricted powers, delethe people of the United States, cannot be ruled as

gated to

it

by the people of the several States, and exercising

supreme authority within the scope of the powers granted

to

it,
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A

throughout the dominion of the United States.

power, there-

and hold colonies and
over which they might legislate without

fore, in the

General Government

dependent

territories,

to obtain

would be inconsistent with its own existence in its
Whatever it acquires, it acquires for the benefit of
present form.

restriction,

the people of the several States

who

created

it.

It is their trustee

acting for them, and charged with the duty of promoting the interests of the

whole people of the whole Union in the exercise of

the powers specifically granted.

At

the time

when

cession from France,

the Territory in question
it

contained no population

together and admitted as a State

necessary to hold possession of

United States, until

it

was

and

;

it,

it

was obtained by
fit

therefore

to

be associated

was absolutely

as a Territory belonging to the

and inhabited by a

settled

community capable of self-government, and

civilized

in a condition to be

admitted on equal terms with the other States as a

member

of the

But, as we have before said, it was acquired by the GenGovernment, as the representative and trustee of the people
of the United States, and it must therefore be held in that character for their common and equal benefit for it was the people of
the several States, acting througli their agent and representative,

Union.

eral

;

the Federal
question,
it

Government, who

in

fiict

and the Government holds

it

acquired the Territory in
for their

common use until
member of the

shall be associated with the other States as a

Union.

But until that time arrives, it is undoubtedly necessary that
some Government should be established in order to organize society,

and

and

to protect the inhabitants in their

as the people of the

persons and property;

United States could act in

tliis

matter

Government which represented them, and
through which they spoke and acted when the Territory was obtained, it was not only within the scope of its powers, but it was
its duty to pass such laws and establish such a Government as
would enable those by whose authority they acted to reap the adonly through

the

and to gather there a
assume the position to which
The power to
it was destined among the States of the Union.
acquire necessarily carries with it the power to preserve and ap
vantages anticipated from

acquisition,

its

population which would enable

ply to the purposes for which

ernment

to

it

it

to

was acquired.

The form of gov-

be established necessarilv rested in the discretion of
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was

their duty to establish the
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one that would bo

best suited for the protection and security of the citizens of the

United States, and other inhabitants who might be authorized to
take up their abode there, and that must always depend upon the
existing condition of the Territory, as to the
ter of its inhabitants,

some

and their situation

number and charac-

in the Territory.

In

cases a Government, consisting of persons appointed by the

Federal Government, would best subserve the interests of the Territory,

when

the inhabitants were few and scattered, and

one another.

commit

In other instances,

it

new

to

would be more advisable to
who had set-

the powers of self-government to the people

tled in the Territory, as being the most competent to determine
what was best for their own interests. But some form of civil authority would be absolutely necessary to organize and preserve
and what is
civilized society, and prepare it to become a State
condition
of the territhe best form must always depend on the
tory at the time, and the choice of the mode must depend upon
;

power by Congress, acting within
and not infringing upon
the rights of person or rights of property of the citizen who might
go there to reside, or for any other lawful purpose. It was acquired by the exercise of this discretion, and it must be held and
tlie

exercise of a discretionary

the scope of

governed

its

constitutional authority,

in like

manner, until

it is fitted

to

be a State.

But the power of Congress over the person or property of a citizen can never be a mere discretionary power under our ConstituThe powers of the Government
tion and form of Government.
and the rights and privileges of the citizen are regulated and
plainly defined by the Constitution

And when

itself.

tory becomes a part of the United States, the

the Terri-

Federal Government

enters into possession in the character impressed

upon

it

by those

upon it with its powers over the citizen
strictly defined, and limited by the Constitution, from which it
derives its own existence, and by virtue of which alone it continues to exist and act as a Government and sovereignty. It has no
power of any kind beyond it; and it cannot, when it enters a Territory of the United States, put ofi" its character, and assume dis-who created

it.

It

enters

cretionary or despotic powers which the Constitution has denied
to

it.

It

cannot create for

itself

a

new

character separated from
it owes them
The Territory being a

the citizens of the United States, and the duties

under the provisions of the Constitution.
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part of the United States, the

Government and

tlie

citizen both

under the authority of the Constiution, with their respective rights defined and marked out and the Federal Government
can exercise no power over his person or property, beyond what
enter

it

;

that instrument confers, nor lawfully

deny any right which

it

has

reserved.

A

reference to a few of the provisions of the Constitution will

illustrate this proposition.

For example, no one, we presume, will contend that Congress
can nuike any law in a Territory respecting the establishment of
religion, or the free exercise thereof, or abridging the freedom of

speech or of the press, or the right of the people of the Territory

peacably

to

assemble, and to petition the Government for the re-

dress of grievances.

Nor can Congress deny
arms, nor the right to

keep and bear
any
one to be a
by jury, nor compel

to the people the right to

trial

witness against himself in a criminal proceeding.

These powers, and others,
it is

in relation to rights of person,

which

not necessary here to enumerate, are, in express and positive

terms, denied to the General

Government and

the rights of pri-

;

Thus the rights
of person, and placed on

vate property have been guarded with equal care.
of property are united with the rights

same ground by the fifth amendment to the Constitution,
which provides that no person shall be deprived of life, liberty,
and property, without due process of law. And an act of Congress which deprives a citizen of the United States of his liberty
the

or property, merely because he

came himself

or brought his prop-

erty into a particular Territory of the United States, and

who had

committed no oifense against the laws, could hardly be dignified
with the

name

So, too,

it

of

due process of law.

will hardly

be contended that Congress could by law

quarter a soldier in a house in a Territory

wUhout

the consent of

the owner, in time of peace; nor in time of war, but in a

prescribed by law.

manner

Nor could they by law forfeit the property of
who was convicted of treason, for a longer

a citizen in a Territory
period than the

life

of the person convicted; nor take private

property for public use without just compensation.

The powers over person and property of which we speak are
not only not granted to Congress, but are in express terms denied,

and they are forbidden

to exercise

them.

And

tliis

prohibition

is
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not confined to the States, but the words are general, and extend

whole

to the

which the Constitution gives it power
it remaining under Terri-

territory over

to legislate, including those portions of

Government,

torial

as well as that covered

by

States.

It is

a total

absence of power everywhere within the dominion of the United

and places the citizens of a Territory, so far as these rights
are concerned, on the same footing with citizens of the States, and
guards them as firmly and plainly against any inroads which the
General Government might attempt, under the plea of implied or
incidental powers.
And if Congress itself cannot do this if it is
beyond the powers conferred on the Federal Government it will
States,

—
—

be admitted,

we presume,

that

it

could not authorize a Territorial

Government to exercise them. It could confer no power on any
Government, established by its authority, to violate the pro-

local

visions of the Constitution.
It

seems, however, to be supposed, that there

is

a difierence be-

tween property in a slave and other property, and that

may

rules

And

United States.

diflferent

expounding the Constitution of the
the laws and usages of nations, and the wri-

be applied to

it

in

jurists upon the relation of master and slave and
mutual rights and duties, and the powers which Govern-

tings of
their

eminent

ments may exercise over

it,

have been dwelt upon in the argu-

ment.

But in considering the question before us, it must be borne in
mind that there is no law of nations standing between the people
of the United States and their Government, and interfering with
their relation to each other. The powers of the Government, and
the rights of the citizen under it, are positive and practical reguThe people of the United States
lations plainly written down.
delegated
it
certain
enumerated
have
to
powers, and forbidden it
It has no power over the person or property
to exercise others.
of a citizen but what the citizens of the United States have granted.

And
men

no laws or usages of other nations, or reasoning of

states-

or jurists upon the relations of master and slave, can enlarge

the powers of the Government, or take from the citizens the rights

they have reserved.

And

if

the Constitution recognizes the right

of property of the master in a slave, and makes no distinction

between that description of property and other property owned
oy a citizen, no tribunal, acting under the authority of the United
States,

whether
51

it

be legislative, executive, or judicial, has a right
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to

draw such a

deny

distinction, or

to

the benefit of the provis-

it

ions and guarantees which have been provided for the protection
of private property against the encroachments of the Government.

Now,

as

we have

already said in an earlier part of this opinion,

upon a different point, the right of property in a slave is distinctly
and expressly affirmed in the Constitution. The right to traffic
in it, like an ordinary article of merchandise and property, was
guaranteed to the citizens of the United States, in every State that
might desire it, for twenty years. And the Government in
express terms

pledged

is

to protect it in

slave escapes from his owner.

This

And

plain to be misunderstood.

is

all ftiture

time, if the

done in plain words

—too

no word can be found in the

Constitution which gives Congress a greater power over slaveproperty, or which entitles property of that kind to less protection

The only power conferred
duty of guarding and protecting

than property of any other description.
is

power coupled with the
owner in his rights.

the

the

Upon

these considerations,

it

the opinion of the court that

is

the act of Congress which prohibited a citizen from holding and

owning property of

this

kind in the territory of the United States

north of the line therein mentioned,

is

not warranted by the

is therefore void
and that neither Dred Scott
any of his family, were made free by being carried
territory
even if they had been carried there by the

Constitution, and

;

himself, nor
into this

;

owner, with the intention of becoming a permanent resident.

We

have so

examined the

far

case, as

stands under the

it

Constitution of the United States, and the powers thereby dele-

gated to the Federal Government.

But there is another point
power and State law. And
plaintiff, that

he

is

made

in the case

free

it

is

which depends on State

contended, on the part of the

by being taken

Eock

to

Island, in

the State of Illinois, independently of his residence in the territory of the United States

again reduced to a state

;

and being so made free, he was not
of slavery by being brought back to

Missouri.

Our

notice of this part of the case will be very brief; for the

principle on which

much

consideration

it

depends was decided in

in

the

case

upon
Graham,

this court,

of Strader et

al. v.

Howard, 8^. In that case, the slaves had been
taken from Kentucky to Ohio, with the consent of the owner,

reported in 10th
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And

Kentucky.

to

gOS

this court

held

depended upon the
laws of Kentucky, when they were brought back into that State,
and not of Ohio and that this court had no jurisdiction to revise
the judgment of a State court upon its own laws.
This was the
that their status or condition, as free or slave,

;

point directly before the court, and the decision that this court

had not

jurisdiction turned

upon

it,

as will be seen by the report

of the case.

So

in

As

this case.

State of Illinois by his

was a slave when taken into the
owner, and was there held as such, and
Scott

brought back in that character, his status^ as free or slave,

depended on the laws of Missouri, and not of Illinois.
It has, however, been urged in the argument, that by the laws
of Missouri he was free on his return, and that this case, therefore,

can not be governed by the case of Strader

"where

it

et al. v.

Graham,

appeared, by the laws of Kentucky, that the plaintiffs

continued to be slaves on their return from Ohio.

But whatever

doubts or opinions may, at one time, have been entertained upon
this subject,

we

are satisfied,

upon a

careful examination of all

the cases decided in the State courts of Missouri referred
it

now

is

the State, that Scott and his family

but were, by the laws

free,

to,

that

firmly settled by the decisions of the highest court in

of

upon

their return

were not

Missouri, the property of the

and that the Circuit Court of the United States had
no jurisdiction, when, by the laws of the State, the plaintiff was
a slave, and not a citizen.
Moreover, the plaintiff, it appears, brought a similar action
defendant

;

against the defendant in the State Court of Missouri, claiming the

freedom of himself and his family upon the same grounds and

same evidence upon which he relies in the case before the
The case was carried before the Supreme Court of the
State; was fully argued there; and that court decided that neither
the

court.

the plaintiff nor his family were entitled to freedom, and were

and reversed the judgment of
the inferior State court, which had given a different decision.
If the plaintiff supposed that this judgment of the Supreme
Court of the State was erroneous, and that this court had jurisstill

the slaves of the defendant

diction to revise and reverse
legally bring

the

it

it,

before this court

Supreme Court of

;

mode by which he could
was by writ of error directed to

the onl}'

the State, requiring

it

to transmit the record
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K this had beeu done, it is too plain for argument
must have been dismissed for want of jurisdiction
Tlie case of Strader and others v. Graham is
court.

to this court.

that the writ

in this

directly in point; and, indeed, independent of

language of the 25th section of the act of 1789

any decision, the
is

too clear

and

precise to admit of controversy.

pursue the mode prescribed by law
judgment of a State court before this court for
revision, but suffered the case to be remanded to the inferior State
court, where it is still continued, and is, by agreement of parties,
All of this
to await the judgment of this court on the point.
appears on the record before us, and by the printed report of the

But the

plaintiff did not

for bringing the

case.

And

while the case

yet open and pending in the inferior

is

State court, the piaintiff goes into the Circuit Court of the United

upon the same case and the same evidence, and against
same party, and proceeds to judgment, and then brings hero
the same case from the Circuit Court, which the law would not
have permitted him to bring directly from the State court. And
States,

the

if this court takes jurisdiction in this

form, the result, so far as

the rights of the respective parties are concerned,

same as

is

in every

had in open violation of
law entertained jurisdiction over the judgment of the State
court upon a writ of error, and revised and reversed its judgment

respect substantially the

upon the ground that
It would
erroneous.

if it

its

opinion upon the question of law was

ill

become

this court to sanction

such an

attempt to evade the law, or to exercise an appellate power in

way, which it is forbidden to exercise in the direct
and regular and invariable forms of judicial proceedings.
Upon the whole, therefore, it is the judgment of this court,
that it appears by the record before us that the plaintiff in error
is not a citizen of Missouri, in the sense in which that word is
and that the Circuit Court of the
used in the Constitution
United States, for that reason, had no jurisdiction in the case,
and could give no judgment in it. Its judgment for the defendant must, consequently, be reversed, and a mandate issued,
directing the suit to be dismissed for want of jurisdiction
this circuitous

;
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POINTS DECIDED.
I.

Upon

1.

a writ of error to a Circuit Court of the

of the record of
is

open

all

the proceedings in the case

and

to its inspection

is

United

States, the transcript

brought before

and

this court,

revision.

2. When a plea to the jurisdiction, in abatement, is overruled by the court
upon demurrer, and the defendant pleads in bar, and upon these pleas the final
judgment of the court is in his favor if the plaintiflf brings a writ of error, the
judgment of the court upon the plea in abatement is before this court, although
and if the court erred in overruling it, the judgIt was in favor of the plaintiff

—

—

ment must be reversed, and a mandate issued
the case for want of jurisdiction.

Court to dismiss

to the Circuit

In the Circuit Courts of the United States, the record must show that the

3.

case

is

one in which by the Constitution and laws of the United

ment

States, the

—and
does not
and the court gives judgand the judgment must be
defendant,
court— and the
cannot by consent waive the

court had jurisdiction

appear,

if this

either for plaintiff or

versed by this

it is

re-

error,

objection to

parties

the jurisdiction of the Circuit Court.

A

4:.

free negro of the African race,

country and sold as slaves,

whose ancestors were brought

to this

not a "citizen" within the meaning of the Con-

United States.

stitution of the

When

is

was adopted, they were not regarded in any of the
members of the community which constituted the State, and were not
numbered among its " people or citizens." Consequently, the special rights and
5.

the Constitution

States as

immunities guaranteed

to citizens

do not apply

to

them.

And

zens" within the meaning of the Constitution, they are not

not being "

citi-

entitled to sue in

that character in a court of the United States, and the Circuit Court has not jurisdiction in

them
and
7.

such a

suit.

The only two

6.

clauses in the Constitution

whom

as persons

it

was morally lawful

to this race, treat

to hold as slaves.

Since the adoption of the Constitution of the United States, no State can

by any subsequent law make a
United

citizens of the

cured to citizens
8.

which point

to deal in as articles of jjroperty

A

State,

bj'

by

foreigner or any other description of persons

States, nor entitle

them

to the rights

and

privileges se-

that instrument.

its

laws passed since the adoption of the Constitution,

put a foreigner or any other description of persons upon a footing with

its

may
own

and privileges enjoyed by them within its dominion,
But that will not make him a citizen of the United States,

citizens, as to all the rights

and by

its

laws.

nor entitle him

to sue in its courts,

of a citizen in another State.

nor to any of the privileges and immunities

;
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The change

9.

puLlic opinion and feeling in relation to the African race,

in

which has taken place

since the adoption of the Constitution, cannot change its

construction and meaning, and

cording to

its

The

10.

it

must be construed and administered now
it was formed and adopted.

plaintiff

having udmittod, by his demurrer

to the plea in

that his ancestors were imported from Africa and sold as slaves, he

abatement,

is

not a

zen of the State of Missouri according to the Constitution of the United
and was not entitled to sue in that cliaracter in the Circuit Court.
Tliis being the case, the

11.

plaintiff

ac-

meaning and intention when

true

judgment of the court below,

citi-

States,

in favor of the

on the plea in abatement, was erroneous.
IT.

But

1.

the pica in abatement

if

is

not brought up by this writ of

jection to the citizenship of the plaintiff

making out

himself, in

is

of African descent, was born a

became

his family

entitled to

taken by their owner to reside in a tcriitory where slavery
of Congress
to

— and

in addition

that,

freedom by being taken

to

to this claim,

Rock

when he was brought back

free

error, the ob-

apparent on the record, as he

still

he

his case, states that

and claims that he and

slave,

is

freedom by being

is

prohibited by act

he himself became entitled

Island, in the State of Illinois

to Missouri,

—and being

he was by the laws of that State a

citizen.
2.

If,

the

is still

judgment of the

3.

The

not.

it

states

do not give him or

his family a right to

a slave, and not entitled to sue as a "citizen," and

Circuit Court

iiuy reference to the pica in

where

he

therefore, the facts

freedom, the plaintiff

was erroneous on that ground

also,

without

abatement.

Circuit Court can give

no judgment

for plaintiff or

defendant in a case

has not jurisdiction, no matter whether there be a plea in abatement or

And

unless

it

appears upon the face of the record,

when brought

here by

writ of error, that the Circuit Court had jurisdiction, the judgment must be reversed.

The

case of

Capron

v.

Van Noordeu

(2 Cranch, 126) examined, and the prin-

ciples thereby decided, reaffirmed.
4.

When

the record, as brought here by writ of error, does not

Circuit Court

had

show

jurisdiction, this court has jurisdiction to revise

the error, like any other error in the court below.

miss the case for want of jurisdiction here

;

It

for that

that the

and correct

does not and cannot dis-

would leave the erroneous

judgment of the court below

in full force, and the party injured without remmust reverse the judgment, and, as in any other case of reversal,
send a mandate to the Circuit Court to conform its judgment to the opinion of

edy.

But

it

this court.
5.

The

difference of the jurisdiction in this court in the cases of writs of

error to State courts

and

and the mistakes made
confounding
6.

it

with

its

to Circuit Courts of the

If the court reverses a

away the

States, pointed

out

by

limited jurisdiction in the former.

judgment upon the ground that

ticular part of the record that the Circuit

take

United

as to the jurisdiction of this court in the latter case,

it

appears by a par-

Court had not jurisdiction,

jurisdiction of this court to

examine into and

it

correct,

does not

by a

re-
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any other

versal of the judgment,

other matter, where

On

error.

tice of this court to reverse

the contrary,

And

on the same ground, and

other error upon which

The

7.

its

the error of a Circuit Court in

judgment

is

is

erroneous,

is

its

jurisdic-

same manner

to be treated in the

is

decision, therefore, that the

plea in abatement

the daily and familiar prac-

it is

on several grounds, where more than one error ap-

pears to have been committed.
tion stands

any

either as to the jurisdiction or

appears from other parts of the record that the Circuit

it

Court had fallen into

errors,

§07

as

any

founded.

judgment of the

no reason

why

Circuit Court

upon the

the alleged error apparent in

the exception should not also be examined, and the judgment reversed on that

ground
It

is

a want of jurisdiction in the Circuit Court.

also, if it discloses

often the duty of this court, after having decided that a particular decis-

ion of the Circuit Court was erroneous, to examine into other alleged errors, and
to correct

by

them

this court,

versy,

if

they are found to

when

and the

exist.

And

this has

been uniformly done

the questions are in any degree connected with the contro-

silence of the court

might create doubts which would lead

to fur-

ther and useless litigation.

m.
1.

The

facts

upon which the

and make him a
2.

rules

The

plaintiff relies

did not give

him

his freedom,

citizen of Missouri.

clause in the Constitution authorizing Congress to

and regulations

for the

government of the

territory

make

all

needful

and other property of

the United States, applies only to territory within the chartered limits of some

one of the States when they were colonies of Great

Britain,

and which was sur-

rendered by the British Government to the old Confederation of the States, in
It does not

the treaty of peace.

apply to territory acquired by the present Fed-

Government, by treaty or conquest, from a foreign nation.
The case of the American and Ocean Insurance Companies

eral

Peters, 511) referred to

v.

and examined, showing that the decision in

Canter (1
this case

is

not in conflict with that opinion, and that the court did not, in the case referred
to,

men-

decide upon the construction of the clause of the Constitution above

them did not make

tioned, because the case before

necessary to decide the

it

question.
3.

The United

States,

under the present Constitution, cannot acquire

ry to be held as a colony, to be governed at

may

its

will

acquire territory which, at the time, has not a population that

come

a State, and

may

govern

it

as a Territory until

it

territo-

and pleasure.
fits it

But

it

to bo-

has a population Avhich,

judgment of Congress, entitles it to be admitted as a State of the Union.
During the time it remains a Territory, Congress may legislate over it

in the
4.

within the scope of
ted States

its

—and may

constitutional

powers in

establish a Territorial

relation to citizens of the

Government

— and the form of

Government must be regulated by the discretion of
powers not exceeding those which Congress itself, by the

local

Unithis

Congress, but with
Constitution, is au-

thorized to exercise over citizens of the United States, in respect to their rights

of persons or rights of property.
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IV.

The

1.

for their
eral

tenitorj' thus acquired,

common and

acquired by the people of the United States

is

equal benefit, through their agent and trustee, the Fed-

Congress can exercise no power over the rights of person or

Government.

property of a citizen in the Territory which

The Government and
both enter

is

prohibited

the citizen, whenever the Territory

is

by the Constitution.
open to settlement,

with their respective rights defined and limited by the Constitu-

it

tion.
2.

to

do

no right

Congress has

States from taking

Nor

so.

has

up
it

fit

there,

while

it

permits citizens of other States

a right to give privileges to one class of citizens

The

refuses to another.

any particular State or

to prohibit the citizens of

home

their

territory

is

acquired for their equal and

which

common

it

bene-

—and
3.

if open to any, it must be open to all upon equal and the same terms.
Every citizen has a right to take with him into the Territory any article

of property which the Constitution of the United States recognizes as property.
4.

The

Constitution of the United States recognizes slaves as property, and

pledges the Federal Government to protect

it.

And

Congress cannot exercise

any more authority over property of that description than
ally exercise over property of any other kind.
5.

The

may

act of Congress, therefore, prohibiting a citizen of the

from taking with him
to reside,

it

is

his slaves

when he removes

constitution-

United States

to the Territory in question

an exercise of authority over private property which

ranted by the Constitution
that Territory, gave

—and

him no

the removal of the

plaintiff,

by

is

not war-

his owner, to

freedom.

title to

V.
1.

The

plaintiff

himself acquired no

owner, to Rock Island, in

title to

freedom by being taken, by his

and brought back

Illinois,

to Missouri.

This court

has heretofore decided that the status or condition of a person of African descent depended on the laws of the State in which he resided.
2.

It

has been settled by the decisions of the highest court in Missouri, that

by the laws of that

State, a

where the owner takes him

slave does

to reside in a

not become entitled
State

where slavery

to his
is

freedom,

not permitted,

and afterwards brings him back to Missouri.
It follows that it is

Conclusion.

low erred

judgment

in its

apparent upon the record that the court be-

judgment on the plea

for the defendant,

when

not a citizen of the United States.

in abatement,

and

also erred in giving

the exception shows that the plaintiff was

And

as the Circuit Court

had no

jurisdic-

tion, either in

the case stated in the plea in abatement, or in the one stated in

the exception,

its

reversed.

judgment

in favor of the

defendant

is

erroneous, and

must be
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THE FUGITIVE SLAVE LAW.
—"We have

affixed, by way of comment to " the decision of the Supreme Court in the Dred Scott case," the following able paper from the pen of
Prof. Hodge.
It lucidly explains the source and sanction of Civil Government,
and deduces therefrom the duties and responsibilities of the governed, Ed.

Note.

Law answered — Duty of Obedience — Government
— The Warrant of Government not the consent of the
governed —
Doctrines — Deductions from
Doctrine —Decision of
the Supreme Court— Objections answered — Conscience and the Law —Duty
—Duty of Private Citizens— Objections answered
of Executive
the FugiRight of Revolution — Summary application of these
Slave Law — Conclusion.

Alleged Immorality of the
a Divine Institution

is

this

Infidel

Officers

principles to

tive

There is no more obvious duty, at the present time, resting on
American Ciiristians, ministers and people, than to endeavor to
promote kind feelings between the South and the North. All
fierce addresses to the passions,
is

Every one should endeavor

against God.
ples,

of

on either side, are

an offense against the gospel, against our

fratricidal.

common

country,

It

and

to diffuse right princi-

and thus secure right feeling and action, under the blessing

God

in

K

every part of the land.

the South has no such

them before God and the

grounds of complaint as would

justify

human

one important sense they

race,

whose

trustees in

dissolving the Union,

how

is it

with the North?

fiable in the violent resistance to the fugitive slave bill,

has been threatened or attempted

measure has been confined

?

are, in

Are they justiwhich

This opposition in a great

and
They have

to the abolitionists as a party,

as such they are a small minority of the people.

never included in their ranks either the controlling intellect or

moral feeling

at the

North.

Their fundamental principle
(

Bii

)

is anti-

;
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and therefore

scriptural

holdiug

is siutul.

This doctrine

power over those who

They assume

irreligious.
is

the

life

that

slave-

It

has no

of the sect.

reject that principle,

and therefore

not gained ascendency over those whose faith

it

has

governed by the

is

word of God.

We

have ever maintained that the proper method of opposing

this party,

and of counteracting

exhibit clearly the falsehood of

its

its

pernicious influence, was to

one idea, viz

:

that slavehold-

The discussion has now taken a new
It is assumed that the fugitiue slave law of the last Conturn.
gress, (1850) is unconstitutional, or if not contrary to the ConUnder this impression
stitution, contrary to the law of God.
ing

sin against

is a

many who have

God.

never been regarded as abolitionists, have entered

their protest against the law,

red from

ought

to

its

and some

be openly resisted.

It is

of dealing with the subject in this
that the law in question

land

;

ting

its

that

have

in their haste

infer-

supposed unconstitutionality or immorality that

it is

is

it

obvious that the proper method

new

aspect, is to demonstrate

according to the Constitution of the

not inconsistent with the divine law

;

or,

admit-

unconstitutionality or immoralit}'', that the resistance rec-

ommended

is

none the

less a sin against

We do not propose

God.

two former of these propositions. The
constitutionality of the law may safely be left in the hands of the
constituted authorities.
It is enough for us that there is no fla-

to discuss either of the

grant and manifest inconsistency between the law and the constitution

;

that the first legal authorities in the land pronounce

them

and that there is no difierence in princithe
present
law and that of 1793 on the same subject,
between
ple
in which the whole country has acquiesced for more than half a
We would also say that after having read some of the
century.
perfectly consistent;

most labored

disquisitions designed to prove that

the

fugitive

slave bill subverts the fundamental principles of our federal compact,

we have been unable

to discover the least force in the argu-

ments adduced.
As to the immorality of the law, so far as we can discover, the
whole stress of the argument in the affirmative rests on two
First, that the law of God in Deuteronomy, exassumptions.
pressly forbids the restoration of a fugitive slave to his owner

and secondly, that slavery

itself

being sinful,

it

must be wrong

enforce the claims of the master to the service of the slave.

to

As
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we would simply remark,

that the venerable Prof. Stuart in his recent work, " Conscience

and

the Constitution," has clearly proved that the law in Deuter-

onomy has no
forbidden

application to the present case.

the restoration of a slave

is

who had

The thing

fled

there

from a heathen

master and taken refuge among the worshipers of the true God.

Such a man was not to be forced back into heathenism. This is
That it has no
the obvious meaning and spirit of the command.
reference to slaves who had escaped from Hebrew masters, and
fled from one tribe or city to another, is plain from the simple
fact that the Hebrew laws recognized slavery.
It would be a
perfect contradiction if the law authorized the purchase and holding of slaves, and yet forbid the enforcing the right of possession.
There could be no such thing as slavery, in such a land as
Palestine, if the slave could recover his liberty

from one

tribe to another over

an imaginary

by simply moving
even from

line, or

the house of his master to that of his next neighbor.

how

inconsistent

is it in

tain that the laws of

Besides,

mainand in the

the abolitionists in one breath to

Moses did not recognize

slavery,

next, that the laws about the restoration of slaves referred to the

Hebrew masters. According to their doctrine, there
among the Israelites no slaves to restore. They must
admit either that the law of God allowed the Hebrews to hold
slaves of

could be

slaves,

and then there

is

an end

sinfulness of slaveholding

;

to their

arguments against the

or acknowledge that the law repre-

senting the restoration of slaves referred only to fugitives from
is an end to their argument from
enactment against the law under consideration.

the heathen, and then there

The way

in

which abolitionists

treat the Scriptures

evident that the coininand in Deuteronomy

is

this

makes

it

urged not so much

out of regard to the authority of the word of God, as an argu-

mentum ad hominem.
Old or

Wherever the Scriptures

either in the

Testament recognize the lawfulness of holding slaves,
they are tortured without mercy to force from them a difierent
response and where, as in this case, they appear to favor the
jSTew

;

other side of the question, abolitionists quote them rather to
silence those

ground of
that in

who make them the rule of their faith, than as the
own convictions. Were there no such law as

their

Deuteronomy

to restore a fugitive

in existence, or were there a plain injunction

from service

to his

Hebrew

master,

it

is
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plain from their principles that they would none the less fiercely

condemn

the law under consideration.

founded on the scriptural command.
that the master's claim

is

Why

itself.

not

is

on the assumption

iniquitous and ought not to be enforced.*

mode

Their objections are not to the
delivery

Their opposition

It rests

else quote the

of delivery, but to the

law in Deuteronomy, which

apparently forbids such surrender of the fugitive to his master ?

no eficctive enactment could be framed on this
which would not meet with the same opposition. "We are
convinced, by reading the discussions on this subject, that the
It is clear that

subject

immorality attributed to the fugitive slave law resolves

No man

the assumed immorality of slaveholding.

an apprentice

to restoring

master

to his

itself into

would object

and no one would quote

;

Scripture or search for arguments to prove

sinful to restore

it

a

fugitive slave, if he believed slaveholding to be lawful in the

sight of God.

• In the

New

He

"am

1851, there

is

sermon de-

a

expressly placed on the injustice of

is

" To
To a

almost exclusively on that ground.

argues the matter

what," ho asks,

2,

I required to

the

feel satisfied that

of Brooklyn, Dec. 12, 1850, in which

S. Storrs, Jr.,

his opposition to the fugitive slave bill

slavery.

January

Yoric Independent for

by Rev. Richard

livered

we

This being the case,

send

this

man

[the slave]

back?

man can contemplate without shuddering." Again,
man to this unjust bondage ? The fact that he has
suffered it so long already is a reason why I should not
Why shall I
not HELP him, in his struggle for the rights which God gave him indelibly,
when he made him a man? There is nothing to prevent, but the simple
system which ... no
"

Why

shall I send the

requirement of

my

have written."

equals in the State

This

the fugitive slave law.

It

is

an open refusal to comply with one of the stipu-

lations of our national compact.

Nay,

solution of the Union.

of the

Union

Let

it

light,

if

If

it

has any force,

the argument

and obligatory.

inevitable

presented in that

the parchment of the law, which they

;

an argument against the Constitution and not against

is

and not

as

Let

it

it

sound

in favor of the dis-

is
it

makes the

and

state

now assumed

governments have sworn

have lived sixty years, and whose

is

that the Constitution

fruits

we have

real doctrine constantly presented in the

we should soon

see to

and conscience of the people.

abolition prints

what extent

it

under which

so abundantly enjoyed,

commends

to
;

men
we

our public

all

to support,

immoral compact, and must be repudiated out of duty
derstood

be

be seen that the moralists of our day have

discovered that the compact framed by our fathers, which
in the general

dissolution

It should, therefore, in all fairness

an argument against the law of Congress.

be understood that the ground

can not be complied with.

is

God.

and

if

itself to

This

is

is

an
the

properly unthe judgment
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North, whose conscience and action are

at the

nltimately determined by the teachings of the Bible, will soon
settle

down

into the conviction that the

conflict with the

law

in question is not in

law of God.

But suppose the reverse

to

be the fact ; suppose

it

clearly

made

out that the law passed by Congress in reference to fugitive slaves
is

contrary to the Constitution or to the law of God, what

done ?

What

is

is to

be

the duty of the people under such circumstances?

The answers given

and some
mind has been aroused and

to this question are very different,

of them so portentous that the public

directed to the consideration of the nature of civil government and

of the grounds and limits of the obedience due to the laws of the
land.

As

this is a subject not

merely of general interest

time, but of permanent importance,

we purpose

at this

devote to

to

its

discussion the few following pages.

Our design
is

in few words in

is to state

what sense government

a divine institution, and to draw from that doctrine the princi-

must determine the nature and limits of the obedience
which is due the laws of the land.
That the Bible, when it asserts that all power is of God, or the
powers that be are ordained of God, does not teach that any
one form of civil government has been divinely appointed as uni-

ples which

versally obligatory,

such prescription.

is

plain because the Scriptures contain no

There are no directions given as

to the

form

commands
on this subject, are as applicable under one form as another. The
direction is general
obey the powers that be. The propsition is
unlimited all power is of God
i. e., government, whatever its
form, is of God. He has ordained it. The most pointed scrip-

which

civil

governments

shall

All the divine

assume.

;

;

;

tural injunctions on this subject

were given during the usurped or

tyrannical reign of military despots.

It is

mean

writers did not, in such passages,

plain that the sacred

to teach that a military

despotism was the form of government which God had ordained
as

of

perpetual

and universal

obligation.

joins no one form, so the people of

guidance of his

Spirit,

God

As

the Bible en-

in all ages, under the

have lived with a good conscience, under
human government is

the diversities of organization of which

all

susceptible.

Again, as no one form of government
has

God

determined preceptively

who

is

prescribed, so neither

are to exercise civil power.

;;
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He

has not said that such power must be hereditary, and descend
on the princi^ile of primogeniture.
He has not determined
whether it shall be confined to males to the exclnsion of femdes
These are not matters of
or whether all offices shall be elective.
divine appointment, and are not included in the proposition that

power is of God. Neither is it included in this proposition
government is in such a sense ordained of God that the people have no control in the matter.
The doctrine of the Bible is
all

that

not inconsistent with the right of the people, as we shall endeavor

show in the sequel, to determine
and to select their own rulers.

to

When
tures to

government

said

it is

mean,

that

first,

social compact.

shall exist.

we understand

is

community a mere voluntary

gation to recognize
its

laws.

In like

ment should
that do well.

its

The former of these

Men

it is

are

punishment of
This

is

the church as a visible spirit-

Men

society.

existence, to join its ranks

manner

exist.

rulers for the

commer-

men whether government

a divine appointment, in the same sense as mar-

not a mere civil contract, nor

ual

the Scrip-

for literary, benevolent, or

not optional with

riage and the church are divine institutions.
is

of government

a divine institution and not a mere

it is

men form

It is

It is

of God,

own form

does not belong to the category of voluntary

It

associations such as
cial purposes.

is

their

the will of

bound by
evil doers,

God

are under obli-

and submit
have

civil

for the praise of

them

his authority to

and

to

that civil govern-

the scriptural doctrine, as opposed to the

deistical theory of a social

compact as the ultimate ground of

all

human governments.
It follows

from

laws of the land

this

is

view of the subject that obedience

a religious duty, and that disobedience

the specific nature of sin

;

this is a principle of vast

to the
is

of

importance.

law of God is so broad that it binds a man to
every thing that is right, and forbids every thing that is wrong
and consequently that every violation even of a voluntary engagement is of the nature of an ofiense against God. Still there is a

It is true that the

wide difierence between disobedience to an obligation voluntarily
assumed, and which has no other sanction than our own engagement, and disregard of an obligation directly imposed of God.
St. Peter recognizes this distinction when he said to Annanias,
Thou hast not lied unto men but unto God. All lying is sinful,
but lying to God is a higher crime than lying to men. There is
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contempt of the divine presence and

a violation of an obligation of a higher order.

Every man feels that the marriage vows have a sacred character
which could not belong to them, if marriage was merely a civil
In like

contract.

elevates

it

manner

government
and adds a new and higher
imposes. There is a specific

the divine institution of

into the sphere of religion,

sanction to the obligations which

it

more easily felt than described, between what
gious and what is merely moral; between disobedience
and resistance to an ordinance of God.
difference,

A third point included

is reli-

to

man

on this subject
any government creates the obligaThat is, the obligation does not rest either on
tion of obedience.
the origin or the nature of the government, or on the mode in
is,

in the scriptural doctrine

that the actual existence of

which

it is

administered.

It

may

be legitimate or revolutionary,

despotic or constitutional, just or unjust, so long as
to be recognized and obeyed within
ers that be are ordained of

of power

is to

God

its

exists

it

proper sphere.

it

is

The pow-

in such sense that the possession

be referred to his providence.

It is

not by chance,

nor through the unconti'olled agency of men, but by divine

The declaration of the
was uttered under the reign of ISTero. It is
as true of his authority as of that of the Queen of England, or
that of our own President, that it was of God.
He made Nero
Emperor. He required all within the limits of the Roman empire
to recognize and obey him so long as he was allowed to occupy
the throne.
It was not necessary for the early Christians to sit
in judgment on the title of every new emperor, whenever the
pretorian guards chose to put down one and put up another;
ordination that any government exists.

apostle just quoted

neither are God's people

upon to discuss the
The possession of civil

now

in various parts of the world called

and adjudicate the claims of their rulers.
power is a providential fact, and is to be

titles

This does not imply that

regarded as such.

every government which he allows to

exist.

God approves

He

of

permits op-

pressive rulers to bear sway, just as he permits famine or pesti-

A good government is a blessing,
judgment but the one as much as the
ordained of God, and is to be obeyed not only for fear

lence to execute his vengeance.

a bad government
other

is

is

a

;

but also for conscience sake.

A

fourth principle involved in the proposition that all
52

power
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is

of

He

God

is,

that the magistrate

invested with a divine right.

is

derived from Ilim.

There
and
derives from
is a sense in whicli he represents the people
them his power but in a far higher sense he is the minister of
represents God.

Ilis authority is

;

God, and " they that resist shall
Thus saith the Scriptures.
receive unto themselves damnation."
It need hardly be remarked that this principle relates to the nature,
God.

To

and not

resist

him

is to resist

to the extent, of the poM^er of the magistrate.

It

is

as

true of the lowest as of the highest; of a justice of the peace as

of the President of the Uuited States; of a constitutional monarch

The

as of an absolute sovereign.

of rulers
the

is

divine,

principle

and not human,

power which belongs

is

them of divine

to

that the authority

in its origin.

right.

They exercise
The reader,

we

trust, will not confound this doctrine with the old doctrine
"
The two things are as difof
the divine right of kings."

ferent as

day and night.

"We are not for reviving a defunct
a theory which perished, at least

theory of civil government;

among Anglo-Saxons,
throne of England.

at the expulsion

That monarch took

of
it

James

II.

from the

with him into exile,

entombed with the last of the Stuarts. According to
that theory God had established the monarchical form of government as universally obligatory. There could not consistently
with his law be any other. The people had no more right to
renounce that form of government than the children of a family
have to resolve themselves into a democracy. In the second
place, it assumed that God had determined the law of succession
The people could not change
as well as the form of government.
the one any more than the other; or any more than children
And thirdly,
could change their father, or a wife her husband.
as a necessary consequence of these principles, it inculcated in
all cases the duty of passive obedience.
The king holding his
oflSce immediately from God, held it entirely independent of the
will of the people, and his responsibility was to God alone.
He
any
flagrant.
injustice however
could not forfeit his throne by
The people, if in any case they could not obey, were obliged to
submit; resistance or revolution was treason against God. We
have already remarked that the scriptural doctrine is opposed to
every one of these principles. The Bible does not prescribe any
one form of government; it does not determine who shall b^
and it clearly recognizes the right
depositories of civil power
and

it lies

;

;;
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In asserting, therefore, the divine right of rulers,

of I'evolutiou.

we
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are not asserting any doctrine repudiated by our forefathers,

or inconsistent with civil liberty in

we understand

Such, as

ment.
pact.

It is

it, is

its

widest rational extent.

the true nature of civil govern-

a divine institution and not a mere voluntary com-

Obedience

to the magistrate

and laws

is

a religious duty

and disobedience is a sin against God. This is true of all forms of
government. Men living under the Turkish Sultan are bound to
recognize his authority, as

much

as the subjects of a constitu-

monarch, or the fellow-citizens of an elective president, are
bound to recognize their respective rulers. All power is of God,
and the powers that be are ordained of God, in such sense that
tional

all

magistrates are to be regarded as his ministers, acting in his

name and

with his authority, each within his legitimate sphere

beyond which he ceases to be a magistrate.
That this is the doctrine of the Scriptures on

The

hardly be doubted.

this subject

can

Bible never refers to the consent of the

governed, the superiority of the rulers, or

to the

general princi-

ground of our obligation to the higher
powers. The obedience which slaves owe their masters, children
their parents, wives their husbands, people their rulers, is always
ples of expediency, as the

made

to rest

on the divine will as

its

ultimate foundation.

which we owe

to

God.

part of the service

act, in all these relations,

We

It is

are required to

not as men-pleasers, but as the servants

who

of God.

All such obedience terminates on our Master

heaven.

This gives the sublimity of spiritual freedom even to

the service of a slave.

It is

not in the power of

man

to

is

in

reduce

bondage those who serve God, in all the service they render
The will of God, therefore, is the foundation
their fellow-men.
His will, howof our obligation to obey the laws of the land.
to

ever, is not

an arbitrary determination

infinite intelligence

ment between

all

tates of reason.

and

love.

There

is

;

it

is

no

command

the expression of

the most perfect agree-

the precepts of the Bible

There

is

in

and the highest dicthe word of God of

permanent and universal obligation, which may not be shown
be in accordance with the laws of our own higher nature.

to

This

one of the strongest collateral arguments in favor of the divine
In appealing therefore to the Bible in
origin of the Scriptures.
support of the doctrine here advanced, we are not, on the one

is

hand appealing

to

an arbitrary standard, a mere statute book, a
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nor,
colled iuu uf laws which create the obliy;ation3 they enforce
on the other hand, to " the reason and nature of things " in the
abstract, which after all is only our own reason but we are appealing to the infinite intelligence of a personal God, whose will, be;

;

cause of his infinite excellence,

is

and
whatever the Bible declares

to

necessarily the ultimate

ground

This, however, being the case,

rule of all mural obligation.

be right

found

is

to

be in accord-

ance with the constitution of nature and our own reason.

All

that the Scriptures, for example, teach of the subordination of

children to their parents, of wives to their husbands, has not

foundation, but

Any

of the parties.
these points,

is

its

confirmation, in the very nature of the relation

its

on

violation of the precepts of the Bible,

found

to

be a violation of the laws of nature, and

In like manner

certainly destructive.

it is

clear

from the social

men upon each

nature of man, from the dependence of

other,

from the impossibility of attaining the end of our being in

this

world, otherwise than in society and under an ordered govern-

ment, that

it

The design

ib

of

the will of

God

We

of the universe.

God

that such society should exist.

in this matter

nature are the result

is

as plain as in the constitution

might as well maintain that the laws of
of chance, or that marriage and parental

authority have no other foundation than
that civil

man

human

law, as to assert

government has no firmer foundation than the

or the quicksands of expediency.

beings, and

making

it

By

will of

men

creating

social

necessary for them to live in society,

has made his will as thus revealed the foundation of

all civil

God
gov-

ernment.
This doctrine

is

but one aspect of the comprehensive doctrine

of Theism, a doctrine which teaches the existence of a personal
infinite, eternal, and unchangeable, in his being,
wisdom, power, justice, holiness, goodness, and truth a God who
is everywhere present upholding and governing all his creatures
and all their actions. The universe is not a machine left to go
of itself.
God did not at first create matter and impress upon it

God, a Spirit

;

certain laws

and then leave

it

to their blind operation.

lie

is

everywhere present in the material world, not superseding secondary causes, but so upholding and guiding their operations, that
the intelligence evinced is the omnipresent intelligence of God,

and the power exercised
First Cause.

He

is

no

is

less

the poiestas ordinata of the Great

supreme

in his control of intelligent
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They indeed

agents.

They are
God turns

are free, but not independent.

governed in a manner consistent with their nature

them
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as the rivers of waters are turned.

on human agency are under his

;

yet

All events depending

God

control.

in

is

history.

Neither chance nor blind necessity determine the concatenation
or issues of things.
Nor is the world in the hands of its inhabi-

God has

tants.
left its

not launched our globe on the ocean of space and

multitudinous crew to direct

He

its

course without his interfer-

His breath fills the sails. His wisdom and power are pledged for the prosperity of the voyage.
Nothing happens, even to the falling of a sparrow, which is not
ordered by him. He works all things after the counsel of his
ence.

at the

is

helm.

by him that kings reign and princes decree justice.
one, and raises up another.
As he leads out the
stars by night, marshaling them as a host, calling each one by its
name, so does he order all human events. He raises up nations
will.

He

It is

puts

down

and appoints the bounds of their habitation. He founds the emand determines their form and their duration.

pires of the earth

This doctrine of God's universal providence
all religion.

the world.

If this doctrine

But

if it is

be not true,

true, it involves

everywhere in nature and in history.

We

of his presence and power.

him.

Every thing has a

his wrath

;

fruitful

voice,

is

we

the foundation of

are without

a vast deal.

Every thing
are

God
God

in
is

a revelation

is

always in contact with

which speaks of

his

goodness or

seasons proclaim his goodness, famine and pes-

Nothing is by chance. The exany particular form of government is as much his work,
as the rising of the sun or falling of the rain.
It is something he
has ordained for some wise purpose, and it is to be regarded as
bis work.
If all events are under God's control, if it is by him
tilence declare his displeasure.

istence of

that kings reign, then the actual possession of

a revelation of his will that

it

power

is

of wisdom or goodness is a manifestation of his will
endowed with those gifts, should be reverenced and
follows, therefore,

as

much

should be obeyed, as the possession
that those

loved.

It

from the universal providence of God, that

We

have no more
government because it is not to our taste, or because we do not approve of its
measures, than a child has the right to refuse to recognize a wayward parent; or a wife a capricious husband.
"the powers that be are ordained of God."

right to refuse obedience to an actually existing
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The

religious character of our civil duties flows also

from the

comprehensive doctrine that the will of God is the ground of all
moral obligation. To seek that ground either in "the reason and
nature of things," or in expediency,

banish

to

is

God from

the

moral world, as effectually as the mechanical theory of the universe banishes him from the physical universe and from history.

Our

allegiance on that hypothesis
Tiiis

to society.

is

God

not to

but to reason or

theory of morals therefore, changes the nature

of religion and of moral obligation.

It

modifies and degrades all

and exercises it changes the very nature of
sin, of repentance and obedience, and gives us, what is a perfect
According to tlie Bible, our
solecism, a religion without God.
religious sentiment

;

obligation to obey the laws of the land

not founded on the fact

is

that the good of society requires such obedience, or that

it

is

a

on the authority of God. It is part of the
This must be so if the doctrine is
service which we owe to him.
true that God is our moral governor, to whom we are responsible
dictate of reason, but

for all our acts,
all

and whose

will is both the

ground and the rule of

our obligations.

We

Although
it has long been common to look upon civil government as a
human institution, and to represent the consent of the governed
as the only ground of the obligation of obedience, yet this doctrine is so notoriously of infidel origin, and so obviously in conflict with the teachings of the Bible, that it can have no hold on
It is no more true of the
the convictions of a Christian people.
need not, however, dwell longer on

than

state

it is

this subject.

of the family, or of the church.

All are of divine

The

institution.

All have their foundation in his

belonging

each are enjoined by him and are enforced by his

to

Marriage

authority.
ties select

mode

which the contract

in

The vows
law

;

it

It is,

its

made

regard to the church,

it is

to

less

God

;

;

par-

laws regulating the

and determining

its

an ordinance of God,

its

sanction

is

found in

mere breach of contract or
law, but a sin against God. So with

violation

disobedience to the civil

man

shall be ratified

however, none the

includes are

and

may make

duties

The

indeed a voluntary covenant.

each other, and the state

civil efiects.

his

is

will.

is

in

can be forced by other

not a

one sense a voluntary society.

men

to join its

communion.

If

No
done

it must be done with his own consent, yet every man is
under the strongest moral obligation to enter its fold. And when

at all
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enrolled in the

number

of

members

its

does not rest on his consent
sent be withdrawn.

It rests

This

divine institution.
It

presses

it

;

his obligation to obedience

does not cease should that con-

on the authority of the church as a

man can throw

an authority no

is

S23

him everywhere and

moral obligation.

In a sense analogous to this the state

divine institution.

Men

civil

government.

bound

are

off.

times with the weight cf a

at all

to

is

a

organize themselves into a

Their obligation to obey

its

laws does not

any more than in the others
above rei'erred to. It is enjoined by God. It is a religious duty,
and disobedience is a direct offense against him. The people
have indeed the right to determine the form of the government
rest

upon

their

compact

under which they are

in this case,

to live,

and

to suit their clianging condition.

to

modify

it

from time

to

time

So, though to a less extent, or

within narrower limits, they have a right to modify the form of

governments, a right which every church has

their ecclesiastical

exercised, but the ground

ence remains unchanged.
It is

and nature of the obligation to obediThis is not a matter of mere theory.

of primary practical importance and has an all-pervading

Every thing indeed connected
with this subject depends on the answer to the question, "Why are
we obliged to obey the laws ? If we answer because we made
them or b2cause we assent to them, or framed the government
influence on national character.

;

which enacts them

or because the good of society enjoins obedi-

;

ence, or reason dictates
it

to

then the state

it,

has no religious sanction

;

it is

have a hold on the conscience and

revelation of

God

to

is

a

human

institution

founded on the sand
to

commend

;

it

;

ceases

itself as

a

be reverenced and obeyed as a manifestation

and will. But, on the other hand, if we place the
same category with the family and the church, and

of his presence
state in the

regard

it

as an institution of

we

God, then we elevate

it

into a higher

become pervaded by a divine presence and authority, which immeasurably
strengthens, while it elevates its power. Obedience for conscience'
sake is as different from obedience from fear, or from voluntary
consent, or regard to human authority, as the divine from the
sphere;

invest

human.
Such being,

as

it

we

nature of the state,

with religious sanctions and

it

conceive, the true doctrine concerning the

it is

tions from this doctrine.

well to inquire into the necessary deducIf

government be a divine

institution,
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and obedience to the laws a matter resting on the authority of
God, it might seem to follow that in no case could human laws bo
disregarded witii a good conscience. This, as we have seen, is in
fact the conclusion drawn from these premises by the advocates
of the doctrine "of passive obedience." The command, however, to be subject to the higher

powers

is

not

more unlimited

in

statement than the command, "children obey your parents in

its

From

all things.'

this latter

command no one draws

sion that unlimited obedience

is

due from children

The

ence

the rule, and disobedience the exception.

true inference doubtless

is,

to their pa-

in both cases, that obedi-

rents.
is

the conclu-

any

If in

in-

stance a child refuse compliance with the requisition of the parent,
or a citizen with the law of the land, he must be prepared to jus-

Even divine laws may

such disobedience at the bar of God.

tify

Those which indeed are founded on the nature of God, such as the command to love Ilim and
our neighbor, are necessarily immutable. But those which aro

in

some

cases be dispensed with.

founded on the present constitution of things, though permanent
as general rules of action, may on adequate grounds, be violated
without
steal.

The commands. Thou

sin.

Remember

shalt not kill,

the sabbath day to keep

it

Thou

shalt not

holy, are all of per-

and yet there may be justifiable homicide, and
men may profane the sabbath and be blameless. In like manner
the command to obey the laws, is a divine injunction, and yet

manent authority

;

there are cases in which disobedience

a duty.

is

It

becomes

then of importance to determine what these cases are ; or to
ascertain the principles which limit the obedience which we owe
to the state.

that

its

It

power

is

government

follows from the divine institution of

limited by the design of

and by the moral law.

The

God

in

its

all

divine institutions, designed for specific purposes.

its

own sphere, and the authority belonging

confined within

household as

God

all

the

its

own

its

family as a magistrate or church
is

that which belongs to a

and

each

is

Each has
necessarily

father appears

By

the

But he can not carry

authority into the church or the state

siastical officer,

to

;

his

of

him

parental

nor can he appear in his

ofiicer.

father,

his

in

command

of that household are required to yield

reverence and obedience.

him

The

province.

divinely appointed head.

members

institution,

family, the church and the state are

The obedience due

and not

to

to a civil or eccle-

his children are not required to

obey him in
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In like manner the officers of the

either of those capacities.

church have within their sphere a divine right
can not claim

mand
Heb.

As

enters the forum

power when he
when he enters the
which belongs to him as

to rule is

in the state

a right

—he has no commission

either in the tamily or the church

entitled to

belong

to

no obedience
him.

application.
civil aflairs,

the care of souls.

so does the civil magistrate

;

God

who have

the church officer loses his

His right

church.

representing

God

obey those

to the people to

to rule, but they

on the ground of the general com-

civil authority

xiii: 17.
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This

;

and

is

he claims an authority which does not

if

a very obvious principle, and

is

to represent

therefore, he

of wide

is

not only limits the authority of civil officers to

It

but limits the extent due to the obedience to be ren-

dered even in

civil

matters to the officers of the state.

A

justice

of the peace has no claim to the obedience due to a governor of

a state

;

nor a governor of a state to that which belongs

President of the Union

which may be
military

;

civil magistrate,

authority over the

nor can he exercise such authority even over his

This principle applies in

The

making power.

They can not

trates unless such authority has
to be

still

commands do

further, their legislative

made

act as judges or magis-

is

them.

not bind the conscience.

And

enactments have authority only when

no law.

to pass a bill creating

to

and in any other capacity

in the exercise of their legitimate powers.

an unconstitutional law

were

;

the law-

any power which

been actually committed

obeyed as legislators

their decisions or

all its force to

legislature can not exercise

does not belong to them.

They are

by an absolute sovereign. A
community as a

rightfully claimed

commander has no

subordinates.

to the

nor the President of the Union to that

In other words,

If our Congress, for example,

an order of

nobility, or

an established

church, or to change the religion of the land, or to enforce a,

sumptuary code,

it would have no more virtue and be entitled to
no more deference than a similar enactment intended to bind the
whole country passed by a town council. This we presume will
not be denied.
God has committed unlimited power to no man
and to no set of men, and the limitation which he has assigned
to the power conferred, is to be found in the design for which it
was given. That design is determined in the case of the family,
the church and the state, by the nature of these institutions, by

the general precepts of the Bible, or by the providence of

God
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determining the peculiar constitution untler which these organiza-

The

tions are called to act.

the old dispensation than

it

j)ower of a parent
is

now

;

was greater iinder

the legitimate authority of

greater under some modes of organization than
and the power of the state as represented in its
constituted autliorities is far more extensive in some countries
than in others. The theory of the British government is that the
the churcli

is

under others

;

parKament is the whole state in convention, and therefore it exercises powers which do not belong to our Congress, which repreThese diversents the state only for certain specified purposes.
sities, however, do not alter the general principle, which is, that
rulers are to be obeyed in
thority

;

that their

the exercise of their legitimate au-

commmands

appropriate spheres are void of

second principle

make
it

binding

This

force.

their

a prin-

is

which no one can dispute.

ciple

A

beyond

or requirements

all

it

is

no

No human

less plain.

commit

obligatory on us to

sin.

can not be legitimately used against God.

natural conscience, and
of the

is

The

word of God.

authority can

power

If all

This

is

is

of

God

a dictate of

authenticated by the clearest teachings
apostles

when commanded

from preaching Christ refused to obey, and said

to abstain

" "Whether

:

it

be

God to hearken unto you more than unto
No human law could make it binding on tho

right in the sight of

God, judge ye."

ministers of the gospel, in our day, to withhold the message of
salvation from

prove that

their

men can

fellow-men.
not

make

it

It

requires

no argument to

right to worship idols, to blas-

pheme God,

to deny Christ.
It is sheer fanaticism thus to exalt
power of the government above the authority of God. Thia
would be to bring back upon us some of the worst doctrines of
the middle ages as to the power of the pope and of earthly sovereigns.
Good men in all ages of the world have always acted on

the

the principle that

human laws can

not bind the conscience

they are in conflict with the law of God.

when

Daniel openly, in the

God of heaven in despite of
Shadrach,Mesheck and Abed-

sight of his enemies, prayed to the

the prohibition of his sovereign.

nego refused
golden image.
of

to

bow down,

at the

command

of the king, to the

Tlie early Christians disregarded all those laws

Pagan Rome requiring them

to

do homage

to

false

gods.

Protestants with equal unanimity refused to submit to the laws
of their papal sovereigns enjoining

the profession of

Romish
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no man, with an enlightened

but they were right only on the principle

and of the magistrate is limited by the
follows then from the divine institution of

It

state

its power to bind the conscience to obedience is
by the design of its appointment and the moral law. All
its power being from God, it must be subordinate to him.
This
is a doctrine which, however, for a time and in words, it may be
denied, is too plain and too important not to be generally recognized.
It is a principle too which should at all times be publicly

government, that

limited

The very

avowed.

sanctity of

human laws

requires

it.

Their

power and authority lie in their having a divine sanction. To
claim for them binding force when destitute of such sanction, is
to set up a mere semblance for a reality, a suit of armor with
no living man within. The stability of human government and
real

the authority of civil laws require that they should be kept within

where they repose on God, and are pervaded by his
presence and power. Without him nothing human can stand.
All power is of God and if of God, divine and if divine, in
the sphere

;

;

accordance with his holy law.

But who are the judges of the application of these principles?
is to determine whether a particular law is unconstitutional

Who

or immoral?

concerned,

it

So

may

far as the

mere

constitutionality of a

be remarked, that there

is

in

most

law

is

states, as in

our own, for example, a regular judicial tribunal to which every
legislative

enactment can be submitted, and the question of

conformity to the constitution authoritatively decided.

In

its

all

is, in all cases not involving some great prinsome question of conscience, such decisions must be held

ordinary cases, that
ciple or

to be final,

and

obedience.

A

power of the

to

bind

all

concerned not only to submission but

law thus sanctioned becomes instinct with

all

the

and further opposition brings the recusants
into conflict with the government
a conflict in which no man for
light reasons can with a good conscience engage.
Still it can not
be denied, and ought not to be concealed, that the ultimate decision must be referred to his own judgment.
This is a necessary
deduction from the doctrine that obedience to law is a religious
state,

;

duty.

It is

a primary principle that the right of private

extends over

all

questions of faith and morals.

can come between

God and

the conscience.

judgment

No human power
Every man must
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and therefore every man must have the
As he can not transfer
right to determine for himself what is sin.
his responsibility, he can not transfer his right of judgment.

answer

for his

own

sins,

This principle has received the sanction of good

Daniel judged

age of the world.

men

in every

himself of the binding

for

command not to worship the true God. So did the
when they continued to preach Christ, in opposition to
The laws passed by Pagan Kome
constituted authorities.

force of the

apostles
all the

requiring the worship of idols had the sanction of all the author-

judgment
manner
refused to obey the laws of Papal Kome, though sustained by
In all these cases
all the authority both of the church and state.
Even where
the right of private judgment can not be disputed.

ities

of the empire, yet on the ground of their private

the Christians retused to obey them.

Protestants in like

no question of religion or morality is directly concerned, this right
Does any one now condemn Hampden for reis undeniable.
"
fusing to pay
ship-money ?" Does any American condemn our
ancestors for resisting the stamp-act, though the authorities of
St.

Stephen's and Westminster united in pronouncing the imposi-

However

tion constitutional?

when
upon

this

principle

may

be regarded

stated in the abstract, every individual instinctively acts
it

in his

own

Whenever a command is issued by one
we immediately and almost unconscionsly

case.

in authority over us,

determine

for ourselves, first,

order; and secondly, whether

obeyed.

whether he had a right
it

test this

give the

own

point by an appeal to his

we

at

once

responsibility.

Let

If this decision is clearly in the negative,

determine to refuse obedience on our

any man

to

can with a good conscience be

own

consciousness.

Let him suppose the President of the United States

to

order

him

Romanist or Pagan or Congress to pass a bill requiring
him to blaspheme God or a military superior to command him
does not his conscience tell him
to commit treason or murder
he would on the instant refuse? Would he, or could he wait
until the constitutionality of such requisitions had been subto turn

;

;

—

mitted to the courts

him, would that at

?

or

all alter

oblivious of the relation

sense which

we

if

should decide against

the courts
the case ?

of the

soul

Men must
to

God, the

be strangely
instinctive

possess of our allegiance to him, and of the

self-evidencing power with

and the conscience,

which

his voice reaches the reason

to question the necessity

which every

man
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questions touching his duty to

God

for

himself.
It

may indeed be thought

that this doctrine is subversive of the

A

moment's reflection is sufficient to
The power of laws rests on two foun-

authority of government.
dispel this apprehension.

and conscience. Both are left by this doctrine in
The former, because the man refuses obedience
peril.
His private conviction that the law is unconstituor immoral does not abrogate it, or impede its operation.

dations, fear

their integrity.
at his

tional

If arraigned for

its

may

violation, he

plead in his justification
If these objections are

his objections to the authority of the law.

found valid by the competent authorities, he
All the power the

A

such, can give

state, as

is

acquitted

"What more can the

otherwise, he suffers the penalty.

its

laws,

;

if

ask ?

state

lies in their

by the ultimate authority in favor
of a law, is a revelation to the whole body of the people that it
can not be violated with impunity. The sword of justice hangs

penalty.

single decision

The motive of

over every transgressor.
ence,
it

is

can be under any other.

under

sequence, the power of conscience
to the

law

is

If,

a sense of responsibility to
if this

this

in

any

God

case,

by the word of God and
it be withheld, it is under

and under the conviction that

;

conscientious objection be feigned,

be mistaken,

it

affords

it

aggravates the guilt

God an hundred

of disobedience as a sin against

Obedience

is left in full force.

a religious duty, enjoined

enforced by conscience.

fear in securing obedi-

view of the subject, as
What, however, is of far more con-

therefore, as operative

fold

;

and

if it

Paul was

no palliation of the offense.

was doing
man, who by a perverted conscience, is

guilty in persecuting the church, though he thought he

God

service.

And

the

led to refuse obedience to a righteous law, stands without excuse

God. The moral sanction of civil laws, which gives
them their chief power, and without which they must ultimately
boccme inoperative, cannot possibly extend further than this. For
what is that moral sanction ? It is a conviction that our duty to
at the bar of

God
God

requires our obedience

requires us to do what

which

M'C

;

but

God

how can we

forbids?

regard as immoral, can not present

science as having divine authority.

It is

that duty to

itself to the

Conscience, therefore,

the side of the law wherever and whenever this

the nature of the case.

feel

In other words, a law

is

conis

on

possible from

a contradiction to say that con-
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science enforces

what conscience condemns.

This then

is all

the

support which the laws of the land can possibly derive from our
moral convictions. The allegiance of conscience is to God. It
enforces obedience to

ance

all

further than this

;

human laws
can not by

it

consistent with that allegipossibility go.

And

as the

decisions of conscience are, by the constitution of our nature,

determined by our own apprehensions of the moral law, and not
by authority, it follows of necessity that every man must judge

own

responsibility,

conflicts with the

law of God or

and on

for himself,

law of man

We would

his

whether any given
not.

remark on this point that the lives and property of men have no greater protection than that which, on this
The law of God
theory, is secured for the laws of the state.
Yet every man does, and must judge
says Thou shalt not kill.
further

:

when and how
on

all

What

fiir

this

law binds

his conscience.

hands, that there are cases in which
those cases are each

man

its

It is

admitted,

obligation ceases.

determines for himself, but under

and to God. If, through
passion or any other cause, he errs as to what constitutes justifiable homicide, he must bear the penalty attached to murder, by
his

fold responsibility to his country

two

God and man. It is precisely so in the case before us.
commanded us to obey the magistrate as his minister
and representative. If we err in our judgment as to the cases in
which the command ceases to be binding, we fall into the hands
Can more than this be necof justice, both human and divine.
Can any thing be gained by trying to make God require
essary?
us to break his own commands ? Can conscience be made to
sanction the violation of the moral law? Is not this the way to

the law of

God

has

destroy

all

moral

distinctions,

conscience, and with

it

and

to prostrate the authority of

the very foundation of civil government?

Is not all history full of the dreadful

that

human laws can make

thority can judge for the people
this is

needed

consequences of the doctrine

sin obligatory,

what

and that those in auWhat more than

sin?

is

to justify all the persecutions for righteousness' sake

since the world

began

?

What hope

could

there be, on

this

ground, for the preservation of religion or virtue, in any nation

on the earth?
ple are

judge

bound

for

If the principle

to

obey

all

be once established, that the peo-

human

laws, or that they are not to

themselves when their duty to

refuse such obedience, then there

is

God

requires them to

not only an end of

all civil
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very nature of

civil government, as
becomes first atheistical, and
then diabolical. Then the massacre of St. Bartholomew's, the
decrees of the French National Assembly, and the laws of Pagan
Home against Christians, and of its Papal successor against Prot-

liberty, but tbo

a divine institution,

estants,

were

infidel party

pened of
all

is

destroyed.

It

entitled to reverent obedience.

which gains the ascendency
render

late in Switzerland,

it

Then,

too,

may any

in a state, as has hap-

morally obligatory upon

ministers to close their churches, and on the people to renounce

This

the gospel.

not an age or state of the world in which to

is

advance such doctrines.
gathering powers of
thority of

There are too

evil, to

man above

that of

render

it

many

evidences of the

expedient to exalt the au-

God, or emancipate men from submay become more

jection to their Master in heaven, that they

obedient to their masters on earth.

We

are advocating the cause

of civil government, of the stability and authority of

human
when we make every thing" rest on the authority of God,
and when we limit every human power by subordinating it to

laws,

We

him.

it is not only one of the plainest
no immoral law can bind the conscience, and that every man must judge of its character for himself, and on his own responsibility
but that this doctrine is

hold, therefore, that

principles of morals, that

;

essential to all religious liberty,
civil

government.

that

government

deprive

it

of

If
is

its vital

you deny

and

to the religious sanction of

this principle,

you thereby deny

a divine institution, and denying that, you
energy, and send

it

tottering to a dishonored

grave.

But here the great practical question arises. What is to be done
the law of the land comes into conflict with the law of
or, which is to us the same thing, with our convictions of
what that law demands ? In answer to this question we would
remark, in the first place, that in most cases, the majority of the
people have nothing to do, except peaceably to use their influence
to have the law repealed.
The mass of the people have nothing
actively to do with the laws.
Yery few enactments of the government touch one in a thousand in the population. We may

when
God

—

think a protective
therefore unjust.

not responsible for

tarifi*

not only inexpedient, but unequal and

But we have nothing to do with it.
it, and are not called upon to enforce

remark applies even

to

laws of a higher character, such,

We
it.

c.

are

The
g.

as
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a law proclaiming an unjust war; forbidding the introduction of
the Bible into public schools

homage

requiring

;

or sanction to

be given to idolatrous services by public officers,

etc., etc.
Such
They do not require
them either to do or abstain from doing, any thing which conand therefore their duty in the premiscience forbids or enjoins
ses may be limited to the use of legitimate means to have laws

laws do not touch the mass of the people.

;

of which they disapprove repealed.

In the second place, those executive

upon
do

condemns, must resign

their duty to

we remember

Some

God.

the

name

are called

do what

to

their office, if they

would

years since, General Maitland

and honorable

post, because

Hindoo

not conscientiously give the sanction to the

And

quired by the British authorities.

(if

Madras Presidency, in

correctly) of the

India, resigned a lucrative

who

law which requires them

to carry into effi3ct a

their conscience

officers

months, we have seen hundreds of Hessian

he could

idolatry re-

within the last few
officers

throw up their

commissions rather than trample on the constitution of their
On the same principles the non-conformists in the time
country.

and the ministers of the Free Church of Scotland,
in our day, gave up their stipends and their positions, because
they could not with a good conscience carry into effect the law of
of Charles

II.

the land.

It is

all cases,

not intended that an executive officer should, in

resign his post rather than execute a law which in his

private judgment he

The

may

regard as unconstitutional or unjust.

who make, and not to those who
when the act, which the officer is

responsibility attaches to those

execute the laws.
called
called

upon
upon

It is

only

to perform, involves

personal criminality, that he

Thus

to decline its execution.

military officer

is

not the proper judge of

is

war; a
That is not

in the case of

its justice.

a question between him and the enemy, but between his govern-

ment and
not

form
the

the hostile^ nation.

sinful, the act
is

not criminal, and he

commands

On

the supposition that

which the military

may

officer is called

with a good conscience carry out

of his government, whatever

opinion of the justice of the war.

war itself is
upon to per-

may

be his private

All such cases no doubt are

must be decided each on its own
The general principle, however, appears plain, that it is
only when the act required of an executive officer involves personal criminality, that he is called upon to resign.
This is a case

more

or less complicated, and

merits.

;
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countries, as Malta, for exanaple,

British officers have been required to do

homage

to the host,

and

have been cashiered. An instance of this kind
occurred a few years ago, and produced a profound sensation in

on

their refusal

Had

officer

the military authorities taken a

view of the question, they must have decided that the com-

mand
But

The duty of the

unrighteous one.

resign rather than obey.
fair

The comwas to

This was clearly a case of great injustice.

England.

mand was an

to

if

bow

to the host,

was not

obligatory, because ultra vires.

such an order was insisted upon, the conscientious Protest-

ant must resign his commission.

The next question

is.

What

is

the duty of private citizens in the

when the civil law either forbids tliem to do
what God commands, or commands them to do what God forbids?
case supposed,

We

i. e.^

answer, their duty

A

are different things.

and the penalty.

When we
nounces

bound

We

are required by the law to do

be sinful,

to

to

not obedience, but submission.

These
law consists of two parts, the precept
obey the one, and submit to the other.

is

we can

what our conscience pro-

not obey the precept, but

submit without resistance

to the penalty.

authorized to abrogate the law, nor forcibly to resist

how

no matter
holy

men have

precept of the

great

its

On

injustice or cruelty.

We
its

we

are

are not

execution,

this principle

The apostles did not obey the
Jewish laws forbidding them to preach Christ, but
acted in all ages.

neither did they resist the execution of the penalty attached to

the violation of those laws.

Thus

it

was with

all

the martyrs

they would not offer incense to idols, but refused not to be led
to

the stake.

Had Cranmer,

of the law condemning

to death, killed the officers

who came

would have been guilty of murder. Here
The right of
the great difference which is often overlooked.

to carry
is

him

on the ground of the iniquity

it

into effect, he

self-defense is appealed to as justifying resistance even to death,

against

all

attempts to deprive us of our liberty.

We

have

this

right in reference to unauthorized individuals, but not in refer-

ence to the

officers

of the law.

Had men

without authority

entered Cranmer's house, and attempted to take his
resistance, even if attended with the loss of

life,

life,

his

would have been

But no man has the right to resist the execution of
the law. What could be more iniquitous than the laws condemning men to death for the worship of God. Yet to these laws
justifiable.

53
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Christians and Protestants yielded nuresisting submission.

This

an obvious duty, flowing from the divine institution of government. There is no power but of God, and the powers that be

is

Whosoever, therefore, resisteth the power
and they that resist shall receive
resisteth the ordinance of God
Thus Paul reasoned. If the power
to themselves damnation.
are ordained of God.

;

is

of God,

it

can not be rightfully resisted

it

;

must be obeyed or

Are wicked, tyrannical. Pagan powers of God ?
Does not he order all things? Does any
Certainly they are.
man become a king without God's permission granted in mercy
Was not Nero to be recognized as emperor?
or in judgment?
submitted

Would
sia,

it

to.

not be a sin to refuse submission to Nicholas of Rus-

or to the Sultan of Turkey

their

goodness

or husbands,
true, that in

Is it

?

who

rulers to be obeyed only for

are to be recognized as such

no case

that obedience

Are

?

only kind and reasonable masters, parents,

is

?

It is

unlimited authority granted to

to the precepts of

our superiors

is

no doubt

men

;

and

limited by the

and by the moral law but this leaves their
authority untouched, and the obligation to submission where we
nature of their

office,

;

can not obey, unimpaired.

Have we then got back to the old doctrine of " passive obedience" by another route? Not at all. The scriptural rule above
recited relates to individuals.

It

prescribes the duty of submis-

men

sion even to unjust and wicked laws, on the part of

separate capacity

;

but

it

does not deny the right of revolution as

existing in the community.

any

man

either

in their

What

the Scriptures forbid,

should undertake to resist the law.

change in the laws or change

in the

is

They do not

government.

that

forbid

There

is

an obvious difierence between these two things, viz the right of
resistance on the part of individuals, and the right of revolution
:

on the part of the people.

we argue from
God has revealed

This latter right

divine institution of government

itself.

the
his

government should exist, but he has not prescribed the
form which it shall assume. In other words, he has commanded
men to organize such government, but has left the form to be dewill that

termined by themselves.

This

is

a necessary inference.

It fol-

lows from the mere silence of Scripture and nature on this subject,
free to the determination of those to

that

it is left

eral

command

is

given.

whom

In the next place, this right

inferred from the design of civil

government.

the genis

That design

to
is

be
the
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promotion of their physical and

moral improvement; the security of

life

and property; the pun-

and the praise of those who do well. If
such is the end which God designs government to answer, it must
be his will that it should be made to accomplish that purpose, and
ishment of

evil doers,

consequently that

it

may

No

secure that end.

be changed from time

one form of government

to time, so as to

is

adapted to

all

any more than one suit of clothes is proper to all
The end for which clothing is designed, supposes
adapt it to that end. In like manner the end gov-

states of society,

stages of

life.

the right to

ernment is intended to answer, supposes the right to modify it
If God commands
whenever such modification is necessary.
men to accomplish certain ends, and does not prescribe the means,
he does thereby leave the choice of the means to their discretion.
And any institution which fails to accomplish the end intended

by

it,

if it

has not a divine sanction as to

be so changed as to suit the purpose

"We hold,

for

its

form,

which

therefore, that the people have,

it

may

lawfully

was appointed.

by divine right, the auform of govern-

thority to change, not only their rulers, but their

ment, whenever the one or the other, instead of promoting the
This is a
well-being of the community, is unjust or injurious.
right which, like all other prerogatives,
capriciously, or even unjustly, but

still

has been recognized and exercised in

may be
it is

all

exercised unwisely,

not to be denied.

It

ages of the world, and

It is as unavoidable and
body to adapt it to the increasing
progress from infancy to age. The pro-

with the sanction of the best of men.
healthful as the changes in the

vigor of the mind, in

its

gress of society depends on the exercise of this right.
possible that

its

were

powers should be developed,
its swaddling clothes, or coflSned as a

ever wrapt up in

if it

It is

im-

be

for-

to

mummy.

The early Christians submitted quietly to the unjust laws of their
Pagan oppressors, until the mass of the community became Chrisand then they revolutionized the government. Protestants
So did our forefaacted in the same way with their papal rulers.
no longer
government
of
thers, and so may any people whose form
answers the end for which God has commanded civil government
tians,

The Quakers are now a minority in all the counexist, and furnish an edifying example of submission to the laws which they can not conscientiously obey.
But should they come, in any political society, to be the control-

to be instituted.
tries in

which they
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ling power,
their

own

it is

plain they would have the right to conduct

it

on

principles.

is really embedded in the right
government which interferes with that service,
"which commands what God forbids, or forbids what he commands,
we are bound by our duty to him to change as soon as we have

The

right of revolution therefore

to serve

A

God.

the power.

If this is not so, then

God

has subjected his people

punishment for obeying
commands, and has cut them off from the only means which
can insure their peaceful and secure enjoyment of the liberty to

to the necessity of

always submitting

to

his

do his

will.

No

one, however, in our land, or of the race to

which we belong, will be disposed to question the right of the
people to change their form of government. Our history forbids
all

to

diversity of sentiment on this subject.

show

We

fectly consistent with that right

;

are only concerned

government

that the scriptural doctrine of civil

or rather that the right

is

per-

one of

is

the logical deductions from that doctrine.

We

have thus endeavored

to

prove that government

is

a divine

institution; that obedience to the laws is a religious duty; that

such obedience

is

due in

with a good conscience

;

all

that

cases in which

it

can be rendered

when obedience can not be

yielded

without sinning against God, then our duty as individuals

is

quietly to submit to the infliction of the penalty attached to dis-

and that the right of resistance or of revolution rests
only in the body of people for whose benefit government is
obedience

;

instituted.

The

application of these principles to the case of the fugitive

slave law

is

so obvious, as hardly to justify remark.

body of the people regard

The

great

law as consistent with the constitution of the country and the law of God.
Their duty, therefore,
in the premises, whether they think it wise or unwise, is perfectly
plain.

that

Those who take the opposite view of the law, having

the great majority of cases, nothing to do with enforcing
in

no measure responsible

for

Their duty

it.

of peaceable and constitutional

means

to get

is

it

it,

in

are

limited to the use

repealed.

A large

part of the people of this country thought the acquisition of

Louisiana; the admission of Texas into the Union by a simple

Mexican war were either unjust or unconstiwas no resistance to these measures. None
was made, and none would have been justifiable. So in the pre-

resolution

;

the late

tutional, but there

;
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sent case, as the people generally are not called upon either to

any thing their conscience forbids,
law on their part must be
With regard to the executive officers, whose
carry the law into eifect, though some of them

do, or to forbear from doing,
all

resistance to the operation of this

without excuse.
province

may
are

is

it

to

disapprove of

bound

it

to execute

as unwise, harsh, or oppressive,

they

still

unless they believe the specific act which

it,

they are called upon to perform involves personal criminality,

and then
an

and not

their duty is the resignation of their office,

There

sistance to the law.

is

re-

the most obvious difierence between

being called upon, for example, to execute a decision

officer

of a court, which in his private opinion he thinks unjust, and his

being called upon to blaspheme, or commit murder.

He

involves personal guilt, the former does not.

is

of the equity or propriety of the decision which he

carry into

be stopped,

if

He

judgments of
or of a

required to

of

responsible for

is

others,

command

sit in judgment on
any law he was called upon to
his own acts, and not for the

authorized to

is

wisdom or righteousness

execute.

is

every officer of the government, and every minister

of justice should feel that he
the

latter

evident that the wheels of society would

It is

effect.

The

not the judge

and therefore when the execution of a law

of a superior does not require him to

sin,

he

is

free to obey.

Again, in those cases in which we, as private individuals,

may

be called upon to assist in carrying the fugitive slave law into

we can not obey, we must do as the Quakers have long
done with regard to our military laws, ^. e. quietly submit. We
have no right to resist, or in any way to impede the operation
of the law. Whatever sin there is in it, does not rest on us, any
effect, if

more than the
*

The

sin of our military

doctrine that the executive officers of a

sponsible judges of the justice of
principle advanced above, viz
self

which we

manded

commit

to

are morally wrong.

bound

act,
if

:

its

is

treason or murder, he

But

if
is

all capital

are not the re-

commanded

is

with the

has the right to judge for him-

This

obligatory.

to lead

latter principle relates

If a military officer

bound

not morally wrong.

but not of the act of the government

he thinks

man

are personally responsible.

to obey, for that

government

decisions, is perfectly consistent

that every

whether any law or command

to acts for

is

system rests on the Quakers.*

to refuse

;

an army against an

He

is

is

com-

because those acts

enemy he

the judge of his

in declaring the war.

So

own

a sheriff,

punishment a violation of God's law, he can not carry a
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And

finally as regards the fugitives themselves, their

obvious

theui the law

To

must appear just as the
laws of the Pagaus against Christians, or of Romanists against
Protestants, appeared to those who suffered from them.
And the
duty

submissiou.

is

duty in

botli cases is the

even

to resort to violence

As

der.

to

seems

it

who

God and man have

teaches fugitive slaves

the sacrifice of

life,

in resisting the

to us, is guilty of exciting

men

mur-

to

man who

there no difference between a

Is

an assassin who attempts his

man who,

though knowing himself

which he has been condemned

for

the martyrs put to deatli the

before remarked, the principle of self-defense does not

a})ply in this case.
kills

Had

xVnd any one

been guilty of murder,

law in question,

same.

they would in the sight of

oflBcers of the law,

life

on the highway, and the

to

be innocent of the crime

to die, should kill the ofiicers

The former is a case of justifiable homicide, the other
The officers of justice are not the ofienders.
is a case of murder.
They are not the persons responsible for the law or the decision.
of justice

?

That responsibility
can not reach the

rests

on the government.

And

state.

if it

Private vengeance

could, such vengeance

is

not

remedy ordained by God for such evils. They are to be submitted to, until the government can be changed. How did our
Lord act when he was condemned by an oppressive judgment,
and with wicked hands crucified and slain? Did he kill the
Roman soldiers? lias not he left us an example that we should
follow his steps: who did no sin, neither was guile found in his
mouth who, when he was reviled, reviled not again when he
suffered, he threatened not; but committed himself unto him that
the

;

;

On

judgeth righteously.
act

;

and on

this principle did all his

holy martyrs

we bound to act in submitting
even when we deem them oppressive

this principle are

the laws of the land,

to

or

unjust.

The

principles advocated in this paper appear to us so element-

ary, that

we

feel

disposed to apologize for presenting them in

such a formal manner.
alphabet for

itself.

sentence of death into

ho

is

And
effect,

But every generation has to learn the
the mass of men are so occupied with

because the act

itself is sinful in his

not the judge of the justice of any particular sentence he

execute.

He may judge

of his

own

part of the transaction

sponsible for the act of the judge and the jury.

:

is

view.

But

called

on to

but he

is

not re-
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other matters, {hat they do not give themselves time to discrimi-

mauy cases, by their
One man simply looks to the

Their judgineuts arc dictated, iu

nate.

feelings, or tiieir circumstances.

to bondage, and he impulsively
Another
looks to the evils which
counsels resistance unto blood.
follow Ironi resistance to law, and he asserts that human laws are
Both are obviously wrong. Both
in all cases to be obeyed.
would overthrow all government. The one by justifying every
man's taking the law into his own hands and the other by destroying the authority of God, which is the only foundation on
which human government can rest. It is only by acting on the
direction of the Divine "Wisdom incarnate: "Render unto Csesar
the things that are Caesar's, and unto God the things that are

hardship of forcing a slave back

;

God's," that these destructive extremes are to be avoided.

ernment

a divine institution

is

manded by God and
same class, there are

yet like all other divine

;

Of

cases in which

is to

God and man

commands

Govcomof the

ceases to be obligation.

for himself

on his

but

;

The divinely

submit.

pressive legislation

it

is

own rewhen he cannot obey, his duty
appointed remedy for unjust or op-

must judge

these cases every one

sponsibility to

obedience to the laws

;

not private or tumultuous opposition, but

is

the repeal of unrighteous enactments, or the reorganization of the

government.

What, however, we have had most
of this

article, is the exhibition

thority reposes

him

;

that

on

God

government

that

;

at heart in the preparation

of the great principle that
all

all

au-

our obligations terminate on

not a mere voluntary compact, and obe-

is

dience to law an obligation which rests on the consent of the governed.

We

character of

on

of communities depends, to a great extent

The theory of morals which they adopt determines
moral charactcter. If they assume that expediency is tlie

their faith.

their

rule of duty, that a thing

or

The

regard this as a matter of primary importance.

men and

wrong because

merely the

test

it

is

right because

is lost.

produces happiness,
is

not

between right and wrong, but the ground of the

distinction, then, the specific idea of

tion

it

produces misery, that this tendency

moral excellence and obliga-

All questions of duty are merged into a calculation

of profit and loss.

There

is

no sense of God

;

reason or society

takes his place, and an irreligious, calculating cast of character
is

the inevitable result.

This

is

counteracted in individuals and
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community by various

the

man
its

injurious intlucuce

plorable.

No man

this theory of

in

causes, fur neither the character of a

nor that of a society is determined

England.

may

can

by any one opinion; but

nevertheless be most manifest and de-

fail

to see the deteriorating influence of

morals on public character both in this country and

we would make men religious and moral, instead
God before them let us teach them

If

of merely cute, let us place
is

sponsible to

him

agents

God
rest

God

;

for all their acts

;

that they are re-

;

that their allegiance as moral

not to reason or to society, but to the heart-searching
that the obligation to obey the laws of the land does not
is

on their consent
;

;

the ground of their obligations

that his will

that those

who

to

them, but to the

fact

government

resist the magistrate, resist the

is

of

ordinance of

God, and that they who resist, shall receive unto themselves
damnation. This is the only doctrine which can give stablity
Man's allegiance is not to
either to morals or to government.
reason in the abstract, nor to society, but to a personal God, who
has power to destroy both soul and body in hell. This is a law
revealed in the constitution of our nature, as well as by the lips

And

no other sovereign can the soul yield rational
obedience. "We might as well attempt to substitute some mechanical contrivance of our own, for the law of gravitation, as a
of Christ.

to

means of keeping the planets in their
men by any thing else than the

govern

orbits,

fear of

as to expect to

an

Infinite

God.
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Infatuation of the Abolitionists

the Question

— Slavery

as Treated

his

to this

to

Every one must be

sensible that a very great change has, within

a few years, been produced in the feelings,
of the public in relation to slavery.

Nor

topic of discussion.

discussion alone.

is

It is

not in the opinions

if

now

the most exciting

the excitement in society confined to

Designs and plans, of the most reprehensible

avowed and defended.

character, are boldly

No

this lamentable state of things ?

have combined in

its

production.

doubt

We

What has produced
many circumstances

think, however, that all

impartial observers must acknowledge, that by far the most prom-

inent cause

is

their

Nor

the conduct of the abolitionists

argument that the
happy excitement.

abolitionists

Argument has
Denunciations

publications.

stealing, robbery, piracy,

is it

by

have produced the present unnot been the characteristic of
of

slaveholding,

and worse than murder

;

as

man-

consequent

vituperation of slaveholders as knowingly guilty of the worst of

crimes

;

passionate appeals to the feelings of the inhabitants of

the Northern States

;

gross exaggerations of the moral and phys-

ical condition of the slaves,

have formed the staple of their ad(

841

)

,

—

;;
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We

dresses to the public*

do not moan

to

say that there has

We

been no calm and Oliristian discussion of the subject.

mean

merely to state what has, to the best of our knowledge, been the

predomiuent character of the anti-slavery publications.
one circumstance which renders the error and guilt of

There

this

is

course

of conduct chargeable, in a great measure, on the abolitionists as

a body, and even upon those of their number

We

a different course.
the most

who have pursued

have upheld
and made common cause with the

refer to the fact that they

extreme publications,

most reckless declaimers. The wildest ravings of the Liherator
agents have been commissioned
have been constantly lauded
whose great distinction was a talent for eloquent vituperation
coincidence of opinion as to the single point of immediate eman;

cipation has been sufficient to unite

men

of the most discordant

want of adaptation between the means and the end which they profess to have
in view, as to stagger the faith of most persons in the sincerity
of their professions, who do not consider the extremes to which
even good men may be carried, when they allow one subject to
We do not doubt their
take exclusive possession of their minds.
sincerity, but we marvel at their delusion.
They seem to have
been led hy the mere impulse of feeling, and a blind imitation
character.

There

in this conduct such a strange

is

of their predecessors in England, to a course of measures, which,

though rational under one

set of circumstances, is the hight of

infatuation under another.

The English

abolitionists addressed

themselves to a community, which, though

had

the

power

it owned no slaves,
and was therefore responsible
Their object was to rouse that community to

to abolish slavery,

for its continuance.

immediate

action.

For

this

purpose they addressed themselves

to the feelings of the people

they portrayed in the strongest

;

colors the misery of the slaves

;

they dilated on the gratuitous

crime of which England was guilty in perpetuating slavery, and
did

all

they could to excite the passions of the public.

the course most likely to succeed,

and

it

This was

did succeed.

Suppose,

however, that the British parliament had no power over the subject
that

it

rested entirely with the colonial Assemblies to decide whether

slavery should be abolished or not.

•See Choever's "God
Harper's Ferry, &c., &c.

against Slavery,"

Ed.

Does any man believe the

and "Wendell

Phillips'

Speech on
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Did they in fact
Did they even pretend that such
Every one knows that their conduct produced

would have gained

-abolitionists
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their object?

converts of the planters ?

their design ?

a state of almost frantic excitement in the "West India Islands
that so fur from the public feeling in

impression npon the planters favorable
slaves, its eflect

was

to the condition

directly the reverse.

drive

away

fest a

determination to rivet

the missionaries, to tear
still

;

England producing a moral

down

It

excited

of tho

them

to

the chapels, to mani-

more firmly the chains on

their

helpless captives, and to resist to the utmost all attempts for their

emancipation or even improvement.
it

was

all,

All this was natural, though

under the circumstances, of no

avail, except to

rouse

mother country, and to endanger the result
of the experiment of emancipation, by exasperating the feelings
of the slaves. Precisely similar has been the result of the efforts
of the American abolitionists as regards the slaveholders of
America. They have produced a state of alarming exasperation
at the South, injurious to the slave and dangerous to the country,
while they have failed to enlist the feelings of the North. This
failure has resulted, not so much from diversity of opinion on the
abstract question of slavery or from want of sympathy among
Northern men in the cause of human rights, as from the fact, that
the spirit of the

;

the

common

sense of the public has been shocked by the incon-

gruity and folly of hoping to effect the abolition of slavery in one
country, by addressing the people of another.
to abolish

ings in

despotism in Russia, by getting up indignation meet-

New

this subject,

Carolina.

Yet

York.

Russia

is

for all the

purposes of legislation on

not more a foreign country to us than South

The idea of inducing

the Southern

emancipate his slaves by denunciation,
to expect the sovereigns of

calling

"We do not expect

Europe

them tyrants and robbers.

tions of despotism

among

to

is

slaveholder to

about as rational as

grant free institutions, by

Could we send our denuncia-

the subjects of those monarchs, and

rouse the people to a sense of their wrongs and a determination
to redress them, there

would be some prospect of success.

But

our Northern abolitionists disclaim, with great earnestness,

all

intention of allowing their appeals to reach the ears of the slaves.
It is, therefore,

the

not to be wondered

anti-slavery

societies,

at,

that the course pursued

by

should produce exasperation at the

South, without conciliating sympathy at the North.

The impolicy

—
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of their conduct

is

men who

so obvious, that

agree with them as

their leading principles, not only stand aloof from their

to all

measures, but unhesitatingly condemn their conduct.

This

is

the

case with Dr. Channing.

Although his book was written rather

to repress the feeling of

opposition to these societies, than to

encourage

yet he fully admits the justice of the principal

it,

We

charges brought against them.

"The

the subject.
is their

wrong

to

be winked

extract a few passages on

have done wrong,

abolitionists

I believe

;

nor

because done fanatically, or with

at,

good intentions for how much mischief may be wrought with
They have fallen into the common error of enthugood designs
siasts, that of exaggerating their object, of feeling as if no evil
;

1

and as if no guilt could be
and upholding it. The
I have seen them, has often

existed but that which they opposed,

compared with

that of countenancing

tone of their newspapers, as far as

been

and abusive." p. 133. "Another objection
movements is, that they have sought to accomplish their

fierce, bitter,

to their

object

that is, by a system of afiiliated
and held together, and extended, by passionate
"The abolitionists might have formed an associa-

by a system of agitation

;

societies gathered,

eloquence."
tion

;

but

it

should have been an elective one.

principles, judiciousness,

sobriety,

Men

of strong

should have been carefully

Much good might have been accomplished

sought as members.

by the co-aperation of such philanthropists.
abolitionists sent forth their orators,

Instead of this, tho

some of them transported

with fiery zeal, to sound the alarm against slavery through the

young and

laud, to gather together

old,

pupils from

schools,

females hardly arrived at years of discretion, the ignorant, the
excitable, the impetuous,

and

to

for the battle against oppression.

their doctrine to the colored

To

societies.*

this

organize these into associations

Yery unhappily they preached

people, and

collected

these

mixed and excitable multitude, minute,

into

heart-

rending descriptions of slavery were given in the piercing tones
of passion; and slaveholders were held

and crime."

vehemence

•

Their

p. 136.

as a

"The

model

up as monsters of cruelty

abolitionists often

to future reformers.

object, evidently, has

been

speak of Luther's

But who,

to prevent the free people of color

emigrating to Liberia, and to retain them in this country as a cat's

out their

own

designs.

Ed.

that has

paw

to

from

work

—
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Luther's reformation was accom-

tliat

panied by tremendous miseries and crimes, and that its progress
was soon arrested ? and is there not reason to fear, that the fierce,

which he breathed into the work, not
its power?
One great principle which we should lay down as immovably true, is, that if a
good work can not be carried on by the calm, self-controlled,
persecuting

bitter,

only tarnished

its

spirit,

glory, but limited

•benevolent spirit of Christianity, then the time for doing

God

not come.

them

for good,

He

asks not the aid of our vices.

it

has

can overrule

but they are not to be chosen instruments of
" The adoption of the common sys-

human

happiness." p. 138.

tem of

agitation by the abolitionists has proved signally unsuc-

cessful.

From

the beginning

it

created alarm in the considerate,

and strengthened the sympathies of the
holder.

It

made

multitudes.

Its

free States

with the slave-

converts of a few individuals, but alienated

influence at the South has been evil without mix-

It has stirred up bitter passions and a fierce fanaticism,
which have shut every ear and every heart against its arguments
and persuasions. These efiects are the more to be deplored,
because the hope of freedom to the slaves lies chiefly in the
The abolitionist indeed proposed to
dispositions of his master.
convert the slaveholders and for this end he approached them
with vituperation, and exhausted on them the vocabulary of abuse

ture.*

;

!

And

he has reaped as he sowed."

Unmixed good
very rare thing.

p. 142.

or evil, however, in such a world as ours,

Though

is

a

the course pursued by the abolitionists

has produced a great preponderance of mischief,

it

may

incident-

incumbent on
ally occasion no little good.
every man to endeavor to obtain, and, as far as he can, to communicate definite opinions and correct principles on the whole
It

subject.

has rendered

The community are very apt

to sink

it

down

into indifier-

ence to a state of things of long continuance, and to content themto right and wrong on important
no call for immediate action. From this
state the abolitionists have efiectually roused the public mind.
The subject of slavery is no longer one on which men are allowed

selves with
points,

to

vague impressions as

when

there

be of no mind at

our public bodies,
•

is

all.

civil

The question
and religious.

is brought up before all of
Almost every ecclesiastical

But for this, a large proportion of our slaves, instead of being instructed
would have been taught to read the Scriptures for themselves. Ed.

orally,
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some way been

society has in

called to express

an opinion on the

Under

subject; and these calls are constantly repeated.

circumstances,

it is

seek for truth, and to utter

"The

these

the duty of all in their appropriate sphere, to
it

in love.

question," says Dr. Channing, "to be proposed by

first

is not what is profitable, but what is right.
Duty must be primary, prominent, most conspicuous, among the

a rational being,

human

objects of
its

supremacy,

our duties
clearly
is

and

we

thought and pursuit.

we

if

inquire

We

shall certainly err.

but by making

fully,

it

we

cast

it

down from

our interests and then for

for

first

If

our

can never see the right
first

concern.

.

and adhering

to

it,

we

.

Right

.

In seeking

the supreme good, and includes all other goods.

secure our true and only happiness.

human

All

built on sand.
by almighty rectitude and impartial
goodness, then to hope for happiness from wrong doing is as insane as to seek health and prosperity by rebelling against the laws

prosperity, not founded on

are controlled, as

we

If

it, is

believe,

of nature, by sowing our seed on the ocean, or

common

There

food.

is

making poison our

but one unfailing good; and that

law written on
and re-published in God's word.

fidelity to the everlasting

"Whoever

afiliirs

the heart,

and

is,

re- written

places this faith in the everlasting law of rectitude

must, of course, regard the question of slavery,
as a moral question.

with him compared with

The following remarks,

first,

and

chiefly,

All other considerations will weigh
its

little

moral character and moral influences.

therefore, are designed to aid the reader

in forming a just moral

judgment of

slavery.

Great truths, in-

alienable rights, everlasting duties, these will form the chief subjects of this discussion.

great principles

present

is

a

is

There are times when the assertion of

the best service a

moment

man

of bewildering

can render society.
excitement,

Tiie

when men's

minds are stormed and darkened by strong passions and fierce
and also a moment of absorbing worldliness, when the
conflicts
moral law is made to bow to expediency, and its high and strict
;

requirements are decried or dismissed as metaphysical abstractions, or impracticable theories.

principles without passion,

and

At such a season

universal good will, and to engrave

men's minds,
wealth, or to

to utter great

in the spirit of unfeigned

and

them deeply and durably on

do more for the world, than to open mines of
frame the most successful schemes of policy."
is to
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The great ques-

can refuse assent to these principles.

tion, therefore, in relation to slavery

is,

what

is
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right?

What

are

the moral principles which should control our opinions and con-

duct in regard to
tion,

Before attempting an answer

it ?

to this

ques-

proper to remark, that we recognize no authoritative

is

it

word of God.

rule of truth and duty but the

Plausible as

may

be the arguments deduced from general principles to prove a
thing to be true or

room

for

and wrong, there

false, right

the

God.

all

Clear as

we

arguments against despotism, there ever have been

thousands of enlightened and good men,

be of

almost always

doubt and honest diversity of opinion.

may think
to

is

who

honestly believe

it

forms of government the best and most acceptable to

Unless we can approach the consciences of men, clothed

with some more imposing authority than that of our

own

opinions

permanent influence. Men
powers of reasoning, and
make the conclusions of one mind an

and arguments, we
are too nearly upon a par as

shall gain little

ability to discover truth, to

to

authoritative rule for others.

their

our object, therefore, not to

It is

upon abstract principles, but to
of judgment and conduct in relation
enter upon any minute or extended

discuss the subject of slavery
ascertain the scriptural rule
to

it.

We

do not intend

to

examination of scriptural passages, because
assume, as

to the

admitted as to render the labored proof of
It is

on

all

hands acknowledged

of Jesus Christ, slavery in

whole world.

all

meaning of the word of God,

its

it

that
is

we wish

to

so generally

unnecessary.

that, at the

time of the advent

worst forms prevailed over the

The Saviour found

it

around him in Judea; the

met with it in Asia, Greece and Italy. How did they
Not by the denunciation of slaveholding as necessarily
and universally sinful. Not by declaring that all slaveholders
were men-stealers and robbers, and consequently to be excluded
from the church and the kingdom of heaven. Not by insisting
on immediate emancipation. Not by appeals to the passions of
men on the evils of slavery, or by the adoption of a system of
universal agitation.
On the contrary, it was by teaching the true
apostles

treat it?

men by inculcating the
and by leaving these principles to

nature, dignity, equality and destiny of

principles of justice and love

produce their legitimate
all classes

of societ3^

;

eJSects in

We

;

ameliorating the condition of

need not stop

to

prove that such was

the course pursued by our Saviour and his apostles, because the

:
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fact is in general

by the

acknowledged, and various reasons are assigned,
and others, to account for it. The subject is

abolitionists

hardly alluded to by Christ in any of his personal instructions.

The

apostles refer to

it,

not to pronounce upon

it

as a question of

morals, put to prescribe the relative duties of masters and slaves.

They caution those slaves who have believing or Christian masters,
not to despise them because they were on a perfect religious
equality with them, but to consider the fact that their masters

were their brethren, as an additional reason for obedience. It
remarkable that there is not even an exhortation to masters

is

to

their slaves, much less is it urged as an imperative
and immediate duty. They are commanded to be kind, merciful
and just and to remember that they have a Master in heaven.
Paul represents this relation as of comparatively little account

liberate

;

"Let every man abide
Art thou

in the

same

calling wherein he

called being a servant (or slave), care not for

was
it

;

called.

though,

should the opportunity of freedom be presented, embrace

These external

relations,

every Christian

is

word, and
1 Cor. vii

:

They

facts.

—22.

It is

will remain,

instructed by

little

it.

importance, for

a freeman in the highest and best sense of the

same time

at the

20

however, are of

them

is

under the strongest bonds

to Christ,"

not worth while to shut our eyes to these

whether we refuse

or not.

If

we

to see

them and be
more courbut it will do

are wiser, better,

ageous than Christ and his apostles,

let

us say so

;

no good, under a paroxysm of benevolence, to attempt to tear the
Bible to pieces, or to exhort, by violent exegesis, a meaning foreign to its obvious sense. Whatever inferences may be fairly
deducible from the

fact,

the fact itself can not be denied that

Christ and his inspired followers did treat the subject of slavery
in the

manner

stated above.

fully to consider their
.

This being the case,

we ought

care-

conduct in this respect, and inquire what

lessons that conduct should teach us.

"We think no one will deny that the plan adopted by the
Saviour and his immediate followers must be the correct plan,
and therefore obligatory upon us, unless it can be shown that
their circumstances were so different from ours, as to make the
rule of duty different in the

two

cases.

The

obligation to point

upon those who
have adopted a course diametrically the reverse of that which
They have not acquitted themselves of this
Christ pursued.
out and

establish this difference, rests of course
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obligation.
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to

conduct with his

have

to

nor does

;

necessary to recon-

felt it

it
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appear

to

have occurred

them, that their violent denunciations of slaveholding and of

slaveholders

courage.

an indirect

is

on his wisdom, virtue, or

reflection

If the present course of the abolitionists is right, then

the course of Christ and the apostles were wrong.

stances of the two cases are, as tar as

we can

For the circum-

see, in all essential

They appeared as teachers of morality
The same is the fact with our
abolitionists.
They found slavery authorized by the laws of the
land.
So do we. They were called upon to receive into the communion of the Christian Church, both slave owners and slaves.
So are we. They instructed these different classes of persons as
to their respective duties.
So do we. Where then is the difference between the two cases? If we are right in insisting that
particulars, the same.

and

religion, not as politicians.

slaveholding is one of the greatest of all sins; that it should be
immediately and universally abandoned as a condition of church

communion, or admission into heaven, how comes
and his apostles did not pursue the same course ?

way

that Christ

it

We

of escape from the conclusion that the conduct of the

abolitionists,

religion,

An

no

see

modern

being directly opposed to that of the authors of our

must be wrong and ought

to

be modified or abandoned.

equally obvious deduction from the fact above refeiTed

to,

The assumption
of the contrary is the great reason why the modern abolitionists
have adopted their peculiar course. They argue thus slaveholdis,

that slaveholding is not necessarily sinful.

:

ing

is

under

all

circumstances sinful,

circumstances, and at

This reasoning

is

all

it

must, therefore, under

all

hazards, be immediately abandoned.

perfectly conclusive.

If

there

is

error

any

and not in the deduction. It requires
no argument to show that sin ought to be at once abandoned.
Every thing, therefore, is conceded which the abolitionists need

where,

it is

in the premises,

when
But how can

require,

it is

this

granted that slaveholding

is

in itself a crime.

assumption be reconciled with the conduct

of Christ and the apostles?

Did they shut

their eyes to the

God and man ? Did they
because it was common and

enormities of a great offence against

temporize with a henious

popular ?

evil,

Did they abstain from even exhorting masters

to

emancipate their slaves, though an imperative duty, from fear of
consequences? Did they admit the perpetrators of the greatest
54
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comnmniou ? "Who will unde t;ike to
Redeemer ami his inspired followers with such

crimes to the Christian

charge the blessed

connivance at

sin,

and such tcllowship with iniquity?
liars, and adulterers thus treated ?

drunkards, murderers,

Were
Were

they passed over without even an exhortation to forsake their
sins? Were they recognized as Christians? It can nut be that
slaveholding belongs to the same category with these crimes
to assert the contrary,

is

to assert that Christ

is

;

and

the minister

of sin.

This is a point of so much importance, lying as it does at the
very foundation of the whole subject, that it deserves to be attenThe grand mistake, as we apprehend, of those
tively considered.

who maintain

that slaveholding

is

itself

a crime,

is,

that they

do not discriminate between 3laveholdiug in itself considered,

and

its

masters

accessories at

may

any particular time or place. Because
governments make

treat their slaves unjustly, or

oppressive laws in relation to them,

is

no more a valid argument

against the lawfulness of slaveholding, than the abuse of parental
authority, or the unjust political laws of certain states,

ment against the lawfulness of the parental

and to

an argu-

relation, or of civil

This confusion of points so widely distinct, appears

government.

run through almost

to us to

is

vitiate their

all

the popular publications on slayery,

Mr. Jay,

arguments.

for

example, quotes the

second article of the constitution of the American Anti-Slavery

which declares that "slaveholding is a heinous crime in
the sight of God," and then, to justify this declaration, makes
large citations from the laws of the several Southern States, to
Society,

show what the system of slavery is in this country, and concludes
by saying, " This is the system which the American Anti-Slavery
Society declares to be sinful, and ought therefore to be immediThere is, however, no necessary connection
atel}' abolished."
between his premises and conclusion. We may admit all those
laws which forbid the instruction of slaves which interfere with
;

their marital or parental rights

and oppression of the whites,
without at

all

may

;

to

which subject them

to the insults

be in the highest degree unjust,

admitting that slaveholding

itself

is

a crime.

any one of these concomitants. In
pronouncing on the moral character of an act, it is obviously
necessary to have a clear idea of what it is yet how few of those
who denounce slavery, have any well-defined conception of its
Slavery

exist without

;
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They have a confused idea

of chains and

degradation and misery, of ignorance and vice, and
plex conception they apply the

name

it

Do

existed in the family of

such as their imaginations thus picture
that patriarch have had

to

men purchased

whips, of

to this

com-

and denounce

slavery,

the aggregate of all moral and physical evil.

suppose that slavery, as

§52

it

as

such persons

Abraham, was

themselves ?

with his silver

Might not
who were

well clothed, well instructed, well compensated for their labor,

and

in all respects treated with parental kindness?

Neither

in-

adequate remuneration, physical discomfort, intellectual ignorance, moral degradation,

is

Yet

removed from

if all

these ideas are

how

notion of slavery,

essential to the condition of a slave.

little

commonly

the

necessaril}' enter into the definition of slavery

of personal liberty, obligation

received

All the ideas which

will remain.

of service

are deprivation

the discretion of

at

another, and the transferable character of the authority and claim

of service of the master.*
into this condition

;

its

The manner

in

which men are brought

means adopted

continuance, and the

securing the authority and claim of masters, are

for

and
They may be reasonable or unreasonable, just or unjust,
The question, therefore, which the
different tiuies and places.
all

incidental

variable.
at

abolitionists

have undertaken

to decide, is not

whether the laws en-

acted in the slaveholding States in relation to this subject are just
or not, but whether slaveholding, in itself considered,

is

a crime.

The confusion of these two points has not only brought the abolitionists into conflict with the Scriptures, but

it

has, as a necessary

cousequencc, prevented their gaining the confidence of the North,
or

power over the conscience of

the South.

When

Southern Chris-

tians are told that they are guilty of a heinous crime, worse than

when they

piracy, robbery, or murder, because they hold slaves,

know

that Christ

and

his apostles

as a crime, never called

never denounced slaveholding

upon men

to

renounce

it

as a condition

of admission into the church, they are shocked and

without being convinced.

They are sure

oflended,

that their accusers can

not be wiser or better than their divine Master, and their consciences are untouched by denunciations which

* Paley'.s definition is still

an obligation

more simple,

" I define,"

to labor for the benefit of the master,

consent of the servant,"

Moral Philosophy, book

iii,

he

they know, if

sa\'s,

''

slavery to be

without the contract or
ch. 3.
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well founded, must affect not them only, but the authors of the
religion of the Bible.

the conduct of Christ and his immediate

The argument from
followers, seems

us decisive on the point, that slaveholding, in

to

itself considered, is

Let us see

not a crime.

how

argument

this

In the able "Address to the Presbyterians

has been answered.

of Kentucky, proposing a plan for the instruction and emancipation of their slaves,

there

is

of slavery, as

exists

it

When, however,

ject.

slavery,

and

it

among

us, to

which we have

little to

ob-

the distinguished draughter of that ad-

answer the objection, " God's word sanctions

dress comes to

tial

by a committee of the Synod of Kentucky,"

a strong and extended argument to prove the sinfulness

can not, therefore, be sinful," he forgets the essen-

limitation of the proposit-on which he had undertaken to

and proceeds

establish,

to

prove that the Bible condemns slave-

holding, and not merely the kind or system of slavery which prevails in this country.

The argument drawn from the

he says, needs no elaborate reply.
it

Scriptures,

If the Bible sanctions slavery,

sanctions the kind of slavery which then prevailed

;

the atro-

cious system which authorized masters to starve their slaves, to
torture them, to beat them, to put

them

into their fish

could insult the

And

ponds.

same view, and

?

to death,

to

throw

man

than by saying he does not

Dr. Ohanning presents strongly

says, that an infidel

would be laboring in his

vocation in asserting that the Bible does not

These gentlemen, however, are

and

he justly asks, whether a

God t)f heaven worse

disapprove of such a system
the

them

condemn

far too clear-sighted

slavery.

not to dis-

cover, on a moment's reflection, that they have allowed their be-

nevolent feelings

to

blind them to the real point at issue.

denies that the Bible condemns

and violence.

And

No one

injustice, cruelty, oppression,

just so far as the laws then existing author-

ized these crimes, the Bible

argument can be

all

condemned them.

])resented, to

But what stronger

prove that the sacred writers did

not regard slaveholding as in itself sinful, than that while they

condemn

all

unjust or unkind treatment (even threatening), on the

condemn slavWhile they required the master to treat his slave according to the law of love, they did not command him to set him
free.
The very atrocity, therefore, of the system which then
prevailed, instead of weakening the argument, gives it tenfold

part of masters towards their slaves, they did not

ery itself?
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Then,

if ever,

when

the institution
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was so

fearfully

might expect to hear the interpreters of the divine

saying that a system which leads

centrated essence of

all

to

such results

is

the con-

crimes, and must be instantly abandoned,

on pain of eternal condemnation. This, however, they did not
and we can not now force them to say it. They treated the

say,

Roman

subject precisely as they did the cruel despotism of the

emperors.

The

licentiousness, the injustice, the rapine

and mur-

men, they condemned with the full force of
divine authority; but the mere extent of their power, though so

ders of those wicked

liable to abuse, they left unnoticed.

Another answer to the argument in question is, that ''The
Testament does condemn slaveholding, as practiced among
us, in the most explicit terms furnished by the language in
which the sacred penman wrote." This assertion is supported by
saying that God has condemned slavery, because he has specified
the parts which compose it and condemned them, one by one, in
the most ample and unequivocal form.*
It is to be remarked

New

that the saving clause " slaveholding as it exists

introduced into the statement, though
in the

illustration

the address has

God

done in the sacred Scriptures.
system as established by law
;

all

condemns slavery itself.
to

That

to

among

be

We

the parts of which

But

the draughter of

prove that this

many

us,^'' is

lost sight of

which follow.

it

does condemn

made no attempt

indeed very plain

seems

and confirmation of

readily admit, that if

slavery consists, he

it

is

actually

of the attributes of the

in this country, are

but that slaveholding in

condemned, is
condemned,

itself is

has not been and can not be proved. The writer, indeed, says,
" The Greek language had a word corresponding exactly, in signification, with

our word servant, but

it

had none which answered

How then was an
slavery? How can we

precisely to our term slave.

Greek, to condemn our

Scripture, the words 'slavery

which

it is

is

sinful,'

when

apostle writing in

expect to find in
the language in

written contained no term which expressed the mean-

ing of our word slavery ? "

Does the gentleman mean to say the
Greek language could not express the idea that slaveholding is
sinful ?
Could not the apostles liave communicated the thought
that it was the duty of masters to set their slaves free ?
Were
* Address,

etc., p.

20.
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they obliged from paucity

We

ol'

worJs

to

admit slaveholders into the

no doubt the writer himself could, with all
ease, pen a declaration in the Greek language void of all ambiClmrcli

i

liave

guity, proclaiming freeiiom to every slave

nouncing

upon

vengeance of heaven upon every

tlie

earth,

and de-

man who

dared to

It is not words we care for.
want evidence that the sacred writers taught that it was incumbent on every slaveiiolder, as a matter of duty, to emancipate

hold a I'ellow creature in bondage.

We

Roman or Greek law forbade), and that hia
was a heinous crime in the sight of God. The
Greek language must be poor indeed if it can not convey such ideas.
Another answer is given by Dr. Channing. " Slavery," he
says, '' in the age of the apostle, had so penetrated society, was
so intimately interwoven with it, and the materials of servile war
his slaves (which no

refusing to do so

were so abundant, that a religion, preaching freedom to its vicwould have armed against itself the whole power of the

tims,

Of consequence Paul

State.
self

but work
says,

''

for all

this

did not assail

He

it.

satisfied

him-

with spreading principles, which, however slowly, could not
destruction."

its

To

same

the

The gospel was designed, not

men and

form of

for all times.

evil for that

It

for

Dr. Wayland

eflect.

one race or one time, but

looked not at the abolition of

age alone, but

for its universal abolition.

Hence the important object of its author was to gain it a lodgment in every part of the known world so that, by its universal
;

difiusion
fully

among

might quietly and peaceand thus,
passions of men

all classes of society,

modify and subdue the evil

it

;

without violence, work a revolution in the whole mass of mankind.

In this

manner alone could

revolution, be accomplished.

For

without subduing the principle,

a universal moral
had forbidden the evil

its object,

if it

if it

had proclaimed the un-

lawfulness of slavery, and taught slaves to resist the oppression

would instantly have arrayed the two parties
its announcement would have been the signal of a servile war and the very
name of the Christian religion would have been forgotten amidst
of their masters,

it

in deadly hostility throughout the civilized world

;

;

the agitations of universal bloodshed.

The fact, under these circumno reason

stances, that the gospel does not forbid slavery, affords
to

suppose that

afford

ground

it

does not

for belief that

mean

to prohibit

it,

much

less

does

it

Jesus Christ intended to authorize it."*

* Elements of Moral Science, p. 225.
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be well to

notice one or two important admissions contained in these extracts.
First, then,

it

is

admitted by these distinguished moralists, that

the apostles did not preach a religion proclaiming freedom to
slaves

that

;

Paul did not

assail slavery

;

that the gospel did not

proclaim the unlawfulness of slaveholding
This

is

it

;

did not forbid

going the whole length that we have gone in our

ment of

and

the conduct of Christ

his apostles,

it.

state-

Secondly, these

writers admit that the course adopted by the authors of our re-

was the only wise and proper one. Paul satisfied himself,
says Dr. Chanuing, with spreading principles, which, however
slowly, could not but work its destruction.
Dr. Wayland says,
that if the apostles had pursued the opposite plan of denouncing
slavery as a crime, the Christian religion would have been ruined
Then how can the
its very name would have been forgotten.
course of the modern abolitionists, under circumstances so nearly
ligion

;

similar, or even that of these reverend gentlemen themselves be

right?

Why

do not they content themselves with doing what
Why must they proclaim the un?

Christ and his apostles did

lawfulness of slavery

human

Is

?

nature so

much

altered, that a

course, which would have produced universal bloodshed, and led
to the very destruction

of the Christian

religion, in

one age,

wise and Christian in another?

Let us, however, consider the force of the argument as stated
above.

It

amounts

to this

:

Christ and his apostles thought slave-

holding a great crime, but they abstained from saying
of the consequences.

The very statement

so, for fear

of the argument, in

naked form, is its refutation. These holy men did not refrain
from condemning sin from a regard to consequences. They did
not hesitate to array against the religion which they taught, the
its

strongest passions of men.

its

Nor

did they content themselves

denouncing the general principles of evil they condemned
They did not simply forbid intemperspecial manifestations.

Vv^ith

;

and leave it to their hearers to decide
what did or what did not come under that name. They declared
that no fornicator, no adulterer, no drunkard could be admitted
They did not hesitate, even when a
Into the kingdom of heaven.
little band, a hundred and twenty souls, to place themselves in
direct and irreconcilable opposition to the whole polity, civil and
religious, of the Jewish State.
It will hardly be maintained that
ate sensual indulgence,
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more intimately interwoven with the

slavery was, at that time,

institutions of society tiian iduhitry was.

rang-ements of every family

It

entered into the ar-

of every city and province, and of

;

The emperor was the Tontifex Maximu8 ; every department of the State, civil and military, was pervaded by it. It was so united with the fabric of the government
that it could not be removed witiiout ejecting a revolution in all
The apostles knew this. They knew that to denounce
its parts.
polytheism, was to array against them the whole power of the
Their divine Master had distinctly apprized them of the
State.
the whole

Ivoman empire.

lie told

result.

them

tiiat it

and the son against the

would

set the father against the son,

the

mother against the daughter,
and that a man's enemies

father

;

and the daughter against ihe mother

own

should be those of his

;

household.

He

said that he

came not

bring peace, but a sword, and that such would be the opposition to his followers, that whosoever killed them, would think he
to

did

God

service.

Yet

in

view of these certain consequences, the

by
The result was precisely what Christ had foretold. The
Romans, tolerant of every other religion, bent the whole force of
The scenes of
their wisdom and arms to extirpate Christianity.
apostles did denounce idolatry, not merely in principle, but

name.

bloodshed, which century after century followed the introduction
of the gospel, did not induce the followers of Christ to keep back

or modity the truth.
atry

They adhered

was a heinons crime.

And

to their declaration, that idol-

We

they were right.

similar conduct of our missionaries.

We

denouncing the institutions of the heathen, as

refrain from

expect

do not expect them

to

sinful,

because they are popular, or intimately interwoven with society.

The

Jesuits,

who adopted

this

plan, forfeited the confidence of

Christendom, without making converts of the heathen.

It

is,

were

therefore, perfectly evident that the authors of our religion

not withheld by these considerations, from declaring slavery to be
unlawful.
ted,

it

If they did abstain

from

this declaration, as is

must have been because they did not consider

a crime.

No

other solution of their conduct

is

it

admit-

as in itself

consistent with

their truth or fidelity.

Another answer to the argument from Scripture is given by Dr.
Channing and others. It is said that it proves too much that
it makes the Bible sanction despotism, even the despotism of
;

Nero.

Our

reply to this objection shall be very brief.

We

have
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already pointed out the fallacy of coufuimdiug slavchokling itself

with the particular system of slavery prevalent

and shown

Christ,
tians,

the time of

though irreconcilable with the assumption that slavery

heinous crime, gives no manner of sanction

and customs of

that age, in relation to that subject.

church,

is

a

laws

to the atrocious

apostles admitted the masters of slaves to the

given

at

that the recognition of slaveholders as Chris-

Because the

communion

of the

would be a strange inference that they would have

it

testimony to the Christian character of the master

this

who

oppressed, starved, or murdered his slaves.

Such a master would
have been rejected as an oppressor, or murderer, however, not as
a slaveholder. In like manner, the declaration that government
is an ordinance of God, that magistrates are to be obeyed within
the sphere of their lawful authority

when

;

in the exercise of that authority,

tion to the oppression of the

Roman

sinful,* gives

them,

to

no sanc-

emperors, or to the petty

The argument urged from

vexatious of provincial officers.

ture in favor of passive submission,

the argument for slavery, as Dr.

some
upon a

that resistance
is

Scrip-

not so exactly parallel with

is

Channing supposes. They agree
The former is founded

points, but they differ in others.

in

false interpretation of

passage

to

mean what

it

Rom.

xiii

:

1-3

;

it

supposes that

does not mean, whereas the latter

is

founded upon the sense which Dr. C. and other opponents of
slavery, admit to be the true sense.
This must be allowed to
alter the case materially.
Again, the argument for the lawfulis not founded on the mere injunction,
"Slaves, obey your masters," analagous to the command, " Let

ness of slaveholding,

every soul be subject
the apostles did not

to the

higher powers," but on the fact that

condemn slavery;

that they did not require
emancipation, and that they recognized slaveholders as Christian

To make Dr. Chanuing's argument of any

brethren.

* It need hardly be remarked, that the

en in Rom.

obeyed

xiii

:

1-3,

as magistrates

bands as husbands.
the

last

is

two

;

to

obey magistrates,

subject to the limitation stated above.

They

as giv-

are to be

precisely as parents are to be obeyed as parents, hus-

The command

cases, as in the first.

authority (whatever that

command

force, it

may

of obedience

A magistrate

is

expressed as generally, in

beyond the

limits of his lawful

be), has, in virtue of this text,

no more claim to

obedience, than a parent who, on the strength of the passage " Children, obey

your parents
or a pope.

in all things,"

should

command

his son to

obey him

as a

monarch
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must be shown

Paul not only enjoined obedience

that

potic monarch, but that he recognized
this is

done, then

and that

it is

we

shall

Nero

When

as a Christian.

admit that onr argument

a des-

to

is fairly

met,

just as true that he sanctioned the conduct of Nero,

as that he acknowledged the lawfulness of slavery.

The two cases, iiowever, are analogous as to one important
The fact that Paul enjoins obedience under a despotic
point.
government, is a valid argument to prove, nut that ho sanctioned
the conduct of the reigning

Roman

emperor, but that he did not

The argument
more exactly

consider the possession of despotic power a crime.

of Dr. C. would be far stronger, and the two cases

had one of the emperors become a penitent believer during the apostolic age, and been admitted to tiie Christian church
by inspired men, notwithstanding the fact that he retained his
parallel,

office

But even without

and authority.

this latter decisive cir-

cumstance, we acknowledge that the mere hoMing of despotic

power

is

proved not

be a crime by the fact

to

enjoined obedience to those

ments are analogous

;

who

exercised

tliat

tiie

apostles

Tlius far the argu-

it.

and they prove that both

political

despotism

and domestic slavery, belong in morals to the adiaphora^ to things
They may be expedient or inexpedient, right or
indifferent.
wrong, according

to

Belonging

circumstances.

they should be treated in the same way.

nounced as necessarily
under

all

and

sinful,

circumstances and at

all

to the

Neither

to be abolished

hazards.

same

is

immediately

Both should be

to the operation of those general principles of the gospel,

have peacefully ameliorated

class,

be de-

to

political institutions,

left

which

and destroyed

domestic slavery throughout the greater part of Christendom.

The

truth

on this subject

is

so

obvious that

it

sometimes

escapes unconsciously from the lips of the most strenuous aboli-

He would have retained the power
and authority of an emperor; yet his oppressions, his cruelties
would have ceased the very temper that prompted them, would
have been suppressed his power would have been put forth for
good and not for evil."* Here every thing is conceded. The
possession of despotic power is thus admitted not to be a crime,

tionists.

Mr. Birney says

''

:

;

;

even when

it

extends over millions of men, and subjects their

lives as well as their property

and services

* Quoted by Pres. Young,

p.

to the will of

45, of the Address, etc.

an

indi-

:
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vidual.

Mr. Birney continue

ol'tlie arguments and denunciations
despotism on a small scale? Would

then

which

of slavelioldiug,

is

in the deliberate practice of a crime

When

than robbery, piracy, or murder?

is it

God nor

necessarily sinful to sustain the relation of master

over our fellow creatures; that

good of those over

for the

worse

he penned the above

sentiment, he must have seen that neither by the law of
of reason

§59

if this

whom

it

unlimited authority be used

extends and for the glory of

God, its possessor may be one of the best and most useful of
men. It is the abuse of this power for base and selfish purposes
which constitutes criminality, and not its simple possession. He

may

say that the tendency to abuse absolute power

that

ought never

it

all

is

hands of men.

to the

so great

This, as

and establishes the inexpediency
despotic governments, whether for the state or the family.

a general
of

be confided

to

rule, is

no doubt

true,

But it leaves the morality of the question just where it was, and
where it was seen to be, when Mr. Birney said he could with a
good conscience be a

Roman

emperor,

the master of millions

i. e.

of slaves.

The consideration of

the Old Testament

the same conclusion on this subject.

among

It is

economy

leads us to

not denied that slavery

Abraham had
money," Gen.
xvii 13. " Abimeleck took sheep and oxen and men servants and
maid servants and gave them unto Abraham." Moses, finding
this institution among the Hebrews and all surrounding nations,
was

tolerated

the ancient people of God.

servants in his family

who were "bought with

his

:

did not abolish

He

it.

enacted laws directing

be treated, on what conditions they were

what circumstances they

to

how

slaves were to

be liberated, under

and might not be sold he recogand hired servants, (Deut. xv:
18) he speaks of the way by which these bondmen might be
procured as by war, by purchase, by the right of creditorship,
by the sentence of a judge, by birth but not by seizing on those
who were free, an offense punishetl by death.* The fact that the
Mosaic institutions recognized the lawfulness of slavery' is a point
miglit

;

nizes the distinction between slaves
;

;

;

*

On

the

xxxi

;

manner

Ex. xxii

10, 11.

18, 35.

As to
Six. XX

the
:

:

in
3.

which slaves were acquired, compare Deut. xx 14. xxi
Neh. v 4, 5. Geu. xiv 11. xv 3. xvii 23. Num.
:

Deut. xxv

manner

10. xxii

:

:

:

in

:

:

41, 46.

which

2—8.

:

tl)oy

were

Deut. xxv

:

to be treated, see

4— G,

etc. etc.

Lev. xxv

:

39

—

53.
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too plain to need proof, and

argument

IVoni

Blavery to exist,

acquired, and

if

how

that slaveholding

almost uuiversalW admitted.

is

they were to be treated,

is

Our

acknowledged fact is, that if God allowed
he directed how slaves might be lawfully

this

it is

in vain to contend

a sin, and yet profess reverence for the Scrip-

tures.
Every one must feel tliat if perjury, murder, or idolatry
had been thus authorized, it would bring the Mosaic institutions

into conflict with the eternal principles of morals,
faith in the divine origin of one or

tlie

and that our

other must be given up.

Dr. Channing says, of this argument also, that it proves too
much. " If usages, sanctioned under the Old Testament and not

New,

forbidden under the

are right, then our moral code will

Polygamy was allowed to the
men, and was common
and licensed in the age of the apostles. But the apostles no
where condemn it, nor was the renunciation of it made an essential condition of admission into the Christian Church."
To this
we answer, that so tar as polygamy and divorce were permitted
under the old dispensation, they were lawful, and became so by
that permission
and they ceased to be lawful when the permission was withdrawn, and a new law given.
That Christ did give
a new law on this subject is abundantly evident.* With regard
to divorce, it is as explicit as language can make it; and with
regard to polygamy it is so plain as to have secured the assent of
every portion of the Christian churches in all ages. The very
undergo a sad deterioration.
Israelites,

was the

practice of the holiest

;

been no diversity of opinion or practice among
Christians with regard to polygamv, is itself decisive evidence

fact that there has

was

that the will of Christ

clearly revealed on the subject.

The

temptation to continue the practice was as strong, both from the
passions of men, and the sanction of prior ages, as in regard to
slavery.

Yet we

find

no

traces of the toleration of

* " The word of Christ, (Matt, xix
cation to prohibit
eth

polygamy

:

for if

'

away

the

first, is

no

less guilty

the repudiation of the

be, it is

who

of adultery

first

may

9),

wife, (for,

:

in

be construed by an easy impli-

whoever putteth away

another committeth adultery' he

sist in

;

polygamy

his wife,

and marri-

marrieth another without putting
because the adultery does not con-

however unjust and

cruel that

may

not adultery), but in entering into a second marriage during the legal

existence and obligation of the

first.

The

several passages in St. Paul's writ-

ings,

which speak of marriage, always suppose

man

with one woman."

Paley's Moral

Phil.,

it

to signify the

book

iii,

chap. 6.

union of one
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the Christian church, though shivery loug coutinued to prevail.

There

no evidence that the apostles admitted

is

who

of Christians, those

to the fellowship

were guilty of this infraction of the law

indeed possible that in cases where the converts had already more than one wife, the connection was not

of marriage.

It is

off.
It is evident this must have occasioned great evil.
would lead to the breaking up of families, the separation of
parents and children, as well as husbands and wives. Under
these circumstances the connection may have been allowed to continue.
It is however very doubtful whether even this was permitted.
It is remarkable that among the numerous cases of con-

broken
It

science connected with marriage, submitted to the apostles, this

never occurs.
Dr. Channingnses language much too strong when he says that
polygamy was common and licensed in the days of the apostles.
It was contrary both to Eoman and Grecian laws and usages

most degenerate periods of the history of those nations.
was very far from being customary among the Jews, though it

until the
It

might have been allowed.

It is

probable that

it

was, therefore,

comparatively extremely rare in the apostolic age.
for the fact that scarcely

New Testament.

any notice

is

taken

Wherever marriage

of,

This accounts

the practice in the

seems to be
was a contract
compare Rom. vii 2,
for life between one man and one woman
1 Cor. vii 1, 2, 39.
It is further to be remarked on this sub3.
If God had ordained
ject, that maj.Tiage is a positive institution.
that every man should have two or mor.e wives, instead of one,
But slaveholding is depolygamy would have been lawful.
nounced as a inalum in se ; as essentially unjust and wicked.
is

taken for granted, as a well understood

spoken

of, it

fact, that it

:

;

:

This being the case,
divine sanction,
tian church

Dr. Channing

belong
is

could at no period of the world receive the
less could it

have continued in the Chris-

under the direction of inspired men, when there was

nothing to prevent

ing

it

much

to the

is

its

immediate

unsatisfactory,

same

abolition.

first,

The answer then of

because polygamy does not

.category in morals as that to

afiirmed to belong

;

and secondly, because

which slaveholdit was so plainly

prohibited by Christ and his apostles as to secure the assent of
all

Christians in

It is,

all

ages of the church.

however, argued that slavery must bo sinful because

interferes with the inalienable rights of

men.

We

it

have already
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remarked, that slavery,

and nothing more.

the condition of an individual

deprived of his personal liberty, and

who

another,

bondage,

in itself cuiisidorcd, is a state of

It is

obliged

is

to

who

is

labor for

has the right to transfer this claim of service, at

That this condition involves the loss of many of the
which are commonly and })roperly called natural, because

pleasure.
rights

It is, however, into men, as men, is readily admitted.
cumbent on those who maintain that slavery is, on this account,
necessarily sinful, to show that it is criminal, under all circum-

belonging

any

stances, to deprive

That

rights.

a greater or

less

organization.

men

of a portion of their natural

broad proposition can not be maintained

this

The very

dent.

men

set of

is

evi-

constitution of society supposes the forfeiture of

amount

That

of these rights, according to

its

a regularly organized society,

to live together in

peculiar

not onl}' the privilege, but the duty of

it is

is

evident

from the nature which God has given us from the impossibility
of every man living by and for himself, and from the express
;

declarations of the
society

is

word of God.

the promotion

the form in which
best

secure the

condition

of

it

of

The

human

is

object.

so very various,

all

circumstances.

in the Bible, or

form

is,

is

power

and must be

to decide,

to

and

that

impossible that the

happiness and virtue
is

prescribed

The question which

be adopted,

left to

;

which will
As, however, the

is

one form, therefore,

under given circumstances,
the

to

universally obligatory.

great practical difficult}^

who have

No

is

it

same form should be equally conducive
under

and happiness

should be organized,

attainment of this

men

object of the formation of

virtue

is

one of

the decision of those

on their own responsibility.

The

upon the degree in wliich
these several forms may encroach upon the natural rights of men.
In the patriarchal age, the most natural, the most feasible, and
perhaps the most beneficial form of government was by the head
His power by the law of nature, and the necesof the family.
sity of the case, extended without any other limit than the general principles of morals, over his children, and in the absence
of other regular authority, would not terminate when the children
question, however, does not depend

arrived at a particular age, but be continued during

life.

He

was the natural umpire between his adult offspring, he was their
His authority would naturally extend over
his more remote descendants, as they continued to increase, and

lawgiver and leader.
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on his death, might devolve on the next oldest of the

There
which

is
is

surely nothing

its

aged patriarch
etc.

Unless

;

it

in the

shown

men

had as

is

indefeasible,

end of society was
mode of organization, and that it would be

could be

not attainable by this

all

affairs of the family as the

that the right of self-government

;

would not

It

that the youth of twenty-one

have a voice

to

found to be conducive to the

If

abrogation obligatory, to say that

are born free and equal

fiimily.

of constituting society

might be indefinitely continued.

it

render

good a right

mode

this

necessarily immoral.

general good,
suffice to

in

that the great

more securely promoted by some
to require or to effect the

would be an immorality
a change became, in the
nature and extent would

other,

it

And

change.

course of time, obviously desirable,

if

its

be questions to be determined by the peculiar circumstances of
the case, and not by the rule of abstract rights.

circumstances

might be requisite

it

Under some

to confine the legislative

hands of a few

power

and
would be
absurd to maintain, on the ground of the natural equality of men,
that a horde of ignorant and vicious savages, should be organized
to a single individual

under others

to

;

commit

under others
it

to the

to the

whole community.

;

It

as a pure democracy, if experience taught that such a form of gov-

ernment was destructive to themselves and others. These different modes of constituting civil society are not necessarily either

become

just or unjust, but

the one or the other according to cir-

is not determined by the degree
which they encroach upon the natural rights of men, but on
the degree in which they promote or retard the progress of human

cumstances

;

and

their morality

in

happiness and virtue.

good requires us
self-government.

to

In

tiiis

country

we

believe that the general

deprive the whole female sex of the right of

They have no voice

in the formation of the

When marthem almost entirely of a legal existence, and deny
them some of the most iessential rights of property. We treat all
minors much in the same way, depriving them of many personal
and almost all political rights, and that too though they may be
far more competent to exercise them aright than many adults.

laws which dispose of their persons and property.
ried,

we

despoil

We, moreover,

decide that a majority of one

may make

laws for

the whole community, no matter whether the numerical majority

have more wisdom or virtue than the minority or not. Our plea
for all this is, that the good of the whole is thereby most effect-
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This pica,

ually promoted.

if

made

England and France they believe

out, justifies the case.

good of the whole

that the

In
re-

quires that the right of goveruiug, instead of being restricted, to
adult males, as

all

we

arbitrarily determine, should be confined

male population who hold a given amount
In Prussia and Russia, they believe with equal conof property.
fidence, that i)ublic security and happiness demand that all power
to that portion of the

If they are right in their

should be in the hands of the king.

The

opinion, they are right in their practice.

and

political organizations are

principle that social

designed for the general good, of

course requires they should be allowed to change, as the progress

may demand. It is very possible that the feudal system may have been well adapted to the state of Europe in the
middle ages. The change in the condition of the world, howThe vilever, has gradually obliterated almost all its features.
farmer
the
lord
of
the
manor,
the
independent
has
become
lein
and the sovereign leige, in whom, accordthe simple landlord
ing to the fiction of the system, the fee of the whole country
of society

;

;

vested, has

become a constitutional monarch.

another series of changes
the lord into a rich

Though

may

It

may

be that

convert the tenant into an owner,

commoner, and the monarch

into a president.

these changes have resulted in giving the people the en-

joyment of a larger amount of
possessed,

it is

their rights than

they formerly

not hence to be inferred that they ought centuries

ago to have been introduced suddenly or by violence. Christianity " operates as alterative." It was never designed to tear up
the institutions of society by the roots.

produces equality not

It

ground, but by securing to

by

prostrating trees of all sizes to the

all

the opportunity of growing, and by causing all to grow, until

the original disparity

human wisdom,

to

by the rule of abstract
failed or not, they

gation.

It is

is

no longer perceptible.

frame

societ}',

rights,

have

failed

;

and whether

tliey

had

can never be urged as a matter of moral obli-

not enough, therefore, in order to prove the sinful-

ness of slaveholding, to show that
rights of a portion of the

gous

All attempts, by

of a sudden, after a pattern cut

to all other

croachments on

it

interferes with the natural

community.

social institutions.

human

rights,

It is

in this respect anala-

They are

from the

freest

all

of them en-

democracy

to the

most absolute despotism.
It is further to

be remarked, that

all

these rights suppose cor-
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an incompetence

No man

duty, the chiim to exercise the right ceases.

for the

can justly

claim the exercise of any right to the injury of the community of

which he is a member. It is because females and minors are
judged (though for difierent reasons), incompetent to the proper
discharge of

tlie

duties of citizenship, that they are deprived of

the right of suffrage.

It is

on the same principle that a large
and England are deprived

portion of the inhabitants of France
of the

may

same

As

privilege.

it

acknowledged that the slaves

is

be justly deprived of political rights, on the ground of their

to exercise them without injury to the community,
must be admitted, by parity of reason, that they may be justly

incompetency
it

deprived of personal freedom,
safety to society.

incompetent

if

to exercise

malum

cumstances, and not a

in

se.

It

must be borne in mind

that the object of these remarks is not to prove that the

can, the British, or the Russian form of society,

otherwise

much

;

with

it

If this be so, then slavery is a question of cir-

less to

show

Ameri-

expedient or

is

that the slaves in this country are

actually unfit for freedom, but simply to prove that the

mere

that slaveholding interferes with natural rights, is not

enough

justify the conclusion that

it is

man

that a

to

necessarily and universally sinful.

Another very common and plausible argument on
is,

fact

this subject

can not be made a matter of property.

He

can

not be degraded into a brute or chattel, without the grossest violation of duty

and propriety

of property in

human

;

and that as slavery confers this right
it must, from its very nature, be a

beings,

We

acknowledge the correctness of the principle on
argument is founded, but deny that it is applicable to
the case in hand.
"We admit that it is not only an enormity, but
impossibility,
that a man should be made a thing, as distinan
guished from a rational and moral being. It is not within the
crime.

which

this

compass of human law

man must

to alter the nature of

God's creatures.

A

be regarded and treated as a rational being, even in

his greatest degradation.

That he

der some institutions, deprived of

in

some countries and un-

many

of the rights and privi-

is,

leges of such a being, does not alter his nature.

He must

be

man under the most atrocious system of slavery that
existed.
Men do not arraign and try on evidence, and pun-

viewed as a
ever

ish on conviction, either things or brutes.

Yet slaves are under

a regular system of laws which, however unjust they
55

may

be,

j
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recognize their character as

master, that he

When

accountable beings.

interred from the fact that the slave

thereby degraded from his rank as a

is

is

it

called the property of his

is

human

being, the argument rests on the vagueness of the term property.

Property

vary according

A

man

to the nature of the objects to

has property in his wife, in his children, in his domestic

That

animals, in his fields and in his forests.
to the possession

wood,

and use of these several

no more right

lie has

their nature.

man

must of necessity
which it attaches.

the right of possession and use, and

is

to

is,

he has the right

objects, according to

use a brute as a log of

in virtue of the right of property, than he has to use a

There are general principles of rectitude, obligmen, which require them to treat all the creatures of
God according to the nature which he has given them. The man
who should burn his horse because he was his property, would find
no justification in that plea, either before God or man. "When,
as a brute.

atory on

all

therefore,

it

is

said that one

man

is

the property of another,

it

can only mean that the one has a right to use the other as a man,
but not as a brute, or as a thing. He has no right to treat him
as he

may

God

human being may

When

and nature, be properly applied.

comes

He

lawfully treat his ox, or a tree.

person to no use to which a
to be analyzed,

of service either for
transferable,

and

it is

life

to

It is

property

be nothing more than a claim

of the nature of property, and

is

by the laws of

this idea of

or for a term of years.

liable for the debts of the

will or otherwise.

found

can convert his

not,

This claim
is

is

consequently

owner, and subject to his disposal by

probable that the slave

erty of his master in the statute books, for the

is

called the prop-

same reason

that

children are called the servants of the parents, or that wives are
said to be the

same person with their husbands, and to have no sepaown. These are mere technicalities, de-

rate existence of their

signed to facilitate certain legal processes.

Calling a child a ser-

vant, does

;

woman,

not alter his relation to his father

tliough the courts

may

and a wife

rule her out of existence.

is still

a

In like

manner, where the law declares, that a slave shall be deemed and
adjudged to be a chattel personal in the hands of his master, it
does not alter his nature, nor does
right to use

him

in a

manner

it

confer on the master any

inconsistent with that nature.

there are certain moral principles which direct

be used by those to

whom

how

As

brutes are to

they belong, so there are fixed princi

;
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which determine how a man may be used.

These legal en-

actments, therefore, arc not intended to legislate
of the slave, as a

human being

;

readily liable for his debts.

is

to transfer

the nature

and to render that claim the
The transfer of authority and

claim of service from one master to another,

gous

away

they serve to facilitate the trans-

fer of the master's claim of service,

more

3g7

is,

in principle, anala-

of subjects from one sovereign to another.

By

a matter of frequent occurrence.

This

the treaty of Vienna, for

example, a large part of the inhabitants of central Europe changed
masters.
Nearly half of Saxony was transferred to Prussia
Belgium was annexed to Holland. In like manner, Louisiana
was transferred from France to the United States. In none of
these cases were the people consulted.
Yet in all, a claim of service more or less extended, was made over from one power to
another.
There was a change of masters. The mere transferable character of the master's claim to the slave, does not convert

the latter into a thing, or degrade

being.

duce

Nor does

this effect.

It is

of for a term of years.

mined by the period of
It has,

him from

the fact that he

is

bound

his

rank as a human

to serve for

only property in his time for

The nature of the
its

life,

life,

pro-

instead

relation is not deter-

continuance.

however, been argued that the slave

is

the property of

his master, not only in the sense admitted above, but in the sense

assumed

under the same
The hereditary character of

in the objection, because his children are

obligation of service as the parent.

slavery, however, does not arise out of the idea of the slave as a chattel or thing,

a

mere matter of property, it depends on the organizaIn England one man is born a peer, another a

tion of society.

commoner;

in Eussia

one

man

is

born a noble, another a serf;

here, one is born a free citizen, another a disfranchised outcast
(the free colored
ety,

man), and a third a slave.

These forms of

soci-

as before remarked, are not necessarily, or in themselves,

either just or unjust

;

but become the one or the other, according

Under a state of things in which the best interests of the community would be promoted by the British or
Eussian organization, they would be just and acceptable to God;
to circumstances.

but under circumstances in which they would be injurious, they
would be unjust. It is absolutely necessary, however, to discriminate between an organization essentially vicious, and one which,

being in

itself indifferent,

may

be right or wrong, according to
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On the same principle, therefore, that a human
EnghmJ is deprived, by the mere accident of birth, of

circumstances.

being in

the right of sulfrage, and in llussia has the small portion of liberty

which belongs

all

commoner, or the still smaller belonging
one clas5 is by birth invested with

to a

in this country

to a serf,

the rights of citizenship, another (females)

and many personal

litical

Whether

sonal liberty.

not

now

become by

all

po-

their per-

be right or wrong,

this organization

birth slaves,

to the idea of the master's property in the

is

is

that the fact that

not to be referred

body and soul of the

parent, but results from the form of society,

and

other social institutions, as tar as the principle
chilli ren

deprived

is

and a third of even

"We are simply showing

the question.

the children of shives

rights,

is

is

analagous to

concerned, that

take the rank, or the political or social condition of the

parent.

We

prefer being chargeable with the sin of wearisome repeti-

tion, to leaving

We,

ing.

any room

therefore, again

misapprehension of our mean-

for the

remark

that

we

We have

their expediency.

ter of the inspired writings

in

view the vindication of the charac-

and inspired men from the charge

of having overlooked the blackest of

recognized the worst of
therefore, that

the

an

mere
and not

are discussing the

abstract morality of these forms of social organization,

human

human

crimes, and of having

beings as Christians.

We

say,

which deprives a certain portion of
personal liberty, places them under obli-

institution

community of

their

gation of service to another portion,

is

no more necessarily sinful

than one which invests an individual with despotic power (such
as Mr. Birney would consent to hold); or than one which limits

government to a small portion of the people, or
the male part of the community.
However inexpedient, under certain circumstances, any one of these arrangements may be, they are not necessarily immoral, nor do they
become such, from the fact that the accident of birth determines
the relation in which one part of the community is to stand to
the right of

resti'icts it to

the other.

ancient Egypt, as in

In

modern

India, birth

cided the position and profession of every individual.

born a
soldier.

priest,

As

de-

One was

another a merchant, another a laborer, another a
there

must always be these classes, it is no more
to have them all determined by hereditary

necessarily immoral,
descent, than

it

was among the

Israelites to

have

all

the officers
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of religiou from geueration to geueration thus determined
that birth should determine the individual

who

is to fill

;

or

a throne,

or occupy a seat in parliament.

Again, Dr. Wayland argues,
ceded, ''there
insure

its

if the

right to hold slaves be con-

of course conceded all other rights necessary to

is

Hence, inasmuch as the slave can be held

possession.

in this condition only while he remains in the lowest state of

mental imbecility,

it

supposes the master to have the right to

control his intellectual development just as far as
to secure entire subjection."*

show

He

may be

necessary

reasons in the same way, to

knowledge and even eternal happiness of
a matter of right conceded to the power of the

that the religious

the slave are as

master,

if

the right of slaveholding is admitted.

argument

force that can be allowed to this

hold slaves includes the right to exercise
insure

its

possession.

rights of the

their children, of

The

husbands

all

The utmost

that the right to

proper means

respect on a par with

It is in this

same kind.

is,

all

to

other

right of parents to the service of

obedience of their wives, of

to the

masters over their apprentices, of creditors over their debtors, of
rulers over their subjects, all suppose the right to adopt proper

means

for their secure

tion to the

They, however, give no sanc-

enjoyment.

employment of any and every means which

suspicion, or jealousy

may

deem

choose to

cruelty,

necessary, nor of any

which would be productive of greater general evil than the forAccording to the ancient law
feiture of the rights themselves.
even among the Jews, the power of life and death was granted
to the parent;

we concede only

old law gave the

same power

power of correction.
husband over the wife.

the

to the

The
The

Koman

law confided the person and even life of the debtor to the
mercy of the creditor. According to the reasoning of Dr. Wayland, all these laws must be sanctioned if the rights which they

were deemed necessary to secure, are acknowledged. It is clear,
however, that the most unrighteous means may be adopted to
secure a proper end, under the plea of necessity.

The

justice of

own grounds, and can

not be
must be made out on its
end
of
the
propriety
assumed on the mere admission of the
aimed at. Whether the slaves of this country may be safely

the plea

admitted to the enjoyments of personal liberty,
* Elements of Moral Science, p. 221.

is

a matter of
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dispute

;

but that they could not, consistently with the public

welfare, be intrusted with the exercise of pulitical power,

is in on
acknowledged right of the
state to govern them by laws in the formation of which they
have no voice. But it is the universal plea of the depositaries
all

hands admitted.

then, the

It is,

of irresponsible power, sustained too by almost universal experience, that

men

can be brought

to

submit

to political

only by being kept in ignorance and poverty.

despotism

Dr. "Way land,

then, if he concedes the right of the state to legislate for the
slaves, must, according to his

own

reasoning, acknowledge the

means necessary

right to adopt all the

for the security of this

irresponsible power, and of consequence, that the state has the
right to keep the blacks in the lowest state of degradation.

If

he

denies the validity of this argumem, in favor of political despotism,

he must renounce his own against the lawfulness of domestic
slavery.

Dr. Wayland himself would admit the right of the

Emperor of Russia

to exercise a

degree of power over his present

half civilized subjects, which could not be maintained over an

enlightened people, though he would be loth to acknowledge his

means necessary to keep them in
The acknowledgment, therefore, of the
does not involve the acknowledgment of the

right to adopt all the

their

present condition.

right

to hold slaves,

right

to

adopt measures adapted and intended to perpetuate their pres-

ent mental and physical degradation.

We

have entered much more

ment on

this subject

we

than

at length into the abstract argu-

intended.

It

was our purpose to
But

confine our remarks to the scriptural view of the question.

the consideration of the objections derived from the general principles of morals, rendered
it

it

necessary to enlarge our plan.

that under the old diswas expressly permitted by divine command, and
under the New Testament is nowhere forbidden or denounced,
but on the contrary, acknowledged to be consistent with the
Christian character and profession (that is, consistent with justice,
mercy, holiness, love to God and love to man), to declare it to be
a heinous crime, is a direct impeachment of the word of God.
"We, therefore, felt it incumbent upon us to prove, that the sacred

the Scriptures do sanction slaveholding

pensation

'

As

appears to us too clear to admit of either denial or doubt, that

Scriptures arc not in conflict with the
that

;

it

what they sanction

is

first

principles of morals;

not the blackest and basest of all

—
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was necessary

it

to

show

between the relation itself, and the
what
various cruel or unjust laws which may be made either to bring
slavery

men

into

is,

to distinguish

or to secure

it,

its

continuance; to show

tiiat it

no more

follows from the admission that the Scriptures sanction the right

of slaveholding, that

therefore, sanctions

it,

slave laws of any community, than

it

the oppressive

all

follows from the admission

-of the propriety of parental, conjugal, or political relations, that

sanctions

it

have

We

and

been regulated.

in different countries

have had another motive in the preparation of

The assumption

that slaveholding

error, but

an error fraught with

it

is

merely brings
it

by which these relations

conflicting codes

the

all

at different periods

its

is itself

a crime,

is

this article.

not only an

evil consequences.

It

not

advocates into conflict with the Scriptures, but

much to retard the progress of freedom it embitters and
members of the community, and distracts the Chris-

does

;

divides the

tian church.
is

operation in retarding the progress of freedom

Its

obvious and manifold.

In the

first

place,

directs the batter}^

it

of the enemies of slavery to the wrong point.

It

them
where it

is

itself.*

They, therefore, waste their strength.

for

might be easy

to establish the injustice or cruelty of certain slave laws,

not in their power to establish the sinfulness of slavery

They promote the cause of

least evil.

Nor

is

their opponents.

this the

If they

do not discriminate between slaveholding and the slave laws, it
gives the slaveholder not merely an excuse but an occasion and a
reason for making no such distinction.

He

same conviction

one that he does in that

of the other.

mere

in the propriety of the

Ilis

is

thus led to feel the

mind and conscience may be

act of holding slaves is not a crime.

This

satisfied that the
is

the point, how-

which the abolitionist directs his attention. He examines
their arguments, and becomes convinced of their inconclusivcncss,
and is not only thus rendered impervious to their attacks, but is
ever, to

exasperated by what he considers their unmerited abuse.

mean time
points

;

his attention is

— the manner

in

withdrawn from

which he

far

In the

more important

and tlie laws
These are points on

treats his slaves,

enacted for the security of his possession.

* Clarkson and Wilbcrforce were anxious, to have the slave trade speedily
abolished, lest the force of their arguments should be
tion.

Ed.

weakened by

its

ameliora-
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which

his

error,

and

judgment might be much more readily convinced of
his conscience of sin.

In the second place, besides fortifying the position and strength-

ening the purpose of the slaveholder, the error in question divides

and weakens the friends of freedom.
sult by public sentiment, you must

is

As

to rest in peace.

be their object

to

secure any valuable re-

mind and
had better be al-

satsity the public

Their passions

rouse the public conscience.

lowed

To

the anti-slavery societies declare

necessarily a heinous crime in the sight of God,

their attempt as desperate, so long as the Bible

dict of the public
this proposition.
is

mind

is

to

we

consider

regarded as the

They can hardly secure

rule of right and wrong.

couraging, and

it

convince their fellow-citizens that slaveholding

either the ver-

or of the public conscience in behalf of

Their success hitherto has not been very encertainly not very flattering, if Dr. Chanuing's

account of the class of persons to
addressed their arguments,

is

whom

they have principally

The tendency of

correct.

their exer-

tions, be their success great or small, is not to unite, but to di-

They do not carry the judgment or conscience of the peoThey form, therefore, a class by themselves.
Thousands who earnestly desire to see the South convinced of the
injustice and consequent impolicy of their slave laws, and under
vide.

ple with them.

this conviction, of their

own

accord, adopting those principles

which the Bible enjoins, and which tend to produce universal intelligence, virtue, liberty and equalitj^, without violence and sudden change, and which thus secure private and public prosperity
stand aloof from the abolitionists, not merely because they disap-

prove of their

spirit

and mode of

action, but because they

do not

admit their fundamental principle.
In the third place, the error in question prevents the adoption
of the most efiectual

means

of extinguishing slavery.

These means

are not the opinions or feelings of the non-slaveholding States,

nor the denunciations of the holders of slaves, but the improve-

ment, intellectual and moral, of the slaves themselves.
has but two natural and peaceful modes of death.
increase of the slave population until

unproductive.

When

the

number

that the master can not })rofitably

them

in

self-defense.

reached long ago, in

it

Slavery

The one

the

of slaves becomes so great

employ them, he manumits

This point would probably have

many

is

reaches the point of being

been

of the Southern States, had not the

—
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boundless extent of the south-western section of the Union preBented a constant

demand

Many

surplus hands.

for the

planters

in Yirginia and Maryland, whose principles or feelings revolt

at

the idea of selling their slaves to the South, find that their servants

them to poverty, by consuming more than
The number, however, of slaveholders who enter-

are gradually reducing

they produce.

And

tain tliese scruples is comparatively small.
for slave labor in

Bouth-west

is

the

still

so great, and

as the

demand

unoccupied regions of the extreme
be so long continued,

is likely to

it

is hopeless to think of slavery dying out by becoming a public
burden. The other natural and peaceful mode of extinction, is
the gradual elevation of the slaves in knowledge, virtue, and

property to the point at which

keep them in bondage.*

to

until they full off entirely.

it is

no longer desirable or possible

Their chains thus gradually relax,
It is in this

way

that Christianity

has abolished both political and domestic bondage, whenever

it

enjoins a fair compensation for labor;

it

has had free scope.

It

on the moral and intellectual improvement of all classes
of men it condemns all infractions of marital or parental rights

insists

;

in short,

;

it

requires not only that free scope should be allowed to

human improvement,
ployed

but that

all

suitable

attainment of that end.

for the

means should be emThe feudal system, as

before remarked, has, in a great measure, been thus outgrown in
all

the European states.

The

third estate, formerly hardly recog-

becoming the controlling power
The gradual improvement
of the people rendered it impossible, and undesirable to deprive
them of their just share in the government. And it is precisely
in those countries where this improvement is most advanced that
the feudal institutions are the most completely obliterated, and
nized as having an existence,

is

in most of those ancient communities.

In like manner the gospel

the general prosperity the greatest.

method of extinguishing slavery
of the slave.

The
he
is

The grand question

abolitionist answers,

is right,

is

perhaps he

is

by improving
is.

How

* If the negro
to be free.

Ed.

is

to

this to

bo done?

by immediate emancipation. Perhaps
wrong but whether right or wrong, it
;

not the practical question for the North.

which have the power

is

the condition

emancipate,

it

Among

a community

would be perfectly proper

susceptible of this degree of improvement, ho ought then

—

to
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urge that measure on the ground of

of promoting

tlie

this

being the best means

13nt the error of the abolitionists

human
is,

hap-

that they

measure from the wrong quarter, and upon the wrong

They

ground.
a sin, and

tion of duty

insist

upon immediate abolition because slavery

extinction a duty.

its

in itself sinful,

men may

its

great object of the advancement of

piness and virtue.

urge

;

its

If,

however, slaveholding

effects

not

The ques-

abolition is not necessarily a duty.

depends upon the

is

is

of the measure, about which

Those who believe that it would advance the general good, are bound to promote it; while those
who believe the reverse, are equally bound to resist it. The
abolitionists, by insisting upon one means of improvement, and
honestly differ.

most effectually working against
any other means, by destroying the disposition
and power to employ them. It is in this way that the error to
which we have referred throughout this article, is operating most
disadvantageously for the cause of human liberty and happiness.
that on untenable ground, are

the adoption of

The

fact is, that the great

but improvement.*

duty of the South

The former

is

is

not emancipation

obligatory only as a

means

to

an end, and, therefore, only under circumstances where it would
promote that end. In like manner the great duty of despotic

governments

is

not the immediate granting of free institutions,

but the constant and assiduous cultivation of the best interests

"Where free

(knowledge, virtue, and happiness) of the people.
institutions

would conduce

to this object, they

would be granted,

and just so far and so fast as this becomes apparent.
Again, the opinion that slaveholding is itself a crime, must
operate to produce the disunion of the States, and the division of
all

The

the ecclesiastical societies in this country.

people

may

feelings of the

be excited violently for a time, but the transport soon

But if the conscience is enlisted in the cause, and
passes away.
becomes the controlling principle, the alienation between the
North and the South must become permanent. The opposition to
Southern institutions will become calm, constant, and unappeasable.

Just so far as this opinion operates,

entertain
effect.

it

to

submit

to

any

"We shall become two nations in

render us two nations in

it

will lead those

sacrifices to carry

fact.

feeling,

With regard

out,

it

who

and give

it

which must soon

to the church, its

Abolitionism has impeded this improvement.

Ed.
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operation will bo more

summary.

crime, slaveholders must

-be

If slaveholding is a heinous

excluded from the church.

have already taken

of our judicatories

General Assembly adopt

it,

375

the church

is

Several

Should the

this position.

ipso facto, divided.

If

must be maintained, whatever are the consequences. "We are no advocates of expediency
We have no more right to teach error in order to
in morals.
the opinion in question

prevent

On

evil,

we have

than

it

a right to do evil to promote good.

the other hand, if the opinion

quences render
It is

it

evil conse-

incorrect, its

is

a duty to prove and exhibit

its

unsoundness.

under the deep impression that the primary assumption

of the abolitionists

is

an

traction of the country,
it

is correct,

and that

;

lead to the longer continuance and greater severity of

will

slavery, that

towards

We

error, that its adoption tends to the dis-

and the division of the church

its

have

we have

felt

constrained to do what

we

little

could

correction.
little

apprehension that any one can so far mistake our

suppose either that we

object, or the purport of our remarks, as to

regard slavery as a desirable institution, or that
slave laws of the Southern States.

So

far

from

we approve

this

of the

being the case,

the extinction of slavery, and the amelioration of those laws are
as sincerely desired by us, as by any

question

is

of the abolitionists.

not about the continuance of slavery, and

The

of the

present system, but about the proper method of effecting the

removal of the

evil.

We

maintain, that

it is

not by denouncing

slaveholding as a sin, or by universal agitation at the North,

but by the improvement of the slaves.

It

no more follows that

because the master has a right to hold slaves, he has a right
to

keep them in a

state of degradation in order to perpetuate their

bondage, than that the Emperor of Russia has a right to keep his
subjects in ignorance

and poverty, in order

nence and quiet possession of his power.

perma-

to secure the

We

hold

it

to

be the

grand principle of the gospel, that every man is bound to promote
the moral, intellectual, and physical impiovement of his fellow

men.
of

Their civil or political relations are in themselves matters

indifference.

Monarchy, aristocracy, democracy, domestic

slavery, are right or

ducive

wrong

as they are, for the time being, con-

to this great end, or the reverse.

which the improvement of society

is

to

They are not
be sacrificed

objects to
;

nor are

they strait-jackets to be placed upon the public body to prevent
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We

develupmeut.

its free

Christ and

liis

method
example of

think, therefore, that the true

for Christians to treat this subject, is to follow the

apostles in relation both to despotism and slavery.

Let them enforce as moral duties the great principles of justice
and mercy, and all the specific commands and precepts of the
If any set of men have servants, bond or free, to
Scriptures.

vrhom they refuse a proper compensation for their labor, they
vioUite a moral duty and an express command of Scrijiture.
What that compensation should be, depends upon a variety of
In some cases the slaveholder would be glad to
circumstances.

compound

support of his slaves by giving the third or the

for the

North would
mere hibor of jn'olucUnder other circumstances, however, a mere suj)port,
tion.
would be very inadequate compensation and when inadequate,
If the compensation be more than a support, the
it is unjust.
surplus is the property of the laborer, and can not morally, whatever the laws may be, be taken from him. The right to accumulate property is an incident to the right of reward for labor. And
we believe there are few slaveholding countries in which the
Yet

half of the proceeds of his estate.

be regarded as a

full

remuneration

this at the

for the

;

right

is

we hear

not practically acknowledged, since

of slaves purchasing their

own

freedom.

It is

so frequently

very

common

for

a certain moderate task* to be assigned as a day's work, which

may

be regarded as the compensation rendered by the slave for

his support.

The residue of

may be employed

for his

concerned about details.

the

own

day

is at

profit.

The principle

We
that

his

own

disposal,

and

are not now, however,
'*

the laborer

is

worthy

it, is a plain principle of morals and
and can not be violated with impunity.

of his hire" and should enjoy

command
Again,
marry, or

of the Bible,
if

any man has servants or others

whom

whom

he forbids to

he separates after marriage, he breaks as clearly

a revealed law as any written on the pages of inspiration, or on
the

human

ity of

heart.

If

he interferes unnecessarily with the author-

parents over their children, he again brings himself into

collision with his

Maker.

children, apprentices,

If

any man has under his charge,
slaves, and does not teach

servants, or

*"\Ve heard the late Dr. Wisner, after his long visit to the South, say, that

the usual task of a slave in South Carolina and Georgia, was ahout the third of
a day's

work

for a

Northern

laborer.
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erately opposes

to

be taught, the will of

God

;

if

intellectual, moral, or religious

tlieir

ment, he makes himself a transgressor.

877
he delib-

improve-

That many of the laws

of the slaveholding States are opposed to these simple principles

we

of morals,
sinful

fully believe

and ought

to

;

and we do not doubt that they are

be rescinded.

If

it

be asked what would be

the consequence of thus acting on the principles of the gospel,

of following the example and obeying the

We

precepts of Christ

?

answer, the gradual elevation of the slaves in intelligence,

and wealth; the peaceable and speedy extinction of
slavery
the improvement in general prosperity of all classes
of society, and the consequent increase in the sum of human
virtue,

;

happiness and virtue.

This has been the result of acting on

these principles in all past ages

have been
nations,

;

and

just in proportion as they

The degradation of most eastern
Spain and Ireland, are not more striking

faithfully observed.

and

of Italy,

examples of the consequences of their violation, than Scotland,
England, and the non-slaveholding States are of the
their being

of God.

even imperfectly obeyed.

It

would be

as easy for

them

Men

benefits, of

can not alter the laws

to arrest the action of the

force of gravity, as to prevent the systematic violation of the

principles of morals being productive of evil.

—
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BY SAMUEL
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CARTWRIGHT,
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D.,
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Note.
" Cotton

— This
is

article

of Dr. Cartwriglit's was designed by the Editor to follow

King," but the copy was not received until the stereotyping had

Publishes.

progressed nearly to completion.

It has

long been a favorite argument of the abolitionists to assert that slave

unproductive, that the prevalence of slavery tends to diminish not only
the productions of a country, but also the value of the lands.
On this ground,
labor

is

appeals are constantly
to abolish slavery

so as to

made

to the non-slaveholders of the South, to

assigning as a reason, that their lands

;

more than compensate the

That we may be

induce them

rise

in value

loss of the slaves.

able to ascertain

us refer to figures and facts.

would

how much

truth there

is

in this assertion,

The

following deductions from the Report of
the Auditor of Public Accounts of the State of Louisiana, speak in a laDguat^e
let

too plain to be misunderstood by any one, and prove conclusively, that, so far
at least as the slave States are concerned, a dense slave population gives the

highest val"-c and greatest productiveness to every species of property.
deductiorio -ttight he

Similar

drawn from the Auditors' Reports of every slave State

the Un^'n

in

EuiTOK.

1.

Ar>nua( Report of the Auditor of Public Accounts of the State of Louisiana.
Baton Rouge, 1859.

2.

'Annual Beport of the Superintendent of Public Education.

3.

Les Lois concernant,

4.

Agricultural Productions of Louisiana.

les

Baton Rouge, 1859.

Scales Publique dons VEtatde la Lonisiane, 1849.

By Edward

J. Forstal,

Xew

Orleans,

1845.
5.

Address of
of

iJie

the

South.

much

Commissioners for the Raising the Endowment of Oie University
New Orleans, 1859.

knowledge from things cognizable
American civilization is founded
upon the laws of nature and upon moral virue. " Honesty is the
It

i'j

easier to acquire

to the senses than

from books.

best policy," says "Washington,

its

founder.

are tliscovered by observation and experience.
tion

is

given

to

them by

that species of

The laws of nature

A

practical direc-

knowedge, which

is

derived

(879)
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from hauJIing the objects of sense and working upon the materials
the earth produces.

Moral virtue puts a bridle on the

same time,
demanding what is right.

sions of the heart, and, at the
cible

courage in

enables

its

infuses into

it

evil pas-

an invin-

A knowledge of nature

possessor to bridle the natural forces of

air, earth, fire,

—

and water to hold the reins and drive ahead. With its rail-roads
and telegraphs, American civilization is waging war with time

and space, and,
sin

and

bj' its

With

evil.

do more work

for

its

moral power and Christian example, with
labor-saving machiney, its thirty millions

God and man

than three hundred millions of

such people as inhabit Asia, Africa, Central, and South America,
and Mexico. Its thirty millions are equal to any hundred millions
of must of the governments of Europe.

It is

most enligiitcned nations of Europe, because
possession of

all

the blessings

its

far

ahead of the

people are in the

and comforts that heaven, through

nature's laws, accord to earth's inhabitants, wiiile three-fourths

of the two hundred

an

and

artificially created

Whoever would

of earth.
progress,

fifty

lall

—deprived

of

all the

good things

up with the annals of American
American policy, and get within the
guiding spirit of American policy, must not decatch

into line with

influence of the

pend upon

millions of Europe are writhing in

purgatory

libraries for information, or he will be left far

behind

must look to the statistics of the
churches, to the reports of legislative and commercial bodies, and
to the monthly reviews recording the principal transactions of the
busy world around him. If he wants to keep pace with the exploits of mankind under European civilization, in cutting one
another's throats, sacking cities, destroying commerce, and laying
the age in which he lives

waste the smiling

;

of agriculture, the daily press will give

fields

but he can not rely upon it for these
and stubborn facts which tell what the Caucasian
in America, aided by his black man, Friday, is doing for Christianity, for libert}^, for civilization, and for the good of the world.
Some of these details are regarded as too dry and uninteresting,
the required information

;

statistical details

and others too long for admission in the daily
written and said about the benefits of education.

press.

are alike important in both kinds of civilization,

European.

But

after acquiring the

Much

is

The rudiments
American and

rudimentary knowledge, the

paths of education in the two hemispheres diverge from each
other at rijjht ano-les.

The

further the

American

travels in the
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labyrinths of that system of education, so fashionable in Europe,
purposely designed to bury active minds in the rubbish of past
ages, or tangle them in metaphysical abstractions and hide from
them the beauty of truth and the matter-of-fact world around them,
the less he is qualified to appreciate the blessings and benefits of
republican institutions, and the more apt he is to be found in
opposition to American policy.
By hard studies on subjects of
no practical importance, physical or moral, the European system
of education drives independence out of the mind, and virtue out

of the heart, as a pre-requisite qualification for obedience to

governments resting upon diplomacy, falsehood,
unnatural distinctions

among men.

But

artificial

and

in the United States,

the various State governments being founded on moral truths

and nature's laws, and not on the opinions of a privileged order,
our system of education should be in
of government
virtue's sake

the

and

homage
to

harmony with our system

our youth should be taught to love virtue for

;

bow to her truths, and to give all
crowned heads receive in Europe, to nature
Our government sets up no religious creed or

to

;

study nature,

that the

truth.

standard of morals, but leaves every one perfectly free in religion

and morals,

to

be governed by the Bible as

lie

understands

provided he does not trespass upon the rights of others.
principal books in our libraries give

our youth for public

little

oflSce or to direct

is

anywhere

scarcely

or no aid in qualifying

the legislation or policy of

a government resting upon natural laws.
of our system

else

The

practical operation

recorded than in church

history, gospel triumph, legislative reports, reviews,
lets.

There the

facts

may

it^

The

and pamph-

be found, but they are isolated and

made a most potent
means, not only of instruction in the practical operation of our
disconnected, teaching nothing; but could be

system of government, but of developing the

human

faculties, if

They are full of objects for compariis taught the difference between
comparison
the
mind
son.
By
things comparisons are at the bottom of all useful and practical
knowledge. "They are suggestive," says Prof. Agassiz, "of
introduced into our schools.

;

further comparisons.

of comparison, the
is filled

When

mind

is

with delight at every step of progress

make new inquiries,
it makes in nature's

and study becomes a pleasure.
country ho has got until he
good
American knows what a

ever young and blooming

No

the objects of nature are the subjects

insensibly led to

56

fields,
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Europe and draws comparisons between the condition of

visits

Even in London,
the laboring classes there and those at home.
about half the people have neither church-roora nor school-room."
the Auditor of Public accounts of
with objects which have only to
abounds
the State of Louisiana
relations
to one another to give the
be compared in their various
mind a clear perception of the operation and practical working
TJie

of

Annual Report of

the most important natural laws and moral truths lying
bottom of American civilization and progress. Without

some of

at the

comparisons they are like hieroglyph ical characters telling nothing.
Comparisons will decipher them and make them speak a language
full

of instruction, which every one can understand.

The more thorough the education in European colleges, or in
American schools on a similar model, the more there will be to
unlearn before American institutions can be understood or their
value appreciated, and the less will the American citizen be qualThe reason is, that the
ified to vote understandingly at the polls.
system of education which directs the policy of goverments foundartificial distinctions, is from necessity inimical to a
government founded upon natural distinctions and moral truth.
Education on the British model has set the North against the
South, and has waylaid every step of American progress, from

ed upon

the acquisition of Louisiana to the last foot of land acquired from

Mexico or the Indians, and

it

now

stands across the path of the

American civilization into Cuba, Central
America, and Mexico. The vicious system of education founded
upon the European model has almost reconquered Massachusetts
all-conquering march of

and several other Northern

States,

converting them, in

many

The people

of the

essential particulars, into British provinces.

North are virtuous and democratic
turned against their

at heart

own country and

;

but they have been

the sentiments which expe-

rience teaches to be truths, the obvious benefits of negro slavery,

by an education essentially monarchical. To sustain
American policy should have its own schools, to guide and

for instance,
itself,

it has been guided and directed almost enand knowledge derived from the great school
of experience, in which the democratic masses are taught without
the aid of other books than the Bible and hymn book.
In that

direct
tirely

it.

Heretofore

by the

light

school they learned that the negro

was not a white man with

a

black skin, but a different being, intended by nature to occupy a

AND WEALTU OF THE SOUTH.
subordinate place in society; that school

made known

only place which nature has qualified him to

ggg
that the

was the place of a
servant.
That place was accordingly assigned him in the new
order of civilization called American civilization, founded upon
moral virtue and natural distinctions, and not upon artifice and
fraud; upon nature's laws and God's truths, and not upon the
fallacies of human reason, as that of Europe.
They had not even
the assistance of book education to tell them that the white man
bore the name of Japheth in the Bible, and the negro that of
Canaan and that the negro's servile nature was expressed in his
Hebrew name. American theologians had not paid sufficient
attention to the Hebrew, and could not inform the American
reader that both the Hebrew Bible and its Greek ti-anslation, called
the Septuagint, plainly, and in direct terms, recognize two classes
or races of mankind, one having a black skin, and the other being
fair or white; and that, besides these two races, it recognizes a
third race under the term Shem, a name which has no reference
to color; but as the other two were plainly designated as whites
and blacks, the inference is, that the third class was red or yellow,
or of an intermediate color.
In the Septuagint (the Bible which
fill

;

our Saviour quotes),

Ham,

^thiop

is

the term used to designate the

synonymous with the Latin word niger, from
which the Spanish word negro is derived. The Bible tells in unmistakable terms that Japheth, or the white race, was to be enlarged.
The discovery of the western hemisphere opened a wide field for
the enlargement of the white race, pent up for thousands of years
in a little corner of the eastern hemisphere. The new hemisphere
was found to be inhabited by nomads of the race of Shem, neither
white nor black. The historical fact is, that the white race is every
year enlarging itself by dispossessing the nomadic sons of Shem,
found on the American continent, of their tents, and dwelling in
them and that the black race are its servants. Thus literally,
in accordance with the prophecy, " Japheth will he enlarged^ he
shall dvjell in the tents of Shem, and Canaan (the negro) shall
he his servant.'''' The prophecy is not fulfilled, but only in process
sons of

a term

;

of fulfillment.

It clearly

points to a

new

order of civilization, in

a wider world for enlargement than the old, in which the black
race was to serve the white.

The

will of

God

that such a

new

order of civilization should be established, in which the negro and

white

man

should mutually aid each other, and supply each other's
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deficiencies, is not only revealed in

Hebrew words,

written thou-

sands of years ago, but revealed also in the laws of nature, and
revealed by EtMop nowhere else hut in our slaveJioldlng States^
to God. American civilization, founded
and nature's laws, puts the negro in his
natural position, that of subordination to the white man.
The observation and experience of th^se who founded a govern-

arms

stretching forth her

upon revealed

ment

truth

resting on the basis of moral truth

artificial distinctions,

to the

negro an inferior position, in order

cratic principle

thing in

its

no place

for the

which demands a place

What

place.

and natural, instead of

revealed to them the necessity of consigning

for

to carry out that

demo-

every thing, and every

are called the free States have provided

poor negro.

He

an outcast and a wanderer,

is

Mexico, Central and South

hurtful instead of helpful to society.

America, in catching at the shadow, lost the substance of repubRepublican government has utterly failed with them,
licanism.
because they fell into the error of supposing that all men of all
one another. The white race in those
upon that error, emancipated the inferior negro
This
race, and amalgamated with that and with the Indian race.
disregard of the distinctions made by nature, between the white,
black, and Indian races, was fatal to American civilization in
laces are naturally equal to

countries, acting

those countries.

Mr. Jefferson never meant
white

men

to

say that negroes were equal to

but that white men, whether born in England or

;

Our fathers contended for
to one another.
among Englishmen, which not being granted

America were equal
their
to

own

equality

them, they declared their independence.

their swords

won

when

that independence,

But scarcely had

the governing classes

of Great Britain began to teach the rising generation, through the

medium

of books, schools, and colleges, that the democratic doc-

which declared all white men equal to one another, included
Thus making the learned world believe that democracy
negroes.

trine,

—

and negro slavery are incompatible that there can be no such
thing as a democracy, or a government where the people rule, so
long as black people are held in salvery.
taught the doctrine that negro slavery
it is

a moral, social and political

evil,

is

The

schools not only

anti-republican, but that

and soon

it

was denounced

from the pulpit as sin against God!

Under the

influence

of such

an education, imported from
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Europe, the American people, even in the South, began

gard negro slavery as an evil

—not

but from what they had been taught.

periments were

made with

ter out of slavery than in

the negro to

it.

to re-

from any thing they saw,
Thence all manner of ex-

make

his condition bet-

All of which proving a

failure, the

New

England on the question of
negro slavery being an evil, social, political, or moral, and called
for the proof.
No proof could be given except that drawn from
England, from hearsay evidence, and from theoretical teaching of
that system of education designed to support European despotisms, and to destroy American republicanism.
This has opened
the eyes of the South to the necessity of establishing schools and
colleges of its own to uphold American civilization.
The address
South took issue with Old and

of the commissioners for the raising of the

commends

University of the South

it

to

endowment

the

attention

of the
of the

American people, not as a sectional or Southern universitj^, but
as an American university, to be the house and home of the spirit
of American civilization
a dwelling-place not lighted with fox-

—

fire tapers or artificial lights to

disguise nature, as the institutions

of learning in Europe are, but with the light inherent in nature's
truths

and

in the revealed

interpreted.

Some

word of God, honestly translated and
American civilization have

schools to aid

already been established, but there

is

a sad outcry for the proper

and New England being rotten to the core with abolitionism and with that false democracy which would make the rising generation believe that the
kind of school books

those of Old

;

heroes of the American Revolution fought for ruining the negro

by giving him

him a

liberty, fought to

annul God's decrees, which made

servant of servants, instead of fighting for the principle

asserting their

own

equality with the lords of England and the

crowned heads of Europe. Fortunately the work before us, the
Report of the Auditor of the Public Accounts of Louisiana^
will

answer very well

to

supply the want of a proper kind of

school book to indoctrinate beginners in the mysteries of the political

institutions of their

discipline

and expand

ous books of

its

their

class,

own

country, and at the

minds.

It is

of the United States Census,

sources^

to

which might be advantageously pressed

into the service of the schools for a similar purpose.
tics

same time

only one of the numer-

and the Minutes of

and

the

De Bow's

The

statis-

Industrial Re-

Progress of the American
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Churches^ woukl prove a very good beginuiug of a high school
and college library. Comparisons being the basis of all useful
and practical knowledge, in the works just referred to, and in the
auditor's report and others of its class, will be found ample mateComparison will infuse a soul into the dry
rials for comparison.
bones of the facts and figures of our religious and political insti-

and nuike them declare the hidden truths of nature which

tutions,

interesting.

American republicanism, Christianity, prosThe task of comparing will be highly inthe youthful mind, and at the same time agreeable and
As an example, here is the way a beginning is rec-

ommended,

for a

lie at

the bottom of

perity,

and progress.

structive to

Lesson No.

1.

comparison in secular

—Let

afiairs.

Lesson No. 1 consist in comparing the

counties (or parishes, as they are called in Louisiana) having the

and the fewest negroes, with those counhaving the heaviest negro population and the fewest white

largest white population
ties

people.

There are

five parishes, or counties,

found in the report of the

auditor of public accounts, in which the white population exceeds
the negro slaves three to cue.

Let these parishes be compared

with five others in which the slave population exceeds the white
seven to one.

Table
second.

I,

represents the

first class

of parishes, and Table

II,

the

Thus:

TABLE L

—

Population
Slaves.

-

947

»
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three times as valuable as a population of three

man, makes lanJ

white men to one negro. The comparison drawn in this lesson,
puts a soul in the dry bones of the tacts and figures contained in
the report of

tlie

auditor of public accounts, and

makes them

tell

what it is which gives value to Southern land.
Lesson No. 3. Let this lesson be devoted to drawing comparisons to ascertain: " Wliich paijs the most taxes to the State^
jive parishes containing 11 ^^•2'^ whites with a few negroes^ or
Jive parishes containing less than half the whites (8,326) with a

—

great

I

many

negroes

V

By

referring to the report of the auditor

will be seen, that the 17,524 whites of the five parishes in table

it

pay the State only $25,487,93, or

less

than $1 60 each, while

the 8,326 whites in the five parishes in table II

pay the State

The aggregate

$20
$169,900 per annum, or upward
population of the parishes in table I pay only $1 06 each, while
the aggregate population of the parishes in table II pay $2 ^^
each.

of

Every three whites and twenty negroes pay the State
$61 18. By making a calculation it will appear that it will require forty-three whites and fifteen negroes of the parishes in
table I, to pay the State as much as three whites and twenty

each.

negroes pay in the parishes in table 11.
Corollary. Three white men with twenty negroes, financially

—

considered, are worth as

men

much

white

to the State as forty-three

with fifteen negroes.

This strange truth meets a steady explanation in the fact found
in Lesson No. 2, that in those parishes where every three white
inhabitants

own twenty

negroes, the land

is

more than

three

times as valuable as in the parishes, where every forty-three of the
white population possess only fifteen negroes.

Lesson No.
that forty -three

4.

— In the

last lesson the truth

white men and

fifteen

was brought out

negroes are worth no more

three white men and
twenty negroes. Let this lesson examine the question " WJiether
forty-three white men in command of fifteen negroes are worth
AS MUCH to the State, agriculturally a}id commercially considered^
to the State, financially considered, than

:

as three ichite

men

in

command of

bold question and requires some

twenty negroes

f

In

calculations.

This

making

is

a

the

calculations to base the comparisons upon, sugar will be estimated
at

$60 per hogshead molasses at $7 per barrel corn
and cotton at $40 dollars per bale. At these

bushel,

;

;

at

$1 per

rates the

;
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value of the agricultural productions iu the five parishes, where
the white population

amounts

is

nearly three times as great as the negro,

$446,550, in a population of 17,524 whites, 6,038
negro slaves, and 343 free negroes the aggregate population
to

—

23,905, which gives to each inhabitant $18 68.

The value of

the agricultural productions in the five parishes,

and West Feliciana,
where the negro slaves are nearly seven times as numerous as
the white population, amounts to $8,854,770,
In other words,
55,035 negroes under the command of 8,326 whites, iu an aggreviz: Carroll, Concordia, Madison, Tensas,

gate population of 63,768 (407 being added for free negroes),

produced $8,854,770 worth of agricultural products in one year,
estimating cotton at $40 per bale, sugar $60 per hogshead, and
corn at $1 a bushel this amount divided by the aggregate popu;

lation gives each individual, black

$138

87.

Three whites

iu

and

command

$3,194 worth of agricultral products.
the question whether forty-three white

negroes are worth as

much

wdiite, old

and young,

of twenty negroes produce

This lesson was to solve

men

in

command

to the State, agriculturally

of fifteen

and com-

men in command of twenty
has been proved that in those five parishes where
the whites nearly treble the negroes, each inhabitant only promercially considered, as three white

negroes

?

It

This would give to forty-three white and fifteen

duces $18 68.

negroes only $1,081 70 as their share of the value of the agricultural

productions

— whereas,

the

share of three wdiites and

twenty negroes, in those parishes where the negro population

is

nearly seven to one of the white, has been ascertained to be

$3,194.

The student of

solve another question:

political

economy

"What number

quired in those parishes where labor
to

produce as

much

is

is

now

prepared to

of inhabitants are re-

isolated or disassociated,

and twenty negroes produce in
The answer is 171;
associated?

as three white

those parishes where labor

is

and 58 negroes. The question is proved to be
by multiplying 171 by $18 68 which gives $1,394
25, the exact amount and a quarter over, that twenty negroes and
three whites produce in those parishes where labor is associated,
viz: 113 whites
correctly solved

or where the slave population

is

nearly seven times more numer-

ous than the white.

Lesson No.

5.

—Let two

more

one in which the white population

lots of parishes
is

be compared

not quite double that of the

890
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negro slaves, and the other iu which the negro slaves are rot quite
double the number of the whites.

TABLE

IIL

Parishes where whites exceed negroes

Whites.

less

than two to one.
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a smaller aggregate population produced iu those parishes where
the negroes outnumbered the whites nearly seven to one.

The report of the auditor of public accounts

for the

year 1859,

does not contain the necessary data for making comparisons in
the parishes on the lower stem of the Mississippi river, by reason

The valuable pamphlet

of crevasses and other disastrous causes.
of

Edward

on the agricultural products of Louisi-

J. Forstale,

much

ana, will supply that deficiency, though of a

appears from Mr. Forstale,

conducted
slave,

estates, the

was $237

that, so far

older date.

It

back as 1844, " on well

average value of sugar and molasses, per

50, estimating sugar at 4 cents,

and molasses

15 cents," while the general average in the sugar

$150
By examining

slave, was, in the year 1844, only

31,

ducted $75 for expenses.

his

at

per

district,

from which he de-

Monograph,

it

will

be seen that the great bulk of the sugar and molasses was pro-

duced in those parishes having the heaviest negro population in
Thus,

proportion to the white.
tion

more than

St. Martin's,

with a

total

three times as large as St. Charles,

popula-

and with a

negro population more than twice as numerous, produced, in
1844, only 5,000 hogsheads, while St. Charles produced upward

The white population of St. Charles is only 883,
is 3,769.
The white population of St.
Martin is 6,400, and the negro population 8,200. Assumption
and Ascension are adjoining parishes. Assumption contains
more than three thousand whites, and three hundred slaves over
and above the population of Ascension. It has more land than
of 12,000.

while that of the slaves

Ascension, yet

and
of

its

its

it

pays $2,200

less taxes

on lands than Ascension,

gross taxes are $1,500 less than Ascension.

agricultural products

is

The value

likewise less.

These lessons by comparison might be indefinitely extended, by
dropping the report of the auditor of public accounts of Louisiana, and taking up the statistics of the churches, and the last

United States census.

The

statistics of the

American churches

prove that the slaveholding States contain more Christian communicants, in proportion to the population, including black and
white, than

the

non-slaveholding

—South

Carolina more than

Massachusetts, Virginia more than Pennsylvania, Kentucky more

than Ohio.

The

the white people
less,

but

report proves that in the cotton and sugar region,

who have few

or no negroes, are poor and help-

when supplied with seven times

their

own number

of
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negroes, they are the richest aud most powerful agricultural peo-

The census

ple on the earth.

of those

who

prove that the landed property

will

are thus supplied with from three to seven times their

own number

of negroes, if sold at

proceeds of sales divided equally

assessed value, and the

its

among

all

the inhabitants, black

and white, each individual would have a larger sum than any
Pennsylvanian, New Yorker, or New Englander, would have, if
the laud in the richest counties were sold at

aud the proceeds of

sales divided equally

For instance,

ants of the said county.

counties

richest

of Pennsylvania,

assessed value,
the inhabit-

some of the
Adams, Berks, Centre,

if

say

its

among

the land in

Chester, and Washiugtou, were all sold, and the proceeds divided

among

the inhabitants, each individual would have only about

half as

much

as each

negro and white

man would

have,

lands of Carroll, Madison, Concordia, aud Tensas, where

groes outnumber the whites seven to one, were

proceeds equally divided

among

all sold,

if

the

tlie

ne-

aud the

blacks and whites.

Comparisons, instituted upon the data furnished by the United

show that what Virginia wants is more negroes,
and what Pennsylvania wants is more white laborers. In some
counties in Pennsylvania, Cambria and Carbon for instance, the
land, if sold and proceeds divided, would not give each inhabitant $75 a piece, the most of the land being uncultivated for want
of laborers. Ohio, Wyoming, and Nicholas counties, in Yirginia,
with an aggregate population exceeding thirty thousand, have only
222 negro slaves. The land, if sold and divided, would not give
each inhabitant one hundred dollars. In Accomac, Albemarle,
York, Prince Edward, and Prince George, the negro population
The land, if sold and equally divided,
is about equal to the white.
individual
from
$150 to $220, which is nearly as
would give each
much as the inhabitants of the best counties of Pennsylvania
States census, will

would have from the proceeds of

sales of these lands.

Land, per

acre, is cheaper in Yirginia than in Pennsylvania, because

the largest portion of the Yirginia lands are

want of

unimproved

much
for the

laborers, while the largest portion of the Pennsylvania

lands are under cultivation.

The

cotton States

and Louisiana are

Bucking the life-blood out of Yirginia by draining that noble old
The high price of negroes is
State of her agricultural laborers.
ruining Yirginia.

many

In Sussex, Southampton, Northampton, and

other counties, which send most negroes to the cotton States,
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in the price of their land,

than they have gained in the high price they got for their negroes.

The

would give each individual only
Oxford is
Britain's
the
telescope
Great
eye, or rather
which is used to see
Mr. Jefferson saw the importafar off, to direct British policy.
land, if sold and divided,

three dollars an acre.

fifty-seven dollars, less than

ance of a university of the

first class, to

be used as a telescope to

look into the distance, to direct Yirginia, or what ought to be the

same thing, American policy, as Oxford directs British policy.
Hence he devoted the latter years of his life to establishing an institution for that very purpose.

Long before
was known by

the

West India emancipation

was passed, it
and fellows of Oxford, that
laborers and that their emanciact

the learned graduates

negroes Avuuld not work as free
pation would ruin the British

;

West

British policy, howup India, imperatively demanded the sacrifice to be
made, as Russian policy demanded the sacrifice of Moscow. The
African race furnished the only laborers, who could compete with
the Mongolian race in producing the rich products of tropical agriculture.
Great Britain had a hundred and fifty millions of the
bronze and yellow-skin Asiatics under her command, and only
wanted the black-skin Africans out of the way, to monopolize
tropical agriculture. To carry out the British policy of becoming,
Indies.

ever, to build

not only mistress of the seas, but mistress of the boundless wealth
of tropical and tropicoid climates, the learned graduates of Oxford

and Cambridge raised a hue and cry against the inhumanity of
the middle 2^(issage. So little truth was there in it, that when the
committee of the United States Senate, appointed

to consider the

causes of the mortality prevailing on emigrant ships from Europe
to this

country, and the

means

health of the passengers, did

me

for the better protection of the

the honor in 1854 to request

my

views on the subject, I replied (see " Rejport of the Select Committee of U. S. Senate on the Sickness and Mortality on Emigrant

Shijps^''

pages 119-144

—Washington, 1854), recommend-

ing certain rules to be adopted to preserve the health and ameliorate the condition of

me

to

be the best.

emigrants on shipboard, which appeared

But, subsequently, a

little

volume

fell

into

to

my

hands containing the rules of the African slave-traders, half a
century ago, which were so much better than those I had recommended, I called the attention of the chairman of the Senate's com-
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'i'ili^

mittce, the lion.

Hamilton Fish,

to

to

them, advising him by

adopt the African slave-traders' rules,

if

all

means

he had any regard for

the health and comfort of the European emigrants.

In the latter

part of the last century no one pretended, as now, that the negro
lost

any thing by exchanging slavery in Africa for the more benign
But it was the imaginary suffer-

system of slavery in America.

ings on the middle passage, which brought humanity with her eyes
shut to lend to British policy a helping hand to close Africa and

prevent her sal^e sons from exchanging their barbarous masters
for civilized ones.

America consented

to that policy.

many

ern tobacco-planters, believing they had as
cultivation of tobacco required,

The South-

negroes as the

had petitioned the king before the
He did not do it.

Revolution, to close the African slave trade.

After the Revolution

it

was

only

not

but

closed,

declared

The policy which
to be piracy, by the federal government.
It
closed it may have been good policy or bad at that time.
Boon gave the non-slaveholding States the ascendency in the
Union.

The question, whether they

shall retain that ascendency,

depend very much upon whether they continue to abuse
the power they acquired over the South by cutting off the supply of Southern laborers. Having ascertained that the negro
would not work as a free man, the next move of British policy

will

was, to set those free
in England,

who were

some by one

already in America.

artifice

All parties

and some by another, were

ultimately led to promote the British policy of negro abolitionism.

From England

it was brought over to the United States, took
rapidly as soon to become a most disturbing
and
grew
so
root
element in both church and state. We had no colleges at the
North, and scarcely any churches which knew the advantages

humanity and Christianity derived from the mutual aid the black
and white races afford each other. The most of them are and
were virtually European colleges located in America. This has
enabled those learned men in Great Britain, who guide and direct
British policy, to make a nose of wax of the great body of the
educated classes in the United States. The prominence given to
the Latin language, to the neglect of the Greek and Hebrew, in
our schools and colleges, has greatly tended to fill the heads of
the students with monarchical ideas, and to prevent them from
understanding and appreciating the institutions of their
country.

The study of Homer and the Greek

own

classics favors
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genuine republicanism, by fostering a high-toned moral virtue,
and by creating a love for nature and for political institutions
founded upon her laws

;

while the study of VirgiJ, and other Latin

text-books, used in our schools

and

to lead to a sicklj' sentimental

admiration for nominal instead of

governments founded upon usurpations and
distinctions, as that of the Caesars was, and as that of

real freedom,
artificial

colleges, has a strong tendency

and

for

There is as much dijEference between Homer
is.
and Yirgil as between nature and art. The Latin, being a derivative language, and of very little use, would long since^^have
been banished from the schools, but for the aid monarchy derives
from its binding men of letters, as Yirgil bound the Muses, to
the footstool of thrones, to flatter the frail humanity thereon with
Homer's Muses, like true Amerithe incense of divine honors.
cans, pay no higher honors to the diadem on the king's head
than to the gaudy plumage of the peacock's tail. Young America
would derive great advantages from an intimate acquaintance with
Homer. He wrote in a language which gives to all the arts and
sciences their technical terms.
Hence, the previous study of the
Greek makes the acquaintance of the various sciences comparaThe Greek and Hebrew being original
tively easy to the learner.
Great Britain

languages, can be acquired in

which

is

much

a derivative language.

less

It is to

time than the Latin,

be hoped that the great

University of the South, about to be established on the cool and
salubrious plateau of the

Cumberland Mountains,

if it

does not

banish Latin, will at least give a greater degree of prominence

Greek and Hebrew, the two languages in which the Scripwere originally written. By comparing " The AnniLal
Report of the Superintendent of Public Education^ 1859, with
"Zes Lois concernant les Ecoles Puhlique dans VEtat de la
Louisiane^ 1849," it will be perceived, that the New England sys-

to the

tures

tem of public education is nut adapted
The laws are excellent, if the system
the spirit of our political institutions.

tc

LoulsiaDa and the South.

itself

was

in conformity to

After ten years'

trial,

we

learn from the Report of the Superintendent, that they can not

be carried out, as no laws can be, which are theoretical, burden-

some, troublesome, expensive, and void of practical benefits. If
a law were passed by the State of Louisiana appropriating three

hundred thousand dollars per annum
with a loaf of bread every day,

it

to furnishing

every family

could not be executed.

More
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than half the

OF THE SOUTH.

ETC.,

would not accept the bread.

fcimilies

The Report

of the Superintendent of Public Education proves that more than
half the families in Louisiana will not accept of the mental food

Some

the State offers to their children.

instance, which

parishes will not receive

taxed $1G,000 for the
"
support of public schools, has
not a single public school," says

any of

Tensas, for

it.

the Report, "in

own

it,

The

house."

is

yet nearly every planter has a school in his
truth

is,

that

government does more harm

than good by interfering with the domestic concerns of our people.

If let

alone,

they would not need governmental aid in

The South

furnishing food for either the body or the mind.

would have been

far

ahead in education, mauulactures, and

internal improvements, if the federal

cane and cotton
all

field

and

government had not

The system of public education,

live.

admit, has failed in the country, but,

ceeded very well in
fruits it is

New

inter-

kind of laborers who can labor in the

fered, to shut out the only

Orleans.

it

is

If the tree

asserted, has suc-

be judged by

its

poisonous instead of salutary, to republican institutions,

in our great cities.

If the

boys

whom

it

has taught to read novels,

had been put to trades, they could not have been driven away
from the polls after they had grown to be men. There has been
virtually no election in New Orleans, and in many of 'our large
cities, for

ference,

the last five or six years

it

;

whether from fear or indif-

proves that the system of education

America wants a University

to raise

the

is

defective.

standard of morals,

manners, and learning, so high, that every individual will be
as secure from personal violence at the sacred ballot-box, as at
the church altar.

America wants schools

to raise the

standard

of moral virtue so high, that every American citizen, naturalized
or native,
its

may

whole power

of an

American

confidently rely
to protect
citizen,

him

both at

upon government putting forth
and privileges
home and abroad.
in all the rights

—

)

CONCLUDING REMARKS.
BY THE EDITOR.

Having thus

finished our labors,

and embodied

in this

work

a range of discussion on slavery, occupying the "whole ground,

we

have a word to say to those who are engaged in fomenting these
mad schemes of the abolitionists. We ask you candidly and dispassionately to compare the spirit, tone, and style of argument
in the

work before you, with the writings and speeches of

the

anti-slavery propagandists, such as Cheever, Channing, "Wendell
Phillips,

and Sherman's protege.

In unsparing and vituperative

denunciation they certainly excel; but are they not

filled

with the

most gross exaggerations and misrepresentations, not to say willful
Nowhere do you find that Christian candor and fairfalsehoods.
ness of argument, that should characterize the search after truth,

but in their stead only positive assertions, and inflammatory
appeals to the most vindictive passions of

human

nature.

In this crusade of the North against the South, there

is a most
and
impertinent
interference
with
the
unwarrantable
concerns of
others, that ought to be most sternly rebuked ; and it is one of

the encouraging signs of the times, that the Southern people are
at last roused

in adopting

from their inaction, and are vigorously engaged

means

of self-protection.

Many, however,

in the

North are engaged in this crusade in order to divert attention
from their own plague-spot Agrarianism. "We all recollect the
Patroon of Albany and the Van Rensellaer mobs, the Fourerism
and Socialism of the free States, and the ever-active antagonism

—

of labor and capital.

more loudly than

They

are like the

who,
For the time

fleeing burglar,

his pursuers, cries stop thief!

perhaps they have succeeded in hounding on the rabble in
cry after

the South, and

in diverting attention

full

from themselves.

But how will they fare in the end ? It is said of a certain animal,
when once it has tasted human blood it never relinquishes
the chase so when the mob shall have tasted the sweets of plunder and rapine in their raids upon the South, will they spare the
hoarded millions of the money-princes and nabobs of the North?
that

;
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Are

there uot thoasauJs of ueeily auJ thriftless adventurers, or

of starving and vicious poor, in the free States and cities of the

who

North,

look with ill-coucealed envy, or with gloating rapacity,

on the prosperity and wealtli of the aristocrats, as they term them,

Ye

of the spindle and loom, and of the counting-house?

capital-

ye merchant princes, ye master manufacturers, you

ists,

may

your Jacobin clubs, you may demoralize their
ideas of right and wrong, but remember
the gullo-

excite to frenzy

minds of
tine

all

long be a^iplied

ere

will

!

suspended over your

is

measure ye mete,

Ye who

it

own

!

The agrarian

!

yourselves,

to

shall be

necks

measured

to

you again.

profess to be the ministers of the Prince of peace, yet

are engaged in preaching Sharp's

teach that murder

is

no crime,

if

rifles,

or Brown's pikes

that the breach of every

;

mendable,
thropy

if

who

;

;

who

committed by a slave upon his

best friend, his master; that midnight incendiarism

ous

doctrines

with whatsoever

for

command

is

meritori-

in the decalogue

is

com-

perpetrated under the guise of abolition philanclaim to possess a " higher law " than the law of

God; in fine, who preach every thing except Jesus Christ, and
him crucified how shall you escape the sentence of holy writ
"If any man shall add unto these things, God shall add unto him
;

all

the plagues that are written in this book

shall take

God

shall

;

and

if

any

man

away from the words of the book of this prophecy,
take away his part out of the book of life, and out of

the holy city, and from the things which are written in this book,"

Ye

politicians,

who,

spoils of ofiice, are

sections of our

councils

;

our Union
of liberty,

Ye

for the

Union

wliose course

;

in

to

^feelings of

both

producing division in our national

is fast

whose skirts
so vainly shed?

;

sake of place, power, and the

engaged in alienating the

bringing about the dissolution of

will cling the blood of the

martyrs

people of the North, our brothers by blood, by political as-

by a community of interest; why will ye be led away
by a cruel and misguided philanthropy, or by designing demagogues? why will ye strive to inflict the most irreparable injury
upon the objects of your misplaced sympathy ? reduce to ruins
this fair fiibric of liberty, and this happy land to desolation?
Your own leaders acknowledge that, hitherto, your agitation, far
from bettering the condition of the slaves, has only made it worse ;
sociations,

and

in

some

respects this

is true.

So long

as

you confine your-

—
;
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or hearing abolition speeches, or forming

yourselves anti-slavery societies

;

so long as

you neither injure nor

tation to yourselves,

among

you confine the

agi-

benefit the slaves

your exuberant philanthropy escapes through the safety-valve in

But when you attempt to circulate among
the shape of gas.
them incendiary documents, intended to render them unhappy,
and discontented with their lot, it becomes our duty to protect
them against your machinations. This is the sole reason why
most, if not

all

the slave States, have forbidden the slaves to be

your interference, most of our slaves
have been able to read the word of God for them-

But

taught to read.

would now

for

selves, instead of being dependent, as they

instruction,
issaries

which

is

now

now

are,

on that oral

When

so generally afforded them.

come among them,

to

em-

give them oral instruction different

from that contained in the word of God, instead of abridging
the privileges of the slave,

and

justly, too

;

for

we

we

deal directly with the emissary,

are acting not only in self-defense, but

we

are guarding this dependent race, committed by

God

to

from those malign influences which would work
Could you succeed
us, but to themselves, also.

evil,

not only to

in

our care,

your

efforts

—

which you will find to be impossible as the red republicans did
in St. Domingo, or as the English abolitionists did in Jamaica and
Barbadoes, so far from having bettered the condition of the blacks,
you would have inflicted on them an irreparable injury. But
of this you will soon have an opportunity of satisfying yourselves.

We

have among us a few hundred thousand of this race, who
have been emancipated through a mistaken philanthropy, and
who, though not injurious, are almost useless to us these we
have concluded to colonize among you, that your lecturers, while
;

lauding the black

may

as being far superior to the white race,

never be in want of a specimen of the genuine

point

to,

as a proof of the truth of their arguments.

the slave States

same

man

policy

—and

—have

most,

if

not

all

article, to

Some

of

of them, will pursue the

already passed laws for the removal of the

free blacks from their borders, but allowing them the option of

remaining, by choosing their masters, and returning to a state of

and strange as you may think it, many luive already
going among their friends, the abolitionThis is done, not so much because we wish to be rid of this

servitude

done
ists.

;

so, in preference to

heterogeneous element of our population, for at worst, they are,
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with Its, only a kiiul of harmless dead weight, but because we
wish to send them North as missionaries, to convert the abolitionIf we may judge from the census and votes
ists and free soilers.
in the different counties in Ohio, the experiment will be entirely
successful, as those counties

having the largest black population,

voted, in 1859, against the anti-slavery ticket; whilst those

voted for

it,

possess but a meagre black population.

which

Is this be-

cause an intimate acquaintance with the negro, convinces the com-

munity

him

;

make

that freedom is not the

or

is

it

normal or proper condition for

because he prefers to reside amongst those

least pretensions of friendship for

men may

him

take either horn of the dilemma.

?

The

who

anti-slavery

;
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